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.AGRICULTURE APPROPRIATION BILL.

Committee on Agriculture,
House of Eepresentatives, ,

Tuesday, December 9, 1919.

The committee met at 10.30 o'clock a. m., Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen
(chairman) presidir^.

The Chairman. The committee will come to order. I have called

the committee together this morning to consider the estimates of
appropriations for the Department of Agriculture required for the
service of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921, submitted by the
Secretary. Full and op'eii hearings will be held on the estimates
during which we will have before the committee representatives and
chiefs of the various bureaus of the department, as well as others
interested in the various items who may wish to appear and be
heard. The policy will be to scrutinize each item in the estimates
most carefully with a view of practicing strictest economy, but of

course allowing all just increases which will tend to promote agri-

culture.

We have with us this morning Mr. Harrison, assistant to the
Secretary, from whom we will be pleased to hear first.

Summary of Estimates.

STATEMENT OF ME. F. R. HARRISON, ASSISTANT TO THE
SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Jones. May I ask Mr. Harrison just what ofiicial position

he has ?

" Mr. Harrison. Assistant to the Secretary.

Mr. Jones. Of the Department of Agriculture ?

Mr. Harrison. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. What are the initials ?

Mr. Harrison. F. E.
Mr. TiNCHER. What estimates are you going to discuss ?

Mr. Harrison. The regular annual estimates of the department.
I will merely make a general statement to the comiriittee about the

estimates as a whole. The estimates for the fiscal year 1921, which
you are about to consider, aggregate $37,528,102, compared with

$33,899,761, the amount carried in the appropriation act for 1920;
that is, the current fiscal year. . They involve an apparent increase

of $3,628,341. Taking into account, however, the fact that $121,229
is- merely transferred from other acts (the sundry civil and the wheat-
price guaranty acts), the net increase is only $3,507,112. It should

,

be pointed out, also, that the item of $1,000,000 for fighting and
preventing forest fires (an increase of $850,000 over the present
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4 AGKICULTURE APPROPRIATION BILL.

appropriation), the item of $1,000,000 for combating foot-and-mouth
disease, and the item of $240,000 for the eradication of the pink
hoUworm of cotton, are simply insurance funds and will be used only

in case of necessity. The committee will be interested to know that,

according to the best estimatf s I can secure
Mr. Jones. Are these items increases over the last 1

Mr. Harrison. The last items to which I referred are not in-

creas?s, except the appropriation for fighting and preventing of

forest fires, which involves an increase of $850,000.
Mr. Jones. Over your request for that same purpose last time ?

Mr. Harbison. Yes, sir. The committee will be interested to

know that, according to the bf st estimates I can secure, the receipts

from the various activities of the department, including timber sales,

grazing privileges, water-power permits, and the like, will amount,
during the fiscal year 1921, to approximately $6,925,000, compared
with $6,885,000 during the current year.

The amount recommended by the bureaus totaled $41,953,483, an
increase of $8,053,722 over the appropriation for 1920. After giving
careful consideration to each and every item, and bearing in mind
the financial situation of the Nation, the Secretary, as you will note,

made reductions in the bureaus' estimates aggregating $4,425,381.

He is firmly convinced that the increases approved by him are

reasonable, and that they are necessary for the effective prosecution
of the work of the department during the next fiscal year.

I have prepared the usual statement summarizing the estimates,

which, with your approval, I shall be glad to insert in the record.

The Chairman. Does that give the estimates in detail of the
bureaus ?

Mr. Harrison. It gives the increases by the individual items.

We inserted a similar statement last year, as well as in preceding
years.

I might refer briefly to a few of tlie larger items. The Secretary is

renewing the recommendation, which he made at the last session of

Congress, that the name of the Office of Farm Management be
changed to "Bureau of Farm Management and Farm Economics,"
that it be placed on the same basis as other bureaus in the depart-
ment, and that an appropriation of approximately $612,000 which
represents an increase of about $300,000 over last year, be provided
for the conduct, on an adequate scale, of the enlarged program for
studies in the field of farm management and farm economics, in-

cluding the cost of producing agricultural products, as outlined by
the reorganization committee.
A plan for the improvement and extension of the crop and live

stock reporting service in the Bureau of Crop Estimates, calling for

an increase of $550,000, has been developed and is incorporated in
these estimates.

We are asking for additional funds for administering and protecting
the national forests, for investigating important forest problems—^
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Before you leave the other matter:

Has the plan been set out and the arguments in favor of it in the
print ?

Mr. Harrison. It is set out in full in the estimates under the
Bureau of Crop Estimates. As I was about to say, we are asking
also for additional fxmds for protecting and administering the national
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fore&ts, for investigating important forest problems, and for aiding

private owners in bringing about the practice of good forestry on
their holdings^

Mr. Jones. Is that Mr. Graves's subject?

Mr. Harrison. Yea, sir; we are also asking for additional funds

for the market news and food products inspection services in th&
Biu-eau of Markets. In order to secure greater coordination in the

publication and informational work of the department, ^e are pro-

posing to transfer the office of information and the ofl&ce of exhibits

to the division of publications, consolidating all these services under
the supervision of the chief of that bureau.

We are suggesting increases for the development of other important
lines of work in the various bureaus. I think I ought to call the
attention of the committee to the fact that, during the war, prac-

tically no provision was made for the extension of research activities

other than those which had a direct bearing on war problems. Many
of the increases which we have included in the estimates, therefore,

contemplate merely the prosecution of work which should have
been, and probably would have been, undertaken some time ago
but for the unusual conditions growing out of the war. Other
increases are made necessary by reason of the large advances which
have occurred in the cost of labor, materials, supplies, transporta-

tion, and the like, and do not contemplate any increase in the work.
In view of the fact that a joint congressional commission is actively

engaged upon the task of reclassifying the salaries of Government
employees in the city of Washington and expects to make its report,

to Congress in the near future, it was decided to make no provision
in these estimates for increases or readjustments in compensation.
We have included some new places, however, and the usual transfers

have been made from the lump funds to the statutory rolls. I may
add that one of the most pressing problems we have before, us now
is that of securing and retaining an adequate, efficient, and con-
tented personnel, but we are hopeful that some relief will come
through the action of the joint commission. If it does not, we. are
certainly facing a fxirther decided loweriag of efficiency throughout
the service.

If the committee has no objection,' I woiild like to insert in the

record a letter which the Secretary recently wrote to the Joint
Commission on Reclassification of Salaries with reference, particu-

larly, to the salaries of the chiefs of the bxu-eaus in the department,
emphasiziag the fact that the present compensation is entirely out
of proportion with the responsibilities involved. I think it would be
interesting to the committee to have the Secretary's views about
this matter.
The Chairman. Without objection, it is so ordered.

(The letter referred to follows)

:

October 13, 1919.

Hon. Andbietjs A. Jones,
Chairman Joint Commiseion on Reclassification of Salaries.

Dear Senator Jones: In connection with the reclaasification of salaries of Govern-
ment employees, there is a matter which I imagine your commission has in mind bii t

with reference to which I am taking the liberty of expressing my views. I refer to the
status and compensation of such responsible officers of the department as the chiefs of

the various bureaus. I shall not undertake to express any opinion at this time regard-
ing the status and compensation of the rank and file of the employees of the Govern-
ment.
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I have been impreased for some time with the fact that democracy, if it ia to succeed,

must be willing to secure and retain in positions of marked governmental responsij-

bility men of the highest ability, qualification', and experience. Many positions in

the Government service involving the supervision of vast enterprises now, have
attached to them inadequate salaries. The Government is constantly losing men of

the sort I have in mind and is compelled to satisfy itself with replacements of men
who, in the judgment of executive officers, may not be thoroughljr qualified for the
tasks assigned to them. In this department I think the compensation attached to the
position of c^ief of bureau should be increased. The minimum should not be lower
than $5,000 per annum and the maximum might well be placed at $7,500, and should
certainly not be less than $6,500. At present the salaries of chiefs of bureaus, with one
exception, range from $3,500 to $5,000 per annum. The latter figure is leas than that

now paid by many educational institutions to professors doing no administrativie work
or to deans of departments, including deans of departments in the agricultural colleger.

You realize. I am sure, what tremendous tasks such bureaus as those of Plant Indus-
try, Animal Industry, Markets, Farm Management, Chemistry, Weather, Public
Eoads, the Forest Service, the Solicitor's Office, and others have in hand. When we
consider the scope of. their work and the responsibilities attaching to the position ol

chief, the present compensation seems singularly small. I shall simply give a few
illustrations of the magnitude of the tasks involved. Tate, for instance, the Forest
Service. The chief of that service has under his jurisdiction all the national forests,

embracing about 155,000,000 acres of land. The forests have in them one-fifth of the
standing timber and involve timber sale operations on a great scale. They support
approximately 11,000,000 animals grazing under special permit, giving rise to many
important and difficult problems and touching the interests of many thousands of

stockmen. Furthermore, the forests contain about 30 per cent of the water power of

the Nation and 42 per cent of the water power of the West, and there is invested in
water-power projects in or in connection with the forests something over $300,000,000.
There are also vast responsibilities involved in the various special uses that are made
of the forests, as well as in fire protection and reforestation. All told, the Chief of the
Forest Service has under his direction approximately 3,000 employees.

Similar facts obtain with reference to each of the other bureaus. The Bureau of

A.nimal Industry, for example, is charged with the administration of many important
laws, such as the meat-inspection act, the 28-hour act, and the animal quarantine acts,

the direction of the forces engaged in eradicating such important animal diseases as

hog cholera, Texas fever (cattle tick), scabies, tuberculosis, and the like, the promo-
tion of better live-stock methods, and the betterment of the live-stock industry of the
Nation as a whole. There are approximately 5,000 employees in this bureau.
The solicitor has many responsibilities. He now has under his direction about 45

lawyers and is the principal legal officer of the department in respect to the administra^
tion of about 35 important laws, including the Federal aid road act, the grain and cot-
ton standards acts, the warehouse act, the food and drugs act, the meat-inspection
act, the animal quarantine laws, the Weeks forestry act, and the laws relating to the
national forests. He also advises administrative officers regarding all the rules and
regulations of the department, prepares, for submission to the Department of Justice,
cases arising under the various statutes intrusted to the department for administra-
tion, and cooperates with the United States attorneys in their prosecution.

I am also strongly of th« opinion that the present limitation of $4,500 on the com-
pensation that may be paid to scientific and technical employees should be increased.
We' are called upon to secure the services of some of the most highly trained experts
in the Nation, many of whom are sought by industrial enterprises, and it has become
increasingly difficult to secure and retain men with the requisite quaUfications whose
services are necessary in order efficiently to do the Government's business. While I
realize that the Government can not compete with industry in the matter of salaries,

still I think that further leeway should be permitted.
I sincerely trust that this matter may receive the most earnest consideration of the

commission. I recognize that the chiefs of bureaus in other departments are involved,
but, as a matter of fact, some of them now receive larger compensation than similar
officers in this department.

Very truly, your?,

D. F. Houston, Secretary.

Mr. Harrison. I have merely attempted to give the committee a
general idea of the estimates and of what they contain. Of com-se,
the chiefs of the bureaus and other ofl&cers of the department will
appear before you and give the details. Prof. Marvin, Chief of the
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Weather Bureau, is here, and, with jrour permission, will present the

estimates of the Weather Bureau which appear on page 25. We will

defer until later the estimates of the Office of Secretary and the Office

of Farm Management.
I may add, in accordance with the suggestion of the chairman,

that I have suggested to the chiefs of the bureaus and others of the

department that they prepare brief statements setting forth just

what they wish to say about the various items in the estimates, and
I believe most of them have done so. We are hoping that they will

be given the opportunity to make a connected statement about each
item. That, also, is in accordance with the suggestion of the chairman.

Mr. RuBEY. Have the various departments made their annual
reports ?

Mr. Harrison. Yes, sir. We have 25 complete sets here this

morning, and also 25 copies of the Secretary's annual report. They
are available here and can be secured by the members of the com-
mittee.

I woiild also like to insert in the record a brief summary of the

estimates which I have had prepared.

(The statement referred to follows:)

Estimates, 1921, United States Department of Agriculture.

Appropriations.
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Statement giving comparison between department estimates and bureau estimatesfor 19Zt
and appropriation aetfor 1920.

Bureau or office.
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Statement showing proposed changes in the statutory rolls of Hie Department of Agriculture
'

for the fiscal year ending June SO, 1921.

Namber. Increase. Total

New places ,

Increase in salary of 1 laboratory aid. Division of Publications, to correct

typographic! error in agricultural appropriation act for 1920

Places dropped '

S113,390

450
+$113,840
- 27,660'

Actual increase

Transfers from lump funds, with corresponding reduction.. 387
86. IW

450, 780'

Apparent increase. 536,960

I Not including 1,402 places, aggregating tl,673,540, transferred to a special lump-fund item under the
Forest Service for the employment of forest supervisors, deputy supervisors, rangers, and guards.

Note.—On Oct. 31, 1919, there was a total of 21,364 employees in the Department of Agriculture, of

whom 5,490 were carried on statutory rolls and 15,871 on lump funds.

Statement shoioing proposed changes in lump fund appropriations of the Department of
Agriculturefor the fiscal year ending June SO, 1921.

Items.
Appar-
ent.

Actual.

Decrease.

Appar-
ent.

Actual.

Office ofthe Secretary:

(108) EUralaborand emergency employments
Bureau of Farm Management and Farm ii)conomics:

(31) Far ji nanagement investigations
Weather Bureau:

(53) Expensesin Washington
(54) Printing office

(JiS) ExDenses outside of Washington
(56) Traveling e'qienses
(57) Estabhshmentand maintenance of aerological stations
(58) Forest fire wammgservice (new)
(59) Marine meteorological work (new)

Bureau of Animal Industry:
(60) Inspection and quarantine
(61

)

Tuberculosisinvestigation and eradication ..

(62) Tick eradication
(63) Dairy investigations
(64) Anitnal husbandry Investigations . .,

(65) Animal liseaseinvestigations

$288, 090

6,940
2,200
69,200
2,200

195,980
15,000
60,000

32,660

(66) Hog cholera investigation and eradication.
(67) rI Dourineinvestigation and eradication.
(69) Meat inspection

Bureau of Plant Industry:
(79) Investieationsin plant pathology
(80) Fniit disease investigations
(81) Citrus canker eradication
(82) Investisations in forest pathology
(83) Eradication of white pine blister rust
(8f) Investigation ofcotton, truck, and forage crop diseases

.

(85) Crop physiology and breeding investigations
(86) Soil bacteriology and plant nutrition investigations.

.

(87) Soil fertility investigations
(89) Drug pliinf

,
poisonous plant, physiological, and fer-

mentation investigations
(92) Seed testing
(93) Cereal investigations
(96) Alkali and drought resistant plant investigations
(99) Dry land agriculture investigations
(100) Western irrigation agriculture investigations
(102) Fomologicalinvestigations
(104 1 Horticultural investigations
(105) Nursery investigations (new)
(106) Arlington farm
(107) Foreign seed and plant introduction
(109) Purchase and distribution ofnew and rare seeds
(110) Forage crop investigations

40, "130

191,360
16, 890
17,900

15,000
7,000

21,100

10,000
20,000

1,000
12,900
72,200

10,000
S,800
5,000
28,600
30,000
3,600

$297,190

6,940
2,200
70,400
2,200

200,000
15,000
50,000

40,020

66,600

54,850
199, 280
20,650
30,000

15,000
7,000

23,600

10,000
20,000

1,000
12,900
85,000

10,000
10,000
5,000

30,000
30,000
6,000

68,000

$7,620

19,560
10,820

3,600
35, 680

86,600
1,200
6,560

85,000

1,600

1,200

18,500
1,200

18,600

Note.—Numbers in parentheses refer to Items in the committee print of the estimates.
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Statement showing proposed changes in lump fund appropriations of the Department of

Agriculture for thejisevl year ending June SO, i927—Continued.

Items.

Increase.

Appar-.
ent.

Actual.

Decrease.

Appar-
ent.

Actual.

Bureau of Plant Iniiustry—Continued.
(111) General adnfinistrative expenses
(112) Purchase and distribution of valuable seeds .

Forest Service:'

(239) National forests and general administration
(241) Fighting and preventing forest (ires

(242) Insect control
(243) Supplies and equipment
(244) Forest products investigations
(245) Ranse investigations
(247) Silvicultural investigations
(248) Reconnaissance of forest resources
(249) Miscellaneous forest investigations
(250) Improvement of national forests

Bureau of Chemistry:
(66) Collaboration with other departments
(68) Poultry and egg investigations

(70) Biolosical investigations of food and drug products.

(72) (3olor investigations
(74) Enforcement of the. food and drugs act

(77) Dehydration inves' igations

(79) Leather and tanning investigations (new)
Bureau of Soils:

(33) Soil physical investigations
(34) Investigation of fer fcilizer resources

- - (35) Soil survey investigations

(37) Potash investigations
Bureau of Entomology:

- (32) Deciduous fruit insect investi^tions-

$257, 886 1260,406

25,000
12,500
175,000
25,000
76,000
45,000
25,640
100,000

36,000

10,000

15,000

5,000
18,660
33,200
65,300

(3,
(34)
(35)

(37)

I Cereal and forage insect investigations

I (Jontrol of European com borer
Southern field crop insect investigations
Forest insect investigations

r Truck crop and stored product insect investigations.

(a») Bee culture investigations .-.

.

(39) Tropical and subi'ropioal fruit insect investigations

(43) General adniinistrative expenses
(44) Preveri ing spread of moths

Bureau of Biolosical Survey:
(29) Main enance ofmammal and bird reservations

(31) Economic invesJgations (food habits of birds aud_
mammals, etc.) - -

(33) Enforcement of the migratory bird treaty act 1 . .

.

(34) General administrative expenses
Division of Publications:

(78) Labor-saving machinery
Stationery and materials
Office furniture and fixttires

I C3ommunicai ion and transportation service
Misoellaneous expenses

; Agricultural exhibits 2

Bureati of (Drop Estimates:
(20)" Administrative expenses and field investigations

Library:
(16) General expenses

Miscellaneous expenses
Rent in the District of Columbia
States Relations Service:

(36) Administration of the Hatch, Adams, and Smith-Lever
Acts

(37) Extension work in northern and western States

(38) Extension work in southern States.

1,600

78,000

8,000

(79)

(80)

(82)

(84)

(85)

5,135

110,560
103,000
4,240

1,000
1,600
280
150
350

60,000

550,000

8,200

1,900

'40) Farmers' institutes and agricultural schO( s..

41) -
I Insular experiment stations.

(42) Home economics investigations..
' (43) General administrative expenses

Btu'eau of Public Roads

16,000
28,020
8,420

25,000
12,500
176,000
26,000
75,000
45,000
25,640
100,000

36,000

10,000

15,000

5,000
18,660
36,000
67,400

10,000

78,000

8,000

5,136

118,960
107,600
4,240

1,000
1,600
280
160
350

60,000

550,000

10,000

Vso.'ooo'

10,000

15,000
30,000
10,000

t3,060
3,000

150,000 1150,000

2,120

720
15, 140

26,600 22,750

2,280

250,000 260,000

1,200
3,200
1,200

1,600
1,400

34,600 34,500

35,560
10,240
4,240

(53) Road management investigations 2, 040
(64) Road building and maintenance investigations 5,

(65) Road material investigations 30,000 30,000
(57) Farm irrigation investigations 20, 000 20, 000
(58) Farm drainage investigations 30, 000 30, 000
(69) Rural engineering investigations 75, 000

|
75, 000

1 A newlump fund item of $1,673,540 is recommended to provide for the employment of forest supervisors
deputy supervisors, rangers, and guards, transferred from the statutory roll, without increase in the total
amount.

* Transferred from " Miscellaneous" section of the bill,

8 Includes $41,609 to be transferred from the simdry civil act.
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Statement sftomng proposed changes in lump fund appropriations of the Department oj

AgrieuUurefor the fiscal year ending June SO, 19Z1—Continued.

Items.

Increase,

Appar-
ent.

Actual.

Decrease.

Appar-
ent.

Actaal.

(81

(82)

(83)
(84

(85

(90)

(91)

Bureau of Markets:
(80) Marketing and djstrlbutian

I Market news service on fruits and vegetables
I Begulation ol stockyards,
Market news service on live stock and meats
Market news service on dairy and poultry products...

I Market news service on grain, hay, feeds, and seeds

—

I Food-supply investigations
I Market inspection of perishable foods
I Cotton standardization and cotton testing
I Rural cooperation
1 State cooperation in marketing work
Grain-standardization investigations

(93) Enforcement of the standard-container act

(95) Enforcement of the cotton-futures act

(96) Enforcement of the grain-standards act

(97) Administration of the warehouse act

(100) Completion of work of Domestic Wool Section of War
Industries Board

Knforcement oftheinsectibide act (20)
Federal^'Horticultural Board:

(20)"Enforcement of the plant-quarantine act

Miscellaneous:

(1) Demonstrations on reclamation projects

(2) Fighting and preventing forest flres (new)
(3) Cooperative Are protection of forested watersheds of

navigable streams
(9) Eradication of pink bollworm

30,460
19,600

45,000
50,000

50,000
75,000 75,000

50,000

10,820
5,400
3,180

26,650

2,000
15,780 15,780

1,000
67, 140

1,000
173,620

45,000 45,000

4,900

"27,'566'

16,770

97,750

17, 970

100,000

35,000

21,000,000

100,000

21,000,000

100,000

1,600

(11) Acquisition of lands under the Weeks forestry law
(13) Investigation and prevention of plant-dust explosions

and fires (new) : . .

.

(19) Agricultural exhibits

207,240
600,000

197,400
600,000

100,000 100,000
» 100, 000 » 100,000

Total..

Net...
4,927,761
3,091,381

5, 126, 091

3, 542, 161
1,836,380 1,583,930

' Inasmuch as $100,000 is made available from appropriations under the wheat-price guaranty act for

expenditure during the fiscal year 1920 in carrying out the provisions of amendments to the cotton-futures
act. and as only S6,100 has been transferred to the statutory roll of the Bureau of Markets tor the fiscal year
1021, this represents an actual decrease of $20,280.

' Includes $150,000 now provided in the item for fighting and preventing forest fires, under general ex -

penses of the Forest Service.
' $50,000 transferred from this item to the Division of Publications.

Changes in Phraseology,

bureau of farm management and farm economics.

Name of bureau.—The name of the Office of Farm Management has been changed to

Bureau of Farm Management and Farm Economics.
(31) Farm management investigations.—New language has been substituted for the

present lump-fund item for farm-management investigations, as follows: "To investi-

gate the cost of production of farm products; to study economic problems connected
with farm financial relations, farm labor, land utilization, ownership and tenancy,
and rural-life conditions; to compile and publish the Atlas of American Agriculture;

and to encourage improved farm-organization and farm-management methods."

WEATHER BUREAU,

(57) Establishment and mmntenance of aerological stations.—After the word "phe-
nomena" has been inserted "and the issuing of weather forecasts, advices, and warn-
ings," after "in aid of," the words "military, naval, and civil"; after "aeronautics,"
the words "and in the development of navigation of the air"; and before "other"
the word "all."

(60) Sale of Mount Weather.— .A. new paragraph has bpen added authorizing the sale

of Mount Weather, including land, together with buildings and other improvements,
the net proceeds of the sale, after deducting the expenses incidental thereto, to be
turned into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.
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BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY.

(61) Tuberculosis investigation and eradication.—After the amount the worda "of
which 1500,000 phall be set aside i&e administrative and opCTatiag expenses and
$1,000,000 for the payment ofindemnities" have been omitted; also the words "within
the limitations above provided" in the first proviso.

(69) Meat in§pfiction.—The words "including the purchase of tags, labels, stamps,
and certificates jprinted in course of manufacture" have been inserted before the
amount; and the balance of the paragraph, relative to the inspection of equine meat
has been eliminated. The provision aumorizing payment for overtime work at meat-
inspection establishments has also been omitted.

, BUREAU -OF PLANT INDUSTRY.

(93) Cereal investigations.—The words "leaf rust" have been inserted after the words
"black rust."

(99) Dry land agriculture investigations.—After the amount the following proviso

has been added: "Provided, That the limitations in this act as to the cost of farm
buildings shall not apply to this paragraph."

(107) Foreign seed and plant introduction.—The following language, after the amount^
has been omitted: "Of which sum the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to ex-
pend $50,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, for the purchase of not to exceed
fifty acres of suitable land near the city of Washington, District of Columbia, and the
erection thereon of all necessary buildings and equipment, and for the establishment
of a plant-inspection and detention station: Provided, That not to exceed $10,000 of
this sum shall be expended for the purchase of the land." In place of the language
eliminated the following new proviso has been inserted: "Provided, That the Secre-

tary of Agriculture is hereafter authorized to acquire by gift, devise, or by purchase for

a sum not to exceed $1 for each site, the sites now occupied by field stations at Chico,
California, consisting of about eighty acres and used for propagatii^, testing, and
distributing new plant introductions; the site at Bellingham, Washington, consisting
of about sixty acres and used as a bulb station and for propagating, testing, and dis-

tributing new crop plants, and the sites at Buena Vista, Florida, and Savannah, Georgia,
consisting of about twenty-Rve acres, and about forty-six acres, respectively, and used
for propagating, testing, and distributing new crop plants peculiarly adapted to the
warmer parts of the United State?."

(108) Purchase and distribution ofnew and rare seeds, andforage crop investigations.—
This paragraph has been split into two items, the forage crop work being segregated
from the new and rare seed item without change in phraseology.

FOREST SERVICE.

(80) Introductory paragraph, general expenses.—The proviso relative to the erection
of buildings on the national forests has been amended so as to raise the limitation
on the cost of buildings from $800 to $1,500, and the words "or improved" have been
inserted after the word "erected."

(81) Employment offorest supervisors, rangers, and guards.—A new lump-fund item'

has been inserted providing for the salaries of forest supervisors, deputy supervisors,
rangers, and guards, heretofore carried on the statutory roll, without increase in the
total appropriation.

(82) Use, maintenance, improvement, and protection of national forests.—The words
"of other employees" have been inserted after "salaries."

(Ill) Coiur d'Alene National Forest.—The following proviso has been added after

the amount: "Provided, That the Secretary of Agiiculture is authorized to use, not to
exceed $500 of the funds herein appropriated for the Coeur d'Alene National Forest, for
the marking of the graves in Wallace, Idaho, of thirteen men who lost their lives
while fighting forest fires in the employ of the Forest Service on the Ca>ur d'Alene
National Forest on August 10, 1910, including concrete curbing for the graves, and
seeding, planting, and improving the plat."

(118) Custer National Forest.—Before the amount the words "and South Dakota"
have been added.

(159) Minam National Forest.—This item has been omitted, as it is proposed to
consolidate this forest with the Whitman National Forest.

(165) Monterey National Forest.—This item has been omitted, as the Monterey
National Forest has been consolidated with the Santa Barbara National Forest.

(198) ISioux National Forest.—It is proposed to consolidate this forest with the
Custer Naiional Forest. The item has therefore been omitted.
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(240) Lard classification and entry surveys.—After the words "authorized by law"
the following new language has been added: "And for the survey thereof by metes
and bounds or otherwise by employees of the Forest Service under the direction
«f the Commissioner of the General Land Office."

(241) Fighting and preventing forest fires.—This item has been omitted and pro-
vision made for the work under the "Miscellaneous" section of the bill.

i(246) National forest planting.—The proviso authorizing the purchase of land used
as a forest nursery site for the Michigan National Forest has been omitted.

(250) Improvement of the national forests.—After the first proviso the following
language has been inserted: " Provided further, That the Secretary of Agriculture ia

authorized to use not to exceed $5,000 of the funds herein appropriated for the pur-
chase of lands needed for ranger stations. " In the next proviso the word '

' hereafter "

has been inserted after "that"; the words "any funds appropriated for the Forest
Service" substituted for "the money herein appropriated"; the words "in and"-
and "this appropriation" eliminated, and the word "law" added. In the third
proviso the word' "hereafter" has been inserted to follow "that"; the words "this
appropriition" eliminated; and the words "any funds appropriated for the Forest
Service" substituted for "this appropriation."

BUREAU OP ENTOMOLOGY.

(35) Southern field crop insect investigations.—^After the amount have been added
the words "of wliich sum $25,000 shall be immediately available."

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY.

(30) Sullys Hill National Park game preserve.—This paragraph has been amended
by insertii^ th words "and maintenance" after "improvement" and changing the
word "preserves" to "preserve."

DIVISION OP PUBLICATIONS.

(77) Introductory paragraph, general expenses.—Before the words "as follows," at
the end of the paragraph, the words " and information and exhibit work" have been
inserted. - _

(81) Photographic equipment and materials.—In the first proviso, after "that," the
word "hereafter"" has been inserted.

{S5) Agricultural exhibits.—This paragraph has been amended by eliminating the
clause relating to the National Dairy Show, and the clause limiting the amount that
may be expended for any one fair to $5,000, and by adding at the end of the item the
words "including rent and employment of persons and means in the District of Colum-
T)ia and elsewhere."

(87) Details to andfrom the Division of Publications.—The following new paragraph
has been inserted: "Hereafter employees of the Division of Publications may be
detailed by the Secretary of Agriculture for publication:, information, and related
wwk in any of the bureaus or ofiices of the department, for duty in or out of the
District of Columbia, and employees of the bureaus and offices may also be detailed
to the Division of Publications for dutyinoroutoftheDistrictof Columbia, traveling
expenses of employees so. detailed, when necessary, to be paid from the appropriation
of the bureau or office in connection with which such travel is performed."

BUREAU OP CROP ESTIMATES,

(17-20) Administrative expenses and field investigation,s.—The two items "Adminis-
trative expenses" and "Field investigations" have been consolidated and the
phraseology of the item amended to read as follows: "For all necessary expenses,
including salaries and the employment of labor in the city of Washington and else-

where, freight and express charges, official traveling expenses, office fixtures, supplies,

calculating machines, and other equipment for collecting, compiling, abstracting,
analyzing, summarizing, interpreting, and publishing data relating to agricultme,
including field printing of special forms or schedules, and State crop reports; for

making crop and live-stock estimates, including acreage, yield, number, and value,
losses by diseases, insect pests, and adverse weather conditions, requirements, and
consumption of seeds, fertilizers, insecticides, and fungicides, and marketable sur-

pluses on farms, by counties, recognized producing districts, and States, independ-
ently or in cooperation with other Federal and State departments and agencies."
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MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES.

Miscellaneous expenses, Department of Agriculture.—The following clause at the en-i

of the item has been omitted: "Of which $33,000 shall be for necessary repairs to the,

central heating plant of the department."

STATES RELATiaNS SERVICE.

(41) Insular experiment stations.—^The immediately available clauses in the Alaska

and Guam subitems have been omitted, as has also the proviso granting leave ol

absence privileges to employees assigned to permanent duty in the Virgm Islands

and allowing accumulative leave to employees of the insular experiment stations.

BUREAU OP PUBLIC ROADS.

(55) Road material investigations.—At the end of the paragraph new language has

been added as follows; "For conducting laboratory and field experiments', and for

studies and investigations in road design, independently or in cooperation with State

highway departments and other agencies."

(59) Rural engineering investigations.—^A clause has been inserted at the end of this

paragraph making $50,000 immediately available.

BUREAU OF MARKETS.

(95) Enforcement of the cotton futures act.—^After "cotton futures act" the words
"as amended March 4, 1919" have been inserted.

(96) Enforcement of the grain standards act.—The following proviso has been added
at the end of the paragraph: "Provided, That section 6 of the said act is hereby
amended, effective on and after the passage of this act, by striking out of the first

sentence the words 'sold, offered for sale, or consigned for sale, or which has been
shipped, or delivered for shipment in interstate or foreign commerce shall have been
inspected,' and substituting therefor the words 'shall have been inspected by an
inspector licensed under the act,' and by striking out of the last sentence the words
'made after the parties in interest have had opportunity to be heard. '"

(98) Administration of the wgrehouse act.—The paragraph amending sections 6 and
18 of the warehouse act has been omitted.

(99) Authority to administer oaths, examine wit7ies,ses,etc.—The paragraph empowering -

the Secretary of Agriculture to administer oaths, examine witnesses, and call for the
production of books and papers, in connection with the performance of the duties
req^uired of the Bureau of^ Markets in the administration or enforcement of the pror
visions of the acts relating to the Department of Agriculture, has been eliminated.

FEDERAL HORTICULTURAL BOARD.

(22) Plant quarantine in the District of Columbia.—^A new paragraph has been
inserted, amending the plant quarantine act of August 20, 1912, so as to authorize
the Secretary of Agriculture to reflate the movement of plants and plant products,
including nursery stock, from and into the District of Columbia, and to control injurir

ous plant diseases and insect pests within the District of Columbia.

MISCELLANEOUS.

(8) Eradication offoot-and-m,outh disease and other contagious diseases of anim/ils.—
"-Fiscal year 1919" has been changed to "fiscal year 1920" and "1920" to "1921."

(10) Loan or exchange of American bison.—This paragraph has been omitted.
:

Ql) Mileage ratesfor motor vehicles.—The year "1920" has been changed to "1921."

(14) Actual traveling expenses.—The following new paragraph has been inserted:,
"Officers and employees of the Department of Agriculture during lie fiscal year
ending June 30, 1921, while traveling on official business away from their designated
posts of duty may be allowed not to exceed $7 per day for subsistence, but in no case
shall they be reimbursed any sum in excess of expenses actually incurred by them." '

(15) Per diem traveling expenses.—The following new paragraph has been inserted:
"The Secretary of Agriculture, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921, is author-
ized to prescribe per diem rates of allowance not exceeding $6 in lieu of subsistence
to officers or employees of the Department of Agriculture engaged in field work or
traveling on official business outside of the District of Columbia away from their
designated posts of duty."
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(16) Leave of absence for field employees.—^The following new paragraph has been
inserted: "The employees of the Department of Agriculture, outside of^the District

of Columbia, may hereafter, in the discretion of the Secretary of Agriculture, be
granted leave of absence not to exceed thirty days in any one year, which leave may,
m exceptional and meritorious cases, where such employee is ill, be extended in the
discretion of the Secretary of Agriculture not to exceed thirty days additional in any
one year."

(17) Accumulative leave of absence for emj}loyees in Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico,

Guam, and the Virgin Islands.—The following new .paragraph has been inserted:

"Hereafter if any employee of the Department of Agrteulture assigned to permanent
duty in Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Guam, and the Virgin Islands shall elect to

postpone taking any or all of the annual leave to which he may be entitled, he may,
in the discretion of the Secretary of Agriculture, subject to the interests of the public
service, be allowed to take at one time in any calendar year unused annual leave

which may have accumulated within not to exceed four calendar years immediately
preceding and be paid at the rates prevailing during the year such leave has accumu-
lated."

(18) Cooperation.—This paragraph, restricting the use of funds contributed by
agencies outside of the Federal Government for use in cooperative work, has been
omitted.

(22) Wrapped meats.—This paragraph, making the word* "package," where it

occurs in the act amending section 8 of the food and drugs act, applicable to wrapped
meats, has been omitted.

(23) Leave of homesteaders.—This paragraph, excusing homesteaders from residence

on their lands because of serious drought conditions, so as to enable them to seek
employment elsewhere in order to obtam the necessaries of life, has been omitted.

(24) Protection of employees of the Forest Service and the Bureau of Biological Survey
engaged in the enforcement of law.—The following new paragraph has been inserted:

"that section 62 of the act of March 4, 1909 (35 Stat. L., 100), entitled 'An act to

codify, revise, and amend the penal laws of the United States,' is hereby amended
by inserting after the name 'Bureau of Animal Industry' where it occurs in that

section the following: 'of the Forest Service, or of the Bureau of Biological Survey,'
BO tMt the section will hereafter read as follows:

"Sec 62. Whoever shall forcibly assault, resist, oppose, prevent, impede, or inter-

fere with any officer or employee of the Bureau of Animal Industry, of the Forest
Service, or of the Bureau or Biological Survey, of the Departinent of Agriculture, in
the execution of his duties, or on account of the execution of his duties, shall be fined

not more than $1,000, or imprisoned not more than one year, or both; and whoever
shall use any deadly or dangerous weapon in resisting any officer or employee of the
Bureau of Animal Industry, of the Forest Service, or of the Bureau of Biological

Survey, of the Department of Agriculture, in the execution of his duties, with intent
to commit a bodily injury upon him or to deter or prevent him from discharging his

duties, or on account of the performance of his duties, shall be fined not more than
$1,000, or imprisoned not more than five years, or both."





Committee on Ageiculttjee,
House of Kepresentative,

Friday, December 19, 1919.

AETEE recess.

The committee met, pursuant to the taking of a recess, at 2 o'clock

p. m., Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen (chairman) presiding.
Present : Members of the committee.

Oftice of the Seceetaet.

The Chairman. The committee will come to order. We will pro-

ceed with the hearings. We will next consider the estimates for the
office of the Secretary, page 9.

Mr. Haeeison. Mr. Eeese, chief clerk of the depa,rtment, is here,

Mr. Chairman, and will explain those items.

STATEMENT OF MR. R. M. REESE, CHIEF CLERK, DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE.

The Chairman. Do you desire to make a general statement or do
you desire to take up the estimates item by item ?

Mr. Eeese. I will be very brief, Mr. Chairman. The statutory roll

of the office of the Secretary provides for no increases at all. The
items in brackets—items 11, 13, and so on—indicate transfers to the
statutory roll of the Division of Publications, in accordance with a
plan to consolidate all of the publication, informational, and exhibit

activities of the department.
Mr. Haeeison. This is a part of a plan to consolidate all the publi-

cation work into one division.

The Chairman. Under one head?
Mr. Haeeison. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You propose to take it from under the office of
the Secretary?
Mr. Harrison. Yes ; we propose to take the publication units now

in the office of the Secretary and place them under the Division of
Publications.

The Chairman. It is changing back?
Mr. Harrison. No. The office of information and the office of

exhibits, which heretofore have been directly under the Secretary's

office, will be transferred to the Division of Publications. The work
IS now supervised by the chief of that division, and the purpose of

164315—20 2 17
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these changes is to effect the necessary adjustments in the appropria-
tion bill.

The Chairman. As I understand it, you are putting the publica-

tion work all under one head ?

Mr. Harrison. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And taking it from under the Secretary's office?

Mr. Harrison. Of course, the work of the Division of Publications
will continue to be done under the direction of the Secretary.

Mr. Eeese. The other changes noted are unimportant. Item No.
34 is a change in the designation of one clerk in lieu of one auditor

at the same salary ; that is proposed simply to give greater flexibility

in filling the place in case there should be a vacancy.
The Chairman. In order to give flexibility in flUing the place. Is

this in the Division of Publications ?

Mr. Eeese. No.
The Chairman. Item No. 13 is a transfer of one assistant at $2,000

to the statutory roll of the Division of Publications ?

Mr. Reese, Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And No. 11 ?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. No. 11 is one assistant in charge
of information, $3,000, to be transferred to the statutory roll. Divi-

sion of Publications. Was that the salary paid in the other division?

Mr. Eeese. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Was he on a statutory roll in the
other division?
Mr. Eeese. As you will see, he is now on the statutory roll of the

office of the Secretary. We are proposing his transfer from that
roll to the statutory roll of the Division of Publications.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is transferring him from one

statutory roll to another?
Mr. Eeese. Yes. All these cases are transferred from one statu-

tory roll to another at the same salary.

The Chairman. My understanding is that a year or so ago these

places were transferred from the Division of Publications to the Sec-
retary's office. Are you now transferring them back ?

Mr. Harrison. Two or three years ago several editors on the rolls

of the Division of Publications who were engaged in reading manu-
script under the direction of the assistant in charge of manuscripts
in the Secretary's office, and who had been doing that work for some
time, were transferred in the bill to the latter office. Since that time
we have worked out a plan for the consolidation of all the informa-
tional, exhibit, and motion-picture activities in the Division of Pub-
lications, and now we wish to transfer to that division these editors,
together with all other employees in the Secretary's office engaged on
informational, exhibit, or motion-picture work.
The Chairman. On what basis is the recommendation made?
Mr. Harrison. The general plan, as I have said, is to bring to-

gether all our publication activities under the supervision of the
Chief of the Division of Publications in order to promote efficiency
and facilitate the handling of the work. The informational work is
merely one phase of our publication activities. The same is true with
regard to exhibits and motion pictures.

The Chairman
._
That was true in the past just as well as it is now

;

why are you making the changes now ?
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Mr. Harrison. It is a better administrative arrangement, and is a

great improvement over the present plan.

The Chairman. After trying the other?

Mr. Harrison. We are convinced that the arrangement we are

proposing is the best. As I say, the Chief of the Division of Publi-

cations, by administrative order, has been charged with the supervi-

sion of all the publication work, even though a part of it is in the

Secretary's office; and the purpose of the changes suggested here is

merely to effect the necessary adjustments in the appropriation bill.

The Chairman. What I wish to have explained is why you are

switching them back and forth.

Mr. Harrison. I explained a few moments ago that a few editors

were transferred to the Secretary's office because they were detailed
to and actually working in the Secretary's office, under the immedi-
ate direction of the assistant in charge of manuscripts in the Secre-
tary's office. This assistant has since been made Chief of the Divi-
sion of Publications, and we are now bringing all the publication
work together under his supervision. The changes proposed here,

including the transfer of the editors, are necessary in order to effect

the consolidation. The places to be transferred to the Division of
Publications are listed on page 14, and the Secretary's roll has been
correspondingly reduced in each .case. They are also shown within
the heavy parentheses as you go through the statutory roll.

The Chairman. The trouble in that is that that will not appear in

the record. My idea is to have it all in the record. Why do you
change one auditor to a clerk?
Mr. Eeese. That is to give greater flexibility in filling the place

when it happens to become vacant. As a matter of fact, the auditor
actually does some clerical work.
The Chairman. You have auditors in every division ?

Mr. Eeese. We have an auditor in each division. That is required
by law. That is required by the Dockery Act of 1912.

The Chairman. The auditor does the auditing work ?

Mr. Harrison. The auditing work is done in the different branches
of the department.
The Chairman. What is done under the Division of Accounts ?

Mr. Harrison. The Division of Accounts is the disbursing office of
the department.
The Chairman. It has nothing to do with the auditing?
Mr. Harrison. It does no auditing. However, it examines the

accounts submitted to it for payment in order to determine whether
they represent a legal charge against the appropriation and whether
the extensions and totals are correct.

The Chairman. That is, it determines the legality ?

Mr. Harrison. The Division of Accounts, before it will pay an
account, must necessarily determine whether or not, in its opinion,

the account comes within the scope of the appropriation. The func-
tion of the auditor is to ascertain whether it complies with the admin-
istrative and fiscal regulations of the department and the accounting
rules of the Treasury. The Dockery Act of 1912 requires that the
administrative examination of accounts shall be made by the various
bureaus. Formerly we had a centralized accounting system, but this

was changed after the passage of that act.
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The Chairman. How about the checking in the bureau?
Mr. Harrison. I do not quite understand what you have in mind.

The Chairman. Does anybody check up the bureaus and pass on

the expenditures and salaries ?

Mr. Harrison. The matter of salaries is an entirely different mat-

ter. Before any appointment can be made in the department the

chief of the bureau must make an appropriate recommendation to

to Secretary's oiSce and the recommendation must be considered

and approved' by the Secretary before the man is placed on the rolls

of the departinent.

The Chairman. How about the other expenditures?

Mr. Harrison. The other expenditures are examined by the

auditors in the various bureaus.
The Chairman. Is there one for every bureau ?

Mr. Harrison. There is one for each bureau, and he has such assist-

ants as ma,y be neciessary to handle thd accounts of that bureau.

The Chairman. But what does he determine?
Mr. Harrison. The financial clerk of each bureau checks the ex-

penditures of his bureau and determines whether they are adminis-

tratively correct, whether they are in accordance with the comptroller's

decisions and the fiscal regulations of the department and. whether
they comply with the instructions of the chief of the bureau. Then
the chief of the bureau e^faniines the accounts to ascertain whether
they are reasoiiable and propei", and if he approves them they are

forwarded to the Division of Accounts and Disbursements for pay-

ment. Aitev payment has been made, and- sometimes before, the

accounts are transmitted to the Auditor for the State and Other De-
partments for examination.
The Chairman. Who is held responsible? ,

Mr. Harrison. The disbursing clerk of the department and the

chief of the bureau.
The Chairman. Who is responsible as to whether or not the ex-

penditures are correctly made?
Mr. Harrison. The chief of the bureau, in the ftrst instance. The

Chief of the Division of Accounts, of course, is the bonded disburs-

ing officer of the departinent, and he is liable under his bond for any
illegal expenditures, the secretary's office also, through its office

of inspection, inspects and examines the accounting work of the

various bureaus from time to time.

The Chairman. Is there any further checking up?
Mr. Harrison. Not in the sense that we make a complete audit of

expenditures at the close of the fiscal year. The chief of the bureau
is administratively responsible under the terms of the Dockery Act
of 1912.

.
.

'

'

The Chairman. The responsibility is there, but who ascertains

whether it is properly done or not ?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I supppse the chief of the bureat^

is the man who is charged with carrying on the work properly in
his bureau, and he makes recommendations to the secretary, and esti-

mates are made as to the amount of mpney that will be necessary to

carry on that kind of work and the men to be employed. The au-

ditors you speak of simply determine whether or not the money; is

spent in accordance with the law, and the chief of the bureau keeps
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track of the kind of work that is done, sees whether it is properly
done, and whether there is sufficiient funds to justify the expendi-
tures.

Mr. Haeeison. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. That kind of a system is no good, or at least I
hope no one will think it is.

J
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It depends on the man at the head

of the bureau, whether he can be in touch with the work that is going
on and is able to say whether the money is being expended wisely or

not.

The Chairman. Suppose a chief of a bureau should decide to give

a man a trip around the world and pay all of his expenses, which
would cost, let us say, $10,000. There is no one to question whether
or not that money is rightly expended—no one except the chief of

the bureau ? Is that sufficient ?

Mr. Harrison. I did not intend to create any such impression.
The Chairman. What I am trying to get at is what kind of check-

ing up is done ?

Mr. Harrison. Mr. Chairman, we have a volume of fiscal regu-
lations which indicate and limit the authority of the chiefs of the
bureaus in connection with expenditures. The auditors, of course,

must see that these regulations are complied with and that the neces-

sary authority was given before the expenditures were incurred.

The Chairman. That is what I am trying to get at.

Mr. Harrison. Take the special case you mention. The chief of
the bureau can not authorize, nor is there anyone in the department
who can authorize, a trip around the world without securing the

approval, in advance, of the secretary.

The Chairman. Limitations are one thing and checking is an-

other—two entirely different things.

Mr. Harrison. As I said, Mr. Chairman, no one in the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, except the secretary or the acting secretary,

can authorize a foreign trip.

The Chairman. I am not discussing the limitations when I am
talking about checking. What assurance have we that this money is

being properly expended ? That is what I am trying to get at.

Mr. Reese. There are letters of authorization that are sent at the
beginning of the fiscal year to the chiefs of the bureaus which direct

them to conduct the work of their bureaus under the law and the
fiscal regulations. After that has been done, all the expenditures of
the department are reported to Congress in detail.

The Chairman. That is getting away from the question again.

What I want to know is whether or not there is anyone who examines
these expenditures with the view of determining how the money has
been expended, and whether anyone knows whether it has been prop-
erly expended or not ? That is what I am trying to get at.

Mr. Harrison. I think we have an adequate number of checks in
the Department of Agriculture to prevent urwise expenditures.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. As I see it, clerks and auditors are

assigned to determine whether or not the money has been expended
in any particular case in accordance with law. That isn't a difficult

matter—that sort of checking. I suppose the head of the bureau,
when he has to make disbursements of money, determines whether
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or not the kind of work shall be done. If they have the money, they
have a trained force for that work, and he employs men to do or
directs men to do it. It is left to his judgment to decide whether it

is properly done, whether the results he hoped to obtain have been
accomplished, and whether, in his judgment, it ought to be continued,

and if there is any change in plans he directs the change, and so on.

The Chairman. What I have reference to, to be perfectly candid,

is this : If he wants to send a man out in a certain State on the pay
roll to do political work, drawing a salary from the Public Treasury,
who passes upon whether that is a proper expenditure of the money?
Mr. Harrison. I may say that a chief of bureau can not begin a

new project or a new line of work without the prior approval of the
Secretary. He can not authorize purchases in excess of $100 except
in the case of the Forest Service and the Weather Bureau, where the
limitation is $500, without securing the Secretary's approval in ad-

vance. He can not make appointments without first obtaining the
Secretary's consent, except under certain unusual conditions in the
field, and even then all the facts must be presented to the Secretary for

consideration. We require the fullest sort of information in each
.

case, including the previous history, training, and experience of the

person concerned, and determine, on the statement of the chief of

the bureau, whether the person's services are necessary and whether
the salary recommended is reasonable in all the circumstances.
No travel can be performed, except in certain limited areas, with-

out the prior approval of the Secretary. Every day travel letters of

authorization come in for the consideration of the Secretary, and he
determines whether the travel is justified, whether the expenditure
involved is warranted, etc., before he gives his approval. No one
can attend meetings, except local gatherings in the field in line with
work of the department, without submitting the matter to the Sec-
retary. No foreign travel can be made without the previous approval
of the Secretary. There are numerous other checks on expenditures
prescribed by the administrative, property, and fiscal regulations of

the department. The limitations in these regulations prevrait chiefs

of bureaus and other officers of the department from incurring any
expenditures of consequence without securing the advance approval
of the Secretary. They operate as very effective checks and the

checks are made before it is tod late, before the obligation has been
incurred.

The Chairman. Too late? You could put a man in jail for that
sort of a crime. That would be the remedy—^to put him in jail.

Mr. Harrison. That would be true in the case of illegal expendi-
tures

The Chairman (interposing). I am not criticizing any thing in
the department. I merely want to find out about the checking.
Mr. Lesher. What system of checking is used ?

Mr. Harrison (continuing). A man can be put in jail, of course,
where he acts illegally ; but an unwise expenditure is a different thing.
Perhaps I ought to say in this connection that the Secretary's office,

in addition to the limitations and checks to which I have referred,
is constantly calling for statements from the bureaus about expendi-
tures of various sorts. These statements are examined, carefully, and
if it seems desirable, additional instructions regarding them are
issued. We have a committee on finance and business methods, whose
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duty, as its name implie's, is to consider various financial and business

problems arising throughout the department and to make appropriate
recommendations to the Secretary for consideration and action.

As I have explained, Mr. Lesher, we have an auditor in each bu-

reau, a financial clerk, who is charged with the duty of checking ex-

penditures to see whether or not they are in accordance with the law,

the fiscal regulations, and the comptroller's decisions. The chief of

each bureau is administratively responsible for the expenditures in

his bureau, but no expenditures of any consequence can be made
without the prior approval of the Secretary, as I have already indi-

cated. In this way there is a constant check on the propriety, as well

as on the legality, of expenditures in the Department of Agriculture.

Going back to the question of auditing, the accounts, after being
examined by the financial clerk and having received the administra-

tive approval of the chief of the bureau, are transmitted to the

Division of Accounts, where they are again examined to see whether
the extensions and additions are correct and whether they are legal,

because the chief of that division is the bonded disbursing officer of

the department, and, if he makes an erroneous payment, he is respon-

sible under his bond. The accounts go from the disbursing officer to

the Auditor for State and Other Departments, where another exami-
nation is made and, in some cases, they may go to the comptroller.

If the auditor disagrees with any payment made by the disbursing
officer, he will make disallowances in his account, and, unless the

disbursing officer can secure reimbursement from the person in the
bureau who was responsible for the expenditure, the disbursing officer

must make good the amount involved.

I shall be glad to submit to the committee for its information a

copy of our fiscal regulations in order that it may see just how ex-

penditures in the department are checked.
The Chairman. That is what I have been trying to get at, Mr.

Harrison.
Mr. Harrison. I am sorry that I did not understand at the begin-

ning of the discussion just what you had in mind. I thought you
were of the opinion that we ought to have a force of employees as-

signed especially to the task of checking up the wisdom of expendi-
tures, say, at the close of each fiscal year.

The Chairman. The expenditures should be checked in some way.
Any business concern would require that. It possibly is not being
in all the departments of the Government, which may account for the
extravagance and waste of expenditures.
Mr. Harrison. Mr. Chairman, I would like to—

—

The Chairman (interposing). I am not referring to your depart-
ment particularly.

Mr. Harrison. I shall be glad at any time to lay all our records
before the committee. So far as I know, we have nothing to con-
ceal. Before any charge of waste or extravagance is made, it seems to
me that the facts ought to be fully ascertained. Only in this way can
the committee determine whether there has, in fact, been any ex-

travagance or waste in the Department of Agriculture.
The Chairman. I am charging the various departments of the

Government with waste; I am not referring specifically to your
department.
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Mr. Harrison. That includes the Department of Agriculture.
The Chairman. If you will read the speeches on the floor of the

House and the evidence produced before Congress, I think you will
find all of that to be correct.
Mr. Harrison. Of course, we can not accept any responsibility

for what some other department is alleged to have done. 1 take it

that, in any event, the Department of Agriculture can not be charged
with waste or extravagance unless the facts justify it.

The Chairman. I am charging waste to the Government as a
whole ; I do not think that can be contradicted. All this committee
can do is to find out about the one department, the department we
are responsible for, what it is doing.
You may proceed, Mr. Reese.
Mr. Reese. The next is item 37, on page 10 :

Eighteen clerks, class 2 (decrease of four by transfer to statutory roll,

Division of Publications, and one new place, making a net decrease of three).

Four clerks of class 2 are transferred from the statutory roll of
the office of the Secretary to the statutory roll of the Division of
Publications. All the transfers from the Secretary's office to the
Division of Publications are brought together in the table at the
bottom of page 14.

Mr. Anderson. You are centralizing the exhibits and publications
and informational work in the Division of Publications?
Mr. Reese. Yes, sir; as Mr. Harrison explained at some length,

the idea is to bring all the publication and informational work to-

gether, so that it will come under the direction of the Chi&f of the
Division of Publications. These transfers involve no increases in

salary whatever.
Mr. Anderson. On page 12, item 59, you have

—

Ten firemen, at $1,080 each (by transfers from lump funds, one from meat
inspection, Bureau of Animal Industry; one from black and stripe rust, one
from blister rust control, and one from administrative expenses, Bureau of
Plant Industry; two from food and drugs act, Bureau of Chemistry; one from
deciduous fruit insects. Bureau of Entomology ; one from farmers' cooperative
demonstrations in North and West, States Relations Service; one from food
supply investigations, and one from cotton futures act. Bureau of Markets).

Mr. Reese. Yes, sir.

Mr. Anderson. I would like to have an explanation in regard to

that item.

Mr. Reese. I will give the history of that case. In August, 1918,
the firemen were receiving a salary of $720. Vacancies occurred
which we could not fill at that price at that time. The matter was
taken up with the Government Employment Bureau, in order to
secure some men to fill the places, but it was impossible to obtain
firemen for $720. In fact, it was practically impossible to secure
them at any figure. Then a committee of firemen waited on the
mechanical superintendent and informed him that they could not
es^ist on a salary of $720 and presented what was in fact an ulti-

matum, that they would leave the service the next day if their pay
was riot increased. The work of the department has to go on; its

power plant has to be operated ; the department can not get along
without it. Rather than see the power plant closed down and its

operations practically hamstrung, we advanced these firemen to a
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wage of $3.35 a day, placing them upon the lump-sum rolls for

that purpose. Their compensation was later changed to $1,080 per
annum.
We now propose in the estimates to transfer these firemen from

the lump-sum rolls, on which they are now carried, to the statutory

roll of the office of the Secretary, at a salary of $1,080 per annum,
and to reduce the lump-sum rolls correspondingly.

Mr. EuBEY. You have been paying these men out of the lump-
sum rolls?

Mr. Reese. Yes, sir.

Mr. RuBET. And your purpose is to place them on the statutory

roll as indicated here?

Mr. Reese. Yes, sir. The expense was apportioned among the

various bureaus in order not to deplete too heavily the funds of any
one bureau.

Mr. TiNCHER. The department, then, is really placing these men,
who are now on the lump-sum rolls, on the statutory roll ?

Mr. Reese. Yes, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. What is the reason for this ?

Mr. Reese. To carry out the established policy of transferring

from lump-sum rolls to statutory rolls employees whose -work is per-

manent and continuous. As already explained,, it is proposed to

transfer these firemen from the yarious lump-sum rolls from which
they are now paid to the statutory roll of the Secretary's office, and
to reduce the lump-sum rolls accordingly.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. These men are all employed in

one place ?

]V&. Reese. They are employed in the central power plant of the

department and in the supplementary plant at the greenhouses.

Mr. RuBET. One is paid from one roll, and another man is paid
from another roll, one is paid from meat inspection, and another
from black and stripe rust, and so on, and that has been done since

last August.
Mr. Reese. August, 1918.

Mr. McLaughun of Michigan. They are all doing the same sort

of work?
Mr. Reese. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And one man is paid from the
funds of one bureau, and another is paid from the funds of another
bureau ?

Mr. Reese. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How long has that practice been
going on?
Mr. Reese. Details may be made to and from the office of the Sec-

retary under the law, and they have to be made in certain cases.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I asked how long the practice had
prevailed of having a number pf men working together, doing ex-

actly the same kind of work, at the same place, one being paid from
the funds of one bureau and another paid from the funds of an-
other bureau in the department.
Mr. Harrison. All these firemen are now detailed to the office of

the Secretary and the purpose of these changes is to bring them all

together on the statutory roll of the Secretary's office.
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Mr. Anderson. This is a recommendation to strike out 10 firemen

who are on lump-sum rolls and to add 10 firemen to the statutory

rolls?

Mr! Anderson. You add 10 firemen here to the statutory roll by

transfer from a number of lump-sum rolls, evidently to replace fire-

men who were previously on the statutory roll. Then, under item

No. 61, you drop four firemen at $720 each.

Mr. Eeese. That is a decrease in the number of firemen at $720.

We have added some more firemen.

Mr. Anderson. That is what I wanted to know about.

Mr. Reese. The task of firing, as you doubtless realize, is a 24-

hour-a-day proposition for 365 days in the year. Our firemen were

required to be on duty practically all the time. They only had two
days off a month. They did not get Sundays and holidays like the

rest of us. We thought that was unfair to these men, and we in-

creased the number of firemen so as to give each three days off a

month.
Mr. Anderson. What is the increase?

Mr. Reese. Six men.
The Chairman. How big a power plant have you ?

Mr. Reese. The central power plant with the small supplementary
plant at the greenhouses for winter use aggregate 1,700 horsepower.
There are eight boilers, and the plant furnishes heat for the depart-

ment and generates electricity.

Mr. Anderson. You have one central heating plant?
Mr. Reese. We have one central heating plant and a small supple-

mentary plant at the greenhouses used in winter.

Mr. Anderson. You have eight boilers. How many firemen all

together ?

Mr. Reese. Fifteen.

Mr. Anderson. How many tons of coal do you use in this plant?

Mr. Reese. Nine thousand tons.

The Chairman. How many firemen are you transferring from
$720 to $1,080?
Mr. Reese. Ten.
The Chairman. This is a larger item
Mr. Anderson. They didn't have that many.
The Chairman. How many did you transfer from the statutory

roll to these lump-sum rolls?

Mr. Reese. Eight.
The Chairman. They were on the statutory roll at $720?
Mr. Reese. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Did you transfer them to the lump-sum rolls at

$1,080?
Mr. Reese. At $3.36 a day and later (July, 1919) changed them

to $1,080 per annum.
The Chairman. And vou now want to transfer them back to the

statutory roll at $1,080 f
Mr. Reese. Yes, sir; exactly.

The Chairman. They are doing exactly the same work as they did
before ?

Mr. Reese. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. They have no additional responsibilities?

Mr. Reese. No, sir.
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The Chairman. That is, absolutely contrary to what we have been
told here a number of times.

Mr. EuBEY. They have set out here, Mr. Chairman, what they have
clone; they have given us all the details, and have shown why it was
necessary to take the course they did. This was an unusual case;

there was nothing else for the department to do, and I think we
ought to be fair about it.

The Chairman. But have they the authority?

Mr. RuBET. We ought to be fair enough to the department not to

say that this is contrary to what we have been told, when they are

coming here and telling us what has been done.

The Chairman. They are telling us
Mr. Eeese. We had to have the firemen or close down the plant.

These men came to us and said that they could not live on $720 and
were going to quit.

The Chairman. Mr. Harrison, how do you explain that?

Mr. Harrison. You may recall that last yea,r, when I was before

the subcommittee, I quoted the language of the law dealing with
transfers to lump-sum fund rolls. Originally, the law prohibited

absolutely the transfer of anyone from a statutory to a lump-sum
roll at an increased salary unless there had been an increase in his

duties and responsibilities. It was later amended by Congress so

that it now contains this proviso

:

Provided, That this section shall not apply to mechanics, artisans, their

helpers and assistants, laborers, or any other employees whose duties are of

similar character and required in carrying on the various manufacturing and
constructing operations of the Government.

The comptroller has held that this proviso is applicable to laborers

and mechanics employed in the Department of Agriculture. There

is, therefore, no restriction on the transfer of the " mechanics, arti-

sans, their helpers and assistants, laborers," etc., and such transfers

can legally be made even though the duties of the employees involved

are not changed in any way.

The statement has been made here repeatedly, in general terms,

that the law prohibits transfers from statutory to lump-sum rolls

at increased salaries unless there has been a change in the duties and
responsibilities of the employees concerned, but, as I have indicated

here to-day, and on several other occasions. Congress niade a special

exception in the cases of "mechanics, artisans, their helpers and
assistants, laborers, or any other employees whose duties are of

similar character and required in carrying on the various manu-
facturing and constructing operations of the Government."
The Chairman. The fact of it is that Congress has had nothing

to say about the matter in this case.

Mr. Harrison. Mr. Chairman, this is what happened : These men
were transferred •

The Chairman (interposing). These men were on the statutory

roll. They were transferred to the lump-sum rolls at an increased

salary. Now you are. transferring them back to the statutory roll

from the lump-sum rolls. It appears tha.t Congress has had noth-

ing to say as to the salaries'.

Mr. EuBEY. I want to make a statement in that connection. This
is a clear case of where the Department of Agriculture had to have
men to fire their boilers or shut down the plant, and, in order to
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get the men, they had to pay them more money. Hence they took

this course. Now, so far as I am concerned, I think they di? t™
right thing. The matter is now before the committee and will be

before the committee when we go into executive session to discuss

what shall be done, and the committee can pass on it at that time.

I think the department has been fair. They have told exactly what

they did, and why they did it, and we have got the record before bs,

and the Congress and this committee have got all the information

in a fair, square, open way.
Mr. Haeeison. I would like to say a word here. The department

simply could not close down its plant and it therefore took the course

described by Mr. Eeese to retain its trained firemen. "We could liot

secure the services of any sort of firemen at the statutory rates avail-

able, especially in view of the fact that the Potomac Electric Power
Co. was paying $5 a day. You can imagine what would happen if

our power plant, the artery of the department, had been shut down.
The damage would have been incalculable.

Mr. Leshee. What would have happened had you closed down the

plant? Would the department have been compelled to lay off its

clerks and paid them just the same?
Mr. Haeeison. It is difiScult to indicate the disastrous effect which

the closing down of our plant would have had on our work or what
it would have cost the Government.
Mr. Eeese. The operation of all of the elevators would have been

paralyzed without the operation of the power plant, and no artificial

light would have been available.

There are four places as firemen at $720 each, which are dropped
for the reason that we can not permanently fill the places.

Mr. EuBEY. These 4 are up here among the 10 ?

The Chaieman. Why were they dropped ?

Mr. Eeese. We can't fill the places permanently at that salary.

The Chaieman. Why not say they are dropped because they are

employed at an increased salary?
Mr. Eeese. These four places under item 61 are actually dropped.
The Chaieman. You had four more than you needed ?

Mr. Eeese. At that salary. This note explains that we are drop-
ping four places because it has been found impossible to fill them
at this low salary, $720. At the time these estimates were made up
the places were vacant; they have since been temporarily filled by
men appointed " pending certification," who will be dropped if these

estimates are approved.
The Chairman. You are going to employ others at increased

salaries?

Mr. Eeese. Not necessarily.

The Chairman. An increase in salary is provided under item 59?
Mr. Eeese. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You propose to drop four of them at $720 and
to add six at $1,080?

Mr. Eeese. The 10 places at $1,080 are ad'&ed by transfer from
the lump-sum rolls. The men are being carried this year on these*
lump-sum rolls. Now we are simply a<sking to have them trans-

ferred to the statutory roll at the salaries they are now receiving.

The action suggested here does not involve any increases in salaries.
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The Chairman. You mean to say that you have four men more
than you need, whom you are going to drop ?

Mr. Ebese. We have four places at $720 more than we need.
The Chairman. You are proposing to replace them ?

Mr. Rbese. We are dropping those places because we can not
get the men permanently at that salary.

The Chairman. Is it not a fact that you are going to drop those
four men at $720 and employ others at $1,080?
Mr. Eeese. No.
The Chairman. You are adding six at $1,080. Why do that if

you have four at $720 that you do not need ?

Mr. Eeese. We wish to drop four places at $720.

The Chairman. Those vacant places have been filled at $1,080,

have they not. Your note states that four firemen are dropped at

$720, and you are employing other firemen at $1,080?
Mr. Eeese. I will endeavor to clear up this situation as to the

firemen. At the present time we have the following firemen

:

10 firemen at $1, 080
1 fireman at : ^,080
1 fireman at—1 -_— 840
8 firemen at 1 720

The one temporary fireman at $1,080 will be dropped at the close

of the heating season.

Of the eight places at $720 per annum four will be dropped if the

estimates are approved. Meanwhile they are filled by men " pend-
ing certification," as we can not secure permanent men at this

salary. The four men occupying those places will be dropped. At
present they are employed as coal passers . and for relief at the

greenhouse power plant. If the estiniates are approved the depart-

ment will have in the next fiscal year the following firemen

:

10 firemen at $1, 080
1 fireman at 840
4 firemen at —' 720

A total of 15. This number is the minimum at which the power
houses clan be successfully operated.

The Chairman. Under item 101 you have one carriage driver at

$600, changed to one messenger or laborer, $600. You state in the

note that the position of carriage driver is now vacant and that it

has not been possible to fill it at the salary provided. The services

oif ein additional laborer, however, are needed, and the change in

title suggested wijl permit the vise of the place for that purpose.

\yiiat does he do ?

Mr. Eeese. We desire to change that place from one carriage

dipiver to, one messenger or laborer at the same salary.

The Chairm;an." You are going t,o dispense with the carriage

driv^?
Mr. Eeese. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. He is not to be employed at all?

Mr. Eeese. Not in that capacity.

The Chairman. Will he do the same work?
Mr. Eeese. There isn't anybody in that place.

The Chairman. What do you propose to do ?

1 Temporary,
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Mr. Eeese. Our purpose is to change the designation from car-

riage driver to messenger or laborer.

The Chairman. And pay him how much ?

Mr. Reese. $600.

The Chaieman. Who takes this place as driver?

Mr. Keese. No one.

The Chairman. There is to be no driver from now on?

Mr. Eeese. Not in that place. We have other carriage drivers,

carried at different places on the roll.

The Chairman. What are you going to pay them?
Mr. Reese. There is another carriage driver under the item for

skilled laborers at $960.

The Chairman. You are increasing the salary from $600 to $960?

Mr. Reese. No, sir; it is not the same place. This $960 place is

for another driver.

The Chairman. Is he doing the same work that he has done here-

tofore ?

Mr. Reese. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Then you are increasing his salary $360?
Mr. Reese. No, sir; there is no increase in this man's pay. This

$600 place is merely a change in title.

The Chairman. You say you are going to continue the services

of the $600 man?
Mr. Reese. Not in that place; not that man.
The Chairman. Not the man ; but the job.

Mr. Reese. We have a carriage driver's place at $600 v?hich was
vacant when these estimates were prepared.

The Chairm;an. It is vacant?
Mr. Harrison. I understand that we now have a laborer in that

place. The Civil Service Commission gave us permission to em-
ploy a laborer until we could get the title changed. We are, there-

for, recommending that the title be changed to "messenger or la-

borer."

The Chairman. Is this the situation: You had a carriage driver

at $600?
Mr. Reese. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You had to dispense with his services because you
:!0uld not fill the place at that salary, and you are now employing
another carria.P'e driver at $960 on some other roll or under some
other designation? You find it necessary to do "that, nobody finds

fault with it, but we should have the facts—are those the facts?

Mr. Reese. No. sir. We have had two carriage drivers, not count-
ing this man at $600. One is paid $960 and is carried under item
95 as a skilled laborer. Another carriaffe driver is paid $840. In
addition to these two,, we had this third place, under item 101, which
we could not fill with a carriage driver at $600. But. as Mr. Harri-
son has explained to you. the Civil Service Commission gave us
authority to fill the place with a laborer at $600, with the understand-
ing that the department would recommend in the estimates that the
title of the place be changed, and this we are now proposing. I
am trying my best to explain it, Mr. Chairman, and Mr. Harrison
has explained that the Civil Service Commission gave us permission
to employ a laborer at $600,
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Mr. Anderson. You have here now one carriage driver at $960 ?

Mr. Eeese. Yes, sir.

Mr. Anderson. You have another at $840?
Mr. Eeese. Yes, sir.

Mr. Anderson. Another at what?
Mr. Reese. Another place at $600, which we have filled with a

laborer, not being able to get a carriage driver.

Mr. Anderson. There is no driver in that place, and you can em-
ploy a laborer at $600 to drive the carriage ?

Mr. Reese. No, sir ; we want a change in designation.

Mr. Harrison. He will not drive the carriage except possibly as a

relief.

The Chairman. How much are you paying the laborer?

Mr. Reese. $600.

Mr. Anderson. And he is working as a carriage driver?

Mr. Harrison. He is working and will continue to work as a
laborer, although at times he may relieve the carriage drivers. The
Civil Service Commission suggested that we change the designa-
tion of this place to that of laborer.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How many carriages have you for
which you provide drivers ?

Mr. Reese. We have four carriages, but not four drivers.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. For whose use are they ?

Mr. Reese. For the use of the Secretary and of the disbursing
officer when he goes up to the Treasury to draw money to pay the
employees, and for other official business.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Has the Secretary's Office any
automobiles ?

Mr. Harrison. No, sir ; it has not.

Mr. Lesher. Could it save time if it had any ?

Mr, Harrison, Unquestionably.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How many horses do you keep

for that particular service?

Mr. Reese. Six.

Mr. RuBEY. I had supposed that the Secretary used a carriage
because he preferred to drive horses rather than use an automobile,
as I notice that some of the other Secretaries do. The Postmaster
General likes to ride around in a carriage, and I have noticed two
other Cabinet officers riding in carriages, and I supposed that the
Secretary of Agriculture preferred them.
Mr. Harrison. As a matter of fact, he does, Gov. Rubey. At

the same time he recognizes full well that automobiles are great
time savers, especially in covering considerable distances—for in-

stance, in going from one section of the city to another.

Mr. Rubey. Is it really cheaper to maintain automobiles than it is

to maintain carriages and horses ?

Mr. Harrison. I imagine that is true. As a matter of fact, the
department has a real need for some machines here in Washington.
You know that the department is located away from the center of
the city and away from the other branches of the Government. It is

an exceedingly difficult place to get to, and the time consumed annu-
ally by the officers of the department in going to the other places is
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enormous in the aggregate. The car line does not render very satis-

factory service. Altogether it would be a real saving to provide a

few machines to be used solely for official business.

Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska. Do you suppose it would be pos-

sible to get a few of these Army cars that are rusting away ?

Mr. Haeeison. Under the provisions of section 7 of the Post Office

appropriation act of February 28, 1919, some cars have been turned

over to the department for use in connection with road-building oper-

ations under the provisions of the Federal aid road act. Most of

these cars have been dii^tributeS to the States, but, in accordance with
the law, a small perceiitage of them have been retained by the depart-

ment for the use of the district and field engineers of the Bureau of

Public Eoads in connection with road-building operations. A few
are assigned to district No. 10, the headquarters of which are located

here, but the machines are used in inspecting road projects in the

States covered by the district—Maryland^ Pennsylvania, Virginia,

and other States.

The Chaieman. In the maintenance of these automobiles you have
not authority to repair them nor to buy gasoline, but you have
authority to hire machines.
Mr. Haeeison. A law passed in 1914 prohibits us from purchasing

or maintaining motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles without
specific authority from Congress. We can not buy any passenger-
carrying machines for use in the District of Columbia, but this is not
so with reference to trucks.

The Chaiemak, New legislation will be required to take care of

that?
Mr. Haeeison. New legislation will be required before we can pur-

chase any passenger-carrying machines.
The Chaieman. And maintain them.
Mr. Hareison. And maintain them either.

The Chaieman. 1 am told that you can hire a car, but that you
can not buy gasoline with which to operate it.

Mr. Haeeison. Yes; we can hire machines. We have requested
Congress to give us authority to maintain the cars which we have
secured from the War Department under section 7 of the Post Office

appropriation act of February 28, 1919. A provision carrying this

authority has been inserted in the Kahn bill, which has been favorably
reported by the Committee on Military Affairs.
The Chaieman. The Eeavis bill is a substitute for the Kahn biU;

I believe no legislation will be added to that.

Mr. Haeeison. We would like very much then to have inserted in

the Agricultural appropriation bill a provision giving us authority
to maintain the machines secured from the War Department.
The Chaieman. Will you submit a suggestion?
Mr. Haeeison. I shall be very glad to do so and I hope that some

legislation will be enacted to take care of the situation.
The Chaieman. How many Assistant Secretaries have you?
Mr. Haeeison. We have one and one vacancy.
The Chairman. The law provides two.
Mr. Etibey. It provides for two, but one is not filled.

Mr. Anderson. You are having some difficulty in keeping them.
Mr. Harrison. You will recall that the men who occupied the
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positions created during the war were borrowed from the States

and they came here to serve merely during the existence of the

emergency. After the emergency was over they returned to their

former duties. I refer to Mr. Pearson, Mr. Ousley, and Mr. Christie.

It was necessary for Mr. Pearson to return to Iowa before the ex-

piration of Ihe war. We had three Assistant Secretaries during the
war. One was provided for in the regular appropriation bill, and
the other two in the food production act. In the appropriation bill

for the current year Congress made provision for two Assistant Sec-
retaries regularly. At the present time we have one Assistant Sec-

retary and there is one vacancy which has not been filled because of

the difficulty of getting the right sort of man for the place at the
compensation available.

The Chairman. Is there anything more, Mr. Reese?'
Mr. Reese. I have nothing to add, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Reese.

(The committee thereupon proceeded to consider the estimates of
the Bureau of Entomology.)
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Committee on Agriculture,
House of Representatives,

Friday, Decemher 19, 1919.

The committee met at 10 o'clock a. m., Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen
(chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. Mr. Harrison, whom do you desire to have heard
first?

Mr. Harrison. Mr. Chairman, Dr. H. C. Taylor, Chief of the
Office of Farm Management, is here, and if it is agreeable to the
committee he will present the estimates of that office.

Bureau of Farm Management and Farm Economics.

The Chairman. I might say to. the committee I have a communi-
cation here from the Secretary in reference to the Office of Farm
Management which, without objection, will be inserted in the record.

(The letter referred to follows:)

Washington, D. C, December 12, 1919.

Hon, Gblbekt N. Hatjgen,
Chairman Committee on Agriculture,

House of Representatives.
' Dear mk. Hatjoen : In considering the estimates for the Office of Farm

Management for the fiscal year 1921 I would like to suggest that $50,000 be
made available for expenditure immediately upon the passage of the appro-
priation bill. As you will readily understand, it would' be highly desirable to

begin the cost-of-production studies contemplated by the estimates with the
opening of the crop season. If funds were available, therefore, for expanding
the studies by the 1st of March or the 1st of April, it would be possible to do a
large amount of effective work during the coming season. On the other hand,
if the increased funds recommended are not provided until July 1 of next year
it would be necessary to defer much of the work until the following spring.

1 have asked Dr. H. C. Taylor, Chief of the Office of Farm Management, to

discuss this matter in detail when he appears before the committee.
Very truly, yours,

D. F. Houston, Secretary.

The Chairman (continuing). We will be glad to hear from you.

Dr. Taylor.
«

STATEMENT OF DR. H. C. TAYLOR, CHIEF OF THE OFFICE OF
FARM MAWAGEMEFT, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Dr. Taylor. I have put in your hands a brief of what I wish to

present. On the. first page is an outline of the different lines of
vybrk to be undertaken by the Office of Farm Management, as out-

lined by the special committee called by the Secretary last January
and February to draw up a plan for the reorganization of the Office

35
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of Farm Management. You will see that it includes the cost of pro-

duction, farm organization, farm finance, farm labor, agricultural

history and geography, land economics, and farm-life studies.

I wish to give special attention to the subject of cost of production.

Preliminary work has been started in this field. Necessarily it had

_tg ,be on a rather small scale, but cost of production studies have been

made in the cost of producing cotton, wheat, tobacco, and sugar, and

special, detailed studies have been undertaken in those regions where

the agriculture is of a mixed character, such as in the Corn Belt,

where you can not find the cost of producing one specific product
without getting detailed records from the whole farm. In a number
of States special work has been organized to give detailed results.

This work is going on in Ohio, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, and
Montana.

I wish to give you some notion of the kind of results that can be
gotten from the cost studies.

Mr. TiNCHER. Let me understand you: Is this [referring to Dr.

Taylor's detailed outline o'f work] to go in as part of the hearings?
Dr. Tatlor. If you like. I have prepared this statement espe-

ially in order to get the matter before you, and thought the simplest

way would be to put it in your hands and then to discuss the points

involved.
Mr. TiNOHER. Do you think it ought to go into the hearings, Mr.

Chairman ?

The Chairman. All of it?

Mr. TiNCHEE. Yes.
The Chairman. It occurred to me that we might print the first

page here. That gives in detail the projects. I take it you will

cover most of it in your statement. I am not sure that the charts

can be printed without special authority from the House.
Mr. Harrison. Mr. Chairman, we can eliminate the charts. I

think it would be very helpful to the committee to have the statement
available in the hearings. It will cover only five or six printed
pages.
The Chairman. Do you expect to cover this fully in your re-

marks ?

Mr. Tatlor. I only expect to refer to it and to discuss this chart
which can not well be printed.
The Chairman. Then I believe it had better go in.

Mr. RuEET. Yes; it had better go in.

(The sta,tement referred to follows, the charts being omitted:)

Statement or the Chief of^the Office of Fabm Management in Suppobt
OF THE Estimates fob the Bubeau of Fabm Management and Faem Eco-
HOMics fob the Fiscal Year 1921.

"the importance of expanding the work in fabm management and faem
economics.

Farm management and farm economics Is an important branch 'of agricul-
tural research that has not yet received adequate attention in the Department
of Agriculture.
The problems which relate to the improvement of varieties of plants the In-

troduction Of new plants from foreign countries, the improvement of cultural
methods and practices, the control of plant diseases, insect and animal nests
the problems of soil fertility, the improvement of breeds of farm animals and'
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In methods of feeding and handling them, and the control of animal diseases

—

in short the problems which relate to the growing of particular crops or kinds
of animals.—have long received more adequate attention than have those which
bear upon the effective organization of the farm.

It is' the function of the Bureau of Farm Management and Farm Economics
to study the problem of combining all these individual lines of production into

balanced systems of farming that will make for more efficient use of land,

labor, and equipment, and the more intelligent combination of crops and live-

stock enterprises, to the end that costs may be reduced, profits increased, and
agriculture as a business put on a more satisfactory basis. Until recent years
little attention has been given to this„problem. Marketing, with its numerous
economic questions, is now beginning to get attention in some measure com-
mensurate with the importance of the problems involved. The next important
step contemplated by the Department of Agriculture is the expansion of the
work in farm management and farm economics in order that this important
line of activity may be developed to the point where the demands for infor-

mation in this field may be adequately met.

OUTLINE OF EESEAKCH WOKK IN lAKK MANAGEMENT AND FARM ECONOMICS AS
BECOMMENDED BY SPECIAL COMMITTEES ON THE EEOKGANIZATION OF THE OFFICE
OF FARM MANAGEMENT.

I. Cost of production :

1. Final records.

2. Enterprise records.

3. Complete cost records.

4. Price relations.

5. Basic unit factors of cost.

II. Farm organization

:

1. Types of farming.
a. Determination of enterprises.

ft. Plan or combination of enterprises.

2. Size of business.

3. Farm plan or layout.

4. Effective use of labor and equipment.
5. Intensity of production.
6. Business methods.

III. Farm finance

:

1. Methods of financing.

2. Insurance.
3. Taxation.
4. Other financial relations.

IV. Farm labor:
1. Supply and movement.
2. Trend of population.
3. Living and housing problems.
4. Creating new productive enterprises for farm labor.

5. Standards of supervision and compensation for farm labor.

V. Agricultural history and geography

:

1. Trend of agricultural development.
2. Shifts of agricultural production.
3. Relation of American to foreign agriculture.

4. Supervision of Atlas.
VI. Land economics:

1. Land resources.
2. Land values.

3. Land ownership and tenancy.
4. Land settlement and colonization.

5. Land policies.

VII. Farm life studies:
1. Rural home life.

2. Opportunities for social contacts in typical rural communities.
3. Rural organization.
4. The relation of educational and religious institutions to farm-life

problems.
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VII. Farm life studies—Continued.
5. The relation of health and the various forms of disability to rural

welfare.
6. Social effects of the various types of farm labor, tenancy and land-

lordism.

COST OF PRODUCTION AND FAKM ORGANIZATION.

Cotton-cost studies have been made during. 1919. in 10 areas in South Carolina,

Georgia, Alabama, and, Texas. When completed these studies will show the

basic elements of the cost of producing cotton on 830 farms. Wheat-cost data

are being obtained in Kansas, Missouri; Nebraska, Minnesota, North Dakota,

and South Dakota on approximately 650 farms. The study of the cost of pro-

ducing sugar beets has been continued, cost data for about 260 farms having

been obtained this year. These farms represent five areas ip Utah and Idaho.

The cost of producing tobacco is being studied on 150 representative tobacco

farms in Kentucky in cooperation with the State experiment station. In

cooperation with the experiment stations in Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri,

and Nebraska, accounts are being kept this winter on 25 farms in each State

With a view to determining the cost of fattening cattle and the place of cattle

feeding In the organization of the farm.
In addition to these special studies, complete detailed accounts are being

kept on about 150 farms in cooperation with the State colleges and experiment
stations in Ohio, Kansas, Minnesota, and Montana. Such accounts are especially

valuable in studying the problems of farm organization, and they contribute

material information regarding the basic elements of (iost. Farm-business
analysis surveys have been continued in Georgia, Florida, North Carolina,

West Virginia, New Hampshire, Ohio, Indiana, Iowa, and Wisconsin. Coopera-
tive work in this line has been started in Maryland, New Jersey, Washington,
and Idaho. In the application of the accounting method to the study of cost

of production much of the work can be carried on most effectively in conjunc-
tion with studies in farm organization. This is especially true where morf!

than one crop is produced on the same farm, as Is generally the case.

It is recognized that in cost studies many times the number of farms covered
thus far should be studied to insure results that may be considered as authori-

tative. With the limited funds available for this year the aim has been to

develop practical methods of investigation which will yield the results desired

when carried out on the more extensive scale contemplated in the present
budget.
There is an insistent demand for a study of the cost of the different kinds

of farm power. In this day, when so much attention is being given to the in-

troduction of mechanical power, it is a matter of great consequence that cost

data should be available which will give the farmer a basis of deciding which
kinds of power or which combination of the different kinds of power will enable
him to farm most effectively. Plans are being made for the starting of this

work so soon as funds are available.

EXAMPLES OF COST PRODUCTION DATA COST OF PRODUCING COTTON IN 1913 AND
1918, SUMTER COUNTY, GA.

In Table I is shown the number of farms producing cotton at various costs
for the two years 1913 and 1918. For 1913 the costs are shown for 534 farms,
268 of which are white-owner operated farms, 49 white tenant, 31 colored
owner, and 186 colored-tenant operated farms. In 1918 there were 550 farms,
280 of which were white owner, 56 white tenant, 48 colored owner, and 166
colored-tenant operated farms.
These figures show a wide range in the cost of production on different farms

for each year. In 1913 six farms produced cotton below 7 cents per pound,
while three had costs above 30 cents per pound. In 1918 only two farms had
costs of less than 13 cents per pound, while on 10 farms the costs were above
50 cents per pound. Seventeen per cent of the farms, producing 17 per cent
of the cotton in 1913, had costs below 10 cents per pound, while 19 per cent
of the farms, producing only 9 per cent of the cotton, had costs of 16 cents or
more per pound. In 1918, 16 per cent of the farms, producing 25 per cent of the
cotton, had costs under 20 cents per pound, while 16 per cent of the farms,
producing only 7 per cent of the cotton, had costs of 35 cents or more per
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pound. The chart shows that in 1913 over 50 per cent of the farms produced
cotton within a range of 10 to 14 cents per pound, and in 1918, 50 per cent
of the farms produced within a range of 20 to 30 cents per pound.

Table I.

—

Variation in the cost of producing lint cotton per pound on different
farms in Sumter County, Ga., 1913 and 1918.
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Table II.

—

Distrihution of c-ost of producing cotton on farms operated by white

owners, Sumter County, Oa.

[1913—268 farms; 1918—280 farms.]
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Table III shows the nature of the cost data that are being collected for
various farm products. The elements or items of cost are expressed, wherever
possible, interms of quantity requirements.,. Not only averages of cost items
but arrays and ranges of costs are calculated in order to bring out the wide
variations that exist in crop-production costs. In this illustration (Table III)
the data represent the results of a cost of cotton study on 85 farms in Laurens
County, Ga. Thfe range is shown by presenting as extremes the average of the
10 farms showing the lowest requirements for each item, and of the 10 farms
showing the highest requirements. An important consideration in any compre-
hensive expression of cost, in which many individuals are Concerned, Is that
of the variations that exist, which are usually lost sight of in a general average.
This is well shown by the differences in the various elements of cost between
the two groups of farms illustrating range.
To calculate the money cost per acre or per pound of lint cotton from the

data shown in this illustration It is necessary to place current prices on the
labor, fertilizer, manure, and seed items in order to express the quantity ele-

ments in dollars and cents. In the final determination of the cost j'Xr acre or
per pound of lint,' it is important to have in mind the type of cotton pioduction

—

that is, whether the crop is produced on owned fawns by the owners, under the
cash-rent system, or under the cotton-rent plan—inasmuch as there is a wide
variation on farms in the three tenure groups in the item of land rental, as well

as on farms within each group. This is illustrated in the ar< ^^mpanying
example under the item " use of land."

FAKM FINANCIAL EELATIONS.

During the past year attention in this field has been confined to agri-

cultural Insurance—loss by fire, windstorm, and tornado, loss of live stock bj

death, and loss of crops by hail. Especial attention has been given to the

introduction of approved systems of accounts for the use of cooperative Insur-

ance companies ; the improvement of their management through suggestions as

to the most successful and equitable means of raising funds for payment of

losses ; and the prevention of losses by thorough systems of Inspection of risks.

In addition to insurance investigations the budget contemplates the study of

a number of economic problems directly affecting the welfare of the farmer.

Improvement in the methods of financing and maintaining efficient rural

telephone service operated on a cooperative basis demands attention. Effective-

ness of our present credit system in aiding landless farmers to become the-

owners of the land they till, together with the degree of efficiency with which

needy farmers are able to secure season-to-season operating capital, are mat-

ters worthy of deep consideration. Matters of rural taxation are Important.

There Is a question of double taxation in those cases in which the farmer pays

a tax on the full value of his land, half the value of which is covered by a

mortgage, and who at the same time is compelled to pay an increased interest

charge to' cover the tax on this mortgage. The relation of the personal property

tax to the improvement of agriculture deserves careful consideration. The
general problem of taxation In its relation to the problems of land ownership

and tenancy should receive attention. It is proposed that facts be compiled

which will aid the correct solution of these rural financial problems.

FARM LABOE.

The farm-labor problem is becoming increasingly serious in the United States.

It is especially important that studies be made which will point to the mainte-

naice of an adequate supply of efficient help on the farms if American agricul-

ture is to meet the demands made upon it. It is desired to collect the facts

relating to the supply and movement of farm labor in the different parts of

the United States and to ascertain the trend of agricultural population In Its:

relation to the future labor supply. Living and housing conditions essential

to a contented life for the hired man on the farm, the provision of continuous

employment, and the adjustment of the question of compensation for farm

labor demand special attention. Continuous employment ard satisfactory com-

pensation are closely connected with the problems of farm organization and

the introduction of new productive enterprises which will provide a more even

demand for labor throughout the year and yield a return which will justify

Its employment. No funds being available no special work Is being done on

these subjects during the present year.
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AGKICULTUBAL HISTORY AND GEOGEAPHY.

The work in this section consists in bringing together the historical and
geographical facts which lead to a better understanding of agricultural con-
ditions.

Especial attention is given to the history of agricultural development as In-

fluenced by geographic and economic forces. Studies of this kind are now
being made of sheep, wheat, cattle, ard dairying. The purpose of these his-

torical studies is to show the effect of change in prices on production and to

show vs'hich conditions are temporary and which are permanent in order to

Interpret present facts and forecast future destelopments.
The geographic studies show the relation of climate, soils, topography,

markets, the character and density of the population, and other geographic
facts, to the utilization of land, farm practices, size of farms, and to the kinds
of crops and live stock which can be grown with best results in each part of
the United States. This work contributes to the solution of problems in farm
organization, land economics, and various other lines of research by supplying
facts which give breadth of view and balance to judgment.
The responsibility of preparing the Atlas of American Agriculture is assigned

to this section of the office, though much of the work is done in other bureaus
of the Department of Agriculture. Much information has been accumulated in

different bureaus as a result of the investigation of special problems. In the
Atlas it is attempted to bring together ' and organize the best information
available regarding the history and present condition of agriculture in every
section of the United States.

LAND ECONOMICS.

The relationship of the farmer to the land is becoming a more and more
serious problem. Tenancy is increasing rapidly in the best of our agricultural
regions. Land values have increased to such levels that it is becoming more and
more difficult for the landless man to acquire the ownership of a farm. In fact,

speculation in land has pushed values so high In many sections of the country
that an ordinary farmer can not earn enough profit on the value of the land
to pay Interest on the investment in it. Frequently it does not pay to buy land
for the purpose of farming It. A recent investigation made by the Division of
Land Economics showed that nearly one-half of the large increase in the price
of lands in certain sections of the Corn Belt during the past year has gone into

the pockets of people who are not farming the land—a large number of them
city speculators. Enormous areas of our best farming lands are controlled by
absentee owners instead of by the farmer who tills them. The condition is all

the more unsatisfactory because the relations between landlords and tenants
have for the most part not been adjusted satisfactorily with a view to stimu-
lating good methods of agriculture and the conservation of the soil.

In the semiarid regions of the West is an area of land in extent as great as
the original Thirteen Colonies where the conditions under which the land is

held are such that there is little effective control over the use of the range.
In the Southwest alone losses of livestock aggregating millions of dollars have
occurred during the last two years because the relation of the ranchmen to the
land precluded any effective conservation of the range in anticipation of drouth.
There are considerable areas which are on the border line between farming
land and grazing land. No land policy has yet been devised which is suffi-

ciently elastic to provide properly for these alternative uses. In certain sec-

tions thousands of farmers have experienced tragic failure during the past few
years because they have been induced to settle lands that were unsuitable for
successful farming.

In the great areas of cut-over lands and swamp lands no careful studies have
been made to determine what classes of land can be economically used for
farming and what classes should be reserved for other purposes. Little prog-
ress has been made to determine what methods of improvement and utilization
will prove most economical. Such questions as those relating to the cost of
rendering the land available for use, the present tenure and prices of the land,
what agricultural enterprises would prove most profitable, minimum size of
farm required to support a family in comfort, kinds of equipment needed and
methods of improvement to be employed, sources of credit, marketing arrange-
ments, and conditions of transportntion remain largely unsolved. At the present
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time settlement of these lands is being promoted by methods which result in an
enormous number of failures, so that many sections that are capable of de-
veloping a prosperous agriculture have been given an evil reputation which
retards their development.
During the past year, with the limited funds available beginnings have been

made in the investigation of the following subjects

:

(1) Methods of renting farms in dairy, wheat, and cotton regions with
a view of determining what kinds of lease contracts would result
in Improved methods of farming and a fair division of returns

(2) Land values and laud speculation in the Corn Belt.
(3) Relationship of land tenure- to use of land in the western ranges.
(4) Methods of land settlement in the cut-over lands of the Great Lakes

region.

(5) Causes and effects of the increase of tenacy in certain regions

—

especially in the Cotton Belt.
(6) Methods by which tenant farmers acquire land.
(7) Classification of land resources and economical methods of land

utilization in the cut-over lands of the Great Lakes region.
Because of the limited funds available the scope of th^se studies has been

greatly restricted. The proposed budget contemplates an increase in the extent
and scope of these studies in order that the information may be obtained
necessary for the development of land policies that will remedy the serious
and increasing maladjustment in the relation of the farmer to the land which
he tills.

FARM LIFE STTJDIES.

In every effort to improve agriculture, one important question repeatedly
conies to the fi-ont. How is the life side of farming to be developed and en-
riched so as to keep step with the upward trend of the economic side of farm-
ing? This is by no means a question to be answered lightly, nor is it one to be
solved by any single, simple remedy. Prosperity alone on any particular
farm, for example, will not solve the life question for the family on that
farm. This is true because the satisfactions of life are so largely a matter
of community life, community activities, community institutions, and commu-
nity ideals, all of which are developed slowly and not purchasable with
money. In fact, many a successful and high-spirited farmer, on attaining a
competence, has left the farming enterprise and farming community fof resi-

dence in town or city in order to obtain the satisfactions of life which he
has earned with his industry and thrift, but which he has failed to find in

the country community. His place on the farm is altogether too often filled

by a less eificlent farmer with a family whose attainments and ideals are
undeveloped. Such a turn of affairs just at the time when econonlic pros-
perity has been achieved on the farm, is a distinct loss to agriculture as a
whole and to the country community in particular.

The deficiencies in country living conditions are many. Moreover the com-
munity ailments of our farm populations are in danger of becoming more or
less chronic. There are altogether too many sections of the United States,

it is to be feared, where the farmer is badly handicapped in, his attempt to

maintain a thorough-going American standard of living for his family. The
serious deficiency seems to be primarily one of institutions—institutions of a
nature, moreover, which in tovra and city have become commonplace. How
to furnish our farm population with the adequate social instruments of a full

American life is an important matter for inquiry.

In the unstable conditions of family life on the farm, scientific agriculture
finds a peculiar impediment to its rapid advance. If the well-known tendency
of progressive and successful farmers to leave farming" on becoming prosperous
should long continue, a still more serious hindrance to . modern methods of
agriculture would present itself, for tradition and custom rather than up-to-date
methods would then quite likely have right of way in farm practice, and
business Inferiority would menace our rural citizenship. This condition of
general rural social instability should be carefully investigated.

Farm-life studies have been designed to inquire into the deficiencies of
country living conditions. It has been demonstrated that rural life is sus-
ceptible of scientific investigation. There are no lines of research more
worthy of Federal suppo;-t than the scientific study of farm life and the
discovery of methods of giving to farm life permanent satisfaction.
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Only a small beginning has been made in this important field. Preliminary

studies have been worked out on community centers, rural organizations, the

social effects of tenancy, and the essential educational basis of a sound country

life.

DEMONSTRATION ACTIVITIES.

The end in view in the work of the Bureau of Farm Management and Farm
Economics is better farming and better living. It is essential, therefore, that

the results of investigation be carried to the farmers. It is also essential that

the educational work done through publications be supplemented by demonstra-

tion work carried on in cooperation with the States Relations Service.

Farm management demonstration work is now being conducted in 26 States.

The demonstrators are maintained jointly by the United States Department of
Agriculture and the agricultural colleges.

The farm management demonstrators constitute a trained force available

for giving immediate attention to economic problems. The duties of the farm
management demonstrators are

:

1. To work with county agents and other agencies in bringing to the attention

of farmers, in terms of their own farm operations, the principles of farm
management.

2. To demonstrate to farmers a practical method of recording, summarizing,
and analyzing the farm business to serve as a basis for modifications designed
to increase the effectiveness of their work.

3. To demonstrate to farmers the importance of efficient organization and
administration of the farm business.

4. To furnish farmers with standards of excellence in farming taken from
farms in their own vicinity that will enable each of them to see by comparison
the weakness of his own farm organization and the improvements required
to secure desired results.

APPBOPEIATIONS REQUESTED OF CONGRESS FOR THE FISCAL YEAB ENDING JUNE 30,

1921.

For the prosecution of the work of the Bureau of Farm Management and
Farm Economics as outlined above the Congress is asked to appropriate the
sum of $611,990.

It i« proposed to use approximately one-half of this amount in ascertaining
the cost of producing the staple farm products. About one-fourth will be
devoted to the study of land tenure and other land problems. The remainder
will be used in carrying on work in farm organization, farm financial relations,

farm labor, agricultural history and geography, and farm-life studies.
In asking for this limited sum of money, which is less than 10 cents per

farm in the United- States, it is recognized that It is not commensurate with the
importance of the farm economic problems to be dealt with. It is planned to

develop the work gradually on sound lines. In fixing upon the' amount asked
for expanding the work this year the number of men with proper training who
can be secured at this time has been given primary consideration. With the
funds requested it is believed that results can be secured such as will lead
the Congress to desire further expansion as rapidly as men properly trained
for doing satisfactory work in this field are available, to the end that in the
course of a few years the Bureau of Farm Management and Farm Economics
will be able to meet in an adequate way the demand for farm economic facts.

Dr. Taylor. I have brought down this morning a number of copies

of the reports of the special committee on reorganization of the
Office of Farm Management, so that in case members of this com-
mittee are interested they may have copies.

I would like to call your attention especially to the chart in the
brief which I have distributed. You have here the figures on the
cost of producing lint cotton, and I, present this simply as a sample.
You see, for the farms covered by the study, the cost of producing
cotton in 1913 and in 1918. In the left-hand column you have
the cents per pound of lint cotton, and in the right-hand column
you will find the number of farmers who produced at these different
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costs. For instance, you find in 1913 two of the farms studied
produced at a cost of 6 cents a pound, four at 6 cents, but the great
numbers were producing at 10, 11,. 12, and up to 16 and 17 cents.
In 1918 you will find that the costs were generally higher. There
was one man producing at 11, one at 12, and seven or eight at 13

;

but when you get to 20 cents, bet'ween 20 and 30 cents, you find more
than half of the cotton produced.

I bring this before you to show the wide range in costs and to call
your attention to the fact that the average is perhaps not the impor-
tant thing in cost studies, but getting the range of costs.

In the table at the bottom of this chart you will note the percent-
age of the cotton raised on the farms covered by the study that was
produced below different costs. For instance, in 1913, 91 per cent
Tvas produced at 16 cents or below ; 77 per cent was produced at 14
cents or below ; 66 per cent was produced at 12 cents or below, and
only 17 per cent of it produced at 10 cents or below, whereas-in 1918
SI per cent of it was produced at 30 cents or below.

In the application of cost figures to the problem of a necessary
price, these ranges need to be taken into account, and consideration
needs to be given to the question of how high the price needs to be
in order to secure the built of this product. Obviously, if the price
equaled the average cost, all producing at a cost above the average
would be producing at a loss; those producing below the average
would be making a profit.

Mr. VoiGT. You do not show the average cost of production here,

do you ?

Dr. Tatloe. I do not on this statement. In Table) II are figures

that show the averages. The real purpose, however, is to show the
distribution of costs as between labor, fertilizer, ginning, use of land,
overhead, etc. And there you see the average was 12.25 cents for
1913 and 23.9 cents for 1918. It is our opinion that the emphasis
should not be upon the average biit upon the range, and of course
it is not to be expected that a price should be high enough to cover
the costs of those men who are producing at an exceedingly high
«ost.

There is another very important use, of course, of figures of this

kittd, and the matter of first importance is that of farm organiza-
tion. The men who are producing at high costs need to know the
methods that are being used by the men producing at the lower costs.

In other words, the cost of production statistics give the starting

"point for the study of better farm organization and better manage-
ment of farms.
Mr. "Anderson. Have you discussed, Dr. Taylor, the method pur-

sued in arriving at these costs and figures?

Dr. Taylor. I have not. That can be discussed at this time if you
•desire to have me do so.

Mr. Anderson. Whenever you think best.

Dr. Taylor. The method we use when we have a single crop is a

less expensive method than where we have a number of crops com-
fbined. It has not been the object in getting cost figures in cotton to

•^et all of the Information with regard to every activity on that farm,
Jor the simple rreason that it costs too much to get the material.
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In 1913, over 80 per cent of the income on the farms studied came
from cotton and so we concentrated upon getting the information for

cotton by what is called the survey method. Each of the farms was
visited and the man who was making the survey, with his blanks be-

fore him, asked questions and got together all the information with

regard to the receipts and expenditures (the total receipts and ex-

penditures) on that farm. Special studies of cotton are being made
which will show the amount of labor that was put in on cotton, but

it is not attempted to find out what the man was doiag all the rest

of his time; merely the time he spent on his cotton. A few of the

elements, of course are looked into—^the labor cost's, the fertilizer

costs, the ginning costs, and charges for use of the land.

Mr. Anderson. May I ask you a question there without interfer-

ing with your plan of procedure ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, at any time.

Mr. Anderson. I take it from what you say that these figures art

not arrived at from accounts kept by those people concurrently with
the doing of the work, or the incurring of the expense ?

Dr. Taylor. No elaborate records. These are based upon the sur-

vey method. There are several methods that can be used in getting

costs. We have found the cost of securing the figures on a farm vary
greatly according to the method we use. What we want to do is to

use a method that is sufficiently accurate for the particular subject

involved. Now when we make a cost-accounting study in a region
where there is a great diversity in the farm business, and there are

three or four important, separate, enterprises, then we give more at-

tention to detailed reports of the labor, so that we get a report of
exactly what was done by each worker each day in the year, in order
that the labor costs may be distributed to the different enterprises.

Where, however, the major part of the labor is put upon one enter-

prise, we distribute the entire costs of the labor according to the. re-

ceipts. In this particular case, I should explain that these figures

for 1913 were dug up out of surveys that were made in Sumter.
County, Ga., for the year 1913 and the materials in the office were rer

worked with a view to getting them in this form. And they are
based upon the survey method, which is not as accurate in every de-
tail as the detailed cost-accounting method, which is in use at the
present time on about 150 farms, more largely in the regions ^where
farming is diversified.

Mr. Htjtchinson. Do you consider the production in your cost
system at all ? In other words, suppose I raised a bale of cotton to
the acre in 1918 and in 1913 I only raised half a bale to the acre.

Dr. Taylor. Yes. The variation in yield is one of the principal
occasions of variation in cost per pound of lint,

Mr. Hutchinson. That is what I supposed.
Dr. Taylor. Yes. So that when you get the costs for one year

on one farm you do not have what is necessarily the cost for the
next year on that farm. There is not only a wide range from farm
to farm but a wide range on a given farm from year to year.
Mr. Hutchinson. You raised a great deal less cotton in 1918 than

you did in 1913?
Dr. Taylor. Mr. Peck, what are the comparative yields?
Mr. Peck. It was slightly less on these farms for 1918 than foJ"'

1913—on the farms pictured here.
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Mr. Hutchinson. Then you add your cost of fertilizer and labor
to the cost of producing that cotton, do you not ?

Dr. Taylor. The cost for fertilizer per unit of cotton would be
greater in 1918 if they used as much fertilizer.

Mr. Hutchinson. I understand.
Dr. Taylor. But I think they did not use as much fertilizer.

Mr. Hutchinson. That is the reason for this lower production ?

Dr. Taylor. It was, perhaps, one factor.

Mr. Hutchinson. It really depends on production how much you
get for costs?

Dr. Taylor. Yes.
Mr. Hutchinson. My experience is that you will find one farmer

is very successful and another one is not, and you must add that to
the cost of production.

Dr. Taylor. Our effort is to portray the facts as they are, and that
is what we are trying to do. We are not trying to find—we doubt
if there is such a thing as the one cost of producing, cotton. What
we want to do is to portray the facts which will show there is a
great diversity in costs of producing cotton and, taking that as a
starting point, there are two or three important things to consider.

The one of first importance is farm organization, with a view to

bringing up those farms with such high costs. And that is one of
the major functions, as we look upon our work. Table I is a detailed

table of these costs distributed on the basis of whether or not they
were white owners or white renters, colored owners or colored renters,

and you find the range of costs in both instances very similar.

In Table III we attempt to present what we call the basic re-

quirement's in producing cotton.

In studying the costs for 1918 on over 800 farms in 10 different

areas in the Cotton Belt, the results of which are not yet available,

we got at the number of man hours required, the number of horse
hours required, the amount of fertilizer, manure, seed, sacks re-

quired, the charge for ginning, insurance, taxes, machinery, overhead,
and the use of land. Having gotten those elements of costs, we are
now getting the production for 1919. We got the acreage last

spring and now we are getting the production per acre on those
same farms. As soon as we get that material in we are able, on the
basis of those facts, to figure the cost of this year's crop on those

farms. Once we get this work started the amount of work each
year is very.much less.

Mr. Anderson. I dislike to interrupt you, but I would like to

inquire while I have these things in my mind, if it does not disturb
you

Dr. Taylor. It does not disturb me at all.

Mr. Anderson. Do these studies indicate anything with reference
to the relation of management to cost ? I mean the relation of man-
agement to cost in its relation to production?

Dr. Taylor. There are certain things very clearly indicated in

this Sumter County study, in comparing management in 1913 and
1918. One important change is that the percentage of the total

income from cotton fell more than 10 ; that is, it was above 80 and it

fell down to 70, or below 70. In the meantime, the velvet bean
had come in and they were producing more hogs and better hogs.

In other words, the educational campaign which had been going
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•On there for a more diversified type of farming was becoming ef-

fective, and that was clearly pictured in the comparison.
A study of this would, of course, take in specific cases. You take

the farmers that have the high cost and those with low cost and you
will tind part of the difference is due to yield. Then the explanation
"Of the difference in yield in part goes back to nature and in part
to the character of the operations, the way in which the farming is

.carried on; for instance, a type of farming that keeps the soil in

•good condition as against the type of farming that reduces the soil

and results in low yields.
'

Mr. Anderson. What I am getting at is whether these cost figures

are sufficiently indicative to point out deficiencies of management
which would, if corrected, result in greater production with smaller
cost ?

Dr. Tatloe. That is exactly the thing they are intended to do.

And as these reports are analyzed more and more carefully from
year to year, the skill with which we are able to point out the de-

ficiencies in the management and make suggestions with regard to

,

better management is ever increasing. Of course, when we go into

a given county and make a survey and find certain conditions, we feel

we must be rather conservative about giving advice until we have
studied the matter long enough to understand the whole situation.

Mr. Anderson. Then let me ask you this question : I take it from
what you have said that there is at present no cost system developed
which will give you exact data upon which you can determine the

.
deficiencies of management and so forth. What you are seeking
to do primarily, at first, is really to work out a system of co5
accounting?

Dr. Tatloe. That is the first and fundamental thing and the work
this year has been in samples by different methods with a view to

finding the methods that apply to particular types of farming. We
do not expect when the best systems have been developed that the
same system will be used for all types of farming.
We have just this fall started studies in the cost of fattening beef

cattle. We have these started in five States. The method here is

to go into a community and take a general farm survey of 100
farms which give the general view of the agriculture of that region.

While taking that survey, we get detailed information .regarding
those farms. From this number 25 are picked out, on which they
are going to feed two carloads of cattle or more, and, of course,

keep hogs, during the winter; that is 25 farms are selected and a
man is employed to make it his entire job to continually visit those
25 farms to keep the detailed facts up to date, so we will know
exactly what has been fed to those cattle and the labor require-
ments oh the cattle and all of the cost facts relating to the fattening
of those cattle from the time the cattle are put in the feed lot and
what they weighed when put in the feed lot, until they go on the
scales and are sold.

Mr. Leshee. Have not some of the State colleges been doing that
work ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes.

Mr. JiESHEB. For years?

Dr. Tatloe. Cornell, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Illinois have
;: been doing work of that kind for several years. Mr. Peck, who is
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here this morning, who was at the University of Minnesota, and who
for several years had charge of the detailed cost-accounting work
there, and has published a very considerable amount of work—^the

best work, I think, that has been issued from any agricultural college
on costs—has been brought to Washington to take charge of all these
cost studies.

Mr. Lesher. Don't you think it can be studied better at these col-
leges than it can on the farm?

Dr. Taylor. You mean on the college farm ?

Mr. Lesher. They can keep the costs, prices, and everything that
enters into it?

Dr. Taxlor. Of course, the costs at college farms are very abnor-
mal for various reasons, because experimental work is in the fore-
ground rather than production for profit. But that leads me to call
your attention to the fact that in these cost studies, in accordance
with the recommendations that were ihade to the Secretary last
spring, the effort is to cooperate with the colleges as far as possible.
And these beef-cost studies that are being carried on at tile present
time are in cooperation with the colleges on a 50-50 basis, so that the
man who is doing the detail work is constantly in close touch and
under the direction more or less of the man in charge of the
farm-management work at the colleges. Thus there is no duplication
of work, but a harmonious relationship between the Department of
Agriculture and the colleges in carrying on this work.
We have exactly the same beef-cattle feeding project carried on in

five States at the present time, which also involves the hog feeding,
so that the results in those five States can be put together. The dif-
ficulty is, with the funds available we were not able to start this on
an adequate scale, but we decided we would start in with a quality
of work that would be satisfactory, with the hope that we would be
able to expand it the second year. ^Furthermore, we feel it will be
necessary to carry these beef studies through a period of five years
in order to get adequate results.

Mr. TiNOHER. Suppose you had had sufficient funds and had been
able to know the exact cost of production of all meat products, say,

for 1918—I wish you would put in the record just what advantage
that would be ; how you would use that information to advantage ?

Dr. Tatix)r. That material would have great value from at least

two points of view. From the standpoint of the general public, if

we had adequate and satisfactory figures of cost, it is believed that
there would be greater willingness for the farmer to receive a fair

price for his product; from the standpoint of the farmer, that he
. would be more likely to get a fair price. And if he gets a fair price,

he is happy to continue regularly in the business. So that from the
standpoint of the farmer and consumer, it will run more evenly from
year to year.

Mr. TiNCHER. If you had had the exact cost of production of those
products in 1917 and the public had had the full information, or
had had it in 1918 even, and the public had been fully informed
of the costs of producing all those articles, would not that have had
a tendency to cause dissatisfaction with the farmer in 1919?

Dr. Taylor. On the ground that

Mr. Tin CHER. That the increased cost has been so much?
164315—20 4
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Dr. Taylor. Of course, the costs to the farmer have increased

rapidly during the war period. Wages followed the prices up. The
cost of raw material of various kinds followed up. So that the costs

have been rising all of the time. Since you ask that question, I

want to proceed to say, however, these cost studies have value not

only from the standpoint of the relation of cost to price but also

from the standpoint of the better organization of the farm, and each

individual who is producing at a cost that classifies entirely too

high has his attention at once called to the fact and it awakens him
to the necessity of reducing his costs. And that is the starting point

for the work of reorganization which is fundamental in the work
of the Office of Farm Management.
Mr. McLaughlin of Mihigan. How is this called to their at-

tention ?

Dr. Taylor. In the case of the specific farms where the records

are kept of course he gets*the information for his farms of exactly

what his costs are, and by having these records published he sees

what other people's costs are.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How long after they are taken is

it before they are published?
Dr. Taylor. That depends upon a variety of circumstances.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How long after they are taken

are they published, I ask?
Dr. Taylor. I will say this, that the materials regarding the crop

for 1919 are not all in in the office as yet. The basic factors of cot-

ton costs are in the office, so that as soon as we get the yields on each

of those farms we will have the material. Then, the amount of time

that is required for tabulating means a few months, and I should
say that by the 1st of March—is that too early, Mr. Peck?
Mr. Peck. No.
Dr. Taylor. By the 1st of March the cost statements for those

800 cotton farms will be ready for publication?
Mr. Peck. Yes, sir.

Dr. Taylor. That will be about the time he starts in on the pro-

duction of his next year's crop.
Mr. Anderson. How many cost of production studies are being

followed now; I mean what particular lines do you follow? You
referred to cotton ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes.
Mr. Anderson. And to beef production. Is there anything else ?

Dr. Taylor. Sugar in Utah and Idaho ; the cost figures on sugar.
Then I mentioned the beef-cattle studies, and tobacco is one project
which is in cooperation with the State of Kentucky, or about 150
farms. That is being carried on by the more detailed method, where
a man continually visits those farms.
Mr. Anderson. You expect to extend those studies this coming

year to other projects?
Dr. Taylor. The expectation is first to expand to an adequate basis

the work that is already started. For instance, these beef studies
we want to expand those to three units in each State, so that instead
of 125 farms in five States we will have three times that many ; that
is, instefad of 25 farms in each State, we will have 75 farms in each
State. And the wheat studies are entirely inadequate at the present
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tima; we were unable to get records from more than 600 farms this

year, which is entirely inadequate.
In addition to the expansion of the work that is started, the addi-

tional thing we want to do, one of the special things we want to do,

is to get some new material on the cost of farm power. At the pres-

ent time, as you know, there is a very great demand on the part of
the farmers to know the relative costs of horse power and tractor
power, and projects are being planned and the States are glad to

cooperate in carrying on studies along that line.

Mr. Anderson. I would like to ask where the wheat studies are
being conducted or will be) conducted ?

.Dr. Tatlor. The wheat studies are just in progress now for the
1919 crop. Can you name the States, Mr. Peck?
Mr. Peck. In the winter-wheat area, Kansas, Nebraska, and Mis-

souri ; in the spring-wheat area, Minnesota, North and South Dakota.
Mr. Anderson. What part of Minnesota?
Mr. Peck. I believe Clay and Traverse were the two counties.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. These units are 25 farms each in

the beef studies ?

Dr. Tatloe. In the beef-cost studies, one man is looking after 25
farms.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And you have a man for each unit ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes; we have a man for each unit and we have just
one unit in the State at the present time, and we would like to have
three locations of that kind in each of those States.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You were speaking of the cost of
production of sugar.

Dr. Taylor. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You are working in Utah and

Idaho?
Dr. Taylor. Utah and Idaho this year.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I presume the sugar manufacturers

all operate in about the same way. They make a contract with the
farmer to deliver his beets at so much a ton ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Kegardless of the cost of produc-

tion to the farmer, beets cost the manufacturer of sugar just so much ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And he must keep a very accurate

account of the cost of production of sugar from the point of the
purchase of the beets. What can you do in that line ?

Dr. Taylor. What we do is to study the cost of production on the
farm, so that the farmer may have some basis for determining
whether or not he can produce beets at a price which the factory will

offer.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Can he not tell at the end of the
year when he gets the money from the manufacturer whether he has
made any money or not? "

Dr. Taylor. If he is producing beets and nothing else, it is a rela-

tively easy matter for him to know whether he has made any money
or not ; but if he is producing beets as one crop in combination with
a large number of other crops he can not tell whether he has made or
lost money on any one particular enterprise without the cost studies.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What are the manufacturers pay-

ing the farmers in Utah for their beets ?

Dr. Taylor. I believe $10.50 was the basic price. I have not seen

their contracts. They probably get $1 a ton for every cent sugar

sells for above 9 cents. That is the way the contracts are drawn m
Wisconsin ; so that the price varies with the price the factory gets

for the sugar.
The CHArRMAN. How are those prices arrived at?

Dr. Tatlok. The price was offered by the factory.

The Chairman. Is it some agency of the Government m Washing-

ton?
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is a matter of contract?

Dr. Taylor. It is a matter of contract.

The Chairman. The Government does not exercise any authority

over the matter?
Dr. Taylor. Not as I understand it.

The Chairman. It has not for the current year?

Dr. Taylor. As I understand, there is no control over that; it is

simply a private contract.

The Chairman. Do you know what the increase in price made to

the farmers for beets has been during a series of years ?

Dr. Taylor. Beets were produced in Wisconsin for $4.50 a ton

before the war.

The Chairman. The contract price between the farmers and the

manufacturers has not been as low as that for a long time.

Dr. Taylor. It has gone from $4.50 up to $6, and then it jumped
to $10.

The Chairman. How long ago was it $4.50 ?

Dr. Taylor. That is 10 years or so ago. I grew a crop of beets

in 1917 and I got $6 a ton that year. The crop was grown by a share

man on my farm this year
The Chairman. Was that on the basis of the sugar content ?

Dr. Taylor. Without regard to the sugar content. The factory

iurnished the seed and charged for it, of course, so that they, in a

way, controlled the kind of beets that were being grown, and it was
without regard to the sugar content.

The Chairman. Were all contracts the same as that?

Dr. Taylor. Probably not.

The Chairman. I supposed there was an increased price paid to

the farmer depending on the percentage of sugar in the beets?

Dr. Tayi.or. That was tried in Wisconsin, and the farmers found
a great deal of difficulty in getting a satisfactory test as to the sugar
content of the individual crops. And so in that case they went back
to paying on the basis of the net weight per ton without regard to

the sugar content.

The Chairman. And then an increase of so much per ton as the
price of sugar in the market increases?

Dr. Taylor. Yes ; that is in the contrstct for this year.

Mr. VoiGT. When you find a farmer whose cost is excessive in

producing cotton, wheat, or some other crop do you go back to Mm
and try to show him what the cause is ?

Dr. Tayl6r. That is exactly the idea, through the farm manage-
jnent and demonstration work, through the States relation service
which is cooperating with the office of farm management. The man
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who is in charge of farm management demonstrators has his office

on the same floor with mine and is closely connected with the Office
of Farm Management, makes it his business to keep in close touch
through the county agents and with the farmers throughout the
country and to get them to keep accounts themselves. Ultimately
this job will be completed when every farmer has been taught to
keep his own accounts and see where his difficulties are, but that will
take a very great deal of time.
Mr. VoiGT. Do. you go back to the individual farmers on whose

farms you have kept account of the cost of producing a given crop ?

Dr. Taylor. We send the result of his figures bact to him. The
research workers do not make it a special business to go back and
talk with each one of those men. That is the demonstration phase
of the work.
Mr. VoiGT. Have you any knowledge whether the individual farm-

ers who produce at too high a cost are visited or written to by some-
one and the cause pointed out to them why the cost is too high?

Dr. Tatloe. The analysis of these results is sent back to each one
of those farmers. But when it comes to visiting each one of those
farms, our attempt is to get back to them through the farm-manage-
ment demonstrators and the county agents, who are the personal
contact men. And I wish to say that the special work of the farm-
management demonstrators is to stimulate, at the present time and
has been for several years, accounting on the part of the farmers so
that they may know what they are doing and in each caSe to point
out to them the way in which they are falling down. It is obvious,,

however, with several million farmers in the United States, it is only
Ladividuals here and there who can be touched by people in the
Washington office. But through cooperation with the State organi-

zations and the county agents, it is possible to touch more and more
of the head men who, in turn, touch their neighbors.

Mr. VoiGT. Say, for instance, in 1918 you found that there were a

number of farmers whom it costs 30 cents a pound to produce cotton.

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. VoiGT. Do those men who produced that 30-cents-a-pound cot-

ton find out through you, or from you, that you have figured out that

it cost them 30 cents, and do you tell them where the difficulty is ?

Dr. Taylor. That is our effort
;
yes. Of course, I have been with

the office only since the 1st of April so I do not know what was done

with regard to these particular men. I wish to say we reworked the

material that was in the office, went back to the" original records that

were taken, in order to get the material in this form. I think it was
figured on terms of average in the first instance, instead of showing

the range in costs by individuals.

Mr. HErLiN. I know a farmer in my county who produced 50 bales

of cotton in 1918; this year the same farnrer produced 35 bales. It

cost him more to produce 35 bales this year than it did to produce 50

bales last year.

Dr. Taylor. Very probably. Now, with the materials we have col-

lected

Mr. Heflin. The boll weevil is in this section I am talking about.

Dr. Taylor. Yes. That is a factor in the cost per unit of produc-

tion.
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Mr. Peck. I just want to state that, when a study like this is com-
pleted, each farmer receives a detailed statement of his own business,

with a letter pointing out certain factors that appear to make that cost

higher than the cost that his neighbors have.
Mr. VoiGT. That is what I am trying to get at.

Mr. Peck. Yes ; each man gets a statement.
Dr. Taylor. He gets it—^not simply him own, but the ranges of the

others also.

Mr. Peck. The comparison of his farm business with the others.

The Chairman. And the variation is due to the elements, the cot-

ton boll weevil
Dr. Taylor. Yes ; the cotton boll weevil.

The Chairman. Not altogether to the man himself ?

Dr. Taylor. No.
The Chairman. Would you be able to give advice for overcoming

difficulties caused by the elements ?

Dr. Taylor. Advice with regard to the whole problem of growing
cotton, of course, is not attempted by the Office of Farm Manage-
ment.
The Chairman. In line with the case cited by Mr. Heflin, in my

section pf the country last year we produced about 20 bushels of
wheat to the acre; this year probably 8 to 10, less than half of what
we produced last year. It cost practically as much to produce 8

bushels as it did to produce the 20, and we got just as much for the
8 bushels, per bushel, as we did for the 20 last year. Hence the cost

this year is much more than it was a year ago. The cotton-boll

weevil and all elements enter into it.

Dr. Taylor. Yes. Now, the purpose of getting cost figures is to

get all the facts of cost and to lay them clearly before our minds in
order that we may better judge what to do.

The Chairman. I am sorry to add that we have had such attacks
for 40 years in my section of the country. We have had the black
rust. The object is to know how to deal with it.

Dr. Taylor. The Office of Farm Management does not deal with
those phases of the problems. Those questions of plant pathology
and entomology, etc., are dealt with by the various bureaus having
charge of those specific problems. Our problems relate primarily
to the questions of farm organization and farm finance and the eco-

nomic problems of organization. Even in a given year, with given
conditions to meet, some farmers do very much better than others.
The Chairman. Under the same conditions ?

Dr. Taylor. Under the same conditions. And the hope is to bring
those who are lagging behind up to a higher level and then to enable
those who are in the lead to see more clearly how to adjust them-
selves to market conditions, labor conditions, and all sorts of condi-

'

tions in order to produce at a lower cost and get a larger margin of
profit.

Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. How many people are employed
in the field—^the entire number—in this line of work ?

Dr. Taylor. I will ask Mr. Peck to answer that question; that is

a line of work of which he is in immediate charge.
Mr. Peck. Counting the cooperative work of the States where the

States contribute 50 per cent of the cost of conducting the investiga-
tions, this past year, roughly •
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you not the exact number?
Mr. Peck. Our maximum has been 30 ; that is, there were different

numbers employed at different times. This work was started in the
spring. At one time we had 11 scientific men on the cotton study,
and four went from there to the wheat study. There may be three
or four weeks on one of those studies where the State men have
come out and helped us to take the records; so it is rather hard to
say the exact number carried through the season. I would say 30
would be the greatest number at one time employed on all the cost
studies we are making.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How many are employed in Wash-

ington ?

Mr. Peck. The total number of the whole force in the cost of pro-
duction and farm organization section is 58. That counts the scien-

tific men, clerks, and stenographers that are on these particular
projects.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It takes 58, then, to tabulate the
work done by 11 or 30?
Mr. Peck. No; the 58 includes all the people who have been em-

ployed in these sections. That counts in the scientific men, it counts

in these men I have given you as 30 at various times. We have
17 straight clerks and typists, and we have a man in charge of the

crop work, a man in charge of the live-stock work, and a man in

charge of the farm-power Investigations. We have 17 straight

clerks who do nothing else but tabulate the field records, and then

there are certain times of the year when the men in the field do part

of the tabulating and summarizing and preparing the data for

publication.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It takes 58 employees, ofiicers, and
so on, in Washington to tabulate the work of 30 in the field ?

Mr. RuBEY. I understood him to say those 30 were included in

the 58.

Mr. Peck. Yes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I did not get that

Mr. EuBET. Let us see whether he means that or not ?

Mr. Peck. Part of these 30, the 30 employed here the year round,

whose whole salaries are paid out of our funds, are included in the

58. They are only in the field part of the time; we do not have men
in the field the year round.

Mr. TiNCHEE. How many do you have that do not go in the field,

who stay here?
Mr. Peck. These include the 17 clerks who do not go in the field,

and there are perhaps only two or three besides those who do not

go in the field.

Mr. Tincher. Out of the 58 there would be 20 that do not go m
the field?

, . ,

Mr. Peck. Yes ; I would say that. I believe the number is tabu-

lated in the printed report. .

The Chairman. You are asking for an increase of appropriation.

The appropriation for last year .was $302,590 and this year you

estimate $611,990.

Dr. Tatlok. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. An increase of $309,400. How many people will

be employed next year ?
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Dr. Taylor. The major part of that is for extension of the cost

of production and farm organization work.
The Chairman. Will you state just the number to be employed

next year while you are on that?
Dr. Tatlor, I have in my hand the way in which it is i)lanned to

distribute these funds next year. To live stock cost studies, which
will include the beef cattle in the Corn Belt, that is the fattening of

cattle, some studies on the range, and the sheep and wool studies,

$50,000; cotton cost studies, $20i000; wheat cost studies, $20,000;

milk cost studies, $25,000; sugar costs, $10,000; fruit costs, $15,000;

tobacco costs, $5,000; farm power studies, $50,000. And the detailed

cost studies which will be made in this region

The Chairman. How much for farm power?
Dr. Taylor. $50,000. And for the detailed cost accounting, where

the farm is of a mixed nature and we can not get at the cost of one

separate thing so well, the work we have called detail cost studies,

$50,000. That accounts for $245,000 to be expended in these cost

studies.

Mr. Anderson. Are you now engaged upon studies on this milk
proposition ?

Dr. Taylor. We have no studies in milk, excepting some coopera-

tive studies just being started.

Mr. Anderson. How about fruit?

Dr. Taylor. The cost of fruit in New York has been studied to

some extent this last year.

Mr. Anderson. Have you started the farm-power project?

Mr. Taylor. The farm-power project has not been started; it is

just planned. There was a conference held in Chicago in the fall,

and it was urged by all classes interested in the farm-power question

that cost studies be made as a basis of comparing relative profitable-

ness of using different forms of power.
Mr. Anderson. These detailed cost projects are now under way?
Dr. Taylor. They are now under way in three States in coopera-

tion with the colleges. About 150 farms are being covered by that

method at the present time. Those are usually on a 50-50 basis.

Mr. KuBEY. Do you expect to take up each one of these projects

and tell us what you are going to do under each?
Dr. Taylor. I am glad to have questions.

Mr. RuBEY. I would like very much to have you tell us what you
expect to do under the farm-power proposition, whether or not,

in connection with that, you are going to take up the question of
water power on the farm or just simply motor power?

Dr. Taylor._ The major problem is the pulling of machinery

—

that is, the major thing is to know this, to what extent is it going to
pay the farmer to dispose of his horses and get a tractor. That is a

thing that millions of dollars are being expended for at the present
time, and we want to give the information that will enable this new
move to be taken along intelligent lines.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Where you are carrying on these
different lines of work in the States, you have experts in each line,

do you ?

i)r. TAYiiOR. Yes. Of course the same man may be working on
one line of costs a part of the time and on another line part of the
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time ; that is, the detail man. We have one man, for instance, who
specializes on the cost of producing these crops which are special

crops, like cotton, sugar beets, and so forth, where a method can be
used that requires less detail than where you have to get all of the
information from the whole farm. And now on the farm power
studies the aim will be this, to get enough records from specific farms
to show the kind of power that is needed at different times of the

year, what percentage of the power is used in drawing wagons, what
percentage in harrowing, cultivating corn, plowing, or disking, and
at what time of the year is this demanded. Then our aim is to see

how much of this can be undertaken by a tractor, for instance, rather

than by horses ; which it is physically possible to do. Some of this

work can be done by horses and not well by tractors; other parts

of the work can be done by tractors. Then if we find, for instance,

a part of the work can be done by tractors a certain part of the

year and all of the horses have to be kept in order to provide power
at another time of the year, so that the farmer can not reduce the

number of horses by keeping a tractor, it is obvious the total cost of

power on the farm would be increased by getting a tractor.

The object is to make such a study as will show how the power
required on the farm can be secured at a reduced cost.

Mr. TiNCHER. Have you had any- appropriation before for the

farm power project?

Dr. Tatloe. There has been no appropriation for farm power.

Mr. TiNCHEE. Don't you think a good safe way would be for the

Department of Agriculture to simply issue a statement to the farmers

that the best power so far, the most reliable and durable power, is

the mule, and then let the machine companies that are pushing trac-

tors advance their interests (and they will do that quick enough,

or too quick in most instances) ; for us just to stand for the mule

and save this $50,000 until there have been further developments?

Dr. Tatloe. Is it not entirely probable that by saving that $50,000

we are asking for farm power studies you will leave it entirely to

the manufacturers of tractors who have but one interest (and that

is to sell their tractors)), to give the information to the farmer, in-

stead of the department providing it for the farmer?

Mr. TinGHEE. My idea was to take a definite stand, without spend-

ing $50,000, and to advise the farmer to stick to the mule and just

save $50,000; say to him "You stick to your mule," and then let

them press their claim. We can do that without spending any

money.
Dr. Tatloe. Then, in turn, the manufacturers will say ye have

made the statement without any investigation whatever, and they

will be in a position •

Mr. TiNCHEE. You tell them you have made an investigation, that

you talked to one of the members of the Committee on Agriculture

who knew something about it, and he was willing to take the re-

sponsibility of advising them to stick to the mule and save money.

[Laughter.]
• Mr. EuBET. You might state, in that connection, that the gentle-

man had talked with Mr. Tincher of Kansas. [Laughter.]

Dr. Tatloe. I have no doubt but that the gentleman knows exactly

what to do on his own farm
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Mr. E.tJBET. We from Missouri, of course, are with the mule. Ail

the same time we realize that a great deal of this work can be done

better by tractor power in that State than it can be done by the mule.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In how many cases do you use the

same man for different kinds of work? You have a wheat investiga-

tion and a feeding investigation, and a beef investigation

Dr. Tatloe. I will ask Mr. Pe6k to answer that question, since he

is in immediate charge.
Mr. Peck. We are attempting to build up a corps of experts who

can meet various problems. I do not care to have a man just on
wheat and one on cotton and one on cattle and one on hogs, because

it is not conductive to efficiency. The same man may be the cotton

man this year, and then part of the time he may be on wheat and
also on sugar beets.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Those sections of the country

where those three products are raised are widely separated.

Mr. Peck. Yes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. A man can not be doing all those

things at the same time.

Mr. Peck. Exactly.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But in a beet-producing State, a

wheat-growing State, and a corn-growing State those activities are

all carried on at the same time by the same farmer.

Mr. Peck. In the survey method we have to visit the farm imme-
diately after the end of the year to take the previous year's record;

that is under the survey method. In the detailed accounting method
we have to have a man in the State all the time to visit those farms
regularly. That is the difference. But one can make a wheat study
by the survey method and spend two or three months making that

study.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is that man while engaged those

two or three months doing anything else?

Mr. Peck. No ; he gets the cost of growing wheat and its relation

to the whole farm business on the wheat farm ; that is all he does.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And somebody else gets the data
on the same farm for the prodixction of beets ?

Mr. Peck. No; on the special crops we pick out farms that are

specializing on that product. On the big wheat farms we do not
study beef, for example.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Beef, however, is produced in con-

nected with the corn farms?
Mr. Peck. Yes

;
perhaps as a secondary consideration to the corn

production. That is another proposition. If we were to study corn,
we probably could combine the studies very well; that is, the man
who visited the farm right along on the beef could get the facts as
to corn. But these special crops like sugar beets, cotton, and wheat
are studied on farms that specialize; that have a larger percentage of
their receipts from that crop than any other enterprise.
Mr. Leshek. You get the data from the farmer—the man on that

farm?
' Mr. Peck. Yes. We take the same man, as I say, who makes the
cotton study during three months of the period and send him imme-
diately from cotton to wheat to take the wheat records from the
wheat farmers.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There are many farms, in the
aggregate a very large number, that are specializing in wheat?
Mr. Peck. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But, unfortunately, a larger num-

ber are engaged in general farming, growing wheat, growing corn,
fattening stock, and engaged to a more or less extent in producing
milk.

Mr. Peck. Yes.
Mr. McLaugiilin of Michigan. Do you have different men for

those different lines of study?
Mr. Peck. For the mixed types of farming you msntion, that is.

where we establish our cost-accounting studies, or cost-accounting
routes, in cooperation with the State, we have a man who lives
entirely with the farmers for the entire year and keeps the detail
records on all the various products. That is the distinction to be
made between the survey and the detailed cost-accounting method
of investigation. Detailed cost accounting is where we have the re-
ports kept by the farmer and the statistician, or route man, the
year round.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I am very glad you have found a

man who can do two things. The difficulty hitherto has been that
we have had to have an expert for each particular line of work.
Mr. Peck. That would be a mistake in our line of investigational

work..

Mr. Jacoway. Have you men in the department who are experts
on the growing and culture of wheat and beets and on cotton also ?

Mr. Peck. Yes ; in the separate bureaus we have men on the cul-

tural growing of those crops.

Mr. Jacoway. Does any one man in your department understand
all of those different items?
Mr. Peck. I would not want to say
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. This man does not instruct as to

how to best grow those crops; he just takes the actual cost of pro-
duction, regardless of how the work was done; he ascertains how
much it costs.

Mr. Peck. Ours is just the accounting work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then they have another man to

teach the farmer how to grow corn, and another man to teach him
how to grow potatoes, and another man to teach him how to grow
wheat ; but no one of your men can do two kinds of work ?

The Chaieman. Have you in mind investigating and ascertaining

the relative merit of every make of tractor so as to advise what
tractor to buy by testing out each make?
Dr. Taylor. Our idea is not to make a special study with regard

to each tractor, but to study the power demands of the farm at the

different times of the year for different kinds of work, to see to

what extent a tractor that operates successfully could displace horse
labor. And then the next question is to find how much more or

less it costs to perform that work by the tractor or by the additional

horses that would have to be kept. That is the specific advantages
that we see in order that we may answer the question under what
conditions will it pay a farmer to get a tractor, if he can get a good
one and knows how to operate it.
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The Chairman. But, in your opinion, is there not as much vari-

ation in the value of the tractor as there is in the value of the crop ?

Dr. Taylor. Exactly.
The Chairman. One type may last 30 days and another may last

for a season?
Dr. Taylor. It is not our intention to make a study of the different

types of construction of tractors.

The Chairman. What value will the information be unless you

can advise as to what tractors will do ?

Dr. Taylor. There are other sections of the Department of Agri-

culture that deal with the tractor from the standpoint of construction.

The Chairman. T am afraid we would be charged with duplicating

this line of work. What I want to get at is the line of study you

pursue.
Dr. Taylor. It is the cost aspect of it, the way it fits in to the

whole farm organization, that we expect to deal with. What we pro-

pose to do under this project will not duplicate in any way the work
of any other branch of the department.
The Chairman. Have you made any investigation as to the ad-

visability of substituting tractors for the mule, as suggested by Mr.
Tincher?

Dr. Taylor. The Department of Agriculture has not carried on
any investigations in that line.

The Chairman. I understood investigations were made and re-

ports issued.

Dr. Taylor. From the detail cost studies that have been made in

Wisconsin, Illinois, and Iowa through a series of years past (a few
detail cost accounts have been kept on a few farms) , it is possible at

the present time to analyze the labor demands, because they kept the
demand for horse labor each day in the year right through and
showed what those horses were doing, and then we are able to answer
the question, " Can that work be done by a tractor ? " And by study-
ing those reports we got a notion of the general way in which the
matter can be studied if we had the up-to-date facts. But none of
those studies at the present time, the ones that were made in the past,

answer the question, nor were they intended- to answer the question,
with regard to the relative cost or power by the tractor and by the
horse.

Mr. Tincher. Seriously speaking, do you not think it would be a
safe policy for the Department of Agriculture to advise against the
purchase of tractors? Don't you think there are 10 tractors pur-
chased where there ought to be 1, and don't you know and realize
that the trouble the farmer is having now is paying his tractor bills ?

That is the situation not only in one section of the country, but in all

the United States.

Dr. Taylor. Our desire is to be open-minded on this question and
to make it our business to get the facts and lay them before the public
rather than to go into the investigation with our conclusions already
drawn. \

The Chairman. Is it not a settled fact that the tractor is im-
practicable on the small farm, although it may be practicable to
use it on the larger farm?
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Dr. Tayloe. I think such statements have been issued by different
agricultural colleges that would indicate that the farm must have
magnitude enough to give scope for the tractor.

The Chairman. There can be no question about that.

Dr. Taylor. Yes ; there can be no question about that.

The Chairman. You can not farm with a tractor alone. You
must have horses with the tractor ; and if one has a small farm that
can be operated with two or four horses, it would be useless to go to
the expense of buying a tractor and allowing the horses to remain
idle, would it not?

Dr. Taylor. Yes.
Mr. Jacoway. Doctor, does your statement show how many acres

were planted in cotton in the South last year ?

Dr. Taylor. The Office of Farm Management collects no material
on that point, and that is not presented here.

Mr. Jacoway. You can get that, can you not?
Dr. Taylor. From the JBureau of Crop Estimates

;
yes.

Mr. Jacoway. If I remember correctly, it was about 50,000,000
acres. Does your testimony show how many bales of cotton were
raised from 50,000,000 acres?

Dr. Taylor. No, sir.

Mr. Harrison. Information of that sort will come from the Bu-
reau of Crop Estimates.
Mr. Candler. This division does not do that kind of work.
Mr. Jacoway. Where a farmer has four children who help him to

raise his cotton, do you take into consideration the labor of the chil-

dren and the wife in estimating the overhead to produce a pound of
cotton?

Dr. Taylor. Oh, yes; and we enter it in at what it would have
cost to have hired that labor done.

Mr. Jacoway. Do you put in the living expenses?
Dr. Taylor. Whatever this labor would have cost if it had been

hired, which would include living expenses.

The Chairman. Your investigation is carried along on the same
lines as it was carried on in Dane County, with, I believe, 60 farmers?

Dr. Taylor. Yes.
The Chairman. Was that work in Wisconsin carried on by you ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes ; that was under my direction.

The Chairman. It was conducted along the same line ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You propose to continue along the same line?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. How much of this variation of cost is due to poor
management and .the things that you hope to overcome or advise

against ?

Dr. Taylor. That is a question it is impossible to answer. But
when you have in a given community given conditions—^that is, the

weather conditions are the same and the animal pests and the plant

diseases are the same on both farms—and you find a wide difference

of cost, I would be disposed to credit most of the difference in cost

to the difference in the man, not all due to the management of the

particular year but through a series of years. Good farming is
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cumulative. A good farmer is ever bringing his farm to a higher

standard of culture, so that his crops are ever better and his live stock

is ever better, so that he is gradually coming to this higher plane.

A man who is on the lower plane can not jump at once to the higher

plane, but we can point him the direction to take in order to gradu-

ally rise to that higher plane.

The Chair5ian. I thinli it would be of great service to furnish

advice as to the methods of fanning; but, of course, as to these other

matters, as to the elements, that would be impossible.

Dr. Tatloh. We would not attempt to give advice as to that.

The Chairman. Do you make a study of the soil?

Dr. Taylor. No, sir.

The Chairman. Would you make suggestions as to how to treat

the soil ?

Dr. Taylor. No, sir ; we would leave that to the specialists on the

problems of the soil. Our special problem is that of adjusting the

farm organization and farm management in such a manner as to re-

duce costs and increase profits.

The Chairman. You would suggest the use of fertilizer, would
you not?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. The amount to be used, the heavy spread or the

light spread, and what kind to use ?

Dr. Taylor. In the first instance, I would say that that is a study

for the specialist on soils rather than the Office of Farm Manage-
ment, although where men are using fertilizer in dift'erent ways we
get at the difference in cost per unit of product resulting from those

frequent applications of fertilizer, but any special study as to the

relative amount of fertilizer, etc., is primarily a question for the

Bureau of Plant Industry and the Bureau of Soils to make.
Mr. Candler. The object of your work, as I understand it, is to

determine the cost of management on the farm, to find where the

difficulty is and where the losses occur and advise the farmer in

reference to that, so as to remove as.far as possible all the difficulties

and get him as near perfection as possible in the management of the

farm in order that he may secure the greatest results from the work
he does.

Dr. Taylor. Exactly. In the first place, what crops to grow and
the proportions between the different crops. If, for instance, you
have corn, oats, and clover, in order that you may have a continuous
demand for labor—

—

The Chairman. You can give the results for one year, but next
year it may depend upon the elements. Suppose you should find that
an oat crop was more profitable than corn this year, you would not
advise the farmer to plant oats next year just on the strength of that?

Dr. Taylor. Three crops like corn, qats, and clover fit together
and require labor at different times of the year. You can start in
with seeding oats and put in your oat crop, and then put in your
corn crop and cultivate it, harvest your oats, and then comes the corn
harvest, so that you have work throughout the year. Even if your
oats are not as profitable as your corn, the thing you want to know
is whether or not there is anything you can put in the place of oats
that will pay better.
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In the State of Wisconsin we have the choice between oats, barley,
and spring wheat, and we want to know which of those three to grow.
What we have found out practically is that one year and another we
practically eliminate wheat, but we do not eliminate oats or barley.
We put oats on our lighter land and barley on our righer land, be-
cause oats go down so badly on the richer land, and in that way the
barley pays better on the richer land and oats pays better on the
poorer land, so we combine the two and produce about the same
acreage of the two as we would of either one if one paid better than
the other.

In other words, it is a problem to get those facts which enable us
to fit the parts of a farm work together in right balance.
The Chairman. But the price of barley changes. . Barley may be

worth $2 one year and $1 the next year. I have often sold barley for
less than 50 cents.

Dr. Tatlor. That is entirely true, that in any given year we lay
our plans for the year on the basis of what we think will probably
be the price.

The Chairman. But it is based on the yield and does not take intc

consideration the fluctuation in price ?

Dr. Taylor. What the probable price will be, and keeping in mind
what the probable yield will be as a basis for comparing the relative

profit on oats and barley, for instance. On one particular piece of
land I have in mind, for instance; I could not hope for more than
25 or 30 bushels of barley to the acre, whereas I might hope for twice
the production in bushels of oats. On that particular piece I put
in oats with the price in mind that I will probably get. On the

other piece of land, if I put it in oats I would expect the oats to go
down and not expect it to fill. I would have a great deal of diiRculty

in harvesting it, and my operating expense would run high, and my
yield would be down, whereas with barley, the expense would be
down and the yield higher, and at the price barley would probably

pay better.

Mr. Hutchinson. Do you work with the farm agent? Is that a

part of the farm agent's work or activity ?

Dr. Taylor. The county agent, yes ; and also our office man in

charge of farm management demonstrators, through whom we keep

in touch with the farm management demonstrator, who is in touch

with the county agents, which is one of the routes through which we
attempt to get the results of this research work out to the farmer.

The Chairman. I take it they could assist you in research work
also, as far as the bookkeeping and some of the other things. Some
things could be done by the county agent, could they not?

Dr. Taylor. They stimulate the farmers in keeping records, but,

of course, they are very busy men. Through that method all farm-

ers are stimulated in keeping records, and this helps the research

men to get specific results when they go out for them.

The Chairman. It is largely a matter of bookkeeping, is it not?

Dr. Taylor. Largely a matter of keeping the records of what is

done, and what it costs to do it.

The Chairman. What would you say to the dairyman that would

be of value to him?
Dr. Taylor. On a dairy farm the farmer is probably producing

his feeds largely, is he not, and where detailed records are kept on a
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dairy farm, we keep the records of the cost of diflPerent kinds of
feeds, so he knows whether it pays better to produce his concen-

trates or buy his concentrates, which is one thing he wants to know.
Another thing is in regard to the method of handling his cows,

whether he should handle them in the barn the year around, or run
them on pasture a part of the year and in the barn a part of the year.

Of course, the amount of labor involved in keeping cattle in the

barn the year around and feeding them silage and hay is very much
greater than to keep them on the pasture. The yields may be
higher, taking the summer through, but his costs are greater. What
we want to do is to get at those elements of cost, so he can figure

on these two different methods of work and know how much more
his profit is going to be if he uses one method or the other, so he can
decide what to do.

Accounting is of value as it points toward what to do in the future.

The Chairman. You speak of labor. You have reference to

milking machines in the dairies?

Dr. TATiiOE. I have reference to the hn.aan labor, the power re-

quired in the fields, the horsepower, etc., and also the question, of

course, of the relative cost of getting this work done by power
methods and by hand methods, and, of course, the problem of the
Mr. Hutchinson. It is not your intention to keep a man on the

place all the time? Your officer is going to depend largely on the

farmer ?

Dr. Tatixje. We will depend largely on the farmer. We will

have one man who will look after, say, 25 farms, and he will con-

tinually visit these farms and help them to keep these records up
in detail so that they can be tabulated, and we will get the results

from them.
Mr. TiNCHEK. Would it be practical to get the records from the

different county agents?
Dr. Tatloe. No; because these county agents are so busy doing

various other work that they have not the time to do it.

Mr. TiNCHER. That is the very point we are getting at. I talked

with several county agents while I was away, and they were not

overbusy, most of them. A great many of them would be glad to

furnish the reports, if you went to them.
Dr. Tatloe. We can give plenty of work to any of them who are

not busy and would be glad to get their cooperation.
May I just give a few words regarding the remainder of my state-

ment on this question of farm financial relations ?

The Chairman. Would you prefer to finish your statement and
have questions asked later?

Dr. Tatloe. If that is satisfactory ; it is all the same to me. With
regard to farm financial relations, the work that is being done this

year relates primarily to insurance, farmers' insurance companies.
There is one man and two or three clerks who have been working
on that during the year. The supervision of this work was trans-
ferred to the office of Farm Management from the Bureau of Markets
by the Secretary at the beginning of the fiscal year. In addition to
that, the financial problem of farmers, telephone companies and the
financial problem of farm credit has come up, and it is desired to
give special attention to the question of the forms of farm credit,
and especially personal credit.
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You will remember when that matter came before the Congres-
sional committee last year, the question was raised as to whether or
not this work should be done hj the Federal Farm Loan Board in-

stead of the Department of Agriculture, and no appropriations were
made for the current year for the study of forms of credit. As a
matter of fact, however, the Federal Farm Loan Board does not
contemplate investigations in this field, and for that reason we
woud like to devote some attention to farm credit in our studies

during the coming year.

Farm credit is especially closely connected with problems of farm
organization on the one hand and the problem of farm tenure on the
other.

Anticipating the probable raising of the question of whether or
not the Farm Loan Board wished to do work in this field, the Secre-

tary, at my suggestion, addressed a letter to Mr. Norris, and received

the following reply

:

Tkeasukt Department,
Fedeeai, Farm Loan Bubeatj,
Washington, November 29, 1919.

Hon. D. F. Houston,
Secretary of Agriculture.

My Dear Mr. Secretary : I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of

the 25tli instant in reference to the investigation of the general subject of rural

credits. I have discussed the matter with my colleagues, and we are unani-

mously of the opinion that studies on this subject should be conducted by the

Department of Agriculture rather than by this board. We have no appropria-

tion available for the purpose, and if we were to undertake the work it would
be necessary for us to build up an organization of experts which would, in a
measure, duplicate the work of the Office of Farm Management.

I presume that with this expression of opinion from this board you will in-

clude in your estimates for the fiscal year 1921 the provision of funds for the

prosecution of the farm finance project and will be in a position to assure a
congressional committee that this appropriation will not duplicate any work
which is being done or is to be done by this board. If you think it desirable,

however, that there should be any further conference between us, I need not

assure you that we are at your service at any time. I am.
Very truly, yours,

Geo. W. Norris,
Farm Loan Commissioner.

Mr. Jacowat. Have you made any investigation as to whether or

not the individual farmer is satisfied with the Farm Loan Board
system of getting money from the Federal Government?
Dr. Tatix)b. I have not.

Mr. Jacoway. I understand that they are complaining of the red

tape they have got to go through with. They state that they have

to answer 266 questions, first, last, and all the time, from the time

they make application up until they get the money. Have you had

any discussion of that with the farmers in your investigatipns ?

Dr. Taylor. As I say, we have had no funds for investigating the

eredit question this year, but we wish especially to investigate the

farm credit question from the standpoint of getting credit suited to

the needs of the farmer.

Mr. Anderson. What is the character of the work which you do

on cooperative insurance?

Dr. TAYiiOR. In cooperative insurance a study of the different

forms of farmers' cooperative insurance companies has been made.

Some of the insurance companies represent very small areas ; others

164315—20 5
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represent larger areas, and Mr. Valgren, who is in charge of this

work, has through a series of years been making a very careful study

of the success of the different types of cooperative insurance com-
panies, and he has also studied their methods of keeping records and
the type of organization, so he is in position at the present moment
to give valuable advice to the companies.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Advice to the companies?
JDr. Taylor. Yes; the cooperative companies, these farmers' com-

panies. Sometimes they are county organizations, sometimes they

are just township organizations, and sometimes two or three town-

ships in a mutual fir'e insurance company, for instance, and he is able

to give them advice that is very helpful in getting them organized

on the proper basis. Only a small amount of the fund has been put
into that, but the letters we have received from the different parts

of the country with regard to the value of the service that has been

rendered in connection with improving these cooperative insurance

companies are very reassuring.

On the question of farm labor
Mr. Hutchison. Before you leave the banks, I understood you to

say you wanted to investigate the matter of loan credits to the

farmers ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes.
Mr. Hutchison. Do you think the department here in Washing-

ton can tell better than the local bankers or local people around
whether a man is entitled to credit or not ?

Dr. Taylor. No. I wish to state that we believe the local people

are the ones who can answer that question, but let us take a specific

example. Let us take a little town down in Texas at Eed Springs.
Each one of the individual farmers around there, as an individual,

perhaps was not worthy of credit, and the bankers up at the county
seat would have found it entirely too expensive to have looked up
each one of those farmers and to have arranged to give him credit,

but when the farmers at Eed Springs organized into a group in a

credit association, with all the resources behind any particular loan

they made, all the bank had to do was to look up the credit of this

whole group and then loan the money in a large amount at a time
to this association, which in turn did the loaning of this money to

the individuals. In other words, a local cooperative credit associa-

tion was what was needed as the go-between between these little

individual farmers, some of whom wanted to borrow $50, let us say,

and the bank at the county seat which had the money to lend.

Prior to this time it had been done in this way: The banker had
made the loan to the storekeeper who, in turn, had made advances
or sold on time to these farmers at prices which corresponded to
time prices, of course. Instead of lending him the money under the
new organization, the money goes to the association, and the associa-
tion members are able then to buy for cash and buy to so much bet-

ter advantage. The bank has the same work in either case, lend-
ing the same amount of money, let us say, and the farmers are very
much better off as a result of the cooperative credit association.
In North Carolina credit associations of this kind have been de-

veloped. There is a great need of improving this aspect of farm
credit. It is not a matter of taking business away from the banks.
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It is a matter of better organizing the farmers for getting what they
need from the banks.
Mr. Anderson. What did you have to do, or what did your or-

ganization have to do, with the creation of these credit associations ?

Dr. Taylor. In this particular Eed Springs case it happened that
I was personally acquainted with the man who was partly on pay of
the Department of Agriculture, and partly from the State of Texas,
in connection with the extension work. He was the man who helped '

these people organize and showed them how to do it. Organizations
of this kind are not new. They exist in many countries.

Our first work is to study the different ways in which the farmers
may organize to get this credit, to see how these different forms are

adapted to different regions with different kinds of farming, the
amount of credit that is needed in the different districts, and the

form of credit needed is very different in the dairy district from that
needed in the cotton district, for instance, and we propose to study
the needs from the standpoint of better fai'ming, that is what are

the needs and just how the farmers can organize to get in touch with
the bank and the credit system that exists.

It is not expected that an entirely new credit system for the United
States shall be organized to take care of the farmers. It is a question

of how the farmers can articulate with the credit system that exists

in such a way as to get funds when they need them, in order to in-

crease the effectiveness of agriculture.

Referring again to the brief I have put into your hands I wish to

call your attention to the studies in history and geography, the pur-
pose of which is to bring together the evidence from the long time
point jf view, and from the broader territorial point of view, that

gives a better balance to our judgments in regard to the proper types

of farming. Here you will find some maps that illustrate what I

have in mind. For instance, the shift in the wheat production, and
if you will look at the charts you will find where wheat was produced
in 1840, and just below you will find where wheat was produced in

1870. You find that by 1870 the wheat production in the Middle West
had developed to very considerably proportions. On the other liand,

by 1910, the area in Wisconsin, northern Illinois, and Iowa that was
important in 1870 had ceased to be a producing area.

In other words, these changes in production are going on. In any
one year we do not know about it, but all those who are studying
these aspects from,the standpoint of the economic changes that bring
them to pass, can give very important additional advice that can not

be gotten by the cost-study method. We are making the study not

only from the standpoint of what is going on now, but what has been

going on through a series of years, for instance, what changes have
taken place in the State of Wisconsin, which used to be a wheat
country. Now it is a dairy country. What are the forces that hpvo,

brought that about ? We contemplate in that particular case a studv

in detail. There was a special bulletin published in Wisconsin on
that particular point.

On the other page of these charts is given the price of wheat
through a long series of years, from 1825 up to the present time.

Notice the shifting from, year to year in the wheat price. Notice

the verj' high price after the Civil War, and then note the gradual
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fall in the wheat price during the series of years after the war, until

you get to the low level of 1895. Then, in connection with' that, note

the great expansion in wheat production, and notice that Kansas,

Nebraska, and the Dakotas, and all of western Minnesota came m and

threw their great quantity of wheat into the market, and how that

tended to sag the price.

The point I wish to make is simply that by studies of this kind

we can better understand what the trends are, and understanding

the trend, we are in a better position to give advice with regard to

readjustment in farming to fit new conditions.

In regard to the subject of land economics, that is a question of

land tenure.

The Chairman. In regard to this shifting, that was due last year

to the Government advismg people in our section, and other sections,

to grow wheat, much to our regret. It cost the farmers millions of

dollars, and it decreased the food supply, instead of increasing it.

Dr. Tatlok. You could have produced more of the crops which

your experience, through a series of years, had shown you paid best

on your farm?
The Ci?:airman. Yes ; we would have produced more oats, barley,

and corn, more than enough to make up the supply of wheat; but

that ,has nothing to do with your work.
Dr. Taylor. The next subject that we wish to give special atten-

tion to is that of land tenure, that is the question of land ownership
and tenancy. What is the trend ? Are more and more farms going
into the hands of tenants ? What are the methods that can be used

to make it easier for tenants to become owners, and then, to the

•extent that they do remain tenants, that is for a series of years, at

least, while they are getting enough money with which to make the

first payment on a farm, how can the relations between the landlord

and tenant be adjusted in such a way as to guarantee better farming
and fairness between the landlord and tenant? Those are questions

that are receiving some attention at the present time.

Then there is also the question of land settlement. In a number
of States where new land is being settled there are various methods
of settlement, some of which are very much more satisfactory than
others, and those are being studied with a view to improving the

methods of getting farms. This goes right along with the problem
of showing the young man how he can hope through the years to

become an independent farmer, owning the farm which he operates,

which we believe is very essential if he is to be contented as a

farmer.
Mr. Anderson. Before you leave this- land economics business, I

notice in the estimate here that you have five subdivisions, the first

of which is land resources. What are you going to do about that ?

Dr. Taylor. Land resources is the question of studying the re-

sources of the country from the standpoint of economic utilization.

All of the land in the United States is not in farms,, and it should
not all be in farms. Of the land that is not in farms, which should
te brought in and which should not is a very important question
from the economic point of view.

Mr. Anderson. That is going to regulate itself under ordinary
economic processes. You can not regulate that by governmental
regulation.
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Dr. Tatloe. What we want to do is to study the matter and clarify
thought on that subject in such a way that action may be more in-

telligent.

Mr. Anderson. How are you going to get this information in the-

first instance, beginning at the beginning?
Dr. Taylor. Information in regard to land ?

Mr. Anderson. Yes.
Dr. Tatlor. a very great deal of information is available at dif-

ferent points in the various services at the present time.
Mr. Anderson. There may be a whole lot of it made available after

this next census is taken.

Dr. Tatlor. Yes.
Mr. Anderson. Why not postpone this proposition until we get

that information?
Dr. Taylor. The idea is this: The census does not show much

about what is going on on land not in farms. Let us take the ex-
ample of what has happened on lands that are now in farms and some
people believe should not be in farms. Take the so-called wheat
lands of eastern Montana. Just a few years ago, as you will remem-
ber, the real estate agents made a big move toward selling lands^
which were good grazing lands, to people who knew nothing about
those lands, as wheat lands. Their method was to advise them they
could buy the land and sell it at a higher price, and they unloaded
it on a great number of people. As you know, people started out in

that country and tried to grow wheat on that land. It was grazing
land, but they plowed it up and put it in wheat, and, as you know,
for three years the crops have been a failure.

A very great deal of damage has been done to the people of the United
States, not only to individuals who went out and lost all they had,
but also to the people of the country, from the standpoint of the
price of beef, because a large part of the land which would be good
grazing land is not producing anything because production was mis-
directed. The idea is that the different forces in the Government
service are gathering various materials which should be correlated

and appraised from an economic standpoint in order that this move-
ment toward new land may be more intelligently carried on. That,
however, is only one of the aspects of the land economic studies.

Mr. Anderson. If you are going to chase up all these land specu-

lators and tell the people that what we are trying to sell them as

wheat land is not good land for wheat, you have got a considerable

job on your hands.
Dr. Taylor. We will perhaps not chase the speculators, but look

up the land and publish information and try to get it in the hands of
the people who otherwise would be mislead by the speculator.

Mr. Anderson. Now, tell us what you are going to do about land
values. Preliminary to this question I want to say this : A good deal

of this work is new. The ultimate cost of this thing is going to de-

pend very largely upon its scope at the beginning. We are up
against what I conceive to be a period of economy in Government ex-

penditures, and consequently we must exercise such care as we are

able to with a view to see that we do not enter upon activities that are

going to cost a great deal of money and which are not going to

result in economic advantages corresponding to the cost. Conse-

quently it is very important that the committee should understand
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as nearly as possible the scope of these various activities which you
are proposing. That is the reason that I am making these inquiries.

Dr. Taylor. So far as the land economic studies are concerned,

the major attention will be given to the problems of the relations

between landlord and tenant, and the problems relating to the ac-

quisition of land on the part of young men who perhaps start in as

hired men, and become tenant farmers with, the hope of becoming
owners. If they can look ahead to being owners, they may be happy
to go through these preliminary stages while they are earning money
to make a part payment on a farm.

If th& outlook is not promising, they will probably look to some
other line of activity; so I say that is the thing that is especially. im-

portant in maintaining upon the land the right class of people.

Turning back to the question of variation in cost, the cost of pro-

ducing farm products in the future is going to depend more largely

upon the quality of the men upon the farms than any other one

thing, and I should say that the hope of owning a farm is the thing

that is outstanding in connection with the young man who is figuring

on remaining on a farm. It is Mie, at least, of the outstanding

things.

With regard to the question of land values, this last summer, when
the land boom came on in the heart of Com Belt, we at once pro-

ceeded to gather information in regard to what had actually hap-

pened there. That information will be ready for publication in a

few weeks now.
If you are interested, the information that we got covering that

matter was of two forms. First, we visited a large number of

counties and got over 1,000 cases of land transfers, that is each farm
is a case, whether transferred once, twice, or eight times, and then
we wanted to know how much these farms increased in price be-

tween spring and fall, and we found it running up into very large

sums, up to $125 and more an acre, and then we wanted to know
who got the money as between the price that these farms there sold

for at first, and the price later, and found that about half of it went
to outside speculators, men who were stimulating land transfers, and
we found that in most cases these transfers were made on a very nar-

row margin. When a speculator comes in and buys a farm he pays
only $1,000 down, in the first place, and then before March 1 trans-

fers it to another and another, each one taking a margin out of it,

and some farmer holds it at the end at a price appreciably above the

price of land last spring, and if it is held with the idea of farming
and paying interest on the new high valuation, he has a burden much
larger' than he would have had the year before.

What we tried to do then at the same time was to get the facts.

It happened that the Iowa College of Agriculture had surveyed a
large number of farms in 1914, so that they knew just what was
happening on these farms in 1914. We arranged in cooperation
with the college to go back to these same farms and find what had
happened in 1918, in comparison with 1914; that is, how. much more
was the earning power of these farms in 1918, as a basis of increased
land values, and the increase will show how much interest these
farmers' could pay on the new price and still get wages for them-
selves, and I can assure you in advance that the rate of interest they
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can pay upon these high prices of this last summer will be a very low
rate.

Mr. Anderson. That -is all very interesting, but just what are you
going to do with it? What economic advantage is coming from the
gathering of this information ?

Dr. Tatioe. We expect these facts to be published so that if a
land boom starts next spring we will have the facts in regard to the
situation that can be put in the hands of the people so that they can
act intelligently, and we believe it is very unwise for a young man,
who is a tenant, to buy at the very extraordinary high prices which
are based on the high price of hogs, and the high price of corn, with
the expectation of paying that debt through a long series of years,
wl^en the danger is, whether we like it or not, that the price levels

will be lowered, and the burden will be more than he can carry, and
he will go to the wall, and bring on an agricultural depression.

In other words, it is closely related to the whole problem of land
ownership on the part of men who till the soil.

Mr. Jacoway. I think the statistics to-day show that there are
more tenants in the United States than there are farm owners?

Dr. Tatlor. The statistics for 1910 are the last statistics we have.
Mr. Jacoway. Do you know anything about it ? Is that true ?

Dr. Taylor. About 37 per cent of the farmers were tenants in 1910,

and about 62 per cent of the farmers owned land ; about 52 per cent
owned all of the land they cultivated, and then there was approxi-
mately 10 per cent that owned a part of the land they cultivated and
rented some land from a neighbor, and then there was about 1 per
cent of managers.
Mr. Jacoway. The information I got is that there were 51 per cent

tenants and 41 per cent land owners. That is erroneous, is it?

Dr. Taylor. That may be perfectly correct for some districts or

some county or some particular State. In Illinois the percentage of

tenancy runs above 50 in certain counties. In certain other regions

in the southern part of the United States the percentage-of tenancy
runs very high. On the other hand, in States like Wisconsin, the per-

centage of tenancy is only about 14, but that does not mean that is

true for the whole State. In the southern part of the State it is 39

or 40 per cent in some counties, and in the northern part of the State,

where there is cheap land, little or no tenancy at all.

Mr. Jacoway. In my judgment that is one of the most lamentable

things in this country—the way the tenant class is increasing.

Dr. Taylor. That is one of the problems we want to give very

special attention to, and our study of land values has a very close

relation to the same subject.

Mr. Anderson. What is contemplated now under your fifth sub-

division—land policies?

Dr. Taylor. Under land policies the idea is to furnish such in-

formation as will form the basis of better land policies in regard to

land settlement, let us say, in regard to the utilization of new land.

We want to furnish the basis. We do not want to be advocating or

promoting the introduction of new legislation, but you take in the

State of Illinois at the present time, the question of land policy is be-

fore the legislature, or was before the legislature last winter, and
there was a commission appointed for the purpose of getting together
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information which will be the basis of intelligent action in that State,

where tenancy has come to be such a dominant factor and where
everybody believes it is a menace to the agriculture of the State.

Our notion is that we should be able to gather the facts that will

form the basis of intelligent action in regard to what to do in order
to improve "that situation. The State will establish some policy in

this regard.
Mr. McLatjghun of Michigan. The more prosperous the section of

the country, the more tenants ; is not that true ?

Dr. Taylor. In the sections of high land values there is more
tenancy at the present time, as a rule, than on cheap land.

Mr, McLaughlin of Michigan. The farmer who has become very
prosperous does not want to continue to follow the plow and do the

work, and he does not have to, and he can rent and live in ease and
comfort. It is a pretty hard question to handle, it would seem to me.
Mr. TiNCHEK. A lot of the tenants on those farms are sons of the

owners.
Dr. Taxlok. With regard to the farm-life studies, the purpose

there is to get at the basic facts which enable us to understand what
are the various reasons for farmers leaving the farm, instead of look-

ing upon country life and farming as a satisfactory life throughout
their lives. Studies have been made of a careful scientific character
on this subject, which tend to show that in the country, as a rule,

many of those conveniences and those forms of organized social life

do not exist which would, if present, tend to make the farmer look
ahead with satisfaction to spending his whole life in the country.
Mr. Jacowat. Do you not think the building of good roads, a com-

prehensive marketing system, and cheap money will make farm life

attractive? Do you not think that is the solution, in the main, for
making farm life attractive?

Dr. Taylor. The country-life side of it is a very important side

—

transportation, etc. ; and, in addition to that, it is desirable and nec-

essary that the farmer have his contacts. In country life the indi-

vidual is isolated and needs to be organized into groups.
Mr. Jacoway. Good roads will bring that about.
Dr. Taylor. They will help. At the present time you will find

a group around a certain locality who are especially favored and are

getting the advantages of schooling, etc., whereas those outside of
certain circles are not getting those advantages. I just happen
to have a chart here of Dane County, Wis., which shows that inside
of the circles they have railroads and schools, and those out about
so far from these centers seem to take advantage of the schools, but
outside of those circles they are not getting high-school advantagtes.
In other words, the farther away from these centers of life, the less

likely the farmers are to have the contacts that makes the life

satisfactory.

The appropriation is asked for carrying on these studies from
the standpoint of making the farm life more attractive.

Mr. Anderson. Have you got a statement showing how these
proposed expenditures are subdivided?

Dr. Taylor. Yes.

Mr. Anderson. Among these different projects? You stated you
would put it in the record.
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Dr. Tatloe. It is already in the record.

The Chairman. In connection with good roads, I find on page 5

of the report of the committee appointed by the Secretary of Agri-
culture to consider the subject of farm life this language

:

If paved streets are desirable and necessary in the city, roads in the country
whicli can be used both winter and summer for the transportation of farm
products and the easy and convenient movement of the people between country
and town are equally necessary and should be provided.

Are we to understand that the Government is committing itself

to the building of paved roads in the country ?

Dr. Taxlok. That is a question for Congress and the Bureau of
Public Roads.
The Chairman. It is the recommendation of this commission.
Dr. Taylor. The idea is this: In Walworth County, Wis., Dr.

Galpin made a special study of each farmer to see what his con-

tacts were, etc., and he showed, for instance, that those who lived

within th€se black areas [pointing to a map] had high-school advan-
tages, and those outside of those black areas were not using the

high schools. Of course, the question of roads is very important.

If you have better roads, you can go farther.

The Chairman. This statement is very extraordinary—^" are

equally necessary and should be provided." In the city 100 vehicles

pass over a mile of road to every -1 vehicle in the country and
100 people are taxed and contribute to building the road where 1

contributes in the country, hence the cost per individual is 100 times

greater. The average length of road, as I understand it, is about

1 mile to the quarter section. The cost of building hard-surface

roads is about $20,000 per mile; to build half of that mile it will

cost $10,000 for every quarter section of the land. The average

width of a residential lot is less than 4 rods and of a business lot less

than 2 rods. The two combined, less than 6 rods, which makes it

only one twenty-seventh of the length of road along the qttarter

section.

Is it practical for the Federal Government to commit itself to

these hard surface roads ? Is it not safe to leave it to the State legis-

latures and the people in the respective communities to determine

what roads they will build ? Why not leave it to the good judgment

of the people ?

Mr. Harrison. I do not recall the exact wording of the statement,

but it does not mean that there ought to be concrete roads all over

the country.

The Chairman. I take it to mean exactly what is stated m the

report. It was made clear before this committee that the Depart-

ment of Agriculture would not commit itself to paved roads or any

other hard roads.

Mr. Harrison. The department has not committed itself to any

particular type of road. This is clearly indicated by the action that

has been taken under the terms of the Federal aid road act. Many
sand-clay and gravel projects, as well as hard-surface roads, have

been approved by the department under its provisions.

The Chairman. You may put whatever construction on the words

that you please; the word " paved " is used; yet this committee never
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was committed to it; the Secretary promised the comiflittee that he

never would commit the department to hard-surface roads.

Mr. Harrison. No reference is made in the Federal aid road act

to any particular type of road. It requires, however, that all roads

constructed under its provisions shall be " substantial in character

"

which means, according to the Secretary's report for 1919

—

that the road must be so constructed that it will carry the prospective traffic

with such maintenance expenses that the total annual charges will represent

a reasonable expenditure for the public service rendered by the highway.. It

is to the Interest of the States that the roads on which Federal funds are used

be substantially constructed, because the law requires them, or their civil sub-

divisions, as a prerequisite to receiving further funds, to maintain properly

all roads built with Federal aid. There is nothing in the law which restricts

types of construction between narrower limits than those established by sound
finance and good engineering practice.

The Chairman. I am referring to the statement made to this com-

mittee before that bill was passed. It was stated positively that

that department would never commit itself to hard-surfaced roads,

and here we find a recommendation
Mr. Harrison. As I have said, the department has not committed

itself to any particular type of road.

The Chairman. The word " paved " is used,

Mr. Harrison. I want to say again that the statement to which
Mr. Haugen refers was not intended to commit the department in

any way
Mr. Jacoway. What does it mean, Mr. Harrison?
Ml". Harrison. It refers to good roads, roads which are " substan-

tial in character," and this phrase must be interpreted in the light

of present and probable traffic and other conditions prevailing in the

partictilar sections where the roads are constructed. I have already

given a concise definition of the term.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I think Mr. Harrison is right

about that.

Mr. Harrison. There is no doubt about it.

The Chairman. There is a definite statement there. " Paved " is

used. Everybody knows what a paved road is.

Mr. Harrison. Mr. Chairman, several constructions can be given

to many words, and I am stating to you now the construction placed

by the department on the statement you have quoted. As a matter
of fact, the statement says nothing about " paved " roads in the coun-

try. If you will examine it closely you will note that it reads this

way :
" If paved streets are desirable and necessary in the city, roads

in the country which can be used both winter and summer for the

transportation of farm products," etc., " are equally necessary and
should be provided." This statement, so far as it relates to the coun-
try, says merely that roads which can be used both winter and sum-
mer—in other words, roads which are "substantial in character"
within the meaning of the definition I have given here—are necessary
and should be provided.

The Chairman. Is there anything else. Dr. Taylor ?

Dr. Taylor. I think that is all.

The Chairman. Thank you. Dr. Taylor.
(Thereupon, at 12.40 o'clock p. m., a recess was taken until 2

o'clock p. m.)
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The Chairman. We will be pleased to hear Mr. Marvin next.

Weather Bueeau.

STATEMENT OF MR. CHARLES F. MARVIN, CHIEF OF THE
WEATHER BTJREATJ, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Marvin. Mr. Chairman, in accordance with the program
which Mr. Harrison has just outlined, I have prepared a statement
here on the estimates for the Weather Bureau. With your permis-
sion I should like to read this, and I think the hearing may go along
more rapidly that way.
The Chairman. Is it brief and to the point?
Mr. Marvin. I think so; yes, sir; probably more so than I could

state it myself. In view of the fact there are a number of new mem-
bers on the committee, I have taken a little time to briefly outline

the work and functions of the Weather Bureau. No more concise

statement of these can be given than that found in the organic act of
the bureau, which in part reads as follows

:

Sec. 3. That the Chief of the Weather Bureau, under the direction of the
Secretary of Agriculture on and after July first, eighteen hundred and ninety-
one, shall have charge of the forecasting of weather, the issue of storm warn-
ings, the display of weather and flood signals, for the benefit of agriculture,

commerce, and navigation, the gaging and reporting of rivers, the maintenance
and operation of seacoast telegraph lines, and the collection and transmission
of marine intelligence for the benefit of commerce and navigation, the reporting
of temperature and rainfall conditions for the cotton interests, the display of
frost and cold-wave signals, the distribution of meteorological information In

the interests of agriculture and commerce, and the taking of such meteoro-
logical observations as may be necessary to establish and record the climatic

conditions of the United States, or as are essential for the proper execution of
the foregoing duties. (Act Oct. 1, 1890, c. 1266, s. 3, 26 Stat., 653.)

I quote this language to show that agriculture is only one primary
interest which the Weather Bureau is required to serve.

Congress has placed the Weather Bureau in the Department of

Agriculture, and the law says the Weather Bureau must serve com-
merce and navigation as well as agriculture. This point is empha-
sized in order that this committee, whose primary interests are of

necessity chiefly in behalf of agriculture, may neverthless clearly

recognize how comprehensive and far-reaching is the great public

service which the Weather Bureau is required to render. Without
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exaggeration I can confidently say that there is scarcely any impor-
tant industry or activity of the Nation which is not to a greater or

less extent influenced by weather conditions, and therefore needs
the advices, information, and economic benefits which flow from the

full and efficient administration of all the duties of the Weather
Bureau.

If you go back, gentlemen, to the joint resolution of Congress
which created the VV^ather Service in 1870, you will see that the pri-

mary object was to benefit navigation—^marine navigation—^to save

life and property on the Great Lakes and the Atlantic coast. Nearly
50 years of splendid service to the Nation now stands to the credit of
the Weather Bureau, and to-day navigation of the air for both civil

and military purposes is a complete realization. More than ever

before the science of meteorology is now called upon in aid of aerial

navigation. Lives and property engaged in aeronautics must now
be spared and conserved, and the estimates of the Weather Bureau
make provision for much-needed extensions in this direction. This
service by the Weather Bureau in aid of aviation is' of great impor-
tance to the Army, the Navy, the Post Office, the Air Service, and
all interested in the development of civil aeronautics. It is important
to recognize that the outcome of the war has brought us face to face

with an entirely new set of working conditions, and these impose
upon the Weather Bureau large extensions of its work if it is to

continue to fully serve the public, the industries, commerce, and
navigation, especially the present-day navigation of the air and of

the oceans.

Meteorology applied to military operations accomplished many
wonderful results during the war, and even in peace time its advices

and information are indispensable to many branches of the military,
such as the Air Service, the Coast and Field Artillery, the gas-war-
fare section, and to the Navy in its operations of heavy gunfire,

navigation of the air and the oceans, and like activities.

During the war a proclamation of the President charged the Chief
Signal Officer with the duty of organizing and directing the meteoro-
logical work of the Army. In a public address on aeronautics in the
United States, Gen. George O. Squier makes the following statement
with reference to the meteorological work of the Army developed
during the war

:

The success which the meteorological service has attained would have been
wholly impossible had it not been for the intimate and effective cooperation
which has been extended to it in all of its projects by Director C. F. Marvin
and the entire staff of the United States Weather Bureau.

That effective cooperation is still in full force, as far as available
funds permit, but the hand of the Weather Bureau must now be
strengthened So that it can properly meet all the obligations imposed
by post-war conditions and devolving upon it by force of the pro-
visions of its organic act. No other agency of the Government now
has like authority of law to engage in or perform meteorological,
work, and if the Weather Bureau fails to meet requirements it will
certainly become necessary for other Federal agencies to undertake
the work. Obviously this would involve much wasteful duplication
and call for far larger ultimate expenditures. -

There should be one and only one strong Government agency en-
gaged in conducting all lines of work in meteorology. Its service
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of advices, information, warnings, and observations must at all

times be made available to every interest needing them or benefited
thereby. Failure to meet any of these obligations opens the way to
segregation of functions, duplication, and waste.
During the war the expenditures, personnel, and activities of the

bureau were held to the absolute minimum. Important lines of work
were curtailed, and urgently needed extensions were restricted or
deferred. The funds, formerly sufficient, are now inadequate to con-
duct the same activities. The time has come when the appropria-
tions of the Weather Bureau must be adjusted to its new responsi-
bilities.

These estimates are not intended to provide for anything but
urgent necessities. I wish to emphasize that our program is a great
actual service to the whole public based upon a long experience of
the bureau in doing like work. No large expenditures upon ques-
tionable schemes of investigation or developments with" doubtful
outcome are contemplated. It is altogether a question of normal
legitimate growth. We can not stop the Nation from growing, and
the Weather Bureau must grow with the Nation. I appeal to you,
gentlemen, simply for funds to rehabilitate the bureau from the
consequences of the war and to enable it to meet the new demands
it now faces.

It is impossible to close this general statement without a brief

discussion of salary increases, notwithstanding that all provisions
for increases are excluded from these estimates because of the plans
for the reclassification of Federal employees. The salary situation,

however, is distressing, and I mention this unpleasant subject here
only because it is so vital and because the salaries of employees of
the Weather Bureau' were fixed many years ago, and have remained
nearly stationary ever since. As a class these men were decidedly
underpaid before the war as compared with many employees in

newer branches of the Department and Government.
The bonuses, etc., afford no adequate remedy for this situation,

because insufficient, and they do not and can not extend even-handed
justice. Loyal, faithful, and efficient employees of our bureau pa-

triotically held their posts under distressing conditiens during the

war. Great unrest and discontent are now growing among these

faithful public servants, as they feel more keenly the pinch of the

high cost of living and see the wages of the plumber, the carpen-
ter, the mason, the printer, in fact, of the mechanic in every grade, as

also the pay of miners, railroad men, and ordinary uneducated labor-

ers, including the salaries of professional and technical men in the in-

dustries, going higher and higher. The average daily wage of 26

building trades in New York City, as issued November 8, is $6.87.

The average daily wage of the helpers in these same trades is $4.75.

The average daily basic pay of the 500 technical field employees of

the Weather Bureau, calculated on a basis of six days to the week
and 50 weeks to the year, and with an average length of service of

15 years, is $4.38. That is to say, the technical and scientific men
of the Weather Bureau now receive less pay than the wage of me-
chanics' helpers, based upon service six days a week. As a matter
of fact, the average daily pay of Weather Bureau field employees
is considerably less- than $4.38, because they are required to be oh
duty every day in the year, Sundays and holidays included. More
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than that, a large part of them perform work that carries them well
into the hours of the night. Mechanics would receive time and a half
or double time for similar hours, which is not available to our Gov-
ernment men, and which, if added to the average of $6.87 per day
shown for mechanics,'makes the comparison all the more significant.

The service performed by our meteorologists is unsurpassed in its

scientific technology and importance to the Nation. In the nearly

50 years of the existence of the bureau, its experts have brought the

service of meteorology applied to the welfare of the Nation to a
highly^ advanced stage of perfection. Great atmospheric disturbances

visit with relative frequency one section of the country or another.

Violent storms, cold waves, frosts, freezes, hurricanes, floods, heavy
snows, and the like, repeatedly cause destruction of property, such as

shipping on the Great Lakes and coastal waters of the Nation and in

recent times the lives and property engaged in aerial navigation.

•Crops and farms in flooded district* are laid waste. Lambs, live

stock, and meat animals in the stock ranges of the West are killed by
blizzards and cold waves. Orchard crops, truck gardens, and vine-

yards everywhere are damaged by frosts and freezes. The men of

the Weather Bureau are the sentinels ever on guard against these

injurious natural forces. By forecasts and warnings, issued and
-disseminated well in advance, great economic benefits and saving
accrue to the Nation through the precautionary measures which can
be taken on timely advices to minimize or ward off injuries which
otherwise inevitably attend the great atmospheric phenomena men-
:tioned. Efficiency in the execution of this work requires military

promptness and fidelity in the execution of orders and frequently
entails continuous duty, day and night, whenever exigencies arise,

and regardless of the conventional hours of work, and on Sundays
.rand holidays alike.

The educational qualifications, devotion to the science, and the
intellectual attainments of the men competent to perform these im-
portant functions and conduct the researches and investigations es-

sential to progress and the development of science are of the highest
order. These men now appeal for recognition—^plead for simple
justice in the form of adequate compensation under existing con-

ditions.

The present plans for the reclassification of salaries of Govern-
ment employees applies only to employees in Washington. Nearly
70 per cent of the Weather Bureau men are in the field, and I must
urge with all the sincerity within my power that this Congress ex-

tend quickly to these men in the field the relief so long delayed, so
justly deserved, and so urgently needed.

Passing from these generalizations to the more detailed features
of my estimates, I must emphasize again that every increase re-

quested is now deemed urgently necessary to enable the Weather
Bureau to meet the new conditions which it now faces.
Our appropriations have remained nearly stationary during the

period of the war and it is necessary that they now be brought up
to working conditions at the present time.
At this point, Mr. Chairman, I should like to proceed to the de-

tailed estimates, which begin with the statutory roll, page 25.
"The Chairman. Will you take them up item by item?
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Mr. Marvin. Mr. Chairman, I should like to read a brief state-

ment in regard to that roll, covering the few minor changes, and
then vre can go to a discussion of the items. •

The Chairman. Kindly refer to the page of the estimates, the
number of the item, and read the first line of each item in the
record.

Mr. Marvin. Page 25. This is what is called the statutory roll

of the Weather Bureau.
Mr. Htttchinson. Before you start, may I ask you a question:

Which item here is it that comprises these field operators, the ones
who work outside?
Mr. Mar\in. Those will come in item 55—^it is further along in

the estimates; the field men are item 55, on page 29. I would like

to take that up in detail later.

The statutory roll calls for no explanation, because, under the De-
partmental instructions, no material change was permitted except
to make a few necessary transfers from the miscellaneous rolls which
have been reduced accordingly.
The Chairjman. Will you point out the increases ?

Mr. Anderson. After making these transfers to the statutory roll,

will you still be carrying any clerks on your lump fund appro-
priation ?

Mr. Marvin. No, sir.

The Chairman. Will not the lump sum appropriations carry
salaries?

Mr. Marvin. Oh, yes. Mr. Anderson spoke about clerks.

The Chairman. Future appointments made under the lump sum
appropriations will not be carried on the statutory roll. So you
may have a number outside of those appearing on the statutory roll.

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir; scientific and technical men, but not clerks.

There will be a number of employees on the lump-sum appropria-
tions; none, however, of the character that go on the statutory roll

according to the plan by which the statutory rolls and the mis-
cellaneous rolls are diiferentiated at the present time. These trans-

fers, Mr. Chairman, to which I referred are the transfers which
are made in accordance with the plans under which we have been
working for several years. The scientific and technical men are

carried on the miscellaneous rolls. The clerical force, laborers, and
men of that character, are carried on the statutory roll. These
transfers, for example, of two clerks at $1,200 each.

Mr. Jones. That is subdivision 10, is it not ?

Mr. Marvin. On page 27, near the top.

The Chairman. It would be well to take them up from the be-

ginning, starting on page 25, item 10 (32 clerks, class 1), there is an
increase of two by transfer from lump fund.
Mr. Marvin. Those are the two I am speaking of.

Mr. Jones. You reduce the clerk hire there, too, don't you ?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. It makes the difference between last year's request of
$37,200 and this vear's estimate of $37,600?
Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. Your next change is down in item 24?
Mr. Marvin. (Item 24, one supervising instrument maker.)

Yes, sir.

164315—20 6
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Mr. Jones. That is true. Those are all the changes there are on

that page.
Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. Then on page 26, in article, 31, you have a change?

Mr. Marvin. Item 34. (One assistant engineer, $1,200.)

Mr. Jones. No*, item 31. It is $840 in here, and it was $720 in

the other.

Mr. Marvin. One skilled mechanic, $840, according to my copy,

item 31.

Mr. Jones. Yes; a difference in last year's appropriation; 34 is

added, is it not?
Mr. Marvin. Thirty-four (one assitant engineer, $1,200)—^that is

a new place.

Mr. Jones. The next one is 39 (one repairman, $1,200).

Mr. Marvin. The changes in the statutory roll are summarized on

the top of page 27: New place, one assistant engineer. Transfers:

Two clerks, one supervising instrument maker and one repairman.

Those are the only changes in the statutory roll.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And those men were formerly

carried on the lump sum ?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir ; new men taken on during the year.

The Chairman. And a new place submitted?
Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir; a new place submitted, for an assistant

engineer.

. Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Those men transferred were car-

ried on the lump sum at the same salaries ?

Mr. Marvin. The same salaries, yes, sir. Those were new places

which were required and for which there were no places on the

statutory roll. Under the law, we can appoint those men on the

miscellaneous roll and in the next estimates, transfer them to the

statutory roll. That is the plan followed at the present time.

Mr. Anderson. I notice all through these estimates that apparently
under your lump-sum appropriations you do not estimate for any
clerks.

Mr. Marvin. No, sir.

Mr. Anderson. But somehow or other during the year a lot of
clerks get on that roll and then the next year they appear as trans-

ferred from the lump-fund roll to the statutory roll.

Mr. Marvin. Mr. Anderson, in that case, in the present Weather
Bureau case, you will notice, three, of those places are on the aero-

logical roll. That is a new line of work that Congress gave us
money for the development of a year or two ago. We could not
foresee at the time the estimates were made, just exactly the number
of clerks we would need. The law gives us the authority to employ
clerks under those exigencies in the development and expansion of
new work. We are authorized by law to employ those clerks on
the miscellaneous roll and to pay them from the miscellaneous fund
until the positions are made statutory.

Mr. Anderson. Those are temporary clerks; not permanent?
Mr. Marvin. They are permanent, not temporary. We transfer

them in the next estimates to the statutory roll and reduce the mis-
cellaneous fund accordingly.

Now, Mr. Chairman, if I may proceed here with my statement,
I would like to call attention to a situation that is not set out in
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these estimates at all as I think you should to be acquainted with the

conditions under which we are sti-uggling.

The Chairman. Before you leave this item, explain the new place

item 34 (one a,ssistant engineer, $1,200). Let us dispose of item by
item, and clear it up as we go along.

Mr. Marvin. This new place is for an assistant engineer. The
Weather Bureau has its own property at Twenty-fourth and M
Streets, in this city. We have buildings and grounds and operate
our own light and power plant. Men are on duty there from 6

and 7 o'clock in the morning until 10 and 11 o'clock at night. The
forecast work requires Work at nighttime, and our power-plant
employees must be on duty there all this time and keep the plant
in operation. We have one engineer now and we are asking for

an assistant engineer. The plant is in charge of a fireman when the

engineer is off duty. He can not be on duty all the time. It is

unsafe and unsatisfactory to leave that expensive plant in charge of
the fireman. We want an assistant engineer there at $1,200 to take

charge when the engineer is not on duty.

The Chairman. You say from 6 in the morning until 11 at night ?

Mr. Marvin. Mr. Calvert, at what time do they start up in the

morning?

STATEMENT OF MR. E. B. CALVERT, CHIEF CLERK OF THE
WEATHER BUREAU, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Calvert. The engines are started at 1 o'clock in the morning

;

observations begin at 7.30.

The Chairman. How much of a force have you there beyond the

seven hours?
Mr. Calvert. The map force consists, all told, of about 15 men,

including the telegraph operators. These men are engaged on the

scientific features of the work.
The Chairman. The whole building has -to be heated from 7 o'clock

in the morning to 11 o'clock at nightl
Mr. Calvert. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. With one engineer?
Mr. Calvert. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. How many firemen?
Mr. Calvert. May I make this statement? Up to a few months

ago we had a* fireman and steamfitter at $840, who had been with

us a great many years and who was competent to take care of that

plant. He resigned and is receiving now, as I understand, $7 a day
in the navy yard.

The Chairman. How many firemen have you?
Mr. Calvert. We have five, including the fireman and steamfitter.

The Chairman. How big a plant is it?

Mr. Calvert. We have two large boilers. The horsepower de-

veloped, I can not say off-hand. The two boilers heat a group of

buildings; that is, one big main building and annexes which are

entirely separated from the main building. In addition they fur-

nish the power for all of the printing presses and machine shops.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. These five men are not on duty

all at the same time?
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Mr. Calvert. Oh, no ; we have two firemen on duty from 7 o'clock

in the morning until 11 o'clock at night, and one fireman after 11

o'clock.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. None of them work more than
eight hours?
Mr. Calvert. They work a full eight hours; we have an eight-hour

shift for .the power-plant employees.
The Chairman. Do they work Sundajs and holidays?
Mr. Calvert. Sundays and holidays included.

Mr. Hutchinson. You said you had two boilers ?

Mr. Calvert. Two boilers.

Mr. Hutchinson. What is the power they generate?
Mr. Marvin. Rated at 100 horsepower each.

The Chairman. Can you give an estimate of how much coal they

consume ?
'

Mr. Calvert. "We consume a ton and a half to two tons of coal a

day.
Mr. Hutchinson. It takes four men to fire a ton and a half to

two tons of coal a day?
Mr. Calvert. We only have two employees on at a time.

Mr. Hutchinson. But you have four or five firemen ?

Mr. Calvert. They work in 8-hour shifts, 24 hours a -day, and
there are not more than two firemen on at any one time.

Mr. Hutchinson. Don't you suppose it would be cheaper if you
would fire them and get two good men in their places, and that you
would get better resmts?
Mr. Calvert. I doubt very much whether we could get men who

would work 12 hours on a stretch.

Mr. Hutchinson. You can not get good men on the salaries you
are paying?
Mr. Calvert. That is true.

The Chairman. How much coal did you say is consumed in 24

hours ?

Mr. Calvert. About a ton and a half a day. I have not the exact

figures.

The Chairman. And it takes five men to shovel a ton and a half

of coal a day?
Mr. Calvert. There are only two men on duty at one time in the

plant.

The Chairman. But in all there are five men?
Mr. Calvert. In all there are five men.
The Chairman. On the three shifts?

Mr. Calvert. On the three shifts.

Mr. Jones. Why five; why not six? How do you manage your
third shift?

Mr. Calvert. Simply because after work is closed down at 11

o'clock at night, it only takes one man to keep the fires going. They
are banked or semibanked.
Mr. Hutchinson. He is a watchman, then, after that?
Mr. Calvert. You may call him a watchman, but he has to keep"

the fires going from li o'clock at night until 7 o'clock in the
morning.

Mr. Lesher. Would not those fires keep going without him ?

Mr. Calvert. I believe it would be unsafe to leave the plant
alone.
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STATEMENT OF MR. CHARLES F. MARVIN, CHIEF OF THE
WEATHER BUREAU—Continued.

Mr. Leshee. If that is all the coal those men shovel, they are not
overworked. Do you know what a fireman usually shovels?

Mr. Marvin. I do. not, but we must have a man there whether he
is busy shoveling coal or not.

Mr. TiNCHEE. Supposing the manufacturing interests and busi-

ness interests, outside interests, were to work on that basis, how
would they operate? If they had to have four firemen on in order

to handle a ton and a half of coal a day, how much would get done
in this country if individuals managed their business in any such
manner as that?

Mr. Marvin. That depends on what kind of a plant they operate,

of course.

Mr. TiNCHER. It does not make any difference what kind of a

plant they operate. If you have two boilers, furnishing 100 horse-

power, and keep two firemen on hand. to keep those boilers run-

ning—^two firemen on duty on one shift to keep thode two boilers

running—any business man would say there ought to be a reform
in the business, I would think. Are the boilers so separated that

one man can not put coal into both of them ?

Mr. Calvert. The boilers are closely related.

Mir. HiTTCHiNsoN. Do these firemen do any other work but fire

this ton and a half of coal ?

Mr. Marvin. I think not ; the firemen do only the firemen's work.

Mr. Hutchinson. All they do is to handle this ton and a half

of coal a day, these five men ; is that all ?

Mr. Calvert. That is all they do, and take care of the general

plant. We assign them to no other labor.

Mr. Hutchinson. What other work does a fireman do except put

in the coal ?

Mr. Marvin. Of course, he has to< keep the engine room clean and
to take the ashes out and see to the hauling of them away, and see

that a man calls for the ashes, and all that.

Mr. TiNCHER. But a man calls for the ashes ?

Mr. M.ARVIN. He has to place them where he can get them. We
have a little hoist in the basement room that takes the ashes out.

Mr. Hutchinson. That is, about two or three wheel-barrows full?

Mr. Marvin. They are put onto the hoist in cans, or in receptacles

of that character—fireproof receptacles. The question here is,

whether it is proper administration that this heating and power

plant, two generators, and all that machinery which is kept in opera-

tion up to 11 o'clock at night, should be left in charge of a man who
is not an engineer, especially the kind of fireman you can employ

for $840; or whether we should have a responsible assistant engineer

at higher pay to do that work.

The Chairman. Have you made investigations as to the number

employed at other plants outside of your department, and how many
should be required to run a plant of this sort?

Mr. Marvin. I have not made any comparison of that sort. We
have submitted this because we believe it to be a reasonable provision,

and we think it is not an unfair comparison with other branches of

the Government where they are operating under similar conditions.
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This plant is by itself and, as I have explained, we have a printing

plant and machine shop, and the power is used for running the

presses and machinery. The engines are in operation all during the

day, from 7 o'clock in the morning on holidays and Sundays. We
have the night forecasting, which is rarely completed before 11 o'clock.

Then there is the heating of the buildings in cold weather. It is a

pretty long stretch on duty, and it is simply impossible for one engi-

neer to do that.

Mr. Jones. I concede probably you are justified in asking for an

assistant engineer. One engineer can not stay on duty in a plant

and watch the machinery, the engines and dyamos, for 24 hours if

they are continuously in operation. But is it your opinion that two
firemen should be engaged at the same time, just to fire two boilers

closely related and that do not consume any more than a ton and a

half of coal a day?
Mr. Marvin. I think this condition of the four firemen at $720

has been in operation for some time, and we have felt it necessary to

have that number.
Mr. Jones. Necessary, why ? To run the boilers, or for some other

reason ?

Mr. Marvin. No, sir; those men are engaged not only on firing

work, but must look after the engines and dynamos, which require

frequent attention.

Mr. Jones. Then is it your opinion it takes two firemen to fire two
boilers that are closely related and burn only a ton and a half of

coal a day?
Mr. Marvin. My experience is it is necessary to have two men on

duty at one time.

Mr. Hutchinson. Suppose a manufacturer were to run his busi-

ness that way. How long do you think he would run it?

Mr. Marvin. I am sorry to say I am not a manufacturer.
Mr. TiNCHER. That is, in all six men producing a hundred horse-

power in 24 hours—^five firemen and one engineer. Now, it takes 100

horsepower to run many private institutions in the country, and if

any one used six- men in producing 100 horsepower he ought to buy
new equipment if he has such equipment as that. What kind of

engines are they ?

Mr. Marvin. These are internal-combustion boilers.

Mr. TinCHER. The rest of it is electrical n;iachinery?

Mr. Marvin. The rest of it is electrical machinery—^two generators
and two engines.

Mr. TinCHER. Of course, a private institution, in private business,
would use three men to perform in 24 hours, one man for each 8
hours. That is what you would have to do if you were running a
private business; but here you have six and are-asking for seven.
The Chairman. The number seems large. In my country one engi-

neer would shovel a ton and a half of coal and run the engine
besides, without the firemen. That matter should be looked into.

Doctor.
Mr. Marvin. I would be very glad to consider a reallotment of

that force if it is possible to work it out. I would like, Mr. Chair-
man, witji your permission, to give this matter further considera-
tion and submit a statement to you in regard to it.

Mr. TinCHER. Where is this plant?
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Mr. Marvin. At Twenty-fourth and M Streets.

Mr. Jones. What coal do they burn ; soft coal ?

Mr. Marvin. Soft coal at the present time. We formerly burned
hard coal.

The Chairman. You have Item No. 35 (one fireman and steam
fitter, $840). What does he do?
Mr. Marvin. That is an additional fireman to the four that are

m the previous item, and his duties, in addition to fireman, are to

look after the maintenance of the steam-heating and plumbing work
oi the bureau. He is called a fireman and steam fitter, simply be-

cause he has this additional qualification. Very little of his time
should be devoted to the power plant, but it is necessary under pres-

ent conditions.

The Chairman. That is outside of the engine room ?

Mr. Marvin. His duties carry him outside of the engine room;
wherever the heating equipment or plumbing of the building requires

alteration or attention or maintenance.
The Chairman. You have Item 39 (one repair ma,n by transfer

from lump fund for station salaries, $1,200). What are his duties?

Mr. Marvin. That is the case of an employee in the field. This
is a line repair man, what is called a repair man of the telegraph
line. We have a telegraph line down the Atlantic coast from Cape
Henry to Cape Hatteras.
The Chairman. It is outside of Washington?
Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. He is outside of Washington ?

Mr. Marvin. He is outside of Washington;
Mr. Tincher. What is Item 37 (one captain of the watch) ; is

that in this main building?
Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir ; it is on this property.

Mr. Tincher. He is a different man from these others?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

Mr. Tincher. Then Item 38 (one electrician)—^he is in the same
building ?

Mr. Marvin. That is the Weather Bureau property. The Weather
Bureau property consists of a central building with a wing or exten-

sion running around the grounds.
Mr. Tincher. This electrician has to do with the machinery that

is operated by this 100-horsepower boiler?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir. We have also the lighting, the heating, and

the power of our building operated from this power plant ; the elec-

trican looks after all wiring, installations, etc., as well as the large

number of batteries used in the operation of automatically recording

instruments, signals, etc.

Mr. Tincher. That is all the power he has any jurisdiction over,

the electricity that is furnished by this 100-horsepower plant? •

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

Mr. Tincher. And the captain of the watch, does he look after

the same building?
Mr. Marvin. He is in charge of the watch force and the laborers

of the bureau required in and around the ground.s and the messengers

who carry the maps, forecasts, and so forth, into the city routes,

and the general supervision of the laboring force.
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Mr. Jones. Item 39 (one repair man), that is a man out in the
field? That is right?
Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. What is Item 40 (one repair man, $960) ?

Mr. Marvin. That is another repair man.
Mr. Jones. Out in the field?

Mr. Marvin. He is in the field
;
yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. How about Item 42 (four repair men, at $840 each) ?

Mr. Marvin. They are repair men who are in the field.

Mr. Jones. And Item 43 (six repair men, at $720 each) ?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. Item 44 (four watchmen, at $720 each), where are they
stationed ?

Mr. Marvin. They are in Washington.
Mr. Jones. For how many buildings?
Mr. Marvin. We have one main building and one auxiliary build-

ing that extends around two angles of the square.

The Chairman. It is all in one block, is it not ?

Mr. Marvin. It is all in one block; yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. Why four watchmen for them?
Mr. Marvin. It is required ; we could not properly guard the build-

ings with less.

Mr. Hutchinson. Why could we not consolidate these four watch-
men with the four firemen and give them more money and get better

service ?

Mr. Marvin. I do not think so.

Mr. Hutchinson. Why could you not get a man for $720
Mr. Marvin. If I may ask Mr. Calvert—^he has more knowledge

of the watch force and the firemen's work—and if he can make a

statement it may help to provide an explanation here as to the

number of watcmnen required.

The Chairman. What is the total cost of operating this heating
plant?
Mr. Calvert. I have not the figures, Mr. Chairman; but we can

very easily secure them for you. We have a very competent en-

gineer, who is intrusted with the details of the operation of the
plant. V

The Chairman. We would like to have an approximate amount,
if you can give it.

Mr. Calvert. That is, you wish the coal and material^
The Chairman. To heat and light the buildings.
Mr. Calvert. I would not venture an opinion, Mr. Chairman,

because it would be a guess.

The Chairman. How would it compare with the general charge
the city makes for light ?

Mr. Calvert. That has been investigated a number of times, and
it was 'found more advantageous to continue our present arrange-
ment.
• The Chairman. Would not the cost he- considerably less ?

Mr. Calvert. When you figure the new equipment required in
changing over from direct current to alternating current equipment
it is very much more economical under the present arrangement.
Mr. TinCHER. You mean, the cost of current in Washington" is

such that you could operate a 100-horsepower plant with this kind
of expensive plant cheaper than you can buy the current ?
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Mr. Calvekt. A few years ago the matter was investigated, for
the purpose of changing from our own power to city power. I was
not among the men who investigated the matter, but the report
showed it to be more economical to retain the present plant.
Mr. TinGHEE. Do you know what the power price is for current?
Mr. Calvert. For an individual, I think it is 10 cents.
Mr. TiNCHEK. Oh, no; for power? ">

Mr. Calvert. For power; I do not know exactly; probably 3, 4,
or 5 cents, depending on consumption.
Mr. Anderson. How long ago was this investigation made?
Mr. Calvert. About five years ago.
Mr. Anderson. Your plant is a direct-current plant?
Mr. Calvert. A direct-current plant, yes, sir.

Mr. Anderson. That means heavier wires?
Mr. Calvert. You understand the power required principally is

in connection with the printing plant and machine shop, which are
near the generators. Every press and machine has its individual
motor, and it would require a new motor for every press or else new
converters to switch over from our own central plant, to the city
plant.

Mr. TinCHER. Why is that?
Mr. Marvin. Because you can not use an alternating current to

run a direct-current motor.
Mr. Anderson. What do you have now, 220 volts ?

Mr. Calvert. One hundred and ten.

Mr. Anderson. Direct current?
Mr. Calvert. One hundred and ten voltage, direct current.
Mr. Jones. There is » machine, just one machine, that makes that

transfer from direct to alternating current.

Mr. Lesher. The transformer.
Mr. Calvert. You have to convert from alternating to direct cur-

rent, which is expensive, I understand.
Mr. Lesher. Oh, no ; up where I come from we change over right

" along. It depends on the amount you want to transform.
Mr. Marvin. That is a transformer from a high voltage to a

low voltage, not converting from alternating to direct current on a
rotary converter.

The Chairman. It costs at least $16,000 a year to run this plant,

does it not ?

Mr. Marvin. I think we could make progress if you would permit
us to submit a supplemental statement covering the cost of the
operation of the plant on definite data we can easily get at the office.

But we have not come prepared, not expecting this particular ques-

tion to arise, to answer your inquiries in regard to this point.

The Chairman. After all, this is the place to thresh out these

questions, but you may insert a statement.

STATEMENT EEGAEDING THE HEAT, IJGHT, AND POWEB PLANT OP THE WEATHEB
BUEEAU.

The Weather Bureau maintains its own plant for producing heat, light, and
power. Two boilers of a capacity of 100 horsepower each are used. The
electric current for light^ and power is generated by two separate units, an
80-horsepower engine attached, to a 50-kilowatt getierator-and a 30-horsepower
engine connected with a 25-kIlowatt generator. The work of the Weather
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Bureau requires that this plant be in active operation from 7 a. m. to 11 p. m.,

and sometimes later, every day in the year, Sundays and holidays included.

The present force employed in the plant is one engineer at $1,300, one skilled

mechanic at $1,000, one fireman and steamfitter at $840, and three firemen at
$720. Another fireman at $720 per annum on the statutory roll Is on duty at

Mount Weather. This place will be dropped vchen Mount Weather is sold. The
engineer is in charge of the plant. He can not be expected to be on duty for
the full period of 15 hours that the engines are in operation. Therefore, the
skilled mechanic and the fireman and steamfitter serve in his absence on regular
eight-hour shifts. A pressure of 80 pounds of steam Is carried. Two employees
must be on duty during this 15-hour period, one in the boiler- room and the
other in the engine room.
The man on duty in the engine room must keep the engines, dynamos, and

switchboard under constant surveillance. It would be unsafe to leave the
engine room unattended, as one man can not feed and attend to the boilers

and be in the engine room at the same time. The force is divided into eight-

hour shifts. Two men must be on duty when the engines are running during
the period of at least 15 hours, practically two shifts. Frdm 11 p. m. to 7 a. m.
only one fireman is required. Therefore, five men must be on duty each day.
In order to give these men relief one day in seven and to provide for leaves of
absence and sick leave another man is required. This man is the fireman and
steamfitter who acts as relief fireman. If an assistant engineer Is provided, it

will insure the safety and efficiency of the plant and enable the steamfitter to

devote his time to the duties relating to his position and . be available for

firing only in emergencies. It is difficult to secure a good fireman at $720 per
annum, and to secure a man competent to take charge of the engine room at

the pay of an ordinary fireman is more than can be expected.
The per-an^um cost of maintaining the plant during the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1919, was approximately as follows

:

Salaries (not including bonus) $5,300
Coal, oil, etc ,

. 2, 227

Miscellaneous expenses, including repairs and materials 497

Total 8,240

The question of using current supplied by commercial companies was care-

fully considered a few years ago. It is practicable only by the installation of ex-

pensive machinery because the Weather Bureau is outside of the direct-current

area and would have to use alternating current. All of the motors, fans, and
other electrical equipment in use are for 110-volt direct current. It was found
that outside current could not be efficiently and economically used at the prices

for outside current and machinery cost prevailing at the time Qie question was
investigated. It would be less advantageous to do so at the prevailing high

cost of labor, machinery, and material that would be required to purchase and
install new apparatus. Commercial current could be used advantageously
after installing new apparatus if only electric power and lights were needed,

but steam must be generated in the summer months for the testing of instru-.

nients and for other purposes and to heat the buildings during cold weather,
making a steam plant necessary throughout the year. To produce steam for

heating and other purposes and at the same time purchase current would
entail useless cost. An exact comparison cost can not be included in this state-

ment because of the considerable time that would be required in securing quo-

tations for the cost of new apparatus and Installation.

It is believed that no economy would result in the purchase of current
and that the work of the bureau would materially suffer if a change were
attempted. However, the whole question will be given a careful investiga'tion,

and any changes that will effect economy and efficiency will be made without
delay.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Will you indicate where these re-

pair men (items 39, 40, 42, and 43) are employed, whether in the city

or outside. There are 12 of them whose salaries aggregate nearly

$10,000 for repair men. You say the first one, number 39, is a tele-

graph-line repair man outside of Washington ; number 40 is the same.
How about the item 42 (4 repair men) and the item 48 (6 repair
men), where are they employed?
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Mr. Marvin. Those are outside of Washington, also.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then all of the 12 are outside of
Washington ?

Mr. Marvin. All outside of Washington; yes, sir. I think that is

correct, is it not, Mr. Calvert?
Mr. Calvert. All are- outside of Washington.
The Chairman. What is the nature of the work?
Mr. Marvin. These telegraph lines are run in very difficult places

where no commercial company "will run a line. That is the reason
we have put the lines in. There is one running from Norfolk to
Cape Henry and from Cape Henry to Cape Hatteras, along the
coast. It is the only telegraph line on that coast. Originally it was
erected for the Weather Bureau's work alone, but it is now used by
the Coast Guard and the Navy Department and they aid us in main-
taining it. Some of these repair men are on this line. We have
another line in the State of Washington, running from Port Angeles
to Tatoosh Island.

The Chairman. What is the length of the line ?

Mr. Marvin. That line is about 50 miles, 1 think.

The Chairman. Fifty miles?
Mr. Marvin. Fifty miles in length.

The Chairman. How many repair men are there on that line?

Mr. Marvin. It runs through a densely wooded tract and is very
difficult to maintain.
Mr. Calvert. Which line is this under discussion?
Mr. Marvin. Port Angeles-Tatoosh Island line.

Mr. Calvert. There are four repair men on that line. It is the
most difficult line we have to maintain, because it goes, most of it,

through virgin forests.

The Chairman. How long is it?

Mr. Calvert. I have the exact length of that line, 95 miles.

Mr. Marvin. It is not a very long line. None of these are very
long.

The Chairman. Can you give the length of the others ?

Mr. Calvert. The Cape Henry line is 162 miles.

The Chairman; How many repair men are used on it?

Mr. Calvert. There are only two, because it runs through a coun-
try where, the repair work is not nearly so difficult.

The Chairman. Can you give the length of each?
Mr. Marvin. The San Francisco-Point Eeyes Light line.

Mr. Calvert. The San Francisco-Point Eeyes line is 70 miles long,

Mr. Hutchinson. How much time do these men give as repair-

men?
Mr. Calvert. These men, you might say, are constantly on duty.

Mr. Hutchinson. All the time?
•Mr. Calvert. All the time. Most of them are at isolated places

along the line. In addition to taking care of all the repair work
necessary in their maintenance, they are telegraph operators.

Mr. Hutchinson. Do you have any trouble in filling the positions ?

Mr. Calvert. We do.

The Chairman. Item No. 41, one gardener; what does he do?
Mr. Marvin. The gardener takes care of the grounds of our prop-

erty that I mentioned.
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The Chairman. The property here in the city ?

Mr. Marvin. Here in the city
;
yes, sir.

The Chairman. It is about a quarter of a block ?

Mr. Marvin. It is about a third of a block. It is Twenty-fourth
and M. Streets. The Columbia Hospital and the Weather Bureau
occupy the vrhole block.
The Chairman. What are his duties ?

Mr. Marvin. We have the gardener to take care of the grounds
around the building, to keep them in presentable and respectable

appearance. In the wintertime he does work with the laboring force

in the buildings.
The Chairman. You mean mowing the lawn ?

Mr. Marvin. Yes sir : and keeping a few flower beds and the shrub-
bery in proper condition.

The Chairman. How about item No. 45, 28 messengers?
Mr. Jones. There are 166 messengers.
The Chairman. Yes ; but I am referring only to those under item

45 at $720.

Mr. Marvin. There seems to be a large number of the messengers,
but most of them are in the field. We have 200 stations, but not
every station has a messenger. Very many of them have one mes-
senger at least, and sometimes we are obliged to put in two messen-
gers under the existing conditions. We have difficulty in securing
them at the low salaries allowed.
Mr. Tincher. What do they do?
Mr. Maevin. They work in the offices in connection with the prep-

aration of the "forecast cards and operate addressographs and dis-

tribute maps and bulletins. They also do other work about the

station in connection with the maintenance of the instrumental
equipment and things of that kind.

The Chairman. How many are employed at each station in each
town?
Mr. Marvin. We have a small number of stations with only one

man on duty.

The Chairman. About how many?
Mr. Marvin. I should say there are 15 or 20 that have only one

man. The rest of the stations, with a few exceptions, have from
two to seven men, and a few of the large ones from 10 to 15.

Mr. Jones. How many stations did you say you had ?

Mr. Marvin. In round numbers, 200 full reporting stations.

Mr. RuBET. I notice y.ou have a gentleman who comes over to

the Capitol every morning and fixes up the map over there. What
is his title?

Mr. Marvin. He is a meteorologist. We have work of that char-

acter in a considerable number of cities. Some of that work had
to be discontinued during the war. We want some increases to en-

able us to restore work which was suspended from necessity.

Tlie Chairman. Will you prepare a statement as to the cost of
this lighting plant?
Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And also an estimate as to the cost of the service
from the outside ?

Mr. Calvert. You say a comparison between what it will cost

for outside current alone, and what it costs to maintain this plant?
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The Chairman. Yes.

Note.—This information is incorporated In the statement on page 15.

Mr. Marvin. Now, Mr. Chairman, before we leave the statutory
roll, I should like to bring to your attention here, because I think
the committee should know it, a feature of the statutory roll that
is not covered in the estimates. I would like to invite your atten-

tion to item 20 (one printer or compositor), item 21 (six printers or
compositors), and item 22 (five printers or compositors).
The Chairman. I understand you are not asking for any increase

in salaries ?

Mr. Marvin. No, sir.

The Chairman. And we are not takiri^ that matter up for con-

sideration at this time ; it has not been estimated for. It will be left

for future consideration.

Mr. Marvin. These men work in the field and the reclassification

work is supposed to deal with people in Washington; but they are

carried on the statutory roll.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. All these men you employ under
items 20, 21, and 22 are in the field, you say ?

Mr. Marvin. Are in the field. We can not keep these places filled.

There are vacancies occurring in them and it is impossible to employ
printers at the low salaries of $1,000 and $1,080. We have been com-
pelled to employ emergency printers at union wages on account of the
vacancies.

Mr. Jones. They get the bonus, do they not?
Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir. We have been compelled to employ emergency

printers at union wages, at wages much higher than this. More than
that, we have to pay their wages from the oniscellaneous roll. The
salaries provided on the statutory roll go back into the Treasury. We
can not use that money for the emergency employments. It has to

be taken from the miscellaneous roll at a cost higher than that paid
the printers in item 19, of $1,300. What I desire is to have these
places made the same, $1,300, to equalize them. The work of the
Reclassification Commission does not extend to the men in the field,

and these men are in the field. There also is the case of one skilled

mechanic at $840 (item 31). Now, I do not need to argue that you
can not employ much of a mechanic at $840.

Mr. Jones. That is item 28?
Mr. Marvin. That is item 31.

Mr. Jones. You have one skilled mechanic in item 28 (one skilled

mechanic, $1,300).
Mr. Marvin. That is true.

Mr. Jones. Is that the same thing?
Mr. Marvin. It is not the same mechanic. The skilled mechanic

at $840 to which I refer is a man who has been with us for a number
of years. He is engaged very largely in making kites which we use in
aerological work.
Mr. Jones. I made a notation of $720 with a minus sign of the

amount appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920.

The Chairman. If you are through, I would like to call your at- •

tention to a communication from Judge Moon as to the salaries in

Chattanooga and Knoxville. He advisei me that the Government
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observer at Knoxville is getting $400 a year more than the observer

at Chattanooga, and says

:

I write to call your attention to this matter, with the hope that you may be
able to do something in the interest of the observers in the class in which Mr.
Pindell belongs.

How do you equalize salaries ? Are they all paid the same ?

Mr. Marvin. Mr. Chairman, I doubt if thei-e is any branch of the

Government that is measuring out justice, the even-handed justice, to

its employees in greater degree than that which characterizes the

administration of the salaries of the Weather Bureau men.
For several years we have had in operation a plan which the Sec-

retary introduced in the department of classifying the employees in

the order of their merit, ability, and eificiency, and claims for ad-

vancement, and all that. The efficiency ratings are prepared by a

committee of employees and promotions are made accordingly; that

is, whenever it is possible to make promotions. We can not make
promotions until money is available, but when promotions can be

made we give them to the men who have the highest positions on

the register. Now, there are lots of deserving men (Mr. Pindell is

one of them) who ought to have more money than they are receiv-

ing, but to take it away from some other man and give it to Mr.
Pindell would not be right.

The Chairman. You pay $400 more to one than to the other be-

cause of their duties to the city that they are in?

Mr. MaKvin. It depends not only on the size of the city but upon
•the value of the man's service, ability, and qualifications, and all

that.

The Chairman. The size of the city does not enter into consider-

ation ?

Mr. Marvin. It does enter into consideration to a certain degree;

but you can readily see we can not fix the salary of an employee
based entirely on the size of the city in which he serves. We are

obliged to change men from one place to another and to follow such
a plan would necessitate changing salaries with every assignment.
Mr. McLaughlin of Micl^igan. Is the work in the different cities

largely the same?
Mr. Marvin. It differs with the cities. It is not any more

the same in the different cities than the cities are the same them-
selves; there are all sorts of differences. One city may be compara-
tivly unimportant in a civic sense, but may be very important from
the standpoint of our work. But to a certain degree the salaries of
the men in the larger cities are uniformly higher than are the sal-

aries of the men in the smaller cities where the responsibility is less.

But the question apparently raised by that letter (I should like to
reald it a little more carefully) is one of discrimination between the
two men.
Mr. Hutchinson. The men in the two cities have the same titleSj

do they not?
Mr. Marvin. Both are meteorologists.
Mr. Hutchinson. All of them?
Mr. Marvin. All of our station men engaged on scientific work

are .meteorologists and observers.
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Mr. Hutchinson. And you have it fixed in the law, the salaries
each one of them shall receive, and can not vary it ?

Mr. Marvin. No, sir; there is no law which tixes the salary of
these men.
Mr. Hutchinson. You have no bulk appropriation, have you, out

of which to pay these men ?

Mr. Maevin. They are paid from lump-sum appropriations.
Mr. Hutchinson. That is a lump-sum appropriation.
Mr. Maevin. Yes, sir; lump-sum appropriations; but it has no

reference to this particular roll we are discussing now, which is

statutory.

The skilled mechanic to which I have made reference has been
making all of our kites in upper air observation work. He has been
with us for a long time and is getting only $840 a year.

The Chaieman. In this connection, let me call your attention to
another communication, which reads:

I am informed by the Chief of the Weather Bureau that it has been neces-
sary for the bureau, on account of lack of funds, to discontinue the publication
of the daily weather map in about sixty cities in the United States. Among
them are Pittsburgh, Kansas City, Minneapolis, and Milwaukee.

Have you any comnient to make on it ?

Mr. Marvin. We have included in the estimates funds to do that.

We want to restore that work. However, that pertains to the field

and has nothing to do with this part of the estimates.

The Chairman. We will come to that later, then ?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir; I will invite you attention to it when we
come to the item.

Before closing my remarks on the statutory roll, I wish to ask

that these printers, and this mechanic, be placed on a par with the

other men.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Which mechanic is that?

Mr. Jones. Item 31—one skilled mechanic, $840.

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir. The particular man there is certainly en-

titled to $1,200. He is a man we could not replace from any carpen-

ter trade in the country without a long training to do the particu-

larly difficult work of making kites.

Mr. Hutchinson. Is he just as good a man as 28—one skilled me-

chanic at $1,300?
Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir; in his line.

Mr. Hutchinson. Then why should you make it $1,200?

Mr. Marvin. I have only asked you to make it $1,200.

Mr. Tinchee. What does the item "28" at- $1,300 man do?

Mr. Marvin. That is one skilled mechanic at the central office at

$1,300. He is a carpenter?

Mr.. Calvebt. He is our foreman carpenter.

Mr. Marvin. That is what I thought; I was not sure. But only

in this one respect, that he is our foreman, is there a reason the me-

chanic in the field should be paid less than the one skilled mechanic

at $1,300.

Mr. Tinchee. What is number 28's name ?

Mr. Maevin. That is Mr. J. A. Balster, I beheve.

Mr. Tinchee. What is number 31's name?
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Mr. Marvin. Dalil Baxter.
Mr. Hutchinson. You say number 31 is a man in the field. Do

you pay his expenses when in the field?

Mr. Marvin. No, sir; we pay no expenses.
Mr. Hutchinson. You pay no expenses to anybody ?

Mr. Marvin. Only when traveling.

Mr. Hutchinson. He is located at one place?
Mr. Marvin. Yes, he is located at Drexel, Nebr.
Mr. Lesher. How much printing do these printers have to do

each day ?

Mr. Marvin. I have brought samples of their work with me.
They get out these leaflets and bulletins that we issue every day at

the different stations. Here are the different kinds of publications we
issue. They vary somewhat at the different States. This work has
got to be done on the minute. The observations shown on the maps
issued at statioiis all over the country are made at 8 o'clock in the
morning, and at half past ten or eleven they are ready for delivery

to the people. That is rapid work.
Mr. Lesher. A part of a whole lot of these forms is set up right

along?
Mr. Marvin. It is set-up work, but changes require busy printing

work during the rush hours. After , the maps and bulletins are

issued they have this kind, the State climatological reports, to do.

These are prepared in the field, one of each of these each month,
at certain of the field stations. We have 200 stations, and there

are only, as you will notice there, a comparatively small number
of printers, about 30 altogether. As a rule one printer does the
work on two State reports.

The next item of the estimates, item 52, the general language re-

mains unchanged. Item 53 is for the maintenance of the printing
office in the city of Washington. There is a slight increase of

$2,200 asked for in that item.

Mr. Jones. Where is that?
Mr. Marvin. That is on page 28, at the top, General Expenses,

Weather Bureau—Continued, item 53, " For necessary expenses in the

city of Washington incident to collecting and disseminating meteoro-
logical, climatological, and marine information, and for investiga-

tions in meteorology, climatology, seismology, volcanology, evapora-
tion, and aerology, $116,190."

Mr. Jones. That is $116,190?
Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir; an increase of $6,940.
Mr. Jones. That is the whole thing, is it not?
Mr. Marvin. Item 53 is for expenses in the city of Washington.
Mr. Jones. What I would like to know is this : We have gone over

this statutory roll. You have this for maintenance. It is not item-
ized at all. It is $116,000. It is itemized down below here, em-
ployees?
Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir. It is the same form as in .previous years,

for appropriations of this kind.

Mr. Jones. And none of those items are included in this statutory
roll?

Mr. Marvin. No, sir; it is an entirely separate statement of ex-
penditures.
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Mr. TiNCHEE. You had $109,250 in 1920 that was spent under this

item. Would it not be possible to itemize that for the committee ?

Mr. Marvin. The actual manner in which that was,spent has been
itemized.

Mr. TiNCHEE. I guess it is right on that page, is it not ?

Mr. Marvin. Yes ; it is itemized. Down at tiie bottom you will see

that we spent for salaries so much money, and so much- for

stationery, equipment, and material, telephone and telegraph and
miscellaneous items.

Mr. Jones. You expended for 1919 $102,503 for the same things
that you ask for now $116,190, is not that true ?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. Why do you ask for this additional $6,940 increase in

what you estimate for 1921 pver what you expended in 1919 ?

Mr. Marvin. The addition is required for proposed extensions of
work in the field which we explain later in the estimates.

Mr. Jones. $10,000 of it is in salaries, and then you deduct the dif-

ference from your salaries?

Mr. Marvin. Those extensions of work in the field necessarily en-

tail more work at the central office in compilation, study, and super-

vision. We ask for $6,940 for salaries, $5,500 incident to the vessel

reporting work in the field, and $1,440 is for the work involved in

taking over the control of certain work in the field that is being con-

ducted by the Bureau of Plant Industry. It is meteorological work.
The administration of these two lines of work—the vessel reporting

and the western planes observations now controlled by the Bureau
of Plant Industry—justify an addition in the central office expenses

of $5,500 in the one case and $1,440 in the other.

Mr. Jones. What I want you to explain is : You expended in 1919

for 29 employees $46^232.17 ; now you are asking in your estimates for

1921 for 28 employees $56,700, almost $9,000 ii-ore.

Mr. Marvin. There is a hiatus there of one year. The amount we
expended in 1919 and what we expect to spend in 1921 are shown;
no figures are shown for 1920, the current year, and they must come
in to clear up the comparison.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You propose to employ fewer men

than you did in 1919, and with a great deal more work, you say, and
you performed that additional work by paying your men about
$10,000 more money.
Mr. Marvin. The comparison must be made with the 1920 appro-

priation and the 1921 estimate here, I think.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The work has increased over what
it was in 1910, has it not?
Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You are doing it with fewer men ?

The Chairman. According to your statement, you propose to pay
$10,467 more to 28 men in 1921 than you did to 29 men in 1919.

There will be an increase in salaries there, will there not '(

Mr. Marvin. There has been an increase of salaries during 1920.

The Chairman. I mean over 1919.

Mr. Marvin. Mr. Calvert will explain this.

Mr. Jones. It is carried on here as temporary employment, and
now you want to make it permanent eiriployment.

164315—20 7
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Mr. Marvin. The temporary employees are carried part of the

time, of course, and it makes the total number appear larger.

Mr. Jones. In 1919 you expended $102,503.45, in 1920 the appro-

priation allowed was $102,250; that is right, is it not?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. And for 1921 you ask $116,190; that is right, is it not?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir ; that is an increase of $6,940.

Mr. Jones. Over 1920, an increase of almost $14,000 over 1919.

Mr. Marvin. That is the increase which came in 1919 and 1920.

Mr. Jones. Yes ;' and nearly $10,000 of that increase is in salaries,

with a less number of men in the period of the years 1919, 1920, and
1921.

Mr. Marvin. I do not thinkNwe can make that comparison, unless

we consider 1920.

Mr. Jones. That is a fact, is it not, from your statement that you

have rendered here?
Mr. Marvin. It is a comparison on account of these temporary em-

ployees.

Mr. Jones. Yes, I know.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How many were temporarily em-

ployed in 1920?
Mr. Marvin. The employment of the 28 men in 1921 includes, of

course, this estimate of the increase of $6,940. The question is simply

whether the appropriation of $109,250 which we had last year should

not be increased $6,940 in order to take over this vessel reporting

work and the western planes observations of the Bureau of Plant
Industry.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I can see how there should be

this additional work, Doctor, but you are doing it with fewer men
than you had before when you did not have it.

Mr. Marvin. The seemingly fewer men there is explained by the

fact that many of these men in 1919 were temporary men.
lyir. TiNCHER. This shows how many were temporary, one tem-

porary, seven part time, one temporary and one temporary.
Mr. Marvin. That was during the war time, as you see, gentlemen,

and some of our men in the central office were on military duty at

that time, and we had some temporary men and part time men.
Mr. Calvert. As a matter of fact, the average of the number of

men employed during that time was not over 25; the number en-

gaged at any one time was not over 25.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you not account for a part of

that increase that you ask by the fact that you have increased some
of the salaries that appear in that first column?
Mr. Marvin. No, I do, not think so at all. These changes that

occurred in the rolls during 1920 belong to the 1920 estimates.

Mr. Jones. This first column shows the rate you will pay them
in 1921 over what you paid them in 1919 ?

Mr. Marvin. The first column shows what we are going to pay
next year.

Mr. Hutchinson. Is that an increase in there, or is that the same
as it was last year?
Mr. Marvin. We ask to have it increased $6,940.

Mr. Hutchinson. On any one item, or is that on all of them?
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Mr. Marvin. It is on the general item, $109,250. We want that

increased $6,940.

Mr. Hutchinson. That means additional men—not an increase

of each one of these men's salaries?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir; it is not for promotions; it is for addi-

tional men.
Mr. Hutchinson. In other words, the work in -the Weather Bu-

reau has not been increased in the last four or five years, has it ?

Mr..Marvin. The work has increased but the pay of the office force

on this roll has remained nearly stationary.

Mr. Jones. Let me get that understood. I do not know whether
I understand you. On page 28, Mr. Marvin, under the column
"Kate," you have salaries there for meteorologists and so on, pro-

fessor of meteorology, and so on down the line. It is not totaled.

Are those the salaries you are paying now ?

Mr. Marvin. Practically the salaries we are paying now
;
yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. What did you make that up from, from the salary

pay rolls now, or from the estimated pay roll that you propose to

make?
Mr. Marvin^ That is made from the pay roll we are working under

now, with the addition of several new places that we are asking for

here.

Mr. Jones. Then that is based on your requests, and not on your
pay roll ?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, on our requests based upon estimated additions

to the present roll.

Mr. Jones. That is what I am trying to get at. It is not what
you are paying now ?

Mr. Marvin. Partly, but it is an estimate.

Mr. Jones. Have you got a list of what you are paying these same
men now ?

Mr. TiNCHER. There it is there.

Mr. Jones. That is what they contemplate paying. You have esti-

mated in here for one meteorologist at $3,960. Have you got one

man at that salary now ?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. You have a meteorologist at $3,500. Have you one

at that price now ?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. You have another one at $3,250. Have you one at that

price now ?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. Then you have another one at $2,160. Have you one

at that price ?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. One at $1,800?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir, but we wish two new places at that salary.

Mr. TiNCHEE. They have three at $1,800 and they are asking for

five.
^

. .

Mr. Jones. You have three at that salary now and you are asking

for two new ones.

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

Mr. Eainet. There has been no increase in salaries, but the in-

crease of $6,940 is caused by four new men.
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Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHER. You have a lithographer at $1,500. That is some-
thing you intend to add ? You have not that now ?

Mr. Marvin. That is another case of a temporary employee. Here
is the statutory roll which gives us a lithographer for $1,200. We
worked months trying to get somebody to accept that salary as a

lithographer. We could not get one to accept it. We had to take

a man and pay him $1,500 out of this lump fund, and we kept him
for a little while and dropped him when we could cut off some of the

work, but in the meantime the money for the $1,200 place on the

statutory roll was going back to the Treasury, and it was difficult

to do the work, and, in fact, we had to drop some of the work later.

The Chairman. In this connection it may be well to have an ex-

planation of this table, and a statement by what authority it is in

the record.

Mr. Harrison. I think we ought to make it clear, Prof. Marvin,
that the form used in presenting these statements is prescribed by
the Treasury Department under a provision in one of the appropria-

tion bills. We have no discretion in the matter. You will note

that the statements show the expenditures for the l^st completed

fiscal year, in this case the fiscal year 1919. I will have inserted in

the record a copy of the law which requires this statement.

(The statement referred to follows:)

[Act. Aug. 1, 1914, 38 Stat, 680.]

AMENDMENT OF SECTION 6, ACT AUGUST 24, 1912, CHAPTER 355.

Sec. 10. That section 6 of the sundry civil appropriation act approved August
24, 1912, is amended to read as follows

:

" Sec. 6. That there shall be submitted hereafter, in the annual Book of

Estimates following every estimate for a general or lump-sum appropriation,

except public buildings or other public works constructed under contract, a
statement showing in parallel columns

:

" First, the number of persons, if any, intended to be employed and the rates

of compensation to each, and tht amounts contemplated to be expended for

each of any other objects or classes of expenditures specified or contemplated
in the estimate, including a statement of estimated unit cost of any construc-

tion work proposed to be done ; and
" Second, the number of persons, if any, employed and the rate of compensa-

tion paid each, and the amounts expended for each other object or class of

expenditure ard the actual unit cost of any construction work done, out of
the appropriation corresponding to the estimate so submitted, during Oie com-
pleted fiscal year next preceding the period for which the estimate is submitted.

" Other notes shall not be submitted following any estimate embraced in

the annual Book of Estimates other than such as shall suggest changes in form
or order of arrangement of estimates and appropriations and reasons for such
changes."

Mr. EuBET. Let me ask you right there—in 1919 we appropriated
$109,250.
Mr. Harrison. That is 1920, Gov. Rubey.
Mr. EuBET. The same in 1919. In 1919 the appropriation was

$109,250.

Mr. Harrison. Yes, sir.

Mr. EuBEY. This last column here, " Expended 1919," totals up
$102,503.45, or a difference of $6,746.55, but they turned that $6,746.55

back into the Treasury, did they not?

Mr. Harrison. All unexpended balances go back into the Treas-
ury,
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Mr. EuBET. Then you actually expended the $102,000?
Mr. Harbison. Yes, sir. You gentlemen appreciate that we have

to allow some margin. There is a law which makes it a criminal
offense to exceed appropriations, and at the beginning of the year
we have to apportion our funds in such a way that we will not exceea
them. There is always an unexpended balance in every appropria-
tion, but the amount will vary in each case. We have to protect
ourselves. Then men do not want to go to jail.

There are many explanations why the full amount appropriated
is not expended. For example, places may be provided for new
employees, and it may take us three months to get the employees.
That means that we have a salary charge for only nine months of
the year. Then there are temporary employees. There are eight
temporary employees shown in the table before you.
Mr. RuBEY. You have estimated for $116,190.
Mr. Habeisojst. Yes, sir.

Mr. EuBET. I will ask you is it probable that at the end of the
next fiscal year, 1921, for which this is appropriated, you will not
have expended quite all of that sum ?

Mr. Hahkison. That is entirely probable. In one year under the-
food and drugs act we turned back into the Treasury nearly $100,000.
Mr. EtiBET. There is another point about it and that is this: W©

make these appropriations along in January, and the bill which is

passed and becomes a law goes into effect the following July, and
you have some four or five months there in which to get ready for
the 1st of July and find your men if you can find them.
Mr. Harrison. Except for the last two or three years when our

appropriation bill became a law around October or November.
There is another thing which ought to be considered. We begin

making these estimates up in July. Just think of the diiRculty of
having to estimate exactly what our expenditures are going to be at

the close of the next fiscal year, nearly two years from the time we
began to make up our estimates ! I think you gentlemen should bear
that in mind in considering these matters. They are estimates. They
are the best estimates we can make, based on long experience, but it

is an exceedingly difficult undertaking.
Mr. EtTBET. While I am on that proposition I want to call your

attention to the estimate there set forth on page 28. It shows here
the appropriations for the previous years. It shows the appropria-
tion for 1911, so much, and then it goes on and shows the estimate

for 1912, $114,000, and then back in the first column it shows the
appropriation for 1912, $106,000. Now, for the benefit of the com-
mittee I think you ought to reverse that whole business and put
down your estimate first, and then on the opposite side, on the same
line, you ought to have the appropriation made for that year.

Mr. Harrison. We will be glad to do that next year, Governor.

Mr. EuBEY. You have got to start in there and look backward and
downward to find out what the appropriation was.
Mr. Harrison. If you will follow this column you will see, for

instance, the appropriation for 1911, and then the next item is tha
appropriation for 1912.

Mr. EuBEY. You ought to put the amount estimated for in the first

column, and the amount appropriated in the next colunm.

Mr. Harrison. We will do that next year.
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Mr. RuBEY. It would be more convenient for the committee in look-

ing them over.

Mr. Harrison. We will be glad, indeed, to make any changes in

these estimates that the committee may suggest. Our sole desire

is to put them up in the most satisfactory way and to give the com-

mittee the information it desires. "We will do that next year, Gov,

Rubey. This is the first time these tables have appeared in these

estimates. They were inserted at the suggestion of Mr. Haugen.
Mr. Rubey. In looking over these estimates, I find in the Bureau

of Markets that they followed that plan of putting the estimates in

the first column, and you put them on the same line.

Mr. Harrison. We will be glad to comply with that suggestion

next year.

Mr. Marvin. This appropriation of $109,250, you will note, has

been in effect since 1917 ; that is, the fiscal year ended June 30, 1917.

Mr. Rubey. You have not had any increases?

Mr. Marvin. We have not had any increase, but now we ask for

an increase of $6,940.

The Chairman. Are there any further questions on this item?
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is this new work that you

are going to do in connection with the Bureau of Plant Industry?
Mr. Marvin. A few years ago the Bureau of Plant Industry, in

connection with the problems of determining the best processes in

dry-land farming, put up certain stations on farm lands in the West,
in the semiarid regions, for determining the evaporation of water
and temperature conditions at points at which the Weather Bureau
had no stations, and for which we could not furnish specific meteoro-
logical data that they needed in these investigations. The work has

been going on, and they simply made observations in connection with
that study. It is important to continue that work and to assemble
and collect the meteorological observations and publish the results.

That is properly the function of the Weather Bureau.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Item 53.

Mr. Rubey. That is an increase in force necessary to can-y on that

work, for which you ask an increase of something like $69,000 in that

item.

Mr. Marvin. In that item; yes, sir. It is a part of that increase,

but the amount intended for investigations is very small.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Previous to this time, then, the
Bureau of Plant Industry has been making those observations itself,

and your bureau' has had nothing to do with them ?

Mr. Marvin. We have had nothing to do with them. Plant In-
dustry men have been making the observations, compiled the data,
and studied it to a certain extent, but in its present form it is un-
available for general use.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why unavailable?
Mr. Marvin. It has not been published. It is the duty of the

Weather Burea.u to' take up and publish that sort of observation work,
and under an agreement with the Chief of the Bureau of Plant
Industry, and with the approval of the Secretary's office, it is pro-
posed to transfer that work to the Weather Bureau, which will
have to have some additional appropriation for the purpose.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan, At these several stations the

Bureau of Plant Industry has had men to do that kind of work?
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Mr. Marvin. They are making those observations yet, and will
continue to do so, without any expense.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Until you take them up?
Mr. Marvin. And after we take them up. The two bureaus will

cooperate.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then your representatives and the
representatives of the Bureau of Plant Industry will both be there
doing the same work?
Mr. Marvin. No, sir; no representative of the Weather Bureau

will take the observations. We will continue to use the plant in-

dustry men in the field to make the observations, but the records
will come to us. You will notice the expense here is in the city of
Washington for that work. The observational work in the field

costs very little, simply for material, forms, and records. The work
will come into the office, and we have asked for $1,440 for the
services of one man in connection with tabulating, compiling, study-
ing, and publishing the data.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Up to this time, into what office

here have those, reports been made?
Mr. Marvin. The Bureau of Plant Industry ; but they have never

been "published ; they have been used only in connection with one
project for which the observations primarily were taken.
Mr. Harrison. Professor, have you made it clear that the Bureau

of Plant Industry has not employed anyone to do this work solely ?

As I understand it, it has been done incidentally by the men at

these field stations of the Bureau of Plant Industry in the course of
their regular work.
Mr. Marvin. I did not so state, but that is the fact. The men

at the field stations of the Bureau of Plant Industry are there for
other purposes, and have done this work incidentally, and will con-
tinue to do the other work just as heretofore.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The work has been satisfactorily

done ?

Mr. Marvin. We think so
;
yes, sir. It has been under the super-

vision of a very competent man.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You do not propose now or at

any time to put any of your agents there ?

Mr. Marvin. No, sir ; not at all, because as long as they are willing
to furnish us
Mr. Harrison. It merely transfers the supervision of meteorologi-

cal work to the place where it really belongs, namely, the Weather
Bureau.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You keep the records here?
Mr. Harrison. We keep the records here.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The reports made by the agents
of the Bureau of Plant Industry?
Mr. Harrison. Yes, sir. Of course,, the work will be supervised

by the Weather Bureau, and they will suggest forms on which the
reports should be made, and will improve their character so that
they will be generally useful in connection with meteorological work.
This meteorological work ought to be done by the Weather Bureau,
in cooperation with the Bureau of Plant Industry. It is simply an
attempt to put the work where it really belongs and to avoid any
duplication of effort.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It looks to me like it may lead to
a duplication of effort.

Mr. Harrison. Not when it is supervised by the Weather Bureau.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It will, if all of these meteoro-

logical investigations they are making out there are, being made by
the agents of the Bureau of Plant Industry, and later willTbe carried
on by the agents of the Weather Bureau who later will be employed!
there from the Weather Bureau to do that work.
Mr. Harrison. That is not in contemplation at all, Mr. McLaugh-

lin.

Mr. Marvin. Mr. McLaughlin, that observation work is practically
the same as what we are doing all over the United States in a similar
way by men who receive no compensation at all. We have nearly
5,000 stations in the field where we obtain abservations somewhat
similar to these, for which we pay no salaries whatever. The men
are public-spirited gentlemen. They make observations once a day
or oftener, and receive no compensation. In this case the men of
the Bureau of Plant Industry make the few observations a day re-

quired, in addition to their other duties, which absorb practically all

of their time. We take the results of those observations and make
them useful in meteorological science. The results of the observa-
tions are the things that the Weather Bureau takes over now. The
actual reading of the instruments will be made by the members of
the Bureau of Plant Industry, for which they receive no additional
compensation. There is no intention to expand that work particu-
larly, and all it is going to cost you is this $1,440 in the central office

administration of that work, and there is $900 for the work in the
field, in the maintenance of the instruments, and occasional travel to
inspect the equipment at stations, and incidental expenses of that

sort.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do4hey find by their observations
that different conditions exist one year from another, and so on?
Are there not certain settled well-known conditions out there, or in

a brief time can be known ?

Mr. Marvin. Those conditions have never been minutely studied

in connection with the operations of' farming in semiarid regions,

where it is necessary to conserve every ounce of rain that falls, and
it was necessary to institute these stations in order to collect definite

information along that line. Now, the data collected so far has been
of value to* the dry-farming work. I am not prepared to speak in

regard to the dry-farming operations themselves, but the meteor-
ological conditions in connection with it change year after year, and
they want a sufficiently long record to show what the fluctuations are
from year to year, and on what basis dry farming can be advocated
and prosecuted successfully over a long time.

The Chairman. In regard to this figure, $6,940, it is proposed now
that the service shall be paid for out of that fund instead of the Bu-
reau of Plant Industry's fund ?

Mr. Marvin. There is only $1,440 in that.

The Chairman. To be paid by your bureau ?

Mr. Marvin. By my bureau. There is $l,44p to be paid by my
bureau in Washington to enable us to take over -(rork in dry-farm-
ing sections.
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The Chairman. Has any reduction been made in the Bureau of
Plant Industry ?

Mr. Harrison. There was no reduction because, as I explained,,
these people in the Bureau of Plant Industry are merely doing-
the work as a part of their other duties, "^hey' are not employed
to take these observations. They are employed' for other purposes,
the study of scientific problems in connection with dry-land agri-
culture.

The Chairman. You propose to employ help in your bureau to
do the work that is being done by them?
Mr. Harrison. No : as Prof. Marvin indicated, we do not expect

to employ any people to do the work.
The Chairman. You increased it $1,440?
Mr. Harrison. That is in connection with the office here, and

involves the supervision of the work, the checking and compilation
"of the reports, and putting them in form for publication so that
they will be available for use in connection with general meteorologi-
cal matters. The information has been used solely heretofore by
the Bureau of Plant Industry in the study of its scientific problems.
The purpose of it is to make these data available for general use.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan, Will you be able to dispense, then,

with tlie services of anybody in the Bureau of Plant Industry here
who has been receiving and keeping those records?
Mr. Harrison. No. sir; we will not, Mr. McLaughlin. If you wish,

to go into the details about that, Mr. Taylor, when he comes before
you, will explain the situation.

The Chairman. Is this $1,440 for the compilation and dissemina-

tion of the information.
Mr. Harrison. It is for compiling and putting it in shape and

checking up the reports as they come from the field stations of the
Bureau of Plant Industry.

The Chairman. Was that done before by the Bureau of Plant
Industry ?

Mr. Harrison. Yes, it was done in the regular course of their

investigations.

The Chairman. Why should there not be a corresponding reduc-

tion in the Bureau of Plant Industry?
Mr. Marvin. I do not think the Bureau of Plant Industry has

done all they would like to have done with the data.

The Chairman. You propose to enlarge upon the service?

Mr. Marvin. No, sir ; we propose to collect those reports that have

been made in the past, and continue them in the future, and put

them up in tabulated form and publish them so that they will be

available for students of agriculture.

The Chairman. What was done in the past?

Mr. Marvin. Nothing but making and recording the observations

That is the point. It has not been done in the past as completely as

it should have been done.

The Chairman. Of what value were they if they were not com-

piled?
Mr. Marvin. They were used by the particular individuals that

were actually engaged on that work, but because they were not pub-

lished and ai:e not in systematic form, they are not available for the
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general study of agriculturists at experiment stations and elsewhere

who are interested in that work. We want to get them together and
put them into our monthly publications along with other meeoro-

logical data, so that one can have these reports hereafter, not only

the past reports, but the new ones. That is the reason it is imprac-

ticable to consider a reduction.
The Chairman. Then it is to compile, publish and disseminate the

information ; is that it ?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

Mr. RuBEY. The total cost will be $1,440?
Mr. Marvin. $1,440 in the city of Washington.
That brings us, Mr. Chairman, to item 54, " for the maintenance

of a printing office in the city of Washington for the printing of

weather maps, bulletins, circulars, forms, and other publications."

The Chairman. There is an increase of $2,200?
Mr. Harrison. An increase of $2,200.

Mr. Marvin. We ask for that in order to meet the great increase

in the cost of paper, ink, and printing supplies. Everything that

we pay for must be paid for at a higher rate now than formerly.

It is a small increase. Item 55 is " for necessary expenses outside of

the city of Washington, incident to collecting and dissemin^iting

meteorological, climatological, and marine information, and for in-

vestigations in meteorology, climatology, seismology, volcanology,

evaporation, and aerology."
There is an increase in that fund which has been alluded to in the

previous remarks a number of times. In the note at the top of

page 30 this increase is explained. It says there that there is an

apparent increase of $69,200, but an actual increase of $70,400, be-

cause $1,200 has been transferred to the statutory roll. The increase

is for several different items of work as follows

:

(as) Rehabilitation and normal growth of the regular forecast and warning
wor^ of the bureau, which has fallen behind and been curtailed under sta-

tionary appropriations during war conditions and high cost of supplies,

eervices, etc.

(6) Extension and betterment of the vessel weather-reporting service in

the Gulf and Caribbean Sea, also to extend this service to the Pacific coast,

where it has been needed, but only now practicable by the presence in

these waters of merchant vessels equipped with wireless.

(c) Enlargement of the fruit frost work.
(d) Inauguration of 48 to 72-hour advance rain forecast at certain times

and in certain places for more effective spraying of orchards.
(e) Extension' of the cattle region service to Montana for aiding in the rais-

ing of live stock by reporting weather and grazing conditions, giving notice of

damaging storms, etc.

The Chairman. What is the character of the service last men-
tioned ?

Mr. Marvin. In the cattle raising regions we secure a number
of reports from the ranges and grazing tracts occupied by cattle

that show the amount of precipitation and the general weather con-

ditions there during the summer time, to determine the availability

for these animals of field food, and grazing. In the winter season
we keep the cattlemen informed as to the severe weather conditions
so that they can herd up their stock and give them protection from
the severities of the weather. It is a very important service.

The Chairman. Can you state an instance where you have been
of particular service to the cattle people out there?
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Mr. Marvin. This is for an extension of that work in Montana.
We have this work in Oklahoma, Texas, the Pan-Handle region, and
Colorado, and the stockmen think a great deal of it.

The Chairman. Is it possible to forecast as to the storms with any
degree of accuracy in a particular locality ?

Mr. Marvin, We do that, Mr. Haugen, so successfully that the
people are clamoring for this service. We do not claim to be in-
fallible. There is not any doubt in my mind about the value of the
service. It is certainly beneficial, and the economical value of it to
the cattle raising industry is unquestionably large. They save thou-
sands and thousands of dollars. One forecast of cold weather, for
instance, in the northwest has saved thousands of lambs. We received
testimony of that from the people in the field.

The Chairman. For instance, when you forecost the weather con-
ditions in the northwest, does that mean a particular locality or one
quarter of the continent?
Mr. Marvin. In the case of cattlemen say, whenever they receive

a report of very cold weather or snow they send out their herdsmen
and bring in their cattle and give them protection, those that are
weak and feeble.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In the State of Montana, where
you are going to establish this work, how many otjservation stations
will you nave ?

Mr. Marvin. There might be half a dozen stations or more added
to the work in the field. Those stations simply report weather and
temperature conditions by telegraph, and receive a small fee for
makmg observations and telegraphing the reports.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They report actual conditions
after they arise. Do they make forecasts and predictions of a
change of weather ?

Mr. Marvin. Those reports show actual present conditions and
come into our central office or district center. It is on those reports

that we make the forecast of the conditions. These forecasts are

sent out from the district center, in that case, probably Helena.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then the observations in Mon-

tana will be made at the different stations in Montana and reported

where ?

Mr. Marvin. And reported to Helena. That is the center of that

district. These reports will go into that station, be bulletined, and
distributed.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Arid then the forecasts and pre-

dictions will be made up at Helena ?

Mr. Marvin. Not exactly. The forecasts of severe and all other

weather are made at the district forecast center, which is Chicago
in this case, and sent back through Helena to the cattle interests.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What means do you take to spread
the news through Montana so that the cattlemen may laiow what
3'our information of the coming weather is ?

Mr. Marvin. It goes first into the newspapers, and then it goes

into bulletin cards that are distributed to the cattle raisers them-
selves, to owners, to bankers, and to the others who are interested in

that industry. We send it to them, and they see that it goes to the
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individual herdsmen who round up the cattle and give them pro-

tection.
1 •

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Those forecasts are published m.

the newspapers. Do you have to pa^ for those?

Mr. Marvin. No, sir.

Mr. Harrison. They are telephoned, too?

Mr. Marvin. They are telephoned in many cases.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan, They are disseminated in other

ways by cards that you speak of?
Mr. Marvin. By forecast cards and by bulletin. The printing I

spoke of a moment ago includes those bulletins. I think perhaps I

have a ca;ttle-region bulletin here.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I was trying to find out how your

forecast reaches those that are interested in it.

Mr. Marvin. Take for instance, at Oklahoma City, where the

service is in operation, and at Amarillo. The cattle industries in

those sections are organized to a considerable extent. We place our
information at the centers of the industry. The information goes

to the bankers, the cattlemen, and stock interests. They see that their

constituency are advised in regard to these conditions. It goes to

Amarillo, Tex., and other cities in Texas, and each cattle interest

is on the mailing list to receive this information from our office at

certain places. At certain other stations it is telegraphed directly

to some particular individual who agrees to disseminate it. In some
other cases, as Mr.. Harrison calls my attention to, it is telephoned

from the local office at Amarillo, Houston, Oklahoma City, or some
of the other stations, to those parties who are on the list, and who
we know are interested. You may be sure there is nothing left

undone to disseminate this information.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. After you make the forecast what

expense is involved to your bureau in this dissemination?
Mr. Marvin. Merely the telegraphic expense; in some cases very

little. There is very little expense involved in the dissemination
after we once get the result and the information to disseminate. The
expense to us is in collecting the information and working it up and
making the deductions, the scientific deductions from the reports as

to what the information should be. That is the large expense in-

volved.

Mr. TiNCHER. I do not understand yet. You get this information.
Kansas has this service, you say?
Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir; perhaps.
Mr. TinCHER. You have your observatories in Kansas, you have

places where they get the information, and then they forward you
the information, and you issue bulletins showing what the weather
is or going to be.

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You get that information at your
central office by wire?

Mr. Marvin. In most cases the information comes in by wire..

That is a part of the expense.

Mr. McLughlin of Michigan. Then it would not be worth much,
unless it did, would it ?

Mr. Marvin. No, sir.
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Mr. TiNqHER. You spoke of Amarillo. They have a chamber- of
commerce there. Of course, cattle being one of the principal indus-
tries, they notify the people of the weather forecasts. Do you know
how they get their weather forecast that they depend upon, the
chamber of commerce at Amarillo, how they get it there ?

Mr. Marvin. They get it from the Weather Bureau, I think.
Mr. TinCHER. No; I just want to suggest something to you. Do

you know, as a matter of fact, that the railroads, for economic rea-
sons, are very much interested in keeping the stations informed as
to weather conditions? I do not know what project you have for.

notifying the chamber of commerce at Amarillo, but I know that
they get the information they act upon through the Santa Fe Kail-
road stations. They depend upon them for their weather forecasts.

Mr. Marvin. The Santa Fe gets it from the Weather Bureau, and
they are distributing agencies in that sense in their own interest.

Mr. TiNCHER. Yes ; the railroads are doing that.

Mr. Marvin. They cooperate with us to the extent of passing along
the good work, and that is true of almost every activity. The rail-

roads are vitally interested in shippers' forecasts and cold-wave fore-

casts which affect the shipment of perishable products. The com-
mission merchants are interested in them. As soon as the informa-
tion is available at the Weather Bureau it is passed over to the rail-

road-operating officials, and they pass it down the line. The same
is true of commission merchants.
Mr. Tincher. You say the railroads depend upon the Weather

Bureau for their forecasts ?

Mr. Marvin. I do not know of any source of forecast information
that is authentic and based on bona fide data that does not originate

with the Weather Bureau in the last analysis. The Weather Bureau
is the only agency in the Government that is engaged in the practical

conduct of meteorological work. No other agency is making authen-

tic, reliable observations of -temperature conditions, and we do not

know of anybody who understands the art of forecasting as well as

the Weather Bureau.
Mr. Tincher. I do not Icnow. Suppose they receive a telegram

stating that a storm is coming from Washington?
Mr. Marvin. That comes from the Weather Bureau, probably.

Mr. Tincher. I do not know but what it comes from the locality of

the storm. Of, course, they have to have reliable information.

Mr. Marvin. The source of authentic forecasting is lodged in the

Weather Bureau. There may be agencies which offer forecasts, but

they are not what go over the country generally, as far as I under-

stand.

Mr. Tincher. Does your department communicate at all, we will

say for instance, with the chamber of commerce at Amarillo, Tex. ?

Mr. Marvin. Yes. The official at Amarillo is in immediate con-

tact with the chamber of commerce, and we supply many of these

chambers of commerce with maps such as you have over her in the

lobbies of the House and Senate. The chambers of commerce are

most clamorous for information. It is difficult to satisfy their re-

quests.

Mr. Jones. You have this net increase about $70,000, and you
estimate it will be necessary to meet about six different proposition!}.
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Have you in your own mind figured out how it is divided among
these six different items, (a), (&), (c), (d), (e), and (/), so we will

get some idea as to the way you are classifying it ?

Mr. Marvin. The amounts are not set out in detail.

Mr. Jones. About how much of this $70,000 additional would you
need under subdivision (a), for instance?
Mr. Marvin. Under subdivision (a), about $40,000.

Mr. Jones. And under subdivision (6) ?

Mr. Marvin. $9,500.
Mr. Jones. And (c) ?

Mr. Marvin. $9,000.
Mr. Jones. And (d) ?

Mr. Marvin. $7,000.
Mr. Jones. And (e) ?

Mr. Marvin. $4,000.

Mr. Jones. And (/) ?

Mr. Marvin. $900.

Mr. Jones. That makes $70,400, does it?

Mr. Marvin. $70,400.

Mr. Jones. In your tabulated statement—this is simply for in-

formation—you have again the same thing called up before as to

what was expended in 1919, and your estimate for 1921 still has that

lapse of 1920 between, but under the heading of observers and as-

sistant observers you have for your estimate for 1921, 38, and you
extended in 1919 to 312 persons, temporary and part time, of course.

The question I ask is whether you expect to get the same amount of

service with 38 permanent employees or observers and assistant ob-

servers as you did out of 312 in 1919?
Mr. Marvin. We expect to get more.
Mr. Jones. Why.
Mr. Marvin. I would like to give you, if you will permit me, Mr.

Chairman, a statement in regard to these increases that will apply
to that question there and to all of these items. This is the question

of service. Service is impossible without men. The man power of

the bureau is at the lowest possible ebb. During the war nearly 175

Weather Bureau men entered military service. Replacements were
made mostly by young boys, in several cases by women and girls in

a temporary status. The trained men remaining on duty carried the

major burden of the work, and in addition they had to train and
instruct the new men. A slight increase in the total number of em-
ployees occurred at this time, because it was absolutely necessary in

some cases to add two or three inexperienced and untrained men to

take the places of one or two who had gone on military furlough.
Nearly all the men have now returned to duty. Some of them have
not returned because they can get more money outside. The tem-
porary men, including the excess, have been let out, and our service
has been reduced to the prewar strength as regards the number of
men.

I would like to ask you gentlemen to recognize how rigidly Con-
gress limits my so-called lump sum for salaries. The language of
the appropriation reads, "including not to exceed $672,500 for
salaries."

Mr. McIvAiiGHLiN of Michigan. Where is that?
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Mr. Marvin. It is on the bottom of page 29 in the heavy brackets,
" including not to exceed $726,800 for salaries." My appropriation
for salaries this year is $672,500. This is already in effect a statutory
roll and has been ever since the appropriation of 1915, when this

form of appropriation was adopted. At that time the item carried
465 men. The amount of the roll has been slightly increased in the
meantime, and so has the number of men employed. We now carry
about 483 men. That is the actual roll made upon December 1. The
amount of the roll has been slightly increased in the past several

years.

Mr. Jones. Is that your pay roll or statutory roll ?

Mr. Marvin. That is the men on this miscellaneous roll, not the
statutory roll. We now carry 483 technical and scientific employees
on that roll at an average basic pay of about $1,375 per annum. Dur-
ing the past five years this average per annum pay has remained
nearly stationary. At least 200 of the officials which go to make up
the average per annum paj' are in charge of the 200 stations of the
bureau. These are representative men in their communities, and
are of coordinate importance and responsibility to postmasters and
city officials, and yet their average basic pay is $1,375. I think you
must see that this is a state of affairs that should not exist.

Moreover, this explanation is offered to refute the charge that ex-

travagant increases in pay and in granting of promotions are pos-

sible in lump sum appropriations and are prevented in statutory

rolls. No maladministration of salary appropriations is possible

with the lump sum appropriation of the Weather Bureau. You
have given me a form of appropriation there that absolutely forbids

any excess.

The Chairman. In what respect does it differ from the appro-
priations made for other bureaus?
Mr. Marvin. The maximum sum that can be expended for salaries

is fixed, which automatically limits the maximum number of em-
ployees. It is a " not to exceed " amount.
Mr. Jones. When that sum was fixed, was it not fixed with a

view to reaching the largest possible service, and was it intended

that the" maximum should be exercised even though the service was
not necessary ?

Mr. Marvin. That was true at the beginning, but under the stress

of the present times and the high costs of service, the slight un-

obligated surplus or working reserve normally essential ' for this

kind of a fund has beeai absorbed.

The Chairman. B.efore you get away from lump sum appropria-

tions, I understood you to say that it was not in the power of the

bureau to advance salaries. Is it not customary to transfer an em-
ployee from one roll to another, and' then back with an increased

salary ?

Mr. Marvin. That is absolutely forbidden by law. We can not

do that sort of thing.

The Chairman. I believe it was stated here last year that that was
being done.

Mr. Marvin. I can not recall any such statement. What I mean
to say is that it is forbidden by law to transfer a man from the

statutory roll to the lump-sum roll and increase his salary. If we
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.do SO there must be an entire change of responsibilities and duties.

You certainly can not ask me. to take a man who is an assistant in

charge of a station, and put him in charge of an important city

station, make him move himself and his family to that station and
not pay him any more salary. There is not any justice in that.

Mr. Hutchinson. You say you have 200 stations around in diflfer-

,ent parts of the country. Is there different pay for different sta-

tions ?

Mr. Marvin. The pay depends upon the responsibilities and the

^ability of the man.
Mr. Hutchinson. I was going to take up the Trenton, N. J., sta-

tion. We have a splendid service there, and an efficient man. Can
you tell me his salary ? Do you recall it ?

Mr. Calvert. $1,800, not including the bonus.

Mr. Hutchinson. Do you know how much help he has?

Mr. Marvin. He has two men, I think, and a messenger.
Mr. Hutchinson. That is the best salary you can give that man

for the service he does?
Mr. Marvin. That is the best salary we can give. You see, for

.483 men the average pay is $1,375, and if I need an extra man I

:have to demote 10 men $100 apiece to get a new man at $1,000, sim-

ply because the little reserve in this salary fund to which you have
'limited me is now fully obligated.

Mr. Hutchinson. Where is his title in this ?

Mr. Marvin. He is a meteorologist, he appears as a meteorologist.

Mr. Hutchinson. You have some at $2,880?
Mr. Marvin. Yes.
Mr. Hutchinson. Why is the man at Trenton only worth $1,620

when they get a good deal more ?

Mr. Marvin. The man at Trenton is one among 40 who receive

.$1,800.

Mr. EuBEY. And they get a bonus in additon to that ?

Mr. Marvin. Yes ; they get a bonus in addition to that.

Mr. RuBET. That is $2,040.

Mr. Marvin. Yes
; $2,040 for the Trenton man.

Mr. Jones. Are those salaries fixed according to the staHon, or

.according to the length of service?

Mr. Marvin. By the length of service and experience- of the man,
his ability, and the responsibility of the station duty. There are

75 stations that are practically on a par with Trenton, N. J., in

service. There are 40 men, I should say, that are practically on a

par with the official in charge of the Trenton station, and those men
receive $1,800 apiece.

Mr. Hutchinson. Do you do that by civil service, or what?
Mr. Marvin. They are all 'civil-service employees. I explained

a while ago that the status of the men in their different salary
grades is fixed by this efficiency classification. There is no service

of the Government, I do not care what branch it is, where greater
care and justice is done than in the Weather Bureau and the Depart-
ment of Agriculture in determining the amount of pay and oppor-
tunities for promotion of the men. The man at Trenton is in a
place where there are many others like it.
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Mr. Hutchinson. Where is this man located that gets $2,520?
"What office is that?
Mr. Marvin. The official in charge of Philadelphia gets $2,520, as

I recall, and the nian in charge of the New York station gets $2,520.
Mr. Hutchinson. Then you do consider the size of the city, do

you not?
Mr. Marvin. To a certain extent. I stated a while ago that the

size of the city to a certain extent determines the responsibilities of
the meiu
The Philadelphia station is what we call a section center, and he

takes care of all the observations in the State, and he has a number
of other interests to look after than the station at Trenton, N. J.j

which is also a section center for a smaller State.

Mr. Hutchinson. I do not see how you can keep them. We give
more money to men who shovel fertilizer than you do to those men
holding those positions. They have got responsible positions. I
notice that in 1919 you had 921 men, and this year you ask for 658,
and still ask for $56,873.18, the same as you expended in 1919. Where
does that go?
Mr. Marvin. The comparison^ as I said a while ago, in connection

with the central office work, that covers a large number. It covers

a turnover among 900 individuals employed.
The Chairman. Would it not be well to state the temporary em-

ployees in 1919 and the number now to be employed permanently,
so that we may get this correct ?

Mr. Marvin. You wish a comparison of the number of permanent
places we carried in 1919 with the number we expect to carry in

1921. This estimate for 1921 is the best estimate we can make for
the permanent number of employees.
The Chairman. We want the reason for the increased appropria-

tion for less men than you previously had.
Mr. Marvin. You can not make that comparison, for the reason

that this condition in 1919

The Chairman. It is for us to explain this matter to the members
of the House when the bill comes up on the floor. We should have
it clearly indicated in the record. By stating the number of tem-
porary employees that you intend to make permanent, I take it, will

explain it fully. We should have the exact number.
Mr. Calvert. I think I can make that point plain to you, Mr.

Haugen. As has been indicated before, it is rather difficult to draw
any clear comparison from these tables in the form we are required

to submit them. Even the men who make them up have difficulty in

doing so. But the 921 figure there means the number of individuals

that were employed on that roll during the fiscal year 1919. It does

not mean that at any one, time 921 men were on the rolls. As a mat-

ter of fact, the average number on the roll at any one time comes
nearer to being 500 than 921.

The Chairman. If you stated that in 1919 you employed 921 men,
and stated the number temporarily employed, and that now for 1921

you propose to employ 658 on the permanent roll, that would account

for the increased appropriation.

Mr. Calvert. Yes, sir ; that is a very fair statement.

164315—20 S
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The Chairman. You had better state the number here in concise

form so we will not have to run through the hearings to get the facts

in order to explain it to the membership of the House when the bill

comes up for consideration.
Mr. EuBEY. I have figured it up from this table, counting those

who were employed temporarily and those who were employed part
time, and out of this 921, 240 were employed either temporarily or
part time.

The Chairman. How many are to be employed permanently in

1921 ?

Mr. Marvin. I think we can straighten that out in a statement we
will submit.
The Chairman. I believe you should prepare such a statement, so

that we may have it.

Mr. Jones. Why was the decided increase from 1919 to what you
estimate for 1921, and for what you had in 1920, for meteorologists
at $1,620? In 1919 you had seven employed, with five temporarily
employed. You apparently had in 1920 73 permanently employed,
and now you ask for 75. Why was the jump from 7 to 73 from
1919 to 1920?
Mr. Marvin. That is the number we expect to carry in 1921.

Mr. Jones. I say why was the jump from 7 to 73 ?

Mr. Marvin. It was provided in the estimates to take care of the
men we had on the 1919 rolls at that time. Those men were in-

creased, the number in that particular grade. There were some re-

ductions in other lower grades.
' Mr. Jones. Then from 1919 to 1920 you jump on meteorologists

from 7 to 73.

Mr. Marvin. 73 ;
yes, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. I would like to ask you another question. I

notice here you have got $726,800 for salaries. Do I understand you
can not apportion that to a certain number of men, for instance, 500
men or 600 men, or fix the salary according to your own judgment?
Mr. Marvin. We can; yes, sirj that can be done, but we inust be

fair and just to all the men in doing so.

Mr. Hutchinson. Do you not think you can go to work and give a

little more salary to fewer men and get more service ?

Mr. Marvin. You ask about less men. I have just explained here

that the maximum amount of money I have to expend is $672,000. I

can not dispense with a single man. In fact, stations are begging for

more help.

Mr. Hutchinson. Why can you not?
Mr. Marvin. The man power of the stations is at the lowest pos-

sible ebb. We must have more men to extend this service. We are

taxed to the utmost to do what we are doing now. We have not had
any material increase in this appropriation since 1917.

The Chairman. Then, Professor, are you contending for an in-

creased appropriation over the estimates ? You say you can not get

along with less men.
Mr. Marvin. I am trying to explain that we would use this money

for more men ; we Avould increase the number of men we have.
The Chairman. Do you propose to employ more than 658 men?
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Mr. Marvin. No, sir ; that number is greater than at present, but
the number we estimate for 1921.

The Chairman. The 658 are enough to take care of the service?

Mr. Marvin. That is the idea. They are all to be made permanent
with the exception of short period or emergency employments that
v,'ill be required from time to time.

Mr. Jones. Nine altogether?
The Chairman. Why so many temporary employees in 1919 and

so few this year?
Mr. Marvin. That is simply because every man whom we could

employ that had not a civil-service status was called a temporary
man. He was taken on temporarily because the Civil Service Com-
mission could not furnish eligibles. We can not get them now. The
turnover during the war, due to military furloughs, resignations, etc.,

was very large. I have got some so-called temporaries now.
Mr. Hutchinson. Do you have to take the civil service men?
Mr. Marvin. Yes; these are all civil service men, if they are per-

manent men.
Mr. Hutchinson. Will you prepare a table indicating the number

of temporary men in each instance and the number that have been
made permanent?

Mr. Marvin. Mr. Calvert reminds me that there were nearly 175
men who went into the military service. Those places during the
war time were temporarily filled by this large number of men you
see there.

Mr. Hutchinson. I call your attention to this one item here of ob-
servers, assistant observers, vessel reporter, apprentices, and mes-
senger boys, $960 to $480. In 1919 you had 187 temporary and 8

part time. Now you suggest only 4 part time. That is a reduction
of 191.

Mr. Marvin. Mr, Chairman, I am sorry, indeed, that there is this

confusion from trying to make up from this particular table which
we were required to submit to comply with the law and which does
not show the real facts of the case. The total number of men in the
1919 appropriation is the number that were actually paid for out of
that fund at that time, the number of individuals. They were not
all on the rolls at the same time.

Mr. Jones. They may have had nine men working for a period of
one month.
Mr. Marvin. We had many cases where several men held the same

position in a short time.

Mr. Jones. I think the suggestion of the chairman is a good one,

that you should show how many men were employed on the perma-
nent roll and how many were employed for a temporary period.
Mr. Marvin. We can do that and will be glad to make the whole

matter clear.
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General expenses Weather Bureau.

IN WASHINGTON EXPENSES (ITEM 53).

Title. Bate.

July 1 to
Den. 1,

1919 fflsca]

year 1920).

Estimated,
1821.

Meteorologist
Bo...

Professor ofmeteorology
Meteorologist
Professor ofmeteorology

Do '.

Climatologist and chief of division.
Mete orologist

Do
Do

Observer
,

Do
Assistant observer
Clerk
SupervisiHg instrument maker
Litnographer

Total.,

Salaries perman^it employees..
Other expenditures
Turned back to Treasury

Total of appropriation..

$3,960.
3,500.
3.S00
3:250.

2,880.
2,520.

2,520.

2,160.
1,800.

1,620.
1,440.

1,260.
1,080.

1,200.
810.

1,600.

Number. Number.
3
1

1

.1
1

1

1

1

3
5
1

1

1
1

M

Number,
3
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

5
6
1

1

1

n

22 23

» 148,232. 17
49,524 73
6,746.55

>S5O,30O 00
» 58,950. 00

3 156,700. 00
'59,490.00

102,503.45 109,250.00 116,190.00

STATION SALARIES, OUT OP WASHINGTON—(ITEM 55).*

Volcapologist
Meteorologist

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Local forecaster
Meteorologist
Observer

Do
Meteorologist
Observer
Assistant observer..
Local forecaster
Assistant observer

.

Do
Do
Do
Do

Observer
Assistant observer. .

Do
Do

Clerk...: :...

Printer ,,

Repairman
Do

Vessel reporter - . . .

,

Medianic
Apprentice

Do
Do

13,960.

3,960.
3,240,

2,880.
2,520.

2,280.

2,160.

1,800.

1,620.

1,440.

1,440.

1,440.
1,260.

1,080.
1,080.

1,080
1,000.

1,000.
'SOO,

840.

720.

600.

600.

,540.
500.
450.

1,000.

1,440.

1,200.
960.

960.

1,000.
720.

600.

480.

NuTnber.
1

1
3
1
8
14
17
30
59
1

7
78
89
22
5

5?
22
2
82

Number.
1
1

14
17

'Si
63
1

7
81

113
22
5

61
22
1

41
»1
21
1

21
21
21
21

Number.

15
18
35
68
1

7
87

119
22

5
IQl
22
1

21
21
1

21
21
n

1

1

li
15

' 1 part time, military furlough.
2 Part time.
» Estimated.
< Tabulation shows the permanent commissioned force of the Weather Bureau. The amount expended

on emergency assistance is never paid to permanent commissioned employees, but is used for theemergency
employment of messenger boys, printers, assistant observers, etc., for periods of a few days and verysSdom
in excess of 30 days.
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General expenses Weather Bureau—Continued.

STATION SALARIES, OUT OF WASHINGTON—(ITEM 55)—Continued.

Title.
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The Chairman. Is it not quite general?
Mr. Marvin. No, sir; but we do not claim to be infallible, Mr.

Haugen. We make a verification average, according to the most
fair examination that we can make of the data, of something like

from 88 to 90 per cent.

The Chairman. What does the 88 per cent mean ?

Mr. Marvin. It means that when we forecast a cold wave or a

storm in a particular locality that storm will be found there at the

time indicated in the forecast 9 times in 10.

The Chairman. By locality do you mean a county, a State, or
several States?
Mr. Marvin. In the case of storms it may be a State, or in other

cases it may be a dozen States. A cold wave that we forecast, for

instance, will sweep over a dozen States or 20 States before it dis-

appears. Each forecast for a particular locality or State will be
verified about 88 per cent of the times.

The Chairman. If you should forecast a storm for St. Louis, and
that storm should be diverted to Galveston, would that be included
in the 88 per cent ?

Mr. Marvin. No, sir; that would be an absolute failure. We
would not pretend to count such a thing.

The Chairman. If it was diverted only 100 miles, would not that

be included in the 88 per cent?
Mr. Marvin. If it came within 100 miles, and if it was a general

storm, it would
;
yes, sir.

The Chairman. Fifty miles?
Mr. Marvin. It would be given a proportionate value in the veri-

fications. We take into account the percentage of the States that is

covered by the precipitation, if it is a precipitation forecast.

The Chairman. Of what value is the forecast of the storm to St.

Louis if the storm appears within 100 miles from St. Louis?
Mr. Marvin. It might not be of much value if St. Louis were not

affected by the storm; but if forecasts are verified 88 per cent of the
time the benefits that come in this 88 per cent more than offset the
failures in the remaining 12 per cent.

The Chairman. Is it not true that frequently you have forecasted

a storm for a certain day that has turned out 'to be clear, while other

days you have forecasted clear weather that have turned out to be

stormy? What is true as to Washington is true as to my section of

the country and I believe true as to every section of the country. I

would like to ascertain the ^accuracy of these forecasts and what
value they are. What are we getting for the money expended ?

Mr. Marvin. There is an enormous economic value to the Nation
from our service. While the value is enormous, we do not know the

amount of saving that our bureau effects in dollars.

The Chairman. That is rather indefinite.

Mr. Marvin. The benefit is not so much, Mr. Haugen, in the fore-

cast of a little rain that may not come to-day or to-morrow, but the
benefit is in the forecast of great storms on the Lakes, the seacoast,

and the Gulf of Mexico; the great cold waves that come from the

northwest and affect tremendous areas of the country, freezing

orchards and fruits. It is the service to these specific interests that

is most beneficial.
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It is of the greatest economic value to the people. I can not con-
vince you from my own statements that these services we are render-
ing are valuable. . You asked me, as I understood you, about the veri-

fication and what good this has been to the people. I was trying to
speak to that point.

Now, as for the need of the service, people who need it are asking
us for this extension which we have requested.

In the middle of September, about, we sighted a hurricane down
in the islands of the West Indies. That hurricane appeared there
as the most innocent looking thing. The observations that we had
upon which to base our deductions were very meager; but we were
inmiediately on the alert, every man in the Bureau and on the Gulf
coast was on the alert at the time of the appearance of this storm,
because hurricanes, as you know, are fearfully destructive storms.
Well, every 12 hours or oftener we had additional reports ; we called
for special observations between the regular ordinary observations
of 8 a. m. and 8 p. m. That hurricane was headed toward our
southern coast. It would move through the Florida Straits, accord-
ing to our calculations. It struck Key West with destructive force.

We sent warnings well in advance. We have testimonials from the
people of that city of the splendid work of warning that was given
of the approach of that storm. We could not prevent the storm,
but the people there took protective measures to avoid the effects

of the hurricane, which they could not have done without our warn-
ings. Shipping left the track of the hurricane or stayed in port.

As the hurricane went west of Key West warnings were sent to all

the stations along the west coast of the Gulf and all intermediate
points. For five days that hurricane was moving westward.
The fact of the matter is, Mr. Chairman, that our warnings were

so effective that from the time that hurricane left Key West we got
no reports from it. There were no vessels out in the Gulf to report
to us by wireless where the storm was located. We got no reports.

Why? The vessels had been told to remain in port, and they did
remain in port. They heeded our warnings, which indicated to

them the region of the Gulf in which the storm was located. The
consequence was that we had only the observations that could come
from the coast stations 100 or 200 miles from the storm center.

It was very difficult for our forecasters to determine exactly where
the center of the storm was.

We knew that it was somewhere south of New Orleans, some-
where south of the Louisiana coast. The study of the sea and the

pressure observations on the coast indicated that that storm was
near Louisiana, we could not tell just where. At one time, the

conditions led us to believe that that storm was moving closer to the
Louisiana coast. We made an announcement accordingly, and we
warned all the people to the west of that storm.

Warnings were flying at that time on all the west Gulf coast.

The observations that came in in the afternoon and that night
showed that the storm instead of moving toward the Louisiana
coast as we had surmised, and as we were justified in surmising,

from the information we had, was really continuing its westward
course toward the south coast of Texas, and by Sunday afternoon
the storm had reached Corpus Christi. You know something prob-
ably of the damage it did there.
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The storm was several days in crossing the Gulf, and finally went
inland south of Corpus Christi. I could not say how many millions

of dollars' worth of shipping were saved by the warnings we sent

out. Every man in the Weather Bureau in the South was on the

job. Many of them were in their offices all day and all night.

Those men are faithful men; they are worthy of the highest con-

sideration for their ability and fidelity.

The Chairman. I am interested in knowing with what accuracy
these forecasts are made.
Mr. Marvin. Those forecasts save millions and millions of dollars.

It may be there was some dissatisfaction. We can not quite satisfy

everybody. We are not professing infallibility, but we certainly

feel confident that we are rendering a mighty service to the Nation.

I doubt not but that if those interests that we are serving were asked,

they would testify at once to the great value of the service, not-

withstanding the lact that we make occasional failures.

Mr. Jones. You can not figure in dollars and cents the service

rendered, because you do not know what transportation has been
saved on vessels in obedience to your warnings.
Mr. Marvin. Shipping generally heeds the warnings of the

Weather Bureau.
Mr. Jones. And the testimonials which we have from the shipping

facilities and from the Great Lakes shippers, and those people who
are directly interested, what do they say about it?

Mr. Marvin. I am prevented, gentlemen, from asking any of these

people to say anything to you. if I were to ask the Lake Carriers'

Association, or the chambers of commerce in the cities where we
install these weather maps, or any of these people in the,West that

are interested in forest-fire protection, if I were to ask them to

say anything to you about our work, I am afraid you would consider

that I was influencing legislation. There was a law passed at the

last session of Congress that would put me in jail if I did any such
thing as that. But I do wish you would do it yourselves.

I can not bring in the testimony of these people as to the value of

this service, but I certainly would like to have you ask the people
whom we are serving in these ways as to the value of this service.

Ask some of the cattlemen in Oklahoma City and in Texas as to

whether our cattle-region service is of any value to them.
The Chairman. I have talked with a number of cattlemen and

have looked into this matter considerably. I did not bring up the

subject to criticize the work done by the bureau, because I know of

the efficiency in the bureau, but the question is are these appropria-
tions justified? Is the service of sufficient value to the cattlemen?
That is the reason for my raising the question with what degree of
accuracy you forecast these storms?
Mr. Marvin. My answer is 88 per cent. For instance, in th|s

forest-fire warning service that we are asking for we will undefta^
to tell the people, and especially the forest rangers, that the dry
conditions and the prospect of winds are very favorable for the
inception and spread of forest fires or of the coming of rains that

will check forest fires. Now, the percentage of verification there is

high enough to make that a very profitable piece of information to

these interests. They want that information. They want us to give

it to them, and we are trying to get the means to do so.
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The Chairman. The committee will now recess. We will hear
Mr. Marvin further this afternoon.

(Thereupon, at 1.15 o'clock p. m., a recess was taken until 2.30
o'clock p. m.)

AFTER RECESS.

The committee reassembled at 2.30 o'clock p. m., pursuant to recess.

Weather Bureait— (Continued.)

STATEMENT OF MR. CHARLES F. MARVIN, CHIEF OF THE
WEATHER BUREAU—Continued.

The Chairman. The committee will come to order. Are you ready
to proceed, Mr. Marvin?
Mr. Marvin. Mr. Chairman, when we took a recess I think we were

practically through with item No. 55.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Before you leave that, Mr. Marvin,
I would like to call your attention to that item, or that subdivision,
in which you ask an increase for some work that you are going to
take over, that the Bureau of Plant Industry has been doing in the
arid regions. You ask for an increase in one of the other items to
take care of it.

Mr. Marvin. Mr. McLaughlin, that work that the Bureau of
Plant Industry formerly performed, and which we are taking over,

we will estimate will cost us $2,540. I have explained that in the
fund for expenses in Washington we want $1,440 for the central

office participation in and supervision of that work. Here is $900
additional for the work in the field. Finally, there is an increase of
$200 for traveling expenses in item 56. That makes up the $2,540,
which we consider necessary for the conduct of that work. Now,
this $900 in. the field is for the purchase or renewal of instrument's

for the maintenance of that work in the field.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigail. I supposed the reports would
reach your department the same as they used to reach the Bureau
of Plant Industry. In fact, I think you said that those returns
would be made to the Bureau of Plant Industry just the same; that
they would be made to you also, and that you would tabulate them.
They don't have to be sent twice, do they ? The expense of sending
them don't have to be added here, does it ?

Mr. Marvin. The Weather Bureau, under the proposed arrange-
ment, must prepare and supply the forms and the record sheets on
which those reports are made and replace instruments that are worn
out and have become no longer useful.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In the first item there is mainte-
nance expense. We have provided for that.

Mr. Marvin. Which item do you mean?
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The first item we spoke of this

morning, where you ask $1,440. There is maintenance expense in

that and there is maintenance expense here.

Mr. Marvin. That is true, the (a) item for the restoration of
suspended work. Extension and growth of the work is really a very
different class of work from this of these plant industry stations.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I am speaking about the subdivi-

sion / under 55 and carrying with it the note under 53.
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Mr. Maevin. I will refer to my note on 53.

Mr. McLaughijn of Michigan. In regard to this work that you
are going to take over from the Bureau of Plant Industry, or the
work you are going to do in connection with the Bureau of Plant
Industry, how many items of increase of expenses do you have in'

connection with that?
Mr. Marvin. The whole work requires $2,540. We have work in

Washington and work out of Washington ; also a small item of $200
for travel. We have divided the amounts of this $2,540 into $1,440
in Washington, $900 out of Washington, and $200 for field travel.

Mr. McLAtTGHLiN of Michigan. Why do you need any work out-

side of Washington? I gather from what you said before that the
work in the field is to be done just as it was before, but that the data
was to be sent to your office for tabulation.

Mr. Marvin. That is true, as far as the work of the observer is

concerned, but you must recognize there are expenses for paper,

forms, records, and all that, together with instrumental equipment
at the stations.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The instrumental equipment is

there, and they are using the same men that you are going to use
under the new arrangement? '

Mr. Marvin. The instruments will not last forever. There is a

certain depreciation which must be maintained.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You mean that you are going to

take over the supply and maintenance of those stations, where here-

tofore they were supplied and maintained by the Bureau of Plant
Industry ?

Mr. Marvin. Exactly. We take over everything; yes, sir. We
take over the supply and maintenance of those stations. Hereafter
the Bureau of Plant Industry will have nothing whatever to do with
them, but their man will make the observations and fill in the forms
and send us the reports.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I didn't get that idea from what
you said this morning. I thought everything in the field was to be
done just exactly as it has been done, and that the data was to be

.

sent to your hands, to be looked over by your people and tabulated
and published.
Mr. Marvin. If that is the impression you got from my previous

remarks, Mr. McLaughlin, I would like to correct that by saying
that this does contemplate the future maintenance cost in the way of
new equipment and to the supply of forms and records on which
the observations will be entered and all new equipment as required,
all of which will be paid for from our funds hereafter.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Has the amount that has hereto-
fore been allowed provided for that kind of work under the Bureau
of Plant Industry been reduced so as to take into account the amount
that has been spent by you for that work ?

Mr. Marvin. I think Mr. Harrison said this morning that there
was no reduction for this, and I believe he also said that Dr. Taylor
might make a statement in regard to that transfer when he comes
before you.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The amount of money involved is

small, but it looks to me like a duplication, and you know some of
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these small matters attract more attention on the floor and cause the
chairman more trouble than large amounts.
Mr. Mabvin. That is quite possible. I can assure you thatjthere

is no attempt to duplicate or to do any unnecessary work in this
connection. The amount is small, as you say, because the work that
we expect to do is relatively small, but we think that amount is

necessary. We can not do that additional work without some cost
to us. Now, elsewhere in the hearings I have tried to impress upon
the members of the committee that we are at the last limit as to
what more work we can do with the men we have. We are just up
to the breaking point now.
The disposition of the bureau is to render every service possible

to anybody that wants the service whenever we can give it to them,
and we have taken on work here and there, a little bit at a time,
which it would be ridiculous to come to j'ou for an appropriation for,

but we can not do that any more. We have come to the place where
vpe can't take on any more work, no matter how trifling or insignifi-

cant it seems. We have got to have a little working balance of
money to do any new work with, and my whole increases here are
simply to rehabilitate this service in the field and put us in a position
to meet the demands as they present themselves to us to-day. During
the war we have conscientiously refrained from presenting increases

in our estimates here, because the money was needed for other pur-
poses. We have refrained from asking for any increases, and our
appropriations have remained nearly stationary. T can not refrain
from asking further increases now, because I think the country is

entitled to the service, and I think it is proper and just. I am trying
to give you exactly the needs as they come to us.

Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. The chairman of the committee
directs most of these matters. We are only humble members of the

committee, but I have in mind that it is the duty of this committee
to cut these things to the bone, in view of the fact that with all

the revenues that are available we are going to have a deficit of over
$3,000,000,000 next year.

Mr. Marvin. Yes; I know. My duty as an administrative officer,

I think, is to cut the thing to the bone, and I believe we have cut
them down to the utmost. Now, we have come to the position where
we have got to cut off more service. Our men are unable to do more
service in the field with the number of men we have. You can readily

see that there is certainly a limit to the amount you can do with a
given amount of money and a given number of men. The purchas-
ing power of money has not increased ; it will not pay for as much
work and service now as it did a few years ago.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There is no doubt about that. In-

creases of salaries must be provided for; men must have more
money. I don't know of anybody who wishes to see men work for

less than they are worth.
Mr. Marvin. These are not for increases ; these are for additional

men ; of course if we fill these new places with men now in the serv-

ice they will be given the salaries intended for the new places and
appropriate to the duties and responsibilities required.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. When it comes to additional men,
to extensions of service, there may be a question whether this it the
time to extend the work.
Mr. Marvin. Of course, I will have to leave that to the judgment

of the gentlemen of the committee.
Mr. Anderson. Perhaps you have referred to it already, Mr. Mar-

vin, but I notice in the note here on page 30 you have a reference to

the inauguration of a daily corn and wheat service. What does that
contemplate ?

Mr. Marvin. Just what item is that?
Mr. Anderson. On page 30, near the bottom of the note under

" e," you have this statement

:

For the extension of the cattle region weather service to Montana, where
the live stock in 1918 was valued at approximately $1,500,000, and to inaugurate
a daily corn and wheat service in sections of the country where large quantities
of these cereals are grown, but which the bureau has been unable to cover
because of lack of funds.

Mr. Marvin. That is in conjunction with the cattle region work
that we were speaking of this morning, and that has reference to the
reporting of weather condtions, both for the cattle region work and
for the corn and wheat regions, where those products were not
previously grown to any considerable extent.

Mr. Anderson. What does that service contemplate which is not
contemplated by the ordinary weather service bulletins?

Mr. Marvin. The service consists in securing reports from outlying

stations by telegraph, and concerning weather conditions that show
the effect of the weather on the growth of these important crops.

These reports are tabulated in little bulletins like this. [Indicating*]

I haven't a corn and wheat report with me now, but it is very like

one of these, it gives the weather conditions in the regions in which
these crops are grown—corn and wheat. We already have that serv-

ice in operation covering all the great grain-growing States, except

that now we have to extend it somewhat to cover uiose regions in

which extensions of agriculture of that kind have occurred in the

past few years. I said a moment ago that we can not expand any
more with the funds that we now have.
Mr. Anderson. I take it from your statement then that this is not

forecasting service at all?

Mr. Marvin. No, sir; it is not exactly forecasting service; it is

a statement of the conditions in those growing districts, in those

agricultural districts.

Mr. PuENELL. How are those reports distributed?

Mr. Marvin. These reports are distributed very much as I ex-

plained this morning, from the outlying stations to the chambers of
commerce, the grain exchanges and to individuals that are interested"

in those products and commerce therein.

Mr. Anderson. Do they get them on application?

Mr. Marvin. There are certain people that apply to receive those
reports every day, and they are on the mailing list. They are also

posted in the exchange. The distribution is made to those regions
that can be reached immediately during the day, say. There is no
telegraphic dissemination of the information in those bulletins, but
it is a telegraphic service for collecting the information.
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Mr. Anderson. Are these bulletins used at all by the Bureau of
Crop Estimates in determining the conditions of the crop at a,given
time?
Mr. Maevin. The Bureau of Crop Estimates makes considerable

use of.the information in regard to weather conditions that we issue

in" this way, but I can not say that it is a determining factor in their

estimates of production.

Mr. Andeeson. Then, the principal value of these reports is to the
speculator on the stock market?
Mr. Maevin. I have no doubt that the speculator is benefited, but

that is true of all "the crop information that is issued, whatever the
source. This can not be avoided. All persons interested in crops, in-

cluding growers, millers, bona fide dealers (and these constitute the
larger number) find the information invaluable and demand it. It

is a statement showing the atmospheric weather conditions over the
country from week to week. It is the authentic statement of the con-

ditions as affecting agricultural products. It standardizes and sta-

bilizes the information. It furnishes it from an authentic source, and
if that were elimited from the Government work, I don't know how
the interests affected would get along without it.

Mr. PuENELL. What would that elimination mean ?

Mr. Maevin. That is a hypothetical question, but I think it would
mean fictitious reports sooner or later.

Mr. Hutchinson. Professor, do I understand that this is a depart-

ment of the Weather Bureau that is reporting the conidtions of wheat
and corn?
Mr. Maevin. Not the conditions of the crop; no, sir; simply the

weather conditions in the wheat and corn and grain-growing States

;

crops, rice, sugar cane. They take the conditions of the weather on a

given day and summarize it week by week in these grain-growing
and agricultural States. It is a service that has been in operation

for many, many years, and is comprehended in the organic act of the

bureau. We would not administer the bureau without doing that,

under the terms of the organic act.

Mr. Hutchinson. We have some department now in the Depart-
ment of Agriculture that does get these estimates and reports con-

ditions of the grain.

Mr. Marvin. That is the quantity of production; this is the

weather conditions over the agricultural districts as it affects the

growing crops.

Mr. Hutchinson. Do they use that? Do they use your informa-

tion?
Mr. Maevin. They make use of it afterwards to a certain extent in

arriving at an estimate of production, but we give this information

on the day of the observation or at the end of a week, as the case

may be.

Mr. Hutchinson. Supposing it does not rain; it is real dry about

all the time ; do you report dry weather ?

Mr. Maevin. We report all weather conditions, but not the crop

estimates. They may refer to our reports of dry weather, but we
make the report of the weather conditions, and the Bureau of Crop
Estimates untilize^; that information. They consult our chart of

weather conditions when they make up their quantitive estimates of
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production. But I would like to emphasize the difference in the two
kinds of work; we are dealing with the weather and its influence on
crbps, and they are dealing with -the crop production.
Mr. Hutchinson. It looks to me to be a duplication. They have

men all over the country—I don't linow whether it is under the farm
agents or what it is—^that reports the condition of grain.

Mr. Marvin. I think they do not report the weather.
Mr. Hu-PCHiNsoN. Does that have any effect on the crops ? I mean

your reports ?

Mr. Marvin. No, sir; the reports do not affect the crops, but we
state what the weather conditions are in the crop-growing districts.

The Chairman. If you will quote from the report that will give
the conditions of the crops.

Mr. Marvin. The past week was generally favorable for crop
growth and farm work, the last three days being particularly pleas-

ant for field operations. The rains are 'becoming lighter and less

general. Showers in excess of one-half inch were confined to the
southwest quarter of the State, although there were a few showers
north of the Missouri River from Clay to Carroll, thence north to

Livingston County. They were heavy enough to locally interfere

with work in the counties of Livingston, Clay, Pettis, and Dent.
Wheat, rye, and oats harvest has become general; in the southern
counties thrashing wheat has begun. Farmers are having some dif-

ficulty cutting the river bottoms because of soft ground, and a small
amount will be lost. The wheat crop as a whole is rated as being
good to excellent.

This is a portion of a repprt of Columbia, Mo., issued Tuesday,
July 1, 1919.

The Chairman. To whom do you send out those printed reports? ^

Mr. Marvin. This is disseminated from Columbia, Mo., to every-

body that this report can reach within this 24-hour period. .

The Chairman. Do you publish similar reports each day to send
to all subscribers?
Mr. Marvin. I don't know what the issue of this is. There are a

few hundred copies sent from Columbia, Mo. Now there is a similar

report of that kind from other States. Here is a report from Boise,

Idaho. These are simply sample reports of the kind that are issued

at stations, and they differ from each other.

Mr. PuRNEij.. I would like to know how a report of that kind
could possibly benefit a cofti raiser out in Indiana or Iowa, for in-

stance.

Mr. Marvin. That is only a sample of the reports that the bureau
issues for the crop-growing districts. The fact of the matter is that

this is only part of the service designed for the farmer. We give

him also a weather forecast for the day in order that he may plan
his farming operations. It is difficult to impress upon you the great
variety of service that is given by the bureau in the different in-

terests and in the different sections of the country. It is an extremely
varied species of service, the distribution of the forecast, the dis-

tribution of these com and wheat region reports, the distribution of

the cotton region reports, of sugar cane, cattle region reports, and
forecasts of frost, to orchardists, stages of rivers, minimum tempera-
tures for shippers, etc. Each of these constitute a species of service

in particular sections, according to what they are interested in. We
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apply the atmospheric conditions for the benefit of the community
in which we disseminate- the information, and we malce it useful to
* ^ ^^* conduct of their commercial and industrial operations.

Ihe Chairman. What amount do you estimate for this service?
Mr. Anderson. There is an increase there for that service of $4,000.

.1
-^ he Chairman. How many items are carried for equipments in

the bill?

Mr. Marvin. This one item

, -iT^®
Chairman (interposing). Is this the only item carried in the

bill for equipment for your bureau ?

Why don't you put all of the equipments under one head for the
whole bureau?
Mr. Marvin. This form is the same as in every estimate we have

submitted before.
The Chairman. It is now divided up into smaller units.
Mr. Marvin. That is true. Now we have a few new items, and

we set out these increases based on the purpose of the work rather
than material required to do the work because it seemed to us easier
for the committee and for Congress itself to see just what we
wanted to do. For instance, later on we come to an item
The Chairman (interposing). I know; but wouldn't it be better

to have it under one item ?

Mr. Marvin. It would simplify our administration of the matter
if the committee prefers to have us do that. We can consolidate this
all into that one item.
The Chairman. Why not put all the equipment for the bureau

under one item ?

Mr. Marvin. Just what should we include in equipment, for ex-
ample, in order that I may understand just what your idea is ? You
understand that when a form of bill is once agreed upon we adhere
very closely to that form. Now, this form has been running for
several years.

The Chairman. But, after all, it makes more bookkeeping and
overhead expense. Whenever you divide it into divisions and bu-
reaus there is, of course, an overhead charge.
Mr. Marvin. I don't think so. I think the consolidation of this

into one large appropriation would make it more difficult to set forth
the purposes of the expenditure. We have segregated these items
at the present time in order that they may be considered independ-
ently of each other on their respective merits.

The Chairman. That is proper, applied to certain projects; but
when it comes to equipment for the bureau I take it that all might
better be under one head.
Mr. Marvin. You refer now to equipment—instruments ?

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Marvin. And chairs and office furniture?

The Chairman. Yes; everything in the way of office equip-
ment.
Mr. Martin. If the committee wants us to make the appropriation

bill on that basis, we would be very glad to make it up in that way

;

"but, as I said a moment ago, we have submitted the estimates here
in one form, according to the previous practice, and if you wish us
to jchange this form we will be glad to do so.
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The Chairman. I think it is proper to segregate the projects;

but, for instance, under the heading of .

" Equipment," a number
of these things might just as well come under one head and thus
simplify the bookkeeping and materially reduce the expense.

Mr. Marvin. I don't understand how there could be any artifice

of classification or allocation of expenditures which would lessen the
cost of doing the work. We now have this appropriation about
which I am speaking, of $1,373,430.

The Chairman. What is the next item?
Mr. Marvin. The next item is on page 56, " For official traveling

expenses."
The Chairman. You are asking for $28,200.

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir; $28,200.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. This is extra expense for meteoro-
logical observations for the Bureau of Plant Industry ?

Mr. Marvin. There is $200 added there for traveling expenses in-

cident to that work.
The Chairman. That work is growing?
Mr. Mara^n. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. The next item is No. 67.

Mr. Marvin. Item No. 57, " For the establishment and maintenance
of additional aerological stations, for observing, measuring, and in-

vestigating atmospheric phenomena, and the issuing of weather
forecasts, advices, and warnings in the aid of military, naval, and
civil aeronautics, and in the development of navigation of the air."

That is for the meteorological work in aid of aviation. I don't

think I need to enlarge on the development of aviation within the
past two years. We have made certain changes in the language
there simply to make the language more specific and include the
work that heretofore has been done under the appropriation. The
original appropria,tion for this particular purpose came during the
war and was made on the Army appropriation bill. The next year
the appropriation was transferred intact to the Agricultural bill.

It was first made on the Army bill, because the Agricultural bill had
already been passed by Congress and the Army bill was pending and
the money was needed immediately in connection with the ihilitary

operations. As I stated this morning, nearly 175 of our men went
into military duty. Many of those men went into that part of the
military duty that had reference to meteorology, and our work
in military operations was confined almost exclusively to upper air

meteorology. We now want to bring that work up to the growing
demands of military operations and civil operations in the develop-
ment of aeronautics. There is an estimated increase there of $200,000.

Mr. McLatjqhlin of Michigan. The second paragraph of the note
on page 32 says

:

Through cooperation with the Signal Corps, the Weather Bureau has inaugu-
rated a limited forecast and warning service regarding upper air conditions
at about 20 Army stations, together with five additional stations operated by the
bureau.

Now, will you tell us what you do at one of those Army stations?
Mr. Marvin. The Army stations are maintained by the Chief Sig-

nal Officer at the military post. At the present time those stations
make observations with what we call "pilot balloons." Now, a
pilot balloon consists of a little rubber balloon something like the
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children have, only a little bit larger. It is filled with hydtogeii and
is tied up tight and released. One or two men with an instrument
which we call a theodolite watch the flight of that balloon just as
far as they can see it. It ascends through the air at a knowjvrate.
We know pretty accurately how rapidly it ascends. We obg^^ its

position with this theodolite once a minute. The position is written
down and a graph is made showing the track of that balloon
through the air, both in its horizontal wanderings with the air

currents and also in the vertical ascent. We chart those observa-
tions and they tell us the direction of the motion of the wind in the
levels that the balloon occupies successively, and when we get done
-we can tell you that at 1,000 feet the wind is moving 3 miles an
hour or 10 miles an hour in a certain direction; that 5,000 feet up
it is moving at a very different velocity and in a different direction.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How many of those observations do
you make in a day ?

Mr. Marvin. Generally two ; sometimes more at each station. We
make an observation in the forenoon and another observation in the
afternoon.
Now, at the present time—when these estimfites were written the

number was a little less—we have 11 stations making those observa-
tions. The Signal Corps had 20 at that time, but they now' have 12.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are those entirely reliable?

Doesn't the direction and velocity of the wind and the different

currents way up in the air change very rapidly sometimes ?

Mr. Marvin. Not so rapidly as they do at the surface, Mr. Mc-
liaughlin,

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Not so rapidly, but do they not

•change quite rapidly?
Mr. Marvin. They do change but are more stable than they are at

the surface. Now we have made observations of the surface winds
twice a day, morning and evening, and that is our telegraphic report.

We make these balloon observations twice a day. In the intensive

military observations in France, they made observations six times a

day with these balloons.

Mr. Jones. Why did they do it ?

Mr. Marvin. To take account of very local conditibns, of local

changes, possibly ; and to make sure that they are on the right track.

Mr. Jones. Then they thought it was subject to change every hour
or two, didn't they ?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir; they did. They wanted to make sure that

there weren't any changes there. It is not necessary that the changes
<do occur, but if they did occur, they wanted to know it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Can you tell us how they governed
their ascents and the operation of the balloons in line with your
suggestions, or in line with your findings ?

Mr. Marvin. The aircraft going into the air learn the direction

and velocity of the wind by these reports. The artillery wants to

know what that direction a,nd velocity is, even more minutely, because

they want to know what kind of resistance is operating against their

big projectiles; and these more frequent observations are more for

artillery purposes than they are for aviation purposes. However,
the aviation man wants all the information he can get.

164315—20 ^9
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is the work you do there so par-

ticular and so technical, requiring such highly trained men that it

must be done by men in your bureau ? Couldn't it be done by other
men employed around that station and engaged in that general work
of aviation?

Mr. Marvin. Some of the aviation men might be able to do it.

They could be trained. When the chief signal officer of the Army
had the task of forming a personnel to do this work, he called upon
the Weather Bureau to assist him. We spread about 150 men from
the Signal Corps throughout our stations and gave them intensive

training for a couple of weeks. That happened at the very early

stages of the war. 150 men were not sufficient. They wanted to train

more men and they established a military school at College Station,
Tex. We gave them a high grade meteorologist and assistant and
they employed another one, and these men went down and for several

months they taught a school of over 300 recruits at College Station
in Texas. Gave instructions in these matters that I am speaking of,

pilot balloon observations, clouds and meteorological observations oi

all kinds. The flight of balloons is one of the most difficult kind of
observational work in meteorology we have. It is much more techni-

cal than reading a thermometer. It takes a very capable man or a
pair of men to start up these balloons and get the observations with
sufficient accuracy to give us reliable results. The work, is difficult.

In addition to tjiese pilot balloon stations, my estimates here con-
template work with kites. We now have six stations at which kites are

flown once a day or oftener, and sometimes continuously throughout
124 hours—36 hours when the conditions permit of it—and wit^i the
kites we are able to get observations of temperature, pressure and the

humidity in the free air. We get the velocity of the wind in the
free air also by means of a little instrument that is attached to the

kites.

Mr. PuENELL. At what altitude—^what is the highest altitude at

which you can take these observations?
Mr. Marvin. With kites?

Mr. Ptjrntill. Yes; or with these balloons, either one?
Mr. Marvin. Some of these pilot balloons have attained altitudes

as high as 10 miles, I think, or more.
Mr. PuRNELL. I mean these balloons that you release. How high

do they go?
Mr. Marvin. Ten miles in extreme cases.

Mr. PuRNELL. You can observe them 10 miles away ?

Mr. Marvin. That has been done. In the ordinary average case

the altitude attained is lower than that, say, 4 or 5 miles, and lower,

according to the visibility of the sky.

Mr. PtTRNELL. How high can you fly a kite?

Mr. Marvin. We have gotten over 4 miles with kites. That repre-

sents the limit. Now, thepilot balloon work gives us motions or air

up to, say, 50,000 feet. We can go higher in exceptional cases.

Kites will go up to 10,000 or 12,000 feet under ordinary working
conditions. We frequently get that.

We want to use—and I provide in the language here for still a
different means of exploring the free air by what we call the '" sound-
ing balloon." The sounding balloon is larger than the pilot balloon,
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or we take two big pilot balloons and hitch them together and attach
an instrument to the system. The difference between the pilot bal-

loon and the sounding balloon is that the sounding balloon carries

an instrument. That instrument makes a record wnerever that bal-

loon goes, and it keeps on going until the balloon bursts. There is a
little parachute attached to it that permits the instrument to return
gently to the earth, and we recover the instrument and get the record.

The sounding balloon goes to very great height in the atmosphere
under favorable conditions, over 20 miles in extreme cases. Our
mechanicians in the Weather Bureau during the past year de-

veloped instruments to be used on sounding balloons which are ex-

tremely light; therefore, the balloon that is able to carry them is

much smaller. We made observations with these sounding balloons

before the war to a limited extent, but the rubber ba,lloons that we
needed for that purpose were all obtainable only in Europe.
Mr. PuRNELL. Do peace-time conditions justify the expense and

pains that it takes to carry out this work?
Mr. Marvin. I can not too strongly emphasize how valuable the

information which the Weather Bureau collected during peace times
from its one aerological station before the war proved to be at the

time of the war. It was almost the only information of the kind we
had of the conditions in the free air within the United States.

Mr. PuENELL. I can see how that might be very, valuable during
the war, but I am asking you whether or not in your opinion this

expense is justified during peace times?.

Mr. Marvin. I think as a peace-time proposition it is abundantly
justified.

Mr. PuRNELL. Is the principal object of it the conservation of

human life?

Mr. Marvin. The application of the knowledge obtainable only

that way to the conservation of human life is one of its vital features.

Mr. PuRNELL. Is that the principal feature of it ?

Mr. Marvin. That is, and the advancement of science. We have
learned more about the science of meteorology probably since these

methods were developed for investigating the upper air—the free

air—^than we ever knew before, because it has been within only the

past 20 or 30 years that means were generally available to get into

the upper air with instruments. Of course, there were a few cases

where manned balloons went up, but these sounding baloons and pilot

balloons that we sent up can be employed in considerable numbers^

and nobody is killed or hurt. The balloon goes up with an instru-

ment. Once in a while we lose the instruments but not often.

Mr. Jones! As a general rule, about how far away from where
they started does that instrument drop?
Mr. Marvin. The distances vary; sometimes it is 200 or 300

miles, sometimes it is less. And a peculiar feature about it is the

high percentages of returns that we get.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is the percentage?

Mr. Marvin. I am hardly prepared to say in figulres. Eighty-five

per cent, I should say. We expect at least 90 per cent of recoveries

over the United States.

Mr. Jones. What is the value of the instrument?
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Mr. Marvin. The instrument costs us about $100 at the present
time, I think. We used to get them for about half that amount, but
the instrument at the present time costs a great deal more than it

used to.

Mr. PuRNELL. How long before that information is available, if

the balloon goes up several miles?
Mr. Marvin. That information is not information that we can use

telegraphically. It comes in a day late or several days late, but it

serves to coordinate the surface observations of the conditions when
that observation was made with the conditions in the free air.

Mr. PuRNELL. I would like to know what particular value that
information would be after it is recovered four or five days after

the experiment is made?
Mr. Marvin. It tells the metereologist what the conditions in the

air were when he had certain conditions on the surface of the earth.

Suppose we knew nothing about the atmosphere at all, excej)t what
we could observe at the surface. We are unable to determine the

great motions of the atmosphere and the phei^omena going on in it

without the ability to explore the free air. Now, even if it takes

us several days to make an investigation of that kind it has a bear-

ing on the information which is before us to-day in regard to surface
conditions, because it enables us to understand and interpret thosS

surface conditions more fully and intelligently.

Mr. Jones. You and I and the rest of us here—suppose we are out
in the field to-day; we know it is a drizzly, foggy morning; you
send up your observation balloon and two or three days it comes
back and convinces us that it is foggy that morning. What benefit

is that?
Mr. Marvin. We want to know why it is foggy. If we understand

why it is foggy, we know a good deal more alaout it than we would
to know simply that it was foggy. Now, it may be that these instrui-

ments will show that in a certain condition of the air the temi)erature
v/as very abnormally distributed and that that foggy condition was
the result of that abnormal distribution of temperature, and that

that abnormal distribution of temperature was due to the overflow

of winds from some particular condition of the atmosphere which
we could see on the surface. It might have been the overflow from
an area of low pressure or something of that sort; and it is the

knowledge of the complete system of circulation in the atmosphere
that we are trying to get at by means of these observations.

Mr. Jones. We can understand that phase of the knowledge part

of it ; what we are trying to get at is the benefit to be derived from it.

Mr. Marvin. The knowledge of the laws of the circulation of the

atmosphere is the thing that enables the forecaster to make his pre-

dictions. If he is ignorant of the fundamental principles governing
the motions of the atmosphere, he is at a loss to make an intelligent

forecast.

Mr. Pdrnell. Isn't the science developed far enough now so that
you are able to determine those things without this ?

Mr. Marvin. Mr. Purnell, we feel that we have done a good deal,

but we feel we have not reached the limit. The science of metereology
is a most difficult and complex science, because the phenomena of the
atmosphere occur on such a gigantic scale. I can not take here in
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the laboratory a piece of the atmosphere and make any approach to
studies of the circulation of the air, of the systems that we have to
deal with in making the forecast. Those systems of circulation cover
thousands of miles in diameter, and we don't know what the condi-
tions are in the vertical altogether. We are trying to find out by
these means what the conditions are in the vertical. "We have hun-
dreds of pictures on the weather map as to what they are at the
surface, but we are coordinating those surface conditions with the
free air conditions at the same time. It is an important contribution
to the science of metereolo^, and it also enables us to aid those
engaged in_ aviation by telling them the kind of flying conditions
they are going to encounter when they go up into the air in the dif-
ferent strata.

Mr. Ettbet. We have a mail route from here to New York and one
from New York to Cleveland and one from Cleveland to Chicago-
Are those aviators getting information from your department from
day to day ?

Mr. Marvin. I don't think they make a flight without knowing
what our forecast is. We give it to them every day.
Mr. EuBET. For instance, they leave here at 10 o'clock in the morn-

ing; before they leave do they get from your department the weather
conditions and atmospheric conditions between here, say, and Phila-
delphia and New York?
Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir; We give them the flying conditions, the

visibility, and the currents of air that they are likelv to encounter.
The inauguration of this work, gentlemen, was taken up in Novem-

ber of 1918 with Gen. Kenley, then director of military aeronautics,
and forecasts began to be furnished the military service and for the
flying operations every day in the regions where they were flying at
that time. Under the present administration of the Air Service of
the Government under Gen. Menoher, the present Director of Mili-

tary Aeronautics, we have extended that system quite a bit. We have
divided the United States into 13 zones. Mr. Chairman, I would
like to have you examine these charts [submitting charts]. These
are the zones in. which we are making observations and furnishing
forecasts.

The Chairman. Will you kindly go into details as to this chart

and the different zones, in order that it may appear in the record ?

Mr. Marvin. Here is one more sheet that I will ask you to examine,
and which shows on a small map of the United States the location

of the present stations of the several kinds, also of those we desire to

establish and maintain with the increased funds requested. The
other map shows that as a mere matter of convenience we have di-

vided the United States into 13 zones, so that we may say to the Air
Service, for example, " For zone 2, good flying weather to-day

;
gen-

erally clear sky and good visibility ; moderate varying winds, surface

and aloft." T&yery day we supply to the Director of the Air Service

forecasts for these zones, and they send them to their pilots wherever
flying is in progress.

Mr. Jones. These boundary lines of the zones are arbitrarily

drawn ?

Mr. Marvin. They are purely arbitrary. We might have a dozen

or less.
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Mr. Jones. Then you are apt to get the same conditions in part of

zone 1 as you do in parts of zone 2T
Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir ; the forecasts would be similar in that case.

Or we sometimes say in the northern portion or the southern or the

eastern or western, etc.

These forecasts are sent to the Air Service every day. As I was
going out this morning at the recess I met an officer in the Air Serv-
ice. He had been before the Military Committee, and he said to me,
"We were just telling the committee how valuable the work was
that the Weather Bureau was doing in regard to aviation." That
was rather gratifying to me, and we had some pleasant words about
the matter. I can assure you that this service is sought for by the

Air Service. It is needed by the Air Service to conserve the lives of

the flyers and the property employed in aviation.

Mr. Ptjenell. What has been the practical effect of it? Has it

proven to be effective and valuable to the flyers ?

Mr. Marvin. I believe so. I have no statistics to show just how
good it is. When they wanted to make a trans-Atlantic flight, the
very first thing was weather conditions, and the Secretary of the
Navy asked the Secretary of Agriculture to have the Weather Bureau
help them out on that proposition. We obtained the cooperation of
Great Britain to furnish certain reports from overseas and we fur-

nished that information.
I might say that the start of the flight awaited the advices of the

forecaster. He told them when to go on that trans-Atlantic flight.

He told them the conditions that they were going to encounter. It

proved that those conditions were almost identical with what they
did encounter.
Mr. Harrison. I suggest that you tell the committee what the

Secretary of the Navy said about the flight of the R 34.
Mr. Marvin. The same thing is true of the British dirigible.

When that came over here that great craft was anchored there in

the open air on Long Island. The weather conditions were exceed-
ingly important to that airship. We took special observations at

different times of the day, and furnished the reports to the officer

in command in order that he might safeguard his craft. Finally
we sent word to the commander that we advised him to leave at a
certain time if he wished to escape a severe storm that was approach-
ing. He left at midnight, if you will remember, and safely accom-
plished his get-away and the trans-Atlantic flight. The Secretary
of the Navy wrote a letter—I haven't it with me—expressing his
appreciation of the valuable service that had been rendered to the
Navy and to the British people cooperating with us at that time. I
will insert it in the record. •

Navy Department,
M^ashington, July 18, 1919.

From : Secretary of the Navy.
To : Chief of Weather Bureau.
Subject : Visit of R-34.

1. The work done by the Weather Bureau before, during, and after the visit
of the British dirigible R-SJf lias been keenly appreciated by the Navy Depart-
ment, and by the British officers connected with this flight. The reports re-
ceived were most reliable, and the last report sent by Maj. Bowie on the
evening of July 10, undoubtedly was the prime agent in the safe departure
of the ship.

JosEPHus Daniels.
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Now our regular daily aviation forecasts are valuable too, be-
cause they tell us so—I haven't the statistics that will unequivocally
prove that, perhaps, but there isn't any question in my mind that
it is, a bad proposition for any considerable flying to be undertaken
in this country without advices from the Weather Bureau. It is

important to the shipping of the ocean that they should seek the
information of the Weather Bureau as to the state of the sea over
which they expect to sail, how much more important is it to the air-

craft that they await the advices that we are able to give them before
they venture out and risk everything—risk disaster?
Mr. RuBET. Can you tell u3 what they are doing in England and

France along this same line?

Mr. Marvin. The meteorological service in England is in the air

service.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Right along that line, we have the
Air Service in the Army, the Air Service in the Navy, and the Air
Service in the Post Office Department. Shouldn't something be
done so that there won't be a duplication of this work, and some
agency take hold of it for all of them ?

Mr.. Marvin. That is just what I wish to do, Mr. McLaughlin.
As I said in my previous remarks, there should be one and only one
meteorological service. We are serving the entire country. The
Air Service of the Navy and the Army are willing that we should do
this work if we will only do it, but we can not do it without an
appropriation. They are not doing it because they are waiting for

us to do it, and this estimate of increase is fbr the purpose of the
Weather Bureau doing this work. We have the skeleton organiza-
tion and the stations and arrangements by which we can collect this

information, prepare the forecasts, and issue the advices and warn-
ing and information. We have all the organization for that; all we
require is some additional funds that will enable us to make the ex-

tensions to our existing organization to do this new and additional

work.
The Chairman. Are we to understand, then, that this is at the re-

quest of the Army and Navy ?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. That this service be extended in this way?
Mr. Marvin. They cordially support this extension.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Aren't they building up services

of their own, each one of them?
Mr. Marvin. I don't think so, gentlemen. If the Weather Bureau

is strengthened in this work, I don't think you will have any trouble

from any other department wanting to do this work.
The Chairman. Does this come at the suggestion of the two de-

partments ?

Mr. Marvin. Not officially ; no, sir. There is an interdepartmental
committee on which there are representatives from the Army and
Navy and the Signal Corps and the Weather Bureau. These bureau
representatives support me in these increases in my estimate, and the
taking over of that work ; and the object of this interdepartmental
committee or board is for the purpose of coordinating and making
this work effective between the various departments, so that what the
Weather Bureau does will be suitable for and will supply the needs
of the other bureaus.
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The Chairman. What assurance can we give the House that there

will be no duplication of this work?
Mr. Marvin. There is no authority of law, Mr. Chairman, for

anybody else to do it.

The Chairman. I understood you to say that it was the suggestion

of the other departments that this work should be carried on by you
and by no other bureau or department.
Mr. Marvin. As I understand the authority of law in this matter,

it is this: The Weather Bureau has adequate authority under the

organic act, which I read into the record this morning. During
the war the President by proclamation assigned to the Chief Signal

Officer the responsibility of developing the meteorological work in

the Army. The Chief Signal Officer operates under that authority

at the present time and we are in close cooperation.. So far as I
know, the Air Service is not making any meteorological observations.

The Navy is conducting certain meteorological observations at naval

base stations. I think at only two or three at the present. As
stated, the Weather Bureau gets the observations.

The Chairman. Then that work is carried on in three different

branches of the Government?
Mr. Marvin. The pilot balloon observations are made by the Navy

and Army at the present time. That is not a duplication, however,

Mr. Chairman. I wish to make it clear that there is no duplica-

tion, because we do not have a station where they have a station.

You can see by the little red dots on the map that they have stations

in certain localities, which do not duplicate but supplement our sta-

tions.

The Chairman. It is carried on in three distinct branches ?

Mr. Marvin. To a certain extent that is true.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And I thought it was your purpose
to have a station at each one of their stations ?

Mr. Marvin. No, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It says that about 20 Army sta-

tions here.

Mr. Marvin. Those are operated by the Signal Corps.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. This says that through the co-

operation with the Signal Corps, the Weather Bureau has inaugu-
rated a limited forecast and warning service regarding upper air

conditions at about 20 Army stations.

Mr. Marvin. That is a service of information and weather advices

that we render these stations at the military posts. The observations

are made by their men and telegraphed to us. We give the advice

based on all our observational data. As I said a moment ago, there

are now 12 Army posts. The number has been reduced since we pre-

pared the estimates.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Tell us why it would not be ad-

visable to have your station at the flying station.

Mr. Marvin. The ultimate thing will be to have a pilot balloon
statiouj either at a flying field or near a flying field, according to
where it is best located to get the information we want. It is not
necessary in order to make forecasts that the stations be at the field

exactly, out near there.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. To serve that field ?
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Mr. Marvin. To serve that locality. The small map in front of
you, Mr. McLaughlin, shows approximately, by the symbols, where
the stations, are at the present time and where we expect to put new
ones.

Mr. Lee. That is where they have permanent stations ?

Mr. Marvin. Our stations will be permanent. We will not put any
stations where an Army or Navy station exists, or would be placed.
Our stations will be only at places that we properly occupy. The
cooperation of the service operates to utilize stations at other places
which the Army and Navy maintain, at Pensacola, and a few coast
stations which the Navy may occupy. We would not put a station at-

Pensacola, for instance, but the observations supplied by the Navy
station at that base are very valuable to us and necessary.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Now, these aircraft are going to-

start from a certain station, and it would seem to me that it would be
advisable for them to know—if it is necessary for them to know at all,,

and, of course, it is from what you say—I would think that they
would want the information as to conditions there.

Mr. Marvin. That is just what we give. We do not have to have a
station at every place to which we send forecasts. We have 200 sta-

tions now which show the conditions over the whole continent, and
we don't ask for any additional stations covering the general surface
condition.

We now have only 11 of these pilot balloon stations. We want to add
25 more.' You can see that that doesn't cover the country very exten-

sively, but we need stations in the far West to cover zones and fields

in which flying will be conducted.
The Chairman. Professor, I take it that the practical and economi-

cal thing to do would be to bring all of this under one head. Are we
to understand that this service is to be conducted by your bureau and
also continued by the Army and the Navy ; or did you come to some
agreement as to who shall conduct this service?

Mr. Marvin. I think the agreement—^the understanding—is that
the Weather Bureau should do the work.
The Chairman. It seems to me that you could get together and

agree as to who shall be charged with this service.

Mr. Rttbey. The only way to get at that would be to find out

whether the Army is going to ask an appropriation for this work
and whether the Navy is going to ask for it and whether the Post
Office Department is going to ask for it; and if they are not going to

ask for it and are willing it should be done by the weather Bureau,,

that would probably settle it.

The Chairman. I am frank to say that, unless we can know, we
will cut out this appropriation. We can not consent to the setting

up of duplicate services in each department of the Government.

Mr. Harijison. I think it ought to be pointed out that this appro-

priation was originally suggested by the National Advisory Com-
mittee on Aeronautics, composed of representatives of all these

agencies appointed by the President under authority of law.

Mr. Marvin. It started in that way originally.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What comipittee did you say ?
_

Mr. Harrison. The National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics,

appointed by the President in compliance with a provision in one of

the appropriation bills.
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The Chairman. It seems to me there should be sufficient coopei-a-

tion- between the different departments of the GoTernmerit to settle

such a question.

Mr. Marvin. I think the question is settled, practically.

The Chairman. Have you a definite understanding?
Mr. Marvin. This interbureau board is entirely in accord as to the

Weather Bureau doing this work.
The Chairman. We are taking up a lot of time. I suggest that

you take the matter up with the other departments. If you come to

an' agreement, we will give it consideration; but I take it that, until

you do, we will hardly appropriate funds for two or three different

departments to carry on the same work. It goes without saying that

it would be a proper policy, or at least economy, to do that. We will

pass this for the present.

Mr. Jones. The other departments have made a book of estimates,

haven't they?
Mr. Marvin. I don't know of any provisions in any other depart-

ment for work of this character.

Mr. Jones. Have you examined them?
Mr. Marvin. I have not. Mr. Chairman, item 58 is new language

and a new appropriation. It reads: "For the establishment and
maintenance of special stations in national forests and elsewhere, the

collection of reports and the issuing of forecasts and warnings in

connection with the protection of forests from fires, in cooperation
with the Forest Service, State and other organizations, including
salaries, . travel, and other expenses in the city of Washington ard
elsewhere, $15,000."

Several years ago it was found that the reports of the weather
bureau in the West could be made very valuable in the prevention
and suppression of forest fires.

Mr. McLAtTGHLiN of Michigan. How ?

Mr. Marvin. By sending out in advance to the foresters, fire

wardens and others warnings of the weather conditions that were
favorable for the spread and inception of forest fires. During
rainy weather and wet seasons there is little danger of forest fires,

but when the weather becomes dry and droughty and hot, and the

winds spring up and blow firebrands about, and where logging opera-
tions are carried on, it starts and spreads conflagration. The people
in the Northwest, the lumber interests in the Northwest, went to our
Oregon men to know if they could not give them advices in ad-
vance in regard to where the unfavorable conditions of weather
would be. They took the matter up and worked up a service on
that basis, and that has been in operation under scarcely any ap-
propriation—it is like these other things that I said the weather
bureau did every now and then to help out, up to the limit of our
ability. That was done very successfully. A year or so after that,

we asked Congress to give us an appropriation for this matter, and
it was included with some other estimates. Half of the amount we
asked for was granted, but the language in regard to the fire-fight-

ing work was omitted, and we have felt that we were not justified
in spending any considerable amount on the work.
We would have taken this matter up two or three years ago more

vigorously if it had not been for the war conditions. Now it
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seems that we must bring this matter up at the present session be-

cause the work is so greatly needed. "

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is difficult for a layman to

question or cast out on statements by you scientific gentlemen, but
you speak of dry conditions under which fires are produced. Fires
come generally and naturally, I would suppose, after a long-con-
tinued dry spell. It would not seem to me that it would take any
weather observations or scientific investigation to disclose that con-
dition when it comes and prevails for a long time. Fires come then,

and it doesn't do any good to foresee it, does it?

Mr. M/HviN. I think it does. Eesolutions have been passed on
numerous occasions by forestry and fire-fighting associations of the
West, recommending increased appropriations for this service. The
extensive and destructive forest fires that prevailed this summer
in the Northwest emphasize the need for this service and its ex-

tension. The value of the service is shown by a letter from the
chief fire warden of the State of Washington, if you will permit me
to read it, dated Seattle, Wash., Augtist 11, in which he asked to
have it arranged that telegraphic warnings of fire weather conditions

be sent to some 200 or 300 logging operators in the logging camps
under the. supervision of the association. He says that more than
one-half of the fires reported for this year have occurred in log-

ging camps, and that the only way to prevent these fires is to cease

operating fire-emitting engines during extremely hazardous weather.
The plan ^s to advise the operators that telegrams will be sent them
advising them of the approach of dangerous conditions and suggest-

ing that they close down upon the receipt of these advices.

Mr. Jones. I can not agree to the statement that one-half of the
fires reported this season have occurred in logging camps.
In the first place, the lumbermen themselves are more interested

in the prevention of fires than any other class of people; and the
fires in the forests are started by hunters and campers, 95 per cent

of them. That is true in the Adirondacks, and I think it is true
everywhere else where hunters and campers assemble.

Mr. Marvin. We are performing this service to a limited extent

at the present time. Here is one of the cards that we send out [indi-

cating]. That is part of the service. This gives the forecast of the

conditions where forest fires are likely to be aided by weather con-

ditions and contains cautions against the production or starting of
forest fires and solicits cooperation. There is educational work on
this card for the use of campers, excursionists, logging men, and
everybody to whom these things will be distributed. . The object is

to get hold of the excursionists and the campers. We place ad-
monitory words there.

Mr. JoNES. I think that [referring to the forecast card] is cor-

rect. That is the reason of the fires, too, the reason set forth there

as the cause of the fires.

Mr. Marvin. Now, I am not advocating anything in my own be-

half at all. T am simply trying to satisfy the demands that are

made upon us.

We have on file also a letter from Hon. Burton L. French, repre-
sentative from Idaho, to the Forest Service, together with a copy
of the acting forester's reply, urging that funds be set aside for th«
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use of the Weather Bureau in connection with weather forecasts and
forest firei work. In transmitting this correspondence to the Weather
Bureau, the Acting Forester says

:

The Forest Service will appreciate any favorable consideration whioji cai*

be given by you to the suggestion made by Mr. French as to the inclusion of
a $10,000 item in the appropriation estimates for the fiscal year 1921 for
forecast work in Montana and Ilaho and Oregon, with special reference to
forest fires. As you know, the present season is one of the worst which has
been experienced since the national forests were taken in under the adminis-
tration of the Forest Service, and the expenses this year convince me that
accurate weather forecasts would be of great assistance in shaping an organ-
ization for the prevention and suppression of forest fires.

The amount named by Mr. French, $10,000, is insufficient, under

f
resent conditions, and we are asking that the amount be set at
15,000.

The Chairman. Who is that from?
Mr. Marvin. Hon. Burton L. French, Eepresentative from Idaho.
The Chairman. Is that to establish a new station?

Mr. Marvin. The purpose of this?

The Cwateman. This $15,000 item?
Mr. Marvin. The $15,000 is to enable us to put in certain instru-

mental equipment of a limited character for measuring wind velocity

at forest stations, under care of the Forest Service and under care

of the State forestry organizations. We pay no salaries for any of
the information furnished.

The Chairman. It reads

:

For the establishment and maintenance of special stations ipi national
forests and elsewhere.

Does that mean the establishment of new stations ?

Mr. Marvin. Not new stations from the point of view of the big
city stations. We simply put in an anemometer and a wind vane,
perhaps.
Mr. Jones. Where will these operations be placed?
Mr. Marvin. They will be placed where they are making these

fire observations. At lookout stations and where they give useful
information and where they can be cared for by men already there.
Mr. Jones. Fire control posts?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir; and these men will give us the readings.

The readings will be telegraphed into our forecasting offices, and the

information will be put on the weather map or charted otherwise in

order to aid the forecasters in determining the localities in which
these warnings should be issued, and the nature of the warning. We
will then distribute the information to those regions where it is most
dangerous.
Mr. Jones. Isn't there telegraph and telephone service now where

each of these fire wardens is located under forestry protection?
Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir; and because of the existence of such means

of immediate communication we can administer this service.
Mr. JoN*s. Isn't their telegraph and telephone service taken care

of in their appropriation? You ask for telephone and telegraph
service in connection with this $15,000.

Mr. Marvin. Any messages going over their lines is free, and
none of the money would be spent in that way, but the message,
must go from the terminus of their lines into our system through
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commercial lines to reach us; and it is that service for which we
must pay.

Mr. J'OKES. To give you a concrete example, the fire warden on
top of a certain mountain, for instance in the Adirondacks (he is

placed there under the supervision of the State Department of
New York) ; he has got his observation station there' and stays there
throughout the dry season ; with his telescope he can look all around
the surrounding territory ; if he sees a fire start or smoke emanating
from some particular place he phones to the nearest available point
and says there is a fire in such and such a lot and such and such a
territory. How will this service of yours aid him in the stopping
of that fire or putting it out in case it does start?

Mr. Marvin. It would not aid him in stopping that fire, possibly,
^he value of warnings of the production of forest fires would enable
me&re wardens to observe the greatest precautions in those districts
which were the most threatened. Now, after a fire has started it

may become a question of when it is going to rain and help put out
the fire ; that is all included in our forecast.
Mr. Jones. When they see a fire they will put it out and not wait

for rains.

Mr. Marvin. They may not wait for rains, but it would be of much
value to them.
Mr. Jones. They might have to wait three or four days.
Mr. Marvin. Of course, but it is of value to them to know what is

coming, and that a rain coming in a certain section. The forecasts
of coming rains in the dry season are of value without fires.

Mr. Jones. They will not wait for a rain.

Mr. Marvin. They may not wait for a rain; the fire may burn until
the rain helps to stop it. At any rate, this is represented to us by
these people as a useful service that we ought to render.
The question is, What are we going to do about it? There is no

other agency of the Government that has the organization to do this

and it can not be done otherwise. It is simply a question, Are,we
to do it or let it go undone ? As I said a moment ago, it is a thing that
grew up several years ago. If the associations in the West inter-

ested in forest conservation are asked, they will testify to the value
of the services we have already rendered. I think this letter from
the Chief Forester indicates that, and as I say, it is a question whether
the bureau is to be furnished with funds to do this work or must it

be left undone ?

Mr. Hutchinson. Professor, I would like to ask you a question
right here. I see in the table below here you have "special ob-
servers, from $1 to 50 cents per observation." I would like to know
if the observer that gets this enormous salary of $1,260 can get that?

Mr. Marvin. No, sir ; the " special observers " are private citizens

who are willing to give a part of their time to do this work. I spoke
this morning of 5,000 observers that we pay absolutely nothing. We
give them certain publications and the like. Now, when we ask a
man to prepare a telegram and file that at a telegraph office within a
few minutes we are willing to pay him 25 cents per observation, and
sometimes a little more, but at the maximum we can not pay that man
more than $300 a year under civil-service rules. Under that less

than $1 a day is the maximum we can pay.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. When he goes to a telegraph office

with a telegram, what does he put in the telegram?
Mr. Marvin. It may be the state of the wind, or the temperature,

or the stage of the river, possibly ; in this fire-weather work, it may be
the amount of rainfall or the reading of the anemometer; in some
cases it may be a cipher message to convey a lot in a few words; in

that case he has a code book and must take out the words that will

convey the observation. We pay a small fee for those observations.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If he reports that there is a high
wind, what is done ?

Mr. Marvin. He reports the reading of the anemometer, 28 miles

per hour, northwest, or cloudy, or whatever may be the state of the

weather; he does not tell us anything about a forest fire, or any-
thing like that. When the forecaster receives the report the obser-

vations are entered on a map of the region and go to make up a great
picture of the atmospheric conditions, and the forecaster makes his

deductions and forecast.

Mr. Hutchinson. Right there, I want to ask if you have in your
bureau any men drawing two salaries ?

Mr. Marvin. No, sir ; not contrary to any law.

Mr. Hutchinson. Perhaps not contrary to law, but have you any?
Mr. Marvin. I think that in proper cases the law authorizes men

to receive two salaries, providing the aggregate amount does not ex-

ceed $2,000. There are no men at the present time in the Weather
Bureau receiving two compensations from the Government.
The Chairman. Was there not an order issued during the war to

the effect that they might draw salaries up to $2,000 ?

Mr. Harrison. There is a law which prohibits any employee of
the Government from drawing two salaries if the amounts aggre-
gate more than $2,000.

The Chairman. But they may draw up to $2,000 ?

Mr. Harrison. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You have 5,000 of these local reporters ?

Mr. Marvin. We have nearly that number. The number who re-

ceive 25 cents a time for observations is roughly 1,500, 1 should say

;

that is, the corn and wheat observers and the observers on the rivers,

and we pay a large number of men who make an observation and
file a telegram this small compensation.
The Chairman. They are the ones who were formerly paid a

yearly compensation?
Mr. Marvin. No, sir; we never had men of that -class; these men

are given so much for an observation. In some cases there is a

monthly wage not to exceed $25.
The Chairman. About 5,000 of them?
Mr. Marvin. About 1,500.

The Chairman. Altogether?
Mr. Marvin. One thousand five hundred that receive this kind of

compensation.
The Chairihan. How many altogether?
Mr. Marvin. There are 5,000 men that receive no compensation

and about 1,500 this small compensation.
The Chairman. That averages nearly two to a county?
Mr. Marvin. One to a county.
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The Chairman. There are about 3,500 counties?
Mr. Marvin. There are a few cases with two in a county.
The Chairman. And they are to continue without salaries?

Mr. Marvin. Without salaries.

The Chairman. What have you to say about item 59 ? That is a

new item, " For the extension of marine meteorological work, the
collection of weather and water temperature reports at sea, the prepa-
ration of charts, the determining of fog zones, the distribution of
marine meteorological information in the aid of navigation, and to
carry out the provisions of the act of Congress approved June 17,

1910 (36 Stat. L., p. 508) , for the collecting and furnishing of meteor-
ological information to the Hydrographic Office of the Navy De-
partment for use in the preparation of pilot charts, including salaries,

travel, and other expenses in the city of Washington and elsewhere,

$50,000."

Mr. Marvin. This is in connection with the extension of our
marine meteorological work, the collection of weather and water
temperature reports at sea, and the preparation of charts, etc., and
like the item with reference to weather warning, it is a new item.

It has been conducted in an inexpensive way for very many years.

For many years the Weather Bureau has been engaged in the col-

lection of meteorological reports from vessels at sea, the principal

object of which has been to supply data required for the pilot

charts published by the hydrographic office of the Navy Depart-
ment, as required by act of Congress. This work has been con-

ducted with very little expense. The observations are made under
cooperative arrangements with vessel captains of ships of all

nationalities. No payment is made for the observations other than
for the marine information and meteorological publications fur-

nished, and the correctness of the barometers when the ships enter

ports at which Weather Bureau stations are located. The only addi-

tional expense has been for salaries of a few clerks engaged in

charting and filing the data now furnished the hydragraphic office.

The placing of so many United States mercantile ships on the seas

has created a greater demand than ever before for definite informa-
tion pertaining to the surface meteorology of the ocean, which is

necessary to further develop the existing service.

Employees of the Weather Bureau at stations located in impor-
tant seaport cities must visit ships and confer with vessel mas-
ters and enlist cooperative reports, check instruments, and supply
observers with information. Maps and bulletins must be prepared
and issued containing the current meteorology of the ocean as far

as possible, especially the great highways and lanes of marine
travel, in order to make available accurate information as to stormy
j'egions and occasions. Up to the present time, masters of vessels

have provided their own instruments, and experience shows that

observations are often highly inaccurate. However, it is not the

purpose of the Weather Bureau to supply instruments to vessel

masters, except -possibly in the case of a very limited number of

selected ships plying waters where data are now deficient or entirely

lacking, or where vessels render reports by wireless in important
regions. Recent scientific studies of these matters lead to the con-

clusion that the surface-water temperatures of the ocean exert an
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influence on the weather of coastal regions. Because of the slow
changes in water temperatures the necessary information has a

forecast value with reference to the future weather conditions. In
special cases the ocean conditions may justify a forecast several weeks
m advance. The present project will contribute in an important
way to this and like studies.

The object of this is to extend, our domain over the ocean and
rehabilitate the conditions that existed before the war. Before the

war the vessels of all the nationalities of the world were furnish-

ing us with reports by mail; they come in by mail when the vessel

reaches port. The observation is made by the masters of the ves-

sels, who receive no compensation. During the war the ships were
withdrawn from traffic, and England especially withheld permission
to furnish reports and we lost most of our observational work. We
are now striving through the marine agencies at ports of entry to

rehabilitate this service and extend it. The Shipping Board has
extended its good offices to us in encouraging the masters of vessels

to furnish information to us, and the information we are able to

give to them is sufficient to justify them in taking an interest in the

work, the best that can be done. The pther nations will come in on
this and ships of foreign nationalities will furnish us information
in exchange for the information we give them. We intend to develop
a map, issue especially to show weather conditions over the great
lanes of travel of the North Atlantic. Forecasts will indicate what
;kind of weather they are going to encounter on their various trips.

These requests are made to us, and it is our effort to supply that

information. Our law requires us to perform our service for the
benefit of navigation and we are now undertaking to do that in this

Some of this upper air work will be extended over the ocean. You
have seen during the past summer the Atlantic Ocean has been navi-

fated twice by aircraft, and it is impofsible to anticipate what wiU
appen in the future in regard to oceanic aerial navigation.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have taken care of that in

-another item.

Mr. Marvin. Of the upper air work, yes. This is for the surface

-conditions of the oceans from ships' reports. In the course of the
next few years the ocean will be covered by many ships from all

points, and if each mates an observation once a day and makes a

report on arrival at port we can chart those observations in con-

junction with like reports from vessels at other points. Thus we
have a picture of the meteorological conditions on the ocean.
The Chairman. Are we to understand that this is a transfer of

activities from the Navy Department?
Mr. Marvin. No, sir.

The Chairman. The notes read, "Up_ to the present time mas-
ters of vessels have provided their own instruments, and experience
shows that observations are often highly inaccurate."
Mr. Marvin. In some cases instruments are inaccurate.
The Chairman. Is the Navy doing any of this work at the present

time ?

Mr. Marvin. No, sir; the Navy, of course, is not occupying the
ocean except in a very incidental way. During peace times they may
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patrol the coast, or go out oil*manouvers, but the number of merchant
ships on the ocean is far in excess of anything the Navy could do.

The Hydrographic Office prints a map of the ocean on which the
average weather conditions are shown.
The Chairman. Is the Hydrographic Office doing anything of this

kind now?
Mr. Marvizst. No, sir; the law provides that we give to them the

results based on the information we receive.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You spoke of reports made by
masters of vessels after they reach ports telling of the kinds of
weather through which they passed on the voyages.
Mr. Marvin. The observations give us the pressure of the air, the

temperature of the air, the temperature of the water, the direction of
the wind, and the cloudiness and all those particulars, the same as

we observe at our continental stations.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What good will that do you for

the future?
Mr. Marvin. It is a case of understanding the great question of the

circulation of the atmosphere ; of the laws governing the changes in

weather from day to day. These daily weather maps we construct

give us a picture of the atmospheric conditions over the land. We
know little of what conditions are over the ocean on any given day
except as we go out there and observe them.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are those conditions ever twice

alike?

Mr. Marvin. Hardly ever. When the trans-Atlantic flight was
planned yve went into the past records and we examined map after

map, both from Newfoundland direct to Ireland, and from New-
foundland to the Azores, to Portugal and England. We gathered
all the information we could in regard to the atmospheric conditions

on the ocean, and that was drawn upon to aid in the advice to the
Navy in planning that flight. A paper has been published setting

that information forth, and it enables us to formulate an opinion on
certain conditions which favor or prevent a flight of that character.

Now, we must wait until conditions come which are favorable. We
have to wait, and we gave th^ Navy information at Trepassey Bay
when to start. They had to wait several days and we gave them in-

formation and it could not have been done without the information

we had collected during long past years. We do not want to stop

now ; we want to continue that collection of information.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How do you justify the purcha,se

of these instruments and the gift of them?
-Mr. Marvin. We do not purchase them and give them away.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There is something about that

here.

Mr. Marvin (reading)

:

However, It it jiot the purpose of the Weather Bureau to supply Instruments
to vessel masters except possibly in the case of a very limited number of

selected ships plying waters where data are now deficient or entirely lacking

or where vessels render reports by wireless in important regions.

There is a qualification there.

The Chairman. Why should you furnish any of these vessels with
instruments ?

164315—20 10
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Mr. Marvin. Mr. Chairman, if we knew there was a vessel plying
far north in the Atlantic, for example, we might consider it a very
proper investment to lend the master a barometer worth $25 or $30
to get that information, because there are very few vessels go into

that region, and we would like to have that exception made so that

we could furnish a few instruments in some cases. We do not expect

to furnish instruments in any considerable number of cases.

The Chaikman. If that is all, let us hear something about the

remaining item, No. 6, which reads as follows

:

" The. Secretary of Agriculture shall cause the premises known as Mount
Weather, situate at Mount Weather, in the counties of Loudoun and
Clarke, in the State of Virginia, and comprising 84.81 acres of land, more or

less, together with the buildings and other improvements thereon, including

laboratories, cottages, sheds, stables, shops, heating and power plant, kite

shelter, and other buildings of whatever nature, together with all the rights,

easements, and appurtenances thereto belonging, to be sold at public sale and
conveyed to the highest bidder for cash, first having given not less than 30
days' public notice of the time, place, and terms of sale immediately prior to

such sale, by publication in at least two newspapers having a general circula-

tion in the county or sections of the counties where the premises are situate;

the net proceeds of the sale, after deducting the expenses incidental thereto,

to be turned into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts."

Mr. Marvin. The only remaining item is for language in the ap-

propriations to authorize the sale of Mount Weather.
The Chairman. How much money has been expended at Mount

Weather?
Mr. Marvin. In response to action by the Congress in 1914, 1 think

a statement was submitted showing the original cost to the Govern-
ment of the properties and improvements made at that place ; a com-
plete outlay of $209,581.70. There were $28,000 used in replacing

one building which was destroyed by fire, a balance of $181,581.70.

The Chairman. What building was that?
Mr. Marvin. The original observatory building, a stone building,

originally occupying the site of what is now the main building. The
large building replaced the stone building destroyed by fire.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The Government does not carry

insurance on any property ?

Mr. Marvin. There was no insurance on that property.

The Chairman. Can you describe which building it was? I was
up there last year.

Mr. Marvin. The brick building with the large columns.
The Chairman. Is $28,000 all that building cost?

Mr. Marvin. No, sir ; that is not the cost of the building itself, but

that was the cost of the building originally there that was Tost.

The Chairman. What is the cost of the building that is there now?
Mr. Marvin. That cost $49,848.98.

Mr. Jones. When was that burned down ?

Mr. Marvin. The original building was burned in 1907, 1 think.

The Chairman. What is the cost of the upkeep of the place now ?

Mr. Marvin. In 1914 we removed all of the activities from that

station, except certain observations, and placed the property in the

hands of a caretaker at a cost of—I think we are paying $1,400; this

statement does not show that. We have a man in charge temporarily
of the property, and he is making certain observations for us.

We removed all the activities from that station, after having
been in operation several years, and I wish to say this, that we hardly
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could have foreseen the value which the observations and data col-

lected at that station came to have during the war. They were
almost the only observations made in this countrjr in the upper air,

and that gave us the first data to answer the inquiries in relation to

the upper air to military departments.
Mr. Jones. I would like to have a little history of it ; this is all new

to me, and I would like to know why was it established, and what was
done with it, and why was it disbanded ?

Mr. Marvin. The history of that institution would "he a very long
one, but briefly it amounts to this: The Chief of the Weather Bureau
in 1902 bought a tract of ground up there, for the purpose of erecting
a laboratory and a scientific institution to pursue a number of lines

of work and put up a number of buildings. That work was carried
on for a number of years. In 1909 we began to carry on the kite

and balloon work there. During that time a number of buildings
were erected. Some were used for magnetic observations. Other
buildings were designed for investigations in meteorological physics.
The Chairman. Mr. Harrison has a copy of the report made by

the secretary to the Speaker which gives full information. What is

the committee's wish as to inserting it in the record? [After some
informal discussion by the members of the commitee.] We will have
the report incorporated in the record.

(The report referred to follows:)
December 9, 1914.

The Speakek of the House of Representatives.

Sir: Pursuant to the instructions contained in the act of Congress approved
.Tune '24, 1914 (Public No. 122, 63d Cong., H. R. 13679), entitled, "An act mak-
ing appropriations for the Department of Agriculture for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1915," viz :

;^ :fc :{: ^ :!c ^ iH

" The Secretary of Agriculture is hereby directed to report to Congress at its

next session the present condition and value of the tract of land consisting of

eighty-four and eighty-one one-hundredtha acres of land, more or less, known
as Mount Weather, and located in the counties of Loudoun and Clarke, in the

State of Virginia, the original cost of said land, together with the cost of the

improvements thereon and the present value of such improvements, the amount
which in his opinion can he realized from the sale of said real property, includ-

ing buildings and other improvements, at private sale, and whether in his

opinion it would be most advantageous to sell the same at public or at private

sale, and to advise Congress as to whether it would be better for the Govern-

ment to sell said property or to lease it. And the Secretary of Agriculture is

authorized, in his discretion, to discontinue the use of Mount Weather as a

weather station and if necessary place a keeper in charge thereof for its pro-

tection and care, the expenses thereof to be paid out of the appropriation

made herein for necessary expenses of the Weather Bureau outside of the city

of Washington."*******
I have the honor to report, as follows

:

Description of property.—Mount Weather (Virginia) is the name given a

group of buildings erected by the Weather Bureau for special aerial and re-

search work on top of the Blue Ridge Mountains in Loudoun and Clarke Coun-

ties, about 20 miles south of Harpers Ferry and 47 miles in a direct line west

of Washington. It is 6 miles south of Bluemont, Va., the nearest railroad

station and present terminus of the Washington & Old Dominion (surburban

electric) Railroad line. The grounds have an area of 84.81 acres ;
are roughly

square in outline, lying on both sides of the ridge, the top of which is 1,725 feet

above sea level, and about 1,200 feet above the valleys on either side.

It overlooks to the west the entire Shenandoah Valley from Strasburg to

Harpers Ferry, and to the east all that portion of Piedmont-Virginia Valley

between the Blue Ridge and the Bull Run Mountains.
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Original cost to the Government.

Lnnrl, first purchase of 67.25 acres (September, 1902) $1. 863. 15
Land, second purchase of 17.56 acres (September, 1903) 650.00

Total cost of land 2, 513. 15

Buildings and improvements.

Administration and observatory buildiag, erected 1909; brick, tile,

and concrete ; three stories and cellar ; 18 rooms ; cost $49, 898. 41
Machine shop and balloon shed, erected 1904; two-story frame and

stone building; 8 rooms; cost ^ 8,817.00
Central heating and power plant, erected 1909 ; one-story stone build-

ing ; boilers and electrical equipment sufficient for supplying heat,
light, and power for the entire plant ; cost : 11, 964. 74

Absolute building and variation building (for terrestrial-magnetic
work), erected 1906; 2 one-story frame buildings, used in connec-
tion with investigations in terrestrial magnetism ; cellar under
each ; the walls are about 4 feet thick, of double construction,
packed with sawdust to secure constant temperature conditions
within ; cost 15, 904. 55

Stables : 1 two-story frame and stone stable and 1 two-story frame
stable ; cost 2, 800. 00

Farm cottage for dwelling purposes, remodeled 1905 ; a two-story
frame building ; 9 rooms ; cost 1, 300. 00

Physical laboratory, erected 1909 ; three-story stone building ; 16
rooms ; cost 37, 521. 51

Cottage for dwelling, erected 1909 ; three-story frame building ; 15
rooms ; cost 11, 246. 34

Reel house and kite shelter ; a circular frame building, 9 feet in di-

ameter ; cost 1, 738. 69
Repairs and permanent improvements 3t, 823. 31
Administration building destroyed by fire ; cost 28, 000. 00

Total cost to the Government 209, 527. 70

Or, omitting fire losses ($28,000), original cost remains 181,527.70

Most of the buildings are new, or have been maintained in thorough condition
of repair. The present valuation is, however, placed at 60 per cent of original
cost, or approximately $108,000. And, including $4,250 for the grounds, gives
a total of $112,000.

PRESENT CONDITION AND VALUE.

Grounds.—Condition, as a whole, excellent. More than one-half the tract is

rocky, covered with trees and shrubs, and not suitable for any agricultural pur-
poses except grazing ; remainder cleared and about one-half acre is utilized for
growing garden truck,' etc. Ground improvements consist of some clearing of
trees and underbrush ; laying out and constructing necessary roads and drive-
ways. Latter, about the upper part of the grounds, have been built of crushed
stone in good substantial manner, and connect with the public highway, county
road, from Bluemont.

Entire tract well inclosed, partly by a stone-wall fence and remainder by
wire fencing.

Land values.—Improved lands between Mount Weather and Bluemont have
been sold within the past year or so at prices of from $40 per acre, for orchard
purposes, to $100 per acre, for summer residence sites, location and outlook
adding considerably to values for residence sites.

The Weather Bureau tract is well situated for residential purposes, and is
considered by those having a knowledge of local real-estate values to be worth
$50 per acre, not including, of course, the value of the improvements.
The special scientific investigations heretofore conducted at Mount Weather

have been transferred to the new station established near Omaha, Nebr., and
to Washington ; and most of the scientific instruments and apparatus have now
been removed.
The chief obstacle to our continued use of the property is the present poor

condition of the road from Bluemont, affording access thereto. Arrangements
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have been made, however, to continue all needful meteorological observations
at Mount Weather, including preservation and care of buildings and grounds,
at a cost of less than $2,000 per annum.
The buildings and grounds have been inspected by officials of other bureaus

of this department and are not found suitable for their use in any way.
The buildings are of good, durable construction, are fairly well arranged, and

could be adapted for use as a summer hotel or country club, a sanitarium, or
possibly for school purposes.
Whether this property should be sold at private or public sale is, we think,

a question that should be left to the judgment of Congress, with a recommenda-
tion that the present valuation of the property be set at $112,000.
Based on personal observation of th^ Chief of the Weather Bureau extending

over the entire period back to several months before the date of purchase. It

is believed the location of this property is such that neither the buildings nor
grounds could be leased to advantage in any way, either as a whole or in part,

and such action is not recommended.
It is also impracticable to dispose of the property to advantage at forced sale

at this time, and it is recommended it be held for sale later when a reasonable
price may possibly be had.

Respectfully Submitted.
D. F. Houston, Secretary.

Mr. Jones. In a few words, why was it given up ?

Mr. Marvin. After five years we found it costly to maintain it.

The property is located on the Blue Eidge Mountains, about 6 miles

from the terminus of the Old Dominion Railway. Supplies have to

be hauled in, and the men were more or less isolated there and were
not contented in the conduct of the work. We had about five years

of observations at that point in the kites and balloon problems, and
it was not such a good place for that kind of work, because we were

too near the ocean. We could do the kite work, but some of the

balloon work could not be conducted there, because the balloons

would move eastward and drop in the ocean.

Mr. Jones. Was it reestablished at some other place ?

Mr. Marvin. We established a station at Drexel, Nebr., and moved
equipment out there.

Mr. TiNCHER. What kind of land is it ?

The Chairman. It is one of the most beautiful sites in America.

How many acfes have you there ?

Mr. Marvin. Eighty-four and eighty-one hundredths acres.

The Chairman. What did the department pay for the land?

Mr. Marvin. The original cost of the land was $2,513.15. The first

parcel of 67i acres was purchased for $1,863.16 ; a second parcel was

purchased for $650, or a total of $2,513.15.

Mr. Jones. You say it is 8 miles from a railroad?

Mr. Marvin. Six miles from the terminus of the Old Dominion

Eailroad.
Mr. Jones. What point is that ?

Mr. Marvin. Bluemont, Va., about 60 miles west of Washington.

The Chairman. Does the $209,000 include the roads?

Mr. Marvin. That includes everything.

The Chairman. Are you through. Professor?

Mr. Marvin. I believe that is all, except in concluding I would like

to say that this work we are asking money for is all legitimate work

of the bureau and will help to strengthen the hands of the bureau in

meeting demands made upon it from outside sources. I hope you can

see it from that point. The increases are made necessary from the
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fact that our appropriations stood still all during the four years of

the war. We must now rehabilitate the service along all lines.

Mr. Hutchinson. Professor, did the war increase your activities

at all?

Mr. Marvin. Very little, except the appropriation for aerological

work. That was an appropriation for $100,000, made in the Army
bill originally. That was made for investigations and. experiments
in aid of air navigation and the future needs of aeronautics justifies

the continuation of that. Aviation is still with us, and we must still

do the work to comply with a very plain requirement of our organic

act.

Mr. Hutchinson. I notice you- are asking for $347,000 more than
you did last year.

Mr. Marvin. That is the total aggregate increase.

Mr. Hutchinson. That is in the items you speak of, $20,000

Mr. Marvin (interposing). For aerological work.
The Chairman. The estimate carries a number of items. Will you

ascertain whether the activities are carried on by other departments
and furnish the committee with the information ?

Mr. Marvin. Yes, sir.

(At the suggestion of the chairman, the following letter from the

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics on the subject of the

aerological work of the Weather Bureau is submitted for the record :)

National Advisoby Committee foe Aeronautics,
Washington, D. C, December 18, 1919.

Hon. GiLBEET N. Haugen,
Chairman Committee on Agriculture,

House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

Deae Sir : At the regular meeting of the executive committee of the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, held on December 18, 191.9, careful consid-

eration was given to the increasing ne.eds of aeronautics for improvements and
extensions in the making of meteorological observations in the free air and the
issuance of forecasts and warnings for the promotion of the safety of naviga-
tion of the air over the land and the oceans.

. The work of this character now being done by the Weather Bureau is con-

ducted under an appropriation of |100,000, which was originally granted by
Congress in 1917 upon the recommendation of the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics.
The organic act defining the duties and functions of the Weather Bureau

clearly requires it to render this important service. The making of local mete-
orological observations by.,the Army at certain military posts and by the Navy
at base stations and aboard ships is necessary for local needs, and obviates the
maintenance by the Weather Bureau of stations at those points, which would
otherwise be necessary.
There is no duplication of work and expenditures whatever in these activities,

the work of the Army and Navy in this connection being wholly supplementary
and complementary to that of the Weather Bureau, the observations being tele-

graphed to the Weather Bureau daily for its use in conjunction with reports
from over 200 stations of its own.

Accordingly, the executive committee strongly approves of and supports the
recommendation of the Secretary of Agriculture for the increase of $200,000
requested, viz: Item (57) of the committtee print of the estimates. The execu-
tive committee further unanimously authorized its chairman to address this
letter to you because it is convinced that the funds requested are now necessary
to enable the Weather Bureau to meet the requirements of aviation and to safe-
guard the lives and property employed in the navigation of the air. The mem-
bers of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics present at the meeting
referred to are

:

Dr. Joseph S. Ames, chairman.
Dr. Charles D. Walcott, Secretary Smithsonian Institution.
Prof. Charles F. Marvin, Chief United States Weather Bureau.
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Maj. Gen. Charles T. Menoher, United States Army, Director of Air Service.
Lieut. Col. B. Q. Jones, United States Army, representing Col. T. H. Bane.
Rear Admiral D. W. Taylor, Chief Constructor, United States Navy.
Capt. T. T. Craven, United States Navy, Director of Naval Aviation.
Gen. Menoher and Capt. Craven have expressed their desire and willingness

to present their views personally to you on this matter.
Respectfully,

Nationat, Advtsoey Committee fop. Aeronautics,
.losEPH S. Ames, Chairman Executive Committee.

Activities under lump-sum, items, Weather Bureau.

Project.
Allotment,

1920.
Estimate,

1921.
Increase.

Expenses in Washinrton.
Printing in Washington .

.

$109,250
12,800

S116, 190
15,000

'SO, 940
2,200

Expenses outside of Washington:
(a) Forecasts and warnings...

(6) Agricultural meteorology..
(c) Climatological work
(d) Seismology
(e) Volcanology

(f) Miscellaneous

841,620
84,000

356,310
2,000
10,000
10,300

891,120
104,000
357,210

2,000
10,000
10,300

2 49, 500
'20,000

<900

1,304,230 M,374,6 70,400

Traveling expenses
Aerological investigations
Forest lire warnings (new)
Marine meteorological work (new)

.

26,000
85,040

28,200
6 285,040

15,000
50,000

2,200
200,000
15,000
50,000

Total 1,537,321 1,884,060 346,740

1 Includes central office administrative expenses in connection with (a) vessel service, S5,500; and (6) dry
farming observation work, 81,440.

' Forecasts and warnings, $40,000; vessel weather service, $9,500.
3 Fruit frost service, $9,000; orchard spraying forecasts, $7,000; cattle, corn, and wheat region weather

service, $4,000.
4 Dry farming observation work.
5 Includes $1,200 transferred to statutory roll.

5 Includes $4,020 transferred to statutory roll.

The Chairman. Thank you very much, Prof. Marvin.
(Thereupon the committee proceeded to take up the estimates for

the Bureau of Animal Industry.)





Committee GT!i Agkicultxjee,
House of EEPRESENTATivEa,

Wednesday, Decemher 10, 1919.

(The morning session of December 10 and most of the time of
the afternoon session were given to a consideration of item No. 61,

in the estimates for the Bureau of Animal Industry, for the eradi-
cation of tuberculosis of animals. The record of the hearings on this

matter will be found in subsequent pages of this report.)

Bureau op Animal Industry.

The Chairman. We will be pleased to hear from you, Dr. Mohler.

STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN R. MOHIER, CHIEF OF THE BUREAU OF
ANIMAL INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Dr. MoHLER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, the first item in the
estimate for appropriations for the Bureau of Animal Industry
will be found on page 37 of the book of estimates. This item refers

to the salaries on the statutory roll. You will note that there is

no actual increase in this amount, but there is an apparent increase

of $105,640, on account of the transfer of some 78 clerks, 3

skilled laborers, and 13 messengers and messenger boys from the

lump sums over to this statutory roll.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In each case was the transfer

made at the same salary?
Dr. MoHLEH. In each case the transfer was made at the same

salary and the lump sum decreased accordingly.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are any additional men asked

for on any of these items?
Dr. Mohler. No, sir; and no promotions.
The next item will be found on page 42, item 60

:

For Inspection and quarantine work, including all necessary expenses for

the eradication of scabies in sheep and cattle, the inspection of Southern
cattle, the supervision of the transportation of live stock and the inspection

of vessels, the execution of the 28-hour law, and the inspection and quaran-
tine of imported animals, etc.

^

You will note that the appropriation last year was for $525,000,

while this year we are asking for $557,660, which is an actual in-

crease of $40,020, when the transfer to the statutory roll of $7,360 is

added.
There are three items which are included in this increase.

_
The

first item is for $10,000 increase for the eradication of scabies in

cattle and horses.

153
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In certain areas in the Western
and Southwestern States?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are those largely range cattle and
range horses?

Dr. MoHLER. Largely so. The principal project under this appro-
priation is the regular eradication work of scabies in sheep, which is

carried on in cooperation with State authorities in 21 States. In
addition, assistance is lent to authorities in other States upon request
when circumstances warrant. "New outbreaks of this disease oc-

curred in several of the Western States in the last two years. As
the war emergency rendered it inadvisable to impose severe restric-

tions upon the movement of sheep to feed lots for fattening and to
raarkets, and because of the shortage of competent personnel at that
time, it was found difficult to confine these outbreaks to the original
areas. The disease, therefore, attained a considerable spread, espe-
cially in the larger sheep-feeding States in the Central West, through
the introduction of sheep from the range States.
J)uring the past season intensive efforts were made by the bureau

and the State authorities and considerable improvement was effected.

It is important, however, that the campaign be continued so that the
ground gained may not again be lost.

We have kept a complete record of the number of bands of sheep
that were found affected in the central, western, and extreme western
States. There were in all about 2,722 bands found infested with
scabies last year, involving over 2,000,000 sheep.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much money was spent on

that this year, under this $525,000 appropriation, under this subdi-

vision A?
Dr. MoHLER. For sheep scabies $151,378 was allotted for the

current year.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. This year you propose to make it

$160,000, an increase of $10,000 ?

Dr. MoHLER. The increase of $10,000 is for the cattle and horse
scabies work, not the sheep scabies work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. For that same work last year it

was $151,000?
Dr. Mohlee. Yes, sir. That was for sheep scabies. We are not

asking for any increase on that.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Under this subdivision A, you are

asking for an increase.

Dr. MoHLEE. The $10,000 increase requested is for the eradication

of scabies in cattle and horses.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much did you have last year

for that?
Dr. MoHLEE. $59,500.

Mr. SIcLaughlin of Michigan. That is what I wanted to get at,

the amount you had for that last year.

Dr. MoHLER. The cooperative work looking to the eradication of

scabies in cattle and horses is regularly carried on in 13 States. Dur-
ing the past two years there has been a considerable spread of cattle

scabies infection in the western States. This was largely due to ex-

tensive forced movement of cattle from drought-stricken areas, dur-
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ing two successive severe droughts in the Southwest and one in the
Northwest. These droughts occurred in regions in which the infec-
tion exists to the largest extent^that is, Texas, eastern New Mexico,
Montana, and northern Wyoming.

Cattle shipped from these areas were not in condition to be dipped
nor would the pressing nature of the emergency, permit the delays
incident to the application of all preventive sanitary measures. In
fact, they could not get enough water to drink, let alone to dip them
in, on account of the severe droughts.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Last' year the work seems to have

gotten away from you, on account of the emergency.
Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir ; there was a considerable spread.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In previous years were you making

satisfactory progress?
Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir. As I stated last year, the territory quaran-

tined for cattle scabies was released, but this year we found these
numerous outbreaks in different herds of cattle, and we have called
upon the States to put these herds under local quarantine until they
could be dipped.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is that liable to recur, or is it

something that you can prevent or eradicate?

Dr. MoHLER. We can control it very readily when we have the
proper facilities. Most of this cattle scabies was brought from New
Mexico and Texas, and from the Northwest. As I said, we realized

that the owners did not have enough water for the cattle to drink,

let alone to dip them in the dipping vat.

Notwithstanding that we have had the setback I referred to, there
were only 1,431 herds that were found infested, containing about
205,000 cattle.

As you know, in the case of sheep scabies, some of the infested

western range sheep came up from New Mexico into your State of

Michigan and spread infection in about 54 bands in Michigan.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Yes, we thought we could in-

crease the food supply by bringing in some sheep and feeding them
on some vacant lands; and they brought in some disease.

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir; that is right.

The next item is a $25,000 increase, in connection with the super-

vision of the interstate transportation of live stock. The present

allotment this year is $150,000, and if the $25,000 become available,

it will bring the total up to $175,000. Recent years have wit-

nessed great increases in the amount of work required in supervising

the interstate transportation of live stock. Regular public stock-

yards inspection and supervision are conducted at 42 live-stock

markets, and in addition, work is performed as occasion may require,

in 35 or more other cities. These points are scattered throughout
the entire country. The duties in connection with public stockyards
inspection have been broadened and greatly increased. Receipts
of live stock at the central markets have been mounting, and the

spread of sheep and cattle scabies infection, as already indicated,

has made it necessary to exercise the greatest vigilance.

The records show that during the fiscal year 1918, 17,019,386 sheep
were inspected at public stockyards, while during the fiscal year
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1919, 20,516,548 were inspected, and during the fifst four months
of the current year 11,250,764 head of sheep were so inspected.

Smaller but consistent increases are shown by the records covering
inspections of cattle.

Due to the spread of scabies infection to the sheep-feeding States,

the authorities of several of them have promulgated regulations re-

quiring the dipping, under Federal supervision, of all feeder sheep
moving from public stocfeyards into their respective States. This
has increased bureau wotk at the public markets tremendously, as

is shown by the fact that during the fiscal year 1919, 884,294 sheep
were dipped under supervision, while during the first one-third of
the current year, 2,277,137 head were so dipped.
The assistance of bureau employees at public markets is also re-

quested by the State authorities in the handling of numerous other

details of the traffic in live stock from such markets into the various

States.

Another item in which there has been a very marked increase

in the volume of work performed is that of supervising the immuni-
zation of swine at public stockyards for movement therefrom for

purposes other than slaughter. The number of hogs immunized
under Federal supervision has more than doubled each year during
the past three years. For instance, in 1917 we supervised the im-
munization of only 94,720 hogs, while in 1918 there were 254,731,

and in 1919, 614,673 hogs immunized at public stockyards, all of

which meant considerably more work.
This work is a very important item in the greater production of

pork, as the animals immunized ordinarily average about from 100

to 110 pounds in weight, and after fattening in the country are

returned to the markets at about 250 pounds average weight. If

this Federal supervision were not maintained the animals now being
immunized for shipment to the country would either have to be sold

for slaughter without fattening or, if their distribution were per-

mitted, would spread swine diseases all over the country with
resulting tremendous financial losses caused by such diseases.

Swine immunization is work that requires the very closest super-
vision, because of its technical character and because large quanti-
ties of potentially dangerous products are handled. It therefore
adds greatly to the cost of supervision over the interstate transpor-
tation of live stock. Following its policy of cooperating with State
authorities to the fullest possible extent, the bureau also supervises
the immunizing of swine for intrastate movement when it is

requested by the State authorities.

In addition to the above factors there have been salary increases
to employees in order to enable them to meet to some extent the
advanced cost of living.* This has been done especially with lay
inspectors, whose salaries in former years were very low, and a
considerable number of whom are assigned to duties at public stock-
yards.
The next item is paragraph C, which requires the appropriation

of $3,020 more for the supervision of the importation of animal by-
products, including hides, wool, forage, etc.

The Chairman. This is for the inspection of the importation of
hides ?
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Dr. MoHLEE. The importation of hides
;
yes, sir. The work under

this project is conducted in accordance with joint regulations of the
United States, Treasury Department and Department of Agricul-
ture, which confer upon this bureau the authority and responsibility

of supervising the sanitary handling and disinfection of hides,

skins, wool, etc., after arrival in this country whenever such mate-
rials come forward from a foreign country, without certificates

showing freedom from the infection of certain diseases.

The United States has become one of the great markets for for-

eign hides, skins, wool, and other animal by-products, and with
foot-and-mouth disease and rinderpest and anthrax prevalent in

many of the countries supplying materials, it seems eveii more
essential than ever that a careful supervision be maintained over
their importation.
The present allotment of funds for this work is proving inade-

quate and will not enable the bureau to continue efficient control

over shipments of this character. A large percentage of these im-
ports are entered at the port of New York and from our records

it is possible to show the increased volume of unrestricted hides,

skins, and wool constituting such shipments handled by the bureau
during July, August, and September, 1919, as compared with the
same period of 1918. It may be a matter of interest to know that

for those three months in 1918 there were 33,394 hides imported,
while in July, August, and September of 1919 there were 1,436,000

hides imported, an increase of over a million hides.

There were 2,170,000 skins imported in those three months in 1918,

while for the first three months of the fiscal year 1919 there were
8,400,000 skins, an increase during those three months of over

6,000,000 skins imported into the country. The same is true with
bales of wool.

The Chaieman. How do you accoimt for the large increase in the

importation of hides and skins ?

Dr. MoHLBE. The great demand for the raw materials to be made
up into manufactured goods by our textile workers in the United •

States.

The Chaieman. Is that permanent, or Just to meet the war emer-

gency ?

Dr. MoHLEB. I am afraid it will not be permanent, because Ger-

many before the war imported more skins and hides than we did,

and I am afraid that we will lose a great deal of that business as soon

as the textile workers of Germany get back to their industry.

The Chaieman. The hides and skins are imported and manufac-

tured into finished articles ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir. The same thing is true as to bales of wool.

There were 1,632 bales of wool imported in 1918 for those three

months, and for the first three months of this fiscal year there were

3,275 bales imported, an increase of 1,643 bales of wool.

Mr. EuBET. That increase in the importation of hides, I suppose,

accounts for the price of shoes going up ?

Dr. MoHLEE. I do not know. It seems paradoxical, and it is in-

deed pretty difficult to explain why the price of shoes have gone up
so tremendously.
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The last item in that appropriation is $2,000 for the inspecting
and testing of animals for export. The expense in connection with
the exportation of live stock has been greatly increased, due in part
to the shipment of cattle to France and Belgium for restocking the
devastated areas of those countries. There were included in these

shipments in the four months, July to October, 1919, 10,492 dairy
and breeding cattle gathered from many different States and for-

warded to Newport News for embarkation. All of these required
bureau inspection and tuberculin testing.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I thought you were going to do
that under the previous item.

Dr. MoHLER. Which item ?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What the gentleman spoke about
when the tuberculosis item was under discussion. One of the gen^

tlemen said that he went down to South America and worked up a
big foreign trade for cattle and was talking about inspection for
tuberculosis in animals that were to be shipped abroad.

Dr. MoHLEE. That item you refer to is the $1,500,000 for the
eradication of tubeculosis. This export work does not help to eradi-

cate tuberculosis in this country by the accredited herd plan. It

merely helps to build up an export trade. We have specific authority
for fostering an export business in live stock and their products.
The Chairman. How much was appropriated for this last year?
Dr. MoHLER. $7,000.

Mr. Lee. What type of cattle are we exporting to France ?

Dr. MoHLER. Seventy-five per cent were Holstein grades. The re-

maining 25 per cent were high-grade cattle, mostly of the dual pur-
pose type. The cows were not pure bred but all the bulls were pure-
bred Holsteins. Taken as a whole they were a high-grade type of
dairy stock.

The Chairman. The export business is increasing ?

Dr. Mohlee. Very much so.

The Chairman. I take it that, the export trade is more or less tem-
porary.

Dr. Moi-iLEE. Yes ; but I saw while I was in Chicago last week an
order for over 800 dairy cows to go to Mexico. Cuba also is buying
a great many dairy cattle, and, as Mr. Harding said this morning,
the increased demand from South American countries has been enor-
mous, not only for cattle but also for hogs. The present allotment
of funds for this work is proving inadequate and will not enable the
bureau to continue efficient control over shipments of this character.
The exportations of sheep to Canada has likewise been unusually

heavy. Thus, as compared with the entire year ending June 30,

1919, during which 5,163 sheep were exported, 10,938 sheep were ex-
ported in the first four months of the present fiscal year.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does Canada accept any inspection

by State authori^?
Dr. MoHLiEE. No, sir ; she does not.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why?
Dr. MoHLEE. It is pretty difficult to give the reason for the other

person, but I imagine they have found that these health certificates,
especially the tuberculin test charts that they have accepted in the
past, have not been satisfactory ; so they require a certificate from a
Federal inspector.
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Mr. McLaitghlin of Michigan. If the Government did not do it,

what would ultimately be the result ? The States that are not carry-

ing on a proper inspection would come to find it necessary, would
they not? They would be compelled to encourage a proper system
of inspection, to carry it on, or their people would lose the trade?

Dr. MoHLEE. I think what would happen, Mr. McLaughlin, is that

if the bureau did ntit make the inspections of cattle, hogs, and sheep
the Canadians would not get anything of that character from the

United States. I talked with the veterinary director general last

week in Chicago, at the International Live Stock Show, about ac-

cepting the States' tuberculin certificates from the State men, and he
told me very frankly that he was not in a position to accept those

certificates at this time. He is, however, in position to accept cattle

from our accredited herds without any further restriction, and to

allow them to come into Canada on an accredited herd certificate;

but further than that he would not go at this time. That is the posi-

tion you will find the Canadian authorities have taken with reference

to the various certificates from State officials for cattle, sheep, and
hogs.

Mr. McLATjGHLiisr of Michigan. I have no doubt that is their posi-

tion now ; but if the States learned that their people could not do
business with Canada, pretty soon they would come to the conclusion

that it would be better for them to establish inspection services and
do it right.

Dr. MoHtEE. Yes ; I agree with you.

The Chairman. According to your table, you employed 265 in

/919, paying them $464,000. For 1921 you estimate for 251, with an
axpenditure of $557,660.

Dr. MoHLEE. On what page is that, Mr. Chairman ?

The Chairman. The table is on page 43.

Dr. MoHLER. What is your question?

The Chairman. You are asking for fewer men and more money ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir.

The Chaieman. That is explained, I take it, by the fact that a

number of them were employed part time or temporary ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir; and you also understand that the amount
under the column for 1919 is the actual expenditure that has been

paid, while the amount for 1921 is purely a pro forma estimate.

That is the best approximation that we can give you so far in advance,

but you will notice that 38 men who in 1919 were veterinary inspec-

tors at $1,800 were promoted, so that in 1921 they will get $1,920.

There is the same number of men, but they have been increased

$4,560 in salaries. The same thing obtains right through the list,

which explains why a smaller number of men may receive a larger

total in salaries.

The Chaieman. Are your salaries in general satisfactory?

Dr. MoHLEE. I would not say they were satisfactory, but they are

much better than they were this time last year. The morale of

the force has improved 50 per cent;, so much so that a number of.

men who resigned before the 1st of July have returned to the bureau

service since the salaries have been increased. However, the entire

bureau force is expecting more adequate adjustment of their salaries

as a result of the labors of the Congressional Keclassification Com-
mission, and therefore I shall not discuss this subject now.
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The Chaiemast. What would you say about including on the
statutory roll a number of these new places ?

Dr. MoHLEE. I am very strongly opposed to

The Chaieman. There is much oposition to the lump sum appro-
priations in the House. It is contended that they should be placed
on the statutory roll so that the House may know exactly the num-
ber to be employed. *
Of course, you give an estimate of the number here, but that is

not definite nor entirely satisfactory to the House.
Dr. MoHLEE. Personally, I am very strongly opposed to putting

these scientists, laboratory workers, and inspectors on the statutory

roll. The present plan of having them on lump-sum rolls makes the

service a very flexible organization. As an illustration, if, like at

present, we are spending pro rata more money than is available for

tuberculosis eradication, instead of laying off or dismissing 100 men,
we can bring them over to our meat inspection service. The winter sea-

son is starting, and the amount of meat inspection is greatly in-

creasing. There is more live stock being brought for slaughter at

this season of the year than at any other time. We can bring those

men in and put them into meat inspection work, and in the spring

we can send them out when hog cholera is starting to appear in the

country. When you have them on the statutory rolls, you can not

make that transfer without causing a great deal of hardship.
The Chaieman. In what way ?

Dr. MoHLEE. If we had a man who was drawing a certain salary

on a statutory roll in tuberculosis eradication, and we found that our
money was short, we might have to transfer him to a vacancy in the

meat inspection work which might be of so subordinate a character

that it would be worth $300 or $400 less than he received. Or he may
be working alongside of a person who would be getting considerably

more money than he. There is no way of controlling these things

on the statutory roll, as is evidenced by the repeated experiences with

the clerical statutory roll, where two clerks doing the same kind of

work may get a difference of $300 in salaries.

The Chairman. You transfer them back and forth ?

Dr. MoHLEE. We make the force as flexible as we can. We do not

want an expert on tuberculosis who knows nothing about ticks, or an

expert on meat inspection who knows nothing about hog cholera.

We try to keep all our inspectors fully informed about every line of

work in which we are engaged.
The Chairman. You transfer them at the same salary ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir ; we do.

The Chaieman. Wliy would it not be just as well to put them on

the statutory roll at once?
Dr. MoHLEE. If we had the statutory roll under tuberculosis eradi-

cation, and had 80 men, 30 of whom were getting $2,200 and 50

$1,800, when we came to transfer them to other lines of work they

would naturally be placed in work vacancies where they are needed
irrespective of the amounts they may be drawing on the proposed
statutory roll. At the present time we can adjust things without
fear or favor. If there is a vacancy we can promote the most de-

sirable man. -This statutory roll proposition, so far as I can see, is a
very serious thing to a wide-awake, outstanding young man. He has
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to wait for the man in front of him either to resign or die. There is

no vacancj' that he can fit into because they are all occupied. Fur-
thermore, new places on the statutory roll must be estimated for by
the bureau- practically a year in advance, and such places must be
approved by the Secretary, your committee, and Congress, and may
always be stricken out by a simple point of order from the floor.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Under item 60 there are a number
of different kinds of work, for which- a lump sum of $557,000 is pro-
vided.

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. We are often asked on the floor

how much money is being used for a particular piece of work, and
how much for another piece of work, and how much for another
piece of work, and sometimes we are unable to answer. I think, as

we go along, where an item contains a number of different kinds of
work, you ought to help us by stating how much money you spend
for each particular kind of work.

Dr. MoHLEE. I have that right here and would be very glad to tell

The Chaieman. The note indicates the number to a certain extent

but when grouped it is difficult to ascertain the exact number of each.

Dr. MoHLEE. The present appropriations covered in this item are

as follows, for sheep scabies, $151,378.

The Chalrman. That is for the current year ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir; that is for the current year. We have not
asked for an increase in that item. For cattle and horse scabies,

$59,500, and we are asking for an increase of $10,000. That makes
$69,500. Interstate transportation, $150,000, and we are asking for

an increase of $25,000. For the 28-hour law, we have $27,840, and we
are asking for no increase there. For the mallein testing of animals

for interstate shipment we have $5,000 ; for the importation of ani-

mals, $64,980 ; for quarantine inspection, $12,000 ; for the importation

of by-products, $16,980, and we are asking for an increase of $3,020.

For testing animals for export we have $7,000, and we are asking for

an increase of $2,000 there. For the inspection of vessels we have

$2,500. For the laboratory work, including the dipping outfits for

scabies and the work of manufacturing mallein and the preparation

of dips and disinfectants for the disinfecting of hides, we have

$15,000.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You spoke of some by-products.

What are they ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Animal by-products. That would be knolls of wool,

bones, hoofs, horns, hair, and different products of that character.

The Chaieman. That is $15,000?

Dr. MoHLEE. No, sir ; $16,980. That is the item for importing by-

products where we are asking for $3,020 in addition.

The Chaieman. Is that for the current year or 1921 ?

Dr. MoHLEE. $16,980 is for the current year, and we are asking for

$3,020 in addition for next year.

The Chaieman. $16,980 for the current?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir; $16,980.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have to inspect those by-

products to see that they do not carry any disease ?

164315—20 11
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Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir; and if they are not accompanied by a cer-

tificate, they are all disinfected so that we shall take no chances of

bringing in foot-and-mouth disease, rinderpest, etc.

Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. Have you particular places where
they are permitted to be brought into the country ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir; principally New York, and also Philadel-

phia, Boston, and Baltimore. They are all coming in under inspec-

tion. Also camel's hair, hog bristles, and things of that kind would
all be included in the by-products.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How about coming across the line

from Canada by rail, or from Mexico ?

. Dr. MoHLER. We have the customhouse officials of the Treasury
Department working in cooperation with us, and they notify us

whenever anything is coming through. They very frequently are

allowed to enter the country, in bond, but they have to be disinfected

at destination, if necessary.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. "When the Treasury officials notify

you, do you have a man to go in answer to that call and make an
inspection ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir ; we have men scattered along the Canadian
border at different points, especially at railroad centers.

The Chairman. Why not put all of the veterinary inspectors in one
group at a certain salary and then apportion them as you think best ?

Dr. Mohlee. It would not work out well, if you are going to

confine this number of veterinarians each at so many dollars per
annum on the statutory-roll basis, for the reasons that I have already
mentioned. It is submitted that in a work so extensive and com-
plicated as the meat-inspection service and the great eradicative meas-
ures handled by this bureau, including foot-and-mouth disease, if

necessary, it is absolutely impossible to predict a year ahead how
many employees will be required, with their salaries.

The transfer of technical and scientific employees to the statutory

roll, such as is now provided for the clerical force of the depart-

ment, would, in my opinion, be a calamity. It would not be a ca-

lamity to scientific workers alone, but to the Government and people
of the country as well. It is a well known fact that the adoption of

the statutory roll for clerical employees, making it necessary for the

clerks to depend upon the resignation or death in the service of em-
ployees to secure promotion, has in no way tended to increase the

efficiency of the clerical force. It has made promotion so slow and
opportunity for advancement so remote that many of the best em-
ployees have resigned and others who are of high natural ability

have lost interest and refuse further to exert their best efforts. Such
action would undoubtedly cause the best men in the scientific and
technical branches to leave the Government service as soon as the

opportunity offered.

Promotion at present is extremely slow. The salaries of Govern-
ment workers are now below the scale paid by State institutions and
far below that paid by commecial institutions. Not only would
capable employees gradually leave the service, but the service would
not attract men from the outside. It is difficult enough at the present
time to obtain satisfactory scientific employees, without increasing
this difficulty.
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I believe that, if possible, the salary system for scientific em-
ployees should be made more elastic than it is at present in! order that
those who prove their efficiency by the results accomplished may be
rewarded promptly. This would, in my opinion, give a tremendous
stimulus to the research activities of the Department of Agriculture.
The appropriations for the salaries of scientific and technical em-

ployees, which at the present time can be used as the work requires,
could not be economically administered under a statutory system,
and there would be a tendency to maintain continuously a larger
staff than necessary in order to be able to meet emergencies. It is

also my belief that fewer applications will be received for appoint-
ment in the bureau service if this class of employees is placed upon
the statutory roll. I might add that the turnover in our bureau in
the last 12 months has been almost 40 per cent. We have lost 1,956
employees in the last fiscal year.
Mr. EuBEY. How many men, approximately, did you dismiss dur-

ing the year ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Eight.
Mr. EuBEY. For inefficiency ?

Dr. MoHi>ER. For various reasons.
Mr. Harbison. That does not, of course, include reductions in

force.

Mr. Etjbey. I am just asking for the number dismissed. Do you
have difficulty in dismissing a man from your service who is Just
simply lagging along, doing what he is required to do, but doing it

about as inefficiently as he can and at the same time keep his place?
Do you have any trouble getting rid of that sort of fellow ?

Dr. MoHLER. It is a very difficult thing to get rid of a man who is

just about on the border line.

Mr. Etjbey. TTnder the civil-service regulations you can not dis-

miss a man without charges being preferred against him, can you ?

Dr. MoHLER. No, sir ; we can not.

Mr. Harrison. The procedure is prescribed by law. We are com-
pelled to prefer charges against a civil-service employee before he
can be dismissed and frequently it is exceedingly difficult to cite

specific instances wherein he has been inefficient. The natural result

is that many people stay in the Government service who would not
be retained by a business organization.

Mr. EuBEY. I just wanted to call that matter up.
Mr. Harrison. I think it is safe to say that it frequently takes

from a month to two months to dismiss an employee from the service.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Before whom do you have to ap-

pear and make your charge against a man ?

Mr. Harrison. We do not have to appear before anybody.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You spoke about the necessity of

making a showing. To whom do you make it ?

Mr. Candler. Do you have to take it up with the Civil Service

Commission?
Mr. Harrison. We do not have to take it up with the Civil Service

Commission. We send the record to them after we have acted.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does the Civil Service Commis-
sion pas^ on your complaints against your own employees ?

Mr. Harrison. No ; they do not pass on our complaints ; we merely
file with them the papers showing our action. Here is the difficulty.
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We are compelled to cite specific instances of inefficiency, assuming
that is the charge, and that is exceedingly difficult in many cases.

We may know that the employee is generally lazy, or a number of
relatively minor things may have occurred which indicate that he is

generally inefficient. You can appreciate how cases of this sort will
arise in a large organization, yet when it comes to preferring specific

charges, indicating specific instances of inefficiency, it is an exceed-
ingly difficult thing. All cases involving disciplinan^ action other
than a reprimand are considered in the Secretary's office, and, if the
charges are not sustained, the employee, of course, is not dismissed.
Mr. Rtjbet. If the man himself is not satisfied he can go to the

Civil Service Commission and take it up with them and ask them
why he has been dismissed, can he not ?

Mr. Harrison. Yes; he may take it up with the Civil Service Com-
mission, and at times the Civil Service Commission has communi-
cated with us about particular cases, but, so far as I know, it has
never objected to our action.

Mr. Candler. If the Civil Service Commission does not approve
your action in discharging a man, can they reinstate him ?

Mr. Harrison. No; they have no power, as I understand it, to

revise the action of the department.
The Chairman. Why not put all of the veterinarians in one

group ?

Mr. Harrison. One of the greatest difficulties is that we are com-
pelled to make these estimates so far in advance. We can not even

,
guess with any degree of accuracy what the conditions are likely to

be next year. It seems to me that some latitude must be left to the
department in the handling of its personnel.

The Chairman. You have a veterinarian listed on several pages.

Why not put them all under one group ?

Dr. MoHLER. That is according to the procedure adopted by the

department years ago and is, I believe, in accordance with law or

at least with the requirements of the Littlefield committee.
The Chairman. We write our own bill. When we appropriate

a lump sum we do not know how the salaries are apportioned. You
make estimates and, of course, we know that you expect to carry

them out in good faith and that these are the salaries that you ex-

pect to pay. It amounts to the same thing, but a statutory roll is

a more comprehensive and intelligent way of doing it.

Dr. Mohler. I object to putting them on the statutory roll and
confining a certain salary to a certain position or to a certain man.
I have been told that there were statutory positions established some
years ago for scientific workers, and it was abandoned because it did

not function satisfactorily.

Mr. Harrison. Some of the States have tried it but it has been a

miserable failure.

Dr. Mohlee. I know that is true.

The Chairman. This is practically the same. You are indicating

to Congress just what you expect to pay in salaries. You start on
page 43 with one veterinary inspector at $3,500, one at $3,000; .and

so on. That is what you state that you expect to pay. Why not

write it in the law?
Dr. Mohler. At the present time the Secretary- can reduce that

salary or raise it, but if you state in the law that the Chief of the
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Quarantine Division must get $3,500, it takes it out of the discre-
tionery power of the Secretary entirely. This chief might leave
and* the next man might not be worth $3,500. But you must fill it

or have the money lapse into the Treasury.
The Chairman. We could specify out of a $100,000 item intended

for salaries that $75,000 should be paid at certain rates on the statu-
tory roll, and carry $25,000 in a lump sum so as to give you some dis-

cretion and leave it flexible. It seems to me that the lump-sum appro-
priations are unjustifiable, and an unbusinesslike way of doing it.

Congress has been criticized for it. I believe that this committee has
reported bills carrying a larger statutory roll than practically all

the other committees together, biit I believe it.can still be improved
upon. If Congress is to determine what salaries are to be paid or
are to have anything to do with it, it should be done in the act.

Dr. MoHLER. Congress has already stated that the Secretary will

be permitted to pay $4,500 as a maximum salary for scientific

workers, and he has not abused that privilege. I think it is much
better to leave these lump-sum salaries to his discretion rather than
to make it compulsory, for instance, that the Cliief of the Quarantine
Division, or the assistant chief, be given just that amount and noth-
ing more or nothing less. That is where the hardships of the statu-

tory roll, to my mind, come in ; it is so absolutely inflexible.

The Chairman. If these tables in the estimates are not to be
adhered to they do not amount to anything. We, of course, expect
you to make certain changes. We know that you carry out your
estimates in good faith. When we get on the floor we are criticized

for lump-sum appropriations. It is stated that there is nothing to

indicate what they will be used for. The only way of answering the

criticism is to call attention to the estimates and the plans indicated

therein.

Mr. Harrison. The department, of course, can not say absolutely

what it will be necessary to do 12 months from now.
The Chairman. I do not ask to state exactly, but to come some-

where near it.

Mr. Harrison. This is our best estimate. This is what we intend

to do so far as we can determine on the basis of present conditions.

The Chairman. It should be something more than an intention,

it should be written in the la^v.

Mr. Harrison. There are many arguments in favor of lump funds,

especially in connection with the prosecution of scientific and techni-

cal work. The matter was thoroughly discussed and a statement

prepared by a committee working for the Joint Commission on Ee-

classification and printed in the Star of November 9. The committee

has indicated some very specific, and I think sound, objections to

statutory rolls, and I would like to read the statement to the com-
mittee.

It is a long statement, but the matter we are discussing is one of

the most fundamental problems in the Government service to-day

—

the question whether the hands of administrative officials are to be

further tied by statutory rolls or whether they are to be given some
discretion in the administration of the work authorized by Cortgress.

The Chairman. I do not want to tie their hands, nor do I want
to leave it entirely to them as at present under the lump-sum appro-

priations.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If we could get rid of the respon-
sibility and give it to you, I would be very glad to do it.

Mr. Harrison. If Congress authorizes the expenditure of a cer-

tain amount of money for a certain kind of work, it is then up to

the executive officers, the men who are doing the work, the men
who are actually responsible for the results secured, to carry out
the purpose of Congress.
The Chairman. But it is the duty of Congress to know ho.v they

are going to spend it.

Mr. Harrison. Next year we will, of course, report the results

to you, and, if Congress does not think that the expenditures wy
have made are justified, then it should cut the appropriation. I

think anyone in the Government service holding a responsible' po-
sition will say that the one thing that would seriously disrupt the
Government service would be to put the scientific and technical

workers on the statutory roll.

The absolute hopelessness that prevails among employees on the

statutory rolls, knowing as they do that they may stay there for

years without material advancement, that their ability, ambition,

and energy will not be adequately recognized, is very demoralizing.

We have come here year after year with recommendations for pro-

motions on the statutory rolls, but they rarely ever go through.
You gentlemen know that we proposed a readjustment in the lower
grades on the statutory rolls last year, but no action was taken.

There have been very few changes on these rolls in the last five or

six years.

The Chairman. Your statement would be an argument in favor
of the statutory roll. I am perfectly willing to accept the statement
and the judgment of the department. I do not believe anybody
wants to cripple the department. We do not want to cut salaries.

We want to give all they are entitled to; but I do like to do busi-

ness in a businesslike way, and the ordinary business man would not
continue over the new year if he did not have some system of doing
business in a regular businesslike way. The only way to do business

is to know exactly what your money is to be expended for, and it

is the duty and the function of Congress to absolutely determine
this. Then it is left to the department to expend the money accord-
ing to the direction of Congress.
Mr. Harrison. Is there a business organization in the country,

operating on a large scale, that tells its general manager just what
he may pay in salaries a year from now ? It is not my understand-
ing that the board of directors of a business organization limits its

general manager in the handling and pay of its personnel in the

manner that the executive departments are limited. It might be
said that Congress is the board of directors of the Government
service and that the head of each department is a general manager.
The budget of a business concern is usually fixed a month or two,
perhaps less, in advance of its fiscal year, and even then much dis-

cretion is given to the general manager in connection with the pay of
the personnel. Furthermore, a meeting of the board of directors
can be called at almost any time to deal with any unusual situation
that may develop, so that, in any e^'ent, a fixed salary roll in business
would not present the same difficulties that exist in the Government
service
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The Chairman. The general manager submits his plans to the
directors, and the directors determine it.

Mr. Harrison. Certainly.
The Chairjian. It should be so with the Government, too, as with

any well organized business institution.

Mr. Lee. I do not believe there is any man in the world who runs
his business a year in advance.
The Chairman. Let us leave some latitude, of course. If we are

to accept the statements of the department without writing it in the
law, we will have to say to Congress, " Here is what the department
expects to do,'' as we have done from time to time, and for which we
have so often been criticized.

Dr. MoHLER. It is just a matter of integrity. That is the point I
want to emphasize. There certainly has been no abuse in any bureau
of the Department of Agriculture of this lump-sum roll, and I am
sure you will find it would be the worst thing that could happen in

our department, particularly to our best men, if they felt that they
were going to be shackled by the statutory chain of a certain salary

for a certain job. Instead of losing 1,900 employees we would lose

practically all of our best men, and we are losing them fast enough
under present conditions. . ,

We know the psychology of these men, and we know the psychol-

ogy of our clerks under the statutory roll. We run our offices with
a lower average grade of clerks as compared with what we would
have if a lump sum were available to pay them from. The same
thing would obtain if we had to put our scientists on the statutory

roll.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There is an appropriation of
$557,000 and you might expend all that for salaries if you wanted to.

Dr. Mohlek. No; that is unthinkable. That is what you gentle-

men seem to understand generally. We could not put all of that in

salaries. We have a certain amount of work to accomplish, and if

we paid these men $557,000 in salaries, when we came here next year
we could not show you any results. I keep coming here every year
and keep showing you that we are protecting the live-stock interests

of the country and giving you results. We could not possibly do
that if we were only paying salaries.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The statement that was made a

few minutes ago was that it was the duty of Congress to make ap-

propriations and put them in the hands of the executive departments
to do with them just as they please.

Mr. I^AKRisoN. I do not think I made that statement.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I clo not believe that is the limit

of the responsibility of Congress. I do not like to assume respon-

sponsibility I do not have, but I feel some measure of responsibility

as to how this money is spent.

Mr. Harrison. I did not mean to suggest that Congress should not

put any limitation on appropriations that may seem to it to be wise,

but I was merely tryi;ig to point out, Mr. McLaughlin, that some of
the limitations handicap the executive officers, and to express the

view that it is necessary for Congress to trust such officers to do their

duty. These men feel their responsibilities and will, of course, en-

deavor to carry out the wishes of Congress as best they can. This
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tuberculosis matter is a case in point. The department urged Con-
gress not to place any limitation on the expenditure of the appro-
priation, realizing then the situation which was explained to you this

morning would develop.
I was answering Mr. McLaughlin's statement, and was referring

to a specific case where Congress exercised its judgment, as it-had a

perfect right to do, and refused to trust its executive! officers. As a

result importajjt work that ought to go forward has been held up
and it has been necessary to discharge a number of men. A consider-

able sum of money, appropriated by the Congress for the eradication

of tuberculosis, can not be) used for that purpose because of a limita-

tion of the appropriation and it is going back into the Treasury.

Will it not be time to raise that question when there has been an

abuse of the authority and of the leeway you have given us ?

The Chairman. My contention is that we should do business in a

business way. As a private individual, I would not expect to do
business in this way. It is a question as to whether I do my duty as

a Member of Congress, or turn everything over to the Executive. • Of
course, I have confidence in the Executive, but that is not enough.

Mr. Leshee. To what extent would you suggest that these salaries

be put on the statutory roll ?

The Chairman. 1 would not put them all on the statutory roll,

but a large number of them.
Mr. Leshee. Put them all on the statutory roll ?

The Chaieman. No. Not all of them. Here is an item of $527,-

000, with not one salary on the statutory roll. I can not conceive of

any business man saying that that is a businesslike way of doing

business.

Mr. Harrison. It is not my understanding that any business

organization has an inflexible roll which can be changed only once

a year.

Mr. EuBET. Mr. Chairman, I want to study this question and I

want to get all the information I can on it. Mr. Harrison a moment
ago called attention to a statement prepared by the commission on
the reclassification of salaries, and I believe it would" be a good idea

to print it in the record so we can look it over carefully.

The Chairman. I have no objection to that.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. By whom was it prepared?
Mr. Harrison. It was prepared by one of the advisory committees,

Mr. McLaughlin, appointed by the Joint Congressional Commission
on Keclassification, a committee consisting of Mr. Manning, Chief of
the Bureau of Mines, Mr. Myers, chief clerk of the Treasury Depart-
ment, Mr. Eyan, of the Bureau of Education, and Dr. E. B. Eosa, of
the Bureau of Standards. They set out under various headings the
disadvantages of the statutory roll. The first heading, for instance,
is the "Difficulty of foretelling statutory positions needed," under
which the committee indicates very clearly the impossibility of any
satisfactory estimate, so far in advance, of the positions required.
We can not say now what salaries it will be necessary to pay next
July. Congress authorizes a new line of work and we go ahead
and organize it, securing the best available men at salaries they are
willing to take. We can not tell in advance what we will have to
pay them. Other headings in the statement are " Inequalities and
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injustices under statutory salaries " and " Unused statutory vacan-
cies." Year after year we have many low-salaried statutory places
which we are unable to fill and the money goes back into the Treas-
ury. The committee cites many other disadvantages of statutory
rolls, but I will not attempt to enumerate them.
Mr. EuBEY. May that go into the record ?

The Chairman. Yes ; I have no objection.

(The matter referred to follows:)

LuMP-SuM Wage Api-ropeiations Ake .Favoked.—107,000 United States Em-
ployees Affected by Subcommittee's Pboposal.—Statutoby Schedule Meets
Opposition.—Thorough Reclassification of Service Provides for Adequate
Promotions.

Lump-sum appropriations for salaries as opposed to statutory fixing of in-

dividual wages for the "107,000 Federal workers in the National Capital was
i-ecommended to the Joint Congressional Commission on Reclassification of
Salaries in the District to-day by a special subcommittee composed of Van. H.
Manning, Chief of the Bureau of Mines, chairman ; Paul Myers, chief clerk of
the Treasury ; W. Carson Ryan, jr.. Bureau of Education, and Dr. E. B. Rosa,
of the Bureau of Standards.

" The object of Congress in establishing statutory positions is to retain con-

trol of the salary schedules of the Government service," declared the summary
of the elaborate report. " The object of the administrators in advocating lump-
sum appropriations Is to secure sufficient freedom to do the Government vvork
efficiently.

objects not to conflict.

" The two objects are not necessarily in conflict," continued the summary.
" A thorough reclassification of the service, with adequate provision for promo-
tion and a strict .supervision by a central agency, will accomplish both objects.

" (6) The commission, by the .very fact of making a complete classification

of all positions, will answer the demand of Congress by assigning definite salary

scale.? for all positions, which will be approved by Congress. The question of-

lump sum or statutory will, therefore, if the commission's reclassification report

is adopted and a budget system introduced, be settled by incorporating the best

features of each into the new system.
" (c) The central agency that will be set up to carry on the classification—

supposedly the Civil Service Commission—should have representatives in every

department to cooperate with the department hetids in personnel matters and to

check up the whole system for the Government. Full reports should be made
to Congress annually, showing the working of the system and suggesting any
necessary amendments of it."

The reclassification commission has taken no action as yet upon the recom-
mendations. The full report, with the exception of the summary already given,

follows

:

"1. statutory salaries.

" Statutory positions are fixed by Congress for each bureau or administrative

unit in the service in the annual appropriation bills, the number of positions of

each kind and the salaries of each being specified in detail. These positions

are of two kinds, (a) where the salaries and titles have been standardized,

and (6) where the salaries and titles are recommended by the bureau chief or

head of the particular branch of the service concerned. No change can be
made in the title or salary of any position after it is granted except by Con-
gress, and this is done only in the annual appropriation bills. Moreover, any
increase of salary is subject -to a point of order in Congress, and hence even

if the appropriations comniittee has recommended an increase in any given case

^t can only be granted by unanimous consent.
" This fact alone, namely, that Congress has provided no regular method of

revision of salaries or making promotions in statutory positions, and can not

do it if a single Member objects, is one reason for discontinuing such a system.

As estimates are made out by the departments at least 9 months before the

beginning of each fiscal year, it is 21 months from the time the estimate is
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made until tlie end of the fiscal year during which the money is expended.
Of course, it is impossible to foresee the requirements of a bureau's personnel
or of -the personnel of any particular line of work in a bureau accurately in

detail a year or more In advance. No matter how carefully the work may be
planned, conditions change ard it is usually necessary to modify plans and
make changes in personnel, sometimes very considerably, to meet changed con-

ditions.

" 2. DIFFICULTY OF FOEETELUNO STATUTORY POSITIONS NEEDED.

" But even if external conditions did not change, it is impossible to foretell

how work will develop and just how many men of different kinds and grades
will be I eeded for a given investigation. Suppose, for example, an investiga-

tion is undertaken which requires physicists, chemists, mechanical engineers,

statisticians, and clerks. To estimate a year in advance how many men of

each kind will be needed and the salaries of each would be little better than
guesswork. When the work is undertaken the men in charge of the several
branches of the work develop the problem gradually, and they gather their

personnel as needed and as they can. It is partly a question of what is needed
to do the work as it develops and partly a question of what men can be found
who are competent and available at the salaries that can be paid.

" If man who is splendidly equipped for some part of the work is found who
can be had at $4,000 a year. It Is very awkward If the highest statutory salary

available is $3,000, and only statutory salaries are available. Perhaps two
chemists are needed and only one has been, estimated for ; or perhaps two
mechanical engineers were provided and It is found that one^ would better be
an electrical engineer. In short, to be hampered and embarrassed by restric-

tlors of this kind which do no good and make it Impossible to carry out work
efficiently is exceedingly undesirable.

" Under a lump-fund appropriation the bureau chief Is free to employ the

men most needed and to make salaries fit the men, instead of trying to fit the
men to predetermlred salaries. Under this plan the service of anyone may be
discontinued when not required and the money used for some other position.

The plans for the work may be developed gradually and the division of funds
between salaries and other expenses may be determined by the needs of the
-work and not by a guess made a year in advance.

" 3. PEOMOTIliNS.

" Under a statutory-salary plan promotions are made by advancing men
to vacancies at higher grades. These vacancies usually arise either by the
securing of new positions at higher salaries, or by resignations. In a bureau
that is growing rapidly there are apt to be many new positions, and if these
are secured in the upper grades, promotions can be provided for. It is impos-
sible, however, to foresee a year or more in advance where promotions are most
needed, and it is also impossible to foresee what vacancies are going to occur
by resignations. Hence it often happens that It is difficult or impossible, to

make the promotions that are most deserved, and one is obliged instead to.

make such as can be made. That is, promotions can not be made strictly on
merit, but must be determined to a large extent by accident. It may happen
that two men of the same salary are equally deserving of promotion, but there
is only one vacancy. Perliaps the next higher vacancy is $400 above the given
salary. The just action would be to give each $200. But that is impossible
with statutory salaries, as the salaries can not be changed. One must be given
$4<X) and the other nothing, or else neither promoted and the position left

vacant or lilled by an appointee from outside the bureau.
" Such distressing situations often arise where statutory salaries prevail,

but do not on a lump-sum basis, Where a bureau is growing slowly or not at
all there are vacancies for promotions only as resignations occur at the top,
or salaries are increased by Congress. Vacancies at the top due to death are
usually too slow to provide promotion. Hence resignations must be depended
upon, and these are apt to be from the men that are most useful. To lose the
best in order to promote the rest is very detrimental to the service. . A lump-
fund plan that will permit promotion of those who deserve it most without
sacrificing valuable members of the staff is extremely important.
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" 4. INEQUALITIES AND INJUSTICES UNDER STATUTORY SALARIES.

" If a position has a special title ami there is only one of a kind in the
bureau, promotions can not be made without special action of Congress. For
example, chief chemist, chief clerk, chief mechanician, chief engineer, secre-
tary, librarian, and a great many other similar positions may occur only once
in a given scientific bureau. The holders of these positions frequently go on
year after year without promotion, and although they mav be especially de-
serving. Sometimes they resign for this reason ; sometimes thev are trans-
fened to other positions where they can be promoted ; sometimes their salaries
are raised by Congress. The latter action is relatively infrequent, however, and
this partly because the bureau chiefs are often instructed not to ask for any
increases in salary. Bureau chiefs should be encouraged to equalize salaries
when they become unequal—to correct injustices when they occur. However,
it is well known that promotions and equalization of salaries are being made
for lump-sum employees, and for statutory employees where there are vacan-
cies. Nevertheless, all departments are frequently requested to ask for no in-
creases in statutory salaries, even to correct the most glaring cases of injustice
that may arise through the inflexibility of statutory salaries. This is one of
the strongest reasons for discontinuing statutory salaries.

" 5. UNUSABLE STATUTORY VACANCIES.

"At the present time there are a great many statutory positions in the Gov-
ernment service vacant because the salaries are so low that they can not be
filled. In such cases the mon6y can not be used for any other position or pur-
pose but reverts to the Treasury. . This puts administrative officers under pres-
sure to fill positions as best tliey can, even though unsatisfactorily, rather than
get nothing out of them. This Is not an efficient use of the money, but may
be justified as being better than leaving the position vacant and neglecting work
that is calling for more help. It hurts the service to have such cases occur, and
they never do occur under a lump-sum plan.

" 6. OTHER DISADVANTAGES OF STATUTORY SALARIES.

" It is inconceivable that a private corporation employing the services of
scientific and technical men, and employing labor on a large scale, would
operate on a statutory basis, as it promotes inefficiency and destroys the morale
of the workers. If merit can not be rewarded when it is deserving, the result

is loss of efficient conduct of the work. If not rewarded, the employee be-

comes discouraged, and if he does not leave the service, his work usually
deteriorates In quality and diminishes in quantity. As the number of such
discouraged employees increases from month to month, the working morale of

the force is weakened and the output soon decreased. The statutory salary

does not encourage initiative, enthusiasm, or ability, and it holds the employee
with these qualities to the salary level of employees lacking them. In the

economical conduct of some special work, it is sometimes not advisable to

promote the understudy for a particular piece of work to the salary vacated
by the chief of the division or section whei'e there is a wide range in sala-

ries. This promotion should not be made until the successor to the section

chief has shown his ability. Yet under a statutory systeim, it would often be
necessary to promote the understudy to the chief's position or leave the posi-

tion vacant. Emergency work or work in an overburdened section can not be
cared for, because of the special character of the work, for which men in anj

other section are not properly qualified ; and even when so qualified, their as-

signment to the overburdened section will usually mean embarrassment to the

work of the section from which they are taken.

" 7. FILLING POSITIONS OF SPECIAL CHARACTER.

" Probably never before has the overwhelming importance of the personal

aquation been so fully recognized as it is to-day. One man makes a brilliant

success where another has failed totally, although having the same advantages
at his disposal; another, surrounded by every advantage which could reason-

ably be expected, permits the decay and dissolution of a great business built
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up by a predecessor under the most adverse conditions. The reason for the-

success on the one hand and the failure on the other is directly due to the-

man involved. Therefore, people universally recognize the importance of se-

curing and retaining the services of the right man, and no commercial organi-
zation would consider depriving itself of the power to pay a larger salary than
usual in order to obtain the services of the right man for a particular line of
work. Therefore, if the head of a bureau is authorized to make certain inves-
tigations which required a man of unusual talent who could not be obtained
for the salary fixed by law he would lose the opportunity of obtaining this
man ; whereas if some elasticity is provided the services of the best man could
be secured.

" 8. OBJECTIONS TO LUMP liTJNDS.

" Statutory salaries present so many difficulties and disadvantages that in
some bureaus lump funds are in vogue much more than statutory funds, and
in some almost entirely. One of the principal ob.1ections to lump funds
has been that the various bureaus are enabled to fix salaries without con-
forming to a common scale, and considerable inequalities arise. It is true
that the character and quality of the work varies in different cases; and
the salary scales perhaps vary less than they appear to do. But it must
be granted that there are differences for men of the same qualifications and
responsibilities, and if proper coordination and standardization of positions and
salaries had been carri,ed into effect the objections to lump-sum salaries would
have been less felt.

"Another objection to lump funds has been that men could be transferred to-

them at higher salaries than they are getting on statutory rolls. Tliis was so-

strongly felt that it led to legislation forbidding this. However, we believe-

that difficulty arises primarily from the fact that because promotions were -im-

possible on statutory funds it was sought to do justice to men in the only way-
possible. Thus the legislation resulted in either driving men out of the serv-

ice or depriving them of promotions to which they were entitled. It may-
be in some cases that men have been promoted who did not deserve it. But
that can happen under either plan.

" Certainly the advantages of a lump-sum plan are very great, and if its

principal disadvantages can be eliminated statutory salaries could be largely-

or entirely dispensed with to the lasting benefit of the Govetiment service.

"9. A STANDARDIZED PEESONNBL.

" The congressional reclassification commission is engaged in classifying

all Government positions in the District of Columbia and proposes to make out
a system of standardized titles with the duties and qualifications for each. A
range of salaries for these various positions will presumably be suggested. If
Congress adopts the report and fixes the salaries, it will be setting very definite-

restrictions and giving very definite instructions to the bureaus in making
appointments and promotions. If funds are provided to the various bureaus
for their work in accordance with some kind of a budget, in which the work to-

be done is described and the money to be spent is estimated, together with
an approximate list of positions of various grades that it is expected to fill,

then the bureaus will be free to spend the money as efficiently as possible and
not be tied up by fixed numbers of fixed salaries as-under the present statutory
system, nor left as free from restrictions as to salaries as under the present
lump-fund system. The disadvantages of each plan will largely be done away
with and the best features of each preserved. It will, of course, be necessary
under this plan that the permanency and stability of statutory places be
secured for the permanent positions in a bureau. It will also be necessary to

have some sort of effective supervision of promotions, such as the Civil Service
Commission gives to appointments, to see that the scheme of standardized
salaries is followed, that exceptions or special cases are justified, and that the
interpretations of the terms expressing the duties and qualifications of the
various positions are substantially uniform in the different bureaus and depart-
ments of the Government."

" 10. PEOMOTIONS UNDER THE NEW SYSTEM.

"How promotions shall be made under the new system has not yet been
decided. It is very important that they be made according to merit, rapidly
for those who develop rapidly, slowly for those who progress slowly. Any
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system which makes it impossible to promote men and women according to
merit can not be satisfactory or right. Automatic promotions which put all
in one class and offer no Incentive to industry and effort are of course out of
the question. On the other hand, if there is no automatic promotion there
should be provision for systematic revision of salaries and frequent promotions
for all who deserve them. Some method of recording the quantity and quality
of work done and the responsibilities carried would seem to be necessary for
all grades of the service. If this can be provided and the range of salaries
specified can be made adequate and sufficiently flexible in some way so that they
can be maintained comparable with salaries outside the Government service,
it ought to be possible to maintain a high grade of personnel and to conduct
the Government efficiently on a business basis.

"11. SUPERVISION OF THE NEW SYSTEM.

" The Civil Service Commission, if enlarged and strengthened, could effec-

tively perform this function of supervising promotions and transfers as they
now do and see that the standardized system of titles and salaries is followed.
It would be desirable to have a representative of the Civil Service Commission
permanently detailed to each one of the large bureaus to cooperate with the
chief clerk or appointment division in matters of appointments and promotions.
Other representatives of the Civil Service Commission could go about among
the smaller bureaus giving assistance where needed and seeing that there is

satisfactory compliance with the system established by Congress. This will
give Congress more adequate control over salaries and positions than here-
tofore, without unduly embarrassing the bureaus in carrying on their work."

The Chairman. The function of Congress here is to determine
these salaries, and unless "we do that we are not performing our
duty. . Shall we surrender theih to the Executive as we have in the
past ?

Mr. EuBET. I at one time was a member of the appropriations
committee of the State Senate of our State. Our committee made
appropriations for every institution in the State, and we made
lump-sum appropriations. We could not do anything else. We ap-
propriated so many thousand dollars for the State University, so

much for the different insane asylums, so much for the penitentiary,

and so much for the different institutions throughout the State, and
the State of Missouri runs its affairs in that way to-day, and gives

to the people M'ho have charge of the expenditure of that money in

the institution the distribution of that money and the use of it in

the way in which they think will be for the. best advantage of the

institution. Every institution, of course, reports to the legislature

the following year how much of this money has been expended and
the details, and the name of evel-y man that has received a penny
is on that list, and when they submit their estimates to the com-
mittee they set forth their estimates for every person they want,

and the salary they expect to pay liim, but they do not always laiow

that they can get him for that salary, and sometimes, as has recently

happened, they have had to pay him twice that much in order to

retain him. The president of our university. Dr. Hill, is now on the

point of going to . California at a higher sala,ry, but they will prob-

ably pay him that higher salary to keep him in the University of
Missouri. If, however, we said, " You can pay Dr. Hill $7,000," they
could not pay him any more, and they would have to let him go.

Dr. MoHi/EE. The point I tried to cover was that there has been
no abuse of this lump-sum appropriation in our department. In
fact, the Secretary has given the $4,500 maximum salary that he is

permitted to give by Congress, to only a very few of our most effi-

cient and outstanding people.
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The Chairman. You are limited, of course, to $4,500, but you can
put everybody up to $4,500?
Mr. Harrison. The records will indicate that we have not done so.
The Chairman. I do not question the integrity of the department.

I am talking about business methods, and I am trying to do my
duty.

Mr. Harrison. It is merely a question of what " business methods "

means, and people will differ on that. I doubt whether there are
many business concerns which do not vary their plan of operation to
suit their own particular needs.
The Chairman. One would not be in business very long if he con-

ducted his business, in this manner. It accounts to a certain extent
for the inefficiencj^ of the Government. It is the loose way that Gov-
ernment business is transacted. I do not know that we can look for
any remedy or reform it. I know that I could make certain changes
that would be to the benefit of the Government, but that is not the
trend at the present time. The executive naturally wants all the
power he can. Why have Congress unless it exercises its rights and
prerogatives ? If we are going to turn all these matters over to the
executives, what is the use of Congress spending any time on them?
Mr. Harrison. Congress, of course, controls the appropriations and

indicates the manner in which, or the purpose for which, the money
may be expended.
The Chairman. We ought to have something to say about what

it is going to be used for. You spoke of checking up. Can any one
poinf out where Congress has checked up anything? We have had
one report from the Committee on Expenditures in the Department
of Agriculture. I think we have had about three reports on these

expenditures in these 20 years that I have been in Congress.
Mr. Harrison. The department, of course, is not responsible for

that ; we submit a report on expenditures every year.

The Chairman. That is a different thing. You are a part of the
executive branch, and we a part of the legislative. It is the duty of

the legislative branch to check up just as much as it is your duty to

check up.
Mr. Harrison. I do not think the department should be made to

suffer on that account, and it will suffer if all salaries in the depart-

ment are placed on the statutory roll.

The Chairman. I stated at the outset that we wanted to make it

as flexible as possible, but not as loose as it is at present. I am
criticizing Congress, not the department, for this method.
Mr. Harrison. We are suggesting in these estimates that you

authorize the transfer of the forest supervisors, the forest rangers, and
the forest guards. These employees have been on the statutory roll

for several years, and the arra,ngement has proven to be an absolute

failure. We are merely asking you to give us in a lump sum, the

total of the statutory salaries provided in the present bill. The
only alternative is to considerably increase the salaries of the men
at present employed. We are not asking for any increase in the
amount appropriated but, with a lump sum, we will be able to

handle the situation with the same amount. I take it that Congress
is primarily concerned about the total amount provided for a par-,

ticular purpose.
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The Chairman. You have $140,000,000, all told; you suggest
that we give you $33,000,000 in a lump sum to go out and expend
it as you see fit.

Mr. Harrison. I think such an arrangement would enable the
executive officers to perform their functions much more effectively
and efficiently, but, of course, I am not suggesting that any action
of this kind be taken.

The Chairman. Why do you not suggest that so many million
dollars be appropriated, and Congress stop with that?
Mr. Harrison. AVe are merely contending for reasonable latitude.
The Chairman. I am perfectly willing to give you reasonable

latitude; I am perfectly willing to do that.

Mr. Harrison. Congress turned over $21,000,000 to the Internal
Revenue Bureau in one lump sum.
The Chairman. Yes ; and we regret that we did it. It was neces-

sary. That was during war times.

Mr. Harrison. I understand that it was done this year.
*

The Chairman. And the pity of it is that the truth will never be
known.' It was necessary to do it under war conditions.

Mr. Harrison. I do not think there is any bill that comes before
Congress that is so completely itemized as this bill.

The Chairman. When it comes to salaries, as I stated at the out-

set, we carry nearly as many, if not more, on the statutory roll as

are carried in all the other appropriation bills, but that is no excuse
for not doing so all along the line. I believe this committee is en-

titled to more credit than nearly any other committee, as far as that

goes, but, after all, it can be improved upon and should be improved
upon. That has been my contention. I have talked about this until

I am pretty nearly tired of talking of it. I have talked about it

a number of years. It has taken a foothold, and Congress has given it a

some attention. I still believe what I am contending for. I do not

want to suggest anything radical, but anything we can do along
business lines to improve the methods ought to be done. With the

unrest in the country and everything else taken into consideration,

I believe it is time to give some consideration to these matters. I

do not want to injure the department or anybody.

Mr. Harrison. I don't know of anything that would more seri-

ously cripple the department than to put the scientific and technical

force on the statutory roll. I think that statement will be supported
by everybody who has had any responsible experience in the Govern-
ment service.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How many of these 252 men on
page 43 would be called technical men?
Mr. Harrison. They are all technical men.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There are several executive clerks

there.

Dr. MoHLER. They are all technical or professional men except

those in the last eight lines. The latter include messenger boys, an
executive clerk, clerks, and laborers who would not come under the

lump-sum appropriation this year, as they were transferred by law
to the statutory roll on July 1.

The Chairman. This is a matter that we will have to take up
carefully. I intended to bring it up, and have discussed it with a
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number of members who I believe have it in mind. Some day we will

have to discuss it further and settle it one way or another. We will

go on with our hearings now and take this up as a separate proposi-

tion. When we write the bill it will be a question whether we wiU
write the salaries on the statutory roll, or whether we will make
these lump-sum appropriations. That is a matter of policy for the
committtee to determine.
Mr. Harrison. Will you not give the chief of the various bureaus

an opportunity to tell you just what effect such action would have
on their activities. They are responsible, in the final analysis, for

the work under their direction.

The Chairman. I will be very glad to do that. We want informa-
tion, we want to discuss it with you. I do not know what the com-
mittee may have in mind, but I have in mind exactly what I have
stated to-day and all these years.

Mr. Harrison. May I inquire whether the committee thinks of
acting in advance of the report of the Joint Commission on Reclas-

sification? That commission is investigating the whole subject and
will make its report to Congress. It has accumulated a mass of data
about the Government service.

The Chairman. There is no more consideration to be given to that
commission than to other commissions. I take it we will lose nothing
by taking action.

Mr. Etjbet. When do you expect that report ?

Mr. Harrison. The commission is required by law to submit its

report during the first week in January. *

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is that the commission composed
of Mr. Keating, Mr. Cooper, and so on?
Mr. Harrison. Yes, sir. It has secured complete records of 107,000

Government employees here in Washington, their duties, and sala-

ries, etc., and it has classified them into a number of different serv-
ices. It has also accumulated a great deal of information about sala-

ries paid by outside agencies.

The Chairman. The committee will now recess.

Committee on Agriculture,
House of Representatives,

Wednesday, December 10, 1919.

Bureau or Animal Industry—Continued.

The committee met at 10.30 o'clock a. m., Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen
(chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. We have a number of gentlemen with us this

morning interested in the tuberculosis appropriation, from whom we
will hear first. This is found in item 61, page 44, of the estimates,
" For investigating the disease of tuberculosis of animals, for its con-
trol and eradication, for the tuberculin testing of animals," and so on.
Mr. Smith, who is live-stock commissioner of the Chicago Live Stock
Exchange, will take charge of the order of the witnesses, suggesting
the names of those who desire to be heard.
Mr. Smith. Gentlemen, we appreciate very much the opportunity

of being given this hearing, to come here and express some views we
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have on this situation, and I would like, fii^st of all, to have Mr.
Brown, who is president of .the Chicago Live Stock Exchange and
president of the National Exchange, which is an organization taking
in all of the live-stock exchanges in the United States, say a few
words, first, on the general subject.

The Chairman. We will be pleased to hear Mr. Brown.

STATEMENT OF ME. EVERETT BROWN, PRESIDENT OF THE CHI-
CAGO LIVE STOCK EXCHANGE AND OF THE NATIONAL EX-
CHANGE.

Mr. Beown. Mr. Chairman, as well as having the titles that the
honorable professor has indicated, I was appointed four years ago
as chairman of the sanitary committee of the Chicago Exchange,
which has actually to do with the work on tuberculosis, the promo-
tion of the eradication of tuberculosis, and I was chairman for that
time. We feel that we have accomplished a great deal on that work
in assisting the different departments of the Government who have
had that under supervision. I may say, in stai-ting, that we had a
gathering in Chicago on the first night of the International Live
Stock Exposition, representing 32 States and representing all the
breeding associations in the TJnited States that were interested in

this eradication of tuberculosis. Prof. Smith will present to you,
I think, the resolutions which were offered at that time and carried

unanimously by that aggregation of gentlemen. I am particularly

z'equested to present to you the request of the National Exchange,
the Chicago Exchange, and our sanitary committee, in the hope that

the unused appropriation passed by the last Congress—which, I un-
derstand, is approximately $800,000—.may be distributed so that the

operating expenses of the Bureau of Animal Industry—which have
been, I understand, restricted because certain amounts of this fund
have been particularly appropriated to cover- the operating expenses

and the other part of the fund the indemnification—that that fund
which now remains, of $800,000, which was intended only to be used

for indemnification purposes, should be distributed to permit the

proper operation of the Bureau of Animal Industry so that they

could proceed, and that the indemnification amount would also apply
so that this fund could be used in its broader purposes in the eradi-

cation of tuberculosis.

The last Congress appropriated $1,500,000 for the eradication of

tuberculosis during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920. Of this

amount, $500,000 was appropriated for operating expenses, such as

the preparation of tuberculin, payment of salaries, and general

administration, whereas $1,000,000 was set aside for the payment
of indemnities to the owners of reacting cattle slaughtered. The
fund for operating expenses is now nearly exhausted, but thei-e is

still left in the indemnity fund something over $800,000. Ap-
parently it has not taken as much money for the payment of indem-
nities as many of us predicted. In order that the work may be
continued through the year it is hoped that Congress will pass some
kind of resolution giving the Bureau of Animal Industry authority

to draw on the indemnity fund for the payment of operating ex-

penses. It is further to be hoped that in making the appropriation

164315—20 12
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for the next fiscal year the law can be so worded that the bureau
will be able to draw on the entire fund for either operating expenses
or the payment of indemnities.
In connection with this we are looking forward, gentlemen, to

what we hope will be an increase in the appropriation in the next

Congress. We believe this work is so important that we hope
your committee will recommend to the next Congress an increase in

the appropriation and in connection therewith, and I desire to

present to you that the Chicago Live Stock Exchange and the other
exchanges m the United States favor liberal appropriations for the
eradication of tuberculosis for the following reasons

:

Statistics from the Division of Meat Inspection of the United
States Department of Agriculture show that approximately 10 per
cent of all the hogs slaughtered in the United States are affected

with tuberculosis. These statistics also show that the disease is

very prevalent among cattle, more especially among dairy and breed-
ing cattle in the northern half of the United States.

That the large qiiantity of beef and pork annually condemned for
tuberculosis nieans not only a great waste of valuable meat, but also

a waste of feed that went into these animals. We frequently get
reports of cattle that die on farms from tuberculosis. The loss on
meat condemned by Government inspectors in packing plants, while
borne for the time being by the packers, eventually falls back on the
producer. Tuberculosis has been costing shippers of hogs to the
Chicago market an average of 15 cents per hundred during the
past year.

That tuberculosis is a hindrance to the breeding-cattle industry
and discouragement to production.
That while tuberculosis is causing a greater annual loss than any

other disease of farm animals, it is not highly contagious and can
be eradicated. Control work that has been in progress in some of
the. States and in the Nation-wide campaign inaugurated two years
ago by a congressional appropriation of $500,000, conditional upon
State cooperation, has already shown results. The percentage of
cattle retained for tuberculosis affected with the disease at the
Chicago market during the fiscal year 1917 was 4.34 per cent, and
during the fiscal year 1919, 3.09 per cent. The percentage of cattle

condemned for tuberculosis at the Chicago market has been reduced
from 0.94 per cent in 1917 to 0.57 per cent in 1919.
The percentage of hogs retained for tuberculosis at the Chicago

market has been reduced from 16.28 per cent in 1917 to 13.21 per cent
in 1919. The percentage of hogs condemned for tuberculosis has been
reduced from 0.34 per cent in 1917 to 0.21 per cent in 1919. If the
percentage of condemnations in cattle killed at the Chicago market
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, had been as high as dur-
ing the year 1917, 24,282 cattle would have been condemned or
9,830 more than were condemned during the year 1919—worth, at
$100 each, $983,000. Had the percentage of condemnations in hogs
at the Chicago market been as high as m 1919 (0.21 per cent) as m
1917 (0.34 per cent), the number condemned in 1919 would have
been 28,424, or 10,535 more hogs than were actually condemned in
1919, worth, at $40 each, $421,400.

Lastly, tuberculosis in hogs comes almost entirely from cattle
through infested milk and droppings. If the disease can be eradi-
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cated from dairy and breeding cattle, it will disappear to a large
extent from fattening cattle as well as from hogs. The sentiment
throughout the country is favorable to the plan of testing all breed-
ing dairy herds with tuberculin. There are a large number of
farmers who have made application for the test, but it can not be
given them because of a lack of Federal and State men to do the
testing.

. A much larger appropriation is needed to carry on this
work and we hope it can be made an annual appropriation until the
disease is practically eradicated.

Now, gentlemen, if there are any questions you would like to ask
me regarding this work, as far as I can give you any information,
I will do so.

The Chairman. My understanding is that the item in which you
are most interested is the one of $500,000 for'administrative and
operating expenses?
Mr. Brown. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Brown. May we have some in-

formation as to that item, and as to what is required ?

Mr. Smith. My idea is that you should have an adequate sum
for indemnity?

STATEMENT OF ME. HOWAUD R. SMITH, LIVE STOCK COMMIS-
SIONER OF THE CHICAGO LIVE STOCK EXCHANGE.

Mr. Smith. As I understand the situation, when this first came
up many of us thought that the money required for the payment of
indemnities should be greater than for the payment of expenses. I
personally thought so, and I remember I talked with Mr. McLaugh-
lin, of Michigan, and I thought it would take a good deal more money
for the payment of indemnities for the actual cattle slaughtered than
would be required for the operating expenses, the payment of sal-

aries, etc. But we have, many of us, been fooled, for this reason : The
price of beef has been very high, the highest on record in the his-

tory of the country, all during the year. Beef has advanced in the

last 15 years nearly four times. Top cattle are selling in the Chicago
market for $21.50 a hundred. That does not meail the show cattle,

but what we call the best cattle on the market. Beef has been selling

very high and the salvage that beef men get or the proceeds they get

from the sale of the salvage is high. I think you understand that

about 80 per cent of all the reactors slaughtered pass for food ; that

is, according to olir own statistics, at the Chicago market about 80

per cent of all the cattle which have tuberculosis, pass for food.

In other words, the disease is localized. Now, the facts are that

beef brings almost as much as strictly healthy cattle would bring,

and the result is this, that the farmers have been able to get a

very good revenue out of that beef—what we call the salvage. And
I think you men understand that the law is worded so that cattle

that react on the test are appraised on the basis of the breeding value

and the difference between the proceeds from the sale of the meat
and the breeding value of the animal, that loss is borne, one-third

by the Federal Government, one-third by the State, and one-third

by the owner. I want to say to. you gentlemen that that has proved
to be a very valuable provision.. The law is worded so that the loss
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on the basis of the breeding or dairy value is borne one-third by the

Federal Government, up to certain limitations. The Federal Gov-
ernment does not pay in any case to exceed $50 as its share on a pure
bred, or $25 on a grade.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you understand that the ap-

praisal is on the breeding value alone?
Mr. Smith. Yes; on the breeding value.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does the law require that ?

Mr. Smith. Yes ; the dairy or breeding value, Mr. McLaughlin.
It is worded so that it is limited to a rather small sum, but it is on
the basis of the dairy or breeding value. Now, the difference between
the value of the meat of the animal and the breeding value of the
animal represents the loss sustained. I can put it in this way : Sup-
pose I have a dairy cow that reacts and the appraisers value that

animal at $150 and that animal goes to slaughter and the meat
passes inspection and the meat brings $75, which is not unreason-
able. Now, the difference between that value of the meat which I
get and the $150 which represents the breeding or dairy value of

the animal means a loss of $75 to me. The Government pays
one-third of that loss, which is $25 ; the State pays one-third of that

loss, which is $25, and I stand the other one-third. The Government
does not pay more than $25, no matter how valuable the animal is.

If that animal had been appraised at $200, I would not have gotten

a cent more.
Mr. McLAtTGiiLix of Michigan. The law, as I understand it, is

as follows: That out of the money hereby appropriated, no pay-
ment of compensation for any tuberculosis animal destroyed shall

exceed one-third of the difference between the appraised value of
such animal and the value of the salvage thereof. I do not see. any-
thing about breeding value in there.

Mr. Smith. It says appraised value.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Yes, appraised value, for beef,

for dairy, or for breeding purposes.
Mr. Smith. The appraised value would necessarily represent the

real value for whatever purpose it is intended.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is it, for whatever purpose.

So are you entirely right in saying that that appraised value is for

breeding purposes ? That is the question I ask you ; I do not think
you are entirely right about that.

Mr. Smith. I do not know that it is definitely stated in the law,
but practically all of those cattle are breeding cattle or dairy
cattle; there are practically no steers whatever, but they are prac-
tically all breeding cattle or dairy cattle. I think I am right in that.

Dr. Kieman, that nearly all of these, cattle are breeding cattle or
dairy cattle.

Dr. KiernAn. Yes.
The Chairman. The contention was that it would not ba neces-

sary to protect steers.

Mr. Smith. No. What I was trying to bring out was this, that
the proceeds of the sale of the salvaged meat, being very high', have
gone a long way toward reimbursing these farmers, and that the
one-third of the difference paid by the Federal Government and by
the State has not been as great as it would be if the meat were lower
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in price. I think you see the point there, that the meat value of
the animal has gone a long way toward reimbursing the owner and
that the difference, representing the dairy or breeding value, is com-
paratively small and the result has been the money required for
the payment of indemnities has not been nearly as great as we an-
ticipated; while the money required for paying the operating ex-

penses has, of course, been heavy.
Now, as I understand the situation, vi'e found in Illinois that some

of the Federal men, that their services had been discontinued, and
naturally we made inquiry as to why their services had been dis-

continued. Other States were in the same situation. Through in-

quiry we found it was necessary because the operating fund was
getting very low, whereas there was a little over $800,000 left in the
indemnity fund. Now, in order that the work may not be hindered,
that it may proceed through the year, up to June 30, we are hoping
that some sort of a resolution will be passed authorizing the bureau
to draw on the indemnity fund for the payment of operating ex-

penses. If that can not be done, of course the work will have to

stop long before the end of the year and there will still be a good
surplus in the indemnity fund. That is the point we wanted to

bring out. Are there any questions on that. The details, of course,

on that will be presented by Dr. Mohler or Dr. Kiernan, represent-

ing the bureau. I think possibly you may have questions to ask
them a little later.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. One question naturally arises, and
that is, how much of this inspection work should be done by the

Federal Government. Some may think the work is of such a charac-

ter that it does not require the highly expert work of officials of the

department. The testing of cattle can be done by any veterinarian.

Is it necessary and is it proper for the Federal Government to go
into a State and do all that kind of work ?

Mr. Smith. I would like to say in that connection, Mr. McLaugh-
lin, that the people as a whole look upon the work of the Federal

testers as being about the best work that can be done along this line.

There are, we are sorry to say, a good many local veterinarians whose
work can not always be depended upon. If we ship cattle to Canada,
the Canadian buyers insist upon Federal testing, insist upon the

work being done by Federal men. And cattle that go into some of

the States must be tested by Federal men rather than by State men.
Now I understand it is the plan of the bureau to work out a scheme
whereby many local veterinarians will be able to do some of this

work, so long as their work remains reliable and good. That will

probably be brought out later on.

The Chairman. Is not the State work generally accepted ?

Mr. Smith. The State "Work is generally accepted
;
yes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You say when cattle are shipped

from one State to another, they are only shipped and only accepted

by the State into which they go after Federal inspection ?

' Mr. Smith. Not all the States, but there are some States that want
them tested by Federal men.
Mr. McLaughlin oi Michigan. I understood the State certificates

:were accepted quite generally.

Mr. Smith. I say the State certificates are accepted quite gen-

erally.
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The Chairman. Have you knowledge of any State certificates not
being accepted in any other State?
Mr. Smith. A few years ago some States would not permit cattle

to be shipped from the State of Illinois.

Dr. MoHLER. Wisconsin was another.
Mr. Smith. They would not take it at all.

Mr. Bkown. They would not take it during the foot and mouth
disease; during that trouble they would not take the State cer-

tificates.

The Chairman. That is during an emergency, of course ; which is

different.

Mr. Smith. That is true of the tuberculosis also, is it not. Doctor ?

Dr. Mohler. Yes.
Mr. Smith. Some States will not accept cattle unless they are in-

spected by Federal men.
Mr. Tinchee. There is no experiment about the testing any more,

is there ?

Mr. Smith. No ; not to any great extent. The tests now are con-
sidered very reliable, but there are different kinds of tuberculin tests

under investigation.

Mr. TiNCHER. What I mean is, have you not gotten a test that is

not an experiment?
Mr. Smith. Yes, sir.

Mr. Tinchee. Any graduate veterinarian could make that test?

Mr. Smith. Yes, sir; any graduate veterinarian could make the

test.

Mr. TiNCHER. Do you know any place where Federal men are mak-
ing the tests now, and have, during the last year, made the tests?

Mr. Smith. Where Federal men have been making the tests ?

Mr. Tinchee. Yes.
Mr. Smith. The Federal men are making the tests in nearly all of

the States.

Mr. Tinchee. What do you mean by " Federal men " ?

Mr. Smith. Men employed by the Bureau of Animal Industry.
Mr. TiNCHER. You mean they are actually making the tests ?

Mr. Smith. Yes.
Mr. Tinchee. I looked the matter up while at home and I found

the tests being conducted there were being made by the local veterina-

rian, who was appointed by the State veterinarian.

Mr. Smith. That is in Kansas.
Mr. Tincher. And was being paid for making that test by the

owner of the stock.

Mr. Smith. Yes.

Mr. Tinchee. And all of the Federal money was being used for

demonstrating, as far as my State was concerned, as far as I could

find out.

Mr. Smith. The situation is this : If a man in your State, Kansas,
sells a breeding animal to some other State, he can have that animal
tested by the local veterinarian if that local veterinarian is approved
by the State authorities.

Dr. Mohleb. Right there, I wish to state that Minnesota has re-

fused to take any cattle from ypuE State, Mr. Chairman, unless the
inspections are made by Federal inspectors.
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The Chairman. How recently?
Dr. MoHLER. Over a year ago. Every dairy or breeding animal

that goes into Minnesota from Iowa is inspected by a Federal
inspector.

Mr. TinCHER. Here is the point I am making: Here we have a test

which is no longer an experiment. If we have a serum or whatever
you call it, a tuberculin, which is no longer an experiment, it does not
make much difference whether one State sets itself upon a pinnacle
and says " We won't take live stock from another State unless certain
authorized men make the test" or not. For instance, I raise hogs;
there is no occasion any more for the Government to appropriate
money to make experiments with reference to hog cholera tests. I
know how I can keep the hog cholera out of my herd ; I know how I
can be careless and let it get into my herd. But the Government
has found a serum, and I am using that. Now, is not the tuberculosis
test the same kind of a proposition, and if I want to follow the pre-
scribed rules by your department I can get rid of tuberculosis in

my herd of cattle and I can keep it out of there?
Dr. MoHLER. Many breeders are doing that through the employ-

ment of private veterinarians.

Mr. TiNCHER. I suppose the theory on which the Government origi-

nally got into this thing was that they would benefit the industry by
certain researches and investigations that would make it possible for
a man to do that. But the Government can not eradicate by appro-
priations and can not hire enough men to wipe out the tuberculosis

of cattle; that is, to go and do the testing of the herds to do that.

They have to have the cooperation of the owners of the herds of
cattle. Now, if it is no longer an experiment, and if we have the
method for doing that, is it not about time to let the individual take
some responsibility ?

Mr. Smith. I think I can answer that question. Congressman, and
I say there are sonje breeders who are hiring their local veterinarians.

Now, they are doing it for this reason : There are many breeders that
have very valuable cattle, worth a thousand or two thousand dollars,

and if they put those cattle under Federal or State supervision they
have pretty nearly got to have them slaughtered, and they can not
afford to lose those valuable animals. And they are doing it in a

private way; they are hiring local veterinarians and segregating

those reactors and keeping them on the farms to raise offspring, and
later on they will have them slaughtered. Now, there is nothing objec-

tionable about that. Every man has a right to do that, which is a

very good way.
But in regard to private veterinarians I want to say this, that the

reason some States will not accept the tests of private veterinarians is

because we have found that a great many private veterinarians are

not honest ; they will do things in order to pass the animal, to give a

certificate of health. They will sometimes do what we call plugging
the test—it has been done frequently—^by injecting tuberculin before
the regular test is made. A very common thing among private veteri-

narians is to make out a chart and not take any temperatures at all.

They are working for this man, and he wants to get the animal
through, and the local veterinarians is paid a little fee for making up
a false chart. That is the reason a good many States will not accept
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the work of a local veterinarian. The Federal man can not afford to

do an5'thing of that sort.

The Chairman. But how about the State veterinarians and their

assistants? They are the ones to whom I have reference. I think in

my State the State veterinarian has an assistant in nearly every
county in the State.
Mr. Smith. We have in Illinois State veterinarians and assistant

veterinarians. We have recently adopted a new plan in Illinois.

The old plan was to have a sort of civil-service examination, and
a man by answering certain questions could be put on the list as an
assistant veterinarian. We had a lot of trouble with that plan;
we had a lot of men on that list as assistant veterinarians who did
dishonest work. At the last session of the legislature it changed
that law, and we no longer have assistant State veterinarians ap-

pointed in that way. The State veterinarian now appoints as as-

sistant State veterinarians men who are reliable ancl will do that

work satisfactorily. We have to have men who are dependable
men, who do strictly honest work in making the tests. When that

is done they ought to accept State tests just as readily as Federal
work, and I feel sure it is the plan to employ more and more of

those local veterinarians who will prove themselves honest and
capable. If a man sells an animal, he frequently hires his local

veterinarian, but the local veterinarians, as yet, are not employed
to any great extent in conducting the whole-herd tests. You see,

in this work of eradicating tuberculosis we have got to test the

whole herd to make any progress. You can not go m and test one
animal or two animals

;
you have to go through the whole breeding

herd and clean it up, and either slaughter the reactors or separate

them. They usually slaughter them. That is the only way of

making any progress in eradicating this disease. And to-day that

work is being done to a large extent by Federal and State men,
and it is planned to employ local men to a large extent in doing
that work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The idea advanced by- Mr.

Tincher, of Kansas, is that it is the duty and entirely proper for the

Federal Government to make the investigation and work ovit a plan
and evolve ideas, principles, and so forth, that can be applied.

When that is done, the application of them, after that, is simple,

and it is a question of the physical labor and expenditure of money,
and it is up to' the local people to furnish that money and to do the

work. I remember very well the statement made by Mr. Scott,

of Kansas, formerly a member of this committee, and a very able

man, who resisted the appropriation for work in the States in carry-

ing out the plan evolved by the Federal Government, and he said

that when the Government had worked out a plan and developed
a principle, and there is no question about its successful opera-

tion, and there simply remains the matter of carrying out, in-

volving the expenditure of money and work, that in his opinion
it was up to+he States to carry it out. I did not agree with him
at the time as to the particular matter that was up before the com-
mittee, but the more we see of demands of States for Federal ap-
propriations and the employment of Federal agents to go into the

States and do the work the more I come to think 'that Mr. Scott
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was right. It may be that this should be an exception in this case

;

perhaps the work is so big and there is such a general interest in
it that it exceeds State lines and all that. But if Mr. Tincher is

right, and you answered his question when you said there was no
doubt about the efficacy of this testing proposition—if he is right
about that, then it is simply a question of spending money by the
States and hiring the right bind of men. And it does not seem to
me that you answer the question when you say some of the State
men are dishonest.

Mr. Cook. I think I can give Mr. Tincher a little information.
Take it in Montana : We have what we call the tail test ; the inter-
dermal, I think, is the proper name for it. Many States will not
accept that test. We can not ship into Minnesota and many other
States. We think that test is all right ; the other States do not think
so and they want a Government test. If we ship into Canada, they
won't accept our test there at all; they insist on a Federal test. I
Imow some bulls shipped up there, tested by a man who was abso-
lutely all right. He got them to the line and could not get them
across. I went to Ottawa myself on behalf of the man (who was a
friend of mine) , but I could not do anything with them. They just

absolutely refused to have anything to do with any tests made by
any of the States. And we ship a great many cattle into Canada,
and if the accredited herd system means anything at all, it means
when you issue a certificate it is accepted anywhere.
Mr. Tincher. Do you know the test that is approved by our de-

partment ?

Mr. Cook. That is the subcutaneous test.

Mr. Tincher. Yes. Now, I do not know just how we can help
your trouble, if your State is using a different test which is not ap-
proved. It is not just clear to me.
Mr. Cook. Other States are using it, too.

Mr. Tincher. I use the test approved by the Government. The
veterinarian says it is all right. Just follow that out to its logical

conclusion and see what would happen. Suppose we should say that
no part of the appropriation should be used, because the Govern-
ment has found a real test. Now right on that subject, Mr. Smith,
you see I follow the test approved by the Government; I take the

trouble to take care of my herd ; my neighbor don't : Is it your idea

that the Government can force him to do so ?

Mr. Smith. Not necessarily. I do not think it is desirable.

Mr. Tincher. Say you could not eradicate the disease from cattle

generally in the United States—you could not get rid of it (you
could not anyway, so far as that is concerned, by reason of its being
a germ disease)

.

Mr. Smith. We can get rid of nearly all of it, Congressman.
Mr. Tincher. I do not suppose in this serum appropriation be-

cause the disease is so prevalent, the germ is so prevalent—I do not
suppose it woud be contended that we would be able to appropriate
enough money to entirely eradicate the disease.

Mr. Smith. I just want to say on that, first, that all we know is

that tuberculosis in hogs comes from cattle—almost all of it—and we
know tuberculosis in fattening cattle comes to a large extent from
breeding cattle, and we have every reason to believe we got this con-

&^'^L-
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tagion in this country from early importations from Europe of pure-

bred cattle. Europe has a great deal of that disease, and those cattle

were brought over here and they were sold to various breeders over

the country and the disease was scattered. And I feel sure if we can

go through those breeding herds and clean up those breeding herds
you would see a big reduction not only in the breeding herds but in

the grade cattle. It has already shown results.

Mr. TiNCHEE. Is it your idea for the Government to appropriate
enough money—say I have 100 head of cattle in Kansas, is it your
idea that I can have them tested without cost to me?
Mr. Smith. Yes ; by the State and Federal Government.
Mr. TiNCHEE. That any man who has a breeding herd can have it

tested?
Mir. Smith. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHER. Without any expense to him?
Mr. Smith. Yes, sir.

Mr. TinCHER. Then you are not beginning to ask for enough money
in this appropriation, are you?
Mr. Smith. He should have the privilege of having his herd tested

under State and Federal supervision.

Mr. TinCHER. Free of charge?
Mr. Smith. Free of charge where he has his whole herd tested and

where he signs up an agreement to abide by these regulations that

have been provided, the sanitary regulations, etc. Now, the plan is

very favorable for this reason, that it leads rather than drives. No
man is compelled to have his herd tested, but the conditions are made
such that he wants them tested; and if the testing is done free of

charge and if the State and Federal Governments will share with the

owner part of that loss, he is willing to have his whole herd tested.

Mr. TiNCHEE. When would you stop this law; when would you
quit that ; how long would you keep that up ?

Mr. Smith. It would seem as though it ought to be kept up until

the disease is practically eradicated.

Mr. TiNCHER. You can not eradicate a germ disease, can you ?

Mr. Smith. You can reduce it to a very large extent.

Mr. TiNCHEE. We have all had the experience with the cholera in

hogs and things of that kind.

Mr. Smith. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHER. How many years would you advocate keeping up
this offer of a free Government test to all breeding animals in the

United States?
Mr. Smith. I believe. Congressman, if this work continues, say,

ior 10 years, you will see it down to a pretty low point.

Mr. TiNCHER. With the money appropriated, it won't begin to be

.enough to offer that free test to all the breeding herds in the United
States.

Mr. Smith. It has been enough to cover something like 10,000 herds

•of breeding cattle this year.

Mr. TiNCHER. That would not cover my congressional district,

Mr. Smith.
Mr. Smith. We are not encouraging the testing of all grade cat-

ile. We are encouraging testing breeding herds, the thoroughbred
herds, first, the seed stock. They are the most dangerous, and they
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have the highest percentage of the disease. Fux-ther than that, these
seed animals, as we call them, are scattered here and there over the
country and they carry the disease with them. The general trend of
the grade cattle is to the market, and they are not so dangerous ; that
is, the general trend of grade cattle is from the farm to the market,
and they do not scatter the disease over the country. The pure bred cat-

tle do scatter the disease, and I believe we ought to confine this work
to a large extent to the pure bred herds first. Of course, in the grade
herds, where we know it exists, we should extend this privilege. I
believe that is the logical plan, to undertake the testing of the pure
bred herds of cattle and those grade herds where we know the disease
exists.

Mr. Tin CHER. If you are right in that theory (and I do not doubt
the figures at all given by the gentleman, that you have made a
great saving in meat production)
Mr. Smith, Yes.

Mr. TiNci-iER (continuing). If you are right in that theory (and
we absolutely know now, as a scientific proposition, how to keep
cholera out of hogs, and we know there is not any comparison with
the figures of tuberculosis as to the loss of meat produced in hogs
every year by cholera) , why not offer free to provide the vaccine and
treatment of all the hogs in the United States by the Government?
Mr. Smith. The Government is cooperating in vaccinating hogs.

Mr. TiNCHEE. A man raising hogs and observing the rules spends
just so much money on every hog he raises to vaccinate it at a certain

age.

Mr. Smith. Really it would not be a practical proposition for a

man to have his hogs vaccinated unless he knew they were exposed.
Mr. Tincher. I differ with you there, that it is not a" practical

proposition to have the herd of hogs vaccinated. When you vac-

cinate every one of them at a certain age, that is the only way to

have an immune bunch of hogs.

Mr. Smith. I have herds in southern Michigan, and they are never
vaccinated unless I know cholera is in the neighborhood.
Mr. TiNCHEE. That may be true in certain neighborhoods. Would

it be practicable, within the next ten years, to have cattle that were
not tested for tuberculosis, if you are going to eradicate that

disease ?

Mr. Smith. To have cattle that were not what?
Mr. Tinchee. That were not tested for the disease.

Mr. Smith. I think all the breeding cattle should be tested, be-

cause you can not tell by looking at the animals whether they have
tuberculosis or not.

Mr. Tincher. I wonder if the same situation does not prevail

with cattle that prevails with hogs? It just occurred to me since

we have been talking—I spoke of the fact in reference to our way
of handling hogs in our locality—^that the only safe way to raise

hogs is to take them all at a certain age and have them vaccinated,

and wherf we do that at a certain age we are going to be free of
cholera. I presume that is not true of the locality you mentioned.
Mr. Smith. No.
Mr. Tincher. And probably that would be the same situation

with reference to the cattle.
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Mr. Smith. Yes.
Mr. TiNCHEE. But we know the treatment for hogs, and any man

can buy the vaccine for so much and have it administered. The Gov-
ernment found that out for us; we appropriated the money, and it

has ascertained that treatment.
Mr. Smith. Yes.
Mr. TiNCHER. Now they have done the same thing with reference

to cattle. The only thing worrying me is where we are going to stop.

I am for the cattle and for the appropriations necessary, but it loeks

to me like an awful big proposition to appropriate enough money
to give free tuberculin tests to all the cattle in the United States

if a man wants it.

Mr. Smith. There is this difference : You can always know when
there is an outbreak of cholera, but no man can tell when there is

tuberculosis in a herd of cattle until they are tested for tuberculosis.

That is the only way to tell, to have a man go through the entire

herd and make the test.

Mr. TiNCHER. It is too late to tell with hogs after they get the

cholera.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. We have been told by some scien-

tific gentlemen that tuberculosis is not transmitted to the offspring.

Mr. Smith. It is not, Congressman, ordinarily. A calf can be
weaned from its mother and can be raised a healthy calf if it is taken
right away. If it is left to nurse the dam, it is in great danger of

contracting the disease from the mother, or if it is left in the stall

and eats out of the same manger there is great danger of its con-

tracting the disease. But if the calf can be removed from the cow
it can be raised a healthy calf, and many are doing it.

Mr. TiNCHEE. It is exactly the same proposition as tuberculosis in

the human being ; it is a germ ?

Mr. Smith. A germ.
Mr. TiNCHER. And there is not as much probability of eradicating

it in the catttle as there is in the human family.
Mr. Smith. I just want to give you the figures to show the actual

progress that has been made in the last two years

:

The following table, compiled from data furnished by the division of meat
inspection of the United States Bureau of Animal Industry, shows the number
of cattle and hogs slaughtered at eight Middle West markets, the number and
per cent retained (tagged) for tuberculosis, the number and per cent sterilized

and the number and per cent condemned because of this disease during the
fiscal years ending June 30, 1917 ; June 30, 1918 ; and June 30, 1919

:
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CATTLE—continued.

East ?t. louis:
1917
1918
i9i9

South St. Josepli;
1917
1918
1919

St. raul:
1917
1918
1919

Sioux City:
1917
1918
1919

Milwjulcee:
1917
1918.
1919

Total, 8 markete;
1917.
1918
1919

Chicago:
1917
1918
1919

Kansas City:
1917
1918
1919

Omaha:
1917
1918
1919

East St. Louis:
1917
1918
1919

South St. Joseph:
1917
1918
1919

St. Paul:
1917
1918
1919

Sioux City:
1917
1918
1919

Milwa'ukee:
1917
1918
1919

Total, 8 markets:
1917
1918
1919..;

Total
slaughter.

670,818
714, 120
683,786

. 350, 147
431, 288
472,006

267, 737
299,728
256,413

237, 777
308, 237
345,322

94, 556
108,727
118,632

5,966,824
6,983,728
6,995,735

7,550,530
6,692,697
8,369,895

2,890,627
2,775,-329

4,011,475

2,236,715
2,132,068
2,841,140

1,653,839
1,490,954
1,954,694

2, 109, 540
1,772,773
2,167,416

1,229,2:5
1,190,948
1,345,770

1,360,469
1, 232, 741

1,52.3,563

1,042,223
1,121,'361

1,577,398

20,073,178
18,408,871
23,781,351

Retained
for tuber-
culosis.

3,163
3,706
3,055

2,832
2,974
2,457

13,703
5,774
6,232

7,745
9,037
8,271

4,376
3,689
6,717

149, 394
147, 699
125, 639

1,229,297
1,016,171
1,104,631

106,137
128,348
192^ 608

189,441
171, 468
236,027

159,817
119, 723

141,361

80, 638
68, 776
76, 746

74,227
60,129
78,922

244,591
216,313
179,331

246, 540
272,651
334,300

2,329,688
2,053,579
2,343,816

Per
cent.

0.47
.52
.44

.81

.66

.52

5.12
1.92
2.04

3.25
2.91
2.36

4.62
3.39
4.81

2.50
2.11
1.79

16.28
15.18
13.21

3.64
4.62
4.79

8.47
8.04
8.32

9.67
8.03
7.22

3.92
3.88
3.54

6.04
5.05
6.86

18.00
16.34
11.77

2:3.64

24.31
21.18

11.60
11.16
9.85

Passed,
sterilized.

223
238
376

103
128
127

80
192
206

335

121
182
131

3,390
8,021

31,274
27,840
35, 677

3,377
3,951
5,551

8,079
8,121
9,466

2,895
3,439
4,111

1,360
1,418
2,087

991
1,440
1,851

7,744
6,369
6,724

•2,956

3,191
2,723

58, 676
.55, 759
68, 190

Per
cent.

0.03
.03
.05

.03

.•02

.03

.03

.06

.13

.09

.13

.11

.11

.12

.06

.11

Con-
demned.

.12

.14

.14

.36

.38

.33

.18

.21

.06

.08

.09

•928

710

750
631

2,880
1,403
1,145

1,193
1,566
1, 309

907
622

31, 254
26,891
22,087

26,791
IS, 152

17, 809

6,897
3,534
4,189

4,614
3,670
5,359

2,170
1,865
2,080

3,627
2,059
1,860

1,452
1,063
1,340

4,476
4,984

1,873
2,064
2,859

49, 157

36, 884

40,570

If the percentage of condemnations in cattle Idlled at tlie Chicago market
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919 (0.57 per cent), had been tlie same
as in 1918 (0.78 per cent), the number condemned in 1919 would have been
20,232 cattle or 5,680 more than were condemned worth, at .$100 each, $568,000.
If the percentage of condemnations in cattle killed at the Chicago market in

1919 (0.57 per cent) had been the same as in 1917 (0.94 per cent), the number
condemned in 1919 would have been 24,382, or 9,830 more than were condemned
worth, at $100 each, $983,000.
Had the percentage of condemnations in hogs at Chicago been the same in

1919 (0.21 per cent) as in 1918 (0.27 per cent), the number condemned in 1919
would have been 22,572, or 4,673 more than were condemned, worth at $40
each, $186,920. Had the percentage of condemnations In Chicago in 1919
(0.21 per cent) been the same as In 1917 (0.34 per cent), the number condemned
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would have been 28,424, or 10,535 more than were condemned in 1919, worth at
$40 each, 3421,400.
The reduced percentage of condemnations on both cattle and hogs in Chicago-

in 1919, efEected a total saving of $754,920 as compared with 1918, and $1,404,400
as compared with 1917, assuming that the losses on cattle and hogs retained
for tuberculosis, but not condemned would offset the value of the salvage on
condemned animals.
On the same basis of valuations, the reduced percentage of condemnations

on both cattle and ,hogs at these eight markets in 1919 effected a total saving
of $2,136,860 as compared with 1917.

It is apparent that the tuberculin testing of herds of breeding cattle, the
elimination of the reactors and the adoption of better methods of sanitation is

reducing the prevalence of tuberculosis is both cattle and hags.

Fox' example, in 1917, 0.94 per cent of the cattle killed at Chicago
Avere condemned for tuberculosis. In 1919, it was only 0.57 per c6nt.

That is the best bai'ometer of the conditons we have, when we get
these reports from the division of meat inspection and see the actual

conditons at these various markets. I have here all the Middle West
markets, and the situation with reference to hogs in Chicago is this.

The percentage of condemnations has been reduced from 0.34 in 1917
to 0.21 in 1919. Noay, something is causing this to begin to go down.
It had been coming up all the time until this appropriation was
provided two j'cars ago. I think the farmers are cooperating well.

I want to say to you men that in my work as live stock commissioner
I come.in contact with men from all over the country, farmers and
stock men, and they are all very greatly interested in this work of
eradica,ting tuberculosis. We find the shippers and feeders are all

of them anxious to cooperate. They realize it is a real menace to the

live stock industry. And I maintain that the testing that has al-

ready been done and the improved sanitary conditions that have
been brought about on our farms has been a big factor in reducing
the prevalence of tuberculosis already. And that is the reason I do
not hesitate to say if we can continue this work just the way we have
been doing for 10 years, you will see, Mr. Tincher, that the situa-

tion is so well in hand in this country that it can be controlled. I
had a herd of cattle in southern Michigan and I had it tested five

years ago and wherever I found reactors I disposed of them and I

have a clean herd and have had no trouble since. And I know any
number of breeders who had that done.

Mr. TiNGHER. Who tested yours?
Mr. Smith. A Federal man.
Mr. TiNCHEE. Do you have him keep up the test?

Mr. Smith. Yes; every year.

Mr. TiNCHEE. Is there a local man appointed by the governor?
Mr. Smith. This work has been done by a Federal man entirely.

Mr. TiNCHEE. Sometimes the Federal man is a home man, too.

Mr. Smith. Ordinarily the Federal man is stationed at some cen-

tral point, and they go out and do the inspecting free of charge.
Mr. Brown. From where was your inspector?

Mr. Smith. Detroit. He is stationed at Lansing now. And I

have a great deal of faith in this accredited herd plan which has
been launched through provisions made by this appropriation. The
accredited herd plan is this: It gives every breeder a chance to

have his whole herd tested annually, and he simply signs up an
agreement to have the Federal or State man to make the test every
year, and if they find reactors they tell him to send them to slaughter
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or else to put them off by themselves so they won't expose their
cattle. . If they own real valuable cattle they frequently like to keep
them until they get some offspring from them, and they are allowed
to do that, but if they have an accredited herd they must have no
tuberculosis cattle on the premises. After they pass a second test

and are shown to be free from the disease they get a certificate show-
ing their herd is free from tuberculosis. When they have that cer-
tificate any breeder can ship cattle from his herd to any State of
the Union without any special tests. Every State of the Union
will take those cattle.

This is proving to be a very popular plan and breeders all over
the country are making an effort to have their herds cleaned up.
They lose something; the Government pays a small pari of that
cost, the State pays a part, and the breeder loses the rest of it.

But he is willing to stand that loss to have a clean herd and the
fact that he can make interstate shipments without restrictions

gives him an advantage. I am confident the way this thing is going
to-day that in a few years we will have tuberculosis practically
eradicated from cattle, pure-bred cattle, and I am satisfied it will

make a great reduction in the prevalence of the disease among grade
cattle. The way the work has been going we feel it is most en-
couraging, and we simply want to give all these breeders an equal
chance to have their herds tested. The facts are there are over
3,000 breeders to-day who have made application to have their

herds tested and the Government and State men can not get to
them. They have too many applications on their lists. And I be-
lieve we ought to keep this up, and it is going to take more men,
but as long as the breeders are willing to have their herds tested

I believe we ought to make every effort possible to furnish the
necessary number of men to do that work.
Mr. TiNCHEE. What would you think of this proposition? We

know what the test is; now, why not pass a law requiring before

they can" put their produce or stock in interstate commerce that

they must make the test, that they comply with the law requiring

that test individually.

Mr. Smith. That is frequently required now. Eyery State re-

quires a test.

Mr. TiNCHEE. Not for the produce, not for the butter.

Mr. Smith. Not for the butter ; that is true. For the produce that

is not usiially required, but any animals must be tested you know.
Any cattle sold into another State have to be tested for tuberculosis

before they can go into that State.

Now I would like to have Mr. Harding make a statement on this,

Mr. Chairman.
The Chaieman. Thank you, Mr. Smith. I will ask Dr. Mohler a

question first. I would like to call your attention to the note in the

book of estimates. It reads :
" It is only necesary to point out that

during the month of July, 1919, the department expended approxi-
mately $35,000 for salaries and expenses and only $7,000 for indemni-
ties, to show how the department is hampered by the restriction

placed on the expenditure of its appropriation." $35,000 would
only be $420,000, and we are giving the department $500,000. T
take it that is correct. Dr. Mohler?
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STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN R. MOHLEE, CHIEF OF THE BUREAU
OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Dr. MoHtEK. This book of estimates was prepared back in August,

so that the only month we had to base an estimate on was July.

Since that time, for the first four months of the fiscal year, we have
spent almost $200,000. At that rate, we will spend $600,000 this

year, or $100,000 more than the appropriation provides, which means
Ave will have to lay off 100 inspectors between now and the first of

July, in order to reduce X>\ir expenses about $20,000 per month.
The Chairman. The estimates call for only $1,480,440, and we

gave you a million and a half last year.

Dr. MoHUJE. We are asking now that the proviso which Congress
saw fit to put in last year be stricken out, which proviso sets aside

$500,000 for operating expenses and $1,000,000 for indemnities.

The Chairman. But, after all, the indemnities are the most im-

portant part; the inspection amounts to nothing unless you have
money to reimburse the owner?

Dr. MoHLER. For the first four months of this yeur we have spent
nearly $200,000 for operating expenses and we have spent only

$52,000 for indemnities. At the prices which hides and meat of
animals bring to-day, it has required an expenditure by the Federal
Government of only $29.19 per head for indemnities, so you can
slaughter a great many animals and keep within the million dollars

for indemnities at $29.19 a head.
The Chairman. My recollection is the States appropriated about

$1,800,000?
Dr. MoHLER. Almost $2,300,000.

The Chairman. I mean as it was presented to the committee iast
spring. I understand other appropriations have been made since,

but at that time it was about $1,800,000 ?

Dr. MoHtEE. That is right.

The Chairman. And I believe you estimated you would require
about $700,000 for the operating expenses?

Dr. Mohler. Fifty-fifty, we thought; $750,000 each way.
The Chairjian. And after consulting with you, the subcommittee

decided to give you $500,000 for operating expenses and $1,000,000
for indemnities. We wanted to be certain that we were appropriat-
ing enough money to pay the indemnities. We were off on the esti-

mates of the operating expenses; however, we accepted your esti-

mates.
Dr. Mohler. As I say, at the present rate we will expend $100,000

more than the appropriation for operating expenses.

The Chairman. What would be your estimate next A'ear for

operating expenses?
Dr. Mohler. As stated there in the book of estimates, we would

prefer to have that left open.

The Chairman. That is rather indefinite.

Dr. Mohler. Then to be more definite, we would rather have what
the Senate put in last year. You remember after the House passed
the bill it went to the Senate committee and the Senate' committee
made the recommendation of $800,000 for operating expenses and
$700,000 for indemnities. That was passed by the Senate, but in

conference the wishes of the House prevailed.
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The Chairman. You can readily see it would not do any good
to appropriate money for operating expenses unless we had money
to pay the indemjiities. The inspection would not be any good,
because the cattle can not be slaughtered without paying the in-
demnity.

Dr. MoHLER. That is very true, but the best indication of what
we need for the future will be what has been spent in the past. And
as I stated in the first four months, July, August, September, and
October, the mdemnities which have been settled were only $52,000.
The Chairman. The contention is that the free inspection should

be limited to those who enter into this agreement.
Dr. MoHLER. That is true.
The Chairman. That is on a SO-50 plan ?

Dr. MoHUER. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And outside of that a fee should be paid ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir ; in private practice, but the departmeht per-
mits no fees to be charged.
The Chairman. Is it not safe for the Federal Government to ac-

cept the findings of the States ? For instance, a State tests the cat-
tle and it agrees to pay on the basis of 60-50 ?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir; we are accepting the findings of the States
every day; we are cooperating with 45 of the 48 States and accepting
their State men's work.

The Chairman. Do you cooperate with them in the inspection and
testing, too?

Dr. MoHtER. Yes, sir ; we cooperate in every way.
The Chairman. Is it not safe to accept the statement and findings

of the State veterinarians?
Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir; and, as I say, we are doing that; we axe ac-

cepting the State men's findings; we are accepting their appraise-
ments and their tuberculin tests also. We are cooperating in the full-
est sense of the word with the State officials and breeders in 45 oat of
the 48 States.

The Chairman. How many applications have you for inspection
now?

Dr. Mohler. There are over 3,200 applications that can not be
taken care of. Your State has 241.

The Chairman. They are willing to enter into this agreement?
Dr. MoHLER. 3,200 herd owners have made applications already

that can not be filled and they are coming in every day. Instead of
completing this work for them, we will have to stop it.

The Chairman. Is any of the work done by the States entirely ?

Dr. MoHLER. No, this is all cooperative. The breeders enter into a

contract between the State and ourselves that they will take care of

the herd in the manner approved by the State veterinarian and the

Federal inspector.

The Chairman. Can you not cooperate with the States and the
State make a certain number of inspections?

Dr. Mohler. That is being done right along, every day. The State
is divided into zones, some of which are under the supervision of

State men and other zones are under a bureau man. Each accerpts

the work performed by the other, so there is no duplication of effort.

The CHAii?MAN. How many inspections have been made altogether

during the year ?

164316—20 13
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Dr. MonLEE, The number of hepds under the supervision of tlie

various States and the Federal Government is 21,447, which include
421,264 cattle. The number of herds that have already been ac-

credited is 1,391, containing 36,205 cattle. In addition to these, there

are 16,341 herds that have passed one successful test and are on the

road to be accredited. They contain 232,847 cattle. There are now
on the waiting list, to be tested, 3,267 herds, containing 80,184 cattle.

This work is being done by about 181 of the bureau's veterinarians

in cooperation with almost the same number of State veterinarians

and assistant State veterinarians, and they are scattered all over those

45 States in the various areas. We do not have a man from the
bureau go into the same territory where the State has a man, but we
try to cover the entire State with a certain number of our bureau
men and a number of men that the State veterinarian supplies.

There is no duplication of effort in any way.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And the State can do it?

Dr. MoHLEE. The State can do it, and we accept all the work the
State men do and they accept all the work the Federal men do.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If the State fails to do it, though,
you send a man in there?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then the greater the neglect of
the State to do its duty, the more responsibility rests on the Federal
Government ?

Dr. MoHLEE. That is true, but they have already paid more and
appropriated more money than the Federal Government has appro-
priated.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why shouldn't they?
Dr. MoHLEE. I am simply stating the facts.

The Chaieman. How many inspectors did you say you had?
Dr. MoHLEE. About 180 at the present time.

The Chaieman. How many in each State ; how many in Iowa, for

instance ?

Dr. MoHLEE. About 7 in Iowa. We have cut the the force down
by 20 in nine different States during the last 30 days.

" The Chaieman. How many are there in Illinois ?

Dr. MoHLEE. There are about 8 in Illinois.

The Chaieman. They average about four to a State?

Mr. TiNCHEK. How many are there in Kansas ?

Dr. MoHLEE. There were six, but we had to take two men off.

Mr. E.AINEY. As I gather it, the gist of the proposition is that

Congress has appropriated a million and a half dollars for this work
and limited you in operating expenses and the number of employees.

You are now asking for an increase of a million dollars, about $2,-

500,000, and you want that in a lump sum so that you will be able

to have enough to go out and locate tuberculosis and you wiU not pay
indemnities unless your inspectors locate the disease.

Dr. MoHLBE. That is the point, but we can not locate the disease

unless we have the inspectors, who may be termed detectives, to locate

the trouble. And you may be paying just as much operating ex-

penses to locate a healthy herd as to locate a diseased herd. If a

herd is 100 per cent tuberculous, it costs the bureau no more to pay
the operating expenses of the man to find that large herd of tuber-

culous cattle than if there were no tuberculosis at all in the herd.
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The Chairman. If we omit that clause and make it all available
for one purpose or the other, $1,480,440 will be adequate? That is

the estimate.

Dr. MoHLEK. That is the department's estimate; yes, sir. These
gentlemen have another proposition which Congressman Eainey
just spoke of. There is nothing in the Book of Estimates about this
$2,500,000; that sum is what is presented there in the resolution. I
do not want to get this confused in the record. What we are asking
for in the Book of Estimates is the elimination of the phrase which
limits the appropriation for operating expenses to only $500,000,
which is practically no more than what we had last year.
The Chairman. What was estimated by the bureau?
Dr. MoHLBR. This year?
The Chairman. Yes.
Dr. MoHLER. Practically a million and a half dollars.

The Chairman. The bureau estimate was a million and a half?
Was that cut by the Secretary ?

Dr. MoHLER. $1,480,440, the decrease being due to the transfer of
$19,560 in salaries to the statutory roll.

The Chairman. The Secretary allowed the bureau's estimate ?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir. The only difference is where some clerks

were employed during the year and are now to be transferred from
the lump-sum to the statutory roll, so it reduces
The Chairman. I was trying to ascertain the amount needed to

meet all your requirements.
Dr. MoHLER. That is the estimate, approximately one million and

a half dollars.

Mr. TinCHER. If it is changed in that way, it would enable you to

have at least double or three times the number of veterinarians that
you have now?

Dr. MoHLER. Not three times, but we could double the number.
The Chairman. You can only go as fast as the States go

;
you just

keep pace with the States, do you not ?

Dr. Mohler. Yes, sir.

The ohairman. How many of ycur inspectors are devoting their

time to the inspecting of animals for export and shipment to other
States?
Dr. MoHLER. That comes under another provision here, under the

provision for inspection and quarantine work. That is an entirely

different proposition from this tuberculosis item which is for the

purpose of the eradication of tuberculosis in herds in the United
States. Our work on exports is done by the quarantine division and,

as you know, we have inspected practically 11,000 dairy cattle to go
to France in the first three months of this fiscal year. We had no
money for that particular line of work, because we never exported
dairy cattle before to Europe.
The Chairman. I mean shipping from one State to another or in

interstate commerce?
Dr. MoHLER. That comes under this clause here.

The Chairman. That comes under this clause?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir; but not the export.

The Chairman. How much of that are you doing?
Dr. Mohler. We are doing a great deal. We have men at all the

public stockyards to enforce the regulations about the interstate
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shipments of dairy and breeding cattle. We have about 42 stock-
yards where that work is being done, and wherever the owners send
in cattle to public stockyards we make the test free of charge.
If we have to go around the country and make such a test, we
charge the owner for the railway expenses and he has to put up the
inspector at his home for the 36 hours required to make the tuber-
culosis test. All that work is being done under this appropriation
of $1,500,000.

The Chairman. It would be impossible for the department to re-

spond to all the requests and applications for inspection for ship-
ment in interstate commerce, would it not?

Dr. MoHLBE. That is what Congressman Tincher just said. We
are only doing a certain portion of that ; the rest of it is being left

to the States to do and the States are appointing their best local

practitioners, approved by the State and O. K'd by the Government,
and then the other States accept these tests. And the herd of this

man the Congressman just spoke about, the herd of that man you
referred to in your neighborhood, can go to any other State when
accompanied by this approved veterinarian's health certificate.

The Chairman. Are you extending that service ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. To what extent?
Dr. MoHLER. We are covering every animal that is intended to go

into another State for breeding or daity purposes.
The Chairman. The purpose of thiS act is to exterminate the

disease of tuberculosis and to get rid of it just as quickly as we can.

I do not think anybody would stop at a few million dollars of ex-

penditure if it can be exterminated; but when you go out in the

field to inspect herds for export or interstate shipment, that is a

different thing. I have been engaged in shipping for a number of
years and I have never thought of asking the Government to inspect

my herd or a carload of cattle when shipping to another State.

Dr. MoHLER. No, sir, we are not doing that.

The Chairman. We ought to leave a little bit to the States and
to the shipper.

Dr. Mohler. We are not doing that except at the public stock-

yards and for special shipments. For instance, if a breeder wishes

to make a shipment to Canada, we go to his farm and he pays the

traveling expenses of our man and puts him up overnight, because

Canada requires a Federal certificate. And we do that for you in

Iowa when you are going to ship to Minnesota, because Minnesota
will not accept the Iowa State certificate.

The Chairman. They do not accept the State certificate?

Dr. MoHLER. No, sir; and we do not like it, because it is placing

a great burden on us and is not getting anywhere, but it costs us

both money and time.

The Chairman. Now, to be frank, I think the State of Iowa and
every other State should provide the inspection. If they have not

the necessary law, they should pass it. If they have not proper
veterinarians, they should get them.

Dr. MoHLER. I am just referring to the exceptions. The regular

plan and rule is for our men to be at the public stockyards to test

for tuberculosis the cattle that are going to a breeder or dairyman
in another State.
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The Chairman. I agree with you on that, but I do not think it is

possible to do it on every farm in every State.

Dr. MoHLEE. We are not doing it except where we are obliged to

do it by State laws, and we do not like to do it.

The Chairman. The inspectors employed in Iowa are located in

Sioux City?
Dr. MoHLBR. No, sir; the inspector in charge is Dr. Thompson,

located at Des Moines, and the other men are scattered over the

State. When the State sends their man we do not send our man;
we are all cooperating.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What I am speaking about is

going out in a State and inspecting private herds, and you said you
were not doing that unless you were compelled to do so by State law.

Dr. MoHLER. That is right.

. Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What do you mean by that ?

Dr. MoHLEE. I mean, as Mr. Smith has stated, certain States will

not accept cattle from certain other States without a Federal cer-

tificate.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why?
Dr. MoHLER. Because the certificates that were coming with cattle

from these tabooed States were considered to be of no value.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The State inspectors have not been
efficient in doing their duty ; they have been dishonest?

Dr. Mohlee. I am not in a position to say that, but that is the in-

terpretation of the other States. Illinois is not now but it was in this

position several years ago, and a number of the western States would
not take any cattle from Illinois without a Federal certificate.

Prof. Woods just tells me that Maryland will not accept cattle from
New York unless a Federal inspector has made the tuberculin test.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why?
Dr. Mohlee. I do not know. You will have to ask Prof. Woods

about that.

The Chaieman. Thank you. Dr. Mohler. We wiU hear Prof.

Woods.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The men in New York have not

been doing their duty ; they have not been honest, perhaps.

STATEMENT OF DR. AIBERT F. WOODS, PRESIDENT, MARYLAND
STATE COLLEGE.

Dr. Woods. That is the reason.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If the State has the Federal Gov-
ernment to make the test and does not need to spend the money, does
not that lead to more dishonesty among the States and the more
Federal money is necessary?

Dr. Woods. Our experience is the State is very loath indeed to
have this quarantine issued against the State veterinarians. We
had it issued against us once before we got our service up to the
standard, and we hastily got it up to the standard, and it was only
operative for about 30 days. Now we have issued it against New
York, operative day before yesterday, simply because the New York
State ^veterinarian service has been shipping plugged animals into

Maryland. We have spent a lot of money to clean up the State of
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Maryland, and we can not afford to have those animals shipped down
here and reinfect our pure-bred herds which are now clean, and
consequently we have issued this quarantine. New York, probably
within 60 days, will find out these veterinarians who have been doing
this sort of thing and will eliminate them from their list, and it is

one of -the most valuable educational methods to clean up the veteri-

narians as well as the herds that I know of.

Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. I do not see how you are going to

educate them if, when you refuse to accept their dishonesty, the
Government goes in and does the work for them. It seems to me it

would be almost to the interest of the State to be dishonest, in order
to have the Federal Government step in and do this work.

Dr. Woods. The State can not afford to have that stigma upon the

reputation of their service, and the fact is they do clean up as -soon

as a step of this kind is taken.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then, when the State realizes that,

it gets to the front and does its own work, does it ?

Dr. Woods. Very largely
j
yes.

Mr. TiNCHER. I do not think you could appropriate enough money
to make New York be honest.

Dr. Woods. It would be a very serious thing if it would not be
possible to transport animals from New York to our breeding herds.

There must be some means of doing that. We will only accept Fed-
eral veterinarian inspection up to the time New York gets satis-

factory inspectors.

The Chairman. What would you say to charging a fee for making
the Federal inspection ?

Dr. Woods. I think that would be all right, and I would like to

say here
The Chairman. In addition or outside of the regular salary men ?

Dr. Woods. Yes.

The Chairman. Of course, we should provide for men at these large

shipping points, but, if it is neessary to have a man for every locality,

I take it that the Federal Government could not afford to hire men
to place in every one of the 2,900 counties, and I take it a county is

about as big a territory as any one man can cover.

Dr. Woods. It is absolutely necessary for all these pure-bred

breeders to import animals from other States. They have to keep

exchanging bulls, selling and buying, to keep their blood lines up
and, in doing that, even after you get cleaned up, from those States

that are not clean they are constantly introducing the disease, and
for that reason we feel that some greater effort than the State has

the power to put forth ought to be made to clean up the breeding
herds, as Mr. Smith has said.

The Chairman. Inspection ought to be provided, there is no ques-

tion about that.

Dr. Woods. Our breeders would very much rather have a Federal

man come in there and do the inspecting and cut out the indemnity
entirely. The indemnity is hardly worth mentioning compared with
the losses that a herd will sustain if they have to destroy 10 or 15

animals worth anywhere from $500 to $5,000 apiece.

The Chairman. Do you think we could make headway in eradi-

cating tuberculosis without the indemnity provision?
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Dr. Woods. I do not think we would have made any beginning on
it, but the thing is going now pretty well and my own opinion is
if you have to cut out anywhere, cut out the indemnity. I do not
know about the experience of other men, but that is true in our
State. In Maryland, if you have to cut off anything, cut off the
indemnity ; we will stand the loss. But we do want to know, when
we stand the expense, that we are through, and we do not want some
plugging veterinarian,. for 50 cents, to come and plug a cow so she
won't react, and to send us an animal from some other State that we
can not depend upon. For that reason we have issued this quarantine
against New York and won't accept any animal from New York
State, unless she has a Government certificate, until they clean up.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Two years ago we had quite a con-

troversy here as to the amount of the appropriation, whether it

ought to be $250,000 or $500,000. I think I have the amounts right.
We were told by the Department of Agriculture that there was no
need whatever of increasing the amount of the appropriation to
$500,000 unless measures were taken to provide an indemnity ; there
was no need of doing it at all unless we provided an indemnity.

Dr. Woods. I understand there is a constitutional limitation upon
the destruction of property without paying for it, but I do not
know why, if the owner agrees to stand the loss, that would not
cover the constitutional prohibition.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And following that very discus-

sion in the House and Senate, over the question whether or not this

amount should be increased from $250,000 to $500,000, the Senate
added an amendment, a crudely drawn affair, to provide for in-

demnities; and the amount was increased under the statement from
the officials of the Department of Agriculture that there was no
need of increasing the amount unless indemnities were provided.

Dr. Woods. That was so 10 years ago, but I believe the breeders
have realized the great importance of this move, and while they of
course want the indemnity, they want the skilled supervision more
than the indemnity. That is my opinion.

The Chairman. This matter was under consideration for a num-
ber of years, appropriations were withheld, a number of the mem-
bers of the committee contended that there was no use appropriat-
ing large sums of money unless we provided a definite plan that
would prove effective. We came to the conclusion the only effective

way of doing it was to provide indemnities so we adopted the same
plan as in the foot-and-mouth disease.

Dr. Woods. I do not want to be misunderstood. I believe the
system you have is the most effective system that could have been
devised to get this thing done. The breeders would not permit our
men to come on their farms, and every herdsman of blooded cattle

would say I am honestly in favor of this thing, of cleaning up the
herd, but I can not afford to stand the entire loss.

The Chairman. Thank you. Dr. Woods. Now the question is,

how far do we need to go ; my question is how would it do to pro-
vide a part-fee policy ? It seems impossible for us to provide inspec-
tion and testing for every farin^—to take care of every shipment.
What have you to say as to a fee system?
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FUETHER STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN R. MOHLER, CHIEF OF THE
BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUL-
TURE.

Pr. MoHLEB. I would like to say that what Mr. McLaughlin stated
is absolutely true, namely, that this committee of the House, in

1917, did propose an appropriation of $250,000 for the eradication

of tuberculosis, but it had no indemnity feature in it at all.

The Chairman. I made the fight for it myself.
Dr. MoHLEE. When asked about the indemnity, the Department of

Agriculture's attitude was, if indemnity was to be allowed, $250,000
would not be sufficient, but that $500,000 would be needed if indem-
nities were to be included. The House bill provided for $250,000, but
did not include any provision for indemnities.
The Chairman. That was the first appropriation ?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Then we decided on this plan and gave you
$500,000, then we jumped to a million and a half. The question is.

How much is required now ?

Mr. Tincher. You stated there were 3,200 applications for in-

spection ?

Dr. Mohler. Yes,! sir.

Mr. Tincher. Do you not know, as a matter of fact, that that is

only a beginning, that those 3,200 applicants have reported to their

neighbors that the fund is exhausted and they can not have it, and if

it was possible for the Government to give the inspection, there would
probably be an aggregate of 10,000 applications right now instead of

3,200?
Dr. MoHLER. I would not be surprised at all, Mr. Tincher. This

thing is growing by leaps and bounds and it is getting far beyond
us. I want to say here, with reference to the possibility of eradica-

ting tuberculosis, that I would like to go on record as asserting that

tuberculosis can be eradicated in five-eighths of the United States

in the next 10 years. I believe that in the State of Mississippi, which
Mr. Candler represents, the disease can be eradicated in 10 years,

and in a great iriany of the other Southeastern States as well. In
Georgia, which Mr. Lee represents, I would like to have a contract

to eradicate tuberculosis in 10 years. But when you come to some of

those badly infected Northern and Central States, which I do not
care to mention, I would not want to take a contract even for 50

years. I believe we should take part of the country and exterminate
the disease, and we could exterminate it in a relatively short period

of time in certain sections. Then we could put a quarantine on or a

barrier around the badly infected States and tell them, to enforce

stringent inter and intra county restrictions ^n the movement of
tuberculous cattle, if they wished our cooperation. But we have to

be the leaders in this as well as in every other thing, like hog cholera

and tick eradication. Where would the States be to-day if we had
allowed these matters to take their own course ?

The Chairman. Why is it possible in one State and not in another?
Dr. MoHLER. Because in one State they have a 33 per cent infec-

tion, where it has existed for years and years, and in other States,

like Georgia and Mississippi, they have kept their native stock prac-
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tically free from tuberculosis and only get the disease by buying
pure-bred bulls and females from these badly infected States.

The Chairman. The further north you go the longer the cattle

are housed throughout the year, and as a result the disease is more
prevalent among them.

Dr. MoHLEE. That is very true, and some of the Northern States
are cleaner than other Northern States.

The Chairman. What do you say as to a fee system?
Dr. MoHLEE. I am opposed to a fee system.
The Chairman. In conjunction with what we now have?
Dr. MoHLEE. I am opposed to a fee system' at all. I think it will

be entirely unsatisfactory.

IVIr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There was a bill before the House
Monday for the District of Columbia, providing for the inspection
of all weighing apparatus of different kinds in all the stores and
the measuring of containers and so on to see that they were exactly

in compliance with, the law; and it was urged that a fee be charged
by the Federal inspector each time he made the inspection. The
chairman of the committee, Mr. Mapes, read a long statement from
the sealer of weights and measures of t|ie District of Columbia, as I
remember his title, against the fee system, claiming that it led t&
fraud and collusion between the inspector and the merchant whose
machines were to be inspected, and that after a trial over a term of
years the fee system had not been effective, and there was fraud and
dissatisfaction, etc. What do you think of that ?

Dr. MoHLEB. That is very possible. You are running right into'

the personal element when you commence to allow an official to col-

lect fees, and you are also running against the private practitioner
who has to malte his bread and butter in that same territorj'. The
plan of the bureau is to keep .abreast of this constantly growing list

of requests, but to let these accredited herds go back to the prac-
titioner in the locality where the herd is situated after they have
been under Federal and State supervision for two years. And that
is going to help solve the problem ; we will turn over these accredited

herds to the private practitioners with the idea that the local veter-

inarians will keep them clean and allow us to go into new fields.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The fact that the inspection is

optional with the owner of the herd, you might think he would not
consent to have his herd examined and tested and run the risk of
having it condemned; but you think he might consent to it if he
had some assurance on the side, in a dishonest way, that he would
give him a clear certificate if he paid the money ?

Dr. MoHLER. That is a possibility.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You think that would grow up
under a fee system ?

Dr. Mohleb. I am afraid it would. The personal objection I see

to it is the fact that we will go right into the territory where the
practitioners are located and compete with them by testing these
cattle for a small fee. With the method I am speaking about, the
accredited herd would only stay under Federal and State super-
vision for two years (but, of course, we would have the right to go
in at any time and make a check test), and then it would be turned
over to the practitioner in that community.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The practitioner is in private

practice and he makes a charge, I suppose?
Dr. MoHLER. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Where State inspectors do the in-

specting, do you know of any State where a fee is required ?

Dr. MoHLER. No, sir; not with the tuberculin test, unless it is

South Dakota. I know in inspecting for certain other infections

—

for scabies, glanders, etc.—'a few States have a fee system, and
there is. a great deal of criticism of that method. I think that South
Dakota has a fee system for tuberculosis inspection at the Sioux
City stockyards. That has caused a great deal of criticism. In
fact, we sent Federal inspectors to do the testing at Sioux City
for that very reason, because we heard that the man was going
around looking through the rails of the stockyards and the slate

of the stock cars and then making out health certificates without
applying any real tests. There is one of the advantages of this

accredited herd proposition, because all of the States will take

cattle from accredited herds without any further test and we will

allow cattle from any accredited herd to go to any State in the

Union, and Canada will also accept these cattle without additional

tests. So there is a big advantage in making interstate shipments
as a result of having a large number of accredited herds.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. This statement that one State

will not accept a certificate by a State official and as to another
State it will accept the certificate of the State official does ilot

appeal to me. It is evident that where a State is honest and its

officials have been doing good work the certificate is accepted, but
where they have failed to do their duty and where their officials

have not been on the square their certificate is not accepted. So
that if the Government takes up that work and assumes to make
the inspection in every State where the local inspectors have not

done their duty, it is practically putting a premium on inefficiency

and crooked work. If one State can inspect its herds in such a way
that another State will accept its certificate all of them can be
brought up to the same standard.

Dr. Mohler. It might seem to work out that way, Mr. McLaugh-
lin, but in reality it does not. Wisconsin has had seven States at

various times refuse to take any charts from the practitioners of Wis-
consin but that number has been reduced greatly. I do not know
now whether there are more than one or two. Illinois was in the

same position. There were four or five of the western States that

refused to take any certificates from Illinois men. I do not know
any that will now refuse to take the certificates from Illinois. This
case Prof. Woods just spoke of is a new case to me. I am mot
surprised, however, from what information I have had from Mary-
land breeders. I do not think however that this deplorable condition

is growing ; I believe it is being greatly reduced. And I think what
New York will do is to try to comply p'tomptly with the require-

ments of the Maryland State officials so that they can ship anywhere
on their veterinarians certificates.

Mr. TiNCHER. What you are asking for in this appropriation is to

make the $800,000 that was not used m paying indemnities last year,

available for administrative purposes for the coming year and carry-

ing practically the Same appropriation we carried last year without
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that, restriction? Which will give you practically $1,500,000 more
for administrative purposes for 1921 than you had in 1920: is that
right?

Dr. MoHUEE. Yes, sir, practically so.

Mr. TiNCHER. That would be, then, $1,500,000 for administrative
purposes. And what was it you had in 1920 for administrative pur-
poses ?

Dr. MoHLEE. The whole thing is a million and a half doUare and
we are asking now that we be given the privilege of using that money
as we see fit. •

"

Mr. TiNCHEE. That would give you four times as much in 1921
as you had in 1920?

Dr. MoHLEE. No, because we got $500,000 for operating expenses
this year.

Mr. TiNCHEE. That is what I say, and then you have $800,000 of
this year's appropriation to be made available for next year?

Dr. MoHLBE. What we are trying to do is to correct this condition
right now. We are not asking that this $800,000 be carried over to

1921; what Ave want is to have a joint resolution of the House and
Senate making available the indemnity appropriation of the present
fiscal year for this year's operating expenses; otherwise, we are go-
ing to have to transfer or dismiss 100 inspectors and we are going
to nave to disappoint most of these 3,200 breeders.

The Chairman. Are we to understand, then, that $1,300,000 is to

be used for testing and only $200,000 for indemnities ?

Dr. MoHLEE. In this item here?
The Chaieman. Yes.
Dr. MoHLEE. No, sir.

The Chairman. Now, this $800,000 would mean that you have
$1,000,000

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes ; but we are going to expend, the way we have
been going, only $200,000 of that million dollars for indemnities
which means $800,000 will be turned back into the Treasury. I am
not objecting to turning money back into the Treasury ; I think it is

a good thing; but we are given credit for having one million and a

half for tuberculosis eradication, and the funds are tied up in such a

way that we are not going to be able to spend more than $700,000
of it. .

The Chairman. But in the note here it states that you are spend-
ing $35,000 a month.

Dr. MoHLEE. That is only for the month of July.

The Chaieman. How much do you expect to spend for the testing ?

Dr. MoHLEE. We will spend, at the rate it is going now, not $35,000
a month, which was true in July, but $600,000 for the year, since

$198,000 have been already spent in the first iour months.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. $50,000 a month ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes ; it is at that rate, or $600,000 for the 12 months,
which is $100,000 more than we can expend. The result will be that
we will have to cut off 100 inspectors between now and the 1st of
July unless something is done to remedy that condition.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then you only want $100,000 more
between now and the 1st of July ?

Dr. Moi-iLEE. Yes, sir ; if we must keep within our present limits.
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The Chaieman. What you want is $100,000 more between now and
the 1st of July? _

Dr. MoHLER. What I want is to eliminate this proviso that limits

the appropriation for operating expenses to only $600,000.

The Chairman. But that is a question for us to determine, and
I take it Congress or the committee does not care to change that
policy.

Dr. MoHLER. That is up to you, gentlemen; but you are asking
what we want.
The Chairman. There is no reason why we should make $800,00{>

available if only $100,000 is required.

Dr. MoHUER. It will require $100,000 to make up the deficit that

is going to occur if we keep going at the present rate. We dismissed
20 men on the 1st day of November in order to cut down the ex-

penses.

The Chairman. Then $600,000 is required, and that is all that will

be necessary?
Dr. MoHLER. No, sir ; that is not all that will be necessary.

The Chairman. Just how much will be required ?

Dr. MoHLER. What I would like to see done is to have this proviso
eliminated this year by a joint resolution, so that we may use as much
of the million-dollar indemnity appropriation as we may need for

operating expenses. We won't use any more than we have to use.

The Chairman. Personally I want to give you every cent that is

required, but it is not necessary to appropriate more than is required.

If you will state the amount necessary for the testing and aminis-
tration, so far as I am concerned I am willing to give it to you, but
not one cent more.

Dr. MoHLER. To do that, I will go back to the figures which a year ago
the other branch of Congress, the Senate, gave favorable consideration
to, and these are $800,000 for operating expenses and $700,000 for
indemnities. At the rate we are going this year, under present condi-

tions, we won't spend near that amount in indemnities.
Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. It will only be necessary to release

$300,000 for the rest of the year?
Dr. Mohler. That is right.

The Chairman. But you said you would only spend $600,000.

Dr. MoHLER. No, sir; I say we have spent $198,000 the first four
months of this fiscal year. For July we spent only $35,000. That
leaves $163,000 for the other three months. So that we were spending
more than $54,000 a month for the last three months.
Mr. Heflin. You state that one State will not accept the certificate

of inspection from another State. Could you not help that work
by cooperating with the State authorities in this way, by having
inspectors appointed that you could give a certificate to of character
and ability? For instance, let your department give to the State
inspector a certificate reading like this: "This man's ability and
character is such that an inspection by him will be accepted by us
and should be accepted by all parties concerned."
Dr. MoHtEE. Mr. Heflin, we do that now. We have a number of

people in New York State whose certificates we will accept for inter-
state shipments.
Mr. Heixin. Do they have any certificate they can show publicly?
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Dr. MoHLiER. Yes, sir; they do.
Mr. Heflin. From you?
Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir ; from us. We approve of the men that are

approved by the State people. As I say, I do not know the case
Prof. Woods referred to. It may be one of the men vee have ap-
proved ; maybe not. But if we find this man is one we have approved
or if we find a man who is not doing the work according to our
methods, we will remove him, and we remove our own men some-
times. We do not have an infallible system ourselves. Our men are
not all perfect. I am far from perfect myself. But we remove our
own men when we find they are not working in accordance with our
meftiods. And if we find it is a State man, we drop him from the
list. This case that Prof. Woods referred to is where a man is evi-

dently falling down ; whether he is on our list I do not know. We
liave between 6,000 and 7,000 men in the 48 States approved by the
State officials, and who are approved by us.

The Chairman., They inspect ?

Dr. MoHLER. They inspect.

The Chairman. Do they charge a fee?

Dr. MoHLER. They charge a fee for inspecting interstate ship-

ments from one State to another. There arc almost 7,000 of those
men cooperating with the bureau.
The Chairman. Their certificates are accepted?
Dr. MoHLER. Minnesota does not take them from those men we

approve in your State, and Maryland won't take them from the.

men we approve in New York now. That is the present condition.

Dr. Woods. There are one or two or maybe three or four of those
men that the Government has approved that we have not gotten

spotted yet. But this procedure will stop their doing dishonest
work (and we have the evidence here) and they will be removed
just as soon as we find out who they are.

The Chairman. They give the veterinarian more money to in-

fluence him?
Dr. Woods. Here is a veterinarian and here is a man who wants

his herd inspected. The herd owner wants his cattle to pass, and
the veterinarian thinks it is all nonsense anyway, and he says, " I

<5an take care of that for you." It is only a case of locating those

dishonest assistants or locating those dishonest practitioners.

Mr. Tincher. Take our State live-stock inspector: If he recom-

mends a veterinarian in Kansas to you for a certificate, you give him
a certificate?

Dr. MoHLER. Xo, sir ; not in every case. Of course, in your State

there are some graduates from nonrecognized colleges and when
one of these men has been recommended we say to Mr. Mercer " This
man is not acceptable to us."

Mr. Tincher. He would not recommend anybody but a graduate?
Dr. MoHLEE. They have to recommend somebody we will accept,

and sometimes they recommend a man from a college not approved
by the United States Civil Service Commission, the War Depart-
ment, or the Department of Agriculture. We try to accommodate
Kansas, because they have that big western territory, where they do
not have very many veterinary practitioners. Some of these practi-

tioners are from one of these nonrecognized schools, and we say to
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those men we will allow you to take an examination and if you pass
the examination, solely on the subject of tuberculosis, we will accept
you for interstate testing.

Mr. TiNCHEE. I will ask you if it is not true that you know it to

be Dr. Mercer's practice that he does not appoint a man a State man
unless he is able to get you to approve him as a Government man ?

Dr. HoHLEE. Yes, sir; for regular State work. However, there
are one or two fellows he thinks very kindly of, close personal friends
of his, that we have not approved for interstate testing.

STATEMENT OF MR. HOWARD R. SMITH, LIVE STOCK COMMIS-
SIONER or THE CHICAGO LIVE STOCK EXCHANGE—Continued.

The Chairman. Dr. Smith, have you anything else to say ?

Mr. Smith. I just want to say, Mr. Chairman, that to my knowl-
edge the States are making an effort to secure high-class men for this

test work. In our State, in Illinois, we have recently changed the
law. I think this will answer your quesiton, 'Mr. McLaughlin.
Heretofore, any man who passed the examination could become an
assistant veterinarian. That examination does not include honesty;
it is purely a technical examination. The result has been we have had
a number of men in Illinois who have not been honest, as assistant

State veterinarians, and the Illinois Legislature, last winter, changed
the law and those men must now be appointed by the State veterin-

arian and the State veterinarian has authority to cancel the license

of any man who proves dishonest. That is going to give us a good
honest lot of men in Illinois.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is there any provision for punish-

ment?
Mr. Smith. He is simply dropped from the list and can do no

more testing; that is all. He is taboo from any further testing.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is his license taken away from
him?
Mr. Smith. I do not know whether his license is taken away from

him, but he is no longer an assistant State veterinarian. I think the

States are all making an effort to meet this standard. In regard to

this matter of

—

—
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You said that would answer the

question I asked ?

Mr. Smith. You mentioned the fact the State men are dishonest

and the very fact the Government would do that work for them
encouraged dishonesty. I believe that was the question. That is

true until the States get a better lot of men, and I just want to say

Illinois is endeavoring to get a better lot of men. That is all. I

think that is true of other States, also. In regard to this other mat-
ter, I just want to call attention to a statement that was made and
passed unanimously by the representatives of 12 national cattle-

breeding associations in Chicago last week:

In view of recent orders from the United States Bureau of Animal Industry
discontinuing the services of a number of field inspectors engaged in tubercu-
losis eradication work throughout the country, which action we find upon in-

quiry was made necessary because of a lack of funds for the payment of
operating expenses, we, the representatives of the 12 American cattle-breeding

associations

—
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That takes in all of the important associations, the Shorthorn,
Hereford, Guernsey, Jersey, Holstein, and so on

—

in convention assembled at Chicago, III, December 1, 1919, urge Congress to

make some provision whereby the United States Bureau of Animal Industry
may be empowered to draw on the indemnity fund for the payment of operat-
ing expenses in order that the work of tuberculosis eradication may be con-
tinued without interruption through the present fiscal year.

That is all we are asking for, is to draw on the indemnity fund
for paying operating expenses.

Now, one of our men has to leave early and I would like to have a

statement from Mr. Frank Haj;ding, one of the best-known short-

horn breeders in the United States. He is also secretary of the

American Shorthorn Breeders' Association.

The Chairman. We will be pleased to hear Mr. Harding.

STATEMENT OF MR. FRANK HARDING, SECRETARY OF THE
AMERICAN SHORT-HORN BREEDERS' ASSOCIATION.

Mr. Harding. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I will take a short

time. As Mr. Smith has stated, I have a valuable herd of short-

horns in both Wisconsin and Illinois, whose veterinarians have not
been very favorably spoken of here to-day, and I am secretary

of the American Short-Horn Breeders' Association. I would like to

present what I believe is the general view of our breeders, of the
American Short-Horn Breeders' Association, that tuberculosis eradi-

cation is very important and they approve of the work that has been
done. And they have in mind this large waiting list of herds that
are anxious to have free tests—accredited .herds—and they are also

advised without further funds this work will have to be curtailed,

and they are very much interested in its going on and this arrange-
ment made, if possible, to make this indemnity fund or such part
of it as is needed available for inspection. They also believe that
this work is of national interest.

Figures have been submitted to you that show, through the work
of the department and the States cooperating, the reduction that

has been made in the number of tubercular cattle in this country.

The breeders of the country have been educated by this work that
has been done. They possibly had different views and recommenda-
tions when this fund was provided, as it was, that more would be
used for immunity and less for inspection; but they are so pleased
with the work that they are anxious it should go on. It is naturally
important and if it saves the cattle breeders of the country a large

amount of money through lessened condemnations it is along the
line of conservation and the -lowering of the costs of living.

There is another point I would like to mention, because I have
been in close touch with the sentiment, at least, and that is our
export trade. The American Short-Horn Breeders' Association
sent me to South American countries four years ago, because I told

them I believed I could present points down there why they should
buy our cattle as against Great Britain; that at least they would
consider and give us a trial; and the result.has been that since my
return, although two years' interruption occurred on account of the
war, we have sent over 200 head of shorthorn cattle*'to Argentina,
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Uruguay, and Brazil. These cattle have all been Federal tested.

To my knowledge there have only been two reactors out of that

large number that I have personally supervised and sent through
our association. Now, the results of shipments from foreign coun-
tries are very different than the shipments from this country, and
the sentiment is getting strong in South American countries that

they can come to North America and gef clean cattle. We are able,

through the results we have made in shipping pure-bred cattle to

these South American countries, to insure them against the retest

which is required down there. They do not accept the test of any
(Country in the world; they only accept their own test after the

arrival of the cattle and we are able, after the good results we have
secured on the cattle shipped from the United States, to get a rate

of 8 per cent.

Three per cent of that rate, approximately, is to cover the risks

of transportation and the other S per cent the risk of death from
any cause whatever, including rea.ctions to the tuberculosis test, on
ithe retest that is demanded by law in those countries. By compari-
son it is less than half and in some cases one-third of the interest

rate charge from any other country. And that is the class of cattle

fthat are wanted in South American countries.

I just thought that was a point worthy of bringing up, that if we
want to build up our North American trade in those South Ameri-
can countries, which is possibly of advantage to all of our citizens

in the way of export trade, the sooner we can get a practically free

country, as far as bovine tuberculosis is concerned, the more of that

trade we will secure.

The Chairman. When .you speak about an accredited herd, that
applies to those who enter into an agreement to slaughter or

segregate?
Mr. Harding. Yes, sir; or segregation. This nieeting has been

referred to in Chicago, on the 1st day of December, where repre-

sentatives of these associations were present, and I have a resolution

to present from these IS registry associations. These registry asso-

ciations were represented in this meeting by the thtee members of

the board of directors of each association and the secretary of the

association. The resolution reads:

As representatives of the 12 American cattle breeding associations, in con-

vention assembled, Chicago, 111., December 1, 1919, -we indorse the action of the
last Congress in providing an appropriation of $1,500,000 for the eradication
of tuberculosis—a disease that is causing a loss of millions of dollars annually
for meat condemned and for cattle that die of tuberculosis on our farms.
We heartily approve and commend the plan adopted by the officials of the

United States Bureau of Animal Industry cooperating with the State live, stock
sanitary officials in combatting this disease with the resulting that this menace
vt'hich has heretofore been increasing In its destructiveness is now actually
declining.

We urge that the present Congress provide liberally for the continuance of

this important work, that a larger force of field Inspectors may be appointed
to take care of the increasing number of requests from breeders for the annual
tuberculin testing of their entire herds, In the performance of which work the
present force is inadequate.
We recommend and urge Congress to make an appropriation of $2,500,000

annually, the entire fund to be available for the payment of either operating
expenses or indemnities, as necessities may require, under the terms of the
law now In taroot
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TJie eradication of tuberculosis will not only conserve for human consump-
tion great quantities of beef and pork annually condemned as inedible, but
will also encourage the production of both meat and dairy products.

That is signed by the representatives.

The Chairman. On what is the estimate of two and a half million
which you speak of based^—how did you arrive at that figure ?

Mr. Habding. That the work is increasing for the elimination of
tuberculosis, and; to continue it all over the country, it would appear
it is getting larger in volume and there is more work to be done.

Mr. JoisTES. That is for the organization expenses and indem-
nities ?

Mr. Haeding. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jokes. I thought you said your indemnity was down to about
a minimum now. Is it getting less?

Mr. Hakding. 1 believe there is a possibility that some day the
indemnities may increase. As Mr. Smith has stated to you, we have

• had the highest prices these last two or three years, this last year
particularly, in the history of our particular business for beef cattle,

and the people who are having their cattle condemned and are mar-
keting them are not receiving any indemnity, from the fact that it

is fully covered by the salvage value. The time may come when
they won't receive as great an amount for salvage and more will be
needed for indemnity. That is a conjecture and not a certainty, but

the work is enlarging and the desire for accredited herds is increas-

ing all the time.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Harding.
Mr. TiNCHEE. What is your post-office address, Mr. Harding?
Mr. Harding. 13 Drexell Park Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Mr. Smith. I would like to have a word from Mr. A. B. Cook,
president of the American Hereford Breeders' Association. Mr.
Cook is from Montana.
The Chairman. We are glad to hear Mr. Cook.

STATEMENT OF MR. A. B. COOK, PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN
HEREFORD BREEDERS' ASSOCIATION.

Mr. Cook. Mr. Chairman, I do not think it is necessary to take
up the time of this committee. I think that what has been done in

the last two years proves that this is a very necessary work, and I
know that the Hereford breeders feel that the department has accom-
plished wonderful results, and we do not think they should be ham-
pered for the want of enough money to carry it on satisfactorily.

The Chairman. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Smith. Mr. Shoemaker would also like to say a word. He
represents the American Guernsey Association on the executive
committee.
The Chairman. We will be pleased to hear you, Mr. Shoemaker.

STATEMENT OF MR. S. M. SHOEMAKER, OF MARYLAND, REPRE-
SENTING THE AMERICAN GUERNSEY ASSOCIATION.

Mr. Shoemaker. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I do not know that

,1 can add anything to what has ^.Iready been said. I can fully indorse
everything Mr. Smith has said, and 1 feel that your idea of cutting

164315—20 14
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off the inspections would meet with the violent opposition of about
99 per cent of the breeders with whom I have come in contact. They
would, unfortunately, rather give up the compensation.
The intelligence with which this work has been carried on by the

department has secured the confidence of the breeders; and it is a
real tribute to the work of that department, the way the people
speak of it, " Why, a bureau man made the test ; there is not any
question about it."

Now, the economic value of this thing, I think, is enormous. Its

educational value has been tremendous in Maryland. We needed
for the Federal Government to come and tell our people that our
State officials were right. We have a prominent man in the State,

and I spent several years as a member of our State board of agri-

culture endeavoring to convince him that the tuberculosis test was a
necessity and it was breeding high-class cattle. He eventually real-

ized the Federal Government would not get behind this thing unless

there was something to it, and he had his herd tested and he lost 56
out of 59, I think, and now he is the most ardent advocate of the
tuberculosis test to-day that I know of; certainly one of them. As
I say, its educational value is tremendous.
Now, it may be entirely reasonable to cut off the compensation in

the near future ; it may be wise to charge a fee for these tests after

a while ; but I do not believe it would be good policy to do either one
at the present time. You are educating the public in a way that I

do not suppose it could be done in years and years. You are getting

results. The people are cleaning up their herds and they are under
pledge to keep them clean. I believe it is accomplishing a valuable

work, good financially to the country, and I believe you should give

the department all the funds they need for these inspectors.

I do not know that I can answer any questions, but I will be very
glad to give you any information I have.

The Chairman. You and I agree as to the inspection ; we ought to

provide for the inspection and testing. But the question is. How
much is required and how can it best be accomplished ?

Mr. Shoemaker. I do not believe you can improve on the work
the way it is being handled at this time.

The Chairman. I believe it would be impracticable at this time to

provide' inspectors in 3,000 counties, and I believe a county is prob-

ably as large a territory as any one person could properly handle.

It would take a tremendous amount of money to take care of that

work. I do not think it would be possible for us to go to the extent

of testing in every county. Possibly it may be done in connection

with a fee system.
Mr. Shoemaker. I think eventually you can require a fee without

retarding the work, but I do not believe it would be a wise thing to

require that just now—just as it was necessary to provide the in-

demnity to get the work started.

The Chairman. The subject has not been discussed in the com-
mittee ; it was merely my suggestion in order to get the ideas of the

breeders and the department. .

Mr. Shoemaker. Its educational effect—instead of its working as

the gentleman suggested, that the States lay down because the Fed-
eral Government will do it, as a matter of fact it is educating the
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veterinarians in the States to the fact that they can not do that sort
of work. Incidentally, of course, States are bringing pressure on
them.
The Chairman. Of course we ought to leave a little for the States

to do. This country is pretty big, and we ought to divide it up be-
tween the States and not undertake to take charge of all the things
to be done throughout the country ; and it occurred to me the State
should meet us half way.

Dr. MoHLEE. Maryland is doing that, Mr. Chairman, very nicely.

The Chairman. I take it most of the States are.

Mr. Shoemaker. Yes, most of the States are; they are all co-

operating in this kind of work.
Mr. Smith. Before I call on Mr. Munn, who is president of the

American Jersey Cattle Club, I wish to say I agree with Mr. Shoe-
maker that the time has not yet arrived for discontinuing indem-
nities. It would drive out of business our young breeders, I think
you will agree with me, that the young man who hasn't a lot of
money, if he should put his herd under the supervision of the State
and Federal Government and say to those people "Test my cattle

and slaughter the reactors," it would simply drive him out of busi-

ness to the detriment of the whole country, and we are not ready
, for that yet. These well-to-do men, the experienced men, can stand
that loss, but the young breeder, the man with limited means, we
have to protect. We simply want to take off enough of that rough
edge so that the young man can stand part of the loss without driv-

ing him out of business, and that is what we are doing. They are
anxipus to clean up, but they want the support of the Federal Gov-
ernment and State to that extent.

Mr. Hutchinson. I am confused in my figures Dr. Mohler, and
I am asking for information. If I understand it, the appraise-

ment of the thoroughbred is $150, and of the grade, $75?
Mr. Smith. No.
The Chairman. That is themaximum ?

Mr. Hutchinson. That is the maximum.
Mr. Smith. The maximum paid by the Federal Government is

$50 for the pure bred. That is true. The Federal Government
does not pay to exceed $50 on a pure bred and $25 on a grade.

The Chairman. That is not the total loss ?

Mr. Smith. That is not the total loss.

Mr. Hutchinson. The meat is worth something. ?

Mr. Smith. The meat is worth something.

Mr. Hutchinson. $75 is pretty high salvage on a grade.

Mr. Smith. No, the animal is appraised at its dairy value, as a

rule, or breeding value. If the salvage is more, he gets nothing

;

but the salvage is never more.

Dr. MohI/Er. The salvage per head has been $41.20, that is the

average.

Mr. Hutchinson. I understood Dr. Mohler to say the average

was $29 and some cents, the salvage paid by the Government.
Dr. Mohler. That was not the salvage, that was the indemnity,

$29.19.

Mr. Hutchinson. The hide will bring more than that. The
packers are getting $19 for the hide.
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Dr. MoHLEE. The hide is included in the $41.20 for the salvage.
This $29.19 is what the United States Treasury paid out per animal
to the cattle owner. This $29.19 indemnity is over and above the
salvage of $41.20 which the butcher gave the owner of the tuber-

culous animal as an average.
Mr. Hutchinson. I can not make my figures come together.

Mr. Smith. I will now ask Mr. Munn to make a brief statement.
Mr. Munn is president of the American Jersey Cattle Club and also

president of the National Dairy Council from St. Paul, Minn.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Shoemaker. We will hear Mr.

Munn.

STATEICENT OF MR. M, D. MUNN, OF ST. PAUL, MINN,, PRESI-
DENT OF THE AMERICAN JERSEY CATTLE CLUB.

Mr. Munn. With reference to indemnities first, the States vary, as

I understand it, in the method of payment. Minnesota, I think, is

the mostjprogressive State we have in connection with the accredited

herd. I know so far as the breeders of our association are concerned
we have more animals in accredited herds in Minnesota than in any
State of the Union, and I think we have more animals of all breeds
than any State of the Union in accredited herds. We have been kind
of progressive out there in that respect. We do not pay anybody
out there in accordance with what I understand from Dr. Mohler
and Mr. Smith some States are paying. The law is there you can
not exceed a certain amount, and $150 is the limit for a pure-bred in

Minnesota. The salvage does not go to the owner. If there i^ any
salvage it is deducted from the allowance made by the State and the

State gets the salvage.

To come back to the question of the appropriation, I do not know
the relation which exists between the indemnity and the overhead
and inspection, and I shall not say anything about that other than

to suggest it seems to me the relation should be one which would
carry on the work in the most satisfactory way; that is, you must
have a salvage which will induce those who are not now having tests

made of their herds to test.

And, of course, to get this test, you must have a sufficient fund to

carry on the inspection work. And I agree with your chairman that

there should be cooperation between, the State and the Federal de-

partment in that respect. I do not think it is entirely wise to take

it away from the State, because you will get more inaction in that

way than in any other. At the same time, you have got to have the

Federal Government lead in this work, and it seems to me it is largely

a matter of food economics. And if you view it from that stand-

point, our food comes from two sources ; it comes from the land di-

rectly or indirectly and from the water, and most of it comes from
the land ; about 90 per cent from the land. And of the total expendi-

ture for food, over 50 per cent comes from animals. Those are figures

which are available and about which there can be no controversy.

That means in protecting these herds, by the eradication of dise&,se,

you are conserving our sources of food supplies which, it seems to

me, is the real question. Because if there is any lesson that has come
home to us out of this war above any other, it is that the source of the

food supply is the most vital thing we have to consider in our na-
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tional welfare. And by eradicating a disease like tuberculosis and
getting healthy herds, we are conserving our sources of food supply
and the money expended by the Government in that respect is very
well expended.
Whether it should be two and a half million, three million, or five

million, I am not prepared to say. I am prepared to say this, how-
ever, that in my judgment you could not go too high so long as you
can economically carry on the work. If $2,500,000 will do that,

$2,500,000 it should be; if $5,000,000 will do that, $5,000,000 it should
be. In other words, if we are going to clean up, let us clean up as
rapidly as we can economically rather than to dribble along year
after year. And if I had my say about it, it seems to me in fixing

the amount, if I were a Member of Congress and on this committee,
I would want to know how rapidly this work can be done and then
I would fix the appropriation accordingly.

The Chairman. We are up against this situation : The heavy de-

mands on the Treasury under the present condition, and the esti-

mates of the department are less than $1,500,000. The question is

are we warranted in increasing that appropriation? What the com-
mittee would like to know is whether additional appropriations are

absolutely required in excess of $1,500,000. Judging from the action

taken in the past, I feel sure the committee wants to meet the re-

quirements in every respect.

Mr. MuNN. Those figures, of course, would have to come from the

department. It seems to me $2,500,000 could be very well expended.
The. Chairman. But the department estimates less than a' million

and a half, or $1,480,000.

Mr. MuNN. That is a matter of opinion. I look upon these ex-

penditures a little differently, perhaps, than some. We speak in

billions these days. Now, when we are conserving food, it seems to

me that we should give consideration to the results rather than to

dollars.

Dr. MoHLER. The Department of Agriculture does not say that is

enough to do this work.
The Chairman. That is the estimate.

Dr. MoHLER. It is the estimate. In view of all the various activi-

ties of the department, and in view of the state of the National

Treasury and other things, the Secretary of Agriculture did not feel

that he should ask for any more than that million and a half. He is,

of course not opposed to any action which this committee might
take for increasing any of the estimates if it so desires.

The Chairman. That is the figure arrived at, taking all the con-

ditions into consideration?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir ; that is it. I did not want to liaye it under-

stood that the department would object to an increase.

Mr. Jones. You understand the trouble the committee have in ap-

propriating more than a department has asked for, do you not?

Dr. MoHLEE. Mr. Lever wrote a letter to the Secretary last year

on this $500,000 basis, and asked the Secretary if he thought $500,-

000 was enough, and the Secretary replied that he could spend ef-.

fectively twice that much money.
Mr. Jones. I understand that, but I say you understand the trouble

the committee would have in convincing Congress to appropriate

more than was asked for.
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Dr. MoHLEE. They had no difficulty last yean They appropriated
three times more than the Secretary asked for in that budget last

year. The Secretary only asked for $500,000 in the budget last year
and your committee appropriated a million and a half. So that it

is a similar condition this year to that which obtained last year.
Mr. TiNCHEE. Do you not suppose the Secretary took into con-

sideration the fact, in making his estimates, that the receipts of the
Government this year would probably be $3,000,000,000 short?

Dr. MoHOiR. That is one of the points I referred to, but I do not
want it to be understood by the members of the committee that the
Secretary has fixed that as enough money for tuberculosis eradica-

tion and would oppose an increase, if in your wisdom you considered
it essential to the welfare of the live-stock industry.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The chairman of the Committee

on Appropriations and the chairman of the Committee on Ways and
Means say we are facing an inevitable deficit of at least three billion

and a half. A large part of that money comes from the income tax.

The President has recommended the reduction of the income tax. He
knows why, I suppose, but he has not told anybody. The Secretary
of the Treasury has said there would be no deficit. He has said that

more than once, that there would be no deficit, although these two
chairmen have said there would be a deficit of about three billion and
a half dollars. The Secretary of the Treasury has said, also, there

would be no bond issue. He has said that several times that there

would be no bond issue. When it was pointed out to him that some
bond issued would be inevitable, " Oh," he said, " there will be a bond
issue that the bankers will take." He said, " What I mean is, there

will be no bond issue like the Liberty loan bond."
The Chaieman. You should not say "bankers will take," but

" bankers will have to take." That is the way to put it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. So that this committee while it

handles very small amounts of money, relatively, yet it is looked to

to be as economical as it can be.

The Chairman. Personally, I believe this is. the most important
work the department has ever undertaken.

Dr. MoHLEE. And the most popular
The Chairman. Personally, I would do everything I could to meet

the situation. Thank you, Mr. Murm. We will now hear Mr. Brown.

FURTHEB, STATEMENT OF MR. EVERETT C. BROWN, PRESIDENT
OF THE CHICAGO LIVE STOCK EXCHANGE AND OF THE NA-
TIONAL EXCHANGE.

Mr. Brown. If you will allow me to sajf a word, I think the live-

stock commission men come in contact with the producers, and the

farmers want this more than any other agency in any line of work.
This work of the department is the most popular work that is being
done by any branch of the Government, to my certain knowledge. I
am speaking for the farmer direct.

I think the department estimated four years ago that the loss by
tuberculosis as $25,000,000 annually. Because of the appreciation in

values of live stock, which has occurred during the war, I think we
can estimate now, conservatively, that the loss by tuberculosis in food
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animals will reach fully $50,000,000. Now, if you can make an ap-
tropriation of two and a half million dollars that may save even
10,000,000 to the producers of this country, it seems to me it is a

corking good investment.
I want particularly to bring out one point that has developed in

the controversy here this morning, and that is the Federal inspec-
tion on the point of confidence. I can speak for the 27 markets
that I represent, and they are the largest live-stock markets in the
country, that the Federal inspector has the entire confidence of the
producer and the State inspector has not. That is true in all mar-
kets. I think any hampering or reduction of the inspectors under
the supervision and employ of the Division of Meat Inspection, Bu-
reau of Animal Industry, would be a great blow at the live-stock
industry throughout the United States. I think this inspection is

of much more importance than the indemnification. We feel, at

the lai^e markets pai'ticularly, great markets like St. Paul, Sioux
City, Omaha, St. Joseph, Denver, and Chicago, where the man
comes in to buy a carload of breeding heifers or cows, when they
go out he wants the Federal inspector to inspect them, and it is under
protest in most of those markets that he accepts State inspection.

He does not want it. He wants to have Federal inspection. The
Federal inspection has obtained the confidence of the country as

against State inspection (more in the foot-and-mouth trouble) , and,
in a way, as compared with State inspection, that never can be
eradicated in the mind of the producer, the farmers of the country.
They felt that the Federal inspection was absolutely on the level;

they felt that the State inspection was not. And I want to say, as

representing these markets that I mentioned, and all the markets in
this country, there is no bureau of the Government that has more the
confidence of the people, every producer in this country, than the
Bureau of Animal Industry has ; and I hope there will be no restric-

tion in any way on this inspection.

Mr. Candler. Then, you think it is more important to look after

the extension of the inspection than to take care of the indemnity?
Mr. Brown. I certainly do.

Mr. Candler. And if there is to be any enlargement of either one
or the other, it should be along the line of inspection and not along
the line of indemnity ?

Mr. Brown. I do, sir.

Mr. Candler. That the producers—the breeders—would prefer to

stand the loss, to some extent at least, as far as indemnity is con-

cerned rather than to have the inspection curtailed in any regard?
Mr. Brown. I absolutely think so. And in saying that, I think

I represent every live-stock market in the country. And I think it

is borne out in the figures shown of the work in the last year, that
the indemnification has not been drawn on the way the inspection
has. The pure-bred breeders, the grade men, the fellow buying a

load of cattle in a big market—he wants the inspection; he wants
to be absolutely sure.

Mr. Candler. Then you would favor the recommendation urged
by Dr. Mohler that the limitation be taken off, so that the depart-
ment may be allowed to use its discretion largely in pursuing the
further extension of the inspection work and only utilize what is
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absolutely necessary for the indemnity work, in order to keep up
the encouragement as to the development of grade herds and the
development of grade cattle ?

Mr. Brown. I certainly would. I think the Bureau of Animal In-
dustry has the confidence of the people, and there has been no reason
why that confidence has been shaken ; in fact, every year that confi-

dence grows. Every farmer who knows anything about this work
has the utmost confidence in the Federal inspection.

Mr. TiNCHER. Does the average purchaser, say, of a carload of
heifers like you speak of, keep the cattle there at the market for the
36 hours required for inspection ?

Mr. Brown. They have to under the Federal rules, Congressman

;

that is a requirement.
Mr. TiNCHEE. When those cattle are inspected, who takes the loss?

Mr. Brown. He takes the loss ; the animal is thrown back—^has to

be thrown back and killed.

Mr. TiNCHER. The purchaser takes the loss, does he?
Mr. Brown. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHER. No inspection of heifers shipped on to the open mar-
ket is required ?

Mr. Brown. No. Where they are shipped on to the open market,
that is not required; but where they go back into the country for

breeding purposes, they are obliged to inspect ; and they are followed
back on to the farm, and when they come back on to the market.
For instance, they are also inspected for commercial purposes, for
feeding purposes, to see there is no shutting down out on the farm
m the country. The department watches that, and the State in-

spectors also watch that.

Mr. TiNCHER. When he buys cattle he has the Government man in-

spect them?
TSlr. Brown. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHER. And the point you make is he wants an authorized
Federal inspector's certificate?

Mr. Brown. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHER. That encourages him, if the market has that in-

spector, to pay the price for the heifers ?

Mr. Brown. Yes, sir; and when that animal goes back into the
country, the farmer is so much more encouraged or pleased with
that Federal inspection, than he is with the State inspection, that

that herd is worth more money.
Mr. TiNCHER. It would not take many inspectors to accommodate

all the markets ?

Mr. Brown. No ; it does not. The fact is that they are right there

;

they do not have to travel around the country ; they are right there

when that load or two, or three loads of stuff goes out, perhaps 10

or 15 or 20 a day, and they are right there where they inspect that
stuff, and they do it right on the spot.

Mr. TiNCHER. And there are not enough stock markets like you
mention so that it would take any great number of inspectors?
Mr. Brown. No. That inspection should not be hampered in any

way, but. should be increased. As Dr. Mohler could tell you, I think'
all of the markets now are asking for more inspectors, and that is

the inspection that really counts more than anything else, because it

is the dissemination of these animals all over this country.
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Mr. Tin CHER. It is the inspection that costs less?

Mr. Beown. Yes.
Mr. TiNCHER. And it is this traveling around over the country that

represents the largest cost?

Mr. Brown. Absolutely.

Mr. Candler. You believe it would be better to take away the
limitation and leave it to the discretion of the department itself

to utilize the funds where they will do the greatest good to this in-

dustry ?

Mr. Brown. Absolutely.
Mr. MuNN. Did you say the loss was stood by the man buying

them?
Mr. Brown. On the reactors.

Mr. MuNN. I do not want to throw discord in herp. I agree with
what has been said about the inspection where the animals go back
to the shipping point, to the farm, but I can not say to do away with
the indemnity and just have the inspection alone, because you could
not reach the source of trouble that way. These animals come to the
terminals and some go back again. They all come from the farms
to the cities, and there is where the diseases start, and if you are
going to eradicate it, you have to go back there to eradicate it. Of
course, the city detects it by inspection at the yard and that is

highly important to see that those animals do not get back on the
farms. But if you are going to eradicate this disease, you have to

inspect on the farm to do it, and you can not get condemnation on
the farm if you have inspection alone, because the farmer won't
allow his cattle to be inspected.

The Chairman. I think we all agree we should provide indemnity.
Mr. Brown. I do not want to be understood as stating the inspec-

tion should stop altogether, but I want particularly to impress that
this work at the terminal market, where the stock is going back to

the country, is one of the most important.
Mr. MtJNN. I think that is one of the most important where the

stock is flowing back to the farm.
The Chairman. The question is on going onto the farms, visiting

every farm, and making the inspection and test.

Mr. TinCHER. It is conceded that the Government can not appro-
priate enough money to have complete inspection of all the cattle

on all the farms. What would you think of this as a fixed definite

policy : That we do furnish sufficient inspectors for the markets and
let the States understand that the Federal Government is furnishing
sufficient inspection for the markets and the owners of the cattle

understand the Federal Government is furnishing sufficient inspec-

tion for the markets, and then, in order to insure good markets for

their own cattle, the State will have to exercise care, and the owner of

the cattle will have to exercise certain care or he will be up against the
proposition that the Federal inspection in the market will actually

reduce his price in view of the fact that the Federal Government
can not defray the total expense. What would you think of that as

a policy?

Mr. Brown. That is the policy strongly favor and, as far as the

appropriation will stand, I also hope they will cover the farms as

much as they can. But I think we all agree that the inspection at
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the great public markets where the stock is disseminated through
the farming districts is of paramount importance. Of course, tne
pure-bred breeders may differ with me on that.

(Thereupon, at 12.40 p. m., the committee took a recess until 2
o'clock p. m.)
The committee reconvened, pursuant to the taking of the recess,

at 2 o'clock p. m.

FURTHER STATEMENT OF MR. A. B. COOK, PRESIDENT OF THE
AMERICAN HEREFORD BREEDERS' ASSOCIATION.

The Chairman. Please give your full name and address to the
stenographer.
Mr. Cook. A. B. Cook, president of the American Hereford Breed-

ers' Asociation, Helena, Mont.
I have been thinking of the appropriation that the department

has asked for, which, as I understand it, is something like a million

and a half of dollars. Am I right in that, Mr. Chairman ?

The Chairman. Practically, in round numbers.
Mr. Cook. The States within the last year have appropriated

something over $2,200,000, The breeders met during the Inter-

national Live Stock Show, and it was the unanimous opinion of all

the breeders present that it would take more money than they had
been getting for the department. As I understand it, there are a
little over 3,000 herds that have requested to be tested, and you can
not do it for want of money. I know that the word has been passed
-out throughout the country that it no use making application, be-

cause they have not the money to do it with. I think it is fair to

say that if it was known that there was money there would be fully

five times that amount, and maybe ten times. It is hard to estimate
what it should be. I do not think that you should curtail Dr. Mohler
and his department and shut him off on money to carry on this work.
I do not think it is fair to the breeders. He certainly can not give

us results unless he has the money to do it with, and I think it is up
to this committee to try and get him that money ; and I am positive

from what he said this morning as to what his requirements would
be, and the way it is increasing, that $1,500,000 will not be sufficient.

The stockmen and the farmers pay a good part of the money that

is raised in this country, and I think that we are entitled to that

much recognition. We are paying a good part of this money and
I think we are entitled to a little recognition that way. Thank you.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You speak of the amount of money
&hat the Sjtates have appropriated. Do you know how that is

.divided—^how many States there are and the amounts that they have
f.ppropriated ?

Mr. Cook. I think every State in the Union, with the exception

of Colorado and Delaware, has appropriated. I have not the figures

l^.andy. I think that is right. Prof. Smith? We were discussing it

ihis noon.
Mr. Smith. I wrote to all the States.

Mr. Cook. You wrote to all the States and got the total amounts,
.itnd at that time what it would be. Two years ago in our discus-

j«ions here it was asked if the States would do their parts, and almost
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every member thought that his State would be willing to help out
and go 50-50 on the proposition.

Dr. MoHLEK. All of the States, with the exception of Arizona, Ar-
kansas, Colorado, and Louisiana, have made appropriations, totaling
$2,211,850. I have a list here of the different States.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is that for this particular work?
Dr. MoHLER. That is solely for tuberculosis eradication, in co-

operation with the Federal Government. If you want to know
about any particular State, I shall be pleased to tell you. Your
State, Mr. McLaughlin, has aiDpropiiated $10,0,000 per annum for
this work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska. What has Nebraska appropriated ?

Dr. MoHLER. $37,500 per annum.
Mr. McKiNLET. How much is Illinois's appropriation?.
Dr. MoHLER. Illinois, $50,000 per annum.
Mr. Jones. Give vis Pennsylvania. We will get them all in.

Dr. MoHLER. Pennsylvania, $100,000 per annum.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you a list that you can put

in the record? Put in the whole thing.
Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir ; but I am going to speak on this later, and

I thought I would put it in then.

The Chairman. Will you go on now. Doctor ?

Dr. MoHLER. Would you not prefer to take care of these men
first?

The Chairman. I understand that they have finished. Is there

anybody else, Mr. Smith ?

Mr. Smith. I do not think so.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Cook, Now, Mr. Kiernan.

STATEMENT OF MR. J. A. KIERNAN, CHIEF OF THE TUBERCULOSIS
ERADICATION DIVISION, BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY, DE-
PARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Kiernan. Gentleman, the tuberculin test was discovered in

1892. It has been in operation in this country from that time.

Veterinarians in every State have been educated on the technique of

the tuberculin test and have been applying it in every State.

Notwithstanding the efforts of the individual veterinarians and
the individual lite stock owners of the United States, however,
tuberculosis has spread to practically every State in the United
States. In the older dairy States it is more prevalent than it is in
the newer States and in the range States; but, nevertheless, it is

spreading from State to State, and the meat-inspection regulations
show that for a period of 10 years it was spreading among swine at

the rate of 10 per cent a year, so that for 1918, out of every 40,000,000
swine slaughtered at the establishments where meat inspection was
maintained practically 4,000,000 of those hogs were affected with
tuberculosis.

It became so alarming that the live stock owners of America said

:

" Something must be done to control and eradicate tuberculosis, if it

can be eradicated, because if it goes on at the rate at which it has
been progressing for the last 10 years, the time will come when all

of our swine and also all of our beef herds in the United States will

become affected with that thing."
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The live stock owners came here to Congress two years ago, and
Congress provided a small appropriation to carry on this work.
There was no work done, from a national standpoint, up until two
years ago. The only work that was done by the Federal Government
up to that time was the eradication of tuberculosis from cattle in the
District of Columbia. That work has been carried on for several

years, and it has proven beyond a peradventure that tuberculosis can
be eradicated from live stock. Here in the District they had, at the
inception of the work, practically 19 per cent of the cattle infected,

and each year the disease has been diminishing, and last year the
official tests showed that very much less than 1 per cent of the total

number of cattle in the District were affected with the disease ; and
the department feels confident that the disease will be totally eradi-

cated from the District.

Now, with this appropriation that you made the Bureau of Animal
Industry in its work started from the ground floor without any State

cooperating, and in two years the work has been built up so that

to-day there are 45 States engaged in this work, cooperating with the

Department of Agriculture, and it has -been mentioned here to-day,

those States have appropriated an aggregate of $2,200,000 for tuber-

culosis work this year. There were 33 States last winter where the

legislatures met and considered tuberculosis work, and there were
only two of those States that did not make appropriations. They
were the States of Colorado and Delaware. But since then in the

State of Delaware they have obtained a fund of $15,000 or $20,000

from private sources to carry on the work, so that they could carry

on the cooperation with the bureau.

The plan of this work as set forth to-day is the eradication of

tuberculosis from pure-bred cattle, the plan known as the accredited

herd plan. That plan is in operation in 45 States, and that it has

been a success is borne out by the testimony of the gentlemen who ap-

peared here to-day representing every pure-bred cattle association in

the United States.

In addition to the pure-bred herds, of course, we have got to look

after the grade herds—^the farmers' herds.

Last year when the breeders and the State live-stock sanitary of-

ficials and Dr. Mohler and the other bureau men got together in

Chicago, we came to the same conclusions. And I want to emphasize,

gentlemen, that this is our plan of cooperation, not a coercive meas-

ure, but we are working together in this eradication work, the farmer,

the State official, the pure-bred breeder, and the Bureau of Animal
Industry are going as one man in this campaign as has been shown

here to-day ; there is no contention between them ; there is no division

of plan.

The plan is " Now we have got together and we are going to stick

together until we control and eradicate this disease"—gentlemen,

we have made a canvass on this proposition. There are upward of

3,000,000 square miles in the territory of the United States, and of

that vast area, two-thirds is comparatively free from tuberculosis.

It exists to such a minor degree in two-thirds that the department

is confident that in 10 years it can free that area, as Dr. Mohler said

this morning, and preserve that area from tuberculosis. And what

is that area? A large part of it is the Southern States, where there

is the greatest development of live-stock industry growing in that

territory that there is in any section of the United States to-day.
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At the International Livestock Show, Mr. Chairman, where you
visited last week, from the Southern States, where 10 years ago they
did not raise anything but a $10 cow, they produced this year the
frand champion short-horn of America, the grand champion Here-
ord of America, and the grand champion Ang-us of America. It is

in that territory that the live-stock industry is developing, and it is
just as important for the United States Government and for the
State officials and for the live-stock owners in general to preserve that
territory free from tuberculosis as it is to develop any branch of
agriculture. We can do it to-day at a very much cheaper rate than
we will ever be able to do it, and by our precautionary measures to
keep tuberculous aninuxls out of that territory we are going to pre-
serve at this time that territory in which the greatest advancement
of the cattle industry will come about in the next 10 or 20 years.
The balance of the territory, as Dr. Mohler says, is a different

proposition. Tuberculosis exists in it to the extent of from 5 per
cent to 30 per cent among the cattle.

Only a month ago I was up in Otsego County, N. Y., where they
have 5,500 farms, and where they have cattle on 5,000 farms. I went
before the county bureau there and discussed tuberculosis. I told
them, " Gentlemen, we are not coming in to ask you to create any
new laws or to put any coercive measures on the people of this county.
We are putting up the proposition to you that tuberculosis is a men-
ace to the li^'e-stock industry, and therefore a menace to the whole
United States; that tuberculosis can be eradicated; it has been
demonstrated. It is up to the people of this county if you desire

to eradicate the disease ; and the State will cooperate with you, and
as far as possible the Government will cooperate with you." They
adopted the tuberculosis accredited herd area in that country as a
five-year plan for eradicating the disease.

Gentlemen, the place to eradicate tuberculosis is back on the farm^
and the onlj^ way to do it is by taking the hexd as a unit. You might
work from now until the end of time, tuberculin testing cattle at

public stockyards, where 3'ou get only one animal out of a herd or
only two or three animals out of a herd. That does not eradicate

tuberculosis if it exists in the herds back home. The place to eradi-

cate tuberculosis is back on the farms, and the farmers of this coun-
try have shown their willingness and their appreciation of the oppor-
tunity of cooperating in this measure in the extermination of the

disease by going to their legislatures and getting appropriations of

$2,000,000. This is a new work, two years old. It has met with
almost universal approval. They are engaged in it in 45 States, and
we Iniow that within the next year or two the other three States will

be actively engaged in the work. It is only a proposition of keeping
pace with the demands for the work. Of course, it is the right of the

States to look after the live-stock industry in the States ; but this is

a national proposition. Cows that are in one State to-day may be

over in another State to-morrow, and unless you control this disease

of tuberculosis, it is no respecter of State lines and it will go across.

The people have demonstrated that they want this work, and when
I had the pleasure of coming here before I remember some of the

members stated that it ought to be done on the cooperative basis.

That is what we hp,ve undertaken to do, and I believe that it is on
a cooperative basis, it is on a logical basis, it is on a plan that if
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carried out can not help but succeed in eradicating tuberculosis, or
reducing it to a very small percentage.
There was some mention made this morning about employing the

services of private veterinarians. Our plan for this work is, we
recognize the fact that Congress will never, and probably it should
not ever, appropriate a sufficient amount of money to employ enough
officials to go around the country testing all the cows, and supple-

mented by congressional appropriations. The 48 States would never
appropriate a sufficient amount of money to go around and test

everybody's cows, and I do not think it right that they should. But
it is necessary to make a demonstration in all these States and to get

this thing on a working basis.

We contemplate under this accredited herd plan—and that is the

plan adopted by the breeders and approved of by every State in

the United States and by the Bureau of Animal Industry—that

after a herd has been accredited two years, that herd may be turned
back to the private veterinarian and the department get rid of
that herd, so as to be able to take on new herds. The private veteri-

narian will be paid by the private individuals.

In addition to that, as Dr. Mohler said this morning, there are

about 6,000 private veterinarians in the United States who have been
approved of to test cattle for interstate shipment. We contemplate

that the time is coming when these 6,000, or maybe 10,000, of the

veterinarians of the United States will be engaged in this official

work of eradicating tuberculosis, not paid out of the Government's
funds or paid out of the State treasuries, but paid by the owners.

And we are building along those lines, getting everybody acquainted

with the work and building up efficiency of the veterinarians

throughout the United States, so that in time they can serve the

purposes for which they were educated and help in the control and
eradication of the diseases.

Another project in this work is the eradication of tuberculosis

from an area. Take a county, for instance. In several States we
are now engaged in the eradication of the disease from a county. In

the State of Mississippi, in Hinds County and Clay County, the

people voted on the proposition there, " Shall we eradicate tubercu-

losis from livestock?" By very substantial majorities that was car-

ried in both elections, and they are so engaged in the eradication

of this di-sease from those counties. After they clean up the disease

in those counties, then they will have to be protected from the infec-

tion of cattle from other States. And another advantage is that

after they clean up the disease from those counties the work will

spread from county to county until it embraces a large area of the

State, and probably the entire State; and then, when that area is

clean, the county, or a group of counties, or the entire State, may
become clean ; then the interstate shipment of cattle from that terri-

tory may be permitted without any further tuberculin testing.

So that you see it is all working to that time when the interstate

movement of cattle can be facilitated without restrictions. That is

what we are working to. But until that time comes every State and

every breeder must exercise eternal vigilance to prevent, as far as

possible, the movement of diseased animals from one State into an-

other. .„. ._ _. •.-- — "-#*?!
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In the Western States, in the arid section of the West, tuberculosis

is not known among the range cattle, or it exists to a very insignifi-

cant degree. The only place you will find the disease there is down
in the valleys where they started little dairy herds and brought cat-

tle in from the older dairy States. There you will find a good deal
of the disease. So that it is in those areas we must put forth the
great effort to free them from what little disease there is, and then
preserve them free from tuberculosis, and in the other areas carry
on this work according to the demands of the people. That is the
whole plan we have in mind; not to get any drastic laws and make
it compulsory to have animals tested, but to build up among the
live-stock owners of America a confidence in the ability to control

and eradicate this disease. Thank you.

The Chairman. You were speaking about the dairy herds. What
are the conditions as to introducing new stock into a herd ?

Mr. Keeenan. Into an accredited herd?
The Chairman. Yes.
Mr. KiEENAN. Before an animal can be introduced into an ac-

credited herd it must have had two tuberculin tests, separated by a
period of 60 days.
The Chairman. That is a part of the agreement ?

Mr. KiEENAN. The owner signs an agreement to that effect
;
yes, sir.

Mr. Rainet. You heard the discussion this morning between Mr.
Brown of Chicago and Mr. Munn from St. Paul. There seems to be
a conflict of understanding with reference to this appropriation.
Mr. Brown suggested that in his estimation, inspection was para-
mount ; that indemnity should be allowed, but if either one were to be
curtailed, probably it would be preferable that indemnity be cur-
tailed. The gentlemen from St. Paul suggested that the farmers
might strenuously object to that.

Is your idea of the situation this : That the amount to be allowed
by Congress should be given to the Department of Agriculture in a
lump sum, and that they should pay for inspection whatever inspec-

tion is necessary, and that they should also apply the necessary
amount to indemnity; and in applying the amount to indemnity that
will necessarily lower the amount appropriated that they can use in

salaries, but that the department should have discretionary powers,
that it should be voted in a lump sum, and that it should be an
elastic appropriation, and that you men who go about this particular

thing should use it in that way ?

Mr. KiEENAN. Yes; those are my views on the subject.

Mr. Eainet. In that way you could provide for the inspection

now, and at the same time take care of the indemnity also as it arises ?

Mr. KiERNAN. Yes, sir. It seems only reasonable to me, if the
State or the Government, after testing cattle, condemns them and
takes them away from the owner for the welfare of the live-stock

industry, that the State or the Government should reimburse the

owner for the loss, or partially reimburse him, at least.

. Mr. Eainet. In the appropriation as it stands you are limited

to a certain amount for indemnity, and a certain amount for inspec-

tion, and the amount allotted for inspection does not give the depart-

ment opportunity to comply with the innumerable requests that have
been made for inspection ?

Mr. KiEENAN. That states the case.
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Mr. Rainet. The only waj'^ you can carry on your work effectively
is to have a more elastic fund, so that you can send out the inspec-
tors to discover this disease by inspection?
Mr. KiERNAN. That states it exactly, according to my view of it.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Kiernan.
Mr. Eainey. The last time I was here I made a plea for the veteri-

narians, to increase their stipend. Dr. Kiernan is a veterinarian, and
I think he is wasting his time working for the Government. He
ought to get outside where he can make more money.
Mr. Smith. You mentioned a difference of opinion between Mr.

Brown and Mr. Munn. Mr. Brown represents the various live-stock

exchanges throughout the cbuntry, and he feels the great importance
of stock-yard inspection to prevent the shipping out of these animals
from the yards to the farms; but in his belief in that work he also

believes just as heartily in the testing out on the farms. I know
Mr. Brown very well, and I know that he feels greatly encouraged
over the testing and accerditing of herds in the country. I think both
of them are equally important. It is absolutely true that the disease

exists in the stockyards because it exists on the farms first. And so

Mr. Munn is right in saying that we ought to give greater attention

to this cleaning-up process on the farms, and that would decrease the

disease in the stockyards.

Just one other point I want to make with regard to our produc-

tion of live stock, and that is this: I mentioned this morning that

we had now the highest prices on beef in the history of our country.

Top prices for beef were 21 cents in Chicago yesterday. Those are

the very highest prices, and that is due to scarcity. We have not

a sufficient number of cattle in the country, and I fear that unless

we can stimulate production we are going to see prices higher, to

the detriment of the consumers. We have a shortage of cattle in

this country. The range is no longer able to supply the demands
of the feeders. The range has reached its limit. If we are going to

have an increase of cattle throughout the United States, they must
come largely from our farms, and if we are going to stimulate the

production of cattle on our farms we ought to do everything we can

to build up the industry on a healthy basis. We can not build up
any industry on a diseased basis. So that this is right in line with

our campaign for progressive production to eliminate this disease,

which is a positive hindrance to development. I want to make that

clear.

The Chairman. Have you any others to be heard, Doctor?
Mr. Smith. I do not know of any others.

The Chairman. Mr. Hays, do you wish to be heard?
Mr. Hats. Yes, sir.

STATEMENT OF MR. MAETIN HAYS, OF BOSTON, MASS., COUNSEL
OF THE NEW ENGLAND FARMERS' AND LIVE STOCK DEALERS'
ASSOCIATION (INC.).

The Chairman. Please state your name and residence.

Mr. Hats. I am from Boston, Mass., and I represent the New
England Farmers' and Live Stock Dealers' Association (Inc.). That
is a Massachusetts incorporation, organized in 1918.

Mr. Jones. What position do you have in that association or or-

ganization?
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,Mr. Hays. I am counsel for them.
Mr. Jones. It is an association of farmers and whom ?

Mr. Hays. Massachusetts farmers and live stock dealers. That
association.has a membership at the present time of about 150 farm-
ers, cattle raisers and cattle dealers in all the New England States.
The market for cattle for those people is the Brighton stockyards

at Boston, Mass.
Until July 1, 1919, the cattle at the Brighton stockyards were

under State inspection. On that date the Federal Government took
over the inspection.

I am addressing my remarks to this honorable committee in refer-
ence to tuberculin tests. These tests are made in accordance with
regulations with which you are all familiar and I will not take up
your time with the details unless you, Mr. Chairman, or any one of
the other members of your committee desire to question me.
After a cow has been ordered killed by the Government inspector

because of the fact that the chart after inoculation shows her to be a
" reactor " there is always a post-mortem examination. If after such
a post-mortem examination no lesion is found there is no way of
showing that the animal was tubercular. Under the present condi-
tions the owner of this animal has no redress. That is the grievance
of my clients.

We find no fault if an animal is ordered killed and a post-mortem
examination shows lesions, but it seems to us that a great hardship
and wrong is inflicted upon us if through no fault or act of ours an
animal is condemned and ordered killed because it is decreed tubercu-

lar and thereafter is found healthy and free from tuberculosis.

Since the Government inspection on July 1 last and to date about
150 milch cows were wrongfully killed, and I beg to present herewith
a copy of a letter and inclosure from Dr. E. A. Grossman, inspector

of the Bureau of Animal Industry at Boston, Mass.

:

NOVEMBEK 12, 1919.

Maetin Hats, Esq.,

18 Tremont^ Street, Boston, Mass.

Deae Sib : As per your request, please find inclosed list of cattle slaughtered
and no lesions found covering the period from July 9, 1919, to Octoher 30, 1919,

inclusive.
Very truly, yours,

E. A. Ckossman,
Inspector in Charge.

Then follows a list of cattle slaughtered, with the names of the

owners, which is as follows:

List of cattle slaughtered and no lesions found from July 9 to Oct. SO, 1919,
inclusive.

W. A. Ricker .
32

D. A. Walker ^ 3
R. .7. Blanchard 2
P. L. Libby— 11
W. 0. Savage 1

Burlingame 3

F. O. Thompson 1

Austin Brooks 7

P. L. Brown & Son 1

V. Hanson 2

C. J. Hanson 1
Dorand Bros 5

D. Simon 1
Harman 1

G. B. Parr 2
Putnam' Bros 9
B. Crosby 3
C. H. Gage 6
Atwood 2
MoSatyre 1
Corey 3
J. A. Clark 2
Levine : 1
Gleason 1
Fogg 1

Total 102

164315—20- -15
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The Chairman. How many are there, altogether?

Mr. Hafs. The total is 102.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is the percentage of the
total?

Mr. Hays. If my memory serves me, 318 were ordered killed, and
131 were found without lesions.

Mr. Wilson. Nearly 50 per cent?
Mr. Hays. Nearly 50 per cent, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Wilson. In this list there were 102 ?

Mr. Hays. That is by Dr. Crossman's figures, from July 9 to Octo-
ber 30, 1919.

Mr. Jones. Your data are for the year ?

Mr. Hays. They only commence July 1. Previous to that we were
under Massachusetts State inspection.

Mr. Jones. Within what period of time did the slaughter of 131

animals take place?
Mr. Hays. From July 1 up to date.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Those inspections must have been

largely by State inspectors?

Mr. Hays. They were entirely by Federal inspectors. The State

inspection ceased on the 1st day of July and the Federal inspection

commenced.
Mr. Candler. Do they not have State inspection?

Mr. Hays. There are State inspectors there, but this is all under
the supervision of the Federal inspectors.

Mr. Candler. Do the Federal inspectors report to the State in-

spectors? Do they work under them?
Mr. Hays. No ; they do not. The tuberculin testing in that yard

I ajn informed is entirely by the Federal Government.
The Chairman. The men are employees of the Federal Govern-

ment?
Mr. Hays. Mr. Kieman made an investigation of that.

Mr. KiEENAN. They are employed by the bureau and State.

Mr. Wilson. Is that the percentage that is usually found without

lesions?

Dr. MoHLER. No. I think the Brighton tests show up the poorest

of any for reasons which I will mention later. We have all the

tests at the various stockyards here and many of them will show as

satisfactory as tests on farms.
Mr. Hays. Permit me to illustrate how that affects my clients. I

quote from a letter addressed to me by Mr. William A. Ricker, a

cattle dealer from St. Johnsbury, Vt., dated November 17, 1919

:

Caw No. 41788. My No. 3416 proved to be all right ; no lesions at all. Now,
I had this cow sold to Mr. Ooburn for $125 and I realized from same for beef

purposes only $32. Now, here is a loss to me of $93.

The loss in these cases will probably average $100 per animal, and
inasmuch as the people whom I represent are to a large extent small

cattle dealers it has resulted in some instances in such great hardship
thtit the profits of an entire year were lost and in one or two cases

has put the cattle raiser and shipper out of business.

The laws of Massachusetts provide for reimbursement in instances

such as I have cited and until July 1, 1919, the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts reimbursed the owner in all instances where no lesions
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were found after an animal had been ordered killed after tuberculin
tests and no lesions had been found.
We earnestly desire your favorable consideration for an appro-

priation so that the United States Department of Agriculture will

have the right to pay the difference between what the carcass brings
for beef, plus the value of the hide and the value of the animal
before slaughter.

I have been in conference with Dr. J. R. Mohler, Chief of the Bureau
of Animal Industry at Washington, D. C, with Dr. E. A. Grossman,
in charge of the Bureau of Animal Industry at Boston, Mass., and
with other veterinarians connected with the department and they
are unanimously of the opinion that such legislation as I am asking
for should be favorably acted upon. Inasmuch as there is no
opposition to the proposed legislation and necessary appropriation
and as I can conceive of none from any source, I am not going to

burden your honorable committee with any extended remarks.
If the principle involved appeals to your sense of fairness and

justice, I believe you should make the taking effect of the legisla-

tion retroactive to July 1, 1919, so that those persons who have
suffered because of the conditions which I have described, througli

no fault of their own, may be reimbursed, subject to the approval
of the Departnlent of Animal Industry. Having presented a situa-

tion which admittedly requires alleviation, I leave the cause of the

people whom I represent to your consideration and I earnestly urge
speedy action.

I might supplement this, if I may be permitted, Mr. Chairman,
by stating that our situation is not analogous to that of the gentle-

man who preceded in the other hearing. When an animal is con-

demned, and there are lesions found, the people that I represent

ask for nothing from the Government, and are perfectly willing to

have the animal slaughtered and to pocket their loss.

It is only wlien an animal has been slaughtered under the direc-

tion and by order of the Government, and the Government can not
prove its case—in other words where no lesion is found in the

animal, and it is therefore presumably healthy—that I ask that the

men I represent be not burdened with a loss which they did not

contribute to in any way.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is the proceeding in- a case

like you speak of there? The writer of this letter had a cow which
he said that he had sold for $125 before it was killed.

Mr. Hays. For $125.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But when the butcher handled it,

it was worth only $35.

Mr. Hays. Only $32, in thi'^ case. Thev run from $30 to $50.

. Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There was an appraisement of the

value of the cow before she was slaughtered, was there not?

Mr. Hays. Not necessarily. He brought the cow there for sale,

and sold the cow for $125. These are dairy cows, you know.
The Chairman. He sold the cow subject to test?

Mr. Hays. No; I do not think so. The cow was sold subject to

the test, of course. There is no liability to produce the cow.

Mr. Jones. If he sold it, he could have got his money under the

sale.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I understand that where the Bu-
reau of Animal Industry, cooperating with the State authorities,
slaughters an animal, there is an estimate made of its value for
breeding purposes or for beef, so that there must have" been an esti-

mate of the value of this cow before she was' killed.

Mr. Hays. You mean an estimate by the Federal authorities ?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Yes.
Mr. Hays. None that I know of.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I supposed that was the pro-
ceeding.

Mr. Jones. That would not make any difference if he had sold
the cow for $125. Whatever estimate they made on it, he would not
be bound by their estimate, but the Government would have to pay
for it on the accredited value.

Dr. Mohlee. This was an interstate movement through a public
stockyard. The Government under present regulations does not
pay for animals that react except where the whole herd is under
supervision and the owner is cooperating to get a clean herd.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Was not this done under this ap-

propriation ?

Mr. Hays. Not under the accredited herd provision. It was done
under the interstate movement of live stock.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Under the authority under which
you are acting, have you the right to compel the killing of the

animal ?

Dr. Mohlee. No ; but we have a right to prevent its shipment, in-

terstate, from the public stockyards, and it could not get out of the

stockyards, to move intrastate, without the consent of the State offi-

cials, if it reacted to the tuberculin test. Let me explain that this is

not coimected with our accredited herd work. The cow in question

came from Vermont into Massachusett, and for the convenience of

the owners, we have permitted cattle from other States to go into the
Brighton Stoclcyard, at Boston, where they are held for the tubercu-

lin test. This was a dairy cow, coming from another State into Mas-
sachusetts, and she evidently reacted to the tuberculin test, but on
the post-mortem no visible lesions were found.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Acting uiider that law, can you
compel the creature to be killed ?

Dr. Mohlee. No ; but as a rule they are killed, although they could

be quarantined. '

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Whether the owner wishes it or

not ?

Dr. Mohlee. They are either killed or quarantined. They can not

be moved interstate, under the organic act of 1884.

Mr. Jones. Any you pay no indemnity on these animals?
Dr. Mohi^r. No. This is not a question alone of getting rid of

tuberculosis, it is a question of protecting the buyer from purchasing
diseased cattle in interstate trade.

Mr. Jones. That is not done under this act?

Dr. Mohlee. It is not done under the project for the tuberculosis-

free accredited herd work.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What course would you have
taken if you had quarantined that animal?
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Dr. MoHL.EE. We would have called in the State, and the State
officials would have disposed of it according to the State regulations.

We had no control of the animal except as an interstate product.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You can forbid the shipment from

one State to another?
Dr. MoHLER. Yes.
Mr. Jones. Then I understand that under your interstate pro-

visions the Government has the right to take an individual cow and
slaughter it, without paying any damage to the owner of any kind ?

Dr. MoHLER. No; the Government does not order the slaughter,

but if the cow is killed there has been no provision made for indemni-
fying the owner of an animal shipped in interstate commerce.
The Chairman. You did not order the killing of that cow ?

Dr. Mohlee. No. We have no authority to order reacting animals
killed.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But the cow was killed under
your direction?

Dr. Mohler. As the result of the cooperative test with State in-

spectors.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But you did not order her killed ?

Dr. MoHLER. No, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And were not responsible for the

killing?

Dr. MoiiLER. No, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And the Federal Government did

not pay anything toward it?

Dr. MoHLEE. No. That is what the gentleman is referring to.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But what is the effect, if you say

a cow can not go any further ?

Mr. Lee. It is to quarantine.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But if it can not leave the quar-

antine for any other purpose, that compels it to be killed?

The Chairman. Under the law it has to be returned to the State

from which it came?
Dr. Mohler. If pure bred it could be returned to the State of

origin, under the regulations. We can not compel it to be slaugh-

tered.

Mr. McLaughlix of Michigan. So that the owner of that cow
could have taken that cow back where she came from and put her in

quarantine, or she could have been killed ?

Mr. Hays. I suppose possibly he might, but it seems to me, in

listening to the arguments this morning, it would be diametrically

opposite to what this committee Would desire, if a cow is tubercular

that it should be returned to the place of origin and be allowed to be

at large there.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They were operating under a law

that we were not considering this morning.
Mr. Hays. Yes; of course; but the contagion that might arise

from that cow would be the same in the case of a small dealer that

has only half a "dozen cows as in the case of a larger one. The
people that ship their cattle to Brighton have anywhere from one
animal up, and it is a public stockyard and they send their cattle

there for sale.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You speak of being a small dealer.

I think it would be pretty small if the cow was worth only $35.
Mr. Hays. That is all she brought. She was worth $125. She

was sold for that.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. She was worth $125 as a dairy
cow, but only $32 as meat?
Mr. Hays. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. I would like to get this thing cleared up. Do you
understand that when that cow was quarantined by the Federal Gov-
ernment the owner of the cow had a right to take the cow back home ?

Mr. Hays. I did not know that. As a matter of practice

Mr. Jones. As a matter of fact, he authorized the killing of the
cow ? The owner acquiesced in it ? Was there anything else for him
to do?
Mr. Hays. I will ask Mr. Ricker to answer that.

Mr. EiCKEE. The man there under Dr. Mohler's charge ordered

these cattle killed, and I had'no redress from it.

Mr. Jones. Who ordered them killed?

Mr. Eicker. The Federal bureau.

Dr. Mohler. Did they serve you with a notice, or how did they

order them killed?

Mr. Eicker. I do not know. They ordered them killed.

Dr. MoHLER. Our inspectors did not kill them, of course.

Mr. EiCKEK. They take them to the slaughterhouse and they are

killed.

Mr. Hats. I know they ordered them killed ; and, as I undersand,
they were killed, and we got no compensation.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The Government officials are usu-

ally very competent and very careful, but sometimes they make mis-

takes, and if we had to make good all the mistakes that officials of

the Federal Government make, it would take a good deal of money.
Mr. Hats. Mr. Chairman, I might say, in answer to that, that if

I understand the feeling in the department, which I have gathered
from conversations with various veterinarians, they would rather

kill 10 healthy cows than to let one unhealthy one escape; so that

if there is any doubt, if there Ib any temperature shown, whatsoever,
on the test, they order the cow killed ; and while it might be a hard-
ship in some instances for the Government to pay for the mistakes

of all its agents, nevertheless in the law, as the Congressmen well

know, it is the theory, and it is a greater hardship on an individual

to stand it, it seems to me, than for the Government to do so.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Let me give you a case showing an

instance of the way the Government deals with some of its people.

There was a lady in my congressional district who was informed,
upon inquiry, that certain land was open -to homestead entry, and
she took up 80 acres of land under a homestead entry. She made a

proper filing and went into possession and improved that property
to the extent of $2,500. Later she found that another patent had
been issued previously to hers, and the land was taken away from her
by the owner who had the previous title. She put the matter up to

the Land Office here, and the Land Office said, " Why, the Govern-
ment does not issue quit claims, and we can not do anything for you."
Mr. Hats. Mr. Chairman, I do not think that is analogous.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I do not think so, either. I think
it is highway robbery.
Mr. Hays. She should have examined the title.

Mr. McLaughlin of Micliigan. Oh, pardon me, she did. She
aslted the official representatives to tell her from the State records,

and they told her that the land was open to homestead entry. How
could she know ?

Mr. Hats. I should also imagine, Mr. Chairman—^not wanting to

deviate from the subject—that she has so able a Representative in

Congress that she will probably be reimbursed. [Laughter.]
Mr. Jones. He might take this cow case for you.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Who represents the congressional

district where this loss was suffered?

Mr. Hays. Those animals come from several States. We have
not any direct Representative on this committee. There are no New
England men on this committee.

Dr. MoHLEK. May I say something with reference to this point
brought up by Mr, Hays? As you all know, it is against the

statute for diseased cattle to be shipped in interstate commerce, and
one of our regulations requires a tuberculin test for dairy cattle mov-
ing interstate. As an exception to that rule of not permitting
cattle to move into any other State without examination, and for the

convenience of the owners, we are allowing these cattle to be shipped
to the Brighton stockyards and examined there. I think we have
records of 322 reacting animals killed, which were shipped to the

Brighton stockyards, 217 of which were visibly tuberculous, and the
difference between 322 and 217, or 105, showing no visible lesions.

That is an accuracy of about 68 per cent, so that it is slightly more
than the figures given by Mr. Hays. But the point is that we are

doing this as a convenience to the owners of the cattle, and it was not
proper for the man who was doing this buying to ship 217 diseased

cattle into Massachusetts.
The whole problem can be solved by Mr. Eicker, as I have told him,

by having the cattle tested in Vermont, and if they are diseased held
in Vermont and not brought into Massachusetts in interstate traffic.

That is what I think is largely being done now.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If those cattle had been examined

in the State of Vermont, a certificate would have been issued there?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes; and they could have come into Massachusetts
under that certificate.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And would that have been accepted

by you ?

Dr. Mohlee. Yes; and by Massachusetts also. That is what is

being done. There are more animals being tested to-day in Vermont
and New Hampshire and Maine for shipment to the Brighton stock-

yards than ever before. Before the 1st of July the cattle that, came
to the Brighton stockyards, as Mr. Hays has stated, were tested by
the Massachusetts officials. They did not take them all on one test,

but if they reacted they held the reactors over for another test, and
the result was that they were sometimes able on the second test to pass
animals. A number of those that reacted the first time were con-

sidered clean the second time. But they were not all considered clean.

There were still those, that would react to the second test.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. When those animals are tested in

Vermont before being shipped out, by whom are they tested ?

Dr. MoHLER. By ailyone considered satisfactory by Commissioner
Brigham, of Vermont, and approved by us.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You do not require them to be
inspected by a member of your bureau ?

Dr. MoHLER. No. That is done by these 6,000 or 7,000 veterinari-

ans vfho are approved by the bureau. We do not claim that the
tuberculin test is infallible, although we find that it works satisfac-

torily on animals on farms in 96 per cent of the cases. These
Brighton stockyard animals are dairy cows, and they are bagged up
and fed high and brought on there in a strange environment to be
sold. The chairman knows how A^ery hard it is on the system of a

dairy cow to be bagged up and fed high in order to make a good
showing on sales day, as everything is against the tuberculin test

when applied to cattle under those conditions.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. When they get to the post-mortem
examination and there is no lesion found, is that considered con-

clusive of the fact that there is no tuberculosis ?

Dr. MoHLER. No, sir; it is not.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. A cow may be infected with tuber-

culosis although no lesions are found?
Dr. MoHLER. That is often the case. As I said, we have had a

number of glands from no-lesion reactors sent to our laboratory in

Washington for miscroscqpic examination and the last figures I had
show tuberculosis in about 50 per cent of the glands sent in from
these no-lesion cattle that are killed, while the other 50 per cent are

normal.
The Chairman. What was the remedy for the owner in this case?

The cow could have been shipped back to Vermont ?

Dr. Mohler. Yes ; if it was a pure-bred cow. Pure-bred cattle

can be returned to the State of origin, but no other kind can be so

returned. That was allowed by our regulations two j'ears ago. I

understand that this was a Holstein cow.

The Chairman. Under the the rules and regulations it could have
been shipped back?

Dr. Mohler. Yes.

The Chairman. The law permits it?

Dr. Mohler. Yes, sir.

Mr. Hats. My people would be satisfied with a reasonable test,

and it seems to me that if the Government can not show, either by an
examination of the glands, if the Government thinks that is neces-

sary, or by the ordinary test that is applied and finding of lesions,

and if the agent has made a mistake and there is no tuberculosis in

the carcass, then the owner should not be asked to bear the burden,
particularly as under our State inspection he was not asked to do
so. There was no difficulty about it under the State inspection.

The Commonwealth paid the bill. If they found that they had killed

a cow and there was no lesion, the Commonwealth paid for it, and
that was the end of it. Those were the conditions up until the 1st

day of July ; and I trust you gentlemen will take into consideration

that while there were 171 or 270 animals killed, they did not come
from one or two or three or four or five shippers, they came from
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a large number of small shippers ; and that you should not penalize
one unlucky fellow because there may have been a bad actor in some
section of New England.
That is the situation here to-day. We are here with a wrong,

without any remedy, unless you gentlemen give it to us.

The Chairman. Would the 50-50 plan be satisfactory to your
State, and would your State put up an equal amount ?

Mr. Hays. I think not, as long as it is under Federal inspectioi..

I have talked with Dr. Howard, who was the head of our board of
animal industry, and he did not favor it at the time. What our
legislature would do I am not prepared to say.

The Chairman. The department has no discretion?
Mr. Hats. Not if we pass an act.

The Chairman. On the 50-50 plan?
Mr. Hays. Not if we pass an act. But whether they would want

to do that when the inspection is Federal and the mistake is Federal,.

1 am not prepared to say. I do not really see why the Common-
wealth should pay for a mistake of the Federal Government. It

would be different if we paid for every animal that showed tubercu-

lous tendencies—^that would be one proposition—in order to eradicate

the disease, and if the owner of the animal was satisfied with that.

But we are in a different position. Whenever the animal is tubercu-

lous we are perfectly satisfied to have it killed for our mistake. It

is only when the animal is not tuberculous that we appeal to you.

The Chairman. There seems to be some question as to who is re-

sponsible for the condemnation, whether the cow is condemned by
the department or by the State, or voluntarily by the owner.
Mr. Hays. As I understand it, Mr. Chairman, the test is made by

the Government.
The Chairman. Yes.

'

Mr. Hays. And the Government inspector condemns the cow to

death, and it is killed without much loss of time. That is the practi-

cal working out of it.

The Chairman. I understood the doctor to say that the test was
made there as a matteT of convenience to the owners.

Mr. Hats. No; it is a matter of necessity. The matter of con-

venience is that it is at the stocliyards, and that convenience works,

just as much for the benefit of the bureau as it does for that of the

shipper and dealer. Here is one central point where a large num-
ber of the cattle of New England are sent, and it is much more con-

venient for the Government than to have its men travel all over New
England testing these cattle.

Dr. Moi-iLER. We would not attempt to do that, of course.

Mr. Hays. You could not attempt that. We have had an exper-

ience in having our animals tested before shipment. I might state

an unfortunate case that happened, where they were cited for re-

testing, and when I made complaint and said that this man who ex-

amined the cattle was approved by the Federal department, and

asked them why they retested them, they said, " Oh, he did some

things we did not like, and we had to retest." In other words, the

department has not got that confidence in all veterinary agents that

it might have ; and we have no way of knowing whether the veteri-

narian who would test our cattle in the States stands in the good

graces of the department or otherwise.
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Mr. Hutchinson. These cattle were brought from "Vermont to be
slaughtered in Boston?.
Mr. Hays. No ; for dairy purposes.
Mr. Hutchinson. Not to be slaughtered?
Mr. Hays. No; they are brought in from New Hampshire and

Vermont and a few from Maine, into Massachusetts. Some of them
are sent to the other New England States, and some are sold to Rhode
Island and some to Connecticut, and some stay in Massachusetts.
Mr. Jones. And some might be sold back to Vermont ?

Mr. Hays. Yes; some might be sold back to Vermont. Brighton
is a suburb of Boston. That is the great market in that part of the
country.

Mr. Hutchinson. There are none of those cattle that come in there
without a certificate, are there ?

Mr. Hay's. No ; they have the option of being tested in Brighton.
Mr. Hutchinson, Who gives them the option of being tested in

Brighton ?

Mr. Hay'S. The department, as I understand.
Mr. Hutchinson. Suppose they stopped that ; would not that rem-

edy the case ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. That is what they ought to do.

Dr. MoHLER. The Secretary's regulations allow these cattle from
one State to go into a public stockyard in another State and be tested

there, purely for the convenience of the shippers and not for the

sake of the department at all, because it would be less work for us
to have tests made in Vermont through State men and have the ani-

mals shipped into Massachusetts with the Vermont test charts.

Our man at Brighton, instead of taking 36 hours to' make a, test,

could see if the test chart was all right, and then O. K. it in five

jninutes.

Mr. Hutchinson. That is what you should do.

Dr. Mohlee. Yes; I think Mr. Ricker has been doing that for the

past few months.
Mr. Hays. I would say on that, that at many points in the States

no veterinarian is accessible, and an examination there would entail

a large expense. It might cost $25 if a man had one or two cows
that he wanted tested, and it would be unreasonable ; and they would
not know to a certainty that that test would be satisfactory to the

department. The owner would not know but what that particular

agent had gotten in bad with the department and that his test would
not be satisfactory.

Dr. MoHLEE. He is not the agent of the Government; he may be

the agent of the State.

Mr. Hats. He becomes an agent when he is approved. The word
" agent " is used in this broader sense. A veterinarian may out-

wardly, at least, have the approval of the department, but when
these papers get to Brighton the dealer is likely to find out that the

papers have no value in the eyes of the department.
The Chairman. You have no authority to appraise animals except

on the farm?
Dr. MOHLER. Not under the present law ; no, sir.
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Mr. Hays. I would like to call on Mr. Eicker to make a statement.
The Chairman. The only remedy in this case is to ship the cattle

back to the States?
Dr. MoHLEK. The o\yner can do that, of course, only in case the

cattle are pure-bred animals.
The Chairman. That preference given to pure-bred animals is

through a regulation of the department?
Dr. MoHLER. In the law of 1917, 1 think, you will find that it states

only pure-bred animals could be returned. That, I think, was in
the original act for accredited herd work.
The CuAiRiiAN. It states that the Secretary of Agriculture may in

his discretion, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe,
permit cattle which have been shipped for breeding, and so on.
There is nothing about pure-bred cattle there.

Dr. MoHLER. Then it is a regulation, which prescribes pure-bred
cattle. I thought it was in the law.

Mr. Hats. No. May I not ask, would not that defeat the object
of this honorable committee in regard to the eradication of tuber-
culosis, if, assuming that an animal is tubercul9us, it should be
allowed to be shipped back ?

The Chairman. That was put in the law in order to make it cer-
tain that they were not to reimburse the packers, but would reim-
burse the farmers. The packers definitely make an allowance, or
such reductions necessary to make good the losses through tubercu-
losis. We thought it would be too big a proposition to reimburse
the packers, and I think all who appeared before the committee
agreed with us.

Mr. Hats. That does not deal directly or indirectly with the
farmers. It is only the small dealers in New England who are in-

terested and concerned in this, and I would like to have you hear
from Mr. Eicker.
Mr. Candler. I do not understand about the functions exercised

by your State authorities. Since the 1st of July they have had
no authority at all ?

Mr. Hays. So far as tuberculosis is concerned, no. That is en-

tirely Federal.
Mr. Candler. They have gone out of business so far as that fea-

ture of it is concerned ?

Mr.- Hays. So far as State inspection is concerned. The State
does not function. The Federal Government has taken it all.

Mr. Candler. That is relating to these interstate shipments ?

Mr. Hays. Yes.

Mr. Candler. So far as the State is concerned, the State authori-

ties still exercise authority over that business?

Mr. Hays. Yes.

Mr. Candler. This is merely in respect to interstate shipments
coming into the State that the Federal Government has control ?

Mr. Hays. Yes; there is no tuberculin test, as I understand it,

of State cattle. In other words, if a man from Massachusetts
brings his animals into the Brighton yards, there is no test.

Mr. Candler. As I understand, and I am a little surprised to

leam that, there is no cooperation between the Federal Government
ECuthorities and your State authorities.
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Mr. Hats. So far as I know, there is not.

Mr. Jacowat. Ever since I have been on this committee they have
been making vast appropriations for this work. What progress
have you made in the last five years in stamping out or eradicating

tuberculosis among cattle?

Mr. Hays. I do not think that I can answer that question. I do
not know. I found out this morning when I asked, when Dr. Moh-
ler was reading the list of appropriations, that Massachusetts ap-
propriated last year $53,000. The progress that has been made T

am not conversant with.

Mr. Jacoway. You have some superficial idea of it, have you not ?

Mr. Jones. Mr. Hays is an attorney, Mr. Jacoway, representing

an association here. He appears only in that capacity. I do not

think he is qualified to answer that question.

Mr. Jacoway. All right; I just wanted to see what was being ac-

complished.
Mr. Hats. There are some other questions to be answered, and I

would like to call on Mr. Ricker, who is president of the association

and is a cattle dealer and cattle raiser.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Hays. We will hear Mr. Ricker.

STATEMENT OF MR. W. A. RICKER, ST. JOHNSBURY, VT., PRESI-
DENT OF THE NEW ENGLAND FARMERS' AND LIVE STOCK
DEALERS' ASSOCIATION (INC.).

Mr. RiCKEE. I want to correct Mr. Hays in the name that he gave
the association, if you will pardon me. It is the New England Live
Stock Dealers' and Farmers' Association. You gave it, Mr. Hays,
as the " Massachusetts " association. It represents all of the shippers
of the New England States shipping into what we call our Brighton
market, there, which, is the same for that part of the country as the
Chicago market is in the West.

I do not know whether you want us to tell the story, or whether
you want to ask me questions here. I will do either one you want.
We have a veterinarian to go and represent us after these cattle are

condemned by the bureau, and he gave me some figures here. He
examined these cattle that the Bureau of Animal Industry killed

since the 1st day of July, since the Bureau of Animal Industry took
the testing of the cattle away from the State of Massachusetts, and
his figures show that 318 cattle were destroyed and 131 proved to

have no lesions. '

Now, all that we are asking for is to get an appropriation here
some way, or to get a bill through, so that we can be reimbursed for

these mistakes. We think it is a hardship on us. I have got the

names of the owners of these cattle and the number of head that

were killed at different times, and belonging to different shippers,

and the numbers that were condemned.
Take myself. I shipped 105 which were killed cattle during this

time, and 43 proved to have no lesions. As he says here is a personal
letter to me, some of those they have sent to be examined in the
laboratory in Washington, and he has had no report ever made to
him on that.

Mr. Wilson. Were the 105 cattle you speak of those that were
killed?
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Mr. RicKEE. One hundred and five were killed, and 43 proved to

have no lesions.

Mr. Wilson. These cattle were your own personal property ?

Mr. EicKER. My personal property. I have about 75 men bjiy-

in^^stock for me throughout Vermont and New Hampshire, and
shipping to Brighton anywhere from 110 to 125 milch cows to the
Brighton market. It is almost impossible to get them tested in, the
country before shipment. We realize that we haA'e been allowed, to
ship them into this quarantine station, and that is a great help, but
we think we are being put upon pretty hard when you take 43 out
of 105 that are sound animals ; nothing can be shown against them on
examination without a microscope or anything else.

Mr. JoMES. What is your imderstanding of what you can do when
you are notified that these cows are in quarantine?
Mr. Bicker. They are condemned and the B'lreau of Animal In-

dustry orders them slaughtered.

Mr. Jones. Are you given any notice that they are subject to the
quarantine ?

Mr. EiCKEK. They are subject to quarantine the minute they arrive

there. We can not do anything else with them.
Mr. Jones. Are you given notice that they are killed?

Mr. EiCKER. We are right there on the ground and see the opera-

tion. They put chains around the necks of the animals and if they
are free from tuberculosis the chain is removed.' Then if they want
to hold them for another week for a retest, they put another chain
on them.
Mr. Jones. Have you any remedy in the matter, or do you know

of any?
Mr. EiCKEE. I do not see that I have any, sir.

The Chairman. Who condemns the cattle ?

Mr. Eicker. The Bureau of Animal Industry.

The Chairman. There seems to be some question about it'. I un-
derstood Dr. Mohler to say that they did not condemn, them.

Dr. MoHLER. They are condemned by the tuberculin test, as react-

ing to the test for tuberculosis.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. By your men ?

Dr. MoHLER. Sometimes by our men and sometimes by the State

men who are always there. In fact, the testing is done cooperatively,

the State having the same number of men as the bureau. A cow may
have one temperature taken by a bureau man and the next by a State

man or vice versa.

The Chairman. They are declared to be tuberculous, but you do
not order them killed, do you ?

Dr. Mohler. No, sir ; we do not order them killed.

The Chairman. Who orders them killed?

Dr. Mohler. Mr. Eicker knows more about that.

Mr. Eicker. I know of no one else but your man that orders them
slaughtered.

Dr. Mohler. But they are shipped there subject to test, and the
understanding is that, if they are tuberculous, they can not go any
farther, and they are then subject to State regulation.

Dr. Mohler. The man that injects the tuberculin is not the man
who does the post-mortem work.
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Mr. RiCKEK. But the man that inspects them tells them to kill

them.
Mr. Jones. Who tells them to- kill them?
Dr. MoHLER. I do not know, I am sure.

Mr. Jones. What do you know about that, Mr. Ricker?
Mr. RiCKEK. All I know is that some one of those men takes these

cattle, and they are driven down to the cattle house and killed.

Mr. Hays. Is that a State man or a Department of Agriculture
man ?

Mr. RiCKEE. I do not know.
Mr. Hays. Who orders them killed?

Mr. Ricker. I do not know. I ani- not in touch with that.

Dr. MoHLEK. The man in charge of the Federal work at Brighton
stockyards is Dr. Grossman, while the State work there is in charge
of Dr. Howard, who has three representatives present all the time.

Dr. Howard is the chief of the department of animal industry of
Massachusetts, and he and Dr. Grossman cooperate in the friendliest

Avay, each in accordance with his authority.

Mr. Ricker. Dr. White?
Dr. MoHLEE. Yes; he is there, representing the State of Massa-

chusetts.

Mr. Wilson. Who makes the post-mortem examination?
Dr. MoHLER. If the animal goes to a Federal-inspected establish-

ment, the inspector of the Federal meat-inspection service makes it.

Mr. Wilson. I am talking about these cows, now.
Dr. JloHLER. I have not specific data on these cows.

Mr. Wilson. Where do they go; to the packing house?
Dr. MoHLER. To the packing house, or a slaughterhouse of some

kind, that is under Government inspection.

The Ghaieman. Do. you know who makes the post-mortem ex-

amination?
Dr. MoHLEE. If it is done in a Federal plant, the Federal Gov-

ernment makes it, but I can not give you the name of the man.
Mr. RicjiEE. I think it is Dr. White.
Dr. MoHLER. I dt) not know. The only Dr. White I know of in

Boston represents the State of Massachusetts at the Brighton yards.

I always supposed that it was a State man that permitted these cat-

tle to be killed instead of holding them under State quarantine.

The Ghairman. Is it not a fact that the law of the State requires

the killing of these cattle?

Mr. Ricker. I can not answer that.

Mr. Hays. So far as I know. Are you certain that the State rep-

resentative has not been there for the purpose of detecting anything
in connection with tuberculosis? I am informed by Dr. Ellsworth
here, who will testify in a few moments, that the killing is ordered

by the Federal agent, and that the post-mortem is made by the Fed-

eral agent.

The Ghairman. Thank you, Mr. Ricker.

Mr Jones. If there is somebody here who has the facts let him
testify. Let us get through with this.

The Chairman. We will hear Mr. Ellsworth.
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STATEMENT OF MR. JOSEPH W. ELLSWORTH.

Mr. Ellsworth. I do know that the Federal authorities have
charge at the Brighton yards and work through the State authori-
ties, and what is done there is this: The cattle are ordered to be
killed by the Federal authorities, and are driven to the abattoir and
killed. The cattle that go down to the abattoir are driven there by
the Federal authorities.

Mr. Jones. Mav I ask what happened to Mr. Bicker's cattle that
reacted to the tuberculin test, in general, before the Federal Gov-
ernment took charge there?
Mr. Ellsworth. The State took charge of them.
Mr. Jones. And the State killed them?
Mr. Ellsworth. Yes.
Mr. Jones. And the State paid for them?
Mr. Ellsworth. They paid for those that did not show lesions

after being killed.

Dr. Mohleb. As I understand, this same class of cattle have
always gone to the abbatoir?
Mr. EiCKER. Yes.
Dr. Mohler. The State ordered them killed before the 1st of

July?
Mr. Ellsworth. Yes.
Mr. Jones. You do not mean to say that the State would order

them killed now?
Mr. Ellsworth. I do not think so.

Mr. Jones. If the State ordered them killed and paid for them
before the 1st of July, you do not imagine that the State would
order them killed now and wipe out the indemnity, do you?
Dr. MoHLEE. I do not know.
Mr. Jones. You do not imagine they would do that, do you?
Dr. MoHLER. I do not know ; but whoever ordered them killed

before July 1 has, in my opinion, ordered them killed since July 1,

and I feel certain no Federal inspector has overstepped his authority
to that extent.

The Chairman. Have you any authority to order them killed ?

Dr. Mohler. No, sir; we have not.

Mr. Ellsworth. I know that on the 1st of July the State authori-
ties stepped down and the Federal authorities stepped in, and they
have been getting cattle just as before. ^

Dr. Mohler. Since the Federal authorities became associated
with this work on the 1st of July the owners have not been paid for
no-lesion reactors by the State. Whoever ordered them killed before
probably did not have to order them since that time, because the
procedure had become routine, and most dealers prefer slaughter
to quarantine in these cases.

Mr. Ellsworth. Only that the Federal authorities ordered them
killed.

Mr. Candler. If they were killed under the State law before the
1st of July, then after the Federal authorities took control, I take it,

they were killed on whatever the Federal authorities found. Or
were they killed under the State law, which does, not permit them to

remain in the State?
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Mr. Ellsworth. Before the 1st of July the State authorities took
charge of these cattle and had them killed.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Ellsworth.
Mr. Candler. If, prior to July 1, they were killed under the State

Jaw, then the State must evidently take the examination of the Fed-
eral Government as to the existence of the disease, and the penalty
is inflicted by the State.
Mr. JoNes. Their argument is that the State repealed the prior

law as to indemnity, but still continued to exercise the right to kill

these cattle. I thinlc that is unreasonable, and T do not think that
any State would do such a thing.

I)r. MoHLER. The only feature I know of that might have a bear-
ing on this point is the fact that the Massachusetts State law is very
stringent in regard to the bringing into the State of diseased cattle,

and they would not allow cattle purcha'sed in Massachusetts, and
subsequently found tuberculous on the 60-day retest in another State,

to be returned to Massachusetts, even though the Federal Government
might permit it. . The Massachusetts State law prohibits any tuber-
culous cattle coming into Massachusetts.
Mr. Jones. If there is a State law of Massachusetts which pro-

vides that where cattle do not have tuberculosis the owner should
be reimbursed for the full value of the cattle—if there were such a
law I do not know and I do not say that there was such a law. If
they repealed that law as to the indemnity and still kept the right

to kill the cattle, do you not imagine that that woiild create such an
uproar in the State that everybody would know about it?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes; but your premise is wrong. There has been
no law repealed. This is an act of the chief of the department of

animal industry in Boston, and his view, as he explained it to me.
was this: That he was going to stop the shipment in there of dis-

eased cattle from other States, and that he did not propose for

Massachusetts to be a dumping ground for diseased cattle and then
have the taxpayers of Massachusetts reimburse the breeders of other

States.

Mr. Jones. You mean there was no law of Massachusetts whereby
the State paid for the cattle killed at Brighton?

Dr. Mohler. There has been no repeal of such a law.
Mr. Jones. Was there such a law?
Dr. Mohler. I do not know whether there was such a law or not.

I know that since the 1st of July the chief of the Massachusetts
department of animal industry decided that he would not pay.
Mr. Jones. Under what authority does the State pay money if

there is no law to pay it?

Dr. Mohler. I did not say that there was no law, but there has
been no repeal of such a law.

Mr. Jones. Was there a law ?

' Dr. Mohler. I do not know ; but I repeat there was no repeal of

a law.

Mr. Jones. Then the law is still in force ?

Dr. Mohler. I amnot arguing
Mr. Jones. If there was such a law and it has not been repealed, it

is still in force ?

Dr. Mohler. Certainly.
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Mr. Jones. Then why does not the State reimburse these fellows
who bring their cattle into the State, which are killed under these
circumstances ?

Dr. MoHLER. I shall endeavor to find out for you.
Mr. Jones. Massachusetts is not liable, or they would pay it; is

not that true ?

Dr. MoHLEE. I should think so.

Mr. Jones. Yes.
Mr. Hays. So far as the law is concerned, if I may clarify it a

little, I am not familiar with all the statutes there, but I am and have
been for the last 15 years a member of the State legislature, and I
know there has been no law repealed. The legislature was in session
until the 26th of last July, and is in session at the present time. We
have a law that provides for the reimbursement for cattle such as I
have described, when there are no lesions, and appropriation has been
made annually for that purpose. There has been no repeal of a law.
Mr. Jones. Why did the State refuse to pay ?

Mr. Hays. Because we did not order the animals killed. That is

the whole answer. The animals are ordered killed by the Federal
authorities.

The Chairman. Are they not ordered killed by virtue of law ?

Mr. Hats. Massachusetts law?
The Chairman. Yes.
Mr. Hays. I know of no law which would compel the killing of

.a cow that is aflfected by tuberculosis.

Mr. Wilson. I notice that a little over 40 per cent of the cattle that
liave been killed, as Mr. Ricker says, did not have any disease. What
was the percentage of the cattle killed and found to be all right under
the prior supervision by the State?

Mr. Hays. I have not the figures, but I think that what Dr. Mohler
says is correct. Under State supervision, if I am correctly informed,

a large number of the reactors were held for a retest, and again,

if I am correctly informed, very frequently when a cow is subjected

to a retest within a week or two weeks after the first test, if she does

not react within a certain time, she is turned loose in the community

;

so that I should say that the percentage of killing was less ; how much
less I do not know, but that it was considerably le^s.

Mr. Wilson. This looks to me like a pretty big percentage of

mistakes to make ; does it not to you, Doctor ?

Dr. Mohler. That is a larger percentage than we have in other

places. We have a number of stockyards where the accuracy is

100 per cent; but I think that we can explain why the errors are

more frequent at Brighton. The cattle there are mostly milk cows,

and they are bagged up and fed high for a sales day. They are

fixed up and put in fine condition so that they will bring good prices

on sales day.
The Chairman. Are these cattle sold at auction?

Mr. Richer. No, sir; at private sale.

Mr. Candler. Was this appropriation, made by the State, to pay
for Massachusetts cattle?

Mr. Hays. No, sir.

Mr. Candler. That was to pay for any cattle ?

Mr. Hays. That is, to pay for an animal any time that our
inspectors made a mistake. We settle for it. There would not be

164315—20 16
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an appropriation made until 1920. Whether there will be one madef
next year or not, I do not know. I presume that if there is no State
inspection there will be no State appropriation, but I am not certain
as to that.

The Chaikman. Do your State authorities desire to return to
State inspection?
Mr. Hays. I presume that the people I represent would be satis-

fied. How the State would feel about it, I do not know. I would
be very glad to bring Mr. Howard down here, of the department of
animal industry.

The Chairman. Dr. Mohler asked whether the people of Massa-
chusetts objected to paying the losses on the cattle of other States.

Mr. Hays. I never heard of any objection. I think Mr. Howard,
of the department of animal industry, would be satisfied to go
back. I do not believe there woiild be any objection on the part of
the Commonwealth. I know there would be none on the part of
the people I represent.

The Chairman. Why was the transfer made from the State in-

spection ?

Dr. Mohler. Because Brighton was a public stockyards, where
cattle were brought from all the States in the New England terri-

tory. This all goes back, you know, to over a year ago, when the
court of appeals in Kansas City ruled that Missouri had no power to

issue regulations with reference to bringing cattle from other States
into Missouri that did not conform to the Federal regulations. As
soon as that was done, the people of Missouri felt, inasmuch as this-

,ruling rendered all of the Missouri regulations governing the im-
portation of live stock ineffective, that it was necessary for the'

Government to protect the live stock of their State, and they wrote
*to the Secretary.

Senator Eeed and several others, and Mr. Eubey also, indicated
strongly that it was necessary to protect Missouri. We could not
protect Missouri without protecting the other 47 States ; and as the

result of what the court did with reference to this case in Missouri,,

the Secretary on the 1st of July issued regulations prohibiting the
movement interstate of any dairy or breeding cattle unless the tuber-

culin test had been applied. In order to facilitate the movement and
to prevent any hardships to shippers, he stationed men around in the

stockyards, and Brighton was one of the yards where he j)ut men,
in order to accommodate the owners of cattle.

The Chairman. These cows are subject to Federal control while
in interstate commerce?
Mr. Hays. Yes.
The Chairman. The Government has men in Massachusetts and

in other States?

Mr. Hays. Yes.

Mr. Kicker. May I ask, Dr. Mohler, whether the cattle there are

killed that are condemned under your inspection ?

Dr. Mohler. As a rule they are slaughtered.

Mr. Richer. Under whose order?

Dr. Mohler. Either the owner or the State. There is no order
issued by the bureau. There is usually a request from the owner to-

get them slaughtered promptly. They could be shipped back to thef

State of origin in case they are pure-bred animals.
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The Chairman. Cattle might be required to. be examined before

coming from these other States?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes ; we are only doing this as a matter of accommo-
dation.

Mr. Kicker. Mr. Chairman, we appreciate this acconunodation
very much, but we do not appreciate this shock. Eight here, August
11, 1 had 12 animals condemned by this bureau and 7 of them proved
to have been sound and all right. That entailed a loss to me of over
$1,200 on those cattle. I had animals in there, grade animals, for

$250 apiece, that did not bring me over $35.

Dr. MoHUER. Would the State of Massachusetts be willing to have
cattle shipped in from Vermont and New Hampshire and other

States, found to be tuberculous, killed, and then the State of Massa-
chusetts pay for them?
Mr. EiCKEGR. No, sir; and we have never asked for that. The

State paid when they made mistakes—^just such mistakes as the Fed-
eral Govermnent is now making. When they killed sound animals,

then they were willing to pay in full. In the case that has been
spoken of here I had that animal sold for $125. The Federal man

—

or the State man before the Government took it over—would take
that sale for the price of the animal. If the animal was not sold, the
agent of the bureau would come around and fix the price of that
animal.
Mr. Jacoway. Jt is against the law to ship tuberculous cattle in

interstate commerce?
Mr. KicKEE. Yes.
Mr. Jacowat. Is it not a great privilege to allow the shipment

of cattle into Brighton market in this ways
Mr. EicKEE. Yes.
Dr. MoHUER. Of course, it would cost considerable money to test

these cattle, 75 to 125 every week, in Vermont and New Hampshire.
Mr. EiCKER. Yes. All that we are getting at is the^e cattle that

prove sound. That is what we want to impress on this committee's

minds.
Mr. Wilson. Does it not appear to you. Doctor, that your inspec-

tion there is faulty ?

Dr. MoHLER. I believe we have made 'a number of unpreventable

errors there, and I think there is a great deal of merit in what Mr.
Hays and Mr. Eicker have state.d. I should like to see it so that

when we make these errors we could reimburse the owners of the

animals, especially where no lesions are found.

Mr. Wilson. I think that the inspectors there should be inspected

as much as the cattle. That is the way it looks to me.

Mr. Jones. What is the opinion of the department as to the gen-

eral proposition of making no reimbursement if the cattle are found
to be tuberculous and full reimbursement where the cattle are found
not to be tuberculous? I think the owners ought to stand the loss

if they are tuberculous.

Mr. Eicker. The owners are willing to.

Mr. Hays. You underst?ind that we do not object to that?

Mr. Jones. Yes ; I am asking Dr. Mohler.

Dr. MoHLER. My general opinion is that in the work of tubercu-

losis eradication we would not make as much progress if we elim-
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mated the indemnitj:. I think it is the wiser policy for us to con-
tinue the indemnity in the tuberculosis eradication work for some
time to come. I think Prof. Smith made the point this morning
that it igtta great encouragement to a young man who has a large
percentage of infection in his herd to know that he is going to get
something for those animals that are found to be tuberculous.
Mr. Jones. Yes ; and would it not come about the same if it were

not tubercular ?

Dr. Mohi;er. No. The amount of unpreventable error on the
farm is only about 5 per cent. The amount of these errors in the
Brighton yards, according to our figures,' is 25 per cent. The error
in Chicago and Kansas City and some of these other yards is far
less than what the Brighton figures have been. The only way that
I can explain the great number of no-lesion animals found there,

after reacting to the tuberculin test, is just as I have stated, that
these animals are all dairy cattle, and they are being forced and
bagged up in order to make a good appearance for sale. They are
bagged up, fed highly, and pampered, in order to make the very
best showing on these two sales days.
Mr. Jones. There is no Federal legislation whereby the Govern-

ment could reimburse these men for the losses where the cattle are

found to be tuberculous ?

Dr. MoHLEE. No, sir.

Mr. Jones. The only remedy would be by additional legislation?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes. .

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I am very sorry, indeed, to hear of

this faulty inspection by the Federal authorities, because this morn-
ing we were led to believe that the Federal inspection was the only

one that could be relied on, and therefore it was necessary to have a

Federal appropriation.
Dr. MoHLEE. I think that the inspection is more competent than is

indicated by the figures. I think Mr. Eicker will admit that the

results are no worse since the Federal inspection began than when the

State had entire control of the inspection. The difference is that we
do not pay any money to Mr. Ricker, and he is objecting because we
do not reimburse him for the no-lesion reactors, whereas the State

did.

Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. Mr. Eicker and Mr. Hays both
said the percentage of mistakes was less under State inspection than

under Federal inspection.

Dr. MoHLER. Have you figures, Mr. Ricker, to prove that ?

Mr. Ricker. I have not.

Dr. MoHLER. That is not the point you are making, as I under-

stand, is it?

Mr. Ricker. Not at all. .

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I inquired what the percentage was
under State inspection as compared with what the percentage was
under Federal inspection, and I believe they said they thought it was
less under State inspection, but they said they did not have the

figures.

Dr. MoHLEE. There were two tests permitted under the State in-

spection. An animal was injected on Monday, and if she reacted

she could then be reinjected on the following Monday. But you
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never get the same results the second time as the first time, so it has
become almost universally accepted that "once a reactor, always a
reactor."

Mr. EiCKEK. May I ask Dr. Mohler a question? I have 20 animals
tested in Vermont to-day, and I vcill bring them down to Brighton
next Tuesday, and you will not accept the gentleman's test that you
approved of a month ago, so you go to work and test those animals
on that shipment within less than a week. Your men go right to
work and do that week after week. How are you going to get by
that?

Dr. MoHLER. I do not know of any man in Vermont who has been
approved by Commissioner Brigham and O. K'd by the bureau whose
tests we do not accept after the cattle reach Brighton. Naturally if

the charts have been improperly or falsely prepared, or prepared by
a man not approved by the bureau, we could not accept them.
Mr. EiCKER. I will hand you a few cases.

Mr. Jones. We are here on this appropriation bill, which is a
very different matter. This thing can only be cured by new legisla-
tion. This is more like the trial of a lawsuit. I suggest that we go
on with the matter of this appropriation bill.

The Chairman. "Were you through, Mr. Hays?
Mr. Hays. I think I might suggest a thought. In talking it over

I thought I had prepared a new bill, but it was suggested to me that
an amendment could be made to your act. I am not familiar with
your practice here, but was told that an amendment could be made
so that a part of that $500,000 which is now appropriated for that
purpose could be used.

The Chairman. It would be new legislation, and subject to a point
of order, but if it had sufficient merit the point of order might not
be raised. That would be the quickest way to handle it, though I
am not sure. We will have to locate the responsibility. If Dr.
Mohler will locate the person responsible for this destruction of
property, and also ascertain what the ultimate cost will be, I think
that will help to clear the matter up. It would probabl;^ cost more
to take care of this phase than it does to take care of the eradication.

Mr. Hats. Assuming that there were 131 cattle, the total amount
involved would not exceed $20,000.

The Chairman. In Boston?
Mr. Hays. In Boston ; so that the aggregate amount could not be

large. It is large to the individual, but not as a. Federal matter.

The Chairman. The remedy, of course, would be to have the in-

spection made before you ship in interstate commerce. Then, it

would be up to the State to meet the Federal Government on a 50-50

plan. After it passes the State line the department has no discretion

in the matter.

Mr. Hays. The answer to that is that they retest them at Brighton
in most instances. They have the right, and they come down there

with the papers and they retest them.

The Chairman. You mean the Federal Government?
Mr. Hays. The Federal Government; yes, sir.

The Chairman. They would not go back on the test made in the

State?

Mr. Hays. If the cattle come from outside of the State, they test

them before they leave in their home State. They test them by ap-
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proved veterinarians, and when they get down there the State tests
them again.
The Chairman. Under the law they would have to be tested pre-

vious to shipment. They might be entitled to reimbursement before
the animals entered into certain limits, but, as I understand it, it is

simply a matter of convenience. It is \>^^ery unfortunate, because these
gentlemen should be reimbursed ; I think we all appreciate that. We
are not sure, however, as to the responsibility for the killing. Of
course, the Government is in a way responsible for errors made in
the inspection, and, if it is possible to improve on that, it is a very
important thing and it ought to be done. The committee will take
the matter under consideration, and if we can find a way out, we
will do so.

Mr. Hutchinson. I want to ask about this particular cow. Do I
understand,, Mr. Kicker, that the cow Mr. Hays spoke of was your
iCOW?

Mr. RiCKER. Yes, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. You were offered $125 ?

Mr. Richer. I had her sold for that.
Mr. Hutchinson. You lost all control of it and had to take $32?
Mr. EiCKER. Yes. That was one case in 43.

Mr. Hutchinson. You had nothing to say as to how it should be
sold?
Mr. RiCKER. Not a word.
Mr. Hutchinson. And the hide, too?
Mr. RicKEE. That amount includes the hide and meat.
Mr. Hutchinson. It brought more than $32, did it not?
Mr. Richer. It did not in our market. The hide brought about

25 or 28 cents per pound at that time.

Mr. Hutchinson. Do you know anything about what the animal
dressed ?

Mr. Richer. I have the papers at home giving that information.
Mr. Hutchinson. You have those papers?
Mr. RicjKER. Yes, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. They were given to you?
Mr. Richer. The slaughterhouse where they were slaughtered sent

me a certificate of the slaughter of the animal and a check for $32.

Mr. Hats. I think it would be very interesting to the committee
to see those papers. i

Mr. Richer. I can send plenty of them in.

Mr. Smith. I just want to ask one question of Dr. Mohler. Is it

safe to assume that if no lesions are found, the animal can be declared
free from tuberculosis ? In other words, is it not true that the ordi-

nary Government inspection of the tuberculous carcass is really £t

general and not a special examination, and that if the carcass were
dissected which,- of course, would destroy the carcass, we would fre-

quently find tuberculous lesions where they are not found in our

Government inspections.

Dr. MoHLER. That is true.

Mr. SivnTPi. Therefore it is not safe to assume where there are no

lesions on an animal, that it has not tuberculosis ?

Dr. MoHLER. You understand, Mr. Chairman, that our inspectors

in their meat-inspection work do not go in to determine whether the

carcass has any little nodule or not They endeavor to determine
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whether a carcass is fit or unfit for food. If they found one little

tuberculous nodule, this would show why the animal reacted to the
tuberculin test, but it would not determine that the carcass was unfit

for food. It would still be fit for food. So the Government meat-
.inspection work is not intended as proof for the accuracy of tubercu-
lin, at least it is not practicable to make it that satisfactory, although
we try to get our inspectors to make a most careful examination when
ithese reacting cattle come in, as accurately as they can without de-

stroying the meat, and as a result of that work they find more small
and localized nodules when they know they are working on reactors.

"They go through a great many more lymph glands and cut the lung,

liver, spleen, etc., into smaller slices. The result of that closer ob-
servation means little from a meat-inspection standpoint, because

the carcass can be passed for food even though it may have more
localized lesions than are required to make the animal react to the

-tuberculin test.

The Chairman. There is a certain deduction.

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir.

Mr. Wilson. How many inspectors have you at this yard?
Dr. MoHLER. On the tuberculin inspection ?

Mr. Wilson. How many inspectors have made these inspections of

-these 318 cattle?

Dr. MoHLEE. We have about three men now at Brighton stock-

yard and the State has an equal number.
Mr. Wilson. Do you know whether the same men made all these

mistakes or not ?

Dr. MoHLER. No. We investigated this several months ago, back
in September. The Federal and State inspectors have all been mak-
ing these tests, and they all average about the same; as I said be-

fore, the State had about the same experience. The stockyard is a

pretty difficult jplace for making a tuberculin test. The animals are

coming in from more or less lengthy trips on the trains into un-

familiar quarters, they have new attendants, they are watered out_ of

buckets, and it is a great strain on these dairy cattle, some of which
have just calved or are about to calve, to have the tuberculin tests

applied under such conditions.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The best thing to do is to require

,an inspection in the case before they are shipped out.

Dr. MoHLEE. That is what I said at the beginning. The solution

-of this problem, to my mind, is to have certificates issued before the

cattle leave the State of origin.

The Chaieman. Doctor, will you investigate the other point, as to

the responsibility for the destruction of the animals, and furnish the

.committee with the data ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir ; I shall be glad to do that and insert a state-

ment in the record.

The Chaieman. It will be some time yet before we report the bill.

We will give it further consideration.

Mr. Hays. Would it be agreeable, Mr. Chairman, if I assisted in

sending such information as I can obtain ?

The Chairman. We will be very glad to have it.

Mr. Hays. And if you saw fit, we might bring the chief of the

"Department of Animal Industry here in person and let him testify
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and have the value of his testimony so that we could come here
with it.

The Chairman. We will probably be in session for several weeks.
We will be glad to hear you at any time, so as to get the matter
straightened out. We would like to have all the facts.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The chairman has asked Dr.
Mohler to get the facts as to just how the business is transacted
there. You might take it up with Dr. Mohler and find out just where
the responsibility rests.

STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN R. MOHLER, CHIEF OF THE BTJREATT
OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—
Continued.

Dr. MoHLEE. At your request, Mr. Chairman, I beg,to submit the
following statemeilt regarding the tuberculin testing of cattle for
interstate shipment at the Brighton public stockyards, after con-
sultation with Dr. E. A. Crossman, inspector in chaige at Boston,
Mass.

:

Prior to Jul}' 1, 1919, the tuberculin testing of cattle at Brighton was con-
ducted under the supervision of the Massachusetts Department of Animal In-
dustry. On this date regulation 7 of B. A. I. Order 263 became effective.

This regulation required that all cattle moved interstate for dairying or breed-
ing purposes, unless consigned to recognized public stockyards, must be tuber-
culin tested prior to shipment by an authorized veterinarian of the State or
bureau. Accordingly, a conference was held at Boston, where representatives
from all the New England States were present, and it was unanimously decided
that in justice to the shippers of milk cows into the State of Massachusetts
that a public stockyard should be established at Boston, Mass.
In order to accommodate the shippers of cattle who for many years had been

making consignments to these yards for weekly sales, the bureau agreed to
establish a public stockyard at this point in cooperation with the State officials.

The commissioner of the Massachusetts department of animal Industry, Dr.
Lester H. Howard, proposed to the bureau that the State should furnish an
equal number of veterinarians or lay Inspectors to those assigned by the
bureau. All cattle that passed the tuberculin test were to be tagged with a
State tag bearing a serial number and furnished by the State of Massachusetts.
These propositions were accepted by the bureau and have been constantly In

efCect since the establishment of inspection July 1, 1919, at which time four
bureau and four State veterinarians and law inspectors were employed. As
the number of cattle to be tuberculin tested decreased the number of veteri-

narians and lay inspectors decreased accordingly, but on the same basis, i. e.,

one State employee to each bureau inspector. At the present time three bureau
inspectors and three State inspectors are employed at the yards. Prior to

July 1, 1919, the State of Massachusetts paid the owner of an animal which
reacted to the tuberculin test and where no lesions could be found on post-

mortem examination, the full amount of the appraisal. The State department
of animal Industry was at that time, however, making a charge of 25 cents

per animal for applying the tuberculin tests and the money collected from
these fees was used to pay for the no-lesion reactors. At the present time no
charge is made for these tests at the Brighton yards, and no payment is made
for no-lesion reactors. At no time have Federal Inspectors " ordered " the

reacting cattle killed, nor have such cattle been " slaughtered by order " of

the Government.
The supervision of these yards was taken over by the bureau as stated

above. In cooperation with the Massachusetts department of animal industry,

commencing with the weekly test of July 7, 1919. As a result of Investiga-

tions made prior to assuming this supervision, It appeared to bureau repre-

sentatives, that the chief objection, If it can be so designated, to the work as

it was conducted prior to July 1, 1919, was in the retesting of cattle which
had apparently given typical reactions to the tuberculin test. The limitations

of tuberculin as a diagnostic agent are well known. Chief among these llmi-
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tations is the fact that an animal which has once been given a typical reaction
frequently fails to react a second time even though a very large dose of tuber-
culin is injected.

In connection with the testing at the Brighton yards, it must also be pointed
out that the cattle are not presented in as nearly normal conditions as is re-
quired to secure the best results from the application of tuberculin. Investi-
gations made by the bureau inspectors disclosed the facts that the cattle are
improperly watered, are not milked out during the application of the test,
are improperly fed or are fed too heavy a ration, and it might also be pointed
out that the majority of the animals presented for test are those which have
recently calved and in many instances have systemic disturbances which make
for unsatisfactory results.

These improper conditions have been pointed out to one of the principal
cattle dealers, Mr. W. A. Rlcker, St. Johnsbury, Vt., in bureau letters of Aug-
ust 13, August 20, and October 9, 1919. The present knowledge of the bureau
is that no steps have been taken to better the conditions.
As a comparison between the work carried on under supervision at these

yards and that conducted on the farms in the accredited herd work, the fol-
lowing tables are worthy of note

:

Subcutaneous tuberoulm tests at Brighton stockyards, under the supervision
of Dr. E. A. Grossman (July 1 to Nov. 1, 1919).

Number of animals tested 2, 968
Number of reactors , 332
Number of reactors showing no visible lesions 105
Number of reactors showing visible lesions 217
Percentage showing no visible lesions 32. 3
Percentage showing visible lesions , 67. 7
Percentage of cattle reacting 14. o

Subcutaneous tuberculin tests on farms under the accredited herd plan, under-
the supervision of Dr. E. A. Grossman [July 1, to Nov. 1, 1919).

Number of animals tested 7, 724
Number of reactors 237
Number of reactors showing no visible lesions 8
Number of reactors showing visible lesions I59
Percentage showing no visible lesions

, 4. 7
Percentage showing visible lesions 95, 3
Percentage of cattle reacting , 3.

This work in both fields is under the supervision of Dr. Grossman, inspector
in charge, and is largely conducted by the same employees. It will be observed
that under the accredited herd plan the amount of visible lesions found in

cattle testgd on farms is 95.3 per cent, while the amount of visible lesions
found in cattle at tlie Brighton Stockyards Is only 67.7 per cent. There seems
to 1)6 no reason why such a wide variance of efficiency should be established in
the two lines of work, other tlian those caused by the improper conditions under
which these cattle at the yards have been tested.

In addition to the regular testing of cattle at the Brighton yards. It has
been necessary to occasionally apply a retest to shipments of cattle that have
been previously tested and accompanied by a suspicious test chart, In order to

ascertain whether the practicing veterinarians approved to do this kind of work
were conducting same in accordance with the regulations of the bureau. These
retests have disclosed a number of tuberculous animals that had been classed
as free from this disease by the practicing veterinarians applying the tests

at the point of origin. It has been found necessary to disapprove one veterina-
rian for Inefficient work, which was only 'possible to ascertain by applying
retests on shipment when they arrived at the Brighton yards.
As a solution of this matter of indemnifying owners for cattle that react to

the tuberculin test and fail to show lesions on post-morten examination. It is

suggested that the drovers request the original owners to sign an- agreement
for the cooperative tuberculin testing of their herds. This is being done by a
few of the drovers at the present time, with the result that when reactors are
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found, whether or not post morten lesions are revealed, the drover refers back
to the original owner through the live-stock sanitary commissioner. The en-
tire herd is then tested and the owner indemnified partially for the reactors.
This method is employed in the State of Vermont. The live-stock sanitary com-
missioner of the State of New Hampshire has agreed to pay indemnities on this

same basis. While the live-stock sanitary commissioner of the State of Maine
has not gone on record, it is felt that such a plan would be approved in that
.State. The bureau would then pay its proportion on such animals condemned,
not to exceed $25 on a grade animal or $50 on a pure-breed animal.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Under this tuberculosis item is the
proviso " That the Secretary of Agriculture may, in his discretion,

under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, permit cattle

which have be'en shipped for breeding or feeding purposes from one
State, Territory, or the District of Columbia to another State, Terri-

tory, or the District of -Columbia, and which have reacted to the

tuberculin test subsequent to such shipment to be reshipped in inter-

state commerce to the original owner." Some serious difficulty has
arisen on that, as shown in this Boston case. Do you think that

ought to standi Has it proven wise to put that into the law.

Dr. MoHLER. That clause has proved very satisfactory and the Sec-

retary has given permission in certain regulations, for only pure-

bred cattle to be returned to the State of origin. Almost every

State now has a requirement that cattle coming from an outside

State must be subjected to a retest 60 days after the animals come
into the State of destination.

Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. But he may permit them all to

come without the testing?

Dr. MoHLER. Not unless they are consigned to public stockyards.

The Secretary may, in his discretion under the law which you
have just read and under the rules which he has prescribed, permit
such cattle as may have reacted to the tuberculin test, to be reshipped
to the State whence they came.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you been acting entirely

in keeping within this act in permitting such cattle as this cattle

•dealer spoke of that were not brought in for breeding or feeding
purposes, but as milch cows ?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir ; we have conformed entirely to that act.

These milch cows are for breeding purposes as well as for the dairy.

That animal of Mr. Kicker was not returning to the State of origin

and he made no such request. This provision here is to allow an
iinimal, that came from one State and then found tuberculous in

another State, to be returned to the State of origin.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But it was under that portion of

the act that you permitted these cattle to come from different States

to Boston without being inspected in the State from which they
came. You permitted them to come to Brighton without being in-

spected and you were only authorized to return those to the State
from which they came, those that were brought in for breeding or

feeding purposes.
Dr. Mohler. Mr. McLaughlin, pardon me, but you are mistaken

in your interpretation of this paragraph. This paragraph has noth-
ing at all to do with the bringing of that' animal from Vermont into

Brighton rtccltyards. That cow was supposedly healthy. Nobody
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knew she was diseased untiL she got to Brighton stockyards and re-

acted to the tuberculin test. If she were to be returned to Vermont
this paragraph would obtain. When that animal was shipped, as I

said before, from Vermont to Brighton stoclcyards nobody knew
whether she was going to react or not. •

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. No, you never do.

Dr. MoHLEE. That is true.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But when you were talking to Mr.
Ricker and Mr. Hays about their case, you said the animal could
have been reshipped to the State from which it came.

Dr. MoHLER. Yes ; under this paragraph.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Under this paragraph ?

Dr. MoHLER. As a pure-bred Holstein she could have been re-

turned to Vermont under our regulations.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It was not brought in for breed-

ing or feeding purposes.

Dr. MoHLER. All these dairy cows are brought in for breeding
purposes. They are dairy cows and are intended for breeding pur-

poses as well as for dairy purposes. A lot of these animals are sold

as springers, and as soon as they freshen, they are again bred.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You are mir^taken about that. Mr.
Ricker said he had 75 men in different parts of the country buying
cattle for him, and evidently he bought cattle that would sell on
the market at Brighton. He was bringing in breeding cattle or

feeding cattle. He was bringing in anything in the shape of cattle

that would sell on the Brighton market.
Dr. MoHLEE. For what purpose ?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Any purpose.
Dr. Mohler. No, sir ; that is a dairy cow market, and not a feeder

or fat stock market, Mr. McLaughlin. They don't have any and
every kind of cattle that you refer to. It is a dairymen's market for

the New England States. Those cows are either springers or fresh

cattle. I have been familiar with this market for 20 years.

The Chairman. If they are shipped in for slaughter they can not
be returned.

Dr. Mohlee. No, sir.

The Chairman. If shipped as dairy cows or as breeders or feed-

ers, they may be returned ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir; if pure bred.

The Chaieman. All the dairy cows would come in under this term
"breeder"?

Dr. Mohlee. Yes, sir; a great many of them would come in un-

der " springers," and others under " fresh cows."

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does this work well ?

Dr. Mohlee. It has worked very satisfactorily because we nave
allowed it to be applied only to pure-bred animals, and the reason I

say it has worked so well is because so many States have this pro-

vision for retesting after 60 days. For instance, pure-bred cows
that have gone into Montana from Iowa have been retested 60

days after they were tested in Iowa and have reacted. It may
be that these cows are worth little to the man in Montana, but

are worth a good deal if returned to the original owner in Iowa,
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or the State of origin, for breeding purposes. A gentleman who
spoke this morning referred to a $17,000 bull in Illinois that re-

acted 60 days after shipping from Oklahoma. He asked this morn-
ing about sending that bull back to Oklahoma, because the man that
bought him in Illinois don't know how he can finance a diseased bull.

He is a young man who can not take care of him under the system of
segregation.

^r. McLaughlin of Michigan. But you say you permit return
only in cases of pure-bred animals. Here are a lot of them brought
ill here not pure bred ; shouldn't they have been inspected at the
Stiate line instead of being brought to Brighton and being tested
there ?

Dr. MoHLER. There are no facilities for inspection at the State
line—^no yard or station or anything of the kind. Here is a carload
of 22 animals; you can't put them out in a snowstorm this time of
the year at the State line between Vermont and Massachusetts.
They have to go to a place where facilities for sheltering, watering,
feeding, and testing are available.

Mr. EuBET. The solution of the question would be to test them at

the point of origin or shipment.
Dr. MoHLER. That is the proper thing, and that is what I sug-

gested to Mr. Ricker. He said a^ he left the stand that he is having
less trouble now than in July, because he is having these approved
veterinarians do the testing in the State of origin and then shipping
the cows to Brighton with proper tuberculin charts, which removes
the necessity of having them tested in the stockyards.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Massachusetts has permitted those

cattle to come into that State, and in all probability they are going

to stay there. That being true, where is the interest of the Federal
Grovernment in them?

Dr. MoHLEE. We have no power if they are going to stay in the

State.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why do you go to inspect them?
Dr. MoHLER. Because they are public yards handling cattle in

interstate movement. In case the owner reshipped diseased cows to

New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey or Connecticut, from Brighton
yards, our interest would come in very strongly. We wouldn't let

diseased cows go out of the Brighton yards for shipment interstate.

We haven't the power of course to prevent them from being shipped

to any other place within the State.

The Chairman. What is the question in the Kansas City case?

Dr. MoHLEE. That was the question involving the right of the

State to make regulations independent of the Federal regulations. It

was with reference to a shipment of cattle coming by railroad from
Iowa into Missouri, and the State of Missouri had a regulation pro-

hibiting the importation of cattle without a health certificate to

protect the livestock of Missouri from foot and mouth disease.

The State prosecuted the railroad company for transporting the

cattle into Missouri in violation of its regulation, and the State won
in the lower court. The higher court, however, reversed the decision

and ruled that the State had no power to prescribe regulations in

conflict with Federal law, and that the Federal statutes exclusively

-govern interstate shipments.
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The Chairman. They can only be stopped by the Federal Govern-
ment? '

Dr. MoHtEE. Yes, sir.

Mr. Haebison. Did you call the committee's attention to the fact
that we suggested the insertion of the word " hereafter " there so
as to avoid the necessity of an anmial repetition of this discussion?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir ; it is coverSd in this paragraph.
Mr. Haeeison. It is just a question of shortening the bill.

The Chaieman. Let us get this matter of responsibility for slaugh-
tering the reacting animals out of the way.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Yes; we don't want to have to

stand responsible for the killing of all those cattle.

Dr. MoHLER. The great trouble is in opening the door to all grade
as well as pure bred cattle. It is going to allow every little Tom,
Dick, and Harry all over the United States, after they have found
they have got reacting cattle, to return them and there will be a great
deal of ti-ouble for the States to see that they are kept in quarantine.
Mr. McLAtTGHLiN of Michigan. You can be quite sure they will

not return the cattle, but if you give permission to do it you avoid
the necessity of killing it and incurring the liability.

Mr. Jones. If you do not permit them to return it, the only thing
to do is to kill it, but if you permit them to return it we won't be
responsible ?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes; but I think the better way of handling this is

to allow these animals to come into the Brighton yards as they have
done and if they react, put a button in their ear to show they are

reactors and then let Massachusetts do whatever she wishes to do
with them.
Mr. Jones. You simply test them and say, "Do what you please

with them " ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir. If we do the testing at Brighton and there

are any reactors, let the local authorities at Brighton take such
intrastate action as they deem proper.

Mr. Jones. If the facts are as Mr. Ricker stated here to-day, I

don't see how the Government can avoid the liability there.

Dr. MoHLER. You can take my word for it that our man there

never ordered the slaughter of those animals. The State has been
doing this ever since the days of the old cattle bureau of Massa-
chusetts.

Mr. Jones. You see, if we start in on a case like that and the

Government loses out, you will have lawsuits here at the rate of

$20,000 a ye.ar.

Dr. Mohler. I am satisfied that none of our men ordered the cattle

killed.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Suppose you found that the cow
did react. Before the State of Massachusetts would assume the
responsibility for killing her they would order her examined by their

authorities, too, wouldn't they?
Dr. Mohler. Yes, sir; they might, but they don't cooperate that

way.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And suppose your conclusion dif-

fered from the conclusion of the authorities of Massachusetts, what
then?
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Dr. MoHLER. We wouldn't allow that cow to go into interstate

shipment.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have a way of preventing

that?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Wouldn't that be the way to do it?

Dr. MoHLER. I think that is much better than opening wide the
door to all kinds and conditions of cattle.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And not order your men to slay

them?
Dr. MoHLER. I don't think they have done it. The gentlemen

merely thought that was the way it was handled, but when I asked
them how it was done before the 1st of July they stated it was the

same procedure as prevails now. We have a very fine man of long
experience in charge at Boston, and I am satisfied he is too wise to

order the slaughter of those animals. However, we can stop him if

he is doing so.

(Thereupon, at 6.30 p. m., the committee adjourned until 10 o'clock

Thursday morning, December 11, 1919.)

Committee on Agricultuke,
House of Representatives,

Thursday, Decerriber 11, 1919.

The committee met at 10 o'clock a. m., Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen
(chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. Dr. Mohler, you may proceed.

Bureau op Animal Industry—Continued.

FURTHER STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN R. MOHLER, CHIEF OF THE
BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUL-
TURE.

Dr. MoHLER. Gentlemen, last evening when you adjourned the

hearings we were discussing the tuberculosis item. I think we have
had a very complete discussion of this particular item.

The Chairman. We went over that thoroughly yesterday. Unless
there is something you desire to add to what was said yesterday,

we will pass it.

Dr. MoHLER. Here is a statement that I might put in the record
indicating the amount of indemnity and expenses that have been in-

curred. Several members requested this information.
(The statement referred to follows:)
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Claims recorded in the TuMrculosis Eradication Division for indemnity for
cattle slaughtered from, July 1, 1919, to Dec. 5, 1919.

State.
Number
of cattle.

Total
amount of
appraisal.

Average
amouBt
appraisal
per head.

Total
amount of
salvage.

Average
amount of
salvage
per head.

Comiestlcut
District of Columbia
Idaho
Dllnois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Keotucky
Maine
Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
New York
Nevada
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
South Dakota ...

Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Wa^Jiington.
West Virginia

Total

478
66
46
19

570
86

286
26
174

109
90
156
98
30
83
99
23
128
28
168

2
488
-38

226
45

$2,310.00
300.00

15,834.00
1,600.00

24,905.00
140,096.00
16, 135. 00
9,616.00
2,620.00
27,500.00
21,165.00
24,830.00
6,351.80
16,325.34
26,767.00
25,645.00
21,291.00
16,227.60
2,200.00
12,645.00
24,390.00
3,655.00
35,865.00
3,130.00
39,190.00

260.00
50,947.00
'5,070.00

27,775.00
5,200.00

$92.40
100.00
268.37
177.77
254.13
293.08
248.23
206.48
132.63
101.85
248.88
86.81

244.30
88.07
245.47
284.98
137.36
165.58
73.33
152.34
246.36
158.91
280. 11
in. 78
248.03
125.00
104.39
113.42
123.44
115. 56

$664.15
106.60

2,401.59
799.81

5,544.68
26,243.75
3,333.26
1,734.10
593.99

11,676.30
4,481.66
11,723.51
1,465.75
3,695.52
5,622.42
4,522.86
7,487.17
4,207.10
1,279.01
3,968.10
3,763.40

724. 21
6,545.20
1,279.63
7,613.44

33.60
10,986.61

880.96
7,237.66
1,222.75

S26. 56-

35.1fr
40.70
88. 86'

56.57
54.90
51.28
37.69'

31.26
43.24
52.72
40.99'

56.37
21.23
51.58
60.25
48.30
42.92
42.63'-

47.80
38.01
31.48
51.13-

45.69
48. IS'-

16.80
22.51
22.92-

32. 16'

27. 17'

3,442 608,603.64 176.82 141,836.58 41.20'

State.

Difference
between
appraised
value and

Total
amount of

State
indemnity.

Average
amount
of State
indem-
nity

per head.

Total
amount of

Federal
indemnity.

Average
amount
of I ed-
eral in-

demnity
per head.

Connecticut
District of Columbia.
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
New York
Nevada
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pemisylvania
South Carolina
South Dakota
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia

645. 85
194. 60
432.41
800. 19
360.32
861. 25
801.74
780.90
926. 01
823.70
673.34
106.49
886.05
629.82
134. 58
122. 15
803.83
020. 40
920.99
676. 90
626. 60
930. 79
309.80
850. 43

576. 56
216.40
460. 98
189. Oi

537. 34

977. 25

$1,104.84

"2,' 231.'
96'

228. 96

5, 607. 26
25,499.77
6,353.83
3,438.60

901. 01

5, 274. 81

7, 235. 00
9,876,07
902.02

11,665.08
4,205.17
8,638.76
5,938.75
2,82.5.02

613. 99
5,930.88
10,313.68

953.20

7, 076. 64

616. 83

9,872.44
72.13

25, 124. 70
919. 06

6,464.94
2, 540. 14

$44. 19

37.82
25.44
57.21
53.34
82.36
74.45
47.42
19.53
85.11
34.53
34.69
61.23
38.67
95.98
38.31
28.82
20.46
71.45
104.17
41.44
55.28
22.02
62.48
36.06
61.48
24.18
24.24
56.44

$541.01
60.84

2,231.96
228.96

3,883.54
17,986.47
2,479.81
1,452.02
477.86

6,274.81
3,845.12
3,292.03

902.01

3, 608. 59

4,205.17
3,666.02

3, 636. 65
2,824.72

307. 00
2,726.05
4,943.79

755.84

4, 859. 51
616. 83

6,245.24
72.13

13,029.30
831. 26

5, 297. 03

1,192.95

$21.64
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The Chairman. I wish you would put in a statement giving the
number of applications on file that have been made to the depart-
ment.

Dr. MoHLER. I will furnish that.

(The statement referred to follows:)

Progress of the tttberoulosis eradication campaign, Nov. 15, 1919.

Under super-
visicn.

Herds. Cattle.

Accredited.

Herds. Cattle.

lone suc-
cessful test.

Herds. Cattle.

On waiting list

ta be tested.

Herds. Cattle.

Alabama
Arkansas
Colorado
Oouuectiout
Delaware
District of Columbia.
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
l/ouisiana
Haine
Maryland
Massacbusetts
Michigan
Alinilesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New .Jersey
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
'Oklahoma
Tennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee.;
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
TVest Virginia
Wisconsin
"Wyoming

Total
Oregon
"Washington

Grand total...

198
3S
5

' 58
18
34
S62
458
4

422
324
61S
353
293
571
852
405
62

278
1,402
1,166

147
994
193

1

27
42

200
1,027

859
854
54
643
24
203
215
449
28

1,031
1,172

166
648

17,096
2,144
2,207

7,830
1,039

176
2,737

800
817

9,117
12,602

103
10,332
5,497

20,291
16,248
7,349

12, 158
10,450
7,542
1,957
8,117
34,198
14,736
3,888
19,424
5,651

22
710

2,290
6,369

10, 022
16,535
-15,736
2,364
9,978

393
7,321
4,863
9,386
723

23,035
25,210
2,636

16, 551
36

21

6
4

21
54
1

11

28
4

100
29
10
46
250
18

52
110
64

367,239
29,593
24,432

1,355
24
12

21,447 421,264 1,391

887
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statement shmoing maximum indemmty paid hy States for tuberculosis cattle
destroyed and approximate amount of State funds for fiscal year 1920.

state.

Alabama.
Arizona.
Arkansas
CalUornia
Colorado
Connecticut.
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky. .

.

Louisiana...
Maine.
Maryland
Massachusetts.
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi....
Missouri.,
Montana

. Nebraska
,

Nevada ,

New Hampshire.

.

New Jersey
New Mexico. .

New York
North Carolina...
North Dakota
Ohio..
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Bhode Island
South Carolina...
South Dakota
JTennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Total 2,211,850.00

1 No indemnity. ' No limit, county pays.

.

s No limit.

Summary.—State indemnity paid in 39 States. Average maximum State indemnity is tl02 tor pure-
bred cattle and average for grade cattle is 160.

The Chaieman. We would be glad to have all you have on the
subject.

Dr. MoHLEE. During the last fiscal year tuberculosis eradication
work gained much popularity in the United States, and as the result

of the demand for the work Congress increased the annual appro-
priation from $500,000 per annum to $1,500,000 per annum, $500,000
of which was to be set aside for operating expenses and $1,000,000

164315—20- -17
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for indemnities. Congress evidently desired to keep pace with the
demand for this work and to furnish, to the live-stock owners of the

United States full cooperation. As a matter of fact, howevei', the
amount of cooperation the bureau has been able to give during the

l)resent fiscal year is little more than for the previous fiscal year.

During the previous year the work was more concentrated ; we did
not undertake to spread it into every State because of the limited

amount of funds provided, but when the various States appropriated
over $2,200,000 our force was built up so that we could partially co-

operate with practically every State. However, when the first third

of the presMit year had passed, we found that we had spent- almost

$200,000 or at the rate of $600,000 for' operating expenses, whereas
only $500,000 was available for operations. Likewise only $52,000
were spent for indemnities in the first third of the year, or at the

rate of less than $200,000 per annum, which means a return of $800,-

000 to the Treasury. Therefore, on November 8, 1919, the services

of 20 veterinary inspectors assigned to tuberculosis eradication work
were terminated. Immediately protests were sent in from the States

from which these employees were discontinued. In a few instances

arrangements were made to retain them. We are now confronted

with an overexpenditure for the balance of the year of $100,000 for

operating expenses, and unless immediated relief is received it will

be necessary to further reduce our forces at the rate of $20,000 per
month. This means terminating the services of approximately 100
inspectors. -

Cooperation furnished by the States : The 45 States with which we
are cooperating in tuberculosis-eradication work have an aggregate of

approximately $2,200,000. In cooperation with those. States there

were under supervision to November 15, 1919, 21,447 herds; up to the

above-mentioned date there were fully accredited 1,391 herds of
cattle; in addition to that number there were 16,341 herds which
had passed one successful test in preparation for being accredited ;x

in addition to those herds there were over 3,200 herds whose owners,

had signed the agreement placing their herds under supervision so

that they might be accredited in accordance with the uniform plan.

In many of the States it has been necessary to refuse to accept any
more agreements from owners, on account of an insufficient number of

inspectors to make tests.

The accredited-herd plan : This plan was adopted December, 1917,

by the United States Live Stock Sanitary Association upon a recom-

mendation from a joint committee representing the pure-bred cattle

associations and live-stock sanitary officials. The plan was approved

by the bureau December 23, 1917; therefore, the plan has been in

operation less than two years and it is safe to say that it is the most-

talked-about plan of eradicating tuberculosis that exists in the world.

It is a simple plan and any person who reads it will readily under-

stand it. It has been approved by every pure-bred cattle association

in the United States. After two years of practical operation it was
referred to a joint committee representing the same association; this

committee met in Chicago, December 2, 1919, and after a thorough
consideration of the subject it was the unanimous decision of the

joint committee that no steps should be taken to lower the high

standard of the present plan.
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Eradication of tuberculosis from areas: In a number of States
campaigns have been carried on during the present fiscal year to

oradicato tuberculosis from circumscribed areas, such as counties.

This work will increase very rapidly during the next fiscal year. The
question now is: What credit can be given to the cattle owners of
such territory when they have eradicated tuberculosis? It will be
a gross injustice to them to keep them in the same status as States,

wherein it is known that tuberculosis exists extensively. It is recom-
mended that when a county has demonstrated that it has eradicated

tuberculosis of live stock that the interstate movement of cattle from
such an area should be permitted without a tuberculin test.

Eradication of tuberculosis from swine : During the present fiscal

year a number of investigations have been made as to the origin of
tuberculous shipments of swine to official establishments. In numer-
ous instances the bureau has been able to trace these tuberculous
shipments from the killing floor back to the farm where they have
originated and a campaign undertaken to eradicate tuberculosis from
such farms.

We have made satisfactory advancement in perfecting our system
of obtaining information so that we can trace a larger percentage
of tuberculovis shipments. This work will be carried on more ex-
tensively' during the next year and should develop into a very com-
plete system of tracing shipments from packing centers to farms and
exterminating the disease where found.

The next item is, on page 46, No. 62, " for all necessary expenses for

the eradication of the southern cattle tick." This appropriation calls

for no increase. I do not know whether you would like to review

the work done during the last year, but I might say that up to and
including December 1, 1919, we released from quarantine 62 counties;

and 33 parts of counties, constituting an area of 50,555 square miles.

Mr. TiNCHEE. You say you have released that territory. Is there

_ a decrease in the appropriation ?

Dr. MoHLEE. No, sir ; for the simple reason that although we have
released 14 counties in Alabama, 9 in Arkansas, 18 in Georgia, 11 in

Louisiana, 3 in Oklahoma, and 7 in Texas, there still remains 219,581

square miles to be released. That means this territory which is in

red [indicating on map] is still to be cleaned up and released from
quarantine.

The Chaieman. Kindly indicate the States.

Dr. MoHLEE. I thought I would leave this table.

The Chaieman. Your table gives that ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes ; with the amount of territory that has been re-

leased and the amount still left in quarantine, givmg the percentage.

We have now cleaned up 70 per cent of the mfested territory ; we
still have 30 per cent to clean up, and the hardest work is coming

in this open-range country of Texas and Florida.

Mr. Lee. At this rate it will take about seven years, will it ; some-

thing like that?

Dr. MoHLEE. We are figuring on about 1923.

Mr. LilE. That is earlier than I expected.

Dr. MoHLER. Y^ but of course that is only an estimate.

Mr. TiNCHER. What is the policy? You enforce a quarantine

where they have the ticks?
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Dr. MoHLEK. We enforce no local quarantine; the State enforces
the local quarantine and we regulate interstate shipments from the
quarantined area.

Mr. TiNCHEE. What do you mean by releasing?
Dr. MoHLER. We dip these cattle from the early spring, say from

the 1st of April, until the end of November, every 14 days. After
the cattle show up without ticks on them and the territory is thereby
cleaned of ticks, we take the territory out of quarantine by releasing
it, so that those cattle that have been cleaned can then go to the other
States without any restrictions whatever.
Mr. TiNCHER. You lifted that quarantine some place in Texas, and

a lot of those cattle were shipped into Greenwood County, Kans.,
last summer ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes.
Mr. TicHNER. And the tick showed up and ruined four or five

good cattlemen up there.

Dr. MoHLEE. It did not ruin them, did it?

Mr. TiNCHEE. Yes ; that transaction practically bankrupted one of
the best cattle men in Greenwood County, because he had a forty or
fifty dollar loss on steers anyway, and then he had to dip them and
abandon a pasture for which he was paying $14 a head for the entire

.season, which was just too much for him. I have his name. They
have several other men in Greenwood County who were severely in-

jured by that proposition. Does the Government do anything for

these men who have a right to rely on the proposition when the
quarantine is lifted ?

Dr. MoHLEE. There were two breaks from Texas shipments last

summer. One was the result of dipping in crude oil, which failed

to kill all the ticks, the oil being permitted during the war period in

lieu of arsenic, our regular dipping material, which was comman-
deered by the Government for warfare gas. The other was where
cattle came from a clean territory in Western Texas, and picked up
the infection going through a local stockyard. They picked up
these ticks when little bits of mites, almost microscopic in size, and
nobody saw these seed ticks until they developed. When the cattle

got to their destination those little mites had become big enough to

be seen, and then the State put a quarantine on the cattle until the
animals were free from these ticks. They were dipped several times
and most of them have come out satisfactorily. One of these breaks
occurred in West Virginia and the other in Kansas. I did not know
that anybody was ruined, because I understood from Mr. Mercer
there were only a few deaths that had occurred.

Mr. TiNCHER. That is the fact.

Dr. MoHLER. And if only two or three deaths occurred I do not

see how it could ruin the person.

Mr. TiNCHEE. I do not Imow whether it is a Government or State

regulation, but here is an expensive pasture, where the man is pay-
ing $14 a head for the pasture ; what regulation requires him to take
his cattle out of that pasture?

Dr. MoHiiER. That was probably, done by the State Department.
We do not require them to take the cattle out of the pasture at all.

We have not any portion of Kansas under quarantine for ticks. In
fact, Mr. Mercer was afraid we might put the counties under quaran-
tine, but I told him as long as they would take care of it locally we
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would not put any Federal quarantine on that section of Kansas. I

believe he put the quarantine on and the results were very satisfac-

tory.

Mr. Lee. In other words, instead of forcing them to take the cattle

out of the pasture, they are forced to leave them in the pasture ?

Mr. TiNCHEK. No; they take these cattle which they dip out of

that pasture and keep all other cattle out of that pasture. That is

the only way
Dr. MoHLEE. That is done to keep the disease from spreading. But

you say he had a loss before they reached that stage; he had a loss

of $40 or $50 a head on the market value of the cattle.

Mr. TiNCHER. Oh; exactly.

Dr. MoHUEK. I do not think the ticks ruined him, because Mr.
Mercer informed me there were only a few deaths.

Mr. TiNCHER. But here is what the ticks do: If you have to dip
the cattle out in that country and abandon a $14-a-head pasture, you
add that to the loss all these men suffered last summer. We all hear
people testify about the high price of meat, but we know that the

men that handled three or four-year-old steers this year took that

loss.

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes ; that is true.

Mr. TiNCHER. I have heard. Doctor, in a roundabout way, that

Mercer wanted to come before the committee on some occasion in

reference to that. Has he said anything to you ?

Dr. MoHLER. Not about coming here. In fact, all he said to me
was he had heard in a roundabout way that I was going to quaran-
tine Federally those few counties in Kansas. When he was here in

Washington m the fall on some other business he stopped in to find

out whether his information was true, and I told him, as long as

they took care of it locally, the Federal Government had no inten-

tion of putting a Federal quarantine on that section of Kansas.
We put our men in there and inspected the cattle, and made them

apply double dipping. After two dips they can go anywhere.
Mr. TiNCHEE. He made them take the cattle out of that pasture

and not let any other cattle in there this season. He may have over-

done the thing ; I do not know.
Dr. MoHLER. I do not believe he did.

Mr. TiNCHEE. There were three or four other men whom it af-

fected, too, and it was most disastrous to those three or four men.
Dr. MoHiiER. Such unfortunate happenings are bound to occur as

long as we have the Texas fever tick with us.

The Chairman. What is being done to clean up the yards ?

Dr. MoHLEE. We always clean up the stockyards, after we find

them infested, by disinfecting with antiseptic solutions.

The Chairman. Cattle from these infected districts go through
the stockyards?

Dr. MoHLER. We have two kinds of pens, clean pens and native

pens. The native pens are pens for the cattle with the ticks on
them and the clean pens are pens for the cattle that have been
dipped or are from clean territory. It very frequently happens that

a cow pony of the trader riding around the stockyards will carry a

few ticks on the legs.. These ticks are apt to drop off in clean
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territory, lay eggs which hatch out and then three or four thousand
ticks are born and they crawl around into clean or any other kindi
of pens. It is a very tedious job to keep clean pens in infected terri-

tory, so that there is no possibility of ticks being scattered from the
native pens to the clean territory.

Mr. TiNCHEE. Where we appropriate money, what do you men
spend it for?

Dr. MoHLEE. We have 280 men working in these nine States and
we pay their salaries, pay their traveling expenses, and the stationery
and incidentals of that kind. We do not pay for any construction
of vats or the purchase of any of the dips. That is all done by
<.>ither State or county appropriations. Now the various States

have 373 employees and the counties have 1,552 employees. This
shows you how we are getting cooperation from the States. When
this work started, a number of years back, we were the ones that had
the largest number, just like we have to-day on the tuberculosis

eradication. The States and counties have come along fast and
they are furnishing more employees than the bureau; they are fur-

nishing about eight to our one. The various expenses in 1919 are

all stated on page 47. Here is the full statement. Mr. Tincher, of
the expenditures for 1919: Salaries, $512,166; stationery, $1,793;
traveling expenses, $125,519; equipment and material, $5,658; tele-

phone and telegraph service, $1,103; miscellaneous items, $15,942,

and wages, $1,440.

Mr. TiNCHEB. I do not want to appear in the attitude of being
against this appropriation; I think it is a very important one. I

"want to make a suggestion to you, however, that might be of value

to you. Your inspectors ought to be cautioned about one little

thing I know of. For instance, a man shipping a trainload of cat-,

tie from Texas, from a clean district, say, up into Kansas, has to

unload at certain stations. There is no excuse for that inspector let-

ting the railroads persuade him to hold a trainload of cattle in

the yards for two or three days under the claim that he is looking
for ticks when, as a matter of fact, he is doing it to accommodate
some railroad employee who wants to use a car some place else. I

had two trainloads of cattle held last fall at a station in Oklahoma,
and I had to go there and stay five or six days (they were delayed

to that extent), and when I got there I found the Government in-

spector holding them there to investigate for ticks.

Dr. MoHLEE. There was no excuse for that at all.

Mr. TiNCHEE. And when I got on the job myself, I found he was
simply holding them to acconmiodate the railroad, to let them ac^

commodate some one else with the cars. It is purely a car situation.

However, the intimation gets out, up in my neighborhood, that my
cattle have come from yards where there is some question on about

ticks being present. You can not be too careJ^jjl-about some fellow

creating the impression that a man has ticks in his cattle. I found out

this fellow

Dr. MoHiiEE. If you will give me his name, I will find out about it,

because there is no occasion for having the cattle held to investigate

for ticks for two or three days.
_

Mr. TiNCHEE. He was just doing it to accommodate the railroad.
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Mr Lee. I should think it would be to the interest of the railroads
to unload quickly.
Mr. TiNCHER. They unloaded my cattle.
Dr. MoHLEE. Is that the unloading for feed, rest, and water?
Mr. TinCHER. Oh, yes, they had to; but they were sparring along

because they were up against it for cars.
Dr. MoHLER. Five hours is enough for them to investigate for

ticks.

Mr. TiNCHER. It did not hurt the cows, except the stigma of there
being ticks there, and it prevents you from suing the railroad for
damages and does away with your claim for delay.

Dr. MoHLER. Mr. Chairman, if there is nothing further on this item
I shall leave the chart here showing the progress in tick eradication,
to which Congressman Lee referred.

Mr. Lee. I do not think there is any more important work for our
country than this field of work.
Mr. TiNCHER. I do not want it done away with.
Mr. Lee. And I think the best thing in the world, if we had the

money to do it, would be to go on and complete this thing in two or
three years.

Dr. MoHLER. During the present year we have released from Fed-
eral quarantine the following area

:

states.
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Progress in tick eradication, July 1, 1906, to Dec. 1, 1919.

State.
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it, showing exactly what work is done under each project. I can not
review all projects except in a general way, unless you want to give
considerable time to this division.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is that in such form that it' can go
into the record? ^
Mr. Eawl. Yes.
Mr. McLaughun of Michigan. I think that should be put into the

record.

Mr. Eawl. I shall keep it for the time being ; I may want to refer
to it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You would wish it to go into the
record ?

Mr. Eawl. If you wish it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. We would like to have it.

(The statement referred to follows
:)

Dairy division allotment, fiscal year 1920, $350,370.

Dairy administration: Administration, including all activities in the
divison that serve the division as a whole, such as files, stenographic
force, dairy engineering, dairy statistics $37,675

Dairy extension

:

Supervision : 9, 420
Southern dairying 10, 250
Northern dairying (cow testing) 30,295
Bull associations, extension 11, 740
Community development in dairying 1,800
Cow-testing association investigation 3, 300
Bull associations investigations 3, 600

70,405

Dairy manufacturing:
Supervision 11, 480
Creamery extension 8, 460
Cheese factory extension 10, 09O
Creamery management investigations i ; 6, 680
Renovated butter inspection 6, 240
Navy butter inspection : , 1, 000

\ 43, 950

Dairy research laboratories

:

Supervision 2, 760
Ice-cream investigations 3, 800
Butter and by-products 10, 380
Milk condensing 7, 120
Bacteriology of milk 10, 170
Nutrition of dairy cows ^ 8, 640
Metabolism of dairy cows 3, 650
Manufacturing and ripening cheese : 14, 970
Silage investigations 1 3, 820

65, 310

Market milk investigations

:

Supervision 4, 680
Dairy sanitation investigations 3, 280
Cost of handling milk , 5, 480
Cost of milk production 11, 410
Dairy sanitation extension 13, 740

38, 500
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Dairy experiment farm, including experimental work on the farm

:

Supervision' and maintenance '. $30, 995
Housing and care of cattle 2, 820
Feed production. 3, 925

37,740.

Western dairy extension

:

Supervision 4, 260
Dairy farming 19, 860
Milk work 1 3, 600
Dairy manufacturing : 7, 280

35,000

Improvement of dairy products, ^ 15,000
Dairy cattle breeding !,__ 6, 700

Mr. E.AWL. To review, tlie'work in a general way, the dairy divi-

sion activities are divided into two large groups. One relates to the
extension or the carrying out of information that is developed from
time to time and aiding in its application. That is shown in the
-organization of cow-testing associations, bull associations, etc. It is

shown also in demonstrating at certain factories new methods for the
manufacture of products that I will speak of later. The extension
activities of the dairy division aTe reduced, we think, to the very
aninimum, considering the character of the service that is rendered.
1 may add just a word here on the question that is often raised

"whether or.not we were duplicating the work of the extension serv-

ice in sending out specialists along different lines. We believe that

the activities of this kind are reduced as low as they can be and get

into effective use the information that the department is developing.
Some of you will remember that I have in the past referred to the
department's work in the southern mountains developing the cheese

factories. Here is a chart showing its growth [displaying chart to

the committee] . In 1915 we started the development of cheese in the
southern mountains, away back in the mountains of Tennessee and
North Carolina and West Virginia. We have four men in that field,

employed jointly by the State extension departments and the Depart-
ment of Agriculture.

One of the items here is for $5,000 for cheese work of a similar

character in the Western States.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you carry that kind of work on
in sections?

Mr. Kawl. Yes.

Mr. McLaughlin,of Michigan. How many different sections have
you carried on the work in?
Mr. Rawl. Only one, of this particular kind of work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And now you are prepared to take

it up in other sections ?

Mr. Rawl. Yes; in the Western States, in the Rocky Mountains.
You know cheese production is dependent a good deal on climatic

conditions, cool weather, cool water, etc. The western part of the
country contains some splendid cheese territory. This chart shows
the development of a new cheese industry in the southern mountains,
a territory equally difficult to develop as any region perhaps in the
Western States.
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Mr. Jones. Is that gross production in dollars and cents?
Mr. Eawl. Yes. It shows that in 1915 it was $3,000; in 1916,

•$50,000—1 am giving you round figures; in 1917, $116,000; in 1918,
^158,000; and in 1919, $289,000. Of course, this is a comparatively
small industry, but since it developed from nothing four years ago
the showing made is A'ery good. In time apparently there is likely to
be a substantial cheese industry throughout all that mountain region
as a result of this work.

Mr. Jones. Do I understand that in those States
Mr. Eawl (interposing). North Carolina, Virginia, Tennessee,

"West Virginia, Georgia, and South Carolina.
Mr. Jones. There was no cheese production ?

Mr. Eawl. No.
Mr. Jones. And in 1915 there was a cheese production in North

Carolina mountain section that was $3,000?
Mr. Eawl. Yes; you are correct.

Mr. Jones. And also in 1915 there was no cheese production in the
other States?

Mr. Eawl. No.
Mr. Jones. And then in 1916 you added Virginia, Tennessee, and

"West Virginia?
Mr. Eawl. Yes.

Mr. Jones. And in 1917 there was cheese production in the same
States?
Mr. Eawl. Yes.
Mr. Jones. And in 1918 you added Georgia?
Mr. Eawl. Yes.
Mr. Jones. And in 1919 South Carolina?
Mr. Eawl. Yes.
Mr. Jones. In order to have the records show up better, I should

judge you ought to put in the record the production of one of the
States; take North Carolina, for example; in 1914 there was noth-
ing; in 1915, $3,000; in 1916, $43,000; in 1917, $84,000; in 1918,

$114,000; in 1919, $220,000?
Mr. Eawl. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. "Why not put that in the record?
Mr. Eawl. I should like to do that, if you desire it. If you want

to see the number of factories, here is another chart. I though this

was the best way to show you exactly what we want to do in the
Eocky Mountain district.

Value hy years of southern cheese sold since factories were organized.
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Orowth of the cheese industry in the southern mountains since the establish-

ment of the first factory in 1915.
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It provides a good bull at a much lower cost than a poor one! under
the present system. It is believed to be the best way of instructing
the small producers not only in better breeding, but in better feeding
ajid management.
The department started the bull association work as an extension

project in 1915, and since that time associations have been organized
in 27 States.

During the first several years the funds for bull associations were
used in mvestigating methods of organiza;tion, by-laws, and details

of carrying on such organizations.* The present expenditures for
bull association work amount to $15,340 per year.

The total increase for the dairy division is $^0,430, but taking into

consideration the transfers to tlie statutory roll, it will amount to

$11,720 more.
Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. This is a matter that does not re-

quire much knowledge or skill. This bull business has been going on
since the beginning of time. How do you justify the Federal Gov-
ernment going into that ?

Mr. Eawl. In this way : The organization of bull associations is

highly specialized extension work and to be successful requires ex-

perienoed men.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is that strictly true, Mr. Eawl?

I have heard of bull associations in different parts of the country
for many years.

Mr. Rawl. In 190S there were 3, and at the present time there are
78. That is all of this type of organization now—78 in the United
States. We find that by sending men out that are capable and ex-

perienced in this work that they can introduce it.

Mr. Anderson. How many men have you had working on this

proposition?
Mr. Eawl. Five.

Mr. Anderson. How long?
Mr. Eawl. We started out with one man four years ago and in-

creased last year to five.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You said, I believe, that the county
agents, could not to the best advantage carry on that cheese work,
and I thought perhaps that was true ; one must go who knows some-
thing about making cheese.

Mr. Eawl. To get it established.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But couldn't the county agent
make the suggestion to the farmers that they organize into an asso-

ciation and buy some bulls?

Mr. Eawl. Yes; they could; a county agent that understood it

—

there is no big secret about it, but they do not. Now, it takes some
force to get the farmers interested in it and to put it through.
Mr. TinCHER. What do county agents do?
Mr. Eawl. Almost everything. Their duties are numerous; they

are supposed to deal with all agricultural questions, and, of course,

they must have aid in these special lines.

Mr. TiNCHER. If they are any good and they need a bull associa-

tion in their country, they will organize a bull association, won't
they?
Mr. Eawl. I wouldn't say that. Of course, the county agencies

have not been in existence long enough so that we can have a supply
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of the best men, A county agen,t's work is about as responsible
as any we have in agriculture.

Mr. TiNCHEB. Couldn't you publish this information in pamphlet
form and ask them to organize in this manner? It would be cheap,
and wouldn't it be just as effective?

Mr. Eawl. My judgment is it would not be as effective. We now
publish and send to the county agent every detail concerning the
organization and management of such associations.

Mr. Jones. Couldn't you get up a prospectus telling them how
to go about it and explaining what you wanted them to, do?
Mr. Eawl. Yes ; we do this, but the county agents need more as-

sistance; they must have the help of some one experienced in.sucli

organization until one such association is in successful operation.
Even after this the assistance of such an experienced person in often,

sought by the county agent.

Mr. Lesher. There are some associations in Pennsylvania wha
are doing this with hogs and have hog associations.

Mr. Eawl. Yes; and the whole purpose here ia tx) induce the
county agent to organize such associations and to aid him in carryings

them on.

Mr. ExJBEY. What do you pay these men?
Mr. Eawl. From $1,800 to $2,340.

Mr. EuBEY. Do they go to the county and into the territory?

Mr. Eawl. Yes.
Mr. Etjbey. And they stay about a little while and work it up and

then go to another county ?

Mr. Eawl. They pick a county which is adaptable and where the
association is feasible, and then they try to organize one and stay in.

the county as long as necessary.

Mr. Jones. The county agent does not flop around like that; ha'

stays in the county ?

Mr. Eawl. The county agents' work is restricted to the county in

which he is located.

Mr. Jones. Are they paid anything by the State ?

Mr. Eawl. Yes; some of the men on bull associations are paid
jointly by the department and the States but we have three men ex-

clusively on our pay rolls.

Mr. Jones. The amount of salary you mentioned was the total

salary ?

Mr. Eawl. Yes.

Mr. EtJBBY. Yes ; I was asking about our own men.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Mr. Eawl, I can see how you

might do good and might properly carry on this work by issuing

publications and issuing bulletins and publications, but I am a little

at a loss how you justirjr hiring a number of men to go around into

the States to induce the people to organize bull associations ; why is

that a Federal function?

Mr. Eawl. Exactly for the same reason that it was necessary a

few years ago for the Department of Agriculture to induce the peo-

ple to start county agent work. It is the department's function to

exercise leadership and branch out in the development of such

systems as are for the good of the people.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. A few years ago when the county
agent feature was advanced the people were very much surprised at
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the idea that the Federal Government would furnish money enough
to furnish a county agent for each county in the country; they
thought that was a wonderful proposition, and we are proceeding to,

that end. The Lever law is in force; it is growing in amount, and
the number of men employed is increasing year by year ; but we find

as we are getting to that plan of having a man for each county in the
country it still is necessary for us to have an expert go out and talk

bulls, an expert to talk teas, an expert on this, that, and the other
thousand and one diflFerent things, to go out and confer with and en-

courage the county agents. There are so many of them that they go
around arm in arm, and in bunches in the country, each one an ex-

pert in his own line, neither one must interfere with the other one,

and it seems to me we are carrying this expert business to a ridicu-

lous extent and'becoming very paternalistic.

Mr. Eawl. The Department of Agriculture believes that the need
of its service by the people is just as great to-day as it was years ago.

As we go forward our problems increase. Take this sire work. Our
department has put on a publicity campaign that has been pub-
lished in the papers all over the country, regarding the use of better

sires. At the present time not more than few sires in use in our
dairy herds produce daughters whose production is greater than that

of their dams, and exceedingly few that are able to produce daugh-
ters of greater production than good dams.
Mr. TiNCHER. That is pure, unadulterated carelessness on the

part of the herdsmen, and that is not with reference to the expense,

because it is cheaper
Mr. Eawl (interposing). It is cheaper, under proper conditions,

to own a good bull. But this is the condition that exists now.
Mr. TiNCHEE. Can the department in any way, with any amount

of men, do anything to cure that situation ?

Mr. Eaavl. I thiiuv it can do a great deal to cure it.

Mr. TiNCHER. Your idea is for the farmers to organize, so as to.

use the same sires?

Mr. Eawl. To begin with
;
yes ; the best sires.

Mr. TiNCHER. As a matter of fact, the sires, if taken care of, would
cost practically nothing when they are calves. Each man could have,

his own bull and have a good one.

Mr. Eawl. The farmers often do not think they can. The calves,

of course, do cost considerable—the real good calves. We think bulls

are not good enough to use unless there is reason to believe they can

sire daughters yielding 400 pounds of fat in a year. They will cost

now about $400 to $500 apiece. The chief point in all this is that

there are more than 5,000,000 farms with dairy cows, and there are,

perhaps, not a half million good bulls in the whole United States.

We can not hope, therefore, to improve herds rapidly in this country

unless concerted action is taken to induce farmers to cooperate in

the ownership of the good bulls we do have. It is wasteful to have

one good bull on a farm with five cows when he could just as well

serve similar herds on 10 farms, and by the system of rotation, as

is the plan in the bull association, they would be available for not

only two years but for eight or more years.

Mr. TiNCHER. The States that have agricultural colleges are work-

ing on the same lines?
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Mr. Eawl. Yes.
Mr. TiNCHEE. And carrying out into the counties the same ideas?

Mr. Rawl. Yes.
Mr. TiNCHER. Comparatively few States have gone as far as we

have?
Mr. Eawl. Few States have taken up full association work.
Mr. TiNCHER. Don't you think what they ought to do is to en-

courage the owner, no matter how small his herd, to own a sire ?

Mr. Rawl. No. Where a man has only two or three head of cows,

it is perfectly feasible for a dozen or more such men to own one good
bull.

Mr. Hutchinson. Before you get away from this I want to ask
one question. I notice the appropriation is increasing all the time;
you have $40,000, or better this time, and still the price of butter and
cheese is going out of sight ; do the two follow each other ; the more
we give you, the higher the prices ?

Mr. Rawl. Hardly, sir. We hope that some of the work we are

doing will at least help to reduce prices.

The Chairman. What is your opinion of the present butter prices

;

how do they compare with the prices of other commodities?
Mr. Rawl. I have not reviewed that specifically in the last few

months, but they are probably not out of line.

Mr. Hutchinson. Butter at 82 cents a pound is not out of line ?

Mr. Rawl. Not when the prices of feed and labor are considered.
The Chairman. Does it compare favorably with other products?
Mr. Rawl. Generally speaking it does.

The Chairman. What does butter sell for at the creameries; not
the retail prices ?

Mr. Rawl. I don't know exactly what the quotations are, but they
range around 74 cents in the New York market and 72 cents in

Chicago.
The Chairman. At the creameries in the country ?

Mr. Rawl. No; at the points mentioned.
The Chairman. All summer?
Mr. Rawl. No; at the present time. Butter has ranged from 48

cents in Chicago and 49^ cents in New York up to 74 cents, whole-
sale.

The Chairman. It has been below 50 Cents a pound ?

Mt.Rawl. Yes; in July. If you want some data on this, may T

suggest that you ask the Bureau of Markets for it. That bureau
is, of course, in closer touch with the market than we are.

The Chairman. I would like it in the record in connection with
this. The question is raised all the time about the farmers robbing
the country on the prices of butter. I want a comparison between
that and other commodities.

Mr. Rawl. I stated that I did not believe that butter was out

of line when the cost of feed, labor, etc., were considered.

The Chairman. It is certainly out of line with some commoditie-s

:

'it is low.

Mr. Rawl. You mean too cheap ?

The Chairman. Yes. What is the average production per capita?
Mr. Rawl. There are about 16,000,000 to 17,000,000 pounds of but-

ter produced in the Nation, and something over 100,000,000 of our
people
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The Chairman (interposing). How many pounds per cow?
Mr. Eawl. According to 1910 census it was about 160 pounds per

cow.
The Chairman. Take 160 pounds at 50 cents per pound, that

would be per cow $80? Do you contend that you can keep a cow a
year for $80?

Mr. Eawl. No, sir ; but I am against that kind of cow. You can't

feed a good cow and feed her as much as she needs for $80 a year at
the present time.

The Chairman. What does it cost to feed a cow if you are to buy
the feed?
Mr. Eawl. I can not give you that at the present.

The Chairman. It seems to me that is a very important thing to
know.
Mr. Eawl. The cost varies in different parts of the country.
The Chairman. The price of butter is higher than before; twice

as high; about 30 cents a pound difference at the creamery?
Mr. Eawl. Yes.
The Chairman. Labor is about four times as high as it ever was

;

a wagon is three times as high, and everything the farmer buys is

three or four times as high, and yet butter is about twice as high
as it was.

Mr. Eainet. In other words, the chairman of the committee feels

that the farmer should get twice as much for butter as he is getting.

Mr. Eawl. I am sorry that I am not now prepared to give you
that.

Mr. Anderson. Have you a bunch of cows at Beltsville?

Mr. Eawl. Yes ; our books will show exactly what it costs to feed
those cows. We have some cows that cost three or four times as much
as the average cow.
The Chairman. How much does it cost?

Mr. Eawl. A cow that produces 800 pounds of fat will eat three or
four times as much as some that produce 300 pounds.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you a cow that produces 800

pounds of fat?

Mr. Eawl. We have one that produced 856 pounds, and we have a

heifer that produced 756 pounds, and some heifers that produced five

to six hundred pounds of fat.

The Chairman. How much are those cows worth?
,

Mr. Eawl. That would be only a guess.

The Chairman. What is the profit on the investment on your 800-

pound cow?
Mr. Eawl. An 800-pound cow, ordinarily, if of good type and

breeding, will bring $2,000 or $3,000 ; often more. I think the heifers

I speak of would readily bring that amount.
The Chairman. What would be the profit, figuring the expenses,

on your investment?
Mr. Eawl. The value of such animals depends largely on their use

for breeding purposes. However, cows kept for butter production
should produce 300 to 400 pounds butter fat per year and even when
grades are worth from $150 to $300.

Mr. Anderson. You are keeping cows out there, aren't you ?

Mr. Eawl. Yes.

164315—20 ^18
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Mr. Anderson. You know how much it costs to keep them?
Mr. Eawl. Yes.
Mr. Anderson. We want to know how much profit you have from

those cows.
Mr. Rawl. I shall be glad to furnish you data showing what it

costs to feed these cows, but can not do it offhand.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is the breed of those cows ?

Mr. Eawl. They are Holsteins, the ones I have been speaking of.

Mr. RuBEY. You keep them for breeding purposes ? •

Mr. Rawl. We are using them in a fundamental breeding experi-
ment.

Mr. TinCHER. I notice on this item it covers the inspection on the
investigation of the dairy interests in various States, the inspection
of renovated butter factories and markets. I wondered whether
that was any duplicating section there when you finally get your bill

through, Mr. Hutchinson ?

Mr. Hutchinson. I was going to ask the Doctor if he has any
knowledge how much butter- is in storage?
Mr. Rawl. I did not quite understand your question?
Mr. Tin CHER. I guess it is hardly a proper question; I wondered

whether there would not -be a double inspection under that cold-

storage law.

Mr. Rawl. There is not at the present time.

Mr. Tincher. Before you pass that, if the Hutchinson bill for

a cold-storage inspection should become a law, which it probably will

before we attack this bill, there will be a duplicate law for inspection,

will there not?
Mr. Rawl. I couldn't tell you; I am not familiar enough with

the details of the Hutchinson bill to answer that question.

The Chairman. What is this $29,850 for?
Mr. Rawl. That is for research work, largely on dairy products,

that I shall review briefly. When we work out an improved method
for manufacturing a product, in order to get it into use it is neces-

sary to go to certain factories and introduce it. It is necessary

to do this also in order to carry the experimental work to a final

completion. We begin in the , laboratory on a problem and then

go to the factory where we have commercial conditions, then we
seek to introduce the final results into commercial plants.

In 1914 there was imported to this country from Switzerland over

22,000,000 pounds of Swiss cheese. This is one of the most popular

of the foreign cheeses, and it is believed that the manufacture of this

product in this country would greatly increase the consumption of

cheese.

The Dairy Division has investigated the manufacture of Swiss

cheese over a period of years, and has been successful in isolating the

culture that produces the flavor and eyes, and has also been successful

in using another culture which controls the development of the first-

named culture.

The organisms of the type known as bacillus bulgaricus are intro-

duced into the milk, and these control the fermentation and also

inhibit the growth of other organisms, especially gas formers, and
perhaps also make conditions favorable for the flavor producers.'

The second culture which was discovered in the laboratories here

is known definitely to produce the flavor and the eyes.
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Check cheeses made from the same milk and under the identical

conditions, but without culture, are without eyes and the character-

istic Swiss cheese flavor.

In Europe and this country the making of Swiss cheese has up to

this time been uncertain and only a relatively small percentage of
the cheese made is the typical Swiss. At the Grove City Creamery,
the management of which is under the supervision of the Dairy Divi-
sion, Swiss cheese has been made on a large scale from milk received

once a day and sometimes two days old. All of it is of the typical

Swiss flavor and has the typical eyes.

Kecently delegates from Ohio spent some time at the Grove City
plant, and reported that they received their milk twice a day; yet

they lose as high as 75 per cent of their cheese.

One of the very large New York manufacturers recently sent his

head maker to Grove City to spend a week there. This manufac-
turer will use cultures and will provide curing rooms after the style

of those at the Grove City Creamery. They report thit under their

present arrangement they lose much of their clieese.

A large manufacturer of Swiss cheese in Pennsylvania recently

arranged to put in refrigerator and temperature control similar to

those installed at Grove City.

Mr. McLATJGHLiisr of Michigan. You made Swiss cheese in the

department several years ago satisfactorily, didn't you?
Mr. Eawl. Yes; we did this by taking samples of cheese of high

quality and using them as starters, and we got good results. Later
on we succeeded in isolating the organisms. Only within the last

year or two have we known exactly what organisms are necessary

to produce the characteristic Swiss flavor and eyes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Can you find the organisms you
speak of in the milk?
Mr. Eawl. Sometimes Ave do and sometimes not; that is where

the importance of the work comes in.'

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you have to go outside ?

Mr. Rawl. What we do is to grow them outside and put them
into the milk to make sure they are there. But the isolation of
them is going to be of great value.

Another feature is our Koquefort-cheese work. Until now Roque-
fort cheese has never been made successfully in America; it has
been tried for years. We have now developed methods of making
a high grade of Roquefort from cow's milk. In France sheep's

milk is used. The sample of Roquefort I have here shows what
has been accomplished in this direction using cow's milk.

We get only about 6,000,000 pounds or so from France, but the

imported French Roquefort is now selling at $1.25 a pound. Cheese
like this sample has been recently offered for sale in New York
and Washington and brought 90 cents wholesale.

Mr. McLaugkun of Michigan. Your product.

Mr. Eawl. Our product ; the very first that was ever made, and
this is the first that was ever made outside of a Roquefort-cheese

cave in France.
Mr. RuBEY. Where is this made?
Mr. Rawl. In a factory at Grove City, Pa.; operated under our

supervision.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Your method of doing that is to

send a man there and work with them?
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Mr. Rawl. In Pennsylvania it is a factory where we have a worl^-
ing arrangement, and which is under our control. We are now in
a position to send an inquirer to this factory, where he can see this

method in use. Many people will avail themselves of the oppor-
tunity.

The Chairman. Tell us about the cave and the process.
Mr. Eawl. What we do is simply to take rooms and insulate them

and maintain a temperature of about 50 degrees, and also maintain
a saturated atmosphere; the condition in the French cave. Under
these conditions the cheese is cured five or six months.
Mr. Etjbet. Does it take five months to do it this way?
Mr. Eawl. Yes ; about five months.
This is not a very big industry now. It is a question whether

our market should pay $1.25 for the imported products, or a sim-
ilar price for our own. By the development of a reliable method
of making Eoquefort in this country we can no doubt cheapen the
cost of production, and this will be good for the industry as well
as for the consumer. That is what we are trying to do.

The Chairman. What is the cost of making this at the present
time?
Mr. Eawl. We have not gone far enough to establish these costs.

The Chairman. What is the Eoquefort made of?
Mr. Eawl. A good grade of cow's milk.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They are pretty far advanced in

these matters in Wisconsin; had they successfully made Eoquefort?
Mr. Eawl. No.
Camembert is another cheese we have done some work on. We

have wot developed a new method as in the case of the Swiss and
Eoquefort, but that is not necessary.

Mr. Jones. Have you found in that factory you are operating in

Pennsylvania that it can be made for commercial use ?

Mr. Eawl. We have made 10,000 pounds of Eoquefort so far.

Mr. Jones. On that $5,000 item you say three States; what three

States are contemplated?
Mr. Eawl. In tne Eocky mountain region. I don't know exactly

what States, as yet.

In the production of butter I have mentioned to you before the

possibility of utilizing skimmed milk. About one-half of our milk

supply is devoted to butter production—about 40,000,000,000 pounds
in round numbers. The factory as a rule buys the fat which
constitutes about one-third of the solids and leaves the remain-

der for the farmer to use as best he can. Some of the skim milk

is needed back home for young live stock. We could utilize

15,000,000,000 or 20,000,000,000 pounds of skimmed milk for human
food if we developed the method for doing so and if the industries

will take hold of it and develop the market for these products. The
problems involved are numerous. Skimmed-milk powder is one of

the products into which it can be made. This is a small in-

dustry as yet, consisting of only 10,000,000 or 12,000,000 pounds
a year, but the food value of skimmed-milk powder is very great.

Many problems concerning it are yet to be solved.

Another problem that we have been greatly interested in lately is

the recovery of an edible albumen from whey. There is produced
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annually in the United States as a by-product of the manufacture
of cheese and casein approximately 3,249,000,000 pounds of whey.
This contains approximately 162,000,000 pounds of milk sugar,

32,500,000 pounds of proteins, of which about one-half is lact-albu-
men, and 26,000,000 pounds of ash constituents. All of this is very
valuable food material. At the present time, it is largely fed to pigs
and calves but for the most part in a very inefficient manner. A small
amount is utilized in making milk sugar for which there is a limited
market. Considerable quantites are absolutely wasted. We are now
attempting to separate in a marketable form the proteins which have
much the same chemical composition and physical properties as the
white of*sgg. By a process involving concentrating, filtering, and
drying a potfder is obtained which contains all of the proteins and
a small, part of the sugar and ash constituents.

In this process about 1.2 pound of powder is obtained per hundred
pounds of whey with about 4 pounds of milk sugar as a by-product.
The crude milk sugar has at the present time a market value of about
15 cents per pound.
Preliminary baking tests have shown that this powder has the

phjrsical properties of &gg white and in some ways is superior to egg
white. Cakes made with the whey powder have a more satisfactory

crust and retain moisture better than those made with egg. One
pound of the powder will replace about 30 eggs in cake making.
On account of the lack of suitable machinery it has not been

possible to determine the cost of manufacture.
There is little doubt, however, that it can be made to sell in com-

petition with eggs at present prices.

The Chairman. How much will that cost?

Mr. Rawl. I don't know. I am not sure that it is feasible yet, but
we have a process that looks practicable, though it has not been put
to a final test.

In the ordinary process of making milk sugar the albumen is

heated and filtered out. It is a strong-smelling congealed substance
like an egg when it is cooked. This process that we are working on
takes the albumen out in the uncongealed form, after which it is

reduced to the form of a powder. The feasibility of this method is

yet to be determined, and if the cost of production is low enough
there is a possibility, at least, of this being very useful.

These are some of the problems we are working on.

Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. You spoke about the sugar in the
milk. What form is it in ? Does it resemble ordinary sugar ?

Mr. Eawl. Somewhat.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Has it the quality of ordinary

sugar?
Mr. Rawl. Milk sugar has not the sweet taste of cane sugar. Its

food value I believe is practically the same as cane sugar.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In these problems you are work-
ing out are you making progress enough, you think, to justify the
continuance of the appropriation for the work ?

Mr. Eawl. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much money do you want

for that?
Mr. Eawl. We want $29,850, deducting from this a part of the

sum transferred to the statutory roll. This does not cover milk
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sugar alone, but all the additional by-products work we have dis-

cussed, including albumen, condensed milk, etc.

Mr. Jones. That is in this amount you are asking for ?

Mr. Eawl. Yes.
Mr. Jones. As I understand you, you think there is a possibility

of taking out of the whey the albumen, the sugar that is taken -

Mr. Eawl. Yes.
Mr. Jones. Sugar is taken out ?

Mr. Rawl. Yes. Quite a commercial product.
Mr. Jones. I think you will find in late years it is used for child

food.

Mr. Rawl. Yes. j.^-

Mr. Jones. I think all the leading child specialists are advocating
it as a child food.
Mr. Rawl. The condensed-milk business is another branch that

needs investigation. Our production jumped up from less than a
half million pounds in 1909 to 1,675,000,000 pounds in 1918.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In what year was the half million?
Mr. Rawl. That was 1909. We produced a great deal of condensed

milk during the war and a great deal of it was imperfect.
The Chairman. The war had something to do with the demand,

didn't it?

Mr. Rawl. Yes.
The Chairman. Will the demand keep up ?

Mr. Rawl. The demand has kept up to date in a surprising way,
very much more than we expected, but we are unable to tell what
it will do in the future.

A lot of the condensed milk landed in Europe was spoiled and a
lot here has spoiled. We ought to do a lot more work on condensed
milk. It is a big industry and numerous intricate problems are

involved.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Condensed milk was made aU right

Tind kept all right many, many years ago. Have they forgotten how
to do it?

Mr. Raavl. No. They have always had losses.

Mr. Jones. I think the war created such a demand for condensed
milk that a lot of people who didn't loiow how to make it went into

the business.

Mr. Rawl. That is true. There have been for many years some
flarebacks with the very best manufacturers in this country. One
of the defects in condensed milk is known as " buttons." On opening
a can of condensed milk a little button would be found.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What does that indicate?

Mr. Rawl. Such milk is unsaleable. It is due to a mould. We
think we are getting at the cause of it.

There is a tremendous possibility for usefulness along these lines

in building and strengthening the dairy industry and our agriculture

as well. Developing these processes with increased efficiency will

make the products cheaper to the consumer. I don't believe from
what we know about Roquefort cheese, for example, that it will be
necessary for the consumer to continue to pay the high price per
pound that he does at present. But isn't it just to assume that the

more we learn about improved methods the safer the business can
be made and ultimately the more economically conducted?
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The Chairman. Will you tell us something about casein ?

Mr. Rawl. We have made quite extensive investigations on casein,

directed primarily to the use of buttermilk, because buttermilk was a
big by-product with us, and the sweet milk formerly used in mak-
ing the better grade of casein is too valuable a food. Our interests

have been to save sweet milk to eat and to manufacture it into some-
thing for that purpose, like powder, milk sugar, and albumen.
The Chairman. You say it is a good, wholesome product?
Mr. Rawl. Good skimmed milk makes
The Chairman. I mean this casein.

Mr. Raavl. No; casein isn't a food. Paper makers like to use

casein made from sweet skim milk. Such milk is not cheap enough
to make the niianufacture of casein attractive. We have tried, there-

fore, to develop a method for making good casein from buttermilk.

We did a good deal of work during the war on making a casein for

glue for aeroplane work. Considerable progress was made.
The Chairman. Can you extract it from milk ?

Mr. Rawl. No; if it is removed from milk there is nothing but

whey left. It is the substance of which cheese is made, taken out

and dried. A large amount of our casein has been imported.

The Chairman. Milk contains 4 per cent of casein, does it not?

Mr. Rawl. Yes. Casein once dry is as hard as ivory. It is used

for making glues, but more largely, perhaps, for glazing papers.

The paper glazers have never taJken very kindly to our buttermilk

product. The manufacture of casein has not been an attractive busi-

ness here under normal conditions ordinarily, because the price is too

low to make the kind that the user wants. Does that answer your

question, Mr. Chairman ?

The Chairman. Do they mix much casein with butter?

Mr. Ravstl. That isn't the general practice. Of course, it is illegal.

The Chairman. Butter has some casein iii it?

Mr. Rawl. Yes.
The Chairman. About one-half per cent?

Mr. Rawl. No.
The Chairman. One and one-half or 2 per cent?

Mr. Rawl. One and one-half or 2 per cent.

The Chairman. Could any considerable amount be added, to

butter?
Mr. Rawl. It could be added.

The Chairman. That would detract from the palatability of it,

would it not ?

Mr. Rawl. Yes; it would result in a poor quality and would be

classed as adulterated.

The Chairman. And practically nothing is being done with it?

Mr. Rawl. No ; we hear of cases in which milk powder was added

to butter, but this is not honest business.

The Chairman. What is it worth a pound ?

Mr. Rawl. Before the war it was worth about 7 or 8 cents. Dur-

ing the war it ran up to about 22 or 23 cents.

The Chairman. It would lessen the cost of butter?

Mr. Rawl. Yes. If anybody could put it in and get by with it

he could make money.
The Chairman. What is the observation with reference to casein ?
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Mr. Rawl. If we could make casein out of a product like butter-
milk that would be good enough for glazing paper a lot of people
would inake it. At present the paper makers want a casein made
from skim milk, which is too valuable to be used for this purpose.
We have a product that is good made of buttermilk, but the paper
makers are slow in using it. The Bureau of Standards says it is

entirely satisfactory and gave good results in glazing paper, but
the paper maker hasn't yet been willing to accept it.

Casein is a cheap by-product from a plant making other things.
The Chairman. How about the $5,000 for dairy experiment work

in the Western States ?

Mr. Rawl. We would like to use some of these funds for develop-
ing cheese making in the Rocky Mountain region.
The Chairman. That has reference to Roquefort cheese ?

Mr. Rawl. No.
The Chairman. What cheese do j^ou begin with ?

Mr. Rawl. Usually we begin with cheddar, the simplest style of
American cheese. After they gain experience they can learn to make
other cheeses.

Mr. Hutchinson. You said a while ago you would investigate the
price of making butter.

Mr. Rawl. That should come from the Bureau of Markets. That
bureau can give you these butter prices for every day in the year.

Mr. Hutchinson. I notice here in the last part of this item " For
all necessary expenses for investigational and experimenting in daiiy
industry, coperative investigations of the dairy industry, in the vari-

ous States," these words " inspection of renovated butter factories

and markets," etc.

Mr. Rawl. Those words have been in there a long time ;
" reno-

vating butter factories and markets." A clause under the oleomar-
garine act covers the work we do with renovated butter, the approval
of cartons, inspection of factories, and the collecting and testing of
samples found on the markets. It is done through the meat-inspec-
tion service largely whenever there is meat inspection in the town
where there is a renovating butter factory.

Mr. Hutchinson. You don't go to the butter prices at all?

Mr. Rawl. No. I would suggest that you secure from the Bureau
of Markets a statement on butter because they can do it so much more
readily than we can.

The Chairman. What is the next item?
Mr. Rawl. That is all I think of, sir. I might add this in closing

:

The dairy industry of this country is of enormous importance. The
amount of money we are asking for dairying, $390,800, is small com-
pared to the size of the industry and its relation to the public wel-

fare. I have told you something of the results secured. We desire

to continue and to extend our research. This increase is needed
also, in order that more men can be available to aid the factories in

applying the methods of which I have been speaking.

Mr. Hutchinson. You cooperate with the county agents ?

Mr. Rawl. We cooperate with everybody who will cooperate with

us. I feel so keenly what dairying means economically and what it

means to agriculture that it seems to me after all the department's

activities the funds devoted to dairying are comparatively small when
the great work involved is so significant.
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The Chairman. There is plenty to be done in the cheese market.
I want to congratulate you on your success with this Roquefort
cheese.

Mr. Rawl. That is the first that has been made commercially.
(Thereupon, at 5.45 p. m., the committee adjourned until 10 o'clock:

Wednesday morning.)

Thursday, December 11, 1!)19.

after recess.

The committee reassembled at 2 o'clock p. m., pursuant to recess.-

The Chairman. The committee will come to order.

Mr. Harrison. Mr. Rommel, Chief of the Division of Animal:
Husbandry, is here, and he will present the item which appears on
page 51. You will recall that we passed over that item when Dr..

Mohler was before the committee.
The Chairman. Is Dr. Mohler through with his statement?
Mr. Harrison. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Then we will hear from you, Dr. Rommel, if you<

are ready.

STATEMENT OF MR. GEORGE M. ROMMEL, CHIEF OF THE ANIMAL.
HUSBANDRY DIVISION, BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY.

Mr. Rommel. Mr. Chairman, what sort of procedure do you wish-,

me to follow ?

The Chairman. Make any statement that you may have to make
in general, and when we reach the various items we may have some
questions to ask you. If you have a statement that you prefer to-

make, make it in your own way as to the work and results attained
and what information you can give the committee that will be of
interest and value.

Mr. Rommel. The work of the Animal Husbandry Division is con-
fined to research work on live-stock, production, and to extension
work in cooperation with the States Relations Service covering the-

lines of live-stock production, especially meat animals.

We also have charge of the work of encouraging the breeding of
horses for military purposes, conducted in a very small experimental'
way. The work also covers research and extension work in poultry
husbandry.
That in a broad general way is the scope of the Animal Hus-

bandry Division. I can go into that in just as much detail as you
desire, sir, or I can confine my remarks to the items in the estimate ;•

just as you wish.

The Chairman. Did I understand you to say in cooperation with,
the States Relations Service ?

Mr. Rommel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You might state how you cooperate with them..
Mr. Rommel. That is in the extension work, in the organization

of pig clubs, in the beef cattle demonstration work in the South,,
in the farm sheep demonstration work, and in the poultry club work.
Our work in the organization of pig clubs is gradually becoming
work in swine husbandry. We cooperate with the States Relations.
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Service in this way : We have our men who devote their entire time
to the extension work. They are Stationed in the Animal Husbandry
Division, and work through the States Relations Service, and
through them with the agricultural colleges.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How many men have you in that
kind of work?

Mr. EoMMEL. I can't tell you exactly, Mr. McLaughlin. It is

probably 50 or 60 all together, including the men in swine husbandry,
in poultry, in sheep demonstration, and in beef cattle work in the
South. I can give you that exactly after consultation with the rec-

ords, if you wish it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Can you tell us how they do that
work?
Mr. EoMMEL. Yes, sir. Those men work through the extension

divisions of the agricultural colleges—the men who are stationed

in the field—and those are 90 per cent of the men that are employed.
They are stationed at the agricultural colleges and are part and par-

cel of the extension divisions of the agricultural colleges.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What do they do ?

Mr. EoMMEL. They give the information which a specialist can
give on the problems of live-stock production in their particular

field. For example, the sheep specialist in Michigan will act as the

adviser of the country agents in the State and farmers as to prob-
lems of sheep production in that State. His field is to cover the en-

tire range of production from the matters of breeding, feeding, para-
site control, marketing wool, etc. Many of these extension specialists

in sheep husbandry have exerted a powerful influence in the last

two years in improving the conditions of disposing of the product.
For example, our specialist in Iowa also acts as secretary of the State

Association of Sheep Growers, and one of the things that these peo-

ple have done in the last two years is to bring about a combination
method of selling their wool. They have not yet combined on lambs,

but they have on wool, and instead of the. sheep growers of Iowa
being dependent on the local wool buyer, who pays him what he
thinks the wool is worth, the wool is pooled and sent to market in

carload lots and brings what it is actually worth on the market.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is the man that works up this mar-

keting proposition the expert on sheep diseases?

Mr. Rommel. No, sir ; he is an expert on sheep husbandry. That
is one of his problems.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You spoke about the sheep dis-

eases—parasites.

Mr. Rommel. That is one of the things that those men have to be

up on, on the management of sheep in order to control parasites.

The control of parasites in sheep, stomach worms, and things of that

sort is as much a matter of management as it is anything else.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You spoke of sheep diseases; that

is one of the diseases of sheep, isn't it ?

Mr. Rommel. Yes; but he is not specially an expert in sheep dis-

eases. That is not his specialty; his specialty is sheep as a whole,
and he has to be up on these other problems as well, the control of

sheep diseases, the methods of marketing, and things of that sort.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you have an expert for each
disease ?
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Mr. EoMMEL. We have no experts on diseases in the Animal Hus-
bandry division.

The Chairman. Who looks after that end of it?
Mr. EoMMEL. The Zoological Division are studying especially the

question of sheep parasites. What we are studying is the matter of
management of sheep, the rotation of pastures, and things of that
sort, in order to prevent infection.

The Chaieman. Are we to understand that you have a man sta-
tioned at each State college?

Mr. EoMMEL. Not at each college, no, sir.

The Chairman. How many have you?
Mr. EoMMEL. As I recall it, there are 15 specialists in sheep hus-

bandry. I am spealdng now from memory. I can check these for the
record from our records.
The Chairman. Does he devote his time to instruction?
Mr. Eommel. He is on the extension staff of the college, in the ex-

tension division.

The Chairman. Is he paid out of Government funds?
Mr. Eommel. He is paid partly out of Government funds and

partly out of State funds. The States, as a rule, pay the traveling
expenses of these men. We pay part or all of the salaries. They pay
in many cases a small addition to what we pay in the way of salaries.
For example, we pay a man $1,380, but you can't get an experienced
man for $1,380. The State may in such an instance add enough more
to get an experienced specialist.

The Chairman. Does he travel over the State or is he instructing
the students?
Mr. Eommel. He visits the county agents and the farm bureaus,

bringing the information and expert advice directly home to the
farm bureaus.
The Chairman. The county agents are not at State colleges ; they

are out in the counties.

Mr. Eommel. Yes, sir. I wouldn't have a specialist in extension
work in a State who spent his whole time at the seat of the agricul-
tural college. The specialist must get out over the State and get into
contact with the farmers. That is where he does his valuable work.
The Chairman. He spends part of his time at the college and part

of his time in the field.

Mr. Eommel. Quite so. He spends just enough of his time in the
college to keep in touch with his office work. We require weekly
reports from these men, and they have to show in those reports where
they have spent the time during the preceding week. A man that

spends more than two days in the week at the college is regarded as

spending too much time in one place. I should say these men spent
probably an average of two days a week at the college, and the rest

of the time is spent out in the State.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And the work of one of these men
covers all the domestic animals?

JNIr. Eommel. No, sir; these men, as a rule, are specialists in one
particular class of stock. One man will be a specialist in sheep hus-

bandry ; another will be a specialist in swine husbandry ; another one
will specialize on beef cattle ; another one will specialize in poultry.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Isn't there a man at each one of the
colleges, or there part of the time, and other places part of the time^
respecting each kind of animal ?

Mr. Rommel. You mean have we men of that kind? You mean
has the department?
Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. Has the department?
Mr. EoMMEL. No, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How many different ones have
you?
Mr. Rommel. We have in one or two States as many as three.

There is no State that I recall right now that has more than three
of these specialists from our pay roll.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. This is of your bureau?
Mr. Rommel. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. At a college where you have three

of these men, what does the work of each one cover?

Mr. Rommel. The State that I particularly have in mind has a
beef-cattle man, a sheep specialist, and a swine specialist.

Mr. McLaughlin, of Michigan. And how many States have three?

Mr. Rommel. Mississippi, Missouri, and Tennessee each have
three.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do several have two ?

Mr. Rommel. Oh, yes; several have two.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And how many have you al-

together ?

Mr. Rommel. I can't answer you that exactly. There are between
fifty and sixty, I should say, quoting simply from memory. I can
verify that for the record if you wish.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There would be several States,

quite a number of them, in which no men of that kind are em-
ployed ?

Mr. Rommel. Yes, indeed. We have not been able to meet the

demand for these men at all. They are asking us for more assist-

ance along this line than we are possibly able to render.

The Chairman. The table on page 53 indicates that you employ
101, and 17 more would make 118 people.

Mr. Rommel. The total number of men employed in the division

at the present time, including laborers and clerks, is 174. That is

shifting more or less from time to time. Of these 174 men, there

are 41 in Washington, 133 in the field. Twenty-two of these men
are technical employees in Washington.
The Chairman. Are they paid out of your funds?
Mr. Rommel. Yes, sir ; they are paid out of the appropriation for

the animal husbandry division.

The Chairman. Part by your division and part by the States

Relations Service?
Mr. Rommel. The States Relations Service does not pay anything

toward their salaries. Some of these men in the field are paid by
the State Smith-Lever fund—the State funds.

The Chairman. The salaries indicated on page 52—are those the

total salaries paid?
Mr. Rommel. Approximately.
The Chairman. Are they paid by the State also?
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Mr. EoMMEL. No; the salaries paid by States are not indicated
there.

Mr. McLaughun of Michigan. These are the amounts, then, that
are contributed by you ?

Mr. EoMMEL. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. As a portion of the salaries?
Mr. EoMMEL. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. As a portion or as a whole of the salaries? Do
they get any salary outside of what is indicated here?

Mr. Rommel. Some of these cooperative extension men get money
from State sources.

The Chairman. Aside from the salaries indicated on page 52?
Mr. Rommel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. We should know how much.
Mr. Rommel. I can furnish that to you.
The Chairman. We would like to have it now or have it before

we make up the bill. What are the salaries paid them ?

Mr. Rommel. In addition to that?
The Chairman. Yes.
Mr. Rommel. I could only guess at that now, Mr. Chairman. I

could furnish that to you by to-morrow morning.
The Chairman. Do you prefer to wait until to-morrow morning

with your testimony, or will you go on now and bring it in
to-morrow ?

Mr. Rommel. I am at your disposal. I am ready to go ahead now
if you like, or I can appear again to-morrow morning.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I suppose none of these men get

more than they, are entitled to. None of the wages seem to be
very big.

The Chairman. That all depends on what is paid by others.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Yes; I was going to say, but
if he is paid another salary in addition to the one he gets here

—

and what is that rule about $2,000 ?

Mr. Harrison. He can not receive more than $2,000 from the Gov-
ernment. That does not apply to State funds.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But some of that money he gets

in the State is Federal money.
Mr. Harbison. It becomes State money after it goes to the State,

but of course we have authority to consider and approve projects

and to check expenditures.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Oh, is that the way you figure it ?

Mr. Harrison. The money available under the Smith-Lever Act is

paid over to the State.

The Chairman. How many do you have?
Mr. Harrison. I could not answer that question offhand, Mr.

Haugen. There are many cooperative arrangements throughout the
department. It is my recollection that this matter has been discussed
before the committee for several years, and I think it has been made
clear that, in many instances, we have cooperative arrangements
with the States by which we pay a part of the salaries of some of
our employees and the States pay the remainder. And the commit-
tee has been fostering the idea of cooperation.

The Chairman. But the book should indicate the amounts paid.
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Mr. Haeeison. Those tables indicate the expenditures by the De-
partment of Agriculture.
The Chairman. We have been told that they indicate the salaries

paid by the department.
Mr. Harrison. That is what they do indicate.

The Chairman. There are other additional salaries paid.
Mr. Harrison. But we do not pay them.
The Chairman. The salaries are paid and we are supposed to know

what the salaries are.

Mr. McKiNLEY. AVould the department really know ?

Mr. Harrison. Our records show the total compensation received

by our cooperative employees, but the form of these tables, as I ex-

plained the other day, is prescribed by the Treasury Department
under a law passed by Congress. We are required to indicate the
salaries we pay to our employees, not what somebody else pays to

them.
The Chairman. This table here should indicate part salary at

least. It ought to give that information. *

Mr. Harrison. There isn't anything like that. All the cooperative

salaries are entirely reasonable.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Whether the law is a good one or

not, that forbids a man to receive more than $2,000 in the aggregate
of combined salaries, it would seem to me that when he receives

money out of that Smith-Lever fund after it reaches the State, that

is pretty nearly Federal money, and the receipt of that contrary to

that rule providing for the $2,000 is an evasion of the law, in my
judgment.
Mr. McKiNLET. Mr. McLaughlin, isn't it a fact that som.e of these

county agents get as much as $5,000 a year ?

Mr. Harrison. One or two of them get $6,000, but the local authori-

ties put up practically all the money.
Mr. McKiNLET. And part of that money comes from the Lever,

fund.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Lots of them don't get any pay

from the Federal Treasury at all. I am talking about a man that

is on the Federal roll.

Mr. McKinley. But a part of them do get State aid. We are

paying a man $5,000 a year, while the Government is only paying

$1^00 out of it.
'

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That comes out of the Lever

fund.
Mr. Harrison. We pay a part of the salary of a number of county

agents, Mr. McLaughlin, out of the extension funds provided in this

bill.

The Chairman. The situation is this : This is Govermnent money.
We pay the money over to the colleges and they pay that money here.

Mr. McKiNLET. You think the wording should be " part pay-

ment"?
The Chairman. We ought to have the information as to the sal-

aries paid.

Mr. Harbison. We shall be only too glad to give the committee

all the information it desires about them.
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The Chairman. We ought to write into the law just exactly what
the salaries are. We will discuss that later, if you will furnish a
list of the salaries paid, and other information on the subject.
Mr. EoMMEL. Yes, sir. And I wish to say before we pass this,

Mr. Chairman, in fairness to the department, that this matter is
liandled something in this way: An extension director will say,
" Here, I have $1,200 that I can pay toward an animal husbandry
specialist; how much can you add to that in order to enable us
to get a good man? Can you add enough for us to get a man that
we can hire for $2,400?" Ordinarily we can.
The Chairman. They add $1,200; where does the $1,200 come

from ?

Mr. EoMMEL. It comes from State funds.
The Chairman. Where do the State funds come from?
Mr. Rommel. It comes from State funds.
The Chairman. But where do the State funds come from? They

come from the Public Treasury, do they not ?

Mr. Eommel. They may ; they may not. None of these men that
I am speaking about now, so far as I know, receive $2,400. We
had one man on the rolls last year that was receiving $2,750, all

of which we paid. Twenty-four hundred dollars is the usual maxi-
mum limit, and we are losing these men all the time. We are having
resignations constantly from our force, and how are we going to
hold them ?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I said that was an evasion of
the law. I don't know that it is, but it is interesting to know it,

that men carried on this roll, receiving different amounts of money,
are also on State rolls, receiving some money; that they have a di-

vided allegiance; and whether that is right or not, or profitable or
not, I don't know, but that is the situation.

The Chairman. How many extension men have you ? How many
should be added to what we appropriate for for the States Relations
Service ?

Mr. Rommel. I can't tell you exactly. I will have to furnish that
information after I have checked with the records. I think it is be-
tween 50 and 60.

(A statement regarding salaries of employees engaged coopera-
tively by the department and by States follows:)

Animal Husbandry Division.

coopebative extension employees.

state.
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Animal Husbandry Division—Continued.

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION EMPLOYEES-Continued.

State. Name.

Salary,
Bureau

pI
Animal

Industry.

Salary,
State.

Increased
comneil-
sation.

Total
salary.

Appropriation.

Idaho

3 llinois

Indiana...

Jowa

Kansas....

Kentucky.

Xouisiana

.

Jilaine
Maryland
Massachusetts..

Minnesota
^Mississippi

Missouri...

Nebraska
New York

North Carolina.

Oklahoma
Oregon
South Carolina.

Tennessee

Texas ,

"West Virginia..

E. F. Einehart.

C.W.Crawford.
Claude Harper.
J.E.Wiley
C. P. Earle
TomC. Stone..,

C. G. EUing
J. L. Prehn
E. S. Good
0. G. Hankins.
J. B. Francloni,

jr.

G. P. Williams.

L. S. Cleaves....
S. S.Buckley..
H. E. Haslett...

L. H. Fudge...
G. Ii. Bigford...

E.E.Elliott....
C.J. Goodell....
G. W. Haokett.
W. L.E.Perry..
B. A. Spencer..

M. B. Posson...
M. J. Smith

E. S.Curtis....
George Evans..

A. G. Oliver...
W. W. Shay...
J. W. Sloss
CM. Smith....
L.J.Allen..-..
W. J. Sheely...
E. H. Wilkins.
B. P. Hite

E. M. Murphy.
L. A. Richardson
Max W. Coll....

Edwin Houstoni
E. L. Shaw..

S2,400

1,800
1,800
1,920
1,500
2^000

2,200
1,500
1,800
1,800
1,700

2,000

1,000
2,200
1,380

1,800
1,500

600
1,800
1,740
1,500
1,800

2,000
1,500

1,200
1,200

1,500
1,500
1,200
1,500
1,380
1,800
1,620
2,000

1,800
1,860
1,380

2,400
2,000

$240
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The first one of those items appears on page 51, under the note
"A," and item of $75,000 for encouraging live-stock production in
tlie Great Plains region. That item was put in as an outgrowth of
cur experience in the drought of the past four years. in the West,
and the purpose of it is right along the lines of this extension mat-
ter that we have been discussing, to place live-stock experts on the
extension staffs of the agricultural colleges of the plains States, iu
order to bring about a development of the farming in that region
which will stabilize it. We have a number of experiment stations
in that country at which a certain amount of work is being done of
an experimental character relating to live stock.
The Chairman. Will you give the number of those ?

Mr. EoMMEL. That is not my province. Dr. Taylor is here and
can give you that exactly.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is that?
Mr. EoMMEL. Dry land and western irrigation agricultural sta-

tions—the number of stations. We have some live-stock experi-
mental work at Huntley, Mont., at Belle Fourche, S. Dak., at Scotts
Bluff, Nebr., and at Ardmore, S. Dak. Those are the only stations
at which we are doing any experimental work. The number of dry-
land stations—^I will have to turn that over to Dr. Taylor.
Now, the farming situation in the Great Plains region, from the

best study that we have been able to make of it—and I personally
have been in pretty close touch with it for the last three years on
account of the relief work necessitated by the western drought—the
farming in the dry-land country will never be stable until it is based
upon live stock. The man who goes out there and attempts to farm
in that section without having live stock as his basis is going to be
up against starvation sooner or later. That was true in Texas ; it is

true in Montana, and is true of any other strictly dry-farming
region.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I would think that two kinds of
farming would go together.

Mr. Rommel. You would think so, but they have not yet done it.

That is exactly what we hope to drive home to those people.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is a difficult proposition to main-
tain live stock unless the crops are sufficient to feed them.

Mr. EoMMEL. The crops can be grown for live-stock production.

The average dry farmer has specialized on grain production, and
when he faces a period of drought such as the Montana farmers
have just come through, such as the Texas farmers went through in

1916, 1917, and 1918, if that man hasn't balanced his farming in

such a way that live stock is the basis of it, he will have to move out
or starve to death.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. He must make his crops to suit the

live stock, then, partly ?

Mr. EoMMEL. Quite so; partly. In other words, he has to have
some form of income and some form of food other than that from
grain production.

The Chairman. What do you suggest to the farmers there ?

Mr. Rommel. My suggestion is that they start with a little bunch
of cows that they can milk, so that they can have milk and butter,

and cheese, possibly; that they have a little flock of chickens; that

they try to get off of the farm enough to keep the family alive.

164315—20 19
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Now, in order to do that, they have to have feed stored up, Mr.
Chairman, to cover the periods of scarcity. Fortunately, some of
the Texas people are doing that right now. There are men in west
Texas that put up a two years' supply of feed this year. The result

is they can put by in the years of plenty a sufficient supply of feed
to carry their live stock over the years of scarcity, and they won't
have to sacrifice it. The farmers in Montana, on the other hand,
many of them settled on their farms right in the ;face of this three

years' drought, and they have never been able to put up any feed

or grow enough to support their live stock. They were dependent
entirely on their wheat, and when the drought came, and they didn't

raise any wheat, they had nothing with which to keep their live

stock, and they had to sacrifice it. Many of them had to move out.

The Chairman. Have you any suggestions as to increased pro-

duction ?

Mr. EoMMEL. Increased production?

The Chairman. Is it simply a storage proposition ?

Mr. EoMMEL. It is very largely a storage proposition. It is also

the proper relationship of the crops that are planted.

The Chairman. What do you suggest in the way of crops in those

sections ?

Mr. EoMMEL. In Montana one of the best crops that they grow
there is good old-fashioned corn. That is one of the best crops for

livestock.

The Chairman. Can they grow corn up there?

Mr. Eommel. They had it last year. It was not only cold, but it

was dry, but many farmers had corn last year sufficient to produce
a certain amount of forage, in spite of the drought. As you go fur-

ther down you get into sections where they can raise the grain sor-

ghums. Millet helps—anything that will grow will help. Sun-
flowers are one of the promising crops in Montana.
The Chairman. It takes moisture.

Mr. Rommel. They are growing them out there on the dry farms,
and that is one of the most promising crops that they have. If there

is sufficient moisture in the spring to bring them up, they will make
some sort of forage. The great problem in that whole dry farming
country is for a man to raise enough to live on.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How many men have you had in

Montana doing that kind of work?
Mr. Rommel. We haven't had any, I am sorry to say. We have

no men in Montana. We had some men out there on the emergency
work, moving live stock last summer, but they were only temporary.
We have no men whatever on the live-stock extension work in the
Great Plains.

Mr. McLaitghlin of Michigan. Haven't the States had some men
there ?

Mr. Rommel. The States have done a little work along that line

—

not very much.
The Chairman. How much land would be required for a family?
Mr. Rommel. That question is one that the classification board

of the Geological Survey is trying to answer now in regard to the
640-acre grazing homesteads. I don't believe that anyone can answer
that question. It may be, in some sections, 320 acres.
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The Chairman. Generally speaking, in these sections where jou
have your stations?

Mr. EoMMEL. The average farms in those sections run around 320

acres.

The Chairman. How many head of cattle can be kept on the 320

acres ?

Mr. EoMMEL. They don't keep any cattle' on most dry farms in

Montana. That is the trouble. I don't know that I can answer that

question. I don't know that anybody could answer it.

The Chairman. Have .you been experimenting with stock out
there?

Mr. Rommel. "We have in one place, at Ardmore, S. Dak. We are

running experiments there to determine the carrying capacity of the

range. We are running cattle in lots of various sizes, on pastures of
various sizes, running one to 10 acres, one to 5 acres, one to 20 acres,

and so forth.

The Chairman. You are getting away from the dry region when
you speak about one head to the acre, aren't you ?

Mr. EoMMEL. One head to the acre? I said one head to 10 acres.

or one to 5, or one to 20. The carrying capacity of the range varies

from one to 10 acres to one to 50 acres.

The Chairman. You mean it would require from 10 to 20 acres,

then, for one head?
Mr. Eommel. That would be a pretty safe estimate; yes, sir—

a

pretty safe estimate to make.
The Chairman. That would be about 16 head to half a section of

land.

Mr. EoMMEii. If those were cows they would be in pretty fair

shape.
The Chairman. You contend that a family could live on that

number of head, 16 head of cattle ?

Mr. Eommel. They could keep from starving to death
;
yes, sir.

The Chairman. Would it not be better to educate them to get out

of that country, rather than to stay there and starve to death?
Mr. McKinlet. Isn't that the country that Mr. Lane is going to

put our soldiers into, that type of country?
Mr. Eommel. No; I wouldn't care to say that. Mr. Lane should

answer that question.

Mr. McLatjghlin, of Michigan. I don't think he is.

Mr. Eommel. I wish, Mr. Chairman, you would not get the im-
pression that I have any motive in this matter except to try to keep
those people from starving where they are. I am not condoning
an\'one; I am not discussing the motives that took those people
into that country ; I am discussing the fact of their being there.

The Chairman. I have been through that country, I confess that

I have great sympathy for them, and if there is any way of helping
them T would be very glad to do it. A good many of our peojole

have gone into that country, and unfortunately have not been a,£\&

to get out; I have said a number of times that the Government is

responsible in a way for them being out there, which is very unfortu-

nate. Now, if there is something we can do for them, we want to do
it, but if we are encouraging them to stay without assisting them, or

simply assisting to keep them alive, it does not seem to me to be a

very good proposition.
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Mr. EoMMEL. I want to say right here, INIr. Chairman, that I am
not encouraging them to stay there.

The Chairman. You may discover something that may be of some
value to them some day.
Mr. EoMMEL. I want to tell you a story. I have been right in the

homes of these people and I know what they are up against. I have
seen them in Texas and I have seen them in Montana, and the things
they told me last summer in Montana were enough to stir any man's
soul. One fellow came to me and said this :

" Mr. Rommel, when I

came into this country I had $6,000 in hard money. It is all gone.
Now I am going to stick as long as I have my clothes." I looked
that fellow in the eye, and I said, " By Jove, you are worth helping,
if you will fight this thing out."
Mr. McLaughlin, of Michigan. He was, if there w,as any prospect

of success.

The Chairman. That is where the argument comes in, whether
there is any prospect of success.

Mr. Smith, of Idaho. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question? 1

happen to represent a part of the country to which Mr. Eommel
refers. Ten years ago the eastern part of Idaho was considered a
desert, but under the systematic plan of farming they have been able

!up in that eastern part toward Yellowstone Park to raise anywhere
from 10 to 40 bushels of wheat per acre, and it is simply a good
demonstration of what is being accomplished by the scientific

methods that have been worked out by the Department of Agricul-
ture with reference to tha western country which, as I say, in years

gone by was considered a desert, but many of the people now are

very prosperous. It is true that up in Montana they have had a
great drought and the people are hard up, but it is no reason why
they should abandon the country.
The Chairman. No; we should not abandon the whole country;

but I believe that that country was intended for grazing rather than
for farming. If there is some way of helping them I will be very

glad to help them. I have been through that country. Nearly every

year I go out there. As I said, I have a good deal of sympathy for

the people out there.

Mr. Jones. Is that man still living?
Mr. Rommel. Yes ; he is living, because the men in Montana in the

banking business and in the mercantile business there are standing

behind those people. They believe that the thing to do is to stand

behind them and to see them through, and that if they can take a man
that has that kind of spirit and carry him through they think he will

ultimately be in a position to make a crop; That is what they are bet-

ting on, and the weather records indicate that they can expect rain-

fall next year. There is no case on record until this year where there

were three dry years in succession in that north Montana country.

The Chairman. But in your opinion what can be done for them?
Mr. Rommel. My opinion is that we should go out there, study

their problems, study their agriculture, and see if you can put their

farming on a live-stock basis, because they are not going to make it

go when they are simply trying to raise wheat. We know that.

The Chairman. "VVhat hopes have you of doing something for

them in the way of increasing production ?
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Mr. EoMMEL. I have just the hope that we had for western Kan-
sas, western Nebraska, and the western Dakotas. When I was a boy
at home in Iowa, every j^ear at Christmas time the good people in the
churches got up a Christmas box of old clothes that we didn't need.
They particularly asked for clothes for the children, shoes and over-
coats and caps and things of that kind. And where did that stuff go ?

You remember just as well as I do, Mr. Chairman. It went out to

Kansas, and if you want to insult a Kansas man to-day just remind
him of something of that kind. Kansas farmers are not in distress

to-day because they have learned how to handle the farming on those

lands and get by and make a living. Now we will have to work the

same thing out in Montana. The Montana people think they are

going through it now, and you know what happened to the west

Texas people. Look what Texas has to-day. They have never had
such grass conditions in the history of the State as they have had
this year

;
yet a year ago you could travel for miles in Texas and see

no grass anywhere, any more than there is on this table.

The Chairman. They have had droughts there practically three

years in succession.

Mr. SoMMEL. Yes; but it started to raining and snowing in Texas
just about a year ago and is still at it.

The Chairman. You have hopes of improving conditions, then?

Mr. EoMMEL. Yes, sir; absolutely. We believe that it can be

done with live stock as the basis, and we believe people that have
the courage and nerve of those people are worthy of -help.

The Chairman. There is no question but that they are worthy,

but what can we do far them ?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. We often find, however, help

being asked from the Federal Government when they ought to be
helped by their own people. Now, this occurs to me, that if you
send a man out there he has to be there long enough to learn

conditions and study the climate and soil and be there some con-

siderable time. Aren't there people in the States there that could

be engaged by the State, and who know those things now, who could

go in there and do that work ?

Mr. EoMMEL. I would not send a man out there that did not Iniow

the conditions. I would not engage any man but a man who did

know the conditions in the State.

Mr. McKiNLET. Your note here says this is to work in cooperation

with the State.

Mr. EoMMEL. Exactly. Most of the State people out there have
unquestionably helped. They helped in many ways that have not
been particularly apparent. If the attitude of the bankers and
the business men had been different from what it has been there

would have been one string of failures after another all along the
line of the Great Northern Eailway in Montana.
Mr. Harrison. Dr. Eommel, this is a regional problem and not

merely a State problem.
Dr. EoMMBL. Exactly. It extends from the Canada border to the

Mexican line, over the entire Great Plains region, the entire dry-
farming area.

The next item, Mr. Chairman, in which there is an increase is a

request for an increase of $37,000 for studying problems of beef
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production. At the jjresent time we are studyii^ problems of beef

production at Beltsville, Md., Lewisburg, W. Va., Canton, Miss.,

and McNeill, Miss. ; at Springdale, N. C. ; at Manhattan, Kans. ; at

Jonesboro, Ark. ; and Indian Town, Fla.

If this increase is granted it is proposed to consolidate the work
that we have been doing at Beltsville on beef production and the
work we are doing at Canton, Miss., at the branch experiment sta-

tion at McNeill, Miss. That station has been conducted for some
17 3-ears by the State of Mississippi for the study of agricultural

problems in south Mississippi. At the request of the Missisippi
experiment station we took that over last spring. We placed a man
in charge who is responsible to us and who is responsible to the
director of the Mississippi experiment station. We share 50-50 in

the cost of managing that station. That is to say, we pay the
salaries and wages and they pay the other expenses. They con-

tribute nothing toward the salaries of the men in charge.

We plan to discontinue thfe work in beef production that we form-
erly did at Beltsville and the work formerly done at Canton, Miss.,

and carry on that work at McNeill, Miss. McNeill is on the main
line of the Southern about 58 miles from New Orleans. It is in the

upper edge of the cut over pine country, ajid this also will be a

regional station. The work that will be done there will cover a very
large portion of the coastal plain, extending from east Texas well

over into Georgia. The data that is obtained at McNeill will be ap-

plicable to this territory, and I need hardly say here that one of the

great problems in the development of the coastal plain is the ques-

tiorn of the live stock problems pertaining to this development.
The station at McNeill, as I have remarked, was established some

] 7 years ago by the State of Mississippi. It was developed for the

purpose of studying crop producing problems in that region and wis
begun before any serious attention was being paid to • live shrck

problems anywhere in the South, and before any attention whatever
was directed to the live stock possibilities of the coastal plain. The
investigations of the animal husbandry division on beef production
problems in the South began in 1904, and the proposed work at Mc-
Neill is an outgrowth of work previously done. Not long ago the

State of Mississippi established an agricultural high school at Pop-
larville, about 12 miles from McNeill, and arranged to transfer the

work the State had formerly done at McNeill to Poplarville. The
authorities of the Mississippi Experiment Station suggested that

the'y would like the department to join with them in cooperative live-

stock investigations at the McNeill station. They proposed to. turn

in the station intact with all buildings, cattle, and sheep, if the de-

partment would put a competent man in charge, and take care of

other salaries and wages. They also offered access to all records

collected at the station during its existence. The property turned
into the cooperation by the State was 1,140 acres of land, with cattle,

sheep, an office building, a superintendent's cottage, laborers' cottages,

barns, silo, and farm machinery. Much of the property is already
under fence. The department's agreement with the State specifically

provides that it "does not in any way obligate the Department of
Agriculture to the purchase or rental of land." The value of the

State property turned into the project is conservatively estimated at
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$18,000. This offer was so generous and attractive, and enabled the
department so to increase the efficiency of its experimental work, that
it Avas accepted. on February 21, 1919. The experimental "beef pro-
duction work which had formerly been done in Mississippi was con-
ducted on a privately owned farm, which does not always give the
opportimity for complete control of the work which is desirable.

The principal work of the station will be devoted to the study of
problems underlying the development of the live stock farming and
grazing possibilities of the coastal plain, using beef cattle principally,

with sheep as an adjunct. Close cooperation will be maintained with
the Bureau of Plant Industry in its forage investigations, and it is

hoped that the bureau will find it possible to conduct experiments
with pasture crops at the station. '

During the present winter steers are being fed at McNeill to study
the feeding value of velvet beans and the refuse of the sweet potato
canneries. These steers are furnished by the Mississippi station for
this work. Future studies will be planned to investigate the carry-
ing capacity of native pastures, especially carpet grass, the effective

€stablishment of carpet grass and other pastures on cut over lands,

the feeding value of forage plants such as Japanese cane, Napier
grass, Merker grass, etc. The department hopes that the station

at McNeill may become known as a source of authoritative informa-
tion on the live stock forage and pasture problems of a considerable
portion of the coastal plain.

The Chairman. Is that a State station ?

Mr. EoMMEL. It is a cooperative station.

The Chairman. What was it before you took it over?
Mr. EoMMEL. The title of the land is in the State. It was a

branch station of the Mississippi Experiment Station.

The Chairman. Is that the experiment station of Mississippi?

Mr. EoMMEL. It is one of their branches; not the main station.

We pay salaries and wages.
The Chairman. Before you took it over, what was it?

]Mr. EoMMEL. They paid all the expenses then, so far as I know.
The Chairman. Out of funds contributed by the Federal Govern-

ment ?

Mr. EoMMEL. I don't know. I doubt that very much. I have
always understood those Mississippi branch stations were main-
tained by State appropriations.

Mr. Candler. I think they are all maintained by State appropri-

ations.

The Chairman. You have a State station there.

Mr. Candler. The station at McNeill was established by the State

and by an appropriation made by the State at the time, and I pre-

sume it is kept up that way.
The Chairman. Operated independently of Federal funds?
Mr. Candler. It is operated, so far as I know, independent of

Federal funds.

Mr. EoMMEL. That is my understanding, that it is operated en-

tirely on State funds. My understanding is that the station at

Starkville was the one that used Federal funds.

The Chairman. The funds contributed by Mississippi now, are

tliey out of the funds contributed by the Federal Government?
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Mr. EoMMEL. No, sir ; they are out of State funds entirely.
Mr. Candlek. The main station was at Starkville, Miss., at the

Agricultural and Mechanical College. That is where the main agri-
cultural station is located, and this is a branch station established
by the State, and, of course, they get the information, I presume,
through national channels, but they are supported by State appro-
priation.

The Chairman. Is this station a branch of that?
Mr. Candler. This first station I speak of, the main station, is

located at the college and has been all the time.
The Chairman. It is being maintained there now ?

Mr. Candlek. Yes.
The Chairman. This is independent of that ?

Mr. Candler. This is an independent station established by the
State in the southern part of the State for the investigation of the
peculiar conditions existing there.

The Chairman. This station, then, is similar to the one in Louisi-
ana, a live stock station?
Mr. Rommel. Yes; somewhat.
The Chairman. Does that come under your jurisdiction?

Mr. Rommel. I am on the committee. A committee is in charge
of that. Mr. Rawl, Dr. Taylor, Dean Dodson, and myself are on
that committee.
The Chairman. Are all these stations in cooperation with the

States?
Mr. Rommel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Do the States contribute funds toward their

maintenance and operation?
Mr. Rommel. All' of them.
The Chairman. To which do you refer?

Mr. Rommel. All this work is in cooperation with the States, ex-

cept the one at Indian Town, Fla. That is independent of the

State. The State is not contributing anything there.

The Chairman. Then it is similar to the work conducted by the

stations at the colleges, is it not?
Mr. Rommel, It depends upon what you mean by " similar."

The Chairman. It is experimental work?
Mr. Rommel. Yes ; it is experimental work. This is experimental

work we are discussing now.
The Chairman. That is a function of the State station. What I

was interested in knowing was if the work is being duplicated and
if we are establishing two stations in each State.

Mr. Rommel. No ; this work we are doing is not duplicating any
work done by any State station.

The Chairman. By what authority were these State stations es-

tablished?

Mr. Rommel. By the authority of an appropriation of Congress.

The Chairman. Was it a general appropriation?

Mr. Rommel. The appropriation for general expenses of the Bu-
reau of Animal Industry, animal husbandry.

'

The Chairman. There was no specific appropriation made for this

particular project?

Mr. Rommel. May I read you the language of the appropriation-:
" For all necessary expenses for investigations and experiments in
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animal husbandry; for experiments in animal feeding and breeding,
including cooperation with the State agricultural experiment sta-
tions," etc.

The Chairman. It is broad language. I know what the lan-
guage is.

Mr. EoMMEL. That is the authority under which these stations
were established.

The Chairman. According to that langviage, we have no check.
You might purchase a whole county and put it all into one station,
or go anywhere you might want to in the United States, or outside
of the United States.

Mr. EoMMEL. That might be done, but it is not likely.

The Chairman. It has been customary heretofore, whenever you
proposed to establish a new station, to bring the matter before Con-
gress and get authority by Congress. I think most of these stations
have beeiv authorized by Congress.
Mr. EoMEL. There has never been any authorization, Mr. Chair-

man, except that contained in that appropriation bill.

The Chairman. There was in Nebraska and a number of other
stations.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And the one in Louisiana.
The Chairman. One in Louisiana was authorized specifically.

Mr. Hutchinson. Doctor, I would like to ask you a question there.

Is it necessary to have 4,000 ewes to experiment with? Is the Gov-
ernment going into the sheep-raising business ?

Mr. Rommel. May I defer the answer to that question until we
get through with this question of beef production? I will go into

that in just a moment.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I notice you are going to in-

augurate a study of beef production in northern cut-over lands in

Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota. Whereabouts is that in Mich-
igan?
Mr. Kqmmel. In the upper peninsula.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What counties ?

Mr. Eommel. The section that I have heard most about is the

section around—I believe they call it Iron County, between Mar-
quette and Menominee. That section came into the limelight last

summer when we were moving cattle and sheep out of Montana.
When the suggestion was first made that the department take hold
of the relief work, the question of moving cattle into the northern
Michigan and Wisconsin country was brought up, and somewhere
around 200,000 to 300,000 head of cattle and sheep were taken in

there. Some cattle had been going into the northern peninsula

country for some little time. Arizona cattle, for example, had been
going right along, but last summer northwestern stock went in on a

wholesale scale.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I know there were a great many
sheep taken into Michigan ; that there have been in the last two or

three years.

The Chairman. A good many cattle went in, too.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I did not know that they were put
into the upper peninsula. Is this work to be in cooperation with the

State college?
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Mr. EoMMEL. The State experiment station; yes, sir.

llr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The State experimlent station at
Lansing ?

Mr. EoMMEL. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Did they suggest it? Did the
people at the college suggest it?

Mr. EoMMEL. Yes, sir; those people all through that section have
asked for experimental work. The colleges of Michigan, Wisconsin,
and Minnesota are all anxious to have investigational work, study-
ing the questions of production in that territory.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. For the purpose of cooperation
with you in Michigan next year, how much Michigan money will be
available?

Mr. Rommel. The chances are there will not be very much Mich-
igan money. The State of Michigan will probably provide the facil-

ities, and they will probably expect the Government to furnish most
of the funds, because ordinarily the States are not able to meet the
department dollar for dollar. In a few cases they can, but that

doesn't alter the fact that it is a cooperation with the State experi-

ment station.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is one question that nat-

urally arises—how much money is Michigan putting in? That
would show Michigan's interest in it.

Mr. Rommel. I can answer that better if we were able to make a

definite proposition to Michigan.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Of course, I suppose Michigan is

like all the rest of the States, willing to have the Government come
in and spend all the money it pleases; but when a State itself is

asked to put up money, it sometimes balks, and I would like to

know whether Michigan has asked for this in such a way as to in-

dicate its willingness to put up money.
Mr. Rommel. If you mean the Michigan experiment station, I will

say we have no specific written request by the Michigan experiment
station.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Where does it come from?
Mr. Rommel. From the people in the upper peninsula.

The Chairman. Is it not a fact that you are encroaching upon
the functions of the State and duplicating work done by these States ?

Mr. Rommel. I hope not. I was not aware that there was any
experimental beef production work being conducted in the Upper
Peninsula of Michigan.
Mr. Jones. These people from the upper peninsula, did they make

any effort to have the State take any active part in the work?
Mr. Rommel. I have not said and I am not aware that there was

any experimental work in beef production. There is a station at

Chatham, Mich., where they are doing some work with sheep and
forage crops.

Mr. Jones. I understood you to say it was the people of the upper
peninsula that were urging the Federal Government to take an active

part in this work.
Mr. Rommel. Yes.

Mr. Jones. Do you know whether these same people made any
effort to secure the interest of the State in this line of work ?
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Mr. EoMMEL. They have done something along that line, and they
have this branch station at Chatham.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is that a branch of the station at

Lansing?
Mr. EoMMEL. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Undei' the same direction, is it?

Mr. Rommel. Yes. They have a local man in charge—a maiv, by
the way, that they hired away from us.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You speak of cooperation with the
station in Michigan, but you furnish the money and the station fui-
nishes the facilities. What do those facilities consist of ?

Mr. Rommel. Land, buildings, animals, improvements.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you seen this place yourself?
Mr. Rommel. Personally, I have not, I am sorry to say. I have

not been through there. Several of our men went through there lust

summer, but I put in all my time in Montana.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are the buildings you speak of

owned by the State ?

Mr. Rommel. The buildings would be owned by the State; yes.

The plant ought to be owned Ijy the State.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There are different kinds of land
in the upper peninsula, some very fine land and some light cut-over
lands. The fact is that the average yield per acre of crops in the
Upper Peninsula of Michigan is higher than it is in the lower penin-
sula. They have got fine farming country up there, over a very large
part of the Upper peninsula. I did not know that they were asking
Federal aid to carry on some experiments.
The Chairman. Is it necessary for the Federal Government- to

cover all this territory ?

Mr. Rommel. The States: are simply in this position, that they have
got more demands for experimental work and extension work than
they are able to meet with the funds at their command.
The Chairman. You have that direct from the stations ?

Mr. Rommel. In many cases that is true.

The Chairman. You stated that you had no request from the col-

lege for the experiment station in Michigan ?

Mr. Rommel. We have had no official request from the Michigan
Experiment Station; no, sir; but we do know this, that the branch
experiment station at Chatham, Mich., has not funds sufficient to

study all the livestock problems in the upper peninsula.

Mr. Harrison. Mr. Rommel, I think you ought to make it clear

again that you are going to study regional problems, which are ap-

Ijlicable not only to the Peninsula of Michigan but to other States

as well.

Mr. Rommel. It applies also to northern Minnesota, and northern
Wisconsin as well.

Mr. Harrison. It has always been our policy not to study mere
local problems within States.

The Chairman. Congress has made provision for permanent an-

nual appropriations to the States, and no duplication or new stations

should be established without the authorization of Congress.

Mr. Rommel. We appreciate that fact.

The Chairman. You appreciate it, but here is a case parallel with
Mount WeatJier, with $200,000 invested without the knowledge of
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Congress or the committee. Here we find a new station without
specific authority or knowledge of this committee or of Congress. I

think Congress should authorize these stations specifically if they
are made at all.

Mr. EoMMEL. I beg pardon, Mr. Chairman, but I feel that I ought
to take exception to that remark, if I may. I have been coming be-
fore this committee for a good many years, and this is the first time
that there has been any suggestion that I have been unfair in mv
testimony.

The Chairman. I spoke of the information given to the committee
and the authorizations that have been made by Congress. The de-

partment should not undertake to establish stations without the
specific authorization of Congress. Of course, if you take advantage
of the broad language, you did have the authority. It has beeii cus-

tomary to come before this Congress and tell the committee exactly

what is desired and what it is proposed to do.

Mr. EoMMELi. I can only say that the wording of the item in the
appropriation act gives full authority for the action we have talcen.

The Chairman. Where are your estimates for these stations? Did
you make any estimates last year? Did you advise the committee
that you proposed to establish these stations ?

Mr. KoMMEL. The question of the establishment of this station at

McNeil, Miss., did not come up until after the 1st of January last.

The matter went to the Secretary's office ; the Secretary's office passed
upon it with every supposition that the matter was being handled
fairly. There was no attempt to cover up anything. As you prob-
ably know, Mr. Chairman, the regulations of the department and the

laws of Congress are specific and definite, prohibiting subordinates

in the department from approaching Members of Congress.

The Chairman. Congress was not advised.

Mr. BoMMEL. I am speaking individually. You have suggested

here that I have been imfair to the committee, and I feel that in fair-

ness to myself and to the department I should take exception to the

statement.

The Chairman. It is the duty of the department to advise the

committee fully.

Mr. McLatighlin of Michigan. May I ask another question or two
there? This general language under which you are operating, part

of it is: "Including repairs and additions to and the erection of

buildings absolutely necessary to carry on the experiments."

Do you propose to spend money to erect buildings at that station

in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan?
Mr. Eommel. No, sir ; the only thing that

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan (interposing). Just another ques-

tion : Do you think that you would have authority to use money for

the erection of a building in that upper peninsula—a station?

Mr. Rommel,. I do not. The Government has no authority to erect

buildings on property not owned by the Government. We are erect-

ing no buildings at McNeil, Miss. We don't own that land. That
land is the property of the State, and any expenditures that we make
will be in the nature of salaries and for maintenance. But buildings,

permanent improvements, and things of that kind, are absolutely out

of the question so far as the department funds are concerned on any
institutions owned by the States.
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Mr. Candler. You get the advantage there of the State's having
already established the station, o:^ning the land and having the build-

ings already erected, and you have the use of those buildings in mak-
ing these investigations ?

Mr. EoMMEL. Yes, sir. This clause that you have just quoted, Mr.
McLaughlin, applies to stations in which the title vests in the United
States; and I may say that vre have endeavored not to abuse that
privilege. We can give you an itemized statement at any time on
request of every building that has been put up, the location, the cost,

and everything—what it is used for, and so forth, if you desire to

have it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is it your purpose to buy stock

with which to experiment at that station in the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan ?

Mr. EoMMEL. We try to get out of that too, for a very good reason.

I will be frank with you, if we buy stock by and by we may sell it.

Then we have to take the proceeds and turn them into the Treasury.

We have to be constantly using department funds over and over. If

the State owns the stock, on the other hand, they have a fund that

they can use as a convertible fund if they want to.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If the Government acquires it—if

the State owns it, do you propose to buy stock with which to carry on
experiments in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan ?

Mr. Rommel. We do not.

Mr. Jones. Can you tell me why wealthy States like Wisconsin and
Michigan and some of these Middle Atlantic and Eastern States are

not interested enough in this proposition to make appropriations
themselves for the development of their" own State; and why the

necessity arises that the Federal Government should go and do it ?

Mr. EoMMEL. The probable answer to that question is that the areas

in question are sparsely settled.

Mr. Jones. They are within the borders of the States ?

Mr. Rommel. Yes; they are within the borders of the States; I
grant you that. They are sparsely settled and there are not very

many people, and for that reason there isn't a very strong popular
demand in the State. It is a problem for future development of the

territory.

Mr. Jones. Don't the same argument apply why the individuals

from the thickly populated portions of those States should not have
the same interest in the development of the whole State that the

thickly populated parts of the United States should have in the thinly

populated portions of the United States ?

Mr. Rommel. That probably is about as broad as it is long.

Theoretically I should say yes, you are quite right; practically, the

fact remains that the demands for study looking toward the develop-

ment of these large regional areas are largely the province of the
department.

Mr. Jones. The history of these appropriations is that they are

progressive. I presume that is a kind word to use, at least; they

start with a nominal appropriation, and this one, which was $42,000

in 1911, has gone up to over half a million dollars in 10 years.

There must come a time when there is a stop to that, must there not ?

Mr. Rommel. Yes, sir.
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Mr. Jones. We can not go on that way indefinitely. When that
time comes, the duty Avill devolve upon the State to continue it, will

it not?
Mr. EoMMEL. Some suggestions have been made that where prob-

'

lems of this character cover more than the confines of one State, that

the matter be a cooperatiTe proposition between the Federal Gov-
ernment and the State; cooperative because the whole people are
concerned, and also because that will in itself carry out the thought
that you have in mind ; it will operate as a check.

Mr. Jones. After all, it is a development of the State in its natural

or created industry.

Mr. EoMMEL. Wherever it applies particularly to a State as a unit

and does not go beyond the boundaries of that State, I do not believe

that the Federal Government has any business to go in. If the prob-
lem is not regional, and does not apply to more than just one State,

then it is purely a State problem.
Mr. Jones. There is certainly a benefit to the State in the develop-

ment of these lands for cattle grazing or any other purpose.
Mr. EoMMEL. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. It is utilizing their waste lands, giving employment to

men, creating better economic conditions in the State.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan : Do you know of any problems in

that portion of the Upper Peninsula of Michigan that are not present
in other portions of Michigan?
Mr. EoMMEL. They have somewhat different problems there. Any

problem in a section that is a cut-over section means different phases
from those in open farming section.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Michigan is all cut over. Michigan
was largely a timber State from the Indiana line to Lake Superior.

It was all cut over at one time, and while in the upper parts of^

Michigan there was a lot of pine land, much of which is pretty light

soil, still there are full counties and great areas of the State that

were hardwood timber, and the soil, almost without exception, is

heavy soil and good soil. Large parts of it are not occupied, not
cultivated, but it is cut-over land, and good land, and the problems
of that part of the State, and that part of the State which is now
more thickly settled are practically the same, and as the growth and
the population of the State increases toward the north, it semes to

me the problems are common all over that section of the country. I

do not know what problems you could study that can not be studied
anywhere in all parts of the State. I would be glad if you would tell

me something that can not.

Mr. EoMMEL. The problem of winter maintenance is somewhat
different. They have an entirely different method of seeding up
there and getting their timothy and their clover pastures and
meadows in. Their big problem up there, as I understand it, is to

determine how tl^ey can utilize those lands without going to the
necessity of clearing the stumps off at once.

Mr. McLatTtHlin of Michigan. They have that problem all over
the State. The man with a large part of his farm does not take
out the stumps at once. He seeds a large field, and then later the
stumps come out. And they have the advantage in the Upper
Peninsula that the snow comes in great quantities there without
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the ground freezing. Just as soon as the snow goes away in the
spring they can plow and put in their crops; whereas in the south-
ern part of Michigan, a large part of the Southern Peninsula,
the ground freezes hard first and then the snow comes. When the
snow leaves in the spring they have to wait for weeks until the
frost gets out of the ground. The Upper Peninsula has the ad-
vantage in that respect. I don't know what problems you are
going to study there that are not common to a large part of
Michigan.
Mr. Rommel. Of course, I can answer your question in regard

lo that specifically and more intelligently if I had made a closer
personal inspection of that land. The presence of a long winter
season, with snow on the ground through all the winter is a prob-
lem of considerable importance to answer. There isn't any ques-
tion, so far as I can find out, but that they can graze animals satisfac-

torily.there during the growing season, the five months that they
have pasture available, when crops are growing; but for the other
six or seven months they have a problem of winter maintenance
that I think is extremely important. In other words, what shall be
the method of handling live stock in that country ? Shall they take
live stock in there from the West or from the Southwest solely for
grazing through the summer time, or can you develop a permanent
live-stock industry in that country by growing during the growing
season feed enough to carry the animals through the wintertime.

Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. That problem is exactly the same
all over Michigan. The winter season is a little longer in the Upper
Peninsula, a little bit longer as you go north, but it is the same
thing except as to length.

Mr. Rommel. You might make the same remark in regard to the

problem of winter maintenance in Mississippi, for instance, where
they only have about two or three months of winter.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I don't know anything about
Mississippi.

Mr. HtTTCHiNSON. You said that the experiment station did not

ask for this assistance, did you not?

Mr. Rommel. We have no specific formal request from them.

Mr. Hutchinson. Did you have any from the farmers up there?

Mr. Rommel. From the farmers and landowners in the Upper
Peninsula.

Mr. Hutchinson. A number of them or one or two ?

Mr. Rommel. Yes, sir ; there are a number of organized bodies up
there that have made the request. A number of farmers have made
the request—landowners and people of that kind ; the Upper Penin-

sula Development Bureau—people of that sort—are the ones that are

anxious to have this work carried on.

The Chairman. What do you propose to do at Beltsville after you
abandon that station?

Mr. RoaiMEL. I did not intend to give the impression that we were
going to abandon Beltsville.

The Chairman. The particular activity that you have been carry-

ing on there will be abandoned?
Mr. Rommel. The beef-cattle work that we have been carrying on

there during the past two seasons at Beltsville will be carried on at
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McNeil, Miss. AVe haven't room at Beltsville to conduct beef-cattle

work.
The Chairman. What is the character of your activities at Belts-

ville?

Mr. EoMMEL. The work will be confined to sheep, hogs, goats, and
poultry, with a little work on work horses in addition.

The Chairman. Can it not be better conducted in one place, under
one roof and under one management? Could it not be carried on
more economically and more successfully in that way ?

Mr. KoMMEL. Yes; niore economically; and then you would not
be able to study these regional problems. You could not get the ad-

vantage at a place like Beltsville of the environment such as you
have in the far West, for example.
The Chairman. Why?
Mr. Rommel. Because the climate is different, the rainfall is dif-

ferent, the soil is different—a thousand and one things are different.

The Chairman. It is largely a feed proposition, is it not?
Mr. EoMMEL. Surely; influenced tremendously by the crops that

you can grow, the soil you have, and the rainfall you have.

The Chairman. Do you contend that you get a bigger gain with
corn grown in Michigan than with corn grown in Maryland?
Mr. EoMMEi/. It is not alone the gains from feeding corn.

The Chairman. If you feed corn, hay, or anything else.

Mr. EoMMEL. But you can get different returns from pastures of

different kinds. If your corn analyzes the same, which is not at all

likely—corn varies in analysis—^but given the same analysis, you will

get similar results under similar conditions; but you can not grow
blue grass in Mississippi

;
you can not grow carpet grass at Beltsville.

The Chairman. I suppose we know that without going to Missis-

sippi to investigate it. That is common knowledge.
Mr. EuBEY. If you are looking for a good place to go, come down

into the Ozark Mountains of southern Missouri and we will find you
a good place for any kind of experimentation you want.

.
[Laughter.]

Mr. Jones. Or, in the absence of Mr. Tincher, I will suggest

Kansas.
Mr. Candler. I suggest that McNeil, Miss., is a splendid place.

Mr. EoMMEL. The next item is the item for the increase in Idaho
at the United States sheep experiment station. The department esti-

mate for this increase is $82,290. That station was established in

1916 by Executive order. Twenty-eight thousand acres of land were
withdrawn in what was then Fremont County, Idaho, and is now
Clark County, Idaho. The experimental flock which had been car-

ried since 1906 near Laramie, Wyo., was transferred to this new
location. Since then we have been equipping it as funds were pro-

vided, and the work has gone far enough now where we are making
a formal request for an enlargement of the work, so that it will be

representative of range conditions.

Of this amount of $82,290, the department is asking for $45,000

for the purchase of hay land. Our expenditures for hay with a flock

the size that we believe is necessary will be in the' neighborhood of

$20,000. If we have hay land provided, we will in the course of time,

say after about three years, be able to raise most or all of the hay
that we need and a considerable portion of the grain. At the present
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time we have to buy all the hay, because this land that we have is

fitrictly grazing land, always has been, and it always will be.

The Chairman. Do you propose to drive the sheep to the hay
land, or what?
Mr. EoMMEL. We will drive the sheep to the hay land.

The Chairman. How far would you have to drive them ?

Mr. EoMMEL. About 40 miles. We hope to be able to get a ranch
within about 40 miles.

The Chairman. Irrigated?
Mr, EoMMEL. Yes. The remainder of the appropriation is for

buildings, for the construction of fences, and for the increase in

expenses for feed and labor. Also we are asking for $600 for the
purchase of an automobile for the superintendent.
Mr. Jones. Where can you get an automobile for $600 ?

Mr. Rommel. A Ford, I believe, can be purchased for that amount.
Would the committee be interested in some photographs of that

station, Mr. Chairman?
The Chairman. You might show them.
Mr. Rommel, This -first photograph [exhibiting photograph] illus-

trates the headquarters. This building here is used for three pur-
poses: The superintendent has his residence in the corner: the next
two windows are the office ; the next window is where the cook lives

;

and at the end here is the mess hall. The next building is the ice

house ; the next building the pump house ; and the building off in the

corner is the bunk house for the men. This building [indicating] is

the lambing shed.

This photograph [indicating] shows the main reservoir. It will

hold about 15,000 gallons of water. That was what made the sta-

tion possible. This land had never been used except for a few weeks
in the spring and a few weeks in the fall, because there was no
water on it. It is good grazing land but no one had ever gotten any
water there, except one little corner where a ditch had been carried

across. It is too high to be irrigated, but our men went at the

job and put in a well, and we have at 750 feet a splendid flow of

water, and the water outfit cost us right around $9,700 complete.

This picture [indicating] shows the men digging a trench from
the reservoir down to the buildings. The ditch goes almost all the

way through lava rock and is extremely hard digging. We had
to put pipes down four and a half feet to get below frost. Now we
could, if we wanted to, deliver water from that reservoir by gravity

over practically half of the ranch, but the expense of digging

trenches makes that out of the question, so we have installed small

auxiliary tanks out on the range 3 miles apart aijd 3 miles from
the main reservoir. We find that we can haul water to those

tanks and keep them filled and keep the sheep supplied. Those
tanks hold about 7,500 gallons and the trough holds 1,500 gallons.

This is a picture of the flock in winter on the range [indicating]

.

The thermometer was 35° below zero when that was taken. Dur-
ing the summer the main portion of the flock is run on Targhee
Forest, which is about 12 miles away from headquarters. We get

the same sort of arrangements there that any private flock owner

has to meet.

Mr. McKiNLEY. About how many sheep have you ?

164315—20 20
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Mr. E.OMMEL. We are carrying about 1,200 ewes now. What we
hope to do when this work is properly developed is to have. 4,000
ewes so that we can have several bands of sheep. The thought in

mind is that if we are conducting our experimental work with full-

sized commercial bands of sheep, we are then studying the problems
of the flock as they confront the sheepman. We have already worked
out two problems that are of importance. The first one is the re-

lationship between length of fiber and coarseness of fleece or fineness

of fleece, whichever way you wish to put it. The western men have
always insisted that a ffeece should be extremely fine, because in

that way we get the weight, but we find that by selecting for length
of fleece we get just as heavy a fleece, but we get a somewhat coarser
fleece, which, however, is more in demand in the market than the
extremely fine one.

Similarly we have studied the problem of the relationship between
the covering of the face and the weight of the fleece. A sheep with
a heavily wooled face, is objectionable on the range because it can't

see and often becomes blinded in winter. We have found that we
can get practically as good results in yield of wool from an open-

faced sheep as from a close-faced sheep.

Mr. Candler. What variety of sheep did you experiment with ?

Mr. EoMMEL. The main part of the farm flock is Eambouillet.

Then we have the Corriedales, imported in 1914 on authorization of

Congress. Since 1913 we have been developing a strain of Lincoln

on Eambouillet, and that, apparently, is going to answer the question

•that was presented to us when this work was started nearly 15 jears

ago. Sheep men say that apparently, in this Lincoln-Eambouillet

sheep, we have the breed for the western range.

The Chairman. How much have you invested in Idaho, alto-

gether ?

Mr. EoMMEL. Do you mean, permanently?
The Chairman. Yes.
Mr. EoMMEL. The expenditures for permanent improvements in

Idaho, to date, including equipment, such as the lighting plant, the

work on the roads, fencing, wagons, farm machinery, etc., is $31,200.

The Chairman. You have to construct new buildings ort the hay
land?
Mr. Eommel. No ; we hope to get a ranch with buildings already

on it. The additional buildings that are called for here are a horse

barn, an addition to the lambing shed, a granary for storage, and a

cottage for one of the men.
The Chairman. On the land to be purchased?
Mr. Eommel. Eight in connection with this station here. At

present this building here [indicating] is not only the lambing shed

but it is the horse stable, the warehouse, the shearing shed, and the

machinery shed. We hope to add to it somewhat, and get the horses

and the grain out of there.

The Chairman. What is the prevailing price of hay land there?

Mr. Eommel. It will cost somewhere around $200 an acre. We
estimate we will get in the neighborhood of 225 acres for $45,000.

Mr. Smith of Idaho. That includes the permanent water rights

too?
Mr. Eommel. Yes; we want one with a permanent water right.

We could not afford to go anywhere except with that.
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Mr. Jacoway. What will it cost a ton to put up this hay?
Mr. EoiMMEL. It will not cost more than $8 or $10, at the very

outside.

Mr. Jacoway. What have you been paying for it ?

Mr. Rommel. We got our hay at $15 in the stack this year. We
were very fortunate that we got in before the raise. We bought a
little at $18, but most of our hay we got at $15 a ton in the stack,

512 cubic-foot measurement.
Mr. Jacoway. What is the object you have been driving at in all

this 15 years in the work out there? What is the thing you want to

accomplish ? How near are you to accomplishing it ?

Mr. Rommel. The first thing we wanted to see whether it was
possible to develop a breed of sheep that was in itself satisfactory

for range purposes. The average western ranchman, before we
got into this work, never followed any specific line of breeding.

For instance, he would have a fine-wooled band of ewes and breed
them to long-wool bucks. Then by-and-by he might go back to

the fine-wool breed; then he would have, possibly, what we call his

lamb band, the ewes in which would be bred to black-face bucks.
Mr. Jacoway. Then, from this you have got a standard breed that

will thrive in that country ?

Mr. Rommel. That is the first thing we set out to do, and appar-
ently we have it in the Lincoln-Rambouillet cross.

Mr. Jacowat. Will that breed of sheep do for the South?
Mr. Rommel. I am beginning to think that it will. That is one

of the questions that I hope to see answered in the next few years.

I am beginning to think that possibly not this cross-breed variety

that we have in Idaho, but a sheep with some of that blood in him,
may be satisfactory under southern conditions.

Mr. Jacoway. In the South we have got land that has got all the

water on it you want, that will raise all the hay that you want, cut-

over land that can be gotten for from $3 to $5 an acre ; and it is your
opinion, then, after studying this, that the sheep business can be made
profitable in the South like it is out there, and the same breed of sheep

can be used?
Mr. Rommel. A similar grade of sheep. There are problems of

the sheep industry in the South peculiar to tliat section. There are

sheep all over the South, you know. You find them everywhere.

You find them in your country, Mr. Candler, in Mississippi.

Mr. Jacoway. There are as many different kinds of sheep as

there are farms on which sheep are raised.

Mr. Smith of Idaho. May I ask a question ? What proportion of

the appropriation of last year, or the previous year, has been re-

turned? That is, what proportion of the appropriation has been
earned by reason of the conduct of these experiments ?

Mr. Rommel. That is increasing every year. The amount that

will be returned this year into the Treasury will be, as near as we
can approximate now, $13,000.

Mr. Smith of Idaho. And the appropriation was only $20,000 last

year?
Mr. Rommel. $20,720.

Mr. Smith of Idaho. And if this appropriation is granted and
experiments are conducted as you plan, with the enlargement of the

plant, and so forth, will that proportion of return likely increase?
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Mr. Rommel. Oh, yes.
Mr. Smith of Idaho. And the station in a few years will be made

self-sustaining ?

Mr. EoMMEL. I would not care to promise that the station will be
made self-sustaining, but in some years it probably will be. "We ex-
pect that the revenue from this station will, if it is carried on this
basis that we have recommended, amount to not far from $30,000 a
year.

Mr. Smith of Idaho. Do I understand that you dispose of these
sheep after you breed them up ?

Ml-. EoMMEL. Yes, sir.

Mr. Smith of Idaho. You dispose of them to the farmers around
in that particular section of the country ?

Mr. Rommel. We put into the sales at Salt Lake, under the Na-
tional Woolgrowers' Association, some of the choicest ones, especially
ones that we want people to see, you know, to see what we are doing.
Others are sold to farmers and ranchmen.
Mr. Smith of Idaho. So, under your plan, the stockmen, the sheep-

men all over the western country, get the benefit of your experi-
ments ?

Mr. Rommel. Yes, sir; the work at this station applies to a very
large area of territory: Idaho, Wyoming, Montana, Nevada, Utah,
and Colorado, and to a considerable extent to Washington, Oregon,
California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas.
Mr. Jacoway. How many sheep can you support on an acre of

ground ?

Mr. Rommel. In that section it takes several acres.

Mr. Jacowat. How many?
Mr. Rommel. We are going to run about 4,000 ewes, if Congress

gives us sufficient appropriations. We have 28,000 acres of land.

That is about 1 ewe to about 7 acres.

Mr. RuBEY. Are you having any trouble out there from the depre-

dations of animals among the sheep ?

Mr. Rommel. We are not, yet, because we watch them very care-

fully. One of the items that we propose to put in with this appro-
priation will be the construction of coyote-proof fences, and then wo
will exterminate any coyotes that may be inside of those fences. The
fences will be built so that coyotes and wolves can not get through.

Mr. RuBEY. Can you manufacture a fence that a dog won't get

through? If you can, we raise some sheep in my country, and we
would like to know about it.

Mr. Rommel. A dog can't go through a coyote-proof fence. In
building a fence, if you will put a barbed wire, stretched tight, on

the ground, and then to make insurance doubly sure put another one

on the other side of the post, right on the ground, and then start with

36 inches or 3^ feet of woven wire, not more than 6-inch mesh, and
have the bottom of that wire not more than 3 inches from the

ground, put a couple of strands of barbed wire on top of that, and

keep the holes underneath filled up, no dog will go through or over.

Mr. RuBEY. That is the great difficulty we have in the South—the

dogs.

Mr. Hutchinson. Doctor, I want to renew my question now as to

why it is necessary to have a plant like this ; why it is necessary for

the Government to have a plant as large as this?
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Mr. EoMMEL. I am glad you asked that question. The reason for
it is that we want the conditions under which we are doing this ex-

perimental work to match up as closely as they can with the work
that the ranchmen, our neighbors, are doing. We want a ranchman
to go to that station and know that the problems that we are meeting
there are the problems that he meets every day in his business ; if he
has a band of sheep over here in the hills, or half a dozen bands of
sheep, we want to be able to take him to a band of sheep, and not
merely a few head. Take, for example, these cross-breeds that I
spoke of, we want to show him that here is a successful band of those
sheep all of which are bred in the same way. We want each band of
sheep used to demonstrate one problem that we are studying. On the
basis recommended we will be able to handle at least four bands,
counting 1,000 ewes in each band.
Mr. HtrrcHiNSON. Do you have different breeds?
Mr. Rommel. We have several breeds—Eambouillets, which are

practically pure bred; the Corriedale sheep, which were brought
from New Zealand ; and these crossbred sheep, the Lincoln on Eom-
bouillet; as well as some crosses from Corriedale and long-wool
breeds besides Lincolns.

Mr. Anderson. How far is this station from the railroad?
Mr. Rommel. It is 6 miles from the railroad station. The main

line of the railroad from Salt Lake to Butte runs right along the

western edge of the station.

The Chairman. Do you wish to say more, Mr. Smith?
Mr. Smith of Idaho. I just wanted to have the privilege of having

inserted in the record, following Dr. Rommel's testimony with refer-

ence to this experiment station, a statement that I have.

The Chairman. Do you desire to read it ?

Mr. Smith of Idaho. I don't want to take the time of the com-
mittee to read it, but I would like to have it go in the record, if I

may.
The Chairman. Without objection, it will be inserted.

(The paper referred to follows:)

The Status and Wobk of the United States Sheep Experiment Station.

The United States sheep-experiment station is located at Dubois, Clarke

County, Idaho. It was established by Executive order No; 2268, dated October

30, 1915, withdrawing from settlement 28,160 acres of nonagrlcultural public

land, to be used " as a sheep breeding and grazing experimental station." The
Agricultural appropriation acts for the years ending June 30, 1918, 1919, and
1920 provided $20,720 per year for the equipment and maintenance of this sta-

tion. The experimental ilock now numbers 1,200 breeding ewes, in addition to

lambs and rams.
The equipment and improvements placed upon the station's land consist of

five buildings, a deep-well watering system, fences, roads, work stock, etc., rep-

resenting a total outlay since July 1, 1917, of $31,493.

OBJECTS OF THE SHEEP EXPERIMENT STATION'S WORK.

From 1906 to 1917 the Bureau of Animal Industry maintained a small flock

for experiments in breeding range sheep. This flock was kept at relatively

heavy expense on a privately owned ranch at Laramie, Wyo. In order to

attempt the solution of some of the range problems in a practical and satis-

factory way it was found necessary to use larger numbers of sheep, and to have
them and the range upon which they grained under the full control of the bureau
at all times.

This station at Dubois was established for the investigation, in an experi-

mental way, of questions affecting the production of wool, lamb, and mutton on
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the ranges In Idaho, Wyoming, Montana, Nevada, Utah, and Colorado. This
worls; is also considered to be of value, though less directly, to the sheep raisers
of Washington, Oregon, California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas. These
12 States have 27,224,000 of the 49,863,000 sheep in the United States on Janu-
ary 1, 1919.
The 11 range States (Texas excluded) contain 211,277,000 acres of unre-

served unappropriated public land in addition to 130,184,700 acres in national
forests. On by far the larger part of these remaining public lands, as well as
upon a great deal of privately owned land, the grazing industry will remain
paramount. The utilization of these lands in the most scientific way and with
the most useful types of animals is vital to the range States themselves, but
also vital to the production of food and clothing for the entire country.
There is no other station in these 11 range and public-land States having

facilities for conducting experiments in range sheep production. A large area
was needed to permit handling of a number of bands (1,000 to 1,800 head) i^f

range sheep under different methods to show the most economical ways of
ulilizing the range and of breeding and handling the sheep.

PLAN OF STATION'S WOKK.

The experiments have been planned and so far as facilities allow are being
conducted under four main heads, as follows

:

1. Methods of grazing the range to secure greatest returns.
2. Methods of handling and feeding range sheep for maximum quantity and

quality of lambs and wool.
3. Types of sheep for the range.
4. Systems of handling sheep on stock-raising homesteads.
Methods of grazing the range to secure greatest returns.—Experiments under

this head will be started as soon as a larger number of sheep are available and
sufficient fencing can be erected to insure complete control of the range used.
The feed-producing capacity of a large part of the range area has been seri-

ously impaired by overstocking and by lack of a rotation of grazing times to

permit reseediug of the grasses. The sheep experiment station's work in this

field will be planned to show (1) the acreage required per 1,000 head at a
reasonable rate of stocking and when overstocked; (2) the gain in feed produc-
tion per sectipn of land from observing a rotation of grazing periods to permit
reseeding; (3) the extra cost and extra returns of keeping range sheep in

fenced areas as compared to herding on the range; (4) to afford a fair measure
oi the number of sheep that can be supported on a section of such land as is

controlled by the station.

Methods of handling and feeding range sheep for maximum, returns.—Studies

along this line are now in progress. They include (1) size of lamb crop as

affected by number of rams and care of rams, time of breeding, condition of

ewes, methods of lambing; (2) amount and kinds of feed for winter feeding

with greatest economy and to produce largest yields of wool and lambs.

Tj^pcs of sheep for the range.—Up to the present the experiments conducted

have related chiefly to this branch of the work. High-grade Rambouillet stock

has been used from the start. In 1915 a flock of Corriedale sheep was imported

from New Zealand under provisions of the Agricultural appropriation act for

the year 1914^15. In 1913 experiments in cross-breeding were begun.

This branch of the work also includes a study of various types of individuals

within the Rambouillet breed, with reference to face covering, skin folds, and

length and fineness of wool as they affect the weight and value of fleece.

The results of these experiments are now being prepared for publication.

Brief presentations of some of the phases of this part of the investigation are

contained in the succeeding pages.

Systems of handling sheep on stock-raising homesteads.—^The plan of work

provides for fencing of separate sections for study of methods of management

and the kind of sheep that may be used to secure greatest net returns from the

keeping of sheep on stock-raising homestead lands.

Taktial Summary of Woek on " Types or Sheep fob the Range," Condtjcted

\s Pakt of " Range Sheep Investigations," at the United States Sheep

ExPEKiMENT Station, Dubois, Idaho.

BREEDING FINE-WOOL SHEEP.

A Face covering.—In breeding sheep with production of fine wool as the

chief aim breeders have generally produced a sheep with a face closely wooled

up This feature has been objected to by some ranchmen, but it has been held
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that the fleece weight would decline if the wool was bred off the faces. The
bureau's records prove that it is possible to have the advantage of an open
face without losing in weight of wool.
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and mutton. The system of crossing back and forth with long wool and fine
wool rams has many drawbacks. The type of sheep secured from the first
cross of long-wool rams upon fine-wool ewes has produced a satisfactory sheep,
but it was not considered possible to breed in such a way as to retain this
type.

The bureau's experiments with breeding Lincoln-Rambouillet crossbreds
strictly within themselves has produced a sheep which ranchmen have pro-
nounced to be what is needed. This experiment has also demonstrated the
system of breeding to be followed in producing such a sheep.

Corriedale sheep were imported from New Zealand in 1914 as a part of the
study of the same problem. They have been found to be quite well adapted
to Wyoming and Idaho ranges.

Records on a few points of these two types of sheep are presented along
with similar figures for grade Rambouillets kept in the same flock.
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Feed, labor, and salary.—The increases estimated under tliis head are for

use as follows

:

Hay $13, 000
Labor 5,000
Grain 2,500
Salary 2, 000

Total 22,500

Of the above the item for Increased expenditure for hay would be unneces-
sary after the first crop had been secured from the laud purchased.
These items are intended to allow keeping a 4,000 ewe flock, which is desir-

able to carry on the experiments along practical lines that will be representa-
tive of the general ranchman's conditions, and in the most economical way.
Sheep ranchmen would not put into practice results of experiments in grazing
in which a small number of sheep were used to a lot. Such results would
not necessarily hold true under general range conditions.
One herder can attend to 1,000 sheep on the range as well as to a smaller

number. As the winter feed is all that is paid for, the expense of 4,000 sheep,
aside from feed, would be less than double that for 1,200 at present.

In 1920, 400 tons of hay were purchased for.$7,000. For the larger flock
1,000 tons would be needed. At the very probable rate of $20 per ton this
would require $20,000, or an increase of $13,000.
Three additional full-time men would be needed and two part-time men.

The ruling rate of wages in the vicinity of the station is now $100 per month
and board.

It i.s desired to provide for a second man who can assist and substitute
for the superintendent at the station and in educational work in coopera-
tion with the State extension departments and in field studies of sheep breed-
ing.

An income of $19,000 received from the sale of wool and sheep will be con-
verted into the Treasury during 1919-20. Even with lower prices in the
future, with a larger flock -the returns should exceed this by a considerable
amount.
Completing equipment for experimental work.—The following buildings and

equipment are necessary with the present-sized flock

:

One residence for assistant to superintendent $4, 000
One horse and hay barn, addition to lambing shed 3, 000
Grain storage : 1, 000
Automobile for superintendent's use 600
Fencing experimental pastures ^ 4, 000
Water lines, hay ranch tools, and machinery 2, 000

One or all of the first three items could be located upon the hay-producing
land, but if not, would be needed at the present headquarters.
The fencing and stock-watering facilities are needed for the grazing experi-

ments and for utilization of the present grazing lands.

The Chairman. Tell us of the $5,000 increase at Beltsville.

Mr. RoMMFX. That request for $5,000 increase at Beltsville, Mr.
Chairman, is to take care of increased expenses at the station. We
have had no increase in the appropriation for the maintenance of

the farm at Beltsville for several years. We have had some slight

increases for the experimental work that has been done there, but

nothing whatever to pay for the strictly farm work itself.

The Chairman. I understand you are going to abandon some of

the work there ?

Mr. EojiMEL. That work is one of the very small items of the

farm.
The Chairman. You are going to extend the other activities?

Mr. EoMMEL. Yes; we want to meet expenses as they ought to

be met. We have been compelled to draw on other projects in order

to meet expenses that ought to be charged strictly to the experi-
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mental farm at Beltsville. And that is the real reason for asking
for this increase for miscellaneous supplies. It is the high cost

of Jiving in handling an experiment station of that nature. That
is exactly what it is, m a word.
Mr. Jacoway. As you develop this breed of sheep, and everyone

knows it is a success, what is the object then of continuing the
station ?

Mr. Rommel. That is the first one of our problems that we have
worked out there. There are four main problems at that station.

The first one is the study of methods of grading to secure the greatest

retui'ns. The second is the study of methods of handling and feed-

ing range sheep for maximum quality and quantity of lambs and
wool. Third is the question of the types of sheep for the range,
which we have partly answered ; and fourth, the system of handling
.sheep on stock-raising homesteads.

There are four problems that will keep anybody busy for a good
long time. We have not, answered all the questions. We think we
have made an approach to answering this one question.

Mr. Hutchinson. Doctor, in case we give these increased appro-
priations, with all these experiments, do you think it will ever

reduce the cost of living?
Mr. Rommel. I hope so.

Mr. Hutchinson. I know, but I asked if you thought it would.
Mr. Rommel. The reduction of the cost of production ought to

help. That is the ambition of all of us.

Mr. Hutchinson. I know, but it seems that the appropriations
increase and the cost of living increases al^o. I don't see where we
are gaining anything.
The Chairman. What about this soft pork item ?

Mr. Rommel. We are starting the soft pork investigations under
an appropriation granted last year.

The Chairman. What progress have you made ?

Mr. Rommel. We have fed some hogs in Southern States that

were fed on feeds that we were pretty certain were soft pork pro-

ducing feeds, and those hogs are now coming in from the outlying

stations, are being slaughtered at Beltsville, and a chemical analysis

of the fats is being made. We are searching for a competent chemist

to put in charge of the chemical work, and we hope to have him
before the end of the fiscal year.

The Chairman. You have no report to make on that?

Mr. Rommel. We can not tell you anything except just something
of general interest, Mr. Chairman, on that matter. We killed a hog
at Beltsville the other day, which came from North Carolina, that

had been fed on peanuts. We took some of the pork and made sau-

sage of it, and we could not make that sausage into sausage cakes.

We would make little pads of it, lay them out on the pan, and they

would flatten out. We made lard from the fat of that hog, and when
taken in the hand and squeezed the oil would drip out.

The Chairman. That is evidently soft pork ?

Mr. Rommel. I don't think there is any argument about that.

The Chairman. WTiat do you propose to do?

Mr. Rommel. Of course, we want to go at this problem with the

idea of solving it. That is the reason we are going slow. Every step

that we take will be taken right.
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The Chairman. Have you anything in mind ?

Mr. EoMMEL. We have. The first thing we want to do is to find the
'rause of the trouble. I don't mean what kind of feed you can give
them, but what is the reason if you feed hogs penauts, for example,
the pork is soft. Now, what is the reason for that, and, also, if vou
feed him soy beans the pork may be soft ? On the other hand, why is
It that some other condition may develop, that hog may ostensibly
be fed on these soft-pork feeds, and yet the pork will be firm ? There
may be some physiological questions involved. Now, we are able to
do a very large amount of this work right at Beltsville. But to re-
vert to a question you asked a while ago, we can't study the peanut
side of this problem at Beltsville, because they can't grow peanuts
there.

The Chairman. You can buy them?
Mr. EoMMEL. No, sir.

The Chairman. Why?
Mr. EoMMEL. Because the hogs are fed by having them harvest the

peanuts. You have a peanut crop and you turn the hogs in on tlic;

peanuts. That is where soft, peanut-fed pork comes from. Nobody
buys peanuts to feed to hogs, he grows them; and no farmer would
listen to us if we told him that we went out and bought peanuts to
feed to hogs. He would say we didn't know anything about feeding
peanuts to hogs; but if we raised the hogs and raised peanuts to
feed them, he would listen.

The Chairman. Is there a considerable number of hogs fed on
peanuts?

Mr. Eommel. Thousands of them.
The Chairman. Is that profitable?
Mr. Eommel. Absolutely so. It is an extremely profitable way to

feed them, but the trouble is that the peanut hogs are docked all the
way from 3 to 10 cents a pound.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Isn't it true that you find soft pork

all over the country, and practically the only way out of it is to feed
them com?
Mr. Eommel. I hope it is not true, but I am afraid it will be true

with the increase in the use of soy beans for grazing hogs.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If a farmer in Iowa raises hogs
and don't finish them on corn, it is practically soft pork the same as

you have in Virginia, isn't it ?

Mr. Eommel. Now, I am going to ask you a question. Why is it

that in Ontario they get soft pork from feeding corn ?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I don't know.
Mr. Eommel. I don't know either.

Mr. Candlee. It is a part of the problem to find some feed by which
this pork can be hardened and made more useful ?

Mr. Eommel. That is part of the problem. The first thing we want
to do is to find out what the cause is, and the next thing how to

cure it.

Mr. Jacoway. You can take an acre of Spanish peanuts and get all

the nuts off of it, and then you can turn the hogs in there, and each
acre will fatten two head oi hogs. Now, can't you round those hogs
out on about five bushels of corn and harden tlie pork?
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Mr. Rommel. I don't know whether that is a fact, Mr. Jacoway.
There is a very strong impression that once a peanut hog always a
peanut hog.
Mr. RuBEY. What about range hogs ?

Mr. Rommel. They are not quite as bad, but ahnost. The first

attention to soft pork in this country came from the hogs that were
fed on acorns, and then after that we got into the business of feeding
hogs on peanuts.
Now, I want to say tliis much about this question; What makes

this one of the biggest regional problems in the hog industry—^that

is, if Mr. McLaughlin's intimation is true—is that we may get soft

pork all over the country. We have here a most serious question,

whether hogs can be finished firm on corn or not. If it is true that
any oily feed makes soft pork, lock out for soft-pork trouble from
other things ; soy beans, for instance.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They have already been advised
against soj'-bean fattening. The farm papers tell them that.

Mr. Rommel. Yet more and more farmers are raising their hogs
on soy beans.

Mn McLaughlin of Michigan. They are doing that in the first

instance and then finishing them on corn. The farm papers, a num-
ber of them that I have seen, are advising farmers against feeding
their hogs soy beans with the idea of finishing them on that.

Mr. Rommel. That is good advice.

Mr. PuENELL. How does a hog raised on soy feed or peanuts, for

instance, compare in weight to one raised on corn 'i

Mr. Rommel. As far as Ihe weight and gains are concerned they

do just about as well. Pigs can be fattened just about as econom-
ically so far as weight and cost of feed are concerned, but the soft

pork shrinks more after the packer gets hold of it. It drips, and
that is the reason the packer docks it. A soft carcass loses more
weight than a firm carcass will.

Mr. Candlee. I have an uncle who used to have a big plantation

in Florida and he had a great many peanuts, and he fattened the

hogs in the fall of the year on peanuts and then took them off of
peanuts and put them into a pen and fed them corn in order to

harden the meat. I remember he raised one hog that weighed 86-1-

pounds, but of course that was unusual.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Did that process harden the meat ?

Mr. Candler. Yes; that was his theory of hardening the meat.

Mr. Hutchinson. How does it affect these razorbacks down South ?

Mr. Candler. You can't do much with them. They are mighty
good meat, though.
The Chairman. Doctor, tell us more in detail what you are doing

and what you expect to do next year, and how much money you are

using this year for that purpose.

Mr. Rommel. The appropriation for soft-pork investigations this

year is $20,000.

The Chairman. Are you going to use all of it?

Mr. Rommel. Absolutely ; every cent of it.

The Chairman. How are you spending it ?

Mr. Rommel-. The first thing we want, as I said, is as good a chem-
ist as we can find, to conduct the chemical work on this project.
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Then we will have a few assistants, and some laborers. One of the
big items of expense is going to be the matter of animals and feed.
The Chaieman. How much are you going to use next year ?

Mr. EoMMEL. The Secretary's estimate is $20,000.
The Chairman. For next year?
Mr. Rommel. Yes, sir.

^

The Chairman. Where is this scientific man to be located?
Mr. EoMMEL. The head chemist will be at Beltsville, at the labora-

tories there on the dairy farm.
The Chairman. You would employ a chemist simply for this ex-

periment ?

Mr. EoMMEL. Yes, sir. A competent chemist will be in charge of
the chemical work, and will put in his entire time on it. He will
have under him an analyst, who will conduct the analytical work in
the laboratory, and help in other chemical work.

iThe, Chairman. Where will all that be done—at Beltsville?
Mr. Eommel. Only at those points where we have to select some

-place for hogs to be fed on peanuts. Of course, that is in cooperation
with the State stations. We have to cooperate with the State sta-

tions. They are to be in with us. We need their interest and'their
support in the study of these questions.

The CliAiHMAN. Will they cooperate with you in the matter?
Mr. Eommel. So far as spending money is concerned, I do not

think so.

The Chairman. No expenditures will be required for improve-
ments, for the 'purchase of land, or for the establishment of new sta-

tions ?

Mr. Eommel. No, sir.

Mr. Anderson. Are we to understand that none of these States
are sufficiently interested in the proposition to be willing to contrib-

ute anything to the solution of the problem?
Mr. Eommel. Every one of the Southern States are studying this,

but there is nobody yet that has taken up this problem from the
fundamental standpoint until this committee and Congress gave the
department the authority to go ahead and put this thing on a fun-
damental basis.

Mr. Anderson. If there are half a dozen, more or less, of the States

engaged on this work, and the Federal Government besides, it looks

as if we are wasting some money somewhere.
Mr. Eommel. May I make another statement not in the record?

Mr. Anderson. Let's have it in the record.

Mr. Eommel. Then I can not make it.

Mr. Anderson. I do not want any sub rosa statements. As far

as I am concerned, if it can not go into the record I do not want it.

Mr. Eommel. As you say.

Mr. Anderson. I notice you have a proposition here in item 64 to

inaugurate a study of beef production on northern cut-over lands in

Michigan, Wisconsin, or Minnesota. Can you tell us something
about that.

Mr. Hutchinson. He has gone over that.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is in the record.

Mr. Eommei-. That is in the record.

Mr. Anderson. I would like to know what you are going to do with
special reference to Minnesota, if I may.
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Mr. EoMMEL. The proposition is to establish beef-production ex-
periments in northern cut-over lands, covering the region of the-

upper peninsula of Michigan, the upper part of Wisconsin, and the-

upper part of Minnesota. It is an outgrowth of the work of last

summer for the relief of live stock from the northwestern drought,
area. That movement resulted in bringing in some 200,000 sheep-

and 75,000 cattle into that territory. Nobody had ever done a great
deal of work in that section in the raising of cattle and sheep be-

fore, and a great many of those men are so well satisfied with what
they found here in the way of live-stock possibilities that they want
the department to take up experimental work in that area.

Mr. Anderson. Is that work done in cooperation with the States?
Mr. EoMMEL. Yes, sir; it will be.

Mr. Anderson. Have any of the States appropriated any money
for this sort of work ?

Mr. EoMMEL. The State of Michigan has a small station at Chat-
ham where they have done some work on forage crops and a little on
sheep but nothing on beef cattle.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Will it be necessary for the Fed-
eral Government to erect any buildings at any of these places in

Michigan, Minnesota, or Wisconsin ?

Mr. Rommel. It will be impossible. The Government can not
erect buildings on land that it does not own. It is illegal, and we
have no intention whatever of doing so.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. With the permission of the State,

you could acquire it by gift and would not need an act of Congress.
Mr. EoMMEL. We have no intention of doing that. It will be

neither necessary nor desirable, and as the matter stands at present

it is not possible. I am absolutely against it. There is no reason
at all why we should contemplate the erection of buildings and every-

thing of that kind in a permanent station in that country. There is

no call for it, and it is not desirable. If anything of that kind is

done, the expenditure could be made by the State. The Government
should not put itself in a position in any of those places so that it

can not get out without difficulty should it find it necessary to do so.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. On the other side of this ques-

tion, my understanding is that it is not a State proposition at all.

You have not told us of a word from a State official in regard to this

proposition in Michigan. It is a request from a few of the residents

up there. There is not a State there that has had any conference

with you so far as you have stated and I have tried to bring out as

to whether there had been or not.

Mr. Rommel. We had a conference at St. Paul in July attended by
about 200 people, Mr. McLaughlin. That was attended by State

officials from the States we are discussing and the Western States on
the drought relief area. This question was given very earnest and
emphatic consideration at that time. I say we have no formal re-

quest, we have no formal letter that I can lay before you; but we
have been in conference with State officials, and with officials of agri-

cultural colleges of every one of those States. They were at the con-

ference at St. Paul and these questions came up. We have that. If

you ask me for a dogmatic statement along these lines, I can not give

it to you. I can not do the impossible. But we have the requests,
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many of them, from the people that are in that region and interested
in its development, who are anxious to have the cooperation of the
department.
Mr. Anderson. Are these people actual settlers or land speculators?
Mr. EoMMEL. They are landowners and settlers.

Mr. Jacoway. Are they large landowners ?

Mr. EoMMEL. Some own several thousand acres.

Mr. Jacowat. Of cut-over lands ?

Mr. EoMMEL. Yes; what is left after the timber has been taken
awa^.
Mr. Ettbet. Are these lands owned by corporations that cut over

the land and took the timber off or are they owned by the men who
have purchased the land from these corporations and who are trying
to farm them ?

Mr. Eommel. They are both. The largest tracts of these lands are

owned by the timber companies. Then in addition to that you will

find men such as Mr. Frank Hagenbarth, of Idaho, who went in and
bought large tracts of land.

The Chairman. Will you tell us something about your Morgan
horses.

Mr. Eommel. No, sir ; I am not discussing that.

The Chairman. I notice that is in the note.

Mr. Eommel. The note you refer to is this, that one of the points
at which we would start investigations in beef production would be
at the Morgan horse farms.
Mr. Anderson. Is there anything in the general situation in the

New England States that would justify a belief in the successful con-

duct of beef-cattle operations ?

Mr. Eommel. There is a growing interest in beef production in

New England, largely due to the shortage of labor. There was, 40
years ago, in the Champlain Valley, the very section where the Mor-
gan horse farm is located, a considerable beef production industry.

That went out with the rapid development of the West, and it has
never come back.
Mr. Anderson. That is the exact proposition I was trying to get

at. Is there now such a relation in cost of production in the New
England States and the West that there is any probability that the

New England States would be able to compete with the West in beef
production ?

Mr. Eommel. Yes ; there are herds of beef cattle being established,

especially the dual-purpose kinds. One of the leading dual-purpose

Shorthorn herds in New England is in the Champlain Valley, and
there is quite a bit of interest in that matter. It has even gone so far

that there are certain men here and there who have gone to Texas for

steers to feed in New England.
The Chairman. But there is not sufficient demand to interest the

State experiment stations?

Mr. Eommel. No ; the State experiment stations' funds are entirely

confined to studies of dairy production.

The Chairman. Have all of the experiment stations lost interest

in beef production ?

Mr. Eommel. I do not believe that any station in New England is

doing anything in beef production. I do not recall that they are.
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The Chairman. Are they doing any of that work in the States
that you have reference to in the notes?
Mr. EoMMEL. There is some independent work in beef production

going on in practically all of these States. In the States that are
mentioned as doing cooperative work with the department there is no
duplication with any work that the State itself is carrying on.

The Chairman. They are not doing anything independent of the
Federal Government?
Mr. Rommel. Yes ; they are doing work independent of the Fed-

eral Government. Their work is not entirely tied up with us.

The Chairman. Is it necessary to carry it on in two places in the
same State?
Mr. EoMMEL. Oftentimes

;
yes, sir.

The Chairman. Have you anything else that you wish to say ?

Mr. Rommel. I have nothing else ; no, sir.

Mr. McLaltghlin of Michigan. That work in Vermont does not
strike me very favorably, Doctor. I do not know why, in an old
State like Veimont, where they have worked on this proposition for a
long, long time, they would not be able to do it themselves if they
want to have it done. I am not greatly moved by this desire on the
part of a few people who want the Government to bear the expense
and request the Federal Government to do some of this work. Indi-

viduals like to throw the burden on the Federal Government. There
is hardly a State in the Union that is not trying to avoid its respon-
sibility, evade its duty, trying to throw the burden on the Federal
GoveJrnment to do the work that they ought to do themselves. - If

you have some particular reason for taking ap this work in Vermont,
that is one thing. But I say it does not appeal to me. I would like

to know what your reason is.

Mr. Rommel. We want to find out, if we can, whether it is pos-

sible economically to establish a herd of beef cattle in New Eng-
land. That is one of the things we want to know, and the State

has not taken this up for the reason that all the funds they have are

taken up with the study of dairy problems.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They are abundantly able to do

it, are they not ?

Mr. Rommel. They have not the funds.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you mean to say that your
interest in the people of Vermont is greater than the interest of the

State Government in its own people ?

Mr. RoMMELL. No ; not at all.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It would strike me that if that

problem is before them and they do not care to take it up it is going

pretty far for the Federal Government to do it.

Mr. Rommel. We would like to be forehanded, Mr. McLaughlin.
I should like to have an answer to the question before it is thrown
at me. If I can work out and have the answer ready when the ques-

tion is put to me, I would rather have it that way than be com-
pelled to conduct an investigation in a hurry, and possibly get a

wrong answer.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I know, but assuming that you

would be successful up there, was it your business to make it in the

first place, was it the duty of the Federal Government to conduct it,
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in view of the abundance of means in their own State, and it being
strictly a local problem ?

Mr. EoMMEL. I cannot agree with yon that it is strictly a local
problem. I contend that the problem applies to all of New Eng-
land and to much of New York State as well. The matter of beef
production there applies to that entire section, and somebody ought
to be studying the problem. If it is not the function of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture to study a problem coyering such an extensive
territory,.! do not know whose function it is.

Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. It may be.

Mr. EoMMEL. Mr. Chairman, there is one point in this soft pork
matter that I think that I should lay before the committee for its

information, and that is that we have in this work the cooperation
of the National Swine Growers' Association. The National Swine
Growers' Association has agreed to furnish some of the hogs that
we will use in this work; that is to say, hogs that we may get in
North Carolina, Texas, or some other place away from Beltsville

the National Swine Growers' Association has agreed to purchase,
we to pay for the meat from those hogs that we actually use. It is

an arrangement similar to the one that the bureau has with the

Grove City Creamery in Pennsylvania, which enables us to con-

duct the work .without calling on Congress for very large appro-
priations and without tying up Federal funds for an annual ap-

propriation for use during just a few weeks or months, as the case

may be.

The Chaiemaist. What is that association made up of—farmers

or shippers ?

Mr. KoMMEL. They arel3reeders of hogs.

The Chaieman. Of pure-bred hogs?
Mr. KoMMELL. Yes ; very largely. It is represented largely by the

membership in the pure-bred swine breeders' associations. I think

that ought to be laid before the committee.

The Chaieman. Some one called my attention to it to-day.

Have you anything else?

Mr. KoMMEL. I have only one other point to make. In regard

to that suggestion I made when Mr. Anderson objected to what he

called subrosa statements, I simply want to call attention to this,

that we are equipped at Beltsville now to carry on this soft-pork

investigation as no other institution in the soft-pork territory is

equipped. We can follow these hogs from the time they are born

until the meat is put on the table. We can grow the pig, kill it,

cure the meat, cook it if necessary, and lay it on the table. We will

know absolutely from the time the hog was born exactly how the

meat was handled. We are beholden to no one for any step in the

investigation.

The Chaieman. No reference is made to it here in the notes.

Mr. EoMMEL. No reference, because no increase is estimated for.

The Chaieman. You simply make references where you ask for

an increase?

Mr. EoMMEL. Yes; that is it.

The Chaieman. Does the committee^ desire to know anything

about the horse breeding?

Mr. EoMMEL. I can mention that if you wish it.

164315—20 21
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The Chairman. You might state briefly the number of stallions

that you have? '

Mr. EoMMEL. We have the horse-breeding work in progress at
the Morgan horse farm and at the station in Wyoming. That has
been in progress for a great many years. The work in Wyoming
was formerly in Colorado, but that was transferred to Wyoming
last summer.
The Chairman. You have no station in Colorado now ?

Mr. EoMMEL. No, sir.

The Chairman. What is the highest price paid for stallions at

the Colorado or Wyoming station ?

Mr. Eommel. The highest price that we have paid?
The Chairman. The highest price paid for stallions by the Gov-

ernment ?

Mr. EoMMEL. Three thousand five hundred dollars. That was a
great many years ago.
The Chairman. You are positive about that?
Mr. Eommel. Surely. I bought them. Three thousand five hun-

dred dollars was the most that we ever paid for a horse.

The Chairman. The highest price paid for any stallion owned by
the Government at either of the stations?

Mr. EoMMEL. That is the highest price that I know of for stallions

that we have had.
The Chairman. What was the highest price paid at the Morgan

farm ?

Mr. EoMMEL. We paid $3,500 for one of the stallions at the Colo-
rado station, and $3,500 for one at the Morgan horse farm. Two
thousand dollars was the highest price we ever paid for any of the

horses that we bought for Army work. The average cost of horses

for the Army work was approximately $750.
The Chairman. I wa;s told that the Government had paid $18,000

for one of its horses.

Mr. EoMMEL. We have had nothing to do with anything like that.

The Chairman. There are no other horses except what you have
in your charge owned by the Government?
Mr. EoMMEL. The Army has some horses, and the Indian Service

has some horses, and so on, but I do not know of any branch of the

Government that buys any horses for breeding purposes except the

department. I do not think there is any other branch of the Gov-
ernment to be considered. I think you can safely say that the Gov-
ernment has never paid that sum.
The Chairman. The business is conducted as in the past?

Mr. Eommel. Yes; as in the past. The reason for conducting it is

simply, particularly with reference to the Morgan horse, that here is

an American horse that has in' it endurance, feet, legs, and so on,

features unexcelled in any other horse. But on account of its small

size the breeding of these horses is declining. Small farmers are not

breeding them extensively and wealthy men who go in for Morgans
may dispose of their studs at any time. It would be a misfortune if

the Morgan horse were allo>ved to die out. In order to prevent this

the Government hopes to maintain a small permanent Morgan herd

of horses.

The Chairman. How many Morgan horses are owned by the Gov-
ernment ?
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Mr. Rommel. We try to keep 25 brood mares. That makes in all

between 65 and 75 head of hofges, of both sexes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you find anybody interested in
taking stock off your hands?
Mr. Rommel. Yes; they take a few. We have two stallions in

North Carolina, and there are indicTations now that the Morgan horse
may develop as a sire of cow ponies. My own candid opinion is that

the Morgan horse is going to be a source of supply of small riding
horses. He is never going to compete with the Ford car. If you get

some more size in him he will do for handling hilly farms, and the
stallions apparently are going to be of use as sires of first-class horses

on the range. * •

^
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They are naturally small ?

Mr. Rommel. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does the breeding of them tend to

increase their size? i

Mr. Rommel. We are increasing the size quite a little. Our mares
will average around 1,100 pounds now. We are trying to get them
up to 1,200 pounds. The stallion at the head of the stud weighs
1,200 pounds; in breeding condition somewhat less. He was shown
last Saturday morning at the International Live-Stock Exposition at

Chicago and won first in the class.

Mr. Candler. What character of horses have you in Wyoming?
Mr. Rommel. Mainly standard bred horses. We try to get them

to average 1,300 to 1,400 pounds.
,
That work was started under the

name of the American carriage horse. We have dropped that name.
What we are trying to do is to breed them to the needs of the range,

where they will carry a man or pull a wagon. It is a light wagon
or utility horse.

The Chairman. How much are you getting for the Morgan
horses ?

Mr. Rommel. We do not sell any. We have let them out to people

who will take them and stand them.
The Chairman. So far you have not sold any?
Mr. Rommel. We have not sold any except culls.

The Chairman. What is the prevailing price?

Mr. Rommel. There is not much demand for Morgan horses. I

priced a pair to a Japanese the other day at $3,000 apiece. He
wanted me to tell him how much he would have to pay for the best

Morgan horses in the country, and that was my answer. That is

the best answer I can give. It runs from there down.
The Chairman. Are they registered ?

Mr. Rommel. Yes.
The Chairman. Are all that you own registered ?

Mr. Rommel. Yes ; our Morgan horses are all registered.

The Chairman. Is there anything else?

Mr. Candler. Have you any horses in Virginia, at Front Royal ?

Mr. Rommel. Yes ; there are about 25 stallions stationed at Front
Royal.
Mr. Candler. You said that you let out some of those stallions,

have stood them under certain regulations of the department?
Mr. Rommel. Yes.

Mr. Candler. What are they ?
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Mr. Rommel. The two horses that _were sent to North Carolina
were sent down under condition that the farmers taking them were
vouched for by the State College of Agriculture, that they should
pa,y all the expenses, and they agreed not to charge over a cer-
tain service fee.

Mr. Candler. They paid all the expenses for having them ?

Mr. EoMMEL. Yes; we are subject to no expense whatever, and we
reserve the right to bring the horses back at any time if it seems de-
sirable to do so. In the case of the horses in the Army work, the
probability is that hereafter they will be stood at a flat service fee.

The Chairman. You gave the number of stations, including the
number of horses at each station ?

Mr. EoMMEL. If I may I will supply that for the record later.
The Chairman. Is that all ?

Mr. Harrison. That is all.

(The material referred to follows:)

Breeding American utility horses, Buffalo, Wyo.

Num-
ber.
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the bureau experiment station at Bethesda, Maryland." With this

appropriation, we are working on rabies, glanders, forage poisoning,
anthrax, swamp fever, poultry diseases, parasites, and various other
troubles of live stock. We are asking for an appropriation of $15,-

000 for the investigation of round worms of hogs. Recent investiga-
tions have shown the great importance of parasitic round worms to
the hog industry. These parasites are responsible for many of the
losses among young pigs, amounting to millions every year. At
the present time we have no allotment for this investigation, and
therefore it is a new item proposed for next year's estimates. There
was a project for investigating round worms of hogs several years
ago, but this was temporarily discontinued as a separate project and
it should now be revived.

Such experimental work is now in progress on a small scale, but
should be greatly extended so as to cover conditions in various parts
of the country. From preliminary experiments, it appears possible

that these losses can be prevented by comparatively simple measures,
but it is necessary first to carry out the tests of methods under actual

field conditions in four or five selected localities of the country before

it will be possible to establish the best methods for the control of

the parasites in question. Those parasites you all know as the long
white round worm in the intestines of hogs. You see thousands of

them every time you go to the packing house and our men have
found an entirely, new cycle in the life history of^his round worm.
Heretofore we have always thought the pigs drank stagnant water
or ate contaminated feed, containing the little eggs of this parasite,

and when they got into the intestines that those eggs hatched out and
developed into this worm without leaving the intestines. Now the

work of our laboratory men has shown that this old idea is erroneous.

They have proved that after the eggs are hatched out the small larvae

crawl up into the liver, and are carried by the blood into the lun^s,

causing pneumonia, which produces a great nunrber of deaths in

young pigs.

You will find the little larvae of the worms going thi'ough this

cycle, which must take place in the lung. After they!have become a

little larger in the lung tissue, they crawl up into the trachea (the

wind pipe), and when they reach the gullet are swallowed and go

down to the intestines where they develop into these long white

worms. Heretofore the trouble they produce in the lungs has been

called hog cholera, and various other terms, but nobody really knew
the effect of this larval stage of the intestinal worm on the health of

pigs until OUT laboratory workers made this discovery.

The Chairman. Is it not a fact there are more losses from this

worm than from hog cholera?

Dr. MoHLEE. I would not want to say more, but I will say that

there are very heavy losses from it.

Mr. Lee. Has there been any scientific investigation ?

Dr. MoHLEE. That is what we want with this $15,000.

The Chairman. What do you propose to do ?

Dr. MoHLER. To get out into the corn belt and establish four or

five stations for practical studies under field conditions.

The Chairman. What are you going to do after you establish your

stations ?
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Dr. Moi-iLER. We are going to cooperate with the producer of hogs,

and get him to leave 50 per cent of the litters under the conditions

he usually keeps his hogs. We will take the other 50 per cent and
put them under what we term sanitary conditions, and administer

treatment to see what the result will be. We want to establish a

series of field experiments in four or five localities of the com belt.

Mr. Anderson. Is this to be a continuing item ?

Dr. MoHLEK. I do not see any necessity for its being a continuing
item after we find out the proper methods of prevention. It will be
merely a question of education after we find a satisfactory method
for eliminating the danger.
The Chairman. Do you propose to treat the hogs?
Dr. MoHLER. Yes; we are going to treat the hogs as well as handle

them under sanitary conditions. We do not know all the things we
are going to do yet, as they will be developed as the work proceeds

;

this is purely for an experimental investigation. We have one or

two farmers cooperating with us in Illinois at the present time. They
are standing all the expense and we want to duplicate that work in

four or five other communities. As I say, we have already done a

very limited amount of sanitary control work in this line that has
jiroduced very satisfactory results. It is more or less of a laboratory

experiment now, and what we want to do is to extend it into the field

to determine whether it is going to work out on a large scale or not.

The Chairman. Are there any remedies on the market?
Dr. MoiiLER. There are all kind's of remedies, yes, sir, that are

being sold. Some are fair and some are no good. But there is no
true remedy to-day.

The Chairman. Do you propose to discover a new remedy?
Dr. Mohlbr. I do not think there is going to be any discovery

of that kind, because after the little larvae get into the lung it is

very hard to get rid of them in that structure. The need is to de-

stroy the larva before it gets into the lung, or even before the egg
reaches the intestinal tract.

The Chairman. How large is the worm?
Dr. MoHLER. The worm is 10 or 12 inches long, but the egg is

microscopic. The little larvae that develop, and which crawl up
into the bile ducts and thence into the lung, are about a twelfth of

an inch long, but they are so narrow that they are still microscopic.

After they crawl up into the trachea and pass down the gullet into the

intestines, they become mature ajid are then 10 or 12 inches long.

The Chairman. Something like a tape worm?
Dr. MoHLER. No; it is a round worm.
The Chairman. Similar to the worms children have ?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes; probably the same thing as the long, white

worm in babies.

The Chairman. Is it confined to the intestines of hogs only?
Dr. MoHLER. That is the thing we are interested in now. The re-

sults of the work we are trying to do may be applicable to the health

of children. Round worms are not infrequent in babies, and in the

human family the life cycle of the worm takes the same course.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How does it first get into the hog ?

Dr. Moi-iLER. It is swallowed in feed or water. The feed or the

water becomes contaminated by the feces of an infested animal
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carrying the female worm in the intestines. This female lays eggs,

and those eggs pass out of the intestines in the feces and are da-
posited on the feed or in the water.
The Chairman. From cattle?

Dr. MoHLER. No; from hogs. Heretofore we thought the hog
swallowed the eggs and tRe eggs passed into the intestines and
hatched out and became adult without leaving the intestines, but our
work shows that this is not the case. It hatches out, but does not
develop in the intestines at that time. It travels up the bile ducts
and goes into the lung and causes pneumonia, and it is at this stage

where the losses are so great.

The Chairman. When did you develop that ?

Dr. MoHLER. It was just published recently, about four months
ago.

Mr. McKiNi^Y. You are furnishing that to all these county
agents ?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir ; but we have not enough information yet to

decide which are the best and most practical preventive measures.
It has been published in some scientific papers and news letters, but
we want to get more practical results and then put it into the hands of

the county agents or any other persons who can help handle this

trouble.

Mr. RuBET. How long have you been acquainted with this worm ?

Dr. MoHLER. This worm has been known for over a hundred years,

and has been important ever since parasites were studied.

Mr. EuBEY. How does it happen that we are just commencing to

go after it ?

Dr. MoHLER. It is the first time we knew the life cycle was as I
have described it. Heretofore we have always considered the hog
swallowed the egg arid the egg went into the intestines and hatched
out and matured, just like the tape worm. But it is more like the

hook worm ; we used to think the children down in the South swal-

lowed the hook worm larva and it developed in the intestines directly

;

but now we know it penetrates through the healthy skin of the feet

for instance, and after entering the circulation it reaches the lungs

and then the intestines, like the hog worm. It is a wonderful require-

ment of nature that certain worms have to go through the other

tissues to get to the place where they are usually found.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The main thing is to keep it out

of the hog ?

i^ Dr. MoHLER. That is it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But you can not stop its move-
ment after it gets into the hog?

Dr. MoHLER. No, sir ; when it gets into the lung it is impossible.

Mr. Jacoway. When the worm gets in the lung, what percentage

of the hogs die ?

Dr. MoHLER. Over 10 per cent of them die.

Mr. Jacoway. When it gets into the hogs, what percentage of the

herd is infected by this worm ?

Dr. MoHLER. Usually where they have a large infestation they

ail get it.

Mr. Jacoway. And when it strikes one herd it is pretty likely to

go through it ?
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Dr. MOHLER. It is.

The Chairman. Why could not this be done in connection with the
hog-cholera work?

Dr. MoHLER. Because this is an experimental parasitic investiga-

tion and the other is the practical eradication of infectious disease.

This investigation is being carried on in our zoological laboratory,
and hog-cholera control is under one of. our field divisions.

The Chairman. Are not the men assigned to the hog-cholera work
capable of attending to this as well ?

Dr. MoHLER. No, sir. This work is done by trained zoologists—

^

men familiar with the life histories of various parasites. If we had
placed the men now engaged on hog-cholera work on this investiga-

tion we would never have found it.

The Chairman. Could you not devote the funds for hog cholera
to this work ?

Dr. MoHLER. It is impossible to transfer our funds which are given
to us specifically for hog cholera and apply them to the' study of
parasites.

The Chairman. We can change the language, if necessary.

Dr. MoHLER. I hope we will be given the $15,000 extra. We need
this $16,000 for this specific purpose.
The Chairman. When you start at $15,000 that means $150,000

the next year, and it will be up in the millions before we get through
with it.

Dr. Mohler. I will guarantee we won't need any million dollars

for this work. As I said to Mr. Anderson, this is not going to be a

continuing appropriation. We started on this work before the war
and stopped ; we stopped all this kind of scientific investigations and

fot right down to brass tacks to study the things that were going to

elp win the war. Now we have taken it up again and have been

carrying it on out of our general funds, and it has developed into

a big thing. I would not be surprised but what the results these

men will accomplish with this $15,000 will do more to help the hog
industry than any other one item outside of the hog-cholera item.

We are just beginning to learn about the great losses from this

round worm.
The Chairman. The trouble is that this $16,000 will be up in the

millions in a very short time.

Dr. MoHLER. One of the scientists in the bureau published an
article only a few months ago in the American Medical Association

Journal, a leading journal of the physicians of the country, showing

the importance or the work to human life, and I think our estimate

of $15,000- is very conservative. This is not the maximum amount
they thought they could use ; they could use a great deal more ; but

this is the conservative estimate of the department after consider-

ing all of the possibilities. I do not know any $16,000 where we are

going to show more results than from this particular item.

Mr. Candler. How long do you think it will take you to investi-

gate it fully if you start this year and continue from time to time?

Dr. MoHLER. You know scientific investigations go in a very

peculiar line. You can not foretell—you can not foresee what is

going to happen. You have to keep studying the problems until

definite results are obtained. It is just like our studies of hog
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cholera; we worked on hog cholera for 20 years before we found a
serum for the disease. "We may find a prophylactic treatment for
this disease at any time. .

Mr. Candler. But you do not think it will require any large addi-
tion to the appropriation from year to year?

Dr. MoHLER. No, sir ; it will not require any large addition to the
appropriation from year to year. All we want to do to-day can be
done in four or five different localities, and it will 6ost around $3,000
in each locality to do the work.
Mr. Jacoway. If we give you $15,000 would you be willing to

sign an affidavit that you will not want $30,000 next year ?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir ; I will be glad to do that. This is a very
conservative estimate, I think, considering, as I said before, the im-
portance and the potentialities of this work. And you know in your
section the hog raiser has more trouble with worms than any other
thing outside of hog cholera itself.

_
The Chairman. There is no question as to the merit of the propo-

sition, but how are we going to handle it? It seems to me you
might connect it with some other activity and do away with some of
those overhead charges and continuing appropriations.

Dr. MoHLER. We are asking in this appropriation for $141,450.
That covers all of our investigations of animal diseases. This hog-
cholera work you are speaking of is eradication work.
The Chairman. Why can you not draw on the general funds for

the diseases there and use part of them for this purpose?
Mr. TiNCHER. I like this land of an appropriation, but what I

do not like about it is the next one, for instance, containing new
items for your work. The Government spends money to find out
how to treat it and take care of it, and then I do not like, as the
Chairman says, the $1,000,000 we have to spend after that to force

the fellow interested to use the treatment after you find it out for
him. I do no think there is any occasion on earth for the Govern-
ment to spend a dime now to persuade people to use the hog cholera
treatment. You have the treatment; you have the vaccine that will

prevent it; and anyone who is interested to the extent of owning
hogs ought to have enough thrift, without the parental guidance
of the Government, to use it.

Mr. Heflin. But, if he won't use it, the Government must use its

power to suppress the disease.

The Chairman. What is the next item. Doctor ?

Dr. MoHLER. The next item is an increase of $4,000 in our animal-

disease investigations, for developing and thoroughly testing a new
method for blackleg immunization. This method gives promise of

being a more effective agent against blackleg than the old powder
form of vaccine which we are giving out at the present time. At
present we have no appropriation specifically for this purpose.

I would like to say, during this last year the amount of blackleg

vaccine distributed to stock owners was over 4,000,000 doses. Due
to improved methods of immuization now in vogue throughout the
country for blackleg, we have conducted experiments along these

lines, and material progress has been made. Lack of sufficient help
and, moreover, insufficient funds to conduct extensive experiments
with large experimental animals has hampered the work so that it

is not conclusive.
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Definite mention should be made of the improved method of im-
munization by combining blackleg filtrate and killed prodigiosus
cultures. These tests, of necessity, were conducted with small ani-

mals, yet the results obtained were so pi'onounced that it is most
desirable to finish up this work on cattle, where it is felt the great
advance of this method over the plain filtrates will be demonstrated.
The new laboratory at Bethesda needs some rather expensive equip-
ment to inaugurate the production and distribution of filtrates for
the blackleg disease, and only when so equipped will it be possible

to turn out the product in quantities for distribution to the cattlemen
who are now requesting a better product than the powder form of
vaccine. It is suggested that $4,000 be made available for the pro-
duction of blackleg filtrates for immunization purposes and for
laboratory equipment to make this product of the highest potency.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Speaking generally of these vac-
cines and serums, you recall that only a tew years ago there was
great difficulty in getting the pure stuff. The private manufacturers
did not turn out the right kind of stuff, it was not reliable, and some
of the States had difficulty. Your bureau had confidence in a stuff

you made yourself, or which was made under your direction. What
is the general situation now? Are they making all those different

things better, and so on, and in sufficient quantity?
Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir. You remember, Mr. Chairman, as the result

of the act of Congress of 1913j the preparation of all these biological

products for use on animals has been placed under the Secretary_of
Agriculture. The result has been we have supervision over all the
establishments that prepare these serums, vaccines, and toxins for

interstate commerce. And I think you will find the consensus of
opinion of the users of those products is that the results have been
very much more satisfactory.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have inspectors then at each
one of the private places where any of this kind off stuff is made ?

Dr. Mohler. Yes, sir ; we have them all under supervision. We do
not have a man in each place. We have a man in every place where
hog cholera serum is prepared, and he is given a territory contiguous

to those serum plants in order that he may cover the firms that make
tuberculin, vaccines, mallein, etc.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How large an inspection force

have you in these different factories ?

Dr. MoHLER. That will come up in another item, but the number
is about 94 at the present time.

Mr. Jacoway. From this hog-cholera propaganda, or policy, that

the'Government has been engaged in for several years, what per cent

of the herd do you imagine is preserved and kept from dying?
Dr. MoHLEE. That will come under the hog-cholera item, but I

may answer your question specifically in saying that this last year

the lasses from hog cholera have been reduced to 37 per thousand
hogs, which is the lowest in 36 years and is principally the result of

the cooperative work of the States and the Federal Government in

this hog-cholera-eradication campaign. That will come up in an-

other item.

Mr. TiNCHEB. I see you say, "Testing a new method of blackleg

immunization."
Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir.
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Mr. riNCHEE. The old method which was used made immune for
one year? Now they have a method by which they are made immune
for all time ?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes.
Mr. Tin CHER. Whose device is that new method? Is that the

Government's method or some State's?
Dr. MoHLER. The original work was done by one of the biological

conipanies iu the East and then was taken up at your Kansas ex-
periment station by two of the workers there.
Mr. Tin CHER. There is no question about the success of that serum? •

Dr. MoHLER. No, sir ; it is very satisfactory. But we can not sup-
ply that, 'because we would have to have about 20,000 calves brought
into AVashington to make an aggressin similar to what is made at
the Kansas Agricultural College.
Mr. TinCHER. Here is what I am getting at : Any man who wants

to now, who owns a herd of cattle, can buy a vaccine ?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir.

Mr. Tin CHER. And when they vaccinate a calf they can make it

immune for life?

Dr. MoHLEE. That is right.

Mr. Tin CHER. That has been tested and found to be a success?
Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir.

Mr. Tin CHER. Now, you intend that the Government find a cheaper
vaccine that will do that; is that the idea?
Dr. MoHLER. That is the idea, to make a vaccine here in Washing-

ton that will be just as efficacious and less difficult to prepare than
the method of producing aggressin.

Mr. TinCHER. And you ground your work on what the Kansas
Agricultural College has done ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir; to some extent.

Mr. Tin CHER. It costs now in the neighborhood of 30 cents to

vaccinate the animal and to make him immune for life ?

Dr. MoHLER. That is right.

Mr. TinCHER. But there is no question about the success of the
vaccine ?

Dr. MoHLER. It is quite satisfactory.

Mr. EuBEY. In the present method, they have to have some sort

of an instrument?
Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir. <

Mr. RtTBEY. And in the new method
Dr. MoHLER. In the presesit method we have a powder. We make

a suspension by grinding it up with a mortar and pestle, place it in

a syringe, and inject it into the animal. We are working on this new
solution now, and all we will need is a hypodermic syringe, which
will do away with the mortar and pestle, grinding, filtering, etc.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you require the services of a
skilled man to demonstrate this remedy ?

Dr. MoHLER. No ; we are distributing these 4,000,000 doses to the
stock raisers throughout the country, and they, as a rule, perform
the operation themselves. . All you have to do is to make a hypoder-
mic injection

;
you do not have to take any readings or anything of

that kind after the injection.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You just give the animal a shot

of it and let it go at that ?
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Dr. MoHLER. That is all that is necessary.
The Chairman. The treatment is similar to that for hog cholera?
Dr. MoHLER. Only it is simpler to apply, because in the treatment

for hog cholera you give a serum and a virus, and the virus is a

deadly product and may cause death if it is not handled properly^
This agressin is absolutely inert and does not produce any disease;

but will prevent the disease.

Mr. TinCHER. The treatment is the same as the old method, only
it gives immunity for life instead of for one year?

Dr. MoHLER. That is it.

Mr. TiNCHER. Your idea is with this appropriation to find some-
thing that can be manufactured cheaper and furnished the people
cheaper ?

Dr. MoHLER. We are not satisfied in giving out 4,000,000 doses of
blackleg' powder when some commercial concerns are selling other
kinds of blackleg products which may be superior. And we can
not possibly make blackleg aggressJn, because we would have to buy
20,000 calves, bring them to Washington, inoculate them, produce a
blackleg swelling and then, after the calf dies, take the blackleg tissue

and make the aggressin. That is why it costs from 30 to 35 cents,

because you have to use a calf every time you make from 500 to

1,200 doses of the aggressin. The way we make the powder is tO'

inoculate the calf, and after it dies, take the infected meat and dry
it. We then make a dough of it by adding water, and bake it, and
then grind it up into a powder. We get about 30,000 doses from
every calf.

Mr. TiN.CHER. What is the object of the Government in keeping
up the manufacture arid free distribution of one-year immunity
vaccine ?

Dr. MoHLER. As far as I am concerned, there will be no objections

to stopping it. It is on the same principle as. giving away flower

seeds the way we do every year.

Mr. TiNCHER. There is now a preparation on the market that has
been demonstrated a success.

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHER. And 90 per cent of it is sold by private companies 1

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHER. By correspondence with your department, I could

write you and get, for nothing, just as good a vaccine for cattle as

I want, but my neighbor goes out and buys it.

Dr. MoHLER.- It is routine work with us. We just inoculate the

calves, produce blackleg meat, bake it, grind it up into a gowder and
send it to you. It is purely a routine procedure. You can buy blackleg

vaccines in many towns in the West. We would be pleased to be

relieved of the necessity of making that material, but as long as a

Congressman asks for so many doses for his constituents, we are

glad to supply it. I think our province is to make investigations

in a fundamental way, to find a proper method, and then when we
find it, to let commercial houses manufacture and sell it to the coun-

try.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is along my talk yesterday.'

Dr. MoHLER. This is, a different kind of a proposition from what
we discussed yesterday. We have to be the leaders in eradication
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and control work, and we have been the leaders in this blackleg vac-

cine work for twenty years. This was started in 1896, but we should
be permitted to adopt new methods or stop.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But you do not have to be leaders

and laborers, too?
Dr. MoHLEE. You know the tuberculin test we discussed yesterday

takes considerable judgment outside of the manual labor involved.
Mr. TiNCHEE. How much of the appropriation is used for the free

distribution of a vaccine of that kind?
Dr. MoHLEE. We have no specific appropriation for this work now.

It is a very inexpensive affair. We use several veterinarians part of
the time on this work. We send one man out to the experiment sta-

tion to-day and some other inspector next week. There are also

two clerks employed for handling the mail, 'keeping records, etc.

We are asking for a specific appropriation of $4,000 for this par-
ticular project.

Mr. TiNCHEE. I think you ought to have the $4,000, but I wonder
if you can not take that out of the fund with which you have been
furnishing free vaccine which has already been tested and of which
•everybody knows the merits ?

Dr. MoHLEE. No, we could not. You gentlemen gave us enough
money, $5,000, two or three years ago, before the war, to build a
laboratory to develop this work. The laboratory was not built, for

the reason that we did hot want to do any building during the war
period. Now, we have the laboratory there and we want to equip
it. During that interval, we have been working in the laboratory
piece-meal on various investigations of blackleg, and we have
found that this combination of a" blackleg filtrate with a prodigiosus
germ, has produced very satisfactory results in the vaccination of
the smaller animals.
Mr. TiNCHEE. What do you think about the policy of encourag-

ing a man now to use the one-year vaccine from the standpoint of
producing results?

Dr. MoHLEE. It is not nearly as satisfactory as to make the animal
immune for a longer period, of course.

Mr. TiNCHEE. It just occurred to me, if a man wrote to me and
asked me to get him free vaccine for one year's immunity, if I
was honest with him, I would write and tell him he did not want it.

Dr. MoHi/EE. If my friends wrote and asked me whether they
should use blackleg powder or aggressin, I think I would tell

them what I thought of the powder and to buy the best they could
get. I do not like to be in the position of distributing 4,000,000 doses
of something that is not the best on the market, and I think we ought
to receive funds to improve the product and find something which
is most satisfactory.

Mr. Andeeson. Why can you not stop it if you want to? Is there
any law to prevent that?

Dr. MoHLEE. Because you send in a request for the bureau to

furnish John Jones, of Minnesota, with 100 doses of blackleg vac-

cine, s.

Mr. Andeeson. No, I never did that. What do you want us to

do; to put a limitation on this appropriation to the effect that it

can no longer be done ?
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Dr. MoHLEK. It would require a specific statement to the effect

that hereafter none of this money shall be used for the distribu-

tion of blackleg vaccine. That is the only way I can see you can
stop it. As long as there is no provision against it, we will have
to comply with the requests of Congressmen.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is in this paragraph, is it?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir.

Mr. Wilson. If that is true, why do you want to develop a new
method ?

Dr. MoHLER. Because, as I tell you, the old method is not as

satisfactory as what we think this new method will be.

Mr. TiNCHER. The old method makes a calf immune for one year.

They use that because they can get it free. There is a new method
which is absolutely satisfactory and a success and it makes them
immune for life.

Mr. Wilson. If they know that method, why don't they use it ?

Mr. TiNCHER. The Government does not know that method;
Kansas knows it. That is, the Government knows it, but it can
not furnish it.

Dr. MoHLER. Of course, we know it, but the method of Kansas
is the most expensive method and now we are trying to get the
same results with a cheaper method.
The next item is for an increased allotment of $1,650 to extend

the investigations of stockv poisoning by plants. Our present allot-

ment is $11,450, which does not allow for much work outside of that
carried on in connection with livestock interests in the Western
States. There are many problems in the East and in the South
which should be investigated. From the South especially many
complaints are made of the loss of live stock from presumably poi-

-sonous plants, with demands for investigation. These demands
can" not be met without additional appropriations. It is also de-

sirable that more should be spent for investigation in the West,
and in order that the results of the work can be made available

to the stock people, it is important that it should be possible to

respond with more freedom to requests for addresses at live-stock

conventions. If these things are done it will be necessary to add
to our present funds, and it would seem that a total appropriation
should be made of not less than $13,100. It perhaps should be
stated that this sum will not permit any great enlargement of the
work and that a much larger sum could readily be used.

Mr. Anderson. How long has this contagious abortion work been
going on?

Dr. MoHLER. It has been going on for four years.

Mr. Anderson. It strikes me it has been going on as long as I

have been on this committee and before that.

Dr. MoHLEE. I think you will find it is about four years.
Mr. Wilson. Contagious abortion?
Dr. MoHLEE. Yes; of cattle.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you not learned all there
is to know about that and how to trea| it?

Dr. Mohler. If you would attend some of these conventions and
hear the discussions you would think there were as many ways to

treat it as there are men who talk on it.

• Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is the same old thing.
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Dr. MoHLEE., Yes; no great discovery of value for handling con-
tagious abortion has been made like that for the elimination of
ticks, the eradication of scabies, and the prevention of hog cholera.

The present position of the investigation of abortion in cattle is

about the same as the investigation of influenza in men. There has
not been any panacea found as yet, and we are still investigating
the whole problem.
Mr. TiNCHEE. Every manufacturing institution that manufactures

serums pretends every spring they have an absolutely new one that
will positively cure it ; but they are all failures.

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes; not one is past the experimental stage as yet.

We are doing more to get, control of contagious abortion by apply-
ing sanitary measures and by keeping heifers that become pregnant
away from aborting cows, using the herd-management method, with
sanitary measures. That has been the most satisfactory method that
has developed thus far. There is a great conflict of opinion, you
know, with regard to this disease. One investigator says the bull

carries the disease to the cow and the other expert says it all comes
from the mammary gland, that the infection enters through the teats

of the cow ; another fellow says the infection comes from contami-
nated feed. These investigations take a long time, because a cow
has only one calf in the year and you can not rush these experiments
when studying a disease like abortion.

Mr. TiNCHEE. There are lots of herds of cows in the United
States, and that item would not cover the loss in cows next spring in

one herd.

Dr. MoHLEE. That is true.

Mr. TiNCHEE. If they have any, prospect of finding a, cure for
abortion of cows, the appropriation does not amount to anything.
The Chaieman. Are you makirlg any progress on this ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes ; we are. But, as I say, the work is slow ; at most,
you get only one line of results from one animal in one year, because
we are working with the pregnant animal entirely. Conclusions
are liable to be wrong when drawn from a few experiments, and
therefore we try to have the work checked well.

The next item is No. 66, on page 56, " For investigating the dis-

ease of hog cholera and for its control or eradication." The old ap-

propriation is for $641,045, and we are asking for $658,945, which is

an actual increase of $30,000. We are asking for this additional

amount in order properly to carry out the
,
provisions of the act

requiring the supervision of the manufacture of viruses, serums,
toxins, and anaiogouS products. On the point brought up by Mr.
Jacoway a few minutes ago, we have at the present time 95 plants

under license. Last year we had only 88. This year we have 135

licenses issued, against 126 last year. So you will note a considerable

increase of the number of plants which are now manufacturing bio-

logical products.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you have any difficulty in

making these plants comply with your regulations ?

Dr. MoHLBE. No, sir; we are having very good results in getting

their cooperation.

Mr. McLAtJGHLiN of Michigan. Do you see a marked improvement
in the quality of their products?
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Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir; and also the users say the same thing. I
just want to call attention to the fact that the quantity of antL-

hog-cholera serum produced in the calendar year 1918 was 132.5 per
cent more than the average for the last three previous years. It was
also 111 per cent more than that produced in the preceding calendar
year. The quantity produced from January to October, inclusive,

in 1918, was 409,473,248 c. c, while for the same period in 1919,
582,662,674 c. c. were produced, or 42.2 per cent more than for the
same 'period of the preceding year. During the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1919, there was produced 148 per cent more antihog-cholera
serum than for the preceding fiscal year. This large increase in the
volume of products produced of course means that all details relating
to inspection are likewise increased in volume. Such details include
the inspection of animals presented for admission to licensed estab-
lishments, as well as. each time before these animals are bled for
serum or virus purposes. They also include the supervision of tests

made to determine the purity and potency of the product produced.
Numerous other details, including the supervision of all operations,

are also included.
Mr. Hutchinson. What are the results of this increase; have you

jeduced hog cholera?
Dr. MoHLEK. Yes, sir ; to 37 deaths per 1,000 hogs.
Mr. Hutchinson. Have you the figures there?
Dr. MoHiJEE. Yes, sir. That is one of the reasons we want $30,000

radditional to supervise biological plants making hog-cholera vaccine,

tuberculin, mallein, and these various other products, so that only the
best serum and vaccine will be prepared.

The Chairman. What is the current value of the output of all

these plants?
Dr. MoHLEE. There were 582,662,674 cubic centimeters.

The Chaieman. About how much per cubic centimeter ?

Dr. MoHLEE. I should think that the average price, taking whole-
sale and retail rates, would be about 1 cent a cubic centimeter. So
you can figure it out quickly by putting your decimal point in front

of the last two figures.

Mr. McKiNLET. Between $5,000,000 and $6,000,000 worth.
Dr. MoHtEB. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHEE. This increase of the production of the serum, the

demand for it, is accounted for by two reasons : One, the increased

Talue of the hog?
Dr. MoHLEE. That is right.

Mr. TiNCHEE. And another is the fact that the hog raiser and pro-

ducer knows if he will vaccinate his pigs he can make them immune
from cholera?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHEE. What do you think of this proposition: While its

use is certainly commendable and it was a great thing for the Gov-
ernment to demonstrate and to find out for the producer and for the

private manufacturers of serums, to investigate their plants and
inspect them and make them comply^ with Government regulations in

the manufacture of the serum, why is not that all the money now the

Government ought to continue to spend on hog-cholera vaccine, just

to make the private owners of the plants comply with the Govern-
ment regulations, and buy the right kind of hogs for the purpose of
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making it? Has not the experiment on the hog-cholera vaccine gone
sufficiently far?

Dr. MoHLEK. Yes, sir ; we believe that is true, so far as the experi-
ment on the use of the hog cholera serum is concerned. But it is

like all of our infectious disease work, we are endeavoring to pro-
tect the Nation's live-stock industry. The organic act creating the
Department of Agriculture states that its function is to develop
and disseminate information along agricultural lines. I feel sure
you could meet a lot of people in the next few years who had never
heard anything about the hog cholera serum. And if you are going
to protect the food industry of the country, the department will
have to keep on educating the farmers and the hog .raisers, for in-
fectious diseases know nothing of State lines.

Mr. Anderson. What is the character of the eradication work
you are doing now? Is it intensive work in a few counties, or is

it scattered all over the country ? ,

Dr. MoHLEE. There has been no relaxation of effort, reduction in
the field force, or in the scope of the work of the hog cholera eradi-
cation division since the termination of the war. The hog cholera
activities continue to be carried on in 34 of the principal hog-raising
States in cooperation with the State regulatory authorities and ex-
tension divisions of the State agricultural colleges. The efforts

are State-wide, or as nearly so as the funds will permit. At present
143 veterinary inspectors are engaged in hog-cholera control work.
In 10 States, namely, California, Colorado, Montana, Louisiana,

Kentucky, Nebraska, Ohio, South Dakota, South Carolina, and
Tennessee, the hog-cholera control work has been consolidated with
the other bureau animal-disease work and in each State the con-
solidated work has been placed under one directing head who di-

vides his time, as necessary, among the different lines of work.
It is the policy of the bureau to gradually extend its organization
to other States with the view of reducing overhead expenses and in-

creasing efficiency through creating more elasticity of the working
force.

The results obtained during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1919,

are gratifying. The number of outbreaks of cholera reported were
12,336; investigation^ made on farms where outbreaks of disease

occurred, 51,022; post-mortems conducted on farms, 53,586; meet-

ings held in hog-raising districts, 2,734 ; attendance at the meetings

held in hog-raising districts, 78,584 ; inspectors' personal interviews

with live-stock owners, 315,359; farm visits made, 93,512; miles

traveled by bureau representatives, 2,029,519 ; hogs treated by bureau
representative as demonstrations, 233,957; farms quarantined, 9,564;

infected premises cleaned and disinfected, 4,382 ; number of hogs on
farms January 1, 1918, 71,374,000; number of hogs on farms Jaur

uary 1, 1919, 75.587,000, and increased production during past year,

4,213,000.

The mortality of swine from all diseases was further reduced to

41.4 per 1,000, which is equivalent to about 37 per 1,000 from hog
cholera, which is the lowest mortality that has been recorded in 36

years. The reports seem to indicate that during the present year

even better results are being obtained. The men m the field are not

directing their efforts so much to treating large numbers of hogs

themselves as in teaching veterinary practitioners and others how
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properly to make the diagnosis and administer the treatment; also in
showing farmers through demonstrations, lectures, and personal in-
terviews on the farm' how they may protect themselves against losses
from hog cholera and other swine diseases. This class of animal
disease work is constantly growing in popularity, as evidenced by in-
creased demands foi- extension of the service in States where it is
being pursued, as well as to new States.
The experimental period of hog cholera work has been passed in

most of the 34 States and it is gradually assuming a more intensive
form. Although the bureau is confident that much good could be
accomplished in the conservation of swine by increasing the funds,
it feels that it is not justified in asking for an increase in the appro-
priation until the States make specific appropriations to cooperate
with the bureau in this work on a 50-50 basis. On the other hand,
it is believed that there should be no decreasfe in the appropriation,
nor relaxation in the field activities, but that special consideration in
the allotment of National Government funds should be given to those
States that provide funds to cooperate with the bureau on an equal
basis.

Mr. Anderson. You spoke of some 300,000 interviews with producers
of the States. What do you mean by that ?

Dr. MoHLEE. That means our men have gone to the farms or had
their meetings in different places, in schoolhouses, courthouses, at
picnics, and places of tha:t character, and have met these men and dis-

cussed the methods of hog cholera eradication.

Mr. Anderson. That means just conversations ; it does not mean any
demonstrations or anything of that sort?

Dr. MoHLEE. No, sir. Demonstrations have been made on 233,000
hogs. These others are personal interviews with live-stock owners.
Mr. Candler. They discuss methods of procedure and it is the giv-

ing of information and securing of information from them?
Dr. MoHLER. Everything pertaining to the eradication of cholera.

Mr. Jacoway. How many hogs have been saved by giving this

treatment ; do you know ?

Dr. MoHLEK. We have no way of determining that because we do
not do any actual work except demonstrations. The only thing I

can say as to the demonstration of the results is that the loss from
hog cholera last year was the lowest for many years, namely, 37

out of every 1,000 hogs.

Mr. Jacowat. I think your work is a great work, and I just wanted
the record to disclose here for the benefit of others what good you
are doing and how you spend this money. I am sure it is a good
work, and I am in favor of it and very much interested.

Dr. MoHLEK. Yesterday I spoke of our men having supervised
the vaccination of over 640,000 hogs in public stockyards. That
was probably three times more than was done the year before and
twenty times more than was done in 1917. The only way we can. get

a line on the results is in the general benefit, so far as the loss

reduction is concerned, throughout the entire country. And as I
said before, those losses are lower last year than they have been for

36 years.

Mr. Anderson. Is not the loss relatively lower in the States in

which you did the work than in the others ?
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Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir ; a gi-eat deal! We did most of the inten-
sive work in the hog-raising States.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In showing the value and result

of your work, would it not be well for you to make a comparison
with other years, showing what the percentages were in those other
years ? You say 37 was the lowest. If you give the percentage of
loss in other years, that will show it.

Dr. MoHLER. I have a little diagram here. It shows the high
points, and here is July 1, 1913, the highest loss in the history of
the country, but you see it has come down lower and lower since
then [indicating on the chart]

.

Mr. Etjbey. In 1913, we began this work ?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir.

Mr. McKiNLEY. What was the per cent in 1S13 ?

Dr. MoHLER. As I recall, it was about 118 hogs per 1,000.
Mr. McKiNLEY. And now it is a third of that?
Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir. From memory I think it is 118 deaths per

thousand hogs. Last year it was 42, in 1917 it was 48, and in 1916
it was 66 per thousand.
Mr. Anderson. Is not this disease more or less an epidemic dis-

ease, and does it not fluctuate very greatly under normal conditions ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir; it is just the same as influenza or any other
epidemic.

Mr. Anderson. So that the reduction of the percentage of mor-
tality would not be conclusive at all unless it covered a series of
years ?

Dr. MoHLER. It is not conclusive, but it is strong circumstantial
evidence.

Mr. Ettbey. Now you have been working on this since 1913, and
you have a yearly record of what has been accomplished and the
losses that have been entailed, so that you have a series of years over
which you can make comparisons?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir.

Mr. Etjbey. And making your comparison over those series of
years, what is your opinion as to this work ?

Dr. MoHLER. I believe that the cooperative work of the bureau with
the various State and county agencies, and with the farmers them-
selves, has been largely responsible for holding this disease in
check, and that the work should be continued along present lines.

Six or eight years ago we could see hog cholera start on a man's
farm and from that primary seat of infection scatter around to all

the farms in that county and even to adjacent counties and States;

Now, I know of a number of States last year that had primary out-

breaks on an individual farm, but the outbreak was stopped right

there on that farm and not one case of secondary infection occurred
on the adjacent farms. I consider that not a case of Providence pre-

venting the epizootic spread of the disease, but I believe it was due
entirely to the educational work our cooperating forces are doing.

They go right to the farm as soon as they hear of an outbreak, and
when that outbreak stops on the first farm in one case after another it

certainly is not the result of anything else but the amount of work
the inspectors perform with the other farmers in the locality to keep
it from sprea;ding to these secondary points. And the holding of the
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disease to the primary farm, where the infection first occurred,
has been accomplished time and time again in the last two years.

Ml". Anderson. I do not want to detract from the value of any-
thing you are doing, but I do not think it is necessary to give the
Department of Agriculture credit for increasing the food supply
of the country every time it wins.

Dr. MoHLEE. No; I would not want to do that, but I am telling

you why I consider this work is producing these fine results.

Mr. TinCHER. Is there any locality in the United States where the

hog producer can afford to take any chances on cholera?
Dr. MoHLER. Yes, in cases like the gentleman cited yesterday, in

Michigan, New York, and Pensylvania, and places where there is

very little hog cholera and little likelihood of having any hog
cholera. It would be foolish for him to use the serum and virus on
his hogs unless there is some outbreak in the vicinity of his herd.
But in your State it is a different proposition.

Mr. TiNCHER. You spoke there of vaccinating so many hogs at

the stockyard markets.
Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHER. There is no market in the United States where you
can afford to take stock hogs out without that ?

Dr. MoHLER. None at all.

Mr. TiNCHER. Every man who purchases stock hogs in the open
market knows he can not afford to remove them without vaccinating

them against cholera?
Dr. MoHLER. That is true.

Mr. TiNCHER. The vaccine is manufactured in all those market
centers, is it not?

Dr. MoHLER. True.
Mr. TiNCHEE. By private companies?
Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHER. And those companies are under Government super-

vision by your inspectors?
Dr. MoHLEE. All of them are that do an interstate business.

Mr. TiNCHEE. And if a man goes to the open market and buys
stock hogs he wants to get the serum there to vaccinate them be-

fore he takes the hogs away from that market, and they 'do that

at their own expense?
Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHEE. And the function of the Government is to see that

the man who manufactures that serum has complied with the regula-

tions and that the man gets a good serum. There is nothing compli-

cated about administering the serum ?

Dr. MoHLER. No. They have local men doing that in all these

stockyards and our men are present to supervise the work and see

that it is done properly. That is all we do. For instance, we do
not approve of a man vaccinating a hog which has a temperature
above a certain point, 104, because that animal is apt to be coming
down with cholera and if he is vaccinated he will probably die.

Mr. TiNCHEE. There is no vaccine that is a cure for cholera?
Dr. MoHLEE. No, sir.

Mr. TiNCHEE. It is purely a preventive ?

Dr. MoHLER. Purely a preventive; yes, sir.
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Mr. TiNCHER. As you say, in my locality the only safe thing to da
when you purchase a hog is to vaccinate him.

Dr. MoHLEE. That is true. But you can understand in States'

where they have little cholera present, where there is very little source
of exposure, it is not necessary to vaccinate until hog cholera comes
somewhere in the vicinity.

Mr. Tin CHER. I see you have in your report some method of quar-
antining farms?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHEE. That method would be a little inconsistent with a
vaccine as a preventive treatment.

Dr. MoHLEE. That is where hogs have contracted cholera and are
dying on the farm. We are cooperating with the State. We can not
quarantine a farm, but some of our men hold State positions, as State
assistants, and they are working as State representatives when they
quarantine these farms, so that the animals will be buried or burned
and the premises disinfected.

Mr. TiNCHEE. The Government's policy or the Government's,
theory, or the theory of your department, rather, is, instead of the
neighbor insisting on there being a quarantine on that farm, he
should use the vaccine ?

Dr. MoHLEE. That is our judgment ; and until he does vaccinate his

well hogs and burns or buries the carcasses of the dead hogs they
will not allow a fellow farmer to come there to visit him, nor is he
allowed to visit others. That is the quarantine; the farm is only
quantined until the dead animals are disposed of and the premises
disinfected.

Mr. Jacowat. Dogs will carry it?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes.

Mr. Jacoway. And birds will carry it ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes.
Mr. Jacoway. How can you prevent that?

Dr. MoHLEE. That is one of the serious difficulties we try to over-

come.
Mr. TinCHER. You do not attempt to prevent that?

Dr. MoHLER. No, sir. Once in a while the farmers will try to shoot

the pigeons from the neighboring farm or they will shoot their own.
But we can not control the birds of the air. The only way to prevent

whatever infection they carry from doing serious damage is to have
your hogs protected by vaccination.

Mr. Hutchinson. The person who gathers up garbage in the cities

and feeds it to his hogs—I notice they have more trouble from
cholera with those people than any place else. That is one of the

causes ?

Dr. MoHLEE. That is one of the causes. That has been worked out

very nicely in Canada. They found a great many outbreaks were
the result of garbage being fed to the hogs.

Mr. TinCHER. No man has a right to produce hogs by feeding

garbage without immunizing the hogs.

Dr. MoHLER. No, sir; that is the solution for it. If a man wants to

feed garbage to his hogs, he ought to buy hog cholera serum and
vaccinate the hogs to be fed.

Mr. Anderson. The regulations of serums and toxins relates to

other serums and toxins than for hog cholera, does it not ?
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Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir ; it relates to mallein, tuberculin, abortion vac-
cines, hemorrhagic septicemia vaccines, etc.

Mr. Anderson. The reason I ask the question is because it struck
me that the first proviso in this item vs^as rather out of place and, in

view of the fact that this proviso covers a whole lot of things other
than hog cholera, it ought to be in a separate item.

Dr. MoHLEB. The point there, Mr. Anderson, is the greatest volume
of the work is done on the hog cholera serum. We have a large
number of servim plants under supervision which make only hog
cholera «erum, 58 this year, while only 30 plants are making solely

biological products like mallein, bacterins, and tuberculin. This last

group is larger in the quantity of products handled, but smaller in
the number of plants.

The next item will be found on page 58, item 67, " for all necessary
expenses for the investigation, treatmjent, and eradication of dourine."
I only ."want to say a few words about that. There has been no
request for an increase in the appropriation, but I wish to refer to

the progress that has been made.
In the areas in the Central West and Northwest, where work on

dourine eradication has been carried on for a number of years,

gratifying progress toward the final elimination of the disease has
been made. In the State of Iowa eradication has been entirely com-
pleted, and in the States of Wyoming, Nebraska, and North Dakota
it has been practically completed. While reactors to the test in con-

siderable numbers were found during the past season in Montana
and South Dakota, these numbers form a very small percentage of

the total number of animals tested in those States. It will be neces-

sary, however, to make further tests of animals in certain regions

during the coming season which runs from about April 1 to Novem-
ber 1, and which includes four months of the fiscal year 1921.

In the States of Arizona and New Mexico, where the work was
much more recently begun, a large amount of work remains to be

done. A comprehensive campaign has been conducted during the

past season, during which large numbers of animals were tested, and

a high percentage of reactors found, especially in Arizona. Fairly

good success was had in accomplishing the destruction of reacting

animals. Owing to the nature of the country, however, the great

distances from the railroads to the horse ranges, and the fact that

most of the animals involved are owned b;^ Indians living under a

tribal form of government, the work is carried on' under the greatest

difficulties, and, as field transportation has to be used extensively, it

is relatively quite expensive.

If the advantage gained by the intensive work carried on during

the past seasons is not to be lost, it is important that such work be

continued. It is hoped that with another season's work the disease

will be practically eliminated from the Central and Northwest, but

it will be necessary to continue for some time in the two southwest-

ern States named.
With reference to the work done during this period, there were

8,523 horses tested in Montana, with 173 reactors, or 2 per cent. In

North Dakota there were 1,372 tested, nine reactors, .6 per cent. In

South Dakota, 16,172 horses tested, 105 reactors, .6 per cent. In

Wyoming, 830 horses tested, 16 reactors, 1.9 per cent. In Arizona,.
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14,701 horses tested, with 761 reactors, 5.17 per cent. That is the
largest percent of all the States where this disease exists. In New
Mexico, there were 3,429 horses tested, with 54 reactors, the per cent
being 1.57. That makes a total of 45,027 horses tested, with 1,118
reactors, and an average of 2.4 per cent.

Mr. McLAtTGHLiN of Michigan. Have you the percentages for
other years, showing your progress ? Will you put that in the record ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir. The percentage for the last three years has
been a little under 3 per cent. In 1914, 2,550 cases were found; in

1915, 1,515 cases; in 1916, 1,400 cases; in 1917, 1,225 cases; in 1918,

1,018 cases.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. When you find a reactor, what do
you do?
Dr. MoHLER. Have him slaughtered, and pay an indemnity of not

to exceed $100 as the Government's share.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have not found any way of
treating it?

Dr. MoHLEE. No, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You find it principally in stal-

lions ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Principally in stallions and breeding mares. It is

called horse syphilis and only occurs in breeding animals.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is spread by the stallions?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir. Our results this year would be a great deal

better if it were not for the numerous nests of disease we found on
the Indian reser^'ations in Arizona. Out of 14,701 animals tested in

that State we found 5.17 per cent reactors.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do the Indians raise the kind of

horse that is sold elsewhere than where it is raised?

Dr. MoHLEE. No ; and they have hundreds of horses for each In-

dian, where they only need to have four or five. We hoped when
this irieat inspection for horses was established they would dispose

of a lot of horses for slaughter, and' no doubt that will occur before

another year rolls around ; but there has scarcely been time since the

first of July, the date that law went into effect.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The horses from the Indian reser-

vations are not apt to reach the other sections of the country ?

Dr. MoHLEE. No, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And there is not likely to be much
communication of the disease from that source ?

Dr. MoHLEK. No, sir; and those sections are quarantined by the

States so there is no possibility of the horses getting away. Our
greatest difficulty is to get the Indians to round them up. We have

to go there in the round-up season, and it is very hilly ground, so

you never catch 100 per cent of the animals you go after. If you

leave one infected stallion behind he may serve fifty or 60 mares dur-

ing the next season, and the next year you find all of those mares

with the disease.

The Chairman. We started the appropriation for this purpose in

1918 with the view of stamping it out and solving the problem

quickly.

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir; $100,000 was first appropriated. And last

year we asked to have a reduction made of $8,000, and that was done.
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The Chairman. You started with $99,000, and now we are only-

down to $85,000.
Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. I thought you might reduce this materially from
year to year, and that by this time we would not be called upon for
an appropriation.

Dr. MoHLER. We could have expected a reduction had it not been
for these numerous nests of disea"se found in Arizona. We have got
some hard work before us there and we would scarcely expect a fur-

ther reduction of this appropriation if w6 are to get through with
this disease in the next few years.

The Chairman. It is absolutely necessary to have the full amount?
Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does that disease prevail in Mex-
ico?

Dr. MoHLEE. In old Mexico?
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Yes.

Dr. MoHLEE. No, sir ; not so far as we know.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Not so far as you know ?

Dr. Mohlee. You know live-stock sanitary work down there is on
a very low level ; we do not know much about what they have down
there except by carefully inspecting the animals which are imported
into this country.

The Chaieman. You want to give special attention to Montana and
what other State?

Dr. MoHLEE. We want to give special attention to Arizona and
New Mexico. Montana only had 173 cases, and North Dakota only

nine.

Mr. Lee. Have you made good progress in those States?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir. As I said before, we will clean up most of

the Northwestern States in another year's work. If we could go into

those States and round up 100 per cent of the horses, we could clean

up all of them in one season, but we never get a round-up of 100 per

cent ; and if we leave one stallion behind you have 50 or 60 mares, or

more, served by him, which will be diseased the next year.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And the foals, too ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir; very often.

Mr. PuENELL. Have you found any of the disease farther east

than
Dr. Mohlee. We have never found it farther east than Illinois.

We had an outbreak in Illinois in 1888, and then it was carried by
one stallion from Bloomington, 111., to Rushville, Nebr., and thence

to the Pine Ridge Reservation, where it took 14 to 15 years to eradi-

cate. That country is clean now. It broke out again in Montana,
and in those days you had to use the naked eye to discover the disease.

To-day, as a result of the investigational work done by the bureau we
have a blood test, which we use on about 45,000 samples yearly. Our
inspectors take probably an ounce of the blood of those horses to be

tested, aiid the samples come into the Washington laboratory, where
inside of 12 hours we can tell whethdr the atiimals are infected or

not. If we had the old method, we would have to wait until the dis-

ease developed clinical symptoms, whereas now we catch most of the

cases in the earliest or incipient stage.

Mr. McLaughtjn of Michigan. Is that the way they test the

animal now?
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Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And you kill the animal if the
test discloses the presence of the disease ?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir. It usually shows clinically in the genitals
of the mares and stallions, sometimes only in the testicles of the
horse, but if we have any doubt about the diagnosis, we make a
blood test, and if from the blood test we detect the disease, the
animal is killed.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you make a post-mortem ex-
amination to see if your test is verified ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir. This test is very similar to the Wasser-
mann reaction in syphilis of man.
The Chairman. This is a 50-50 proposition ?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And it is only done by voluntary arrangement?
Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir ; and we do not pay more than $100 for any

animal.
The Chairman. $100 is paid by the Government or by the two ?

Dr. Mohler. No, sir; $100 is the maximum paid by ourselves.
The Chairman. That is, $200 a head?
Dr. MoHLEE. Some States pay a great deal more. North Dakota

pays a very high price in some cases, because they have got a good
many pure-bred Percheron horses in North Dakota.
The ChaiEman. Is that an arbitrary figure?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir ; it is an arbitrary figure.

The Chairman. You enter into an agreement?
Dr. Mohler. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You have no trouble about that ?

Dr. MoHLEE. No, sir; no trouble at all. Of course, we do not have
to use that maximum for the mustangs and bronchos; we can get
along with from $25 to $40 in the appraisements there.

The Chairman. What is the next item?
Dr. MoHLEE. The next item is number 69, on page 60, "For ad-

ditional expenses in carrying out the provisions of the meat-inspec-
tion act.of June 30, 1906." This item is the one that carries a sup-

plementary appropriation for the meat-inspection service in addi-

tion to the regular appropriation of $3,000,000 provided in the acts

of June 30, 1906. What we ask for here is to have the phrase in-

serted, " including the purchase of tags, labels, stamps, and certifi-

cates printed in course of manufacture," the idea being to obtain

permission to purchase these labels, certificates, tags, and stamps
in the open market instead of having to go to the Government Print-

ing Office. We have always found it took a great deal of time to

get these supplies from the Government Printing Office, and their

bid was always higher than the outside bids had been. We think

it is desirable to be given the privilege of buying these things in

the open market, and the language suggested is identical to that

giving similar authority to the Treasury Department for buying like

supplies.

Mr. Anderson. What do the words " printed in course of manu-
facture " mean ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Take, for example, the Denison tag which contains

the words " U. 'S. Retained " or " U. S. Condemned," for our meat-

inspection work. These words are printed on the tags in course of

their manufacture. I have never seen them make those tags; but
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you know the Denison tag, do you not, Mr. Anderson? We require

the wor-ds "U. S. Ketained" to be printed on certain kinds of these

tags, and other tags are marked " U. S. Condemned," and they are
all printed in the course of manufacture. They are printed before
they put in the eyelets on one end of the tags and before they tie

the strings to them.
Mr. EuBET. You mean while they are manufacturing these tags,

the printing is put in there?
Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir ; the printing occurs before the tag is com-

pleted, before the eyelet is put in and the serial number given.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why don't you make the packers
pay for these tags; they are put on their stuff?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes; but it is our only means of identification. If
we allow the packers to control the retained tags and the condemned
tags, it would be the worst thing possible. Those are supplies we
want to keep under our own lock and key.
Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. You could have the control of

them ; they would simply comply with your order.

Dr. MoHLER. I think anything that has to do with the retention or

condemnation of meat ought to be absolutely in the hands of our
inspectors without any control by the packers in any sense of the

Tvord.

Mr. McKiNLET. How much do these tags cost per year ?

Dr. MoHLER. $5,000 or $6,000. It is a very small amount. This
new language is added in view of the difficulty we have in obtaining
promptly supplies of this character from the Government Printing
•Office, which apparently is not properly equipped for this sort of

manufacture. The language of recent enactments relative to print-

ing, strictly construed, prevents the departments from securing such

supplies from any other source than the Government Printing Office,

except with the previous consent of the Joint Committee on Print-

ing. We have had the consent of the Joint Committee on Printing

to get this work done on the outside up to the present time, but what
we want to do is to have it in the law so that every time we want
$1,000 worth of retained tags, stamps, or labels we won't have to go
to the Joint Committee on Printing for permission.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much does it cost to get a

supply at the printing shops?
Dr. MoHLER. Less than half the cost at the Government Printing

Office. They are not fitted up with the machines for putting the

eyelets and things of that kind in the tags, like the Denison people

and some of these other manufacturers.
Mr. McKiNLEY. Is that true of all things ?

Dr. MoHLER. No, sir ; not at all.

Mr. McKiNLET. How does it compare with the open market?
Dr. MoHLER. I would not want to say, but I know the open market

is cheaper on special lines.

Mr. Jacoway. But on this item, if you were allowed to go in the

open market, you would save between $2,500 and $3,000 ?

Dr. MoHLEB. Yes, sir ; we could. -
,

Mr. Anderson. I notice you have eliminated some of the language
of the bill of last year. The question in, my mind is whether the

language which is now left is sufficient to cover equine investiga-

tions ?
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Dr. MoHLEE. We have asked for the elimination of that particular
phraseology, because we consider it unnecessary.

Mr. Anderson. The legislative part of it is unnecessary, but I am
afraid there is no authority in the language left to carry on the
equine inspection or to pay for equine inspection.

Dr. MoHLEE. This suggestion was brought up by the legal mem-
bers of the department, and they considered it merely complicated the
accounting and was unnecessary. I do not recall the language in

last year's bill about equine inspection.

Mr. Haerison. Perhaps the situation Mr. Anderson has in mind
would be met by leaving out the words " by the act of March 4, 1907."

Mr. Anderson. Or by including the act of last year.

Mr. Haeeison. The simplest way would be to strike out " by the
act of March 4, 1907."

Mr. Andeeson. My impression is that this equine provision you
had last year is not specifically indicated as an amendment of the
meat-inspection act. But we can go into that matter later on.

Mr. EuBET. How many applications have you had for the use of
this horse-meat inspection?

Dr. MoHLEE. We have had about five or six applications. There
is one plant now in Cincinnati where we are inspecting horse meat,
and they are shipping all their products to Holland.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is all shipped abroad, is it not?
Dr. MoHLEE. Most of it; yes, sir. At the present time there are

a number of firms that have requested information, and are

getting ready to start inspection. The Hudson Bay Co. is inter-

ested in two or three plants in the West, and their representatives

are now in France, Holland, and Belgium gettings orders for, 1

think, 30,000 pounds a week—quite a large supply. The trouble

now is the rate of exchange. That is holding up this business.

They are going to see if they can not supply the horse meat from
this country and have those countries supply olive oil or other prod-
uct laid down to them in New York. They are trying to provide
for a system of bartering instead of an outright sale. The rate of

exchange is stopping this horse-meat business more than anything
else.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That applies to everything?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir. The Hudson Bay Co. is deeply interested,

and they are contracting with plants for this purpose.

Mr. Candlee. Horse meat is used only for export; it is not used
in this country, at all?

Dr. MoHLEE. It is used a little in this country. They have a Fed-
eral plant at Cincinnati, and there are local plants at St. Louis,

Milwaukee, Portland, Oreg., etc., where they sell horse meat locally.

Mr. Wilson. How do you like it?

Dr. MoHLEE. I have eaten some samples of dried beef and Salami
sausage, produced in Wisconsin, and I had hoped to be able to bring
some samples of them here, but Mr. Chappel, who promised these

Supplies, IS now in France getting orders.

Mr. RuBEY. It might be a good idea to furnish us with some of the
meat, and not to let us know what it is until after we have tried it.

Dr. MoHLEE. You would not hesitate to eat it after you had tasted

ia sample, because it is very good.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is that Hudson Bay Co. a Cana-
dian company?
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Dr. MoHLER. It is the old Hudson Bay Co. of Cooper's tales.

Their head office is at New York City.
Mr. Jacoway. What is this horse meat worth a pound ?

Dr. MoHiJER. In New York, when they were selling it a year or
so ago, it was 15 and 18 cents a pound. Horse steaks were selling

for 18 cents.

The Chairman. How does the price compare with other meat?
Dr. M0HI4ER. At that time it was over 50 per cent cheaper than

beef.

The Chairman. How does the price of the horse compare with
the price of cattle ?

Dr. MoHL>ER. I met a number of Montana horsemen at the inter-

national convention in Chicago, last week, and they were bemoaning
the fact that these horse-meat dealers were not taking their horses

;

that the horses were in a sleek condition, and they were willing to

sell a number of them at ^5 a head. They were afraid, if they had
to winter them, that next spring they would be very thin, and these

horsemen were very much upset about the failure of the exporters

to take the horses off their hands.
The Chairman. They have a number of plants slaughtering for

local consumption?
Dr. Mohler. Yes, about five or six; but there is only one (Cin-

cinnati) that has Federal inspection.

The Chairman. There is one in Milwaukee?
Dr. Mohler. It is not under Federal inspection.

The Chairman. Are there any under Federal inspection ?

Dr. Mohler. In Cincinnati
;
yes, sir.

Mr. Jacoway. Is it not about 200 per cent cheaper than beeif ?

Dr. Mohler. At the time I mention, beef was selling albout 40 cents

and they were selling horse steaks for 18 cents.

Mr. jACX)WAr. They are not selling here for that.

Dr. Mohler. Not here. I am talking about New York City now

—

Brooklyn.
Mr. Jacoavay. I do not think they were in New York City. I

think ^ou are in error about it.

Dr. Mohler. I think Mr. Eommel had one of our men go up there,

and was not that his report?
Mr. Eommel. Yes.

Mr. TiNCHEE. He must have gotten a wholesale price on beef.

Dr. Mohler. This was a year or a year and a half ago. This in-

spection requirement has been effective only since July, you know,
and none of those fellows could have inspection unless they adopted
our requirements. This firm in Brooklyn I am speaking of has not
met all the requirements.
Mr. TiNCHER. Is there any requirement about the conditon of the

horse ?

Dr. Mohler. Oh, yes. He has to be) inspected, antemortem and
post-mortem both, the same as the cow, sheep, and hog.

Mr. Jacoway. You can not get a steak for 50 cents or a roast for

50 cents here and have not been able to do it in the last year and a

half. And, as I understand it, the price here is somewhat parallel

to the price in New York City.

Dr. Mohler. I have paid as high as 62 cents for a steak here and
as low as 40 cents, in the last year and a half.
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Mr. Jacoway. That would make your percentage wrong. You say
about 50 par cent ; that would be 150 per cent.

Dr. MoHLEE. We are jfiguring differently. I am using the price
of beefsteak as a 100 peir cent oasis, while you are taking the price
of horse steak for your basis of 100 per cent.

Mr. Candleb. All this horse meat is required to be stamped ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir ; with a green branding ink.
Mr. McLAtrcgiLiN of Michigan. Do you know anything about the

n hale meat supply and whether it is used in this country f
Dr. MoHLEE. No, sir; I do not. The: Bureau of Chemistry has been

doing some work with the fish foods. We have not been doing any-
thing on that at all.

The Chaieman. Is there anything else?

Eradication or Foot-and-Mouth Disease.

Dr. MoHLER. There is only one other item that comes under the
Bureau of Animal Industry, and that is the continuation of the in-

surance fund for a possible outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease.

That is in your bound copy, over in the back of the book.
Mr. Haeeison. Page 281, item No. 8.

Dr. MoHLEE. Comparatively small sums have been expended in
maintaining a vigilant lookout for symptoms of foot-and-mouth dis-

ease among all susceptible animals received at public stock markets.
At all the central markets where the disease has existed and in trade
channels through which it has been spread in previous outbreaks
experienced veterinarians are stationed especially for work under
this project. The number of such employees has been increased dur-
ing the past year because of the possibility of infection being
introduced through the return of American forces and material from
allied countries in Europe in which the disease prevails. Extra
precautions have been and are being taken because of this possibility.

All suspicious cases of disease among susceptible animals anywhere
in the United States, which come to the knowledge of the bureau, are

promptly investigated.

In this connection, I want to say that at the present time there

is more foot-and-mouth disease in southern France, Italy, Switzer-

land, Belgium, Holland, and England than has existed for the last

15 years.

Mr. McLAUGHLUiT of Michigan. Is there any alarm felt about it

in this country ; have there been any scares ?

Dr. MoHLER. There have been some scares, but investigations have
proved them without any foundation.

Mr. Ptjenell. This is an outgrowth of the war?
Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir. These outbreaks in England have been

accounted for by the sanitary authorities of Great Britain largely

as a result of the return of the soldiers from France who bring in

the infection.

Mr. PuENELL. How can they transmit that?

Dr. MoHLEE. They bring it home on their shoes, clothing, gloves,

or on souvenirs they pick up around the barnyards, on helmets, and
things of that kind ; it is impossible to say what particular thing,

but all those things are potential means of carrying the disease from
France to England.
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Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. And you are afraid of that ?

Dr. MoHULE. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you know of any cases where
the infection has come into this country in that way ?

Dr. MoHLER. No, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But the men have been back long^

enough now so that if they brought any of it with them, it would
show up by now ?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes. I think the cootie helped. as much as anything^
else in preventing us from having foot-and-mouth virus brought in,,

because the soldiers were disinfected before they embarked on the
other side, their clothing was taken off, disinfected and washed in
antiseptic solution, and then when they got on this side they were
treated in the same way. I think the fact that they were so well dis-

infected to get rid of the cootie, helped us considerably in not hav-
ing any outbreak from the virus of the foot-and-mouth disease that

might have been carried on their clothing and other materials.

. Mr. PuRNELL. That is what I mean. What I was trying to ascer-

tain was whether or not there was any evidence of that disease;

whether you found any evidence of that disease in this country and
had traced it to the soldiers.

Dr. MoHLER. No. There has been no case of foot-and-mouth dis-

ease in this country since the last outbreak, which was eradicated in

the spring of 1916.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You spoke of the increase in

France and England. What is the percentage of increase; has it

been large?
Dr. MoHLER. In the latest French magazines, I see that the min-

ister of agriculture of France has pronounced it as an epizootic in

southern France, in the Matseille section, and I saw a letter from
Sir Stewart Stockman, of Great Britain, a few weeks ago, saying it

was quite serious in England on account of the mysterious occurrence
of those outbreaks.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There was some talk when this

outbreak of 1916 occurred that it was brought in in hides from
Argentina and Venezuela—or where was that ?

Dr. Mohler. From South America. That' was because the first

case occurred in Niles, Mich., not very far from a tannery located in

that town ; but absolutely no connection could be established between
the hides there and the outbreak.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you determined in your own
minds where it came from ?

Dr. MoHLEE. No, sir. There was no satisfactory explanation.

The Chairman. What is the amount of the unexpended balance

of the two million and a half?
Dr. MoHLER. About $514,000. Last year we expended about $45,-

000 in looking up these reported cases and in having men at the

stockyards looking for this particular trouble.

The Chairman. How much did you spend of this $1,000,000 last

year?
Dr. Mohler. Not a cent. We have not spent any of that in any

year since it was included in the bill.

The Chairman, You draw on that $2,500,000 all the time?
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Dr. MoHLEE. Yes; and the $1,000,000 is to be spent only in case
of an outbreak. That is an insurance fund in case an outbreak oc-
curs at some time when Congress is not in session.
The Chairman. At the same time, you spend some money?
Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir.

The Chaieman. So that you have spent thus far about $2,000,000
of the $2,500,000?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir.

The CHAiEMAif. That is the only money appropriated?
Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir; and most of that was used in the purchase

of the affected and exposed cattle during the last outbreak four years
ago.

Mr. TiNCHEE. You never spent any money better than that ?

Dr. MoHLEE. No, sir.

The Chaieman. How much did you spend last year?
Dr. MoHMiE. $45,499.27. That leaves a balance of $514,000 of

that original $2,500,000 appropriated about four years ago.
The Chaieman. Is that for the current year?
Dr. MoHLEB. That is for the fiscal year just past, you know. I

mean the last fiscal year ; we spent that for the fiscal year 1919. That
leaves $514,000 as the balance.

The Chaieman. How much have you spent this year?
Dr. MoHLEE. I do not have an account of that expense with me.

There has not been much spent except the salaries of these men at
the stockyards and the investigation of two or three scares.

The Chaieman.' It will probably be about the same ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Probably about the same, unless numerous scares
come in. We have to send men a good many miles sometimes when
there has been a report of a foot-and-mouth outbreak at some re-

mote point.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you a memorandum of the
number of men employed on this particular work?
Mr. Mohler. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you in mind how many there
are?

Dr. MoHLEE. No ; I have not the full data here. We always send
our most experienced men. For instance, the last scare we had
was a reported outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease in southern Illi-

nois. We had an expert in Chicago, so instead of sending a man
from the nearest point to southern Illinois, which would have been
East St. Louis, we took the expert from Chicago and sent him a
couple hundred miles to investigate that report. We think it is

better to send a man that extra distance who knows the disease

rather than to use a man, only 25 miles away, who has .not so much
experience.

The Chairman. I take it all your veterinarians are on the lookout
for this?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes ; they are. But we have some who are more ex-

perienced than others.
_

Mr. McLaughlin of' Michigan. The man in Chicago is engaged
on the work regularly?

Dr. MoHLEE. Only when an investigation in that zone is required,

and all we charge against the foot-and-mouth fund is for his time
and trip. The point I am trying to make is the department has a
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man at the East St. Louis stockyards, 25 miles away, but his judg-
ment would not have been as good to me as the judgment of the ex-

perienced man in Chicago, who has gone through all these out-

breaks from 1903 on. I always try to get the best judgment of the
best man in these cases.

The Chairman. You do not employ anybody for this service?
Dr. MoHLER. At all the important stockyards we have one_man

employed from this particular fund.
The Chairman. Only one man employed permanently ?

Dr. MoHLER. One man employed permanently at each of the
stockyards.

The Chairman. At how many stockyards?
Dr. MoHLER. About 27.

Mr. RuBEY. He does not do this work alone?
Dr. MoHLER. Oh, no.

Mr. Wilson. In this meat-inspection service have you any unex-
pended money for the salaries of the meat inspectors that you have
not used?

Dr. MoHLEE. Money that was appropriated last year for promo-
tions ?

Mr. Wilson. Yes.
Dr. MoHLEE. No, sir ; every penny of that has been used up.
Mr. Wilson. I am glad to hear that because I think there ought

to be something done. I know of some of the meat inspectors, in

some of our larger cities, at least, because I hear so much about them^
who are practically destitute. ,

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You and Mr. Rainey got every-

thing there was.
Mr. Wilson. We did not get enough.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You got it all nailed down.
Mr. Rainey. The whole morning and part of yesterday has been

taken up with the discussion of the eradication of tuberculosis in

cattle, in sheep, in horses, in hogs. Now, we just ought to stop here

for a moment and find out if we can not eradicate a little of the
tuberculosis in a few human beings who are working for the Gov-
ernment in the Bureau of Animal Industry. Last year, in the

general appropriation, this committee allotted $120 increase to the

veterinarians and inspectors, but they did not allow it to the clerks,

to the girls employed in the department who assist the veterinarians

in the various offices scattered through the various stockyards

throughout the country. I understand the ruling of the Secretary was
they had no appropriation for them and therefore could not allow

them an increase. And right on this point, I want to call the at-

tention of the doctor and to serve notice on the subcommittee that

when the time for it to consider this comes I shall be delighted to

ask the privilege of appearing to ask that the clerks be granted the

increase of $120. I think there are about 250 clerks; is that correct?

Dr. MoiiLER. Two hundred and fifty, about.

Mr. Rainey. Who would be entitled to that? That would amount
to about $30,000 for human beings, many of them probably with

families and large families, to prevent not only tuberculosis in those

families but in their children. That is of paramount importance.

That is No. 1. I think the animals are secondary. The second thing

I want to call the doctor's attention to is this, that in the Bureau of
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Animal Industry you have grade No. 1 and grade No. 2 lay inspec-
tors. There are a number of those grade No. 2 lay inspectors that
;receive about $1,500 a year. Is that correct, Doctor?

Dr. MoHLER. A very few. Most of them receive only $1,320.
Mr. Raji-net. There are a number that receive $1,500?
Dr. MoHiEE. Yes; there are some.
Mr. Ra-iney. I think there are about 600 grade No. 2 inspectors

that receive $1,320 a year that have been in the service for over five
years. Now, there is dissatisfaction among those men. They are
-worldng alongside of men receiving $1,500 doing the same kind of
work, and they are receiving only $1,320. Let me cite a practical
illustration. A fellow out in the stockyards by the name of Jack
Murphy has been with the Government for 28 years. He is at pres-
,ent out in the hog department in the_stockyards proper. Jack Mur-
phy has trained most of the veterinarians and most of the grade 1

inspectors that have been brought into the stockyards. He is a
fellow who knows the business thoroughly; he has the confidence of
.all the men there, and he is only getting $1,320 a year. Now, there
is no chance, according to some system or method of procedure of the
department, for him to be advanced to $1,500, other than certain
marks that they give, a sort of civil-service requirement of efficiency.

Now, Jack may not have the intelligence to pass an efficiency exami-
nation, but I will say to Dr. Mohler, Mr. Harrison, and Mr. Houston
that Jack Murphy can go to any packing house in the country, along-
side of any veterinarian, with the exception of the distinguished Dr.
;Mohler here, and Kieman, and some of the scientific gentlemefl ' ('who

I also insist are greatly underpaid), and Jack Murphy can do as
efficient work as anybody out in the stockyards, and he is only getting
now $1,320 a year.

I do not think it is the object or the desire of this committee to

appropriate $2,500,000 for the eradication of tuberculosis in cattle

•and appropriate $1,000,000 for viruses and these other ingredients to

-prevent this disease in animals and neglect the men carrying on this

inspection work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. He is one of the large number of

rsecond-grade inspectors ?

Mr. Rainbt. Yes.
Mr. WHiSON. And there are a lot more just like Jack Murphy.
Mr. Rainet. Yes.
Mr. Wilson. And men with large families. This Jack Murphy

you are speaking of raised a large family and raised them well, and
Hthey have to struggle to get along.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is there not some way, after a

certain length of time, and they show their capacity, by which that
man can be passed to first grade?

Dr. Mohler. Mr. McLaughlin, our grade 2 is really the first grade
so far as quality and technical experience are concerned. Jack
Murphy is one of a large number, and to promote them all will re-

quire a large sum of money, which I would be very glad to see ap-
propriated. They were all promoted last July, of course, as a result

of the effort of some of the members of the committee, Mr. Rainey
and others, "but the amount was very small compared with the im-
portance of their activities and the increased cost of living.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much?
164315--20—-23
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Dr. MoHLER. $120 per annum.
Mr. Eainey. Previous to that they were getting $1,200. Here is

the idea : I think after a certain length of time, if a man has been
in the department for five years, working alongside of another fel-

low getting $1,600 a year, and especially doing the same kind of
work, both being capable, they both ought to be entitled to the same
salary. If the man is not as efficient as the man getting $1,500 a-

year, then he ought to be discharged. I have called this to the at-
tention of Mr. Harrison, and Mr. Harrison said that it takes so much
time and red tape to discharge them, and there should be permission
given to the department, after they have served a certain apprentice-
ship and show ability for this particular kind of work, to pay them
the same amount of salary as the man working alongside of them and
receiving $1,500.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is the title of the man work-
ing alongside of them and receiving $1,500?
Mr. Rainet. He is grade 2.

Dr. MoHLEK. No: a veterinary inspector.
Mr. Jacowat. Won't that be worked out in the work of the Re-

classification Commission ?

Mr. Eainey. No; the distinction there is, if you delay until the
Reclassification Committee takes it up, it will start out on the basis
of $1,320, and the fellow would still not have the same opportunity
as the fellow getting $1,500. I think it ought to be ironed out and
they ought to be put on a par now, and then let the Reclassification
Commission handle it altogether.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What would be the objection to

putiins them all on a par? You speak of Mr. Murphy being par-
ticularly efficient.

Mr. Rainey. I just happened to run across him.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There are others?
Mr. Rainey. A great number.
Dr. Mohlee. That is right.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Who are unusually efficient as

compared with the large number that are employed ? Why would it

not be well, to create another grade and to select those like Mr.
Murphy tind to put them in that other grade, with a proper. increase
in salary, and not to increase them all? Perhaps some of them, a

great number of them, do not deserve it as Jack Murphy does.

Mr. Eainey. The reason I cite Jack Murphy's case in particular,

is that I go out in the stockyards occasionally, and I met this man
one day at the stone gate and began to discuss the question of salary

with him. He told me the length of time he had been there, about
28 years, and how much he was getting, and then I inquired of others

out there about Jack Murphy and his efficiency and found he was
considered by a number of men out there as one of the best men they

have.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It looks to me like there ought to

be a regrading and perhaps another class created.

Mr. TiNCHEK. Perhaps a class 2-A.
Mr. Hutchinson. You say this man, Jack Murphy, taught these

veterinary inspectors?

Mr. Rainet. When they first come out of college they are just

theorists.
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Mr. Hutchinson. But they have to go through a course of study ?

Mr. Eainey. Oh, yes ; I do not wish to disparage the ability of
those men.

Dr. MoHLER. This man is a very good practical man and knows
the hog business from a to z, and also all the commission men. You
and I could go into the yards and on the first day we would have to
be shown by somebody the rules of the game, how the hogs are un-
loaded at the docks, how they are brought to the scales, and how
purchases are made, and things of that kind.
Mr. Hutchinson. Why could he not go through some school as a

man who is given a course of study ?
'

Dr. MoHLEE. A great number of lay inspectors have done so and
become veterinary inspectors.

Mr. Jacowat. Can you not work it out along the line suggested by
Mr. McLaughlin, of making another grade?

Dr. MoHLER. We could if we had the money, but we have not the
money to do it.

Mr. Jacoway. How much more money would it take ? Mr. Eainey
estimated $30,000.
Mr. Eainey. That is for the clerks—these girls and men.
Mr. Jacoway. About how much would it take?
Mr. Eainey. There are 600 men, approximately, who have been in

the department for more than five years, receiving only $1,320. To
raise them all it would approximate about $140,000; from $140,000
to $150,000. To grade them according to Mr. McLaughlin's sugges-
tion it would not take that much. About $100,000, do you think?

Dr. MoHLER. That would help a great deal, of course.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The good man ought to be raised,

but in every bunch like that, 600 of them, there are a lot who just

travel along with no particular efficiency and who are not deserving
of an increase. I believe in giving an increase to those who deserve
it, and it might be done by creating another grade, to which these

deserving ones can be elevated.

Mr. Eainey. Will you work out some suggestion along that line,

Doctor, keeping in mind a $100,000 increase?

Dr. MoHLEE. We will see that the deserving men get it if we re-

ceive the $100,000. We could establish a subdivision of grade 2.

Mr. Wilson. Let us know how much it will take, whether it is

$100,000 or some other amount.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There are always in a bunch like

that some who are efficient and some inefficient workers, and there is a

lot of injustice done.

Dr. MoHLER. There is no question about that.

Mr. Jacoway. Who would say they are efficient and ought to be
promoted? ,.-

Dr. MoHLER. We have to depend solely on the decision of the in-

spector in charge where these men are working.
Mr. Wilson. You have a record of the men ?

Dr. MoHLER. We have a record, and we divide them into classes

A, B, C, and D. The class A men are those who should be promoted
at once; the B men are those doing good work and should be j>ro-

moted at the average rate; the C men are those fellows who are just

getting by; and the class D men are the fellows who should be dis-

missed or demoted.
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The Chairman. How many clerks would be affected by the sug-
gestion of Mr. Kainey? They are the clerks outside of Washington?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes. They include only the meat-inspectioli clerks
and are about 250 in number.
Mr. Hutchinson. Why draw the line on the meat-inspection

clerks ?

Dr. MoHLEB. There would be quite a discrimination against the
clerks in the tick-eradication service, the hog-cholera work, the virus
and serum offices, and the other divisions if you did not include them
also.

Mr. Haeeison. The question also arises as to whether it would be
desirable to consider only the clerks in the Bureau of Animal Indus-
try. There are a number of employees in other branches of the de-

partment in essentially the same situation. If you will glance
through these estimates you will see that a number of laborers at

$54:0 and $600 a year are provided for. How can they exist, much
less live, on such salaries? I do not want the committee to get the
impression that the situation to which Mr. Eainey refers exists only
in the Bureau of Animal Industry or only in the meat-inspection
service of that bureau. If the employees of these branches are to be
considered, the employees of other bureaus ought not to be over-

looked.

The Chaieman. How many clerks are employed outside of Wash-
ington who would be affected by this ?

Dr. MohLlEE. In the meat-inspection work, there are about 250 that

would be covered. ».

The Chaieman. Employed at the various markets ?

Dr. Mohu:e. Yes, sir.

The Chaieman. How does that salary compare with the salary

paid here in Washington?
Dr. MoHiiEE. It is a little bit lower.

The Chaieman. How much lower?
Dr. MoHUiE. About $200.

The Chaieman. $200 a month"?
Dr. MoHLEE. No; a year.

The Chaieman. And they get the benefit of the bonus ?

Dr. MoHtEE. Yes, sir ; they all get the benefit of the congressional

bonus.
The Chaieman. The same bonus that is paid here ?

Dr. MoHLEE. Yes, sir.

The Chaieman. They get about $200 less; why the discrimination?

Dr. MoHoiE. We try to select the outstanding clerks, the best

equipped, the highest type field clerks, and bring them into Wash-
ington. If we learn of such $1,200 clerks in Mississippi or Texas we
try to bring them in here if we can, and naturally we give them a

$200 increase if there is such a vacancy.

The Chaieman. Are we to understand these clerks are less efficient

than those employed here?
Dr. MoHLEE. No ; but we have a higher average of efficiency in our

Washington offices. I am speaking about the average. We have
some very fine clerks in all these outside positions.

The Chaieman. You are speaking of the clerks?

Dr. MoHtEE. Yes, sir. The average skill of the clerks here in

Washington, due to their more varied and longer experience, is

higher than the average of the clerks in the field. That is because,
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as I said before, we try to select the outstanding clerks in the field

positions and bring them into Washington if we can get them to
come. Some of them prefer to stay in their home towns, and there-
fore we have a number of exceptions to the average I am speak-
ing of.

The Chairman. You take into consideration the cost of living?
Dr. MoHLER. Yes; somewhat.
The Chairman. They can live cheaper in their homes than by

coming to Washington.
Dr. MoHLER. We consider theire is a much higher living cost in

Washington than on the outside where most of our men are located.

The Chairman. But that would not apply to all the plants in all

the cities? It would cost as much to live in Chicago as it does to

live in Washington?
Mr. Eainet. I do not think so. We can live in Chicago much

cheaper. I make that statement because of my experience here for
a couple of years. But the distinction of Dr. Mohler about the
better caliber of the clerks in Washington, those they can attract

to come to Washington, they may come so as to be at the seat of the

National Capital, and they are willing to work here for a few years
to see Washington and its environments and to get acquainted with
its historic spot; while back in Chicago the little boys and girls do
not want to leave their home environment and they stay at home and
are willing to work back there for $1,200 a year where they would
probably have a more lucrative stipend if they came to Washington.
Now all we ask is that the efficient clerks out there receive $10 a

month increase the same as was granted to the lay inspectors and
veterinarians a year ago.

The Chairman. The doctor says they pay $10 a month less because

it costs $10 less a month to live there.

Dr. MoHLER. That is not the only thing, by any means.
The Chairman. If that is true, then they are receiving as much

as the others, are they not ?

Dr. Mohler." Probably, considering the difference in the cost of

living. We have men who prefer to go back to their homes and take

less money. For instance, we had a man not long ago who went
back to Chicago and was willing to go for $200 less rather than to

stay in the city of Washington. And we had a similar case recently,

where the man went back to Philadelphia at a salary of $1,500 when
he was getting $1,600 here. The position in Philadelphia only paid

$1,500, but he was willing to be reduced $100 in order to get back
home.
The Chairman. And you take into consideration the service ren-

dered ?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. How'does the service rendered there compare with

the service rendered here? Does the difference in the cost of living

here counterbalance the other?

Dr. MoHLEE. The average training of the clerks in our Washington
offices is greater than the average training of the clerks in the field,

and therefore they ought to be paid more, irrespective of the cost of

living. Their responsibilities are greater ; they have greater oppor-

tunities to show ability than they do in some of the field stations, and
it is harder work of a more varied character.
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The Chairman. Then, according to your statement, the increase
would not be justifiable?

Dr. MoHLEE. I want to see them all increased ; I think they should
all be increased.

The Chairman. Unless they all are increased, there would be no
justification?

Dr. MoHi^R. I think it would be an injustice to the clerks in the
other divisions of the bureau to have the clerks in the meat-inspection
service increased and they be left out.

The Chairman. I did not catch that.

Dr. MoHLER. I say I think it would be an injustice to have the
clerks of one division promoted and leave out the clerks in the other
divisions—^the Dairy Division, the Animal Husbandry Division, the
Tuberculosis Eradication Division, etc. All these clerks are on the
statutory roll and the clerks in these other divisions can not be cared
for from the lump funds as they could if they were professional or

technical employees.
Mr. TiNCHER. How do the salaries compare with the clerks in the

Post Office Department?
Dr. MoHLER. I am not familiar with the salaries paid in the Post

Office Department.
Mr. Wilson. It is less—-very much less.

The Chairman. You make some distinction between the veteri-

narians and the other employees you have ?

Dr. Mohler. Those lay inspectors are technical men, experienced
in liA'e stock and the handling of meat.
The Chairman. They are not veterinarians?

Dr. Mohler. No, sir ; they are technical lay inspectors.

The Chairman. They have different salaries?

Dr. MoHLER. Yes, sir.

Mr. Eainey. The veterinarians start in at $1,500 ?

Dr. Mohler. The veterinarians start in at $1,500.

Mr. Rainey. And what is the maximum?
Dr. Mohler. $3,540, and there is only one man- receiving this

maximum.
The Chairman. And the lay inspectors start in at what?
Dr. Mohleh. At the present time they start in at $1,080.

Mr. Rainet. And $1,500 is the maximum. Here is the point I want
to develop, alongside of the doctor's suggestion of these people com-
ing to Washington: Ninety per cent of the members of Congress

come to Washington for $7,500 a year, where, in their home towns,

if they stayed home and applied themselves with half the energy

they do to the work of the Government, they would get $25,000,

$50,000, and more. I have listened to Congressmen over on the floor

of the House who, if they were home, in private practice, represent-

ing some private corporation, I dare say, would insist on a retainer of

$50,000 a year—easy money. I do not know why it is they come
here. It must be a germ—something in the blood. They desire to

serve the Government or to be patriotic, or they want power and
influence in their community. It is rather difficult to draw the line

of demarcation.
The Chairman. They are volunteers, are they not?
Mr. E.AINET. A number of them are conscripted ?

Mr. Tincher. To come to Congress?
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Mr. Rainet. Yes. In a great measure it is for political reasons.

The Chairman. Is there anything more, Doctor?
Dr. Mohu:e. Nothing else, thank you.
The Chairman. Thank you. Dr. Mohler.
(Thereupon the committee took a recess until 2 o'clock p. m.)

Activities under lump-fund items, Bureau of Animal Industry.

Projects.

Inspection and quarantine:
(a) Eradication of scabies in sheep _ .

(&) Eradication of mange (scabies) in cattle and horses
(c) Supervisim of interstate transportation of live stock and

inspection of Southern cattle outside of the quarantine

(d)

(/)

W
(0

m

Enforcement of the 28-hour law
Inspection and malleln testing of horses for interstate moA'e-
ment

Preparation and distribution of mallein and blackleg vac-
cine

Preparation and distribution of field test outfits for dipping
baths

Investi^tion and chemical testing of dips and disinfectants,

Inspectnn of animals for importation
Quarantine of animals at ports of entry
Supervision over the sanitary handling and control ofhides,
skins, other animal by-products, hay, etc., offered for

entry into the United Slates
Inspectian and testing ofanimals for export to foreign coim-

tries
(m) Inspection of vessels carrying export animals
(n) Investigation of methods of disinfecting hides

Eradication of tuberculosis:
(a) Animal tuberculosis control looking to eradication.
(b) Preparation and distribution of tuberculin
(c) Investigation of animal tuberculosis

Eradication of cattle ticks:

(a) Tick eradication
(h) Preparation and distribution of field test outfits for dipping

baths
(c) Live stock demonstration work in tick freed areas

Dairy investigations:
(a) Dairy farming and extension ,

(6) Dairy manufacturing
(c) DaiTy^ research laboratories
(d) Milk investigations and demonstrations..
(e) Dairy Divi5ion experiment farm
if) Western dairy extension
(g) Improvement of dairy products
(*) Breeding of dairy cattle

Animal husbandry investigations:
Animal genetics -.

Animal husbandrj' experiment farm (Beltsville, Md.)..
Beef cattle investigations

(a ) Certification of pedigrees
(ej Sheep and goat Investigations

(f) Swine investigations
<o) Horse and mme investigations
<n) Live stock production in the Great Plains region
<i) Breeding horses for military purposes

(J) Poultry investigations

Allotment,
1920.

$157,385
57,881

149, 452
28,000

4,000

13,652

1,500
2,850
68,900
12,900

7,500
2,700
3,500

525,000

1,457,000
28,000
15,000

1,500,000

673,580

18,400
50, 000

741,980

78,890
49,240
73, 180
43,240
42,290
39,210
16,810
7,510

350,370

5,110
12,380
20,380
2,420

82, 160
78,990
30, 660

36,940
58,640

327,680

Estimate,
1921.

$157,385
67,881

174,452
28,000

4,000

13,652

1,500
2,850
68,900
12, 900

9,600
2,700
3,500

'565,020

1,457,000
28,000
15, 000

2 1,500,000

673,580

18,400
60,000

8 741,980

49,^40
103,030
43,240
42,290
44,210
16,810
7,510

4 405,220

5,110
17,380
57,380
2,420

5 164, 440
78,990
30,660
75, 000
36, 940
68,640

" 526, 960

Increase.

' Includes $7,360 transferred to statutory roll.
s Includes $19,560 transferred to statutory roll.

Includes $10,820 transferred to statutory roll.

* Includes $14,420 transferred to statutory roll.

' Including $45,000 for purchase of land.
» Includes $7,920 transferred to statutory roll.
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Activities under lump-fund items, Bureau of Animal Industry—Continued.

Projects.
Allotment,

1920.

Estimate,
1921.

Increase,

(k)

m

Investigationp of diseases of animals:
(a) Rabies investigations
(6) Glanders investigations
(c) Forage poisoning or cerebrospinal meningitis of horses
(a) Investigation ofswamp fever
e) Diagnosis of and immunization against anthrax
/) Investigations of diseases of fowls
(a) Miscellaneous biological experiments and investigations
[h) Index catalogue and collection of parasites

Investigations ofroundworms of sheep
Investigations of anthelmintics and the treatment of live
stock for internal parasites

Investigation of parasitic protozoa, with particular refer-

ence to blackhead in turkeys
Investigations of cattle ticks, mange mites, and other ex-
ternal parasites

im) Miscellaneous investigations of animal parasites, their con-
trol and eradication

(n) General maintenance of ?.ethesda experiment station
(o) Breeding and feeding small experiment animals for disease

research

(p) Investigations ofstock poisoning by plants
(q) Investigation of roundworms of nogs
(r) Developing and testing a new method of manufacture of

blackleg vaccine
(s) Investigation of animal abortion

Investigation and eradication of hog cholera and enforcement of the
virus-serum-toxin act:

Hog cholera control looking to eradication
Educational and deniionstrational hog cholera work
Control of the manufacture, importation, and shipment of

viruses, serums, toxins, and analogous products
(d) Investigation of methods of producing immunity agamst

hog cholera
Investigation of the cause of hog cholera.

(o)

(/) Investigation of the mode of dissemination of hog cholera. .

.

Investigation and eradicatien of dourine.

General administration work

Meat inspection:
(a) Purchase, preparation, and distribution of brands and

branding ink.

(6) Special supervisory inspection
(c) IjBboratory inspection
" Ante-mortem inspection of animals for slaughter

Post-mortem inspection of animals
Supervision of the preparation and distribution of meats . .

.

Inspection at public markets
Supervision of operations conducted under certificates of

exemption
Examination of iniported meats and meat food products. .

.

Field overhead and miscellaneous meat inspection
U) Miscellaneous laboratory studies of meat and meat food

products
(I) Investigations of pathological conditions noted during

meat inspection
(77J) Zoological investigations relating to meat inspection
(n) Investigations upon the control of the house fly and other

insects in establishments operating under Federal meat
inspection

(.

(0)m
(0
(.}

$3,050
650

4,362
1,100
1,100
1,750
6,808
3,350
10,336

5,585

2,790

8,643

2,836
5,200

4,000
13,600

49,400

. 124,560

404,365
42,500

163,560

7,500
15,000
8,120

641,045

88,800

26,686

10,000
44,100
90,000

240,000
1,512,790
1,757,550

15,000

12,000
50,000
145,500

12,500

10,000
3,500

1,000

S3, 050
650

4,362
1,100
1,100
1,750
6 808
3,350
10,336

5,585

2,790

8,643

2,836
5,200

4,000
15,250
16,000

4,000
49,400

1145,210

404,365
42,500

193,560

7,590
15,000
8,120

• 671,045

"88,800

26,686

10,000
44,100
90,000
240,000

1,512,790
1,757,550

15,000

12,000
50,000
145,500

12,500

10,000
3,500

1,000

3,903,960 13,903,969

' Includes S3,760 transferred to statutory roll.

> Includes $12,100 transferred to statutory roll.

s Includes $3,600 transferred to statutory roll.

' Includes $35,680 transferred to statutory roll.



COMMITI'EE ON AgEICULTUEE,
House of Eepeesentati\'es,

Thursday, Decemh".r 11, 1919.

Bueeau op Plant Industey.

The committee met pursuant to recess, Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen-
((ihairman) presiding.

The Chaieman. Who do you wish to testify first, Mr. Harrison?
Mr. Haeeison. Dr. William A. Taylor is here and will present the

estimates of the Bureau of Plant Industry.
The Chairman. You may proceed. Dr. Taylor.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM A. TAYLOR, CHIEF OF THE BUREAU
OF PLANT INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Dr. Tatlor. The Bureau of Plant Industry, page 64. By way of
preliminary statement it may help you to appreciate our situation

somewhat if I say that there has been an alarming increase in the
cost of the work of the Bureau of Plant Industry, which involves
travel and field experimentation, including the employment of labor,

the purchase of equipment, and the numerous ordinary things that
have to be done in experimentation in the production of crops. We
have cut close in conducting our work this j'ear. We shall be com-
pelled to cut still closer, even to stop some important lines of work
in order to maintain those which appear to be more important, under
these estimates. This is emphatically true of the paragraphs which
do not provide increases, as two or three do, specifically, to meet
these increased costs. They are simply the increased costs which a

farmer would experience if he had no income from crops sold. Costs
are up, labor is up, materials are up, equipment is up, and we are

hard up against it when it comes to carrying along our work.
It may help in connection with the work of the Bureau of Plant

Industry to recall that it is necessarily undertaken upon a national

basis. The problems that we attack are either big national problems,
broad regional problems, or highly specialized problems which, in the

large. State activities are not in a position to grapple with, at least

not by themselves. This policy has rested on the understanding that

when the department was established in Lincoln's administration
and the State agricultural colleges at substantially the same time
were provided, the country adopted a dual policy with respect to

the encouragement of agriculture. This in part was effected through
appropriations to the States for their colleges and their experiment
stations, and that the remainder was effected through the Federal
department. Subsequently as the work of both the State institutions

361
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and the department developed and took shape, particularly at a thue
about 20 years ago during the long secretarial administration of

Secretary Wilson, a fairly definite concrete policy was formulated
which I think in general has been followed, certainly in the work of
the Bureau of Plant Industry, of asking the question every time a

proposal comes up, "Is this a question which requires attention

by the Federal department, either by itself or jointly with the State
activities?" We recognise a citizen of a State as a citizen of the

United States also. We recognize a group of citizens as entitled to

a hearing and consideration here. We know that this is in your
minds as the real policy of the Federal Government with respect to

the encouragement of agriculture. We are dealing here with an
industry which during this year has produced something like $15,-

000,000,000 worth of crops, independent of the live stock and of other

production. The appropriation which these estimates cover in the

Bureau of Plant Industry is the apppropriation which we submit is

necessary adequately to cope with the problems that we carry the

responsibility for with respect to the production of crops, the control

and eradication of plant diseases, the improvement of crops, the

introduction of new ones from other countries, and to a minor extent

to the utilization of crops.

I offer these suggestions merely by way of a reminder as to what
our feeling is, what our understanding is of the purpose of the

department and the general policy of the country with respect to

them.
In the statutory roll, if you wish to take that up first, on page 64,

item J.2 involves a change in designation of the position heretofore

carried as one seed warehouseman, at $840, which in the estimate is

changed to laboratory aid at $840. In this, as in many of our low-

salaried statutory positions, we have not found it possible to secure

people to do the work. We have approximately at the moment, I

believe, about 100 vacancies in these low-priced statutory positions

in the Bureau of Plant Industry. People come into them, if they

have nothing better in sight ; they get a little experience with us, and
find a better job and resign, and then we have to hunt for another.

As a laboratory aid, in which position we use young people, we can

use this place more effectively. As it stands of course we can not fill

it with the laboratory aid.

The same character of change is involved in items 32 and 36, Item
32 is on page 65, one artist, $900, changed to one laboratory aid, $900,

and item 36 on page 66, one photographer.
The Chairman. How about item 35?

Dr. Taylor. That is the same general character except it is a dif-

ferent rate. Item 36 is a photographer at $840, changed to labora-

tory aid, $840.

Item 35, one photographer, $1,200, changed to one clerk, class 1,

$1,200.

The Chairman. Why is that change made?
Dr. Taylor. For the same reason, Mr. Chairman, that it is not

possible at £his time to secure and retain a competent photographer
for $1,200. The time was not so long ago, say 5 years ago, when
$1,200 was attractive to a photographer.
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The Chairman. Are you going to dispense with his services ?

Dr. TATiiOE. He has dispensed with his own services by resigning.

The place is vacant.

The Chairman. You are getting along without a photographer?
Dr. Taylor. We are getting along without that particular one.

Mr. Jacowat. I thought you just changed the name, but retained

the man on the roll and let him draw the same money.
Dr. Tatlok. These are vacant. The positions are so nearly con-

tinuously vacant that Ave feel it is right to make them .available for

clerical work.
Mr. Candler. You propose to fill item 35 with a clerk that you

already have in the service?

Dr. Taylor. Yes; or a new appointment as may be needed at the

time. What the situation will be on July 1 when this new statutory

roll will be available, we, of course, can not tell, as to individuals.

Ml'. EiTBEY. This clerk will not do the same work that the photog-
rapher did?

Dr. Taylor. No; just clerical work.
Mr. PuRNELL. Is it necessary to have a highly trained photog-

rapher for the work?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir; if the photographic work is to be done at

all in the illustration of investigational features, it must be high
grade. Money spent for low quality photographic records is wasted.
Mr. Ptjrnell. What do you propose to do for a photographer

now?
Dr. Taylor. In this case?

Mr. Ptjrnell. Yes.
Dr. Taylor. We shall have to let these go.

Mr. Ptjrnell. Dispense with the services of a photographer?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir ; we can get along without this photographer.

Mr. EtJBEY. You have other photographers that you pay other

salaries ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, we have. Many of our investigators do their

own photographic work.
Mr. Jones. Do you have anyone here on the statutory roll who

draws two salaries?

Dr. Taylor. It is not possible.

Mr. Jones. It is so reported that men draw two salaries in differ-

ent departments.
Dr. Taylor. In tho Department of Agriculture?

Mr. Jones. I do not know whether it was in the Department of

Agriculture; I only ask you if it is. I only ask if a man draws two

salaries so that it amounts to $2,000 ?

Dr. Taylor. You have in mind the question whether any employee

on the statutory roll in the Department of Agriculture draws a

salary elsewhere. He could not draw two salaries in the Department

of Agriculture. Whether there is any statutory employee of the

department drawing a salary from the Government elsewhere I do

not know. Not in the Bureau of Plant Industry.

Mr. Candler. I think there is a statute of the United States that

prohibits a man from drawing two salaries.

Mr. Jacoway. There is.

Dr. Taylor. The law specifies that two salaries totaling m excess

of $2,000 can not be drawn by one person.
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Mr. Jones. In other words, if he does not draw $2,000 he can
liave two positions, one for one department part of the time, and in
another department part of the time.

Dr. Tatlor. Yes.
Mr. Harrison. He would have to work full time for the depart-

ment?
Mr. Jones. Eight hours for you and the other department at night.
Mr. Harrison. The only cases I know of involve some employees

who work fgr the War Eisk Insurance Bureau for a few hours at
night. When the War liisk Insuiance Bureau needed large numbers
of clerks it sought the services of some of the employees in other
executive departments for night work. Even in these cases, the
total compensation may not exceed $2,000.

It may interest the committee to know that, on the 30th of June,
1919, we had 377 statutory places which were vacant and which we
were having difficulty in filling because of the low salaries. On July
31 there were 377 vacancies ; 365 on the 31st of August ; 375 on Sep-
tember 30; 388 on the 31st of October; and 404 on the 30th of
November.
Mr. EtTBEY. What was the average salary?
Mr. Harrison. All the way up to $3,000. One place in the divi-

sion of publications, which was provided for in the current appro-
priation act, remained vacant for five months, and the money went
back to the Treasury because we could not get a man with the

requisite qualifications. We succeeded about a week or so ago. An-
other place, in the Bureau of Soils, at $1,440, was vacant for five

months, and the money went back into the Treasury for that period.

This shows the difficulty we have in getting people and how the

work of the department is held up because of our inability to secure

eligibles at these low salaries. The $3,000 place is the highest. The
remainder of the places for which I have figures carry salaries of

$1,800 and less.

Dr. Taylor. Item 46, on page 66, one laboratory apprentice, $720.

We have asked a change of designation to one messenger or laborer,

$720, for the same general reason. The places of laboratory ap-

prentice and teamster have been vacant for several years on account

of the inability to secure help at the salary provided.

Item 63, on page 67, one blacksmith at $1,200, we ask to be

changed to one gardener at $1,200.

The Chairman. You are dispensing with the services of the

blacksmith ?

Dr. Taylor. In some cases. In others we have had to appoint a

blacksmith on lump in order to get a blacksmith at all.

The Chairman. Do you propose to employ a blacksmith from the

lump sum, or dispense with his services?

Dr. Taylor. In the case of a blacksmith, we have to continue him
on the lump sum.
The Chairman. How about the j)hotograj)her ?

Dr. Taylor. The photographer is a straight change from pho-

tographer to clerk.

Mr. Jacoway. I do not get it clear in mind, unless this is it : You
have a photographer, and he says in substance that he can not work
for $1,200, and there is a blacksmith who says he can not work for
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$900, and they quit. Then you hire some other persons, assign them
anywhere in the department you want to, and the blacksmitK' and
the photographer go out of the service. Is that it ?

Dr. Taylob. Yes.
' The Chairman. I understand that you will hire a man at an

increased salary, and pay him from the lump sum ?

Dr. Tailor. If we have the money available and can get the men.
The Chairsiax. Their services were required in the past. If their

services are required now the proper thing would be to tal^e them on
at an increased salary.

Mr. McLaughun of Michigan. If a blacksmith is on the statutorj'

roll at $1,200 and he is dissatisfied and resigns, and the next day you
get another blacksmith and put him on the lump-sum roll and pay
him what you have to pay—$1,500, saj?—and carry him that way, is

that done?
Dr. TAYiiOE.. If an appointment of that character is made, the

transfer from the lump-sum to the statutory roll is recommended to

you in the estimates.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then the next time the estimates
are made that man who was hired at $1,500 is transferred to the
statutory roll at $1,500?

Dr. Taylor. At the salary which he has.

The Chairman. When you drop them from the statutory roll you
put them on the lump-sum roll at whatever salary you think proper ?

Dr. Taylor. My understanding in the case of both of these is that
these represent places vacant now, or that have been so continuously
vacant, vacant so much of the time during the last fiscal year, that

it is evident that we can not keep them filled with competent people.

The Chairman. Are they dropped entirely, or are their places to

be filled by appointments from the lump-sum roll ?

Dr. Taylor. I can not tell you that, Mr. Haugen, without looking
up the particular cases.

Mr. Jacoway. But you do know the photographer is gone and is

not working?
Dr. TAYiiOE. That is my understanding.

Mr. Jacoway. You have not increased the salary on the lump-sum
roll ? He has gone, and so has the blacksmith ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes.

Mr. Jacoway. Instead you have appointed other people to do
clerical work?
Dr. Taylor. No ; we can not appoint a clerk in this photographer's

place.

Mr. Jacoway. I thought you filled his place.

Mr. Candler. He has asked to have it changed, so that it may be
filled.

Dr. Taylor. We want to able to do that
;
yes.

Mr. Lesher. Where do you get this blacksmithing work done ?

Dr. Taylor. We may be getting it done outside. I do not happen
to know in this case.

Mr. RuBEY. Is it possible for you to let a man go because he will

not take a certain salary, say $1,200, and there is a vacancy? Is it

possible for you to employ some other man from the lump-sum roll

to take his place?
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Dr. Tatloe. If we have the money, we have the authority
;
yes, sir.

Mr. RuBET. You have the authority to do that?
Dr. Tatloe. Yes, sir.

Mr. EuBET. If he resigns you can appoint him to do that work
from the lump-sum roll?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Yes; you can.

Dr. Tatloe. Not to do the same work.
Mr. RuBET. You can not put him back in the same position and

pay him from the lump-sum roll?

Dr. Taylok. Not to do the same work.
Mr. RuBEY. You can transfer him from the statutory roll to the

lump-sum roll?

Dr. Tayloe. Not to do the same work. He can be transferred

after change of duties.

Mr.' Hutchison. Suppose you have an appropriation of $1,200.

That office is vacant for four months. You can not give a man $150
for eight months ?

Dr. Tayloe. No. We can not pay him higher than that rate in

that position. We can not pay him for any day higher than at that

rate of $1,200.

Mr. Hutchison. But you can not get anybody else for the posi-

tion?

Dr. Tayloe. No.
Mr. Haeeison. The salary, for four months goes back into the

Treasury.
Mr. Jones. That probably answers my question, but I will put it

to you and see. Suppose during the year you want a photographer
at $1,200 a year; could you hire him and pay him from the lump-
sum appropriation?
Dr. Taylor. Yes.

Mr. Jones. Then you are not losing any opportunity for getting

a photographer by eliminating him from this estimate?

Dr. TArLOE. No, sir.

Mr. Jones. Does not that, in effect, make it so that you can

transfer, indirectly at least, or at least get some persons from the

statutory roll to the lump-sum roll ?

Mr. Rubey. The money must Tdo available. If the money is avail-

able, they can hire that man. If we do not appropriate enough,

they, can not.

Mr. Jones. With regard to the lump-sum appropriation, they may
manipulate the whole fund to meet the condition. In other words,

Doctor, suppose there are half a dozen of these items on the

statutory rolls; if you find yourself in the same condition as now,

that you can not employ the men at the salaries fixed on the

statutory roll, because during the year changed conditions result in

labor being less plentiful or something of that sort, and there is no

provision made on the statutory roll to meet the situation, you can

hire those men and go to the lump-sum appropriation and pay them

the price fixed ?

Dr. Tayloe. Yes, sir.

"Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You can pay them any amount

you wish under the lump sum, up to certain limits ?

Dr. Tayloe. Theoretically, yes ; actually, no.
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Mr. McLatjghun of Michigan. You can hire a man and pay hiin
more than the one who left the job was getting in the statutory roll?

Dr. Tayloe. Yes ; that is actually one of the difficulties.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You can transfer this man after
you have hired him at the higher rate and transfer him next year
to the statutory roll at the salary he was receiving out of the lump
sum?
Dr. Tayloe. If you approve it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is an increase of the salary
of the man under the statutory roll ?

Dr. Tatloe. No, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is an increase of the statutory
compensation.

Dr. Tatloe. It is an increase of pay for services rendered.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is an increase of salary in the

statutory position, it seems to me.
Dr. Taylor. I think, Mr. McLaughlin, that the question there is

just this: That, if you gentlemen do not approve and the Congress
does not approve the transfer, or confirm the transfer from the lump
sum to the statutory roll, the department can not do it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is all right. I am entirely
willing to do it. I like to see these men paid well. All I have ever
had any kick about on any of these things is that we have had the
responsibility but no authority over the matter. If we did not
have the responsibility I would not care, but, having the responsi-

bility, I feel we ought to have some authority.
Dr. Taylor. Our difficulty in administration in times when the

dollar has shrunk, and outside industry has recognized that, is that,

if we are tied 18 months or two years ahead, we can not say with
any accuracy what we will require when these funds are available.

In general terms, we do; in the larger sense we can, but we can not
with accuracy.

The Chairman. In other words it is necessary to leave it to the
department to determine salaries?

Dr. Tatloe. Not entirely, I would say. To an extent, if there is

to be efficient administration, I think so.

The Chairman. That is practically what is done now except for

a few salaries paid out of the statutory roll.

Dr. Tayloe. If there is to be full efficiency maintained, I think
it will be found that in Government service, as in private business,

there will have to be some discretion left to the administrative
officials.

The Chairman. The present and past practice has been to leave

the matter entirely to the department, outside of the statutory roll.

Dr. Tayloe. In so far as lump sums are concerned, except for the
limitation which Congress has fixed.

The Chairman. The limitation of $4,500?
Dr. Tatloe. Yes.
The Chaieman. What do you say as to enlarging the statutory

roll?

Dr. Tayloe. With respect to scientific employees ?

The Chaieman. A large portion of the employees and the new
ones to be added to the service.
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Br. Taylor. My feeling with respect to that would be this: That
in two important particulars it would be damaging to efficiency. In
the first place, for this reason, that in planning scientific work it is

not possible to say 18 months in advance what inanner, wha.t quality

of men can be got for a given job. You make an appropriation on
an estimate which we submit. Our ideal would be perhaps a $4,000
man, a full-grown, adequately-trained, experienced man. The time
comes when the money is available on July \ next. No such man
can bo had. Our next step may be the securing of a $2,600 man and
a $1,500 assistant as the next best combination for attacking that

particular problem. If we are tied by a $4,000 statutory position we
can not do it. It is either pay a $3,000 man $4,000 ai year, which
is destructive of morale as well as wasteful and unjustifiable in the
handling of Government business, or let the work stand and come
back to you a year from then for modification of that salary.

The second reason which occurs to me, which renders the statutory
roll for scientific personnel inadvisable is this, that on a fixed statu-

tory roll promotion can not occur except through impairment of the
service by death or resignation. A fixed statutory roll leaves the
-administrator powerless to meet competitive conditions which arise,

and they frequently arise and have to be settled within a period of
a few days. In general, they have to be settled promptly for the
reason that we have no contract arrangement, either actual or
ethical, through which an American citizen is required to work for
the Government for any fiscal year or number of fiscal years.

Private employment has.

The Chairman. According to that, he should be placed on the
statutory roll, then?

Dr. Taylor. I woud not say that, Mr. Haugen. In the case

of positions which are of a. nature that makes them to a considerable
extent interchangeable there is less objection.

Mr. Jacoway. You have stated the difficulties. What is the solu-

tion?

Dr. Taylor. In my judgment the solution is to continue admin-
istrative authority and hold us to account.

The Chairman. Hold the department to account sounds all right,

and is proper, but there is no. accounting. That is not the fault of

the department nor of this committee, but so far as Congress is con-

cerned there has been no accounting.
Mr. RuBEY. Is not there an accounting at least to some extent?

For instance, in connection with each one of these lump sum funds

do they not set out in this statement how many men are employed
at $3,500, how many at $3,000, and so on?
The Chairman. That is an estimate.

Mr. RuBET. I know, but that is an indication. It shows in one

column that they had a certain number of men at a certain salary

in 1919, and there is in these estimates here some semblance at least

of an. accounting of what they have done with the money.
The Chairman. That is true. This table indicates what the

department intends to pay these people.

Mr. RuBEY. That is in the future. What I want to point out

in the tables is that they have given only what they spent in 1919.

That is the only year that has been completed. They give an ac-

counting of how they spent the money, and in the other column
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they give an estimate of how they expect to spend the money next
year.

Mr. Jones. There is probably sufficient information in these
tables. As the gentleman says, one column shows the estimates for
1921 and the other shows the expenditures for the same things for'

1919. The practical question that puzzles me is this, as was brought
out by the head of the Weather Bureau when we were descussing the
matter of employing five firemen to do the work that one ought to

do (or three, at least, with the engineer), what is the character of
Avork that is carried on by them? This committee asks the question,

What of the administration of the department itself? There is a
general notion throughout the United States—and you men who work
for the Government as "well as we here know it—that the question of
Government efficiency is a joke. Whether that is true or not, it is the
impression that, if private interests ran their business with the same
amount of efficiency that the Federal Government is run they would
become bankrupt. Just how we can remedy that I do not know, but
I am satisfied—I have no proof of it—but I am satisfied, as sure as

I am sitting here, that there are too many men employed in the
service, in every department of the Government. There is where the
appropriation ought to be cut. Whether you can do it or not,

whether you have sufficient knowledge to do it fairly and equitably

or not, is the question that puzzles me.
Dr. Taylor. So far as furnishing information is concerned as to

exactly what is paid on lump funds, I take it that would not require

more than a specification that the names of the individuals should be
indicated. That information is obtainable at the department, cer-

tainly, with respect to each lump appropriation, with respect to any
employee.

Mr. Candler. Under each item of lump-sum appropriation you set

forth in the estimates the positions which are to be filled and the

amounts at which each position is to be filled-—^the amount received

by the employee. That is done every year in the estimates. Of
course, we have to rely on the department to carry out in good faith

the estimates.

Mr. Jones. I do not doubt that the department has expended
$9,000 for three, four, or five employees, as this schedule shows, but
the point that worries me is whether that amount of work ought not

to have been done at an expenditure of $2,000. You see my point.

That is a question of efficiency.

Mr. Jacoway. I get an entirely different idea from that. If it

were possible to get the people to do the work, I would be willing

to spend a hundred million dollars for the Department of Agri-

culture.

Mr. Jones. I am not raising any issue with the Department' of

Agricultui-e as against other departments.

Mr. Harrison. How about the men doing two or three men's work?
Mr. Jones. If that condition exists

Mr. Harrison. That condition does exist; there are men in the

department who do work that ought to be done by two or three, men.

Mr. Jones. Is the case of the five firemen the only one in which

the work is not effectively done?

164315—20 24
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Mr. Harrison. Is it possible for us to determine here whether cer'

tain men are doing their work effectively ?

Mr. Jones. Yes ; if a man says that two boilers are burning a cer-

tain amount of coal, that are correlated together, I do not care what
the conditions are, that can be done by one man.
Mr. RuBEY. You mean one man on each shift?

Mr. Jones. I mean three men working 8-hour shifts. From the
conditions spoken of by the Chief of the Weather Bureau, I be^
lieve, if the labor organizations would jpermit it, that the job of fire-

man and engineer could be combined, and the engineer would have
little work to do. There is only one thing that is essential and that

is to put coal in tjie boilers.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And a ton and a half in 24 hours.

Mr. Jones. It is outrageous.
Dr. Taylor. The practical question that arises in cases like this-

is that, if you have statutory places at $600 a year and firemen are-

worth $900 a year, all that you can get for $600 are boys and crip-

ples.

Mr. Jones. I appreciate that.

Mr. Harrison. These firemen get $840 and $720, while the Po-
tomac Electric Power Co. is paying its firemen $5 a day. Yotr
can imagine, therefore, the situation in which the department finds

itself with reference to such positions.

Mr. Lesher. But they handle a great deal of- coal, I imagine.
Mr. Harrison. Our central power plant is comparable with the

plant of the Potomac Electric Power Co.
Dr. Tatlor. This principle is a vital one in connection with the

statutory roll and the operation of the department activities both
here and in the field. For the money that we can pay we can not
get eflScient men and have to take the culls and keep them shifting,

with a frequent turnover.

The Chairman. When a member of the committee asks a ques-

tion of a representative of the department it should not be con-

strued in any particular as questioning the integrity of the depart-

ment; the purpose is to get at the facts in order that Congress may
do its duty.

Let me read from a report [reading] :

There is no doubt whatever that millions of dollars of the money which Con-
gress voted for the conduct of the war and placed no restrictions thereoir

have been expended illegally and without warrant of law by the War De-
partment in the purchases of land and the construction of new military posts'

since the armistice and without the express authority of Congress, as should
have been the case.

That is exactly what we are making possible for this department
to do. This line of inquiry is not for the purpose of criticizing the
department, but so that we may intelligently inform Congress and
do our duty. When we ask questions here, it is not for the purpose
of impugning the integrity of the department or anything of the

kind.

Mr. Candler. That statement is merely Mr. Anthony's report of
the purchase of land by the War Department. That is controverted
sharply.

The Chairman. That is the report.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You do not doubt for a minute
that the War Department wasted millions ?
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Mr. Candlee. But that is an ex parte statement, never submitted
to the committee, and never admitted.
The Chairman. I am trying to see whether we can conduct the

business of this department in a satisfactory manner and if we can
improve upon the present method. I am asking these questions
with a view to giving each chief of bureau an opportunity to ex-
press himself on the proposition. It will then be up to the committee
to determine Avhether We shall continue as in the past or adopt some
other plan.

Mr. EuBEY. I appreciate that the questions you ask and the ques-

tions asked by the committee have not been with the view of criticiz-

ing, but with the view of getting information; but frequently we
ask questions to get the information in the record so that the mem-
bers of the House may get the information which we may already
have.

Here is another point : The question came up the other day about
these firemen in the Weather Bureau. That is a place where possibly

thei'e is a mistake made, and too many men are employed, and, while
that crops out in the record and we get that information, there are

hundreds of cases in the Department of Agriculture that we do not
know anything about, and we do not get a chance to know anything
about, where men work overtime, where they go back on Sundays,
and that sort of thing; and I take it that, all in all, they are doing
the best they can and that the.Department of Agriculture, the chiefs

of bureaus and those under them, are giving the very best service

they can for the money they receive.

Dr. Tatloe. Would you pardon just this interpolation? Two
minutes will suffice for me at this time. Last evening I happened
to look over the report of the dean and director of one of the leading
agricultural colleges and experiment stations of the country who has
for two or three years now undertaken to administer the affairs of
his institution under a rather minutely segregated budget, which in-

cludes a statutory roll, and he relates there certain experiences that

I am sure would be interesting to you. I have not the matter in full,

but I have this paragraph which I jotted down, which consolidates

his experience imder such a system in operating an activity fairly

comparable with the Bureau of Plant Industry. Tliis is what he says

[reading]

:

Do people want the money well spent, or is it better that it be spent accord-
ing to a printed price list? Is the great consideration human efficiency or
mechanical efficiency? A segregated minutely itemized budget is an expression
of mechanical efficiency which lacks the breath of life. It expresses the desire

for accounting procedure and ignores the fundamentals of successful adminis-
tration.

This follows a statement of specific instances of the loss of men
from his investigational force through inability with reasonable
promptness to meet competition, and it is, I think, Avhat adminis-
trators of research and comparable work would experience from a
statutory roll for scientific workers.
The Chairman. That may be good logic, but after all, Congress

has certain functions to perform, and the question involved here is

whether it shall perform them or turn them over to somebody else

to perform.
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Dr. Taylor. You understand, Mr. Chairman, that I am with you
and desire to help.

The Chairman. What grieves me is that every time we ask a ques-

tion it is assumed that we are questioning the integrity of the de-

partment. I never charged a public officer with lack of integrity

unless I knew it absolutely and never wish to do so.

Dr. Tatxor. I take it as a compliment to me that you ask me these

questions, and I have answered you frankly.

The Chairman. Can you come back to-morrow at 10 o'clock, Dr.

Taylor?
Dr. Tatlor. Yes.
(Thereupon, at 5.20 o'clock p. m., the committee recessed until

to-morrow, Friday, December 12, at 10 o'clock a. m.)

Committee on Agriculture,
House of Eepresentatives,

Friday, December 12, 1919.

The committee met at 10 o'clock a. m., Hon, Gilbert N. Haugen
(chairman) presiding.

Bureau of Plant Industry—Continued.

The Chairman. Dr. Taylor, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM A. TAYLOR, CHIEE OF THE BUREAU
OF PLANT INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Con-
tinued.

Dr. Taylor. Mr. Chairman, I believe we were at item 67, page 67,

on the statutory roll, a change of designation of a $600 position

from " teamster " to " messenger or laborer " at the same salary, for

the same reason as stated under item 46 on page 66. These positions

have been vacant most of the time for several years, particularly

during the last two years, and can not be filled.

Mr. Jones. Suppose you had a teamster at $600 on the statutory-

roll position, would you have found the necessity for asking now
for one messenger or additional laborer at $600?

Dr. Taylor. In the event that the messenger or laborer positions

were on the statutory roll also ?

,

Mr. Jones. Oh, no. You are now changing a teamster to one
messenger or laborer at the same salary, and your argument is that

you can not get a teamster or have not got a teamster at $600. Now,
suppose the statutory roll was filled as to this teamster, and also as

to the photographer we had up yesterday, and one or two others
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. Suppose they were filled and you could fill them, would
you find the necessity existing now to add to the statutory roll ?

,

Dr. Taylor. Yes. ,
Mr. Jones. It is a transfer you are making, then ?

Dr. Taylor. We now need a laborer, and it is either to provide a
laborer on the lump fund or on the statutory roll in this place.
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The Chairman. What you propose to do is to drop this laborer at
$540 and add one messenger to the number of messengers on last
year's roll?

Dr. Taylor. It is to change this

The Chairman. Drop this. item?
Dr. Taylor. Yes. The $600 is reverting-
The Chairman. Then you are adding one to the other item ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes.
Mr. Jones. He is speaking of 67 and you are speaking of 68.
The Chairman. The same rule applies to all of them.
Dr. Taylor. $600 is reverting to the Treasury through our in-

ability to secure a teamster at $600. We need the additional laborer
position, which we can fill at $600.
The Chairman. So you have added one to the roll ?

Dr. Taylor. Added one; yes. In the case of item 68, 21 laborers,
at $540 each, changed to 21 messengers, or laborers, at $540 each, that
is to make it possible to employ messengers or laborers as the needs
require.

The Chairman. In other words, you substitute item 69 for 68?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir. Item 69 carries 21 messengers or laborers, at

$540 each, in lieu of 21 laborers.

The Chairman. That takes the place of item 68 ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir. That completes the statutory roll.

On page 68, in the general paragraph under which the Bureau of
Plant Industry operates, the paragraph which authorizes the general
activities, there is no change. That is an authorizing and not an
appropriating paragraph.
The Chairman. There is no new language?
Dr. Taylor. No, sir. On page 69, item 79, the subappropriation

"for investigations of plant diseases and pathological collections,

including the maintenance of a plant-disease survey," carries an in-

crease of $15,000 over that for the present fiscal year. This increase
is desired for the enlargement of the work of the plant-disease survey
project, which has proved its value and usefulness not only to the
Bureau of Plant Industry pathological service but also to the whole
State experiment station service, that has to do with the investiga-

tion and control of plant diseases.

It consists of prompt scouting and collection of information re-

garding the occurrence of plant diseases and the dissemination of

that information promptly to the institutions, in order that there

may be a continuing touch between the pathologists both of the de-

partment and of the State institutions with the plant disease develop-
ments as they occur, rather than through a belated information re-

ceived after the season has ended. It enables quick action and is in

the nature of a comprehensive plant disease scouting service.

Mr. Anderson. When was this service inaugurated. Doctor; last

year?
Dr. Taylor. It was begun in a small way three years ago and was

enlarged during the war emergency period and maintained from
funds from the stimulating agriculture appropriation which ceased
to be available June 30.

Mr. Lee. What was your first appropriation for this item three

years ago; do you remember?
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Dr. Taylor. I think it was $10,000, the amount which it still

carries and which is the amount

—

—
Mr. Anderson. You want to increase that $10,000 by $15,000, mak-,

ing the! total $25,000?
Dr. Taylor. Yes; for the plant disease survey. It is an activity

which is distinctively national and broadly helplul in that it insures
quick information when a new plant disease appears or when a
known plant disease shows indications of becoming epidemic. We
believe it is in the interest of sound administration to enlarge and
develop this.

Mr. Anderson. How many men do you employ on this item?
Dr. Taylor. I can not tell you offhand, Mr. Anderson. I think

about eight men are now employed, including the temporary em-
ployees.

Mr. Anderson. Do these men have connections out through the
country by which they find out about the existence of these diseases,

or is the extent of the investigation confined to what these men them-
selves can find out?

Dr. Taylor. No ; it consists very largely of an organizeH informa-
tion service, you may say, the plant pathologists of the State institu-

tions 'cooperating. But it does require at times quick sending into

the field during the crop season of men qualified on special lines of
plant pathology to diagnose and determine the particular diseases

involved in such a survey.

Mr. Anderson. What I had in mind was that eight men employed
under an appropriation of this size would not discover very much
themselves if they had no organization through which the informa-
tion came.

Dr. Taylor. No. This barely maintains, you may say, a skeleton

organization here.

Mr. Anderson. I take it this plant survey is connected up with

the State colleges and the county agents, so that your information

comes from all the sources that are actually in contact with the fields

themselves.

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Are your men sent out at the suggestion of the

county agents or colleges, or are they kept constantly in the field ?

Dr. Taylor. They go out upon the receipt of any information that

appears significant, whether it comes from farmers or from State

institutions or from county agents, or frequently upon receipt of

diseased plant material here which is suspicious or is identified as

of serious character. A case in point would be the " take-all " disease

of wheat. When the first material came in last April or May—in that

case I believe it was from a county agent in Illinois

The Chairman. Do you accept the work of the county agents and
State officials and consider their findings as authoritative?

Dr. Taylor. To the extent that the information exists. It fre-

quently develops
The Chairman. They are high-class, specialized men ?

Dr. Taylor. These plant-disease survey men are highly trained,

specialized men. If you would like a fuller outline I have here
The Chairman. We have an understanding that you will incorpo-

rate in the Bureau of Plant Industry statement the amount appro-
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prialed for each item. If you will insert that in the record that will
«over it.

Mr. Harkisox. We will see that that is included in the case of each
hureau. *

The Chairman. That will save the time of the committee. Item
No. 80 is next.

Dr. Taylor. Item No. 80, on page 70, "For the investigation of
diseases of orchard and other fruits." In this subappropriation,
which calls for $87,935, there is included an increase of $7,000.
This increase is needed for pathological inspertion of fruits at mar-
ket centers in cooperation with the Bureau of Markets, which
maintains the commercial inspection that is conducted by the Fed-
eral Government. These pathological advisers to the commercial
inspectors are trained pathologists whose business it is to diagnose
accurately the diseases which are found in fruits that arrive at mar-
kets in bad order, so that there may be as accurate a differentiation
between the spoilage in transit that results merely from bad handling
and packing and loading, or bad refrigeration in transit, and the
spoilage which is traceable to specific plant diseases which it may be
possible to. control, either through proper treatment in the field or
-during the packing process.

Mr. McKiNLEY. How many of these men have you ?

Dr. Taylor. We have two at present.
Mr. McKiNLEY. How many markets is the Bureau of Markets

covering ?

Dr. Taylor. They have a number of inspectors. I do not know
the exact number in their inspection service.

Mr. McKiNi^Y. How can you get along with just two? Why
don't you need them at all places if you need them at any ?

Dr. Taylor. Our men are, you may say, the instructors, the tech-

nical pathological instructors, of the inspection force of the Bureau
of Markets. They are the instructors also of city health department
inspectors, in particular cases. This week, for instance, the health
officer of the city of New York has appealed to us to permit our men
to deliver a series of addresses to his local inspection force, to inform
them with regard to the plant diseases and their relation to the
wholesomeness or unwholesomeness of the fruit and vegetable food-
stuffs under inspection by his force.

Mr. McKiNLEY. Do these two men go from place to place ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes; although their principal headquarters—^that is,

as they stand now—are in New York and Chicago, which are the
largest receiving centers of these perishables in the country. We •

. should enlarge this force somewhat. It is maintained at the present

time by a makeshift assignment of funds to carry these two men,
because we recognize it is of very great importance to the growers
and shippers of produce.

Mr. McKiNLEY. Why should you be forced to do that when they
have a large amount of funds? Why should not they have these

employees themselves ?

Dr. Taylor. ' Because this is highly technical pathological work
which has to root back into the pathological laboratories. These
men must keep steadily in touch with the advances that are made,
the discoveries that are made in plant-disease investigations. These
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men, in fact, have to maintain small temporary laboratories in con-
nection with their headquarters in New York and Chicago to take

up, instantly, lines of investigation in these diseases that need at-

tention there.

Mr. Anderson. Has this investigation any relation to any current

inquiry of the Bureau of Markets in regard to the effect of different

modes of packing, refrigeration, and so forth?
Dr. Tatlok, M bears an advisory relation to that. It does not

participate in that work.
Mr. Anderson. Is any investigation of the question of packing

now being made by the Bureau of Markets ?

Dr. Tatlor. Yes ; of the effect of handling, packing, loading, and
so on ; and this is chiefly with respect to that mspection service which
the Bureau of Markets maintains, under which it issues certificates,

i:pon the request of either the shipper or consignee, as to the actual

condition of the shipment when it arrives. The Bureau of Markets
workers rely on the Bureau of Plant Industry for their technical

information on these diseases.

The Chairman. How long have these two men been employed?
Dr. Taylor. About two years. There was a considerably larger

force.

The Chairman. If this appropriation is allowed, how many will

be added?
Dr. Taylor. Probably two.
Mr. Tincher. I see this item number 80 carries an authorization

for $8,000 to be used for the investigation of the diseases of the pecan.

It is necessary to still carry on that work, is it?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir. There are certain stubborn diseases which
are being attacked through long-time experimentation that require

the continuation of that work if the pecan industry is to be aided
through the control of its diseases.

Mr. Tincher. This will make 20 years they have carried this

item.

Dr. Taylor. I think not, sir; so far as the pecan itself is con-

cerned. The 20 years evidently applies to the entire duration of

the paragraph.
Mr. Jones. What is the attitude of the men engaged in the busi-

ness of raising those things as to the investigations made by you?
Do they spend any money themselves for investigating these things?

Dr. Taylor. The individual fruit growers ?

Mr. Jones. Yes.

Dr. Taylor. They do not hire pathologists.

Mr. Jones. Why do they not hire pathologists? It is to their

direct interest, is it not?
Dr. Taylor. How could a farmer hire a pathologist?

Mr. Jones. How can a lumberman hire a forester?

Dr. Taylor. The lumberman may have capital bigger than the

farmer.
Mr. Jones. If that is your answerj that he has not got enough

money to do it, that is what I am trying to find out.'

Dr. Taylor. I think that is the answer, sir; and I think that is

the fact with respect to much of what the Federal Government and
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the States are doing in these technical lines. The Federal Govern-
ment and the States have monopolized the field of technical research
and advice to this basic industry of agriculture. Until very recently,
there have not been production units of a sufficient size to make
possible at all the employment of trained specialists of this char-
acter.

Mr. Jones. Will there ever be so long as the Federal and State
governments assume this burden ?

Dr. Taylor. That is a question which I can not answer. Federal
and State aid in this respect has been a fundamemtal policy so far.
Mr. Jones. I notice your appropriation for 1911, under this gen-

eral heading of item 80, was $34,000. Now your estimate for 1921, a
period of 10 years, grows to $87,000. And that is not only true
of this but it is true of every item presented to the committee—

a

"growth of 100 per cent in nearly every request for these investiga-
tions.

Dr. Taylor. The work has grown ; the country has grown, and the
need has grown. I believe that will continue.
Mr. Jo2srES. But this inve^igation of diseases ; is there a new dis-

ease discovered every year in these things ?

Mr. Anderson. Several of them.
Mr. EuBEY. If they only discovered one a year we would be all

right. [Laughter.]
. Dr. Taylor. If the cure for a disease could be accomplished in a

year it would be a veiy small matter. But we are still in the pioneer
stage of knowledge with respect to many of these diseases, and they
can not be figured out at a desk or even in the laboratories. They
have to be worked out step by st-ep, justi as human diseases have to
be worked out.

Mr. Lesher. I believe Mr. Soper, in my district, hires a man and
keeps him at his nursery all the time.

Dr. Taylor. There are instances of comimercial activities that
have reached a magnitude or are endangered so seriously where they
can do that.

Mr. Lessee. He hires one of these college professors who goes
right into his nursery and studies it.

The Chairman. We will take up your next item.

Dr. Taylor. The next item, Mr. Chairman, is number 81, " for
conducting such investigations of the nature and means of com-
munication of the disease of citrus trees, known as citrus canker,"
etc. This is a very important item, in which the work has reached a

stage where we consider it safe to recommend a material reduction
of the appropriation.

The Chairman. We started this appropriation with $430,000, with
a view to exterminate the disease. How close are you to clean-

ing up ?

Dr. Taylor. As Dr. Kellerman has personally handled this item,

I will ask him to discuss it, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. We will be glad to hear from Dr. Kellerman.

Kindly state exactly what you have been doing, what you expect to

do, and how much is required.
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STATEMENT OF DR. KARL F. KELLERMAN, ASSOCIATE CHIEF OF
THE BUREAU OF PIAWT INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRI-
CULTURE.

Dr. Kellerman. Mr. Chairman, you will remember the work be-

gan approximately four years ago with the estimate that the work
would require a total appropriation of approximately $4,000,000;
that the disease was widely spread and that a, term of years, some-
what indefinite, would be necessary to eradicate it. The work has
progressed very favorably and with very little setback at any time.

Severe tropical storms on two occasions have spread the disease

so widely that unusual expense was necessary in these localities.

That was in Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama, at different

times, we required rather unusual expenditures for inspectors and
for disinfectants in destroying the disease in these places.

The principle from the very beginning has been to locate the dis-

eased trees and to have them destroyed.

The Chairman. You pay for the trees?

Dr. Kellerman. The trees are not paid for. There is a prohibi-

tion against using any Federal money for paying for trees, and the

State funds we have used in the same campaign have followed the

same general plan of expenditure that we have outlined at the start.

The only cases of reimbursement that have occurred have been reim-
bursement provided by local organizations.

The Chairman. To what extent ?

Dr. Kellerman. No account has been kept of those by us because
they have not been counted as part of the eradication campaign.
The Chairman. How general is it?

Dr. Kellerman. In general terms, I think it is safe to say that

approximately between $150,000 and $200,000 has been paid in in-

direct compensation.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. During the entire time ?

Dr. Kellerman. During the entire time.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Of four years ?

Dr. Kellerman. During the entire time. That does not count the

properties that have been donated without charge by individuals.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Donated for destruction, you
mean?
Dr. Kellerman. Donated for destruction. Those cases come about

in this way.: If a serious outbreak of the disease is found in the

center of a young planting, the supposition is that trees in a con-

siderable area around that point will also be diseased. As a mat-
ter of cheapness, in eradicating the disease, it is better for us to

destroy that entire planting instead of merely to destroy the trees

(hat we find diseased and to keep inspecting to catch the additional

diseased trees as they appear. Wherever it has been possible, there-

fore, we have asked for the donation of a line of apparently healthy
trees around areas that are found diseased—this as a result of the

experience of the first 18 months' work in the eradication. Many
thousands of healthy trees, therefore, have been donated; I mean
apparently healthy trees—^trees that may have been diseased, but
which, as far as our inspectors could find, were healthy.

The Chairman. Is that always done voluntarily?
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Dr. Kellerman. Always voluntarily.

The Chaieman. Does anybody make it up ?

Dr. Kellerman. Rarely. That is represented by about $150,000.

About that much has been contributed by local associations, citrus

growers, individual bankers, and other local interests, for the pur-
pose of reimbursing people who can not afford to give up proper-
ties of their own.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You said a few moments ago
that this disease was widespread ?

Dr. Kellerman. At the time the work started, it was unfortu-
nately widespread. It had been introduced in 1911.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. We did not know that, because it

was largely in Florida, according to the report, and we hoped it was
not in other parts of the country.

Dr. Kellerman. It never has extended west of central Texas.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It has not reached California?
Dr. Kellerman. That is the point; the large orange industry in

California, has never been threatened with the disease.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How early did you know it had
reached as far as Texas ?

Dr. Kellerman. In 1915, 1 believe; in 1915 or 1916. I would have
to refer to my records to find exactly when we found it that far

West.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. My recollection is that you found

it much further East and that you hoped to be able to keep it there.

Dr. Kellerman. That has been the feeling from the start, that we
wanted to keep it in the eastern United States and to eradicate it

from the eastern United States.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Yes, but you are speaking of

Texas, evidently, as part of the eastern United States. We did not

have that idea at the time.

Dr. Kellerman. No; at the very beginning, we reported the oc-

currence of the disease in the region of Port Arthur, Tex. (that was
the report), of the disease from nursery stock that had been im-

ported that first introduced the disease". The original reports to

Congress pointed out the occurrence of the disease at Port Arthur,

Tex., at Wiggins, Miss., at a point I do not remember in Alabama,

and a half a dozen points in Florida. The Florida points were

emphasized especially in all of the discussions before the commit-

tees, because the Florida commercial interests transcended all the

other commercial interests, in citrus culture.

The Florida citrus has been the big commercial citrus industry

of the East. There has been a development of the citrus industry in

the Satsuma orange, in what would have been too far north for the

ordinary orange to thrive; that is, in northern Florida, Alabama,

Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It attacks the orange and what

other kind of fruit?

Dr. Kellerman. It attacks all the oranges, grapefruit, limes, and

lemons.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is confined to those? «

Dr. Kellerman. It is confined to the citrus crop.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Yes, I know it attacks those fruits,

but I did not know but that there were some others.
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Mr. Kellehman. No other types of fruit. Now this disease was
so serious, was spreading so rapidljj that it apparently was going
to destroy, within a few years, the entire citrus industry of the Spath-
eastern United States. That was the reason for urging this cam-
paign, and that campaign has been, I can safely say, completely
successful. It has been. The disease, which was threatening to
overrun Florida in another season had it been neglected for another
season, lias been reduced to almost complete zero. Only three trees
have been found diseased in the entire State of Florida this year.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In 1919?
Dr. Kellekman. During 1919 only one diseased tree was found in

Mississippi. Those two States have made, decidedly, the most satis-

factory record. That is partly due to the fact that in those States
there were few, if any, abandoned citrus nurseries or abandoned
citrus groves.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You mean abandoned to the dis-

ease, with no eftort to eradicate it ?

Dr. Kellekman. I mean groves or nurseries that had been planted
during the early years, abandoned by their owners and allowed to

go wild, to turn back into jungle. Although more like ordinary scrub,
uncultivated land, they consisted of anywhere from 5 to 50 per cent
of scrubby orange trees. Those were not discovered at all until com-
paratively recently—during the last year and a half. In those aban-
doned groves the disease had become established, and, accordingly, the •

number of trees it has been necessary to destroy in Texas, Louisiana,
and Alabama is still high, running from 1,000 to 9,000 in each State.

That, however, while apparently a large number of trees, represents

a very few trees that are grove trees and of value.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Although the number of those

trees is large, it would appear to me that it would be comparatively
easy to take care of such a situation as that, if they were abandoned,
by destroying the whole proposition.

Dr. Kellekman. That is what is now being done. It means a dif-

ferent type of inspection, however; it means the searching over of

apparently open country for these wild citrus plantings, abandoned
citrus plantings, instead of merely going to recognized citrus develop-

ments ; and it has delayed the inspection work in those States on ac-

count of the necessity of a more general type of exploration and in-

spection. The work is progressing even in those States, however, so

favorably that the confidence of the citrus producer in all of those

States has been restored. That, I think, is one of the simplest ways
to express the apparent success of the work up to the present time.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Were those nurseries abandoned
because of this disease?

Dr. Kellekman. No, sir; they were abandoned in most instances

becausee of financial difficulties or frosts that brought about financial

difficulties for the owners.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. So that the eradication of the, dis-

ease and the assurance to the people that it can be eradicated is not

the thing that has restoted confidence and started up the industry

again ?

Dr. Kellekman. It is the thing that has restored confidence and
has reestablished confidence in the industry in the States of Florida,

Alabama, and Mississippi. I think confidence in the industry was
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never lost in Louisiana, but citrus growing has always been a small
home industry there.

In Texas, the industry in the northern part of the State, I thinli,

is definitely gone. That has been perhaps the most troublesome area
iu many ways, both for the men who attempted to develop the
citrus plantings, for the men who purchased them as they were being
developed, and for the men who were trying to eradicate the disease.

North Texas, that is the Houston section of Texas, is too cold for
orange production. It is so nearly warm enough, however, that
attempts have been made in successive cycles to establish orange
production in that region; but the plantings have always frozen
out anywhere from three to ten years after they were started.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. From the very first this impressed
the committee as a very serious matter and something the Federal
Government should take up, and, so far as I know, the members
of the committee were entirely willing to make these appropriations

that at the time seemed large but were necessary. The people of

Florida—the legislature of Florida—contributed considerable sums
of money ?

Dr. Kelleeman. Very large sums.

Mr. McLAtJGHLiN of Michigan. They are still contributing?

Dr. Kellerman. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How about the contributions from
other States ?

Dr. Kelleeman. The contributions from other States in many
cases are larger than the sums the Department of Agriculture pro-

vides.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much in each State—can

you tell us ?

Dr. Kelleeman. Texas has been appropriating approximately

$2,000 a month for carrying on its share of the work, or about

$24,000 a year ; $15,000 by Louisiana.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How about Alabama and Missis-

sippi ?

Dr. Kelleeman. Mississippi has ranged from $8,000 to $16,000,

I believe.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You can put the amounts in the

record, can you ?

Dr. Kelleeman. I will put in the amounts for you.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. For each State.

Dr. Keli,eeman. Alabama has appropriated less; I think their

contribution has been about $5,000.

Mr. Jacoway. Your initial estimate was for $500,000, several

jcars ago, wasn't it

?

Dr. Kelleeman. The suggestion was originally made, Mr. Jaco-

way, that $4,000,000 would be needed for handling this work. The
work has been financed on an annual basis instead of a lump sum.

Mr. Jacowat. T am just trying to develop an idea here. Did you
first come before the committee and ask for $500,000 or $250,000?

Dr. Kelleeman. We asked for $250,000 for the first annual ap-

propriation.

The Chaieman. I would like to ask you concerning the policy

adopted. Is the plan of appropriating large sums to begin with in

order to control a disease and eradicate it eSective ?
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Dr. Kelleeman. It is undoubtedly the wisest policy.

Mr. Jacowat. That is what I was trying to get him to say. How
was this disease introduced into the United States ?

Dr. Kelleeman. It was introduced by importing from Japan
diseased nursery stock.

Mr. Jacowat. And that error has been corrected so that none
of this diseased stock can get in here now ?

Dr. Kelleeman. That has been corrected. That vras corrected
by thejpassage of the plant-quarantine act in 1912.
Mr. Jacowat. This disease got such a control in other countries

that it has practically destroyed the industry, has it not?
Dr. Kelleeman. It has not destroyed the industry in Japan,

where it has been for 10 or 15 years, because of difference in type of
orange and also difference in climate. The Japanese climate is cool,

and they do not grow our types of orange.
Mr. Jacowat. By providing these sums of money and stamping

out the disease where it is getting a foothold, won't we in time
make the United States the greatest place for citrus fruits in the
world? In other words, won't we make our country the leading
market for citrus fruits ?

Dr. Kelleeman. I think so. I think there is no doubt about it.

Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. Will you please put in the record
the amount spent in each State and the contribution of each State?

Dr. Kelleeman. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. Not only by States, but by individuals in the State?
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The amount of money available in

each State.

(The statement referred to follows:)

Citrus canker expenditurefi, 1915-1919, incf"^h-c.

State.
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Dr. Kelleeman. This work, from the very beginning, has been

largely a question of salaries and traveling expenses. We have put

our men in the field and had them examine the orange groves, locate

the disease, and report the disease to the owner and to the State

authorities.

The Chairman. How much did you speiid for labor?

Dr. Kelleeman. We spent about one-tenth of the appropriation

for labor.

The Chaieman. The question is. Will you need the $109,000 ? Will
you need that much ?

Dr. Kellebman. My guess would be that we will spend about

$95,000, if we have no setbacks. We should have a small reserve for

emergencies.

The Chaieman. How much will you spend this year?
Dr. Kelleeman. We will spend about $180,000 this year.

The Chaieman. How much of this has been turned into the Treas-

ury from year to year ?

Dr. Kelleeman. We have usually used the whole amount; last

year we did not. I would like to explain that $430,000. A quarter of

a million was asked for in the agricultural appropriation act. The
extra recommendation of $180,000 in the urgency. deficiency bill was
made because of an unusually rapid spread of the disease caused by
severe tropical storms. Additional money was therefore needed at

that particular time. Aside from that, the estimates of the depart-
ment have been,very close to the necessary expenditures throughout.
I would hate to see this reduced.
Mr. Jones. In 1919 your appropriation was $250,000 and you

expended $207,000 in that year?
Dr. Kelleeman. Yes.
Mr. Jones. That left a margin of about $40,000.
Dr. Kelleeman. Yes.
Mr. Jones. And the following year your estimate was for $196,000?
Dr. Kelleeman. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. I presume that $40,000 went back into the Treasury ?

Dr. Kelleeman. It went back into the Treasury.
Mr. Jones. That is the reason you reduced vour estimates to

$196,000 the following year?
Dr. Kelleeman. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. Then there was very little reduction in these two years
from the actual amount of money expended ?

Dr. Kelleeman. Very little.

Mr. EuBET. My recollection is that when we started out to fight
this disease it was estimated that it would cost us something like
$4,000,000 to get rid of it ?

Dr. Kelleeman. Yes, sir.

Mr. EuBET. We are getting rid of it at a cost of about a million
dollars, so that we are three million ahead, and I think we are doing
pretty good work.

Dr. Kelleeman. I think so. I think the work is progressing
more favorably than anybody thought it could.
Mr. Heflin. You said Alabama had spent only about $5,000 in

this cooperative work. Is it not a fact that the citrus-fruit area in
Alabama is very small compared with that in some of the other
States?
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Dr. Kellerman. That is true. At the same time, it is a very
promising industry in two large counties.

Mr. Heflin. Baldwin and Mobile?
Dr. Kellerman. In Baldwin and Mobile Counties. It is now de-

veloping there into what looks like a very promising and helpful
industry. It did not look as though it could develop when the canker
began to make inroads into new plantings in that region. The citrus

industry in that region was looked upon as probably gone when the
disease first started.

Mr. Heflin. Is there very much of this canker there now ?

Dr. Kellerman. I think there is practically none in commercial
plantings, except in a few abandoned plantings—plantings that were
so severely damaged by storms a few years ago that they were neg-
lected and allowed to go wild.

Mr. Heflin. You expect to eradicate it entirely ?

Dr. Kellerman. I think we will be able to do it in a very few years
now.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you found any of it in Cali-

fornia at all?

Dr. Kellerman. No, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you employed any bureau
men there to search for it?

Dr. Kellerman. Yes, sir. We have had a few men searching in

that State. We have depended mostly, however, on the collection of

specimens by State men and having them sent to us for examination.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you find the growers of oranges

and other citrus fruit in California alive to the situation ?

Dr. Kellerman. Very much so. California authorities, with the

cooperation, I think very effective cooperation, of the railroads and
all common carriers, have quarantines preventing the movement into

California of any nursery stock or even fruit from the areas that

are diseased.

The Chairman. We will take up the next item. Thank you. Dr.
Kellerman.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM A. TAYLOE, CHIEF OF THE BUREAU
OF PLANT INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Con-
tinued.

Dr. Tatlor. Just before passing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to

have the committee realize what the work under this citrus canker

item means.
The Chairman. I think we understand the importance of it,

Doctor.
Dr. Taylor. It means that for the first time in the history of the

world, so far as we have information, a plant disease that had ac-

quired a widely scattered foothold in an environment that was favor-

able to it is in prospect of eradication ; and it means millions of dol-

lars to the country if we can complete it along the lines that are being
followed. We are still, however, in somewhat the situation of a

forest-fire condition during a dry time. If there are scattered

smoldering bonfires, a high wind may spread them and require quick

action on a fairly large scale to prevent disaster to the industry. We
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believe it is in the interest of real economy to have a sufficient amount
available to meet such an emergency.
The Chairman. Item No. 82 is " for the investigation of diseases

of forest and ornamental trees and shrubs," etc.

Dr. Tati>ok. There is no change, Mr. Chairman, in this item. Do
you care to discuss it ?

The Chairman. You might state briefly what you have been doing
and what you propose to do.

Dr. Taylor. This is an investigational work on diseases of various
fruit trees, including such investigational work as a study of para-
sitic fungi causing the chestnut tree bark disease, the white pine
blister rust, and other epidemic tree diseases. Chiefly, the investi-

gational work is concentrated upon the white pine blister rust disease

at this time. That is a serious, menacing problem still, in the white
pine territory.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I thought you had given up that
chestnut blight investigation.

Dr. Tatlor. We are still continuing certain investigational work
upon that disease.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much are you expending?
Dr. Taylor. About three or four thousand dollars, I should say.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. For what purpose? What kind
of investigations are you making?
Dr. Taylor. Experimental research. Our investigators hate not

given up hope of ultimately accomplishing some form of control or

prevention of that diseases, through the breeding of resistant types

that will afford us a supply of nuts, or possibly even the development
of timber types that will replace the native species which is suscep-

tible to the disease.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The chestnut is not a nursery stock

at all, is it It is one of our native forest trees?

Dr. Taylor. There has been . developed quite a large orchard in-

dustry in chestnuts in the Eastern States.

Mr. Jones. Does it form a nursery stock in the East ?

Dr. Taylor. In the Alleghany region, generally.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. For the benefit of Mr. Jones, I

will say that the State of Pennsylvania used to spend a great deal

of money on the chestnut bark disease, both independently and
in cooperation with the Department of Agriculture. The State

of Pennsylvania came to the conclusion, however, that the disease

could not be stamped out, and that the only thing .to do was to de-

stroy the trees, and that it was just a matter of spending money and
employing labor ; so they cut off the appropriation and stopped doing

the work.
Dr. Taylor. That is true. The chestnut timber stand of the coun-

try is doomed. The timber interests and the tanning interests know
they have to face that destruction.

Mr. Jones. The tanners can get along without it.

Dr. Taylor. This map gives the best forecast we can make of the

destruction of the native chestnut timber area. Based on a recon-

noissance made this year, the destructive frontier of the disease at

the present time is roughly indicated by this line dated 1920. The
rate of progress, based on past experience, will carry that destruc-

tive frontier to this point in 1925 [indicating on the map] , to this

164315—20 ^25
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point in 1930, to this one in 1935, and to this one, which will cover
substantially thei heavy chestnut stand, by 1945. This reconnois-

sance has been made in order that the owners of chestnut timber

—

and it is the big and important timber in this southwestern portion
of the Appalachian system generally—may know what tiiey have
to expect.

Mr. Jones. There is nothing north of the Pennsylvania line?

Dr. TAtlor. No ; that they may wisely and steadily market their

stands in advance of their spoilage by the disease. It is an illus-

tration of a plant disease which, had we possessed a plant-disease

survey and $15,000 of money at the time it first came to our atten-

tion, could have been eradicated before it got outside of western
Long Island and Manhattan Island. We had no quarantine act

then, and the disease got in from Japan. No such disease was
laiown to exist. It got a foothold before we had a knowledge of
its existence. A fight was made to control it, and the fight failed.

There is, however, every reason to expect that it may be possible

to develop resistant strains that will be profitable as nut-producing
trees ; and there is a possibility that there may b^ developed strong
growing strains of oriental origin, derived from a Chinese species,

wliich we are now experimenting with, that may, to an extent, re-

place, 50 years from now, the chestnut, which has been a very val-

uable timber tree.

Mr. Hutchinson. Is that timber good for any purpose after it

dies?

Dr. Tatix)r. The sapwood rots rather promptly, so that it needs
quick cutting after two or three years' attack. It may help the

committee to remember also that all the forest-tree disease work of

the Federal Government is comprised in this item. The Forest

Service calls on the Bureau of Plant Industry for the investigation

of each tree disease that requires attention, the Bureau of Plant In-

dustry's laboratories being considered the right place for that work
to be done.
The Chairman. What is your next item, Doctor ?

Dr. Tatlor. Item 83, " for applying such methods of eradica-

tion or control of the white-pine blister rust as in the judgment of

the Secretaiy of Agriculture may be necessary," etc. For this work
no increase is estimated.

The Chairman. How much did you expend this year?
Dr. Tatlor. The expenditure for this year is the amount shown

—

$220,728. That will all be required for this fiscal year. This work
is cooperative with the States of the white-pine territory. New Eng-
land, New York, and, to some extent, Pennsylvania, and in par-

ticular Wisconsin and Minnesota, where there are large stands of

white pine and where there is at the present time a serious situation

with respect to this disease.

Mr. Lee. I think I read in some eastern paper the other day that

you had made good progress, the State and the Government, in New
York State. Is that true?

Dr. Taylor. Very distinct progress has been made in the direc-

tion of working out a practical method of control of the disease, its

eradication-apparently not being possible.

Mr. Anderson. Has it spread any from the area to which it was
confined last year?
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Dr. Taylor. >Tot materially, I think, Mr. Anderson, this year.

This situation has developed, however, in Wisconsin and Minnesota,

that the disease has been discovered in the backwoods and back
country, where it was not known a year ago to be.

Mr. Andeeson. Is it supposed that it is a new and recent infesta-

tion, or is presumed to have been there for some time without being

known ?
^'

Dr. Tatloe. That is an old infestation that apparently was due
to importing nursery stock, little pine trees that were shipped in

years ago and planted in reforestation activities, which harbored the

disease, although they did not disclose it for several years.

Mr. Jones. This does not go from pine to pine ?

Dr. Tatloe. It goes from pine to currant and gooseberry, and
then from currant and gooseberry eventually back to pine.

Mr. Jones. But it must have this intermediary ?

Dr. Tatlok. Yes ; so that its control requires practically the elimi-

nation of currants and gooseberries, cultivated or wild, throughout
the forest area and for a considerable distance outside.

Mr. Jones. Is not the only answer to it the destruction of the cur-

rant and gooseberry production?
Dr. Tatloe. We think so. It is the wild ones thaU cause the

greatst difficulty.

Mr Jones. Yes ; but the tame ones harbor it, too.

Dr. Tatloe. Yes; but they could be eliminated more easily and
more quickly. The tough point in it is the eradication of the wild
currants and'gooseberries.
Mr. Jones. Have there not been thousands of dollars worth of

currant and gooseberry bushes, cultivated berries, destroyed in New
York State?

Dr. Tayloe. There have been considerable quantities, and the

State now forbids, in certain specified areas, the planting of cur-

rant and -gooseberries where pines would be endangered; that is,

where eommercial pine plantings would- be endangered "by the

presence of those shrubs. The States are attacking it; they are
cooperating with us; and they are spending large surns of money
and enforcing; that is, trying out each reasonable suggestion that

is made. We are on the firing line with respect to this disease. The
country is fortunate in the fact that the disease has ndt reached
the western area of five-leafed pines, which include now the largest

stand of pine timber that would be susceptible to it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. By the western area you mean
the far West?

Dr. TAYiiOB. Yes, sir,

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Where the Government 'owns
national forests?

Dr. Tatloe. Where the national forests are and where large

areas are under private ownership, also. The Government has that

big asset in this and we are maintaining a scouting service there.

Until we know that there is not a diseased pine or currant or goose-

berry west of the one-hundredth meridian, we can not be sure that

that big national asset is safe. We ask that this work be continued

on its present scale.

The Chairman. You ask for no increase?
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Dr. Taylor. No, sir.

The CHAiRnrAN. Just transfers ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir. The next is item 84, on page 74, " for the
investigation of diseases of cotton, potatoes^ truck crops, forage
crops, drug and related plants, $108,900." There is an increase of
$23,500 for projects in this field. This money is desired specifically,

$10||(?00 for investigating potato diseases. One of these, which is

troublesome, stubborn, and menacing, is the potato wart disease,

which is in very restricted areas in this country, so far as is known

—

in Pennsylvania and West Virginia. The disease is very destructive
and troublesome in European countries. It has been so damaging
in Britain that for many years they have prohibited the planting
of potatoes other than resistant varieties in soils infected with this

disease. When the war emergency arose, as I discovered last year
when over there, it was found necessary for the Government to step

in and have grown under contract seed potatoes of resistant vari-

eties, to furnish to the' farmers owning infected soil, in order to

maintain a normal supply of this important food crop.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have they a resistant seed that

can be planted in an infected soil and still not show the disease in

the crop? ,

Dr. Taylor. They have developed, in Great Britain in particular,

certain varieties that are good varieties for them, good yielding and
good quality varieties, that resist the disease sufficiently to make a

good crop. That is the last line of defense in this proposition, if we
should not succeed actually in eradicating the disease and so be free

from the possibility of a spread in a destructive way in this country.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You spoke of a resistant soil ?

Dr. Taylor. I mean infected soil, Mr. McLaughlin. It is a soil-

infecting disease. It got into this country through the use for seed

of large shipments of European potatoes that came in about 1912,

1

believe it was, when we had a short potato crop and cargoes of Brit-

ish pot^oes were imported. Some of those were planted for seed,

particularly by miners in the mining villages in Pennsylvania and,

to some extent, in West Virginia. Fortunately the infection so far

is restricted to those relatively noncommercial areas.

Mr. Lee. Is not this the same disease that came over the Canadian
border and appeared in Maine?

Dr. Taylor. No ; it did not get into the Maine crop. They have it

over in portions of Canada, but our quarantine law was enacted in

time to exclude, as it does now, and to protect us against the reim-

portation of the seed.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Can you tell us, briefly, how you
combat it?

Dr. Taylor. The methods of attack so far is proceeding along
three lines, and it is exj)erimental. First, of course, is the complete
destruction of the growing crop and keeping potatoes off that land
for an indefinite time. It is not known how long the infection en-

dures in the soil. The practicability of this method depends on the

willingness of the owner or occupier of the land to do that thing.

Second, the actual disinfection, through .steam, or with formaldehyde
or some similar material, forced into the soil to a sufficient depth to

kill out the infection.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Steaming and applying formal-
dehyde to the soil?

Dr. Taylor. Steaming the soil under large inverted pans, such as

tobacco growers use for a similar purpose. This is a garden proposi-

tion primarily.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It would have to be a pretty small

garden proposition to permit of that remedy.
Dr. Tatloe. That is true. Practically it is the application of the

method which the tobacco growers use in certain sections to sterilize

the plant beds in which they grow their plants for the open field.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That might be very interesting as

an experiment, but how about the practicability of it ?

Dr. Tatloe. "We are not far enough along in it yet to report specifi-

cally, but the question may probably arise, will it be better for the

State of Pennsylvania to actually clean up a few acres of land and
be sure there is no infection which could spread to her commercial
potato territory, even though that cost several hundred dollars an
acre ?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is in the nature of cleaning

up—to get a resistant seed ?

Dr. Tayloe. No, sir; to eliminate this disease from the United
States and be sure it can not spread to our important commercial
territory. It is just like the question of what expense would be

justified in clearing up one village that was infected with bubonic

plague.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They do that by destroying the

growing crop entirely and by refusing permission to plant or re-

fraining from replanting on that soil ?

Dr. Tayloe. That is one method that is under test.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is the way the locality could

be cleaned up ; but it would seem to me that that could not be done
on any large scale at all. You could not clean up an area by that

method, could you?
Dr. Tayloe. Fortunately, the areas are not large. In the West

Virginia territory as it stands, where the infected area amounts to

a few acres only (I do not recall the exact acreage) , it might easily

pay to spend $500 an acre in sterilizing these areas and so eliminate

the possibility of millions of dollars of damage in the commercial

territory if the disease should get over from the present infected

area. If we were in a position to say to you, " Gentlemen, $100,000

would clean out this disease from 100 acres of land, and it is re-

stricted to that area, we would not hesitate to recommend it as a

good investment for the country. The investigation has not pro-

ceeded far enough, however, to make that recommendation.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. By experimentation, you have

found that the land can be treated successfully in that way?
Dr. Tayloe. We are experimenting in an effort to determine

whether it can be disinfected deep enough by the use of practical

devices already in use for other crops.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I do not want to take up too much
time.

_
,

Dr. Tayloe; It is an important question.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But you spoke about steaming the

land.
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Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin. How in the world do you do that over a large

area?
Dr. Taylor. Area by area, with shallow box pans inverted so

that they are kept filled with steam, which works down into the
soil, as has been demonstrated to be thoroughly practical in the to-

bacco industry for restricted areas. It is a method followed by .the

Connecticut tobacco growers, and to a considerable extent in Ten-
nessee, also—a method which was developed by the department some
years ago.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The formaldehyde treatment of

the soil that is simply
Dr. Taylor. That is used in combination with the steam in the

same way, so as to force it into the soil.

Mr. Jacoway. Has your attention been called to a disease which
attacked the potato slip in the South in July or August?

Dr. Taylor. The sweet potato?
Mr. Jacoway. Yes, sir.

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir; there are several such that are worked on
under this same appropriation.

Mr. Jacoway. Could that be eradicated by treatment of the soil or

treating the plant ?

Dr. Taylor. The disease you have in mind, I think, is one which is

traceable to an infection in the sweet potato that is bedded for seed.

Mr. Jacoway. Will the certified seed potato prevent that?

Dr. Taylor. If the certification is thoroughly efficient ; that is, if

your seed is clean.

Mr. Jacoway. Here is the trouble, and especially in my county:
Last year and also to a lesser extent the year before the growers
found in August that the plant shriveled and died; and when they

pulled it up they found it infected, I think, with some kind of a wart
on it. Is that trouble inherent in the soil or can it be prevented
through buying the proper kind of seed potatoes when they are

bedded out?
Dr. Taylor. The disease to which you probably refer is sweet

potato stem rot, sometimes called the wilt. It occurs in Arkansas
and is very serious in some parts of the State on the Nancy Hall

variety, which is about the only variety grown to any extent in the

State which is susceptible to the disease. The organism causing this

disease lives over the winter in potatoes in storage in the soil, and on
dead debris in the field. If infected potatoes are used for seed, the

young plants produced from them may become diseased. Infected

plants taken from seed beds usually show very characteristic symp-
toms of the disease in the field in about 10 days to two weeks after

being planted. Much can be done toward the control of stem rot by
the selection of sound seed and the improvement of propagating
methods through the use of clean soil, seed disinfection, etc. The
problem of field infection remains to be met by rotation of crops or

the substitution of wilt-resistant varieties, like Porto Eico.

It is possible that some of the trouble to which you refer is black

rot, a disease which is also prevalent in Arkansas. This is more evi-

denf in the seed beds and does not appear so soon in the fields after

the plants are set out. Black rot attacks all varieties of sweet pota-

toes, so far as we know, but can be controlled very satisfactorily by
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the use of clean seed, seed treatment, and hot-bed sanitation, as fully

set forth in Farmers' Bulletin No. 1059.

Mr. Candleb. You said there was a third remedy of soijie kind.
Dr. Tatlor. The third and last line of defense of a disease like

the potato wart is resistant varieties which, while not completely
immune to the disease, can be grown with fair success in the presence
of the disease. We are testing all the American varieties and are
bringing in the European immune varieties in an effort to determine
whether some of them could be grown on these infected soils safely.

Certain of our American varieties are promising in that respect and
we have more to expect, I think, from them than we have from the
imported immune varieties, for the European varieties have been
developed with reference to the European soils and climatic condi-

tions, and very few of them ever really behave well in our more
fluctuating and extreme climate.

Mr. Candler. Are these resistant varieties as nutritious and other-

wise as good as the other varieties?

Dr. Tatlok. As grown under their soil and climatic conditions,

yes.

Mr. Candler. Do ours meet the same standard here?

Dr. Tatlor. Yes; I should say so.

Mr. Candler. To make them resistant does not make them tough
and hard to use?
Dr. Taylor. No ; the question primarily is whether they will suc-

ceed on infected soil under our conditions.

Then there is a group of very difficult diseases of potatoes to an ex-

tent characterized by the general term of " mosaic diseases," on which
we need to increase our work. These are particularly troublesome in

the large commercial territory of New Jersey, on Long Island, N. Y.,

in Aroostook County, Maine, and in the irrigated territory of the
West.
Mr. Hutchinson. In New Jersey last year we had a disease of some

kind from which we lost about 50 per cent of the potatoes. They
would rot right in the field. What was the cause of that ? Was that
caused by a disease or was it due to the weather?

Dr. Tatlor. That was probably late blight, which is controllable

by sprays. That is, within a reasonable extent, thoroughly satisfac-

tory methods of control by spraying have been developed.
Mr. Hutchinson. These potatoes were dug and shipped, and a

great many hundreds of cars were lost oji the railroad; and after
a while, if left in the field, they stopped rotting. The loss from this

rot was about 50 per cent. A great many people said it was due to

the heavy rains. I would like to know what you think it was, whether
it was the heavy rains, blight, or what is was.

Dr. Tatlor. Of course, a soggy condition of the soil during the
latter part of the potato season makes certain considerable rot in
the crop, whether m transportation or in storage, due to the fact
that it carries into every cut and bruise and wound that the potato
suffers every fungus or bacterium that is there that can attack and
produce decay in the potato.

Mr. Hutchinson. There was no prevention for the weather.
Dr. Tatloe. No ; the weather damage occurs if a potato crop stands

in a soggy soil for weeks at a stretch, as sometimes occurs in almost
every section of the country.
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Mr. Jacowat. Did your potatoes have warts all over them ?

Mr. HuTCHiNsoiiif. No ; they were smooth and nice.

Dr. Tatloe. Our second item under this paragraph, for which we
need funds, is $3,500 for the investigation of the eelworm disease of
red clover.

The Chairman. This is new, is it?

Dr. Taylor. It is new to this country and; so far as we know, is

in the main confined to Idaho, although some specimens have been
received from the State of Washington.
The Chairman. Have you made a study of the disease?
Dr. Taylor. A preliminary study was begun as soon as the nema-

tode which evidently causes it was found on the roots of the clover
plants.

The Chairman. It covers a large area ?

Dr. Taylor. Wp do not know yet how large an area is covered.
The Chairman. At any rate, it is of importance and should be in-

vestigated ?

Dr. Taylor. It is a matter of fundamental importance for the
reason that these nematodes have been found alive on clover seed
from this territory, and fhis is an important clover-seed producing
territory.

The Chairman. You think it is possible to exterminate it?

Dr. Taylor. We do not know yet, sir. We must know more of the
habits and life history of this nematode.
The Chairman. You speak of a large area ; what do you mean by

'• large area in Idaho ? " Do you mean that it covejs several town-
ships, counties, or what?

Dr. Taylor. It is scattered through certain irrigated districts.

We do not know its limits ; we have not had the funds with which to

make a survey.
The Chairman. To what extent is the crop destroyed?
Dr. Taylor. The crop in extreme cases is practically entirely de-

stroyed. The trouble was until recently confused with winterkill-

ing. The clover stand was gotten and the- crop seemed to be coming
along fairly well, then it began to yellow and the roots went bad,
and finally it was found that there were these minute eelworms on
the roots.

The Chairman. Just in spots or in the whole field ?

Dr. Taylor. Just in spots, as a rule, but frequently spreading to

the whole field, and apparently easily transported in the irrigation

water and, therefore, dangerous. I wish to make this point, further

:

If that thing is transported through clover seed, then look out in the

Middle West and the rest of our country, for much of our clover-seed

supply is coming from the irrigated territory.

Mr. Anderson. There is no quarantine against the shipment of

clover seed from this territory, is there?

Dr. Taylor. No, sir ; and we do not know if this thing would live

in Minnesota and be destructive—or in Illinois or in Virginia. It is

new problem.
The Chairman. Your next item is for $10,000?
Dr. Taylor. The final item of increase of $10,000 under this sub-

appropriation is for pathological inspection of vegetables in processes

of marketing.
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The Chairman. In cooperation with the Bureau of Markets?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir. This is exactly comparable -with the path-

ological inspection of fruits, for which an increase was requested
under item 80.

The Chairman. How many items have you in your bureau now
in cooperation with the Bureau of Markets?

Dr. Taylor. These are the two of this character. We cooperate
with the Bureau of Markets on several kinds of work. We do tech-
nical research work for them.
The Chairman. Is that paid for out of the funds of your bureau ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. In all instances?

Dr. Taylor. Except in cases where an emergency comes up that
requires immediate attention where, if we have not the funds and the
Bureau of Markets has the funds temporarily available, we ask them
to carry that.

The Chairman. Will you furnish the committee with a statement
giving the number employed and the amount of money expended in
cooperation with the Bureau of Markets?
Dr. Taylor. We can do that; yes.

The Chairman. Can you approximate the amount now?
Dr. Taylor. I could not offhand; no, sir. It is several relatively

small items. I will have that inserted in the record.

(The statement referred to follows:)

Cooperative pathological inspection work between the Bureau of Plant Industry-
and the Bureau of Markets.

Line of work.
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The CHAiftMAN. Have you conferred with the Bureau of Markets
about that feature ?

Dr. Tayloe. Yes ; repeatedly ; and the principle which is agreed to

throughout the department service is that the funds should be in the
place where the administrative responsibility rests. The only ex-

ceptions are in cases where temporary emergencies have to be met.
The Chairman. The situation is this: A great deal of activity is

carried on by your bureau and the other bureau takes the credit for

the work.
Mr. Taylor. Oh, I think they are fairly generous in respect to the

credit.

The Chairman. I have reference to the reports made to us, from
which it would appear that small appropriations were made and
great results were obtained from the small appropriations.

Dr. Taylor. If these funds are provided for the Bureau of Plant
Industry, we "will be sure to get the credit for the work which we do

;

and, as we are responsible for the work which we do, we believe we
should have these funds.

The Chairman. I think we all agree that we should have some
check upon these appropriations and know exactly what is being
spent for each project, without going through all the bureaus. If

all the work on one project could be carried under one head
Dr. Taylor. Yes; but this is a pathological activity which should

be reflected back in the most direct way possible to the production
end of the field, in our judgment.
The Chairman. If we eliminated the words " in cooperation with

the Bureau of Markets," you could still cooperate with the Bureau
of Markets, could you not?

Dr. Tatloe. Oh, yes.

The Chairman. Why are the words " in cooperation with the

Bureau of Markets " inserted ?

Dr. Taylor. I do not know, unless in this particular case it might
be more easily understood.
Mr. Harrison. There is no necessity for that language; it is put

in there merely to indicate that the work is to be done cooperatively.

Mr. Lee. It does not do any harm, does it?

The Chairman. I want to get it into the record, is all.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Can you tell us, briefly, just what
you do ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir; and I will illustrate that with this exhibit

-of material [showing pamphlet], prepared in connection with this

work, which is accessible to the whole Bureau of Markets force and
which, incidentally, I might say, the produce industry is urging us

to publish in some way so that it will be available to all the people

rather than merely to our inspectors.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Your work is purely investiga-

tional ?

Dr. Taylor. Investigational and educational.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. As I understand itj you instruct

those people?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir. This is investigational and educational;

not regulatory at all. Our men diagnose the diseases of vegetables

which the Bureau of Markets inspectors can not accurately deter-

mine. They determine the causes of deterioration which are trace-
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able to bad handling, improper packing, improper loading in the
cars, improper grading, and so forth. In numerous cases, however,
the question arises, " Is the rotten condition of this carload of po-
tatoes due to bad handling, or is it due to some particular disease

which may have affected the crop in the field and which should have
been controlled in the field?" Those in the produce trade do not
know ; they call rots " rots." In many cases the farmers themselves
do not know. Nobody knows all the diseases of these crops. Our
men diagnose as accurately as may be and instruct the inspectors as

to these diseases, prepare information which they can steadily have
at hand for reference, like these colored illustrations, descriptions,

and so forth, and maintain that supervisory relation to their techni-

cal work which is required.

The Chaieman. Your investigational research work is independ-
ent of the Bureau of Markets?

Dr. Tatlor. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You disseminate the information and educate

these people employed by the Bureau of Markets?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir; and immediately a new disease or epidemic
development of an.old disease occurs, our man reports back to' our
investigational office here and, if there is some feature of that which
needs attention in the field or in the laboratory, he can get it in-

stead of waiting some time perhaps a year from'now.
The Chairman. You advise the inspectors of the Bureau of

Markets?
Dr. Taylor. We advise their inspectors and carry it back into the

field to the farmers where the crop grew.
Mr. Candler. The object is to determine the source of the trouble?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. Candler. And whether it starts at the source of production,
on the farm, or whether it arises from improper methods of handling
or transportation?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. We will take up your next item.

Dr. Taylor. The next item which carries an increase is No. 86, on
page 76, " for soil-bacteriology and plant-nutrition investigations,"

in which we ask for $49,060, an increase of $10,000 over the current
appropriation. This is desired for use in the enlargement and
broadening of crop rotation studies in which fertilizer applications,
in particular, are involved. It is aimed primarily at the solution
of the problem of crop relationships, or crop successions—the effect

of one crop upon the succeeding crop, which, under fertilizer farm-
ing in particular, is often very important. It is an attack upon a
fundamental of crop rotation practice.

Mr. Jacoway. Why do you need $10,000 more ?

Dr. Taylor. To broaden the work; to include mo're crops under
more conditions than we are able at present time to carry on. That
work has so far been restricted practically to crops used in rotation
with tobacco.

The Chairman. Is this work done in cooperation with the Bureau
of Soils?

Dr. Taylor. No, sir ; except in an informal advisory relationship.
This is a plant-nutrition problem.
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The Chairman. There is a line of demarcation, then, between the

two?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir ; one that is clearly recognized and, I think,

entirely satisfactory to both bureaus.
Mr. Hutchison. Is not the Bureau of Soils doing the same kind

of work?..
Dr. Taylor. No, sir ; not at all. No other element of the depart-

ment is dping the same kind,of work.
The Chairman. You might point out what part of the work you

conduct on fertilizer.

Dr. Taylor. The Bureau of Soils studies fertilizer resources and
fertilizer composition, the chemical composition of fertilizer; the
Bureau of Plant Industry studies the effect of fertilizers upon crops.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. This would have to be done in a

practical way—to try out the fertilizer and try out the rotation^

would it not?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Where do you do that?
Dr. Taylor. So far, we are doing it chiefly at a field station (the

tobacco crop is the main crop) maintained in the. State of Maryland.
We call it a field station; it is a farm, and it is jointly handled by
the Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station and the Bureau of
Plant Industry. It is a farm upon which there are the usual farm
buildings—all that are necessary for work of this character.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You carry on your experiments
on that farm ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How is the Bureau of Soils to

ascertain the value of the fertilizer except from you?
Dr. Taylor. In so far as the value of the fertilizers upon crops is

concerned, the responsibility rests on the Bureau of Plant Industry.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And it gets its information from
your bureau?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir ; but we, in turn, get our information regard-

ing chemical composition, sources from which the material can be
obtained, etc., from the Bureau of Soils.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And the results of those differ ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. Have you had any experiment with potashes

this year—Nebraska potashes and local potashes ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. How do they compare with foreign potashes?

Dr. Taylor. We are not comparing them with foreign potashes^

because we have not been able to get them this year.

Mr. Hutchinson. You used to get them?
Dr. Taylor. Yes. There is a very serious problem in that connec-

tion which is indicated in our next item here, item 87, on page 78, for

soil-fertility investigations.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Speaking of the value of the fer-

tilizer, most of us are more interested in the cost of it. The cost has

gone way up in the air.

Dr. Taylor. This item 87, " for soil-fertility investigations into

organic causes of infertility and remedial measures," etc., includes
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an increase of $20,000. This increase is needed to meet a very rapidly
increasing demand for information regarding the usefulness of new
fertilizer materials. The world shortage of fertilizer materials has
resulted in the combing of the world for things that might possibly
liave value as fertilizers. Prices are high for most of the materials

;

they are very high; but that is not the worst of it. In certain of
these materials, toxic elements exist which, while not known to be
there until this last growing season, have caused serious damage to
the crops. As soon as there was knowledge that there was probable
danger, the bureau undertook a series of experiments with potashes
found to contain percentages of borax, the results of which we are
about ready to publish in so far as the experiments of this year are
concerned. Briefly summarized, the situation may be understood per-

haps through the examination of some of these photographs which
show the effect of fertilizers now known to have contained borax
[submitting photographs]

.

Mr. Candler. Some of these fertilizers that are being used are

really injurious then, rather than beneficial?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. Candler. And you are trying to find out the injurious ones

so as to discriminate between them and the beneficial ones?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir; the one which is known to have caused the

greatest destruction is borax. From one potash-producing section

of the country, the Searles Lake region of California, the potash
output has been, under earlier methods of production, seriously con-

taminated with borax. Some of that potash was applied to cotton
and tobacco and other crops in the South this year, in South Caro-
lina and North Carolina, with disastrous effects. Some of it got
on to the potatoes in Virginia, New Jersey, New York, and Maine.
The experiments which these photographs illustrate have developed
the fact that very minute quantities of borax are destructive if ap-
plied in the hill or the drill and abundant rain does not come very
promptly after the application to dissolve the borax and send it

below the reach of the roots of the crop.

The Chairman. Are you making experiments and examinations
as to the various sources ?

Dr. Taylor. No ; we are testing.

The Chairman. Have you any data on the subject?

Dr. Taylor. We are testing the effects on the crops.

The Chairman. Of potash from various sources?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. So that you can advise us from what source to

get our supply ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir. This whole matter has become so serious

that within the last 10 days. the Secretary of Agriculture, acting
under the war power, under the Lever act, has required all licensees

under the fertilizer clause to indicate on the containers if there is

more than one-tenth of 1 per cent of borax contained in that fertil-

izer, the percentage that it contains. That one-tenth of 1 per cent

is an expression of our best judgment, with the facts we have at

hand of the amount of borax that may be applied to crops with-

out injury, which rests substantially on a single season of labora-

tory and field experimentation.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. More than that would be harm-
ful?

Dr. Taylor. Under certain conditions. Three pounds of borax
per acre has seriously damaged corn in Indiana this year where
applied in a mixed fertilizer in the hill in the customary way.
The Chairman. In other words, you are standardizing fertilizer,

are you not? You prohibit the sale of certain kinds?
Dr. Taylor. The Secretary, acting under the war power

. The Chairman. Yes; I understand.
Dr. Taylor (continuing). Which, of course, ends soon, has gone to

the limit of his authority to protect the farmer and to protect the

fertilizer industry as well {because what hurts the farmer kills the

industry eventually), in order to steady this situation.

The Chairman. Then, in order to protect the use of fertilizer, is

it necessary for the department to standardize the fertilizer ?

Dr. Taylor. I would not say that yet.

The Chairman. You want to prohibit the use of certain injurious

ingredients ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes.
The Chairman. That can only be done by standardizing. How

could you write into a law the ingredients that are to be prohibited

unless you standardize the ingredients?

Dr. Taylor. Of course, that is a very complicated question when
you go into it in all its ramifications. Heretofore there has been
no Federal control whatever until the war emergency arose.

The Chairman. That control has ceased, we will say. Now, wftat

are you going to do with this appropriation? '

Dr. Taylor. Through this appropriation we hope to get at the
facts which are required.

The Chairman. What are the results of the expenditures so far?
Dr. Taylor. All we have done so far, you understand, we have

done by makeshift. This matter flashed up after the current year's
appropriation was made, so that we have concentrated on it merely
with the resources and the men we had.
The Chairman. You have had funds available and have given it

considerable study in years past?
Dr. Taylor. We have made a beginning this year. No work was

done oh borax in fertilizers prior to this year.

The Chairman. By the department or any other agency ?

Dr. Taylor. Neither by the department nor any of the different

State experiment stations, nor, as far as we can ascertain, by the
fertilizing industry. It is a new proposition.
Mr. Jacoway. Then you have not enough information at hand in

the department to say what is a standard fertilizer?

Dr. Taylor. Absolutely not.

Mr. Hutchinson. The borax can be taken out of the potash, can
it not? They have a process for taking it out, have they not?

Dr. Taytx)r. Our understanding is that they are able to free potash
of borax, down to an average of about two-thirds of 1 per cent.

Mr. Hutchinson. Have you been before the Ways and Means
Committee?
Dr. Taylor. No, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. Don't you think it is wise for you to go there?
They have a bill, you know, before the Ways and Means Committee
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whereby we are compelled to buy so much of the local potash. I
think it would do the farmers a great deal of good if you would
make your statement to them.

Dr. Taylor. The feature which is most disturbing is this: That
the potash supply that is in sight, available or obtainable, for use
next spring mostly contains borax.

Mr. Hutchinson. We are getting some foreign potash now?
Dr. Tatxoe. Very little, so far as we have inrormation.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does the foreign potash contain a
little borax?

Dr. Tatloe. None at all.

The Chairman. How much does the local potash contain?

Dr. Taylor. During the past year it has contained all the way
from one-third of 1 per cent up to 6 per cent or 12 per cent, or prob-

ably, at the beginning of last spring, above 20 per cent in some
cases.

The Chairman. You say from one-half?

Dr. Taylor. From one-third of 1 per cent to 20 per cent.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. We are getting potash now from
several sources, some of which are comparatively new?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. From what source do we get the

most borax?
Dr. Taylor. We supposed, until three weeks ago, that it all came

from the Searles Lake country, in California. It has developed
that much has come in. from Chile in the form of a so-called high
nitrate potash, not imported prior to the war ; a by-product of the ni-

trate of soda industry in Chile, which came in under the war demand
for use in munitions. After the armistice was 'signed large stocks of

this were available for use as fertilizer, which constitute one of the

largest stocks of potash to-day. The extent to which that can
be cleaned up or can be diluted down in the preparation of the mixed
fertilizers, we can not say.

This further disturbing fact has developed also, that nitrate of
soda as imported contains some borax, which was not known until

within the last few weeks.
Mr. Anderson. Is it not a strange thing that no chemical analysis

of a thing as universally used as this has been had which resulted in

a discovery of this sort of situation?

Dr. Taylor.. It is a most astounding situation. I am not a chem-
ist, but it is fair to the chemical industry as a whole and to the ex-

periment stations and fertilizer manufacturers to say that methods
for the exact determination of borax have not existed. Its impor-
tance as a toxic element in fertilizer has not been realized. If any-
one had told me a year ago that 3 pounds of borax per acre would
have damaged a corn crop, I would not have believed it without
experimental evidence.

Mr. Candler. Where is the danger line
;
you stated it a while ago ?

Dr. Taylor. The danger line for application in the hill and drill

is somewhere a little below 3 pounds per acre. We do not know
just where it is.

Mr. Jacoway. Won't it differ with different fields and different

soils?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.
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Mr. Jacowat. Then, can you arrive at a universal judgment as

to how much to use?
Dr. Tatloe. No, sir.

Mr. Lee. It would do little damage on a wet place?

Dr. Tatlok. If you plant to-day and rain comes to-night, you
are not likely to be harmed by considerable percentages ; but we must
know so that the farmer can be informed.

,

Mr. Candler. It is necessary to know the nature of the climatic

conditions, the general average of the situation, and exactly where
it is dangerous to use it at all ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes; and where the danger lies with the condition of

the soil, the character of the soil, whether a crop
The Chairman. Does it affect the soil for a crop for more than

one year 5

Dr. Taylor. We do not know that. The general belief is that on
leachy soils there is no important cumulative effect. But it is not
safe to accept that as true until we have proved it.

Mr. EuBEY. You take a large field of tomatoes that has been
fertilized, and the next year the same land is the finest field in the

world for wheat.
Dr. Taylor. Yes; very excellent crops of wheat are grown in the

canning country where tomato crops are followed by wheat.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You are getting some potash now

from the cement factories. Is borax found in that?
Dr. Taylor. Not so far as I have information. Dr. Whitney, of

the Bureau of Soils, could give you more information on that

question.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you found borax in the
potash made from kelp ?

Dr. Taylor. No, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. I understood you a while ago to say that the

Government was going to issue an order to indicate the borax con-

tent on the bag?
Dr. Taylor. That order has been issued.

Mr. Hutchinson. How can you do that; under the war power?
Dr. Taylor. The war power requires the licensing by the Secre-

tary of Agriculture of manufacturers and dealers in fertilizer, and
they have been under license now for something like two years.

ThCT are subject, therefore, to the order of the Secretary.

Mti Hutchinson. I realize that ; but we all expect .the war to be

over now very shortly. Then what are you going to do for goods
to be delivered next spring?
Dr. Taylor. We have gone as far as we can at this time, and we

feel that we have driven a stake which is conspicuous and by means
of which we can hope for recognition of the importance of this

feature in the future.

Mr. Candler. After all these regulations expire all you could do
would be to warir the people and give them information, so that

they might avoid the danger themselves?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. Candler. This $20,000 increase is for the purpose of securing
information to advise the people?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.
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Mr. Hutchinson. I think you are doing great work, and that is

the reason I wanted to know now you could force the manufacturers

, to put the contents on the bag, because I do not see how you can do
it after the war stops.

Mr. Lee. The States can do it.

Mr. Hutchinson. The States can do it?

Dr. Taylor. Ybs. Of course, at the present moment the war
power continues, and the fertilizer for the spring application is now
going into the bags. In fact, it is going on the land in the ex-

treme South at the present time—in the Florida trucking region and
in the southern coastal plain.

The Chairman. Is there anything to be studied concerning nitror_

gen or phosphoric acid?

Dr. Taylor. Nothing new, except in so far as their use is con-

cerned.

The Chairman. Why could not a number of these items be con-
solidated? For instance, in dealing with fertilizer, why not put it

all under one item?
Dr. Taylor. We feel, as the result of actually handling the men

jind work, Mr. Chairman, that in cases where the fertilizer feature

is incidental to the other features involved, it is better to have that

money there in that place.

The Chaij{man. But the segregation naturally incurs additional

expense and overhead charges?
Dr. TAYI.OR. No; because you must maintain the crop work with

regard to which the fertilizer feature is but one element and in many
cases an incidental element. It does not involve an increase of
overhead at all under our form of organization ; there is no duplica-

tion of experimentation and no duplication of personnel or expendi-
tures.

The Chairman. But, when one is put in charge of a certain line

of activity, it carries a little more importance and a little more salary.

Mr. Lee. That is not true, is it?

The Chairman. It gives a little more importance to the position.

Dr. Taylor. I do not think so.

The Chairman. Does it not add to the salaries ?

Dr. Taylor. No, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. Is your department trying to explain to people
the difference in ammonia? For instance, there is from $12 to $14
a ton difference, depending on where you get the ammonia, whether
from nitrate of soda, dried blood, fish scrap, or tankage. In other
words, ammonia from tankage costs from $7 to $7.50, while nitrate

of soda costs about $3.

Dr. Taylor. Yes.
Mr. Hutchinson. Is your department explaining to the people

the .values of these different ammonias or not ?

Dr. Taylor. The difference in money value?
Mr. Hutchinson. I mean the field value.

Dr. Taylor. The production value?
Mr. Hutchinson. The production value.

Dr. Tayxor. Yes; to the extent that there is knowledge with re-

spect to this difference. It is largely a, question of the crop and
of the

164315—20—2C
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Mr. Hutchinson. You know it is a pretty hard proposition now
to go out and sell on a unit basis, when it varies from $3.50 to $7.

Dr. Taylob. Yes.
Mr. Hutchinson. And I think a fertilizer is no good unless it is

made out of tankage ; I would not give anything for fertilizer made
entirely out of nitrate of soda.

Dr. Taylor. Yes.
Mr. Hutchinson. It seems to me the Government ought to explain

that.

Dr. Taylor. This feature is undoubtedly becoming important as
more and more of the tankage and fish scrap and cottonseed meal is

put into the feed bin, instead of into the fertilizer bin—and that is

where it is going.
Mr. Hutchinson. Yes.
Dr. Taylor. That is one of the reasons for the very high price of

.these organic ammoniates at the present time. The feeders are using
them increasingly. That is also true in Europe. We will have to
fall back on the so-called inorganic ammoniates more and more, and
to use them effectively we will have to feed our plants in smaller
doses and more frequently, which we do not see how we can do at

present labor costs.

Mr. Jacoway. You would not recommend the use of cottonseed
meal in fertilizer at the present price of cottonseed meaS, would you ?

Dr. Taylor. Where will you get your ammonia otherwise ?

Mr. Jacoway. I am asking you the question. Cottonseed meal is

sky high, and, if you put it into fertilizer, it looks to me, from my
standpoint, that it would be bad policy; that you would get more
value by feeding it to the animals than by putting it on the soil.

Mr. Hutchinson. No; in the long run, Mr. Jacoway, you are de-

preciating your ground and reducing your production.
Mr. Jacoway. That is what I am asking, him.
Dr. Taylor. As a general proposition, I feel that the largest re-

turn and the best result on agriculture would be through the feeding
of the cottonseed meal and the use of the animal manure that comes
from it and marketing the meat and the milk that comes from it.

But you can not do that overnight for your whole crop ; that is, you
can not change from a fertilizer-sack basis to a manure-pile basis

overnight. It is a thing that has got to be worked out.

Mr. Candler. Is there any serious shortage of fertilizers all

through the country ?

Dr. Taylor. You can get much more exact information from Dr.
Whitney than from me on that matter.
Mr. Candler. I thought possibly you might have some general

information on it.

Dr. Taylor. I will say this, as to the phosphate supply, that there

is a very serious shortage, resulting to a considerable extent from
strikes in the Florida mine country, which continued for months and
reduced the production until rather recently.

Mr. Candler. That makes these various ingredients more expen-

sive, and that makes production more expensive, which, in turn,

raises the price?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.
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The Chairman. We will pass on now to item 88, page 79, " for

acclimatization and adaptation investigations of cotton, corn, and
other crops introduced from tropical regions," etc., $104,410.

Dr. Tatloe. There is no change in that.
;

The Chairman. The committee will now recess.

(Thereupon, at 12.30 o'clock p.m., the committee took a recess

until 2 o'clock p. m.)

After Recess.

Bureau of Plant Industry—Continued.

The committee reassembled at 2.30 o'clock p. m., pursuant to recess.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM A. TAYLOR, CHIEF.OF THE BUREAU
OF PLANT INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Con-
tinued.

The Chairman. Will you proceed. Dr. Taylor?
Dr. Taylor. Our next item is item 89, page 80. The appropria-

tion

Mr. Jacoway. Did you take up item 88, Dr. Taylor, " For ac-

climatization and adaptation ifavestigations of cotton, com, and other
crops introduced from tropical regions, and for the improvement of
cotton and other fiber plants " ?

Dr. Taylor. We did not discuss that. There is no change there.

The Chairman. You might explain something about New Zealand
flax in the United States.

Dr. Taylor. The New Zealand flax or phormium has been looked
into and investigated in the field without disclosing much promise
of commercial development. It is not thriving sufficiently in the
southern California territory, where the largest patches of it were

—

on high-priced land and under irrigation—^to give any promise that
it will be profitable.

The Chairman. Have you been importing the plants or importing
the seed and planting it ?

Dr. Taylor. We are not importing plants. We are starting experi-

mental planting in the East, where the climate is more humid, like

New Zealand.
The Chairman. Where do you get your seed?
Dr. Taylor. In New Zealand and from the scattered patches in

this country, which were grown from plants imported in former
years, some of it in Florida and some in Louisiana.

The Chairman. How much did you expend on this last year?
Dr. Taylor. We have expended so far this year under this proviso,

I think, about $300.

The Chairman. And the balance goes back into the Treasury?
Dr. Taylor. Of course, the year is not quite half through. There

will be some return to the Treasury under this proviso.

The Chairman. You have never had very much faith in it, have
you ? It was put in here against the recommendation of the depart-
ment, was it not ?

Dr. Taylor. We did not recommend it. The crop in New Zealand
is essentially a wild drop. It pays to harvest it and work up the
fiber because it has not cost anything to pi'oduce it up to that stage.
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It has not become, so far as we are able to learn, an.important and
successful crop to plant and grow for fiber production anywhere.
The Chairman. Are you making progress on the other items here ?

Dr. Taylor. Dr. Kellerman calls my attention to this record of thu
experiments this year with the New Zealand flax

:

Several hundred seedlings, sufficient for trial plantings, are growing at Ciiico,

Oallf. It is learned that 'phorniium plants are injured by temperatures below
20° F., and still more by temperatures above 85°. The only region in this

country, so far as can be learned, having a temperature sufficiently equable for
phormium is around San Diego, Calif., and in that region there is a lack of
moisture and of humus in the soil' over commercial areas necessary to permit
profitable production of this plant.

The Chairman. Do the farmers take any interest in it?

Dr. Taylor. I think not. A manufacturing concern did several

years ago send an inquiry to New Zealand, as a result of which, with-

out an order from them for the plants, a considerable shipment of
plants was started. Those plants were found to carry some pests

which caused their exclusion from the country.

Mr. Lee. Doctor, a few years ago, did not a very big corporation
bring in a shipment of these plants ?

Dr. Tati;0R. I think it was the International' Harvester Co.
Mr. Lee. Yes ; the International Harvester Co.
Dr. Taylor. That was the incident I had reference to.

Mr. Lee. That had nothing to do with your tests up to this time ?

Dr. Taylor. No, sir.

The Chairman. Item 89, " For the investigation, testing, and im-

provement of plants yielding drugs, spices, poisons," etc., $59,820.

Dr. Taylor. This includes an increase of $1,000 to make adequate
provision for the poisonous-plant investigations of the bureau. The
Bureau of Plant Industry does the plant work connected with the

live-stock plant-poisoning iiivestigations of the Bureau of Animal
Industry. We have one man engaged upon this work, which has
been chiefly in the far West. There is need for field expenses

through which that man's service can be utilized in certain portions

of the year in the southern range country, where poisonous plant

trouble has been reported. This $1,000 is desired specifically for

that work.
The Chairman. Are you conducting these investigations on public

lands and in the national forests mostly ?

Dr. Taylor. The forest lands and the public lands almost entirely,

although occasionally identification work on privately owned ranges

needs to be done to learn what plants are causing the trouble.

The Chairman. Do you attribute the loss of stock to any extent

to these poisonous weeds ?

Dr. Taylor. In certain cases heavy losses are experienced with
larkspur and plants of that character.

The Chairman. You are asking for 32 positions for 1921, and in

1919 you had 58. You are asking for more money for fewer people.

I am referring now to the table on page 81. You report 58 people
employed in 1919, and you now propose to employ 32 people at prac-

tically the same expense.

Dr. Taylor. Those salary items, you will realize, include part-year
employment ; that is, part-time employment of men who during the

remainder of the year are engaged upon some other line of work.
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The Chairman. You report six on tempovary employment in
1919 and one this year, so there is only a difference of fiTe on tem-
porary employment.
Mr. J0NE8. They may have been emploj'ed only for a short period

of time. The whole 22 may not have worked more than, four or five

hours each.

Mr. Chairman. What is next?
Dr. Taylor. Page 82, item 90 " For crop technological investiga-

tions, including the study of plant-infesting nematodes." There is

no increase in that. That work is proceeding.
The Chairman. Kindly tell us about these nematodes?
Dr. Taylor. That investigation is a very important activity.

Mr. Jones. Where is that?
Dr. Taylor. Item 90, on page 82.

These organisms, which are typified by the root-knot organism of
the South, which affect many plants there, exist in very large num-
bers of species. There has not hitherto been careful .systematic study
of them anywhere in the world with respect to their injury to

plants. One of them, to which I have made reference, which has
come to light this last year, is the clover destroying nematode. An-
other is a sugar-beet destroying nematode, which is causing serious

damage in several of the irrigated sugar-beet growing regions.

The work under this item is a careful, scientific, technical investi-

gation of these organisms, to get at what they are, how many there
are of them, what crops they attack, and to develop an adequate
fund of information, regarding them in the expectation that with
certainty trouble will come from them in the future. We believe it is

wise to be forehanded with respect to these potential disease-produc-
ing organisms.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. As this work has been going on

for years, are you finding new varieties of these things ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir. The effort at present is concentrated pretty
largely on determining the life history of the organisms and getting
at how they breed and function, and in that way to^ know what they
are, how they live, and what the weak points in their life history are.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is the Bureau of Entomology do-
ing anything in the same line ?

Dr. Taylor. No, sir. Of course, in so far as human beings are
concerned, the Public Health Service is working on the hookworm
disease, which is caused by one of these same organisms.
Mr. Jones. I observe. Doctor, that this appropriation started in

1911 with $13,000. The estimate now is $24,940, and about 95 per
cent of that is for salaries and traveling expenses. Why was it neces-

sary to increase the number of men ? Necessarily, it must have been
the number of men that was increased to make these investigations

in the last 10 years. Could they not have carried out these investi-

gations with the original force?
Dr. Tayix)R(. No, sir.

Mr. Jones. Why not?
Dr. Taylor. Tliis should be borne in mind that the language of

this item as it stands has not stood as it is here through this whole
period of years. The work under this paragraph has varied and
developed materially since the work was originally begun. The
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work under this paragraph at the start was chiefly with respect to
such technological investigations as the determination, for example,
of methods of measuring the twist and the staple lengths of cotton.
The nematode phase has grown in importance and in need especiallj'

during the last two or three years.
Mr. McLaughmn of Michigan. Do you make some division there

showing the amount spent for each kind of work ?

Dr. Taxlor. We will show that in our project statement, which
the chairman has asked us to submit at the end of the hearings for
the bureau.
Mr. McLaughun of Michigan. All right. You will show how

much money you used for chasing these nematodes and how much for
these other investigations.

Dr. Tatloe. Our project statements will show that completely.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. All right.

The Chairman. What have you to say about item 91, " for biophy-
sical investigations in connection with the various lines of work
herein authorized"?

Dr. TArLOR. That covers the biophysical features of crop work
prosecuted in cooperation with several of the other offices of the
bureau, including the dry land agriculture and the irrigation agri-

culture and the alkali-resistant plant breeding work, all of which are

covered in separate paragraphs. This item covers the technical plant
transpiration studies and the water requirement studies in connec-
tion with both the* dry farming and the irrigation agriculture experi-

mentation.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Of course, if the chairman were

asked for a technical explanation of this word "biophysical," he
would be able to give that, but I think there are other members of
the committee who perhaps might not be able to tell.

Dr. Tatlor. Item 92, " for studying and testing commercial seedp,"

is the subappropriation for pure-seed investigation under which our
seed laboratory is maintained, through which the Seed Importation
Act is administered for the protection of the country against im-
ported adulterated or low-germination field seeds. That is a work
that is assuming very large importance now that the world's stock

of such field seeds as clover, and to some extent alfalfa, is low, and
the tendency is to push off onto this country those seeds of low
quality which can not be sold at home in the European countries.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There is authority, is there, to ex-

clude the defective or impure seed ?

Dr. Taylor. The import seed law, the act of August 24, 1912, gives

the Secretary of Agriculture authority to forbid.entry of field seeds

containing in excess of certain percentages of adulterants and, as

amended on August 11, 1916, to exclude seed below a certain per-

centage of germination. This applies to field, seeds and not to vege-

table seeds. It applies to what are commonly known as agricultural

seeds.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. When an importation of seeds is

offered, it seems to me there would be a good de(al of trouble and
expense involved in testing those seeds for germination. There must
be a considerable lapse of time involved. How is that worked out?

Dr. Taylor. A very large portion of our foreign seeds come in
through the port of New York. The customs officers at the port of
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entry take samples of each invoice, turn them over to our representa-

tive; they are immediately examined microscopically to determine
the purity and freedom from adulterants, and the germination test is

started. The shipment must be held; it can not be legally entered
until our report back to the customs officer approves the entry. In
the event the seed contains impurities which can be removed by
cleaning processes, the cleaning must be done. All this is handled
while the seed is in bond.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That work and the expense of

it, I suppose, is borne by the importer ?

Dr. Tatloh. Yes, sir; the only expense to the Government is for

the work and expense of our people in the making of the necessary

tests.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Where is this germinating done?
Dr. Tayloe. That is done either in our laboratory in Washington

or at such cooperative laboratories as we maintain in several of the

States—one at Columbia, Mo. ; one at Berkeley, Calif. ; one at Cor-

vallis, Oreg.-—whichever is nearest to the port of entry. The bulk

of it is done here, because this is the nearest laboratory to New York.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you an artificial or scientific

way of forcing germination, or do you have to let nature take its

course and in that way cover a great deal of time?
Dr. Tatlor. The initial germinating tests are made in what are

known as germinating ovens generally, where temperature and
humidity are under control. For any close cases, if there is a cer-

tain percentage of hard seeds which will only germinate slowly,

duplicate tests are made in greenhouses and in various ways. It

usually takes, except with very quick germinating seeds like crimson

clover, two weeks ; in some cases longer than that.

Mr. Jacowat. Doctor, under this provision have you prohibited

any dealers in seeds sending impure seeds in interstate shipments?

Dr. Taylor. We have no authority over the interstate movement
of seeds.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. While you are going through this

work of testing the seeds they are held in bond, are they ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In the original port of entry ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. This work is done in your labora-

tories, I presume, where a great deal of other worjj is being done?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You do not have to maintain

laboratories specially for that work alone ?

Dr. Taylor. Not separately; no. We use the same laboratories

we use on general seedrtesting work, which is proceeding on a large

scale. Individual farmers send in for testing samples of seeds about

which they are doubtful, of the germinability of which it is impor-

tant for them to have determined.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I suppose that is true of each of

the laboratories you have named; you do not maintain a special

laboratory for that ?

Dr. Taylor. No, sir.
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Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. At any one of those places in this

particular work?
Dr. Taylor. No, sir. In addition to this feature, which is defi-

nitely regulatory, we carry on continuous testing of the important
field crop seeds over which we have no regulatory control but which
we do have authority to test and to publish the results of the tests,

naming the dealers whose output is found adulterated.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is, to advise and assist ?

Dr. Taylor. Through publicity we endeavor to restrain adultera-
tion.

Mr. Jacoway. Doctor, in the South, Johnson grass seed is about
the greatest. enemy to land you can- put on it, and it is very similar
to Sudan grass seed. Have you had any complaint of seed dealers
sending Johnson grass seed to the South under the guise of Sudan
grass seed?

Dr. Taylor. There were complaints some time ago. There were
cases of that nature soon after the introduction of Sudan grass in a
commercial way.
Mr. Jacoway. Yes.
Dr. Taylor. A.nd it was at that time not possible to distinguish

Sudan grass seed from Johnson grass seed. Methods of distinguish-

ing were worked out by one of the specialists in this laboratory which
have made possible the separation of Johnson grass seed from Sudan
grass seed. I would not say that that practice has ceased, but we are
not aware that there is now serious trouble.

Mr. Jacoway. They say they are afraid to order Sudan grass seed
for fear they might be putting Johnson grass on the farms.
Dr. Taylor. Yes.
Mr. Lee. Was it not really more fear than reality ?

Dr. Taylor. No ; it was a definite possibility. In fact, it happened.
Mr. Lee. Did it ? I never knew it.

Dr. Taylor. And the State of California, which had a very strict

prohibition on the sale of Johnson grass seed, found it impossible to

administer its law until this method of distinguishing between the

two seeds was originated. The two grasses are closely related, the

Johnson grass having a perennial root stock, while the Sudan grass

is an annual. So it was difficult to separate them.
The Chairman. Is quackgrass being sold under the name of Sudan

grass ?

Dr. Taylor. No, sir
;
quackgrass seed can be so easily distinguished

from seed of the Sudan type that there is no trouble about it. There
is some trouble with the quackgrass in the seed of brome grass, which
is a grass grown in the cold and dry country of the plains States.

The Chairman. The seed sent out by the Government is free from
the foul seed?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir ; absolutely free from adulteration.

The Chairman. Have you had any complaint about the seed sent

out by the Government containing foul seed ?

Dr. Taylor. No, sir.

The Chairman. What protection is given in that connection in the

importation of seed?

Dr. Taylor. This is the protection.

The Chairman. It is often alleged that these objectionable seeds

are imported?
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Dr. Tatlor. Yes, sir; when they cross our border they have to
come in through this door, regardless of from what country they
come.
The Ci-iAiKMAN. A careful examination is made?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. One can feel safe against the importation of foul
seeds with other seeds?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir; in so far as the agricultural or field crop
seeds are concerned.

The Chairman. Are all tested and examined?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jacoway. Doctor, have you made a list of the dishonest seed
dealers and published that?

Dr. Taylor. We publish annually a list of the dealers from whom
we haye purchased" samples that show adulteration. One of the im-
portant reasons for the increase that we ask here is for the purchase
of those commercial samples of seeds.

Mr. Candler. When you buy more than you need, what do you do
with the surplus?
Dr. Taylor. For example, if a lot of Kansas-grown alfalfa seed

proves clean, in every way suitable and good seed, we use it in our
field crops seed distribution. If it proves to be adulterated, we de-

stroy it. We need $12,900 additional for this work.
Item 93, page 84, " For the investigation and improvement of

cereals and methods of cereal production, and the study of cereal

diseases," is one of the largest and at this time most important sub-
appropriations in the Bureau of Plant Industry. It covers the whole
cereal activity—the breeding, the cultural-method work and the ce-

real-disease work. To get this before you in just as clear and brief

shape as possible, I will ask Dr. Kellerman to discuss that, as he has
been giving special attention to the administration of this.

The Chairman. Let us take up the items as they appear in the

note here, Doctor?

STATEMENT OF DR. KARL F. KEILERMAN, ASSOCIATE CHIEF OF
THE BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRI-
CULTURE—Continued.

Dr. Kellerman, I think no comment is needed on the first para-
graph, Mr. Chairman, regarding the transfers to the statutory roll.

The Chairman. The actual increase is $85,000?
Dr. Kellerman. Yes, sir; the importance of the breeding work

and that general type of work has been briefly indicated in the lan-

guage here. The experience of the last few years has shown that

serious losses occur in all of the big producing areas because of mix-
tures of varieties.

Much of this can be cured by the substitution of fewer carefully

standardized lots of adapted varieties for the present rather than
mixed lots of seed. Unfortunately, during the war the mixing of

different kinds of seeds has been very great due to the shortage
in seed supply and practically all of the .gain made in the previous

five years has been lost.

In addition to this, there are certain changes in methods of

cultivation that should be tested, and the extent to which new
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methods can be adopted should be determined. The practice of

spreading straw, for example, to prevent winter killing seems a

very desirable thing to do. That has, however, one dangerous
limitation: Spreading straw will also increase losses from wheat
scab unless the straw is entirely free from this disease. Therefore,
that cultural practice is one that can not be advised generally. The
result from straw spreading in the long run will probably be more
dangerous than beneficial unless it can be combined with, a method
for checking wheat scab.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Would there not be scab in the
straw if scab was present in the wheat when it was growing at

some stage; would it not be present in the wheat at some stage

so as to be known?
Dr. KEiiiiEEMAN. Yes; if one knows what to look for. Wheat

scab Caused losses last year probably more serious than any other
•one disease in the Middle West. It is probable that this disease

caused a loss of 36,000,000 bushels of wheat in 1919, and yet wheat
scab is not very well recognized. The injury from scab is ordinarily

ascribed to hot weather or some other unfortunate weather condition

that may have come up. While weather conditions intensify injury

by wheat scab, still the disease itself is the main cause of injury.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is it like? How is it

noticed?
Dr. Kelleeman. It blights the kernels. In moist weather when

ihe scab is bad you will see a little pink fungus, that is, a little fuzzy
pink growth like a very small mold growing around the edges of the

glume of the grain
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Right around the kernel?
Dr. Kelleeman. Right around the kernel, and the grain of the

wheat is shriveled. Enormous losses of wheat are caused by this

disease, chiefly in the big winter wheat region.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Wheat is often shriveled by the

heat?
Dr. Kelleeman. Yes. The same fungus that causes wheat scab

is one of the most troublesome fungi that causes the seedling root

Tots of com that are estimated to cause heavy losses also.

Alteration of wheat and com production on the same field, there-

fore, exaggerates both the trouble from wheat scab when the wheat
crop is growing and the com root rot when the corn is growing.
You get the continued increase of these dangerous fungi when that

rotation is used.

At the present time, from our general estimates, we think some-
thing approaching a 2 per cent loss in the corn crop is caused each
year by these root rots and ear rots, due to this wheat scab fungus.

That would amount to 70,000,000 bushels of corn a year.

It is necessary for us to work out methods of culture that will

make it possible to get on this land some crop that is not affected

without interfering with the cash return to the farmer. That is one
of the cultural problems that we must investigate.

The Chairman. Some crop to intervene between wheat and corn?
Dr. Kelleeman. Yes.
The Chaieman. That will remove the trouble?
Dr. Kelleeman. It reduces the trouble. We can not kill out

that fungus in one year. Wheat scab and com rots are so widely.
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distributed that the most we can hope to do, for many years at least,

is to reduce them and prevent the heavy losses that occur.

To come back again to the breeding problem. The breeding of
disease-resistant varieties of cereals is one of the phases of disease con-

trol that offers a very material promise of success. So both the
breeding of types of cereals better adapted to the different regions
of the country, more hardy, and less subject to loss from shatter-

ing, and getting those varieties more clearly recognized and in

pure lines, and the breeding of these different types of cereals with
ability to resist the more destructive cereal diseases, are two im-
portant lines for the department to continue.

Mr. McLatjghlin of Nebraska. Doctor, out in the States west of
the Missouri River, Nebraska and Kansas especially, this last spring
and summer there were very excessive rains. It was exceedingly
wet, and there was a heavy growth of wheat. The farmers calcu-

lated they were going to have the largest yield in the history of those

States?
Dr. Kellerman. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska. Then, two or three weeks before
harvest it turned dry and hot, and one of the lightest yields was
secured in some parts; some parts only 5 to 8 bushels of shriveled-

up wheat. The farmers attributed that to the hot weather following
the wet weather so quickly. Is it your thought that probably this

fungus was the cause of that small yield ?

Dr. Kellerman. In the western portion of Kansas and Nebraska
I think the weather was the main factor, if not the only factor, in

the shrunken wheat. The same explanation, however, was used to

account for the shrunken wheat that reached clear beyond the Mis-
sissippi. When you get into eastern Kansas and continue into the
more humid regions of wheat production, the losses from scab be-

come much greater, and the appearance of the wheat is almost iden-

tical with that which was merely shrivelled by the heat—that is, after

it is thrashed. The appearance in the field is really different.

Mr. Jones. Doctor, I notice in this table your estimate for 1919
was $186,000 in round numbers and the appropriation for that year
was $441,000. Why that decided jump at that time ?

Dr. Kellerman. • The Senate increased it for the eradication of the

common barberry.
Mr. Jones. Did you eradicate it?

Dr. Kelleeman. That is one of the big campaigns now under way.
Mr. Jones. Why did they not go back to a more normal appropria-

tion after that? You continued to increase in 1920, and now it is

almost $100,000 more than your estimate for 1921.

Dr. Kelleeman. That is true ; but, even so, I regret that next year
it will be impossible, because of insufficient man power and finances,

to carry on the work in as many States as we are carrying it on in

this year. At this time we are conducting barberry eradication work
in 13 States, representing the principal wheat-growing States of the
country. It will be necessary to reduce our barberry eradication
work to four or five States in the coming year in order to handle the
work efficiently with the men and money sA our command.
The barberry eradication work is a bigger problem than we had

expected. It was undertaken at the direction of Congress, and we
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had not extensive surveys of the area in which we were to work at

the time the work was begun. We had supposed, and I think every-
body in the country had supposed, that the common barberry existed
only in the places where it had been planted or in near-by places
where it might have escaped from cultivation in a small way. As
our field men have carried on their inspections in all of the spring-
wheat States first, and later in the adjacent States, we find that the
number of barberries that have escaped from cultivation is literally

enormous. Each barberry plant is a potential source of a black rust
epidemic. These plants that have escaped from cultivation have been
able to get along in many cases for many years under the protection

of trees, in fence corners, or in other uncultivated places, and the
task of a thorough inspection of the places where barberries can
grow, and an inspection of the eradication work; that is, an inspec-

tion of the complete destruction of each barberry plant is a task
many times greater than we had supposed it to be. It has seemed
to us, therefore, that it would be best to concentrate our work this

year to the spring-wheat area of the United States, which is the area
that has always suffered more severely from the black rust epidemics.
The Chairman. Does it not affect the oat crop?
Dr. Kelleeman. It is seriously destructive

;
yes.

The Chairman. Is it as destructive to oats as to wheat ?

Dr. Kelleejian. I think it is actually about the same, but it is not
considered so seriously because you have not the continuous fields of
oats that you have of wheat, and, therefore, an epidemic is not as

liable to spread across an entire State as it is in a spring-wheat
region.

The Chaieman. Is any State free from black rust ?

Dr. Kelleeman. No, sir.

The Chaieman. It is all over the country?
Dr. Keuleeman. It is scattered all over the country.

The Chaieman. Was it black rust that destroyed the wheat in this

vicinity last year ?

Dr. Kelleeman. The damage in the eastern part of the country
was mostly from scab.

,,,

The Chaieman. They had the black rust?

Dr. Kelleeman. They had some black rust. This year there .vsras

more damage in the East from leaf rust than from black rust, I

believe.

The Chaieman. What is the leaf rust?

Dr. Kelleebian. It is just a different species of rust, Mr. Chair-
man. The leaf rust does not attack the stem of the grain.

The Chaieman. Is that commonly called the red rust?

Dr. Kelleeman. The red rust.

The Chaieman. That is not as injurious as black rust?

Dr. Kelleeman. That has not been generally considered injurious,

Mr. Chairman, but the losses from leaf rust for the last two or three

.years have been increasing alarmingly. It is now regarded as one
of the really serious troubles, but none of those troubles approach
the excessive losses that occur from the black stem rust epidemics.

The Chaieman. The red ,rust kills the leaf but does not kill the

stem?
Dr. Kelleeman. It does, not kill the stem.
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The Chaihman. Some of the largest crops we have had were when
we had red rust?

Dr. Kelleeman. Yes.
The Chairman. We have never feared the red rust, but we^Jinew

when it ran to black rust we would have a light yield?
Dr. Kblueeman. Sometimes you will get weather conditions when

leaf rust will do serious damage to your plant before it. produces
its head. Then the head will be shriveled.

The Chairman. I visited a number of fields in Virginia last year
which were killed by black rust.

Dr. Kellerman. Yes; it does cause severe loss, but it is not as
seyious in the East as the big spring-wheat areas.

:tThe Chairman. Does it cover the whole country ?

Dr. KeUjERMan. Yes.
The Chairman. Is any State free from it entirely?

Dr. Kellerman. No.
Mr. Candler. Do you think it advisable to continue this work

at all and only remove it from these States and confine it to five or
six States, or would it be better to go ahead and exterminate it in

all of them as rapidly as possible?

Dr. Keij.erman. I regret that the task is too big to try to do it all

at once.

The Chairman. Is it not a fact that the spore is carried hundreds
of miles?

Dr. Kellerman. They can be carried hundreds of miles in severe

storms, but we have very little reason to believe they are often carried
very far, because in our field examinations we find small black rust

epidemics only when there are numerous barberry plants near by.

If we get out in a region practically free from barberry plants—that

is, if we can get several miles away from barberry plants—we have
only a little black rust. It is for that reason that we have come to

the conclusion that with the amount of money we have available for

the coming year it will be better for us to clean up as completely as

we can this spring wheat area that has suffered the heaviest losses

in times gone by.

The Chairman. Yes ; but the spores may be carried ?

Dr. Kellerman. The spores may be carried.

The Chairman. Then it would not do much good to clean up in

one locality unless you cleaned up the whole country. I have heard
that they have been carried as far as 200 miles, and in some cases as

tdv as 1,000 miles.

Dr. Kellerman. I think that is possible. I think it is also fair

to say, if we can kill all the barberries in the spring wheat States,

that the likelihood of a big epidemic sweeping across those States

is small.

The Chairman. Are you satisfied that by exterminating the bar-

berry you can eradicate the black rust?

Dr. Kellerman. I think we can prevent epidemics of black rust.

I doubt whether we will ever eradicate entirely the disease in this

country. In fact, I think it would be better to say it is impossible

to eradicate black rust in the United States.

The Chairman. Is barberry the only souice of black rust?

Dr. Kellerman. No ; wild grasses will harbor it in the South, but

will not spread it in cold regions unless it gets to the barberry.
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The reason I am not urging barberry eradication in the warmer
regions is that the stem rust will continue there anyhow.
The Chairman. It develops under certain climatic conditions?

Dr. Kelleeman. Yes; in Missouri the weather is such that stem
riist will live over the winter in the stage that will affect wheat, but
in Minnesota it will not without the barberry.

The Chaie]m;an. Does the rosebush aid it?

Dr. Kelleeman. Nothing but the barberry-.

The Chairman. What are the weeds or grasses you referred to?
Dr. KelleiKman. There are many wild grasses that will carry the

summer spores, but only if the winter is not too cold.

The Chaieman. You mean after they mature ?

Dr. Kelleeman. After they mature, will carry them so they will

affect wheat the next year if the weather is not cold.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The barberry bush is a shrub ?

Mr. Kelleeman. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. An ornamental shrub?
Dr. Kelleeman. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is cultivated by people as an
ornamental shrub, and the nurseries sell those things. Are the

nurseries still selling them against your objection?

Dr. Kelleeman. No, sir; the American Association of Nursery-
men voluntarily, and I believe also unanimously, passed resolutions

eliminating the common barberry from their ornamental line, and
the western nurserymen, as far as I remember, without exception,

have refused to sell the common barberry for distribution in any
of those Western States.

The Chaieman. A number of States prohibit it entirely by law?
Dr. Kelleeman. Yes, sir; practically all of the Western States

now.
The Chaieman. And destroy them ?

Dr. Kelleeman. And require their destruction.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Describe what one of your men
does in inspecting this barberry business.

Dr. Kelleeman. The barberry inspector, when he finds the bar-

berry plant, first informs the owner that he has on his premises
this plant or plants that spread the black rust in wheat. If the

man does not understand anything about it, he makes it a point

to explain the reasons. We request the immediate destruction of

the plant that is, if it is practicable. If the owner is there on the

property, so the whole thing can be done at once, the inspector

remains while the plants are removed. In so far as he may do it,

he helps take them out so as to make sure they are taken out prop-
erly, so that all the roots that might sprout again are thoroughly
removed. That is one difficulty in our eradication work—to get the

people to take out not only the central clump of roots but all the

roots.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you find the people object at

all to removing the barberry bushes from their grounds ?

Dr. Kelleeman. Very few people object. A few people have ob-

jected. I think the few that have objected did so because they
really did not understand why the campaign was being urged.
Mr. RuBEY. What do you do in the case of an objector?
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Dr. Kelleeman. If a man refuses to take out his bushes the de-
partment has done nothing in those cases beyond referring the mat-
The Chairman. How many States have enacted laws requiring

their destruction?

Dr. Keuueeman. I believe there are six States. Minnesota and
Wisconsin, I believe, have orders. I had included those as laws.
They are really orders of their public-safety commissions. They
have the force of law, however.
The Chairman. In Wisconsin the Federal or State inspeictor

visits the place, as you say, and gives orders to destroy it. They
visit the place again two weeks later and see that it is done.

Dr. Kellerman. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. That is also true in my State, Iowa.
Dr. Kellerman. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And I think it is true in Minnesota.
Mr. Anderson. I think the original order of the safety commis-

sion requires destriiction of them, and, as Dr. Kellerman "says, that
has the force of law. I suppose, however, that that will be at an
end before very long.

Dr. Kellerman. I have rather expected that. We had hoped,
when we started in on our first really large campaign, that we would
have the barberries so nearly eradicated by this year that the ques-
tion of permanent legislation would be less important to us.

The Chairman. Have you a list of the States that have enacted
laws?
Dr. Kellerman. I have not the list here.

The Chairman. Will you insert it in the record ?

Dr. Kellerman. Yes, sir.

(The statement referred to follows:)

STATES WHICH HAVE PASSED LAWS OR EEGTOATIONS REQUIRING BABBEKKT
ERADICATION.

When tie campaign opened Colorado already had an amended plant-pest
law which gave sufficient authority to eradicate barberries.

Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, and South Dakota have passed amendments effec-

tive iu 1919, which either amend existing crop-pest or plant-inspection acts
so that these laws will also apply to harmful barberries or defifte harmful
barberries and provide for their eradication.

Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, and Wisconsin have passed
new laws which declare harmful barberries a nuisance and provide for their
eradication. These laws have become effective in 1919.

In Indiana, under authority of the acts of 1919, the conservation commis-
sion issued an order on November 6, 1919, in force on and after the 29th of
November, 1919, which declares Berberis vulgaris and all its horticultural
varieties a menace to wheat and other small grains and orders its removal.
This order is to all intents and purposes the same as a law.

In Ohio a new crop-pest law of August 15, 1919, gives the Secretary of Agri-
culture sufficient authority to enforce the eradication of barberries, but to date
this law has not been invoked for that purpose. Recently under this act a
quarantine was placed on the shipping and sale of barberries within the State.

To date in Wyoming the existing horticultural law has not been construed to
cover the situation, nor has any new law or amendment been enacted.

The Chairman. The nurserymen are not selling the barberry bush.

How long will those that have been grown live if not interfered with ?

Dr. Kellerman. It is a long-lived shrub. I do not know—I sup-

pose you would have some 25 or 30 years old.
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Dr. Taylor. There are shrubs in humid sections that are 60 and 75
years old, and there is in the Saginaw district of Michigan, where a
nursery was
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is the damage as great.in that Sagi-

naw section as in other sections of the country ?

Dr. Taylor. The damage is not nearly so great in winter wheat ter-

ritory as in spring wheat territory.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I know ; but is it as great in that
Saginaw district ? Is it as extensive in the district where the barberry
is noticeable as where it is not noticeable ?

. Dr. Taylor. There is practically no portion of Michigan that was
out of sight of barberry hedges. Prior to two years ago barberry
was one of the most common ornamentals ; it was planted on almost
every farmstead. In many cases it was used for roadside hedge plant-

ing. It was in my home country in southwestern Michigan, and like-

wise throughout all the older settled parts of the State.

There are numerous examples where wheat that was adjacent to

these hedges and .dooryard plantings has shown year after year a

heavy early infection of black rust where a few miles away—this is

mostly in the Wisconsin and the Minnesota country—^that rust did

not become epidemic early enough to shrink the wheat.
The Chairman. Is it not a fact that it is harmless under certain

climatic conditions?

Dr. Taylor. The injury may be negligible.

The Chairman. We find in our section of the country, if the wheat
matures before the hot winds and heavy dew come, that we have a big
crop of wheat ; but, if the heavy dew and high temperature both come
before the maturing of the wheat, we have black rust. Sometimes 10

days before harvest, we expect a yield of 25 bushels, but the black
rust will cut it down to 10 bushels and shrivels up the wheat. That
has been our experience for 25 years. I was surprised that the people
in this vicinity did not know about black rust. They were estimating
30 to 40 bushels last year. I estimated that they would get only 10 to

20 bushels, and it turned out that way. We have had it to contend
with every year since 1870.

Dr. Taylor. If the disease develops sufficiently while the grain is

in the milk, you can be sure of heavy shrinkage. If it does not de-

velop until after the grain is well through the dough stage, you get

little damage to the wheat.
The Chairman. It is very discouraging if you can not operate in

more than four States. I am afraid that is not going to accomplish
much ; that is, if it is true that it is carried in the air for a distance of

200 miles.

Dr. Kellerman. There are two ways of looking at that, Mr. Chair-
man. One is the attempt to provide sufficient funds for a greatly in-

creased activity; the other is to attempt to take the heart of the

troubled district and clean that up thoroughly, and then to gradually
expand that clean area. The first plan would require such heavy ex-

penditures that it seemed to us unwise to recommend that at this time.

The Chairman. As I understand, it is impossible to exterminate it

in the southern climates?

Dr. Kellerman. To exterminate the black rust; yes, sir. To ex-

terminate the barberry to a degree that will prevent serious epidemics
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I believe to be entirely practicable. We believe it will be necessary
to have barberries exterminated over a much larger area than the
four or five spring wheat States, but those are the States that suffer

the great losses and where the epidemics are most likely to assume ex-

cessive proportions. For that reason, we believe we should begin
with them and clean out the common barberry. The Japanese bar-

berry is entirely harmless.
The Chairman. We speak of wheat, although the rust is just as

injurious to oats?

Dr. Keli>erman. Yes; it is injurious, but we have not considered
it as much from the standpoint of oats because, as I said before,

you do not have the large areas of oats as you do of wheat. If we
can eradicate the common barberry, we believe we will have the
seriously destructive epidemics of black rust eliminated from this

country entirely.

Mr. Ktjbbt. Does the barberry plant spread from roots or from
seed ?

Dr^ KelIxEKMan. Almost entirely from seed, but if it is chopped
out tiie roots live and the larger roots will sprout.

Mr. Lee. Is it a little red berry?
Dr. Kelm;kman. Yes.
The Chairman. How many States are cooperating with you in this

work?
Dr. Kelleeman. We are now in actual cooperation with 13 States.

The Chairman. Can you give a list of the States?

Dr. KJEtLEEMAN. Cooperation in the eradication of barberry is

maintained with the States of Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio,

South Dakota, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
The Chairman. You said you would have to reduce it to four

States. What States are those?
Dr. KELtERMAN. The spring wheat States. We have not actually

determined the limit. There will be approximately four or five

States; maybe a few more. Those would probably be Wisconsin,

Minnesota, North and South Dakota, and Montana.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The barberry root is easily re-

moved, is it not?
Dr. Kellerman. If it was not for its numbers it would be no prob-

lem whatever. It is only the remarkable distribution that the bar-

berry has had in the last 25 or 30 years that makes the trouble.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Can you not get the people to do it

themselves ?

Dr. Kellerman. At the beginning of this work we hoped that we
could do it merely by calling attention to it through the news-

papers, the country papers, and probably by posters and other pub-

licity ways to call attention to the importance of getting rid of the

barberries. We thought that not very much beyond the ordinary

publicity work would be necessary. As the inspectors became more
experienced in searching for barberries the plants were discovered

in so many inaccessible places that we have become perfectly confi-

dent that the average person is not going to find the barberry

bushes, and that it is going to require something of the same skill

as a canker inspector employs to find a tree infected with citr^g.

canker, or the potato specialist to find the late blight of potatoes.

164315—20 27
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The Chairman. Can not that be done through the county agents ?

Dr. Kellerman. The county agents, can not do all this work but
will give us more help during the coming year.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why could they not do it?

Dr. Kellerman. In the first place, they would have to have
trained men go out with them to show them where to search for
barberries.

The Chairman. Does it require training to find the barberry
bush?

Dr.' Kellerman. It seems so.

The Chairman. If they can not do that, we had better dispense
with their services. I think a blind man can pretty nearly do it.

Dr. Kellerman. It is not that they could not search for them,
but a certain amount of experience in work of this sort makes it

efficient and reasonably cheap. The average person hunting for
barberries is going to waste a great deal of time in searching in

places that might seem to him reasonable but which the trained
inspector could pass at a glance. In the same way he will overlook
places that the man who is familiar with the inspection would find.

The Chairman. You do not expect people to go into every nook
and corner throughout the United States to find barberry bushes,

do you?
Dr. Kellerman. We have to in the spring wheat States.

The Chairman. It will take you years to go over one State?
Dr. Kellerman. We believe we have out in the different States

from 60 to 80 per cent of the barberries in that most important
group of States; that is, the 8 or 10 States with North Dakota as

the center.

Mr. Candler. Is there any difficulty in recognizing the bush at all ?

Dr. Kellerman. The little seedlings most people overlook; they
are so little, and they get into such unexpected places.

Mr. Candler. If they can recognize the bush, it seems to me that

the suggestion made by tha chairman that the county agent can
look them up is a good one. It occurs to me that if he has eyes

and is educated in the description of the bush, he can locate it.

Mr. Jacowat. Would it not take the county agent all his time
looking for this barberry bush. Doctor?

Dr. Kellerman. I do not think there is any doubt about it. If

a man is going to hunt for barberries he will have no time for any-

thing else. We have had men working desperately here this year

in the field and men gaining experience every week that made them
able to cover the ground more rapidly and more thoroughly; and
yet with an unusually good organization, with a very high degree

of inte:rest on the part of the men who are doing the work, we cer-

tainly are finding the problem really difficult.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I have been very much interested

from the first in this inspection work, and I believe a good county
agent is a very valuable institution in the county

Dr. Keulerman. I think so.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And he has a great deal of work
to do, but I have been a litfle disappointed in the way the thing
has worked out. It was surprising to some. It shocked some peo-

ple when it was suggested that when this extension law matured
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there would be money enough for the employment in each county
of a man representing the Federal Government, paid partly by the
Federal Government. They thought it was a wonderful thing to
have one trained man in each county in the State, but we are hearing*

from time to time that a county agent can not do this and he can
not do that. An expert must be sent to help him to do one thing and
help him to do another. He is not capable of doing the things one
would ordinarily think the county agent would be able to do. It is

a disappointment to me to hear that the county agent can not do
some of these things. You have to send an expert with him to advise
as to the feeding of cattle, the breeding of cattle, the diseases of
each kind of cattle, different kinds of fruit diseases, the diseases of
different vegetables; you have to have a separate expert for each
one of those things. The county agent is not capable of looking
after any one of them.
Dr. Kelleeman. I think you will find, Mr. McLaughlin, that the

county agents, as a general average, look after all these things you
have referred to, but evei-y once in a while some unusually important
problem or some unusually difficult problem comes up along one of
those lines where the aid of a more highly trained specialist isf

necessary. I^aturally those are the cases that come before you, and
naturally those are the cases where it is necessary to ask for a
specialist.

Mr. McLaughun of Michigan. A man from the Bureau o£ Animal
Industry told us yesterday that it was necessary to have his specialist

go out to assist in the organization of a bull association and to. teach
breeding methods. I do not know, but I am afraid we are carrying
the expert business a little too far.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILIIAM A. TAYLOR, CHIEF OF THE BTIREAU
OF PLANT INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Cbn-
tiniied.

Mr. Jones. I want to ask Dr. Taylor a few questions. Doctor, in
the first place, will you tell me the difference, if there is any differ-

ence, between part time and temporary time among your employees ?
Dr. Taylor. As those expressions are used here?
Mr. Jones. Yes.
Dr. Taylor. Part time means that the man is part of the year on

this work arid part of the year upon some other work for the Depart-
ment of Agricultue. He is a continuing employee of the department^
whose services are assigned part of the time to one line of activity
and part of the time to another. " Temporary " signifies that he is
employed for a part of the year only ; as, for example, during the-
crop season.

Mr. Jones. Will you kindly turn to page 85 of the estimatesi.
Under your column " Expended in 1919 " the sum total of employees
is given as 175. If I added that up correctly I find that you had
about 55 temporary and part-time men

j
then there are T8 per^montbi

and per-diem men ; that makes 133, which would be temporary, part
time per diem, and per month ; that, taken from yonr siaam total, of
175 left' 42 permanently on the roll?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.
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Mr. Jones. Now you propose in your estimate for 1920 to make
that 90, with two men on part time; that would be 88 permanent
men. You consider that a necessity, do you ?

Dr. Tayloe. That is our best judgment at this time; yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. That will be an increase of 100 permanent men on this

appropriation?'
Dr. Taylor. For the fiscal year 1920?
Mr; Jones. Yes.
Dr. Tayloe. Yes.
Mr. Jones. You think that is a necessity ?

Dr. Tayloe. Yes; that is our best judgment.
Mr. Jones. To analyze it a little more, if you go up the line, you

will find pathologists that get $1,500 a year. You have in your esti-

mate for 1920 seven—^two part time. In 1919 you had only four part
time on that. What is the necessity for that increase there ?

Dr. Taylor. I can not give you that in detail and specifically with
respect to this particular mstance, but here is the situation—^this maj'

help you, Mr. Jones. You remember that in the fiscal year 1919,

which ended last June, we were operating under rapidly changing
conditions, with our men going into the Army and coming back again.

Mr. Jones. I understand why you have a lot of temporary men and
a lot of part-time men, but my mquiry is this : You only had four men
altogether for that particular position on part time. Now you pro-

pose to have seven permament men and only two of them part time?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. There is certainly an increase in the duties to be per-

formed, or you do not need the men.
Dr. Taylor. Under this enlarged work that is estimated for; yes,

sir.

Mr. Jones. Then, further down, you have an assistant at $1,500.

You have seven, and last year you had only four temporary men ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. The large work demands that increase, does it?

Dr. Tayloe. Yes, sir. Our appropriations for this work, and espe-

cially for the pathological features of this work, are very largely

for men.
Mr. Jones. I observe that, and expert men, too.

Dr. Tayloe. They must be. It can not be done except by trained
men. So that I serve notice now that practically every time you
increase an appropriation which covers new work you increase our
personnel.

Mr. Jones. I understand that is true. I have been convinced in the
last three or four days that that is true. But can you tell me why

—

I presume you can—if there is a bug on wheat
Dr. Taylor (interposing). That would come under the Bureau of

Entomology, but suppose it were a case of disease of wheat or a dis-

ease of potatoes; there is exactly the same need for special training,

ability, and experience with plant diseases as there is with human
diseases. There are no efficient general prabtitioners on plant diseases

at this time.

Mr. Jones. Yet all these men who have been working part time
have evidently been going into some other branch of your department

;

they have some some efficiency in other lines ?
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Dr. Taylor. I do noi mean to say they are not efficient, because
they are. There are particular features of this work which they can
be assigned to, but the real way to get at it would be to have a session
over in our laboratories. I wish we could do that.

STATEMENT OF DK. KAEL F. KELLERMAN, ASSOCIATE CHIEF OF
THE BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRI-
CULTURE—Continued.

The Chaieman. I would like more information about black rust.
What progress has been made, what do you expect to do, and what
may we look for ?

Dr. Kelleeman. I think I can put the case very briefly, Mr.
Chairman, in this way : Our field experience for the past two years
bears out very strikingly the statements of the men in Denmark
and Sweden that the elimination of the barberry resulted in the,
suppression of the black-rust epidemics.
The Chairman. Do you concur in that conclusion ?

Dr. Kellerman. We concur in that conclusion.
The Chairman. The next thing is to. exterminate it. How are

you going to do it?

Dr. Kelleeman. The plan of exterminating the barberry by pub-
licity methods does not appear to us to have any hope of success. We
have very effective methods of calling attention one way and another
to the danger of the barberry plant, but unless unusual emphasis
is given to the discovery of these stunted little seedlings, that are
just, about as dangerous as the big bushes when i t comes to spreading
rust, but which are very easily overlooked—^unless we give a spe-
cially hard drive to -the eradication of those, we fear the whole thing
will fail.

The Chaieman. You now have men and women lecturing in nearly
every town and hamlet in the country. Can you not cooperate with
that branch of the department, disseminate this knowledge, and get
some enthusiasm in the work ?

Dr. Kellerman. We are doing it now.
The Chairman. I understood you to say that the county agents

would not be of service ?

Dr. Kellerman. I certainly did not want to create the impression
that the county agents could not help us. The county agents are
helping us in every possible way. They are calling attention to the
barberries whenever they see them ; they are calling attention to our
different pamphlets, and they are helping us distribute our pam-
phlets; they are calling attention to articles that are in the country
papers on barberry; in every way they can they are supplementing
our work on the campaign of eradication. What I meant to say
was that the county agent is even now overworked.
The Chairman. In my opinion, this is the about, most important

work you have. You can render as valuable service to the country
in this one way as in anything we have before us.

Dr. Kellerman. We believe it is very important.
The Chairman; It seems to me these, county agents should be

directed on this line, because it is a most important line of work.
In my opinion, you can develop the yield of wheat by exterminating
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the black rust. Very little has been done. I do not know how much
the department has done. In my State and also in Wisconsin and
Minnesota, the States did some good work.

Dr. Keudekman. Yes, sir.

The Chairman.. It does not do the country much good to elimi-

nate the black rust in Iowa, Wisconsin, and Minnesota unless you
eliminate it all over the country. For that reason Federal money
was appropriated with the hope of accomplishing something. If

the rust spores can be carried 200 miles in the air, however, it will

not do much good to have the disease exterminated in Iowa and later

carried into Iowa from Illinois, or some other State. It seems to

me that, with the number of agents, experts, and others traveling

over the country, there ought to be some way of carrying this in-

formation to the people and getting them interested in the work.
It will not take very long, at least, to try it out. You should concen-

trate every effort on this particular thing, because it is of so much
importance. All the work, of course, is important, but some fea-

tures are more important than others, and I think this is about the

most important work you have.
Dr. Kellerman. We regard it as very important, Mr. Chairman,

but it is more a question of what can be done in the most effective

way. If we take the area that suffers the most severe losses and
clear it up first we believe we will be making very effective progress.

The other way, as I said a moment ago, was to try to clean up the
entire country. To clean up the entire country is such an enormous
undertaking, and the interest in that kind of clean-up is so slight in

the southern and eastern sections that at this time we could not get
the enthusiastic support of the entire public that we get in the West.

The Chairman. This morning we were discussing the citrus canker.
Suppose you had confined your interest to Florida and let the rest

of the country go, you would hiave accomplished little. If you are
going to handle this properly, you must handle the whole country in

order to accomplish anything. If you can devise some plan whereby
you can do some effective work, very well, but I am afraid this piece-

meal proposition will result in simply throwing away money.
Dr. Keijjerman. We do not feel that there is any waste of money.

We do not propose, Mr. Chairman, to stop with cleaning up the
spring-wheat area.

The Chairman. But if the spores are in Missouri it is of little use
to clean it out in Iowa, because the spores are driven over from Mis-
souri into Iowa_ and cause just as serious damage as though the rust
had originated in our own State.

Dr. Kelmjrman. That is possible^but, as we say, our field experi-
ences in the last three years has indicated that the black-rust epi-
demics are, after all, rather closely confined to the places where we
find the common barberry. We find, as we get a few miles away
from areas where barberries are growing, that black-rust infections
get quite light ; while they are not absent, still they are not severe.
The Chairman. I will give you an instance: In my own State a

year ago we raised 20 or 25 bushels of oats to the acre. We had
favorable weather conditions, no heavy dews, but dry and cool
weather. Wheat went 20 to 25 bushels to the acre. This year we
had the dew and the hot "v^eather a few days before the wheat
matured, and about 8 or 9 bushels was all it went to the acre.
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Mr. Lee. "Was that due to the black rust?
The Chairman. That was due to the black rust

;
yes. i

Mr. Lee. We had the same experience, but without any black rust.
The Chairman. You have black rust. Every State in the Union

has black rust. They tell us that they have not the black rust in
Virginia, but I went out in the fields in Virginia and examined
them last summer. They are now beginning to believe they have
the black i-ust. The doctor that is here agrees with me. It takes
years before it is discovered. We discovered it in Iowa in 1878.

Dr. Kellerman. Undoubtedly stem rust is one of the reasons
why winter wheat is grown in many different places where spring
wheat is not profitable.

The Chairman. I wish you would give further consideration to
this and see if you can not work out some plan.
What a'Bout this corn item, that " $40,000 shall be set aside for the

study of corn improvement and methods of corn production " ?

Dr. Kellerman. That is merely the continuation of our existing
work.
The Chairman. What are you doing now, and what do you ex-

pect to do with the money next year?
Dr. Kellerman. That represents the continuation of the present

work of breeding for better types of corn, more productive corn,
and also certain experimental investigations of certain kinds of corn
culture.

The Chairman. How is that conducted?
Dr. Kellerman. Almost entirely in cooperation with corn planters

in different parts of the country. We are cooperating with the corn
farmers, taking the different varieties of corn, and growing them
under the direction of our com experts.

The Chairman. By the farmers themselves?
Dr. Kellerman. By the farmers themselves.

The Chairman. You might describe what strrangements are made
with the farmers?

Dr. Kellerman. These are merely informal contracts with the
farmers by which they agree to handle the work under the direction

of our com experts, and a certain portion of "that corn is available

for the department's use.

The Chairman. The farmer enters into a contract to plant so

many acres? How many acres?

Dr. Kjillerman. I think most of those are in about 4-acre lots. Do
you remember. Dr. Taylor?

Dr. Taylor. They range from an acre to 10 acres, depending on
the number of crosses and selections that are to be tested.

The Chairman. Trying out the various types of corn?
Dr. Taylor. BrBeding and field testing; the types in the North,

for instance, for early maturity, as in Wisconsin, New York, and
Massachusetts; in the farther South, for large yield and for insect

resistance ; that is, weevil resistance. Those are examples merely.
The Chairman. Are there any other items that you care to refer

to ? If not, we will go over to item 94, on page 88, " To enable the
Secretary of Agriculture to meet the emergency caused by the exist-

ence in the United States of flag smut of wheat, take-all," and so

forth, $50,000.
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Dr. Tatloe, There is no change in that.

The Chairman. You might state briefly what you are doing, what
you expect to do, what results have been obtained, and what may be

expected.
Dr. Kellerman. You are probably familiar with the unexpected

discovery of these two diseases, take-all and flag smut. Take-all is

the Australian name, coming from the fact that under the Australian

conditions it sometimes takes all the wheat in the field.

Mr. ExTBET. It covers a good big territory?

Dr. Kellekman. The losses ordinarily are not so severe as the

name would indicate, although it is regarded as a serious disease in

Australia. It is a soil-infesting disease.

The flag smut is also an Australian disease, and is probably more
serious in its effect on yield, or probably would be more serious in

this country. The areas found infested in southern Illinois were

quarantined at the suggestion of the department. The department

has taken no quarantine action, but the States of Indiana and Illi-

nois have taken very effective action in preventing the movement of

any grain or straw out of any area showing the disease. Our special-

ists have cooperated in that in locating the diseased areas and making
sure of the identification.

The Chairman. Are these surveys made by the State authorities

or under the supervision of the State authorities?

Dr. Kellebman. The surveys were made by our own men only,

for at that time only our departftient men were familiar with these

diseases.

The Chairman. The language in the act was somewhat different

from what appears here. It stetes here " to be used in cooperation

with the Plant Disease Survey, investigation, and control authori-

ties of the several States."

Dr. KEiyiiERMAN. That work has been in cooperation in all cases

with the men in the different States, although the work of identifica-

tion and the preliminary work of the surveys was handled entirely

by our own people.

The Chairman. It is under your control and supervision ?

Dr. Keu^erman. It is under our supervision.

The Chairman. You arrange whatever cooperation is to be had?
Dr. Kellerman. Yes.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILIIAM A. TAYLOR, CHIEF OF THE BUREAU
OF PLANT INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Con-

tinued.

Mr. EtJBET. I would like to ask a question about item 95, page 88,
" for the investigation and improvement of tobacco and the methods
of tobacco production and handling." Do you receive many in-

quires as to how to handle tobacco after it has been raised—^to pre-

pare it for use, and so on?
Dr. Taylor. For curing it on the farm ?

Mr. Rubet. Yes, sir.

Dr. Taylor. Yes
;
particularly in territory where tobacco gi-owing

is new.
Mr. RuBEY. I have a friend at home who is a great user of tobacco.

He smokes incessantly. This year he concluded he would raise his
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own tobacco. » I sent him some seed and he raised the tobacco. I be-

lieve it was last year. After it had matured he and his son sat down
to smoke it and it pretty nearly to6k them out of the top of the
house. He wrote to the Department of Agriculture for some method
by which the tobacco could be made mild and pleasant to smoke. He
received a letter, he said, from the Department of Agriculture which
told him to take the tobacco and dampen it, put it in boxes, and put
it down in the cellar or some place and let it stay there for two
years. Now, when he got to the two-year proposition, as he was
about 70 years of age, he said he would stop, because he knew he
would be dead before the tobacco got so he could use it.

Mr. Lee. He got the wrong kind of seed.

Mr. RuBET. I wondered if that came from your department, and
if that was the only way to make tobacco mild and pleasant to smoke.
Dr. TATiiOR. He may not have grown the wrong kind, but he may

not have handled it right during the curing process after the harvest.

Mr. EuBET. There are some things that we used to hear about
which got better with age, and I wondered if that was true of to-

bacco.

Dr. Taylor. I understand that it is necessary for the production
of fine qualities of tobacco to age it; that there has been not short

cut developed for effective curing.

Mr. RxjBEY. That was all I wanted to ask about it.

The Chairman. How about item 96, " for the breeding and physio-

logical study of alkali-resistant and drought-resistant crops?"
Dr. Taylor. There is no change in that, Mr. Chairman. That is

our work covering the breeding and development of crops that will

endure alkali and drought to a greater or less extent.

The Chairman. What have you done?
Dr. Taylor. Out of this has come, and there is stiM in progress,

the development of the Egyptian cotton industry in the Southwest
which roots back into this item.

The Chairman. What do you select to be planted on the alkaline

land in the North?
Dr. Taylor. On strongly alkaline land, I do not know of any crop

;

some of the sorghums as forage crops, where the land is not too

alkaline, come through.
The Chairman. How about timothy, clover, grass, corn, and oats?
Dr. Taylor. Clover, not. Timothy, I think, is rather more effec-

tive than clover. On strong alkaline land we have no crop—no eco-

nomical crop—which can be recommended for planting. The cor-

rection there must come primarily through soil treatment where
that is possible. Sometimes it is accomplished through drainage
and the washing out of the alkali accumulation in the soil with the
drainage water.
The Chairman. Do you know of any other treatment than drain-

ing or washing it out ?

Dr. Taylor. No, sir ; not a practical treatment.
Mr. Lee. If you have that kind of soil, you must sell it and move

South.

The Chairman. What do you expect to do with this appropri-
ation ?

Dr. TArLOR. We have made very definite and distinct headway.
We were prepared to furnish for the airplane service that long-staple
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fiber for its planes, which would have been require^- had the war
continued this year. That supply grew out of this item, in the form

of long-staple cotton, which was suitable for the manufacture of

airplane fabrics similar to those made from Sea Island cotton.

The Chairman. That grows on alkaline land?

Dr. Taylor. On mildly alkaline soils.

Mr. Lee. Is that Arizona?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. That is the result of your investigations ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes; the Egyptian-cotton industry of this country,

which we are continuing to improve and work upon, rests primarily

on these investigations.

Mr. Candler. Where is that especially grown?
Dr. Taylor. In the Salt River Valley of Arizona, the irrigated

territory; and the arid Southwest and West is this year showing a

capacity .to produce that same type of cotton in good yields and with
fine staple.

Mr. Candler. That crop has increased quite rapidly in that sec-

*-ion, has it not?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. The department was "conducting some experi-

ments in Salt Lake a number of years ago. Is anything being done
there now?

Dr. Taylor. I think that was a reclamation project.

The Chairman. I think so.

Dr. Taylor. We are not connected with that.

The Chairman. You are confining yourselves to cotton ? That is

the only plant you are working with?
Dr. Taylor. We are working with quite a large range of crop

plants.

The Chairman. Item 97, page 90, " for sugar-plant investigations,

including studies of diseases and the improvement of the beet and
beet seed."

Dr. Taylor. That includes the study of diseases of both beet and
cane, the encouragement of sugar-beet seed production, and investi-

gation and encouragement of the production of cane and sorghum
sirup. No increase is recommended in this item.

The Chairman. What is this money being used for ?

Dr. Taylor. That work is proceeding in the West, where you may
recall the country faced a serious emergency when our foreign sup-

ply of sugar-beet seed, upon which we had relied prior to the war,

was cut off.

The Chairman. What progress has been made in that?
Dr. Taylor. Very encouraging progress has been made. This year

we produced, according to my recollection, about one-third of our

national requirements, where before the war we produced none.

The Chairman. You mean the country as a whole?
J)r. Taylor. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Is the department doing that ?

Dr. Taylor. In the experimental studies, determining the methods.
The Chairman. Out in the stations?

Dr. Taylor. In cooperation with the men in commercial produc-
tion
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The Chairman. With the State stations ?

Dr. Tayioe. Both the State station and the large sugar companies
which are endeavoring to protect their supply.

The situation with regard to the production of cane sirup is per-

haps illustrated by the samples which are here, to which Mr. Lee
calls attention.

The Chairman. What progress are you making in that ?

Dr. Taylor. Very definite progress has been made in securing,
introducing, and testing varieties of cane, specifically for sirup

(in distinction from sugar) production. The work which was partly
conducted by this bureau and partly by the Bureau of Chemistry
under a similar provision has resulted, I think, in a very distinct

improvement in the method of manufacturing the sirup.

The Chairman. You have nothing to do with the manufacture?
Dr. Taylor. No ; except to the extent of determining how the

newer varieties will work out and so of determining their value for
sirup production.
The Chairman. What is the balance of the money used for?
Dr. Taylor. The largest item there is this $12,500 for experi-

mentation upon cane and sorghum sirup production, which has
been done chiefly in Arkansas and Tennessee.
The Chairman. You set aside $10,000 for sugar-beet seed work and

$12,500 for sirup, or $22,500. Deducting that from the $94,115,
what do you do with the $71,615?

Dr. Taylor. The large items there and the pressing ones are those

covering the sugar-beet nematode disease of the irrigated West dur-
ing the last year, and the mosaic disease of cane, which you will

perhaps recall was brought to our attention from Porto Rico during
the war. That item was inserted in the bill for stimulating agricul-

ture to meet that emergency. The disease in Porto Eico was found
to be much more widespread than had been supposed. It has proved
destructive there in the portions that are infected, and I regret

to say that in July last this same disease was found to be present

and to have been ipresent for several years in the Louisiana cane
fields, and it has been located in several of the cane-growing States.

The Chairman. How much are you spending for the sugar-beet

nematode work and how much for the sugar-cane disease?

Dr. Taylor. Most of the work in the mosaic disease of cane is cov-

ered by the $20,000 which was carried over from the stimulating

agriculture bill into this bill last year.

The Chairman. How about the remaining $41,000?
Dr. Taylor. The sugar-beet nematode work, which cost $10,000.

was carried over also from the stimulating agriculture bill.

The Chairman. But I have reference to the $94,000, after de-

ducting $10,000 and $12,500, what is being done with the $71,000?
Dr. Taylor. I have just accounted for $30,000 of it. The re-

mainder is used on the projects which are devoted to the investiga-

tion of such diseases of sugar beets as curly top, which is very trouble-

some in the West, and the study of the relation of the beet crop to

the other crops that must be grown in rotation with it to make a

sable sugar-beet production.

Mr. Chairman, I hardly know how to discuss the situation with
regard to this particular item, for it has become clear since these
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estimates were submitted that there will not be enough money here

to carry forward the nematode work as vigorously as it ought to be,

and it is doubtful whether there is enough to carry forward the mo-
saic disease of cane work as it should be to protect the national indus-

try in the South this year.

The Chairman. You say it is very important ?

Dr. Tatloe. Yes, sir.

Mr. Lee. Mr. Chairman, before we leave this item, I want to say
that Judge Park, of Georgia, sent this sirup to the committee for the

committee to see.

The Chairman. This is a result of the investigation?

Dr. Taylor. One result. There are several factories.

Mr. Candler. The judge has been kind enough to furnish each of

us with a sample.
The Chairman. I am sure the committee very much appreciates

Judge Park's sending the sirup.

Mr. .Lee. I just wanted to say that Judge Park, of Georgia, sent

it ; that is all.

Dr. Taylor. Item 98, on page 92, " For investigations in economic
and systematic botany." There is no change in that. -

Item 99, on page 92, " For the investigation and improvement of

methods of crop production under subhumid, semiarid, or dry-land
conditions." This is for dry-land agricultural work. We estimate

an increase of $10,000 here, primarily to meet the increased expenses

of field operations in this work. Wages, costs of equipment, and
transportation charges have increased, and some repair of buildings

is needed, as well ^s the erection of an additional storage building

at the Mandan field station, particularly to house the farm imple-

ments there.

We are asking for the restoration of the proviso formerly carried

in this item:

That the limitations in this act as to the cost of farm buildings shall not

apply to this paragraph.

The particular building involved is an implement storage building

which will be needed at Mandan, the estimated cost of which, aa

near as we can approximate it on the basis of present conditions,

will be about $2,500.

The Chairman. Where is that building to be located?
Dr. Taylor. At Mandan.
The Chairman. What other buildings are contemplated?
Dr. Taylor. That is the only building we have in mind, but we

have this to remember, that this subappropriation covers all the

dry-farming field stations where there are buildings which could

not be duplicated, if fire occurred, for less than $3,000 or $4,000,

or, in some cases, $5,000.

The Chairman. Doctor, we had this matter up when the last

appropriation bill was under consideration. It seems that it was
the general sentiment that we should not remove the limitations.

It might be feasible to do it in certain instances. If you will specify

just what is desired, and it is feasible, that might be provided for,

but I judge from the action taken last spring that Congress would
be opposed to removing these limitations entirely.

Mr. Lee. You niean to specify the exact amount?
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The Chairman. I believe we had this up to $1,500 last spring,

and it was stricken out.

Dr. TATiiOK. No; the $1,500 limitation now applies to us. That
is the limitation under which we are working.
The Chairman. We raised it to $1,500 from what amount?
Dr. Tati^or. That has stood at $1,500 for many years.

Mr. Candler. There was some specific item.

Dr. Taylor. Yes; in connection with the cotton station at Green-
ville, Tex. That was raised to $2,500, I think.

The Chairman. You are contemplating just one building.
Dr. Taylor. That is all we have in mind or that could be carried

through with the increase we are asking.

The Chairman. What about this $10,000 increase?
Dr. Taylor. That is to cover this building and the increased costs

of carrying on these field operations, due to the increased cost of
labor, of equipment, of transportation—^those are the principal items.

The Chairman. We will take up item 100.

Dr. Taylor. Item 100, on page 94, " for investigations in connec-
tion with western- irrigation agriculture," is the experimental work
upon the Government reclamation projects. We need an increase
of $10,000 for. the same reasons as stated under item 99, except that
there is no building involved in this case. It is a conservative esti-

mate of the increased cost of carrying on the same amount of work
that we have been doing.
The Chairman. These are investigations in connection with farm-

ing under irrigation?
Dr. Taylor. Yes; on the Government reclamation projects; that

is, the solution of the specific problems which confront the settlers

upon these Government projects.

The Chairman. We have been at this a long time. We started in

1911.

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir ; this work, as you may recall, was originally

requested hy the Secretary of the Interior, for the Reclamation Serv-
ice, to provide a basis for the development of agriculture on those

projects, the farmers there being debtors to the Federal Govern-
ment for the costs of providing water for the lands.

The Chairman. Do you experiment to determine what plants do
the best?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir ; what crops to grow, what methods of culture

and rotation to practice, and what methods of irrigation to follow.

And this brings to my mind a case in which we are experimenting
in the control of alkali in the soils on one of these projects by the

drainage method. This work is the special agricultural experimen-
tation on the Government reclamation projects which is not covered
and provided for by the States.

Mr. Candler. It is entirely within the lands of the Eeclamation
Service, controlled by the Government itself?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. Candler. And it is for the purpose of aiding the settlers who
have gone out there .to take hold of these projects on the Govern-
ment Reclamation Service?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Doctor, the sentiment is quite general that we
should reduce expenditures rather than increase them. I think it
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will be necessary to make a number of cuts in the estimates ; we will

have to find some place where we can cut down. Is it not possible, as

this woi'k has been going on all these years," to cut this appropria-
tion somewhat?

Dr. Taylor. I would not know where to suggest a cut.

The Chairman. We want to take care of all the important and
necessary work.

Dr. Taylor. I do not know where to suggest a cut in these esti-

mates, Mr. Chairman, that would not do serious harm, for we have
already been through the operating room with respect to these esti-

mates.
The Chairman. But the fact is that your operating room, through

which you have passed, added about three and a half million dollars,,

whereas another department of the Government directs that appro-
priations be cut. I believe that sentiment is quite general. You,
of course, appreciate the condition of the Treasury and the demands-
upon it, and I believe, if possible, we should cut appropriations as

much as possible. I think we all agree, however, that we should he
liberal with this one department.

Dr. Taylor. We have endeavored to hold these estimates definitely

to an investment basis, that is, a wise investment of public funds in.

productive activity.

The Chairman. It ,has occurred to me that in an item like this,,

where we have been appropriating on an average of $72,000 a year-

for 10 years, might possibly stand a little cut.

Dr. Taylor. I would not know where to suggest it in this item, sir,,

without damaging impairment of the work.
The Chairman. Let us take up item 101, page 95, " for the investi-

gation, improvement, encouragement, and determination of. the
adaptability to diiflerent soils and climatic conditions of pecans, al-

monds," etc.

Dr. Taylor. This is an item which in this form is new this year.

This is the first year of operation under it. It enlarged the work
of the inlproving of the pecan and various other problems affecting-

pecans in the South, for which the department previously had been
expending about $9,000 a year.

The Chairman. How are you getting along with pecans, almonds,,
walnuts, and other nuts?

Dr. Taylor. In the case of pecans very distinct progress has been
made. With the others the work is just beginning.
The Chairman. Practically all the money is expended for the in-

vestigation of pecans ?

Dr. Taylor. No, sir; about $H,000 out of the $20,000 is allotted

this year for the pecan work.
The Chairman. Your method is successful as far as pecans is con-

cerned ?

Dr. Taylor. Very gratifying progress has been made.
The Chairman. How about the other nuts?
Dr. Taylor. With the others the work is just beginning.
Mr. Candler, What is the character of the work?
Dr. Taylor. One of the serious problems being attacked is the ques-

tion of the failure of the almonds of the Pacific coast to set their crop -

after the blossoms are fallen. It is a question of cross-fertilization of"
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the blossoms through the interplanting of suitable varieties to fertil-

ize each other. Some of the almonds apparently are self-sterile in
their flowers, requiring the pollen from flowers of other varieties
blooming at the same time in order to set crops, if the weather con-
ditions at the blooming time are at all unfavorable.
Mr. Candlek. Is this work being done in the West?
Dr. Taylor. The almond work is in the West.
Mr. Candler. Where is the pecan work?
Dr. Taylor. In the South, principally in Georgia, to some extent in

Florida and Mississippi, and certain extensions of that work are car-

ried on in Louisiana and Texas.
Mr. Candler. That is the extreme southern part of Mississippi ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. Candlek. Where they are raising this paper-shell pecan.
Dr. Taylor. Yes.

afternoon session.

Sattjrday, December 13, 1919.

Mr. Lee. Mr. Tucker, of the California Almond Growers' Ex-
change; Mr. Linton, of Saginaw, Mich., president of the Northern
Xut Growers' Association; Dr. Robert T. Morris, of New York, of
the Northern Nut Growers' Association; and Mr. Joe Patterson, of
Georgia, of the National Nut Growers' Association, would like to be
given a short hearing next Tuesday afternoon, if possible, not to

exceed an hour or 45 minutes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If they are in town they could be

heard.

Mr. Lee. Mr. Patterson is the only one that is here. I take it that

you know this other gentleman, Mr. Linton, Mr. McLaughlin?
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Yes.
The Chairman. How much time will they require?

Mr. Lee. I think one hour will be sufficient.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Could they wait until a later day
just as well, for this reason : The sugar bill has just come over from
the Senate and is before this committee now, and it should be taken
up as soon as possible. Of course, that is under the control of the
chairman.
The Chairman. I want the committee to decide. I understand

that the sugar bill must be given attention before we adjourn.
Mr. Lee. I would like to accommodate these gentlemen on Tuesday

afternoon.

The Chairman. Of course, they are in town and want to be heard.
Mr. Lee. One of the gentlemen is from California and wants to go

home during the holidays and will, of course, have to start soon after
next Tuesday.
The Chairman. Can you [addressing Mr. Patterson] be here at 9

o'clock Tuesday morning?
Mr. Patterson. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Without objection, we will hear you on Tuesday
morning at 9 o'clock.

Mr. Patterson. Thank you very much.
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(The statements of Tuesday, December 16, in reference to this

item are in^rted at this point.)

Tuesday, Decernber 16, 1919.

The committee met at 9 o'clock a. nx, Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen
(chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. The committee has met this morning to consider

an appropriation for the nut industry. Mr. Patterson, if you wish,

you may control the time and present the witnesses.

STATEMENT OF ME. J. M. PATTEESON, OF PUTNEY, GA., REPRE-
SENTING THE NATIONAL NUT GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.

Mr. Patterson. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, the ordinary man
thinks 9f a nut as associated with his excursions in the fall into the

woods to pick a few hickory nuts, and I imagine there axe. compara-
tively few people in the United States who think of the nut as a

commercial industry, but it has arrived at that stage today. The
chief commercial nuts are the almond, the Peraian walnut, and the

pecan. These industries are represented in an organized way by the

Northern Nut Growers' Association, the Western Walnut Growers'
Association, the Almond Growers' Exchange, and the California

Walnut Growers' Association, and the National Nut Growers' Asso-

ciation, which represents the pecan.

There are various matters which we would like to bring out briefly,

and I would like first to introduce to this committee Dr. Robert T.

Morris, of New York, who is familiar to you as a surgeon, and whose
interest in nut culture is not commercial, but purely scientific. I am
am going to ask Dr.. Morris to tell this committee what he thinks of

nuts as food, and to discuss any other phases of the question he
desires to discuss.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Patterson. We will be glad to

hear Dr. Morris.

STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT T. MORRIS, OF NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

Dr. Morris. Mr. Chairman, my interest is wholly scientific. I

have no commercial interest whatsoever, and I have personally ex-

pended several thousand dollars in work of the sort that should be

done by the Government, and a good many other men are doing the

same thing in making investigations into nut culture. There are

men who come to me to ask me to use my influence with the Rocke-
feller fund, the men in charge of it, and the Carnegie fund, for

appropriations for investigations into nut culture. This is the com-
ing agriculture. The reason for that is because a tree will stand for

100 years' without exhausting the soil. It requires very little labor

for collecting the crops, and it will produce to the acre more nitrogen,

oil, and starch than any other crop. In some parts of the world the

nuts form the staple diet for six months of the year. In some parts

of Europe the chestnuts form the principal diet and also in the

mountainous districts of China ; in fact, in a large part of the moun-
tainous districts of Europe and Asia nuts form a staple food crop.

They take the place of the potato.

We have not felt the need in this country because we had labor

enough, and we could turn over our lands and raise our annual crops
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without great expense. The time has now come when we have got
to raise to the acre more protein, more fat, and more starch than can
be raised with the labor at our disposal, and I happened to bring
along with me a book which gives some statistics, very briefly, and
T can read a page from this book. This book is entitled "The
Itinerary of a Breakfast," by J. H. Kellogg. Kellogg is a man who
is more or less visionary, but, incidentally, all the scientific work of
this sort that he presents is extremely valuable, for the reason that he
employs the most expensive experts for his laboratory work, his chemi-
cal work, and all that sort of thing. Kellogg himself is more or less
of a visionary, but you have to have visionaries to bring things for-
ward and find out the real merit, and when we come to quotations
such as I am going to use here they mean the result of work of
highly paid experts, and the statements I am giving you here are
agreed to by the chemists throughout the world, because they have
been presented before scientific bodies in different parts of the world.
One pound of walnut meats equals in food 4 pounds of lean beef. I
will save the time of this committee by making only a few quotations.
One pound of walnut meats equal 5.51 pounds of veal in food

value.

One pound of walnut meiats is equal to 13.51 pounds of oysters,
22 pounds of lobsters, and 6 pounds of eggs. The great economic
importance is best shown by comparing the amount of food which
may be annually produced by an acre of land planted to nut trees,

and the same area devoted to the production of beef. Two acres of
land and two years are required to produce a steer weighing 600
pounds. The product of one acre for one year, therefore, would be
140 or 150-pound steer. The same land planted to walnut trees would
produce) an average of at least 100 pounds per tree per annum for
the first 20 years.

I could quote more extensively but I just want to quote enough
to give you a clue of what we are after. I think that is the essential

point that I would make.
Now, the work of finding the trees that are best adapted to differ-

ent soils, the experimental work required for developing the industry,
means a great deal of annual expenditure. I have expended a good
many thousands of dollars myself in order to find what trees will

grow best in Connecticut; what I can grow as a commercial crop in

Connecticut.
The very first question of your committee will be: "Well, what

have you got out of it up to date ? " Now, I will tell you. The
chestnut blight has wiped out practically all of our American chest-

nuts. I set to work and got 26 kinds of chestnuts from all parts of

the world to find what ones resisted blight, and I found that four
different kinds resisted naturally the blight pretty well. One of these

was a great big coarse chestnut that c,ame from Northern China, not
of very much use except for cooking. They use it for food in place

of the potato in China. Another one was our little American chin-

kapin. Now, the big Chinese one is too coarse for the American
market, and the American chinkapin is too small for practical pur-
poses. I crossed them or hybridized them. I also crossed the

Chinese one that resisted the blight very well with our American
chestnut. The various experiments required several years of time.

164315—20 28
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I had to have my employees carry on the work with me and for me,
incidentally, of course), with their other work, and out of that I
have developed a very large number of hybrid chestnuts. Out of
the very large number of hybrid chestnuts, several thousands, most
of them, are worthless.
The reason why they are worthless is because nature tries always

to establish a mean type, an average type in everything, among men
as well as among plants and among animals, so in mtuiing hybrids,
nature is all the way throwing back from the remarkable kind to the
mean type, so that it becomes necessary to make a great many
hybrids. I made thousands, and out of that lot I have three that
are immensely valuable. They resist, the blight, they are large,

they are fine in quality, and they combine the good qualities of chest-

nuts which are desirable. What have I done with these three kinds ?

I have made a present of them to a commercial nut grower, Mr.
J. F. Jones, of Lancaster, Pa., whose whole nursery busi-

ness is devoted to the glowing of nut trees. He is a specialist in

grafted nut trees. So, after all of this work and expenditure, I
have personally made a present in the interest of public service

to a commercial dealer of a fine hybrid chestnut which I have de-

veloped, and which will now go out to the world.
They will help add to our food supply. I am quoting just one

instance for the sake of brevity, in order not to take up the time of
the committee. I might quote many other instances, but this will

open up a light of questioning, and I would like to answer any
questions.

Mr. PuRNELL. I would like to ask the relative food value of the

various nuts.

Mr. Morris. I have that right here, briefly, I think.

Mr. PuRNELL. You gave the food value of the walnut, and I
wondered how it compared with the others.

Dr. Morris. I can give you that. I can make a statement about
it oifhand, but it will not be absolutely accurate. We have two classes

of food nuts, one represents a high content of protein and fats.

That is the pecan hickory, as an example. On the other hand, we
have the group representing a very large starch content. That
would include the chestnuts, for example. There are a great many
nuts of the high protein group and a good many lands of nuts of

the high starch group and each has its relative position in regard to

the food supply of the world, and we have to find where these various

kinds can be raised to advantage. Does that answer your question ?

Mr. PuRNELL. I think so.

Mr. Lee. Can the pecan be grown in Connecticut?

Dr. Morris. Yes; we do not know to what extent the pecan may
be grown in Connecticut, and that is one of the things to which I

have gone to expensive experimentations to determine. I have had
many hundreds of dollars' worth killed because I found that they

did not come from the right pecan belt. I had many hundreds of

dollars worth prove unprofitable because I did not select the right

kind. I have found a few that will grow in Connecticut, and that

means a great extension of range of this food supply, and that is

one of the fields for investigation on the part of a paternal Gov-
ernment, as will be done in Germany. This personal expenditure
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on my part of many hundreds of dollars has been for the purpose
of seeing if this source of food supply could be extended as far
north as Connecticut, a question hot yet settled.

The Chairman. Do you expect to grow them as far north as
Connecticut ?

Dr. Morris. Yes; there is a very fine pecan tree in the Capitol
grounds at Hartford, but there is no pecan tree near it to furnish
pollen and that is probably not a self fertilizing tree. The chief
trouble with pecans there would be the difficulty of getting them
to ripen, because the required ripening period is long. I have to
find kinds that will ripen there, and most varieties, coming as they
do from farther south, require 30 to 60 days more of sunshine than
we have in Connecticut before frost.

Mr. McKiNLET. We have always had pecan trees in Illinois. Is
not that as far north as Connecticut ?

Dr. Morris. No; I think you have pecans only on the southern
and southwestern border of Illinois.

Mr. McKiNLET. We have them in central Illinois and along the
Illinois Biver bottom. They are not thin-shell pecans like these.

Dr. Morris. Of course, you know about that better than I do.
Wherever the pecan grows in an indigenous way, there it may be
developed in a commercial way and in such a way as to give a
very large return upon the expenditure of a small amount of labor
to the acre. They told me down in Louisiana about an old colored
man who worked very hard for years to support his family, and
while he raised cotton and corn, he managed to be a fairly good
provider, and now he is all crippled up with rheumatism and the
poor old fellow can not work any more, but he makes six times as
much as he ever did when he could work, because he set out" some
pecan trees. Now, that same history can be widely extended.
Mr. Wilson. Are not the best pecans raised in the South?
Dr. Morris. Yes; and that is another reason for investigation.

You see we have got also to place the black walnut. That has an
enormous range in the North.
Mr. Wilson. The southern pecan excels the California pecan, does

it not?
Dr. Morris. In extractives that give quality, yes ; but perhaps not

in actual food value, except for the fact that where you have fine

quality you have what we call vitamines, a chemical product that we
have not placed yet in scientific chemistry, but what we call the

vitamine gives zest to the eating of the nut.

Mr. Ptjrnell. How long does it take a pecan to bear?

Dr. Morris. Grafted pecan trees will sometimes bear in the nursery

row the year after they are set out. The Stuart and the Schley both
have a record of producing filled nuts in a year after they were set

out.

Mr. Wilson. You planted the tree, though?
Dr. Morris. These are all grafted.

Mr. Wilson. It takes four or five years, does it not ?

Dr. Morris. No. Mr. Jones, for instance, having grafted his stocks

with the Stuart and the Schley varieties found in ihe following year
that he had Stuart and Schley pecans growing on those grafts.

Mr. Wilson. But not in commercial quantities?
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Dr. MoKKis. Oh, no
;
please do not misunderstand me.

Mr. "Wilson. That is what I am getting at.

Dr. Morris. From the serious side of the question, we should make
comparison with apples. The various kinds of nuts, grafted trees,

will bear about like apples. For instance, the Yellow Transparent
apple will frequently bear in a year after it is set out. The Northern
Spy usually in about 12 years after it is set out. So the Stuart
pecan may bear in the second year after it is set out, and another
variety may not bear until 12 or 15 years afterwards. They will
range about like apples. The nuts are fruits like apples and will

have practically the same biologic history. Commercially speak-
ing pecan orchards must be 10 or 12 years old, from the time they
are transplanted from the nursery to give profitable returns.
Mr. McKiNLET. Doctor, compare a pound of the different nuts

with the various meats in food value.

Dr. Morris. Yes. I happen to have statistics, for instance, on pe-

cans alone. Pecans stand highest in nitrogen value. I did not mark
the pages in this book because I did not know the committee would
want this information, but I can turn to it in just a moment. I can
state it in calories—^heat units

:

The almond in protein stands first with 21 per cent of protein,

54 per cent of fats, 17 and a fraction per cent of carbohydrates.
The pecan hickory, protein 11 per cent, fats 71 and a fraction per

cent, carbohydrates 13 and a fraction per cent.

Mr. McKinley. That would be more like fat pork.
Dr. Morris. Yes: but it is an available fat that is digested; in

fact, the only thing that approaches the pecan nut in food value is

bacon^ and the pecan nut has a slightly greater food value than
bacon. The chestnut, the pine nut, and also the hazelnut will fur-

nish an enormous food supply for the people in the North.
Mr. McKiNi/ET. In what kind of soil does the pecan nut thrive

best?
Dr. MoEEis. It thrives best in alluvial, loam, well-drained river

bottoms. That is where it belohgs, but, like many other trees, under
intelligent care it may be carried far out of its indigenous soil, like

the apple. For instance, the Baldwin will grow in clay, will grow
in sand, will grow in soil with an acid reaction, and many of the

nut trees may be made to live far out of their natural, indigenous
range and out of their natural soil, but that is a matter requiring

expensive expenditure on the part of experimenters to determine.

That is precisely one of the reasons why large funds should be at the

disposal of the men who are getting the facts in this matter.

Mr. McKinley. Doctor, if the pecan requires a rich alluvial soil,

how is it that it thrives in Congressman Lee's district down in

Georgia ?

Mr. Lee. I want to know why it does not thrive in Mr. McKinley's
district in Illinois. Is it for the same reason ?

Dr. Morris. I do not admit the premises of this bit of levity. The
premises are not correct. They are stated in a negative way. The
positive fact is that the kind of pecan which thrives best in rich

alluvial soil, grafted to some scrub stock that has learned to live

on poor soil, will keep on producing the kind of fine nut that origi-'

nally belonged to that variety.
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Mr. McKiNLEY. Aside from any joking, the point is whether the
pecan should be planted generally on that kind of soil. Take it even
in Illinois, the soil upon which most of the forests grow is not the
better soil, but more of a clay soil.

Dr. Morris. Hiere will be kinds that may be planted there to ad-
vantage, and when we find as a result of fexpensi^ e experiment what
stocks will thrive there best, then we graft those stocks over to fine

types.

Mr. McKiULET. And then you get the good nuts?
Dr. Morris. Then you get the fine nuts. The grafted top retains

its identity just as the Baldwin apple or the seckel pear.
Mr. VoiGT. Can you graft a pecan onto any other kind of stock. I

am ignorant about this matter.
Dr. Morris. That is a very appropriate question. No; you can

graft it on any of the numerous varieties of pecan stock. But it so
happens that it is not commercially practical to graft the pecan upon
other kinds of hickory. However, the reverse is not true. AYe have
15 species of hickory in this country and hundreds of varieties, and
almost any hickory will grow on pecan stocks, so that it is very
valuable as a grafting stock for other kinds of hickories. The com-
mercial dealers in grafting nut trees use the pecan very largely for
a commercial stock for other kinds, just as in cherry trees they use
another stock for many kinds of cherries.

Mr. PuHNELL. Let me ask you another question, which may be a
little out of line ; but you are a doctor, and I would like to know as

a matter of information. Nuts, as a rule, are hard to digest, are they
not?

Dr. Morris. Yes and no. Nuts which are eaten between meals are
apt to upset digestion. Nuts which are not thoroughly chewed are

apt to be difficult of digestion. Nuts properly prepared are quite as

digestible, if not more so, than meats; that is, nuts of the protein
group and also nuts of the starchy group.
Mr. PtJRNELL. What do you mean by being properly prepared ?

Dr. Morris. At a number of the sanitariums where nuts are used
in place of meats some are cooked, some are rolled or ground, and
some are prepared by milling. There are various ways of preparing
them for cooking so that they may become digestible. On the whole,

as a general statement, they are quite as digestible as any of the

meats or starches that we now use.

Mr. VoiGT. What commercial crop of nuts can you grow in Con-
necticut ?

Dr. Morris. The nuts we grow commercially in Connecticut would
be hybrid chestnuts, filberts, black walnuts, shagbark hickories, and
some of the pine nuts, although I do not know of any of the pine
nuts yet that have been put on the market from there.

Mr. VoiGT. Does it pay to grow hickory nuts on a commercial basis ?

Dr. Morris. Yes, indeed. The shagbark hickories are selling at the
present time for an abnormal price, $14 a bushel for fine shagbarks.
It would not do to quote any such price as that except under abnormal
conditions, but they are now getting $14, and it would be quite safe
to say that the average crop of a good shagbark hickory tree would
be 2 bushels per year.

Mr. Lee. Is that what we call the scaly-bark hickory ?
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Dr. Morris. Yes; the names scaly bark, shellbark, and shagbark

are used indiscriminately with reference to the kind of hickory that

has a trunk bark that shells off.

Mr. Wilson. What is the commercial value of walnuts?

Dr. Morris. As to the black walnut, Mr. E. A. Riehl, of Illinois,

told me last year that he got $8 per bushel for his black walnuts, and

some of his trees had 14 bushels to the tree. If these trees were

planted 17 to the acre, that would make them 50 feet apart, so you

can estimate the food that would come from an acre of Mr. Riehl's

land on that basis. No possible meat supply, no possible potato or

other annual crop supply could approach in food value or in com-

mercial value on such acre.

Mr. Wilson. Does that mean the walnuts in the shell ?

Dr. Morris. No ; that means the net result. He collected his wal-

Tiuts, shelled them, and I do not know whether he got money for his

shucks, but last year the soft outer husk of the black walnut was used

by the dyers and had a commercial value, and the hard shell of the

nut had a commercial value for gas masks and for similar purposes.

The meat itself had a commercial value for food purposes: My recol-

lection is that Mr. Eiehl told me his black walnuts netted him $8 per

bushel and that he had 14 bushels to the tree. I am speaking from

memory of what Mr. Riehl said to me.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What kind of work do you desire

to have done by the Government ?

Dr. Morris. The Government needs to expend a great deal of

money for the purpose of investigating the various nut problems

which are now being investigated expensively by men who are com-

mercially or scientifically interested and who are making the expendi-

tures on their own account, in regard to finding the right soil for

the right kinds, hunting up new varieties, hunting up or making
hybrids, finding what ones are adaptable; and, in fact, the oppor-

tunity for expenditure in this large, new, coming agriculture is so

great that I can hardly condense it in the form of a direct answer to

that question.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are there serious diseases ?

Dr. Morris. Yes ; and those must be investigated.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What are they ?

Dr. Morris. There have been whole books written on the subject

of diseases which would apply to nut trees, and an investigation

and a knowledge of any one disease that could be had from our
authorities on the subject might save any grower many thousands
of dollars.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are the private growers making
any progress in learning what the diseases are and how to treat

them?
Dr. Morris. Yes; I have learned that I can not raise certain

kinds of trees on my property in Connecticut to advantage. I have
found, on the other hand, that I can raise things in my section that

can not be raised in another section because of the diseases preva-

lent there.

The Chairman. We are grateful to you. Dr. Morris.

Mr. Patterson. To give you an idea, gentlemen, of the relative

importance of the nut industry, I asked the Bureau of Crop Esti-

mates to give me certain data regarding the three commercial nuts,
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the almond, the walnut, and the pecan, up to date. I received these
figures from the bureau last night. Just to give the committee an
idea of the size of the industry, the almond crop this year amounted
to 6,500 tons. The Persian walnut crop this year totaled 24,000
tons.

Mr. McKiNLEY. Put some dollar values to that.
Mr. Patterson. Yes, sir. The almond crop is figured by the

California Almond Growers' Exchange at $3,000,000. The Per-
sian walnut crop has been put by the California Growers' Asso-
ciation at $15,000,000. We have not yet gotten the statistics for
what we call seedlings or wild pecans. The Bureau of Crop Esti-
mates does not have facilities for getting the facts segregating the
seedling and the cultivated pecan. But the production of all pecans
for the current year, as near as can be told to-day, is 45,615,000
pounds, of a value of something like $9,000,000. Now, we are ask-
ing this committee to increase the appropriation for this year for
the investigation of cultural problems pertaining to all nuts, for
the Bureau of Plant Industry, represented by Mr. Taylor, who I
am glad to see is with us this morning. And while the commercial
nuts to-day are the almond, the walnut, and the pecan, the black
walnut is coming to be quite prominent, and I am going to ask
Mr. Thomas P. Littlepage, of this city, a lawyer by profession,
and also a nut (laughter), to tell this committee what can be ac-

complished.
The Chairman. We will be glad to hear from Mr. Littlepagfe.

STATEMENT OF MR. THOMAS P. LITTLEPAGE, OF WASHINGTON.
D. C.

Mr. Littlepage. Gentlemen of the committee, I do not want to

take up much time. As Mr. Patterson says, I am a lawyer in Wash-
ington and a farmer in Maryland. Out in Maryland they think I
am a fine lawyer in Washington, and here they think I am a fine

farmer in Maryland. So, being in that situation, I can say to

this committee ]ust a few words.
What you gentlemen would like to know is how well the Bureau

of Plant Industry will spend this money if it is given to them and
whether they really need it.

Mr. PtTRNELL. I think, Mr. Littlepage, there is something else we
are going to have to know before that. We first want to know
where we are going to get the money.
Mr. Littlepage. I can sympathize with that situation. That is

my normal condition. [Laughter.] I happen to know something
about how the Department of Agriculture spends the appropriations

for nut work. I have gone over the whole country in looking over

this nut question as a side hobW of mine. I have been through Illi-

nois, and I will say, Mr. McKinley, that the State of Illinois has
perhaps more wild northern pecan trees than any other State in the

Union. Next comes Kentucky, and Indiana perhaps third. I have
been over the country and am not now going to undertake to dis-

cuss these various details and problems, but I want to touch on the

one point as to how the Department of Agriculture spends the money
that it comes here and asks you gentlemen to give it.
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I want to make this general conclusion in the beginning, that I
wish I might have the committee's time to tell you more in detail

about. I doubt if you gentlemen have ever appropriated money
for the Department of Agriculture that is better handled, more
carefully spent, with better results, than the money you have given
them for these nut investigations. I happen to know a great deal
about that both in the North, the South, the East, and the West, and
the various problems and the importance of nuts, because it is my
side hobby. The money has been well spent. They have not
half enough.
There are as many problems, gentlemen, in connection with this

big industry that is now growing, that is now starting—there are

just as many problems as it is possible to have. Your timber problem
is one of them; your soil conditions is one of them; your distribu-

tion of varieties and all of these things are a part of those prob-
lems. You gentlemen here have been eating the finest pecan that
grows and yet throughout all the South are set thousands and tens

of thousands of trees of worthless pecans, practically worthless, be-

cause when they were set out nobody told the growers there was a
better variety or that theirs was not a good one. And there have
been thousands and tens of thousands of pecan trees raised in one
section of the country that, when taken into another section of the
country, proved seriously subject to disease because nobody told them
differently. Now, the Department of Agriculture has oeen doing
some most wonderful work along the line of getting these facts

together about pecans, walnuts, hazelnuts, and all these other va-

rieties, and about that work I happen to know. I have not a dollar's

interest in it except that I have a lot of pecan trees. I have a

northern nut orchard out here in Maryland and some more down
in Indiana, and I happen to know something about it. So I am
merely speaking as an independent bystander who happens to know
something about it.

Mr. Wilson. That Indiana nut is not any good, is it ?

Mr. LiTTLEPAGE. That goes into one phase of this. The northern
pecaii is separate and distinct in a way, that is, botanically speaking.

The northern pecans are growing out in Indiana and Illinois. One
of the finest pecans I have ever examined is the Niblack from south-

ern Indiana. Another is the Busseron from Knox County, Ind., on
the thirty-ninth parallel, near the western boundary of Indiana.

Pecans grow away up in Eock Island, 111., and on the banks of the

Wabash in northern Indiana and all through that section. There
is a type of wild pecan that grows on the banks of the Ohio River 9

miles south of Evansville, Ind., where there is a wild grove of TOO

or 800 acres of exclusive pecan trees—one of the most beautiful forest

sights I have ever seen.

Mr. McKiNLET. As I gather it, this class af pecan could be grafted

on all these wild trees ; is that right ?

Mr. LiTTLEPAGE. That nut on the table is a southern pecan, Mr.
McKinley, known as the Schley. It is the famous Schley, now the

leading variety, I think, that grows in the South.

Mr. McKiNLET. Will these thrive if grafted on to the northern

trees ?

Mr. LiTTLEPAGE. Not up there. You might just as well set out

orange trees. People to-day all through the north are buying thou-
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sands and tens of thousands of southern trees and setting them out in
the North, when they might just as well bring an orange tree and set

it out up there. That is one of the questions in this nut situation.
Mr. Wilson. That is done through the nursery agents ?

Mr. LiTTLEPAGE. It is done through the nursery agents partly fee-

cause they have not the information at hand. Nearly everybody
to-day throughout the country is setting out nut trees, and they are
buying where they can get them. The Department of Agriculture
has done wonderful work in trying to straighten out this question,
in telling where pecan trees will or will not grow. It is just as
important to know where a thing will not succeed as it is to know
where it will succeed. But they have not had adequate facilities nor
enough money for this branch of the work. It now has an appro-
priation of something like $20,000 a year for this purpose. It should
have three times that much.
Dr. Morris. Speaking about fake advertising
Mr. Wilson. That is what I had in mind to ask about. Are those

agencies selling any kind of stock ?

Mr. LiTTLEPAGE. Those promoters are fellows we have been fight-

ing through our nut-growers' associations for years, trying to keep
them out and to clean up the situation. That is just one of the
various problems connected with the industry.

As I said in the beginning, I just want to take a minute or two
to say to you that I know how the Department of Agriculture spends
this money, and I know that is one thing you.would like to know

—

whether or not, if you give them more money, it is going to be spent
right. I am here to say that it will, because I know the men in the
organization; I know what they want to do with it, I know how
they do it, and I know the men who are doing it.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Littlepage.

FURTHER STATEMENT OF MR. J. M. PATTERSON, OF PUTNEY, GA.,

REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL NUT GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.

Mr. Patterson. I represent the National Nut Growers' Association
and also the Paper-shell Pecan Growers' Association of Georgia.
The former is a society composed of pecan growers ; the latter is a

commercial organization owning approximately about 5,000 acres of
cultivated pecans, ranging from 12 years old down to those recently

planted. For several years the Department of Agriculture has been
conducting,, and is to-day conducting, experiments in our orchards.

These we are encouraging in every way and giving all the help we
can, backing up the experiments by spending our own money to

carry out on a large scale the experiments that are being conducted
in a small way. The department men are doing splendid work.
The only trouble is, gentlemen, they have not money enough to put
sufficient men on to undertake the solution of all the problems that
are troubling us.

You perhaps notice on the kernels of some of those pecans you
are eating occasional black spots. That is what we call the kernel

spot. We do not know what causes it; we do not know what it is.

Some yea,rs 50 per cent of that variety (the Schley) will be affected,

rendering the kernels bitter and unfit for consumption.
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Mr. Wilson. Does it spoil the taste of them ?

Mr. Patterson. Yes, sir; it makes the kernels bitter. I did not
know those nuts had any spots until I opened the box and washed
some of them a little while ago. That spot is one of the many
problems. If there were sufficient funds, say $50,000 or $60,000, for
the Bureau of Plant Industry for the next few years, it could put
on enough scientific men to work out these various problems in the
next five years; otherwise, in all human probability, the solution of
all these problems with the present appropriations will take 25 years
to work out. When you gentlemen remember that there are now
something like 165,000 acres of pecan orchards in existence, and that

pecan growing is a new industry, and that it takes 10 and 12 years
to bring an orchard into commercial bearing (they tell you the trees

will bear in a few years, which is all true, but it will only be a few
scattered nuts; commercially, even in the South, in Georgia, where
I come from, which is perhaps as favorable a section of the country
for early bearing as any, we do not get commercial crops of nuts

until 10 or 12 years after the trees are set out, and we set out 3-year-

old trees), you will realize that it is a long, tedious process. Very
often, when the trees mature, after 10 years or more of labor, we
find some new disease, insect pest, or some other condition that, as

practical men, we are not able to solve. It takes scientific men to

solve such problems.
Speaking especially for the pecans, because that is my hobby, I

want to call your attention to just a few more statistics and then I

am through. The domestic production of the United States this

last year, the total for the almonds, walnuts, and pecans, is estimated

by the Bureau of Crop Estimates at 106,000,000 pounds. During
the year ending July 1, 1918, which is the last year for which we
have statistics, this country imported, in round numbers, 30,000,000

pounds of almonds, 11,000,000 pounds of Persian walnuts and, in

addition, consumed all we raised. So you see this is a nut-eating

country, but not yet sufficiently a nut-producing country to supply

the domestic demand.
The walnuts have increased in value in the last 10 years between

four and five times their annual production, and almonds about
three and a quarter times. The pecan has come forward faster than
any other and has increased ten times in 10 years. In other words,

the production to-day is ten times what it was 10 years ago.

No man can tell what the total investment in nut orchards is, but

it is well up in the millions; probably $150,000,000 is invested in

these various nut industries. All we ask, gentlemen, is that you
make available a sufficient appropriation to the Department of Agri-
culture so it can put scientific men at work on these many problems
in order that we can begin to get something like the maximum return
from the great investment represented and from the long and tedious

years of toil we have been through.
I see Dr. Taylor, head of the Bureau of Plant Industry, is here this

morning. I would very much like to have this committee hear him.
I am sure he can give you any information I have failed to give.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have the States been making any
appropriations for the- kind of work you wish to have done ?

Mr. Patterson. No, sir; not that I know of, Mr. McLaughlin. We
have tried to get some appropriations in Georgia and the State is
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doing some little investigational work, but without special appro-
priation for pecans.

Dr. Morris. How about Michigan recently?
Mr. Patterson. Michigan has made a good big appropriation,

something like $50,000, Mr. McLaughlin, for planting nut trees
along the public highways. At the convention at Battle Creek last
week a representative of the Michigan Department of Agriculture
explained about the effort Michigan was making to produce nuts
nlong the highways.
Mr. McKiNLEY. Take your 5,000 acres; what kind of land is that?

What I am trying to get in my head is whether timberland is used
or whether you have to have the best land.
Mr. Patterson. I would not take a piece of cut-over timberland

and plant pecans on it as a gift. We have alwaiys purchased old
plantations, Mr. Mclvinley, land that is cleared. A good deal^ of
that kind of soil is badly exhausted and to build it up is quite a
problem. It is one of the most important problems we have.
Mr. McKiNUBY. Do you have to use fertilizer?

Mr. Patterson. We have used commercial fertilizer, but are now
planting legumes, cowpeas, and velvet beans and plowing them
under as a means of improving the soil. Lately we have discontin-
ued the use of commercial fertilizer on account of its high cost. As
soon as prices permit—we axe making experiments with fertilizers

best adapted to it—we expect to resume the use of commercial fer-

tilizer in connection with leguminous crops.

Mr. Jones. What is the objection to the cut-over land?
Mr. Pattterson. The stumps, to start with.

Mr. Jones. They interfere with cultivation ?

Mr. Patterson. They interfere with cultivation. Then the lice,

incident to the old roots, kill the pecan roots—just eat them up and
kill the orchards.
Mr. TiNCHER. Mr. Chairman, I understand there was only 40

minutes allotted to this hearing. I do not think we ought to start

in hearing any member of the department on it, because we will

have them here later.

The Chairman. We heard Dr. Taylor the other day on this item.

Have you anything further to add generally as to the appropriation
needed for nut investigation. Dr. Taylor?

FURTHER STATEMENT OF DR. WIILIAM A. TAYLOR, CHIEF OF
THE BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRI-
CULTURE.

Dr. Tatlor. Nothing, perhaps, except to say that nut culture is,

as has been indicated, an infant industry. The almond and the
Persian walnut are old-timers from the Old World ; they have found
a roothold on the Pacific coast.

Our nut-culture problems in this country are new. The wild
trees, in a certain sense, are climbing out of the forests into the cul-

tivated land, so that it is a new industry with big, potential possi-

bilities which need to be worked out.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The only suggestion I have to

make is something for Dr. Taylor and the other gentlemen to take
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up together. For some time we have carried an appropriation for

the general investigation of nuts; and a year* ago, or not long ago>

we added another appropriation for pecans. Now, it seems to me^
it is not advisable to add a separate appropriation for each of the
nuts. And I suggest you figure out some plan by which an appro-
priation can be made for the general nut proposition. Would not
<ihat be a good idea, Doctor?

Dr. Ta-tlor. Historically, Mr. Chairman, the situation is about
like this : There was a specific proviso for the pecan, amounting to

$9,000, up until this year. As the result of a Senate amendment,
$11,000 was added to that and the authority was broadened to cover

the various nuts so that the appropriation carries now $20,000 for

all the nuts. The department's estimate, made last spring for the

work which the nut industry desired to have done, was $40,000, and
in conference the appropriation came through $20,000. So that is,.

I think, the present situation.

The Chairman. Just one question, Mr. Patterson: Would you
have objection to eliminating language that refers to any specific-

nut?
Mr. Patterson. No; we prefer it as it is carrying the appropria-

tion for all the nuts, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. And not mention the pecan?
Mr. Patterson. That is the way it is now; yes. As it stands now

there are two specific appropriations for pecan diseases and insects,,

small appropriations. We are not asking any increase in those,,

but this appropriation for the bureau which Dr. Taylor represents
includes all nuts.

J want to say this, if you please : The other day I said Mr. Tucker,
manager of the California Almond Growers' Exchange, would be-

present. By telegraphic communication with Mr. Tucker I found
it was utterly impossible for him to get here. He is in Boston. I
would like to ask permission for Mr. Tucker to file his statement
with the committee.
The Chairman. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Thank you very much, gentlemen.

Friday, January 9, 1920.

The Chairman. There are two Members of Congress from Texas

-

in the committee room this morning who desire to be heard on the

appropriation for the nut industry. Mr. Hudspeth and Mr. Briggs.

.

we will be very glad to hear you.

STATEMENT OF HOW. C. B. HUDSPETH, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS.

Mr. Hudspeth. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I

appear before the committee this morning as the representative of the
nuts of Texas, that is, the pecans. Under the appropriation that
was made last session by this committee, raising the appropriation
from $8,000 to $20,000, 1 have a letter here from the president of the
Nut Growers' Association in which he states that the Government
established an experimental station in Texas and under the grafting
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that was done they have yielded a crop of $100,000 where they were
not yielding anything. In this letter he estimates if the work is
continued throughout the waste places in Texas on the overflow bot-
toms that are now producing practically nothing, except just small
pecans and the appropriation raised to $40,000, that Texas alone vv^ill

be prodiicing in the next few years from $5,000,000 to $10,000,000
worth of nuts from this overflow land.
He takes occasion in this letter to thank this committee for the

raise they gave at the last session from eight fo twenty thousand, and
I assure you gentlemen, from the knowledge I have of this man in
•charge down there (who is also connected with the Texas Agricul-
ture Department) , that it has been wisely spent.
Mr. MoLAtTGHLiN of Michigan. What kind of a station have they ?

Mr. Hudspeth. They have a station there experimenting in the
growth of pecans and development in the grafting of large pecans
•on these wild trees that are now practically producing nothing.
They also stfete to me, Congi'essmen, that where the wild growth
•only matures possibly every three or four years, by this method they
have of grafting the pecan upon those trees, they will produce every
year that the frost does not blight it. It matures later than the wild
growth.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does a tree mature nuts the first

year after grafting?
Mr. Hudspeth. That is my understanding, that they will produce

nuts the first year after grafting.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How many men have been em-

ployed at that station ?

Mr. Hudspeth. They only have one, Mr. A. Caswell Ellis. He
has been going over those waste places, those overflow bottoms, and
taking those wild trees, as I state, that only bear possibly every three^

or four years and grafting on those trees a pecan that will bear every
year.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you know how $20,000 was
expended by the employment o-f one man ?

Mr. Hudspeth. There is one station. I take it Mr. Ellis has, of
course, a great many men under him, but he is the chief director

down there. This man Ellis certainly could not do all that work
alone, you laiow.

The Chairman. They cover a number of States under this appro-
priation.

Mr. Hudspeth. This appropriation covers the United States and
they have established one station there in Texas which seems to be
under the direction of Mr. Ellis, who, for many years, was engaged
in this business under the agricultural department of Texas.
Mr. Heflin. How much did you say had been spent at that station ?

Mr. Hudspeth. I do not know how much has been spent at that sta-

tion, but he says this

:

Thanks to the good \york of the Texas delegation, the appropriation for nut
work \vas raised from $8,000 to $20,000. I am glad to say that one of tde
experiment stations that the department has started to work on is In Texas.
This station, if supported by Congress, ought In a few years to revolutionize
the nut industry in Texas. I know from my own personal experience with my
top-grafted pecan trees that Texas has enough wild trees and overflow creek
and river bottoms to be producing each year at a nominal cost a hundred-
million-dollar crop of pecans.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You say Mr. Ellis was for a long
time employed by the State ?

Mr. Hudspeth. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In similar work ?

Mr. Hudspeth. In similar work
;
yes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Can you account for the fact that
in all those years he produced nothing, when in this one year, under
Federal employment, he produced so much ?

Mr. Hudspeth. No ; I can not. I do not know what he produced
while he was under the State. The State made a very small appro-
priation for this work and I do not know what he produced under
that, but this is what he has done under the Federal Government.
The Chairman. They are developing the paper-shell pecan?
Mr. Hudspeth. Yes ; the paper-shell pecan.
The Chairman. Is that a new discovery ?

Mr. Hudspeth. I have known of it in my State but two or three

years—the paper-shell pecan. Mr. Ellis goes on to state

:

The so-called English walnuts, the black walnuts, almonds, hickories, hazel
nuts, chestnuts, and other nuts offer similar opportunities in every State in
which agriculture or forestry is possible.

It is absolutely essential that this appropriation be continued and gradually
enlarged. It is, of course, absurd to be trying to develop the nut industry in

this vast empire on $20,000. We spend millions wisely on animal industry,
for example, and yet nuts, both on grounds of health and economy, can and
soon will play as large a part in supporting our population as do animals.

I am no vegetarian, but know that a mixed diet is best and that nut trees will

furnish several times as much nourishment per acre as will animal industry.

By the application of a little science to the problems of varietal adaptation,
methods of propagating, fertilizing, irrigation, harvesting, storing, marketing,
etc., this Nation can soon produce a billion dollar nut crop on what are now
largely waste hillsides, roadsides, and overflow bottoms.
As there are many nuts and many different sections of the country, the

experiments must be broadened and those already planned, including the one
in Texas, perfected. Therefore I write to ask if you will not personally see

the Agricultural Committee at once and ask them to make an appropriation of

not less than forty or fifty thousand dollars this time for the nut industry.

That is the work he has been doing down there, gentlemen.
Mr. TiNCHEE. How much is the State of Texas appropriating for

this work ?

Mr. Hudspeth. I do not know what it is appropriating now, Mr.
Tincher, but it has been a very small sum. Until this man developed
this paper-shell pecan, I will be frank with you and say the State of

Texas did not think he was doing anything. But since he has de-

veloped the paper-shell pecan and grafted it on those wild trees and
made them produce every year, although I have not been in the State

legislature for two years down there, I would like to state that the

State would wake up and make a better appropriation. That is

what Mr. Ellis states, whom I know personally, a man who makes
a study of those methods and who has made a success in grafting this

paper-shell pecan on to those wild trees down there, that did not pro-

duce anything, on the overflow bottoms.

"The money you gentlemen appropriated at the last session, this

$20,000, I do not know how much of that has been spent in Texas.

r know they established one station down there and they have made
wonderful development in the grafting of these pecans I have just
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explained. There are other Members hei-e from Texas, and I believe

Mr. Briggs has a statement to make.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Hudspeth. The committee will

now hear Mr. Briggs, of Texas.

STATEMENT OF HON. CLAY S. BEIGGS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS.

Mr. Briggs. Gentlemen, Mr. Hudspeth has rather fully covered
the ground with reference to the nut-industry situation. I do not
profess to be an expert in this field but I do know that in Texas, as

in many other States of the Union, a great deal of attention has been
given to this industry. , But it requires direction ; it requires edu-
cation ; and it requires the solution of some of the problems in order
to get the best results in this country.

The nut industry is perhaps engaging more attention from the
people generally, and there is a greater consumption of nuts in this

country than ever before.

I have been interested in looking through the hearings already had
before this committee, and I have noticed that the pecan or pecan-
hickory industry has grown ten times greater in one year than it has
in previous times. In other words, it is worth about $14,000,000 to

the Nation.
Pecans are not only used now in the States where they are grown,

but they are used in all the mai'kets in the United States. You will

find them everywhere, and you will find that the nutritive value is

being appreciated more and more by the people in these days of the
high cost of living because you can get a greater amount of nutriment
out of a small quantity of nuts than you possibly can out of almost
any other food of other qualities and character.

Texas is interested, and so is the Federal Government with its power
of comparing results throughout the Nation and collecting the infor-

mation and getting the data which will enable the people to deter-

mine which is the best varietal adaptation of soil, the best methods of
propagation and fertilization, irrigation, harvesting, marketing, and
storing—all of the highest value now. In fact, I believe, not alone

in Texas but in every other State in the Union where they grow nuts
of any variety as well, it will be of inestimable value to this Nation
to get an adequate appropriation for the carrying on of that experi-

mental work.
Mr. Hudspeth stated that Congress allowed at the last session

$20,000 for that work. There were various estimates made of the
amount needed. In one of the letters that came to me to-day, between
$40,000 and $50,000 was requested. In another letter from one of the
agents of the Department of Agriculture, in the State of Texas, it

is estimated that if $50,000 were appropriated by the Government for

nut-industry development and experimental work that it would be of
inestimable value.

Here I want to make it plain that this is not a Texas proposition.

The Texas Representatives are interested, it is true, because of the
great opportunities there for the development of the nut industry in

Texas. But the almond industry in California, the hickory-nut in-
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dustry in the North, the chestnut industry in the New England States

and in the Middle Atlantic States; in fact, in the Central States, I

think, it wag testified to by the representatives of the Department of

Agriculture you could get excellent results with pecans and varieties

of hickory nuts, with walnuts, and nuts of other characters.

It is those things that are appealing so strongly now to the citizens

of Louisiana and Florida, where the soft-shell variety of pecans are

produced by careful cultivation bestowed upon the nuts, which are

bringing in the market from $1 to $1.50 a pound in the shell for these

large, so-called jumbo variety of soft-shelled pecans.

Texas has unlimited quantities of pecan trees all throughout my
district, along the river bottoms, where these trees grow wild and
have done so for years and years ; and no utilization scarcely is made
of them in many quarters except that the hogs get in there and eat

the nuts, wjiich does improve the quality of the pork, I will admit.

But the grafting process which has been testified to can be employed
with profit. I refer to the grafting of high-grade pecan stock upon
these wild trees which will develop and bring forth high-grade

pecans, because the strength of the tree itself will support the grafted

stock upon it, and the graft will determine the nature of the nuts

produced.
It is such facts, and teaching the farmers and teaching the people

who live in those localities the value of that process, the means of

combating any diseases that attack these trees, and the methods
of marketing and putting the nut product before the consuming
public, which is not only to the advantage of the people who grow
these pecans, but of advantage to the users of the pecan nuts, because

it enables them to be distributed freely throughout the country, gives

a better nut, and reduces costs when produced in large quantities.

All this justifies, it seems to me, in the highest degree a liberal ap-

propriation from the Agricultural Committee and from Congress to

further carry on this work, and I hope and feel that the committee
will make an appropriation of at least $50,000 for this purpose.
Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. Are these large areas where these

nuts grow still in private ownership?
Mr. Briggs. So far as lands are concerned; I think all the lands

are. I do not know of any pecan trees on State owned or public lands

in Texas. I think all of it is in private ownership.
Mr. Hudspeth. They do grow on the State lands.

Mr. Beiggs. The State still owns several million acres of these wild

lands and offers to sell small parcels of them on long-time payments.
Texas offers her public lands for sale on the most advantageous
terms; upon 40 years time, upon the payment of a small rate of in-

terest, and many of those lands are even now offered for sale without
requirement of settlement.

But all through the river bottoms, where the pecans flourish, these

trees grow luxuriantly in vast numbers. The cultivated pecan belt,

I think, is largely in the western portion of Texas, out around San
Angelo, mostly, and in that section, where they raise some of the

larger varieties of pecans. They raise manj' in my district, but they
are not of the larger variety. Many of those pecans have very hard
shells; they do not appeal to the public. They could be bought
cheaply if they could be graded up. The pecan will sell in the open
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market at from 25 to 50 cents a pound this year because the crop is

very large. But if the stock had been graded up you could get a very
high quality of pecans for that price, whereas you now have to accept
just what the market offers and are available; unless you pay for the
choice stock, which comes from small sections of Louisiana and in a
larger degree from the States of Florida and Georgia.
Mr. VoiGT. May I ask a question right there?
Mr. Beiggs. Certainly.

Mr. VoiGT. You stated you have the remedy down there. What
do you want this $50,000 for?

Mr. Beiggs. We did not say we had the remedy ; I did not say that.

Mr. VoiGT. I understood you to say you had the remedy.
Mr. Beiggs. You are mistaken if you understood me to say that I

had the remedy.
Mr. Httdspeth. That was with regards to the screw worm proposi-

tion. I had two propositions.

Mr. Beiggs. In the letter that I have from the Nut Growers' Asso-
ciation it refers to the fact that the Government last year undertook
to establish under the appropriation, I think, made at the last session

of Congress, an experimental station in Texas. That station has just

begun its work, as I vinderstand, and the problems are before them to

be solved. The testimony before this committee by the expert of
the Department of Agriculture indicated that fact—that the prob-
lems are all before the Government.
Mr. Andebson. You have the remedy now of grafting?
Mr. Beiggs. Yes ; but that is not the only remedy. That is an old

remedy. They state that the pecan is very much like the apple tree

in many respects. But that is not the only remedy. It is necessary
also to find out what stock will grow best in the various sections. In
other words, it has been testified that there is a pecan tree growing
in the courthouse yard in Hartford, Conn. They have a fine pecan
tree, but that pecan tree does not bear because it has no other tree

near by from which it can draw the required fertilizing pollen.

Mr. HuDSPEiTH. Pardon me, but the climate of Texas is just as dif-

ferent in the various parts as it is in some Northern and some South-
ern States.

Mr. Beiggs. Yes ; but I am not referring only to Texas.

Mr. Hudspeth. There are variations of altitudes of 9,000 feet in

Texas.
Mr. Beiggs. I am not asking this appropriation alone for Texas;

this is a national nut industry and it is not confined in this appro-
priation to the pecan industry as was originally provided in the bill

last session. There was carried in that bill $8,000 for the pecan
industry.

The Chaibman. The pecan industry started in Georgia?
Mr. Beiggs. I believe so. The appropriation was increased to

$20,000 and designated for the cultivation and development of expe-

rimental work for all varieties of nuts everywhere throughout this

Nation. I think the pecan is a splendid nut, as is shown in the testi-

mony of the Department of Agriculture experts, and is known gen-

erally from use; and other nuts are before the people for develop-
ment; and teaching the people and giving them the benefit i of the

knowledge as to how to cultivate these nuts, is the main purpose of

164315—20 29
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the Government in spending this money along educational lines. I

say, therefore, that it redounds to the benefit of every State of the

Union, an-d the work ought to be carried on, because, in my opinion,

it brings back the biggest return to the Nation of any investment that

you can make, and, after all, that is the wisdom of the investment of
money by Congress in any product whatever.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Briggs.
(The committee thereupon proceeded to consider another bureau.)

Friday, December 12, 1919

—

Afternoon Session—Continued.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM A. TAYLOR, CHIEF OF THE BU-
REAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—
Continued.

The Chairman. How about item 102, on page 95, Dr. Taylor?
Dr. Taylor (reading). "For the investigation and improvement

of fruits, and the method of fruit growing." By the way, I see this

print has " method " of fruit growing. That word should be in the
plural ; it should be " methods " in the final text We ask, there an
increase of $5,000 specifically to make possible the undertaking of
certain studies in the farm practice of fruit production; that is, the
orchard practice, a topic which was covered for a time by the survey
method in the Office of Farm Management.
Mr. Anderson. Is not that work already done ?

Dr. TAYLop. No; the reorganization of the farm management
work, which has been made and put into effect involves the transfer

of that type of work to the Bureau of Plant Industry.
Mr. Anderson, I do not know that it is just proper to go into the

subject of the Bureau of Farm Management at this time, but I sup-

posed that one of the things that would be done in connection with
that bureau would be to gather together the various items relating to

farm practice and management instead of separating them through
the entire department.

Dr. Taylor. I think when you have the discussion of the Office

of Farm Management reorganization, Mr. Anderson, that question

will come out. Dr. H. C. Taylor has some very clear-cut ideas

which I think are sound.
Item 103, " to cultivate and care for the gardens and grounds of

the Department of Agriculture in the city of Washington." Under
this item we maintain and care for the grounds of the department
in Washington, maintain the greenhouses and propagating houses,

the roads and drives, and the lighting and other features of the

department grounds.
Mr. Lee. There is no change?
Dr. Taylor. No change there.

Item 104, page 97, "for horticultural investigations," covers our

constructed work with the vegetable crops, and the estimates carry

an increase of $30,000 out of a total of $101,940 provided here.

The first item is $10,000 for the technical study necessary in the

investigation of the storage of vegetables. This is being done very

Ifirgely with facilities at Arlington Farm, where accurate control of

temperature in storage rooms is now possible. It involves the main-
tenance and operation of the experimental storage plant. It covers the
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whole question of the study of the effects of temperature upon vege-

tables to be stored for varying lengths of time—potatoes, celery, let-

tuce, and cabbage—the important staple vegetable crops.

The second item (on page 98 you will find it; is for Irish potato
investigation, which is one of the most important vegetable projects,

as this is our most important vegetable crop. It includes the im-
provement of Irish potato varieties, and especially under this in-

crease it is desired to undertake farm practice studies in the produc-
tion of potatoes, which have not yet been attacked.

The Chairman. What do you mean by farm practice studies?

Dr. Taylor. The determination of the best cultural practices iii

the important commercial potato producing regions of the country.
They ai:ffer very greatly, depending upon the purpose for which the
potatoes are grown, whether they dig them early, as in the South
and in the Norfolk region, or for late crops and storage, as in Maine
aud Minnesota, Idaho, and Colorado; whether under a humid cli-

matic agriculture or under irrigation agriculture, or on land re-

claimed by drainage, as is California.

Under (c) $5,000 for truck crop improvement. This applies to

the existing project, which involves primarily the breeding of im-
proved varieties of vegetables, of which we have considerable work
under way but for which the increased cost of carrying on the work
requires an enlargement of the fund.
The fourth item, $5,000 for bulb-culture work, is to enable us to

carry forward with full efficiency the very important bulb-culture
work that is under way. If we are to reduce to a minimum the risk

of the introduction of plant diseases from foreign countries, we must
expect to provide our own supplies of these things, for which we
now rely mainly upon foreign countries.

Mr. Lee. Holland, especially?

Dr. Tatlor. Holland, especially. This work is well started. Ifc

has reached a stage where we are confident that large commercial
results can be obtained from it.

Mr. Candler. We then can furnish our own bulbs, and not have
to resort to importing them ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir. We can see the practical certainty of that
possibility now with respect to narcissus and tulip. Hyacinths are

rather further along and more difficult, but we believe it can be done
and that the time is ripe for vigorous attack upon that problem.
Mr. Candler. We have been getting them heretofore from Hol-

land?
Dr. Taylor. Largely from Holland, but to some extent from Bel-

gium and England.
Mr. Lee. The few bulbs that we distributed this year, were they

foreign ?

Dr. Taylor. The congressional distribution this year of narcissus

and tulip was, I believe, entirely from our bulb garden at Belling-

ham. Wash., which is the basis of this work.
The Chairman. The largest part ol the bulb work is to be carried

on at Bellingham, Wash.?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, at Bellingham. Some work is needed also some-

where in the Middle Atlantic region.

The Chairman. Some are grown in California and some in Wash-
ington ?
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t)r. Taylor. A little in California.

The Chairman. Have you farms there ?

Dr. Taylor. No. In California we are cooperating merely with
growers who are experimenting on their own account.

The Chairman. What are you doing at Bellingham ?

Dr. Taylor. At Bellingham we have a piece of land, a plant-intro-

duction garden, which we are asking you to authorize the Govern-
ment to accept as a gift in order to get the title.

The Chairman. That has never been accepted. The matter was
brpught up two or three years ago. You have no authoritv to ac-

cept it?

Dr. Taylor. No, sjir.

Mr. Anderson. When it was brought up before, as I recall it, there
was some sort of a string attached to it.

Dr. Taylor. You were of the opinion, Mr. Anderson, that we could
not accept it legally. I was of the opinion that we could, and I
based that upon a ruling of a former Attorney General under which
we had operated for a number of years ; we put it up again to the
Department of Justice, and they supported you and turned us down.
Mr. Anderson. I knew there was something about it that stuck in

my mind, but just what it was I could not remember, but my impres-

sion was that there was some condition attached to it at the time.

Mr. Candler. They state now that the department is assured that

they will give the land to them without any strings.

Dr. Taylor. The whole question of titles is being worked out now.
Mr. Candler. At Bellingham you have 60 acres?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir. We will reach that in a feAV moments in ihd

^plailt-introducing paragraph.
Item 105, page 99, is a new item.

The Chairman. That is for " investigating methods of propagat-
ing fruit trees, ornamental and other plants, the study of stocks used

in propagating such plants, methods of growing stocks," etc.

Dr. Taylor. The special point of this is the development in this

country of a home supply of those nursery stocks, both fruit and
ornamental, which we have heretofore imported, from Europe very

largely, such imports have been a continual source of introduction

of disease, which it has been found necessary to quarantine against

to a considerable extent, so that the country as it stands is at the part-

ing of the ways. Either we must produce our own nursery stock or

go without, or relax our care with respect to these diseases. We
believe this is the practical way.
Mr. Candler. Under present restrictions, they do not like to ship

the material over here and then have it sent back?
Dr. Taylor. Certain things they can not ship, certain things that

are considered dangerous; certain others can be imported under re-

strictions, which is awkward and disagreeable for them to meet in

many instances, but we are convinced that we can produce the apple,

pear, plum, and cherry seedlings that we are importing by the

millions from Europe and that we can produce the stocks upon which
our nursery industry rests generally. The nursery industry of the

country appealed to the department to undertake this work, and we
have given it thorough consideration and believe it should be done.

Mr. Anderson. It is almost absolutely necessary that it should be

done if you are to maintain your present restrictions, is it not?
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Dr. Taylor. I think so; and the restrictions, as they stand, are

conservative and necessary. Tlie appropriations like those for citrus

canker and blister rust, which you gentlemen have had to make, are

the result of unrestricted importation of that class of material.

Mr. Candleb. So, really, the prosperity of our nursery stock in the

future depends absolutely on something of that kind being done,

then?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. Lee. It ought to be done anyway.
Mr. Candler. We ought to produce our own trees and not have to

haul them clear across the waters.

Mr. Anderson. May I ask you, Dr. Taylor, how extensively are

nursery stocks of this sort now propagated in private nurseries in

this country?
Dr. Taylor. Considerable quantities of apple seedlings are grown,

chiefly in KansaSj mainly from imported seeds. Very small quanti-

ties of pear seedlings are grown, practically entirely from imported
seed. Some Mazzard and Mahalet cherry seedlings are grown, but
by far the larger part of the quantity required by our nurserymen is

imported in the form of seedling stocks.

Mr. Anderson. Is it not profitable to nurserymen to grow these
stocks, or whatever you call them, or have they not the requisite

knowledge or the information about them ?

Dr. Taylor. No one yet knows just how to do it with certainty.

In some years an excellent quality of apple seedings results in others
an inferior quality. The industry has been a comparatively closed
one in western Europe for the rest of the world, and we think the time
has come to change that situation.

Mr. Anderson. I am just wondering whether it was a matter of
being commercially unprofitable or simply a matter of lack of infor-

mation and experience.

Dr. Taylor. In the past there has not been so much incentive

because the stocks have come in at low prices. The present prices are

up to eight to ten times the prewar normal, and the disorganization of
the industry in Europe by the war is such that it can not be expected
to get back to prewar normal in Europe for a number of years.

The Chairman. When they return to nonnal conditions, then
what?

Dr. Taylor. We believe we can grow these as well and as cheaply
here as they can.

The Chairman. The nurserymen claim that they could be bought
for less than they could be produced.
Dr. Taylor. That was true in the prewar time.

Mr. RuBEY. We have in Missouri a fruit experimental station

located in my district. I do not know just the character of the work
there, how much and how good work it is. Then we have a number
of large nurseries in Missouri, and I know that they have developed
some splendid apples. You take the Stark's Delicious that you can
buy down here on the street. It is the best apple you can bUy in

Washington.
Mr. Lee. Two for a quarter.

Mr. RuBEY. Ten cents apiece and in some instances two for a

quarter. I know they are doing a whole lot of good work in this

investigation in Missouri.
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Dr. Taylor. Our nurserymen are growing fine fruit trees, but they
are growing them on stocks that were sprouted in France.
Mr. EuBEY. This Stark's Delicious was budded up and the apple

produced out in Missouri.
Dr. Taylor. The original tree was from Iowa, but Stark got hold

of it and proved it up and disseminated it in a very effective way,
and it has become an important commercial variety.

Mr. EuBEY. It is so good that I want to hold it for Missouri if

I can, you know.
Dr. Taylor. It has succeeded.
The Chairman. I have a communication from Congressman Gould

of New York, relating to this item, which, without objection, will be
inserted in the record. The committee has granted Mr. Gould a hear-
ing on his bill-—or in connection with this item—at a later date.

There are a number of other communications on this item which are

before the committee for its consideration.

(The letter referred to follows:)
House of R^pebsentatives,

Washington, D. C, December 12, 1919.

Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen,
Committee on Agnculture, House of Representatives,

Washington, D. C.

My Dear Mk. Haugen : Referring to your letter of December 4, in re H. R.
5939, introduced by me providing for the experimenting of nursery stocli, I

would respectfully call to your attention the item which appears on page 241
of the annual Book of Estimates for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921 (H.

Doc. No. 411, 2d sess, 66th Cong.), under the heading Bureau of Plant In-

dustry, Department of Agriculture, reading as follows

:

" For investigating methods of propagating fruit trees, ornamental and other

plants, the study of stocks used in propagating such plants, methods of grow-
ing stocks, the establishment and maintenance of mother orchards or planta-

tions for the purpose of providing American sources of stocks, cuttings, or
. other propagating materials, $30,000."

This item Is for carrying out the same provisions as are included in H. R.

5939, and, as this matter is of vital importance to the country, and especially

those interested in the nursery business, I hope that the Committee on Agri-

culture can see its way clear to adopting the recommendation of the depart-

ment.
Yours, very truly,

N. J. Gould.

(Statements made on this item on January 7 and 8 are inserted

at this point.)

The Chairman. We will be pleased to hear you in reference to

item No. 105, Mr. Watson.

STATEMENT OF MR. JOHN WATSON, OF PRINCETON, N. J., SECRE-
TARY OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF NURSERYMEN.

Mr. Watson. Mr. Chairman, I am secretary of the same asso-

ciation of which Mr. Moon is president, the American Association

of Nurserymen, and I want to say just a few words to you about

paragraph 105, on page 99. That relates to an appropriation of

$30,000 for investigating fruit-tree seedlings and ornamental stocks,

with a view to seeing whether we can produce in this country, in

sufficient quantity, a suitable quality of things for which we have

heretofore depended on Europe and other parts of the world.

If I take up your time telling you about things with which you

are already familiar, I wil be glad if you will just interrupt me; but
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the nursery business secures its raw material, as you may know, from
different parts of the world. For example, the greater part of the
fruit-tree seedlings have always been imported from France. And
when I say they come from France, I do not wish you to understand
that they come from all parts of France. There are very limited
areas in France which grow particularly good seedlings. Those
areas are almost all located in the Loire River Valley, and especially
around Angers and Orleans, and they have stocks that have pecu-
liarities of their own in the quality of those fruit-tree seedlings.

For example, Ussy grows some very good Mahaleb cherry seedlings,

but the very best apple and pear seedlings grown in the world come
from Angers and from a very limited area around there. The same
is true of ornamental stocks. For example, our azaleas, formerly
imported from Belgium, came from near Ghent and they were grown
there in very small areas at Mierelbeke and Loochristy, just east and
southeast of Ghent. It seems that every plant finds, in some part of

the world, the peculiarly favorable conditions that make it grow
better there than anywhere else.

Now, effective in June of last year. Order No. 37, to which Mr.
Moon has referred, was put into effect. That was made necessary
on account of the insects and pests and plant diseases which we
had acquired along with imported plant material and in other

ways from abroad. That quarantine was limited to the ornamentals.
Practically all of the ornamentals were excluded, but fruit-tree seed-

lings are still permitted entry. Unfortunately, that does not help
us very much. It is true that just now the supplies of fruit-tree

seedlings in France are very limited, due to the war conditions.

At the same time we nurserymen in this country, who are perfectly

willing to buy those fruit-tree seedlings, find ourselves up against

this very practical difficulty: That the foreign nurserymen tell us
since we will not permit them to sell us ornamentals, they will not
permit us to buy their fruit-tree seedlings, which they know we
need far more than we need ormanental stocks.

That statement has been challenged, but the facts remain as they

are. Last September there was an international horticultural trade
conference held in Paris, where the French, Belgians, English, and
the Hollanders met, and, among other things, they considered this

prohibition order of ours shutting out their ornamentals but per-

mitting them to ship fruit-tree seedlings. While no formal action,

as far as we nurserymen can hear, was taken at that conference, and
while it was not referred to in the published reports except in a

very general way, still we feel the effect of something—not because

all of the French and English nurserymen are in a combination
that they refuse us their fruit-tree seedlings (I could not say that,

because it is not within my knowledge) ^-but it is within my knowl-
edge that some of the French nurserymen have, at least in writing
to their customers here, refused to sell fruit-tree seedlings which
we know they have, and we also know the nurserymen in England,
New Zealand, and Australia have been able to buy the seedlings

they have, and what we can not buy.

Now, we have grown a good many fruit-tree seedlings in this coun-

try, particularly m Kansas, in the Kaw Valley, near Topeka
;
particu-

larly at Silver Lake and Eossville. Following the same rules that
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apply in France, these areas are very limited. And while we have
grown a good many apple seedlings, I think any practical nursery-

man, especially in this part of the country, or outside of the extreme
south and the extreme west, will say they can not compare in quality

with the apple seedlings we have imported from France in the past.

The French apple seedlings and French pear seedlings give better

results in the nursery, and orchardists of age and long experience say

they produce more prodiictive and longer-lived trees in the orchard.

Now we have this difficulty with regard to our apple seedlings,

that while it is possible we may, with fairly satisfa-ctory results,

get along with the same quality of seedlings that we have grown in

this country in the past, yet we are dependent, as this paragraph
says, on foreign countries for pear seedlings. We grow some pear
seedlings in this country. They are all Japanese pear seedlmgs.
They are suitable only for a certain class of pear trees, such as the

Keiffer, Garber, and other hybrids, but are not suitable for budding
with the Bartlett, Seckel, Clapp's Favorite, and the class we call

French pears.

And while we grow apple seedlings in this country, yet we have
to import the apple seed. There is some seed gathered in Vermont
from the cider mills there, but it is not satisfactory; it does not

give satisfactory results. We have imported the French crab-apple

seed ; and the cherry and plum seeds we have largely imported from
France, and they have come from northern Italy and parts of the

former Austrian Empire. Our seedling supply, then, is dependent

on foreign seeds, and foreign seeds are subject to control of the

same people who have been and are able now on the other side to

control the seedling market. So it is necessary for us to grow our

own seedlings in this country, and it is necessary also for us to

grow mother orchards to supply the fruit from which we will get

the seeds.

This is a small amount, and you may ask, " Well, Avhy don't the

nuserymen, with this market, in which they have now a monopoly

—

why don't they grow these seedlings themselves, without asking for

Federal aid ? " But it is a business that is highly technical. The
expense is very great, the returns are uncertain, and it is not a safe

thing to depend upon nor reasonable to ask the nurserymen to do.

In almost anything else, if there is a great demand for something,

a manufacturer may get out and invent something, and he makes it

and sells it; but there are no such things as patents or protected

trade-marks in the nursery business. The nurseryman might suc-

ceed after many years in producing some new strains of seedlmgs

that would be very good and would be very profitable, but he could

not get anything like an adequate return on his investment, and it

seems very natural, it is something for which the nursery trade has

to depend on the department. It is true our association represents

only 400 nurserymen, but is represents a majority of the acreage and

a majority of the turnover in the industry, and, as far as this item

is concerned, what it purposes doing is not so much in the interest

of the nursery business—^because as far as that is concerned we can

grow something else; we can grow coleus, geraniums, and tomato

plants—^but it is the future of American orchards; it is an item of

food and a healthful food. It is of far more interest to the orchard-
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ists of the country and to the consumers of fruit than it is to the
nurserymen.
Now, that is a short general statement of what I consider the situ-

ation and the need for this, and I shall be very glad to answer any
questions you have to ask me.
The Chairman. You are asking for $30,000 for this work ?

Mr. Harrison. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have told of the need and de-
sirability of it. Can you give us some idea of how you think it

would be carried on?
Mr. Watson. I think the representatives of the Department of

Agriculture can answer that better than I can. The item makes it

available to the Department of Agriculture. The department, in a
very small way, some years ago began experiments. Dr. Taylor, for
example, has some very interesting pear seedlings that appear to be
entirely different from anything we have seen before.

Mr. Jones. Has this request been made before, within your knowl-
edge?
Mr. Watson. No; it never has, because the importance of it has

never been so urgent or immediate before.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. This item provides:

For investigating methods of propagating fruit trees, ornamental and other
plants, the study of stock used in propagating such plants, methods of growing
stocks, the establishment and maintenance of mother orchards or plantations
for the pui-pose of providing American sources of stocks.

And so forth Do you understand that it would be, or the course
that would naturally be followed would be, that the department
would acquire land for a lot of orchards throughout the country, in

different climates and having different characters of soil, etc., to
carry on these experiments?
Mr. Watson. Not extensively, with the idea of producing seed-

lings or stocks in great quantity. Certainly not orchards for pro-
ducing the fruit; but sufficient to carry out these tests to produce a
stock from which a start can be made in growing stocks, say, apple
stocks, from layers or orchards of seedlings to produce seeds.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are you right about that? This
says for the establishment and maintenance of mother orchards or
plantations for the purpose of providing American sources of stock.

Now, it is not an experiment ; it is not for the purpose of trying out
these things and establishing the facts ; it is for the purpose of sup-

plying and providing the American sources of stock.

Mr. Harrison. Would you rather have Dr. Taylor or Prof. Cor-
bett, who will direct the work, tell you just what they propose to do
and what the item means ? They are here.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I expect this gentleman can tell

me what they expect to be done.
. Mr. Jones. He does not represent the Government.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I do not care who does it.

Mr. EuBEY. What are the States doing in their fruit experimental
stations along these lines? We have in a number of States fruit

experiment stations. I have one in my State, in my district. They
have over 100 acres. And it has occurred to me that they ought to

be doing this kind of work.
Mr. Watson. I can not speak of that.
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Mr. Etjbet. Probably Dr. Taylor can tell us, or some member of
the department. I thought you might know.
Mr. Watson. The States have been largely interested in varieties

of fruits. We have been so sure of a continuance of these foreign
sources of supply of seedlings that to date very little has been done'
in the way of producing seedlings over here ; but I .am sure all that
has been done has been done in the department here in Washington
and very largely under Dr. Taylor's direction, and particularly with
re^rd to these pear seedlings that I mentiond.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Watson. We will hear Dr. Tay-

lor in reference to this item, now.

TURTHER STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM A. TAYLOR, CHIEF OF
THE BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRI-
CULTURE.

Dr. Taylor. Mr. Chairman, you may recall there was a brief

•discussion of this item at the Bureau of Plant Industry hearing,
iind alt the risk of repeating some of the matter already in the
transcript there I will say specifically, in response to Mr. McLaugh-
lin's question, that this need probably will arise, namely, that of
assisting nurserymen and fruit growers in establishing orchards
for the production of seeds, as distinguished from fruit for eating

—

seed suitable for the production of these stocks. For some of these
orchards it is contemplated suitable conditions will be found in

areas of unforested land in certain of the eastern forest reservations

;

ior example, where plots can be established to produce steady sup-
plies of seeds suitable for the production of these stocks. That is

merely one incident in the mother-orchard feature.

I may say at the present time one almost untested Oriental pear
species, which is promising as a stock, is being established in orchard
form by a New York nursery, with a view to producing a supply
of seed for the use of that nursery in the growing of pear stock of

the Oriental types.

Now, this whole question, while the acute exigency is a joint result

-of the war and the quarantine which has been described by Mr.
Watson, is considerably broader in its ultimate effect on the Ameri-
can orchard industry than has been indicated. As a ma,tter of fact,

we do not know as pomologists, as fruit growers, any more than the

nurserymen do, that we have in use the stocks which are best adapted

to the important orchard districts in this country. We are growing
orchards under a tremendously wide range of soil and climatic

conditions. We do know these Ftench apple seedling stocks are not

safe for the extreme north and portions of the Great Plains. We do

know that* in Minnesota and in the Dalrotas it is necessary to get a

hardier apple stock, because the trees kill out in a hard winter, per-

liaps after they have stood and grown thriftily for 8, 10, ,or 15

years. We do know in the case of the pear there are dif-

ferences of congeniality between the standard fruiting' varieties

like the Bartlett, Seckel, and other high-quality standard sorts, and

the European and Oriental types of seedlings which so far are in

use in the nurseries.

The item proposes an experimental attack upon the fundamentals
of this question of the adaptability of these stocks, with resulting
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constructive assistance to the nursery and orchard industry in the
pi'oduction of home-gfroWn stocks for the future. Part of the exi-

gency to which Mr. Watson has referred, with respect to the sources

of supply of seed and of stocks from the European continent, at

present is due to a very light crop of fruit in the cider apple and
pear orchards of western Europe in 1917.

While investigating the agricultural conditions there in Septem-
her of 1917, we found hardly a hatful of fruit on the trees of those

orchards which are relied on to produce the bulk of the seed for
growing these seedlings. A year of shortage like that is as likely to

occur during a time of peace as it is during a time of war, and our
industry ought not to be subjected to a foreign-crop failure of that

kind in the future. It will pinch our fruit growers this year, be-

cause there is no way of procuring substitutes for these that are
satisfactory or of replacing that seed and those stocks immediately.
But the proposal is, gentlemen, that we protect our country in so far
as the risk of the introduction of these destructive and expensive
tree and plant diseases are concerned, like the chestnut blight, the
white-pine blister rust, and the citrus canker, all of which have come
in on nursery stock at one time or another and on which we have
spent hundreds of thousands of dollars in combating, and to now
protect our country against the possibility of such introductions in

the future, not merely by excluding the nursery stock which has
brought them heretofore, but by assisting our nurserymen and fruit

growers in developing a home supply, so it will not be necessary
to take any unreasonable chances of the introduction of such dis-

eases. I believe it can be done.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I asked a question about the mean-

ing of this section 105. It is one thing to cooperate with the nursery-
men and to make investigations ; it is another thing to establish and
maintain mother orchards for the purpose of providing American
sources of stock. That may be a permanent proposition involving
the purchase of land, the planting of orchards, and the caring for
them and carrying on all the business in connection with the produc-
ing of the seeds, cuttings, etc.

Dr. Tatloe. I would say that what is in the mind of the depart-
ment with regard to the work to be done under this language, Mr.
McLaughlin, does not involve the purchase of land or the establish-

ing of orchards other than possibly small orchards on Government-
owned lands, such as in the eastern forest reserves, where there may
be land suitable and merely requiring the planting under favorable
fruiting conditions ; because the thing which will be essential in this

provision of seed will be regularity of production, and no purchase
of land or the establishing of Government-owned orchards, other
than might be incidental to the plant production gardens already
established or suitable places that could be found on the forest re-

serves, is contemplated.
Mr. Anderson. It strikes me that one of the things to be avoided

here is the establishment of a sort of governmental agency on which
everybody is going to depend for certain fundamental seed stocks.

If the Government is going to undertake this proposition and gives
everybody to understand it is going t do it, we very soon will find
ourselves in the position of a worse shortage than we have now.-
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Dr. Taylor. That is not at all in the mind of the department
workers who have the matter in hand. What probably will result

will be this : As in the case I have already cited, as soon as a variety

or strain is demonstrated to be suitable, to fit the climatic and soil

requirements of an important orchard region, speaking of fruit-tree

stocks, commercial concerns will take hold and provide their own
supply in order to have it just as this New York concern is now
doing with this recently introduced oriental pear stock. It would,
I think, be entirely out of the question (so far as my personal opin-
ion is concerned, it would be inadvisable) for the Government to

undertake to provide these supplies required by the nurserymen

;

and I do not think the nurserymen would welcome that, knowing
what their competitive feeling is with respect to each other.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It was inadvisable to draft the
section as it is drafted, was it not, because it would permit that and
directly call for it?

Dr. Tatloe. It is possible this wording might be consti'ued as we
have not construed it, as a source of commercial supply, but that
was not our intention.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. This says:

The establishment and maintenance of mother orchards or plantations for
the purpose of providing American sources of stocks.

Dr. Tatloe. As I have stated, what we had in mind there was
these small nuclei of production.
Mr. Tincher. Doctor, as I understand you, with this $30,000 ap-

propriated, there would be six new officers created as enumerated at

the bottom of page 99.

Dr. Taylor. The ei^timate is that th3re will be six people required.

Mr. Tincher. That will be six new men going to work for the
Government.
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. Tincher. Then the size of this appropriation for next year
would depend upon the efficiency of these men, and like any Govern-
ment investigating branch that would probably grow according to

their efficiency in their lines ; is that right ?

Dr. Taylor. Subject to determination by Congress.
Mr. Tincher. And we may reasonably expect if the propagators

ave up to snuif that by 1925 we Avill be called upon for $500,000 on
this item if history repeats itself with reference to other items in

this department.
Dr. Taylor. Certainly not, unless the results of the work shall so

convince you gentlemen that you feel compelled to appropriate that
amount of money for it.

Mr. Anderson. This is spoken of as an emergency proposition,
yet I predict that it is not the meaning of the department fhat it is

an emergency proposition in the sense of being temporary.
Dr. Taylor. No, sir. The emergency feature of this is Ihe parting

of the ways which we face, as Mr. T'^atson has indicated, with re-

spect to our supplies of propagating stocks.

Mr. Anderson. It would be in contemplation by the department,
I take it, that if the amount which is now suggested is going to be
anything like adequate when the proposition is developed, I as-

sume that you are going to proceed rather slowly. You will be-
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gin, probably, only investigational lines. You will not need very
many men on that ?

Dr. Tayloe. Yes, sir.

Mr. Ajsidekson. But if you ever take up this proposition of es-

tablishing those nuclei, as you call them, the proposition is going
to be very much, ^'ery nuich larger than it is indicated by the amount
now? .

Dr. Taylor. jS^ot necessarily, I think, Mr. Anderson. It would
not be in our minds that that would be true. I do not understand
that the nursery trade would be inclined to leave to the Government
the production and, therefore, the control of these essential mate-
rials after the way is blazed out so that they know how to proceed.

Mr. Anderson. I think the committee are really entitled to a

fairly reasonable prospect of what it is going to be expected to

do in the future in a new item of this sort. I do not think it is

quite fair to the committee to start, out with an appropriaion of

$30,000 if it is reasonably contemplated that that item is going to

be very much enlarged without telling us so.

Dr. Taylor. I do not think it is. I have no reason to expect that

this item would develop commercial features or develop a large ex-

penditure any more than the fairly comparble items in the Bureau
of Plant Industry with respect to lines of crop work, except in

cases Avljere control of epidemics has become necessary.

Mr. Anderson. You are going to establish a number of orchards.
In our experience that means buildings for the equipment, buildings

for the animals, buildings for the employees, buildings for the super-

intendent, and everything of that sort. That has been the history

of the establishment of these things from the very beginning. If

that is what is going to be done in the future, we want to knpw it.

kSo far as I am concerned, if I thought this was a good proposition,

I would not be deterred by the amount of money necessary to do
it. 1 want to know in advance, if I may, what we are going to be

expected to do if we start this thing.

Dr. Taylor. Possibly the reference to orchards has given it an
aspect of magnitude which is undue. Such orchards or plantations

would consist merely of trees planted and given the ordinary cul-

tural treatment, including harvesting the crop and not requiring
continuous experimentation, such as we do find necessary in plot
work. That work would be clone, part of it, at Arlington Farm,
part of it at the garden at Chico, Calif., already established and
already equipped with buildings under conditions suitable.

Mr. Anderson. I understand that part of it.

Dr. Taylor. We do not contemplate the establishing of separate
stations involving the erection of buildings or the purchase of land
in connection with this Avork.

Mr. Anderson. You do not contemplate it, but you ought to, if I
have a correct view of the proposition in my own mind. As I un-
derstand, what you propose to do is after you have experimentally
established the value of the stock you propose to go ahead and grow
that in sufficient quantity, at least, and furnish it to a considerable
number of the nurserymen over the country for propagation by
them.

Dr. Taylor. Yes; to give them a start.
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Mr. Anderson. That is not a very small undertaking, considering-

the magnitude of the industry and variety of conditions under which,

this stuff must be grown. Consequently, I take it that these orchards
which you are going to establish out in the various reserves somewhere
will not be so small but that they will have to have men working out
there, and our experience has been when you put men out in the for-

est reserves they can not live in tents. They have to be housed and
everything of that sort. I do not believe you could properly start a.

proposition of this kind and carry it out with any such appropriation
as you propose here in the beginning of it, that you will get any-
where on the major plan.

Dr. Taylor. It is our judgment that we can.

Mr. Anderson. Your judgment is probably better than mine.
Dr. Tatlor. It is our expectation that we will if this appropria-

tion is available.

Mr. Anderson. I am willing to say this much, that I think your
bureau gets about as much done with its little money as any of them.

Dr. Taylor. Thank you, sir. We endeavor to get full value for
every cent that we spend on the public work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska. I am like Mr. Anderson, Dr. Tay-

lor ; I hesitate to even make a suggestion to you as to how you should
carry on your work, but it occurred to me that if you take these forest

areas and cultivate them and grow these trees and different kinds of
stock and those places may be found suitable localities for growing-
it, unless the Government goes into those places on a large scale, it

will be necessary for the private interests to acquire similar lands;

and to do their work under similar conditions. Why would it not
be better to cooperate with the nurseries already established and to
assist and advise them in this kind of work where their plants are

located tind their locations may be found suitable under such methods--

as you would find proper and then they could do their own work on
their own plants, and not be dependent upon the Government nor
would it be necessary for them to acquire great areas away off in that

far western country to carry on their work.
Dr. Taylor. That goes without saying in our minds, Mr. McLaugh-

lin, that there will be cooperation, as there is now, with every feature

that we have under way that touches this problem at all. We must
probably face this situation, that many of the nurseries are located'

in territory which is not good fruit-growing territory. It is excellent

propagating territory but not good orchard territory, so that in so far

as seed supply is concerned any plan for the future must rest on
certainty of annual production of crops of seed. That is one incident

in this. Just as soon, for example, as a stock in our tests develops

promise, our idea is to place that with the nurserymen for commer-
cial test and just as quickly as it is demonstrated that it is commer-
cially practicable turn it loose, and we feeLthat they will take care-

of it. We do not anticipate that this is going to develop any great

paternalistic activity which will do things for the nurserymen which
they properly should do for themselves, but that it shall, in the inter-

ests of the fruit industry and of the general public in its use of orna-

mentals point the way which the commercial interests can safely

follow.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Suppose it is developed in these-

areas that you select that the work can be profitably carried on. The
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nurserymen, however, each one having his own plant, would not
acquire property out there and go into business out there until he-

was satisfied that his own location was unsuitable. He would want,
to have it determined that his own property was not suitable before-

he would give up his location or acquire property elsewhere for that,

purpose. Is that true?

Dr. Tatloe. In general, he knows whether apples, for example, are
a regular crop where his nursery is. Many of the best nurseries are-

located where apples do not bear regularly because of untimely
spring frosts, yet the growing season conditions and soil are admir-
ably suited to the growth of nursery stock. Of course, it is a very
complicated question—one of the most complicated in plant produc-
tion—^because it involves very intensive horticultural activity and in-

volves heavy expenditures per acre of land.

Mr. Jones. This, is a new item.

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. Has the department ever made request for this be-
fore?

Dr. Tatloe. No, sir.

Mr. Jones. What condition has arisen that justifies it at this

particular time under stress of these times when no new appropria-
tions are to be made ?

Dr. Tatloe. A realization of this fact, that so long as we rely

upon the bringing in of nursery material from foreign countries

we risk the bringing in of destructive plant diseases.

Mr. Jones. But you brought them in last year, did you not?
Dr. Tatlor. No, sir. Diseases have come in in the past that we

are now fighting. Congress authorized quarantines against such
stock as is likely to bring disease.

Mr. Jones. Yes; I appreciate that.

Dr. Tatloe. On which the quarantine was laid and is in effect.

Mr. Jones. Is there any other appropriation so these things would
be taken care of?

Dr. Tatloe. No, sir; not under the investigational items having'
to do with this feature. It is a new item; it is a constructive for-

ward-looking item brought forward now because • we face .this

particular emergency and we feel it should be dealt with squarely
and effectively.

Mr. Etjbet. Are the State experimental stations doing anything
along this line?

Dr. Tatloe. The State of California is doing some work on
stocks for citrus fruits which they have in recent years found to

be a very important thing that has been neglected. No other State,

so far as I know, is at work upon it.

Mr. Eubet. Is it not possible for the States to make these ex-

perimental stations and do this work?
Dr. Tatloe. Of course, quite a little of this can be done in co-

operation with those stations, but no State has a sufficient nursery
investment or a sufficient degree of control to encourage it to go
forward. That seems to be the reason.

Mr. Eubet. Do you know how many fruit experimental stations

are maiintained by the respective States ?
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Dr. Tatlor. Distinctly as fruit experimental stations, I think
only Missouri and California, though several of the States have
substations for work upon fruit along with other things in which
fruit work is incidental.

The Chairman. Are there any other questions? Doctor, we are

very much obliged to you.

Thursday, January S, 1920.

The Chairman. We have with us this morning Congressman
Gould, who desires to address the committee on H. R. 5939, intro-

duced by him, which is similar to item 105, which we have considered.

We will be glad to hear from you, Mr. Gould.

STATEMENT OF HON. N. J. GOULD, A KEPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

Mr. Gould. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I want
to take a few minutes of your time in connection with the item on
page 241 of the annual Book of Estimates, $30,000, which covers a
request for an appropriation along the lines of a bill which I intro-

duced recently, H. R. 5939.

I would like to file with the committee a letter from the Secre-

taxy of Agriculture in regard to th^.peed for the appropriation,

which would enable the department to start the work of propagating
seeds, and it would seem as if it would be probably better if the com-
mittee does not decide to include the item in the appropriation bill,

but might rather be inclined to give consideration to the bill itsell,

to change the title to read as follows

:

To provide for the Investigation of stocks for use in propagating fruit, nut,'

and ornamental trees and other plants, and the development of methods of

producing and handling such stocks.

With the permission of the chairman, I would like to file with the

committee and put in the record this letter from the Secretary of

Agriculture.

The Chairman. Without objection, it will be so ordered.

(The letter referred to follows:)

Department of Agriculture,
Washington, August 2, 1919.

Hon. NoKMAN J. Gould,
House of Representatives.

Dear Me. Gould : In accordance with your request, the department has

given very careful consideration to the bill H. R. 5939, providing for experi-

mental Investigations relating to the stocks upon which to propagate fruit,

nut, and ornamental trees, and other plants.

The importance to the nursery and fruit industries of this country of the
investigations proposed by the bill can hardly be overestimated. The founda-
tion of our apple, pear, peach, plum, cherry, citrus, and other fruit industries
IP the stocks on which the trees are budded or grafted. These stocks are, in

kirge part, seedlings grown from seeds obtained from various sources. In
case of the apple, pear, cherry, and in part the plum, the sources of seed sup-
ply are almost entirely in foreign countries, particularly those of continental
Europe and the Orient. While stocks of all these kinds are grown to some
extent In this country, they are produced largely from imported seeds, there
being no suitable and adequate sources of supply of such seeds in the United
States. Furthermore, large quantities of seedling stocks, in addition to those
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grown in this country from imported seeds, are Imported. More than 20,000,-

000 apple stocks alone, as well as many other kinds, were imported in 1916
before the trade was seriously interrupted by war conditions. In the case of
citrus stocks, peaches, some plums, and other kinds, there are domestic sources
of seeds which are fairly adequate to our present needs.

In view of the danger of a failure of supply through interference with pro-
duction in foreign countries, such as recently has been experienced, the neces-

sity of developing domestic sources has become very clearly apparent during
the past two years.

Still more important at the present time is the determination, through experi-

mentation and study, of the kinds of stocks best adapted to the different cli-

matic, soil, and other environmental conditions in which our tree fruits are
being planted. AVhile such fruits as the apple, peach, pear, pUim, and cherry
are grown under widely varying conditions, and require very careful selection

of varieties for fruiting, our nurserymen, with comparatively few exceptions,
are propagating these trees on single kinds of stocks, because these can be
secured, without reference to their actual adaptability to different parts of
Ihe country. This situation with respect to the durability of our orchards is

due to the lack of available information regarding the stock requirements of
the different regions.

In the case of the apple, the fact that the French crab stock is well adapted
to European conditions, and fairly so to the soil and climatic conditions found
in our Northeastern States, is not at all indicative that it is the best stock
for propagating apple trees to be planted in the mountain regions of North Caro-
lina and Georgia, in the Middle West, in the Great Plains, or on the Pacific

coast. In fact, there is very strong indication that no single apple stock is

suitable for planting throughout our important apple districts. As such
orchards, when planted, are intended to endure for from 25 to 100 years or
more, the question of the suitability of the stock is one of great importance
to the farmer and to the commercial fruit grower. What is true of the apple
is, to a considerable extent, true of most of the other tree fruits.

The necessity of restricting, under the Federal plant quarantine act, the
importation of much of the nursery stock and other closely allied plant mate-
rial brought into the United States in large quantities, in order to prevent
the introduction of additional dangerous insect pests and fungous diseases
which would be destructive to our orchard, forestry, and ornamental tree inter-

ests, gives added emphasis to this matter at the present time.
It is not to be presumed that, in the widely varied conditions both as to soil

and climate obtaining in different parts of the country, there are not places
where it will be possible to grow stocks having all the desirable qualities, from
the standpoint of the nurseryman and the orchardist, of the stocks now im-
ported. The determination of proper methods of culture and of handling the
stocks may contribute as much to their quality and value as the conditions of
the region in which they are grown. The problem involves, therefore, not only
the determination of the regions where suitable conditions exist but also the
development of methods of producing and handling stocks.

Some of the more conspicuous features of the fruit-tree stock problem may
be summarized as follows

:

1. To determine, through investigation, the best kinds of stocks for the differ-

ent fruits when planted under different climatic, soil, and other conditions.

2. To determine the conditions, soil, climatic and other, best suited to the

growing of such stocks.

3. To determine the best methods of growing and handling these stocks under
American conditions.

4. To encourage the establishment and maintenance of mother orchards to

serve as sources of domestic supply of fruit-tree stock seeds of the different

kinds.
These problems are Nation-wide in their scope and do not admit of solution

by individual nurserymen or fruit growers, nor can the individual States, work-
ing independently, accomplish the ends in view.

If this department is authorized to undertake such investigations as are

outlined in H. R. 5939, it could undoubtedly, through its existing forces in the
Bureau of Plant Industry, working in cooperation with the State experiment
stations and individual farmers, fruit growers, and nurserymen, make rapid

progress in the direction of safeguarding the stability of our orchard Industry.

The magnitude of the industry is, to some extent, indicated by the fact that the

estimated value of the 1918 crops of apples, peaches, pears, and citrus fruits of

164315—20 30
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the United States was approximately $280,000,000, not talking Into account the
value of the plum, prune^ cherry, and other fruits. TJie conditions afEectlng
the ornamental tree and plant industry are very similar to those of the fruit
Industry.
The sum of $30,000 named In the bill would, if appropriated, make it possible

for the department to undertake these lines of work, to which at present it can
give only incidental attention.

It is suggested that the title of the bill would be more clearly indicative of
its purpose if it were changed to read substantially as follows

:

" To provide for the investigation of stocks for use in propagating fruit, nut,
and ornamental trees and other plants, and the development of methods of pro-
ducing and handling such stocks."

Very truly, yours,
D. F. Houston. Secretary.

Mr. Gould. In general, and to be brief, I might say that through-
out the central part of New York State, as you gentlemen undoubt-
edly know, and in many other parts of the country, there are many
concerns engaged in the raising of nursery stock. It developed dur-
ing the war that our stock of seeds was very much depleted ; and also

the fact developed that a great percentage is imported from France
and Belgium. For that reason we were tied up, and to-day the con-

dition of the industry and of those who may want to plant and raise

nursery stocks for sale to those who may wish to have the privilege

of raisiyUg fruit, is very much restricted.

On consultation with the Department of Agriculture I found that

in all probability it would not be a great undertaking, nor exceed-

ingly expensive, if by use of some part of the forest reserve or other

Government-owned land in various parts of the country, we might
have a small appropriation to institute the work of finding what
types of seed, and hardy fruit trees, would be best suited for various

parts of our country, and in that way help in the production of fruit.

For that reason I introduced the bill, as I have stated, and also

have prepared for the committee a partial list of men in various

parts of the country, some of whom I have seen, and from all of

whom I have letters on file ; and I do not think it is quite necessary

to cumber the records with all the correspondence I have, but I can

say that these letters are all along the same lines, and advocate the

benefit which would accrue to the nursery industry and to the fruit

growers of the country if this work might be started.

The Chairman. Who are they ; nursery men, or farmers ?

Mr. Gould. I suppose probably 80 per cent are nurserymen. Some
are farmers. No, they are not 80 per cent of them nurseymen. I

should imagine about half of them are nurserymen, and the balance

are farmers who are engaged in raising fruits; and they cover in

scope Illinois, Pennsylvania, Minnesota, West Virginia, Michigan,

Maryland, Georgia, Iowa, Indiana, Oregon, California Tennessee,

and Texas.
If the committee desires me to do so, I would be glad to read

extracts from some of these letters, outlining the apparent need for

the starting of this work. I have made one or two little notes here.

I have here a letter, for instance, from Houston, Tex., from the

Texas Nursery Co., in which they say as follows

:

The importance of encouraging the development of that branch of horticul-

ture which produces the best stocks for the different sections of our country
is of incalculable value, greatly extending the production of one of the coun-

try's greatest needs not only in overcoming the high cost of living but in pro-

viding more abundantly the most wholesome and delicious articles of food.
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I read from another letter (from Newark, N. Y.)

:

Unless we do get some help from the Agricultural Department very soon
there Is going to be a terrible dearth in tlie supply of a good many of the more
staple kinds of nursery stock, both fruit and nut trees and ornamental trees

and deciduous shrubs as well.

The rest of these letters, Mr. Chairman, are all practically alon^
the same line. They support the contention which I make, that this

country is to-day practically, dependent upon the importation of
seeds from abroad for fruit trees.

The Chairman. Can the growing of nursery stock from seed be
made a success commercially in this country ?

Mr. Gould. I should think so.

The Chairman. To compete with other countries?

Mr. GotTLD. I do not know.
The Chairman. We have never been able to compete with our for-

eign competitors before.

Mr. Gould. As to that I am perfectly frank to say that I have not
the personal knowledge ; but I do know of many nursery concerns in

my part of New York State which have been successful in their busi-

ness, and from that I assume they can compete.
The Chairman. In growing nursery stock?
Mr. Gould. Yes, sir. If the Chairman has no objection, I would

like to file with the committee a few typical letters which I have
here.

The Chairman. Any extracts which you have read from the let-

ters will be included in the printed reports. Is there anything in

addition to that ?

Mr. Gould. There are some parts that I did not give that might
possibly be of interest to the committee.

The Chairman. The committee will be glad to have you file the
letters with it. Thank you very much.

(A list of correspondent's, together with extracts from certain

letters submitted by Mr. Gould are here printed in the record, as

follows:)

Swain Nelson, Glenview, 111.

.1. Edward Moon, Morrisville, Pa.
C. H. Perkins, Newark, N. Y.
J. M. Pitkin, jr., Newark, N. Y.
Wm, Pfaender, jr., Newulm, Minn.
H. W. Miller, Paw Paw, W. Va.
Chas. E. Greening, Monroe, Mich.
Ralph T. Olcott, Rochester, N. Y.
Theodore J. Smith, Geneva, N. Y.
W. M. Scott, Hancock, Md.
L. A. Berckmans, Augusta, Ga.
W. M. Gould, Newark, N. Y.
E. N. Sherman, Charles City, Iowa.
J. L. Pelham, Leesburg, Va.
W. C. Reed, Vlncennes, Ind.

W. M. Pitkin, Rochester, N. Y.
Robt. Pyle, West Grove, Pa.
Geo. T. Powell, Ghent, N. Y.

J. B. Pilkington, Portlang, Oreg.
C. S. Milliken, Los Angeles, Calif.

Thos. A. McBeth, Springfield, Ohio.

R. D. Underwood, Lake City, Minn.
B. B. Drake, Winchester, Tenn.

C. H. Andrews, Faribault, Minn.

C. Sonderegger, Beatrice, Nebr.

J. E. Barnes, Yalesville, Conn.
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We are very glad, indeed, to know that such a bill is being presented, and
sincerely hope that it will be passed. We take the position that since the Gov-
ernment will soon prohibit the importation of fruit-tree stocks, that it should
stand the cost of experimenting and find some place where they can be
grown as well as in France.

Without consulting them, which I have not yet had opportunity to do, I
can not report the views of all the nurserymen who are members of this asso-
ciation, but I can not imagine any reason for any nurseryman opposing the
bill. I can see very many reasons why every nurseryman should favor it.

Order No. 37 of the Federal Horticultural Board prohibits the importation of
the raw materials on which we have depended in the past, with the exception
of fruit-tree seedlings and rose-stocks. The latter have been grown in this
country for a good many years, but we have not been able to duplicate the
favorable conditions of soil and climate which have enabled French growers
to supply a quality that American nurserymen have been willing to import
at prices higher than asked for American seedlings of the same kinds. If,

as some nurserymen think, rose-stocks and fruit-tree seedlings will, after a
time, be added to the list of things excluded, then it is of serious importance
to the nursery and orchard interests of the country, that provisions be made
for producing here raw materials of satisfactory quality. That undertaking
will be necessarily largely experimental and expensive, and it is doubtful that
it will be undertaken by private enterprises. It would seem to be no more than
reasonable for the Government to undertake this wQrk and to demonstrate
ability to grow here the materials formerly imported and now excluded. I

believe that the Federal Horticultural Board and the Bureau of Plant Industry
will heartily support this bill.

^ ^ * * -^ * *

Anyone familiar with all the circumstances and in touch with the situation

will recognize the tremendous importance of this bill, not only to nurserymen
but to the orchardists. During war years there were small supplies of seed-

lings grown in Fi-ance, and importations were difficult and limited in quantity.

We are just now beginning to feel the effect of that, when we have a marked
shortage of fruit trees of all kinds and an enormous demand. Prices for all

fruit trees are very high, but evidently there are very few to be had.
Even though there should be no further restrictions put upon importation,

still the very fact that ornamentals are excluded, while fruit stocks can be
imported, can not fail to have its effect upon the French growers, whose
moderate supplies this season are going to their European allies instead of

coming to this country. And while we grow seedlings, though not of the

quality and value of those Imported, yet we have to depend upon foreign

countries for the seeds, and largely upon France. And it is significant to

note that the crop of these is " not suflicient to spare any to American buy-

ers." Only last month there was held in Paris an international horticultural

conference, at which the American market was discussed, and while no formal

action was taken to our disadvantage, we draw inevitable conclusions from

the circumstances and facts known to us.

I shall be very glad of an opportunity to come to Washington at any time

to talk with you about this bill and to give you any Jnformation that you

may want.

Friday, December 12, 1919

—

Afternoon Session Contintjed.

STATEMENT OP DR. WILLIAM A. TAYLOR, CHIEF OF THE BU-

REAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—
Continued.

The Chairman. Dr. Taylor, will you tell us about item 106, " for

continuing the necessary improvements to establish and maintain a

general experimental farm and agricultural station on the Arlington

estate?"

Dr. TAYiiOR. That is the appropriation under which we maintain
our Arlington experiment farm in Virginia, just across the river. We
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are asking for an increase here of $5,000 to meet increased costs of
maintenance due actually chiefly to the shrinkage of the dollar.

The Chairman. What about the next item?
Dr. Taylor. In item 107, page 101, " for investigations in foreign

seed and plant introduction," we are asking for-a total actual increase
of $31,500. We are asking for certain new language, which is shown
in italics, which, in brief, would authorize the Secretary of Agricul-
ture to acquire by gift, devise, or by purchase for a sum not to exceed
$1 for each site the sitesnow occupied by field stations at Chico, Calif.,

80 acres ; .at Bellingham, Wash., 60 acres ; at Buena Vista, Fla., and
Savannah, Ga., 25 acres and 46 acres, respectively. All of them now,
with the exception of Savannah, have for many years been in use as

field stations for this work.
Mr. Anderson. You say you can run this 130 acres in Chico without

increase in appropriation. How much is it going to take if you add
this 80 acres ?

Dr. Taylor. That is all included in this. There is no increase at

all of the acreage; it is merely transfer of title.

Mr. Anderson. You had authority to buy 130 acres in 1918 ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir. Historically it came about in this way : The
work was authorized to be undertaken and was undertaken on the
basis of land purchased by a group of citizens at Chico, who deeded
it in trust to the director of the California Experiment Station. He
leased it to the Department of Agriculture for 99 years, I think it was,
for such use as this. It would be quite a long story to detail it all.

That is the substance of it. Then upon our recommendation Con-
gress a number of years later authorized the purchase of 130 acres

additional. That land was purchased, but it has not yet been im-
proved to the extent that it should be for fully effective use ; so that we,

actually have in use all of this land the title to which it is proposed
to acquire.

Mr. Anderson. That is, the 80 acres that you are talking about is

included in the 130 acres?

Dr. Taylor. No; we own 130 acres, and it is proposed to acquire

by gift of one dollar compensation the 80 acres which we hold under
a 99-year lease.

Mr. Anderson. That is the 99-year lease that I said you did not

have the authority to make.
Dr. Taylor. I did not remember that your opinion extended to the

lease. I thought we were discussing the question of title.

The Chairman. How long will it take you to complete your state-

ment, Doctor?
Dr. Taylor. I think ha,lf an hour more, Mr. Chairman. These ac-

quisitions of title do not involve an expenditure of more than $4.

Mr. ANDER.0N. You have actually got the land but you have not

got the title ; is that the idea ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes.
Mr. Anderson. Are there any buildings owned by the Government

on this land ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes; at the Chico station, gardens, buildings, and
equipment.
Mr. Anderson. What is the condition of title on these other j)laces ?

Dr. Taylor. In the case of Bellingham, the holding, I think, is

under a 99-year lease. It is under a long-term lease. The site at
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Buena Vista is under a deed of trust to the director of the Florida
Experiment Station for lease to the department and is under a long
lease ; I think 99 years.

The Savannah station of 25 acres is, I think, under a 99-year lease.

It is a long lease, the title being held by a trustee, to whom the donor
deeded it m order that it might be available for our work.
Mr. Anderson. There is no limitation upon that deed of trust

at all? .

Dr. Tatloe. In the case of the Bellingham deed of trust, my recol-

lection is that it is for the purpose of a plant-introduction garden.
I do not recall the exact wording.
In the case of Chico, my recollection is that there is no limitation.

In the other two my recollection is that there is no limitation.

Mr. Anderson. So far as I am concerned, I would not vote, if I
knew it, for anj?] proposition for the Government to take over and
operate land which was subject to conditions. I would not vote for

such a proposition if I knew it. Of course, if I did not know it, I

suppose it would not hurt me any. There is every legal reason
and political reason why the Government should not take property
that is subject to conditions. If we can not enter this property
under conditions which make it possible to use that in any way in

which we think it is proper to use it, we ought not to have it ; and,

'

as I said before, I will not willingly vote one nickel for any propo-
sition which involves the Government's taking title to land which is

not absolutely subject to its control for any and every purpose.
Dr. Tatijoe. It is my impression that in most of these cases, at

least, that condition can be met. I am not able to say that they can
in every case, for the donors are in three of these cases in position to

redeed without condition ; as to the other case I am not clear.

The Chairman. Would such action result in the establishment of
stations which we would be obliged to maintain at a large expense?

Dr. TatI/OE. It does not in any way change the status of these

-stations in so far as our improvement or use of them is concerned.

Mr. Andeeson. It does to this extent, doesn't it. Doctor, that,

having taken a lease or contract based upon the supposition of the

continuance of the station, the moral obligation is there to maintain
it for the period or term for which We took it ?

'

Dr. Taylor. The 99 years covers that, in so far as we can look

forward to it.

Mr. Andeeson. Mr. Haugen is inquiring into the proposition of

whether or not we are going to be tied up to a more or less continuous

and almost perpetual expense for maintenance of these stations,

whether we want to or not. If we have got them under a 99-year

lease, or some lease, conditional upon our carrying on certain work
out there, we are morally obligated, of course, to carry on that work
during the period.

Dr. Tatloe. Yes ; that is true.

The Chairman. The question, then, is of policy; is it wise to em-

bark upon this policy?

Dr. Tatloe. In so far as the continuance of the work or its de-

velopment or enlargement is concerned, I think it would be exactly

as it is. Congress could at any time, if title rested here, without

ethical or other breach, close up these stations and dispose of the

lands in such way as might be deemed best at the time.
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Mr. Anderson. Let me ask you this question. Perhaps I ought
to ask it of the solicitor, but he is not here. You put these build-

ings on this property that you lease for 99 years. Who owns the

buildings?
Dr. Taylor. We do.

Mr. Anderson. Suppose we abandon the project, would that still

be true?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, ^ir; that is my understanding.
The Chairman. So far as Congress is concerned, it has not been

accepted.

Dr. Taylor. No; this is a recommendation.
The Chairman. The 99-year lease is an arrangement between the

department and the donors?
Dr. Taylor. Yes; that is an administrative matter.

We are asking for the omission of the language providing $50,000
for the establishment of a plant detention station. An excellent site

has been purchased for this purpose about 15 miles out of Wash-
ington.

The Chairman. How much did you pay for it?

Dr. Taylor. We paid $10,000 for 50 acres.

The Chairman. Where is it?

Dr. Taylor. It is about 14 miles out in Maryland.
The Chairman. Which direction?

Dr. Taylor. Toward Baltimore, fronting on the Baltimore, Wash-
ington & Annapolis trolley.

The Chairman. Is it near Beltsville?

Dr. Taylor. Near Bell Station. It is about ^ or 3 miles east of
Beltsville, on a warmer soil, a soil more suitable for the handling
of the wide range of plants which we have.
Mr. Anderson. That must be somewhere near the animal farm.
Dr. Taylor. It is about 2^ ox 3 miles from the Beltsville farm of

the Bureau of Animal Industry and is an excellent piece of land
for this purpose.
The Chairman. You paid $200 an acre for that land?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Is land that high there?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir. It rents for cash rental on that basis, where

rented in that vicinity. This was a piece of land which had been
occupied for 28 years by a very efficient farmer who came back to

Maryland from South Dakota and put into effect a three-crop rota-

tion, with potatoes, com, and clover. It is an excellent piece of land,

in excellent condition for our purpose. Of course we needed high-
grade land in condition for immediate use.

The Chairman. Is that the prevailing price in that vicinity ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes ; for choice selections.

The Chairman. Are there any improvements on it?

Dr. Taylor. There are excellent fences, but no buildings on this

portion of that tract.

The Chairman. Your next item is 108, " For the purchase, propa-
gation, testing, and distribution of new and rare seeds ; for the inves-

tigation and improvement of grasses, alfalfa, clover, and other forage
crops." Do you propose to segregate that amount into two items ?
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Dr. Taylor. In 108 we recommend the separation of the two fea-

tures which have been carried in a single item, namely, the purchase,

propagation, testing, and distribution of new and rare seeds—these
are field seeds—and the general forage crop work.
The Chairman. Why do you make that suggestion ?

Dr. Tatlor. In the interest of the clearer expression of the purpose
of the appropriation. This is the only place in the bill where we have
a seed distribution provided for in a paragraph along with investi-

gational work.
The Chairman. Will that result in setting up two offices in place

of one ?

Dr. Taylor. No, sir; it will involve no increase of any character.

It will not increase the expense of any character or the personnel.

The Chairman. What is the increase ?

Dr. Taylor. Under the investigational paragraph, which is 110,

the same character of investigational work as was carried previously
under the joint item is contemplated.
The Chairman. You ask for no increase?
Dr. Taylor. Not for distribution. We do ask for an increase in

the investigational paragraph.
The Chairman. I take it the price of seed has advanced. Can you

meet the demands and requirements for seed with this amount?
Dr. Taylor. We feel that we can cope adequately with the situation

as the prices stand.

The Chairman. How do the prices compare with those of last year?
Dr. Taylor. They are very materially higher for clover and alfalfa,

but I think rather lower on the grain sorghums, kafir, and those for-

age crops of which there has been a large crop this year.

The Chairman. Are you sending out new and rare seeds ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Have you not been sending out mostly alfalfa

and Sudan grass for a number of years ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Are you adding new seeds to the list ?

Dr. Taylor. As a new strain or type is developed to the point
where it appears unquestionably an improvement, the seed is dis-

tributed. Take, for instance, the Great Northern bean, which was
included for the first time last year in the distribution and which
was sent particularly to Montana and Idaho.
The Chairman. Will you furnish a list of the seeds sent out?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

(The statement referred to follows :)

Packages of new and rare forage-crop seeds distributed through the coopera-

tion of Members of Congress, 1918-19.

Alfalfa

:

Dakota 4. 345
Grimm 2, 320

Do 4,221
Kansas 15, 020
Peruvian 1, 225

Clover, red
Oowpeas

:

Brabham 13, 130
Early Buff 220
Groit 480

Ja
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Feterita 6,545
Field beans, G. N 1,325
Field peas

:

Bangalia 3, 925
Carleton 3, 710
Kaiser 12, 175
Paragon

Kafir, D. B. H 2,940
Millet, kursk 1, 850
Milo, yellow 350
Natal grass 960
Rhodes grass 420
Sorghum

:

Dakota amber 470-

Freed 50
Orange
Red amber 4,470
Sumac 2, 620

Soy beans

:

Biloxi 2,623
B. E 805
Haberlandt 9,160
Hahto
Ito San 4, 20O
M. Y 2, 520
Manchu 4, 565
Peking 80-

Toklo 1, 360
Virginia 5,000
Wilson 5 3, 140

Sudan grass 1 57, 575-

Sweet clover:
White 1,765
Yellow . 30

Velvet beans

:

Bush 1,206
Georgia 100'

Ose 9, 675-

Total 186,57&

Packages of new and rare forage-crop seeds distributed on miscellaneous
requests.

Alfalfa

:

Dakota 50
Grimm (2-pound) 185
Grimm (4-pound) 74
Kansas 330
Peruvian 34

Clover, Red 49
Cowpeas

:

Brabham 189-

Early BufC 29-

Groit - T
Feterita

,
66

Field beans. Great Northern ' 9
Field peas, Bangalia 86-

Field peas, Carleton 64
Field peas, Kaiser 84
Kafir 57
Millet, Kursk 44
Milo, yellow 33
Natal grass 29
Rhodes grass 9©
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Sorghum

:

Dakota Amber 28
Freed 7
Red amber 4
Sumac 2

Soybeans

:

Biloxl 83
Black eyebrow 73
Haberlandt 99
Hahto 133
Ito San 8
Mammoth yellow 66
Manchu 28
Peking 7
Toklo 14
Virginia 73
Wilson 5 49

Sudan grass 587
Sweet clover

:

White 102
Yellow 11

Velvet beans

:

Bush 170
Georgia 77
Osceola 43

Total 3, 179

Quart packages of improvea types of cotton seed distributed through congres-
sional cooperation 1918-19.

Acala 7, 200
Columbia 8,775
Dixie 7, 600
Durango 29, 175
Holdon 6,300
Lone Star 26, 225
Meade 900
Trice 25,505

Total 111, 680

DISTBIBUTION OF HALF-Bt'SHEI. PACKAGES (10 QUARTS TO HALF-BUSHEL).

Acala 113

Columbia 76
Dixie 82

Durango 144
Holdon 3

Lone Star 804

Trice 227

Total 1, 449

Dr. Taylor. In the research paragraph (item 110) we propose
material increases for the investigation of these important livestock

supporting crops. The first item is an estimated increase of $13,000

to meet the increased costs of labor and materials in the prosecution
of the experimental work on forage crops carried on on the existing

basis by the various field stations of this bureau. The reason for

that is clear, I think, in view of the increased costs of conducting
such work.
The Chairman. What do you propose to add to the list that you

are now sending out ?
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Dr. Taylor. That is on page 104, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. That is to take the place of the language in 108.

Dr. Taylor. Part of it.

The Chairman. What do you add to it ?

Dr. Taylor. We add ho new language. We merely split the para-
graph into two parts.

The Chairman. How much more money is required?
Dr. Taylor. Our estimate covers $68,000 of new money for the

items as they show on page 104.

The Chairman. Last year you had $139,780 for the two items.

Now you ask for $56,600 for the seed item and $148,480 for the forage
crop work.

Dr. Taylor. The second and largest item is $30,000 for pasture
investigations, especially with reference to the southern coastal plain
region.

The Chairman. You are asking for next year $205,000 for the
two items, 109 and 110, for which $139,780 is appropriated this year?

Dr. Taylor. Yes ; or an increase, including transfers to the statu-

tory roll, of $68,000. The largest item in that increase is $30,000 for
pasture investigations in the southern coastal plains.

The Chairman. That is new, is it not?
Dr. Taylor. That is new work. It is work which we have only been

able to look at and attack in s very incidental way heretofore, and it

involves the determination ol the forage producing capacity of 75,-

000,000 acres of cut-over land in the South, where an effort is being
made to develop an enduring and stable live-stock industry. There
are some possibilities of livestock production on the range basis, but,

apparently, every live-stock enterprise must have a tilled crop nucleus
to tide it through shortages of pasture and range feed. The pasture
problem of that region is not solved, and we believe the time has
come to undertake investigations along that line.

The Chairman. Is this in cooperation with the Bureau of Animal
Industry ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir. We carry the crop and pasture investi-

gations.

Mr. Anderson. In what States is this land ?

Dr. Taylor. This land starts in North Carolina and reaches
around into the eastern part of Texas through the whole coastal

plain.

Mr. Anderson. If that is true, there must be a very wide varia-

tion of .soil and climatic conditions.

Dr. Tayi.or. There is a considerable variation in the soil and
climatic conditions but not neaiij' so great as there would be in a

straight strip from east to west across the country from North
Carolina.

Mr. Anderson. My impression is that the Bureau of Animal In-

dustry has been carrying on some experiments in the South with a

view ito determine the possibility of beef production and incidentally

solve the problem of forage. What is going to be the difference be-

tween the work you are proposing and what they are doing ?

Dr. Taylor. Our work is the production of crops. Tlieir work
is their utilization.

Mr. Anderson. When we started out with cattle, then, we got the

cart before the horse apparently.
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Dr. Taylor. In logical order
;
yes.

Mr. Anderson. I know it struck me that way at the time.

Is this section of the country settled up now, or is it open and unin-
habited?

Dr. Taylor. It is scatteringly settled along the railroads, and in
places farming is being attempted—has been attempted here and
there. Many efforts have failed. Occasionally one has succeeded..

It is a great national asset. It appears to have essential productive-
ness, which nobody knows how to materialize or bring through.
Mr. Anderson. I had an impression for some time that the greatest

possibility in increasing the meat supply was in the South, but I da
not just see how we are going to get any results from this investiga-

tion.

Dr. Taylor. Beef production, primarilj', so far as we loiow any-
thing of beef prodiiction, rests on grass or pasture, which is the-

cheapest feed that grows. The animal does the harvesting. The-

basic question here is whether the number of cattle that can be carried,

on it during the better feed periods of the year can be maintained
through the ye^r with forage crops which can be grown on the better

soils under modern tillage methods right there in connection with it.

Mr. Anderson. Suppose you find out that you can raise grass down,
there, that you can raise enoi'^h grass to carry you over your period
of scant growth, what are you going to do next ? That is an inter-

esting problem, and when you solve it what are you going to da
about it ?

Dr. Taylor. The stockmen of that region, if satisfied that a de-

pendable adequate supply of feed can be grown, will, I think, take-

care of that phase of it. That is our judgment. They are ready
waiting. They are investing; they are plunging in experimentation
of their own. Some of them have had heavy losses. A few of
them appear to be making progress.

Mr. Anderson. Are any of the States in which these lands occur
making any investigations along this line ?

Dr. Taylor. Not adequate investigations. It is a big regional

problem. It has been so big that no State has undertaken to tackle it

effectively.

Mr. Anderson. If it is simply a question of determining whether
grass will grow down there or not, it is not a very big problem, it.

strikes me.
Dr. Taylor. It is a tremendously big problem in so far as we

have, knowledge of the dependability and reliability of grasses.

Mr. Anderson. Is it a question of the possibility of developing
the kinds of grasses that will grow there?

Dr. Taylor. Of finding them and getting them there and trying

them out and determining whether they will grow. The same is true

of other forage plants, particularly the legumes. It is a country in

which we have no reason to expect that alfalfa or red clover will

succeed at all, but we have reason to believe that there are crops that

will succeed there if properly balanced.
The next item, $15,000 for red-clover investigations, is one of

outstanding importance in view of the progressive decline of red-

clover acreage in the Middle Western and Northern States. The
figures of acreage and of yield during the last 20 years show a pro-

gressive decline, due to trouble in getting stands, trouble in main-
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taining stands, so-called winter killing, some of which probably is

actually winter killing and some of which is possibly ascribable to

the use of imported seed from the southern European countries like

Italy, which is not suited to our colder, climates.

Mr. Anderson. When you say red clover, are all of the clovers
that we are familiar with in the northern part of the country in-

cluded under red clover?

Dr. Tatxor. Yes, both medium and mammoth. The corner stone
of our fertility in the Middle West, from the Great Plains eastward,
is red clover. It is a difficult problem to attack—so difficult that the
States have not attacked it. We believe the time has come when it

must be attacked if we are not to witness a gradual decline of soil

fertility in our corn and wheat lands, particularly our winter-wheat
producing territory, and therefore an increased dependence upon
commercial fertilizer.

Mr. Anderson. I do not know very much about farming, and
may be this is an absurd question, but I had an impression that one
of the reasons for the reduction in clover acreage is the increased

use of alfalfa and other legumes—cow peas and all that sort of
stuff—and the use of corn fodder. In the country with which I am
familiar, while we recognize, of course, that clover has great ad-

vantages in soil improvement and so forth, it is more or less pre-

carious, and always has been, owing to special difficulties. Hence a

good many people are siloing their corn, raising cow peas, raising

crops of that sort which perhaps are not so precarious.

Dr. Tatlor. I think you are right so far as Minnesota and con-

siderable portions of Wisconsin are concerned; but your farmers
have not experienced the difficulties that the corn-belt farmers of

Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, and southern Michigan (which latter is not

distinctly corn-belt country), Kentucky, Tennessee, and further east,

to a considerable extent in New York and Pennsylvania, have ex-

perienced. It is in our judgment a big practical agricultural ques-

tion which needs solution.

Mr. Anderson. Are you seeking now in this project to ascertain

the causes of the decline ?

Dr. Tatixdr. Yes, sir.

Mr. Anderson. That is the purpose of this appropriation ?

Dr. Tatlor. That is the first step, and the next step will be the

overcoming of those causes.

Mr. Anderson. You might find those causes to be such that it

would be disadvantageous to try to overcome them.

Dr. Tatlor. If that should develop, then we could stop there and
proceed in some other direction with some other crop; but clover

fits into thel small-grain rotation as no other legume does in the

corn belt, and the farmer hardly knows how to get along without

clover, except to the extent that he can buy and apply fertilizer, and
there is a limit to which he can go in that direction without reducing

harmfully the humus content of his soil.

The remaining item in the paragraph, for which there is an in-

crease, is $10,000 for investigations looking to increasing the carry-

ing capacity of semiarid range lands. The only probable improve-

ment of those rajtiges with respect to their yield of forage appears

to be the discovery and introduction of plants which can be brought
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from countries having similar conditions. Plants which have shown
ability to take hold ,and persist and spread come mostly from coun-
tries possessing similar conditions, and we feel that an effort should
be made to determine whether crops can be obtained that will take
hold, tlirive, endure, and spread in the semiarid range country.

The Chairman. Has quack grass been tried out in the semiarid
regions?

Dr. Taylor. Quack grass is a troublesome pest in certain parts
of North Dakota where they want to raise wheat rather than grass.

The Chairman. Is that in the dry section ?

Dr. Tatloe. Not in the extremely dry section. That is more in
the moist spots that get the run-off from the higher ground.
The Chairman. What is your next item?
Dr. Taylor. I believe that completes the list.

The Chairman. Item 111, page 105, "for general administrative
expenses connected with the above-mentioned lines of investigation."

Dr. Taylor. There is no change in that, I believe. The congres-

sional seed distribution, item 112, page 106, stands as it was last

year.

Mr. Anderson. Was there any increase last year in that?

Dr. Taylor. As it is this year, I should say. The appropriation

was increased for this year and the estimate carries the same amount
for next year—20,000 vegetable and 2,000 flower packages. It in-

creases the allotment a third from last year.

That would be the minimum. Of course that would be determined
largely by the crop yet to be grown, but we feel that the highest

prices for vegetable seeds are past, and that unless there should be a

disastrous season in 1920 the quotas could be somewhat increased

over those of the current year.

The Chairman. This amount will be sufficient to provide for the

usual allotment?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Is there anything else?

Demonstrations on Reclamation Projects.

Dr. Taylor. We administer an item for demonstrations on recla-

mation projects, page 271, for which no increase is asked. The
amount is decreased by the transfer of one clerk to the statutory

roll now on this work. That is the demonstration work upon the

Government reclamation projects, which carries to the farmers there

the results of the work done at the field stations.

The Chairman. That is on page 271, item 1, " to enable the Sec-

retary of Agriculture to encourage and aid in the agricultural de-

velopment of the Government reclamation projects." That comes
under your bureau?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Prevjjntion or Plant-Dust Explosions and Fires.

Dr. Taylor. That, I believe, is all. There is an item in which the

Bureau of Plant Industry is interested, Mr. Chairman, on page 285,

paragraph 13, the dust-explosion investigation.

The Chairman. Does that come under your bureau ?
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Dr. Tatlor. a small portion of it does ; $5,000 of the $100,000 esti-

mated for would be used by the Bureau of Plant Industry, which
does the technical work of the smut-dust determinations, in connec-
tion with the experimental work in the Bureau of Chemistry ; study-
ing the causes of these explosions and devising methods of prevent-
ing them. That will be discussed, I assume, in detail by Dr. Alsberg,
of the Bureau of Chemistry, which has the larger share in it.

I believe that is all, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you very much, Dr. Taylor. It is now

nearly 6 o'clock, we will recess.

(Thereupon, at 5.50 o'clock p. m., the committee recessed until

to-morrow, Saturday, December 13, at 10 o'clock a. m.)

Activities tinder lump-fund items, Bureau of Plant Industry.

Project.

Investigations of plant diseases

:

General laboratory investigations
Bacterial diseases of wheat
Bacterial diseases of corn
Bacterial wilt of cucurbits
Bacterial wilt of tobacco
Tobacco root-rot and similar diseases in Southern States.
Patholoeical collections
Plant disease survey

Total.

Fruit disease investigations:
General orchard diseases '.

Citrus and subtropical fruit diseases
Grape and small Iruit diseases
Orchard spraving experiments
Fruit rots and spots
Physiological fruit diseases
Pathological inspection of fruits during processes of marketing.

Total

Citrus canker eradication

Investigations in forest pathology:
Piseases of ornamental and shade trees

Patholoeical problems in wood conservation

,

Forest tree diseases
Imported and epidemic tree diseases

Total.

White-pine blister rust control

Cotton, truck, and forage crop disease investigations:
Cotton diseases
Truck crop diseases
Forage crop diseases
Advisory extension work
Pathological inspection of vegetables during processes of

marketing

Total.

Cropphysiil-'gy and breeding investigations:
Testing farms on Jhdian reservations
Date culture and breeding
Smyrna flg culture
Citrus breeding and testing
Dry-land arboriculture
Miscellaneous

Allotment,
1920.

Total.

$16,500
6,000
5,000
4,000
6,000
5,000
10,000
9,620

62, 020

20,275
16,260
21,500
5,800
11,600
6,500

80,936

196,320

8,335
17,440
32, 790
23,750

82,315

220,728

3,700
67,850
3,660
4,120

8,470

87,800

10,000
14,500
4,600

15, 400
2,000
2,060

48,460

Estimate,
1921.

S16,500
6,000
5,000
4,000
6,000
6,000
10,000
24,520

77, 020

20,275
15,260
21,500
5,800
11,600
6,500
7,000

87,935

8,336
17,440
32, 790
23,7.50

» 82, 316

3 220,728

3,700
77,850
7,160
4,120

18,470

< 111,300

10,000
14,500
4,500
15,400
2,000
2,060

'48,460

Increase
(roman) or
decrease
(italic).

$15,000-

15, 000'

7,000

7,000

85,000-

10, 000-

3,50G

10, OOO-

23,500'

' Includes $1,600 transferred to statutory roll.

' Includes $1,200 tramferred to statutory roll.

' Includes $6,560 transferred to statutory roll.

< Includes $2,400 transferred to statutory roll.
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Activities under lump-fund items, Bureau of Plant Industry—Continued.

Project.
Allotment,

1920.

Estimate,
1921.

Increase
(roman) or

Soil baotoriDlogy and plant nutrition investigations:
Distribution and study of legume bacteria
Investigations in soil bacteriology ,

Plant-nutrition investigations
,

Total.,

Soil fertility investigations:
Maintenance of soil fertility.

Causes of improductive soils

Transformation and formation of soil humus by biochemical
factors

Origin of organic constituents in soils

Means for improvement of unproductive soils
Effect of fertilizers and soil amendments

Total.

Crop acclimatization investigations:
Acclimatization, adaptation, and breeding of cotton

.

Acclimatization, adaptation, and extension of com.

.

Acclimatization and adaptation of tropical plants
Production of fiber for binder twine
Flax fiber production
Hemp fiber production
Phormlum (New Zealand flax) production
Miscellaneou!! fiber investigations

Total.

Drug plant, poisonous plant, physiological, and fermentation in-
vestigations:
Drug and related plants and their products
Poisonous plant investigations
Physiological and fermentation investigations

Total.,

JVgricultural technology investigations:
Free-living and p'ant-infestmg nematodes

.

Fiber tecnno'ogy
Investigation of agricu'tural apparatus
Miscellaneous bio'ogica' techno ogy
Study of Hawaiian fuliji other than cane.

.

Total.

Biophysical investigations:
Cooperative biophysical investigations.
Special biophysica' investigations

Tota'.

Seed-testing laboratories:

Seed purity and vita'ity investigations

.

Adu!terated-seed investigations
Enforcement of seed-importation act

Total.

Cerea! investisations:
Production and improvement of cerea's
Corn imijrovement
Cerea! and flax tillage rotation investigations

.

Cerea'-disease investigations
Black and stripe rust Investigations
Barberry eradication
Com root and stalk diseases

Total

Control of take-all, flag smut, and other cereal diseases..

Tobacco investigations:
New Eng and cigar-wrapper tobacco investigations

.

Maryland export tobacco Investigations
Burley tobacco investigations
Western fire-cured tobacco investigations

$12, 050
15, 060
11,950

39,060

8,436
5,522

6,725
5,051
4,235
5,091

35,060

58,280
6,770
3,100
21,830
3,500
4,000
3,000

104, 410

25,920
2,500

30,400

58,820

11,200
8,340
1,790
3,110

500

24,940

17,500
15,000

32,500

15,460
7,740
8,640
4,840

36, ('SO

94, 805

40, 000
3,000

39, 700
100,000
160,000
25,000

452,605

50,000

3,550
1,700
1,500
1,800

,$12,050
15,060
21,950

49,060

8,436
5,522

6,725
5,051
4,235

25,091

55,060

' Includes $12,800 transferred to statutory roll.

58,280
6,770
3,100
21,830
3,500
4,000
3,000
3,930

104,410

25,920
3,500

30,400

59,820

11,200
8,340
1,790
3,810

24,940

17, 500
15,000

18,380
10, .540

13,890
6,790

49, .ISO

129,805
40, 000
3,000
89,700
100,000
150,000
25,000

1537,505

50,000

3,560
1,700
1,500
1,800
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Activities under lump-fund items, Bureau of Plant Industry—Continued.

Project.
Allotment,

1920.

Estimate,
1921.

Increase
(roman) or
decrease
^italic).

Tobacco inyestl^atlons—Continued.
New York bmder and filler tobacco investigations
Sun-cured, fire-cured, and flue-cured tobacco investigations.
Pennsylvania ciear-flller tobacco investigations
Wisconsin cigar-binder tobacco investigations
Miscellaneous tobacco investigations. . I

Totiil.

Alkali and drought-resistant plant investigations:
Breeding and physiology of alkali and drought-resistant plants

.

Egyptian cotton breeding

Total.

Sugar-plant Investigations:
Investigations of the status of the beet-sugar industry in the
United States

Economic practice in crop production in sugar-beet areas
Sugar-beet seed production
Sugar-beet nematode work
Sweet sorghum investigations
Sugar-cane sirup investigations
New sugar-cane disease (mosaic)

Total.

Economic and systematic botany:
Range investigations

- Economic botany of native races
Botany of economic grasses
Systematic investigations in economic botany.

Total

Dry-land agriculture investigations: Methods of crop production
under semiarid or dry-land conditions

Western irrigation agriculture investigations
Nut-culture investigations

Pomological investigations: '

Fruit-storage investigations
Grape culture and utilization
Fruit-production investigations
Fruit improvement through breeding, selection, and domestica-
tion :

Systematic investigations in pomology
iTuit utilization investigations
Advisory extension work in cooperation with the States Rela^
tions Service

Total

Experimental gardens and grounds

Horticultural investigations:

, Factors affecting the storage life of vegetables
Truck crop production investigations
Truck crop improvement investigations
Systematic olericulture
Irish potato production investisations : ,

Vegetable utilization investigations
Landscape gardening and floriculture, including bulb culture. .

.

Advisory extension work in horticulture in cooperation with
States Relations Service

Total.

Investigations in nursery methods and stocks used in propagating
plants (new)

Arlington experimentalfarm

$1,960
10,300
.3,500

3,600
4,200

32, 000

16,670
- 7,610

24,280

18,815
18,500
14,300
10,000
5,000
7,500
20,000

94, 115

3,600
5,150
7,050
6,400

22,200

159,000
73,580
20,000

15,000
20,000
19,250

12,900
5,625
7,425

3,000

83,200

11,690

4,600
15,000

900
100

29, 600
4,000
16,000

3,240

73, 340

21,900

SI, 950
10,300
3,500
3,500
4,200

32,000

16,670
7,610

124,280

18,815
18,500
14,300
10,000
5,000
7,500

20,000

94, 115

3,600
5,150
7,050
6,400

22,200

169,000
183,580
20,000

15,000
20,000
24,250

12,900
5,625
7,425

3,000

88,200

11,690

$10,000
10,000

5,000

5,000

14,500
20,000

900
100

39,600
' 4,000
21, 000

3,240

10,000
5,000

10,000

"6,'666

1103,340 30,000

30,000
2 26, 900

30,000
5,000

1 Includes $1,200 transferred to statutory roll.

164315—20 31

! Includes $1,400 transferred to statutory roll.
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Activities under lump-fund items, Bureau of Plant Industry—Continued.

Project.



Committee on Agriculture,
House op Representatives,

Tuesday, December 16, 1919.

The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 o'clock a. m. Hon.
Gilbert N. Haugen (chairman) presiding. Present: Members of
the committee.

Forest Service.

STATEMENT OF MR. HENRY S. GRAVES, FORESTER AND CHIEF
OF THE FOREST SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

The Chairman. Col. Graves^ vce will be pleased to hear you.
Mr. Graves. The Forest Service is charged vcith three broad func-

tions: First, the administration and care of the national forests:

second, the encouragement of the practice of forestry outside of
the national forests, through cooperation and public education;
third, research in forestry, forest utilization, and forest products.
Our v?ork of examination and appraisal of forest lands in connec-
tion with the purchase of land under the Weeks law would naturally
come under the first head—the administration and care of the na-
tional forests .

Our largest function is in connection with the public forests, an
activity which engages from 85 to 90 per cent of our personnel and
requires about the same proportion of our total expenditures. There
are 151 national forest units. The lands aggregate over 150,000,000

acres, occurring in 26 States, in addition to Alaska and Porto Eico.

The Chairman. How many forests did you state ?

Mr. Graves. There^ are 151 national forests and, in addition to

that, there are some units which have not yet been organized as na-

tional forests.

Mr. Jones. What designates a unit? What do you mean when
you say a " forest unit " ?

Mr. Graves. A national forest, such as, in the East, the White
Mountain National Forest, or in the list of forests :

Mr. Jones. How do you determine a unit?

Mr. Graves. There is a proclamation by the President declaring

that a certain area is estaolished as a national forest, giving the

name and describing the area.

Mr. Jones. Then there have been about 151 of those proclama-

tions ?

Mr. Graves. Yes.

Mr. Jones. Describing particular sections?

Mr. Graves. Yes.
483
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Mr. Jacowat. How many acres have you in all?
Mr. Graves. There are nearly 155,000,000. The work of admin-

istering the national forests falls under several general heads

:

First, the protection from fire, insects, and other injuries, of ap-
proximately $1,000,000,000 worth of timber and young growth.

Second, the handling of the current business connected with the
use of the resources, a business which brings in nearly $4,500,000
in receipts and involves upward of 90,000 separate transactions
every year.

Third. The improvement and development of the public prop-
erty, making the forests more accessible and the resources more
available for use.

Fourth. The classification of lands and the adjustment of pri-

vate claims within the boundaries of the forests.

Fifth. The activities connected with the purchase of lands under
the Weeks law.

Finally, investigations, experiments, and demonstrations to de-

velop good methods of forestry and utilization.

One of our greatest tasks is the protection of the public forests

from fire. We have had this last summer a culmination of three

years of great drought in the northwestern forests, causing the

most difficult season from the standpoint of protection in the his-

tory of the national forests. We have had the greatest loss from
fires since 1910. The season was the most severe from the standpoint

of drought since 1889. At that time they had also a series of three

dry years with the intervening winters characterized by light snow-
fall. The result was that the ground was thoroughly dried out,

the surface cover consisting of needles, limbs, and deadwood,
thoroughly desiccated; tlie soil itself was dry to a great depth;
many springs and streams were dried up, and the rivers were lower
than for thirty years. The result of that situation was that when
a fire got started, it ran very rapidly, much more rapidly than in

ordinary dry years.

In addition, the trees themselves, after this series of dry years,

gave out less water than usual by evaporation, because of the dry-

ness of the soil, and there appeared an unusual amount of waxy sub-

stance on the needles and even under the epidermis of the needles.

The fact that there was less water in the needles and the presence

of this waxy substance made the tree crowns much more inflam-

mable than usual. This explains some of the very curious phe-

nomena which occurt'ed this last summer.
Mr. Jones. And the trees are more subject to windfalls, are they

not, with the extra dry land; they blow down easier, do they not?

Mr. Graves. I think that action did not occur very often. There
was no very unusual amount of windfall this summer. I think it is

more often that a windfall occurs where the soil has been very much
soaked up and is very wet and soft. Of course, the soil got very

hard and tended to hold the roots fairly well. The fires were about

the same in number last summer as during the last two or three

years. We had to fight nearly 6,250 fires. There were periods when
there were an unusual number of lightning storms. Lightning
would frequently set a good many fires on a single forest. We had
63 fires set by one dry electric storm. The swift movement of the

fire
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Mr. Jones. That is on one unit, you mean?
Mr. Geaves. Yes, sir. The swift movement of the fire may be

illustrated by one .or two incidents ; one, for instance, where a fire

ran up a slope having an elevation from the bottom, where the fire

started, of about 800 feet, and perhaps a mile and a quarter distance,

in 20 minutes. Near Missoula, Mont., one fire burned over 16,000
acres in 24 hours. A fire on one of the Idaho forests ran 20 miles
in a single afternoon; another in the neighboring forest, 15 miles

in half a day. Frequently on slopes, where the trees were some dis-

tance apart, open stands, with trees perhaps 10 or 20 feet apart,

seemed to burst into flame all at once.

Under these conditions, the fighting of fires was unusually diffi-

cult, more particularly in the remote sections which have not yet

been opened up by roads and trails. We have still very large areas

in the Northwest where it takes from three to five days to get to a

fire with a crew of men. Where the conditions of the forests are

such as they were this last summer, obviously there is a considerable

conflagration by the time the men reach those remote sections. It

happens, also, that in a number of instances these remote regions are

peculiarly subject to electric storms. The electric storms are more
frequent in certain places than elsewhere. Among such centers of

electric storms are some of the most undeveloped regions, and it was
there we had our greatest difficulties.

Of the total number of fires, however, about 75 per cent were
put out by our organization before they covered 10 acres. The
balance, about 1,600 fires, covered more than 10 acres; and it is

obvious that the greatest damage was done by them.
Mr. Jacoway. How many fires did you have in all ?

Mr. Graves. 6,234. The greatest cause of fires was lightning. In
the Northwest, over 40 per cent of the fires were started by lightning.

There was an increase in the fires set by campers this year, due to

the fact that there were more campers in the woods than ordinarily.

There was a decrease in the railroad fires. Our cooperative arrange-

ment with the railroads has resulted in a considerable decrease in

fires set from that cause, and in addition the patrols along the rail-

road succeeded in putting out a majority of the fires before they

reached 10 acres.

Mr. Jones. And this would be by common carriers that have no
interest in the adjoining lands, would it not?

Mr. Graves. Yes; although the Northern Pacific is interested in

adjoining lands.

Mr. Jones. What is your experience about fires starting from the

lumber operations or the tram roads—I mean as to doing any dam-
age.

Mr. Graves. We have had a number of serious fires start from the

tram roads. We had some fires start also from donkey engines and
other causes In lumbering operations. Altogether, there were
Mr. Jones. What percentage were set by campers this year? I

do not want to anticipate anything you are going to say in the

future.

Mr. Graves. I have that here.

Mr. Jones. If you are going to bring it out a little later, that will

be sufficient.

Mr. Graves. Twenty-one per cent.
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Mr. Jones. By campers?
Mr. Graves. Yes.
Mr. Jones. How do they get in there for camping operations ? Is

there any regulation with reference to that?
Mr. (tkates. The people are allowed to camp in the national

forests without permits, except on certain forests where the recrea-

tion use has reached a point that calls for such oversight.

Mr. Jones. What percentage by common carriers?

Mr. Graves. Ten.
Mr. Jones. Can you tell from your data whether the fire was

started from the spark of the locomotive or from cigarettes thrown
out of the trains?

Mr. Graves. It is pretty difficult sometimes to tell whether it is

from that cause or even from some one walking along the tracks.

Mr. Jones. But it starts in the right of way ?

Mr. Graves. It starts in the right of way.
Mr. Jones. That is 10 per cent, you say ?

Mr. Graves. Yes. That is a reduction from the figure for last

year, which was over 11 per cent, and that for the year before which
Vi'as 13 per cent.

Mr. Jones. Is that in territory where they burn oil or coal?

Mr. Graves. Formerly the Milwaukee road burned oil, but now it

is electrified. Other roads burn coal.

Mr. Jones. That is affecting the public lands? There are other

roads that have to burn oil.

Mr. Graves. The other railroads running through the northwestern
mountains burn coal.

Mr. Jones. That is, probably through your public lands they do.

In the Adirondacks the locomotives have to burn oil.

Mr. Graves. Yes ; they have to bum oil there. The Milwaukee was
the only road burning oil in the Northwest.
Mr. Jacowat. The road from Kansas City to Port Arthur, Tex.,

bums oiL

Mr. Graves. I had reference to the North. Of course, the South-
bvn Pacific system should be mentioned.
Mr. Jones. How do you figure the balance of this 100 per cent?

Forty per cent is started by lightning ?

Mr. Graves. Fort^^ per cent was in the Northwest. The average,

taking the rest of the country, is somewhat lower than that. I will

give you the list so that it can be balanced: Railroads, 10 per cent;

lightning, 35 per cent ; incendiaries, 4 per cent ; brush burning, 5 per

cent; campers, 21 per cent; logging and milling operations, 4 per

cent; unknown, 18 per cent; and then a miscellaneous item, for

which I have not yet the complete returns for this year, of 3 per cent.

Mr. Jones. You refer to incendiary fires; you mean set on pur-

pose?
Mr. Graves. Yes. Of course, we are not always sure' of that, but

we generally classify as incendiary a fire where the eviderfce points

to its having been set, even if we do not know who set it.

Mr. Jones. What do you call that last item?
Mr. Graves. That is a miscellaneous item of a number of causes

for which the complete classification has not come in. Our greatest

difficulty, outside of the lightning, was the careless fires, particularly
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smoking. It is not so much the camp fire^ we are getting the
camper pretty well educated about leaving his camp fire, but it is

the smoker who drops a cigarette while fishing or passing through
the woods.
Mr. Jones. Have you had any reports of the action of the sun on

bottles and glass?

Mr. Graves. No, sir. I do not know of any bottle fires this

year, sir.

Mr. Jones. I know of some. [Laughter.]
Mr. Eainey. There will be very few in the future. [Laughter.]
Mr. Gbaves. The losses of this year were very serious.

The Chairman. Have you an estimate of the losses?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir. These estimates necessarily are prelimi-
- I'.ary, because the final checking on the ground has not been com-
pleted for such a large number of fires as we have had. I estimate,

however, that nearly 2,000,000 acres were burned over this year.

That is in contrast to about 700,000 acres last year and nearly
1,000,000 acres in 1917. Those are the three dry years that have
culminated in the drought of the past season. Our worst season
previously was in 1910, when more than 4,000,000 acres were burned.
The damage was also very great. Our preliminary estimates are
that approximately $4,600,000 worth of timber was killed.

Mr. Jones. On what price did you base that; on the stumpage
price?

Mr. Graves. We based that on our average stumpage price.

Mr. Jacowat. What is that?
Mr. Jones. It is different, depending on different localities, is it

not?
Mr. Graves. The field probably ranges from 50 cents for some

remote timber up to $2.50 and $3 for the more accessible timber.

Mr. Jones. And depending on the character of the timber?
Mr. Graves. Depending on the character of the timber. That is

probably a larger estimate than would be placed on the timber by a

private owner. Some of this timber would not have been owned
anyway by private individuals, because it is too remote. It never-

theless has a very real value to the public as a reserve supply.

Mr. Jones. I think, even if it was 2,000 miles from the railroad, it

would be worth 50 cents as an investment proposition.

Mr. Graves. I have estimated, also, that the value of the young
trees, the young reproduction, is approximately $2,000,000.

Mr. Jones. This $4,600,000 is for mature timber?
Mr. Graves. For trees that are of merchantable size.

Mr. Jones. Do you do anything after these fires to try to get a
salvage out of it?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir; whenever there is any possibility of it.

Mr. Jones. You can go into the hardwood tracts for three or four

years after a fire and get salvage, can you not ?

Mr. Graves. In 1910 we got a great deal of salvage from the

burned timber (that year the total damages were about $25,000,000)

,

but we were disappointed in a great deal of the timber which we had
hoped to salvage that year because it became checked, and deterio-

rated rapidly; and a number of the sales of dead timber which we
had made were not possible to carry through because of the rapid

deterioration.
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Mr. Jones. What character of timber was that?
Mr. Graves. The principal timber which we were able to salvage

was white pine, the Idaho white pine. Our loss this year in white
pine will be relatively small. Greater damage has been done to

other Eocky Mountain species.

The question which I was studying last summer on the ground
when the fires were burning, and have been studying since then in our
post-mortem examination of what happened at each fire, was whether
it was necessary to have had such extensive fires and such extensive

losses. I want to present the whole situation to the committee very
candidly. I would like to repeat that the principal reason for the
great losses this year was the season which, without any question,

was the worst that has existed since 1889.

Our organization, for the most part, functioned better than in

previous years, especially the overhead. We expected difficulty and
we undertook to cure defects which we had by experience seen in our
own work. I have never seen such an efficient operation of our
overhead organization as occurred in the peak of the fire season.

In regions like the Inland Empire, during this past season, when
every few minutes wires were coming in from the local officers re-

porting new fires and great fires, calling for more help, calling for

men, for supplieSj and so on, these demands were taken care of
promptly, economically, and efficiently. In spite of the labor diffi-

culties, men were obtained, although the quality of much of the
labor was very unsatisfactory; but such labor as was available was
obtained and obtained quickly. There was a check and scrutiny of
the expenditures which I do not think could be improved upon.
There was a check on the judgment of the local officers as to the

number of men who would be sent into a given fire, for that would
be the point where the greatest cost would come in. The fact that

it was not possible to reach the fires before the critical period was
passed was the cause of the great loss. That was partly, for the most
part, due to the conditions which made the fires run so rapidly that

in some cases, if the officer did not arrive there within one hour, the

fire was already a conflagration which had toiie attacked as a large

fire.

Mr. VoiGT. May I interrupt you to have you state, briefly, how you
check a big forest fire ; what the operation is ?

Mr. Graves. If I may sketch very briefly the organization which
takes care of that, it will be clear. We have in each of our forest

districts, as, for example, that which has its headquarters in Mis-

soula, Mont., a district office with its overhead organization for fire

protection. When we see that a severe fire season is coming on we
organize to meet the emergency and assign an adequate number of

officers to be responsible for different lines of work ; as, for example,
the inspection, the furnishing of supplies, the obtaining of labor,

transportation, and so on. There are inspectors who go out from
the headquarters to work with the local officers. On each forest unit

there is a forest supervisor who is responsible for all the work on the

forest and, of course, responsible for all this protective work during
the bad fire season. He has with him a number of officers, according

to the needs of the locality, the hazard, and so on. In 'the case of

very severe fires, additional competent men are sent to him to take
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care of the local questions of transportation, supplies, and location of
camps.
We have what we call our first line of defense, consisting of look-

outs, patrol men, and smoke chasers. These men watch for fires

and, when one is seen, go to it at once and try to put it out. It is

through these men that over 4,500 of our fires were put out under 10
acres.

There is then a second line of defense, consisting of men who
are working in the woods. These are road crews, trail crews, survey
crews, local residents, saw-mill crews, .logging crews, and so on.

Mr. VoiGT. Do not your lookout men have stations'during certain
seasons of drought?
Mr. Graves. Our lookout men are stationed on lookout points

watching for fires. They are connected with other lookout sta-

tions

Mr. VoiGT. By telep^ione?

Mr. Graves (continuing). And. with the ranger stations by tele-

phone or by signal.

Mr. VoiGT. That is the point I wanted to bring out.

Mr. Graves. When they observe a fire they locate it accurately

through communication by telephone with other lookout stations and
by triangulation. Then they notify the ranger, indicating the
character of the fire, so that he can proceed to it, or send men to it.

Mr. HtJTCHiNSON. Are all those people under the employ of the
Government ?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

Mr. Htttchinson. All of them ?

Mr. Graves. All except our second line of defense. We have a

cooperative arrangement with everybody we can get hold of in the

country.

Mr. Hutchinson. The saw-mill men?
Mr. Graves. They are in the second line. Of course, they are not

employed by the Forest Service. Sometimes they are on private

operation ; sometimes they are operating under contract for Govern-
ment timber. We have an arrangement with them so that they will

furnish crews immediately for fighting fires just as the ranchers and
others come to our assistance.

Mr. Htttchinson. You pay them, then?

Mr. Graves. We pay them for their time. The third line of de-

fense is the temporary men whom we employ to fight the larger

fires. The smaller fires are put out by our own organization or by
those who are wqrking or living in the region. In the case of the
larger fires, we have to bring m labor from the outside and it is

there where we had the most difficulty this past year. When a

small fire starts, one or two or a few men go to it and put it out..

That is simply a matter of the use of the shovel or mattocks or rakes,

or whipping with brush, according to the special conditions. Most of
the small fires can be put out in that way.
In the case of a large fire, one must organize for it, to attack it

in a deliberate way, to hem it in, and finally to surround it and put
it out. That is done in this way : Imagine, if you please, a fire which
is perhaps a quarter or half a mile long, a line running over an
irregular topogi'aphy, running up over this slope, down through this
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swale, and so on, with a very irregular front. In the main, these

fires, when they become pretty serious, have a head or series of heads
where the fire is running ahead through inflammable material, here
and there rushing up into the crowns and in some cases sweeping
in a crown fire through a body of timber.
II it is possible, the first attack is made on the flank, and, we try

to pinch the fire out; not striking right in front of it but working
from the sides. In such cases we work close to the fire, running a

fire line very close to it and gradually putting it out. If, however,
the fire is running up a high slope. We know that when it reaches the
top the fire, which itself carries a tremendous draft, will meet a

counter draft on top of the ridge from the other side and that it

will be checked at that point. We send forward men to the top

to hold it before it runs down the other side. We then aim to run a

series of fire trails or breaks around the fire to prevent its crossing

and spreading beyond certain points. The location of those fire

breaks, lines, or trails, is, of course, one which requires a good deal

of judgment and can only be done well by men who are thoroughly
experienced.

In a very severe fire, those breaks ordinarily consist of a swath
cut through the woods about 10 to 12 feet wide, removing all of the

materials, trees and brush, cutting through the logs and snags that

may be lying across the path. A trail is then run in the center of the

^wath down to the mineral soil, about 2 or 3 feet wide. That con-

stitutes a break, from which we can attack the fire if it is located

far enough ahead to give us time to locate it.

If the fire is running at a very severe and rapid pace, as in the

daytime with a high wind, of course it is impossible to back-fire

from that trail because the fire would be carried right across it.

But at night there is usually a lull. Sometimes we back-fire at night.

We have found that more often it is better to begin very early in

the morning at daybreak. The wind usually does not come up un-
til 8 or 9 o'clock, and we have several hours in which we can run a
very long back-fire without danger.
In that way, we surround the fire and, after we have surrounded

it and gotten it under control, we leave a number of men on the

line to pre^'ent the fire crossing. These men gradually pinch the fire

out and it is extinguished.

Of course, there is in the life of every forest fire a certain point
before which you must attack it if it is to be kept from becoming a

conflagration ; and the whole science of fire fighting is to get to the

fire with the right number of men quickly before it reaches the dan-
ger point of a conflagration. Does that make cleat the method of

fighting fires?

Mr. VoiGT. Yes, sir.

Mr. Graves. This last season, while we faced greater difficulties

than ever before, I am perfectly confident that we could have put
out or reached a number of the fires before this critical period if

we had not been embarrassed in the matter of securing competent
men to put in charge of the fire fighting. We were also greatly

embarrassed by the poor quality of some of the labor which we
had to use.

We depend on our forest rangers and forest guard to report, the

fires and to determine how many men will be needed to fight them
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and what plan of attack shall be taken. Afterwards, if the fire be-
comes a large one, we are depending on those men and on such fore-
men as we can pick up to direct the fight against the fire. The
judgment of these men may determine whether the fire actually
costs a few hundred dollars or $25,000 or $30,000, and whether there
is a loss of almost nothing or a loss running up perhaps to $50,000.
We were handicapped this year because we had a crippled field

force. We had lost a good many of our best field men by resigna-
tion, and we were obliged to shift men from one point to another
for replacements where we had lost men. But it was impossible
witli present salaries to replace all the good men who resigned with
experienced fire fighters. The result was that we had to depend, in
many cases, on inexperienced and even green men to decide very
critical questions.

Still again, in the case of the larger fires, it was literally impos-
sible to find competent foremen in numbers sufficient to meet our
situation, men who had experience and who could carry these re-

sponsibilities and get away with it.

Because of this condition, there were fires which under normal
conditions, and with a normal adequate and efficient force, we could
have reached before they became conflagrations. There was, there
fore, a distinct loss from the standpoint of the expenditures on that
account; there was a loss on account of the damage, which other

wise could have been saved, due to the excessive number of resigna
tions and the consequent crippling of our force.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How far have you been able to

save the timber after a fire has passed over ?

Mr. Graves. In some cases, where the timber is accessible, we can
make sales for perhaps a third to a half of the stumpage.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But the timber does not burn be-

yond the point where it is good for saw timber ; is. not that true ?

Mr. Graves. Unfortunately, in these regions most of these severe

fires are in the inaccessible places where it is impossible to salvage

the timber, because it would not pay. to put in the necessary im-
provements to take it out.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have estimated the entire

loss. I presume, during the year?

Mr. Graves- I gave that before you came in.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And you have estima,ted the

amount of the salvage—^the amount you have been able to dispose

of?
Mr. Graves. Probably about $400,000 would cover that.

' Mr. Jones. Yoii might explain, however, that when a tree is dead
and it is killed by fire it is useless as a commercial proposition; it

does not have to burn up.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is that true?

Mr. Jones. Yes.
Mr. Graves. In the case of some species, if you can get it in time,

you can get something out of it.

Mr. Jones. If you get it before it dies.

Mr. Graves. If you get the white pine before it beings to check.

Mr. Jones. You can get hardwoods out for four or five years after-

wards, because it takes some time for the tree to die.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There is, I think, a large element

of salvage if the trees can be cut and put into saw logs and into

timber without delay; is not that true?

Mr.. Graves. Yes, sir. But it has to be pretty accessible in thag

western country to be able to get anything out of it at all. -y,

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does it rest with you to do ali

that? Are you not able to sell it to others who will do it?

Mr. Graves. This dead timber is for sale and we undertake to sell

it ; but the difficulty is finding a buyer for it.

Mr. -McLaughlin of Michigan. Where it is inaccessible to you,

ordinarily it is inaccessible and not on the market for others, I

suppose ?

Mr. Graves. It would not pay to put in the improvements to take

it out.

Mr. Jones. It would pay to give it away in order to reduce the fire

risk, would it not?
Mr. Graves. You can not give away a great deal of it. We must

remember also, that every forest fire leaves in its path an immense
amount of dead material and trees which blow over and become an
increased menace until the new forest comes up. There were occa-

sions this summer where the fires were so severe that, at least in the

case of the smaller trees, they actually consumed the entire trees. I

have seen stands of pine, about three to fire inches in diameter, where
almost all of the trees were consumed and nothing left but little

stumps, perhaps from 6 to 12 inches high.

The difficulty in our own organization is the fact that we have been
unable to hold our rangers and guards at the salaries which we have
been authorized to pay them. We simply can not get and hold for

$1 ,100 men who have had experience in the woods and as fire fighters

and who are competent to handle this big responsibility we place on
them. Of course, that standard of salaries also aifects what we pay
and can pay for outside labor as well. The low salaries of our field

force is a factor which has resulted this year in a very real embar-
rassment and a very direct and large financial loss to the Govern-
ment.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Men who are employed by you in

fighting fires are sometimes injured. You have a plan of reimbursing
a temporary man who is injured, but not the permanent man ; is not
that the case ?

Mr. Graves. The Federal Compensation Commission provides com-
pensation for men who are killed or injured in the perfomiance of

their duties.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does that apply to you regular

men?
Mr. Graves. Yes, sir ; to all employees, without regard to whether

they are permanent or temporary.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I remember an effort was made to

put that in the bill at one time and failed.

Mr. Graves. This was provided for in the Federal compensation
act of September 7, 1916.

Mr. Jones. In States where they have a compulsory compensation
law is the Government compelled to insure these men in that particu-

lar State?
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Mr. Graves. No, sir. The Federal law provides for our own em-
ployees.

Mr. Jones. Both your permanent employees and your temporary
employees?
Mr. Graves. Yes. We had, I think, seven deaths this year, mostly

resulting from men being struck by falling trees. That is the most
important phase of the work which I wish to discuss in the prelimi-

nary statement, Mr. Chairman. I think the other matters will prob-
ably come out in the discussion of individual items.

The Chairman. Thank you Colonel.

(Thereupon, at 12.30 p. m., the committee took a recess until 2

o'clock p. m., but, other business intervening, further hearing of the

Forest Service estimates was postponed until 10 o'clock a. m., Wednes-
day, December 17, 1919, at which time representatives of the organ-
ized lumber industry were scheduled to appear before the committee
to present arguments in favor of increasing the appropriation for

forest-products investigations.)

Committee on Agriculture,
House of Representatives,

"Wednesday, December 17, 1919.

Forest Service—Continued.

The committee met at 10 o'clock a. m., Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen
(chairman) presiding.

(Most of the morning session was given to a hearing of representa-

tives of the lumber industry on the forest-products item. See dis-

cussion under Forest Service item No. 244 at a later page in these

hearings.)

The Chairman. You may proceed Col. Graves.

STATEMENT OF MR. HENRY S. GRAVES, FORESTER AND CHIEF
OF THE FOREST SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—
Contiuaed.

Mr. Graves. Mr. Chairman, I omitted yesterday in my general

statement to explain the work which we did last summer, in coopera-
tion with the Army, in the use of the airplanes in protecting our
forests. Would you like to have me make a statement on thisl

The Chairman. Yes.
Mr. Graves. Mr. Hawley was interested in the work and, as he

is here now, I will sa^ a word about that.

The Chairman. We will be pleased to have it.

Mr. Graves. The use of airplanes in fire protection has been ad-
vocated for a number of years. After the armistice was signed we
took up with the War Department the possibility of some coopera-
tion in the use of airplanes in fire protection. The officers of the
Army were interested in the possibilities of combining the protec-

tion of forests with the training of aviators. The idea was to com-
bine the training of aviators with a patrol of the forests and thus
accomplish a double purpose. The result of the negotiations was
that some experiments were started in California. On June 1 there
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were started air patrols from three different bases of the air service.

These bases were Mather field, near Sacramento, where two patrols
were established in the forests immediately to the eastward; at

March field, near Riverside, where two patrols were established on
two of the southern California forests: and at Rockwell field, with
one patrol on the Cleveland Forest. The five patrols covered about
6,000,000 acres twice a day; The average round trip of each plane
was about 320 miles each day.
About September we had a flash of a hard fire season in northern

California, and we asked the Air Service if they could not extend
their patrol to some other of the northern forests. This was done,
so that by the 1st of October nearly all of the national forests in

California were under a general patrol of airplanes. The State
Forester of Oregon also applied to the Army for some assistance,

and a patrol was established in Oregon which covered most of the
forests on the west side of the Cascades in that State. This fur-

nished a very good practical experiment of the use of airplanes in

fire protection, and we were able to judge as to whether it was
practical. The conclusions are pretty clear. We can not, of course,

substitute air patrol for the regular systematic ground patrol that

Ave now have. Thus, at our lookout stations, we have a continuous
observation during the entire day, while an airplane passes over a
given part of a forest only twice a day. On the other hand, the

airplane, by moving about, can see areas which are perhaps hidden
from the lookout station by an intervening hill, or can look down
into some of the canyons which can not be reached by sight from the

lookout stations. So they pick up a good many fires that are not
observed from a regular lookout station.

In a case of several large fires, the use of airplanes proved a very
great value in directing the fighting forces on the ground. Where we
have a long defensive line around the fire it takes an inspector from
one to three days to cover the whole area which he could examine in

an airplane in a very short time.

Mr. Lee. Have they means of communicating immediately this

information ?•

Mr. Graves. We have tried the wireless telephone but that did not

work perfectly and needs some further experiment. In some cases

aviators land and send in their word from the nearest telephone.

That was unsatisfactory. They used most extensively and satisfac-

torily carrier pigeons. These are taken in the airplane and sent back
to the bases, whence the message is sent out over the telephone to our
forest oificers. A trial also was made of parachutes. In southern
California, where there are a good many settlements, this was suc-

cessful, and I think the majority of the messages were picked up as

they were dropped and promptly sent to our headquarters.
The officers of the Ai-my are very favorable to the forest patrol be-

cause it gives an exceedingly interesting line of work for the boys
who are training. Moreover, there are many new problems in flying

presented in the mountain forest region.

The proposal has been made by the local officers of the Army that

there be a patrol extended over the whole of the Northwest ; that is,

to include California, Oregon, and Washington, the Inland Empire,
with a subbase as far east as Cody, Wyo. This area comprises over

half the remaining standing timber in the United States.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Belonging to the Government ?

Mr. Graves. Including that owned by the Government, the States,

and private individuals. The suggestion is that there be a large co-

operative undertaking between the .Army, the Forest Service, the
States, and private owners to work out a system of patrol next year.

The Secretary of Agriculture has communicated that suggestion to
the Secretary of War, who has not yet replied. As soon as he does,

I would like to take the matter up again with the committee.
The Chairman. Would that require an additional appropriation?
Mr. Graves. It would require some additional money for the For-

est Service. I do not know whether the needs of the Army would
be carried in the regular Army appropriation or not, or whether
they would have to have some additional funds for the location of
the fields, for the aviation bases, and so on. They ask us to furnish
men at the various bases. One man is needed at each base to act as

a liaison between the Air Service and the Forest Service. They re-

quest the Forest Service to take care of the carrier pigeons and
handle various matters not pertinent to the Army appropriation.

Probably the plan would involve an actual additional expenditure on
the part of the Forest Service of about $60,000. Private owners
would be called on to spend in the aggregate a sum at least equal to

that, the States would also cooperate to the extent of their ability,

and the balance would be carried by the Army.
The Chairman. Would the private interests be called on to meet

any of the other expenses ?

Mr. Graves. They would be called on to purchase lands for landing
places and to do certain things which would be difScult for the Gov-
ernment to undertake. They would furnish connections by telephone
to points which would fall outside of the Government lands.

The Chairman. Do they contribute now toward the work that you
are doing?
Mr. Graves. The private owners contribute their share where pri-

vate and Government lands interlock. This is a part of a coordinated

system for protection, covering whole States.

The Chairman. To what extent?

Mr. Graves. About two-thirds of the private timberlands that are

within the national forests are thus brought into such a cooperative

arrangement.
The Chairman. What do they contribute—money?
Mr. Graves. In some cases they contribute money to a cooperative

fund.
The Chairman. What are they doing now ?

Mr. Graves. There are two methods of cooperation. One is to

contribute to a fund that is administered by the Forest Service. Un-
der the other method the expenses of protecting a given area are

divided among the different owners on an acreage basis.

The Chairman. But all the time that they are working in coopera-

tion, what are they contributing?
Mr. Graves. They are not contributing at all for the protection of

the national forests, but only for their own lands.

The Chairman. Can you state the amount contributed by private

individuals for their own lands?

Mr. Graves. I shall have to refer to my books on that. I will in-

clude it in the record.
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Mr. HtTTCHiNSON. That is not put in this estimate, is it?

Mr. Graves. No, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. Do .you not think it ought to be ?

Mr. Graves. You mean regarding aircraft?
Mr. Hutchinson. Yes; anything that has contributed toward this

service. Do you not think it ought to be put in this estimate under
another head?

Mr. Graves. Th^at is always shown in our fiscal reports.

Mr. Hutchinson. I know ; but we do not know anything about it

until we get the separate report.

The Chairman. Mr. Hutchinson has reference to the amount con-
tributed in the past, which he believes should be shown in the esti-

mate. Is that paid into the Treasury ?

Mr. Graves. Yes. All cooperative contributions are deposited in

the Treasury. We have special authority to cooperate with the pri-

vate individuals under those circumstances. These contributions are

placed in the Treasury to the credit of the Forest Service as a co-

operative fund, which we are authorized to spend in the building of

trails and for similar enterprises. In southern California, for in-

stance
The Chairman. Will you furnish the committee with a full state-

ment?
Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

(The statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE CBEDIT OF THE FOREST SERVICE COOPERATIVE
FUND, FISCAL YEAR 1919, FOB INVESTIGATIVE WORK AND PROTECTION, IMPROVE-
MENT, AND BEVSH BURNING ON THE NATIONAL FORESTS.

There was a balance of $90,259.83 on hand July 1, 1918. During the fiscal

year 1919 $522,840.05 was received from 1,181 contributors. These contributions
varied from a minimum of 11 cents to $101,406.80. Of the amount contributed
during the fiscal year 1919, $2,491.25 was for investigative work, $387,603.38 for
Improvements on the national forests, $122,279.85 for fire protection, and
$10,466.07 for brush burning following timber-sale activities on the national
forests. The amount disbursed during the fiscal year 1919 under these coopera-
tive agreements and included in the report of Forest Service expenditures is

$360,274.25. In addition to this amount. $586.16 was refunded to contributors.
The balance carried to the fiscal year 1920 is $252,239.47. In addition to the
direct contributions, there are many local arrangements whereby timberland
owners furnish their share of patrolmen for fire-prevention work In accordance
with the amount of their holdings which are intermingled with Government-
owned national forest land and also pay their share of fire-suppression ex-

penses when fires occur on the intermingled lands, directly paying the salaries

of their patrolmen, their share of the bills, and wages for fire suppression.

Mr. McLaifghlin of Michigan. In the case of patrols for fire, all

patrols for fire protection necessarily would be only there a small

part of the year, when fires threaten, is not that true ?

Mr. Graves. In California, from the 1st of June until at least tha

middle of October. In the Northwest, perhaps from the 1st of July
until the middle of September or later, according to the season. It

has quite a long, dry season.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is quite a difficult proposition,

involving a good deal of expense, to establish that service, which
would be in operation only a short part of the year?
Mr. Graves. It would be in connection with regular establishments

of the Army. The idea is not to build up a special branch of the
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Army for this purpose, but to have the work a supplementary or sub-
sidiary activity in connection with the regular activities, so 'that
the increased cost would be relatively small.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I can see some value in it, but some

of our people might, in view of the record of the War Department
and the Air Service, hesitate to have the Department of Agriculture
hook up with the War Department in any activity of that kind.
The Chairman. Do you care to make a statement, Mr. Hawley?
Mr. Hawlet. May I have a few minutes to talk on this same

subject?

The Chairman. Yes; certainly. We will be pleased to hear from
you, Congressman.

STATEMENT OF HON, WILLIS C. HAWLEY, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OREGON.

Mr. Hawley. Col. Graves has stated that two stations were located
in western Oregon during the last summer for air patrol of the
forests. The State forester of Oregon, Mr. F. A. Elliott, in a let-

ter dated December 3, states [reading]

:

The air patrol carried on In Oregon tlie past season by the United States
War Department was nominally under my supervision, and I made a num-
ber of trips by aeroplane over the forest areas of the State and am fully
convinced that great benefit can be derived from this branch of the War De-
partment In discovery and location of forest fires.

There has been organized in Oregon, California, Idaho, Washing-
ton, and Montana what is known as the Western Forestry Conserva-
tion Association. These men own about 25,000,000 acres of timber-
land. They contributed last year, in cooperation with the Forest
Service and for their own expenditures, over $800,000 for the pro-
tection of the lands from forest fires. They are very much in favor
of the extension of the Air Service to protect this Northwest area.

They are willing to contribute any amount the Government may
think is a just proportion of the cost of the operations during the
fire season.

The Government has in these Western States 80,000,000 acres of
forested lands; 80 per cent in volume in stumpage of the standing
timber owned by the Government is in these five Northwestern
States. The value of this patrol consists of several factors. The
man in the air gets a different view of the situation from the man
on the ground. There are fogs in the mountains, which very fre-

quently cut off the view of the man on the lookout and prevent his

seeing any very great distance.

But the man in the air, looking directly down, sees through the
fog and can discern a fire. If we have forest fires of any consider-
able extent, such as we have had during the past three years on ac-

count of exceptionally dry summers, smoke settles down through
the forest, and especially in the valleys, and the man on the look-
out can not see through that volume of smoke, looking through it

ho'rizontally: but the man looking down from the air can see the
twinkling of the forest fire, or its smoke boiling up through the
older layer.

Col. Graves calls attention to the failure of the lookouts to see
into the narrower canyons, and the broader canyons in many in-

164315-
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stances. I think he' will confirm this statement, that, so far as fires

set by the carelessness of hunters are concerned, they usually origi-

nate in the valleys along the streams. Fires that are set by careless

hunters or that may have been set by ill-disposed persons may escape

the attention of the forest lookout for a considerable time, until

the fire gets to a size sufficient to send a volume of smoke aloft that

will attraction his attention. But the airman passing over it would
detect it very speedily and could report the location of the fire.

I have a statement here from the association just named that

the Government's loss last summer in Montana and Idaho alone was
about 3,500,000,000 feet of standing timber, and most of that will

be lost to the market. Most of the trees, if not burned too deeply,

can be marketed within five years and make a fairly good quality of
lumber. After that they become worm-eaten or too poor in qual-

ity to make good lumber, and are not only of no value but become
a menace to the forest.

Standing in these five Northwestern States are 1,500,000,000.000

feet of timber, a very large proportion of which belongs to the Gov-
ernment. We have become accustomed by the war in dealing with
billions of dollars. This proposition deals with one and one-half

trillions of feet of timber.
Mr.' Jones. What per cent?
Mr. Hawlet. Probably about half of it. If I am wrong, Col.

Graves will correct me.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The Colonel said 80,000,000 acres

and that private interests owned 20,000,000.

Mr. Hawlet. In the State of Oregon, if the owners of timberlands

do not form an association to protect their own lands, satisfactory

to the State forester, the State levies a tax against these lands at so

much per acre, based on the cost of protection, and that is put on the

tax roll of each individual holder, who pays the amount with his

other taxes each year. I think most of the other Western States

have similar laws.

Mr. TiNCHEE. How much an acre is that, do you know?
Mr. Hawlet. It depends on the fire hazard. The lands are

patrolled under the direction of the State forester. At the end of

the year he determines how much it cost, and the owners are assessed

for the cost of the protection for their own lands. It has gone* as

high as 30 cents an acre for protection.

There is one thing that I want to mention before it escapes my
attention, and that is the value to the flyers of this kind of work.'

When they are engaged in war, they must properly locate certain

things accurately. In time of war they have the great incentive of

winning. In time of peace in flying around in the air for practice

and traveling from one place to another they learn how to fly and

how to handle their machines, but there is no special incentive for

them to study the ground, which they would be required to do in the

event of war operations. If they are detailed to engage in this work

of protecting the forests from fire, however, they must study the

ground in detail as they pass over it, just as they would study an

enemy's field of operations, and it would be of incalculable value in

the training of these young men in the power of observation and

ability to observe and report accurately the things they see. It
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would be of very great value to the country if we should ever engage
in another war.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is there an estimate of the number

of stations that would be necessary and the number of men that
would be necessary for the Department of Agriculture to employ,
and so on?
Mr. HAwt4ET. There is an estimate in a list given here of 12 sta-

tions that would be necessary. It might be found necessary to estab-
lish some more.
Mr. Lee. That is, in your State alone ?

Mr. Hawley. No ; in the five Northwestern States. There would
be two on the west side of Oregon—one in the Willamette Valley
and one in the Rogue River Valley (on the west side of the Cas-
cades), and one on the east side of the Cascades, in Oregon. We
have 600,000,000,000 feet of standing timber, about half of which
belongs to the National Government, on the forest reservations and
the public lands. I have many letters from practical men giving
their opinion of the value of this patrol. They are practical men,
who are right on the ground, who have lands to protect, who have
paid large taxes, and who have an enormous investment there in the
form of standing timber. They are unanimously of the opinion that
this air-patrol service should be inaugurated and that that would be
far better than to maintain solely the ground patrol ; that the two,
working together, will go far to solve the problem of controlling
forest fires.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Will he be able to dispense with
the ground patrols to any extent whatever?
Mr. Hawley. That I can not answer from the standpoint of the

National Government; but, from the standpoint of this association,

I understand they intend to maintain the ground patrols. They
have large investments in telephones, the use of which they loan to

the Government; they have all that the Government needs in trails

and in men for the work, and they in the past have contributed an
amount equal to what the Government has, or their proportionate
share of the cost of protecting any area, and I think they intend to

maintain their ground patrols probably as they are.

Mr. Jones. They would have to have land patrols to put out the
incipient fires the airplanes would disclose to them.
Mr. Hawley. The airplane would locate and report the fire, to

get the men on it before it does a great deal of damage. The asso-

ciation anticipates that the money it puts into this will be money
many times returned to the owners of lumber in the saving of timber.

Mr. Jacoway. What was the value of the stumpage destroyed this

year?
Mr. Hawley. Probably about 40 cents a thousand for investment

purposes, taking the area as a whole. Possibly more.
Mr. Graves. It would be over 40 cents a thousand.
Mr. Hawley. Suppose you call it 50 cents a thousand. It would

be $1,750,000.

Mr. TiNCHER. Have the questions to which you have referred been
•aken up with the aviation department—this proposition as to

rt^hether it would be satisfactory to them to do the training?
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Mr. Hawley. Yes ; the Forest Service has been in touch with them,

and the Army is very anxious to engage in the work, for the reason

that it will give the men practical experience in studying the ground
and locating objects accurately, in order to make them more expert

in the line of work in which they would need to be expert in the event

of war.
Mr. TiNCHER. They would confine their training in that line to

that locality to some extent and perform this service, and it would
do away with the amount that is appropriated—would very properly
come off the amount that is appropriated for conducting that train-

ing ?

Mr. Hawley. If they trained them in this work it would not be

necessary to train them somewhere else, where they would simply be

flying around without rendering any public service. If they are

engaged in this work, every day's work they put in would be render-

ing a public service.

Mr. TiNOHEB. Your proposition, then, is to utilize them for this

purpose ?

Mr. Hawley. Yes ; for the public benefit
;
giving the men the train-

ing they require and at the same time make it a public benefit to the

country. This association and the companies represented by it will

assist in the preparation of maps for the use of the aviators; they

will furnish to the War Department the maps they have, which are

in great detail.

Mr. Jones. Is that the North American Timber Co. that you are

speaking of ?

Mr. Hawley. No ; this is the Western Forestry Conservation Asso-
ciation.

The Chairman. Have you any estimate as to the cost of these 12

new stations ?

Mr. Hawley. The suggestion is that the contribution required by
the Government from the standpoint of the Forest Service should be

about $60,000.

The Chairman. Considerable land would have to be purchased,
would it not ?

Mr. Hawley. I think the association owning these vast areas of

timber will cooperate with the Forest Service in finding landiiig

places, and they will provide a great many landing places them-
selves. Throughout the country there are open areas where aviators

could land without much trouble and without necessitating much
work in preparing the ground for use as landing places.

The Chairman. They would donate that to the Government ?

Mr. Hawley. Yes; I think at Eugene, Oreg., they have already
contributed a field, and in the Rogue River Valley they will do that

for the home field. I think they would provide landing fields in the

forest and they will cooperate in providing others. They come
forward with the fair proposition to bear their proportionate share

of the expense.

Mr. TiNCHER. Would not the practical way be for the Government
to establish a few aviation fields with training camps in this terri-

tory ? As I remember it, the House the other day made an amend-
ment to an appropriation bill from the Military Affairs Committee
cutting out a field in Ohio. The practical way for the Government
now to approach the situation -(^fould be to move the aviation field
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to that territory so that the men in training could render a public
service.

Mr. Hawley. I think they would require a number of fields so
that the men employed in this service could be supplied the necessary
training at those fields. Doubtless there would be other fields in.;

other parts of the country to provide for men that would not be
engaged in this service at all.

Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. Do you think that there, would be
such cooperation between the War Department and the Department
of Agriculture in these matters ?

Mr. Hawley. There was such cooperation last summer, I have
understood, in California, and I know there was in western Oregon.
By reports both of the War Department and of the Forest Service
and of the representatives of the local companies that were interested
the Army, the Forest Service, and the others worked together har-
moniously by having one purpose in view; that is, doing the best
kind of work they could in the business in which they were engaged.
Mr. Jacoway. Who administered this combination fund; Col.

Graves's department?
Mr. Hawley. I think the War Department administered its own

fund and the Forest Service its own, and the private interests co-
operated with the Forest Service.

Mr. HtTTCHiNSON. I understood you to say that the association
contributed $800,000.

Mr. Hawley. They spent last year $800,000 for the protection of
their lands. That includes what they contributed in cooperation
with the Forest Service.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Would that include what was paid
Iq special taxes?
Mr. Hawley. No ; that is in addition to taxes.

Mr. Hutchinson. Thev contributed that much to the forest peo-
ple?
Mr. Hawley. Yes.
Mr. Hutchinson. Did they pay that into the Treasury, or how?
Mr. Hawley. I regret that I can not answer that question. .

.

Mr. Graves. This large sum is the aggregate of all costs to the
owners for the protection of their lands. It includes some coopera-
tive expenditures.
Mr. Hutchinson. I think they ought to show what they got.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They do show it in the reports.

Mr. Graves. I will be glad to bring that out in detail.

Mr. Hawley. This $800,000 is not all that is expended by private

interests in the protection of the timber in the forests of the North-
west. That is the amount spent by this particular association.

Mr. Hutchinson. There is no duplication between two patrols in

one section ?

Mr. Hawley. No; it is cooperative service.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I have curiosity to know why this

telephone service is so ineiScient and why it is necessary to have the
pigeons. It seems to me that the telephone, if well laid out and
conducted, would be the best method.
Mr. Hawley. The answer to that is this: A man in the air with

carrier pigeons might be 50 miles from a station, but he could dis-

patch a carrier pigeon which would go back to its home station.
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Men would be sent out from the ranger station nearest the fire to
fight the fire more quickly than if the aviator went back to find the
nian at the lookout to whom he might telephone, which might require
him to retrace a hundred miles, make him lose a part of his day's
*work, and keep him from extending his trip over all the territory
he is supposed to cover in a day.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is there telephone communication

between all these lookout stations throughout the mountains ?

Mr. Hawley. Yes ; aviators would use wireless telephones.
Mr. Graves. You were referring to wireless, were you not? I said

that the wireless telephone had not been working out satisfactorily.

Our surface telephone system works satisfactorily, but the problem is

for the air pilot to reach a telephone station.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have telephones at all these
lookout stations ? These are all connected up by telephone ?

Mr, Hawlef. They all. have telephones or signal systems, and if

a pigeon is released from an. airship it will go home to its station,

and that station can communicate to the other stations the location
of the fire.

Mr. Geaves. Yes.
Mr. Lesher. How many men are in these airplanes?
Mr. Graves. Two.
Mr. Hawley. There is another answer to that question, Mr. Mc-

Laughlin, the question of the wireless telephone. If the aviator in

passing over a station communicates or attempts to communicate by
wireless telephone with the lookout, he must find a lookout in the

station.

Mr. Jones. The lookout man does not leave his station, does he ?

Mr. Graves. He was referring to the rangers. Usually that mes-
sage is taken up by the ranger's wife.

Mr. Jones. The ranger would be in the field, but the lookout woul I

be at his post ?

Mr. Graves. Yes.
Mr. Hawley. I should have said rangers instead of lookouts. The

lookouts are not sufficiently numerous in an area of such an enormous
extent as that, comprising some 350,000 square miles. But lookouts

and ranger stations are sufficiently plentiful for a man always to

find one if he wants to deliver a message in a hurry.
Mr. Graves. There is no fundamental difficulty about reaching our

forest officers in our stations by telephone. The main difficulty is to

get the message quickly from the aviator after he sees the fire.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. To what extent have you had the

pigeons so as to determine that that is the best way of communica-
tion?
Mr. Graves. Those were used this summer continuously, and they

proved very successful.

Mr. McLaughlin. You would need an everlasting lot of them.
"Where are you going to get them? I think in that statement you
showed me. Colonel Graves, you provided for several flocks of them.
How many?
Mr. Graves. Nine hundred and thirty pigeons. I have not heard

of any suggestion that that number would be difficult to get.

The Chairman. The pigeons would have to be trained, would they

not?
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Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. How long does it take to train a pigeon ?

Mr. Graves. A comparatively short time.
The Chairman. Is that all, Mr. Hawley?
Mr. Hawley. Yes; unless there is some question. I request per-

mission to insert a lettea* from F. A. Elliott, State Forester of Oregon
• The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Hawley.
Without objection the letter will be inserted in the record.
(The letter referred to is as follows:)

Oregon State Board of Fokestry,
Salem, December 18, 1919.

Hon. W. O. Hawley, M. C,
WasJiington, D. C.

Dear Me. Hawley: Complying with the request contained In your letter of
the 8th instant, the following will give you a brief outline of the work of the
aerial forest patrol and what I hope it will be possible to accomplish through
its continuance. ,

Chief among the difficulties encountered in forest protection, especially in

the more isolated districts of the State, has been the difficulty of getting
reliable reports of fires to the ranger, guard, or patrolman in charge of the dis-

trict in time for him to take effective action before the fire develops to such
proportions that its control is very difficult.

The lookout system established throughout the forests of the State has been
depended on heretofore to report fires. This system, however, is seriously
handicapped during smoky weather. Also, under the lookout system, there
is nearly always a section of country back of intervening ridges which can not
be seen.

With the establishment of the aerial patrol during the past season a solution

of these difficulties is in sight. The aerial patrol of the forests of Oregon,
while conducted mainly along experimental lines during the 1919 season, has
demonstrated beyond a doubt to those of us who have followed it closely the
wonderfully beneficial results that may be expected through a continuance of
the use of aircraft as an addition to the forest-protection system.
The airplane, equipped with wireless, follows a regular patrol route, estab-

lished with the view of covering the largest area in the most effective manner.
When a fire is discovered the observer makes not of its location, size, and any
other feature having an important bearing, and immediately gets in touch with
the nearest wireless station, or through message cans, with the ranger in

charge of the district in which the fire is located. Knowing the approximate
size of the fire and its location, the ranger can without further dejay assemble
men and equipment necessary for its control.

The airplane is not only effective for locating new fires, but, as was demon-
strated on numerous occasions the past season, is extremely valuable iij re-

porting progress on large fires. Experience has shown that a trained observer,

after a reconnaissance from the air, can give more useful information about

the character of a large fire in a heavily timbered area, than can a man on

the ground. Controlled fires can be patrolled each day to see that they do not

break out anew.
It is during smoky weather that the aii-plane patrol Is much more effective

than the lookout sysem. Neiher smoke nfir a difference of Several thousand

feet in altitude hinders the visibility as much as one would suspect. The inter-

vening ridge which often shuts off the view 'of the lookout man is of no conr

sequence to the observer in a plane since his altitude and changing position in

the air give him a view of all the landscape over which he is flying.

While the area of effective visbiltiy depends somewhat upon the atmospheric

conditions and the altitude of the plane, at a height of 10,000 feet, under fair*

observation conditions, a very small fire may easily be detected at a distance

of 30 miles.
. The mechanical success of the planes is beyond question when it is con-

sidered that in flying approximately 60,000 miles during the 1919 patrol season

there were but three forced landings, due to mechanical trouble, one of these

resulting in the loss of one officer and his ship.

The Air Service personnel are highly enthusiastic and are eager to become

efflcifent in this new line of work. - - .
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The • peace-time policy of the War Department Is to maintain an adequate
flying force and to continue the work started during the late war. Since this

necessitates continued practice in flying, the Air Service officials are anxious
to determine the possibilities of performing a real and valuable service to the
Government, State and community in conjunction with their regular prescribed
training.

The tentative aerial patrol plan for 1920, as proposed by the Air Service and
the interested protective agencies, embraces the States of California, Oregon,.
Washington, Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming. When it is considered that this

patrol will cover one-half of the standing timber in the United States, and ap-
proximately 80 per cent of the merchantable timber in the national forests, and
will undoubtedly be instrumental in saving vast areas from destruction by fire,

at the same time furnishing such a practical line of training to the personnel
of the Air Service, the question of Its continuance with sufficient financial

support from Congress to make it a success should be considered a forward
movement in the protection and conservation of one of the principal natural
resources of the nation.

I could write at great length, giving details of the past season's work and of
what we hope to accomplish through the aerial patrol in the future, but, since

you have Mr. Cftapman's report on the resolutions of the air patrol committee
of the Western Forestry and Conservation Association and also Col. Arnold's
recommendations to the War Department regarding this work, anything further
from me along this line would be merely a duplication.

I want to assure you, however, that all protective agencies In Oregon are
solidly in favor of a continuance of the Aerial Forest Patrol, and anything you
can do to Insure its continuance with the proper equipment for Its success will

i-eceive the full appreciation' of your eonstltuents.

Very sincerely yours,
F. A. ElLLiOTT, State Forester.

Mr. McLAtrGHLiN of Michigan. You consider that this is a neces-

sary expense—that you can not dispense with any of the lines of

work ? This is in addition ?

Mr. Gkaves. I do not see how we could squeeze out enough money
from the present items to meet the cost incident to the air patrol. It

will require an addition of $60,000.

The Chairman. Col. Graves, it is now nearly 1 o'clock; we had
probably better recess until 2.30, at which time we will hear you
further.

(Thereupon, at 12.45 o'clock p, m., the committee took a recess

until 2.30 o'clock p. m.)

' AFTER RECESS.

The committee reconvened at 2.30 o'clock p. m., Hon. Gilbert N.

Haugen (chairman) presiding.

Forest Service—Continued.

STATEMENT OF ME. HENRY S. GRAVES, FORESTER AND CHIEF
OF THE FOREST SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—
Continued.

The Chairman. Col. Graves, are you ready ? There are no changes
in the statutory roll, are there?

Mr. Graves. We are requesting to have the forest supervisors and
forest rangers transferred from the statutory roll to a special lump
fund.
The Chairman. We were in hopes of doing exactly the reverse.
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Mr. Graves. I appreciate the position of the committee on that,

and I would not have presented this if we were not facing a very
critical situation that is giving me a great deal of apprehension. I
am unable to see any other way of meeting what is a real emergency.
Either it must be done in this way, by transferring the men to a lump-
fund roll, or by a readjustment and increase of the salaries of these
men on the statutorj' roll. The Secretary felt that the latter was not
feasible because of the work of the Reclassification Commission.
Moreover, the positions, on account of the character of the work and
responsibilities, are in every sense technical and highly specialized

and as such should always have remained in the lump fund like

other technical places. The situation is that I have got to find some
way of meeting what is really an emergency—some way of holding
an efficient field organization—if we are to safeguard the public for-

ests and otherwise redeem our responsibities.

The Chairman. We may look for a report from the Reclassifica-

tion Commission soon, I believe.

Mr. Graves. The forest supervisors, of course, are in the field, and
the functions of the Reclassification Commission are confined to the
District of Columbia.
The Chairman. When may we expect to have a report from the

Reclassification Commission? Have you any report as to that, Mr.
Harrison ?

Mr. Harrison. The original law required that the report of the
commission be submitted by the first week of January, but i-ecently

the chairman of the commission, Senator Jones, introduced a resolution

in the Senate, which has not yet been passed, asking that the time
be extended to March 12. He said that the commission could not
finish the work in a satisfactory way within the time prescribed.

The Chairman. I believe that we decided at the start that we
would not go into the matter of salaries until we had the report from
that commission.
Mr. Harrison. The heads of the various departments decided that

they would not include any salary increases in the estimates for

next year in view of the fact that the Reclassification Commission
is working on the problem. While the commission is confining its

activities to employees in Washington, it was felt that, if Congress

adopts its report, the same principles will be applied to the field serv-

ices. The proposition here is to transfer some technical employees

of the Forest Service to a special lump-fund roll, placing them on

the same basis as other scientific and technical employees of the

department. It does not involve any increase- in the appropriation.

The Chairman. Why is the transfer desired ?

Mr. Harrison. I suggest that you let Mr. Graves tell you some

of the difficulties he has encountered under the present arrangement.

The Chairman. This is to meet an emergency ?

Mr. Graves. Yes. As I shall explain very candidly

The Chairman. The question is, shall we take up these salaries,

or wait and discuss them for the whole department at one time.

That has been the plan on which we have been proceeding. We have

not gone into the different questions as to salaries but have passed

them over, as we did last year, with the thought of taking them all

up later and consider them all under one head.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why do you want these scientific
and technical men transferred?
Mr. Harrison. They are scientific and technical employees in every

sense of the word. The positions demand men of specialized train-
ing and experience in forestry, timber work, grazing, and other
branches allied to forestry. But, Mr. McLaughlin, I suggest that you
let Col. Graves explain the situation that is confronting the Forest
Service in the handling of its personnel and the reasons for this
suggestion. Then I shall be glad to answer any questions I can
about the attitude of the department in the matter.
Mr. Graves. The forest supervisors and rangers are our line offi-

cers, if I may use that expression. They are men who are on the
ground in charge of the forests and of the immediate business upon
them. They are responsible for the actual work of protection and
the successful carrying on of all the local business.

I referred yesterday to the difficulties we had had in fire protection
because of the limitations of our statutory roll, that had resulted in

a large loss to the Government from this cause. I have the same
difficulties in other lines of business, leading 'already to complaints
on account of the inexperience of new men who have replaced the more
experienced men who have left us. The force as a whole is to-day less

efficient than it was two months ago because of the loss of experienced
men. It was less efficient two months ago than it was previous to

that. Unless I am able to meet the practical situation confronting
me—the matter of men leaving the service—our organization is going
to be still less efficient six months from now. I am confident that

we are not going to be able, with the present limitations of the statu-

tory roll, to safeguard the public property and otherwise redeem our
responsibilities another season.

The present roll was established in 1912 and has remained practi-

cally unchanged since then. The salary standard is so low that our
experienced men are leaving, and we can not replace them at the

present grades. On some forests we have had practically a complete
turnover of personnel. On one forest within the last 18 months all

the men, the entire personnel, has been changed, with the exception

of one ranger, who is not up to our standard of efficiency. On
another forest within a year we have had a change of personnel

of all except two men. I have just received the resignation of the

supervisor of one of the forests in southern California, and I fear

that I may soon receive the resignation of the supervisor of one of

the neighboring forests. Under present conditions I can not replace

those men with others' of the same efficiency. This process is going

on throughout the field organization, a process of the melting away
of the strong men upon whom we depend for the success of the

public enterprise.

The positions of forest supervisor and ranger are very technical

and highly specialized. It is essential that these officers have ade-

quate technical training and experience. The supervisor must have

a basic specialized training in technical forestry, in the lumber

woods, in sawmills, or as an engineer, coupled with long experience

in specialized forest work in the Forest Service. Ordinarily one must
have served in our organization for 5 or 10 years to be competent to-

serve as a supervisor.
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The forest supervisor has very great responsibilities, each being
in charge of a great area of a million or more acres of public prop-
erty. He is responsible for its protection, for the proper handling
of all the current business of timber sales, use for grazing, recrea-
tion, and also for its improvement and development. The position
is not merely executive ; he must have a technical knowledge of for-
est growth, methods of reproduction, timber cruising and appraisal,
and similar knowledge regarding the technical problems of grazing,
building of trails, suiveys of boundaries, adjustment of land claims,
and so on.

The ranger, similarly, must have a training and experience to fit

him for the handling of a forest district, of 100,000 to 200,000 acres
in extent, under the direction of the supervisor.

Such men can not be found on the outside. They have to be
selected from those having the basic technical training and expe-
rience and then become proficient by service in the Forest Service.
The present situation is that the older and strongest men are leav-

ing and we are not, with the present salaries, > able to build up the
organization below with men of adequate training.

I first recommended to Secretary Houston that he permit me to
present a radical readjustment of salaries so that I would be able
to hold at least a considerable part of our best men, a thing that
I am not doing to-day. He explained the situation which your com-
mittee faces with reference to any changes at all on the statutory
rolls. I told him that if I had a lump fund of the sum total of the
salaries of these officers I would find some way of making readjust-
ments here and there to meet the changing conditions. This would
enable us, at least for the present, to meet the situation. This I
would undertake without requesting any increase in the total ap-
propriation.

If we should make a readjustment of the statutory roll which
would carry the salaries that should be paid for the positions and
the responsibilities of the forest supervisors and rangers, it would
involve a large increase of appropriation.
Under the lump-fund plan, and without an increase of appro-

priation, I should make certain promotions, readjusting the organi-
zation temporarily to meet the particular personnel situation as it

may exist from time to time. The total number of officers would
vary during the year. In some 'cases, one strong man would be
placed in charge of two or more forests. The situation is changing
so rapidly under the stress of numerous resignations that it is im-
possible to indicate precisely what salary grades will be necessary.

As an illustration of the emergency, take a group of southern
California forests. Here I would undoubtedly have to violate what
I believe to be the best principles of organization and administration.
We ought to have three competent supervisors, each in charge of
one of these three important forests. One has resigned, and I fear

another may do so. I can not replace them, because competent and
experienced men are not available for the salaries now permitted.
In this case, if there were a lump fund, as requested, I would un-
doubtedly take the best of those three men, give him supervisory re-

sponsibilities over all three forests, and get along with poorer men
in immediate charge as his subordinates.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Approximately what is the area
of each of these three forests that you speak of ?

Mr. Graves. An average of about 1,000,000 acres.

Mr. Lee. For each forest ?

Mv. Graves. Each forest.

Mr. Lee. How close are they together ?

Mr. Graves. They are about 150 miles apart, I think.

Mr. Lee. I do not see how you could do it.

Mr. Graves. We would have to do it. It is the only, way I can
meet the present crisis. I fully believe that the loss to the Govern-
ment last summer in our forest fires, due to our restricted salaries

and consequent crippling of the organization, amounted to fuly 20
per cent of the cost of fighting fires and of the damage by the fires.

That means upward of $2,000,000.

I am charged by Congress and by this committee with the re-

sponsibility of protecting the national forests, protecting them from
damage and injury by fire. I am charged with an eificient adminis-
tration of the forest business, involving very large financial values.

I would not be doing my duty if I did not place before you the diffi-

culties that I have under the present rigid and restricted system,

carrying a scale of salaries established in 1912 for positions in which
the responsibilities have been steadily increasing on account of the

increasing demands of the business.

Mr. McLAtTGHLiN of Michigan. In what respect has the demand
increased ?

Mr. Graves. I may illustrate in regard to a single line of business.

This year we have had 50 per cent more transactions in timber sales

than we had. in 1914.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is that true, on an average, as to

all the funds?
Mr. Graves. We have increased the number of stock on the na-

tional forests since 1914 by about 2,000,000 head. The responsibility

of overseeing that work, getting a just allotment of the grazing
privileges, and inspection of the work is constantly being intensified

on practically all forests.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Has the number of permits in-

creased largely?

Mr. Graves. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Has there been an increase in area

to each permittee?
Mr. Graves. No ; the number of permits has been increased by

reducing the area allowed some of the larger permittees.

Mr. Jones. Do you have the lands cruised?

Mr. Graves. When we make a sale of the timber we make a cruise

and an appraisal of the timber.

Mr. Jones. How is your cruise made; under any of the recog-

nized systems of cruising, or is just an estimate made?
Mr. Graves. A regular cruise, under recognized methods.
On many of these forests the timber alone has a Value of ten or

fifteen millions of dollars. On one of our forests in the Northwest

the value of the timber would be as high as $30,000,000. The super-

visor of that forest receivesj as I recall, $2,200 a year as the base

salary. We are doing a business on some forests involving receipts

of $80,000 or $90,000, with supervisors getting $2,000 and $2,200.
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Mr.- McLaughlin of Michigan. The supervisor himself does not
receive the money for the sales, does he?
Mr. Graves. No; but he is responsible for the administration of

the entire forest, for its protection, and for all the work; he has to
see that the sale is carried out properly. It is a very easy thing to
make mistakes and use bad judgment. In much of this work a mis-
take or a failure to use good judgment may involve very great loss

to the Goveinment. We have really a gigantic business undertaking,
and I feel that we should have your support in every way to secure
an efficient administration of it. I fully appreciate what I am ask-
ing, and I come to you only because I feel that it is a real emer-
gency and that this is the only way that I can meet it without ask-
ing for an increased amount of money.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have spoken of the super-

visors. Will you gi"*'e us something of the same information as to

the others. A supervisor, you say, receives the basic salary of
$2,200. He gets the bonus?
Mr. Graves. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Of $240?
Mr. Graves. Y«s.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is there any allowance to him in

any way? Does he get a house?
Mr. Graves. No, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does he get a machine or animals
for purposes of travel ?

Mr. Graves. No, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is he paid for his traveling ex-

penses in any way?
Mr. Graves. He- is paid for his traveling expenses, like every other

Government official traveling away from his station.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is he paid a per diem or his actual
expenses ?

Mr. Graves. At the present time I have the entire Forest Service
on actual expenses.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then, there is no remuneration
or allowance of any kind to him that would be, in effect, an addi-
tional compensation?
Mr. Graves. No, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Now, as to the others, some of
them are provided with living quarters, are they not ?

Mr. Graves. The rangers who are located away in the forests,

away from towns, where there are no houses available for rent, are

given quarters. We build a house for them.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is anything contributed in any

way toward their living expenses?
Mr. Graves. No, sir. They are required to furnish their own

means of transportation.' They are required to own from one to

three horses. They have to purchase them personally at their own
expense. But we furnish the forage for those horses which are used
exclusively for Government work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are they bought and paid for out

of their own money or are they supplied ?

Mr. Graves. They are bought out of their own money.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have they any extra remuneration
or anything of that kind?
Mr. Graves. They receive nothing whatsoever except the forage

for feeding those horses.

Mr. Jones. Is it your conclusion that the statutory roll leads to

inefficiency?

Mr. Graves. There is not the slightest question but that this

statutory roll has broken down. It has led to inefficiency already.

I can show you where it has led to definite and costly inefficiency in

various instances in the Forest Service. I have failed to get the best

efficiency because of it.

Mr. Jones. From what date has this been observed—^that you are

unable to supply these positions with men at the salaries fixed on tlie

statutory roll?

Mr. Graves. My difficulty began about 1913, became intense along
about 1914 and 1915, and during the war I was able to hold the men
on the job absolutely only by appeal to their patriotism.

Mr. Jones. Then the question of the high cost of living is what
brought it about in these instances, as well as with everybody else ?

Mr. Graves. It has, in a measure, been the cause of it; but, quite

regardless of the high cost of living, the whole standard of these

salaries, which was established eight years ago, is too low compared
with salaries for work of the same responsibility, both inside and
outside the Govei'nment service.

Mr. Jones. Going back to my question, were you able at any time
to get competent men at those salaries?

Mr. Graves. Yes, formerly; and up until within a year or two I

was able to hold the bulk of the organization largely through appeal
to loyalty and patriotism, and through the hope that I might secure

a just basis of compensation. I would not, even if there had not
been the recent high cost of living, have been able to retain them in

the long run, because the standard is too low for the responsibilities

of the positions. This applies not only to the supervisors, but with
equal force to the rangers. The latter are getting a base salary of

$1,100 to $1,200, which is too low considering the responsibilities

placed upon them.
Mr. Jones. How do these salaries compare with salaries paid for

similar positions in the State of New York, for instance, where they
have them?
Mr. Graves. I am not sure that I recall just what the salaries of

the State of New York are. The respective conditions are hard to

compare, for they do not carry precisely similar responsibilities.

Mr. Jones. The State of New York owns about 1,600,000 acres in

timberland, as I recall it.

Mr. Graves. I think Mr. Pettis, the State Forester, who has charge
of the State forests, receives $4,000 or $5,000 a year.

Mr. Jones. I do not have reference to him. I have reference to

the men out in the field—the rangers, fire wardens, and your forest

protectors, out in the forest. Mr. Pettis lives in Albany. He does

not get out into the field.

Mr. Graves. The district rangers in New York correspond to our
district rangers, though they do not carry anything like the responsi-

bilities carried by our men. The work in New York is almost wholly
a protective job.
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Mr. Jones. Yes.
Mr. Graves. The district rangers in New York receive $1,800 and

are furnished a car or other means of transportation. Our district

rangers receive an average base salary of less than $1,200 and have to

furnish their own horses or car. *

Mr. Jones. Then your men out in the field do work similar ta
what the men in the office at Albany do—Mr. Pettis and others ?

Mr. Graves. Mr. Pettis's work corresponds, in part, to that of a

forest supervisor and, in part, to a district forester's work. His work
involves planning, protection, planting, and developing. As yet in

New York there not no transactions which involve the sale of timber.

As you know, they do not allow any cutting in the Adirondacks.
Mr. Jones. No.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have spoken of the super-

visors and rangers and other men. Are any of these other classes of
men supplied with homes ?

Mr. Graves. No. You mean men like the guards or the other mem-
bers of the Forest Service?
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Take it right down through these

lines. There are the supervisors and the rangers; you have spoken
of them.
Mr. Graves. There are a few stations remote from any town where

quarters are furnished to the supervisor; not as a perquisite, how-
ever, but because we have to provide some place for him to live.

We require him to live at the particular station, and we have to fur-

nish him a place to live if it is not feasible for him to rent. Of
course, any forest officer who is detailed to the forest for work at

a point where there is an available ranger station would make his

headquarters there.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have a large number of these-

men under general titles. You spoke of the supervisor. As you
have just stated, he supplies his own house.

Mr. Qravbs. Yes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do rangers have houses supplied

by the Government?
Mr. Graves. A portion of them.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How about the others?

Mr. Graves. None of them have.

The Chairman. Where do the forest guards live?

Mr. Graves. The guards are temporary employees. When on duty

in the forest they make their headquarters at a ranger station or in

camp. That is not furnishing them a home.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is a place for them to live and

eat at the expense of the Government while they are doing the work,

is it not?
Mr. Graves. Yes. If they were not there, they would be m camp,

living in a Government tent.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. When they are living in a Gov-

ernment tent, are they supplied with their rations?

Mr. Graves. Oh, yes ; while they are in the field, away from their

station, just as though
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much time is covered by

that?
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Mr. Graves. Most of the field officers are out during practically

the whole of the field season, which, of course, on the Pacific coast

is a long one.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. During that entire time the^
living expenses are all furnished to them ?

Mr. Graves. Yes; just like the members of a survey crew in the
Geological Survey, or any other field crew, doing field work. While
they are away from their station, their expenses are paid.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. As to a large number of them,
that is practically all the time, then ?

Mr. Graves. No; because, if a man is stationed at one point per-

manently, he does not receive his expenses. That is all covered in

the fiscal regulations of the department. He has got to be on travel

status in order to receive his expenses.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But a large number of them are

not permanently located; they are so employed as to receive this

pay for expenses, or their living expenses, so that they do not have
any headquarters; they live at the expense of the Government?

Mr. Graves. That is while they are in the field
;
yes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You say there are a large num-
ber of them who are in the field practically all the time ?

Mr. Gra\tes. Hardly all the time; through most of the field sea-

son; and then they are out at different times in other parts of the

year.

Mr. EuBEr. What is the length of the field season ?

Mr. Graves. In California it would be from June until about the
middle of October. Ordinarily a field party doing work like timber
cruising will start out from about the middle of June to July 1, and
they might finish up the survey work by the 1st of October ; some of

them would be out longer than that.

Mr. EuBEY. What are these men doing at this season of the year ?

Mr. Graves. Many of the men are at their headquarters during
the winter working on the results of their summer work. If they
have been on timber appraisals, they are working up those appraisals

preparatory to the final negotiations for the sale of the timber ; and
if other work is necessary, they go inta the field again. Of course,

in case of men like scalers, who have their permanent headquarters
at the sawmill or in connection with a logging operation, that is

their permanent hadquarters, and they pay their own expenses.

They are located there permanently.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. A large number of these men,

then, are in the field only three or four months, and then some of them
have to mako up a record of what they have done ; but, ordinarily,

that would not take veiy long. There must be several months in the

year when many of them have nothing to do.

Mr. Graves. No. sir ; that is not true. Our work is so diversified

that there is a pressure of work during all the year. Take the case

of our grazing examiners; they may be in the field in the summer
for three or even four months, getting their field data by a survey

and plan of grazing regulation on specific forests. They will be en-

gaged for perhaps two months in working up their data, or it may
talce them considerably longer than that, where maps are involved.

Then comes the allotments of the grazing for the year, involving the
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assistance of these men to the forest supervisor. Then by spring there
may be further work in preparation for the season's work, special
inspection trips, etc.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I notice you say there may be these
different Idnds of work. Ordinarily, is there that kind of work?
I was trying to find out what these men do.
Mr. Graves. Yes, sir; there is. I have not been able to find any

slack time for our examiners and scalers and others such as you
suggest.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I was trying to find out. about
these salaries. If the sum is paid to a man who works only a part
of the time, or if it is paid to a. man who has a home furnished
to him, or if it is paid to a man who has his living expenses paid
a large part of the year, it would be interesting to know that, as
bearing on the question of whether or not his salary is sufficient.

Mr. Graves. Of course, in the matter of the traveling expenses
while he is in the field, the condition is somewhat different in the
Forest Service from what it was 10 years ago, or even what it

was when this statutory roll was put into effect. We had a very
much larger number of unmarried men in the service then than
we have to-day. More men now have homes, and when they go
into the field their expenses are just the same as when they are at
home, so that there is no saving to them by having their expenses
paid.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is in a large measure true,

I suppose.

Mr. Graves. They are at work all the time.

Mr. Candler. Men like these supervisors are overworked, if any-
thing ; they are busy all of the year ; there are some activities going
on all of the year ?

Mr. Graves. In the winter there is preparation for the field sea-

son, negotiations for timber, grazing, special uses, and a multitude
of tasks connected with the handling of the forest business. The
forest supervisor's office is a busy one. I have been personally on
about 110 different forests and, I know the way the business presses.

I drop into the offices and see that the business is increasing. The
work that the men have to do allows no let up.

Mr. Candler. It requires their attention all the time. If they

have a few days when they can get off, they have to be ready to

respond when they are needed, all the time.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have men called lookouts

watching for fires. There is danger of fires in only a small part of

the year. What do those men do at other times?

Mr. Graves. Those men are employed during only a part of the

year. They are not year-long men.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They are paid only for the actual

tiipo they put in?

Mr. Graves. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What are they called ?

Mr. Graves. Lookouts, we call them.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are they included in the first

part of this item?

164315—20 33
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Mr. Graves. No; they are forest guards. The forest guards are

all short-term men. The statutory roll of the last bill called for
an authorization for 100 forest guards at $1,100 each for periods
not exceeding six months and 40 forest guards at $1,100 each for
periods not exceeding three months. I have found that this is ah
inelastic and cumbersome arrangement, because freiquently I want to

employ one man for four months, or employ another for two months,
or another for five months. The paper work alone connected with
the appointments and shifts and changes is very great. It is costly,

aside from its inconvenience.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Here is this item: "One hundred

forest guards at $1,100 each for periods not exceeding six months in

the aggregate." Does that mean at the rate of $1,100 for the year?
Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That would be $550 for the six

months. Is that what you pay them?
Mr. Graves. Yes.

Mr. Harrison. That is the way the appropriation is made, Mr.
McLaughlin.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then you have 40 forest guards at

$1,100 each for periods not exceeding three months. They would
be paid at that rate for three months?
Mr. Graves. At the rate of $1,100 ;

yes.

Mr. Lesher. Do they get any bonus?
Mr. Graves. After they have been with us a certain length of

time the forest rangers who qualify get a bonus.

Mr. Lesher. After six- months in the forest?

Mr. Graves. Yes.
Mr. RuBEY. I notice you have here 1,030 rangers, 11 of them get

ting $1,500 a year, 23 at $1,400 a year, 78 at $1,300 a year, 288 at

$1,200 a year, and 630 getting $1,100 a year. I wish you would ex-

plain just what these langers do—whether they are employed the

entire year ; what their work will be in the. summer season, when you
are expecting fixes, and what it will be in the winter season, when
you are not expecting fires.

Mr. Graves. The I'anger is a year-long employee. He has charge
of a ranger district, or a portion of one of a national forest. The
ranger district averages about 100,000 acres in extent, and in some
forests runs as high as 300,000 acres.

Mr. EuBEY. You have more than one ranger over each one of thosa

districts.

Mr. Graves. No, sir; one ranger is in charge of the district.

During the summer he is furnished additional temporary assistants,

such as these lookouts, patrolmen, smoke chasefs, or temporary
labor, which may be employed for various purposes. He is responsi-

ble for all the activities in his district, taking care of the business

as well as protecting the area which is under his charge. He has

to plan out the work of protection and carry out under the direction

of the supervisor a large number of activities. He is authorized to

make small timber sales.

If a settler needs a little wood or a few logs, or if a portable mill

.

wants to buy a small additional lot of timber, he is authorized to

make such sales. In case of the larger sales which the supervisor
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or higher officers are authorized to make, the ranger participates in

many ways, both in the preliminary -work and in their supervision and
inspection. In many sales he must see that the terms of the contract

are carried out, that the operators are making a proper disposition

of their slashings in accordance with the contract, and so on. He
keeps track of the stock which may be grazed in the district, inspect-

ing the work, seeing that there is not an excessive number of the stock

in trespass, seeing that the stock is properly handled and prop-

erly distributed during different parts of the season so as not to

congregate in one place and overgraze at certain parts, and so on.

He is responsible for the carrying out of the protective system,

directing the work of the temporary employees under him. There
is often more or less trail building and other important improve-
ment work to be done in the district which the ranger supervises.

In case of fires he directs the fire fighting in his district. In
many cases, in a severe fire sen son like the past summer, this may
involve very responsible exercise of judgment. In the Flathead
National Forest, in Montana, for instance, one ranger had about
250,000 acres under him. . The fires were starting up at many points,

and at one time I presume that there were a dozen or more fires

burning. He was able to secure only two competent guards. The
others were men such as could be picked up in the general labor

market, and usuallj' not experienced in fire fighting. The ranger was
terribly handicapped on that account. He had, in other words, to

take charge of all this fire fighting under such conditions in addi-

tion to any other activities that were pressing in his district.

The preparation for the work, the planning of it, the checking up
of fire plans, the riding of the range where there is grazing at the

close of the season to see what the effect of the grazing has been for

the past season, the planning out of the work of allotments to differ-

ent permittees of the grazing for the following year, the negotiation

for timber sales and special uses, and planning of improvements are

among the winter tasks.

It sometimes happens in areas in the north woods or in the moun-
tains, which get snowed up in the winter, that the ranger has not
upon his immediate district very much to do. He i^ then placed upon
some special work, like the administration of sales or scaling. In
other words, when the activities on his immediate district are not
sufficient to keep him employed during the entire winter he is trans-

ferred to some other point where there are other activities and where
we need men.
Mr. Etjbet. The point that I wanted to bring out is that he is em-

ployed all the time, the year around?
Mr. Graves. Yes.
Mr. Etjbet. And I judge from your explanation t^iat he has plenty

to do.

Mr. Gkaves. I have always felt that, as most of our forest work
is far away, it would be an exceedingly illuminating thing if some
member of this committee, if not the whole committee, could visit

some of the national forests and personally see the actual activities

on the ground.
Mr. EuBEY. Our Naval Affairs Committee and various other com-

mittees visit places of interest in their particular work, and I have
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always felt that the Agricultural Committee might very well take
a junket out into the Northwest and look over the forest situation.

Mr. Graves. I feel that it would not be a junket. I think it would
be a very desirable thing as a matter of inspection of the work of the
department.
Mr. RtJBET. We certainly could learn a whole lot about it.

Mr. Candlek. I have believed for many years that we ought to do
that. We do not know anything about it, and that is the only way
that we can get information.
The Chairman. You speak about some of your men leaving you.

What pay do they get?
Mr. Graves. Much more than the Government is paying. They

go usually into some work allied with forestry. Many of our men
go in with lumber companies in responsible positions. Many of the

men in the Central West and Southwest go in with stock companies.
The Chairman. That is, they go in with them as partners?
Mr. Graves. No ; as managers. That is what they are now. The

supervisors of forests and ranger districts are managers. Then fre-

quently they go into other miscellaneous positions. Our oflScers be-

come known as competent men, and they are taken over as partners
or managers or assistants in various lines of business.

The Chairman. At what salaries?

Mr. Graves. I have the exact figures here.

The Chairman. How much more do they get outside ?

Mr. Graves. They get all the way from $800 to $2,500 more than
they are getting now. I have a long list which gives exact figures.

The average increase of supervisors who have resigned has been
$1,800; the average increase for rangers has been $880. This is so

far as I have records of the pay of the new positions.

The Chairman. In order to meet the emergency, what would you
be required to pay ?

Mr. Graves. I would promote supervisors here and there and pay
some of them as high as $3,000. It would be necessary to go above
that at the present time only in one or two cases.

The Chairman. According to their efficiency?

Mr. Graves. According to their efficiency and the responsibilities

of their work. Others I would pay $2,800, $2,600, or $2,400. I

would not be able to go very far, because the total amount of money
is limited, and I could not reduce the number of men very greatly.

The advantage would be, rather, in having an elestic system, whereby
through salary adjustments I could meet the situation as I find it

from month to month.
The Chairman. Without any increase in the appropriation?
Mr. Graves. Yes ; without any increase in the appropriation.
The Chairman. How about these figures—$1,67-3,540?

Mr. Graves. That $1,673,540 is the aggregate in this group of men>
Mr. Chairman, that we are asking to have transferred to the lump
fund. That is a decrease from the statutory roll. It is merely a

matter of bookkeeping.
The Chairman. It is taking from one roll and adding to another?
Mr. Graves. Yes.

The Chairman. I understand it, but I wanted to get it clear in

the record. Is there any intention of increasing the fees for grazing
permits?
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Mr. Graves. We have increased the fees in the last two years.
The Chairman. What are they at the present time for cattle, for

instance ?

Mr. Graves. Cattle, fees run from a rate of 80 cents to a $1.50 per
annum. May I ask Mr. Potter, who is in charge of grazing, to answer
those questions ?

The Chairman. Yes ; I would like to get this all together so that
we can refer to it in one place in the record.
Mr. Graves. Mr. Potter, will you answer these questions on grazing ?

Mr. Harrison. Would you not rather defer that, Mr. Chairman,
until you get to the grazing items ?

The Chairman. We have been dealing with grazing. I would like
to get it all in one place.

Mr. Harrison. It has only been incidentally referred to here.
The Chairman. If you prefer to do it that way, very well.
Mr. Lee. Why not wait until you get to your appropriation for

that ? Otherwise, we will be going over it several times.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. After all is said and done, this is

a proposition to place $1,600,000 in the hands of the bureau to pay
such salaries as the chief may wish to pay, and the salaries can be
put at any account ; and Congress gives up all control over the ques-

tion of salaries so far as that $1,600,000 goes? You transfer a man
to the lump sum and put his salary at what you please, and then you
can transfer him back to the statutory roll at the increased salary.

Could not that be done?
Mr. Graves. No, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why?
Mr. Graves. Men are not transferred from the statutory roll to the

lump-fund roll unless there is some change of duties that very dis-

tinctly changes their responsibilities.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You propose to transfer a great

many men from the statutory roll to the lump fund without any
change of duties, do you not? Their duties are to be the same, are

they not ? It is for the purpose of enabling you to pay larger salaries

if you find it necessary to do so, as I understand it.

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then, are you entirely right in

saying that there can not be a transfer from the lump-fund roll to

the statutory roll without a change of duties?

Mr. Graves. I am speaking of the system as it exists to-day. I am
asking in these estimates to have these men put on the lump-fund roll

;

but as the appropriation bill stands to-day, we do not transfer men
from the statutory roll to the lump-fund roll as an administrative

matter unless there is a definite increase of responsibilities.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There is no authority of law asked
for here, is there? It is simply to decrease the statutory roll and
increase the lump fund.
Mr. Graves. These men are definitely taken off of the statutory roll

and placed on a special lump fund.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then, they can go back to the

statutory roll without any law, can they not, and they will go back
to the statutory roll, if you wish to transfer them, at the salaries that

you fix for them on the lump-fund roll?
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Mr. Graves. If they were not left permanently on the lump fund
with other technical employees, and the committee wanted to put
them all on the statutory roll, that would require consideration at a
subsequent time.

Mr. McLaugklin of Michigan. But there are often transfers from
the lump-fund roll to the statutory roll, and in each case the salary

provided is the salary that was carried on the lump-fund roll. Now,
if you get these men onto the lump-fund roll, you can give them any
salary you please, and then you can transfer them back to the statu-

tory roll with that same salary, and that salary becomes permanent ?

Mr. Candler. That has to be approved by Congress. They con-
trol it.

Mr. Jones. They can put them on the statutory roll, but we have
to approve that in the bill.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In this Book of Estimates a

v.hole lot of them, hundreds of them, are transferred. That is one
way to increase the salary of a man who is on the statutory roll.

If he is getting $1,000 on the statutory roll, his salary can not be

increased, but he can be transferred to the lump-fund roll, and
then his salary can be raised to $2,000, and be transferred back to

the statutory roll and carried there at $2,000.

Mr. Graves. But that is only done where there is a new place

created.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is not that statement correct?

Have you any objections to the correctness of my statement about
that?
Mr. Graves. There must be either a new place created or a va-

cancy. Employees are not transferred from the statutory roll to

the lump-fund roll merely in order to permit their salaries to be
raised.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Pardon me, but did you not state

that very thing? Did you not say in the beginning that you
wanted to do that for this very purpose?
Mr. EuBET. He is asking permission to do that.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I am speaking of the effect of it.

Mr. Graves. Oh, j^es; certainly. I was speaking of such trans-

fers as may ordinarily be made administratively as between dif-

ferent rolls. I am perfectly frank about the purpose of the request

I am making to have Congress transfer the forest supervisors and
1 angers to the lump-fund roll. This request is made because I have
an emergency that I have got to meet and can not meet, as I see it,

in any other way. The conditions are changing day by day. The
situation is quite different to-day from what it was three weeks
ago, and I happen to know enough about the situation to know
that it is going to be very much changed within another six months

—

that a large number of our strongest field men can not and do not

intend to remain much longer if we can not grant them relief.

Mr. Hutchinson. This does not say whether you shall have 500 or

1,000 men. You can cut your force down to 500 men and pay them
the same amount of money that you paid the 1,000 men?

Mr. Graves. This is a practical question. I am responsible for

doing a certain volume of work. I can not cut the force indefinitely.

This would give us an elastic system and would enable us to expend
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the total available money most advantageously in accordance with
the special conditions prevailing at a given time.

Mr. Hutchinson. Do you not think some men are cheaper at $2,000
than other men are at $1,000?

Mr. Graves. I do not think there is the slightest question but that

it is economy to pay enough to get men who are efficient. It is cer-

tainly not economy for the Government to have an inefficient man
because the pay is too low.

Mr. Hutchinson. Could you not reduce your forces and pay more
wages to your men ?

Mr. Graves. I would have to make some reduction. I doubt
whether that would be a desirable thing, permanently. My feeling is

that the Reclassification Commission probably within two years will

get to the field forces ; but, pending that time, I have got to continue

to do this work. I can not stop it as you could close a laboratory.

In case of a good deal of scientific work one can suspend entirely for

a time if he can not get men to do the work, and there would be no
very striking and immediate public injury. But fires are going to

burn in the forests next summer, and I have got to prevent them.
There are men asking to buy timber to meet industrial demands.
Thousands of people are using the forests and their resources, and
their demands must be met efficiently or there will be a great public

loss. The demand is there. The work can not wait. I can not do
it with inefficient men.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You are in a position to know what

occurs each year when this bill comes up ?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

Mr. MaLaughlin of Michigan. There is very severe criticism each
year when the bill comes up, because the lump-fund appropriutions
are so large.

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Very severe criticism.

Mr. Graves. Still we have more people on the statutory roll in the

Department of Agriculture than there are in any other department
of the Government, with the exception of the Treasury Department,
and they have a larger force than any other department of the Gov-
ernment.

Mr. Candler. The Agricultural Department has put a larger per-

centage of its people on the statutory roll than any other.

Mr. Harrison. That is true, Mr. McLaughlin.
Mr. Candler. We are subjected to criticism, but we are not liable

to criticism, because really we have been more efficient in putting

people on the statutory roll than any other Jffepartment of the Gov-
ernment except the Treasury Department. Taking the comparative

number of employees in the Agricultural Department, and in the

Treasury Department, there is proportionately a greater number
on the statutory roll in the Agricultui-al Department than there is in

the Treasury Department.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The reason for the criticism, if

there is reason for it, is that the Congress has no control over the use

of the lump-fund appropriations, and thiat any salaries can be paid

that the chief of bureau or the head of the department chooses to pay.

Mr. Harrison. That is, within the limitation of $4,500.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Yes; within the limitation of
$4,600. Congress does not want to extend the lump-fund appropria-
tion because of its influence over the control of salaries.

Mr. Jones. I wonder how many of the Members of Congress are-

capable of judging how much a man ought to get.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is true ; but we are just sug-
gesting that this would be piling up a lot of trouble for us in the
House.
Mr. Graves. I appreciate that, and I came to you only because I am

facing a crisis, a real emergency.
Mr. Candleb. Frequently on the floor of the House when there is a

salary that is proposed to be paid to some officer, somebody gets up
and says that it is too much and makes a point against the increase,

and possibly the Member who does that does not know anything-
about the duties that that man performs and does not know whether
he is paid too much or too little. It is simply a lick in the dark.
Mr. Anderson. Yes ; but there is no law that requires a Member of

Congress to know anything. [Laughter.]
Mr. Candler. I did not catch the gentleman's remark.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That was not directed against you,.

Judge.
Mr. Graves. I have tried to get along with this present statutory

roll since it was established in 1912, and I can not maintain an effi-

cient organization under it. This year I am not going to able to

get away with it and redeem my responsibilities to Congress and to

the public. It can not be done.

The Chairman. It is difficult for Congress to determine salaries;

but, after all, it is not so difficult to determine them after hearing the
department. We should rely, of course, upon the recommendations
and suggestions made by the department. It seems to me that the-

department could just as well suggest when the appropriation is

iixed as a year .afterwards what the salaries should be. It seems yon
ought to be in position to say, " Next year I propose to employ a

certain number of foresters," or whatever they may be. " It is neces-

sary for me to pay salaries of $2,000 or $1,500 or $1,000," or what-
ever they may be; lay your cards on the table, and then let Congress
determine whether or not they will approve of the suggestions made.
Mr. Graves. I can do that, but it involves a largely increased ap-

propriation.

The Chairman. Would it not be the better way ?

Mr. Graves. There would be involved a large increase in the ap-

propriation.

The Chairman. If it has to be done, it can be submitted to Con-
gress.

Mr. Graves. I have such a list.

The Chairman. You say you have a list?

Mr. Graves. Yes.

Mr. Candler. That increases the amount of the appropriation ?

Mr. Graves. Yes; fully $170,000.

Mr. Jones. Could not the committee follow the suggestion that haa
been made and decrease the number of men? That would be follow-

ing out your suggestion.

Mr. Graves. I could not determine at this time what that decrease-

should be. This situation changes every time one of our old employees
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leaves an important position. It is impossible for me to draw a rigid

line now to meet that situation. I am afraid that it might be pretty
embarrassing, as an effort to outline a salary roll for 18 months on
the basis of the unstable conditions to-day would not be practical.

The Chairman. Is it not possible for you to estimate with some
degree of certainty as to a certain number ?

Mr. Graves. Yes.

The Chairman. For instance, if you should need, say, 300 men,
you could estimate as to half, or as to 200. Tlien 200 could be placed
on the statutory roll, and in addition a lump sum could be supplied,

and left to your discretion as to the remaining 100.

Mr. Graves. You mean to put a portion of the men on the statutory

roll?

The Chairman. I realize that you want discretion in the matter;
but these lump-sum rolls have been criticized so much that I would
hesitate in transferring a million and a half dollars or more from the
statutory roll to the lump sum at this time—or at any other time.

Mr. Graves. Would it be of any assistance to have a limitation on
top, above which no man should be paid ?

The Chairman. Take this table, for instance. Here is one super-

visor at $3,040. Do you expect to have to change that ?

Mr. Graves. That is what one man is now getting.

The Chairman. Do j'^ou have to increase the pay for that position?

Mr. Graves. No. Because
The Chairman. Why not leave that as it is? Here is one forest

supervisor ' at $2,700. Is there any question about that place?

Mr. Graves. I have already indicated that I would need to place

a number of men as high as $3,000.

The Chairman. Then we get down here, and you pay 49 super-

visors $2,000 each. We might put 40 of them on the statutory roll,

and also make an appropriation outside of that so that j'ou could take
care of the others on the lump sum.
Mr. Graves. Do you mean to make a sort of a classification and

grouping of the men ?

The Chairman. Of those that you have fixed and are satisfied

in your own mind that you will not change ?

Mr. Graves. That would be impossible at the present; scale of

salaries.

The Chairman. Then we will confine ourselves to these 49. How-
many of these 49 forest supervisors do you propose to increase in

salary?

Mr. Graves. I can not tell you now how many would probably
have to be increased during the year. I would not increase them
all at once.

The Chairman. About how many?
Mr. Graves. I could not outline that in advance. It would involve

the creation of a new statutory roll. If this system is necessary, the
present situation can be met only by formal readjustments that will

involve a large increase.

Mrs" Hutchinson. Can you do that in one classification—pay one
man one salary and another man another salary and keep harmony ?

Mr,, Graves. Of course, I would have to take care of that point,

giving consideration to" length of service and the competency of the

men, ]ust like one does in any business.
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The Chairman. What is the next item?
Mr. Graves. It is on page 113. There is a request for increased

authority.

The Chairman. An increase from $800 to $1,500 in the limitation

on the cost of buildings erected on the national forests ?

Mr. Graves. Yes.
The Chairman. State why that should be done. That suggestion

has been made a number of times but turned down. It was increased
from $650 to $800.
Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Why do you propose to increase it to $1,500 at

this time?
Mr. Graves. We find that it is not possible to erect these buildings

for $800 in many cases. We have cases where stations a few years
ago could be built within the old limitations, but with the increased
cost of labor and materials we find that it is impossible to build now.
We have a number of cases where old buildings have been burned
down and must be replaced. In many instances we have been unable
to erect urgently needed buildings because it is impossible to erect

what is needed within the prescribed limitations.

We axe facing the need of numerous replacements where the old
buildings are tumbling down or have been burned. It is impossible
to build for $800 a ranger station which is at all adequate. I have
several estimates in my hand of buildings which it is desirable to

build. An illustration occurs on one of the Wyoming forests, where
a ranger station was burned in the spring of 1918. We find ourselves

unable to erect a house there within the limitations. The station is

100 miles from a railroad, and in order to build a house of four rooms
we would have to pay about $800 for the material and $600 for the
labor, and the freighting in. of the parts that would have to be
brought in would cost $100, so that right there is $1,500. There are

other similar examples where the cost runs up to $1,400 or $1,500 or
more.
The Chairman. Do j'ou contemplate remodeling or adding to any

buildings ?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir. In some cases, where the original building
was inadequate, an additional room or two is needed. This is the

reason why we have inserted in the language of this paragraph " or

improved," because if a building originally cost about the aniount

of the limitation existing at that time it would be impossible under
the law to erect an addition, since it would bring the total for that

building up to more than the former limitation. With the proposed
change in language an addition could be made, provided it does not

exceed the new limitation.

The Chairman. Have you not authority to repair ?

Mr. Graves. We can repair but not enlarge. We could enlarge if

the total cost of the building as enlarged would not exceed the legal

limitation.

The Chairman. Why is it necessary to enlarge?
Mr. Graves. We have some very small'houses, which are inadequate

for the needs of permanent ranger stations.
*

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They are only temporary quarters,

are they not?
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Mr. Graves. No; in many of the cases they are permanent quar-
ters, where a man lives with his family the entire year.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I gathered from your answers to

other questions that most of these structures are only temporary, and
that the Government furnished very few permanent quarters to its

employees.
Mr. Graves. No; I explained that a portion of the rangers were

fjurnished with permanent quarters where we stationed them at
points where it was impossible to get houses.
The Chairman. The purpose is to furnish them larger and better

quarters ?

Mr. Graves. Yes ; where the present quarters are not suitable.

The Chairman. What did you mean when you spoke about en-

larging? You have authority to make repairs, and you have been
making them?
Mr. Graves. That is where the present quarters are not large

enough. We have, in some instances, not furnished adequate quar-
ters. In those cases we would furnish them better quarters.
The Chairman. In how many instances do you propose to furnish

them with better or larger quarters?
Mr. Graves. I suppose there may be 20 or 30 buildings to-day

that should be so improved. Is that right, Mr. Bronson?
Mr. Bronson. There are about 50 altogether.

Mr. Graves. Fifty; and we will need in another year to build
about 25 new houses.
Mr. Candler. In building these buildings, do you get any of the

building materials from the forest itself?

Mr. Graves. Yes ; in some ca^es we put up a log structure ; but we
find that the total cost of a log structure is just about as great as

and in some cases greater than a frame house.

Mr. Candler. Could you get lumber sawed in those mills ?

Mr. Graves. We can, in some instances.

Mr. Candler. When you do, you charge that up to the adminis-
tration ?

Mr. Graves. Yes ; that has to go into the total cost.

The Chairman. What is the next item?
Mr. Graves. The next item is No. 81, on page 114, which we have

just been discussing: " For-employment of forest supervisors, deputy
fore.st supervisors, forest rangers, and forest guards, $1,673,540."

In No. 82, which is the general paragraph authorizing expenditures
on the individual national forests, the words " of other employees,"
have been added, so as to make the paragraph read :

" For salaries of
other employees and field and station expenses," and so on. That
would be a corollary of the transfer of the supervisors and rangers
from the statutory roll, because the general expense items would not
be used for the salaries of these officers.

The Chairman. That is not necessary unless we make the trans-

fer?

Mr. Graves. No. Mr. Harrison, can I ask you about this ?

Mr. Harrison. Certainly.

Mr. Graves. Did you say that that item as to the Idaho forest and
the Payette forest had not come over?
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- Mr. Harrison-. It came over, but when it reached the House it

was sent to the Committee on Appropriations. Mr. Haugen is ar-
ranging for its transfer to this committee. I have a copy here.

Mr. Graves. A short time ago, something over a million acres of
public lands were added in two forests in Idaho, and that bill has
only recently passed and become a law. -

The Chairman. You say you added to two forests. Are these-

included?
Mr. GEA^•Es. Yes ; the Idaho and the Payette Forests. ;

Mr. Harrison. Several changes are necessary. I have a copy of

the supplemental estimate here.

The Chairman. I suggest that we take them up in their order.

Mr. Graves. The reason I brought that in here is because that

change involves the employment of some additional officers who
would be paid from this fund.
The Chairman. It may be better to take them up in the order in.

which they appear in the estimates, as we may haAe to refer to this

on the floor of the House.
Mr. Graves. But the money which would go for the employment of

the rangers and the deputy supervisors would be included in item 81.

This amounts to $10,000. ' In addition there has been added, for gen-

eral expenses for this new area,' $10,775 to the general expenses of

the Payette National Forest and $18,980 to the general expenses of
the Idaho National Forest. And the necessity of increasing that item
is to take care of those extra officers. That was the reason I brought
it up at this moment.
The Chairman. You want these items taken care of here?
Mr. Graves. Yes ; so far as the salaries of rangers and an assistant

supervisor are concerned. In add.ition there is an increase of the

general expense items of the Idaho and Payette National Forests.

The Chairman. How much would that be?
Mr. Graves. For salaries of those new officers, $10,000.

The Chairman. So the amount in item 81 should be increased by
$10,000?

Mr. Graves. Yes.
Mr. Harrison. Do you wish the estimate inserted in the record

now ? It involves an increase in items 81, 138, and 175, and they are

all indicated in a supplemental estimate, which with your permis-
sion I will insert in the record.

(The supplemental estimate referred to follows:)

Department of Ageicutube,
Office of the Secbetaky,

'Waslymgton, Decennber 10, 1911).

The Secketaky of the Treasury.

Sir: In accordance with the provisions of H. R. 1429 (Public, 69), effective

October 29, 1919, the Thunder Mountain area, in central Idaho, comprising
1,095,022.11 acres, has been added to the Idaho and Payette National Forests

—

594,535 acres to the former and 500,485 to the latter. Since this addition was
made after the estimates for the fiscal year f921 have been submitted, it is

necessary to increase the proposed appropriation for the Idaho and Payette
Forests in order to provide funds for the administration of the new area. I

am, therefore, transmitting herewith a supplemental estimate in the sum of

$39,755, together with a statement indicating the changes which should be
made in the Book of Estimates (committee print).

Respectfully,
D. F. Houston, Secretary.
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Proposed changes in " Estimates of appropriations required for the service
of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921," for the Forest Service Department of
Agriculture, occasioned by the addition of the Thunder Mountain area, in cen-
tral Idaho, to the national forests:
Page 114. Item (81) and the note follovifing it should read as follows

:

(81) For employment of forest supervisors, deputy forest supervisors, forest
rangers, and forest guards, $1,683,540.

Note.—Of this amount $1,673,540 covers places transferred from the statu-
tory roll at the same salaries (see note under item 5). The remaining $10 000
is to provide two forest rangers at $1,100 for the Idaho National Forest and
one deputy forest supervisor at $1,500, three forest rangers at $1,100, and four
forest guards for six months for the Payette National Forest in the adminis-
tration of the Thunder Mountain area, which became national-forest land by
H. R. 1429, now Public. 69, effective October 29, 1919.
Page 117. Item (138) :

(138) Idaho National Forest, Idaho ($18,385), $37,365.
Note.—This increase of $18,980 for the Idaho National Forest is needed for

the maintenance, improvement, and protection of the 594,535 acres of land for-
merly in the Thunder Mountain area,- which will be administered as part of
the Idaho National Forest.
Page 118. Item (175) : .

(175) Payette National Forest, Idaho ($8,537), $21,441.
Note.—Of the increase provided ($12,904), $10,775 is to cover the mainte-

nance, improvement, and protection of 500,485 acres' formerly in the Thunder
Mountain area which will be administered as part of the Payette National
Forest.

Page 121. Item (239) : T)ie amount $4,000,627 where it appears under this
item should be changed to $4,040,382.
Page 122. The first paragraph of the note on this page should read as follows

:

Note.—^There is an apparent increase in this Item of $1,971,181, but, taking
into consideration the transfer from the statutory roll to a separate lump-fund
item of the forest supervisors, deputy forest supervisors, forest rangers, and
forest guards enumerated in item 5, with salaries aggregating $1,673,540, and
the transfer from the item for general administration in the District of Colum-
bia to the statutory roll of the Division of Publications of an assistant in charge
of motion-picture activities at $2,520, the actual Increase is $300,161. This
results from changes in 98 of the Individual forest items, providing for Increases
in 91, amounting to $328,886, and decreased in 7, amounting to $28,755. Of the
net increase of $300,161, $39,755 is for the administration, including salaries

(see note under Item (81)), of the Thunder Mountain area; $136,672 is for
additional fire protection ; $69,438 for timber sales and forest management on
the national forests ; $35,528 for grazing administration ; $2,600 for the care of
buffalo and game on the Wichita National Forest and Game Preserve, Olda.

;

and $16,168 for increased costs of travel and other miscellaneous items of gen-
eral expenses in connection with the administration of the national forests.

Page 123. Change first table by the following insertions and corrections

:

National forest.
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Make following changes in table " Niitional forests " pages 123, 124, and 125 r

Employees. Rate.
Estimated,

1921.

Salaries:
Deputy forest supervisors
Forest rangers ^

Forest guards
Clerks

Wages, miscellaneous and temporary labor, S125 to 160 per month.
Total

SI, 600
1,100
1,500
1,080

Salaries
Wages
Other objects of expenditure, miscellaneous items.

$1,9£6,022
848, 183
261,9,9

1 Tempsrary.

Page 139. Change " $5,745,775 " to " $5,785,530."
Page 140. Change " $5,745,775 " to " $5,785,530."
Page 140. Change " $6,557,895 " to " $6,597,650."

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. As a general proposition, why are

laws passed, introduced by Members from the States, to add some
of their lands to the national forests? I know many of the Mem-
bers from those States resent the entire proposition of the national

forests. They do not like it. They would like to have the lands
released to be controlled by the States. On the other hand, others

introduce bills to add some of their area to the national forests.

It looks to some of us as though they had found some land out
there that they did not want, which was no good to them at all, and
which they wanted to attach to a national forest.

Mr. Graves. The situation would be best illustrated by a wqrd
about this particular area. In central Idaho, in the remotest and
undeveloped region, is a large area of forest land that has remained
as public land, uncontrolled and unprotected, since the establishment
of the national forest. Fires have burned uncontrolled on the area,

threatening and damaging the surrounding forests. There has been
no control of grazing, and this land has been used by sheep. Over
300,000 sheep were crowded in in 1918, whereas the grazing capacity

is not over 75,000 or 80,000. The result is that that country is

burning up. The land is being overgrazed, with resulting erosion,

and the country, which has great possibilities for development and
use, is becoming so injured that the people of Idaho themselves, who
in former days were very much opposed to the Forest Service, have
requested the addition of the area to the national forests. The
Idaho Legislature in two successive sessions memorialized Congress
to set this area aside as a national forest.

Mr. Lee. What is the area involved ?

Mr. Graves. Over 1,000,000 acres. There are minerals there.

Formerly a great deal of prospecting was done, and there are still

mineral possibilities; but there is no mineral development because
that land is so remote, and it is not being developed, no roads are

being built in there, and it is being subjected to a great deal of dam-
age. Last summer fires started in that section, and there was no one
there to watch them. Some of the fires worked over into the neigh-

boring Idaho forest, entailing great damage, and costing a large

sum to check.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It was Federal land before?
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Mr. Graves. It was Federal land, in the public domain, and lying
absolutely unprotected and unregulated. It is for the organization
of this new area and its administration that we require the increases
in item 81, for the salaries of new forest officers and in the general
exipense items for the Payette and Idaho National Forests. We comft
now to the list of individual national forests, items 83 to 238, in^
elusive.

Mr. Lee. What are the names of those new forests in New Eng-
land?
Mr. GrBAVES. The White Mountain, in New Hampshire ; the Pisgah,

in North Carolina
Mr. Lee. The White Mountain and the Pisgah, and then there is

one below here.

Mr. Graves. Natural Bridge and Shenandoah.
The Chairman. What is the increase there?
Mr. Graves. There are increases for the individual forests in-

volving changes in 97 of the forests. There are increases in &0 of
those and decreases in the cases of 7 of them. The increases are for
several different purposes. There are a number of increases for
protection, aggregating, for all of these national forests, $136,672.

That applies to 49 different forest units. There is an increase re-

quested for expenses and additional salaries of temporary men,
chiefly in connection with timber sales and general administration,

of $69,438, involving 39 forests.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Nearly $2,000 a forest. •

Mr. Graves. For increased expenses in connection with the grazing
administration, $35,528 on 40 forests.

Fot increeised cost in connection with travel and other miscel-

laneous expenses, $16,168 on 43 forests.

An increase of $2,600 on the Wichita National Forest in connection

with the care of buffalo and game. The Wichita Forest is primarily

a game refuge and preserve, on which we have a large herd of buffalo

and a great deal of other game.
Mr. MoLAtTGHLiN of Michigan. Does the Biological Survey have

anything to do with that forest?

Mr. Graves. The Forest Service has the direct responsibility for

administering it, but we are using the service of the Biological

Survey in connection with many of the problems of game culture.

Then, there is an increase of $39,755 for these new additions to tlie

Idaho and Payette Forests.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then, the gift of those lands, wish-
ing them onto the Forest Service, involves a good deal of expense to

the Government?
Mr. Graves. Yes, sir. If they had .been under administration Inst

summer, we would probably have saved $100,000 in fire fighting and
besides prevented the destruction of a lot of timber.

The Chairman. Was this land owned by private parties?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir ; it was public domain. This makes an aggre-

gate increase for all of the national forests of $300,161. I have pre-

pared a detailed statement explanatory of each one of these items,

which you can put in the hearings if you choose to do so.

The Chairman. Have you that prepared in pamphlet form ?

Mr. Graves. Usually this statement is filed with the committee and
inserted in the record, and I have this all prepared.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is there not a similarity in serv-
ice on each one of these forests ?

Mr. Graves. No, sir. There is a similarity in the work, but a very
great diversity in forests in different regions. Even in the fire pro-
tection there is an enormous divergence, in accordance with the
hazard, and there is a great variation in the demand for timber and
demands for grazing.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then the differences are in fire

protection and the demands for timbe;- and grazing. What other
items of expense are common to all these forests ?

Mr. Geaves. There is often a great deal of activity in connection
with the recreation use; but that is ordinarily a use of time of the
regular force. Great numbers of campers come into the mountains
and create demands for camp sites and sites on which to put up
summer homes. In. some of the forests it is a very active business.

Mr. Jones. I do not want to anticipate your complete report, but
does- this estimate show your receipts to the Government for sales

of timber and for grazing?
Mr. Graves. That is shown in my annual repcfrt.

Mr. Jones. It is not shown in this Book of Estimates?
Mr. Graves. No, sir.

Mr. Jones. That money is turned into the Treasury ?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. From the statement which you sub-
mitted here as to the activities in each of these forests, I gather from
what you say that, while there is more work of one kind than an-

other on some forests than on others, the character of the work is

the same.
Mr. Graves. The question is of the volume of work of the different

classes.

Mr. McLauglin of Michigan. That is, they differ as to volume ?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir; We have been trying to take care of a
large amount of stock on the national forests.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. So that, if a question is asked
about how the money is spent on a particular forest, it can be an-

swered by saying that part of it goes for fire protection, part to look

after the grazing, part to look after the sale of timber, and some for

the locating of camps and buildings for recreation use and for sum-
mer homes, and so on?
Mr. Graves. That (referring to the descriptive text) is tabulated

on one sheet, and I think you will find that this is not as voluminous
as^ it appears, because many of those individual sheets contain only
a few lines. You see, there is one page to a forest.

Mr. Jones. In round numbers, what were the total receipts from
the forests?

Mr. Gra\tes. About $4,360,000.

The Chairman. Have you reached the item where you wish to

deal with the question of receipts?

Mr. Graves. That does not come under any particular item.
The Chairman. We want to discuss it all at one time. Where

does it come in?
Mr. Graves. I think this would be a desirable place to insert in

the record the amount of business which has been done during the
past year on the national forests.
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Mr. Jones. Your total appropriation for this fiscal year is how
nmch; about $5,750,000, is it not?

Mr. Graves. It is about $6,000,000.
Mr. Jones. And you say that your receipts for the last fiscal yenr

were about $4,000,000?
Mr. Graves. $4,360,000.
Mr. Lee. I suggest that you give us the dates when sales were

made.
The Chairman. Will you state that again in detail, giving the

aniounts of each item, the expenditures, and the receipts. To begin
with, on what page of your report does it appear?
Mr. Graves. On page 5 of the annual report. The largest returns

were from grazing, $2,609,169.85. From timber sales, $1,540,099.96.
Mr. Jones. What do you call that; timber sales—timber busi-

ness?

Mr. Graves. Timber business.
Mr. Jones. The Government is not manufacturing lumber itself?
Mr. Graves. No, sir.

Mr. Jones. It sold that stumpage?
Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. It would be timber sales ?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir; timber sales. There may be involved in
that some timber trespass ; that is, some moneys that come in from
the taking of trees, or cutting over the line, or from burning by
fire.

For special uses of land, like the use for summer homes, and for
a great variety of other purposes, $136,822.99. For water power,
§72,322.06.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is, for leases of sites for
water power,
Mr. Graves. Yes.
Mr. Jones. You have no power developed?
Mr. Graves. No, sir. Those are the items that make up the total

of $4,358,414.86.

The Chairman. What are the expenses?
Mr. Graves. The total expenditures? Would you like this for

the national forests?

The Chairman. The cost of the service?

Mr. Graves. The cost in connection with the national forests for
the work outside of Washington, $4,801,794. That includes the
items in the regular appropriation bill for improvement work and
various other items that represent a capital rather than an operating
charge.

Mr. Jones. Have you got that itemized so that you could classify

at as to grazing, timber sales, and other sources of your receipts?

Mr. Graves. The cost of it?

Mr. Jones. Yes.
Mr. Graves. Yes; though we gave up two years ago our detailed

cost accounting system on account of the losses from our force, so
that some of the items have to be estimated. That can be obtained
only by classifying the time of our permanent officials, but I can
give you approximately the cost of the different lines of work.
Mr. Graves. I will have to take it from our books.

164315—20 -34
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The Chairman. You have not the total cost?
Mr. Graves. No, sir. I will have to insert the exact items in the

text of the hearings.
(The statement referred to follows:)

Expenditures of the Forest Service during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919.'

Regular expenditures from annual appropriation

:

Field expenses connected with the natic>nal forests $4, 801, 794. 67
General expenses connected with the Washington office 472, 403. 22
Research and recording of results 388, 023. 68

Total 5, 662, 221. 57
Emergency fire expenditures, derived in 1919 from the national

security and defense fund 650, 000. 00
Cooperative contributions for worli on national forests, including

protection. Improvements, and brush burning 522, 840. 05
Cooperation with States in Are protection outside the national

forests 99, 921. 13
Cooperative contributions from Army and Navy for military re-

search in wood 1 374, 233. 81
Construction of roads, from the 10 per cent fund (total avail-

able, $350,533.75) 279, 055. 63
Construction of roads, section 8, Federal-aid road act and Post

Office appropriation act (total available, $4,000,0001 548, 764.80
Amount paid to States, representing 25 per cent of gross receipts- 1, 069, 886. 88
Special apportionment for Arizona and New Mexico for school
lands within national forests 78, 687. 32

The Chairman. Does that include what you paid for the building
of roads and the am<)unt paid to the States ?

Mr. Graves. Yes.
The Chairman. Including expenditures paid to the States for the

building of roads ?

Mr. Graves. That is taken out of our receipts.

The Chairman. Is there any amount to be deducted from the
$4,358,000 realized from receipts?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Then it is not taken out ?

Mr. Graves. It is taken from our receipts—a percentage of our
receipts. It is essentially an appropriation from Congress.
The Chairman. Is that to be deducted from the amount you gave

as the total receipts or added to it ?

Mr. Graves. No; added to the expenditures.
The Chairman. So that the $4,358,000 does not represent the actual

receipts ?

Mr. Graves. Not the net, but the gross receipts.

The Chairman. There is to be deducted, then, the amount paid for
the building of roads and the amounts paid to the States for schools ?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLAtTGHLiN of Michigan. It is about 45 per cent, is it not ?

Mr. Graves. It is about 45 per (jent.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Those items are to be deducted and.
added to the expenditures ?

Mr. Graves. Yes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Of that $4,000,000, only 55 per cent

of it goes into the Treasury of the United States?

> This is from statement of Aug. 30, 1919. Some bills are still outstanding.
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Mr. Graves. Only 55 per cent remains there.
Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. It goes to the receipts ?

Mr. Graves. Yes.
The Chairman. Then the net would be somewhere about

$2,500,000?
Mr. Graves. Yes.
Mr. Jones. How do the States get that fund for the schools?
Mr. Graves. By the act of May 23, 1908, 25 per cent of the gross

receipts was appropriated to the States for distribution among the
counties for schools and roads, in lieu of taxes, for the Government
does not pay taxes ; and then, later, an additional 10 per cent was
appropriated for the building of roads in the national forests under
our direction. Then when the Federal aid road act was passed
it was provided that an additional 10 per cent should be used for
the liquidation of amounts devoted to national forest roads.
Mr. Jones. If it had not been done that way, it would have re-

quired an additional appropriation to do it, would it not?
Mr. Graves. Yes.
Mr. Hutchinson. The States, then, do not appropriate any money

toward maintaining the forests ?

Mr. Graves. No, sir.

Mr. Lee. With your permisdon, Mr. Chairman, I would like to
ask Col. Graves a question or two before he leaves this item. I just
wanted to ask you, in connection with the matter of receipts from
the timber sold: Did you get credit for the timber that was shipped
from Alaska and also that which was used in the war?
Mr. Graves. Credit only by an announcement in the annual

report. It does not appear in the statement of receipts.

Mr. Lee. Are you not entitled to that?
Mr. Graves. There is a provision by which the Army and the

Navy may secure timber from the national forests without paying
for it.

Mr. Lee. Yes, but the national forests should have credit for that.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There was objection to that. It

was said that the national forests should get credit for it, but this

was denied on the ground that the Army and Navy ought to have
access to those resources.

Mr. Graves. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is a matter of bookkeeping, of

course; but the Forest Service will never pay out if you give all

the timber away.
Mr. Jones. I would take credit for it in the report, whether they

gave it to me or not.

Mr. Graves. I have referred to that in our report. ,

Mr. Jones. What they took came from the stumpage under your
jurisdiction?

Mr. Graves. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They took it without paying for

it, just the same.
Mr. Jones. I would take credit for it whether they gave it or not.

Mr. Graves. During the last year there were granted to the War
Department, in connection with the spruce production in the North-
west, permits covering 6,000,000 feet, of which there were actually

cut 3,750,000 feet. It was not a large amount.
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In Alaska, permits were granted for the Alaskan Engineering
Commission for cutting 5,758,000 feet of timber in connection with
the construction of their railroad. That is also not a large item.

Mr. Jones. No. All those credits are not in these net receipts here ?

Mr. Graves. No, sir.

Mr. Jones. They do show up in your report?
Mr. Graves. Yes.
Mr. Jones. Is it your hope some time to make this forestry bureau

self-supporting ?

Mr. Graves. I feel that in the long run it should be self-supporting,

but I do not feel

Mr. Jones. It depends on what latitude they will give you in cut-

ting stumpage?
Mr. Graves. I do not feel that we should sacrifice the public in-

terests merely in order to make it self-supporting.

Mr. Jones. No.
Mr. Graves. I do not think I could justify that. I do not think we

should sell timber that would better be held for the uses of the

country, by cutting it prematurely before it is really needed or before

its cutting would be good economy from a lun;ibering standpoint or

stumpage value.

Mr. Jones. But as a forester you believe that the forest should be
trimmed ; that mature trees should be cut down ?

Mr. Gra^'es. Mature trees should be cut and used. We have, of
course, a great deal of mature timber. We have some which is de-

teriorating, but a great deal of it is remote. Perhaps in the course of

five years (and certainly the timber will last five years) larger

amounts will be needed, and the value of it will be greater than it is

to-day.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Mr. Jones has asked a question

that has often been asked in these hearings and on the floor. I re-

member as long as 12 years ago a more or less distinguished gentle-

man connected with the Forest Service was asked how soon the

forests would be self-sustaining, and, as I remember, he fixed the

time at about five years. There were some then who questioned the
wisdom of his estimate.

Mr. Candler. That was Mr. Pinchot.
Mr. Jones. Yes. His estimate was wrong.
Mr. Graves. We have, of course, a great deal of work which does

not contribute anything to actual financial receipts. We have a

great deal of work in connection with the adjustment of boundaries,

the settlement of claims as to land, and work of that kind. That
sooner or later will be finished. The M^ork of improvement, out-

side of maintenance, is reallv a capital charge. The forests rep-

resent the remaining frontier of the country. If we go on develop-

ing them and building roads and so on, it will be same time before

we can cover all the improvement charges by those receipts. The
actual operating expenses are pretty nearly covered now by the

receipts.

Mr. Anderson. Is the amount of stumpage you sell limited only

by the jDolicy of the department or of the Forest Service as to how
much you will cut?

Mr. Graves. I could sell more timber to-day by making sacrificing

prices and the adoption of a policy of dumping on the market;
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but it would be unwise, waste our resources, and react in every way
to hurt the public. In some of the forests there is a greater demand
than I am willing entirely to fill, because, if I sold all that is de-
manded, it would lead to a gutting of the forests—such an over-
cutting that soon even local communities would not have at hand
suflScient tinlber for their needs. We have a clear-cut policy not
to overcut the forests. They should be a source of continuous
production and not be wastefuUy exploited.

Mr. AxDEESON. Is not the amount of cutting about keeping pace
with the local demand ?

Mr. Graves. We do not yet cut up to the capacity of the forests.

Our total amount of cut is less than one billion feet, and the capacity
based on the rate of growth would be several billion feet. We are
well within the limit.

Mr. Jones. I was going to ask you what comparison you made, if

any, as to the increase in stumpage as against the fire destruction.
How do they balance up?
Mr. Graves. There has not been any great marked increase in

stumpage in the national forests on an average. In some of our
more accessible areas the stumpage has shown a marked increase.

Mr. Jones. I am not speaking of price now but of growth. You
testified to serious losses of this stumpage which you have had by
fire. Of course, if that is continued annually there is going to be a
time when your stumpage is all gone.

Mr. Graves. Yes.
Mr. Jones. What do you figure as to the increase of stmnpage in

growth ?

Mr. Graves. The increase of stumpage is greater than our loss

by fire. It is probably ^eater, even this year, by from one to three

billion feet. I am speaking of potential growth.
Mr. Jones. Yes.
Mr. Graves. In normal years it is even greater.

Mr. Jones. I am not conversant with the character of timber in

the Northwest, and that is the reason I am asking for some informa-
tion. Is it a quick-growing tree, as compared with timber in other
parts?
Mr. Graves. On the Pacific coast the Douglas fir—the west-slope

Douglas fir—is one of the most rapid-growing trees that we have;
and on fairly good soil it has a possibility of growing 1,000 feet per
acre per annum. That is compared with some of the Eocky Moun-
tain forests, having a growth of probably not over 100 feet. I refer

to very slow-growing lodgepole pines and Kocky Mountain Doug- .

las fir.

Mr. Ganduer. Could you make an approximate estimate of what
your receipts were this fiscal year compared with what they were last

fiscal year?
Mr. Graves. During the current year our timber sales are run-

ning so far about $175,000 ahead of the same period last year. It

is very difficult to tell in advance Just what the situation will be by
the end of the year. I think, however, that we will have to cut pos-

sibly 800,000,000 feet, and that will possibly increase the timber-
sale receipts to the extent of $200,000 to $250,000. There may be a

slight decrease in our grazing receipts; because we are taking off

some of the war increase. In some places that were overgrazed, we
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are taking off some of the stock, and in some places in the West the
drought was so severe last summer that the stock was taken out of
the country and it has not been restored.

Mr. Candler. Your receipts this year are considerably increased,

though, over what they were last year ?

Mr. Graves. Yes ; there is some increase this year.

Mr. Candler. And, as the regular increase comes, year after year,

you will approximate making the national forests self-sustaining?

Mr. Graves. I think as our timber business increases—^that is the

greatest potential source of revenue—we should be able to cover all

of the operating costs and all nonincome-producing activities, such
as surveys of boundaries, mapping, and so on, and maintenance of
improvement, but perhaps not the building of roads, which is really

a separate matter and a capital charge.

The Chairman. Your books have been closed for last year. What
was the deficit in dollars and cents last year?
Mr. Graves. For the Forest Service, outside of the road building

and not including the extraordinary expenses for the emergency
force, it is about $1,500,000. That is, our appropriation was slightly

under $6,000,000 last year and our receipts were nearly $4,500,000.

This includes, of course, many expenditures wholly outside the na-

tional forests, such as research, our laboratories, cooperative work,
and Washington overhead.
Mr. Candler. I think you have done well, and I would be glad if

you would insert the figures for three or four years" back, showing
the continually increasing benefit derived, so that we may be able to

show on the floor of the House the good business you are doing.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. When you are extending your re-

marks will you itemize your receipts and take the average price per
thousand of timber sold, the number of sales, the different charges
for the grazing, the number of permits, and, if you have the informa-
tion, give a comparison between your charges for grazing and the

charges by private owners of land? There has been some question

and some criticism, on the floor occasionally as to charges that you
make; that they are either too high or too low as compared with
charges made by private parties.

Another thing, questions are asked and there are criticisms as to

your treatment of settlers as to timber and grazing privileges for

themselves. Will you kindly put in something brief but to the point

as to your treatment of settlers, the allowance that is made to a settler

for his own use as to timber and as to grazing, to show that you do,

as I believe you do, treat the settlers fairly ?

Mr. Graves. Yes. That can be readily tabulated, as we have the

tables which show that clearly.

The Chairman. Also give the amount paid for road bu.ilding and

everything in detail so that we can furnish specific information if

called upon- to dp 'SO. , . , ,

Mr. Graves.. Yes, sir ; I have that.

Mr. McIvAtTGHLiN of Michigan. Can you also put in something re-

garding .your plan fpr making charges in connection with summer
resorts, as.ypu have termed them, and your plan for charging for

water-power sites %
(The various statements referred to follow :)
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Summarised statement of receipts from the national forests, fiscal year ending
June 30, 1919.

Timber sales 1 i^l, 503, 307. 37
Timber trespass and settlement 17, 562. ] 5
Turpentine sales 13, 220. 08
Turpentine trespass \: 691. 88
Grazing permits

:

'

Cattle, horses, and swine 1, 607, 006. 8.1

Sheep and goats 949,9.55.35
Grazing trespass 52,207. 65

Special uses

:

Water power : 72, 322. 06
Occupancy of lands 136, 112. 50
Occupancy trespass 689. 43
Fire tre.spass 5, 258. 48
Property trespass 21. 00

Total 4, 358, 414. 86

Comparison of receipts, 1910 to 1919.

Net receipts, fiscal year—

,

1910 $2, 041, 181. 22
1911 1, 968, 993. 42
1912 2, 109, 256. 91

• 1913 2, 391, 920. 85
1914 2, 437, 710. 21
1915 2, 481, 469. 35
1916 2, 823, 540. 71
1917 3, 457, 028. 41
1918 3, 574, 930. 07
1919 4, 358, '414. 86

STUMPAGE PRICES DURING THE ITISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1919.

There were sold about 773,209,000 feet, board measure, of timber on the
national forests, with ari average stumpage value of .$2.35 per thousand. This
represents a range of from 50 cents a thousand for the less valuable species in

the more remote sections to over $7 per thousand for the better and more
accessible timber.

Timber cut under sales, fiscal year ended .June 30, 1919.

State.

Alaska.'-
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Florida
Georgia....
Idaho '.

Michigan
Minnesota
Montana
Nevada...!
Nev Hampshire.
Nev Mexico
North Carolina. .

.

*^regon
South Dakota
Tennessee
Utah
Virginia
WaFhinsrton
West Vi ginia
Wyoming

Board feet.

Commercial
sales.

Total 686, 156, 000

1,

4;

40,

4,

114,

14,

1,

13,

6,

78,

25,

,764,000
,174,000
,772,000
,703,000
,762,000
578, 000
,725,000
,550,000
236,000
,468,000
,031,000
,504,000
.116,000
63.'!,000

876,000
911,000
663,000
711,000
759, 000
709,000
073,000
2,000

436, 000

Cost sales.

333,000
242,000

1,210,000
1,320,000

4,252,000

5, 971, 000
. 61,000

419, 000

2, 060, 000
767,000
156,000
915, 000
16, 000

576,000

,
Total.

700, 000

19,597,000

44,764)000
41, 507; 000
22,014,000
85,913,000
48,082,000

578,000
1,725,000

67,802,000
236,000

8,468,000
72,002,000

- i, 565,000
4,116,000

41, 052, 000
4,876,000

117,580,000
15,420,000
1,867,000
14,674,000
6,725,000

78,649,000
2,000

26, 136, 000

705,763,000

Value.

Commer-
cial sales.

S99, 893

95, 135
62,224

189, 785
87,827
1,234
4,744

160, on
344

33, 107
144, 768
2,110

21,268
91, 139

15, 606
233, 781
33,323
3,874

31, 044

17, 708
119,013

10
57,673

1, 505, 481 14, 670

Cost
sales.

$204
195
666
995

3,170

4,958
,. .45

1,576
697
117
699
15

308

Total.

199, 893
95,399
62, 419

190, 461
88,822
1,234
4,744

163, 181
344

33,107
149, 726
- 2,155.

21,268
91, 506

15, 506
235, 367
34, 020
3,991
31,743
17, 781

119,321
10

!:8,'71

1, 520, 161
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Timber sold fiscal year ended June 30, 19J9.

State.

Board feet.

Commercial
sales.

Cost sales. Total.

Value.

Commer-
cial sales.

Cost
Total.

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Ciolorado
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Micliigan
Minnesota
Montana
Nevada
New Hampshire.
New Mexico
North Carolina. .

.

Oregon
South Dakota

Utah.
Virginia
Wasliington
West Virginia.

.

Wyoming

Total.

47,650,000
69,967,000
10,627,000
239,919,000
54,536,000
1,911,000
1,977,000
79,898,000

268,000
4,043,000

28,462,000
854,000

2,680,000
15,299,000
36,549,000
92,192,000
24,843,000
4,776,000
11,983,000
4,509,000

32,312,000
2,000

8,052,000

15,000

494,000
286,000

1,981,000
1,501,000

6,329,000
3,000

'8,'256,'666'

72,000

541,000

2,866,000
811,000
200,000

1,399,000
16,000

637,000

860,000

15,000
47,650,000
70,461,000
10,913,000

241,900,000
56,037,000
1,911,000
1,977,000

86,227,000
271,000

4,043,000
36,718,000

926,000
2,580,000
15,840,000
36,549,000
95,058,000
25,654,000
4,976,000
13,382,000
4,525,000

32,949,000
2,000

8,912,000

J81,216
139,249
47,096
565,006
123, 1.58

4,825
4,927

151,532
292

19,086
60,642
1,060
11,376
42,826
112,350
237,355
68,906
15, 404
27,998
9,886
71,728

10
19, 493

$82

217
1,087

4,727
2

6,662
54

399

'i,'636'

698
150

1,092
15

334

773,209,000 26,267,000 799,476,000 1,815,420

182
81,216

139,645.

47,313
566,093
124,288
4,825
4,927

156, 259
294

19,086
67,304
1,114
11,376
43,225
112,350
238,991
69,603
15,554
29,090
9,90i
72,062

10
20,263

1,834,871

Year-long rates for grazing on the national forests, season of 1919.

State. Cattle.
Sheep and

goats.
Swine.

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
"California
Colorado
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Michigan.
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampsliire
New Mexico
North Carolina. -

Oklahoma
Oregon
South Dakota. . -

Tennessee
Utah..

' Virginia
Washington
Wyoming

SI. 50
1.00
.80

1.00 to 1.40
1.00
.80
1.50

. 80 to 1. 20
1.00

. 80 to 1. 20
1.50

1.00 to 1.20
1.50
1.00
1.50
1.50

1. 00 to 1. 20
1.00
1.60

1.00 to 1.20
1.50

1.00 to 1.20
1.00 to 1.20

12.00
1.25
1.00

1.25 to 1.75
1.25
1.00
1.87

1.00 to 1.50
1.25

1.00 to 1.50
2.00

to 1.60
2.00
1.25
2.00
1.87

1.25 to 1.50
1.25

2.00
1.25 to 1.50

2.00
l.'25tol.50
1.25 to 1.50

1.

$0.46
.25

.20
. 25 to . 35

.26

.20

.374
.20 to .30

.25

. 20 to. 30
.45

. 25 to . 30
.46
.25

.45

1.12i
.25 to. 30

.25

.46

.26 to .30
.45

.25 to. 30

.25 to. 30

$0.90
.75
.60

.75 to 1.05
.75

.60

1.12i
.60 to. 90

.75

.60 to. 90
.90

.75 to. 90
.90
.75

.90

.37i
.76 to. 90

.76

.SO

.75 to. 90
.90

.75 to. 90

.75 to. 90
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Grazing permits issued and number of stoch grazed.

537
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The average charge per hend of stock per month was as follows

:
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Kinds.

Hay cutting

Hotels and resorts

Limekilns
Oil and gas pipe lines

Pastures .

Railroad and trolley lines.

Residences
Sawmills
SlaugMerhouses
Stores and similar enter-

prises.

Tramways (aerial)

Theaters, billiard halls,

bowling alleys, etc.

Bates per annum.

25 cents to S2 per acre. Not less
than S2 for any permit.

$25 to $250, and up

$10 to $25, and up
$5 per mile or traction thereof.
No permit less than $5.

4 cents to $1 per acre. Not less
than $2 lor any permit.

$5 ner mile or fraction thereof.
No permit less than $5.

$5 to $25
$10 to $200, and up
$10 to $25, and up ... :

$10 to $50, and up

$5 per mile or fraction thereof.
No permit less than $5.

SIO to $50, and up

Explanation.

1 to 10 acres. Not to exceed 5 acres ixnder
term permits.

Not over 320 acres to any one permittee.i
(Charge is in addition to regular grazing
tee.)

(See (k) Reg. L-32.)

J to 5 acres, depending on local conditions.
1 to 10 acres. (See (h) Beg. L-32.)
1 to .1 aares.

i to 5 acres, depending on local conditions.

(See (k) Reg. L-32.)

i to 5 acres, depending on local conditions.

1 The limit of 320 acres for pastures shall be observed in all cases except where the applicant holds a permit
to graze more than 200 head of cattle or their equivalent in other stock, in which case an area of 1 acre for

each head of stock in excess of 200 may be allowed; provided, however, in Arizona and New Mexico 320
acres may be allowed for 100 head of permitted cattle or their equivalent in other stock, and 2 acres may bo
allowed for each head in excess of 100.

It will be noted that the minimum, and in some instances the maximum,
charge is fixed. Particularly is this true with respect to agricultural uses
and summer-home uses. As to the latter, it is considered desirable to pro-

mote this use and, therefore, to assure the permittee at the time he makes
his improvements what the maximum charge may be.

The total receipts from such permits or leases for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1919, amounted to |136,112.56.

SPECIAL PKIVILEGES GEANTBD TO SETTLERS AND HOME BUILDERS IN OB NEAR THE
NATIONAL FORESTS.

Free use of timber.—Under authority of the law providing for the cre-

ation of national forests, the Secretary of Agriculture has issued regulations
providing for the free use of timber by settlers and home builders in the
vicinity of the national forests. During the past fiscal year timber haying
a value of $113,117 was given away under these provisions. Usually the
settler is limited to $20 worth of timber for his own use each year, tfnder

somewhat similar provisions of law settlers may take for their own use not
to exceed $50 worth of timber from public lands outside the national forests.

Saw timber at cost.—Under the provisions of special legislation, the Sec-

retary of Agriculture is directed to sell at cost to homestead settlers and
farmers, for domestic use, timber in any quantity. Where the settler has al-

ready obtained his quota of free material for the year, or wishes timber of

a eharactoi- not obtainable under free use, he may purchase it under this

regulation. The average cost to the settler is about 75 cents per thousand
feet board measure, or 23 cents per cord. The value of timber sold at cost

to settlers urder this law during the year ending June 30, 1919, was $42,-

276 greater than the amount actually received by the Government.
Free grazing of milch or work animals.—Under the Forest Service regula-

tions milch, work, or other animals used for domestic purposes, not exceed-

ing a total of 10 head, owned and in use- by bona fide settlers residing in or

near a nntional forest, require.no permit. In addition, no charge is made to

the settler for the privilege of driving his stock across national forest lands

in order to reach his own holdings. The aggregate number of animals thus
gi-azed entirely free of charge amounts to about 150,000 head.

Settlers given preference in issuing grazing permits.—In the issuance oi

grazing permits first preference is given to settlers in or near the forest. If

he is a new settler and the forest is already stocked, the larger permittees

are reduced in order to make room for him, and all men in this class are

allowed to build up their herds to a reasonable protective limit, proper re-

ductions being made in other permittees to permit such increases. . The settler
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within the forest is, under certain conditions, permitted ito enclose adjoining:

national forest land in order to secure protection in the use of neaT-by range.

For this privilege an acreage charge is made, but the permittee thereby se-

cures a valuable special advantage over other stockmeA not so fortunately-

situated.
Free water and free ditches.—Under special legislation settlers in or near

the forest have the- right to construct and maintain, free of charge, irrigation

dams, reservoirs, and ditches over and through nationatforest land or pub-

lic land. The acreage of forest laud so used is considerable, and the ditches-

run into thousands of miles. The values involved run into the millions.

Free use of roads, trails, an-d public-service conveniences in the national

forests.—The act authorizing the creation of the national forests provides spe-
cifically that they shall be at all times open to free access to everyone in pur-

suit of lawful purposes. A great deal of money has been expended by the-

Federal Government in the construction of roads, trails, and bridges within

the national forests. These are^ of course, free to everyone, but, after the
Government, the local settler is the chief beneficiary. In addition, so far as:

it can be done without interfering with Government business, the Forest Serv-

ice has placed its telephone facilities at the service of the local public. Some-
times no charge is made on account of cooperative service rendered. In other
instances the charge is nominal. In either event the saving in time and labor

to the settler is very substantial.

Basis for the foregoing privileges.—It will be seen that the free use of
timber, the sales of saw timber at cost, free use of land for irrigation reser-

voirs, free rights of way for ditches, and free use of roads, trails, and bridges:

have all been specifically authorized by Congress. The limited amount of free-

grazing permitted settlers and the liberal policy in the use of telephone facil-

ities are based upon . regulations and instructions which are believed to be-

in harmony with the policy Congress desires to pursue toward settlers, as:

expressed in the foregoing provisions. Considering the hardships and priva-
tions which are, under most favorable conditions, encountered by the home-
builder; it is believed that a liberal policy is both wise and necessary.

BASIS OF CHARGES FOR THE USE OF WATER-POWEE SITES.

It has been the primary purpose of the Forest Service in collecting rental
charges for those national-forest lands which are used for the purposes of
power development to reimburse the Government both for the costs incurred!

in administering the water power business and for such share of the general
costs of administration, protection, and improvement of the national forests
as might reasonably be assigned to this class of use. The basis upon which
the charges are collected is the " power capacity " of the site ; that is, the-

number of horsepower which can be continuously produced by plants so
designed and constructed as to make the best practicable utilization of the-

site under the physical conditions which exist at the site and under the market
conditions which exist in the district to be supplied. Such a method deter-
mines the relative value of difEerent sites rather than the actual commercial
value of any particular site,

The rate of charge begins at 10 cents per horsepower per annum and increases
by annual increments of 10 cents per horsepower to a maximum of $1. The-
total collected for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, was $72,322.06. This:
amount represents an average of approximately 25 cents per horsepower capac-
ity of the sites now developed. Since only a small proportion have been
in operation long enough to pay the full charge of $1 per horsepower, the
annual receipts would increase for several years to come even if no new
plants were put into operation.
When permits are issued for transmission lines only the charge is $5 per

mile per annum. No charge is made for projects of 100 horsepower capacity
or less, for those which are used exclusively as auxiliaries to irrigation works
owaed and operated by the permittee, or for those developed and operated by
municipalities for municipal purposes. For both these last-named classes the-
Forest Seirvice is following' the policy laid down by Congress in the acts of
1891 and 1905, under which easements for irrigation and- municipal works may
be obtained free of charge.
The Forest Service has adopted the above practice for two reasons : First, It

has believed it more desirable in the public interest that the unused water powers
should be developed and put to use than that revenue should be secured for thfe
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J'ederal Treasury. Hence, instead of making charges which would be passed
on to the consumer in higJier rates for power purchased, it has made require-
ments which would result in direct benefit to the ultimate users of power, such,
for example, as complete development of site, continuous operation of plant,
maintenance of nn approved accounting system, submission of rates and of c6n-
<lltions of service to regulation by public authority, and sale upon application
and upon a resonable valuation to any State or municipal agency having author-
ity to acquire and operate power plants. Second, the Forest Service has never
been in a position to employ a force and to incur the expense which would
be necessary if the rentals to be charged were to be determined upon the basis
of returning to the Government the actual commercial value of each indivl&al
site under permit. Moreover, from the trend of public discussion during recent
years, both in Congress and outside, it apparently is the desire that our water
powers should be developed as rapidly and as extensively as possible, and it is

believed that a policy of disposing of them primarily for revenue purposes
would seriously interfere with such development.

The Chairmax. We will take up grazing charges next.

Mr. Graves. I will ask Mr. Potter to discuss that phase.

The Chairman. We will be pleased to hear Mr. Potter.

STATEMENT OF MR. A. F. POTTER, ASSOCIATE FORESTER, FOREST
SERVICE, BEPARTMENT OF AGRICTJITTIRE.

Mr. Potter. Mr. Chairman, the average rate for cattle grazing this

year is $1.20 a head for the entire year. ' Where the grazing is for

only a few months the rate is one-tenth of the annual rate per month.
The average period during which cattle have been on the forests this

year is six months, so that the average amount collected is 72 cents

per head. The sheep, rate is 25 per cent of the cattle rate.

The Chairman. What did you say the average rate was?
ivir. Jr'OTTER. Seventy-two cents per head for six months. The sheep

rate is 25 per cent of the cattle rate. The average period the sheep
have been on is about four months, so that the average fee collected

from sheep grazing is about 12 cents per head.
The Chairman. How about horses?
Mr. Potter. We charge 25 per cent more for horses than for cattle,

and the time that they are on the forest is about the same as for cattle,

£0 that the average rate collected for horses would be about 90 cents

per head.
The Chairman. Those are the only ones?
Mr. Potter. Yes, sir; the number of swine is very small, so that

"that doesn't cut much figure. Before the forests were turned over
to the Forest Service, and on the public lands before they were in-

cluded in the forests, no charge was made for grazing, and grazing
is allowed free on the public lands yet. So that at first, in fixing the

charge for grazing, only a nominal rate was charged which would
be sufficient to reimburse the Government for tlie cost of administra-

tion and protection of the ranges. In the first few years a rate was
established which averaged 48 cents per head per annum for cattle.

This was gradually increased to an average rate of 60 cents in 1916.

It was felt as the management wur improved and time went on that

we should get a return commensurate with what it was actually

worth; so during the years 1915 and 1916 a very careful study was
made of the charges for grazing on other lands similar in character

to those within the national forests, such as railroad lands. State

lands, and lands in private ownership. The result was to find that

the average rate paid for grazing on these other l£|,nds was about

three times what we were charging on the national forest lands.
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But there are restrictions in the use of the national forest lands
which make them not worth as much as the grazing on private lands„
To begin with, the permits are all revokable without notice. In
case damage is being done to the forests we reserve the right imme-
diately to cancel the penhit and remove the stock.

. Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. Do you find it necessary to do
that in very many cases ?

Mr. Potter. It isn't necessary to do that very often during the
season, but frequently at the end bi a season. We require the stock-

men to cooperate with us in fire fighting, in the construction of im-
provements, and things of that sort.

Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. What do you mean by cooperating
with you in fire fighting? Do you make them join your forces and
fight the fire without pay ?

Mr. Potter. We make them join our forces without pay in many
instances. If we retain them any length of time on that Idnd of

work we remunerate them the same as others, but where it is merely
temporary assistance, for a day or two, there is no compensation.

In addition to the uncertainty regarding tenure of the permit, be-

cause it is revocable without notice, there are other features which
in the estimation of the stockmen lower the value of the grazing
privileges in comparison with those on private lands. First of all,,

the number of stock is restricted to the number which in the opinion

of the forest officers may be grazed without damage to the forest,

which is often a smaller number than would ordinarily be placed
upon private lands. Again, it is often necessary to shift stock from
one part of the forest to another or even from one forest unit to an-

other. The Forest Service reserves the right to make such changes:

from year to year. Naturally, a stockman wishes to use the same range

year after year. Important also are the restrictions relating to the

time when stock is allowed to enter the forest and the dates when
the animals must be removed. Such restrictions are necessary not

merely in order to protect the range but also to prevent injury to the

forest and to watersheds. Still again, the permits are subject to re-

duction from year to year to make room for new applicants, par-

ticularly for settlers who live near the national forests. These re-

ductions apply primarily to the larger permittees.

For the matter of improvements the stockmen pay for a great

many themselves. On the whole, it was considered that the restric-

tions which were placed upon the grazing of stock on the forests

reduced the value about one-third below the rate charged on other

lands. So the announcement was made in 1917 that the rates on the

national forests would bie doubled. That naturally brought a pro-

test, and Secretary Houston gave full hearings to representatives of

the live-stock associations, both last winter and the winter before.

The final result was a decision that for 1918 only a 25 per cent in-

crease over the former rate would be made and that further study

would be made of the matter. This was done, and for 1919, this

year, the charge proposed having been found to be justified, double

the former rate was charged ; so there is an increase in receipts of

$8^3,347.91 over what was collected in 1918.

Uncertainties in regard to the charges for grazing privileges have

tended to unsettle many persons in the stock industry, particularly

smaller men, who hesitate to assume obligations in improving ranch
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property—in other words, in building up their business—when there
is likelihood of sudden changes in the rate of charge. To reduce
these uncertainties, announcement was made that it would be the
policy to make readjustments periodically—in five-year periods
rather than from year to year. In addition, where the conditions on
the forest are sufficiently settled as to the number of stock which
can be allowed without injury to the forest or watersheds the issu-
ance of five-year permits was authorized, and permits have been
issued on this basis to a large portion of the permittees. These
permits require the payment of a like amount in fees during the
five-year period, but the permittees have been informed that at the
end of this period the rates will he adjusted, either up or down, in
accordance with values at that time.

It is not contemplated that there will be any change in the base
rate up or down between now and 1923. In view of the fact that we
crowded the national forest ranges to the limit last year in order to
take care of all the stock we possibly could as a war emergency, we
do not contemplate that there is any probability of increasing the
number of stock within the next few years, and therefore do not
look for any material increase in the receipts from grazing. The
amount collected this year was $2,609,169.85. That will be about the

amount we may expect to get from the grazing next year.

The Chairman. Do you consider the fee charged a reasonable-

one?
Mr. Potter. Yes, sir ; the fee, in my opinion, is reasonable.

The Chairman. Should more be charged?
Mr. Potter. In the long run, yes; as the value of the ranges are-

increased through improvements.
The Chairman. I am speaking of the present rates. Are they

not too low at the present time?
Mr. Potter. Of course, there has been a very marked increase in

the value of the leases on private grazing lands in the past two years

due to war conditions and the drought. If our fees were to be based

on the present exceptionally high values, they are too low.

The Chairman. I understood you to say the charges had been
increased materially.

Mr. Potter. Yes, sir ; they have. That was based
• The Chairman. How much?

Mr. Potter. They are double what they were in 1916.

The Chairman. They average about twice what they used to?

Mr. Potter. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. They average about 72 cents now ?

Mr. Potter. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. They have been increased about 36 cents?

Mr. Potter. Yes, sir ; since 1916.

The Chairman. The average price of cattle has increased, say.

from $40 to over $100, has it not? That depends on the ages of the

cattle, of course ; but a steer then selling for $40 is now worth at least

$100.

Mr. Potter. Probably so; putting it on a range cattle basis, they

have increased from a value of about $30 to about $50 or $60 per head.

The Chairman. In my section of the country the cost of pasture

has increased about $2.50 to $8 a head.

Mr. Potter. Yes. sir. I presume you refer to the cost of summer
pasture.
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The Chairman. Do you consider that the present charge is a fair

one ? Pasturing in my section of the country covers only about five or

six months, whereas in the western range section of the country it is

12 months, and if less than 12 months deduction is made.
Mr. Potter. If the present price* are continued it would be very

much less than we should get.

The Chairman. Are you getting what it is worth at the preseni

time?
Mr. Potter. Not on the basis of the present inflated prices.

The Chairman. Why do you not get what it is worth ? Who de-

termines this?

Mr. Potter. We are trying to stabilize range conditions and do not
believe the fees should be readjusted on the basis of the present abnor-
mal conditions.

The Chairman. You were speaking about the fee charged on
private lands. Do you fix the price for private lands as well as your
own?
Mr. Potter. No, sir.

The Chairman. They follow your price ?

Mr. Potter. Decidedly not.

The Chairman. Are there any cattle grazing on privately owned
iands ?

Mr. Potter. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Any considerable number ?

Mr. Potter. Yes; there is a very considerable number.
The Chairman. Who owns the land ?

Mr. Potter. They are owned by the individual stockmen, the States,

and the railroad companies.
The Chairman. If they own the land they do not pay any grazing

fee, do they ?

Mr. Potter. That is true ; they pay the taxes on the land and things

of that kind.

The Chairman. But where a fee is paid ?

Mr. Potter. Where they lease the land to other parties

The Chairman. Is there much leasing of lands to other parties?

Mr. Potter. I have no data on the acreage.

The Chairman. You say considerable amounts?
Mr. Potter. Yes; there is a considerable amount. How many

million acres I do not know.
The Chairman. There are large tracts held by individuals ?

Mr. Potter. I don't know of any that you would call very large

tracts, except in Texas ; of course, that is all under private ownership.

The Chairman. That isn't in forests. We are speaking of the

western country.

Mr. Potter. The areas which are leased are comparatively small,

with the exception of some of the land grants in New Mexico.

Mr. Hutchinson. You said the States lease theirs. What do they

charge ?

Mr. Potter. They are usually leased on an acreage basis. They
usually charge about 5 to 6 cents an acre. Last year the State of

Arizona leased 6,000,000 acres at an average rental of 3^ cents per

acre ; New Mexico leased 9,600,000 at an average of 6 cents'; atid Colo-

rado, 2,000,000 acres at an average of 10 cents per acre.

The Chairman. How many acres to a head ?
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Mr. Potter. The average would be about 30.

The Chairman. That would be $1.50.

Mr. PoTTEE. About $1.80, at the rate of 6 cents.

The Chairman. For cattle ?

Mr. Potter. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. That would be about three times as much as you
are charging.

Mr. Potter. About twice as much, if the land was used for only
six months.
The Chairman. Or a little more than double ?

Mr. Potter. Yes.
The Chairman. Why are you not entitled to as much as the

States?
Mr. Potter. It is just the difference in the use of the land. The

States, as a rule, place no restrictions whatever in the handling of the
stock on their lands. They allow the stockmen entire freedom as to
the way th6 stock shall be handled.
The Chairman. Do the States make restrictions as to the number

that shall be put on a given area ?

Mr. Potter. Not that I know of. They simply leave it to the
stockmen to use the land in accordance with their judgment.
The Chairman. You said your rates were based on the rates

•charged by private individuals, and then you said that no consider-

able amount was being leased to other parties. Why is that a fair

basis to be used in making your charges ?

Mr. Potter. Our charge was based on the prices paid on about
3,800,000 acres of lands of similar character to those in the national

forests, the greater part of which was owned by the States and the
railroad companies.
The Chairman. It should be based upon good judgment and com-

mon sense, what is fair and right.

Mr. Potter. Certaijily.

The Chairman. Upon investigation, do you believe you are charg-

ing what it is worth at the present time ?

Mr. Potter. We are not charging the full present market value.

The Chairman. What is, in your judgment, a fair reasonable

charge? You charge, according to your statement, about $2.26 for
grazing for three years a steer that sells for over $100.

Mr. Potter. I consider that we have been handling this in the

right way. If, however, the values arising from the present abnormal
conditions are to be the basis of charge, of course the present fees

would be doubled.

The Chairman. Congress has been criticized for not charging a

reasonable fair rate for grazing. The present rate does not seem
to me fair and just ; it seems to me that the rate of $2.26 for grazing

for three years a steer that sells for over $100 is not a fair and
reasonable charge. I appreciate also that you do not have full

jurisdiction over the matter probably others have determined what
the rate shall be. I do not bring this up here to embarrass you or

anybody else in the department, but we ought to have the facts as

to the amount charged and an estimate as to what would be a reason-

.able, fair charge.

164315—20 35
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Mr. PoTTEE. The establishment of an equitable charge for the-

grazing privileges must take into consideration the entire public ob-
jectives of the national forests and their use. In the beginning no
charge at all was made. The stockmen had always enjoyed free use
of the public grazing lands and still are allowed to use«those outside
the national forests free of charge and without restriction. There-
had been abuse of the lands by overgrazing and many serious conflicts

between the owners of different kinds of stock. When the Forest
Service took charge it undertook to correct these evils. The number
of stock allowed on each range was limited to what could be grazed
without damage to the forests or watersheds, and in making the-

necessary reductions the cuts were made on the permits of the larger
owners. The range was divided fairly between the owners of cattle-

and sheep and, so far as possible, each was allowed to use those por-
tions best adapted to his kind of stock. This was no easy job, as it

involved not only the settlement of hundreds of controversies but
satisfying the people that they had been settled right. There also-

has been a constant demand from new settlers for a share. in thfr

grazing privileges. More than 10,000 such applications have been
approved during the past six years. We are now protecting 30,000

small owners in the use of the range needed for the maintenance of
their homes and giving them a preference in renewal of permits.

The large owners were occupying the range when we took charge
and their permits are being gradually reduced. We have encouraged
the stockmen to adopt systems of management which would improve
the range conditions and through the organization of over 400 local

live-stock associations have secured their hearty cooperation. We
have felt that stopping damage to the forests, improving conditions

on the watershed^, bringing about orderly use of the ranges, and
protecting settlers in establishing their homes was of more impor-

tance to the Nation than the number of dollars collected in fees, and
I believe that this should continue to be our ideal.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Potter. We will now recess.

(Thereupon, at 5 o'clock p. m., the committee recessed to meet

Thursday, December 18, 1919, at 10 o'clock a. m.)

Committee on AGRicuiiTUEE,

House of Eepeesentatives,
Thursday, December 18, 1919.

The committee met at 10 o'clock a. m., Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen
(chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. The committee will come to order. You may pro-

ceed, Mr. Graves.

Forest Service—Continued.

STATEMENT OF MR. HENRY S. GRAVES, FORESTER AND CHIEF
OF THE FOREST SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—
Continued.

Mr. Graves. We are considering item 240, page 127, of the hill,

" for the selection, classification, and segregation of lands within the

boundaries of the national forests that may be opened to homestead
settlement," and so on.

*
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The Chairman. You suggest some new language there.

Mr. Graves. This is the authority which we have for the classifica-

tion of lands, the location of agricultural land, and the determination
of which lands ought to be permanently held in the forests. We
also have authority, in the case of several forests, under special acts,

to make exchanges of land with owners whose land lies interlocked
with the national forest land. Such exchange legislation has al-

ready been enacted in the case of six forests.

We have now the authority to survey lands which are opened up
for agricultural settlement. The new language is a request for
similar arithority to cover the exchange of land. An illustration of
where this is needed immediately is in Florida. The Florida na-
tional forests are badly cut up with private holdings, due to an
old railroad grant. This land has passed long since into individual
ownership. Exchanges are needed to consolidate the Government
lands into a solid body for better handling.
The Chairman. What does that exchange involve? Is one solid

tract of land exchanged for another, or is it just small tracts here and
there ?

Mr. Graves. In portions of the Florida forest, half the land, the
alternate sections, are owned privately, and we owned the other
sections. Such a condition makes a very difficult problem of admin-
istration and protection. By effecting an equitable exchange, our
lands can be consolidated in exchange for other lands on the basis

of actual value.

The Chairman. The lands are to be appraised ?

Mr. Graves. The lands have to be carefully appraised, the timber
appraised, and an exchange worked out on a basis of equal values

in accordance with the terms of the law. In many cases there are

no surveys which can be accepted by the General Land Office, and
title can't pass. The requested authority would enable our eiigineers

to survey those lands under the general direction of the General
Land Office and thus expedite the exchange.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Mr. Graves, what check is there on

that exchange ; is there any except the honesty of your local inspector ?

Mr. Graves. There are several checks in the field and finally a

check in my office. In the first place, there is a field examination
to determine the amount of timber by a carefu^l strip cruise. The
work is all checked up by several persons along the line, so that

it is almost impossible not to have an honest check.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The appraisal is made by the field

appraisers and then it is checked in your office?

Mr. McKiNLET. With regard to this checking up, is it sent here

to Washington to be checked up ?

Mr. Graves. We first have our supervisory officers in the field make
a check. There is usually a check estimate made from the angle of

the logging engineer. Then all of the data, when they are assembled,

are worked over by the timber-sales force in the district office and
afterwards by the inspectors in my own office, so that it has as com-
plete a check as We could give it within our organization without
spending an undue amount of money.
Mr. McKiNLET. I am glad to hear you say that, as I was wonder-

ing whether it would be possible to have a collusion between the

men in the service and the men who wanted to trade-
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Mr. Graves. I doubt Tery much whether that would be possible.

I think we have got about as thorough a check as is possible now.
Mr. VoiGT. Your estimates are made with reference to the timber

on the land?
Mr. Graves. To get the timber and the valuation.
Mr. VoiGT. Do they go into the question of valuation extensively?
Mr. Graves. They determine the basis of the quantitative and

qualitative values; then our logging engineers go in and check up
the location, the cost of operating, what it would cost to build a
railroad or other improvements, and thus arrive at the stumpage
values.

Mr. VoiGT. But the transfer isn't based either on the amount of
timber, or upon the country, but upon values?
Mr. Graves. It is based upon values.

Mr. VoiGT. In other words, you might have one tract of 100 acres

that would be worth as much as another tract with a thousand acres?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

Mr. VoiGT. In determining the value of the timber, you take into

consideration the quality of the stumpage and also the cost of opera-
tions ?

Mr. Graves. Yes; and the land itself in the different localities

might have different values. Very rocky land in the mountain sec-

tions, at high elevations, certainly wouldn't have the value of lands
down lower which have much productive soil.

Mr. VoiGT. The policy of your department, then, is not to make
trades for the purpose of consolidating bodies, but rather to con-

solidate the holdings as a protective measure?
Mr. Graves. Particularly for the benefit of the public in having

a solid body of land for the better protection of the timber, control

of the use of the land, and for utilization of the resources.

Mr. VoiGT. You believe that this change in language is necessary

for the purpose of allowing you to do that work?
Mr. Graves. We have the authority to make the exchanges on six

individual forests now, but we have no authority to make actual

surveys, which is the basis of the transfer of title.

Mr. VoiGT. How can you make changes without that provision?

Mr. Graves. Because some of the private lands are still held by
the owners in units of the subdivisions of the public surveys. There
it hasn't been necessary to make new surveys. But where there have
been subdivisions cut up in two or three parts, there must be a new
official survey. Otherwise you would have to wait until the Gen-
eral Land Office was able with its own organization to make the

survey. This might be quite a long time. The new authority re-

quested would expedite the passing of title.

The Chairman. Are these exchanges entirely within the forests

or are there exchanges outside?

Mr. Graves. They are all within the boundaries of the forests,

except in one where authority was given for going a short distance

outside. In that case Congress designated certain areas within
which exchanges could be made outside, but all others are within
the boundaries of the forests.

Mr. McLAtroHLiN of Michigan. Do you mean that the law de-

scribes a particular piece of property that might be acquired ?
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Mr. Graves. No ; it simply described a general area within which
the exchanges may be made.
The Chairman. In how many cases were lands offered for ex-

change?
Mr. Graves. There have been a good many suggestions for ex-

changes, many of them in the forests .wl>ere at the present time
there is no legal authority for making them.
The Chairman. I have reference to these six forests.

Mr. Graves. Within the six forests we have made, as I recall it,

five exchanges.
The Chairman. Are they large or small tracts?

Mr. Graves. They run from 160 acres to about 30,000 acres.

The Chairman. Is this being done in the interests of the forests?

Mr. Graves. Entirely for the interests of the forests.

The Chairman. Was that the purpose of the act ?

Mr. Graves. The purpose of the act was to enable the consolida-
tion of the forests where there is a large amount of interior holdings
which makes protection and administration difficult and expensive.

The Chairman. I wish you would point out how appraisals are

made.
Mr. Graves. Appraisals are made in much the same way as we

appraise the timber for sale.

The Chairman. Is that done by your men ?

Mr. Graves. By our own men.
The Chairman. They check up on that ?

Mr. Graves. It is thoroughly checked up. I do not know how we
could get it more thoroughly checked up without spending an un-
due amount of money.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You may remember that last spring

I asked you about an exchange proposition involving some outside

property in California. Inquiry has been made of me about it ; do
you recall that ?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir ; I recall it.

Mr. McLaxtghun of Michigan. Has anything been done about
that ? Is there any prospect of that being taken up ?

Mr. Graves. That proposition was in connection with a national
park.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. "Yes.

Mr. Graves. That particular area which you had in mind com-
prised some redwood, on what is called the Eedwood Mountain,
within the Sequoia National Forest of California. It is proposed
to establish a national park near there. There was a suggestion for
acquiring this land from the private owners on Redwood Mountain
with a view of adding it to the national park. Neither the Interior

Department nor the Forest Service wishes to extend the boundaries
of the proposed park as far west as Eedwood Mountain, so that I
think the question is not going to be raised.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The status, so far as that land
is concerned, is the same as when you wrote me and when I conferred
with you ?

Mr. Graves. Yes. We do not think that it is wise to make an ex-

change there.

The Chairman. What progress is being made as to the segrega-

tion of land within the boundaries of the forests ?
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Mr. Graves. The progress has been very rapid. Formerly the

classification and the segregation of land for agricultural purposes-

was made primarily by individual tracts. Then we undertook to
classify the forests as a whole. Where there were considerable
quantities of agricultural lands such areas were eliminated from the
national forests. They could then be occupied rapidly.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There are two lines of that work,
aren't there, Colonel : one where the application for patent is made,
and another under the general law requiring you to make a general
survey of the forests for the purpose of determining the lands more
suitable within them for forests?
Mr. Graves. Yes, sir,-> we have expedited the first procedure by

the second ; that is, by classifying the lands and segregating them in

bodies.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There are still considerable to be
classified ?

Mr. Graves. Yes; but we have gone on with our classification so

far ahead of the applications for individual tracts that the segre-

gation is almost entirely taken care of through classification.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Several years ago patentees, or

those who wished patents, were held up. There was a delay, of
which they complained, because the land could not be examined by
your service, and the Interior Department would not act until it had
a report from you.
Mr- Graves. The matter is being cleared up very rapidly through

this classification and segregation of lands. Since we began our work
of boundary examinations, eliminations and segregations amounting
to some fifteen to twenty million acres have been made.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Before you were authorized to

examine it as a whole and make segregations, there were a great

many pending clayns for patents in the Land Office, and I recall

that we were urged to recommend large appropriations for the em-
ployment of a large number of men to survey, because it was said

that your service was lagging behind the Land Office ; that difficulty

has been overcome, has it1
Mr. Graves. There were a great many claims that had been initi-

ated, before the establishment of the national forests, under the

homestead, mining, and other laws. These have by this time pretty

much been taken care of.

The Chairman. The surveys, then, are practically up to date;

all of those lands have been segregated, and you are fairly up with

the platting and surveying? s

Mr. Graves. We are fairly up with the platting and surveying;

we have classified about 125,000,000 acres. We still have something

over 20,000,000 acres to examine, a portion of this area being in

Alaska. We have, however, taken up first the areas in Alaska
which present the best opportunities for cultivation, with the result

that we have during the past year eliminated from the Alaskan
forests approximately 300,000 acres of land, thereby taking care of

the most important problems of agricultural settlement.

The Chairman. What number of acres have been segregated, al-

together ?
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Mr. Graves. We have classified about 125,000,000 acres and have
eliminated -in the national forests some fifteen to tvs^enty millions
acres.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There is an appropriation for
the Bureau of Soils under which you and the officers of that bureau
cooperate ; what do you do in that connection ?

Mr. Graves. We ask the Bureau of Soils to help us in the classi-

fication work, particularly in connection with questions on the
border line between absolute forest lands and obvious agricultural
lands.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The Bureau of Soils acts only
upon your request?

Mr. Graves. They act only upon our request and assign experts
who join our classification force in an advisory capacity.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is for the purpose only of

ascertaining the quality Of the soil and its suitability for agricul-
ture?
Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Grazing also; do you ask any
aid on account of grazing?

Mr. Graves. That question is one that would be taken care of by
our regular classification.

The Chairman. The full amount of this appropriation, $107,000,
will be required?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. We will take up the next item.
Mr. Graves. The next item is on page 128, item 241—
For fighting and preventing forest fires and for other unforseen emergencies,

$150,000.

We have had this item in the appropriation bill, I think, for 8 or
10. years. In 1911, after the great fires of 1910, we requested the
committee to give us an emergency appropriation of $1,000,000 in
addition to the item of $150,000. This was done. The following
year the $150,000 sufficed to meet our needs, and the emergency ap-
propriation was cut down to $200,000. The year after that the
season was again favorable and there was practically no need for
drawing on the additional emergency. Congress then cut down
the item still further, to $100,000, and finally dropped it altogether,

and we had only the $150,000.

I believe the feeling of the committee was that it was t»est not to

have an emergency appropriation in addition to the $150,000, with
the idea that, if a very unusual condition arose, it would be neces-

:sary for us to incur a deficiency and come to Congress for assistance

if needed.
The experience this year has led me to repeat the request made in

1911 to haye a larger emergency appropriation, and Secretary
Houston has concurred in that recommendation and has incorpor-
ated that request in the miscellaneuos section of the estimates.

Fighting and Preventing Forest Fires.

The Chairman. Have you the number and page of the miscella-

neous item?
Mr. Graves. That is on page 271, item 2.
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The Chairman. For $1,000,000?
Mr. Graves. The idea is to have one substantial fire emergency

fund that would include the previously granted item of $150,000.
It has been demonstrated that an emergency fund of $150,000 is

inadequate. There are occasions when it is exceedingly embarrassing
to have to incur a deficiency such as we incurred during this last
spring. The fire season started very early. We had expected ia the
northwest districts to have to expend no more than $8,000 or $10,000
for fire fighting. The season broke in June and large expenses had
to be incurred. It would have been very embarrassing out there
were it not for the fact that some moneys were left in the national
security and defense fund which had been allotted by the President
to the Department of Agriculture.
The Chairman. The amount suggested is merely a guess as to the

needs, is it not?
Mr. Graves. It is not altogether a guess. It is based on our expe-

rience during the last 10 years. We had our first big emergency in
1910, in which our deficiency appropriation was $900,000; again in

1914, in which the deficiency appropriation was $345,000; in 1916
the deficiency appropriation was $57,000 ; in 1917 the deficiency ap-
propriation was $775,000 ; in 1918, $650,000 ; and the past year is the
first time that we have run over $1,000,000.

The Chairman. About how large was the deficiency ?

Mr. Graves. This year the deficiency was $2,950,000.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much was placed at your dis-

posal this year from the President's fund?
Mr. Graves. None in this fiscal year.

The Chairman. But in the year before?
Mr. Graves. In the last fiscal year, $650,000.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. During the fiscal year ended June
30, 1919?
Mr. Harrison. A million dollars was placed at our disposal. We

expended $650,000 and turned the remainder back into the Treasury.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much did you use out of that

amoimt?
Mr. Graves. We used $650,000—actually used that much—and

returned the remainder to the Treasui-y.

Mr. McKiNLET. That was in addition to the $150,000?

Mr. Graves. That was in addition to the $150,000.

Mr. McKjnlet. I did not get it clear in my mind when it was that

you used tlie $2,950,000.

Mr. Graves. This last summer.
Mr. McKinley. Since the 1st of June?
Mr. Graves. Yes, sir; and the deficiency appropriation was passed

in the fall.

Mr. McKiNLBT. The $2,950,000 was for the fiscal year ended June

30, 1920?
The Chairman. The current year?

Mr. TiNCHER. That appropriation was handled by the Appropria-

tions Committee?
Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

As a general principle I do not think it is a good thing for the

organization to feel that a deficiency may be incurred and recognized.
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I want to make it just as hard as I can for my own organization to
incur a deficiency ; and I think it is better, unless there are some very
extraordinary conditions, like this year's—which we hope will not
happen again for another 30 years—to take care of the protection of
the forests from funds which have been appropriated in advance.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. From the time this last emergency

arose how long a time elapsed before the money was made available
to you?
Mr. Graves. I think it was about two weeks and a half.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. So it does not take very long?
Mr. McKiNLEY. That was because Congress was in session. If

Congress had adjourned the 1st of July and had not met again until
December, where would you have been ?

Mr. Graves. There would have been a very great embarrassment,
just as it has at different times been an embarrassment when the
appropriation bill has been delayed until well after the beginning of
the fire season. I recall that that happened in one of the years
when we had the special emergency item of $1,000,000, and the appro-
priation bill was not passed until August. We had a hard fire situa-

tion, and had to spend at a more rapid rate than one-twelfth of the
appropriation within that time. The existence of this emergency
Appropriation was a great benefit.

Mr. McKiNLEY. Suppose there is a great fire which you have to
put out and you have no money, what do you do in a case of that
kind?
Mr. Graves. We resort to various means. Sometimes local bankers

help out and provide the immediate expenses of fire fighters, who
have to be paid off at once. Sometimes the local men who are hired
are willing to work and let the pay go over.

Mr. McKiNLET. Take their chances ?

Mr. Graves. Take their chances ; and it isn't a good situation.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Can you tell us what appropria-
tions were made last year by the States, and by private associations,

and so on, for this purpose.
Mr. Graves. The landowners forming the Western Forestry and

Conservation Association, which covers a considerable portion of the
landholders in Oregon, Washington, northern Idaho, and northwest-
ern Montana, expended in fire protection this last summer, I under-
stand, approximately $800,000. They own about 15,000,000 acres

and probably undertake to patrol some additional private lands
which are not within the association simply in order to safeguard their

own forests. I have no data on the expenditures of private owners
in fire protection elsewhere. I can give you some data on expenditures
by the States for last year.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Each one of those States makes an
appropriation, does it, so that you know how much money will be
available during the coming year?
Mr. Graves. I think that the appropriations will be approximately

the same as their expenditures for last year. I do not have the appro-
priations here, but can give the expenditures in a number of the
States. Shall I read those ?

The Chairman. You may read them if you wish.

Mr. Graves. Oregon spent during the fiscal year 1919 approxi-

mately $25,000; Washington, $37,000; Idaho, $46,000; Wisconsin,
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$16,000. I am giving these in round figures. Minnesota expended
$56,000; Michigan, $60,000; New York, $117,000; Maine, $125,000;
New Hampshire, $26,000; Massachusetts, $32,000; New Jersey,

$20,000 ; and then follows a number of States with l6sser amounts.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There are a number of States that

have no forests ?

Mr. Graves. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. AVhen this money is expended here

on our national forests is it in cooperation with your department or
under your direction?
Mr. Graves. We have a cooperative arrangement in each State.

They are practically the same, but necessarily a little different in indi-

vidual cases, as we have different conditions and men to work with.
We are undertaking to place in operation a protective system as be-

tween the Federal Government, the States, and the private owners.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You say in each State; you don't

expend any money in any States where there are no national forests ?

Mr. Graves. In the national forest States. Of course, we do not
have such cooperative arrangements in all national forest States.

We have not yet succeeded in getting a satisfactory arrangement in

California—not nearly as satisfactory as in Oregon and Washington,
Our effort is to get a cooperative system so that all are working to-

gether. I can illustrate the way it works by an incident of three or
four years ago. When the Oregon and California land grant was
in litigation, and there were some bills in Congress in regard to it, the

railroad company declined, because of an adverse decision in one of

the lower courts, to protect this land which was under dispute. There
were some 2,500,000 acres, and Congress authorized the Commissioner
of the General Land Office to protect those lands, and provided an
appropriation of $25,000 for that purpose. They are in Oregon
scattered in different parcels; some within but mostly outside the

national forests.

The Commissioner of the General Land Office requested our co-

operation because they had no fire protection organization. We
handled the matter by telegraph, and inside of three days those

lands were under official protection because we had this organized
system in which the different public and private agencies were co-

operating.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It would seem better, then, to

have this under the direction of the Forest Service rather than
under the Land Office?

Mr. Graves. It worked out in the end just the same way. The
lands were under the jurisdiction of the General Land Office, and
so the matter had to be attended to in that way.
The Chairman. You said that the banks in the country some-

times carry these expenses; how do they do it, by discount?
Mr. Graves. They are merely private arrangements with our

officers.

The Chairman. What do the banks have to show for the money
they advance? Do you issue an order on the Treasury?
Mr. Graves. No ; in those cases they would simply advance money

and take chances through our own officers; these being reaUy pri-
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vate arrangements in which our own forest officers take the responsi-
bility.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You issue an order to the men
doing the work, and they take it to the banks and cash it ?

Mr. Graves. No; in those cases there may be, for instance, a
dozen or fifteen men who have to be paid off, with no Federal money
available for this purpose. The supervisor would take it up with
the bank and would secure an advance of the money personally.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That would not be legal on your

part, would it?

Mr. Graves. No.
Mr. Tin CHER. The chairman asked you if the banks discounted

the money, and I understood you to say that it was a private ar-

rangement between the bank and your officers.

Mr. Graves. This is simply an emergency, where we have no
money. In some cases I have known the supervisors to go to a

bank and borrow money at 6 per cent, and meet that expense out
of their little salaries, in order to pay oflF some men.

Mr. TinCHER. I do not believe that answers the question yet.

Where a bank advances this money, do they discount the vouchers
of the men who fight fire?

Mr. McKiNLET. They can't give a voucher; it is illegal.

Mr. TiNCHER. Do they receive from the Government, when paid,
any more money than their money back?
Mr. Graves. No, sir.

The Chairman. What is the next item?
Mr. Graves. The next item is on page 128, item No. 242, " For

preventing and combating infestations of insects injurious to forest
trees on and near the national forests, independently or in) co-

operation with other branches of the Federal Government, with
States, counties, and municipalities, or with private owners." The
amount is $25,000.

This is a new item. I presented this same item to the committee
of last year. Next to fire, the insect damage is the greatest we have
in the national forests. We have to-day a serious infestation in the
forests of California, in the Sierras, in the sugar-pine and yellow-
pine forests. It is estimated that the yearly damage in California
by this infestation is about $235,000.

Mr. PuRNELL. Is the State of California doing anything?
Mr. Graves. The State of California has not very many lands.

Most of the lands are in the hands of private owners. There are
some lands where the private owners are undertaking to combat the
insects. Their lands are interlocked with our own, and the Federal
Government is doing very little. Our own officers have been doing a
small amount of work there each spring, but not enough to make any
real progress against the infestation.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are all of the forest lands in Cali-

fornia, outside of the national forests, held by private owners, or does
the State own some forest lands?

Mr. Graves. The State has very little forest lands. They dis-

posed of their grants years ago, and, while I think there are some
iew thousand acres in scattered tracts which are perhaps coming
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back to the State for various reasons, the State has relatively little

land. They have one or two parks, but very little other forest land.

Mr. McLAUGHiiiN of Michigan. What is the State doing, if any-
thing, in the way of protecting the lands they own?
Mr. Graves. I doubt very much whether these scattered lands are

so located that they would be very much affected by this particular

infestation. We also have an infestation which is giving some
anxiety in Montana, near Missoula. We have still another attack in

southern Colorado which is threatening a good deal of timber. In
order to meet these situations this special appropriation is requested.

Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska. What species of insect is that?
Mr. Geaves. That is a bark beetle. It is a different species of beetle

from that which attacks in Montana, or the one in Oregon, or the

one which attacks in the Black Hills, or the one which attacks the
southern pine in the East, but in a general way its work is somewhat
similar.

Mr. TinCHER. How long has that infestation been going on ?

Mr. Graves. The insects are always in the forests. It is only when
the infestations come that they do a great deal of damage. The
conditions have been serious for six or eight years, but only during
the last three or four years has it been spreading to large proportions.

Mr. TiNCHER. You do not hope to exterminate the insects ?

Mr. Graves. You never can exterminate them. All you can do is

to restore the balance of nature between the insects and their natural

enemies, which are always in the forests.

Mr. Tinchee. We have had in Kansas during the last two or three

years an infestation thathas done more damage than in 10 years,

and that is the grasshopper, but the Government has not appropriated
any money to fight the grasshopper.
Mr. Graves. It is possible to. fight these infestations by artificial

means. The work is being done in cooperation with the Bureau of

Entomology. The work already done has demonstrated its effective-

ness.

Mr. TiNCHER. Don't you think, if we appropriate $25,000 this year.

that the committee next year will be asking for $50,000, and the next

year for $100,000, and in 10 years from now you will be asking for

$250,000 for this item?
Mr. Graves. It depends on the insects, what the insects are doing.

If we have more infestations, I doubt very much whether $25,000

will fully check that infestation.

Mr. TiNCHER. I think this appropriation would be like the appro-

priation to fight the Japanese oeetle. We made appropriation to

fight the Japanese beetle, on the theory that some had just been

brought to this country. This is a different insect, an insect com-

monly in the forests?

Mr. Graves. This is a native insect.

Mr. TiNCHER. This is a native insect in the forests. Some years

it will be very prevalent, and other years not ; is that the experience?

Mr. Graves. I am afraid this infestation is not going to die out of

itself. Sometimes there are cycles of infestations by insects, but this

is getting serious.

Mr. TiNCHER. Have we had infestations during previous years?
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Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHEE. And has Congress ever made any appropriations to
control them?
Mr. Graves. There has never been any special appropriations but,

as explained to the committee last year when we were discussing this
subject, during several years when fire fighting did not absorb all of
the $150,000 emergency fund, a portion was used for fighting insect

infestations. One year we had a severe infestation in eastern Ore-
gon ; I'think some $20,000 was expended then, and it was effective in
cheekily the infestation.

Mr. SuBET. Are you authorized to use that fund for that pur-
pose?
Mr. Graves. It was a serious emergency, but I think it is desirable

to have a fund specially set aside for. insect work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Has the Bureau of Entomology

an appropriation for the same work ?

Mr. Graves. The Bureau of Entomology is investigating insects.

This work would be done and the money would be expended in actual

control of the work upon the public property. The Bureau of Ento-
mology works with us ; it places at our disposal the results of their

inve^igations. This new appropriation would be used in the selec-

tion of the infested trees with broods in them, cutting them down,
taking the bark off, burning up the broods, and all work of that sort.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does the Bureau of Entomology
have any men there doing this work with you ?

Mr. Graves. They have local field officers in different districts.

They are presumed to give us the assistance within the national

forests similar to that which is given by the Bureau of Soils.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There is no duplication of work,
then?
Mr. Graves. No, sir.

The Chairman. Is there anything further?

The next item is 243, on page 129, " for the purchase and mainte-
nance of necessary field, office, and laboratory supplies, instruments,

and equipment, $173,600." There is an increase in that item of

$12,500. The note states that this amount is required to meet the

enormous advance in the cost of many lines of supplies and equip-

ment.
Mr. Graves. This increase is needed, of course, on account of the

incj-ease in the cost of those supplies.

The Chairman. Are you through, Col. Graves ?

The clerk states that Mr. Ash desires to ask a hearing before the

committee.
Mr. Ash. The organized lumber industry wants to be heard on

the recommended increase for the Forest Products Laboratory.

They believe there are good reasons why the increase recommended
by the Secretary should be granted, and think that by making refer-

ence to past achievements of the laboratory they can convince the

committee that the laboratory should be more adequately supported

than it has been in the past. There is practically no scientific knowl-
edge as to the properties of wood. The war program was greatly

held up because of that lack of knowledge.

The Chairman. How much time is desired ?
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Mr. Ash. Two hours.

The Chairman. That is a long time. What is the desire of the

committee ?

Mr. Lee. Our limit has been an hour on nearly all these other

cases.

Mr. Ash. We shall, of course, be glad to conform our statement

to come within the time limit set by the committee. As stated, how-
ever, we would like two hours.

The Chairman. Will that be satisfactory, Mr. Ash, if we limit

you to an hour?
Mr. Ash. Yes ; that will be satisfactory ; we will do the best we

can in the time allowed.

Mr. Candler. I suggest that we give him an hour.

The Chairman. Without objection, the committee will hear Mr.
Ash for one hour in connection with the Forest Service.

(Thereupon the committee recessed until the following morning.)

MORNING SESSION.

Wednesday, December 17, 1919.

The committee met at 10 o'clock, Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen (chair-

man) presiding.

The Chairman. We have with us this morning a number of gentle-

men interested in the appropriation for the Forest Products Lab-

oratory, which will be found on page 130, item 244, " for investiga-

tions of methods for wood distillation and for the preservative

treatment of timber, for timber testing, and the testing of such

woods as may require tests to ascertain if they are suitable for mak-
ing paper," $348,260.

I might state there have also been a number of communications
received in regard to this item. We will hear Mr. Ash first.

STATEMENT OF MR. ROBERT ASH, WASHINGTON, D. C, ATTORNEY,
OFFICE OF COUNSEL FOR THE NATIONAL LUMBER MANU-
FACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

Mr. Ash. The National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, for

whom I am appearing to urge an increased appropriation for the

Forest Products Laboratory, is a federation of the lumber-producing
associations of the United States, comprising in its membership the

Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, Cadillac, Mich.;
Northern Hemlock & Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, Osh-
kosh. Wis.; Northern Pine Association, Minneapolis, Minn.; West
Coast Lumbermen's Association, Seattle, Wash. ; Western Pine Man-
ufacturers' Association, Portland, Oreg. ; Western Forestry & Con-
servation Association, Portland, Oreg. ; California Redwood Associa-

tion, San Francisco, Calif.; California White & Sugar Pine Asso-
ciation, San Francisco, Calif.; Southern Pine Association, New
Orleans, La.; Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Association, New
Orleans, La.; Georgia-Florida Sawmill Association, Jacksonville,

Fla. ; and the North Carolina Pine Association, Norfolk, Va. In
addition, I am appearing as representing the American Hardwood
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Manufacturer's Association, Memphis, Tenn. ; the Wholesale Sash &
Door Association, Chicago, 111. ; the Oak Flooring Manufacturers'
Association, Chicago ; and the National Retail Lumber Dealers' As-
sociation, with main offices in Detroit, and with membership extend-
ing to every State in the Union.
For many years it has been commonly believed that the timber

resources of the United States were inexhaustible. This, however,
is not true, and year by year the supplies of standing timber are
receding further and further from the principal consuming markets
of the country. This decreasing supply of timber and its increasing
distance from markets, together with other facts, has tended to
increase the price of lumber and thereby increase the cost of goods
manufactured from lumber. Some species are becoming very scarce,

and substitute species must soon be found to replace them in the
uses where they are now deemed almost indispensable.
The lumber and lumber-using industries well appreciate the seri-

ousness of the present situation, and realize that steps must be taken
to develop means of more fully utilizing forest products and of
eliminating the waste that now characterizes nearly every step in the
utilization of wood. This can be accomplished only through the
determination of scientific information. There are at present losses

in the forests due to the economic impossibility, under present condi-
tions, of bringing material out at a profit. There are losses in
sawing, due to a lack of knowledge of the right and the wrong way
of sawing logs of various species and sizes. There are losses in dry-
ing which could be prevented if proper knowledge of methods were
available. Such losses may reach as high as forty or fifty million
dollars a year—all species considered. Until the Forest Products
Laboratory began its investigations of the drying of wood prac-
tically all lumber was dried by rule of thumb methods. This
resulted in great loss, especially in kiln drying, due to checking,

warping, etc. The Forest Products Laboratory has already made
great strides in teaching the lumber and wood using industries to

eliminate waste by the proper drying of their material.

Wood preservation is not understood and is not used to anywhere
near the extent that it should be. Only scientific knowledge can de-

velop wood-preserving methods which are commercially practical.

Along with wood preservation there is a great field for the develop-

ment of fire retardance and fire-resistant construction.

Wood pulp made from spruce logs is now the basis of most news-
print paper and the supply of spruce pulp logs is decreasing, al-

though the demand for newsprint is increasing. As a result we are

now facing a paper shortage that is causing a suspension of dozens
of newspapers. Only day before yesterday Congressman Anthony
stated before the Post Office Committee that between 2,500 and
3,000 small newspapers faced extinction unless the newsprint situa-

tion is soon relieved. It is undoubtedly commercially practical to

manufacture newsprint from other than spruce logs. Developing
new sources of material for newsprint paper is one of the many
phases of the experimental work of the laboratory that should be

adequately provided for.

The above are common examples of the losses which occur in the

manufacture and use of wood. Examples practically without limit
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might be given. For instance, in vehicle making, and this concerns
vehicle manufacture for farms possibly as much as all other pur-
poses put together, high-grade hardwood is used almost exclusively.

Losses in drying this wood may average 20 p(er cent and run as high
as 50 per cent. Some of the material must be bent, as in the manu-
facture of wheel rims, and here again a further loss of as much as
50 per cent in not uncommon. Such loss must of necessity be passed
on to the consumer. By the use of the proper methods these losses

can be eliminated, with a resultant direct benefit to the consumer
and to the general public in that a great natural resource will be
conserved.

Practically nothing is known of the scientific qualities of wood as
compared with that of other building materials. As a result much
wood construction is based upon a favorable experience in the past

rather than upon the true qualities of the materials being used.

Large and expensive wood is therefore often used where smaller and
less expensive species might be utilized with as good results. Such
conditions are due to the lack of knowledge as to the properties of
wood for a particular purpose, and because some species of wood are

more aggressively advertised and sold than others.

The development of scientific knowledge with reference to wood
can only be done by the Federal Government, because any conclu-

sions reached by a private agency would not be given full faith and
credence by the public, and because the lumber industry is divided

into many regional units—each region producing a few particular

species of wood. The species of the various regions are in fierce

competition, and if an organization within the industry were to at-

tempt to develop scientific knowledge as it affects lumber it would
naturally limit its experiments to the particular species grown in

the region, and the conclusions arrived at might be prejudiced as

against the species of a competing region. At least there would be
inference that such might be the case.

The general public will be best served if some impartial agency
-develops the facts with reference to competing species. When a

man desires to build a barn or other building he should know the

wood best adapted to his needs.

As spokesman for the lumber manufacturers, I appeal to you for

assistance that must come only through intensive study such as

that now under way at the Forest Products Laboratory. I know
of no other thing that will accomplish so much in the wise use

of our timber resources and which will result in so direct a saving

to consumers of wood products.

The work already done has been a revelation and points to the

need of work on a vastly increased scale. I therefore wish to urge

upon the committee, on behalf of the Inmber manufacturers, the

most liberal support for the laboratory in the way of appropria-
tions. An expenditure of $500,000 a year will be returned to the

public and to the industries concerned many times over.

Following me there will be brief statements by men who have
direct contact with the laboratory and who will be able to give

specific reasons why the work of the laboratory should be continued
on a large scale.

In conclusion, I desire to have inserted in the record the names of

some 230 trade organizations in the wood and wood-using industries
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who approve the work of the laboratory . and who believe it should
be given an appropriation of at least $600,000.
And as a parting word, I want to say that the laboratory has the

utmost confidence of the wood and wood-using industries; the con-
fidence that it has is rather unusual for a Government organization.
The whole personnel understands the lumber industry and meets
its problems with an understanding which is unusual. This applies
to the director of the laboratory, Mr. C. P. Winslow ; the assistant

•director, Mr. O. M. Butler, and the members of the staff. They are
particularly high caliber men.
Mr. Chairman, I suggest that you call the other men in the order

I have given them on the list I have handed you.

The Chairman. The country is particularly interested in knowing
the reason for the high price of lumber, whether it is due to the
lack of appropriations, or to other causes?

Mr. Ash. There are several reasons for the high cost.

- .The Chairman. It seems that the more money we appropriate,
the higher the prices go, and that unless the supply of the forests

increase the price may become prohibitive.

Mr. Ash. Of course, all commodities are advancing in price. The
only comparative statistics available are those prepared by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor.
The Chairman. We all know that the price of lumber is five times

as high now as it was a few years ago.
Mr. Ash. Lumber has increased in price less than any commodity,

as the prices are reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The Chairman. A few years ago lumber was selling in my sec-

lion of the country for $11 and $12 a thousand. Now I pay $100.

Mr. Jones. And where it used to cost $3 and $4 a thousand it now
costs $30 a thousand to put it on the car.

The Chairman. Does that include the stumpage?
Mr. Jones. No; the labor cost.

The Chairman. $30?
Mr. Jones. It is different in different localities.

The Chairman. They saw it for $10 in my section of the country.

Mr. Jones. Now?
The Chairman. Yes. You can take it from the stump and put it

through the mill for $10.

Mr. Lee. Yes ; in my section of the country you can have it sawed
rfor $10 a thousand.

Mr. Jones. And put through the mill?

Mr. Lee. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. Yellow pine?
Mr. Lee. Any kind ; hardwood, or any kind.

The Chairman. How much is stumpage? Let us get at this and
find out what there is in it.

Mr. McKinlet. To start with, what is the price of lumber in

Iowa ?

The Chairman. Practically all kinds of lumber is over $80 a

thousand. I paid $80 a thousand for common boards a short time

ago.
Mr. McKiNiiEY. $80 a thousand for fencing?

The Chairman. For common boards.

164315—20 36
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Mr. Ash. I can not give you the price in Iowa, but I have not
heard of common boards selling for $80 a thousand in any section.

Straight-grain flooring might Bring that amount, but not common
boards.
Mr. Leshee. You will pay pretty near that for fencing lumber.
The Chairman. Can you give an estimate of the cost?

Mr. Ash. The costs vary greatly in the different regions. At pres-
ent lumber-manufacturing costs are high and are constantly mount-
ing higher, because of the constantly decreasing output. This is due
to several reasons. In the South now, and for several months past,,

the weather conditions have not been favorable. The country is

practically under water, and in the lumber country for miles and
miles it is impossible to get out the logs. The mills are running at
only partial capacity, and their overhead is practically eating them
up. Many mills are actually discontinuing cutting.

During the war, of course, lumber prices were fixed so low that only
the most efficient mills could afford to operate, and at the end of the
war not over 50 per cent of the capacity of the industry was oper-
ating. As a result, much of the labor drifted away from the mills and
most of it has not come back. The mills that are in a position to get
out their logs are handicapped by a labor shortage. In some sections

of the country especially in the South, there are labor difficulties.

Kecently the inability to secure coal for logging locomotives has been
another factor tending to decrease production. The lumber industry
produces more fuel than it consumes, but it must have coal for
logging-locomotives. As I stated the weather conditions in the

South are retarding operations.

On the West coast, which until recently has been the only regiott

in the country that has been producing anywhere near normal, the
weather conditions are now very severe. They are having colder

weather there than they ever had and the mills are shut down because
of the weather conditions.

Another factor that is holding up production (and of course the
lack of supply means higher prices) , is the car shortage. Mills that

have lumber to ship can not get the cars. Any number of mills es-

pecially along the Atlantic seaboard have been shutting down be-

cause they can not get anywhere near their car requirements.

The Chairman. That accounts for the shortage in the supply, but
why the high prices? Are they taking advantage of that?

Mr. Lee. That condition in the South has only prevailed in the last

few weeks—^the rain and cold weather.
Mr. Ash. All this year the weather conditions have been un-

favorable.

Mr. Lee. The high water has only come within the last two or
three weeks down there, and the cold weather has only been experir

enced in the last few weeks. Those conditions are only temporary.
Mr. Ash. We hope they will be remedied soon, of course. The

labor shortage has been acute since the war and is not straighten-

ing out very rapidly.

The Chairman. Why the high price?

Mr. Ash. There are several reasons.

The Chairman. Is advantage taken of the shortage of lumber?
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Mr. Ash. Of course the law of supply and demand works to a
certain extent. But the mills have not been able to operate at capacity
for the reasons I have stated and when running at partial capacity
the costs are much greater than when they are running at full

capacity. In addition, all operating costs have advanced greatly.

Labor costs since 1914, have advanced over 100 per cent in all regions,
and material costs even more than 100 per cent.

The Chairman. How much are the profits?

Mr. Ash. According to the statistics just issued by the Bureau of
Internal Revenue, the average profits in the lumber manufacturing
industry as shown by the tax returns, are less than 10 per cent.

The Chairman. What does it cost to manufacture a thousand feet

of common lumber?
Mr. Ash. The costs vary in various regions and with the different

mills. Such recent cost figures as I have seen for the Southern
operators (this is run-of-mill stock) have varied from in the neigh-
borhood of $18 up to nearly $46 a thousand, with the average cost

about $27. These figures are for September, costs are higher now.
The Chairman. Common lumber.
Mr. Jones. That is the cost of getting it out ?

Mr. Ash. Yes; the cost of getting it out, putting the lumber
through the mill, the complete lumber manufacturing cost, although
these costs do not incl^ide interest on loans on invested capital.

The Chairman. You mean for the mill-run?
Mr. Ash. Yes; for the mill-run.

The Chairman. From $18 to $46 a thousand?
Mr. Ash. Yes.
Mr. Jones. And that does not include stumpage?
Mr. Ash. It does include the stumpage.
Mr. Jones. What is the price for stumpage?
Mr. Ash. The price for stumpage would average about $5.50.

The Chairman. Why do they pay $18 to $46, when it can be done
for $10?
Mr. Ash. It can not be done for $10.

The Chairman. Mr. Lee states it can be.

Mr. Lee. I gave a contract for 100,000 feet and delivered the logs,

and they cut it in the mill for $10 a thousand.
Mr. Jones. Where you have a circular mill you can go in and cut a

little on the side and do that, but you can not regulate the price of
lumber on the basis of the cost to the portable-mill lumberman.
Mr. Lesher. Can not the large man manufacture cheaper than the

small ones?
Mr. Jones. Absolutely no.

Mr. Lesher. Then, it would seem it would be better to have port-

able mills.

Mr. Ash. The portable mills, Congressman, can only manufacture
a very, very limited number of items.

Mr. Lesher. I know; but I question whether portable mills can
cut cheaper than the large mills.

Mr. Ash. They certainly can.

Mr. Jones. It is a fact, and every lumberman in the country will

tell you that. Is not that right?

Mr. Ash. There is no question about it. All the costs show it.
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Mr. Lesher. You are off on that.

The Chairman. Years ago I was having lumber sawed by a port-

able mill for $6 a thousand. I was told that if I had a large quan-
tity and if I would sign up a contract for a considerable amount,
they would saw it for $3.50. The people are more interested in the

price of lumber than anything else. Lumber and sugar seem to be
the topics of discussion nowadays.
Mr. RuBET. I do not know whether this gentleman is an expert on

shingles or not, but I would like to have somebody tell us the reason
for the high cost of shingles; why they have increased in price 300
per cent or more.
Mr. Ash. I do not feel qualified to tell you about the conditions

with reference to the price of shingles, but I think the same general
statement of the conditions in the industry would be true in regard
to shingles.

Mr. Etjbet. That does not satisfy me.
Mr. Candler. Is there any prospect in sight for lumber getting

any cheaper?
Mr. Ash. Probably the prices may recede a little; but, with the

present costs, it is absolutely impossible to sell lumber at much less

than it is being sold now. - In fact, lots of mills are shut down be-

cause they can not manufacture at a profit.

Mr. RuBEY. Would not this be a good time for the Government
to go into the business and get rid of the lumber it has in these

great forests that we have been keeping up for so many years ?

Mr. McKiNLEY. We can not cut all the lumber in the country and
not put in new trees and expect to get lumber cheaper.
Mr. Rttbey. We have enough now to last for a long time.

Mr. Candler. Is the demand for lumber throughout the country
increasing because of increased building demands?
Mr. Ash. Yes; the demand has been above what it was before

the war, although the latest statistics show a falling off in demand.
This is due to several reasons. You will remember that during the

war the War Industries Board would not allow any private build-

ing, and for the period of the war there was no private building.

Throughout the country there is a great shortage of housing facili-

ties, and that all means that at present there is a heavy demand
for lumber.
The Chairman. How does the price of stumpage compare with

the price heretofore ?

Mr. Ash. That varies greatly throughout the country.

The Chairman. Can we not have something definite on this propo-

sition?

Mr. Ash. It will run now probably from $5 to $7 for southern

pine, less for some other species, and more for still other species.

The price of pine stumpage within the last few years has in-

creased, I should say, from $1 to $2 a thousand.

The Chairman. From $1 to $2?
Mr. Ash. Yes.

The Chairman. And the cost of production how much?
Mr. Ash. The cost of production has increased considerably over

100 per cent. Labor has increased more than 100 per cent.

The Chairman. Then the price of stumpage and labor has in-

creased about 100 per cent ?
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Mr. Ash. Yes.
Mr. Anderson. In how long?
Mr. Ash. I am figuring 1913 as a basis.

The Chairman. The cost of production is about double?
Mr. Ash. Yes; and the selling prices of lumber have not doubled,

according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The Chairman. I will have to take exception to that. Nearly
everybody knows what lumber is selling for.

Mr. Candler. With reference to trees growing that the chairman
spoke about a moment ago, here is a letter from the American For-
estry Association which I have received this morning, in which they
state that much of the timber supply in the East has gone, and
so has that around the Lake States; that in the South it is going
rapidly and will not last much longer than 10 or 15 years, and that
it is being cut from two to three times faster than it is growing.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Ash. We will hear Mr. Hogue

next.

STATEMENT OF MR. C. J. HOGUE, OF NEW YORK CITY, ENGINEER
IN FOREST PRODUCTS, WEST COAST LUMBERMEN'S ASSOCIA-
TION, SEATTLE, WASH.

Mr. HoGUE. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am very glad to ap-
pear for the Forest Products Laboratory. I think the manager of
our association has communicated direct with the chairman by wire
in support of the appropriation.
Lumber, although it is probably the oldest building material, the

longest-used building material, is really in its infancy from the
standpoint of industrial development and I am very glad to speak,
just briefly, on the operation and work of the Forest Products Lab-
oratory from a technical standpoint, from the standpoint of its yalue
in the use of lumber as a structural material, as a material of engi-
neering, because lumber is an engineering material. It has been
very backward from the standpoint of technical development. Steel
and cement, competitive materials, are process materials that are
assembled from various raw materials, in which the percentage of
the difl'erent ingredients is proportioned to answer all kinds of con-
struction. Lumber, as a natural resource, has to be taken from the
forest as found, cut as best it can be cut, and then sorted and graded
as best adapted to its use. Architects and engineers who have been
writing detailed specifications for steel and cement have largely
taken lumber for granted. I appreciate the compliment that they
have taken lumber on faith, but it is not the economic and efficient

way to use lumber.
Lumber stands, I think, second or third among the industries of

the country, but is made up of small units. The production last

year was something like 30,000,000,000 feet, and I imagine the largest

single production was possibly 300,000,000 feet. A million feet a day
is, so far as we know, the largest daily output of any plant, and from
that it goes down to very small amounts. So that while lumber
in itself is a big industry, its production is divided among a tre-

mendously large number of very small units. For that reason,

lumber has not been able to develop itself technically as the big
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steel and cement industries do in which the production is in very
large units, and that is one reason why the Forest Products Lal)-

oratory is particularly advantageous to us. The lumber industry
might, in groups, support the work of the Forest Products Lab-
oratory itself, and it does to a certain extent in special detailed in-

vestigations. But on the other hand it is very important there shall

be some independent authority that will develop these facts. Just
the other day I was speaking to the building commissioner of Phil-

adelphia about a new grade that was being put on the market. He
was entirely receptive to it and the values were satisfactory, but
he said " Send me those facts and give me the data developed by
some authority outside of your own association so I will know it is

disinterested and dependable." And it is necessary to have some
authority to develop the facts we need to know.

Just to speak of it from one other point of view, lumber is a very
large supporter of commerce through the enormous freight it gives

to the railroads, and it is a very large taxpayer. We get plenty of
attention from some departments, and more particularly restrictive

and investigative, from the Department of Justice, the Department of
Labor, the Treasury Department, the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, the Intemal-Eevenue Department, and the Federal Trade Com-
mission. But the Agricultural Department is the only department
that is doing constructive work for us, and for that reason we believe

it should be liberally supported. They are conducting research in a
great many lines of very great economic importance. They have
made wonderful studies in the construction of aeroplanes and pro-
pellers. The stresses to which an aeroplane wing is subject are most
complex, and they have developed there a system of levers by which
they apply the loads, both loads to the supports and to the wing,
such as it gets in the use of the aeroplane. A propeller for an aero-

plane is almost as delicate an apparatus as the balance wheel of the

watch? It must be refined to the last degree.

And they have made wonderful studies in the development of water-

proof glues, glues waterproof in themselves and which are stronger

than the wood which they join together. That results in develop-

ment of ply wood and the use of small pieces of lumber. We are

always accused of the waste in lumber, and that is one of the means
of eliminating it—^the development of the use of smaller pieces of lum-

ber by developing some means of putting them together.

Just a few of the items developed along that line are the develop-

ment of the application to bowling pins of putting laminated wood
together, and the last I heard of laminated wood bowling pins, which
were tried out up in Madison, they lasted longer than solid bowling
pins. And so now we are applying laminated wood to spindles for

cotton spinning, which demands a tremendous amount of wood. Some
of the things which in the aggregate take a great deal of lumber are

shoe lasts, which take enormous quantities of hardwood, maple and
things of that sort, and by putting together small pieces of wood
they can accomplish the same purpose.

They are making great studies in kiln drying, and just now of

special importance is the work the laboratory is doing on the west

coast to help study the application of kiln drying to common boards

and plank.
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Next is the more efficient use of wood by the paper manufacturers

;

and they are doing everything they can to develop an economical
method of manufacturing paper of pulp wood and paper.
They have made very remarkable studies in the manufacture of

boxes. They have a very interesting means of testing boxes. They
have found by a very slight increase in the cost of manufacture,
simply by proportioning the size and length of the nails to the hard-
ness or softness of the wood, that there can result great economies in

the use of boxes and losses that result from using improper containers.

Those are only a few of the things they are working on, and almost
any one, or any few of those put together, will far more than pay
for the whole cost of the laboratory in the economic saving of wood
which they will make.
Much of their work, which was started as a war-time research

work; has necessarily been discontinued because of the discon-

tinuance of war-time appropriations—appropriations which were
available from other departments. So now they have to rely only
on their regular appropriation and a great deal of this very im-
portant work will have to be discontinued unless there can be means
provided for continuing it. They are making more studies into the
manufacture of by-products from waste, rather than from wood,
than any one else. Probably, outside of the laboratory, there is very
little study being made in the development of by-products. I was in

Madison recently, and they showed me a breakfast food for cows
which was made from wood waste. They had taken out the dungs,
Tesins, and acid, and they left what made a mighty gobd roughage.
[Laughter.] You know wood is nothing, after all, but carbohydrate,

"vvhich has the same usefulness as sugar and starch, and by taking out

the deleterious ingredients and leaving practically sugar, and by
-adding something to give it a little taste they give the cows the sugar
which they need and get a very good roughage ovit of the by-products.

There is a growing spirit of efficiency in the use of lumber and
the Forest Products Laboratory is a big factor in its development,

iind it will also be a big factor in the development of economies. I

do not know whether I want to promise that their efforts will result

in a reduction of the price of lumber, but it will go a long ways
toward keeping it from going any higher than necessary.

A gentleman has spoken about the cost of lumber being $10 a

thousand for manufacture
Mr. Lee. I meant at one place.

Mr. HoGtrE. I was going to say you are very close to it. The cost

of manufacture in our district, according to our latest information,

is $12 a thousand on the average. You said you had furnished the

lumber, so you will see that does not include the cost of getting out

the timber.
Mf. JbNEs. You mean just putting it through the mill?

Mr. HoGUE. Just putting it through the mill ; that is the point.

Mr. Jones. I agree with him on that. You are speaking of the

"West coast?

Mr. HoGUE. Yes; of the west coast.

Mr. Jones. I want to ask you whether $10 is not pretty nearly

the price! for jolbbing in the woods?
Mr. HoGUE. About $12 is the average price. It varies materially

—

from $8 to $16.
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Mr. Jones. What does it cost to job out there per thousand?
Mr. Lee. What do you mean by " job " ?

Mr. Jones. Cutting the trees, felling^ the trees, hauling the trees,

and delivering them to the tram.
Mr. HoGTJE. An equal amount.
Mr. Jones. About how much ?

Mr. HoGUE. About $12 a thousand.
Mr. Jones. That is for the jobbing?
Mr. HoGUE. That is the point I want to make.
Mr. Jones. About what does it cost per thousand to get it to the

mill on the tram roads ?

Mr. HoGUE. That varies. Some mills are so located they have no
transportation costs, while at others it runs from $5 to $6 a thousand.
Mr. Jones. What does it cost to get it through the mill ?

Mr. HoGUE. $12 a thousand.
Mr. Jones. That brings it up to $25 or $26 a thousand ?

Mr. HoGTJE. $25 to $26 is the average cost.

The Chairman. Which includes stumpage?
Mr. HoGTJE. Which includes stumpage, because their stumpage

costs are low. Our stumpage cost is around $2 a thousand.
Mr. Jones. And the eastern cost is from $5 to $10 ?

Mr. Hogue. In the southern section it is from $5 to $10.

Mr. Jones. In the eastern section ?

Mr. HoGtrE. In the eastern section, from $5 to $10. The point I
want to make is that Mr. Lee spoke of $10 as the cost of sawing and
he furnished the material, which is correct for his locality and very
nearly correct for ours. I want to make the point the cost of stump-
age and furnishing the lumber adds an equal amount to putting it

through the mill. So if you say $10 for that, then it would be $20 in

that particular locality as the average cost of stumpage and getting
out the lumber.
The Chairman. What is the cost f. o. b. ?

Mr. HoGuE. If the chairman bought No. 1 vertical flooring for his
fencing
The Chairman. They were just common boards used for the floor

of the corncrib.

Mr. HoGUE. Common boards on the west coast are selling for
between $25 and $30 a thousand and to the Middle West there is a
freight charge of probably $15 a thousand. So this material deliv-

ered to the dealer in the Middle West should not exceed in cost $40
to $45 a thousand.
The Chairman. For what lumber?
Mr. HoGXJE. Douglas fir, western hemlock, and spruce. Then the

retailer adds his costs for handling, overhead, and so forth, probably
15 to 20 per cent, so that the cost of common boards should not run
over $50. The most expensive lumber with our line is Mo. 1 vertical

graiin flooring which has not been sold, except in possibly a very few-

isolated instances, at more than $70 a thousand at the mill. But that
is so light you would not have a freight cost of more tha^i $10 a
thousand. So that taking $70 at the mill and $10 for freight, it

could be delivered to the retailer for around $80 and shoiild retail

tot not more than $100 a thousand anywhere in the West.
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The Chairman. You can not put bird's-eye maple on a floor in the
West for that. Maple up in our country is selling for $130 a thou-
sand. Some years ago I bought it for $32.

Mr. HoGUE. Maple is getting pretty scarce. But it hits me pretty
close up home, -when you talk aoout the increase in the cost of lumber,
because we pride ourselves on the fact lumber has increased in price

less than any other material, only about two-thirds, while everything
else has increased in cost 100 per cent. And there is this point that
must be remembered: Between 1910 and 1914 lumber was selling at

more than as much below cost then as it is now selling above cost.

So that we had to go not from a fair profit but from a decided
loss up to the price we are getting now. And where last year the
last fixed price by the Government for lumber was $26 a thousand,
our average return for our lumber up to August this year for the
whole year was only $26.50 a thousand at the mill, or only 50 cents

a thousand more than the last Government fixed price, and with an
increased cost of $7 a thousand.
The Chairman. That is f. o. b. mill ?

Mr. HoGTTE. F. o. b. mill.

The Chairman. What was it six years ago ?

Mr. HoGUE. It has been as low, a number of years ago, as $6 a
thousand at the mill, but the manufacturer was losing money—two or
three or four dollars a thousand, at that price.

The Chairman. How much has the price of stumpage increased?
Mr. HoGUE. Very slightly with us, because there has been no mar-

ket for stumpage within tiie last four or five years. In fact, I think
stumpage, during the speculative period of 8 or 10 years ago, was
higher than it is now.
The Chairman. Then it is fair to say that in the last five years

the price of lumber has just about doubled?
Mr. HoGUE. I think it is fair to say that.

The Chairman. That is perfectly satisfactory. I wanted to find

out what the facts were.
Mr. HoGTjE. Before the war labor was $2 a day, and now we are

paying $4.80, and labor is from 50 to 55 per cent of the whole cost.

And the materials have increased 100 per cent.

The Chairman. How much has transportation increased?

Mr. HoGTTE. Transportation is the same, I should say, or not so

much.
The Chairman. What is the rate to Minneapolis ?

Mr. HoGtTE. I do not know the rate to Minneapolis, but the rate

to Chicago is 55 cents, and to Minneapolis it is 45 cents, I presume.
The Chairman. Take it by comparison ?

Mr. HoGtJE. The average shipping weight varies from 2,000 pounds
a thousand to 3,000, depending on whether it is kiln-dried flooring

or heavy timbers. And on the basis of 3,000 pounds, with a 50-cent

rate, that would be $15 a thousand. On a basis of 2,000 pounds,
with a 50-cent rate, it would be $10. So in the Middle West it would
be from $10 to $15 you would have to pay for freight.

The Chairman. Then the lumber costs, laid down, just about $40.

Mr. HoGTjE. Our mill-run at the mill is $30 a thousand, practically.

Adding $12 to $15 a thousand for freight, that would make between

$40 and $50.
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The Chairman. How would that apply to white pine?
Mr. HoGTJE. I am not familiar with Minnesota pine. But the point

IS that the I. W. W. arguer uses No. 1 vertical grain flooring and
tells the workingman that the manufacturer is making his stuff for
$12 a thousand and selling it for $120, but he does not say that No. 1
vertical grain represents one-fourth of 1 per cent of the whole output,
and that where it may be selling at retail for $120 a thousand in the
East, the average return is only $30 a thousand. And our mills, for
the average, from the 1st of January to the present time, show only
an amount above the cost of production of something like $1.50—be-
tween $1 and $1.50, which amounts to about 3 per cent on the invested
Gapital, and the return was $4 this year.

Mr. Jones. Is your lumber graded?
Mr. HoGTiE. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. When a log is put on the carriage there is a certain
portion of that log that is sold at less than the cost to manufacture?
Mr. HoGUE. Decidedly so.

Mr. Jones. What per cent of that log is sold at less than the cost
of manufacture—of your character of lumber ?

Mr. HoGUE. I should say more than half of it.

Mr. Jones. About 60 per cent of it?

Mr. HoGtTE. About 60 per cent of it, because only about 20 per cent
is clear and 80 per cent goes into the lower grades.
Mr. Jones. About 60 per cent of every Tog put through the mill

you have to sell at less than cost?

Mr. HoGUE. At less than cost.

Mr. Jones. And that has been true ever since the lumber business
was created?
Mr. HoGUE. Absolutely ; because the spread in price is far greater

than the spread in cost—I mean the variation from high to low.
Mr. Jones. That is also true of the hardwoods of the East?
Mr. HoGTjE. It is true of all woods that I know of.

Mr. Jones. Probably not hemlock, because
Mr. HoGUE. Possibly not, because that is of a more uniform grade.

Mr. Candler. The other part of the log is used for some purpose;
even the sawdust?
Mr. HoGUE. That is true.

Mr. Candler. So that there is nothing lost to-day ?

Mr. Jones. But it is sold at less than the cost to put it through the

mill.

Mr. HoGUE. A large percentage is sold as logs and slabs.

Mr. tiANDLER. But what you get out of that contributes to reduce

the increased price of the other, because there was a time when that

part of the log was absolutely lost, whereas it is all utilized at the

present time.

Mr. Jones. I do not think it was ever a total loss to the sawmills,

because they used it as fuel instead of coal.

Mr. Candler. I have seen lots of it that was just burned up,

Mr. Jones. Yes.

Mr. HoGUE. The big loss and waste is in the woods. The reason

it is called waste (as a matter of fact the waste is small) is be-

cause it will not pay to manufacture it into a by-product. But

now, as the materials get scarcer, and as we get into the condition
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-of Europe, we will develop our by-products and use the waste, but
it is not economically possible to do it now.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You spoke of other departments

of the Government that were contributing to the cost of the labora-
tory in Madison. What other departments and how much money
is being contributed?
Mr. HoGUE. I do not know. I know during the war there were

appropriations available from the War Department, the Navy De-
partment, and possibly some other department for special investi-

.gations. For instance, a good deal of this research in aeroplane pro-
pellers and aeroplane construction was paid for out of appropria-
tions from those departments, and those appropriations are no
longer available.

Mr. Candler. Wliat is the appropriation now available for the
laboratory ?

Mr. HoGUE. $175,000, I think.

The Chairman. $173,260.

Mr. Candler. How much increase is being asked for over and
above the present appropriation?
Mr. HoGUE. I think the regular appropriation, plus these extraor-

dinary appropriations, was considerably smaller than the appro-
priation that is asked for next year.

Mr. Candler. You want an increase now from $175,000 to

$500,000?
Mr. Hogue. $350,000 I think is the amount asked for.

Mr. Lee. Increase or
Mr. Hogue. $350,000 is the total amount asked for now.
Mr. RuBET. $348,260 is the amount of the estimate.

Mr. Candler. Do you know anything about the conditions exist-

ing in the South at the present time in the lumber business ?

Mr. Hogue. Not particularly, except the information that is

brought to me. I know they have suffered this year tremendously,
all through the year, from labor troubles and weather conditions,

and the production has been very much curtailed and the cost has
Tjeen very high. Their costs are higher than our costs.

Mr. Candler. The demand for lumber is growing all the time,

due to the increase in building operations?
Mr. Hogue. There is a tremendous demand which this year has

not been satisfied.

Mr. Candler. The lumber mills have not been able to meet the
•demand ?

Mr. Hogue. No; our mills have been running for the last month
at capacity, and yet they have not begun to supply the demand.
Mr. Candler. What is the extent of your lumber operations?
Mr. Hogue. About 20 per cent of the annual production of the

United States at the present time.

Mr. Candler. How much do you produce a season ?

Mr. Hogue. Our production last year was 7^ billion. That is 25
per cent ; 7^ billion out of 30 billion.

Mr. Candler. Where are you located ?

Mr. HoQUE. On the west coast of Oregon; just this strip along the

'Cascade Eange between Oregon and Washington [indicating on map].
We have about 25 per cent of the standing timber of the United
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States and we are getting to be the chief source of supply as other
sections of the country are cut out. Until they can be reforested and
again brought into production, we will have of necessity to be the
reliance of the United States.

Mr. Candler. In a letter which I received this morning it is stated

that the lumber is being cut two or three times faster than the trees

are growing. You seem to have a very large interest, and I would
like to know whether that is true or not ?

Mr. HoGUE. It is.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Hogue. We will now hear Mr.
Nellis.

STATEMENT OF MR. J. C. NELLIS, ASSISTANT SECRETARY, NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BOX MANUFACTURERS.

Mr. Jones. Where are your headquarters, in Baltimore ?

Mr. Nellis. The headquarters of the association are at Chicago. I
am stationed at Baltimore. The National Association of Bo^ Manu-
facturers has affiliated with it all but one of the several regional asso-

ciations of box manufacturers, so that I can assume to speak for
practically the entire wood-box industry.

The National Association of Box Manufacturers, the national
organization of wooden box manufacturers, supports without quali-

fication the proposal of the National Lumber Manufacturers Associ-
ation and other forest products associations, that the Forest Products
Laboratory needs at least $500,000 a year to operate to the full meas-
ure of the needs of the forest products industries for scientific indus-
trial research.

The National Association of Box Manufacturers has cooperated
with the laboratory for several years in box testing a;nd will continue
to cooperate.

The laboratory has established the value for boxes of about 50
kinds of wood, including many minor species previously imknown to

box users but now available to box manufacturers who in some sec-

tions, for example, Wisconsin and Michigan, buy such woods from
farmers who are clearing land.

I might say parenthetically that the same kind of stuff goes to the
pulp manufacturers, too.

The laboratory has, with limited data, set up strength standards
for four gi'oups of the 50 box woods. Further grouping is needed.
Laboratory tests have shown slender cement coated nails to have

greater holding power than thick smooth or barbed nails.

The standard canne'd goods box specifications formulated after ex-

tensive tests by the Forest Products Laboratory have been adopted
by the following

:

National Association of Box Manufacturers, National Canners'
Association, National Wholesale Grocers' Association, United States

Food Administration, Quartermaster Corps, War Department, Navy
Department, American Society for Testing Material.

Mr. Chairman, I have copies of those specifications here in case

anybody cares to see them.

The reports of the Forest Products Laboratory were the basis for,

and the; contents largely of, the general boxing specifications of the
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War Department, and the separate specifications of the Ordnance
Corps, both issued in 1918.

I have copies of those also if anybody cares to see them. This was
last year.

The laboratory makes box tests for the Bureau for the Safe Trans-
portation of Explosives and Dangerous Articles which is maintained
by the railroads.

In cooperating with the Eailroad Administration's Committee on
Packing, Containers, and Prevention of Loss and Damage; the lab-

oratory reports enabled us to convince that committee that, in gen-
eral, boxes could be strengthened by using more nails and strapping,
rather than by using more lumber. This, also, is a conservation of
Avood.

Laboratory tests have shown that with proper nailing and strap-

ping, boxes made from the lowest grades of lumber may be made
serviceable.

The National Association of Box Manufacturers has recently

adopted and is now giving considerable publicity to a revised
schedule for nailing boxes prepared by the Forest Products Labora-
tory. I have copies of that also if anybody cares to see it.

I am attaching to this memorandum a copy of the monthly bulle-

tin issued by our association, called The Wood Box. It is the Decem-
ber issue; There are on five pages of it articles either quoted from
the laboratory or about the laboratory. There is one communication
from a company which had its crate tested, and it cheapened the
cost of the crate and gained about 600 per cent in strength. The fact

that these articles are quoted in the box association bulletin shows
how much we depend on the laboratory.

The Forest Products Laboratory has the only special box testing

apparatus operated exclusively for the public interest. Similar
special machines are operated by several corporations but the public's

box-testing laboratory is the most inadequately financed of all.

The wooden-box industry uses about 15 per cent of the lumber
produced in the United States. It is low-grade lumber. No. 2 to No.
4, common in the various woods. These low grades would to a

large extent be unusable otherwise. The proportion of low grades

in our lumber cut is increasing each year as virgin timber becomes
less and second growth is cut more and more. The utilization of

the increasing proportion of low-grade lumber calls for increased

scientific investigation to indicate new methods, the construction

of boxes with even lower-grade lumber than now, stronger boxes

with the use of no more lumber, with the use of stronger woods, etc.

Eeferring to stronger woods, I would like to call your attention

particularly to the fact that there are several woods existing in

large quantities that are used very little in boxes. Long-leaf pine

constitutes about 1^ per cent of the stuff used for boxes, but there

is a great deal available. Oaks constitute about 1 per cent of the

material used for boxes, but there is a great deal available. Douglas
fir constitutes about one-sixth of 1 per cent of the lumber used for

boxes, but enormous quantities are available.

The wooden-box industry, using 15 per cent of our lumber cut,

earnestly supports the Forest Products Laboratory and urges that

both the box testing and all lines of work be fully financed, and
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urges an appropriation of not less than $500,000, the amount rec-
ommended by the several forest-products associations.

Mr. Anderson. Where do you get that figure ?

Mr. Nellis. In order to save time I was just omitting a little ex-

planation. It urges an appropriation of not less than $500,000.
Mr. Anderson. Where do you get that figure ?

Mr. Nellis. The several national forest-products associations, the:

National Lumber Association, the Wood Preservers' Association,
the National Pulp and Paper Association, the American Institute

of Architects, and the Chicago Association of Commerce, and per-
haps one or two others that I do not think of now formed some
time ago—three months ago, or last summer—a committee known
as the Forest Products Committee, which had its headquarters at

Chicago, because most of the men on the committee lived there or
near there. For some time they had been studying the needs of
the Poorest Products Laboratory, and it has been their conclusion
that to properly support the work and extend it as needed the ap-
propriation should not be less than $500,000.

Mr. Jones. Do you mean this lumber is going to waste now ; that
it is not being utilized at all ?

Mr. Nellis. No, sir.

Mr. Jones. If the lumber is being utilized, if all grades of lum-
ber that the mills are cutting are being used in the market, what is

the need of this investigation?

Mr. Nellis. My answer to you I do not believe was entirely ac-

curate. Not being a lumberman, I can not tell you what per cent

of the low-grade production does not leave the mill.

Mr. Jones. I can understand why the Government should be
interested in making an investigation as to the use of wasted lum-

ber, in the lumber interest or in any other interest, as a matter of
conservation. But if everyttiing that comes out of the log is being

utilized, I don't see the necessity for this investigation and this

expenditure of money.
Mr. Nellis. I think if you, were to ask an oak lumber manufac-

turer if he ships all of his lumber from his mill, he would tell you
that he had to leave his No. 4 common at the mill.

Mr. Jones. What?
Mr. Nellis. All his oak. That is what I heard some time ago.

There is an element that I did not mention, perhaps because I did

not want to confess it ; there is competition in the box business be-

tween the manufacturers of different kinds of containers, and in the

fact that the use of the fiber board container has developed tremen-

dously. As lumber increases in price at times that container bobs

up a little more. As paper and pulp goes up, the lumber comes to

the fore.

Mr. Jones. As softwood goes up they use hardwood culls, do
they not?
Mr. Nellis. That is true.

Mr. Jones. They fluctuate to meet a market condition, but in any
event all the lumber is utilized?

Mr. Nellis. I think, generally speaking, most of the lumber is

utilized, yes.

Mr. Jacoway. What do you call No. 4 common ?
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Mr. Nellis. It is the lowest grade of the wood, I believe.

Mr. Jacowat. I did not know that there was a No. 4 common.
Mr. Nellis. As I recall, it is the lowest grade ever put out by a

hardwood association, and perhaps they have abandoned it. That
is something upon which I am not well informed.
The Chairman. The culls are being used for the manufacture of

boxes?
Mr. Nelxjs. I understand a great many mills in the South, per-

haps some of the Western States, are still running their large burners
to get rid of a certain proportion of the slabs and waste which they
can not use under their own boilers.

The Chairman. The stumps are used for shingles where they are

cut high?
Mr. Nellis. It depends on the species, I would say.

The Chairman. What is to be added to this laboratory in Mad-
ison ?

Mr. Nellis. As interested particularly in the box industry, I can
not speak authoritatively about the other interests. But I under-
stand this

The Chairman. What progress is being made in the box industry
and what is desired further than what is being done ?

Mr. Nellis. This laboratory has set up four groups of about 50
box woods with a little difference in the construction of the boxes
from the different woods. We ought to have more grouping than
that.

The Chairman. I think we all appreciate the importance of the
work that is being done, but the question is how much ought it to

be increased, if at all.

Mr. Nellis. I have one more paragraph in the statement. The box-
testing apparatus at the laboratory is now housed in a remodeled
old barn, detached from the laboratory and not well located. The
importance of the work deserves much better housing. Further, I
understand the former efficient box-testing organization is now prac-
tically disbanded, since money available has been insufficient to allow
trained engineers to be kept on box testing, and, in addition, I under-
stand several trained box-testing engineers have within the last year
resigned to accept better situations elsewhere. I understand the
present appropriation allows box testing to be done only at occa-

sional periods and that a well-planned program can not be followed.

The box industry needs badly a schedule to follow in constructing,

nailing, and strapping boxes to hold different weights of different

commodities, especially for export. Those things are worked out
largely by a man's experience,, and a man's experience is not always
the best thing to base things on. The laboratory is the only source

of such information for the whole box industry.

In order to adequately operate the box-testing apparatus, the Forest

Products Laboratory, t understand, must have its appropriation in-

creased to $500,000, so that the proportion allotted to box testing

will be sufficient to operate the box-testing section continuously and
at a rate commensurate with the needs of box manufacturers and
shippers who use boxes.

I would like to add, Mr. Chairman, that within the last few months
it has developed that we did not have tests on certain large lots of
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boxes used in large quantities. The Railroad Administration was
asking about it. They asked particularly about dry goods boxes,
boot and shoe boxes, boxes for hats and caps, and they found that
while there was general information available, nobody had made any
tests on those particular boxes. So there is something that is needed,
and I understand the laboratory did not have sufficient funds to com-
plete such tests for the Railroad Administration, and they did not
feel that they ought to undertake it, and, as far as I know, these par-
ticular tests are still on the program, pigeonholed.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does your association or any of

the members contribute anything for the making of tests for these
individuals?
Mr. Nellis. I would like to answer your question backward.

When box tests are made the results are used by box manufacturers,
and, to a large extent, they benefit the shipper or the man who uses
the boxes. He saves in freight on a lighter box, or he gets a stronger
box, and he makes or holds a customer down in South America. An-
swering the first part of your question, the National Association of
Box Manufacturers is contributing now to the box-testing labora-
tory at Madison.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How mudi?
Mr. Nellis. I can not tell how much. It is handled by the Chicago

office.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How long has that contribution
been made ?

Mr. Nellis. For a period, I should say, of between three and six

months; since July 1 at least.

Mr. Hutchinson. What do you mean by testing a box, testing a
sample ?

Mr. Nellis. It is a sample box, but nevertheless it is constructed
in the way a regular box would be. constructed, and if it can not be
loaded with what the regular box would carry it is loaded with a

similar weight. If it is a canned goods box it gets a load of tin

cans holding water. As far as possible they put in the identical

article.
'

Mr. Hutchinson. Why is it necessary to use thousands of a par-

ticular crate ? Why would not one or two do ?

Mr. Nellis. The $500,000 has to be spread over the entire work,
and the laboratory tests of boxes are conducted in a little barn, I do
not laiow whether it gets 5 per cent or 10 per cent of the amount.
Mr. Hutchinson. What do they do in testing a box?
Mr. Nellis. The testing machine for testing boxes is a large iron

drum, of hexagonal shape, about 14 feet in diameter and about 7 or

8 feet wide, of hexagonal shape with six faces. On each face there

is a slot, or a projection or a bump. The box is put in there, con-

structed and nailed as it would be in practice, or changed somewhat
to find out how it should be improved. The drum is rotated. The
whose machine is designed especially, the bumps and battles and
projections, so that the box gets most of the things that happen to

it in transportation. If it falls on a projection, as it might on the

corner of another box in a freight car, or having a wagon tongue
slammed into it, if the test is run long enough, it is so designed that

it will fall on every side or corner or edge so that it gets any kind

of a fall which it might get in actual handling.
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Mr. Hutchinson. Supposing your box manufacturer does not
make that crate? How does that help the trade any?
Mr. Nellis. It seems to me that is another question.
Mr. Hutchinson. I do not think it is.

Mr. McKiNLEY. They are telling him how to change his bOx.
Mr. Nellis. You are getting into another subject. Very often a

box or crate can be improved and the box manufacturer can plead
with the customer, asking him to do it, and he says, " I prefer to
save a cent^" and cents make a lot of difference in construction of
boxes.

Mr. Hutchinson. Have you the price of boxes there ?

Mr. Nellis. No.
Mr. Hutchinson. You know they have gone up three or four

times.

Mr. Nellis. I think not quite that much.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Where is this barn where the ex-

periments have been carried on?
Mr. Nellis. The laboratory is on one of the principal streets. The

barn is near the railroad track.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is in Madison?
Mr. Nellis.. It is on the track west on a muddy road.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you know that at the time the

laboratory was established at Madison the authorities there agreed
to erect such buildings as were necessary at their own expense ?

Mr. Nellis. I understand that, yes; and I'will admit that the box-
testing machinery was not moved to this old barn until the war
came on.

Mr. Lee. What is this barn constructed of? You say it is a barn.

Mr. Nellis. It is a good old lumber barn, remodeled as I stated.

Mr. Candler. A wooden bam?
Mr. Nellis. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Are you through with your statement, Mr.
Nellis?

Mr. Nellis. Yes.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Nellis. Your hour has been con-

sumed. Mr. Ash, how much more time do you want ?

Mr. Ash. Two more short statements.

Mr. Candler. How long will they take?

Mr. Ash. About 5 minutes for the others.

The Chairman. Very well. We will hear Mr. Kemper next.

STATEMENT OF MR. EDWARD C. KEMPER, EXECUTIVE SECRE-
TARY, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.

Mr. EIemper. Mr. Chairman, I am here as the Executive Secretary
•of the American Institute of Architects. Our technical representa-
tives in this matter, Mr. Elmer C. Jensen, a member of the Forest
Products Committee to which Mr. Nellis referred, was unable to get
here from Chicago, and I desired to submit a brief statement on
his behalf and on behalf of the American Institute of Architects.

The American Institute of Architects, the national organization of
the architectural profession, desires to go on record as heartily in-

dorsing the research and laboratory work which has been conducted

164315—20 3T
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during the past year by the Forest Products Laboratory in the De-
partment of Agriculture.
The architects, the engineers, and the other building interests of

the country do not have authoritative information on wood and
wood products, as used in the building industry, to the extent to
which they should have it.

The Forest Products Laboratory is doing valuable work in supply-
ing this information, and in view of the building situation in the
United States its scope and service should be expanded.
The representative of the American Institute of Architects in

this matter, Mr. Elmer C. Jensen, a successful architect in Chicago,
111., has made a study of the problem from the architect's point of
view, and we urge, on his recommendation, that the appropriation
of $348,000 asked for by the Secretary of Agriculture for the Forest
Products Laboratories be made $500,000.

. Mr. Anderson. The gentleman referred a moment ago to some
diiSculties with the other departments. I want to ask him a question.

Mr. Ash. This is not coming out of our time, I understand, Mr.
Anderson ?

Mr. Anderson. No, sir. But you are getting more time than you
asked for now. I see reference has been made to the difficulties of
the lumber companies. Do all of these associations think Congress
ought to reduce the expenditures for the operation of the Federal
Government?
Mr. Kemper. You are asking a question which should be ad-

dressed to another witness before this committee. I did not refer

to the other departments.
Mr. Anderson. But do you think so? You are asking us to in-

crease this appropriation. We are being asked on eyery side to

increase appropriations. We can not increase appropriations and
reduce expenditures. What we would like to know is whether all

these associations which appear here this morning want us to in-

crease the appropriations or reduce them.
Mr. Kemper. The American Institute of Architects wants you to

increase the appropriation for this particular work. We feel that

the building industries of the country generally would benefit if

they had more complete and reliable information on the tensile

strength of the various kinds of liunber, and on the unusual prop-

erties of certain kinds of woods which make them peculiarly suit-

able for certain conditions or building problems.
Mr. Anderson. Most people are in. favor of things that they can

have done them for nothing. It ought not to be a matter of sur-

prise that. these associations are in favor of the increase of this

appropriation. The question that we are really up against is in-

creasing this appropriation and hundreds of other appropriations

and still keeping within the revenues. We have requests to increase,

the appropriations and still we have no increase in revenues.

Mr. Kemper. Does not this resolve itself into a question of relative

values? From our point of view, we feel that this $500,000 wquld

benefit the whole people. The building situation in this country is

bad. As everyone knows, the cost of all construction work is high,

and anything that would help to lower that cost or help keep it
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down to the present level would be of vital interest to the building

public.

Mr. Akderson. You never have had so lauch help as last year,,

unci yet you still ask for an inci'ease.

Mr. Kemper. A great deal of such help i-eceived last year by the

laboratory and other Federal bureaus went for war activities. It

did not help the average taxpayer if he wanted to build. For two
years it was considered unpatriotic to build a house or any other

structure not essential to the war. Now, all that accumulation has
to be taken care of. It has been dammed up and sooner or later

it must break loose.

Mr. Candler. May I ask a question along the line of Mr. Ander-
son's question? Does your association favor a uniform plan for

public buildings and for reducing our expenditures in the amount
of money we expend for architectural work in the construction of

post offices throughout the country? [Laughter.)]
Mr. Kemper. That question is hardly germane to this particular

subject, but I will gladly answer it if the Congressman desires it.

Mr. Candler. It is germane to the question Mr. Anderson asked
;ibout expenditures.
Mr. Kempek. 1 will say that the American Institute of Architects

is absolutely opposed to the present system of constructing public
buildings in the United Statcis. We believe it is a pork-barrel sys-

tem and that it should be changed. [Laughter.]
Mr. Candler. Do you believe that a uniform post office, costing

a certain amount of money, should be built throughout the United
States?
Mr. Kemper. We believe that certain uniform standards in the

construction of post offices should be followed, but we do not be-

lieve that the Federal Government should have two or three or four
types of plans for the whole of the United States, and that a par-
ticular plan should be used for any post office costing, say, $100,000,
regardless of whether it is to be located in southern California or
Portland, Me.
Mr. Candler. Then you do not approve of two or three plans,

according to which all post offices must be built?

Mr. Kemper. No ; but we do approve of certain uniform standards
which have been discussed before other committees of the House.
Mr. Candler. I am glad to hear that.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Kemper. We will now hear Mr.
Schnatterbeck.

STATEMENT OF MR. CHAS. C. SCHNATTERBECK.

The Chairman. Whom do you represent?
Mr. Schnatterbeck. The American Wood Preservers' Associa-

tion.

The Chairman. You may proceed.
Mr. Schnatterbeck. The- American Wood Preservers' Associa-

tion membership consists of city engineers, railroad men, private
engineers, chemists, foresters, and lumbermen. The association

numbers about 300 and some odd. At its last annual convention
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the association passed a resolution favoring the maintenance of the

Forest Products Laboratory. I will read the resolution [reading]

:

Whereas the Forest Products Laboratory has in the past contributed data of
inestimable value to our industry, but has during the war confined its efforts

to the iiroblems ol' airplane construction : Be it

Resolved, That this association urges that they resume their researches in

the wood-preserving industry.

Wood preservation means wood conser^'ation. The investigations

of the Forest Products Laboratory have been of great value to themen
who are trying to conserve our forest resources. Their investigations

of the toxic value of preservatives that are used in treating wood to

protect it against rot have helped to prolong the life of that wood
anywhere from 50 to 100 per cent. The railroads to an extent are

largely benefited by this movement. They are among the largest

consumers of wood in the country for crossties, of which they con-

sume about 125,000,000 a year, one-third of which are treated, bring-

ing about a material saving to the railroads.

In other lines, in the cities, for instance, where we have block
paving, the life of the pavement, the durability of the pavement,
and the service rendered by that pavement is prolonged through the

treatment of these blocks with creosote and other preservatives.

Investigations have also been conducted in regard to treating

piling in order to prevent docks and piers fijom rotting and to pro-

tect them against marine borers. There ate committees that are

investigating the problem of piling, treating jailing so as to make it

last anywhere from 20 to 40 years that otherwissljii^uld last only 3 to

5 years. \
The American Wood Preservers' Association is\rery anxious to do

what it can to cooperate with the Fwest Produ^s Laboratory to

propagate the principles of wood preste^^t^o^^j ^^ich is not alone

for selfish purposes, but to be of universal 'i^f i ^^wi we all sincerely

hope—the executive committee of the a,sso6§i^^m^ as well as the

members who passed this resolution—that the gentlemen will approve
the appropriation. •^^^

If there is any question that I can answer, I shall b^P^d^ do so.

Mr. Candler. Do any of these associations contribute fffly' funds

to this work in cooperation with this laboratory ? L
Mr. ScHNATTERBECK. No, sir. The American Wood Pijpervers'

Association is hardly self-supporting. It is not an organijflpjion to

-make money. Tree conservation and the saving'^Qur na'Conal re-

sources is one of the objects of the association, and theri^re we are

very anxious to have the Forest Products Laboratory help us in this.

Mr. Jones. Who composes that association?

Mr. ScHNATTERBECK. The members are city engineers, railroad

men, railroad engineers, chemists, and men who are, directly or indi-

rectly, interested in conservation movements.
Mr. IvEE. What does it cost to treat a crosstie?

Mr. ScHNATTERBECK. About 30 ccnts. It depends upon the process.

Mr. Jacoway. In the treatment of piling, have you found any-

thing better than creosote?

Mr. ScHNATTERBECK. No, SIT.

Mr. Jacoway. Is that as far as you have gone in the investigation

of preserving wood?
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Mr. SCHNATTERBECK. YeS, SIT.

Mr. Jacowat. You know of nothing else better than that?
Mr. ScHNATTERBECK. No, sir. It will waterproof it, and it will

not leach out of the timber as other preservatives of wood.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Schnatterbeck. We are grateful

to you, Mr. Ash, and gentlemen. We will now hear Col. Graves fur-

ther on this subject.

STATEMENT OF MK. HENRY S. GRAVES, FORESTER AND CHIEF
FOREST SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Continued.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In connection with the Forest
Products Laboratory, do you detail any men to work in the labora-

tory or collaborate in any way with it ? Is any part of the expense
incurred at Madison contributed by you and carried in any of these,

other appropriations? *

Mr. Graves. Only such incidental expenses as might come in the
general direction of the whole Forest Service.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much money ?

Mr. Graves. It would be a very small part of my time and the
expenses of myself or associates in Washington who visit the labo-

ratory.

The Chairman. What have you to say as to these figures?

Mr. Graves. Would you like to dispose of this item at the present
time?
The Chairman. Yes. There is an increase of $175,000.

Mr. Graves. When I presented this request to the Secretary of
Agriculture for an increased appropriation for the Forest Products
Laboratory, he asked me whether I could justify it as an urgent need
of the Nation to-day in the light of the present financial conditions

of the country. The work is so directly related to the prevention of
waste and to the saving resulting from economies in the use of wood
that I felt it was my duty to urge the request and that the proposed
expenditure is fully justified.

In answer to the question which was asked during this hearing
regarding the work during the war, we received contributions from
the Army and from the Navy amounting in the aggregate to $463,092,

covering the fiscal years 1918 and 1919.

The Chairman. State the amount by each, if you have it.

Mr. McKiNLEY. You had better state it by years also.

Mr. Graves. The War Department contributed $271,000 and the

Navy $118,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919. For the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1918, the War Department contributed

$63,545.25 and the Navy $10,546.75. This was for special studies in

aircraft, in box work, and other features connected with the use of

wood by the Army and Navy.
Mr. McKiNLEr. And all those studies were made in Madison ?

Mr. Graves. Yes; they were made by our laboratory at Madison.
Mr. Anderson. Have they been completed ?

Mr. Graves. They have not yet been completed, and this fiscal year
the Army has contributed $40,000 and the Navy $100,000 for the

continuance of some of the investigations.

Mr. Anderson. Do you know whether or not they contemplate

making any contribution for the next fiscal year ?
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Mr. Graves. That question has not been taken up.
The Chairman. You said this year.

Mr. Graves. The current fiscal year.

The Chairman. $40,000 ?

Mr. Graves. $40,000 from the Army and $100,000 from the Navy.
Mr. Anderson. Is this investigation in relation to the industry gen-

erally, or are the results likely to be of value only to the War De-
partment and to the Navy Department?
Mr. Graves. Practically no investigations have been made which

will not have a direct bearing on peace-time conditions, although all

were undertaken because of some urgent and specific military need.

Of course, some of the aircraft work is not as pressing as in war time,

but it is still greatly needed in the constructive work of the Army
and the Navy and for the industry that is constructing aeroplanes,

and the principles evolved have a wide application in other wood
uses.

Mr. Anderson. I do not want to anticipate your statement, but,

lest I forget the question, I want to ask you whether the experience
which you have already had in connection with this box-testing busi-

ness shows that there is any general acceptance on the part of the
box manufacturers of the results of these tests ?

Mr. Graves. The box manufacturers have adopted specifications

on the basis of these tests in a number of import.ant instances. The
Army used our specifications in connection with boxes for shipping
ordnance and other materials of various kinds. The assistance was
asked because the Army could not get boxes in adequate quantities.

The new specifications prepared by the Madison Laboratory made
available a long list of substitute woods that were quite satisfactory

and available. I have and can insert into the record, if you wish,

some definite illustrations of the saving to the Army in materials

and shipping space resulting from the work on boxes during the

war. The results of the box tests have been very real.

Illustrations of saving to Army 6j/ T)ox investigations at the Forest Products
Laboratory.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The manufacturers made boxes
according to specifications for the Army and Navy. It was necessary
for them to do that. But, in line with Mr. Anderson's question, did
box manufacturers approve the suggestions of the laboratory as to
the boxes and follow those Suggestions dn the making of boxes for
the trade where they were not bound down by specifications as they
were by the Army and Navy ?

Mr. Graves. Oh, yes; there has been a widespread acceptance by
them. I can not say that all box manufacturers have accepted the
specifications. I do not think that would be true. But various box
associations, the National Grocers' Association, the National Canners'
Association, and other shippers have adopted the laboratory specifi-

cations.

Mr. Anderson. The thing I am trying to get at is this. Col. Graves

:

My impression is that the utilization of material for whatever pur-
pose—character of manufacture, everything of that sort—depends
very largely on the possibility of getting the articles, the raw material,

and on the economic conditions of competition, than upon experimen-
tation as to what it is best to use under certain circumstances. If you
have not the raw material you can not use it. If competition is such
that they can not conform to specifications, they will not do it. Con-
sequently there is some question in my mind as to how much value
there is in research of this sort.

Mr. Graves. We must remember that wood is essentially a different

kind of material from many other structural materials, like cement,
steel, and so on, except in the case of pulp, wood is not broken down
and Informed like cement or steel. There are a very large number of

different species and a wide variation in the quality of the wood that

comes from different species. There is a great deal of uneconomical
use of wood and consequent waste due to ignorance of the qualities and
value of kinds of wood and of grades not commonly in the market.
"Mr. Jones. Colonel, following that same thought, and probably

along Mr. Anderson's line of thought, does not the user of wood apply
himself to what he can get? For instance, down in the hard-coal

regions for years and years the miners would use and wanted to use

soft wood in their cribbing and different places in the mine, largely

because it was lighter, easier to nail, and gave them less trouble in

putting it up. When soft wood became scarce in the eastern hard-coal

market, hardwood manufacturers who were unable to find a market
for their cull lumber went to the hard-coal operators and prevailed

upon them to use hardwood. They took the hardwood because they

could get it. They could not get soft woods, and, irrespective of the

wish of the miners or their preference for soft wood, as it was easier

to handle, easier to put up, they do use hardwood. Is it not a fact

that the people who manufacture different kinds of lumber, who have
different kinds of wood, see to it that they get a market for this stuff

even to the extent of going out and prevailing upon users of other

kinds of wood that they can use this particular kind ? That is true

with reference to boxes even now, though manufacturers prefer soft

wood. It is better to put the hardwood to use because they can not

get soft wood.
Mr. Graves. That is true to a certain extent.
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Mr. Jones. Is it not true that these woods are being utilized because
of the availability of the wood rather than through experiments that
have been made for the use of thesp woods?

Mr. Geaves. Only to a certain extent. I believe. I think the ques-
tion of lack of information. ia regard to different woods among en-
gineers, among architects, among municipal engineers who draw our
building codes, and among wood users generally is responsible for
a great deal of lack of economy in wood utilization.

Mr. Jones. That is true, but do you suppose that the manufacturers
of one particular kind of wood are not going to use every effort to

see that their finished product is being utilized? Is there any justifi-

cation for the Federal Government coming in and telling them that
they will go out and make experiments in a particular product in

order to furnish for them a market for it?

Mr. Gbaves. The necessity for the investigations was certainly

shown in the case of aircraft and in the testing of boxes, and these

studies have resulted in a very great saving.

Mr. Jones. Why, in your opinion is it necessary for the Federal
Government to spend money to develop the sale of the articles manu-
factured by private 'interests, especially in lumber, where they can
sell anything that they make?
Mr. Graves. I do not think that is the purpose or the immediate

effect of these investigations. It is for the purpose of extending
information regarding the wood, the quality of wood, the basis for

grading, etc. From a public standpoint there is a direct relation

to the forest and the extension of the life of our reserve supplies of

timber. It is this rather than the purpose of benefiting some special

industry. I might illustrate this by what we are doing with built-up

materials through splicing and lamination. People are not going

to begin to use laminated articles made of small pieces of wood unless

it can be shown that they are strong and have qualities to meet their

requirements.
Mr. Jones. I can understand how, where the Government uses

railroad ties or uses piling or any other kind of timber, you would
want to experiment on materials that would preserve the life of

these things, but what is true of the Federal Government doing that

I j equally true of the private interests doing it. There is just as

much interest on the part of the railroad corporations themselves

in making experiments with preservatives to prolong the life of rail-

road ties, and it does prolong the life from 5 to 14 years. It does

prolong it, but the private interests have just as much at stake in

developing these experiments as the Federal Government has. Why
the Federal Government shpuld make the experiments for the benefit

of the private interests is more than I can understand.

Mr. McKiNLET. Might I ask Mr. Jones why we have the Depart-

ment of Agriculture?

Mr. Jones. If you want an answer, I will say I do not know.
Mr. Leshee. That is what I am trying to find out.

Mr. Jones. Yes ; that is what I am trying to find out.

Mr. Graves. We certainly should have basic information regard-

ing the strength and other qualities of the wood of different species.

We should have basic information regarding the effect of wood pre-

servatives on the strength of wood.
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Mr. Jones. True.
Mr. Graves. Should not that be done by a public laboratory?

Can that be left entirely to private initiative, to companies each of
which has some particular problem, some particular process, some
particular question that it wants to work out for its own benefit

rather than to get this information for the benefit of all the engineers
or the wood associations all over the country ?

Mr. Jones. In answer to that I would say that if some particular
railroad corporation has to determine the way ties are benefited, it

would not be long' before the other railroads would be using it, I
think the public would get the benefit of anything that private in-

terests established, unless there is some secret process about it. I do
not think you need worry about the public getting the benefit of
everything that is found out. They get it in other lines.

The Chairman. Colonel, is that all you care to say about this

subject?

Mr. Graves. Mr. Chairman, there has been a great deal already
said regarding what has been done at the laboratory along different

lines. I do not know whether you wish to have me describe this

work, which would be more or less a repetition of what has already
been said.

The Chairman. Colonel, what urgent demand is there for the
increase ? Is there any new line of activity to be taken up ?

Mr. Gravhs. Moist of the work will be along the lines which have
already been started. It is to extend the work and to bring about
the application in practice of the many principles which have al-

ready been established.

The Chairman. Are the Navy and War Departments going to

continue their work?
Mr. Graves. We shall continue the work on those special war

features if desired by the Navy and War Departments.
The Chairman. At the expense of the other departments?
Mr. Graves. At the expense of the other departments, where the

work is done especially for them.
The Chairman. It will be left to the discretion of the department

whether it is to be continued ?

Mr. Graves. Yes.

The Chairman. And if the department makes use of it, it ought

to contribute to it?

Mr. GravBs. Yes, sir; and, of course, a great deal of our work is

of direct benefit anyway to those departments. •

The Chairman. Then you propose to extend the work along those

lines?

Mr. Graves. Yes.

The Chairman. We have a number of communications on the

subject. There seems to be an urgent demand for an increase in

this item. The increase asked for is very large. We would like

to know just why the increase should be granted.

Mr. Graves. I think, if I can briefly summarize the different lines

of work which would be involved in this increase, it will answer

your questions, and then I can file with the committee additional

detailed information.

The Chairman. If you can do so briefly, state why the appmnna-
tion is increased.
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Mr. Graves. We wish, first of all, to extend the work of testing

the mechanical properties of wood. The proper use of wood in

general construction or other purposes where strength is a factor

depends on a knowledge of its mechanical properties. Moreover,
it is important to test the strength of woods that are subjected to

various treatment like kiln-drying, use of wood preservatives, and
the application of fireproofing materials. These may have an ef-

fect on strength.

We wish further to make additional tests on the built-up or fab-

ricated beams and columns and on such materials as plywood and
articles made by gluing together small or thin sections of wood.
Lamination presents a big possibility in the use of the smaller ma-
terials where to-day we are using high-grade lumber from the origi-

nal forests. There is thus offered a very great opportunity for the

saving of material and reducing the drain on our forests.

The Chairman. What have you accomplished along that line?

Mr. Graves. Most of the work has been done in connection with the

war. Thus, in constructing parts of airplanes,' large, perfect pieces,

taken mostly from the Pacific coast, were formerly used. As a re-

sult of our experiments, the Army and Navy, about the close of the

war, had already accepted our specifications for splicing and lamina-
tion in the construction of the beams and other parts of airplanes.

This meant a great saving of highly .specialized and costly wood.
We have been experinienting with parts of vehicles, with the idea of

a built-up tongue, bolsters, and other parts of wagons and other
vehicles. If this can be worked out it will be of great importance,
because of the growing shortage of hardwoods. I think some men-
tion was made in the hearings of shoe lasts, - athletic goods, and a
great variety of articles which now require the use of very high-grade
hardwoods and other species. They now require solid blocks of high
quality, which can be perfectly well built up by the use of small or

thin material. Without knowledge of the strength and reaction to vari-

ous kinds of stress, manufacturers and users will not adopt these de-

vices. They will be conservative, still drawing upon distant and ex-

pensive supplies, when they might be using material nearer at hand
and producing an article as serviceable as that from the highest
grade virgin trees. The same principles apply to getting into use

species of trees now little known. Their use reduces the drain on the

forests as a whole. The studies in mechanical properties of wood
lay the foundation for such economic forest utilization.

The next heading is that of kiln drying. There is certainly a great

loss in an unintelligent seasoning of wood. This loss has been esti-

mated at from $25,000,000 to $50,000,000. I believe that it is nearer

the latter figure. Half of the loss is unnecessary.
Mr. Jones. That waste of kiln drying is accounted for in what way ?

What is the waste in kiln drying ?

Mr. Graves. There is an unnecessarily large amount of checking in

the drying, partly due to defective kilns, partly due to poor opera-

tion. The operators of the kilns often do not know how to meet
special conditions, so that the material comes out of the kiln with a

very much larger loss in checking than is necessary. Such work as

we have already done certainly demonstrates that a gteat reduction
in this loss is possible. It is a question of intelligent application of

the principles of kiln drying to different species.
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Mr. Jones. Are not the kiln-drying manufacturers, the manufac-
turers of dry kilns, experimenting on that?
Mr. Graves. To some extent; but they are not getting at the basic

facts and fail usually to attack the problems that depend for their
solution upon a knowledge of some very complex physical laws. The
loss certainly continues and I believe will not be remedied without
investigations and demonstrations by such a public agency as the
Forest Products Laboratory.
The Chairman. You have referred to a most important feature.

Will you include the other suggestions in your remarks or do you
wish to go on with your statement?
Mr. Graves. I will be very glad to file this material in the text of

the hearings if you wish to save time.
Mr. Hutchinson. In 1919 you had 417 men on this work and the

salary list was $70,000. Now you have 201 men and the salary list is

$269,000.
Mr. Graves. Of course, this apparent discrepancy is due to the

special work for the Army and the Navy. Many of our regular force
worked part time on the military problems that were paid for from
Army and Navy funds.
Mr. Hutchinson. This statement ought to be put in so we can

understand it. You say 417 men, $70,000. Now you have 201 men
and the salary list is $269,000. It does not appear very good.
Mr. Graves. That was a question of bookkeeping. The men who

are paid part or all of their time from the regular fund are recorded
here. So many devoted part time to Army and Navy work that the
actual number of employees is large. The other part of their time
was paid from the cooperative funds from the Army and Navy.
Mr. Hutchinson. Ought not this statement show where the salary

comes from?
Mr. Graves. We would have to add another column showing the

amount of the time that was charged against the Army and Navy
work. To that extent the statement is incomplete.
In addition to the strength tests of plywoods and other laminated

materials which have been mentioned, a large amount of work is

necessary on the technique of their construction, including the de-

velopment and application of more satisfactory and dependable
glues, and the selection of materials, involving such questions as the
extent to which low-grade materials may be substituted for high-
grade materials for particular classes of uses. This is practically

a new field in which the possibilities of decreasing the reduction of
waste are so great that a large amount of work is justified.

It is estimated that unnecessary loss as a direct result of poorly
designed and poorly constructed containers amounts to approxi-
mately $100,000,000 for domestic shipments alone. The public pays
this bill. Poor methods of_boxing, crating, and packing are reported
by the Consular Service to be interfering seriously with the develop-
ment of our export trade, and the unnecessary losses here are also

very large.

The public, shippers, and purchasers of practically all classes of

commodities, exporters, railroads, and express companies, other Gov-
ernment departments, as well as box and lumber manufacturers, are

keenly interested in getting additional information which will reduce
this great loss. An illustration of the interest in this work is a meet-
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ing held at Chicago early in December where not less than 600 mer-
chants and others met and considered this problem for an entire

afternoon with particular reference to the improvement of containers,

boxes, and crates made of wood.
I have spoken of some results already obtained. I would like to

supplement this by saying that the application by the War Depart-
ment alone during the war of results secured in our tests saved to the-

United States much more than the entire cost of all forest products
investigations which we have made.
What are most needed now are tests on an increased scale to de-

velop the fundamental laws governing the relation between kinds

of woods, thickness of material, methods of nailing, strapping, cleat-

ing, etc., the size of the containers, and commodities to be shipped.

These tests should be made for such different classes of containers as

wooden boxes, solid and corrugated fiber boxes, crates, etc. The
public benefit to be derived from such tests will cover their cost many
times over. The universal demand is that the work be done by a

single authoritative impartial agency such as the Forest Service.

The total loss in the production of lumber is. very great. Of the

material in the tree about one-third actually appears in the' form
of seasoned rough lumber. There is additional waste which ranges
from 10 to 35 per cent or more, and averages conservatively 25 per
cent. In such an important industry, for example, as vehicle makilig,

the single operation of bending heavy oak often results in a loss of 50
per cent of high-grade selectea material. On the average, for every

board foot of lumber that goes into a finished product at least three
times as much material is wasted. Practical considerations mak»
difficult a reduction of this loss where the orJy product is boards!

The manufacture of by-products by various chemical industries

offers the best and most feasible means of cutting down this waste.

The public interest in reducing this waste is greater than that of any
single industry, and the problem will be attacked comprehensively
by no other than a public agency. The chemistry of our American
woods must be studied exhaustively in its bearing on the use of

waste in the distillation of hardwoods, and the manufacture of paper,

alcohols, and other chemical products.

The chemical studies include those preservatives which are of
great importance in extending the life of railroad ties and other
articles. Preservatives not only prolong the life of treated woods
but make it possible to utilize less durable species iii place of those

now used. If full use were made of preservative processes in treat-

ing ties, poles, posts, piling, mine timbers, shingles, and lumber
which is to be exposed to the weather, it would probably be possible

to reduce the drain upon our forests by several billion feet, worth in

the neighborhood of $75,000,000. Similar striking figures could be

given TOr saving from loss by fire by the development of practical

and reasonably cheap fire-retarding or fire-resisting wood coating or

paint. The loss by burning of wooden structures in the country is

something like $2,000,000 a year.

One of the points where our industries to-day are failing is in

connection with industrial processes with particular reference to raw-

materials. It is essential that the Forest Products Laboratory have
information regarding industrial processes in making their basic

research practically available. To apply strictly laboratory investi-
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gations and to determine how they can be made to improve industrial
processes and reduce wastes and costs, it is necessary to know what
these processes are that are now in use.

This applies to such industries as the pulp industry, distillation of
hardwoods, processes of turpentining particularly in the woods, and
in luinber manufacture itself. Present practice in most of the wood
manufacturing and using industries is at present based largely or
entirely on rule-of-thumb methods. Some questions as the grading
of lumber, which is now chaotic, will never be worked out satisfac-

torily until the public requirements are taken into account by some
public agency such as the Forest Service.

It is to reduce the losses indicated in tljie foregoing that makes it

urgent to extend the investigation work at the laboratory. Every
foot of lumber saved means a reduction in the drain on the forests

and our waning supplies of high-grade material.

I believe that these investigations should be undertaken by the
Federal Government. Wood was one of the materials earliest used
by man, and to-day practically its entire manufacture and use is con-
trolled by rule-of-thumb methods. In short, when left to individual

initiative nothing in the way of scientific research has been done, and
little or nothing will be done if left to private initiative. Public action

is just as necessary in these directions as in agriculture and for much
the same reasons. Enough has already been accomplished by the

Forest Products Laboratory with a very inadequate force at its com-
mand to show the value and the necessity for such work. One of the

^eat lessons of the war has been the value of research, and the na-

tions which win out in post-war competition will have to base their

industry on the results of technical investigations. This is just as

true of the wood-manufacturing and wood-using industries as any
others. The question is one of public interest even more than of in-

terest to the industries themselves. In due time the industries can be
forced to do a great deal of work themselves, although it will always
be necessary for the Government to conduct the more fundamental
studies. We can make our wood industries the most or the least

efficient and progressive in the world by the extent to which we fur-

nish a technical basis for their methods and utilization.

The work we have done demonstrates its value. The demands for

its extension by wood users indicates its practical usefulness. In
many cases the work is fragmentary and on too small a scale. It is

to enlarge and extend it, and to get the results into practice, that we
need additional funds.

morning session continued.

Thursday, December 18, 1919.

Forest Service—Continued.

STATEMENT OF MB. JAMES T. JARDINE, INSPECTOR OF GRAZING,
FOREST SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

The Chairman. What is next, Col. Graves?
Mr. Graves. I have asked Mr. Jardine to explain the purpose of

item 245, page 132, " for experiments and investigations of range

conditions within national forests or elsewhere on the public range,
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and of methods for improving the range by reseeding, regulation of
grazing, and other means, $60,000."
The Chairman. We will hear Mr. Jardine. Are you with the

Forest Service, Mr. Jardine?
Mr. Jardine. Yes, sir. The best way that I can explain the needs

of this work is to say .that we are developing, managing, and utiliz-

ing the grazing resources of the national forests on approximately
125,000,000 acres of the roughest country in the United Statesi.

Much of it as late as 1907 was considered nonusable; much of it

was entirely overgrazed. Stock were handled in large numbers in

ways that were entirely destructive to the vegetation. Since 1907
the demand for grazing has increased nearly double. The number
of stock on the national forests has increased approximately 45
per cent.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Within what time?
Mr. Jardine. Since 1907. In 1907 range investigations by the

Forest Service were first started. Those were about the first, if not
the first, along this line in the world. One of the purposes was to

investigate the possibility of improving the method of handling
approximately 7,000,000 sheep over these rough mountain ranges, so

as to minimize the damage to timber and to the watershed and to

protect and utilize this grazing resource as fully as possible.

We did four years of investigation by simply living with the

sheep and observing their natural habits, and as a result of these

investigations we were able to suggest a change in the method of

handling sheep .which would increase the grazing capacity of the

land about 15 per cent and the weight of lambs 5 to 10 pounds.
Another main purpose of the investigations begun in 1907 was to

work out a system of range utilization based upon the character

and requirements of the vegetation which makes up the range forage
crop. The practice had been to turn stock onto the range without
regard to numbers or proper season of grazing. Our work on the

forest ranges was to determine the character of range best suited

to sheep and that best for cattle; the seasons during which
sheep range and cattle range should be grazed ; the number of stock

which might be grazed; and methods of securing natural seeding

of the range as well as the possibility of seeding to cultivated forage

plants. These investigations were conducted in one locality to

determine fundamental principles. Then came the difficulty of con-

vincing the stoclanen and of working out practical means of putting

these fundamental principles into application over the national

forests.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That word " investigation " is a

very big word. What do you do ?

Mr. Jardine. In the handling of sheep, I personally was assigned

to construct an animal-proof fence 100 miles from the railroad in

some of the roughest country in America, where the methods of

liandling sheep were distinctive to the range. I was assigned to

investigate the possibility of applying a paddock or pasture system

of management similar to what is applied in Australia. I lived

with those sheep from 4 o'clock in the morning until night for

four summers, studying their natural habits when allowed their

freedom under fence and what -would be the result of interfering
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with them by herders and of not interfering with them in the way
of range-carrying capacity, growth of sheep, losses of sheep, and
ijijury to the range.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How did you interfere?
Mr. Jardine. The custom was to have 1,600 to 2,500 head of sheep

with one herder and two to six dogs. They were constantly round-
ing them up in a jam and spreading them out. This running and
massing would trample out a great deal of the vegetation; some-
times 50 per cent of the vegetation was wasted in this way. The
sheep were driven each day to and from a central bedding ground;
they were driven 4 or 5 miles from the bedding ground to feed and
back to camp. The result was just the same as it is when there are
too many cattle collected together at one watering place; they kill

the vegetation from the watering place out. In some instances
the range was denuded for one-quarter to one-half mile around the
bedding ground.
Mr. TiNCHER. You mean that they kill out the grass ?

Mr. Jaedine. They not only kill out the grass but the trees, the
small trees, and bring on erosion, which fills up the reservoirs be-

low.

The Chairman. What is your remedy ?

Mr. Jardine. The remedy was this: That, instead of bedding
those sheep at one place for 10 or 15 days at a time, we said that

it was practicable to move them about over the range, that the sheep
can be bedded wherever night overtakes them, and, instead of close-

herding the sheep, the herders can keep out around them so that

the sheep graze in open formation and minimize waste of forage

by trampling. The herder can put four days' provisions on a burro
and go out with the sheep. The herder ^ets up in the morning,
makes himself a cup of coffee, and starts out with the sheep. AbouL
9 o'clock they stop for rest. He will have a keg of water and some
food on the burro. He will unpack the burro and fix his breakfast,

and does his day's work. Probably about 3 o'clock the sheep start

feeding again and graze until dark.

The Chairman. How about watering the sheep?

Mr. Jardine. We have records of sheep going from the time

they were lambs until they were marketed in Omaha without any

water except the moistlire in the vegetation, the dew, fog, and rains

;

with no places to drink from. It is not necessary to drive the sheep

up and down steep hills every day to water, but thej can work
out and around and come naturally to water, that is, circle around

from the water and back.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In some cases they raise cattle

in that way, and the cattle grow to maturity and make fine beef

without ever having had a drink of water.

Mr. Jardine. The amount of drinking water necessary depends

very largely upon the character of vegetation, the altitude, • the

temperature, and the way the sheep are handled.

The Chairman. Do the sheep do so well without water as they

do with it ?
. .

Mr. Jardine. Not unless the vegetation is very succulent, and

the atmosphere is cool, or there is a good deal of fog or rain.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. After you work out this proposi-
tion with your own men, what about the private interests; what do
the people on the ranges do ?

*

Mr. Jakdine. There is our big difficulty, and that is a point I was
just coming to. The experiments were carried on in one locality to

work out principles of management. Then local demonstrations are
usually necessary to work out local variations in practice and to con-
vince stockmen that the methods are practicable. At first stockmen
believed that the methods proposed for handling sheep could not be
followed. Now probably 60 per cent of the nearly 8^000,000 sheep
grazed on the national forests are handled under that system, and
that change has been brought about based upon these investigations.

In the handling of cattle we have even a more difficult problem
than we have in the handling of sheep. The number of cattle grazed
on the national forests since 1914 has increased 37 per cent. The
ranges on which the cattle run vary, in some places, from 5,000 feet

above sea level up to as high as 11,000 feet within 7 miles; You can
imagine the variation in such range and what may happen from
turning loose 2,500,000 stock when vegetation is ready at the lower
limits of the range, without control of the movements of the stock.

The result is that in some places the range is overstocked, and in

some places it is understocked, but much of the range is grazed too

early.

As a result of the war emergency the demand for range increased.

We have now taken care of about all the stock that the ranges can
carry under the present conditions and in some places too many. It

is like taking a big farm without improvements. If you want to hold
it without improvements, that is one thing, and reductions in number
of stock may be necessary ; but if you want to go on with improve-
ments and efficient management and utilization, that is another.

The Chairman. How many miles of fence has been constructed

by the Government.
Mr. Jardine. About 1,600 miles for range improvements.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What kind of fence ?

Mr. Jardine. The fences are usually of barbed wire, with three,

four, or five wires. In some sections smooth wire is used.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How near together are the posts ?

Mr. Jardine. The posts, ordinarily, are ^out 16 feet apart,

although that varies a good deal according to the topography and the

availability of materials. Sometimes they are closer together, but in

the level country we ordinarily figure on about 16 feet.

The Chairman. Are you contemplating building more fences ?

Mr. Jardine. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. How much?
Mr. Jardine. That comes under another item.

The Chairman. Can you give us the figures now conveniently ?

Mr. Jardine. The fences are not to be constructed out of this item.

The Chairman. Never mind if you have not the figures.

Mr. Tincher. You had an appropriation of $18,420 for 1912, and
you are asking this year for $60,000.. What else is there that you
want to find out about the sheep ?

,

Mr. Jardine. We started in on the sheep. Some experiments are

being carried on to secure better methods of handling the sheep under
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varying local xionditions—the topography of the country, the timber,
lack of water, predatory animals, and so on. We will have to con-
tinue investigations to work out the local adaptations of the general
plan.

Mr. TiNCHER. Are you attempting to improve the range by re-

seeding?
Mr. Jaedine. This item covers the handling of cattle, handling of

sheep, natural revegetation, artificial reseeding, water development,
effect of grazing upon timber growth and watersheds, eradication of
poisonous plants, and other problems incident to the regulation of
grazing.

Mr. TinCHER. Have you reseeded any of these lands artificially ?

Mr. Jaedine. We have conducted between five and six hundred
tests, some successful tests in the mountain meadows and other areas
where the soil and moisture are much better than average.
Mr. Tin CHER. When the stock kill out the grass another grass crop

wil come in its place naturally?
Mr. Jaedine. That depends on the type of management and the

length of time.

Mr. TiNCHEE. What percentage of this money is going to be ex-
pended on the forest reserves in investigations as to the natural
grasses and reseeding?
Mr. Jaedine. At the present state of our information we are not

going beyond the mountain meadows in seeding ranges to cultivated

forage plants. I should say—^I don't Imow—^but probably not more
than 5 per cent of the total area is of this character. We will not
be able to go further until we haA'e more definite information as to

species best suited to the grazing lands.

Mr. TiNCHEE. What do you mean by mountain meadows ?

Mr. Jaedine. In the national forests there are areas which are

really meadows in character. They are small, varying from half an
acre to possibly 100 acres or mOre.
Mr. TinCHER. Have you reseeded some of the-se meadows?
Mr. Jaedine. We have reseeded some of them—a very small area.

Mr. TiNCHEE. As a matter of fact, if the stock tramps out the grass

in one place the grass that comes naturally in its place is just as

liable to be better rather than worse than the other grass, is it not?
Mr. Jaedine. No, sir.

Mr. TiNCHER. Then why haven't you artificially reseeded that

range ?

Mr. Jardine. For the simple reason that thus far the dollars in-

vested in the national ranges can be more profitably used for range
improvements other than reseeding. More cattle can be taken care of

per dollar invested, and our dollars invested have never met the

needs.

Mr. TiNCHEE. The Government don't own any cattle?

Mr. Jaedine. No, sir.

Mr. TiNCHER. Nor sheep ?

Mr. Jaedine. No, sir.

Mr. TiNCHEE. What is the character of the forests ; I mean what
is the difference between the forests where the sheep are grazed?

164315—20 38
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Mr. Jardine. In many forests where sheep are grazed the forests

are so dense that you can not ride through them ; oftentimes you
have to crawl through.
Mr. RuBEY. The grass will not grow very rapidly in places like

that.

Mr. Jardine. The forage ordinarily is weeds and browse that

grow in the shade.-

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In you experiments what kind of
grass seed do you use?
Mr. Jardine. We have had experiments in the use of timothy,

clover, blue grass, Italian rye grass, broom grass, and many others.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Which does the best?

Mr. Jardine. Timothy, economically, is the best.

Mr. EuBEY. I was riding on a train through Nevada some time ago
and a man took me out on the back vestibule and pointed out and said,
" We are passing through a forest reserve." There were no trees in

sight, and I though possibly that was one of the forest reserves over

which you were grazing these cattle and sheep.

Mr. Jardine. I want to explain just a little more about this cattle

business. A cattle unit will probably graze 800 to 2,000 cattle. These
ranges vary so much in character that every range has its individual

problems. We have worked out a number of problems, fundamen-
ally, in a few places. We now have the difficulty of adapting those

methods to the different localities, broadly speaking. We have not
had the men available to go out and make the individual tests.

The increase in the demand for grazing is very rapid, and we should
have at least one man in each of the six western districts.

Mr. TiNCHER. Do you think the Government ought to spend any
money in investigating the range • conditions within the Colorado
national forests?

Mr. Jardine. I certainly think that if the grazing resources are

being sold and utilized and the Government is directing the utiliza-

tion, the Government ought to do it as a matter of economy.
Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska. In that mountain country, can you

successfully reseed with timothy any of this land you speak of?
Mr. Jardine. We can on small acreage. A dollar spent for that

will not bring as much return to the Government in grazing cattle,

or as much to the stock industry, as will a dollar spent in some of the

other work discussed.

Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska. The only places you can grow grass

would be on river bottoms and areas like that ?

Mr. Jardine. No, sir ; it would be in those mountain meadows, lit-

tle valleys, or narrow strips along the streams.

Mr. TinCHER. Native grass grows on the mountains. What I

don't understand about these expenditures is what will the Gov-
ernment derive by spending money in Colorado, to investigate these

range conditions or reseed any part of the liocky Mountains. The
stockmen there understand the range conditions, don't they?
Mr. Jardine. The stockmen do not understand all the conditions.

The stockmen understand something about reseeding, but they do
not understand reseeding or range management problems under all

the conditions. The stockmen frequently urge reseeding where it

will not be good business to seed.
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Mr. TiNCHEE. What would be the difference of appropriating
money for that and appropriating money to go into Iowa or Illi-

nois to educate the stockmen how to handle their stock.

Mr. Jaedine. The Government does not own the lands in Iowa
or Illinois, while in Colorado it does. This is only on Government
land.

Mr. TixcHEE. I understand, but the use the Government is mak-
ing of this land is for the growing of forests.

Mr. Gbaves. May I state one thing? One of the points that we
are most interested in, in the whole situation, is to guard against
overstocking these national forests, which were set aside primarily
as forests, for the growing of timber and the protecting of the
watershed. Forestry and watershed protection are the two great

l)rimary purposes of the enabling act of the national forests. Graz-
ing is a secondary use and must be subordinated to the interests of

the tree growth. I want to be perfectly certain that the use of
these lands in the Rocky Mountains for grazing does not interfere

with the growth of the trees. In many places where the old-

fashioned grazing was practiced, it not only hurt the forest but it

also was the cause of serious erosion. There are a great many
meadows in Colorado to-day where you can see the old furrows
and the old gullies where erosion had started and which are now
being restored under proper regulation of the grazing lands. The
protection of these slopes is important; and it can not be accom-
plished unless the grazing is done right. That seems to me the

big thing.

Mr. TiNCHEE. Your idea, then, is to start regular grazing and
cover most of the Federal forests?

Mr. Gea\'es. Of course, the administration comes under the other
items of the bill, as the salaries of the administrative officers; but
technical knowledge forms our basis for good administration.

Mr. TiNCHEE. What machinery have you for working this out in

the forests?

Mr. Graves. That is done primarily through the local officers, su-

pervisors, range inspectors, and they rely upon the technical, scien-

tific men to help them on their working out of the plans.

Mr. TiNCHER. The Government knows what is grazing land ; what
regulations there ought to be with reference to grazing, does it not?

Mr. Graves. It is a pretty difficult thing to take, say, a thousand
men and expect them all to be expert grazing men.
Mr. TiNCHEE. Suppose I owned this land instead of the Govern-

ment, and I started out in 1912 to find out about grazing in the for-

ests; I certainly ought to know by this time to what extent they

ought to be grazed. Does not the Government know now ?

Mr. Graves. We know the general plans, but in the application of

them
Mr. TiNCHEE (interposing). You have a right under the law to

regulate that.

Mr. Graves. I have in mind a number of forests on which I need

to have some grazing experts study the conditions as to whether we

can continue to carry the present number of stock without injury.

Experts ought to visit and study those forests who have more special

knowledge than the local forestry officers have. That is what Mr.
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Jardine has in mind when he speaks of the local application of these
studies.

Mr. Jardine. I think the most difficult thing for us to determine
is the number of stock each range will support under the manage-
ment we can expect. This is largely an individual problem for each
range and requires study.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Of course, what you do in Colo-

rado is on the national forests?

Mr. Jardine. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. If that benefits the private owners
it is because they learn what you are doing and apply it in their

work?
Mr. Jardine. And this is done, as pointed out by Col. Graves,

principally to insure the forests not being injured. We must have
better handling of stock or make a reduction' in numbers. A reduc-
tion of 4 per cent in the number of stock grazed, on the basis of the
present fees, would amount to over $100,000 in fees annually, and
the reduction of 4 per cent would be very small.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. As a result of your study, your
experimentation, and methods of operation, the grazing possibilities

of those lands have greatly increased, have they not ?

Mr. Jardine. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. So that there are many more stock

in better shape than on the private lands ?

Mr. Jardine. We have increased approximately 45 per cent since

1907. Of this we estimate that one-third is due to better handling
of stock and about 50 per cent to better management of the grazing,

giving vegetation a chance to grow, and making the best use of it.

The remainder is due to the opening up of areas which prior to 1907

were not in use.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. As a result of your work, the na-

tional grazing areas are better for stock -than the lands that are

owned by private parties?

Mr. Jardine. In many cases, yes, sir ; in some cases, I do not be-

lieve that is true because some men have protected their own lands

by using the outside public domain.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. As a general proposition, the

grazing on the national forest reserves is worth more than the graz-

ing on private lands, and 1 think we charge only one-half what is

charged by private owners.
Mr. Jardine. I wouldn't say that it is worth more as grazing land

than the private lands. J have been a stockman, and I should say

that I would take the private lands.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why ?

Mr. Jardine. Necessarily there are restrictions as to grazing on

the national forests. We have to protect the forests, the water-

sheds, the game resources, and provide for recreational use of the

national forests ; we have more restrictions as to seasons of grazing

and the handling of the stock on the range; the Government lands

are rough and unfenced, making it difficult to prevent losses.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But you are carrying on this, work
for the purpose of protecting vegetation, increasing the quantity

of it?
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Mr. Jardine. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You are improving this grazing;

it is better for the animals that are put on the land ?

Mr. Jardine. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaugpilin of Michigan. And the grass is improving?
Mr. Jabdine. Yes, sir ; I think so.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Unless your work has been help-

ful along those lines some one might be harsh enough to say that the

mone}' had been wasted.

Mr. Jaedine. The money has not been wasted. Many private

owners have adopted our methods. Some of the biggest live-stock

growers in Nevada have employed our experts and adapted our
methods, both in the management of stock and in the survey and
classification of the areas.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You say there are restrictions as

to the use of the grazing lands owned by the Government that reduce

the value for grazing purposes. There are restrictions as to the

number of animals that will be permitted to graze on a given area,

and there are other restrictions that you think would lessen the de-

sirability of grazing on the Federal lants.

Mr. Graves. There are certain restrictions.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Tell us something about those re-

trictions.

Mr. Gra^tes. The restrictions provide that there may be certain

reductions made, down to a certain limit, in order to provide for the

new applicants, and particularly the small owners.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What do you mean by certain

limits? What are certain limits?

Mr. Graves. Eeductions may be made at any time where it is found
that the stock are injuring the forest lands.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Reducing the time of grazing or

the numbers of stock?

Mr. Graves. Reducing the number of stock for which they have
been granted a permit.

Mr. TiNCHER. How many acres are allowed in Colorado to each

head of stock ?

Mr. Jardine. It varies. All the way from about 2 acres a head
per month for cattle to probably as much as 10 acres.

Mr. TiNCHER. You evidently know how many it takes in Colorado ?

Mr. Jardine. We can not know a quarter of a mile in advance what
the type of grazing will be without examination.

Mr. TiNCHEE. Has the income from the forest reserves on account

of grazing increased 45 per cent during the last few years ?

Mr. Jardine. We have increased the number of stock on a given

acreage 45 per cent since 1907.

Mr. TiNCHER. That increases the income 45 per cent?

Mr. Jardine. The fees have been advanced.

Mr. Tinchee. How much has the increase been to the Government

;

to what extent has the Government income from the use of the forest

reserves been increased, say, during the last four years ; what per-

centage?
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Perhaps it would be better to put

the figures into the record. I would like to follow the matter up. The
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committee has been severely attacked, and the policies of the depart-
ment have been severely attacked, on the floor of the House, because
the charge made by the Federal Government for the use of grazing
land is only about one-half the charge made by States and by private
interests. We wish to be able to answer that criticism if we can.
You say it is due to restrictions placed upon the use of the lands;
that the Government places restrictions upon the use of these grazing
lands that are not imposed upon those who use other lands. I wish
you would give us that in detail so that we can understand it thor-
oughly. Just to say that there are certain restrictions, or certain

limitations, does not answer the question at all. Will you please give
us that information in detail so as to enable us to answer anyone
who may make inquiries.

STATEMENT OF MR. E. A. SHERMAN, ASSISTANT FORESTER,
FOREST SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

I

Mr. Sherman. In the first place, the permits are subject to any
reduction which may be necessary in order to stop damage, either to

the forage, to the forests, or to the watershed. A reduction of 50 per
cent may be necessary, or the stock may be thrown off of the lands
entirely, in order to protect the range and the watershed.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Has that been found necessary,

and has that restriction been applied in such a way or to such an
extent that those who use the land go to you and demand a reduction

on that account?
Mr. Sherman. That has been necessary in some cases. In addi-

tion to that, each permittee owning stock not in excess of the pro-

tective limit and that is usually a very small number—20 head of

cattle or a thousand head of sheep) is subject to a reduction of not

exceeding 20 per cent in order to permit small owners or new set-

tlers to have grazing lands. In addition to that, the range upon
which the permittee runs his stock being on public lands is subject

to acquisition under certain conditions, in accordance with the land

laws, and are subject to acquisition at any time under the mineral
laws. Very frequently lands which are very desirable for an in-

dividual's allotment may be located as mineral claims and the most
available water to the range controlled, the stock kept off, and the

man's plans for the management and handling of his stock inter-

ferred with.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. At any time a mineral discovery

is made the prospector can locate on the land and take jurisdiction,

and his jurisdiction is absolute?

Mr. Sherman. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Has that happened so often that

it is a reason for those who would use the lands to demand a re-

duction ?

Mr. Sherman. That is one of the elements of uncertainty that the

permittee encounters.

The Chairman. How large a claim may the prospectors take up?
Mr. Sherman. The miner and seven associates can locate 160 acres,

that is, eight claims of 20 acres each. He can locate them in most
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any form. He can locate the 20 acres so as to control the watering
j)laces and the most desirable grazing land.

Mr. McLAijGHLiisr of Michigan. Can you tell us in how many cases

men's leases have been interfered with by the locating of mining
claims?
Mr. Sherman. I would be unable to say.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you know of any ?

Mr. Sherman. I do not recall any. Several years ago, when I was
district forester at Ogden, one of the most important grazing dis-

tricts in the Humboldt Forest was interfered with in that way,
by a miner taking up a string of claims along a creek.

Mr. McLAtTGHLiN of Michigan. Do you know of any other case
since that time ?

Mr. Sherman. In that case the permittee had to go in and pay
the miner a good round sum in order to be allowed to water his

stock.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What year was that ?

Mr. Sherman. That was in 1913 or 1914.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you recall any similar cases

where a man's leases have been interfered with ; or do you know of
any other cases where they are liable to be interfered with?
Mr. Sherman. I don't recall any other cases. I think there have

been many such cases.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. "What other restrictions are there
which will interfere with or reduce the value of forest range _land

that might not apply to private lands ?

Mr. Sherman. Another point is the fact that the permit is an an-

nual permit and is not given for a definite length of time. On some
forests permits are given for five years, subject to these reductions
I speak of ; but this is simply an annual permit.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is the custom in leasing

private lands?
Mr. Sherman. The custom in leasing private lands, of course, is

that it is absolute for one year, or ten years, or whatever definite

period of time the lease may run.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You say that some of the leases

are given for one year, and that on some reservations you give leases

for five years. Is there very much difference, then, between your
method of leasing (as to time, I mean) and the method of the pri-

vate owners?
. ^

Mr. Graves. The stockmen claim there is.

Mr. McLaughlin of. Michigan. Will you state, if you know, what
the difference is between the grazing fee charged by the Federal
Government and the grazing fee charged by others?
Mr. Sherm;an. The statement already made that private owners

charge double' the amount that the Government charges is, I believe,

approximately correct.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The Government gets approxi-
mately one-balf as much as the others charge ?

Mr. Graves. When this study was made, about three years ago,

Mr. McLaughlin, and the present standard determined upon, the

fees we are getting now were about two-thirds of the average fee for

similar lands privately owned. This extra third represents the dif-
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ference in desirability of the public lands as compared with the
private lands.

The Chairman. I believe you stated that there was a small amount
of land owned by private owners, or States, which come in competi-
tion with this grazing land on the forest reserves?
Mr. Graves. There are not very many large compact tracts of

such land immediately adjacent in the national forests. There are
small tracts, sections here and there.

The Chairman. It is hardly worth while to consider how much
the fee is on the small amount of land owned by the private parties,

is it?

Mr. Graves. It is only within the last few years that some of that
land has been leased.

The Chairman. Those are small tracts, and afford no basis of
comparison with the forest lands?
Mr. Graves. There is nothing to compare oh as large a scale.

The Chairman. Are they fenced?
Mr. Graves. No.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are the large tracts that are owned

by States leased by the States ?

Mr. Geaatss. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. As to those lands which are owned
by the State, are they subject -to purchase from the States ?

Mr. Graves. The States sell them
;
yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In case the State sold the land,

the lease wiould have to be terminated the same as a lease with the
Government would have to be terminated?
Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. So that the handicap is the same
with regard to the State lands as with the Federal lands; is that
true ?

Mr. Graves. I think the difference would be that, where anyone
leases from the State, as I understand the matter, they are practi-

cally without any limitation as to the number of stock or anything
<>lse.'

llr. McLaughlin of Michigan. As to the acquisition of land froih

the St^te by anyone who wishes to purchase it, are the States author-

i/ied to sell?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir; a State may sell its land.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. So that the lease that a State

makes is subject to the same restrictions as that which you make?
Mr. Sherman. The leases are not subject to the same restrictions.

In the first place, the State lands are not subject to the operation of

the mining laws, and the State does not sell during the period for

which the lease is effective. Usually, also, when the States does sell,

the sale is made at public auction of some sort to the highest bidder,

so that the person who leases, if he wishes, can protect himself by
buyinjg the land. The State leases ordinarily are not subject to re-

strictions as to seasons of grazing, numbers of stock, or the way the

stock is handled. The lessee may also feiice at will to exclude other

stock or to facilitate the handling of his o^vn stock.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If a State makes a lease of graz-

ing lands for 10 years, do you mean to say that during that tim^ a
mining claim can not be located on the State lands?
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Mr. Sherman. A mining claim can not under any condition be
located on State land ; it is not subject to the mining laws.

Mr. McLAtTGHLiN of Michigan. It is not subject to the mining laws
of the State?
Mr. Sherman. The State makes no provision—or, at least, none of

the Western States make any provision—for any of their land being
subject to prospecting entries. They only lease and sell.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then, during the 10 years, if min-
eral should be discovered on land leased for grazing, the State can
not sell it, no matter what price may be offered for it?

Mr. Sherman. I would not say that. They probably have some
provision for disposing of the lands under lease under extraordinary
conditions of that sort, if the situation justifies it.,

The Chairman. The opening up of tracts of 160 acres would not
interfere with the large reserve of a million acres, would it ?

Mr. Sherman. It would not interfere with the large reserve, but
it might very seriously interfere with the use of the range within a

certain stockman's allotments.

The Chairman. '^ the use of the water particularly ?

Mr. Sherman. By controlling access to the water.

Mr. HtJTCHiNSON. Does the State spend any money in the way of
keeping up these operations?

Mr. Sherman. I am not aware of any State that does.

Mr. Hutchinson. The Government does?
Mr. Sherman. The Government does that in a small way—in an

experimental way.
Mr. Hutchinson. The State spends no money ; it just lays the

ground and lets it go ?

Mr. Sherman. The State, of course, carries on its experimental
work in connection with the experimental stations.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. For my part, I am very much
obliged to this gentleman for making this explanation. It will en-

able us to see what has been done heretofore.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Sherman..

STATEMENT OF MR. HENRY S. GRAVES, FORESTER AND CHIEF
OF THE FOREST SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—
Continued.

Mr. Rubey. You have a pamphlet which you issue in the West,
giving full information as to grazing inspections and all that sort

of thing?
Mr. Graves. Yes.
Mr. EuBEY. Can you furnish the members of the committee with

a copy?
Mr. Graves. I would be glad to.

Mr. Rubey. I would like to have a copy of it.

The Chairman. Will you give us the character of the leases, with
details as to the number of permits ?

Mr. Graves. I can very easily insert that information in the

record.

The Chairman. Will you state briefly, if jfou have the table be-

fore you, the number of leases for which permits have been granted ?
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Mr. Graves. I have not that matter here, but I can very easily fur-

nish it to you.
The Chairman. I do not want the form, but merely a brief state-

ment of the number of permits, the number of stock, etc.

Mr. Graves. You mean that is allowed by the individual ?

The Chairman. Yes.
Mr. Graves. It is a very simple form, which gives him permis-

sion to use it.

The Chairman. I am not interested in that; I mean the number
of cattle that may be grazed under a certain permit, the average
number, and the largest number that can be grazed.
Mr. Graves. I think that would be shown in the matter that Mr.

McLaughlin asked yesterday to be inserted in the record.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Yes. .

The Chairman. That should be in the record. You did not state

the number of leases or permits.

Mr. Graves. No ; I was going to insert that in the portion of yes-

terday's hearings among the material that Mr. McLaughlin asked

for.
^ ^

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In that connection, bear in mind
I would like to have information as to the privileges settlers and in-

dividuals in those localities have of grazing for their own use and
without charge, and so on.

Mr. Graves. I will note that down to be inserted together with
the other material.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In all cases, a man located out

there is preferred in the matter of the leasing of the land, is he not ?

Mr. Graves. He is given the preference. This information will

be included with the data asked for yesterday.

STATEMENT OF MR. JAMES T. JARDINE, INSPECTOR OF GRAZING,
FOREST SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Continued.

Mr. TiNCHEE. Mr. Jardine has the figures on grazing that I was
anxious to have in the hearings, and I would like to have them put in

the record at this time. You have handed me some figures for grazing
fees. They show receipts for the fiscal year 1914 of $1,002,348.
Mr. Jardine. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHER. And grazing fees for this fiscal year amounted to

$2,609,169.

Mr. Jardine. Yes, sir.

Mr. TinCHER. An increase of 160 per cent?
Mr. Jardine. Yes, sir.

Mr. TlNGHER. Cattle and horses grazed in 1914, 1,620,261 head;
sheep and goats, 7,618,802.

Mr. Jardine. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHER. Cattle and horses grazed in 1919, 2,233,932; sheep

and goats, 7,995,963.

Mr. Jardine. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHER. The increase from 1914 has been in the number of

cattle and horses grazed.

Mr. Jardine. Yes, sir. There has been some increase in sheep and
goats also.
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Mr. TiNCHER. A slight increase, but the main increase is in cattle

and horses. The increased income to the Government has been 160
per cent.

Mr. Jardine. Yes, sir ; 160 per cent.

Mr. TiNCHEE. That is in the face of the fact that the increased cost

to the owner of the live stock of this character for grazing in the

grazing season, where they are not grazed upon Government lands,

has been nearly 300 per cent in the same length of time.

Mr. Jardine. A cost to him of doing that ?

Mr. TinCHER. For grazing. For instance, the man who owns live

stock has to have them grazed and does not have the benefit of a Gov-
ernment reservation for that purpose. How much increase would
that be ? It costs three times as much to graze now as it did in 1914 ?

Ml'. Jardine. That is not true where they have the pasture lands
for part of the season.

Mr. TiNCHER. That would be true if they rent the pasture lands or

liire the grazing. You will find that is the experience of every man en-

-gaged in the live-stock business. They will tell you that there is a
300 per cent increase.

Mr. Jardine. It is not 300 per cent for the grazing land. This in-

crease given for the national forests, of course, does not include the

cost of operating, the cost of handling, or the cost of range and feed

for the seven to nine months the stock are not on the forest range.

Mr. TiNCHER. What I mean is this, that where an individual is get-

ting an animal pastured for $5 for seven months in 1914, he pays $14
in 1919. That has been the increase outside of Government operations.

The Chairman. In other words, outside of the reservation they
pay $14, and on the reservation they pay 72 cents.

Mr. TiNCHER. I do not know what the figure is on the reservation.

The Chairman. That was the average last, year.

Mr. TiNCHER. My idea was not to have the record disclose that by
spending a little money we had increased the income when, as a matter
of fact, a man would be driven to the Government reservation by the

increased cost of pasturing his live stock. There would be no reason
why the Government should not raise the price of grazing on the

reservation.

Mr. Hutchinson. I understood you to say that the increase in

cattle is about 37 per cent.

Mr. Jardine. Yes, sir; approximately 37 per c^nt since 1914.

Mr. Hutchinson. Have you ever given any thought to the reason

for the constant increase in the price of meat?
Mr. Anderson. He refers to the cattle on the national forest range

and the increase of cattle there.

Mr. Jardine. That is, cattle on the national forest range.

Mr. Anderson. There is an increase of cattle there. Could you
give us any reason why the price of meat is going up? I thought
maybe it was going into storage.

The Chairman. If the fees were fixed at the State's present charge,

you would have no trouble in leasing all that land, would you?
Mr. Graves. It would be quite possible to put the forest lands under

competition and Ipase them to the highest bidder.

The Chairman. The charge could be adjusted by arbitrarily fix-

ing your table of fees at three times the present rate, which would
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be, in my opinion, a very reasonable charge compared with what
others pay.
Mr. Graves. I question whether it would be a desirable thing from

the standpoint of a large number of small settlers who constitute
the greatest number of our permittees.
The Chairman. We might exempt the settlers if we are going to

run a charitable institution; but 1 am not so sure that the forests

should be' made into a charitable institution.

Mr. Graces. There are, of course, a great many things which are
now being done along that line in the matter of the free use of the
timber, free use of the grazing privileges for a certain number of
stock, and so on. I think it has always been the attitude of Con-
gress to give special assistance to settlers.

The Chairman. But the settlers are few; I take it, the permits
granted to settlers are very small in number as compared with the
permits of stockmen and speculators?
Mr. Graves. The number of permits given to the small men who

are local settlers is very large. I have not at hand what that pro-
portion is, but it can be inserted. It is a very large proportion..

The Chairman. Does not that table show it?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The aggregate of acreage let to

these small owners is small compared to the total acreage you let to

all others? «-*.,

Mr. Graves. No, sir. A large proportion of the permittees are

small owners.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is, as to the number of per-

mits?
Mr. Graves. And the number of head of cattle.

The Chairman. What is the average herd of the settler?

Mr. Graves. Do you recall that, Mr. Jardine?
Mr. Jardine. It varies. The average cattle permit for the total

of 2,500,000 head was 68 head the last fiscal year.

The Chairman. The average?
Mr. Jardine. The average for all permits. In local communities

—

for instance, in a number of forests in Utah—the protective limit

IS less than 25 head. The average permit for cattle on the Manti
National Forest is, as' I understand it, something under 15 head.

The Chairman. What do the settlers do aside from cattle busi-

ness—cultivate the lands and grow crops?
Mr. Jardine. They cultivate the land, and in many cases this few

head of stock constitute their cash crop.

Mr. Anderson. Do you mean homesteaders when you say settlers?

Mr. Jardine. Ordinarily, no. A good many of them have lands

which produce some feed, part of it irrigated ; a part of it is used for

growing cereals-—wheat or barley or oats—and probably a little

alfalfa, and they use the by-products.

Mr. Anderson. They have a permanent title to the lands ?

Mr. Jardine. Yes^ sir.

Mr. Anderson. How do they get it; by homesteading?
Mr. Jardine. By homesteading originally or by purchase.

The Chairman. How can it be purchased ; from those who buy it

from the Government ?

Mr. Graves. They buy it from individuals.
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The Chaiejjan. How did those individuals fvet it ?

Mr. Jardine. They originally homesteaded.
'

The Chairman. tTnder the 640-acre law ?

Mr. Jardine. No, sir.

The Chairman. The 160?
Mr. Jardine. Some 320 ; ordinarily 160.
The Chairman. To what extent 'are the lands cultivated by the

settlers ?

Mr. Jardine. A majority of them have a considerable acreage cul-
tivated. In some cases only small areas are cultivated.
The Chairman. Generally speaking?
Mr. Jardine. Generally speaking, the lands that are used as a basis

for stock-grazing permits are cultivated extensively.
The Chairman. Do they grow wheat and oats, or is it just a gar-

dening proposition?
Mr. Jardine. They grow wheat, oats, and hay in some sections.
The Chairman. To what extent on the 160 acres?
Mr. Jardine. In many cases on the entire 160 acres.

The Chairman. They would not cultivate 160 acres for the family's
consiunption ?

^

Mr,,Jardine. No; but where we now have very small ownership of
stock the average land holding is, I should say, 40 acres or less.

Mr. TinCHER. Here is the point I am trying to get at : In 1919 the
Government grazed for private owners 2,233j932 horses and cattle.

Any individual who had cattle grazed in 1919 by anyone but the Gov-
ernment paid an advance of at least $5 over 1914. I want to make
this suggestion, that an increase of $2 a head on those cattle for 1919
by the Government would have increased your income over $4,000,000.
Why should we present that to any class of people? Other people are
paying for it; the men who are paying $5 a head increase for their
eattle at other places are helping to pay taxes to maintain this appro-
priation. Why should this money practically be given to the people
who graze these cattle ?

Mr. Jardine. There is just one point I would like to make clear in

this : If there is an increase of $5 a head, you must keep in mind the
season. Much of the grazing on the national forests is for a short

season—100 days.
The Chairman. But you charge in .proportion to the operating

days—one-tenth for each month? How much are cattle on that

basis ?

Mr. Jardine. For cattle, $1.50 a head, for year-long grazing.

The Chairman. That would make it one-tenth of $1.50?

Mr. Jardine. Yes, sir; or one-ninth per month for periods less

than 4 months.
Mr. TiNCHER. The matter I was talking about wag on a basis of

increase of $5 to $9, based on seven months' pasture season.

Mr. Jardine. Yes, sir.

Mr. Tincher. That is where a great proportion of the meat of

this country is produced. They have paid that increase for taxes.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Jardine. Will you proceed. Col.

draves?
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STATEMENT OF MK. HENEY S. GRAVES, FORESTER AND CHIEF
OF THE FOREST SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—
Continued.

Mr. GiJAVES. Should you not also consider in connection with this

whole problem the fact that there are about 200,000,000 acres of
open public range lands in the West which are still bein^ grazed
absolutely free?
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are those lands under the charge

of the Interior Department?
Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. That is a matter of policy?
Mr. Graves. That is what I meant. It was a matter of wise pub-

lic policy to regulate the grazing on the national forests. In con-
sidering the charges for the privileges and their industrial effect,

we have also to consider the very large area which has not yet been
placed under any administration at all.

The Chairman. No fault is found at what is being done; it is

just a question of policy.

Mr. Graves. Yes.
'

The Chairman. If the committee should decide upon a different

policy that would be a different thing.

Mr. Gra\'es. Yes; I should think in connection with that that it

would be well to bear In mind the' situation regarding the small men
and I can place in your hands the exact data about that so you can
have that before you in considering the matter.
The Chairman. That is what the committee would like. The

committee will then discuss the policy.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There is one thing confronting
us; that is, you practically make it impossible for us to increase

these rates now, in that the Secretary of Agriculture at a meeting
of the stockmen assured them that there would be no increase of

rates during the next five years.

Mr. Graves. That was a statement of policy, that we did not con-

template making a change. It would not embarrass the Congress
in any way in laying down any different policy.

The Chairman. As I understand, there was no explicit agreement?
Mr. Graa'es. It is a statement of policy, made also to our per-

mittees.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How was it given? Did I mis-

understand you? Was the Secretary attending a meeting of

stockmen interested in this grazing and gave them that assurance?

Mr. Graves. I do not recall the particular circumstance of the live-

stock meeting. The Secretary made public a statement of our gen-

eral policy of five-year readjustments, designed to settle this graz-

ing question, the question of the fees, which has been a matter of

very great controversy.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. When was that statement issued;

by whom, to whom, and under what circumstances?

Mr. Graves. I will have to look that up.

The Chairman. Was that for the duration of the war or does it

establish a policy?

Mr. Graves. That was in the line of settling the whole disputed

question of the fees, with the idea of haying a readjustment period-
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ically rather than to have an increase evei"y year or every two years.
Based on the conditions prevailing when the present basis of charge
was determined upon, the fee is, in my opinion, right. The war has
caused new conditions that may require further readjustment. I
think it would be a very appropriate thing for the committee to
examine the present policy and determine whether it wishes to ap-
prove that or would wish to have the full commercial value of the
privileges determined, perhaps, every year or so, to respond to such
increases of private values as have occurred in the past two years.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In considering whether or not the

policy should be changed, it would be interesting for us to know what
assurances, if we can call them assurances, or promises, were given
by the Secretary of Agriculture in regard to the rates, and how long
they should continue at the present level.

Mr. Graves. I do not think there were any assurances of any such
formality that would be in any way embarrassing to this committee.
I will include the Secretary's letter in the record at this point.

(The letter referred to follows r)

Washington, D. C, Novemher 23, 1918.
Mr. T. W. ToMZiNSON,

Secretary American National Live Stock Association, Denver, Colo.

Dear Sib : Careful consideration has been given to the question of the rates
which will be charged for grazing upon the national forests during the coming
season. Including further information which has been gained regarding the
relative values of grazing in different localities and the statements which have
been presented by representative stockmen. In accordance with the conclusion
announced by me on February 1, 1917, that the charge for grazing should be
based upon the real value of the forage, I have decided that beginning March
1, 1919, the charge for grazing upon the national forests during the year-long
period will be from 80 cents to $1.50 per head for cattle, varying with the
advantages of the different ranges. The rate for sheep -and goats on each forest
will be 25 per. cent of the rate for cattle. The rate for horses will be 25 per
cent more than for cattle, and the rate for swine 25 per cent less. The pro-
portionate charge for grazing during only a part of each year will be in ac-
cordance with the provisions of the national forest regulations.
Ton are aware of the fact that I suspended action in this matter last year

on account of the greatly disturbed conditions and the unusual problems which
confronted the stockmen at that time. I am not unmindful of the difficulties

which still exist, but under the circumstances it seems unwise to further defer
action on this important problem.
From time to time the stockmen have urged that as a means of stabilizing the

live-stock industry grazing permits be Issued for periods of 5 or 10 years not
subject to reduction except for violation of their terms or to stop damage to the
forest or range. On several of the forests applications have already been ap-
proved for permits during a five-year period subject to an annual reduction
of five per cent to provide for the issuance of permits to new settlers, in addi-
tion to such reduction as might be necessary to prevent damage to the forest.

It appears that while the stockmen are ready to subject themselves to what-
ever restrictions are necessary for the welfare of the forest from the standpoint
of timber production or other primary purposes for which the land was set
aside, yet the possibility of the five per cent annual reduction proves an em-
barrassment to them. It Is appreciated that the assurance of continued use of
the range for a specific number of animals during a term of years would un-
doubtedly tend to greater stability of the industry and encourage the handling
of business In a way to increase the quantity and improve the quality of the
live stock and would also enable a better administration of the range Itself.

On a considerable portion of the national forests we have reached the point
where permits for a period of five years can be put Into effect without difficulty.

On certain other forests we are not in a position to grant five-year permits for
more than a portion of the stock at present upon them, because there is serious

question wheOier there Is not now more stock than can be carried permanently
without injury to the forest. There is also the extra stock which has been
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taken care of as a war emergency some of which we will not be able to con-
tinue, and for that reason should not be included under five-year permits.

Therefore, I am authorizing the forester to issue five-year grazing permits
beginning with the season of 1919 where the conditions warrant such action and
it is desired by the permittees. The issuance of annual permits will be con-
tinued where reductions are necessary to insure against overstocking or where
this may be required for any other reason. The plan is progressively to bring
about a more secure tenure of the grazing privileges through the issuance of
five-year permits as fast as this can be done in consideration of the various
public interests involved.

Very truly, yours, D. F. Houston, Secretary.

Mr. Graves. The Secretary's letter deals with grazing fees only in
its first two paragraphs. The four following paragraphs deal with
the extension of the policy of five-year permits. This Jetter makes
no promise regarding the possible change of fees. The Forest Serv-
ice has, however, indicated to the stockmen that the policy would
he to recommend material changes in the grazing fees only at five-

year periods and has based its five-year permits on that policy. Un-
less such a policy is adopted the five-year permit would be little

more valuable than an annual permit, since it would be subject to

radical increase in charges at any time, which charges might en-

tirely upset the stockman's plans. At the time the present fees were
fixed by the Secretary of Agriculture the rates fairly represented

the value of the grazing privileges as compared with charges re-

ceived for use of private land. However, since then prices have
advanced exorbitantly. A number of our most important national

forest States have been seriously stricken by drouth. The stockmen
would be compelled to pay most anything we want to ask and would
do so in preference to sacrificing their immature stock. The Forest
Service has not felt_ inclined to take advantage of this situation.

However, should such high rates become established as normal
rather than abnormal, the Forest Service would feel justified in ac-

cepting them as such and .in making the proper relative advance in

grazing fees at the next readjustment.
The Chairman-. Of course, nobody wants to repudiate a contract.

If a contract was made, that should stand. But, as you recall, when
we started on this forest proposition, it was generally understood
and the people were led to believe, that it would be made self-sus-

taining within a very short time.

There is a shortage of probably $3,000,000. It may be necessary

to change the policy in order to bring about the results desired and
anticipated at the time we embarked upon this proposition. This
seems to be about the only way at the present time to accomplish
what was promised to the people at that time.

Mr. Graves. Of course, there are a great many privileges in the

national forest which are quite free, especially to settlers, for which
we do not make any charges.

I think it is very appropriate for the committee at the present time

to consider also the whole question of grazing on the open public

domain, much of which is adjacent to the national forests. There are

some 200,000,000 acres of open public domain which is not under
any regulation, upon which stock is grazed without any control,

and on a very large part of which there has been so much overgraz-

ing that the carrying capacity for stock has been reduced to fully

•one-half of the normal. In many places the overgrazing has al-
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ready resulted in erosion, which is seriously jeopardizing the sta-

bility of the water resources. The proposal to put these lands under
some sort of administration and control, similar to that which is

exercised in grazing in the national forest, has been made repeatedly
for the last 10 or 12 years. There have been bills in Congress in
regard to it, and I believe there is enough public sentiment in the
West to-day to suppckrt some sort of governmental regulation of
these lands, with the provision, of course, always for the proper
classification and opening up of lands suited to homesteading and
other home developments.

- Mr. Jacowat. How long has this policy been in force in the na-
tional forests?

Mr. Graves. Since 1905 ; but the public domain has never been
placed under administration.

Mr. Anderson. I understand there was a practical agreement for

leasing legislation last year. I do not remember what became of it,

but I know that some gentlemen who were very much interested in

it undertook to secure some sort of arrangement with the Public

Lands Committee for reporting out that sort of legislation, but

nothing apparently ever came of it.

Mr. EtTBEY. It seems to me we have had some bills pending in

relation to that very subject.

Mr. Anderson. I am sure of it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does the Interior Department ob-

ject to it?

Mr. Graves. I do not know that they do now.
Mr. EuBEr. Is it not a fact that objections come from western

men who use and have had the benefit of these ranges free for all

these years ? Are not they the fellows who object ?

The Chairman. Where are these lands located ?

Mr. Graves. There are a great many of them in the Southwest,
Arizona and in New Mexico, and practically all the other Western
States. There are some in eastern Oregon and Washington
Mr. Jardine. Yes ; the largest areas are in Nevada, Arizona, and

New Mexico. There are areas in California and Oregon, a small

area in Washington, a considerable area in Idaho, and in Wyoming,
Colorado, Montana, and Utah.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Generally speaking, would they

compare favorably with your grazing lands for grazing purposes?
Mr. Jardine. Generally speaking, in grazing capacity they would

compare favorably. The problem of the administration is consid-

erably different. They are more plains lands. Many of them are

without water. That is one of the difficulties to-day. They are not
under administration, and no one is putting in the expensive water
development necessary to properly open them up and use them. It

is generally estimated that they are not producing over 50 per
cent of what they might produce. It would cost considerable to put
them in proper shape, but nothing to compare with their value, either

for rental or livestock production.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are they large tracts ?

Mr. Jardine. Yes, sir; generally they are.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And they compare favorably with
yours ?

164315—20 39
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Mr. Jakdine. In grazing capacity. However, they are suitable

mainly for spring, fall, and winter range, while the national forests

are primarily summer range.
Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. Are they in proximity to yours ?

Mr. Jaedine. The areas adjoining parts of the national forest areas

are becoming less and less. Homesteading is crowding back to the
foothills, so that in many cases there is a narrow strip of public
domain between the forest and the lower lands. In other cases

there are millions of acres that are practically desert at a consider-

able distance from the forests.

The Chairman. As a matter of economy, they should be brought
under your jurisdiction, should they not? They could be handled
by you with a great deal less expense than they could under another
department ?

Mr. Graves'. Yes; because the Department of Agriculture has all

the trained men that there are in the Government service, skilled in

grazing.
The Chairman. At least, it ought to be in cooperation with the

other departments?
Mr. Graves. I should think that it ought to be under the Agricul-

tural Department.
The Chairman. That would be more economical?
Mr. Graves. Not only as far as service is concerned, but because

that is the logical thing.

Mr. Tincher. We still maintain Government land offices in these

sections where they have these lands ; for instance, in Colorado and
the other places you named. The only question would be whether
they could rent those lands through those land offices with less ad-
ministrative expense to the Government than through your office.

Mr. GRAVES. Yes, sir.

Mr. Tincher. At any rate, it should be one or the other. They
ought to be leased by one of the departments.
Mr. Graves. Yes; I think the matter of workiiig out administra-

tive machinery in handling them is the easiest question.

Mr. Tincher. One member of the committee suggests that the little

fellow out there was using these Government lands. That was not
my understanding. Who are using the Government lands?
Mr. Graves. You mean the national forest lands?
Mr. Tincher. No; the other.

Mr. Jacoway. He means the national forest lands.

Mr. Graves. You are referring to the open public lands ?

Mr. Jardine. They are more the large men when we consider the

area as a whole. However, there are some placies where settlers use

the adjoining public lands for grazing their stock. It depends upon
the stage of settlement and cost of development. Many of these

lands can not be used by other than a large organization. Either the

Government would have to develop them and have them handled as

large units by cooperative associations or groups of little fellows,

or it would take a large private operator to develop and manage
them.
Mr. Jacowat. Didn't you state a while ago- that thousands of little

fellows, the settlers, would get the advantage under this policy of

the Government?
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Mr. Graves. That is in the national forest.

Mr. TiNCHER. No ; I mean the other. Tell me what the situation
is. Let us say that a big company owns a pasture and in that pasture
are several tracts of Government lands. The effect of giving them
the use of that Government land is to discourage the system of put-
ting that land off the tax rolls.

Mr. Jaedine. It is illegal to fence the Government land without
permit.
Mr. TiNCHER. But they have their fences and roads.
The Chairman. What are the laws in the States with respect to

fencing ? Are cattle permitted to run at large ?

Mr. Jardine. Ordinarily there are fencing laws in the Western
States which require fencing of individual holdings.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Mr. Jardine spoke about placing

large sums of money for developing water purposes. Are you using
some of that money for that purpose ?

Mr. Graves. We are making water improvements at various places.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Where you have large areas avail-

able for grazing, there is always water available somewhere in the
vicinity. Do you do anything there with the water supply ?

Mr. Graves. There are places where we are making some experi-
ments to open up lands that have not been used at all. There is one
such place in California.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. On those areas there must be some
water.

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And tha:t supply is under your
care?

Mr. Graves. Usually.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Where it is, are you spending

money to protect that water supply or improve it and develop it;

I mean so as to increase the supply of it to cattle or sheep or goats ?

Mr. Graves. There are places where there is public water used by
quite a number of different permittees.

Mr. Jardine. In the national forests a great deal of improvement
work is done in cooperation with permittees.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you any idea of how much
money you are spending for each one of the items?
Mr. Graves. This money is derived from the general improvement

fund. That comes under another item and will be presented later.

The Chairman. We will take up the next item, Mr. Graves, No.
246, on page 133

:

For the purchase of tree seed, cones, and nursery stock, for seeding and tree
planting within national forests.

Mr. Graves. There is no change in that.

Mr. Anderson. We have been thinking about reducing that a
little.

Mr. Graves. That was reduced several years ago.

The Chairman. What is being done with that money ?

Mr. Graves. That is the item for planting on the national forests.

In a number of forests we conduct nurseries, furnishing stock for
planting on the more important areas, like watersheds. We are
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planting also on lands which have been severely burned over and
on which we feel that we are secure from fire.

The Chairman. Do you plant trees ?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And raise the nursery stock ?

Mr. Graves. We raise nursery stock. We collect and grade the
seed and raise the small trees and set them out in the forest.

The Chairman. Is that experimental work ?

Mr. Graves. It is partly experimental. Much of it is beyond the

experimental stage. We plant forests in places where we can not

expect to get natural production. We plant about 7,000 acres a year
now. The work is of increasing importance.
The Chairman. By planting trees?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir. In Nebraska we are practically creating

forests.

Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska. What particular part of Nebraska ?

Mr. Graves. In the sandhills of western Nebraska we are planting

about a section a year.

Mr. Eubet. Do you find them the next year when you go back to

look for £iiem ?

Mr. Graves. The plantations have been singularly successful.

The Chairman. Describe the planting ; how is it done ?

Mr. Graves. They are set out in rows, usually 8 to 10 feet apart.

Where there is more or less brush, of course, the rows are very irregu-

lar. The trees are put out when they are only about two or three

years old, and the planting is done very rapidly. In our plantations,

which have passed beyond the purely experitmental stage, success is

exceedingly good. In the Nebraska forests there were a great many
failures during the first few years. There is very little failure now.
Perhaps the best success we have had is in Michigan, Montana, Cole
rado, Oregon, and Washington.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is your acreage in Michi

gan?
Mr. Graves. We have about 1,200 to 1,500 acres planted, and we

expect in a few years to be planting approximately 1,000 acres a year.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much land have you in Michi-

gan that you propose to improve in this way ?

Mr. Graves. Probably, ultimately, it will be desirable to plant

50,000 to 60,000 acres on that forest, and we are hoping that a great

deal of the balance of the Michigan forests will come in with natural

reproduction.

The Chairman. What is the cost of planting per acre ?

Mr. Graves. The cost of planting forests is all the way from $3 to

$4 up to $12 an acre, according to the class, roughness of ground, dis-

tance from transportation, and various other items of cost that go

into any operation of this kind.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You grow the trees in the nursery,

take them to the place where you are going to plant them, and put

them in ?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. When you speak of the cost per.

acre, do you take into account all the cost of raising the trees, care of

nursery, transplanting, and getting them into the ground ?
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Mr. Graves. Everything.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I believe you stated that the aver-

age cost in one of the" previous years was $7 a thousand ?

Mr. Graves. $7 an acre.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Seven cents apiece for the trees?

.
Mr. Graves. No. Seven mills apiece. We plant just about a

thoiisand to an acre, or a little less. It would be about the same.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. At what age do you transfer these

trees ?

Mr. Graves. Usually when three years old; that is, three years
from the seed. That usually means that they have been trans-
plants for one year.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Using different forests, I presume,
depending on the locality and soil ?

Mr. Graves. Yes; but with very many varieties, after we have
learned the trees which grow the best.

The Chairman. How much of the $145,000 is to be used for
planting ?

Mr. Graves. That is all expended for planting and planting ex-
periments. Of course, under planting I include also the mainte-
nance of the nurseries.

The Chairman. How much is for the nurseries and how much
for the planting ?

Mr. Gba\'es. I can not give that offhand without consulting the
book. Would you like that inserted ?

The Chairman. Yes, if you please.

(The statement referred to follows:)

Allotment of funds under the item for tree planting on the national forests.

Planting investigations and general supervision $23, 092
Forest nurseries '. 42, 922
Planting work

, 73, 946
Seed collection and extraction 5, 680

Total 145,640

The Chairman. We will recess now until 2 o'clock this afternoon.

(Thereupon, at 12.30 o'clock p. m., the committee took a recess

until 2 o'clock p. m.)

after recess.

Forest Service—Continued.

The committee reassembled at 2 o'clock p. m., pursuant to the
taking of recess, Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen (chairman) presiding,

The Chairman. You may proceed, Col. Graves.

STATEMENT OF MR, HENRY S. GRAVES, FORESTER AND CHIEF
OF THE FOREST SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—
Continued.

Mr. Graves. On page 134, item 247, " for silvicultural, dendro-
logical, and other experiments and investigations^" etc., an increase

or $75,000 is requested. This increase may be divided into three

general heads, each of $25,000.
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The first has to do with the problem of the present depletion of

the forests, which is going on so rapidly, and the need for further

information in i^egard to the situation as it really exists in this

country.
The two most acute situations in the country are, first, the supply

of pulpwood suitable for the manufacture of news-printi paper.

The other is the depletion of our hardwoods, particularly the high-

grade hardwoods such as are used extensively by the general wood-
using industries—^those which manufacture vehicles, furniture,

agricultural implements, and a great variety of articles made of oak,

hickory, ash, poplar, and walnut. The old-growth timber in the

East is going very fast. We have been accustomed to draw for

most of our uses on the virgin forests; that is, on trees which are

150 years and over in age. That is high-grade material, and it

comes chiefly from our original supplies. The old-growth soft

woods have been pretty much cut out in the East, with the excep-

tion of relatively small areas in some of the Northern States and
in the far South. The old-growth yellow pine has not a very much
longer life. I do not mean that all of the old-growth trees are

jyoing to be cut in the near future, but the larger bodies which go

to make up quantity production are not going to last more than
about 15 years. That is on the testimony of the lumber manufac-
turers themselves.

The significance of this is that the yellow pine, which heretofore

has been the controlling influence in the general market for soft

timber, is giving way very rapidly to the Douglas fir, so that the

prices of lumber are more and more governed, even in the East,

by the prices of Douglas fir.

Douglas fir is even being sold to-day in Portland, Me., and I was
told the other day that in New York State common 2 x 4's of Douglas
fir were being sold, with a $26 freight rate.

The hardwood situation is a critical one for many of our manu-
facturing industries, which do not know what they can look for-

ward to in the way of supplies. They are coming to us for infor-

mation, but our information is meager. It will be, of course, impos-
sible to make a complete inventory or survey of the forest resources

of the country for anything like the sum asked, but it is desirable

to assemble information as fast as possible regarding the situation

to meet the demands that are coming and to aid in working out

the general broad policy for bringing about better forest practices

throughout the country. That is the purpose of the first portion of

this increase of $25,000.

Mr. Anderson. Mr. Graves, I noticed in reading the explanatory
note under this item that the first increase apparently contemplates
quite a wide investigation connected with the manufacture of lumber
and other wood products, requirements, outputs, domestic and ex-

port markets, etc. It is c[uite clear, I think, that the amount of

money that you have here is not going to permit of any such investi-

gation. I do not feel that I would be willing to vote for an item
of this sort unless it was understood that it was to be confined to

the critical points, of this proposition, the hardwood or pulpwood
particularly. There is no use of spreading this money out over a

wide field because you are not going to get anywhere, it seems to me.
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Mr. Graves. I think there is a good deal that can be assembled
through existing agencies—through lumber associations, State agen-
cies, and others—which would not cost very much. I think you are
right in regard to any effort to spread so thin that you would not
get anywhere. I would not undertake that. To make a real survey
of the whole United States, such as was suggested when the census
hill was before the House committee, would cost several million
dollars, because that would mean that. State by State, the resources
would be surveyed and all of the related problems taken into con-
sideration.

Mr. Anderson. Do you have any hope of discovering new sources
of pulpwood, or is it rather a question of cultivation or establishment
of new pulp forests ?

Mr. Graves. So far as the pulpwood problem is concerned, I feel

that we should have assembled the information in regard to the
situation as it actually exists to-day in the East, and in the Lake
States, too, where the principal source of manufacture has been. As
to new sources of pulp supply, that is largely a question of investi-

gation in the far West. We have in the national forests and in the
private forests near them the future supply of pulpwood. That
includes southeast Alaska and possibly, ultimately, if the forests do
not all burn up, some production from the interior of Alaska, where
there is a great deal of good spruce. A great deal can be done
.through cooperation with existing agencies. The State agencies in

New York and Maine, New Hampshire, West Virginia, Minnesota,
Michigan, and a number of other States, are gathering information,
and our part in that would be to act as a clearing house and bring
this information together for the whole country, check it up, and
fill in gaps.
Mr. Anderson. My impression is that some of these timber con-

cerns are very large, and some of them may maintain quite large
investigational or research forces, and that they have very con-

siderable statistical material with respect to the extent of forest

resources.

Mr. Graves. That is true. In the case of the western forests a good
deal of that information is already in our hands. In the East such
organizations as the International Paper Co. have, as you say, a
research organization and probably have a good deal of information
not only about their own lands, but also regarding possible supplies

elsewhere upon which they may intend to draw.
Mr. Anderson. Do you expect this material to be made available

to you, in considerable measure at least, and that you will collate

and correlate that information ?

Mr. Graves. We will serve as a clearing house for that information.

In some other places, as with hardwoods, that would not be the case.

At the present time the Indiana hardwood manufacturers and wood
using industries are extending out for their supplies into Mississippi,

Louisiana, and Arkansas, and they are probably less equipped with
information than any other class of manufacturers.
Mr. Anderson. Is any thing being done now in the way of the

importation of hardwoods?
Mr. Graves. There is very little hardwood imported except such

species as do not grow in this country, used for furniture and other
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special uses. At one time there was some oak imported and used
for railroad ties, which was brought over from Korea, I think it was,
through the Japanese, but that was more of a trial shipment, I
think, than anything else.

Our country is going to be drawn on for hardwoods by western
Europe when they get into a condition to purchase lumber. Already
some of our higher grade hardwoods are being shipped abroad.
Western Europe is going to look to Russia, Finland, and Scandinavia
for their supplies of ordinary soft wood. For hardwoods they will

look to us. So we can look for a drain on our hardwood supply from
Europe just as fast as they can finance it.

The Chairman. In what respect does this line of activity differ

from that carried on at the Madison laboratory? The note states,

"To investigate the many economic problems connected with the

manufacture of lumber," etc.

Mr. Graves. It is a question of the economic aspects rather than
the technical aspects.

The Chairman. Do you have a laboratory here in Washington ?

Mr. Graves. No ; the laboratory at Madison is the only one.

The Chairman. What about the next item?
Mr. Graves. The second portion refers to the forest investigations

and the studies which we are making in the growth of the different

trees, the possible yield per acre under different methods of cutting,

the methods of cutting so as to secure natural reproduction, and
similar questions. Forestry is still in its infancy in this country.

We have a number of experimental stations in the national forests

where we are making the studies, but there is a good deal of addi-

tional information urgently needed about the growth, reproduction,

and methods of treating forests as applied to the Government lands.

There is also great demand for investigations outside the public prop-
erty. Take, lor example, the problem of southern pine. The old

timber is going very rapidly. The question which is immediately
asked when we urge the conserving of the young trees and the use of

methods that will encourage reproduction is, Ifow fast will the trees

grow ? Will it pay us to hold this land if we have some young trees

on it ; and if so, how can we cut our timber in a practical way so that

we can encourage the young growth and make it worth while to pro-

tect it' from fire afterwards?
It is that class of studies which are included in this item.

We are endeavoring also, in connection with hardwoods, to perfect

our technical information in order effectively to encourage small

owners of woodlands, farmers, and others to plant hardwood trees

such as walnut, ash, hickory, oak, and trees of that kind, which have
a large value, and to handle their woodlands intelligently.

A part of this proposed increase would be used in connection with

our own experimental stations in the national forest and a part of it

in connection with the studies in the East, outside the national forests.

The Chairman. How many of these experimental stations have
you ?

Mr. Graves. We have six stations. They consist of a headquarters

building or two at a point selected to show typical conditions in

some region. For example, we have one just north of the Columbia
Eiver, in the State of Washington, which is in the heart of the
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Douglas-fir region; and already, as a result of the studies there, we
have definitely determined how the Douglas-fir stands should be cut
in order to get reproduction, information that was not known five
or six years ago. We were in the dark or guessing at it, and we
were making some mistakes until the experimental work settled the
methods.
Mr. Anderson. Is there any considerable reforestation being un-

dertaken by private concerns now ?

Mr. Graves. Very little in the way of actual planting. There are
some water companies, mining companies, and wealthy individuals
who are undertaking it. In some instances paper companies are be-
ginning systematic reforestation. One of the very large paper com-
panies m Canada is undertaking reforestation on a large scale.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How large ?

Mr. Graves. I think it is several thousand acres a year which they
expect to plant. They are establishing substantial nurseries. That
is the Laurentide Paper Co. They have reached the conclusion that,
as a permanent industry, with a very expensive plant and large in-
vestments in mills, waterpower development, and so on, it is the best
economy to reforest wherever the natural reproduction is not fol-

lowing. They feel that it is going to be more economical in the long
run to plant in the more accessible portions of their forests as they
are cut over, instead of bringing in timber from long distances, say
25, 35, or 40 years from now.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is a more feasible proposi-

tion for the paper companies than for some other industries, because
paper lumber can be cut when it is quite small.
Mr. Graves. Yes; and also because the paper manufacturers, on

account of the large investments, must be on a more permanent
basis. A sawmill, compared with a paper mill, represents a rela-

tively small investment, and the value can be usually depreciated in
a relatively small time. This can not be done with a paper mill,

so the question resolves itself into the permanency of ownership.
Those who have permanent interests in the lands, like mining com-
panies, would hold the lands because of their mineral value, and they
are interested in growing trees on the surface for, their own use.

That is one of the reasons why mining companies and private water
companies are going into forestation. They can possibly charge off

some of the expense of holding the land to other uses, and incidentally

they raise trees both because they conserve the watershed and be-

cause they can in the long run get some income from them. So
those are the first enterprises which are chiefly interested.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Generally speaking, what is the
quality of the soil in the South on the southern timberlands from
which the timber has been cut ? There has been an immense cutting-

of timber in the South in the last few years. What is the quality of
the soil that is left, generally speaking ?

Mr. Graves. There is a great deal of that soil which is suitable for

agriculture, and there is a great deal of it which is very meager.
Just as soon as the top soil is leached out it is unproductive and is

never going to be permanently cultivated. People may try it, but in

the long run a great deal of it is land that is going to be chiefly valu-

able for trees and will ultimately revert to trees.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In the southern climate trees grow
more rapidly, and it would seem to me a good field for reforesting.

Mr. Graves. There are certain pines that grow very rapidly. There
is Loblolly pine, often called North Carolina pine, that grows as

rapidly as the western Douglas fir. In the far South, in certain loca-

tions the longleaf pine and also the slash pine grow very rapidly.
There is an excellent opportunity for forestry enterprises with that
very rapid growing slash pine or longleaf pine, which can be used for

turpentine when it is 23 or 24 years old, and, if the right kind of

methods are used, a continuous production can be taken from it for

:25 or 30 years without weakening the tree, as is done in France.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It seems to me th^t in our Southern

States where so much timber is being cut, especial^ from land which
is not very good for agriculture, reforestation ought to be encouraged.
Mr. Graves. The next part of this item is the proposal that I have

for that, sir. That is the third part of this increase and is primarily
for cooperation. We have one man now in the South. He is a
thoroughly practical fellow. He has been well trained in forestry

'and has also had very long experience in lumbering. He is working
with the different owners, studying with them the possibilities of

forestry, investigating their economic problems, and pointing out to

them the possibilities for the practical handling of their lands for

.growing trees. There are many places in the South where, even
from the standpoint of the ordinary investor to-day, it will pay to

hold lands covered with second growth and to encourage a regrowth
•on those areas which is not covered to-day.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But, largely and as a general propo-
sition, individuals will not go into that reforesting. It takes too long.

An individual buys, for instance, in the southern countries for the
timber; and he manufactures it and gets out just as soon as the tim-

ber is gone. He does not buy with the idea that the land was very
valuable, and he sells the land for anything he can get. It is prac-

i;ically so with the company that was organized to operate on that

land. When the timber is gone the company goes out of existence

and they quit, and for the reason you have stated, that it takes a long
lime for the trees to grow, and the individual will not undertake to

go into that proposition on a large scale.

Mr. Jones. He can not afford to pay the taxes on the land while
the trees are growing.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You might encourage some of them

to take it up, but my impression is that you will not get very far.

It would seem to me, therefore, that the public in those States ought
"to do it ; they might be encouraged by your bureau to do it.

Mr. Graves. I feel that there is a public aspect to it, but I do not

feel that it is either practical, necessary, or desirable that the public

should undertake the whole problem. I thing a great deal can be
accomplished through systematic fire protection and right methods
of cutting.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Fire protection is only for the pro-

tection of the timber until the time comes for cutting it.

Mr. Graves. I feel that there should be fire protection of the young
trees as well; and that would be practical under such systems as

Tve are already inaugurating in a number of States. The States
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themselves must participate in the fire-protective work. We are
going to stop the destruction by fire and other causes. There will

follow an immense amount of young growth which will come on
and furnish growth for the future.

I believe tnat with the cooperative enterprise, the recognition of
the practical consideration of taxation, and other things, we can
in the long run bring about an immense amount of forest renewal.
The educational work or cooperative work we do would not be
merely to persuade some lumber operator, who has bought some land
and expects to go out in 15 years, to develop forestry. We would
not expect that. We have got to begin at the beginning. The result

of this work will be the development of general interest in this

whole problem and bring about State legislation to prevent fires

and secure constructi-\-e practices of forestry which, taken all together,
will go a long way toward solving the problem.
Mr. Jokes. How many States are purchasing land and reforest-

ing it ?

Mr. Graves. I think there are probably 15 or 16.

ilr. Jones. About how many States in the Union have a condition
where they ought to do that ?

Mr. Graves. Practically every State that has natural forest condi-
tions. I believe that even Ohio ought to acquire some forests in the
southern part of the State, a rough country where the forests are
rapidly deteriorating every year. These would constitute a center
of cooperation and as demonstration grounds, places from which the
public could work with private owners and perhaps make a tre-

mendous step in advance throughout the region.

Mr. Jones. What objection have these States made, if you have
had any correspondence oil conference with them on it, as to why
they do not start propaganda of that kind ?

Mr. Graves. It has usually been inertia. The public does not
realize the importance of it. They look on it somewhat as a private
individual does—^that it takes a long time to grow trees and that, if

they do not do it this year, the consequence will not be serious ; so

they let it go and nothing happens.
Mr. Jones. Do you think that the Federal Government should

force them to act?

Mr. GRA^Es. The Federal Government can not force them to act.

I think the Federal Government could act as a stimulus, a clearing

house of information, and guide; and it could, through such meas-
ures perhaps as our cooperative fire protection, stimulate action by
the States by making cooperative contributions from the Government
contingent on wise and effective action by the States.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It occurs to me that in the South,

where they are cutting timber so fast, some of the land may be good
for i3ractical agriculture and that some of it which may be taken up
for agriculture may not be suitable for that purpose, at least in a

profitable way. It seems to me it would be well if those States

would profit by the experience of other States and acquire some of

that poorer land that is good for forestry and use it for reforesting

and not permit it to be put to agricultural use, because it will be an

ultimate failure if they attempt to use it for agricultural purpases.

Mr. Graves. I know the Federal Government by its studies and
cooperation does wish to point that out.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Yes ; but not to do the work in con-
nection with it, because it is of such importance and interest to the
State itself that it seems to me they ought to do it. Years ago in
Michigan there were great pine forests. Private parties acquired
the land, and their first cut was only of the very best pine timber,
because that was all for which-there was a market. Then, after that
cutting, they let the land go back to the State for taxes. The State,
instead of holding that land (because there was still a lot of good
timber on it that later came into the market), provided a way for
selling it. It was bought, and the time that elapsed allowed the
land to improve; the timber increased in size, and the market for
timber changed so that the poor timber found a market. That land
was sold by the State, after it had been acquired for taxes, and the
new purchaser cleaned off what was good, and then let it go back to

the State again for taxes, and we lost all the timber again.
Xow, it seems to me that that condition exists in many places in

the South, with reference to the lighter-land ; and if they would profit

by the experience of our State, for instance, after the first cutting,

when they have a chance to get the land through the lapse of taxes,

they ought to hold it and have forest reservations there.

The Ghaikman. In your opinion, is the supply increasing or de-

creasing ?

Mr. Graves. The supply of timber is being depleted very rapidly,

and the supply of merchantable timber, taking it as a whole in the
United States, is losing ground every year.

The Chairman. To what extent?
Mr. Graves. I think that the growth is probably less than one-

third of the use and loss, measured in terms of merchantable timber.

I am speaking of growth which will produce trees of a quality and
character that ultimately could be sawed, and not of mere cubic feet

of wood. The difficulty is that our second gi-owth, which comes up
naturally under fire and abuse, is of such a low grade that there are

great areas of the country covered with second growth of little

potential value. It is low grade in character, and crooked, and
never will make anything of value.

The Chairman. Take the next item, 248, " For estimating, and ap-
praising timber and other resources on the national forests," -etc., an
increase of $45,000.

Mr. Graves. This increase is in part for appraisals of timber for

sales which are coming on. About $20,000 of the increase will be

used for that purpose. The item was formerly $100,000, and was
reduced to $80,000 during the war because the demand for new sales

of timber fell off so rapidly that we did not need the money. The
demand for timber is increasing again and we ha^e already a good
many different tracts of land which have got to be examined, cruised,

and appraised before sale^ can be made. Southeast Alaska presents

one of the most interesting fields for new development and the estab-

lishment of paper plants. There are there splendid opportunities

for water-power development. The spruce and hemlock grow there

in great abundance, in heavy stands, and accessible to water. There
is offered one of the best opportunities in the country for large

development. We have now very little information of sufficiently

exact character to make sales now, and that would be one of the

l^laces where Ave would make important timber surveys.
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The Chairman. It is in order to keep up with the increased
business ?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir. As an illustration of the increased busi-
ness, already this year our receipts are running about $160,000 ahead
of last year, which shows the activities in the lumber industry.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In some of these other items you

told us you employed a lot of men whose duty it was to do this very
estimating and appraising of the timber for sales.

Mr.Reaves. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Can they not do it under the other
appropriations without having this money for it ?

Mr. Graves. No, sir; these surveys are for important sales and
the iiew sales of large bodies of timber. They involve special crews.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Every sale is important, is it not?
Mr. Graves. I should not have used that word in that connection.

There is an immense number of small sales, whose appraisal is

handled by our local officers, who have miscellaneous other duties
also. The item in question provides for appraising timber in
large sales, where it is necessary to send a regular organized crew
to spend the entii'e season going over and mapping the ground,
cruising, and determining the amount and value of timber.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. When you make these sales is

the timber cut clean ?

Mr. Graves. No, sir ; usually not ; but the timber is always desig-

nated for cutting. In cases where the trees can be selected here and
there, every tree that is to be taken out is marked. Where is cer-

tain stands in the Northwest, such as the heaviest white pine and
the Douglas fir the trees are all about the same size and about the
same age, it is impossible to make selectivei cutting. There we cut
clear in blocks or patches; otherwise, if you left individual trees

standing, they would be blown over. Provision is, of course, made
in the location of those areas for- leaving blocks of trees which will

stand in order to seed up the ground.
In the majority of cases, however, it is not necessary to cut clear,

but a portion of the stand is left, amounting from the standpoint

of actual quantity of timber, to from 1.5 to 25 per cent of the mer-
chantable volume, but a larger percentage of the individual trees,

because those which are left are small or of the middle size, while

the mature and older trees are cut.

Mr. EuBEY. I notice you have a great many employees with dif-

ferent titles. I can usually tell by the title what character of work
the employee does. There may be some of colleagues on the com-
mittee who may not know what a xylotomist is, and for their in-

formation I would like to have you tell us what a xylotomist is. It

appears among the list of employees on page 131.

Mr. Graves. A xylotomist is a civil service designation which I

hope before we get through we can get changed. He must be a

trained microscopist, who
Mr. Eubey. What is that?

Mr. Graves. The man who. who holds this position has been study-

ing the structure of wood. He is an expert in cutting slides and
examining the structure of wood under the microscope.

Mr. Jones. Let me tell Mr. Rubey that the difference between a

microscopist and a xylotomist is $900.
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Mr. Graves. I might insert in the record that the work this man
is doing is of very real, practical value, because he is making thesa

studies in connection with the study of our strength tests. We want
to know why woods fail under different stresses, and to determine
that we examine the wood after it has been tested and learn thft

effect on the structure.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I supposed the laboratory at
Madison was doing that.

Mr. Jacoway. Mr. Eubey has exhibited his ignorance heje, and
I want to get in the same class with him. What is the meaning of
the terms silviculture " and " dendrology," on page 134 ?

Mr. Graves. " Silviculture" is a technical term for forest produc-
tion, forest growth and culture. That is a general term which we
apply to measures for natural reproduction, replanting, or other
work that looks to the continuance of the forests. " Dendrology "

is a term applied to the study of an individual tree or species, as.

contrasted with the study of the development of the whole forest.

It is rather the botanical side, contrasted with the forestry side.

The Chairman. Let us hear you on the next item.

Mr. Graves. The next item is on page 136, item 249, " For other
jniscellaneous forest investigations," etc. The real purpose of the

requested increase of $25,640 is to aid in the bringing about of bet-

ter public sentiment in the national forest districts regarding our
protective work. I have been very much concerned by the large

number of man-caused fires in the forests. Lightning, of course^

is something that we can not control, but carelessness in the woods-

is something which should, in the long run, be reduced to a mini-

mum. We can stop the man-caused fires in two ways. One is by
law enforcement and the other is by a better public sentiment.

The law enforcement we are taking care of through our regular
organization and through the local departments, and we have already
gained a good deal in that direction. For example, in California
this past season there were over 200 convictions for starting forest

fires in the national forests through carelessness or otherwise, and
the result of that action has been widespread and very beneficial..

At the same time, there is a great deal that can be done in the
way of improving public sentiment in the different regions, and I

should like to have attached to each of my district headquarters a

man who can handle that side of the work. It is a question of
public education in meeting with organizations of all kinds and
getting out informational matter, pictures, exhibits, and things
of that kind. I would like to go to the schools so that the

children in the schools will learn something of the value of the-

forests and the need for care of them. That would take a large-

part of the proposed increase.

I would like also a small addition, a little over $3,000, in connec-
tion with our maps. We have our maps photolithographed by the

Geological Survey, and a little more money is required for that.

The Chairman. The next is item 250, "For the construction and
maintenance of roads, trails, bridges, fire lanes," etc. ?

Mr. Graves. This is an item for various improvements in the na-
tional forests.

The Chairman. Is this outside of the percentage allowed for
roads ?
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Mr. Graves. Yes, sir ; this is for improvements of all kinds.
The Chausma^t. You have a road fund, have you not?
Mr. (iRAVEs. We have a special road fund, yes.
The Chairman. Why do you include roads in this item ?

Mr. Graves. That is the wording which has always been there, and'
I think it is desirable to leave it, because very frequently there are
small stretches of a road which a few men could handle and under-
this appropriation they have authority to do it.

Mr. Anderson. What is the amount of the permanent appropria-
tion that would be available for roads and trails in the forests next_
year?
Mr. Graves. There are two items, one of $1,000,000, under section-

8 of the Federal-aid road act, in cooperation with the States, and
$3,000,000 under the amendment to that act passed last year, making
altogether $4,000,000.

The Chairman. That is in the Post Office appropriation act ?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir. The work of building roads is being han-,
died by the Bureau of Public Eoads of the Department of Agricul-
ture.

Mr. Anderson. I notice in your report that you refer to the 10.

per cent item.

Mr. Graves. I should have added that also. Ten per cent of our
receipts are available for roads in the national forests, which makes

.

about $450,000 for that purpose.
The Chairman. They are the gross receipts, including those for

grazing privileges?

Mr. Graves. Yes; the gross receipts, which amount to about
$4,450,000.

Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. That 10 per cent goes to the States ?

Mr. Graves. Twenty-five per cent goes to the States and is spent
by them for roads or schools.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then the States get more than
that?

Mr. Graves. Ten per cent of the gross receipts is expended by the
department itself in the construction of roads, and these other items
come under the Federal-aid road act.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then, the States get 45 per cent?
Mr. Graves. In the original Federal aid road act, section 8, it was

provided that 10 per cent of the gross receipts from those forests in

which the road projects are located should be set aside for the reim-
bursement of the moneys appropriated for the national forests.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Before we had any road act the
law provided that a certain percentage of the receipts from the sale .

of timber should go to the States for certain purposes, for roads and
schools.

Mr. Graves. Twenty-five per cent.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is that all?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Did they not get another percen-

tage for something else?

Mr. Graves. Ten per cent,was appropriated later for the construc-

tion of roads within the national forests.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I thought the States got something -

besides the 25 per cent?
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Mr. Graves. No, sir ; I am right about that.
The Chairman. Let us get clear exactly what is to be deducted

from your receipts. There is 10 per cent for building roads ?

Mr. Graves. Ten per cent of the receipts for the construction of
roads by the Government; 25 per cent
The Chairman. That is paid to the State?
Mr. Graves. Is appropriated to the States.

The Chairman. For roads or schools?
Mr. Graves. For roads or schools.
The Chairman. What else?
Mr. Graves. Another 10 per cent from those forests in which the

road projects are located is set aside in the Treasury as against the
appropriation under section 8 of the Federal aid road act.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is there not some direction to you
as to how you shall use the 10 per cent fund for road building? Are
they suc^ roads as you want for your exclusive use or such roads as

may be maintained for general use?
Mr. Graves. I do not recall the wording of the act, but the thought

behind it was that the roads built within the national forests would
necessarily help in the development of the community, and, of

course, we are using the money in that spirit.

Mr. Anderson. How much?
Mr. Harrison. Mr. McLaughlin, you will find those provisions on

page 297 of the Book of Estimates.
Mr. Anderson. How much of this appropriation under this item

is used for the construction of roads and trails in the national

forests ?

Mr. Graves. About $100,000 of it was used in the last fiscal year

for road and trail construction. This was in addition to mainte-

nance.
Mr. Anderson. Is any of it used for new construction ?

Mr. Graves. Yes ; about $100,000. This year we are doii\g our new
construction of roads and trails primarily from the other item,

and under item 250 we are endeavoring to catch up with the urgent

demand for telephone lines and other improvements.
Mr. Anderson. What I want to know is whether any of this item

is used for new construction? •

Mr. Graves. This year probably very little of it. The design was
to have the new construction taken care of chiefly from the other

fund, but some trails will have been built in connection with the

general improvement fund.

Mr. Jones. What character of roads were built; were there many
different types, or are you using the word " trails ' generally ?

Mr. Graves. The word " trails " refers to the trails built in the

forests primarily for purposes of fire protection and to open up and
make the forests accessible. Those are the horse trails. The roads

are well-graded, gravel roads. They are built, at least as far as all

the major projects are concerned, under the direction of the Bureau
of Public Eoads. We are not building paved roads.

Mr. Jacowat. What does it cost you a mile to build them ?

Mr. Graves. They run all the way from $2,000 to $20,000 a mile.

T have in mind one section of road in the State of Washington, which
goes through a very heavy timber and is of heavy construction, which
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to-day would cost $20,000 a mile, but that is not a paved road ; it is

a dirt road.

Mr. Jones. Did you deduct the value of the stumpage that you cut
oif of these rights of way?
Mr. Graves. That would go into a separate item.
Mr. Jones. The cost of cutting the rights of way, the cost of fell-

ing the trees in the rights of way, was in the neighborhood of $20,000
a mile.

Mr. Graves. That is for the entire cost of construction.
Mr. Jones. The salvage you got out of the stumpage is not de-

ducted, is it?

Mr. Graves. No. I suppose wiien you come to the Bureau of Pub-
lic Roads that Mr. McDonald will go into the details regarding the
forest roads and the cost of construction under different circum-
stances.

Mr. Jones. In your statement of receipts from stumpage sold from
any of this land, have you given credit for stumpage that was taken
off of these roads?
Mr. Graves. Everything that is sold in the national forests is

shown in the item of receipts.

Mr. Jones. And the actual cost to the Government for construct-

ing this road would be the $20,000 less what you got for the timber
through these rights of way?
Mr. Graves. Yes; but that is not the .average price by any means.
Mr. Jones. The cost of one road was $20,000 a mile ?

Mr. Graves. Yes ; $5,000 or $10,000 a mile is the average cost of
these mountain roads.
Mr. Jacoway. In those States where they have improvement dis-

tricts, or where there is a bond issue and they want to join up in

order to build roads in the State, you cooperate in the State move-
ment, do you not ?

Mr. Graves. Yes. The Federal aid road act is a cooperative act,

and there is cooperation in each State in these roads. In the amend-
ment to the act last year, carrying further appropriations, the ques-

tion of cooperation is made discretionary. So that, where roads are
entirely within the forests and are more important to the Govern-
ment than to a community, the Government may build the entire

road without cooperation.

Mr. Jones. Is any part of the $560,000 asked for here used for

the work contemplated by that miscellaneous item of $1,000,000,

on page 271 of this report, that we pass every year ?

Mr. Graves. No ; that is entirely for fire emergency.
Mr. Jones. Yes.
Mr. Graves. That is entirely a question of fighting fires and fire

suppression.

Mr. Jones. It does not include fire lanes, telephone lines, and all

those things ?

Mr. Graves. No. In connection with fire suppression, there might
be some lanes built around the fire which, in short sections, might
serve afterward ; but they are not built for that purpose.

The Chairman. How much of this money is used for building

fences ?

Mr. Graves. About $77,000 for fences, altogether. That includes

$29,000 for fences here and there on boundaries designed to control

164315—20 40
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the stock. We have a great many places where we really have
trouble with trespass, which we find it is absolutely impossible to

prevent until we are able to put drift fences here and there along
the boundary, and the other $48,000
The Chairman. Are you responsible for the trespassing of the

animals ?

Mr. Graves. No, sir ; but we want to keep the stock off the national

forests, and there are two ways of doing it.

The Chairman. This is for keeping them off the forests, not from
the farms and cultivated lands ?

Mr. Graves. There are places where there is grazing land border-
ing the forests, where the tendency is for outside stock to drift onto
the forest. It is impracticable to keep range riders on the bound-
ary lines all the time, which is about the only way you can keep
them off unless you build fences here and there.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why do you not want them to go
into the forests?

Mr. Graves. They are not permitted to go on. They overstock

the land.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They are grazing on public

lands?
Mr. Graves. Either on public land or private land.

The Chairman. Then the bulk of this increase is to be used for

building fences?

Mr. Graves. Fully half of this increase would be used for fences.

Mr. Anderson. How are we going to justify the constantly in-

creasing expenditures for range improvements without any increase

in the grazing returns?
Mr. Graves. I think the justification for that would be that in

many instances we shall have to take stock off of the forests unless

we do make some improvements. There are conditions where, with-

out fences, the stock can not be controlled and the lands are becom-
ing overstocked ; or the cattle drift upon the summer range too early

in the spring and injure it. .It is in such circumstances a question,

in order to protect the forest, of either taking off the stock or put-

ting in some drift fences.

In oth6r instances there are areas where we could undoubtedly
put on an increased number of stock with drift fences. Mr. Jardine

has estimated that with these improvements we could add to the

present number of stock about 18,000 head of cattle and about 56,000

head of sheep.

Mr. Jones. What added revenue would that bring?
The Chairman. About $15,000.

Mr. Jones. At what expense?
Mr. Anderson. $100,000.

Mr. Graves. That would be for one year.

Mr. Jardine. That is the increase that Ave estimate we can take

care of by a better handling of the stock and by opening up new
areas. This increase will be used largely to take care of the stock,

which must be removed from areas now overgrazed. It simply

means we are oversold. We are behind our sales. Part of the ex-

penditure will be to prevent the necessity of large reductions in

stock. I tried to make clear this mornina; that a 4 per cent reduc-

tion would perhaps be the minimum limit, and that would amount
to approximately $100,000 reduction in grazing fees annually.
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Mr. Anderson. If you increase the fees you would probably ac-
complish a reduction without much difficulty.

Mr. Jaedine. It depends, of course, on the increase. If you in-
crease them beyond the limit of economic production, there would
result a decrease in stock. You might increase them beyond their
actual value and not produce a decrease, because in some cases there
are salable crops on lands which would be unsalable without this
grazing, and the men would have to pay the excess grazing fee out
of their income from those crops rather than go out of business.
The Chairman. How do you keep them off at present?
Mr. Jakdine. We do not keep them off. That is the trouble. Let

me cite one case that I examined this last summer in Nevada : A large
area of foothill and desert adjoins the forest. Stock drift onto the
forest. The range is in extremely bad condition, and we would have
to have one rider for every mile on duty 24 hours a day to keep the
stock oflF.

The Chairman. How much does it cost per mile to build a fence?
Mi'. Jaedine. The cost approximately is about $150 a mile on an

average.

The Chairman. You have 1,600 miles now. How many miles
would be required to fence in the whole forest?

Mr. Jardine. I could not say offhand. The figures for next year's
estimates for boundary fences are 228 miles and for other fences 335
miles.

The Chairman. Two hundred and twenty-eight miles is only a
drop in the bucket.

Mr. Jaedine. It is a drop in the bucket, but it will take care of
some of the more urgent cases, such as I mentioned here, where we
can not function without them.
The Chairman. What will be the ultimate cost if we go into it on

a wholesale scale?

Mr. Jaedine. I could not say. I do not believe it will be neces-
sary on a wholesale scale if the ranges adjoining the national forests

are eventually placed under administration, with proper cooperation,
so that we can eliminate this outside drift. Then it will become a
matter of individuals taking care of their stock and preventing tres-

pass. As it is now, it frequently costs far more to prevent trespass
than it would cost to put up fences.

The Chaieman. What is being done to keep the stock on the res-

ervations from trespassing on other lands ?

Mr. Jardine. There is very little done to keep the stock on the res-

ervations from trespassing oflf. There is a good deal being done to
keep them from trespassing within the forests. Individuals owning
stock are expected to keep them from trespassing, and some of these
otlier fences are to facilitate that work.
You can not, even by law, require something that is absolutely

impracticable.

The Chairman. You have a sort of reciprocal arrangement?
Mr. Jardine. There is very little tendency to drift off of the

ranges in the national forests, because the outside ranges in summer
are so dry that stock do not drift off. They all drift to the forest.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Mr. Graves, I find on page 297 a
provision for paying to the States a portion of the money received

from forest resefves. I find that there is 25 per cent of the total
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paid, not only for the sale of timber but from grazing and money
received^from every other purpose, and 5 per cent more is paid to
the State for the same purpose for schools and public roads. It also
saj^s :

At tlie close of the fiscal year there shall be paid by the Secretary of the
Treasury to the State, as income for its common-school fund, such proportion
of the gross proceeds of all the national forests within said State as the area
ot lands hereby granted to said State for school purposes which are situated
within said forest reserves, whether surveyed or unsurveyed, and for which no
Indemnity has been selected, may bear to the total area of all the national
forests within said State.

You say you paid, as I understand the figures, $86,000 for that pur-
pose last year, and then a percentage additional out of the receipts
of the national forests must be speait for the purpose of building and
maintaining roads and trails within the State, and you have opposite
that item $500,000, so that, altogether, there comes out of the total

revenues of the forests for this year $1,785,000. I thought there was
something going to the States.

Mr. Graves. Subsection 11 refers to Arizona and New Mexico.
The Chairma^jj . Is that the! Jones amendment ?

Mr.' Graves. Those are lands which otherwise would have been
transferred to the States, granted to the States.

The Chairman. Is that what is commonly called the Jones amend-
inent?

Mr. Harrison. It was adopted in 1910, Mr. Haugen,
Mr. Graves. I think this provision was adopted in the enabling

acts when the Territories became States.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Thirty per cent of the total receipts

of the forests goes to the States for schools and roads; 10 per cent

more must be spent on roads and trails within the forest; and the

policy is to construct those at such places as will be of benefit to the

States. Those are measures to connect with roads the! States have
constructed outside of the forests.

Mr. Graves. That 6 per cent in the following section refers to lands

acquired under the Weeks law.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I was not speaking of that. The

Weeks law is an out-and-out appropriation for the purchase of lands,

is it not?
Mr. Graves. Thei act of March 1, 1911, was the Weeks law. First

there was granted 5 per cent of the receipts to the States, and after-

wards, on June 30, 1914, that was increased to 25 per cent, so as to

place the new forests on the same basis as the rest of the national

forests. The act of March 1, 1911, does not apply to the western

national forests but only to the new forests.

That was changed afterward to 25 per ceait, so thejy are all on the

same basis now, receiving 25 per cent.

The Chairman. The next item.

Mr. Graves. In the same paragraph there is a request for some
additional authority for the purchase of ground where necessary

for the location of ranger stations. That is on page 138.

The Chairman. Why should you need more land, with the mil-

lions of acres that you have?
Mr. Graves. Frequently any land suitable for a ranger station

which is owned by the (jovernment is very inconvenient from the

standpoint of the users of the forests, placing the ranger at a remote
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and inconvenient point. Just to give an illustration, I have in mind
a forest that I visited last year, where the ranger had to go about
three-quarters of a mile off the road. In other cases the stations are

2 or 3 miles off the traveled road. This means that anj'body
who wants to reach him on business must take a long side trip. If:

the ranger is located near the road or a village he can handle his-

business better. There is less loss of time in his getting mail and
supplies; he is more in reach of help in fighting fires, and users can.

get better service when they need a permit for wood or other mate-
rial, when trouble occurs regarding adjustment, etc. An accessible^

forest officer is of greater service than one who is hard to reach.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In that particular case who owns;

the land at the point on the road?
Mr. Graves. It is owned by a rancher. It would be necessary to

purchase a site convenient to the public where we could put up a
ranger station. This is very frequently the case, because lands near
thcv roads so frequently have already been taken up. Sometimes it

is desirable to have the ranger in a community where the land is.

private, but where there are no houses or rooms for rent. It should
be borne in mind that the ranger station is an official headquarters..

It is the ranger's office as well as his home.
The Chairman. The $200 we gave you last year was not enough,

to go around?
Mr. Graves. That was for a particular site for a forest nursery

for the Michigan National Forest.

The Chairman. You want $5,000?
Mr. Graves. You will notice we are not asking for an additional

appropriation.

The Chairman. You want $5,000?
Mr. Graves. We wish authority to spend as much as $5,000 of a-

standing appropriation to buy ten or a dozen sites during the year.
The Chairman. How about the new language?
Mr. Graves. The other new language is merely a change to make-

the item, which has appeared year after year, continuing legislation.

The Chairman. That has reference to publications?
Mr. McLaughun of Michigan. The present language says " no

part of this appropriation," which might mean the entire amount
of money carried by the Agriculture bill, or the appropriation for
the Poorest Service. I notice you propose to change " no part of this
appropriation " to " no part of any funds appropriated for the Forest
Service."

Mr. Graves. That law has always specifically applied to the-

Forest Service. The purpose is to leave it out by making it contin-
uing legislation. The change proposed makes the provision apply
to any funds that may be appropriated this year or any other year.
There is no change in the sense of the clause at all.

The Chairman. The next item is 251, on page 140, " To enable the
Secretary of Argriculture more effectively to carry out the provisions
of the act of March 1, 1911," etc.

You have asked an increase of $6,700?
Mr. Graves. That is in connection with the Weeks Act. This para-

. graph makes no appropriation. It merely places a limitation on the-

amount of money which may be expended in the city of Washington.^
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Authority is here requested to spend up to $28,470 in connection with
the expenses in Washington.
The Chairman. That expenditure is limited to Washington?
Mr. Graves. It comes out of the Weeks fund ; this is merely author-

ity to be able to spend that amount of money in the city of Wash-
ington.

The Chairman. The amount is needed?
Mr. Graves. Yes, sir. That finishes the main portion of the bill.

Mr. Hutchinson. Before we leave that I would like to ask you
one or two questions. Have you in your bureau a grazing bookkeep-
ing department separate from the other?
Mr. Graves. Yes, sir. We have not these last two years kept track

of the time of the individual forest officers who may engage on vari-

ous activities. Previously we did, and we are going to resume that

as soon as we can get fully readjusted from the war conditions.

Mr. Hutchinson. I notice here, under item 248, note (&), ^ou
have a $25,000 increase to provide for additional range surveys, esti-

mates, and plans of grazing management.
Mr. Graves. Everything of that sort is kept separate.

Mr. Hutchinson. And in item 250 you have a $100,000 increase

for the management of the ranges.

Mr. Graves. The first item you speak of
Mr. Hutchinson. I understand what it is for, but what I want

to get at is whether this grazing proposition is a paying proposition

to the Government, or whether there is any velvet in it at all, or not.

It is of no benefit to the national forests, is it, to have these sheep

there, unless it reduces the cost of living or something like that?
Mr. Graves. The direct benefit to the forest is in keeping down

the vegetation, and there is a very real contribution in the way of

fire protection. There is not the slightest question that the grazing

does help in fire protection, because it does keep down the dry grass.

Mr. Hutchinson. The matter has been brought up here that we
are not charging enough to the people who use the ranges, and that

is what I want to get at—whether there is any benefit from these

sheep and cattle going on the national forests.

Mr. Graves. The greatest benefit is the economic one of utilizing

the resources in the production of stock and in building up com-
munities.
The Chairman. We are very grateful to you Col. Graves.

(Thereupon the committee proceeded to consider estimates for

another bureau.)

Statement of projects, actwities, and expenses under lump funds.
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Statement of projects, activities, and expenses, etc.—Continued.

Allot>
ment,
1920.

Estimate,
1921.

Increase. Decrease,

Items {

(a)

(c)

(i
(e)

/)

(i)

li]

(0

(m)
(»)
(0)

(P)

3 to 230—National forests

:

Protection
Timber sales and forest management
Grazing administration
Care of game (Wichita Forest and Game Preserve) . .

.

Kent of offices and storehouses
Office assistants (temporary and janitor)
Telephone rentals and charges
Freight, express, drayage, and hauling
Travel
Field and camp supplies
Maintenance of Government horses, hoats, and trucks

.

Maintenance of Govermnent speeders, motorcycles,
and automobiles .'.,..'.

Purchase of speeders and motorcycles
Forage (forest ofBcers' horses on official work)
Miscellaneous activities and expenses

Total
Expense of administering 1,095,022 acres added by
Congress Oct. 29, 1919, to Idaho and Payette National
Forests, Idaho..

667, 700
149,042
32,642
3,069
66,234
20,945
20,645
23, 627
273,995
24,718
45,004

5,799
3,300

178, 595
71, 496

1, 586, 711

S804,372
218,480
68, 170
5,669
67,558
20, 945

21, 777

24,336
279,474
27, 100
47,254

7,095
3,863

178,595
72,429

1,847,117

29, 765

tl36,672
69,438
35,528
2,600
1,324

1,232
709

5,479
2,382
2,250

1,296
563

933
260,406

29, 755

Total. 1,586,711 1, 876, 872 290, 161-

tems 231 to 237—General administration—Field districts:

(a) Rent of offices

(6) Telephone rentals and diarges
(e) General directive work
(a) Fiscal and legal work
le) Supervision of organization and personnel
(/) Supervision of silvicultural work
(g) Supervision of grazing work
(i) Supervision of lands work
(i) Supervision of engineering work

19,420
5,455
43,888
13,300
56,755
90,782
36,630
42,750
50,660

19,420
5,455
43,888
13,300
56,755
90,782
36,6.30

42,750
50,660

Total. 359,640 359,640

Item 238—General administration—Washington:
(a) Telegraph and telephone charges
(6) Generaldirective work. . . ^

(c) Fiscal and legal work
(d) Supervision of organization and personnel
(e) Supervision of silvicultural work
(f) Supervision of grazing work
(fl) Supervision of lands work
(ft) Supervision of engineering work
(!) Supervision of national forest investigative work.

Total.

Item 240—Land classification:

(a) Land classification

(6) Forest homestead siffveys

.

(c) Land exchange

Total.

Item 242—Insect control:
(a) Preventing and reducing damage to national forest

timber from insects

Total.

Item 243—Supplies and equipment;
(A) Purchase of—

(a) Field equipment and surveying instruments
' ) Furniture and office equipment

I Stationery and office supplies
) Laboratory equipment
; station and photographic supplies
m Field libraries and law books
(g) Medical supplies
(A) Lumber and nails

(B) Operation of rubber-stamp plant
(C) Rent, heat, light at supply depot, Ogden, Utah.-

(D) Freight, express, and parcel post
(E) Salaries and travel, property assisUnt and propertj

auiitor

8,300
19,379
10,460
14,300
19,207
9,800
13,600
17, 124
10,790

122,850

3-7,939

48,346
20,715

107,000

37,424
15,077
48,826
13, SCO
11,872
2,750
1,156
1,000
600

3,775
18,500

6,620

8,300
16,859
10,450
14,300
19,207
9,800
13,500
17, 124

10,790

120,330

27, 000
45,000
35,000

107, 000

25,000

25,000

.14,285

14,285

25,000

25,000

Total 161,100

41,391
16,731
52,687
13,500
13, 600
2,760
650

1,400
600

3,871
20, ceo

6,620

3,967
1,664
3,861

1,628

400

ge'
1,600

506

ioo

13,1C6 606

I Transferred to statutory roll of Division of Publications.
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Statement of projects, activities, and expenses, etc.—Oontinuecl.

Allot-
ment,

Estimate,
1921.

Increase.

Item 244—Forest products:
(A) Washington

—

(a) Industrial investigations and economics.
(B) Madison Laboratory'

—

fo) Director's office

lb) Operation
(c) Engineering
(d) Photography.
(e) Kiln drymg and wood structure..

By-products and chemical studies
10) Lumbering
(h) Preservation
(!) Pulp and paper
(') Me(Mianica1 properties of woods
(k) Containers and shipping boxes
(I) Commercial demonstration
(m) Plywood, glues, and laminated stock.

.

(n) Technical studies of industries
(C) Studies of forest products in field districts.

,

Total

Item 245—Ilangeinve.stigations:
(a) Grazing studies at Great Basin Experiment Station,

Utah .

(b) Gtazing studies on Jornada and Santa Bite Range
Reserves, New Mexico and Arizona

(c) Grazing studies on national forest ranges
(d) Supervision and economic botany work,Washington

.

Total.

Item 246—Forest planting:
(a) Planting investigations and general supervision.
(b) Forest nurseries
(c) Planting work
(i) Seed collection and extraction

Total.

Item 247—Silvicultural investigations:
(s) Forest investigations and experiment station work.

.

16)

Forest distribution
c) Forest measurements
a) Forest economics
e) Dendrologieal studies

f) Cooperation with States in forestry practice

ig) Cooperation with timberland owners in extending
practice of forestry

Total.

Item 248—Appraisal of forest resources:
(a) Timber surveys on national forests
(A) Grazing range reconnoissance on national forests.

.

Total.

Item 249—Miscellneous forest investigations;
(a) Editorial and review

,

(6) Information of public regarding forestry, need of pro-
tectiori, etc

(c) Maps and atlas folios

Total.

Item 250—Improvements:
(A) Maintenance of existing improvements (exclusive of

range improvements)
,

(B) Construction—
(a) Protective

—

Telephone lines
Fire Breaks
Lookout structures

21,460

9,100
9,486
4,575
1,800
14,300
18,980
2,000
15,600
16.600
is; 220
2,600

25,000

18,540

173,260

6,420

11,642
«,350
8,588

35,000

23,092
42,922
73,946
5,680

145,640

59,478
1,800
2,200
4,000
3,800
3,450

4,000

78,728

49,000
31,000

80,000

6,235

9,145
16,900

31,280

139, 780

150, 750
11,560
24,000

121,460

9;io6

. 9, 185
, . 4,575

1,800
37,800
61,980
2,000

. , 16,600
16,600
54,980
21,340

, 25,000
21,400
18,600
26,540

123,600
.43,000

41,760
18,740

21,400
18,600
8,000

348,260 176,000

8,720

14,642
'28,050

8,588

2,300

3,000
19,700

60,000 26,000

23,092
42,922
-73,946

5,680

145,640

84,478
1,800
2,200

29,000
3,800
3,450

29,000 25,000

153,728 76,000

69,000
66,000

125,000

20,000
25,000

46,000

6,235

31,586
19, 100

58,920

151,000

108,000
16,600
20,000

22,440
3,200

25,640

11,220

4,960

« In addition to th* above 1920 Forest Service allotment to
there waa allotted $140,000 by the War and Navy Departments
year 1920 in conducting various tests and investigations.

the Madison Laboratory,
for use during the fiscal
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Statement of projects, activities, and expenses, etc.—Continued.

Item 250—Improvements—Continued.
(B) Construction—Continued.

(6) Administrative-
Dwellings
Bams
Other buildings
Pasture fences
Water developments
Miscellaneous projects
Additions to buildings
Ranger station sites

(0) Eanee improvements

—

(a) Maintenance of existing rangeimprovements.
(6) Drift and boundary fences
(c) Water developmeut
id) Grazing studies—inclosures
(e) Corrals
" Stock driveways

Stock bridges
Larkspur eradication

Item No 2 (Miscellaneous)-Emergency fire fighting:

(a) Fire fighting expenses (labor, supplies, tools, etc.) on
national forestsm extraordinary emergencies

TotaL.

Item No. 3 (Miscellaneous)—Cooperative fire protection:

(0) Cooperation with States (24 in 1920 and 26, at least, in
1921), for wages of lookouts, watchmen, and patrol-
men and fire protection of forested watersheds of
navigable streams

(b) Adn&iistration in and inspection from Washington
and the district foresters' offices at Portland, Oreg.,
Missoula, Mont., San Francisco, Calif., Odgen, Utah,
and Denver, Colo

Total 100,000

Allot-
ment,
1920.

2a, 400
10,230
7,598
10,320
18,040
6,332

400,000

1,995
22,040
14,025

260
1,908
2,793

524
6,455

50,000

1150,000

150,000

91,500

8,500

Estimate,
1921.

133,350
8,250
7,860
10,750
16,400
2,890
20,000
5,000

400,000

150,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

186,050

13,950

200,000

Increase.

$10,950

262
430

20,000
5,000

52,812

7,710
55, 752
26,060

7,979
1,801
2,221

101,523

850,000

850,000

94,550

5,450

100,000

Decrease.

51,980-

1,640-

2,442

52,812

260
1,263

1 Included in the Forest Service portion of the Agriculture appropriation bill for 1920.





Committee on Agriculture,
House op Representatives,

Tuesday, January 6, 91W.

The committee met at 10 o'clock a. m., Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen
(chairman)

,
presiding.

The Chairman. Mr. Harrison, who do you desire to appear this

morning?
Mr. Harrison. Mr. Chairman, if it is agreeable to the committee,

we will take up the estimates of the Bureau of Cheniistry this

morning, which appear on page 141. Dr. Alsberg will present them.

BUREAU OF CHEMISTRY.

The Chairman. The committee will be glad to hear Dr. Alsberg.

STATEMENT OF DR. CARL L. ALSBERG, CHIEF OF THE BUREAU
OF CHEMISTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Dr. Alsberg. Mr. Chairman, I understand it is your desire to

have us present the general situation, so far as our bureaus are

concerned, before we go on to details. The most important factor in

the Bureau of Chemistry at the present time—the most important
difficulties—are the personnel difficulties which are the result of the

existing dislocated industrial conditions. The bureau has been los-

ing each year for the last two or three years about 40 per cent

of its technically trained people. These losses have not been among
the minor men exclusively, but have included many of the leaders

of the work. They have gone out from the bureau not because they
were dissatisfied with the Government service; not because they
preferred industrial work; not because they were to receive from 50
to 300 per cent increases in income; but simply because, in many
cases, the Government salaries were such that they could not break
even at the end of the year under the most economical conditions of
living. Very much against their wishes they were compelled to

leave the Government service.

The result is there has been a pretty complete disorganization
and disintegration in the bureau's force and in its organization, so
that we are in pretty bad shape, though not in any worse shape
than other Government services that I could mention. It won't
take very long before the bureau will have what amounts to pretty
much a new and green force, with very few people left in it who
ai'e experienced or trained for the work. In short, we are just

635
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falling to pieces. That is the present situation. What can or should
be done about that is not for me, Mr. Chairman, to say.

I have a list here, in a statement which I have prepared for in-
sertion in the record, giving a series of specific instances of losses
from the personnel of the kind I have described. The situation at
the present time is so serious that we are not going to have any
kind of a properly trained organization left very shortly; we are
pretty thoroughly disintegrated and disorganized.

Dr. C. S. Hudson, one of our ablest research men, who was in
charge of the carbohydrate laboratory of the bureau, and who re-
reived a salary of $4,000 per annum, resigned to take up consultation
work paying $8,000 and commissions. He is making not less than
$12,000 per annum, or three times the salary he received from the
Government.

Dr. Mary E. Pennington, whom most of you know as having been
in charge of the poultry and egg work of the bureau, and who re-
Qeived a salary of $3,780, resigned to accept a position with a com-
mercial firm in New York at a salary of $10,000. .-

Dr. H. D. Gibbs, who was chemist in charge of the color labora-
tory at a salary of $3,500 per annum, resigned to accept a .position

with the Du Pont Co. at a salary of $10,000 per annum and a bonus
which will net him a considerable additional amount.

Dr. J. A. LeClerc, who was the chemist in charge of our plantr

analysis laboratory at a salary of $3,000 per annum, resigned to
accept a position with a commercial concern at $5,000.

The loss of these and other people from the bureau who are in

direct charge of important lines of investigational work results in a

serious delay in the production of results.- Not only have we lost

many of our chemists in charge of important lines of work, but the
second and third and fourth men in line for these positions in many
instances have resigned to accept positions in the commercial world
at salaries at from two to three times as much as they received from
the Government.
Mr. J. K. Dale, who was under Dr. Hudson, was in charge of the

sirup investigations and received a salary of $2,280 per annum from
the Government. He resigned to accept a position with a commei'cial

food concern at a salary of $4,000 per annum.
Mr. Conover, who was the second in charge in the color investi-

gation laboratory, has resigned to accept a commercial position in

Pittsburgh at a very much larger salary than he received in this

bureau.
While it is not possible to mention in a brief space all the men

who have left the service of the bureau, the following will indicate

to you the increases which our chemists are receiving:

Mr. H. S. Bailey, who received $2,760 per annum, resigned to

accept a position at $4,000 per annum.
Mr.-E. Bloomberg, who received $1,800 per annum, resigned tO'

accept a position at $5,000 per annum and bonus.
Mx. E. M. Bohn, who received $1,200 in this bureau, accepted

a commercial position at $2,400 per annum.
Mr. E. D. Clark, who received $3,000 per annum in this bureau,

resigned to accept a position paying $6,000.

Mr. J. L. Clay, who received a salary of $1,620, resigned to ac-

cept a position payinc ft2.600
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Mr. J. K. Dickson, who received $1,440 in this bureau, resigned
to accept a position paying $3^000.

Mr. C. D. Geidel, who received $1,800, resigned to accept a posi-
tion paying $3,000.
Mr. Samuel Ginsberg, who received $1,620, resip-ned to accept a

position at $3,800.

Mr. W. T. Johnson, who received $1,800 in this bureau, resigned
to accept a position paying $4,000.

Mr. H. A. Lubs, who received $2,040 in this bureau, resigned to
accept a position paying $3,000 per annum.

Dr. E. C. Merrill, who received a salary of $2,280 in this bureau,
resigned to accept a position paying $3,500 per annum.
Mr. L. A. Round, who received $2,520 in this bureau resigned

to accept a position paying .$4,000 per annum.
' Mr. E. E. Williams, who received a salary of $2,240 per annum
in ""this bureau, resigned to accept a position paying $5,000 per
annum.

This list includes only a few of the men who have left to accept
better salaries.

^

We are losing not only a number of our chemists and investi-

gational men, but also our food and drug inspectors, and for the
same reasons.

Mr. J. A. Earnshaw, a food and drug inspector of this bureau re-

ceiving a salary of $2,000 per annum, resigned to accept a position
at $3,600 per annum.
Mr. D. F. Fisher, an inspector who received a salary of $1,800,

resigned to accept a position at $2,250 per annum.
Mr. J. E. Garner, who received a salary of $2,500 per annum,

which is the highest salary paid food and drug inspectors, resigned
to accept a position at $3,500 per annum.
Mr. H. C. Kitchen, a food and drug inspector at $2,000, resigned

to accept a position at $3,000 per annum.
Mr. Herman Lind, a food and drug inspector, receiving $2,040 per

annum in this bureau, resigned to accept a position at $4,700 per
annum.

Dr. H. A. Mclntyre, who received a salary of $2,040 per annum,
resigned to accept a position at $3,000 per annum.

^ Mr. W. W. Paine, a food and drug inspector who received $1,800
in this bureau, resigned to accept a position paying $4,400 per
annum.
These are but a few instances of a number I might mention. Last

year we lost 20 per cent of our inspection force, and we receive

additional resignations every month.
I also understand it is your wish to have me present the views

of the Bureau of Chemistry with reference to making these lump-sum
positions statutory. I can only say, gentlemen, that the disorganiza-

tion that is now taking place, owing to the disproportion of the
salaries in the service as compared with the cost of living, will be
infinitely accentuated by placing the chemists and technical em-
ployees upon the statutory roll. To make their places statutory will

put them up against the hopeless outlook of having their promotion
depend upon the death rate of their superiors.

That is what it will mean, gentlemen. At the present time, we
have been able to keep some of the more able younger men as a
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result of the loss of our high-priced men. In other words, some of
the more promising men we have been able to keep in the hope of
training them to fill the more responsible positions, because the
salaries which have become available and many salaries have become
available, when the older men at the higher salaries resigned, are
to some extent available, if the secretary consents, for increasing the
salaries of some of the younger men who would otherwise leave us.

In consequence, we have pursued a policy of contracting our force^

a contraction which we have not brought about by laying anybody
off, but which has come about by virtue of men resigning and not
having their positions filled. We have not been able to get, at sala-

ries we are able to pay, competent men to fill them; and I would
sooner have the work contracted and less work done than to load up
the service with incompetent men we will never get rid of.

Now, if all of these salaries were made statutory and this crisis

either continued or a similar crisis should arise five years from now,
or 10 years from now, and all the positions were statutory, it would
be quite impossible to do anything for anybody. We would have to

promote men only when somebody resigned or somebody died. If

a vacancy occurred that could not be adequately filled, we would be
confronted with the dilemma of filling that vacancy with a man who
was not competent to fill it or else have the money revert into the

Treasury, instead of making that money available as it is at present,

for the readjustment, as near as we can, of the salaries of the men who
are thoroughly deserving.

Mr. McLaughltn of Michigan. You said you would rather con-

tract your work than to employ incompetent men you can never get

rid of?
Dr. Alsbeeg. Yes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you mean if you employ a

man and find him incompetent you can not get rid of him ?

Dr. Alsbeeg. I mean, Mr. McLaughlin, that it is very hard at the

present time in any Government service to get rid of a man who is

not competent, because we have to prove inefficiency, and inefficiency

is the hardest thing in the world to prove. He may be a man who
does his work conscientiously and does it reasonably well, but he is

not a good investigator, let us say, and there is not any good handle

that you have for getting rid of him.
Mr. RuBEY. Can you not just tell him that you do not need his

service any longer and that after the first of next month he must find

another place ?

Dr. Alsbeeg. No. If I could do that
Mr. Rubet. Why can you not do that ?

Dr. Alsbeeg. Because of the procedure necessary to carry out the

spirit of the civil service laws. Of course, if I could do that and if I

had the power to select the best man I could find and if I had the

salary available to hire him when I found him, I could, and every

other bureau chief could, make the Government service more effi-

cient than it is at the present time. I do not want to seem to be

claiming that our service is particularly inefficient (I do not think

it is, of course), but I recognize there is room for a great deal of

improvement and the ability to get rid of people without difficulty

and the ability to get people without the great difficulties there are
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now in the way of getting specially trained men, hampers us very
seriously in making our service as efficient as possible.

The Chairman. In what respect are you hampered in making se-

lections, Doctor?
Dr. AiiSBEKG. You go to a first-class research man in a high-grade

institution, and you ask him whether he will come into the Govern-
ment service. In the first place we can not pay the salaries that
to-day are commensurate with the salaries being paid for such serv-

ices on the outside. Five years ago the salaries were rather better
in the Government service than they were, say, in the agricultural

colleges and State universities. Nine times out of 10 he will say,
•" The salary does not interest me." That is one handicap. Suppose
the salary does interest him, then you say, " Well, you know, there
are certain things you have to do; you have to take a civil service

examination." You explain to him that that civil service examina-
tion is one that will not give him, because he is a thoroughly com-
petent man, any special difficulty in passing.

A man who is 40 or 45 years old and who has a respected position
in the country, very frequently regards the requirement of having
to pass a civil-service examination as a personal indignity. He does
not need the Government job especially. He has a satisfactory

job. He comes to the Government because it gives him perhaps a

little more opportunity, or because he believes in changing his line

of work once in a while. But man after man, when I thought the
whole thing was arranged, has refused to take the civil-service ex-

amination. He will say, "My standing in my profession is such
I do not see why I should have to take a civil-service examination,
and I won't do it."

Then suppose you get him to take the civil-service examination;
he may fall under the apportionment in such a manner that some
far less competent man happens to be certified and you have to take
him.
Mr. McLatjgi-ilin. Do you have to take a man you feel yourself

is not competent?
Dr. Alsberg. Usually I take nobody in such cases. Our usual

method to leave the place vacant rather than to fill it, until some-
body who is competent is qualified. It happens, of course, very fre-

quently that places are vacant for six months or a year, because
nobody on the civil-service registers, in our judgment, seems com-
petent. Very frequently we get a good average man and lose the
genuis, which would not be the case in industrial life, for example.
Mr. Hutchinson. Suppose you do take a man and afterwards,

he proves to be inefficient; you say you can not get rid of that man?
Dr. Alsberg. Oh, you can get rid of that man, but it is very diffi-

cult. You have to prefer charges. Such men are not dishonest,

they are not crooked, they are doing their work the best they are
able according to their abilities; but they just do not happen to have
that degree of ability which you think should go with the job. Then
you have to prefer charges, unless you can induce him to resign,,

which they sometimes will do. You prefer charges and there has
to be a regular trial and you have to prove inefficiency. Of course,,

if a man is crooked (which almost never happens, at least to my
knowledge in the department, very rarely at any rate), there is

no difficulty; but if it is just a matter of judgment whether a man
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IS efficieat or not efloicient, competent or not competent, it is very
difficult.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If he is on the lump-sunr roll, can
you not reduce his salary and appoint him where he would not want
to take it?

Dr. Alsberg. Yes ; certainly that can be done. But you will recog-
nize, gentlemen, that that is a very unsatisfactory way of dealing
with the situation, because if you do that you have a sorehead in
jour organization, you have somebody who is unhappy and discon-
tented, and that reflects on the whole esprit de crops. It would be
much better if such people could be gotten rid of promptly.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It seems to me in this scientific

Avork, or the kind your bureau is doing, that your opinion, approved
by the Secretary of Agriculture, as I suppose it must be, would de-

cide the matter, and that the question of retaining that man would
practically be up to you and the Secretary.

Dr. Alsberg. It is, Mr. McLaughlin, but when you have
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. This committee and the Congress

itself may not have been liberal in the matter of salaries

Dr. Alsberg. I think this committee has
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I feel^-it is my own opinion any

way—that the men ought to be well paid and they ought to be com-
petent men in every instance, and we have to rely on you.

Dr. Alsberg. You are right.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is not encouraging to us to feel

"that money is appropriated for men who are not competent for the

places, and it is rather discouraging to feel that the modus operandi
is such that the incompetent man must be retained.

Dr. Alsberg. I do not mean to create the impression, of course,

Ave have a large number of incompetent men.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I was not suggesting that, but

inevitably you will get some who are not competent. Must- they

remain?
Dr. Alsberg. They do not, as a matter of fact, but it takes time

to get rid of them.
Mr. McKinlet. As I understand it, you are making this argu-

ment to show that, in order to keep the competents there, you must
liave a lump-sum appropriation instead of a statutory roll?

Dr. Alsberg. That is the point exactly, sir; that at the present

time it is possible, if you get a young man who is particularly re-

markable and competent, to move him along
;
you can raise his sal-

ary and you can soon get him into a leading position ; whereas, if we

liad the statutory places only, he would not be promoted unless some-

body in a statutory position at a higher salary died, or resigned,

•or was dropped. That is the situation exactly. Under the present

circumstances, we happen to be in a position where we can not get

competent men, owing to the abnormal conditions, and we can con-

tract our force and give a few particularly desirable men the nec-

essary little increase of salary with the money that is made avail-

able from places that can not be filled. All that would be impos-

sible if they were on the statutory roll.

Mr. McKiNLEY. In other words, you feel this way—^that, rather

than have $1,000,000 allotted to individual places, you would
prefer to have $700,000 or $800,000 in a lump sum?
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Dr. Alsbeeg. Absolutely, sir.

Mr. McKiNLEY. You would get better results ?

Dr. Alsbeeg. We would get more efficiency and get nearer 100
cents for the dollar than we would under the other scheme.

_ The Chairman. Doctor, you have had lump sums all this time ?

Dr. Alsbeeg. Yes.
The Chairman. And you are complaining now that it has not

worked out?
Dr. Alsbeeg. No, sir ; I am not cofuplaining
The Chaieman. You said the service was disintegrating and

started to state the handicap. What is the handicap in making your
appointments?
Dr. Alsbeeg. The largest handicap is the present scale of salaries

;

that is the largest h^dicap. The next handicap is the difficulty

of getting people through the civil service under existing condi-
tions. That is not the fault of the civil service; that is the fault

of the conditions.

The Chaieman. Are there any others?
Dr. Alsbeeg. Those are the two main handicaps. I was going

on to show that to put the men on the statutory basis would add a

tremendous additional handicap, because every man would then
know he could never expect a promotion unless somebody in a, statu-

tory position paying more than the position he held resigned, or

died, or was dropped. If that is known, we won't be able to get
anybody into the service if he can get a place somewhere else.

The Chaieman. You furnish us every year with an eathnate for

salaries, and we assume, of course, when you furnish us this list

that is what you intend to pay.
Dr. Alsbeeg. That is quite right.

The Chairman. Are we to understand now that ^oes not amount
to anything? Are we just to brush it aside and pay no attention

to it?

Dr. Alsbeeg. No, sir.

The Chairman. What does it mean if it does not niean what is

stated in the estimates ?

Dr. .Alsbeeg. It does, but it varies each year and there are changes
each year. What you see printed here now covers readjustments
it is proposed to make when this appropriation becomes available.

It does not represent what is going on this year. That was fore-

cast as nearly as it was humanly possible to forecast it, when
the present appropriation estimates were submitted. It has not

been adhered to absolutely this year, because we have lost 100 men.
This represents, as nearly as it is humanly possible to forecast, what
we expect to do during the coming year. Does that answer your
question, Mr. Chairman?
The Chairman. Of course, you will be left some leeway, hut, if

you propose to do anything and if we appropriate money for a

certain purpose, why should it not be written into the law?

The Chaieman. You make your estimates stating that you are

going to pay these scientists so much. We do not know who you
are going to employ; that is for you to determine. You furnish

us with an estimate stating that you propose to employ so many at

such a salary.

164315—20 41
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Dr. Alsbehg. There is no reason why a chemist" who is now get-
ting $3,000 should not be put on the statutory roll if that salary
could be changed or modified from time to time. But what is the
practical result of doing it? It means if in two or three or four
years we come before a committee and ask that committee to in-

crease that man's salary, $200 or $500, it is not done either by the
committee or
The Chairman. I beg .your pardon. Doctor ; we have increased

salaries where you have never estimated for increases. You have
never had any trouble, when you have made a showing for an in-

crease in salaries, in getting the increase. We carry you on the
statutory roll.

Dr. Alsberg. Yes.
The Chairman. Why could not some one under you be carried on

the statutory roll as well?
Dr. Alsberg. That is very true, Mr. Chairman, but it must be

known to you that statutory positions, as a matter of fact, are only
changed with the greatest difficulty. The Secretary of Agriculture
has on several occasions endeavored to have the statutory salary of

the Chief of the Bureau of Plant Industry, and, I believe, also the

Chief of the Bureau of Animal Industry, increased, just to take a
technical position which happens to be statutory as an example.
He has endeavored on a number of occasions to have the salaries

of those two officers raised by $1,000 and he has never succeeded

in doing it. That has been attempted now for a number of years. I

do not know where the failure was, but that is a matter of no con-

sequence. The same thing applies to the clerical positions. Time
and time again an eflFort is made to have the salary of some one on
the clerical roll raised $200.

The impression I meant to convey was that whenever a position

is made statutory it is almost impossible to get Congress to change
that salary and the man resigns when $200 or $500 would keep him
in the service.

Mr. Rtjbet. Let me make this suggestion right there : It has fre-

quently happened that the committee here has recommended to

Congress a number of changes, but points of order have been made
against them and they have gone out.

Dr. Alsberg. I know. I was not criticizing the committee.

The Chairman. It is quite true. Doctor, that a number of in-

creases have been made without the recommendation of the Secre-

tary. We have increased salaries in the past an'd I have an idea the

committee will increase some of the salaries this time, although no
recommendations have been made by the Seciretary.

' Dr. Alsberg. I do not mean to imply that ; I am well aware those

increases of statutory positions have usually gone out on points of

order in the House and I am also well aware that this committee

has frequently not reconmiended increases in positions because they

feared they would go out on a point of order in the House and they

did not wish to jeopardize the more important features of the bill

by having somebody make a point of order.

The Chairman. As you know, nearly every salary in this bill

can be increased without raising a point of order.

Dr. Alsberg. Then I am mistaken.
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The Chairman. Why not some of these people on the statutory
roll? I do not contend we should put all of them on the statutory
roll, but it is a business way of doing things to put some on, they
should go on.

Dr. Alsbeeg. I think there are certain very definite reasons.
One reason is, as I have just endeavored to indicate, it is very diffi-

cult to have the statutory salary modified in any direction.
The Chairman. You have to go to Congress to have it modified

and Congress has to pass upon it.

Dr. Alsberg. Congress has not at the present time exercised its

authority with reference to these positions, so that there could be
no question about getting around Congress, because Congress has
chosen not to exercise its authority. Of course, if Congress fixes

these positions as statutory positions, there could be no attempt
and will be no attempt made to get around Congress. That is not
at issue. It is merely the difficulty of having Congress, which has
many important things to do besides worrying about an individual
salary—of getting Congress to modify the salaries from year to
year to meet the requirements.
The Chairman. Of course, you understand Congress can not ex-

amine the candidates and ascertain their efficiency and merit. We
must necessarily rely upon your statement. If your statement war-
rents an increase, the increase is made; but if you fail to make a

showing, of course, the committee rejects the recommendation, and
it should do so. In certain instances, of course, we have to turn
money over in a lump sum and have its use discretionary with
somebody else. Possibly you should have discretion in the mat-
ter of statutory positions, but, in our opinion we feel that we would
not be doing our duty if we did not make these places statutory posi-

tions where it is possible to do so. It seems to me that if you would
take the committee into your confidence, the matter might be ironed
out and satisfactorily disposed of. I think that sort of arrange-
ment would at least be more satisfactory to Congress and to the
country at large. The country is not satisfied with everything that

is being done by the Government. We are not finding fault with
this department.
Mr. Harrison. The greatest difficulty is in making specific esti-

mates for salaries so far in advance.
The Chairman. Yon have made them before: you have estimated

every year.

Mr. McKiNLET. Is not this your trouble—^I find it so in our busi-

ness: For instance, these salaries go in effect the 1st of next July
and about the 1st of next September the man you are counting

on is offered 50 per cent more in private life and he resigns from the

department, and you can not estimate for that ahead ?

Dr. Ai/SBERG. That has happened in the last year probably 50

times, Mr. McKinley, and we can not estimate ahead for that. An-
other reason is you gentlemen appropriate a certain sum of raoney

to do a certain piece of work and you will specify certain positions

that should be filled under that sum of money. We will estimate
" one chemist at $4,000, two at $3,000, two at $2,000, and two at

$1,500," or whatever the number may be. Then a situation arises

such as Mr. McKinley has just stated ; the $4,000 man resigns on you
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and goes to a commercial company at $10,000 or $12,000. That is

what is happening right along at the present time. Perhaps you can
not find a $4,000 man to fill his job, and you either have to let that
money lapse or appoint somebody you could really get for less money
to take the $4,000 job. Then if you do not appoint anybody, the
money lapses and the work is not done efficiently.

Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. As to the Civil Service Commis-
sion, I presume you prescribe or you determine the qualifications and
the character of the examination that is taken, do you not ?

Dr. Alsbeeg. Yes ; and the Civil Service Commission is giving us
Aery excellent service. I do not want to be understood as criticizing,

but the point is, lots of people, the best men, will not take the civil-

service examination. The best men do not have to look for a job and
do not want to be bothered.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I can understand that, but I do

not understand why the Civil Service Commission or the authority
that passes on your suggestion of dropping a man is not willing to

take your recommendation when they follow it entirely in the matter
of the examination and selection of the men.

Dr. Alsberg. They do not do it entirely, Mr. McLaughlin. Our
people do not read the papers. That, of course, would make a farce

of the. examination. I simply specify " this is the training, this is

the experience, these are the qualifications that are needed to fill the

job,'* and the Civil Service Commission does all the rest of it. We
do not have any control over that.

Mr. Harrison. The Civil Service Commission may change these

requirements and does so on occasions, usually after consultation

with the officers of the department.
The Chairman. Just one more word about salaries. In every well

and properly conducted business there is always a discussion as to

the salaries. The man at the head of the organization is author-

ized to carry out the decision made, and it is his duty to do it. Any
"business that does not do that is not worthy of confidence. I think

Mr. McKinley will agree with me that his associates, in whatever
enterprise they are interested, handle it in that way ; I know a thor-

ough business organization would not undertake to do business in

any other way.
Mr. McKinley. We would probably do this : The board of direc-

tors would say to the manager " Now here, you get this man for

$5,000 a year, but if you can not get him for $5,000 and you have to

pay him $7,000, we will allow you^the $7,000."

Dr. Alsberg. That is just what the lump-sum funds permit within

the $4,500 limit which Congress has placed on salaries paid out of

the lump-sum funds.

The Chairman. That is exactly what is proposed to do to put a

number on the statutory roll where there is no question about the

salary being changed and then leave a sufficient amouut, a leeway, to

take care or the others.

Mr. Anderson. You could settle all this very easily lay just get-

ting rid of the high cost of living.

Dr. Alsbero. If you can put the cost of liying bac^ to \«?here it

was in 1&14, my difftculties in running the Bui^eau of Chemistry
would be solved, because it all practically comes back to the dis-

proportion of salaries to the cost of living.
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Mr. McKiNLEY. Is this your idea, that we are now under abnor-
mal conditions, and if the matter could slide along for a year or two,
until we know definitely whether salaries are going to stay so high
or whether they are going to come down, you could run your depart-
ment better with, lump-fund appropriations than you could if we put
them on the statutory roll just now ?

Dr. Alsbeeg. I think so. Of course, I am assuming something
would be done, temporarily, in the meanwhile; otherwise I won't
have anybody left the way it is going now. Of course, if you want
to let things slide and build up a new organization two years from
now when yovi know what is going to be done, that could be done,
and we can hold together some kind of a limping, half-organized
affair for a year or two under existing conditions, and then you
might start again.

The Chairman. You are asking for $428,090 on the statutory roll.

According to your contention, that ought all be wiped out and a
lump-sum appropriation of $428,090 substituted.

Dr. Alsberg. I could run the Government's business more effi-

ceintly if that were done, and with a less amount.
The Chairman. Then you are in favor of wiping out the statu-

tory roll and substituting a lump-sum appropriation?
Dr. Alsberg. With reference to this matter of losing men, might

I make just one more point, and that is when you lose an investi-

gator who has been at work on a problem which Congress wishes to

have studied you lose more than you do when you lose an executive

or a clerk, because you lose what he has got in his head, and he can
not ever put that down on paper for his successor to use. You lose

the fruits of several years of his work, and no system you can devise

can prevent it. He goes off and you have to get another man who
has to familiarize himself with the work—to train himself in that

work. You are apt to lose at least a year and sometimes two or

three years' salary.

The Chairman. Just one word. The fact is practically everybody
in the Government service is underpaid as compared with the salaries

paid on the outside. Is not that a fact?

Dr. Alsberg. Yes, Mr. Chairman; but you do not have to pay, in

the Government service, the salaries you pay on the outside. There
are other attractions.

The Chairman. I think it is quite generally agreed that the em-
ployees of the Government are underpaid. The question is, Would
you make a permanent increase or would you authorize a bonus?
Would the bonus be the proper way, in an emergency?
Dr. Alsberg. I have not given that feature of it very much

thought, Mr. Chairman. Of course, that is a way to play safe,

because, should living conditions come back to normal, it would be
a very much simpler matter to wipe out the bonuses than to reduce
or scale salaries down.
The Chairman. In your opinion, what increase should be made

for scientists? The clerks would, of course, come under the same
rule as clerks in the other departments, but the scientists in your
department are in a class by themselves.

Dr. Alsberg. It would be necessary for me to have an increase of

somewhere in the neighborhood—I hope you won't misunderstand

me—of 40 to 50 per cent, in order to be able to keep all the be.=!t.
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men. As a matter of fact, the best men I have lost, I could not
have kept without the ability to increase their salaries. In differ-

ent cases it \'aries from 40 to 50 per cent.

The Chairman. The fact is you can not compete in all cases?
Dr. Alsberg. We make it a rule in the bureau and in the de-

partment not to meet an industrial salary and not to keep a man by
meeting an industrial salary purely because he gets an offer from
the outside. If we began doing that, we would disorganize our
force, because they would all go around and angle for commercial
positions.

The Chairman. Is it not a fact when new corporations are
formed that they select men from the department, because of the
prestige that they give the concern?

Dr. AiySBEEG. That is very true.

The Chairman. Then salaries do not cut much figure, and you
could not meet that kind of competition?

Dr. Alsberg. We do not meet that kind of competition.
The Chairman. Taking the general run of tnings, how do the

salaries compare?
Dr. Alsberg. I think we would have to increase the salaries so

as not to lose our men too fast, as I said, from 30 to 50 per cent.

We expect that the Bureau of Chemistry will be used as a training
school in part and we do not regret it when a man, who has been
with us for five or six years, goes out as chief chemist of a manu-
facturing concern with whom we have had a great difficulty under
the food and drugs acts, because we know the moment he gets in

there and takes charge our difficulties with that concern are ended;
they cease to violate the law and we have accomplished more than
we could if that man stayed in the bureau and prosecuted those
people.

The Chairman. The Department of Agriculture is really a

school ?

Dr. Alsberg. The depai-tment is a school ; but, Mr. Chairman, we
do not want to lose our second string men and at the present time
we are losing them. As far as losing our skilled men is concerned,
we expect to lose them, but we always want enough of the under-
studies on hand to work in their places ; and at present we can not

do it. We have lost one man this year, for instance, at about three

times the Government salary. Now. we do not expect to keep such

a man ; but we do not want to keep his understudy and we lost him,

too.

There is another point that I wish to bring to your attention, and
that is the great need we have in the Bureau of Chemistry for more
space. I suppose everybody has made that plea. We moved into

our building in 1909, and at the present time have practically very

little more space to-day than we had then. We are terrifically

cramped for working space in the bureau.

The Chairman. That is a matter that is determined by the Secre-

tary. We make a lump-sum appropriation for that.

Dr. Alsberg. I know that, but I wanted to raise the point for

your consideration when later you consider the matter of rent.

The Chairman. Yes.

Dr. Alsberg. With reference to the total appropriation for the

bureau we ask for a net increase of $32,900, which is only 3 per cent
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increase of our total appropriation. This is asked for, because it
IS the smallest sum we can figure which will enable us to carry on
the work on its present basis efficiently. In addition to that, there
is an item which interests the bureau.
The Chairman. Do you care to comment on the statutory roll

further?
'

Dr. Alsbeeg. I have only one comment to make on the statutory
roU, Mr. Chairman, and that deals with the inspectors.
The Chairman. Then take up item 16 on page 141 first.

Dr. Alsberg. You mean these two multigraph operators, at $1,000
each.

The Chairman. Yes.
Dr. Alsberg. That is simply a change in designation and not a new

position or a change in salary. The object of the change of designa-
tion is to give us greater latitude in the nature or the qualifications
of the person with whom we fill the position.
The Chairman. Item 28, page 142, is the next, "one assistant,

$1,600, changed to 1 clerk, class 3."

Dr. Alsberg. This is not an increase and not essentially a change.
This particular employee has qualified as a food and drug inspector
and has been appointed to a then existing vacancy on the food and
drug inspection force, and we want to fill the position with a purely
clerical employee. It is not a new position ; it is a change in desig-
nation.

May I comment on items 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27, page 142 ?

The Chairman. Very well. Item 26 is for 11 food and drug in-

spectors.

Dr. Alsberg. It is the whole food and drug inspection group from
23 to 27, inclusive.

The Chairman. This will not appear in the bill. I want the hear-
ings to show exactly what we are discussing, so if we refer to the
title of that item we may know. Item 23 is for 13 food and drug
inspectors, at $2,000 each.

Mr. Hutchinson. Are these food and drug inspectors chemists ?

Dr. Alsberg. Not as a rule.

Mr. Hutchinson. Then you do not have any chemists at all on the
statutory roll ?

Dr. Alsberg. There are no chemists, as such, on the statutory roll,

excepting myself. There are a few chemists, a few men who happen
lo be chemists, among the drug inspectors. Occasionally a man who
is a chemist will ask to be transferred to fill a vacancy on the inspec-

tion force and if he is competent the transfer is made, but his status

is not that of a chemist. The fact that he is a chemist is an accident.

Mr. Hutchinson. Following that up, item 66 for a $50,000 appro-
priation is a lump-sum appropriation, is it not ?

Dr. Alsberg. Yes, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. You Can pay those chemists any salary you
want?
Dr. Alsberg. Yes, sir; within the limit of $4,500 fixed by law, with

the consent of the Civil Service Commission. The only technical

employee on the whole bureau roll whose position is statutory is

mine.
Mr. Hutchinson. That is what I wanted to get at.
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Dr. Alsbekg. The points I want to comment on here are the 13

food and drug inspectors, at $2,000 each, in item 23 ; item 24, 13 food
and drug inspectors, at $1,800 each; item 25, 1 food and drug in-

spector, $1,620; item 26, 11 food and drug inspectors, at $1,600 each;

item 27, 10 food and drug inspectors, at $1,400 each; all on page 142

of the estimates. The comment I wish to submit is this:

The difficulty we have had in securing and retaining competent in-

spectors at the scale of salaries now paid has been pointed out. 'JTo

aid us somewhat in meeting the difficulties we were having in this

respect the Secretary of Agriculture has given permission to me to

recommend to you that the following change be made in the statutory

roll : Page 142, item 23, change from 13 food and drug inspectors, at

$2,000 each, to 20 food and drug inspectors, at $2,000 each. Under
item 27 eliminate 10 food and drug inspectors, at $1,400 each. The
effect of these two changes will be to increase the entrance salary for

food and drug inspectors from $1,400 to $1,600 and to decrease the
number of inspectors from 53 to 50, aiid will make the total appro-
priation for the salaries of food and drug inspectors exactly what it

is in the present bill.

In my opinion we can secure a higher degree of efficiency in the

inspection work in the enforcement of the food and drugs act by
having a smaller number of higher grade inspectors than with the
slightly larger number of lower-grade men. We can unquestionably
secure a higher average of ability with an entrance salary of $1,600
than with an entrance salary of $1,400. As pointed out to you
previously, it is impracticable to secure men of the caliber needed for

inspectors at an entrance salary of $1,400. This change not only will

not increase the total amount for the salaries of food and drug in-

spectors, but will effect a small saving in that the traveling expenses
for 50 inspectors will be less than would be the traveling expenses
for 53 inspectors. It is our intention, if this change is approved, to

keep the number of inspectors at 50, and not to appoint any in-

spectors on the lump-fund rolls. The effect of this change will,

therefore, be to give us a higher grade of ability among our in-

spectors without additional total expense to the Government.
It is our intention, if this change is approved, to appoint the new

inspectors as vacancies occur at the entrance salary of $1,600, and to

promote the more experienced efficient men to the $2,000 positions

if there are remaining in the service a sufficient number of the ex-

perienced inspectors who have demonstrated a degree of efficiency

that will entitle them to these promotions. In case there should not

be in the service at that time a sufficient number of experienced in-

spectors with the degree of efficiency which justifies promotions,
some of the higher positions will be filled by origiha,! appointment,
providing the bureau can obtain men of qualifications sufficient to

justify paying these salaries.

I urgently recommend that these changes in the stdtutofy roll be
made in the interest of the efficiency enforcement of the food and
drugs act.

The Chaikmak. You drop 10 food and drug inspector^ at $1,400
and add 7 in item 23 at $2,000?
Dr. Alsberg. Three go out entirely. We change 23.

The Chairman. You really drop only three ?

Dr. Alsberg. It reduces the force by three inspectors.
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In other words, we prefer to have 50 men at better salaries than
S3 men feilch as we can get. As a matter of fact, at the present time,
of the 10 food and drug inspectors' places at $1,400 apiece, about
5 are vacant. We have not bfefen able to fill them, and, if I may
be perlnitted, 1 will read a letter ill that connection which is one
of seteral we have received. It is a letter addressed to the chief
clerk of the bureau by a man to whom the position had been offered
atid who was on the civil-service register. [Reading:]

Seymour, Ind., November 17, 1919.
fitTKEAU OF CHEMISTBY,

Washmgton, D. O.

Attention of Mf. S. A. Pestle.

Deab Sik: I have been traveling for the above firm for the past few weelis
and have not been able to answer your letter concerning position as drug
inspector. How any man with good sense would consent to take a job doing
anything and doing it anywhere for $1,400 is beyond me, when the railroads
and coal mines offer such excellent opportunities.

Seriously, I couldn't possibly live on such a wage.
Very truly, yours.

M. E. Jenninos,
523 North Walwut Street.

P. S. You met me yourself several times last winter. Did I look like a $1,400
man to you?

The Chairman. The total salary would be $1,640?
Mr. McKiNiEY. You mean with the $240 bonus.
Mr. Harrison. They do not get the bonus when they first come

into the service ; we can not promise it to them.
Dr. Alsberg. Not until they have been with us for some time.

The Chairman. How long?
Dr. Alsberg. Six or eight months.
Mr. Harrison. It has to be a month or more.
Dr. Alsberg. Usually they get it after six months.
Mr. Harrison. We do not promise the bonus to a new employee.

We simply ask him if he will accept appointment at the basic

salary for the particular position in view. The question of giving
him the bonus is determined later on the basis of service actually

rendered.
The Chairman. If they are certified, it is $1,640?
Mr. Harrison. We take the view that certification can not be

made in the case of new appointees until they have rendered at
least one month's satisfactory service.

The Chairman. If they don't take the bonus into consideration,

we might as well wipe it out.

Dr. Alsberg. When the places are offered to men they are told
that there is a bonus that tney may get any time within six months.
Usually it is several months before they get the bonus.
The Chairman. If a man makes good, is he entitled to the bonus?
Dr. Alsberg. They usually get it aftet several months. We can

not promise it to them.
Mr. Hutchinson. Is it not in the law that they are to get the

bonus ?

Mr. Harrison. The law says that eiiipldyees who have entered

thfe service since June 30, 1918, or who have been promoted by more
than $200 since that date, can receive bonus only after certification
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by the head of the department that their ability and qualifications

are such as to justify it. An employee has to render service before
we can determine what his ability and qualifications are. The bonus
is not a matter of right in such cases.

Dr. Alsberg. Usually they are appointed under civil service for
a probationary period. We would not know for six months whether
we want to keep the employee or not. We could not legally give
that man his bonus until we had determined that he was efficient

enough to have a permanent appointment. So in cases where we
are not certain until the end of the probationary period he does
not get his bonus until after six months.
The Chairman. Do all of them have to wait six months?
Dr. Alsbeeg. In the Bureau of Chemistry it runs from three to

six months.
Mr. Harrison. In no case in the department has the bonus been

granted to an employee who has served less than one month. All.

new appointees are required to serve at least a month before they
are considered for the bonus, and the period will vary from one
month to a year.

The Chairman. The whole matter is left to the discretion of the

Secretary ?

Mr. Harrison. Only in the case of employees who have entered

the service since June 30, 1918, or who have not received a pro-

motion of iriore than $200 since that time.

Dr. Alsbeeg. In the case of the inspectors, I do not feel myself
justified in passing on their qualifications until they have served
six months, and, therefore, I do not feel justified in recommending
the bonus until I am sure they are good enough to keep. It takes

us about six months.
I think that covers all of the statutory roll.

The Chairman. The next item is No. 64, on page 144, the introduc-

tory clause for general expenses. Is there any change in that?
Dr. Alsbeeg. No.
The Chaieman. Do you care to make any comment on it?

Dr. Alsbeeg. I would prefer to comment on the individual items.

This is just the general authority for the bureau's work. Item 65

is " for conducting the investigations contemplated by the act of

May 15, 1862, relating to the application of chemistry to agricul-

ture." There is no change requested in that, Mr. Chairman.
The Chaieman. What is the character of that work?
Dr. Alsbeeg. The character of the work is in the first place

carrying on the chemical side of agriculture investigations partly

in collaboration with other bureaus carrying on the chemical work;
for instance, for the grain breeding and selection work of the

Bureau of Plant Indu^ry. We do tne chemical end of that work
and a great deal of similar work of that kind. At the same time it

involves the carrying on of physiological investigations in coopera-

tion with the Bureau of Plant Industry.

The Chaieman. Is it done in cooperation with the other bureaus

of your department?
Dr. Alsbeeg. Yes. We do the chemical side of the agricultural

work for the Bureau of Plant Industry, chemical work on insecticide,

fungicide, and all that sort of thing.
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The Chaieman. How about item 66, " for collaboration with other
-departments of the Government desiring chemical investigations,"
and so on.

Dr. Alsbeeg. In intern 66 an increase is requested. The reason for
that request grows in part out of the war. During the war the
various departments of the Government outside of the Department
•of Agriculture, particularly the Army and Navy, though, of course,

also the Department of Justice and the Post Office Department, made
tremendous demands on the Bureau of Chemistry for analytical and
for other laboratory work. We spent probably on this kind of
work for the War Department and for the Navy Department and
the Department of Justice upward of $100,000 a year during the war.
Of course, it had to come out of other funds and we felt justified

in doing it owing to the emergency.
Mr. Andeeson. Did those departments furnish you with any

additional funds?
Dr. Alsbeeg. They did not furnish us with any additional funds.

They did furnish us with some help. They have carried the salary,

I should say, of perhaps a dozen chemists, something on that order.

T can not give the exact number.
Mr. Jacowat. Did they furnish any additional equipment?
Dr. Alsbeeg. No additional equipment. Of course, the work has

become less, but during the last year we analyzed a total of more
than 20,000 samples for other departments than the Department of

Agriculture. Of course, this is like all cost accounting; you can
vary the figure according to how you distribute your overhead. I

estimate that it costs us approximately $89,000, or an average cost

of $4.28, which we believe is a very low figure for that type of
work.
Mr. Andeeson. Do these analyses relate to articles produced by

the other departments, or are they investigational in character?

Dr. Alsbeeg. They are not investigational in character, except

in so much as some kind of investigation may be necessary to give

an intelligent opinion for the other department. They are practi-

cally all Army and Navy matters, supplies, contracts, and specifi-

cations. For the Department of Justice and for the Post Office

Department they are of a different nature. For the Department of

Justice they may be almost anything from testing for poison in

a man's stomach, done for a local United States attorney, to deter-

mining alcohol in some beverage that the United States attorney

wants information about.

Mr. Andeeson. I understand, for instance, that the Navy Depart-
ment has an experimental bureau of its own at which it tests the

various articles subject to test for the use of the department. I

think the same thing is true of the Army. I am sure that the

Commissioner of Internal Eevenue has a force of chemists.

Dr. Alsbeeg, That is true, Mr. Anderson. Our work in these

lines has been largely limited to food and drug analysis, to physio-

logical work, except some special work that we have done for the

Department of Justice. Our work for the Army and Navy has

been limited to foods and drugs and leather, which we happen to

be working on, and one or two other things. The Army and Navy
have their laboratories, which do not do much of that particular
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kind of work. Also very little of this work is done in the neigh-
borhood where their laboratories exist. We have 18 laboratories

scattered from Seattle and San Francisco to Boston, and it is

economical for the depot quartermasters or the navy-yard com-
mandants in the same town where we have a laboratory to tele-

phone, " We are going to send you such and such a sample. Please
analyze it and report." They can have it done on the spot and get
the report telephonically, followed by a confirmation. They prefer
this to sending it to Washington or the Brooklyn Navy Yard or
the Picatinny Arsenal, or wherever the Army or Navy laboratory
may be.

Mr. Anderson. In a case of that kind, is the cost of making the
analysis paid out of this appropriation or does it come out of the
ordinary appropriations for those departments? In other words,
are not these men working on salaries which are paid anyhow?
How do you account for investigations made in that way?

Dr. Alsbeeg. So far as this appropriation has been available it

has been allotted to this work. You see, we have in our own small
way our own budget system. On the 1st of June every man in

charge of a laboratory submits to me an estimate of what he is

going to need for the conduct of the laboratory or a special line

of work during the fiscal year beginning the following July. On
the 15th of June I give him his budget. I give him a statement:
" You have to the credit of your laboratory so much on the books
of the bureau." In making these allotments this fund is prorated
so far as it lasts. Of course, during the last two years it has not

been enough to cover the amount of work required. After consulta-

tion with the local people as to their requirements during the com-
ing year we prorate the available funds. That, in the main, is how
this fund is divided.

Mr. McKiNMJY. What chemical work is done by the Bureau of

Standards ?

Dr. Alsbeeg. The Bureau of Standards does a lot of work of the

same type on products other than food and drugs.

Mr. McKiNLEY. Do you do any work except on food and drugs?
Dr. Alsbeeg. Occasionally we do other pieces of work. Do you

mean for other departments?
Mr. MoKiNLET. Yes.

Dr. Alsbeeg. We do work on food and drugs and leather, and oc-

casionally test for waterproofing and mildew proofing of tentage.

Mr. McKiNLET. Why shonld you instead of the Bureau of Stand-

ards, do it for leather?

Dr. Alsbeeg. There is no reason why we should do the testing

of it.

Mr. McKiNLEY. Do you do the testing?

Dr. Alsbeeg. A little; not much. They do most of the testing.

Mr. TiNCHEE. You say you carry that under another item. You
mean there is another appropriation for testing leather?

Dr. Alsbeeg. Not for the testing of the leather, but for the investi-

gation of the methods of producing leather.

Mr. TiNCHEE. Is not that included in this request for $36,000?

Dr. Alsbeeg. No. This covers general chemical tests, especially

foods and drugs for other departments.
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Mr. TiNCHER. You are asking for $36,000 additional appropria-
tion. I understood you to say one reason for that is that you had a
lot of extra work during the war. The war is practically over. Just
what do you intend to do with the $36,000?

Dr. Alsberg. With that $36,000 we expect to carry on the analyti-
cal work for the "War Department, the Navy Department, the De-
partment of Justice, the Post Office Department, the Panama Canal
Commission. The Interior Department to a less extent is also ask-
ing us to do sonje of it. The bulk of the work consists of the analy-
ses of food and drugs. Probably 96 per cent of it consists of the
ana,lysis of food and drugs. We get occasional requests to test sam-
ples of leather. We get from the United States attorneys or post-
office inspectors occasional requests to analyze anything that happens
to come up in their work just because we have a local laboratory,
which is usually in the Federal building where the United States at-

torney is. He knows our man. He may know him well enough to
call him by his first name and say, " Jim, I wish you would examine
this for me because I may have to bring the matter before the Fed-
eral g[rand jury." He would prefer to do that to sending it in to
Washington or anywhere else.

Mr. McKiNLEY. What percentage of your work is done here in

Washington ?

Dr. Alsberg. Very little ; almost none of it. The bulk of it is

done in such places as St. Louis, San Francisco, Seattle, New York,
and Boston. I should not think that more than 5 per cent of it, if

tj)a.t much, was done here.

Mr. McKiNLEY. Then th,at would be your answer as to why it is

done by you instead of the Bureau of Standards—because most of
the work is done at the local offi,ce.

Dr. Alsbekg. We do not overlap the Bureau of Standards. They
keep off of food and drugs. The onlj place we overlap is occasion-

ally an analysis for the sake of convenience when the local man
wants it done locally. It is the same thing with the Bureau of In-

ternal Revenue. Mr. Anderson is quite right; they have their own
laboratory people to do that particular work, fully as competent as

we are, but when the United States attorney at such a place as Seat-

tle, or the collector of internal revenue, or the local prohibition eij-

forcement a;gent, wants alcohol determine^J, let us say, in a sample
that he has t3.ken, from some bootlegger, he would much sooner go
into our laborato;cy, wh^re he knows our man personally, than to

express the Ipottie tp Washington or to New York and have it done
here. It is more economica,! for the (Jovernment in the long run
to have it do^i^ tliat way.
Mr. Jacowat. Will the prohibitipn laws which have been passed

increase the woyk of this depa,rt.ment very much, if any ?

Dr. AiiSiBEEG. No; they will not.

Mr. i^NP:EBspN. The Bureau of Internal |levenue, I a,ssume, will

have laboratories establigji.ed all over the country, so that it strikes

me th.at thf^t features of itj if it is in consequence of that, can v?ry

well be elimijij^ted.

Dr. Alsberc}. Of course, if they have laboratories all over the

cp.wtry, there will be no call for us to do any of that worl^. TA\i&

the leather work, this is a vfs^ysma'H part of the work.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Will you speak of the saving
effected if this work be done in one department rather than several?

Dr. Alsbeeg. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What lines of work have been or
are likely to be duplicated ? Tell us what the other departments are
doing under that item 66.

Dr. Alsberg. The only point I had in mind was this, that as far
as I can make out the War Department at the present time is well
content with the service that the Bureau of Chemistry is rendering
the various depot quartermasters in analyzing their goods on con-

tracts, foods, drugs, and medicines. If we discontinue that service

they will have to establish their own laboratories. The depot quar-
termaster in St. Louis will have to have a chemical laboratory for

his work. At the present time he is doing it in our laboratory in

St. Louis, and does not want to establish a laboratory of his own,
as he is satisfied with the service.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There is an understanding between
you that the work will not be done by them if it is done by you ?

Dr. Alsbeeg. Of course we can not do the work if they do not

send us samples. At present they are sending us samples.
The Chairman. As a matter of economy, should not all the work

on chemistry be done in the Bureau of Chemistry rather than for

each department or bureau to set up a separate bureau of chemistry?
When it comes to standards, that should be done by the Bureau of
Standards. Would not that be the proper solution of the matter?
Dr. Alsberg. Of course, it would be in my personal interest to

say yes, but I can not agree that that is the proper solution.

The Chairman. You have 18 laboratories scattered over the coun-

try. Why should other departments build more ? -

Dr. Alsbeeg. I am not talking about the routine work.
The Chairman. In the matter of economy. Where can we save

money ?

Dr. Alsbeeg. Money could be saved in that way.
The Chairman. With just as efficient service?

Dr. Alsberg. For everything except research in chemistry.
The Chairman. It is natural to assume that you have the highest

skilled chemists.

Dr. Alsberg. But my point is this : If the Bureau of Standards is

carrying on a research on the strength of structural steel, it will be

necessary for it as a part of the research to analyze that steel. It

would not be fair to ^ave the man who is doing the testing of that

structural steel to have to send that steel to the Bureau of Chemistry
for analysis. It would not be efficient to have analytical work of

this kind concentrated in the manner you suggest.

The Chairman. Whenever your activities are extended to test-

ing, then you are encroaching upon the Bureau of Standards,

and whenever their activities are extended to chemistry, they are

encroaching upon the Bureau of Chemistry.
Dr. Alsberg. That is true except so far as foods and drugs are

concerned. We can not enforce the food and drugs act except

through the testing of foods and drugs. We do very little testing

of any kind except the testing of foods and drugs, but the Bureau
of Standards does not test foods and drugs.
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The Chairman. We have only one Bureau of Standards and only
one Bureau of Chemistry. It seems to me that the proper thing
would be to refer everything to the respective bureaus, except in
certain instances.

Dr. Alsberg. I should be well satisfied if that could be done.
The Chaikmak. I know what is being said about duplication of

work and one department encroaching upon the prerogatives of
another. We want to do away with duplication if it is possible

to do it.

Mr. Jacowat. You stated that there is little duplication of work
in your department.

Dr. Alsbeeg. With the Bureau of Standards?
Mr. Jacowat. In this particular department of the work.
Dr. Alsbeeg. I do not think that is being done by anybody else

anywhere in the Government service.

The ChAieman. Why should other bureaus or departments set

up a division of chemistry when there is one Bureau of Chemistry
in the Department of Agriculture?

Dr. Alsbeeg. As far as this item is concerned, Mr. Chairman,
you are absolutely right in that statement, and the object of that

particular item is to have the Bureau of Chemistry do just that

kind of work and make it unnecessary for any other department
to duplicate it.

The Chairman. I asked the question because there is a great

deal said about duplication of work. No one is particularly to

blame, but it is for somebody to work out a solution. Are you
through with that item ?

Dr. Alsbeeg. Yes.
Mr. Harrison. Mr. Chairman, Secretary Glass has written you a

letter, concurred in by Secretary Houston, suggesting that a pro-

vision be inserted in the Agricultural appropriation bill for 1921,

authorizing the transfer from the Treasury Department to the

Department of Agriculture of the administration of the tea in-

spection act. The matter which originated wi4h the Treasury De-
partment and Mr. George F. Mitchell, supervising tea examiner

of that department, who is here this morning, will be glad to ex-

plain to the committee the reasons for the transfer, if it is agree-

able to you.
The Chairman. It is agreeable to the committee if it is agree-

able to you. Doctor.
Dr. Alsbeeg. Yes.

Mr. Harrison. I think it would be desirable to insert the corre-

spondence in the record, as it states the situation fully.

The Chairman. Yes; it will be incorporated in the record.

(The letters referred to follow:)

Depabtment of Agmcultube,
Washmgton, November 15, 1919.

The Secbetary of the Teeasurt.

Sib: Consideration has been given to your letter of October 6, 1919, and in-

closures, relative to the proposed transfer of the administration of an act en-

titled "An act to prevent the importation of impure and unwholesome tea,"

approved March 2, 1897 (29 Stat. 604), as amended by the act of May 16,

1908 (35 Stat. 163), from the Treasnry Department to the Department of

Agriculture.
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In reply I have the honor to state that the department concurs with you
both in respect to the proposed drafts of the bill submitted by your depart-
ment, and the letters transmitting same to the . Hon. Asle J. Gronna, chair-
man Committee on Agriculture aijd Forestry, of the Senate, and the Hon. Gil-
bert E. Haugen, chairman Committee on Agriculture, House of Representa-
tives.

The inclosures accompanying your letter are herewith returned.
Respectfully,

D. F. Houston, Secretary.

Teeasubt Department,
WO'Shmgton, Qctoher 6, 1919.

The Seceetaky or Ageictjltuee.

Sie: I have the honor to refep to the correspondence condmcted during the
year 1914, especially your letter to this department dated February 25, 1914,
relative to transferring the administration of the act of March 2, 1897 (29
Stat., 604), as amended by the act of May 6, 1918 (35 Stat., 163) from the
Treasury Department in your department. In this letter your department
submitted a draft of a provision based on a memorandum from the supervising
tea examiner of this department for insertion in the agricultural appropriation
bill transferring the administration of the tea act to your department, copy
of which I inclose with suggestions from this department. All words therein

which have been stricken out are inclosed in parenthesis with lines drawn
through them, and all new words inserted are underscored. By referring to

sections 4 and 6 of the act it will be seen that the law already states that

the bonds are to be approved by the collector at the port of entry.

The changes made in the last paragraph of the provision to transfer the

law simply brings the provision up to date and allows for carrying the office

of supervising tea exan;iiner on the lump-sum roll.

The office of supervising tea examiner is now a statutory position carried

under the Customs Division in the legislative bill. But this department will

request Congress to drop this statutory position when the transfer of the tea

act has been consummated.
I am inclosing letters written to the chairman of tli,e Committee on Agri-

culture and Forestry of tl\e Senate and the chajripan of the Committee on

Agriculture of the House of Representatives signed by me and for concur-

rence in by you, requesting that the transfer of the tea act be made and giving

reasons for same.
Respectfully,

Caetbe Glass, Secretary.

*
TEE4Sin$Y Depabtment,
Office of the Secketaey,

Washington, September S9, 1919.

Hon. Gilbert N. Hauoen,
Chairman Committee on Agriculture,

Souse of Representativesi:

My Dear Congressman : Inclosed you will find a draft of a provision pre-

pared jointly by the Agricultural Department and my department which I

would recommend be inserted in the agricultural appropriation bill for the

fiscal year 1921. This provision provides for the transfer of the administra-

tion of the act of March 2, 1897 (29 Stat., 604), as amended by the act of May
6, 1918 (35 Stat., 163), ft"on;i t^e Treasury Departnient to the Agricultural

Department. No changes are made in the act itself except those Pf W ad-

ministrative nature.

This act prohibits the*importation of any merchandise, as tea, which is in-

ferior in purity, quality, and fitness for consumption, to standards to be fixed

and established annually by the Secretary of the Treasury, and provides that

such merchandise finally determined to be inferior in purity, quality, or fitness

for consumption to such standard shall be exported, provides for a physical

standard of quality as well as pui;lty. The reason for this is because tea must

have a standard of quality if it is to be successfully guarded as a food product,

as it is possible to have an absolijtely pure tea and yet it might be unfit for

consumption. The commercial teas are made from the tender leaves of the te^

plant. These young leaves contain the stimulating alkaloid caffeine and a
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complex constituent which gives the commercial teas their value and flavor.
It has been determined that the lovrer leaves of the tea bush not only have
practically no stimulating value but increase materially in tannin, the In-
jurious and deleterious constituent of tea, so that if we did not establish a
standard of quality as well as purity it would be possible to Import tea made
from these lower leaves which, while pure, would be absolutely devoid of any
real tea flavor and which at. the same time would be so strong in tannin as to
be unfit for consumption.

In other words, although all tea is made from the leaves of the tea plant,
all tea leaves that are made into tea can not be considered as commercial tea,
and to prevent the United States from being the " dumping ground " that it

was before the present law was enacted. Congress very wisely passed the pres-
ent tea act which requires all teas entering the country to be measured by
the physical standard that represents the minimum of quality. This law, be^
sides protecting the consumer against spurious adulterations and inferior goods
which lack the requisite quality to make them of value as a beverage, also pro-
tects the merchant against the flood of worthless trash that would destroy his
market. ''

In viewing the foregoing paragraphs and after studying the history of acts
of this kind which I will review in the following paragraphs, I am convinced
that your committee will desire to secure legislation which will effect the
transfer of the administration of this act to the Agricultural Department, where
all acts of this kind are now administered and where I believe this one right-
fully belongs.

As nearly as I can determine, the first legislation conditioning the right of
importation upon purity, quality, and wholesomeness of merchandise is con-
tained in the act of Congress approved June 26, 1848 (U. S. Stat., vol. 9, p. 237),
entitled " An act to prevent the importation of adulterated and spurious drugs
and medicines.',' By the terms of this act the customs service of this depart-
ment is charged with its enforcement.
Probably the next legislation of this kind was the act of Congress approved

March 2, 1883 (U. S. Stat., vol. 22, p.'451), entitled "An act to prevent the im-
portation of adulterated and spurious teas." The customs service of this de-
partment was also charged with the administration and enforcement of the pro-
visions of this act.

The next legislation directed to the prevention of the Importation of Impure,
adulterated, and unwholesome merchandise is contained in the act of Con-
gress approved August 30, 1890 (U. S. Stat., vol. 26, p. 414), entitled "An act
providing for the inspection of meats for exportation, prohibiting the importa-
tion of adulterated articles of food and drink, and authorizing the President to

make proclamation in certain cases, and for other purposes." Under the terms
of this statute, the Secretary of Agriculture is charged with its enforcement
so far as it relates to the exportation of meats, and the Secretary of the Treas-
ury is charged with its enforcement so far as it relates to the Importation of
adulterated articles of food and drink.
The next legislation on the subject is contained in the act of March 2, 1897,

supra, which took the place of the tea act of 1883, above referred to, and which
was continued under the jurisdiction of the Treasury Department, and the
next is the Agricultural appropriation act of March 1, 1889 (U. S. Stat., vol. 30,

ch. 325, p. 951). This latter act authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to

investigate the adulteration of foods, drugs, and liquors and prohibits the im-
portation of such articles when found to be dangerous to the health of the
people of the United States.

The last-mentioned act seems to mark a change in the policy of Congress
with respect to the enforcement of legislation directed to the prevenion of the

importation of spurious, adulterated, Impure, unwholesome, and misbranded
foods, drugs, and liquors, for In all such legislation prior to this act the Sec-

retary of the Treasury is charged with Its enforcement, whereas In the said

act the Secretary of Agriculture is given jurisdiction.

The act of August 30, 1890, was followed by the acts of May 25, 1900 (U.

S. Stat, vol. 31, eh. 555, p. 196) ; March 2, 1901 (U. S. Stat., vol. 31, ch.

805, p. 930) ; June 3, 1902 (U. S. Stat., vol. 32, ch. 985, p. 296) ; March 3,

1903 (U. S. Stat., vol. 32, ch. 1008, p. 1157) ; April 23, 1904 (U. S. Stat.,

vol. 33, ch. 1486, p. 288) ; March 3, 1905 (U. S. Stat., vol. 33, ch. 1405,

p. 874) ; June 30, 1906 (U. S. Stat., vol. 34, p. 686).

164315—20 42
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The successive statutes gradually broaden the scope of governmental con-
trol and supervision over the importation of foods, drugs, and liquors, and in
each of them the Secretary of Agriculture is given jurisdiction to determine
the purity, quality, and wholesomeness of such articles offered for importa-
tion, and whether they shall be permitted to enter into consumption in the
United States.
The situation is that under existing statutes the Department of Agriculture

has jurisdiction to determine the fitness for human consumption and admissi-
bility of all foods, drugs, and liquors offered for importation into the United
States, with the single exception of tea, jurisdiction over which remains partly
in this department, under the act of March 2. 1897, and partly in the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, under the food and drugs act of June 30, 1906 (26 Op. A. 6.
166). In this opinion the Attorney General shows that no repugnancy exists be-
tween the special tea-inspection act of March 2, 1897 (29 Stat., 604) and the gen-
eral food and drugs act of June 30, 1906 (34 Stat., 768), preventing them
from standing together, and that an importation of tea is, therefore, sub-
ject to both acts in that it must equal the standards of quality and purity
established by the Secretary of the Treasury under the tea-inspection act and
is also subject to the provisions of the food and drugs act regarding adultera-
tion, labeling, misbranding, and guaranty.
In the opinion of this department both of these acts are necessary to safe-

guard the public in the matter of tea, and, while the one can not be substituted

for the other, as they deal with tea in different particulars, at the same time,

if the administration of the tea law were placed under the Department of
Agriculture the work could be coordinated in the department in which this

class of work properly belongs.

If your committee has any doubts as to the advisability of this proposed
course or desires information, this department will be glad to have a repre-

sentative familiar with the matter appear before the committee.
A similar letter has been addressed to the chairman of the Committee on

Agriculture and Forestry of the Senate.
Respectfully,

Cabteb Glass,
Secretary of the Treasury.

I concur.

D. F. Houston,
Secretary of Agriculture.

The Secretary of Agriculture shall, from and after the taking effect of

this act, execute and perform all the powers and duties conferred on the

Secretary of the Treasury by the act approved March 2, 1897 (29 Stat. L.,

p. 604), entitled "An act to prevent the importation of impure and unwhole-
some tea," as amended by the act approved May 16, 1908 (35 Stat. L., p. 163),

entitled "An act to amend an act entitled 'An act to prevent the importation

of impure and unwholesome tea,' approved March 2, 1897 " : Provided, That
the bonds given to the United States as security in pursuance of section 1,

as amended, shall be subject to the approval only of the collector of customs
at the port of entry ; that in place of the board of United States general

appraisers provided for by section 6 of the act, there shall be designated by
the Secretary of Agriculture three employees of the Department of Agriculture

to serve as the United States Board of Tea Appeals with all the powers and
duties conferred by the act on the board of United States general appraisers.

There is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of $45,000 for carrying into effect the provisions of the

aforesaid act until the end of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921, including
payment of compensation and expenses of the members of the board appointed
under section 2 of the act and all other necessary officers and employees.

STATEMENT OF MR. GEORGE F. MITCHELL, SUPERVISING TEA
EXAMINER, TREASURY DEPARTMENT.

The Chairman. You may proceed, Mr. Mitchell.

Mr. MiTCHEM.. Several years ago Secretary McAdoo suggested
to the Agricultural Department that the tea-inspection act, which
deals entirely with the testing of imported teas, or teas entered at
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the ports for consumption, for purity, quality, and fitness for con-
sumption, be transferred to the Agricultural Department, as it has
nothing to do with revenues. There is no duty on tea at the present
time. This matter was postponed, due to the fact that at the time
there was pending in the courts a case testing out Avhether a certain

test that we were using was legal or not. The Secretary of the
Treasury asked the Secretary of Agriculture to postpone it when
that case came up. The case has been settled by the Supreme Court,
and now the Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Glass, has asked the

Secretary of Agriculture if his department was willing to take over
this work, which is more in line with the functions of that depart-

ment. It is more in line with the pure food law, and the Secretary

of Agriculture has concurred in the letter to this committee. A
similar letter has also been addressed to the Committee on Agri-
culture of the Senate.

Mr. Anderson. As I understood this tea proposition, the testing

of tea has no relation to any rate of duty ?

Mr. Mitchell. None whatsoever.
Mr. Anderson. If the tea does not come up to the standard, which

I think a commission was set up to fix, it is simply refused entry ?

Mr. Mitchell. It is refused entry by the examiner, but the im-

porter has the chance to appeal to the Board of Tea Appeals, and
then, if it is finally rejected by the Board of Tea Appeals, the

importer has six months in which to export the tea. If not ex-

ported within six months, then it is destroyed ; it is mandatory that

it shall be destroyed.

Mr. Anderson. It is purely a pure-food matter, with no relation

to the importation of tea?

Mr. Mitchell. It is entirely a pure-food matter, and the main
point I want to bring out is that it can not be handled in the best

way under the pure-food law, for the pure-food law does not regu-

late quality or grade. This board, under the act of 1897, annually

establishes physical standards, actual tea standards, of both purity

and quality. If we were to do away with this act and let it auto-

matically drift under the pure-food law we would not be able to

test for quality. The reason why tea differs from some other food

products is that we have to test for quality. It is due to the fact

that if the tea leaves that are made into tea are not picked from
the uppermost part of the shoots—if they should happen to pick

them lower down, which there is a tendency to do, because the

leaves lower down are larger and have more weight—such leaves

would be lacking in the tea quality and yet would be absolutely

pure and be allowed to enter this country under the pure-food law

;

but they would not be conside^pd commercial tea as I would con-

sider commercial tea, or any other tea man would consider com-

mercial tea. The procedure that we have under this act is to test

all teas at seven different ports by expert examiners. These men
are qualified in testing teas. The tea entering the country is drawn
in comparison with the Government standard, and generally in

blind, so that the examiner is not biased in any way, and if it does

not equal the Government standard the tea is rejected by the ex-

aminer.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What ports are they?
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Mr. Mitchell. We have examiners stationed at New York, Bos-
ton, Chicago, St. Paul, Tacoma, Wash, (which we call the Puget
Sound port), San Francisco, and Honolulu. The way we divide
the districts is simply automatic. If the tea should come into a
port where there is no qualified tea examiner, then he sends it to
the nearest port where there is a qualified tea examiner, so that
the United States is divided automatically in that way into differ-

ent districts.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How large a force have you at

each one of these places?
Mr. Mitchell. At each of these places we have a qualified exam-

iner, and at two of the ports these examiners have assistant exam-
iners, and then we have at some of the other larger ports (for in-

stance, three out of the seven), we have a clerk and messenger who
tends to putting the water on the tea and things of that sort. We
also have to have samplers. The average number of samplers is

about one at each port. The samples are not drawn under the
supervision of the Government, and teas entered for consumption
are placed in a bonded warehouse and kept there by the Govern-
ment under bond until our samplers go and see the sample there,

and these samples drawn by the samplers are submitted to the tea

examiners for testing in comparison with Government standards.

Mr. McKinley. Are these men under civil service ?

Mr. Mitcheij,. All these men are under civil service, and all ex-

cept myself go on the lump-sum roll. I am on the statutory roll.

Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. In the Treasury Department?
Mr. Mitchell. Yes, sir.

Mr. Heflin. What salary do you get ?

Mr. Mitchell. $2,750 a year.

Mr. TiNCHER. As I understand it, your department is in the In-

ternal Revenue Bureau?
Mr. Mitchell. It is in the Customs Department.
Mr. TiNCHEE. The reason that you should not have anything to

do with this is that there is nothing chemically wrong with the tea,

except if they pick the leaves too long, it is weak tea ?

Mr. Mitchell. Yes.
Mr. TiNCHEK. The object of having the tea taster is to get strong

tea?
Mr. Mitchell. It is weak if it is picked from the lower part of

the bush and does not contain the caffeine and aromatic oils that

give it flavor.

Mr. TinCHER. That would not be detrimental?

Mr. Mitchell. Not detrimental as to quality.

Mr. Tincher. If a man bought tea that had not been tested he

would simply get weak tea and w^have to have these employes at

these stations so that we are able to get good strong tea ?

Mr. Mitchell. Another reason is that we also test for purity.

Mr. Tincher. These civil service men that you have besides the

inspectors, do they test them as to their tasting qualities ?

Mr. Mitchell. Yes, sir; we do. We.hold an examination from
time to time, and we select samples that are very near the Govern-
ment standard or equal to or better than the • Government stand-

ard; and we actually have the applicant go through the examina-
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tion, and he also has to be able to tell the different districts in the
country that the tea comes from, so that he can tell what standard
to use in the testing of the teas.

Mr. McKiNLEY. Is it not true that every big importing house has
a tea taster ?

Mr. Mitchell. A big importing house has a tea taster.
Mr. Heflin. These tasters use the test to get the best quality of.

tea?

Mr. Mitchell. To get the quality of good commercial tea.
Mr. Heflin. And but for that we would get low-grade tea?
Mr. Mitchell. Such a low-grade tea would be absolutely trash

and would not be what is known as commercial tea. Then we also
test for purity. I do not think there is any important food product
that is more subject to sophistication than tea. It has been in the
past. They used a lot of coloring matter for tea, to make 20 per cent
tea look like 40 per cent tea. That also comes under this law.
Mr. Heflin. You detect that and call attention to it ?

Mr. Mitchell. We not only call attention to it, but we reject
the tea and have it sent outside the country. We have not had any
rejects in the past six months.
Mr. Heflin. You protect the American people from that weak tea ?

Mr. Mitchell. This tea inspection is similar to the milk inspection
in certam cities, which requires that milk contain a definite per cent
of butter fat. That milk may ba absolutely pure and some butter
fat might be taken out unless you had these laws against the reduc-
tion of the butter fat. It is exactly the same way with tea. It is

a little different from other food products. It differs from coffee;
no matter what coffee bean you have you get everything 'in that
coffee bean. It might be grown at a low altitude, it might be poor
coffee, but you get everything in that coffee bean. That is not true
of tea

;
you must have the tender leaves of the plant in order to make

a good commercial tea.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you serve for examining coffee^

too?
Mr. Mitchell. No, sir ; coffee comes under the pure-food law.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In this service are you employing

anybody in foreign countries from which the tea comes ?

Mr. Mitchell. No, sir ; we do not. The department sent me on a

.

trip to foreign countries, but that was the only time we had anything
to do with foreign countries. That was simply for the purpose of
studying methods.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you know how many have been

imployed in the service altogether in this country ?

Mr. Mitchell. At the present time?
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Yes.

Mr. Mitchell. I can tell you roughly. We have seven examiners
and the supervising tea examiner, making eight; two assistant ex-
aminers ; we have about three clerks and about nine samplers.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much mohey has been devoted
to this work in any year recently ?

The Chairman. You are asking for $45,000. Is that the amount
pireviously carried ?

Mr. Mitchell. I was going to explain that. The lowest actual

amount that would be expended in the transfer, I estimate, would be
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$40,716.30. The amount that I have added on is the amount that I
estimate would be necessary in making the transfer.
The Chairman. It would cost $5,000 to make the transfer? You

are asking for $45,000 now ?

Mr. Mitchell. I am asking for $45,000. ,

The Chairman. You have been expending about $40,000?
Mr. Mitchell. $40,716.30. That represents what it would actually

cost us to carry on the thing in the Department of Agriculture as
it is now. For instance, we have a man at Honolulu who gets $2,200
a year, and his services are divided between customs work and the
tea work. In that case I have estimated the very lowest that we
could get a man there for, probably $1,500, which would be the
very lowest estimate. That is a small place.
The Chairman. Do I understand it would cost more in the De-

partment of Agriculture than it would cost in the Treasury De-
partment?
Mr. Mitchell. Perhaps the first year we move it over, before we

get shaken down. I might be able to find a man to do the same
work in the Bureau of Chemistry, or Dr. Alsberg might be able
to get a man at Honolulu to do that. We have got to have a man
there.

The Chairman. What is the object of the transfer? I supposed
it was to save money ?

Mr. Mitchell. The object of the transfer is, as the Secretary of

Agriculture states in his letter, that as this does not bring in any
revenue to the Government, and as it is purely a policing measure
to keep teas that are not up to quality and purity out of the country,

it should be placed under the department that handles similar

work. That is the reason for asking this committee to transfer this

work.
The Chairman. I assume the same force would be transferred.

Why should there be an increase in expenditures ? There are people

now employed who are paid jointly out of other funds.

Mr. Mitchell. There will not be, perhaps, an increase the second

year, but the first year I can not take a man to Honolulu that is in

the Bureau of Chemistry. I can not find anybody for testing teas.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why can not the same individ-

uals, the same force, be transferred from one roll to another—from

one jurisdiction to another?

Mr. Mitchell. The proposition is to transfer . every man that is

in the service now, except in a place like Honolulu, where the man
is a weigher and is also a tea examiner,

Mr. McKinley. You are trying to tell us that the man at Hono-

lulu is doing other work in the Treasury Department ?

Mr. Mitchell. Yes; he gets $2,200 for doing that and other

work. If you transfer that law to the Department of Agriculture

in tfTat one case where he is doing double work, we will have to find

somebody to do the tea work.

The Chairman. Is it not possible for the departments to coop-

erate?
, .

Mr. Mitchell. I do not think that under the law we could divide

a man's salary between two departments if he gets more than a

certain minimum salary—$2,000, I think.
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The Chairman. According to your statement, it would cost the
Government about $4,300 to make the transfer ?

Mr. Harrison. The man in Honolulu would not get $2,200 for
doing merely the weighing work after the tea work is taken away.
His compensation would be reduced, would it not?
Mr. Mitchell. He probably wiU be reduced, but I can not take

the money out of the Treasury Department after I leave. The only
thing we can do is to put a man there from the Agricultural De-
partment, perhaps at $1,500.

The Chairman. Is it proposed to transfer this force to the De-
partment of Agriculture ?

Mr. Mitchell. That is what the Secretary of the Treasury has
requested, and the Secretary of Agriculture has concurred in the
request.

The Chairman. It is not so stated in the draft submitted. It

states that they shall be paid the compensation in existence under
section 2. What is that board?
Mr. Mitchell. If the tea is rejected by the tea examiner, then the

importer has the right within 30 days to appeal to the Board of Tea
Appeals. This Board of Tea Appeals now is composed of three men
drawn from the Board of General Appraisers. This proposition
here is to appoint three men. We simply designate three men with-

out salary from the Agricultural Department. It might be three

men designated from New York, from the New York laboratory, by
Dr. Alsberg, to assist in the cases coming up. This board seldom
sits.

Mr. Hutchinson. This man to whom you say you pay $2,200, is

that charged up to your appropriation?
Mr. Mitchell. No, sir ; it is charged up to the customs.
Mr. Hutchinson. It is not charged to that appropriation?
Mr. Mitchell. No, sir. This tea law has no special appropriation

at this time. It simply is under the full customs appropriation.
Mr. Hutchinson. You say you have been getting $40,000?
Mr. Mitchell. I say we have been spending that much of the

customs appropriation.
Mr. Hutchinson. Does that include the $2,200?
Mr. Mitchell. No, sir; it does not.

Mr. Hutchinson. In other words, the work you are going to do
there on the tea question is in three ^oups?
Mr. Mitchell. No, sir; $1,500 I estimate should have been charged

against tea.

Mr. Hutchinson. Is it charged against tea in your appropria-
tion?

Mr. Mitchell. I have no appropriation.

Mr. Heelin. He is asking for it now.
Mr. Mitchell. If the work is transferred, the Department of

Agriculture will ask it.

MrHHEFLiN. You certainly get some from the Treasury Depart-
ment?
Mr. Mitchell. We have from a lump fund of $10,000,000.

Mr. Jacowat. Up to the present time it has been costing $40,000

for this work?
Mr. Mitchell. Yes, sir.
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Mr. Jacowat. In order to transfer it to the Department of Agri-
culture, which should have jurisdiction of it, it will cost $45,000, a
difference of $5,000?
Mr. MiTCEffiLL,. I did not say it would cost that. I am asking for

that because in making the transfer we should have some money for
leeway. We might not spend it.

Mr. Jacoway. Would it be worth $5,000 to the American people
and the taxpayers to get this out of the Treasury Department and
into the Agriculture Department? That is what the committee
wants to know. Would the public benefit that much in the transfer?
Mr. Mitchell. The idea of making this transfer did not originate

with me, and the persons who actually made the request could doubt-
less answer that question. The Secretary of the Treasury directed
me to prepare a letter asking the Secretary of Agriculture if he
would agree to this transfer.

Mr. Hutchinson. Do you know whether the Secretary of the
Treasury will ask for a reduction of $45,000 in his appropriation ?

Mr. Mitchell. I do not know.
Mr. Heflin. Do you think this transfer would be beneficial?

Mr. Mitchell. I really do not think it would make very much
difference. I think the law can be operated in one department as

well as in another.

Mr. Lee. It merely puts it where it belongs ?

Mr. Mitchell. The idea is to put it where it belongs.
The Chairman. It occurred to me that the Bureau of Chemistry

could conduct this work with less money in connection with its other
work along that liiie, but according to your statement it is going ta
cost more. I thought at first this proposition was in the line of
economy.
Mr. Mitchell. It will coordinate the work. For instance, in the

pure food department from time to time they collect samples to see

that interstate shipments are all right, and if we were transferred
over to the Agriculture Department, of course, we could handle that.

The Chairman. I thought that it could be done at less expense in

conjunction with the other activities of the bureau.
Mr. Mitchell. Yes ; I believe so.

The Chairman. The statements here do fiot bear that out.

Mr. McKinlet'. Is it not true that they asked you something about

an appropriation and you estimated it at $45,000, but that it might
possibly be less than $40,000 when you get thein consolidated ?

Mr. Mitchell. Yes ; I simply made an estimate. I found out how
much it costs now, and I added $5,000.

Mr. McKinley. The cost for the present yea.r is $40,700, and you
are asking for $45,000.

Mr. Heflin. Do you think it would be beneficial to have that trans-

fer inade? "
.

Dr. Alsb]eeg. I believe it would be beneficial becaiise I believe

wheii' we get this over we can save some money. We have"6ffices

and laboratories in every place where there is a tea examiner. We
have to liavfe clerks, for instance, in New York, about 6 clerks

doing ortr work in a laboratory' with gO .chemists. It is entirely

possible that we could save clerical hire and other personal services.

The Chairman. How much would you say?
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Dr. AiiSBEKG. I would not say until the transfer has been made
for a year. I am totally unfamiliar with this matter and am unable
to say how much could be saved. I should think it ought to be pos-

sible by combining this work with other projects to make savings
after we tried it out.

Mr. Heflin. Is it your judgment that the change is desirable

and advisable?
Dr. Alsbkeg. It is my judgment that the change is desirable and

advisable, because the Department of Agriculture is really where the
work belongs. It is a stepchild in the Treasury Department. I
think this work is being done efficiently in the Treasury Department.
I think Mr. Mitchell would continue to do the work in the same
manner no matter where he was located, but we are dealing with
the same group of importers, who are usually also importers of
spices and other things, and it would be beneficial to the department
and to the trade to have only one set of Government officers to deal
with where they have two sets at the present time. I think when
we get the work welded together we could probably save some money,
but I would not venture to say how much.
The Chaikman. Would the inspection of tea require the services

of specialists that you have in the department, or could they do
other work in conjunction with the inspection?
Dr. Alsbeeg. The examination of tea, as I understand it, requires

the services of specialists. We have not at the present time in the
Bureau of Chemistry such specialists. It is possible, of course, that
all of the time of these tea examiners is not taken up completely
in every place with their examinations, and that we could get them
other things to do in addition.

The Chaieman. Would he be competent to inspect spices?

Dr. Alsbeeg. We could probably use them to inspect other things,
but we could not get along without men especially trained in the
testing of teas. As I understand Mr. Mitchell's contention, men
Mr. Mitchell. If we are allowed to swap over I can conscientiously

who have held the position of tea testers for commercial concerns
before they came into the Government service. No one who has
hot had that training or experience is comjpeteht to do this work, but
we might be able to use them also for spices and other things.

The Chaieman. You do not state definitely that they could be.

Mr. Mitchell. I am sure that they can be used especially in the
line of coffee. We have in the service now several tea experts that
used to be with coffee. In fact, at the port of New York and at the
port of San Francisco at the present time we give the Bureau of
Chemistry considerable help in identifying coffee.

The Chaieman. Between the two of you, can you state positively
that there will be an increase or decrease in expenditure ?

Mr.- Mitchell. If we are allowed to swap over I can conscien-
tiously say that after we get shaken down we will have a considerable
saving.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Please refer to the tea law.
Mr. Haeeison. The reference is given in the letter which I have

handed to the chairman to be inserted in the record.
Mr. Mitchell. We are having quite a lot of.trouble getting exam-

iners at the present salaries. Of course, every department tells you
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that, but I have lost three examiners—^three ofmy best tea examiners

—

in the last year and at the present time I am lacking at the port of
New York, because I can not get a competent man to take a job at

$3,000, which is the highest salary we have.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You might give a list of salaries,

or give it offhand.

Mr. Mitchell. Yes; I will insert it.

(The statement referred to follows:)

Salaries of Tea-Inspection Service.

1 supervising tea examiner . $2, 750
1 tea examiner 3, 000
2 tea examiners, at . 2, 500
1 tea examiner 2, 000
1 tea examiner 1, 800
2 tea examiners, at 1, 500
1 assistant tea examiner 1, 200
1 sampler 1, 350

4 samplers, at $1, 200
1 sampler 1, 400
1 clerk : 1, 400
1 clerk 1, 300
1 messenger 900
1 laborer 840
1 clerk to Board of Tea Ap-

peals 1, 800

This does not include compensation for Board of Tea Appeals or board of

tea experts or for occasional temporary assistance.

Then there is one other thing. This Board of Tea Experts that

are appointed once a year fixes the Government standard. They are

appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury. It is an honorary po-

sition ; they get only $50 a year salary and their traveling expenses,

and the comptroller has recently ruled that they do not get their

actual expenses. They have to come long distances; some of them
come from the Pacific coast, and some from the Middle West, at the

same rate as other Government employees, which is $5 a day; and
those men, who are much bigger than $5,-a-day men, have come here

and served the Government in an honorary capacity for $5 a day.

The Chairman. Are they employees of the Government?
Mr. Mitchell. No ; they are all merchants.
The Chairman. The same rule would apply in your bureau,

Doctor?
Dr. Alsberg. We do not have that kind of employee, Mr. Chair-

man. This is a board of experts specially provided for in this act.

The Chairman. Your board would be selected from your regular

employees ?

Dr. Alsberg. We could not select these people from our regular

employees.
Mr. Mitchell. No, sir.

The Chairman. You would have to have the same board?
Dr. Alsberg. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. That does not involve a change, then ?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Would this not be subject to a

point of order—^to make an appropriation under an agricultural bill

to carry out an act having nothing to do with the Department of

Agriculture ?

Mr. Mitchell. This Board of Tea Experts only meets once a year

in the city of New York. They fix the Government standards; they

fix the lowest quality of tea that can come into the country.

The Chairman. I am at a loss to know why there should be a

change in expenditure if the same board is to be maintained.
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Mr. MiTCHEtL. I believe if you decide to transfer this law you
should give us a limit of $45,000, because without that I believe we
are going to lose a lot of our examiners. As I say, I lost three.

The Chaibman. Did you say the highest salary was $3,000?
Mr. Mitchell. We pay the 'man at New York $3,000. We have

to pay that to get a man. My own salary is less than that.

The Chairman. What is your salary ?

Mr. Mitchell. My salary is $2,750. It is a statutory position.

The Chairman. What is the lowest salary ?

Mr. Mitchell. It runs down to as low as $1,600, which, I think,

the man at St. Paul gets, and I estimate that the man at Honolulu
should get about $1,500.

There is one other point. The salary of the supervising tea
examiner is included in this $40,000, but that is on the statutory
roll now. I have included it in here to make an estimate of the
cost when it goes over to the Agricultural Department.
The Chairman. That salary is included in the $40,700?
Mr. Mitchell. Yes, sir; but it is now on the statutory roll. My

idea is that it should go on a lump-sum appropriation.

The Chairman. I take it that the Treasury Department would
drop that if the transfer was made?
Mr. Mitchell. That is what it would do.

If there is any other thing about the administration of this

matter that you do not understand the chief of the customs, who
has charge of the administration of it and knows all about that
phase of it, would be glad to come up here.

The Chairman. I do not think that is necessary.

Mr. Mitchell. My work is exclusively the technical part of it.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Mitchell. We will now recess

until 2 o'clock,

(Thereupon, at 12.45 o'clock p. m., the committee took a recess

until 2 o'clock p. m.)

MORNING session.

Wednesday, January 7, 1920.

Bureau of Chemistry—rContinued.

STATEMENT OF DE. CARL L. AISBERG, CHIEF OF THE BUREAU
OP CHEMISTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Continued.

The committee met pursuant to recess, Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen
(chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. The committee will come to order. Mr. Har-
rison, who do you desire to appear.
Mr. Harrison. If agreeable to the committee, we will continue

with the estimates of the Bureau of Chemistry, the consideration of
which was suspended yesterday. Tha first item is No. 67, on page
146, " For investigating the character of the chemical and physical

tests which are applied to American food products in foreign coun-
tries," etc.

Dr. Alsberg. Item 67, page 146, Mr. Chairman, probably requires

no comment. No change is proposed. The work under this item
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consists in making analyses and furnishing official certificates to

exporters of food or drug products to those countries, chiefly South
American countries, which will not permit foreign product^ to en-
ter unless they are accompanied by the official Government certifi-

cate from the country from which they are exported.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does the exporter pay the ex-

pense of making these examinations ?

Dr. Alsbbbg. Yes. Prior to some five or six years ago, when this

item was inserted, the work was done without charge ; but it seemed
to us that the exporter ought to pay the cost, and at present he is

charged, as nearly as we can estimate, the cost of making the ex-

amination and furnishing the shipping certificate. That money, of
course, is covered into the Treasury and does not become available.

Mr. Jones. How much of this total appropriation was paid back
by the exporter last year ; do you know ?

Dr. Alsbeeg. It varies from $400 to $1,000 per annum ; last year,

owing to the fact that exports to South America were less, it was
only $400.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. At how many places, and what
are they, where you maintain this inspection service?

Dr. Alsberg. It is not an inspection service. It is more of an
analytical service. That is to say, a sample is drawn: from the

proposed material and analyzed in the laboratory. It is done in

any one of our branch laboratories, whichever one happens to be
nearest to the main office of the exporter. The main work is done
at those ports from which exports to South America go—that is,

San Francisco, New Orleans, and New York. We do not maintain
a separate force nor do we maintain a separate laboratory for that

purpose. It is done in the regular laboratory by our regular force.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It would look as though you did

maintain a separate force with a chemist in charge at $3,000 and
a chemist in charge at $2,760 ? •

;

Dr, Alsberg. Only a part of the time of these men is paid from
this -fund. That is a matter of bookkeeping. We, as I explained;

yesterday, maintain for our own purposes a sort of budget system,^

and this sum is prorated among the various laboratory budgets at

the various places, according to the amount of this kind of work^

that the individual laboratory does. Of course, the $-3,000 covers

the chemists who actually do the work and, of course, we only pay

a small part of their salary from this particular fund. There are

no special men who limit themselves to this kind of work. Obvi-

ously, we could not maintain much of a force on $4,280 ; and also,

obviously, there is not enough of this work to maintain a separate

force.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then this $3,000 is not paid to one

chemist?
Dr. Alsbeeg. A small part of his salary is paid out of this fund,

that part being as near as we can estimate wilL correspond to the

amount of time that he gives to this work.
Mr. Jones. Have j^ou a fixed charge to be paid for the service?

Dr. Alsbeeg. No, sir ; because the service varies with the nature of

the material. Sometimes the analysis is an intricate and difficult

one which may take a couple of days of the chemist's time to do.

Sometimes it is an analysis that can be carried out in an hour.
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Mr. Jones. How do you figure the service ; on what basis ; by the
hour or day ?

Dr. Alsberg. We figure it by the time it takes to perform the work.
Mr. McLaughuk of Michigan. Do you make these charges with

the idea that the total of them will meet the entire expense of the
serrice ?

Dr. AxsBEEG. We have not been doing it exactly on that basis.

We have been doing it on the basis of handling each individual
analysis on what we estimate to be the cost of that individual
analysis. We have not been making an effort to exactly get back
from the exporters what is spent here because we can not forsee in
any one year how much work there is going to be. Some years there
is more and some years there is less. Also there is other work than
the actual testing of samples for exporters done under this item. We
investigate the character of the chemical and physical tests which
are applied to American food products in foreign countries, and
study methods of analysis as is authorized by the item.
Mr. Jones. For instance, if the chemists spend one day at it, what

do you charge?
Dr. Alsbeeg. We charge one day of his salary plus what we esti-

mate to be a fair overhead charge. Of course, it is an estimate.

Some years there is an excess in this appropriation, and some years
there has not been.

Mr. Jones. So if their requests for reports would take up practic-

ally the entire time of your corps you would be reimbursed for the
full amount plus a reasonable charge for overhead ?

Dr. Alsberg. Yes; but this corps is not occupied anywhere near
their full time on that.

The Chairman. According to the estimates the salaries are $3,600 'i

Dr. Alsberg. Part time.

The Chairman. The part time is estimated at $3,600, and in 191i)

you expended $3,813.34?

Dr. Alsberg. Yes. We figure on that $680 or $700, or thereabouts,

as the cost of material and overhead.
The Chairman. What is the next item?
Dr. Alsberg. The next item is item 68, page 147

:

For Investigating the preparation for market, handling, grading, packing,
freezing, drying, storing, transportation, and preservation of poultry and
eggs, etc.

There is no change suggested in that item. I might use this par-

'

ticular item as an illustration of the conditions which arise under
the present arrangement of lump-sum appropriations. The director

of that particular line of work. Dr. Mary Pennington, resigned from
the service this fall. She was drawing a salary of $3,780 in the

bureau. Her place was not filled by a new appointment at her oM
salary, but her chief understudy, who was getting a salary very mucli

less than that, was advanced to take her place with a moderate pro-

motion in salary, which brings his salary ngt anywhere near her
salary. His salary is $3,760 now. He was advanced to $2,760 from
$2,520, and an additional young man at a low salary was appointed
to move into his place.

By that, method we are able to utilize the difference between the

salary which Dr. Pennington received and the salary paid now for
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the promotion of the work. Had we had a statutory position it

would have been necessary to appoint a new man entirely at that

Particular salary, or advance Dr. Peiinington's understudy to Dr.

ennington's full salary before it was fully demonstrated^ that he
was going to be an ideal man for the place. Now, if he turns out ta

be the kind of a man that we anticipate he will be, he will ultimately

get her salary. In the meanwhile he gets some promotion. Thus-

we have some flexibility.

The Chairman. Where the salary is fixed by the statutory roU,^

you hold that you have to pay the full salary and can not pay any-

thing less ?

Dr. Alsbeeg. That would be the case unless in the next year's

estimates the salary was reduced.

The Chairman. You are called upon to pay the full salary

whether they are worth it or not ?

Dr. Alsberg. We could not do otherwise.

The Chairman. Do you do it ?

Dr. Alsberg. We could not do otherwise unless you changed the

salary in the next appropriation bill.

The Chairman. Is there anything in the law compelling you to

pay the full salary?
Dr. Alsberg. Either that or leave the place vacant.

The Chairman. For instance, if the salary is $3,500, you are com-
pelled to pay the full $3,500?

Dr. Alsberg. As far as I know, the law is very clear on that point.

We would either have to create a new position on the lump fund
at a lesser salary, or else fill the $3,500 place, or else leave the place

vacant and have the money revert into the Treasury. I think there

is no other alternative. If there were no lump fund, of course, no
position at a less salary could be created.

The Chairman. That is the law ?

Dr. Alsberg. As I understand it, I am right on that.

The Chairman. If that is the law, and that is the way you con-

strue it, it can be easily fixed. We could make it read " not to ex-

ceed " that amount That should be written in the law if the prac-

tice is as you state.

Dr. Alsberg. It is like this, Mr. Chairman. Suppose we had
under this appropriation a statutory position, say of $4,000. Wo
would either have to fill that position at $4,000 or leave it vacant. I

do not see any alternative.

The Chairman. Why would you have to fill it? Why would you
have to pay the salary?

Dr. Alsberg. Because that salary is fixed by law and the only

way you could appoint a man at a less salary is by creating a

new position on the lump fund at a less salary.

The Chairman. Then we should insert the words*" not to exceed."

Dr. Alsberg. Might I point out also this phase of the situation?

Dr. Pennington's understudy was getting $2,520.

The Chairman. Mr. Harrison, what is the law on that?

Mr. Harrison. We can fill a statutory vacancy only at the sal-

ary provided.
The Chairman. It is so construed; who passed upon.it?
Mr. Harbison. So far as I know, no one has rendered a specific

opinion on the matter.
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The Chairman. It is based upon the law ?

Mr. Habeison. It is the law itself.

The Chairman. Can you refer us to that law?
Mr. Harrison. If, ^or instance, Congress provided a place at

$4,000, the man who occupies it must receive that amount. That
is the law itself. Congress fixes the compensation of Members of
Congress at $7,500. No one has any authority to pay them a smaller
amount." The amount is fixed by law.

Dr. Alsberg. Might I, in that connection, point out in this spe-
cific instance the way it works out? This man, Dr. Pennington's
understudy, got a salary of $2,620 when Dr. Pennington was in
charge. He was put in charge of the work when she resigned and
in recognition of that was advanced to the salary of $2,760. He
knows that he is on trial in that place, that if he does good work
of high grade he may under existing conditions look forward to

being promoted as he deserves it from time to time; to, at least

Dr. Pennington's salary, and possibly, if he turns out better than
Dr. Pennington, to a salary limit which is fixed by you gentlemen
at $4,500. That is a tremendous spur and stimulus to that particu-

lar man to do his best. If the salary is fixed, if it is $2,760 on a
statutory roll, he is at the end of his future in the department un-
less the salary is changed and a new statutory position created at

the higher salary. That is the way the psychology of it Works out
for the individual. I thought I would like to illustrate in this

specific instance just exactly how not having a statutory position

works out. We appoint a young man at a lower salary very fre-

quently.

The Chairman. How many on the statutory roll are overpaid?
They are finding fault with the statutory roll. You say you are

compelled to pay them the full amount.
Dr. Alsberg. Our scientific staff is not on the statutory roll. Only

clerks, inspectors, laborers, etc., are on that roll. I do not think
at the present time the positions are overpaid, on account of the
change in the general cost of living. I do believe that four or five

years ago the minor positions on the statutory roll, which in our
iiureau are all clerical positions, were in a considerable number of
instances overpaid. I mean to say that five or six years ago we
were paying in' many instances more than the market rate for

stenographers and clerks. Those are the only kinds of statutory

positions we have in the bureau except my own and that of in-

spectors and laborers. At the present time, with readjustment
going on, I do not think anybody is being overpaid on the statutory

roll, out I do believe that throughout the Government service five

or six years ago the minor positions on the statutory rolls, which
are of a clerical type, and those are the only statutory places we
have, were in a number of instances overpaid. Miss Pennington's

flace was not on the statutory roll. I am using it as an illustration,

f she had been on the statutory roll I would have had to fill it at

the full salary. I give this illustration to show what would happen.
Mr. TiNCHER. You are saving $1,000 a year on the salary of the

man who is now doing her work ?

Dr. Alsberg. If he makes good, he will ultimately get to her sal-

ary. If he does not make good, we have saved money.
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The Chairman. Would inserting the words "not to .exceed"
overcome it?

Dr. Alsberg. Yes, sir; so far as this particular difficulty is con-
cerned, but there are other objections to an inflexible statutory roll

which would not be overcome, and that, in effect, is what you gen-
tlemen have already done. You have fixed a limit of $4,500 in

every lump-sum salary in the Department of Agriculture, and
neither the Secretary nor the President himself has authority or
power at this moment to pay anybody on a lump fund in the De-
partment of Agriculture, no matter wnat his position may be, over
$4,500.

The Chairman. I am not talking about salaries fixed here, but
statutory salaries.

Dr. AxsBERG. Yes.
The Chairman. My understanding was that when you found a

man that should be demoted you demoted him to a lower salary.

It has always been the contention in this committee that that matter
could not be taken care of. It seems to me that you now contend
that there is an injustice to the Government, so that the Govern-
ment is compelled to pay a salary which the employee does not

deserve.

Dr. Alsberg. I think that would be a very frequent result of put-

ting the scientific and technical men on the statutory roll.

The Chairman. Then we should insert the words "not to ex-

ceed."
Dr. Alsberg. That would avaid that very difficulty, Mr. Chair-

man. You gentlemen perhaps do not realize that the average salary

of the scientific staff paid under the lump-sum fund in the Bureau
of Chemistry, averaging them all, is $2,000, which, I think, is the

most direct answer that I can give to the question of the payment of

excessive salaries. If our average is $2,000 for technical men who
have been through college, many of them having degrees of doctor

of philosophy, I think you will have to admit that under present

conditions there can not be much abuse in taking advantage of our

paying people on the lump-sum fund.

Mr. Harrison. There are over 15,000 employees in the depart-

ment who receive less than $2,740.

Dr. Alsberg. Our chemists have all been through college and had

a technical education and many of them a Ph. D. for graduate work
before they came to us. Our average salary on the lump-sum fund

is $2,000.

The Chairman. When will the Eeclassification Commission make
a rM)ort ?

Mr. Harrison. I understand that it is expected to submit its re-

port by the 12th of March. It was originally contemplated that the

report would be in the hands of Congress by the first week of Jaii

uary, but the date has recently been changed to March 12.

The Chairman. Have you any report from them?
Mr. Harrison. I understand the commission has stated definitely

that it will submit its report by that time.

Dr. Alsberg. I might say in that connection, Mr. Chairman, that

it was stated to me that the commission could make some kind of a

report right now, but it was not a report with which they were com-

pletely satisfied.
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The Chairman. For the information of the committee, will you
state exactly what that board did ?

Dr. Alsbebg. They made a very thorough investigation of the
Bureau of Chemistry. As a matter of fact, they asked that a man
from the Bureau of Chemistry be detailed to assist them. Prof.
Johns, of the Bureau of Chemistry, has been working with the
commission and spending all his time with the commission from early
in the summer—along in June, I think it was—^until the present
time. In addition to having charge of one ef the laboratories, hie

is what might be called the bureau's personnel officer. I mean he
handles the appointments of scientists and all that sort of thing for

me ; so he was the man best qualified for that particular work. He
has secured for the comraission a statement concerning the nature
of the work of every employee of the Bureau of Chemistry in Wash-
ington. He has tabulated them on cards, the salary they get, when
they were appointed, nature of their work, quality of their work,
and what that work would correspond to in industrial or commercial
life. I mean what rank such a man would hold in an industrial cor-

poration.

These cards have been classified and arranged by the commission
and studied by them and grouped in proper groups with other cards
for similar employees in other services so that the commission can
establish a series of classes and can group these various individual
entployees in the Government service. An exceedingly thorough
study of what is going on in the Bureau of Chemistry has been made,
and I assume the same thing has been done in other bureaus. Of
course, their plan is to group the positions. They have classified

positions rather than individuals. They classify the position in

definite classes, and, having established the definite classes, they plan
to make definite recommendations to Congress as to what is a proper
salary scale for the positions in each individual group. I think that
they have done a tremendous lot of very thorough work.
The Chairman. Upon what information do they base their esti-

mates?
Dr. Alsberg. On the salaries paid.

The Chairman. Where does the man that represents your bureau
get his information? Do you make a comparison with salaries in

the department and outside ?

Dr. Alsberg. He did not do that, but the commission sent around
men to do it. They sent them to the leading universities and manu-
facturing establishments and conferred with the presidents and
managers to learn the salary scale being paid there. They sent their

men to the leading chemical industrial plants. For instance, they
sent them to the Du Pont company to ^et the salaries paid there.

They sent them to the General Electric Co., in Schenectady, to confer
with such men as SteiBmetz and Whitney, and learn what salary

scale was being paid there. They sent them to the National Aniline
Works, iii Buffalo, to learn what salaries were being paid there. This
material was laid before the commission.
The CkAiRMAN. But they were department people—Government

people—all of them. Did they employ experts of their own ?

; Dr. AtsBERG. Yes. Th« commission has employed, as I understa,nd

it, the firm of Arthur Young & Co., of Chicago, efficiency engineers,

or organization engineers, who, I am told, have been advising great
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corporations on the matter of hiring and firing, to use the ordinary
parlance of the industries. This firm has done an exactly similar job

for the Canadian Government. They have classified for the civil-

service commissioner of the Canadian Government—^they have a
commissioner there instead of a commission—^the civil-service of
Canada and turned in a report to the Canadian Government and to

Parliament. They did that this fall. I have not heard whether their

report and their recommendations to the Canadian Government have
been adopted or not. '

This firm working under instructions for the commission has
brought in some of its own investigators, men who are absolutely
unconnected with the Government, who, as far as we know, have
never been connected with any government, State, city, or Federal.

My understanding is that this group of men who were sent out to

investigate current rates of pay in the universities and research

institutions of the country like the Rockefeller Institute and the

Carnegie Institute, and corporations like the General Electric and
the Du Pont Co. were workmg under the direction, of the employees
of the coinmission. The commission also sent letters direct to many
commercial concerns asking for similar information. They have
secured much data bearing on the matter.
Having the scale of pay in the industries and universities for jobs

of a certain type, and having the specifications for the jobs in the

Government service, they can compare them.
Mr. HuTCHiNson. Do you mean to say they are going to fix a

statutory roll on those lines during war times?
Dr. Alsbeeq. I do not know what they are going to do. I only

know to a certain extent what kind of investigations they have
made. What they are going to recommend is known only to the

members of the commission.
Mr. Hutchinson. You know that the chemical firms you name

will pay any salaries?

Dr. AiSBERG. These chemical firms will pay any price for a star.

They will not pay any price for the average man. This is true of

business anywhere. If you are looking for a president of a large

corporation, looking for a star, you will pay anything to get the

particular man you want.
Mr. Hutchinson. Just in these particular war times they did not

consider wages. The^y paid anything to get the man.
Dr. Alsberg. Yes.
The Chairman. Especially when there was 10 per cent plus.

Dr. Alsberg. Yes.
The Chairman. At any rate, the investigation was made by dis-

interested parties?

Dr. Alsberg. It was made under the direction of disinterested

-

parties. Some of the facts regarding salary were collected, I be-

lieve, by Government employees who worked under the direction of

the commission. Much of the information was collected by corre-

spondence conducted by the commission.
Mr. Hutchinson. How did Young & Co. get into it? Were they

recommended by Government employees?
Dr. Alsberg. The Government employees had nothing to do

with it.
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Mr. Hutchinson. How did Young & Co. get into it? They did
not do this thing for nothing.

Dr. Alsberg. They were employed by the commission. They were
induced to go into it by the commission, whether on the basis of
employment or voluntarily, or what the arrangement between the
Government and Arthur Young & Co. was, I have not the least idea,

or who suggested Arthur Young & Co. I have not the least idea. I
imagine the commission looked around to see what had been done
in this direction and discovered that Arthur Young & Co. had been
retained by the Canadian Government.
The Chairman. Has that firm been employed by the Government

before? Has some of that work been done heretofore?
Dr. Alsberg. I do not know. I never heard of Artliur Young &

Co. until this fall, when I was told that they were working for
this joint commission. I know noth,ing about the firm of Arthur
Young & Co., except what I have heard in this very indirect way.
Then, of course, when I heard about them I got the report which
they made to the Canadian Government because I was interested in

seeing what they had done.
Mr. Anderson. It is supposed that when this report is finally per-

fected it wUl resolve all doubts with regard to every question of
departmental operation with respect to the payment of Government
employees, and after that everything will be easy.

Dr. Alsberg. I should hope that that would happen.
Mr. Anderson. The thing will just '^-ight itself after that.

The Chairman. What provisions are to be made for the promo-
tion and demotion of clerks on merit under this plan ?

Dr. Alsberg. Mr. Chairman, the joint commission asked me to
serve on a committee, an advisory committee on employment policy.

I represented a minority of one on that committee. I did not agree
with the majority, and I do not now agree with the recommendations
that were made by the advisory committee. I do not know whether
the commission is going to adopt the recommendations of the major-
ity or minority. I made a minority report. I do not know what
they are going to recommend, I do not feel quite at liberty to say
what the recommendations of this advisory committee might be.

In the first place I do not agree with it, I might misrepresent it, and
in the second place it was made to the commission, and I do not
know that the commission is going to accept it. I do not kiiow what
they are going to do. But they are projwsing to provide machinery
for promotion or demotion to do away with all confusion.

The Chairman. But merit is to be given consideration ?

Dr. Alsberg. Merit is to be the whole thing. We differ, this

advisory committee and I, as to how merit shall be established. I
was a minority of one on this advisory committee. I do not know
anything about what the commission is going to do.

Is there anything further on item 68 ?

The Chairman. I think you had better say something about what
has been done and what you contemplate doing. It is an old item
and one that has created a great deal of interest.

Dr. Alsberg. There have been interesting features in connection
with this item. One feature deals with the prevention of the break-
age of eggs when they are shipped in interstate commerce, as a mat-
ter of conservation. You mav recall that some vears ae:o I reoorted
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the results of an investigation to determine what was responsible for
the tremendous breakage of eggs coming to eastern points from the
egg-producmg sections in the Middle West. We were able to show
that of the main causes was unsatisfactory practices in the packing
of eggs and in the stowing of egg crates in the car. The methods of
doing it had not been standardized. Everybody was doing it a
different way, and a great many ways of doing it were very ba;d, so
that a tremendous quantity of breakage resulted. We were able to
undertake educational work, which brought a great diminution in the
amount of breakage. This educational work diminished the break-
age in the metropolitan district of New York to a small fraction, as
judged by claims which are made, of what it had been.
The Chairman. How was the difficulty removed?
Dr. Alsbebg. By recommending a standard egg package and

standard methods of stowing eggs in crates in the cars and making
demonstrations among the big egg handlers and big egg centers in
showing people how to handle eggs.
The Chaxeman. By a change in the construction of the package ?

Dr. Ai/SBERG. Not a change in the construction of the package but
the universal adoption of one type of package, which was at that
time not universally used; also by emphasizing the importance of
having the fillers that come in egg cases made of a certain quality
of paper stock, and, further, by education on the danger of using
fillers a second time. If you use them more than once, the second
time they are no good. Just here we have had an interesting devel-

opment in that direction in that we have been able because the Gov-
ernment has control of the railroads to cooperate with the Railroad
Administration. The Railroad Administration sent to us a group of

men from its freight department, who were trained and instructed

by our people in these methods of preparing and handling eggs.

Then whenever an egg car arrives at its destination in bad order

one of these nien was sent by that particular railroad to the shipper

to visit with him and watch him ship a car of eggs and to explain

to him that he was not doing it right. Of course, we do not pay
these men's salaries, as they were railroad employees. In that way
we have been able, acting through the Railroad Administration, to

get before the individual shipper that we had never been able to

Teach before these methods. We have been able to eliminate damage
and loss of eggs from breakage to a very considerable extent. Be-

cause of the Government control of the railroads we were able to

cooperate with the employees of the railroads in a way that we would

hardly have been able to do under the old conditions.

The Chairman. The remedy, then, was in using a proper filler of

uniform size?

Dr. Alsberg. Yes, and the work has been largely educational and

demonstration work. Another thing we have been able to do in <;his

connection is to increase the number of small egg cooling and chilling

plants in the producing section. We have worked out, as I have re-

ported in the past, the best methods of sla,tightering and packing

poultry, chilling it and ^gs and egg products. Following that, we

saw the need of the establishment of small local chilling plants so

that the eggs could be chilled and shipped under conditions in which

they would arrive without much spoilage at the terminal points. It

seemed to us that this was tremendously important if the egg indus-
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try and poultry industry were not to fall into the hands of a few large
people. So we have designed, as I think reported in a previous year, a
small poultry chilling plant, which is chilling with ice, and also one
slightly larger, which is chilled by refrigerating machinery, the estab-
lishment of which will cost on a prewar basis—I have not the figures
on the present basis—it will cost for the ice plant less than $1,000
additional equipment and for the machinery plant something around
$7,000 or $8,000, which will take care of anywhere from a carload to
several carloads of poultry and eggs a week. We have been giving
assistance to small men all over the production section in equipping
and in the establishment of such plants. A large portion of the time
of our force is spent in explaining to these people just how to operate
and helping them to get started, the idea being that a logical thing
to do is to get your poultry and your eggs in shape, so that they will

keep before being shipped. It will then arrive without spoilage and
without los^ and enable these small men to compete successfully with
the large men who have had cold storage plants at their disposal.

The Chairman. Have you any suggestion as to the eggs before
they reach these plants from the farm or the store ?

Dr. Alsbeeg. Here is where an interesting relation can be pointed
out between law enforcement and this kind of constructive work.
We could not do very much with the eggs before they reached the

collecting point for shipment under any such arrangement as this.

So several years ago we began proceedings under the food and drugs
act, after we had conducted an educational campaign, against indi-

vidual shippers of eggs who shipped eggs with more than 5 per cent

of rotten eggs. That was a tremendous stimulus to the man on the

farm to bring the eggs in quicklv instead of waiting several weeks.

It was a tremendous stimulus to the country-store keeper not to watch
the market hoping the price would rise while his eggs were in a hot

shed spoiling fast.

The Chairman. Is there hoarding or holding of eggs for a higher

price ? Is it not a fact that the farmer markets his eggs at the most
convenient time? Those who live 8 or 10 miles from town who can

not come to town every day wait until they have several cases or

somebody comes to town.
Dr. Alsberg. That is very true. Mr. Chairman, but it is a fact that

since we have objected to shipping eggs that contained an undue

amount of rotten eggs in interstate commerce, the quality of eggs

that have been shipped has been tremendously improved. The store-

keeper used to hold them for a rise in price and ship them 25 to 30

per cent rotten, regardless of their condition.

The Chairman. I understand that. What can be done to over-

come that and to save the eggs? I think very few do it purposely.

Dr. Alsberg. Very few of them do it purposely.

The Chairman. What is the remedy?
Dr. Alsberg. The remedy is to candle the eggs.

The Chairman. How can they keep them from rotting?

Dr. Alsberg. You can not keep them from spoiling except by

keseping them cool and shipping them promptly. The action that we

have .been able to take under the food and drug act has enormously

Stimulated the cooling of the eggs and the shipment of them

promptly so that there is no question but what there has been an
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enormous conservation of eggs as the result of our action under the
food and drug act in cooperation with the States.

The Chairman. What is your action under that?
Dr. Alsberg. The action under the food and drug act is to proceed

against a shipment of eggs that contain more than 5 or 10 per cent

of rotten eggs, if those eggs have been shipped in interstate com-
merce.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And the seizure of the eggs and

the arrest and prosecution of the person handling or owning them

;

or what is it?

Dr. Alsbebg. The seizure of the eggs results in the release of the
crate with the understanding that the eggs will be candled before
they go through.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then you have to go into court ui

the first instance?

Dr. Alsberg. Yes ; sometimes.
The Chairman. They generally settle without that?
Dr. Alsberg. They generally settle without, and it is a lesson to

the man. He does not ship that kind of eggs again. The case usually

is in rem instead of criminal, and it is a lesson to him so that he
does not ship that kind of eggs again. We cooperate with States

which have passed what are known as the model egg handling law.

We called a conference in St. Louis two years ago with all the States

to see what could be done. At that time a model State egg bill was
drafted, which has been passed by a great many State legislatures;

it makes it obligatory for a dealer to candle his eggs before he ships

them. . Anybody can candle eggs if he wants to take the trouble to

learn. The result has been that eggs which are likely to become bad
are recognized either on the farm or by the storekeeper and are not

shipped. You know perfectly well that a cracked egg, for example,
or a dirty egg, or an egg that has become wet, and had the bloom
washed off is absolutely sure to spoil in shipment. It may be at the

moment that you candle it a perfectly good egg, an edible egg. That
egg should be consumed locally. Those which have become cracked,

wet or dirty, are kept to-day at home more than formerly and are

not shipped. The result has been that the storekeeper in scores and
scores of cases candles out the eggs; uses for his local consumption
those liable to get out of condition and only ships the prime eggs

which will stand up. This result has been brought about by the

combination of efforts of State officials in the passage of State egg
laws, largely as the result of suggestions of State officials and the

Bureau of Chemistry in a number of important egg-producing

States.

The Chairman. Have you issued a bulletin on it so that they have

that information?
Dr. Alsberg. Yes.

The Chairman. You tell us in the bulletin how to treat them.

What has been done in the way of suggestions as to artificially can-

ning or preserving the eggs on the farm ?

Dr. Alsberg. The only suggestion which has been made by us ia

bulletins, literature, or press notices scores of times is to have the

farmer learn to candle and keep for his own use those eggs liable to

go out of condition, to keep those eggs which he has to store in the
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coolest place just exactly as he keeps tlie milk, and never let them,
get wet or put them any place where the eggs will sweat.
The Chairman. At what temperature should they be kept?
Dr. Alsbeeg. The ideal temperature is just above freezing, 34 or

35° F. Naturally, in the summer time the farmer can not get that
temperature.
The Chairman. Have you made suggestions to the merchants?
Dr. Alsberg. We have worked out a lot of suggestions to the

merchants and have published all these suggestions.
The Chairman. It is just a matter of refrigeration?
Dr. Alsberg. It is a matter of refrigeration. It is a matter of

candling, and it is a matter of prompt shipment.
Mr. Hutchinson. I suppose you have noticed the great increase

in the freezing of the cold-storage eggs. How do you account for
that?

Dr. Alsbekg. That is a different proposition. I do not want to

seem to tell you things that you are fully informed on, but we have
in storage four kinds of egg products. We have shell eggs which
have to be kept at a temperature of about 34° F. so that they will

not freeze, because if they freeze crystals of ice form and penetrate
through the yolk and white so that the yolk and white get weak
and run together. That is why we must not freeze the egg.

Mr. Hutchinson. I mean the broken eggs—^the frozen eggs.

Dr. Alsberg. These frozen eggs are put up in that manner for eco-

nomical reasons. In the first place, an egg which is not good
enough to go into storage as a shell egg, you can hold frozen at 10
below zero if it is broken out. In addition, when you break the

egg out you will get more eggs into a 10-gallon can than you could
put into cases. You require less storage space.

Mr. Hutchinson. These eggs are frozen for the bakeries. They
are not first-class eggs.

Dr. Alsberg. That depends upon what the bakeries want. There
are bakeries that make high-grade stuff and have high-grade frozen

eggs and there are other bakeries that use second-grade eggs.

Sir. Hutchinson. Do you mean to say that they grade the cracked

eggs and eggs that are not first class; freeze them at different

grades ?

Dr. Alsberg. You are right—that as a rule the frozen eggs are

the off-grade eggs.

Mr. Hutchinson. I do not know whether you told us about the

grading of the eggs in storage. The reason I asked that is to show
that by having them candle the eggs they are not sending those

spoiled eggs.

Dr. Alsbekg. In the first place I do not want to be understood

as saying that we have created ideal conditions or that we have been

as successful as that. An egg at the start of its journey to market
may be all right, but it may en route get cracked or get dirty or

get wet, or the freight car may be held on a siding in July at 90°

F., so that when it arrives it will not be a first-class egg. There
are an immense number of eggs that become second-class eggs and
some that become totally unfit before they reach the market. One
of the great difficulties we have under the food and drugs act,

one of the hardest jobs is to keep the egg breakers from using
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addled and rotten eggs for these frozen eggs. We have a certain
number of prosecutions against egg breakers for breaking out and
freezing eggs that are tainted and unfit for food. However, as a
rule the product is made from perfectly edible eggs, which for
some reason or other it is not deemed advisable to put into storage.
Mr. Lee. What is the comparative value of frozen eggs and eggs

in cold storage?
Dr. Alsberg. The average price of cold-storage eggs for 1918 was

44.76 cents per dozen and for 1919 was 49.22 cents per dozen, ac-

cording to quotations in the New York Produce Eeview and Amer-
ican Creamery. During the past two or three years the value of
frozen eggs per dozen has been about 10 to 12 cents less than that
of cold-storage eggs.

The Chairman. Have you anything especially in mind for next
year?

Dr. Alsberg. We have no new project in mind.
The Chairman. You just plan to continue the worlr along the

present lines?

Dr. AiiSBEEG. Yes ; it is now very largely demonstration work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How about this last work you

have spoken about ? Have you made a thorough investigation and
reached a conclusion as to what should be done ? Is it necessary to
continue? Can we cut off some of this work and save some money?

Dr. Alsberg. You can cut off some money, I venture to say,

from most appropriations of the department or any other depart-

ment. It depends upon whether you want to go on for some time
longer and carry this work through and conserve more foodstuff.

That is what it amounts to. It is for you gentlemen to say whether
you need the money more at the present time than you need these

conservation measures.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How long has this item been in

the bill?

Dr. Alsberg. Five or six years.

The Chairman. It has been going on since 1914. It started with

$50,000 and has been going along at about that amount each year.

Dr. Alsberg. Yes.

The Chairman. Next is item 69, page 148

:

For Investigating the handling, grading, packing, canning, freezing, storing,

and transportation of flsh, shrimp, oysters, and other shellfish, and for ex-

perimental shipments of fish,' for the utilization of waste pi-oducts, and the

development of new sources of food, $20,000.

Dr. Alsberg. That is along the same line as the egg work. The
work with fish is exactly similar work, with this addition, that it

includes investigation of the canning of fish. In the case of eggs,

they speak of canned eggs, but what they mean is that eggs are

broken out, put into the can, and frozen. They have been cooked

or sterilized and steamed like fish and vegetables.

The Chairman. A point of order was made against that item

last year. What is the authority for this appropriation? It went

out on a poiM of order.

Mr. Harrison. Yes ; and was restored by the Senate. i

Dr. Alsberg. It is the duty of the Bureau of Chemistry, as well

as the department, to deal with the manufacture and production of
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food. This is such a i)roposition. Furthermore, this work develops
information necessary in the enforcement of the food and drugs act.

The Chairman. Is there anything more on that?
Dr. Alsberg. No. The next item is 70, on page 148 :

For the biological investigation of food and drug products and substances
used in the manufacture thereof, including investigations of the physiological
effects of such products on the human organism, $25,000.

The Chairman. Could we not consolidate items 68 and 69?
Dr. Alsberg. Yes ; I am inclined to think it would be a very good

thing. The greater part of the work is done by the same staflf.

The Chairman. Why should they not go in together ?

Dr. Alsberg. There is no reason at all. The reason they were set

out separately was merely because we in the bureau have been trying
to make a considerable number of individual smaller items so that
you gentlemen would be better informed. If it is your desire that
these items be combined, there is no reason why they should not be.

The Chairman. Every time you split them into smaller items the
overhead charge is increased.

Dr. Alsberg. That is not necessarily true, but in this particular

case the work is done essentially by the same people.

The Chairman. Have you any other items that might be con-

solidated to an advantage?
Dr. Alsberg. Item 67, on page 146, which deals with the enforce-

ment of the food and drugs act, and the item which deals with fur-

nishing these certificates to exporters might be combined. It is done
by the same staff that enforces the food and drugs act.

The Chairman. With what item would you consolidate that ?

Dr. Alsberg. With the food and drugs act item.

The Chairman. What number is that item ?

Dr. Alsberg. That is item 74.

Mr. Young. I think Congress is responsible for these things being

split upi. The constant criticism all the time has been that, they have
been put under one group.
Dr. Alsberg. These things were split up originally because the

committee expressed the desire to have the thing in greater detail

as individual items.

The Chairman. The committee discovered its mistake and has

been trying to consolidate them ever since. It did consolidate some
last year.

Dr. Alsberg. There is no reason why these items should not be

consolidated. They were separated because it was believed the

committee wished it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Under each item there seems to

be an organization with comparatively high-priced inen. Each par-

ticular work of the bureau calls for a separate organization.

. Dr. Alsberg. In many cases we deal with part time of individuals.

Take item 69, there is a mycologist in charge and a chemist in charge.

The chemist devotes all his time to this work, but the mycologist is a

man the main part of whose salary is carried on the food and drugs

act fund because the main part of his time is examining foods sus-

pected of being adulterated. With the bacteriologists, there is one

bacteriologist who is also on part time. The duplication of organi-
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zation is rather apparent than real. The high-priced man is in^s^j-
gator in charge. You can not get a research man to handle many
lilies at the same time. A man can not do research work simulta-
neously On half a dozen different fields.

The Chairman. It simply increases the bookkeeping to have men
-working under four or five appropriations.

Dr. Alsberg. There is no question but it might be more efficient

and easier and save a certain amount of overhead, though not so
much as might appear here.

The Chairman. How about item 70?
Dr. Alsberg. Item 71 could, if it were desired, be combined with

the item on general agricultural investigations, item 65. That is an
agricultural chemical investigation and it is of the same type that
we carry on under 65.

The Chairman. By the same employees?
Dr. Alsberg. No ; not by the same employees. At one time items

65 and 71 were combined. They could be recombined if it is the
desire of the committee and. Congress.
The Chairman. Can you comment on that?
Dr. Alsberg. Item 70, " For the biological investigation of food

and drug products and substances used in the manufacture thereof,

including investigations of the physiological effects of such products
on the human organism, $25,000."

That is investigation. In importance to agriculture I believe this

investigation to be second to none that the Bureau of Chemistry is

conducting. It deals, in the first place, with the finer chemistry of

foodstuffs, and in the second place with the practical application

of the information thus obtained to the problems of feeding and of

dietetics. Under this provision the finer chemistry of such ma-
terials as the peanut, the soya bean, grain sorghum, and copra press

cake is studied. Copra press cake is the residue that is left from
the coconut when you squeeze out the oil; and I will come back to

that in a moment, if I may.
The finer chemistry of these very important materials has been

investigated. Prior to the undertaking of this investigation we
knew as good as nothing about the chemistry of these materials.

This investigation has furnished information which tells us exactly

where in the scheme of foodstuffs these materials and similar ma-
terials fit in. It has been possible on the basis of the knowledge
obtained in this way to work out rations in cooperation with the

Bureau of Animal Industry for stock, and in cooperation with Dr.

Langworthy's office, in the States Eelations Service, for human be-

ings, which will utilize to far better advantage these and other very

important feeding materials. The time is past when it is sufficient

to know about a food material or a feeding material how much nitro-

gen it has in it, how much fat, and how much starch or sugar.

You have to know what protfein is in it and what the nature of that

protein is. Such information is being furnished by these investi-

gations. It is information that shows, for example, what the peanut

and copra contain.

Mr. Young. Copra is dried coconut?

Dr. Alsberg. Copra is dried coconut meat. Both copra press

cake and soya-bean press cake contain most of the chemical ingredi-

ents which are absent from the bread grains and from the mill
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feeds, the by-products of the milling of the bread grains.- This in-
vestigation shows how the bread' grains and the by-product mill
feeds may be supplemented with small quantities of these materials
so as to get a nearly perfect and complete feed. This is also appli-
cable to the human economy. For example, you can not raise a child
or a young animal from weaning to maturity upon bread as the only
source of nitrogenous material. However, if you take wheat flour
and mix it with about 15 per cent of peanut flour—^that is, peanuts
from which the oil has first been extracted by pressure and the cake
which remains behind ground to flour—and bake a loaf from the mix-
ture, you produce a very excellent and palatable loaf upon which
you can raise animals from weaning to maturity and have them re-
produce without any other source of nitrogen. In other words, you
can make from wheat and peanuts a far more valuable loaf of bread
than from wheat alone. You can do the same thing with the soj'a

bean, which will be a nearly complete diet.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How about the milk and butter
fat?

Dr. Alsbeeg. I was talking about a complete diet only from the
standpoint of protein for animals from the time of weaning onward.
Of course, you have to supplement this peanut-bread diet with
certain mineral salts which can be incorporated in the loaf and
cost practically nothing, and also with that necessary material,
vitamine, as the physiologists call it, which is found in butter fat.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you mean you can supply
enough of that in bread?

Dr. Alsbeeg. No. You can supply enough on a piece of buttered
bread. We have raised in the laboratory white rats, which is the
experimental animal used for this type of experiment, on bread made
from wheat with a little added peanut flour and, in addition, some
salts which are not found in wheat or peanuts, and, further, in addi-
tion, some butter fat, from weaning to maturity. They have pror
duced young that were healthy and thrifty upon such a diet of wheat
and peanut-flour bread, salts, and butter fat.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do your conclusions differ from
those reached by Prof. McCoUum?

Dr. Alsbeeg. No ; they are in harmony with his conclusions. You
see his conclusions covered two primary points that in a diet you must
have in addition to the ingredients we have hitherto assumed as neces-

.sary, two other ingredients known as fat soluble A and water soluble B.
We do not know what they are. We know that the fat soluble A,
as he calls it, occurs in butter fat, and that the thing called water
soluble B occurs in many vegetable materials. Wheat contains very
little, practically, no fat soluble food accessory. That is what they
are, food accessories. It does contain the water soluble material
to a considerable extent. Peanuts contain it to a very large extent,

so that a loaf made in the manner I have indicated is deficient only
in that material which is supplied by butter and certain other vege-

table fats. The fat of animal organs, of the heart and the liver,

has it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Such structures have it; but it

is not found in the fats that are ordinarily used in making oleo-

margarine ?
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Dr. Alsberg. No ; it is not found in what we call the reserve fats.

We have to distinguish in the animal economy between two types;

of fats. One is found in the protoplasm and is an integral part of
living matter. The other is fat which is a reserve supply. It is

found under the skin and in various places in the bod^r. It is used
as a sort of reserve supply for the animal M'hen it gets insufficient

food.

Mr. Heklin. Oleomargarine is a fat?
Dr. Alsberg. Yes; it is a fat, but it does not contain these par-

ticular ingredients, as ordinarily made, to which Mr. Mcliaughlin
refers. In other words, you can not have an animal grow on it.

You can not make the young animal grow with oleqmargarine sub-

stituted for milk or butter. It can supply its energy from the oleo-

margarine but it can not supply this mysterious growth- accessory,

the chemical nature of which is unknown, which has been known to

scientists only for six or seven years and is apparently necessary for
normal growth. That is not ordinarily found in oleomargarine, but
it is found in butter. That is the essential difference from the
physiological standpoint between the two substances. This growth
accessory is not found in lard or suet or mutton fat, which, is a

reserve fat. You do get it in liver fat.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In any large quantity ?

Dr. Alsberg. Not in large quantity, and that is not the kind of
fat on the commercial market. Lard and suet are not made from
these fats commercially, and commercially animal fats do not con-

tain any considerable quantity of this growth-producing substance.

We do not know what that substance is.

The Chairman. In other words, it is contended that a strong and
healthy person can eat oleomargarine without any injurious effect?

Dr. Alsberg. I would not put it that way. Butter does two
things. It supplies us with fuel or with energy.
The Chairman. Will any fat do that ?

Dr. Alsberg. Oleomargarine will do that equally well, and any
fat which is liquid at the temperature of the body will do it whether
oleomargarine, butter, coconut oil, suet, or lard. Each one will

supply the same amount, practically, of energy, but butter also sup-

plies a certain ingredient which is found in milk, namely, this food

accessory, this growth-promoting substance, without which young
animals can not grow.
The Chairman. Experience shows that whenever oleomargarine is

used in hospitals or with infants it retards the growth and health.

Dr. Alsberg. I do not think it is fair to put it on that basis. I

would not say that it retards the growth. You might just as well

say that not feeding an animal at all retards its growth. It has no
positive injurious effect. Ooleomargarine has no positive injurious

effect, but it is deficient in one essential thing in which butter is not

deficient. After an adult individual has attained his growth and is

in normal health, he gets enough of this material out of eggs and

his general mixed diet, so it is a matter of indifference to the health

whether an adult consumes oleomargarine or butter.

The Chairman. I thought I was putting it rather mildly. I know
wherever oleomargarine has been substituted for butter in hospitals

the death rate has been higher.

Mr. Heflin. I never heard of it.
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TJie Chairman. It has often been stated before this committee.
Mr. Heflin. I have been on this committee and do recall that we

lia.ve had testimony to the effect that many people prefer oleomar-
garine.

The Chairman. Some also prefer tobacco to sugar.
Dr. Alsbeeg. My only point is that oleomargarine is not injuri-

ous; it is deficient in certain ingredients of which butter contains
an abundance.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You say one who has reached his

full growth and is in normal health, using oleomargarine, will get
what he needs from eggs and other food? Eggs contain this inde-

scribable quality, too?
Dr. Alsbeeg. Surely. Otherwise the chick could not grow. The

mother puts it into the egg, else the chick could not grow.
Mr. Young. The complaint in my town is that we can not get

enough oleomargarine or butter to get by on. We would like to

have either. I want to ask you a question about coconut before we
adjourn. I noticed during the war times there was shipped out in

my section of the country for the first time in years what I took to

be dried coconut.

Dr. ^lsbeeg. That is what it is.

Mr. Young. It was shipped in and the oil mills were engaged
during the war in pressing that coconut. I am curious to know
the commercial purpose. I discovered that in my own home town.

Dr; Alsbeeg. I am glad you gave me the opportunity, because,

ijiijBay opinion, the maintenanQp of the copra-crushing industry in

the United States is one of the most importaijt things that we should
look after. Copra comes, in the main, from the South Sea Islands
and from the Philippines. The Philippines are the largest pro-

ducers of coconuts of any section in the world. Before the war
the coconuts would be opened by the natives and dried. That was
done sometimes by just taking out the meat and drying in the
sun, sometimes drying over a fire. The traders come and pick them
up and ultimately they would find their way either to Liverpool or

' to Hamburg or Bremen or Marseille. Very small quantities used
to come to the United States. There has been one plant in Cali-

fornia, I believe in San Francisco, that has crushed coconuts for
a long time. These dried coconut meats are then ground much
as cotton seed is ground, and then put through a press and the oil

squeezed out.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. By that drying process does not
a lot of oil escape?
Dr. Alsbeeg. No; it does not escape; but it may turn rancid if

the drying has been done unskillfully or the storage has been un-
satisfactory. From such copra, instead of a nice, sweet, bland oil,

you obtain a dark, black, foul-smelling product which can only be
used after refining. That applies also to cotton seed. From sound
seed you obtain an oil free from rancidity, but where the cotton
seed has been allowed to ferment and spoil you will observe the
same phenomena. Coconut oil is refined by much the same pro-
cedure by which cottonseed oil is refined. The method consists in
faking out the acids developed in the substance by treating the oil

with hot caustic soda, which converts the acid into soap, makes a
sodium salt or soap which is Soluble in water and can be separated
and washed out.
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That is what is called the refining of the oil. The oil is then
filtered through a special kind of earth which takes the color out
of it, and then it is ready for use. Coconut oil is different from
other oils in this respect, that in ordinary temperatures in the North
it is solid; it is not an oil at all. It is oil in the Tropics, but in
our climate a good part of the year it is solid, and that is one of
the reasons which leads to its use as in the manufacture of oleomar-
garine. They can substitute the coconut oil, which is really a
solid, for beef stearine in the manufacture of oleomargarine. The
copra cake is the material that remains behind when the oil is

expressed from the copra.
Mr. Young. That is what I want to know about.
Dr. AiiSBEBG. It contains about 20 per cent protein and also some

of this material which is present in butter, not much of it, and
also some of this water soluble unknown, mysterious material called,

water soluble B. The protein in the copra cake is very perfect in

quality, so that copra cake represents one of the very best feeding
materials known. That has long been recognized in Europe, and one
of the reasons they have been so keen to get this copra imported
into France and Germany is because they thus control not only a
very important part of the fat and oil industry, but they get a by-
product that is of immense value to them as a concentrated stock
feed ; in particular, as a concentrated dairy feed.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is better for matured animals
than for growing animals.

Dr. Alsbebg. Oh, yes ; it is, however, also good for young animals.
I am not talking about the coconut oil ; I am talking about the cake,

the residue. Now, it seems to me, from every point of view that it

is very important that we should retain in this country a copra
crushing industry.

Mr. Young. I want to ask you along that line. An oil mill was
built in my town, for the purpose of crushing cotton seed and cake
and meal ground from it, and during the war I discovered that these

mill men were drying coconut cake in there for the first time in

my experience. That was the first time I saw that in my country.

Has that proven now to be a commercially profitable proposition for

those oil mills to undertake?
Dr. Alsberg. It has during the war because we were practically

the only buyers of copra. The war came along. Shipping was hard
to get. At least, the shipping of France and England was otherwise
occupied. Copra kept stacking up in the South Sea Islands, Tahiti,

the Solomons, the Philippines, and they could not sell it. Europe
could not buy it. We could buy copra almost at our own price, and,

of course, it was profitable, but whether it will continue to be profit-

able will depend upon whether we are able to secure what we need
for our purposes at a reasonable price or whether Germany, Eng-
land, and France and other countries which are in the market for

this raw material will bid the price up to such an extent that we
can not make a profit out of it.

The Chairman. If there is nothing further, we will recess now
until 10 o'clock to-morrow morning.

(Thereupon, at 12.45 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned until

10 o'clock, Thursday, January 8, 1920.)
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morning session.

Committee on Ageictiltuee,
House OF Representatives,

Thursday, JaMiary 5, 19W.

Bureau of Chemistry—Continued.

The committee met, pursuant to recess, Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen
(chairman) presiding.

STATEMENT OF DR. CARL L. AISBERG, CHIEF OF THE BUREAU
OF CHEMISTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Continued.

The Chaieman. What comes next Mr. Harrison?
Mr. Harrison. Dr. Alsberg will continue the discussion of the

items under the Bureau of Chemistry if it is agreeable to you.
The Chairman. Very well.

Dr. Alsbeeg. The next item is No. 71, on page 149

:

For the study and improvement of methods of utilizing by-products of citrus
fruits, and the investigation and development of methods for determining
maturity in fruits and vegetables, in cooperation with the Bureau of Plant
Industry and the Bureau of Markets.

That work, I am able to report, has been, we believe, very suc-
cessful in California, in which State, up to this season in the main,
it has been conducted. In 1913 or 1914, when the work was first

undertaken in California, or at least when it was started in Cali-
fornia—preliminary work had been going on before that—^the prices
of oranges and cull lemons was about $5 a ton, with a very insig-

nificant demand for them at that. At the present time the price
to the grower for cull oranges and cull lemons is upward of $25 a
ton. That has been the result of the development of a citrus by-
products industry, the Bureau of Chemistry assisting. The indus-
try, of course, developed more rapidly because of the war than it

would have developed otherwise.
The chief products are citric acid and citrate of lime, which prior

to this time were imported almost exclusively from Italy, lemon oil

used for flavoring, orange marmalade and jams and jellies, candied
orange and lemon peels, and the manufacture on a small scale of a

few fancy products like orange vinegar, which is produced in small
quantity for fancy trade—a particularly choice product.

Now, all in all, some 6,000,000 pounds of by-products were pro-,

duced during the last fiscal year as against almost none in 1912 and
1913, before this work started. Of course I do not want to claim

that nothing would have happened if the bureau had not been on
the spot, but I think it has been able very materially to assist in the

establishment of what seems to be a very nice little permanent in-

dustry, which is netting the growers of California—^because most of

these plants are cooperative plants owned by growers' companies—

a

very nice return for fruits which can not be shipped, and which
formerly were practically all wasted.

The work during the current season has been transferred to Flor-

ida, in an effort to do the same thing for Florida. While the mate-
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rials there are abundant, while there is a lot of culls to be "utilized,

the conditions in Florida are very much more unfavorable, so far as
getting this kind of an industry started is concerned, than -they are
in California, for the simple reason that the type of business which
is conducted in Florida is of a different character from that which
is conducted in California. The business in California is more
highly organized, and the California Citrus Fruit Exchange, which
is a cooperative exchange of growers, has a representation of 65 per
cent of the industry. In Florida the exchange has a much smaller
percenta.ge of the growers. Because cooperation is not practiced so
widely in Florida, it is very much more diiScult to get this by-
products industry established in the same way in Florida that it is

now established in California.
Mr. PxniNELL. Ju^ what did the Government do in connection

with the establishment of this industry?
Dr. Alsbeeg. The Government, in the first place, worked out most

of the processes which are now used for the manufacture of these
articles.

Mr. Ptjrnell. Do you use the same process in Florida that you
used in California?

Dr. Alsbeeg. We are talking about Florida?
Mr. Ptjenell. I am talking about any place where you do this.

Dr. Alsbeug. The research work—^that is what you mean?
Mr. Ptjenbll. Yes.
Dr. Alsbeeg. In working out new methods the work that has to

be done for Florida as compared with that Vhich was done for

California is relatively small. Methods worked out in California
will only have to be modified for Florida conditions. Take, for

instance, citric acid—citrate of lime. It will probably not be pos-

sible to produce citrate of lime commercially in Florida because
there are not many lemons, and it does not pay to produce it from
oranges or grapefruit.

Mr. Pttenell. Having worked it out in California, my thought
was whether or not it was necessary to continue this appropriation

for that work in Florida, in view of the fact that it is profitable

to fruit growers who sell.

Dr. Alsbeeg. It will not be necessary to do anything much in

Florida under this particular appropriation, except educational and
demonstrational work, to encourage Florida to go into the industry.

The same methods can be used for Florida. You are quite right

on that particular proposition.

Mr. PuENELL. I should think that, if the Florida fruit growers

were alive to the industry as a business proposition, they would
send their representatives to California to learn.

Dr. Alsbeeg. That is just the difficulty. It is largely, in Florida,

a matter of helping them to develop.

Of course the products which we make in Florida will be a little

different from the products we make in California. We will not

make any citrate of lime or citric acid in Florida; but in its place

we have developed a grapefruit juice—carbonated grapefruit juice;

it can be used carbonated or uncarbonated—which is something that

the people who had worked on it heretofore have not succeeded in

getting.
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Mr. PtiRNELL. Do those experiments necessarily have to be con-
ducted at the places where the fruit is grown?

Dr. Alsberg. The experimental work has to be conducted where
the fruit is; but to-day we have practically finished with that. We
have finished with the experimental work on citrus fruits, except
on one point, the matter of the production of lemon oil. The lemon
oil produced in California is not a satisfactory grade. The method
of producing lemon oil in Sicily is to squeeze the peel by hand into
a sponge. When the sponge is saturated with the oil, you squeeze
that into a bucket. That is done, or used to be done before the war,
by hand, by labor which was paid the equivalent of 20 cents a day.
Of course we can not think of producing lemon oil in this country
by any such system. We have endeavored to devise a machine that
will perform this operation mechanically and cheaply. We have
dievisfed a machine that will produce lemon oil, but we have not yet
completed the work of devising a machine and methods that will
produce lemon oil of the same quality as that produced in Italy.
The reason why the lemon oil that is being produced commercially
does not ,come up to the Italian standard is that the oil comes more
or less in contact with the juice. The oil is then separated from the
juice.

In the process a certain flavoring matter known as citral is lost

so that we do not get oil of quite the same quality. Now, we be-
lieve that a little more work will finish the process so that we can
produce the same quality of oil as the hand-process oil of Sicilly, and
then our oil will not sell, as it often does now, at a discount.
Moreover, the citrus work that we have been doing here is not

the only work that has been conducted under this investigation.

Mr. PuitNELL. Can these extracts be produced without alcohol?

Dr. Alsberg. Lemon extract is made by taking five parts, by
weight, of oil, and dissolving it in 95 parts of alcohol. Just enough
alcohol is use to cut the oil. That is lemon extract. They do not
take the lemons to-day and extract them, but they take the lemon
oil and make a 5 per cent solution of lemon oil in the weakest alco-

hol which will cut the oil, which is around 20 to 25 per cent. If

the alcohol is weaker the oil separates out. That was the ordinary
lemon extract of the past. To-day, in most States, that extract

can not be used, and one of the problems upon which we are work-
ing under some of the general investigation appropriations is the

development of methods for the preparation of flavoring extracts

without the use of alcohol as a solvent. One of the ways to do it

is to make an emulsion. Instead of making a solution we make an
emulsion frohi some acacia gum. Another method is to dissolve

the flavoring matter in some neutral edible oil. There are still a

number of difficulties to overcome. We have not, or rather the

manufacturers have not developed entirely satisfactory methods
for producing all flavoring extracts to take the place of the old

methods using alcohol as a solvent.

Mr. TiNCHER. There are several of the larger companies to-day

that claim that their methods of making the extract and market-

ing it are satisfactory.

Dr. Alsberg. Oh, yes; there are a good many different types on

the market. They are either emulsions or solutions in oil. But we

164315—2a 44
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do not believe that all of them are wholly satisfactory. They do
not keep well.

Mr. TiNCHER. Have you, as a chemical proposition, condemned
any of them?
Dr._ALSBEEG. When I say they are not satisfactory I do not

mean that they are not wholesome. I do not mean that they are
objectionable; I mean that they do not keep well, and they do not
mix uniformly into dough and other viscous products. Take, for
instance, these emulsions which are thick, like cod-liver oil emul-
sion, where the flavoring oil is split up into very fine particles. When
you put them into cake batter, unless stirring very thoroughly, you
do not get it evenly distributed throughout your cake. A flavor in
the form of a solution goes more easily into all parts of the batter.

Women using the new types of flavors in the way they used the
old extracts, complain. That is what I mean. Also if handled in
the same way as the alcohol extracts they are likely to deteriorate

before they are used up.
Mr. TiNCHEE. Do you not think that the effort of the Govern-

ment and the campaign of the Government should be to educate
women as to how to use them ?

Dr. Alsbeeg. That should be a part of it.

Mr. TiNCHEE. When I first came here I had a little trouble on the

floor of the House about this extract business. There was an effort

to have these extracts • exempted under the prohibition law so that -

tiiey could be sold in dry territory. In my State they get along very
well. The women understand the use of the other extracts, and, un-
less there is some objection on the score of health, there is no objec-

tion; and I understand that the Department of Agriculture states

that there is nothing detrimental to health.

Dr. Alsbeeg. There is nothing detrimental to health. They are

just at present, however, using them in a different manner from that

in which they used the old extracts. The best of them are pretty

well made. A good many manufacturers do not know how to make
them. There is room for improvement. But there is nothing in the

flavoring extract situation which is such that the country is going to

be unhappy or uncomfortable or in bad shape because alcohol can
not be used.

Mr. TiNCHEE. Here is the first thing that is coming up on the ex-

tract proposition: The prohibition law will have to be amended if

the balance of the United States is going to be dry. It is going to

be amended or we are going to have to take off the market these ex-

tracts that are made with alcohol, so that they can not be used as

beverages ; and if there is nothing detrimental to health in the other

extracts I think the department will be frank and candid with the

public about it and let them understand that there is no reason why
they should not use the other extracts.

Dr. Alsbeeg. If I remember correctly, as long as four or five years

ago we issued a press notice in which we informed the public that

this new type of flavoring material was obtainable and that there! was
no objection to its use. I do not think that we have ever—at least,

that anybody in the Bureau of Chemistry has ever—taken any other

position, excepting that these products are all right. We have en-

couraged their manufacture, but we believe that the methods of man-
ufacture are capable of improvement. We believe that five years
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from now there vrill be very much more perfect preparations than
there are at the present time. That is what I meant when I said they
were not satisfactory. They are perfectly wholesome and there is no
reason why they should not be used, but you can not use them, as at
present made, in the same way in which the old types were used.
Mr. TinCHER. People who know how can use them ?

Dr. Alsbeeg. Oh, yes; and, as a matter of fact, bakers for years
have been using them. Alcohol is very expensive, and an extract
made without alcohol is cheaper than an extract made with alcohol,

so that the great baking companies for years haA'e been using the
other types of extracts.

Mr. McLAtTGHLiN of Nebraska. Before you leave this particular
item let me ask you a question: You spoke of the value of these
culls in California being increased from $5 a ton to $25 a ton.

Is there any market at all for these culls in Florida at this time?
Dr. Alsberg. There is not much of a market for the culls at the

present time in Florida. There is a little orange juice put up there,

and a little grapefruit juice, but there is not much market at the
present time for the Florida culls.

Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska. Do you think a market could be
built up for them in Florida as good as that in California?

Dr. Alsbeeg. I am absolutely certain that it can, and it is a very
serious need of the grapefruit industry of Florida that a market
for the culls be made. A few years back j'ou will remember that
the country began to wake up to the fact that grapefruit was a very
delicious breakfast fruitj and you will remember the prices you
used to pay, 25 and 30 cents apiece, for them.
The Chairman. Why do you say "used to"?
Dr. Alsbeeg. Is it still that high? [Laughter.] At any rate, an

enormous acreage of grapefruit was planted, so that Florida is

threatened with an overproduction. We believe that grapefruit
juice properly made and carbonated can be made a rather staple

product, like grape juice, for instance, and that there will be quite

a wide market for it. Of course, there will not be the same wide
market for grapefruit juice that you would get for alcoholic bever-

ages, but we think there is room for a very nice little industry
down there that will bring a lot of monej- to the people in Florida.

We are trying to get it started this year.

Under this appropriation we have also undertaken some other
work. There is a large demand from the industry for work on
canteloupes, on prunes, and on other fruits, for the purpose of
preventing waste and making by-products. Work of this kind
has also been started at the present time, mostly in the West. That
work is largely in its beginning.
Then, under this same appropriation we cooperated with, the

Bureau of Plant Industry in the study of what the botanist calls

bud variation. In the old days they used to take almost any kind
of buds to bud orange or lemon trees.

We have been cooperating with the Bureau of Plant Industry in

studying particularly productive trees—we studying the chemical

features and they the botanical—and it has been established that

the property of a given tree or a given bud is transmissible through
the bud as. well as through the seed. That has been established
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chemically as well as otherwise, and the result is that the California
Citrus Finiit Exchange has established a large office for supplying
the growers with the types of buds that have been studied by us.

Is there anything further on that, Mr. Cha,irman?
By bud selection the productivity of the trees may be greatly in-

creased and the quality of the fruit vastly improved. '

The Chairman. We will take up the next item.
Dr. Alsberg. The next is item 72, "For investigation and experi-

ment in the utilization, for coloring purposes, of raw materials grown
or produced in the United States, in cooperation with such persons,
associations, or corporations as may be found necessary."
That appropriation was granted soon after the beginning of the

European War, because of the dye situation, and I am glad to be
able to report that a large number of vary valuable contributions to

the promotion of the dye industry have been made under this ap-

propriation. I reported last year one new process that has been
worked out for making a very valuable intermediate for the dye
industry which formerly sold as high as $7, but which is now being
sold on the market for 60 cents, and is actually being used in the

dye industry.

The Chairman. You say it sold as high as $7 ?

Dr. Alsberg. It sold as high as $7 a pound and is now being pro-

duced for 60 cents a pound ; that is the last quotation I know of. The
price has been tobogganing right along. It may be less than 60

cents now.
That substance is being manufactured, at the present time, by

this process, by three plants with which the bureau has
cooperated, and which the bureau has taught to produce it. It

is an intermediate that is necessary for a whole list of dyes, and
also for a whole series of medicaments. You will understand that

many materials which are used in the manufacture of dyes are also

used in the manufacture of medicines. For instance, carbolic acid

is an example.
The Chairman. Will you state what these dyes are?

Dr. Alsberg. The most important of the group of dyes for which
this substance can be used as an intermediate are the phthalein, of

which the eosines and rhodamines are the most important. The in-

digos can also be made from this intermediate. There are many
other dyes made from this substance.

What we are doing under this appropriation is studying, for the

benefit of the industry, the processes, rather than attempting to

actually produce dyes. The industry is secretive ; industrial chemists

have not time to carry on this kind of a research. A very valuable

service can be performed to the industry by doing a lot of the funda-

mental research which otherwise would not be done, and placing it

at the disposal of the industry. A large amount of that kind of

work which the industry is now using and applying has been done
imder this appropriation.
There have been taken out a large number of patents for processes,

and a large number of patents are now pending in the Patent Office

which will be of value to the industry.

In addition, we have, as a side issue, made a photographic de-

veloper. We conducted in this laboratory the bulk of the chemical
investigation which the aircraft service required, particularly on the
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manufacture of those dyes which you have to have for photographic
purposes. If it is necessary to photograph under adverse conditions of
illumination, or to photograph camouflaged objects, you have to stain

your plate with certain dyes which are sensitive; that is, which absorb

the particular colored light that is reflected from the object you want
to photograph. These dyes before the war were imported from Ger-
many. Nobody in this country knew how to make them. I am in-

formed that in England and France they never succeeded in making
the whole list needed, but we succeeded under this appropriation in

manufacturing and making all those that had been made in Ger-
many, and some new ones which are better than those which were
known before. The production of these dyes is now going on in the
United States.

Mr. Lesher. Are the dyes you are making now as good, as a whole,
and as lasting, as the German dyes were ?

Dr. AisBERG. Do you mean these photographic dyes ?

Mr. Leshee. Whatever it is that you are talking about.

Dr. Alsbeeg. We are not actually manufacturing dyes, you under-
stand.

Mr. Leshee. You are evolving the processes by which they can
be manufactured?

Dr. Alsbeeg. Yes.
Mr. Leshee. Will they be as good as the German dyes?
Dr. Alsbeeg. Yes. The troubles that arose during the war with

regard to American dyes were not due to the inferiority of Ameri-
can dyes. A chemical substance is the same whether it is made in

Germany or in the United States. The trouble arose, and the
trouble still exists, from the lack of variety. There were between 200
and 900 dyes of various kinds manufactured and used before the
war. Now, when we went into the war we could not make the whole
list. We could only make a limited number. Of course we had to

use the limited list. We had to use the wrong dye for a given pur-
pose. You understand that certain kinds of dyes are used for silk,

others for wool, others for cotton, others for leather. The American
manufacturer often had to use the wrong dye with unsatisfactory
results because it was all he could get. But, used for the specific

purpose for which the dye was intended, it is just as good made in

this country as if it was imported. The difficulty came from our
not having all varieties, and, therefore, we had to substitute dyes
which were unsuitable.

Mr. Leshee. Can you make them as cheaply as the Germans can?
Dr. Alsbeeg. That I can not say. Nobody knows what it costs.

The market price of dyes in the United States is not in any respect
an index of what it is costing the manufacturers to produce, for the
reason that the dyestuff manufacturer had to spend thousands and
hundreds of thousands of dollars in experimentation. I suppose he
figures that as investment. He had to build a plant. Sometimes he
had to build the plant two or three times over, because it would not
work the way he built it first. He figures that up as a charge against
his investment. He does not know what conditions are going to pre-

vail when international conditions are normal, so that he wants to

write off his investment, including experimental work, two or three

failures, possibly, in building his origmal plant, the machinery that

he had to junk—^he wants to write that off as quickly as possible be-
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cause he does not know whether he is going to be able to compete two
or three years from now or not. Of course he puts that into the pres-
ent price of his dyes, so that the present market price of dyes made
in the United States gives you no idea whatever as to the actual cost

of production.
Mr. Heflin. I have seen somewhere a statement that there was an

excellent silk dye made from peanut oil.

Dr. Alsbeeg. I do not know anything about that.
Mr. Heflin. You never have made that test?
Dr. ^.Tua^wKo.. No ; I am not familiar with that statement. I do not

kno'^
Dr. AusBEKG. As the bureau's dyestuff investigation involves the

matter of patents, would you object if I brought to your attention
the very unfortunate condition that exists with reference to Govern-
ment patents? It has nothing to do with this appropriation act,

and if you do not want to take the time I will not discuss the
question further.

Mr. Anderson. That has already been presented to the Committee
on Patents.

Dr. Alsbeeg. Yes.
Mr. Andeeson. It is all available in the hearings, I mean.
Dr. Alsbeeg. Yes.
Mr. Anderson. Is there any trouble about taking out patents?
Dr. Alsbeeg. Not about taking out patents; but if you take them

out they are open to the use of everybody, and nobody will use

them.
The Chaieman. They are open to everybody?
Dr. Alsbeeg. Yes ; they are open to everybody ; and nobody will

use them. You take this particular process we have been talking

about. One concern in Pittsburgh undertook to develop it com-
mercially. It cost them possibly $100,000 till they were actually

producing commercially. They had two young chemists in their

plant. Those chemists resigned, and they got the details of the

machinery which these people invented, and they started competi-

tion. Now, that is what frightens people away from using Govern-

ment patents.

Mr. Anderson. Have you been using the total amount carried in

this appropriation?
Dr. Alsbeeg. We have been using it.

Mr. Andeeson. Do you think you will have to use it for the next

fiscal year?
Dr. Alsbeeg. That is entirely a question of the amount of work

that we will do. There are very few of these appropriations under

which we could not do less or could not do more, and every dollar

spent would be of value to the country. It is a matter of judgment

for you gentlemen to say how extensively we should go into these

•questions.

The Chaieman. Are the investigations on vegetable, dyes?

Dr. Alsbeeg. No ; they are mostly coal-tar dyes.

The Chaieman. Are the investigations limited to coal-tar dyes

alone?
. . . ,

Dr. Alsbeeg. No ; we have been experimenting with some vegeta-

ble colors.
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The Chairman. The question was asked last year whether this

was confined to coal-tar dyes.

Dr. Alsbeeg. The bulk of the work is being done on coal-tar dyes.

We are doing some work on vegetable dyes, on plants that are found
in the United States or can be grown here for dye purposes; but
that is a small part of the work. The bulk of it is on coal-tar dyes.

The Chairman. Your investigations, then, cover the whole field ?

Dr. Alsberg. Yes.

The Chairman. We will take up the next item.

Dr. Alsberg. The next item is number 73

:

For the investigation and development of methods for the manufacture of
table sirup and of methods for the manufacture of sweet sirups by the utiliza-

tion of rew agricultural sources.

I am sorry to have to report that on this investigation we have not
been able to make the progress that we had hoped, so as to pretty
well complete it this year, at least so far as cane sirup is concemea,
for the simple reason that the man in charge of this work. Dr. Hud-
son, who was one of the two or three most distinguished sugar re-

search chemists living, resigned to go into industrial work, and his

understudy resigned to do the same thing two months afterwards.
That is one i-eason.

The other reason is, as I stated, last year, prohibition. The meth-
ods which we had worked out for the manufacture of sirup which
would not crystallize and would not ferment were dependent upon
having an abundant supply of brewers' yeast. Brewers' yeast is no
longer obtainable commercially, and it has been necessary for us to

find a new source of material that would do the same thing as brew-
ers' yeast. We believe we have that source of material in certain

molds. Both factors have held up that work so that it has not
been completed. A new man has had to be broken in, and the work
will have to be carried on, in consequence, at least one more year
before it can be regarded as ready to close.

The Chairman. How much money did you expend last year?
Dr. Alsberg. We spent the bulk of the
The Chairman. I mean for the current year. Can you estimate it

approximately ?

Dr. Alsberg. We will spend $7,000, I think, this year.

The Chairman. You will need practically all of this for next
year?

Dr. Alsberg. I think so. We did not spend the full amount be-

cause of these resignations.

The Chairman. Speaking about resignations, is it not a fact that
employees of the bureau secure a liberal education from the de-

partment? Does not that account partly for the trouble that you
have in keeping your men?

Dr. ALsfiteRG. Yes ; that is true. Of course these two men did not
go into the employ of sirup manufacturers. Dr. Hudson went to no
manufacturer; he established himself as a consulting chemist, and
of course with his standing and reputation, which he acquired while
he was in the Bureau of Chemistry—^that is where he made his

reputation—he is earning now as a consulting chemist, and his own
master, more than $10,000 a year.

The other man, his understudy. Dr. Dale, was taken over as a re-

search chemist. We paid him $2,500 and they pay him $4,000, I
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think, as the chemist of this new food products corporation which
is the metamorphosed Distillers' Securities Co. This company is

manufacturing in their old distilleries and breweries such prodiicts

as malt sirup, malt sugar, glucose, yeast, and products of that kind,

the machinery for the manufacture of which is practically identical

with the machinery for the manufacture of beer and distilled

liquors.

In this particular case the experience that he gained with us is

what these people are buying, but they are not Duying his expe-
rience in regard to this matter we were speaking of, because they are
not going to make those particular articles.

The Chairman. I am trying to get at the reason of the difficulty

of obtaining and keeping these men.
Dr. Ai/SBERG. If you mean to make the point that a young man

who goes into the Bureau of Chemistry and stays with us for four
or five years can get a better job at the end of the four or five years
than he would have achieved, other things being equal, by begin-
ning at the bottom in a factory, you are quite right.

The Chairman. That ought to be an incentive to them to enter
the service of the department.

Dr. AijSberg. Sometimes it is of direct benefit to the Government.
When a manufacturer of food products, who has been violating the
food and drugs act persistently and stupidly, hires one of our young
men We do not as a rule thereafter have any trouble with him. The
bureau-trained man keeps him straight. Thus we save the time and
the money that we otherwise would have to pay in prosecuting; so

the loss of the man is a benefit indirectly to us.

Before I leave this last item
The Chairman. You will need the same amount on that liext year?.

Dr. Alsberg. Yes.
The Chairman. You think you will get through with that next

year?
Dr. Alsberg. I hope so. It depends on whether this new man that

I am counting on turns out all right.

The Chairman. We discussed this last year.

Dr. Alsberg. Yes. May I bring up one other thing that has to do
with future work, not under this item but related to it? It is the

utilization of the sweet potato. There have been inquiries on the

part of people in the sweet-potato producing sections of the coun-

try for some work which will utilize the.' c^U sweet potatoes and

the overproduction. I wish to bring that to the attention of the

committee, because Representative Crisp is one of the gentlemen

who has consulted me on this matter. Of course we have no funds

for the work at present. I believe it to be possible to establish ulti-

mately a very valuable agricultural industry, using sweet potatoes

as its raw material. Sweet potatoes contain naturally 10 per cent

of cane sugar, and it is possible by treating sweet potatoes with a

small amouijt of malt to convert the starch in the sweet potato into,

m^lt sugar, and thus to make a most delicious sirup for table use,

The sweet potato contains more starch than the white potato.

It is one of t}ie cheapest sources of starch, so that it should be

possible to establish a sweet-potato starch industry, in the United

states. If you have starch, qf course you can produce from it malt
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sugar and g:lucose, and a material known as dextrine, which is used
as an adhesive to gum postage stamps, envelopes, and the like.

The Chairman. Have you made an investigation of that?
Dr. AiSBEEG. We have done a little prelimmary work.
The Chairman. Do you suggest anything in connection with

that?
Dr. Alsberg. I think we will not be able to touch it this year,

but some day I think this committee will want to have work done
in that connection, because it may prove of great value to the
southern part of the country.
The Chairman. What progress have you made on the sirup?
Dr. Alsberg. We have worked out methods for making sirup that

will not crystallize, will not ferment, and will be uniform in compo-
sition.

The Chairman. Is it more palatable?
Dr. Axsberg. It is more palatable and more uniform. We offered

sirup that we made from sugar cane grown in south Georgia on the
New Orleans molasses exchange, simply stating that it was a cane
sirup. They did not know that it was made by the United States
Government, or by whom it was made. That sirup brought 10

cents a gallon more than the highest market
.
price for any other

sirup of that type during that season. Of course we did not own
that sirup. It was made under our supervision by the manufac-
turers. We found, down where it was made, that the neighbors
had bought up all there was of it because it was superior to any^
thing else they could get in that neighborhood. We have not been
able to close that investigation because we need yeast.

The Chairman. Does it cost more to manufacture it?

Dr. Alsberg. Yes; it costs a little more. It takes a little more
brains and pains.

The Chairman. Does it require any more equipment?
Dr. Alsberg. The only additional equipment is a cypress tank,

which can be bought for $20.

The next item is No. 74, for the enforcement of the food and drugs
act, for which no increase is asked. The reason that, despite the

fact that the cost of operating is naturally greater than it ever was
before, we have asked for no increase is that the increase asked in

our fund for collaboration, which I discussed day before yesterday,

item 66 on page 145, will relieve a certain burden on the enforce-

ment of the food and drugs act, because it is the men who are

doing the work on the enforcement of the food and drugs act who
are required to do this collaborative work, to make the analyses

for all the Government departments.

Mr. Hutchinson. Doctor, I see there is a mention of liquors here.

We are not going to have any liquors.

Dr. Alsberg. That is the language of the law. That is the way the

law reads.

Mrj Hutchinson. Then you ought to change the law, ought you

not?
Dr. Alsberg. It does not say "spirituous liquors."

Mr. Hutchinson. I see.

Dr. Alsberg. These soda waters and the hundreds of near beers,

which contain all kinds of things, are causing us a lot of trouble.
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This is just the language of the law, and we did not feel at liberty
to change that.

I want to make it clear that there is no increase asked there, but
that if the Congress sees fit to give us more money on the collabora-
tive fund in this other item, that will take a part of the burden off

of this particular fund.
The Chairman. Will this amount be reduced?
Dr. Alsbekg. No; I do not think this amount can be reduced.

Again, the enforcement of the food and drugs act is just a question
of what you want done. If you want us to do a thousand dollars'

worth of work, we can do a thousand dollars' worth of work.
The Chairman. Do you need the whole amount that is suggested?
Dr. Alsberg. Yes; and it is important.
Mr. Hutchinson. You say you can do a thousand dollars' woi-th

of work if you are limited to that amount ? Do you mean that you
can reduce your amount?

Dr. Alsberg. We could profitably spend twice as much in en-
forcing the food and drugs act. It is a question of the vigor and
the amount of the enforcement that Congress wants done. That is

what it comes to. We are not catching, by any means, all the viola-

tions. If we have a larger amount of money we will catch more of
them, and the smaller the amount we have the less of them we will

catch.

Mr. Hutchinson. Four hundred thousand dollars of that goes to

salaries alone.

Dr. Alsberg. Nearly all the money spent in the enforcement of

the food and drugs act is, of course, for salaries of chemists. The
rest of it consists of travel to court and elsewhere, chemicals, and
apparatus, rent in some of the laboratories outside of Washington
which are not in Federal buildings

—

y?e move them into Federal
buildings as fast as we can get accommodations for them—and the

payment of expert witnesses in cases where we need to hire outside

witnesses. For example, if we try a case like the bleached flour

case, or the saccharine case, which was just tried in St. Louis, we
sometimes have heavy expenses for outside experts.

Mr. Hutchinson. How was that case decided?

Dr. Alsberg. I am sorry to say that the jury disagreed—seven

for the Government and five against—so that we will have to go
through that trial once more.
The Chairman. What do you pay the inspectors?

Dr. Alsberg. All of their salaries are statutory. That was a mis-

take on my part when I mentioned inspectors. They are all on the

statutory roll. Their salaries do not come out of this fund. The
employees who are paid from this fund are chemists, bacteriologists,

microscopists, and other scientifically-trained people who do the

analytical work.
Mr. Hutchinson. I would like a little more information about

that saccharine case. What did jiou try this case on—adulteration?

Dr. Alsberg. The saccharine case was brought against a chemical

company in St. Louis for the shipment of a pound can of saccharine,

which was labeled as being a perfect sw^eetener, healthful, and abso-

lutely harmless. We charged misbranding—^not adulteration, be-

cause it was saccharine as it purported to be. We charged misbrand-
ing on the ground that it was not a perfect sweetener, that it was not
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healthful, and that it was not absolutely harmless, and we brought
evidence into court to show, as we thought, that if permitted unre-
stricted use, the quantity which would be' consumed by many people
would be sufficient to produce harmful effects, those effects being in
the main disturbances of digestion, delay of absorption of food in
the intestinal tract.

Mr. Hutchinson. Does it not produce severe kidney trouble ?

Dr. Alsbeeg. We have not evidence for that ; but people who have
kidney trouble will not eliminate it, and it stacks up in their sys-
tems, which may be injuriously affected in that way.
The Chairman. Take up item No. 75.

Dr. Alsbeeg. Item 75 is " for investigating the grading, weighing,
handling, transportation, and uses of naval stores," and so on.
The Chairman. Is there anything new in regard to that ^ork?
Dr. Alsbeeg. That is the same type of investigational and educa-

tional work as we have been carrying on with the industry, teaching
them how to produce and handle rosin and turpentine more effi-

ciently.

The Chairman. Educational work ?

Dr. Alsberg. Yes, educational at this time.

The Chairman. Has anything new developed ?

Dr. Alsberg. The only thing new at this time is that there has
been this year more than ever before an insistant demand on the part
of both producers and consumers for regulatory legislation from
Congress. These two branches of the industry want the enactment
of some legislation by you gentlemen which will be of the type of
the grain grades act. The producers feel that the middleman grades
the rosin or the turpentine down when he buys it, and grades it up
when he sells it to the consumer, which is of course the complaint in

the grain industry.

Mr. Anderson. The complaint is about the same* in all those
things?

Dr. Alsbeeg. Yes; about the same. The producer and the con-
sumer are both clamoring for legislation. That is the main de-
velopment. You are likely to hear from them. That is, of course,
lip to you. We have nothing to do with it.

The Chairman. Take the next item.

Dr. Alsberg. The next is item 76

:

For the investigation and development of methods of manufacturing in-

secticides and fungicides, and for investigating chemical problems relating to
the composition, action, and application of insecticides and fungicides.

This is the second year we have had this appropriation.

The Chairman. The first appropriation was made for the fiscal

year 1919.

Dr. Alsberg. Yes; and the money became available so late the
first year that very little was done with it for that reason, and con-

siderably less than half of the appropriation was expended. Only
about $iO,000 of the appropriation was expended for 1919, and the
bulk of that which was expended was spent upon the equipment
which we needed to get the work started; so that I am not, at the

present moment, able to report any very definite progress, because
we have really only just about got started. As a matter of fact, the

equipment was ordered in 1919, but owing to conditions which pre-
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vailed in the industrial world, some of it has not yet been delivered^
so that we are just getting started on that -work. I wish I could
report something definite, but that is not possible.

Item 77 is the next, " For the study and improvement of methods
of dehydrating materials used for food, in cooperation with such
persons, associations, or corporations as may be found necessary^
and to disseminate information as to the value and suitability of such
products for food, $23,500."
That is a reduction of more than half in the appropriation made

last year. That work, I think, has been successful in assisting a

number of firms in getting started in this very important business.

What is necessary is to carry a portion of the work, which will be
partly demonstrational and partly experimental, for a little while
longer, in order that we may complete certain investigations which
deal, for example, with the best methods of storing, the best methods
of handling, and also some of the methods of producing dehydrated
products or. types we have not produced hitherto. We were not able

to cover the whole field of all vegetables and all fruits. This we
wish to complete, so that we can round out the work.
The Chairman. Is it a success?

Dr. Alsberg. Yes; there have been produced and are being pro-

duced to-day most excellent products. There are two or three of the
concerns now operating who we feel confident are going to be able

to stay in the business and make a success of it.

The Chairman. Is there a market for the products?
Dr. Alsberg. They are in process of creating a market.
The Chairman. Do people take kindly to it?

Dr. Alsberg. Yes; they do; but you know perfectly well, as a

business man, that it is the hardest thing in the world to create a

demand for a new food product. It is the same thing as marketing
a new breakfast food.

The' Chairman. $23,500 will be all that you need to carry on this

work next year?
Dr. Alsberg. Yes.
Mr. Anderson. Has your work been entirely commercial dehydra-

tion?

Dr. Alsberg. Our work has been entirely commercial, because I

do not believe, personally, that small-scale dehydration on the farm,

for sale, is a feasible proposition. This is a manufacturing business,

and it can not be done by an amateur.
Mr. Anderson. When this dehydration proposition came up a

year or two ago it. seemed to get a new lease of life, somehow or

other. We were going to get these dehydration plants scattered all

over the country, chasing up and down and dehydrating everything
under the sun, apparently. [Laughter,]

Dr. Alsberg. I think that was a mistaken enthusiasm. It is a com-
mercial business requiring a high degree of skill, in which amateurs
can not make uniform products in the "vyay that was proposed.
The Chairman. You are cooperating with manufacturers?
Dr. Alsberg. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. The Government has no plants?

Dr. Alsberg. We have no plants ; no. Last year we installed spe-

cial machinery, designed or secured by us, in the plants of manu-
facturers, to see whether it was suitable for certain classes of work;
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but we have built no plants and do not propose to build any plants;
We do not propose to manufacture commercially except, in coopera-
tion with plants that are now operated.
Mr. Hutchinson. In 1919 I see that you spent $128,050 for equip-

ment and materials. You said you had ho plants. What w*s that
for ?

'

, ,

,

Dr. Alsbeeg. That was largiely for material and very Ut*le for
Equipment. That material has been used in the effort to create a
market. We have gotten large quantities of the excellent products
which we have bought from manufacturers and distributed them
widely among teachers of household economics, among hospitals and
institutions, to demonstrate their use, in the effort to overcome these
difficulties that Mr. Haugen describes.

Mr. Hutchinson. You do not give it away? You sell it, do you?
DrT Alsbeeg. We have given most of this away, because it is in

very small quantities. In other words, we have tried to conduct to
some extent the sort of campaign you would conduct if you were
going to put these things on the market. Most of that $128,000
went to the producing and distribution of that material so as to get
people interested in it.

The Chairman. We will take up the next item.

Dr. Alsbeeg. The next item is No. 78, " For the investigation and
development of methods of utilizing wool-scouring waste, $9,000."

That is in somewhat the same shape as item 76, in that this was one
of those items the money for which became available very late, and
of the first appropriation there was only, I think, $1,500. or so ex-

pended the first year.

The Chairman. What by-products do you get out of it?

Dr. Alsberg. We have made very good progress, and I would like

to show you some samples. I think it might interest you just to see

the different types of products. Here is the raw material, here is

the refined and the semirefined [handing samples to the committee
members]

.

The Chairman. In the progress of your experiments do you not
make a great deal of fertilizing material ?

Dr. Alsbeeg. Yes, potash. What we have been working on is

recovery of the hundreds of thousands of pounds of potash that
are wasted every year. What we wanted to do was to induce the
industry to save the wool grease and to manufacture from it at

least two products. One is this lanoline, which is the basis of nearly
all modem pomades and ointments. It is used where we formerly
used lard and lard oil. We have imported a very large quantity of
it. The second product is potash. We have had first to make a

survey of the plants that were scouring wool in the United States
and to find out what they were doing. Having finished the survey
we had to begin to develop methods for the recovery of this wool

frease. These methods are known in Germany, but they have been
ept secret.

There are a great many uses for this material, besides, for oint-

ment. These wool-scouring wastes pollute the rivers. There is a
great quantity of material that we hope we may save. The first

j'Gar we spent a small portion of the money, and last year we did
not spend it all either. Last year We spent only a little under
$1,900 because we had to make our survey aftd get our feet on
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the ground. This year we will require the entire fund, ii you
will be good enough to give it to us.

The Chairman. For the fiscal year 1919 you only used $1,900?
Dr. Amberg. For 1919 we used $1,892, to be specific. The re-

mainder, of course, went into the Treasury. There is a possibility
here of doing a very useful job for the country in saving this

material, of which we import annually more than $1,000,000 worth,
and in saving the potash, of which many hundreds of thousands of
pounds are wasted annually.
Mr. Hutchinson. Are you experimenting in improving the quality

of the goods ?

Dr. Alsberg. At the present time most of the manufacturers are
wasting it. They did not know how to save it. There was until

within recent years only one concern that was saving it at all, and
that concern was doing it very inefficiently but doing it secretly ; and
the other manufacturers do not know how to handle it to get the
most useful products of the highest value.

Mr.. Hutchinson. That is the point on which you are working?
Dr. Alsberg. Yes ; to save it and put it on our market, and so make

it unnecessary for us to import 14,000,000 pounds of it; and, on the

side, to get the potash.

The Chairman. Fourteen million pounds of potash ?

Dr. Alsberg. No; as I recall it, about 14,000,000 pounds of this

material—wool grease—is imported annually. We can supply our

own needs, and we can also get many hundreds of thousands of

pounds of carbonate of potash, which is very valuable. We need

every bit of potash we can get.

Mr. Hutchinson. We need more than we can get.

The Chairman. The next is a new item, No. 79

:

For investigating the utilization of agricultural raw materials in the pro-

duction of leather and tanning and leather-making materials and for develop-

ing and demonstrating improved methods or processes for producing leather,

$15,000.

Morning Session of Tuesday, January 6, 1920—Continued.

Mr. Hutchinson. I see you ask for $15,000 for leather investiga-

tions. Where is that laboratory ?

Dr. Alsberg. In Washington here. That is not for this kind of

work. That is for purely investigational work, the best manner of

producing leather, which is an agricultural product from two sides

;

it is an agricultural product in that the hide comes off an animal, and

in that the tanning material that goes into it is a vegetable product.

Moreover the farmer is the largest consumer of leather, not merely

in the form of shoes, but harness and other equipment.

Mr. MoKiNLEY. Is not that exactly what the Bureau of Standards

is organized for?

Dr. Alsberg. Not according to statements whicji Dr. Stratton has

made to me. It may be that I have not understood Mr. Stratton,

but the line of demarcation which he is following is that the Depart-

ftient of Agriculture has essentially to do with production and the

Bureau of Standards has essentially to do with service performances

of products, which is really an entirfely different proposition.
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Mr. McKiisTLEY. This is not production ; it is investigation, is it

not?
Dr. Alsberg. It is an investigation of the best manner of produc-

tion.

Mr. TiNCHEE. It is an investigation calculated to ascertain the best
manner of producing leather?

Dr. Alsberg. The production of leather. We have been at work on
that line for about 20 years and have published a lot of bulletins on
the subject. We have recently, for instance, done such work as issu-

ing a bulletin on the method of collecting and preparing sumach.
We have been trying to stimulate the production of sumach, which is

an important tanning material. We have issued bulletins in coopera-
tion with the Bureau of Animal Industry and the Bureau of Markets
on how to take off hides in the country so that they may be taken off

in a manner which will not cause them to be discounted as against
packers' hides. It is largely owing to the fact that the average man
who butchers in a small town in the country does not know how to
take off a hide as skillfully as the man who is hired to do it in the
packing house. He scores it, cuts it, and salts it inefficiently, and he
handles it wrong; in consequence the hide may bring a tremendous
discount on the market because it is partly ruined. We have made
investigations in cooperation with the Bureau of Plant Industry
looking toward the development of new sources of tanning material.

Our natural hemlock, oak, and similar material just now is com-
manding high prices. We are importing large quantities of tanning
materials. We have made investigations of the best way of strip-

ping and currying and waterproofing leather ; of the best manner of
handling leather so that you will get the most wear out of -it. I
think our investigations are of a different type from those made
by the Bureau of Standards.
Mr. Hutchinson. You say you have done that work for 20 years ?

Dr. Alsberg. In a small way, but we would like to expand it.

Mr. Hutchinson. You want to increase it? This is an entirely

new item ; of course, you did not reduce your other appropriation by
$15,000?

Dr. Alsberg. This investigation is one of the investigations that

was carried on in a small way under item 65, page 144, which is

" for conducting investigations contemplated by the act of May
15, 1862, relating to applications of chemistry to agriculture." It

has been done in cooperation with the Bureau of Animal Industry
on the hide end of it and the Bureau of Plant Industry on the
production of tanning material end of it. The investigation has
been carried in a small way under that appropriation. With the
increased cost of leather and the scarcity of native-grown tanning
materials, we think it would be good business to increase and inten-

sify that particular phase of the work.
The Chairman. You spoke about the difference in price tanneries

paid on hides. What is the difference in prices ?

Dr. Alsberg. I do not recall at the moment.
The Chairman. There is a wide spread.

Dr. Alsberg. There is a tremendous difference between the price

paid for country hides and the price paid for packers' hides in the

same market.
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The Chairman. They pay more for packers' hides than for the
small hides ?

Dr. Alsbekg. I do not remember.
The Chairman. Not long ago they were paying 52 cents for the

packers' hides and people in the country were getting 8 and 12
cents.

Dr. Alsberg: I think you are probably right on tha-t.

The Chairman. Is there that much difference in the value of the
hides?
Dr. Alsberg. I do not think so.

The Chairman. Have you investigated the matter?
Dr. AiSBEEG. I would not like to be quoted offhand because you

will realize I can not do all these investigations myself, but, as I
recall Mr. Veitch's report to me, he stated tha;t One of the reasons
for this difference in prices was the uncertainty in quality of the
country hide; that very frequently the country hides were just as

good as the packers' hides and very frequently they were very little

good at all; and tha,t there entered into it a speculative element
which was capitalized by the buyers in Chicago and Kansas City
and the big centers to the disadvantage of the Country producer of
hides. Wliether that speculative element is sufficient to account for

the tremendous spread, I do not know.
Mr. Tin CHER. Is it not true. Doctor, that there never was a time

wh'en the percentage of difference between thte ordinary hide and
the so-called packer hide was so great as it has been since the Gov-
ernment undertook to standardize the price of hides ?

Dr. Alsberg. That is true. I would not venture to say what is

the cause of it.

Mr. TiNCHER. You are sure of this. It was not caused by the
misinformation that you gave the farmers as to how to prepare the

skins of animals with 20 years' es:perience.

Dr. Alsberg. I do not think so.

The Chairman. What is the main cause now for the diffel-enee in

-price ?

Dr. Alsberg. The main cause is the difference in quality, but that

is not the whole cause.

The Chairman. What makes the difference in quality? Is the

hide taken off a fat steer worth more than the hide from a lean

animal ?

Dr. Alsberg. Yes. The difference in quality is due to the man-
ner of taking the hide off (the hide may be scored by th6 kAife),

to the improper salting, and to improper curing of the hide after

it is taken off. It may also be due to the quality of the animal
itself. The main thing is that the average man in the country

does not know how to take a hide off without hul-ting it iii some
place or other.

The Chairman. That is the main cause?
Dr. Alsberg. That, and the othei^ cause that aftter it is taken off

he does not properly salt it and cure it,

Mr. McKiNLEY. If the Chairmail will permit, I have beeii iil the

hide business. Most of the country hides, cow hides or bull hides,

or semi-bull hides, are Only worth two-thirds of what the steer hide

is. When you speak about 54 cents quoted, or 66 centsj which it

went up to, that has reference to the most perfect of steer hides.
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The Chairman. Is there not some difference in the quality of
hides outside of curing and taking them off?

Mr. McKiNLEY. They are mostly cow hides.

The Chairman. There is some difference in the hides?
Dr. AiiSBERG. I did not understand you. I thought you meant

there was a difference in quality between the steer hides taken off

in the country and taken off in Chicago. That, of course, is not true.

But there are more cow hides and bull hides through the country
and they are not worth so much.
Mr. Jacoway. Will you just state how you ought to take a hide

off of an animal ?

Dr. Alsberg. You are getting beyond me.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is set forth in the bulletin.

Mr. Jacoway. Just tell it in a short way.
Dr. Alsberg. I can not tell you ; I do not Imow myself.
Mr. Jacoway. You have a bulletin on it ?

Dr. Alsberg. Yes.
Mr. Heflin. Is there a difference in the quality of a hide that

comes from a well-fed cow than from a poor cow ?

Dr. Alsberg. Yes. There is also a difference according to the
climate and according to the breed. Thus furs in the North are of
better quality than furs from the South. You get a different quality

of leather in tropical countries from that in cold countries.

Morning Session of Thitesday, January 8, 1920—Continued.

Dr. Alsberg. The question was raised, Mr. Chairman, at the be-

ginning of my statement before you, whether this did not duplicate
and interfere with an item of the Bureau of Standards. I am going
to be absolutely frank and blunt on the situation, and say that this

work is not standardizing work. It began away back about 1902 or

1903, and it has been carried on since that time in a limited way. We
began it befor«- the Bureau of Standards undertook any work on
leather at all; and if there is any interference between the two
bureaus it is that the Bureau of Standards is encroaching, and is

operating, so far as this item is concerned, upon a field of work,
which, in my judgment, is specifically and definitely a field of work
of the Department of Agriculture. I may say, further, that it is not
the only instance in which that particular thing occurs. I think the
time has come when I should be absolutely blunt on the subject.

This is an agricultural material. It is the product of both plant and
animal matters. The raw materials are all products of the farm. A
larger amount of leather per capita is used by farmers than almost
anybody else. They need it not only for their own use but for their

harnesses and for other uses, and if there is a subject which is a
proper subject of work for the Department of Agriculture, it is the
leather industry.

This is not the only encroachment by the Bureau of Standards
on work which belongs in the Department of Agriculture. I could
give you other instances. I will content myself with only one other

instance, inasmuch as it has to do with the Bureau of Chemistry, and
that is the encroachment by the Bureau of Standards in the field of

the production of sugar and sirups.

164315—20 45
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Two or three years ago the Bureau of Standards secured an appro-
priation of $30,000. I do not know who inspired that appropriation.
It makes no difference.

Mr. Anderson. They do not need much inspiration, do they?
Dr. Alsberg. That appropriation is so worded that it gives the

Bureau of Standards authority to do anything, in the line of investi-

gation or otherwise, for the production of sugar, excepting possibly
the actual cultivation of the cane. It gives them authority to. study
sugar refining, to standardize sugars, to work on sirups, and to work
on molasses—to cover the whole field.

I took it up with the Director of the Bureau of Standards and
protested against the proposition, and he stated to me that they had
no intention of entering into the field of manufacture. But in his

annual report for 1918, the report that appeared in the middle of last

winter, in describing the work which the Bureau of Standards is

doing on sugar, the text seemed to indicate that Dr. Stratton's assist-

ants have been done some of the things which clearly have to do with
the manufacture and production of this food material.

Those are just two instances. I will say to you also very frankly,

gentlemen, that one of the reasons for the insertion of this particular

item in these estimates was that I might raise this issue of the spheres

of the work of the two bureaus, frankly and honestly. We have been
doing this work. We would like to continue it. In view of the

present high price and the great shortage of leather materials, we
would like to extend it; and we think that it is the public interest

to do it on a larger scale. That was our main reason.

The other reason was, very frankly, to give me an opportunity to

lay this situation frankly before the committee, as I have endeavored
to do.

Mr. Anderson. We are really glad to find one case where there is

an admitted duplication of effort, because we have always understood
that such a thing never could occur.

Mr. Hutchinson. You said this appropriation for the Bureau of

Standards was $30,000?
Dr. Alsberg. That is for sugar.

Mr. Hutchinson. You said that they could do anything under
that ? They could not fix the price of sugar, could they ?

Dr. AusBERG. I ought to have qualified that. They could not do

that.

Mr. Harrison. We prepared a memorandum and presented it to

the chairman of this committee last year setting forth other lines of

work in connection with which the Bureau of Standards had dupli-

cated; or was about to duplicate, the work of the Department of

Agriculture.

The Chairman. I wish you would take that up.
Mr. Harrison. I do not have the memorandum here this morning,

Mr. Chairman, but I shall be glad to bring it up this afternoon.
The Chairman. I suggested the other day that you present a

memorandum showing where these duplications occur.

Mr. Harrison. I have the , memorandum at the office and will

bring it up to you this afternoon.

The Chairman. This is important work. I think you referred to

this the other day, at which time we went over it quite thoroughly.
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Dr. AiiSBERG. Yes. Might I just take a moment or so of your
time to give you my views as to a proper division of work between
such a bureau as the Bureau of Standards and the Department of
Agriculture? I think it is unfortunate that the Bureau of Stand-
ards was given the name of the Bureau of Standards, because you
can not make standards without going into all kinds of collateral

things. Take the matter of grain standards
;
you can not make

grain standards without studying the whole grain industry and also

the milling industry. That is perfectly plain, is it not ?

The Chairman. Yes.
Dr. AxsBERG. In the same way that applies to wool and almost

anything you want to mention. We are responsible for the enforce-
ment of the food and drugs act. We can not enforce the food and
drugs act without taking into consideration what are proper stand-
ards of quality and of purity for food products. That is perfectly
plain. So we have to do standardization on foods. It is unfor-
tunate that that bureau has this name. My conception of an equit-

table and efficient division of work between the Department of Agri-
culture and the Bureau of Standards is that work upon agriculture

and industries which draw their raw materials from agriculture is

the proper sphere of work for the Department of Agriculture. As
for cotton, you can not standardize cotton without taking into con-

sideration the manner in which cotton will behave when you spin
it. You can not do anything with cotton seed unless you go into the

matter of refining cottonseed oil. I do not think that there ever

will be an avoidance pf duplication between the Department of Agri-
culture and such a bureau as the Bureau of Standards until the work
is assigned, not by technique or by method, but by fields of work.
In the matter of wool standards, you have to know how the wool

will behave in spinning and weaving. The same is true with regard to

cotton. You have to know how these materials are produced and for

what they are used. If such work is to be done in a separate bureau,
then that bureau must cut across every other scientific activity of
the Government service.

Mr. PuENELi,. Is it your idea that the Department of Agriculture
could'very properly absorb the Bureau of Standards?

Dr. Alsberg. No ; I do not think that, but I think that the lines of

work that are to be done by the Bureau of Standards should be desig-

nated once and for all.

The Chairman. There is work done in the Department of Agri-
culture that might better be done in the Bureau of Standards ?

Dr. Alsberg. Absolutely. Not merely that, but when I became
chief of the Bureau of Chemistry we had in the Bureau of Chemistry
a laboratory which was known as the contracts laboratory. In that
laboratory were examined the materials bought by the Public
Printer, by the Bureau of Printing and Engraving, by the Depart-
ment of the Interior, by the Supervising Architect—cement, iron,

steel, ink, typewriter ribbons, paints, and many others. We, were
making such examinations.
We had been doing that for many years before the Bureau of

Standards. The Bureau of Standards started that work after the
Bureau of Chemistry was well in the work.
Now, when I came to the bureau there were two bureaus doing that

work. It was not a duplication in a sense, but still it was a duplica-
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tioiij because the Government had two bureaus doing the same kind
of work and had the overhead for both bureaus. It was not a dupli-
cation of the work. Thus, the Government Printer thought he could

fet better results from the Bureau of Standards, and the Bureau of
'rinting and Engraving thought that it could get better service from

the Bureau of Chemistry, so we examined the inks and paper for the
Bureau of Printing and Engraving and they examined the inks and
papers for the Public Printer. Yet we had a duplication of the
overhead, and to that extent it was a duplication. I recommended at

that time, and the Secretary of Agriculture and the Secretary of
Commerce approved, the transfer of that laboratary. The laboratory
and the whole staff were transferred from the Bureau of Chemistry
to the Bureau of Standards, as well as the funds which went to the
maintenance of the laboratory, an amount of about ^$26,000. The
men and those funds were taken off of our roll and transferred to the
Bureau of Standards.
The Chairman. In reality there is not a duplication of the work,

but the work is done by two different organizations ?

Dr. Alsberg. Yes, sir ; that is true.

The Chairman. Could not everything pertaining to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture go to the Bureau of Chemistry and everything
else to the Bureau of Standards ? Is it not possible for you and the
Bureau of Standards to get together?
Dr. Alsberg. I have been trying that for five years, Mr. Chair-

man.
The Chairman. It is a matter that the c®mmittee will have to

take up. It is unsatisfactory at the present time, I think, to both
(Congress and the department.

Dr. Alsberg. I thinlc that is what could be done, but we have not

succeeded. A conference of Secretary Ousley, Secretary Sweet,

Director Stratton, and myself was held, but we did not get very far.

The Chairman". If you will furnish a memorandum, we will take

it up with the other committee.
Dr. Alsberg. The difficulty, Mr. Chairman, is that the Bureau of

Standards and the Department of Agriculture have a different

conception of the division of work. The Bureau of Standards'*l;on-

ception of the work is that the Department of Agriculture has to do

with production and they have to do with utilization. Now, you

must know for what a thing is to be used before you can know how
best to produce it. In order to produce the right kind of cotton you

have to know its uses; and conversely in order to know how best to

use it you must know how it is produced.
Mr. Jacoway. Is the duplication in the duplication of the over-

head for carrying on this work?
Dr. Alsberg. No; ^hat isn't necessarily true. That Avas true of

the contracts work, but I do not believe it is true with regard to the

other work. I believe there has been direct duplication in some

of it.

Mr. Jacoway. The same is true with regard to cotton?

Dr. Alsberg. I believe there is a direct duplication in the sugar

work. It isn't in the matter of the overhead. That is where we do

routine work, merely analyze samples. It does not make much

difference whether the analysis of 2,500 samples is made in one

laboratory and 2,500 are analyzed in another laboratory or whether
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5,000 samples are all analyzed in one laboratory. It is not a duplica-
tion such as if the samples were analyzed in both laboratories.
The Chairman. Is there anything else?

Dr. Alsbekg. I think that covers the whole matter.
The Chairman. Thank you very much, Dr. Alsberg.
(The committee therefore proceeded to take up another matter.)

Activities under lump-fund items, Bureau of Chemistry.

Project.
Allot-
ment,

Esti-
mate,
1921.

Increase.

Agricultural investigations:
(a) Administration
(b) Fruit and vegetable utilization
(c) Leather and paper investigations.
(d) Stock food investigations
(e) Plant chemical investigations

(/) Straw gas utilization

(o) Protein investigations
(A) Corn-cob utilization

Collaboration with other departments:
(o) PostojBce fraud order cases
(ft) Work for other departments

Food products for export .-

Poultry and egg investigations
Oyster and other shellfish investigations
Biological investigation of food and drug products

.

Citrus by-products utilization
Color investigations
Table sirup investigations

Enforcement food and drugs act:

(0) Administration
(6) Prosecuting cases
(c) Drug investigations
(d) State cooperation
(e) Color certification

(/) Food control investigations

(g) Microbiological investigations. .

.

(A) Microchcmical investigations . .

,

(0 Stock feed investigations

0) Oils and fats investigations
(fc) Pharmacognosy investigations.

.

(1) Pharmacological investigations

,

(m) Phytochemical investigations.

.

In) Special investigations
(o) Water investigations

(p) Field regulatory work—
(1) Eastern district

(2) Central district

(3) Western district

Naval stores investigations and demonstrations.

.

Insecticide investigations
Dehydration investigations
Wool waste investigations
Leather investigations (new)

Total.

S800
4,500
13,620
1,500

14,510
1,600
1,200
4,740

3800
4,500

13,620
1,500

14,540
1,500
1,200
4,740

42, 400 42,400

6,300
7,700

8,000
42,000

14,000 50,000

4,280
45,000
20,000
15,000
13,000
100,000
12,000

4,280
45,000
20,000
25,000
13,000

1100,000
12,000

43, 131

27,000
28, 040
9,700

. 4,740
59, 820
22,910
16,960
12, 150
7,980
8,420
5,800
6,440
29,390
11,640

149,440
113, 100
64, 660

43,131
27,000
28,040
9,700
4,740

59, 820
22,910
15, 960
12,150
7,980
8,420
6,800
6,440

29,390
11,640

149, 440
113, 100
64, 660

620, 221 s 620, 221

10,000
26,000
60,000
9,000

10,000
25,000
23,500
9,000

15, 000

979,901 1,014,401

SI, 700
34,300

36,000

8 26, 500

15,000

34,500

' Includes S720 transferred to statutory roll.

2 Includes $15,140 transferred to statiitory roll.

> DecroaSt!. Includes !ll,o00 transferred to statutory roll.





Committee on Agriculture,
House of Representatives,

Thursday, December 18, 1919.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The committee reassembled at 2 o'clock p. m. pursuant to recess,

Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen (chairman) presiding.

Bureau of Soils.

The Chairman. The committee will come to order.

Mr. HLiRRisoN. Mr. Chairman, we would like to have you hear
Prof. Whitney, who will present the estimates of the Bureau of Soils.

The Chairman. We will be glad to hear you. Doctor.

STATEMENT OF MR. MIITON WHITNEY. CHIEF OF THE
BUREAU OF SOILS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Whitney. Mr. Chairman, there are several changes in the

statutory roll. We are asking for the transfer of an administrative

assistant from the kelp investigation to the statutory roll; the transfer

of a soil cartographer from the soil survey investigations; a change in

designation from "chief draftsman" to "draftsman," dropping the

word "chief"; a change in the designation of "clerk-draftsman" to

"draftsman."
Then we are asking for two additional draftsmen, one at $1,600 and

one at $1,200. These do not change the appropriations except in the

case of the two new draftsmen.
The Chairman. You said one at $1,200 ?

Mr. Whitney. One at $1,600 and one at $1,200. We have to ask

for these additional draftsmen in order to keep up with the prepara-

tion of our soil survey reports. We have a good deal of State cooper-

ation now that is growing and developing, and the volume of work is

getting too large for the office force that we have been depending on.

Under item 32, "for chemical investigations of soil types," we are

asking for nothing new and no additional funds.

Under item 33, "for the physical investigations of the important

Eroperties of soil," we are asking an increase of $5,000 for no new work,
ut simply to enable us to keep up with the volume of work that is

now upon us.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It appears that last year the men
employed were eight, at $10,105. This year it is the same number
of men, $15,320. It looks as if that $5,000 was not for more work,

but for more salaries for the same men.
Mr. Whitney. It is for more apparatus and more material.

711
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I gather, from looking over tha
table on page 159, that in 1919 there were eight men at salaries

aggregating $10,000, and that next year you will have eight men at
salaries amounting to $15,000. There is a $5,000 increase.

Mr. Whitney. Yes; it was necessary to make some increases in

salaries in order to hold the men. These are trained physicists,

mechanically trained men, and it is necessary to hold them in compe-
tition with outside employment. Now, as a matter of fact, our
appropriation is down to a point where we can not get sufficient

apparatus or material to do the work that we require.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But you spoke of additional work
and additional apparatus, and for that purpose you wanted $5,000;
but it appears that for the same number of men you are going to pay
$5,000 more and that this increase is for an increase in salaries.

Mr. Whitney. The increase in salary has been accomplished.
We had to do that during the war. Now we are short of money for

expenses, general expenses.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is the same thing. If you used

the money that was availaDie for other expenses and paid salaries

with it, and then make up the fund for other expenses by additional

appropriations, it amounts to the same thing as an appropriation for

additional salaries.

Mr. Whitney. Now, if we try to save money to get material, we
lose the men, because we have to appeal to them now to get them
to stay.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It just occurred to me that it would
be more nearly correct to say that the money was needed for increase

of salaries than to say that it was for additional equipment, apparatus,
and for additional activities.

Mr. Whitney. It has been caused by an increase in the rate of

salaries, but the actual increase that we are asking for is, as we state,

to get material.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Because you have taken the money
available for materials and paid it out in salaries ?

Mr. Whitney. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Now you have to replenish your

fund by additional appropriations?
Mr. Whitney'. Yes; but that had been done and it was necessary

to do it. These men are highly trained men; many of them come
from the navy yards, where they are getting very much higher

salaries.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Suppose the increase should not be
given, would you still retain those men with the higher salaries with
nothing for them to do ?

Mr. Whitney. Probably they would leave.

Mr. Anderson. But you are only estimating for $1,780 for equip-

ment and material, according to the table you have here.

Mr. Whitney. Yes.
Mr. Anderson. Then that $5,000 can not all be for equipment

and material ?

Mr. Whitney. It is for general expenses. It is for a slight increase

in the volume of the work and the money that is necessary to keep up
the apparatus and the supplies needed for the making of apparatus
and ddihg the work.
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Mr. Anderson. You are estimating, according to your estimate
here, for 115,320 in salaries. Is that correct?

Mr. Whitney. Yes.
Mr. Anderson. Then you are estimating for approximately 11,950

for supplies and traveling expenses and miscellaneous items.
Mr. Whitney. $17,225.
Mr. Anderson. Altogether?
Mr. Whitney. Altogether; yes.

Mr. Harrison. Mr. Anderson, you will note that these tables show
actual expenditures in 1919.

Mr. Anderson. I understand that. I am not talking about that;
I am talking about your estimates for 1921, which show that you were
estimating for $15,320 for salaries, and about $1,900 for general ex-
penses, including travel expenses, equipment, etc. If that is correct^

you can't be asking any increase of $5,000 for equipment and mate-
rial.

Mr. Harrison. The note says:

Additional help is required in the laboratory; more funds are needed to provide for
the construction and standardization of instruments.

If you will examine the column showing expenditiires in 1919, you
you will note that two of the employees were temporary. They were
not employed throughout the year, and, therefore, they did not re-

ceive compensation from this appropriation for the full 12 months.
This means that we did not have eight fuU-time employees last year.

I do not know the facts in detail, but I think I am safe in saying that
we did not have more than five or six full-time employees on this roll

throughout the year. If this is true, the estimates for 1921 contem-
plate two or three additional full-time employees next year.

The Chairman. The question is how much is for salaries ?

Mr. Harrison. No part of this increase, so far as I now know, is

intended to be used for the payment of increased salaries. The pur-
pose of the increase is indicated in the note, and, according to our in-

formation,, it is entirely correct.

The Chairman. It is for increased service?

Mr. Harrison. It is for increased service.

Mr. Whitney. And you wiU remember also that there is a year that
is not mentioned here; the year that intervened between 1919 and
1921. This table gives us a contrast between the fiscal year 1919
and the fiscal year 1921.

Mr. Hutchinson. Doctor, have you got the expenditures there for

1920—^what you paid for salaries?

Mr. Whitney. No; I haven't it with me.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It seems to me this remains:

That theyhad a certain amount of money for salaries and for the other
work; they took several thousand dollars of that and paid it in

salaries; thej didn't have it for the other work or for the equipment;
now they wish an additional $5,000 to make up for the $5,000 they
took out for equipment and paid for salaries.

Mr. Harrison. We are operating this year—that is, 1920—on a

salary basis which is somewhat higher than that for 1919, but I do
not think it is true that we have spent several thousand dollars for

increased salaries. I do not have the facts in mind, but I do not be-

lieve that the increases we have made aggregate more than $1,200.
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Mr. Anderson. The increase here in the proposed estimate is

something over $5,000.
Mr. Harrison. Perhaps Prof. Whitney can recall the facts about

these employees. He may remember, for instance, whether the
salary of the scientist in charge of the work was increased last year.

Mr. Whitney. Yes; he was increased during the past fiscal year.

The Chairman. What was the increase?
Mr. Whitney. The increase was, as I recall, .$250.

The Chairman. That is the only increase?
Mr. Whitney. No; some of the other scientists were increased.

Mr. Harrison. As I recall it, Professor, the average increase was
less than $200, so that, even if all the employees had been increased

by this amount, which I am sure was not the case, the total sum
involved would he only $1,600 instead of several thousand dollars.

Mr. Anderson. The system of bookkeeping here apparently
doiesn't carry out that condition.

Mr. Harrison. As I have already explained, these tables are

prescribed by the Treasury Department. They have been presented
in this form for several years, and the committee has not heretofore

objected to them.
Mr. Anderson. The committee occasionally has new ideas.

Mr. Harrison. I am not raising any objection to new ideas, but I

am merely trying to explain why these tables do not show what you
are apparently endeavoring to get at.

The Chairman. Mr. Harrison, do you- not think that the table

should indicate the salaries paid ?

Mr. Harrison. Yes, sir. In fact, I think many improvements
could be made in these tables. I think also that many improvements
could be made in the phraseology of the appropriation biU. At
various times we have sought the opportunity to change some of the

phraseology, to simplify it and make it clearer, but usually the sug-

gestion has been made that the changes should be reduced to the

minimum because of the difficulty of getting them through on the
floor of the House.
The Chairman. That is true of anything subject to a point of

order, but the phraseology could be changed.
Mr. Harrison. I shall be very glad next year to consult with you

about this matter and see if we can not so improve the tables that
they will give the committee full and complete information. I

realize fuU well that they are not clear in the present form.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I haven't the slightest objection

to the increase in these salaries. 1 think in all probability not one of

them is getting more money than he ought to have, but the increase

asked here is for increase in salaries and not for increase in equip-

ment or for increase of funds to do other work.
Mr. Harrison. Suppose the salary of one of these men had been

increased $250 the first of January, 1919. This would mean the

payment of only $125 additional during the fiscal year 1919. The full

amount of $250, however, would be paid during the fiscal year 1920,

under which we are now working. Our estimates for 1921, of course,

are made on the basis of the 1920 appropriation, while these tables

compare estimated expenditures in 1921 with actual expenditures in

1919, leaving out 1920 altogether.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Now you say that thi# last column
here, 1919^
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Mr. Harrison (interposing), Which closed on June 30 of that year.
Mr. Anderson. It is perfectly clear that last year you had $12J225.
Mr. Harbison. Yes.
Mr. Anderson. If you used all of that for salaries, whi^ch you did

not, you are asking for an increase in salaries, apparently, according
to your figures here, of something like 13,000.

Mr. Whitney. For new men.
Mr. Harrison. As compared with what we actually expended in

1919.

Mr. Anderson. No, that is what your figures were in 1920.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You had only $12,225 in 1920, the

same amount in 1919, the same amount in 1918, and in 1917; and
there was some of that certainly that was used for something besides
salaries; so that, now you propose to use $15,320 for salaries which
is at least $3,000 more than you had for all purposes during any year
up to the present time. I am not objecting to the increase of

salaries, but I do take exception to Dr. Whitney's statement; I

think he is in error in saying that the increases were for other objects
and not for salaries.

Mr. Harrison. If you will run down each column, Mr. McLaughlin,
I think the situation will be clear. Take the first case. You wdl see

that we paid $3,500 to one employee in 1919, and that we are esti-

mating for one at the same salary in 1921. The same is true of the
next case, involving a salary of $2,500.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Wait a minute. Mr. Whitney
savs that that $3,500 man has been increased in salary $250 since

1919.

Mr. Harrison. I think he was in error if he made that statement.
I think the action was taken during the fiscal year 1919, that is,

prior to June 30, 1919. If you will go down the line, you will see

that we estimate for one new employee at $1,800. That accounts
for $1,800 of the $5,000. We had one temporarily employed during
1919 but he has left the service. There was one at $1,740 in 1919.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The $1,740 one is dropped?
Mr. Harrison. He has gone out of the service.

Mr. McLaltghlin of Michigan. Still the increase is $5,000.

Mr. Harbison. If you will examine the two columns again, you
will see we had one at $1,500 in 1919. We propose to have two at

that salary in 1921, that is, we intend to employ another one at

$1,500 next year. This, with the $1,800 already referred to, accounts
for $3,300 of the $5,000.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Less $1,740.

Mr. Harrison. The employee receiving that salary in 1919 was
on the rolls only for a short time, perhaps two or three months.

Mr. Anderson. Is there any rule as to the amount of time a man
can be employed as a temporary employee, designated as a temporary
employee ?

Mr. Harrison. The usual period is not to exceed six months.
Ordinarily, the Ciyil Service Commission will not authorize the tem-
porary employment of anyone for a longer period than three months
at a time. If the work requires it, however, the Commission will

usually authorize the extension of the employment for a further

period of three months.
Mr. Anderson. Then when it Says "temporary" here, it means

employment less than six months ?
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Mr. Harbison. Yes, sir; in practically all cases.

To return to the tables, you will note that we had one employee
at $1,320 in 1919 and that we estimate for one at the same salary
in 1921. The same is true of the $2,000 and $1,200 places.

The Chairman. What does "part time" meanl
Mr. Hareison. It means that the salary of the employee concerned

was paid partly from this appropriation and partly from some other
appropriation, depending upon the work upon which he was engaged
at various times during the year.

(The following statement is inserted to clarify the foregoing:)

Physical investigations.

Employees.

Scientist in charge, at $3,240 and $3,500
Scientist in charge, at $3,500 ,

Scientist, at $2,160 and $2,600
Scientist, at $2,600
Scientist, at $1 ,800
Scientist, at $1,740
Scientist, at $1,500
Scientist, St $1,320
Instrument malcer, at $1,600 and $2,000
Instrument maker, at $2,000
Chemical laboratorian, at $1,000 and $1,200.

.

Chemical laboratorian, at $1,200

Number.
Salaries

Estimated,
1921.

8
$16,320.00

EoU lor
1920.

$12,020.00

Expended^.
1919.

»1
»1
1

' 61
1

5i
$10,106.5?

'New. ' 1 month. » 1} months. ' 5i months. « 6 months.

The Chairman. What is the next item ?

Mr. Whitney. The next is No. 34, "for exploration and investi-

gation within the United States to determine possible sources of
supply of potash, nitrates, and other natural fertilizers." We are
asking for $18,650 additional there.

The Chairman. Tell us what you can about potash and other
fertilizers.

Mr. Anderson. Let us have nitrates first.

Mr. Whitney. All right. Our own force has been working
steadily on the fixation of nitrogen from atmospheric air, using the
Haber process and also the silent discharge, the electric spark. We
have been cooperating with the War Department. During the war
the War Department was our guest at the Arlington Farm. After
the cessation of hostilities the War Department organized a nitrogen
fixation plant of its own and asked us to become its guests at the

American University. That is a research organization that is work-
ing particularly on the problems presented by the great plants that

they have put up in different parts of the country, and they wanted
our force to help them. We were glad to go over with them because
they gave us facilities that we could not, afford, and we gave them
experienced men which they could not otherwise have obtained.

Our own force is still working under our direction. We have our
own machinery over there, and they have a big testing machine.
We are working on the commercial production of ammonia by the

Haber process.

Mr. Anderson. What is the process at Muscle Shoals ?
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Mr. Whitney. There are two plants in Alabama— the cyanamid
plant and the Haber plant. The Haber plant is not in operation.
Both departments are using every endeavor to get the method and
the equipment down to the best possible point of efRciency. It is

very largely a matter of mechanics and of mechanical equipment.
The method works very well indeed, but it is very difficult work,
because it has to be done under very high pressure.

Mr. Anderson. But the stuff that they are prepared to produce
at Muscl'e Shoals is not suitable for fertilizer, is it?

Mr. Whitney. You are probably referring to cyanamid. Of
course I ought not to speak for the War Department in this matter,
but I will tell you that they can produce fixed nitrogen in the form of

cyanamid at a very low cost.

Mr. Anderson. Cyanamid has to go through another process be-
fore it can possibly be used for fertilizer, doesn't it?

Mr. Whitney. No, sir; it has been used for a number of years as

such in Europe. It is a black and very dustj^ powder, and is very
irritating to work with. It does more or less damage to plants as it

drifts over them. It is rather caustic and has not been a very great
success. It is not in favor in Europe. Unfortunately it does not
lend itself to mixing with acid phosphate, or to being used as a ma-
terial for mixed fertilizers. Europeans are accustomed to making
applications of material in an unmixed form; they commonly do it,

but even they object to the use of cvanamid and are not satisfied

with it. In this country we very seldom are willing to use the un-
mixed material. We use the mixed fertilizer to a very large extent.

Mr. Anderson. Does the experimentation which you are under-
taking now contemplate the utilization of the cyanamid which may
be made at Muscle Shoals, or does it not?

Mr. Whitney. Yes; it includes that also, to determine what can
be done to that cyanamid to put it into a forpi in which it will be
acceptable to our fertilizer manufacturers and to our farmers.

The work we are doing on the Haber process, which is the more
extensive of the two, is the perfecting o± the method for causing a
direct combination between hj'drogen and nitrogen gases. It is

perfectly possible to do it, but it is a very difficult tiling to do on a

commercial scale. The War Department has had several parties go
abroad to study the English works, to study the French works, and
they have also seen the German works. Neither the French nor the

English are any further advanced than the United States. Per-
sonally, I believe that they are not as far advanced, but that perhaps
is a question of country pride.

.The German works turned out a considerable amount of fixed

nitrogen by the Haber process, but the methods used by them are

not thoroughly understood. Apparently there is a great chance for

improving the method and making it less dangerous.
The Chairman. Can it be made commercially practicable ?

Mr. Whitney. I think it can, Mr. Chairman. We all think it can.

The Chairman. What is the present cost ?

Mr. Whitney. The present cost of ammonia varies. In nitrate of

soda, which has always been the standard, it is about $3 a unit of

ammonia, and a unit is 20 pounds. In tankage, dried blood, fish

scrap, and cottonseed meal, what we call the organic ammoniates,
it is from 16 to $9 a unit.
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The Chairman. How do they compare with the prewar prices ?

Mr. Whitney. The price I have given you for nitrate of soda is

about 25 per cent higher than the prewar price.

The Chairman. Where was it obtained before that ?

Mr. Whitney. From Chile, just where we obtain it now. The
prices per unit of ammonia in the organic ammoniates followed very
closely the unit price of ammonia in nitrate of soda, but in the mid-
dle part of the calendar year 1918, matters were disturbed and in-

stead of them all going along together in order, the ammoniates
went up, due in very large part, Mr. Haugen, to their use as feed-

ing stuffs. Cottonseed meal in the past two or three years, tankage,
and dried blood, and fish scrap to a less extent, have been used in
increasingly large proportion as feeds. When you buy them for
fertilizers you are buying them for a cheaper product.

Mr. Anderson. With reference to the production of nitrogen,
fixed nitrogen, on a commercial "scale, I understand that the com-
pletion of the Muscle Shoals project with a view to the production
of fixed nitrogen in a form suitable for fertilizer would cost in the
neighborhood of 1120,000,000, and as a maximum output that plant
will produce a return of 5 per cent on $58,000,000.

Mr. Whitney. I would rather not speak for the War Department.
That is their responsibility. It has been put upon them by Congress
and by the President, and we are doing our best to help them out,,

but as I tell you, not so much with this cyanamid, which I think
you referred to, as to the Haber plant, wmch appears on the faice

of it to be a more hopeless problem than the cyanamid plant, but
which we think can eventually be made to produce commercial
ammonia for fertilizers. It doesn't make any particular difference

what the price of the organic ammoniate is, so far as fertilizers are

concerned they are going out of use. They are being applied now
more and more and .will be applied almost exclusively to feeding
purposes. The fertilizers that the farmers use must have another
source of nitrogen. It is not a question of whether you and I want
it or not, it is coming. We are not going to have organic ammoni-
ates, and we have got to reorganize our fertilizer ideas, our fertilizer

requirements. We are not going to have the organic forms of am-
monia that we have been usmg in our fertilizers in the past, and we
must find something; we have got to provide a form of fixed nitrogen.

The Chairman. Just one question, Doctor; does the price quoted
include the overhead charges and interest account ?

Mr. Whitney. You mean the price of the ammonia that I gave
you?
The Chairman. Yes.
Mr. Whitney. Yes, that is the trade quotation.

The Chairman. The cost of production, I believe you stated, was
$3 a unit 1

Mr. Whitney. No, that is not the cost of production; that is the

trade price, the market price.

The Chairman. What is the cost of production ?

Mr. Whitney. Mr. Haugen, it is a very difficult thing to tell you.
The Chairman. Can you say approximately ?

Mr. Whitney. Yes, I will just tell you what the difficulties are:

They are waste products, the product from which this ammonia is

derived. Take for instance the cottonseed meal; you buy the cotton
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seed on the farm; you grind it up and crush it and it goes into oil and
meal and hulls and linters.

The Chairman. I had reference to what is produced at Muscle
Shoals.

Mr. Whitney. The cost of production of fixed nitrogen ?

The Chairman. Yes.
Mr. Whitney. That is a War Department matter, and I would

prefer-not to discuss that.

The Chairman. Have you investigated it so that you could state
the approximate cost ?

Mr. Whitney. I have reports from them.
Mr. Hutchinson. Doctor, let me help you out. Haven't they

abandoned all their Ohio plants and the Muscle Shoals plants?
They are not using them, are they?
Mr. Whitney. They are not using them now.
Mr. Hutchinson. You spoke about cyanamid. You know that

cyanamid is sold cheaper than ammonia, don't you ?

Mr. Whitney. It is the cheapest source of ammonia.
Mr. Hutchinson. You spoke about ammoniates. Don't you think

that the farmer, if he confines himself to mineral ammonia, will never
be very successful ? You wouldn't want to advocate that, would you ?

Mr. Whitney. No; I would personally be very sorry to see the
organic ammoniates go out of the fertilizer market, but they are

going. They are going into use for feeding purposes.
Mr. Hutchinson. I don't think so. I find it entirely different

from that. The farmers will pay three times as much lor organic
ammonia as they will for mineral ammoniates.
Mr. Whitney. Certainly they will.

Mr. Hutchinson. And they are getting results.

Mr. Whitney. They are getting results, yes; but the facts are

that in 1913 there was at least 800,000 tons of cottonseed meal used
for fertilizers. In 1918 there were only 270,000 tons and the amount
is steadily declining.

Mr. Hutchinson. And what is your deduction?
Mr. Whitney. The ammonia that would otherwise have been

supplied by the organic ammoniates has been supplied by the mineral
ammoniates.

Mr. Hutchinson. Then your production is less, isn't it ?

Mr. Whitney. You can't say that.

Mr. Hutchinson. Your cotton crop is. That is where most of it

is used.

'Mr. Whitney. There is nothing to do about it except to face it.

Mr. Hutchinson. I have had some experience in fertilizers. I

manufacture them, and my experience is that when you use a certain

amount of nitrate of soda, say 200 pounds, that is your limit; when
you use 400 pounds, get it 4 per cent or more, then you are going to

the extreme and you reduce your production every time.

Mr. Whitney. Yes; it would be unfortunate with our system of

agriculture to lose the organic ammoniates.
Mr. Hutchinson. You speak about cyanamid—that you can't

use it. Don't you know that 50 to 100 pounds to the ton of fertilizer

is an advantage ?

Mr. Whitney. Fifty or one hundred pounds, but that is not what
they want.
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Mr. Hutchinson. That is 1 per cent. The biggest part of yoqr
goods is not over 2 per cent. That is half.

Mr. Whitney. It can be used under those percentages. i

Mr. Hutchinson. And you can use it to an advantage. Now that
is half, so I don't see why you say it can not be used for fertilizer.

If we can make cyanamid in this country which we are getting from
abroad—I am using it in all my goods from 50 to 100 pounds to the
ton, and it is a big advantage. That is all I want to say.
The Chairman. Tell us about this 15,500 for the development of

phosphate fertilizer investigations ?

Mr. Whitney. We have been .working for a nuniber of years on the
preparation of phosphoric acid without the use of sulphuric acid.

We tried the electrical method and had success. It is perfectly
possible to get the phosphoric acid out of the rock by fusing it up in

the electric furnace with coke and lime and siUca, but it was a little

bit too expensive. It cost^to produce it at the time we made the
investigations on a semicommercial scale, about 5 cents a pound,
and by sulphuric acid it could be made for about 3 or 4 cents a pound;
therefore we have been trying to cheapen the cost by using another
source of energy, particularly oil fuel, and we have built or rather are

building a furnace, on a semicommercial scale, and we are just

struggling along. We haven't the funds to put in as much as we
would like into this semicommercial type of investigation.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Where is this furnace located ?

Mr. Whitney. At Arlington Farm. We have had to take down
our electrical furnace. We hadn't money enough to keep both
operations going. We are asking for a larger appropriation so that

we wiU be freer to do work of this kind.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are you satisfied with the progress

you are making ?

Mr. Whitney. Yes, sir; we are getting very good results. The
fertilizer people are watching the results with a good deal of interest.

Mr. Hutchinson. How are you getting along with that develop-
ment ? That seems to me to be the best thing I know of in the way
of fertiUzer, if you can get something to do away with the sulphuric

acid.

Mr. Whitney. Yes; we can get phosphoric acid without the use

of sulphuric acid. It wiU be in a concentrated form and we can
neutralize it with ammonia or with potash, both of which we have
in this country.

Mr. Hutchinson. Because sulphuric acid does the ground injury,

doesn't it? •

Mr. Whitney. Yes; and there is an unnecessary weight to cart

around.
Mr. Hutchinson. I think that is one of the biggest advantages.

If you can get it so that you can make phosphoric acid without
sulphuric acid, you are going to do a great thing for the country.

Mr. Whitney. It is perfectly possible. I have a fertilizer that I

have had put up as an ideal fertilizer. It is a mixture of potassium
phosphate, ammonium phosphate, and ammonium nitrate. Every-
thing is soluble, everything pays its own freight. There are no

waste products in it at all, and if it requires the addition of filler

you can put it in in the form of peat or anything you want to use.

In making a formula with equal parts, say, 4 per cent each of am-
monia, phosphoric acid, and potash, you would have to use 80

pounds of filler for 100 pounds of fertilizer. That shows how much
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freight you are paying on useless material in transporting fertilizers

around the country.
The Chairmjan. The question is what will be the expense of

extracting it ?

Mr. Whitney. I was just saying we have got it down to 5 cents
a pound, but we should get it down to 3^ or 4 cents, and we think
we can get the expense down by using oil fuel instead of the electric

current, unless we could get the current from some cheap water
power, which no longer exists in this country.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How long have you been carrying
on this experimental work ?

Mr. Whitney. We carried on the electrical work about one year
before the war; then we had to suspend in order to increase work
in other directions. Immediately after the armistice we were able

to start again working on an oil furnace. That is a very difficult

thing, because while it is perfectly possible to do th-i work, we
had to do it—or to show that it could be done—on a semicommer-
cial scale. We have been experimenting with the preheating,

and with the scrubbing and the washing of the gases so that we
could use them as fuel. That is being worked on and we have had
to change our plans. What seemed a simple thing proved to be
a difficult thing and we have had to change our plans repeatedly.

We have the furnace" and we have had several runs with it, but
have not yet been able to give it a high-temperature, continuous

run, which we wiU do as soon as we can.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You say you found it necessary

to stop on account of the war? Do you mean at the time we got

into the war, April, 1917?
Mr. Whitney. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How long a period before that

time did you take up the work ?

Mr. Whitney. We had been working on it up to that time, about
two years, on the electrical energy side.

^

The Chairman. How about the quality of phosphoric acid from
the various sources ?

Mr. Whitney. So far as we know, there is no difference, Mr.

Chairman, whether the phosphoric acid comes from bone or whether
it comes from rock. Of course if you use bone you have nitrogen

as well as phosphoric acid, but the phosphoric acid itseK appears

to be the same.
The Chairman. At present they ship the rock in the raw form

and it is not being extracted ?

Mr. Whitney. They ship the rock in the raw material form.

They dry it and that is aU they do to save the freight. They also

pick out the different grades, and they must have only a small

amount of lime present; they must have only a small percentage of

iron and alumina, or the acid phosphate manufacturer rejects it.

The Chairman. Your suggestion is to extract it and save the

freight on the filler?

Mr. Whitney. Extract it on the ground. And not only that,

Mr. Chairman, but with this method we can use the waste material

that -is put on the dumps now. As a matter of fact, we are only

using a very small proportion of the rock we mine, because it has

to be selected. There is a great deal of the material that goes on

164315—20 46
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the dump that would yield an ample amount of phosphoric acid.

We are very wasteful in our mining of phosphate rock. We send a good
deal of rock to Europe and we pay the freight, on this bulky material.

The Chairman. What is the percentage of waste or worthless
material ?

Mr. Whitney. Of the stuff that is actually thrown out that could
be used, that contains'phosphate ?

The Chairman. Of the rock that has no value ?

Mr. Whitney. I don't remember the figures. I should say that
three-quarters of the phosphoric acid that is mined is left on the dump.

Mr. Hutchinson. In other words, Doctor, you mean that that is

such a low grade that it wouldn't pay to ship it ?

Mr. Whitney. It would not pay to ship it.

Mr. Hutchinson. It just has a small percentage of phosphoric
acid in it ?

Mr. Whitney. Or it has so much iron and alumina that the manu-
facturers would not take it.

The Chairman. Has it enough phosphoric acid in it to pay to

extract it ?

Ml-. Whitney. Oh, yes.

The Chairman. A question has been raised here as to the quality

of certain phosphoric acids.

Let us turn to the next item, $5,660 for potash investigations.

Mr. Whitney. The potash situation we are working on as we have
heretofore, looking up material and investigating possible sources.

We have done a good deal to develop domestic sources of potash in

this country, and some of them have been kept up and some of them
have not. It has been a very unfortunate period. During the
active operations of the war, when there was an embargo on the

exportation of European salts, the price went up and encouraged
production, and a considerable amount, estimated at about a' quarter
of what we need in this country, was produced. Unfortunately
sufficient care was not taken in the preparation of some of the salts,

and borax got.in in very largo amounts in one locality and did damage
in certain sections where large quantities of the material had been
used in the drill.

Borax is a natural accompaniment of earthy salts that have accu-

mulated in the way of these deposits. In the deposits of nitrate of

soda, in the potash deposits at Searles Lake, in the deposits in

Europe—the Strassburg deposits—^borax is found with the other

salts. It is only a question of the locality, of the character of the

rocks from which this material has come, as to how much borax there

is present, and there is also the necessity of separating it from the

potash. It can be done; it is being done; it is perfectly easy and
leasible to do it. It simply was overlooked. We are now getting

from Chile what they sell as nitrate of potash, or high potash nitrate,

as they call it, which is obtained" from the mother liquor after the

extraction of the sodium nitrate. It is a residue. It was a trace

that was originally there, which they concentrate until they get a

product containing from 11 to 17 per cent of potash in the form of

nitrate of potash, and about 15 per cent of ammonia, or nitrogen

figured as ammonia.
Unfortunately, like all of these natural deposits, especially when

you get down, to the dregs, or the final residues, there is considerable
borax. In this case, this material runs from 1 to 4 per cent of borax.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is the Chilean nitrate ?

Mr. Whitney. In the Chilean residue; not in the nitrate of soda,
but in the material that is left after the commercial nitrate of soda
has been extracted.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then, in that stuff that they shipped
to us as potash
Mr. Whitney (interposing). As nitrate of potash.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan (continuing). There is from 1 to 4

per cent of borax ?

Mr. Whitney. From 1 to 4 per cent borax. And unfortunately it

is a low-grade potash salt, you see, only 1 .1 per cent ; but if that is taken
out—if those salts are taken out by refrigeration, by quick chilling,

they get a very small trace of borax, but when they prepare the
material by simply evaporating the whole residue, then they get
these larger amounts. They will have to install refrigerating ma-
chines and centrifugal machines, as they have in California, at
Searles Lake, and get this out, leaving the final mother liquor con-
taining practically all the borax to be thrown away or used for other
purposes. It is a simple operation. It can be done, and they must
do it. But we have had to protect the farmers against the possible
danger of the stocks that are already here, which we don't want to.

shut off, because there is a shortage of potash anyway. The German
and French supplies haven't yet come over in anything like the
volume tnat we expected.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If that Chilean product is used
here, containing as much borax as that, it had better be shut^off,
because it is harmful.

Mr. Whitney. Mr. McLaughlin, it is not harmful if it is properly
used. I have just sent out a letter to the State fertilizer officials,

showing that where the percentage of borax is high, if they adjust
the amount that they use per acre so that they do not exceed the
limits of safety that we show, it is perfectly safe. For example, if

they have one-tenth of 1 per cent—^which is the limit that we have
prescribed, beyond which they have to label the amount of borax
present—they can use 2,000 pounds of fertilizer in the drill and have
2 pounds of borax per acre, which is a safe limit. That would be
considered a trace. That is all right. Now, when they have 1 per
cent of borax present in the fertilizer they can use 200 poimds in the
drill and still have 2 pounds of borax per acre. Now, when they
broadcast their fertilizer, the limit of safety is still further increased.

They can then use five times as much, or 10 pounds per acre. By
broadcasting the fertilizer, and with moderate application, the manu-
facturer can use almost any grade of potash salt and the farmer keep
within the limit of safety.

The Chairman. Then they are necessarily limited in the use of

fertilizer ?

Mr. Whitney. No; not in a way. For instance, with 2 per cent
of borax in a mixed fertilizer, which is a very large amount for mixed
fertilizer, they could use 500 pounds per acre broadcast. Well, now
the average application on general farming lands is not over 200 or

400 pounds to the acre, so that for general farming where the appli-

cation is not over 400 pounds, the borax content would not cut any
figure. But the farmer ought to know so he can protect himself.

Mr. Hutchinson. Up in our section we use from 20 to 30 hundred
to the acre.
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Mr. Whitney. Two thousand to .3,,000 pounds ?

Mr. Hutchinson. Two thousand to 3,000 pounds? What are
you going to do with that ?

Mr. Whitney. Of course, that is known now. We couldn't make
that limit—^we made it just as low as we felt we should.

Mr. Hutchinson. The only way you can inform them is through
the experiment stations, isn't it? You can under the war power
make them put it on the bag now, but the war will probably be over
before the goods will be delivered next spring. Then what ?

Mr. Whitney. I don't know. They are settling this point right

now. We have sent this information out to the directors of the

State fertilizer control, to the directors of the experiment stations,

to all agricultural journals, and to all the county agents, showing
them what they will do when this information appears on the bags,

just how they can use that fertilizer. That will enable us to use this

material and tide over this emergency until we can get straightened

out.

Mr. Hutchinson. There is no borax in any potash except in

Searles Lake, is there ? There is none in Nebraska, is there ?

Mr. Whitney. There is a trace; yes. You can't certify that any
earthy salts that are collected in that way will be perfectly free from
borax.

Mr. Hutchinson. They, on their contracts, guarantee no boraxin
their goods—the Nebraska people do.

Mr. Whitney. I don't think there is a guarantee of the absence
of |ierax in anything that comes from the soil, that has accumulated
in that way. Nitrate of soda has it, but in very small amounts.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. As to the Nebraska product, you
say there is a trace. How much ?

Mr. Whitney. I don't know. We haven't investigated. We are

making a careful investigation now of all the materials.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have made an analysis of

some of the Nebraska product, have you ?

Mr. Whitney. I have some of the results; yes. I don't carry

them in mind.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You don't recall?

Mr. Whitney. It is very small.

Mr. Candler. Are you giving people everywhere throughout the

country information as to where the danger lies with reference to

borax and to what extent they can go—beyond which they must not

go unless they take the consequences ?

Mr. Whitney. Yes; and I think inside of a year the whole thing

will be straightened out. This is only made necessary by the disas-

trous effect of the use of Trona potash this year.

Mr. Candler. You say 2 pounds to be used in the driU is the hmit,

and 5 pounds to be used broadcast ?

Mr. Whitney. Ten pounds broadcast.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Per acre ?

Mr. Whitney. Yes.
The Chairkan. There is a way that the borax can be extracted

from the potash ?

Mr. Whitney. Oh, yes; and the companies that are responsible

for this are purifying their product now.
The Chairman. Is the process expensive ?
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Mr. Whitney. Not particularly; no. It is the way they extract it.

Instead of evaporating it all down they have got to crystalize it out,

preferably by refrigeration—^that is, by cooling down suddenly

—

and your potash separates out, and your borax stays in the mother
liquor. Then if you take that out as you do sugar, in a centrifugal

machine, it flings oflf the mother liquor. The borax is in the mother
liquor. You have got to keep that away from your valuable salts.

The Chairman. It can all be treated so as to make it serviceable

or valuable ?

Mr. Whitney. Yes, sir; and they are going to do it.

The Chairm;an. Will it be necessary to standardize fertilizers from
now on to protect the consumer ?

Mr. Whitney. It ought to be done.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There are several sources of potash,

including Germany, and we are getting some from the cement facto-
ries, some from Nebraska, some from California, and some from kelp ?

Mr. Whitney. And some from Chile; and that is one of the largest
sources we know of, one of the largest that has been developed.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much are we getting from
other sources ? In what proportion is the supply from other sources
to Chile ?

Mr. Whitney. I haven't the figures just now. As I tell you, it

has been a very unsettled condition. For a time the kelp plant
closed down, the Nebraska plants all closed down, the cement miUs
closed down. All were afraid of a sudden dumping of this material
from Europe. It almost appeared as if they thought that there were
milhons of tons afloat at the time of the signing of the armistice, and
just as soon as the word was given that the bars were down these
would be dumped right over into New York. Nothing of the kind
happened.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. So that the local production ceased ?

Mr. Whitney. It ceased, yes, for fear of this European competi-
tion. Now they have started up again, but the quantity produced
has been very materially cut down by that period of uncertainty.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Was the amount being produced

at the cement factories increasing satisfactorily up to that time ?

Mr. Whitney. Yes ; everything was proceeding satisfactorily.

Mr. Hutchinson. Doctor, have you made any inquiry in South
America? I understand that there is more potash there than there
is in any other country in the worM—more than there is in Germany.
Mr. Whitney. Yes; in connection with the nitrate of soda

deposits.

Mr. Hutchinson. You are making investigations there ?

Mr. Whitney. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And from Chile ?

Mr. Whitney. Yes. Mr. Chairman, we have Dr. Turrentine here,
who has charge of the kelp plant and who has developed that work.
I would like to have him speak, but I would like first to take up the
increase requested for the soil survey.
The Chairman. Very well.

Mr. Whitney. We have asked for an increase of $33,200 for the
soil survey, to provide additional funds to meet the funds that are

being appropriated by the States.
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Mr. Anderson. What States are cooperating with you now,
Doctor?
Mr. Whitney. Would you hke to have me read the Hst of States ?

Mr. Anderson. I would like to know what States are cooperating.
Mr. Whitney. In 1918 they were Alabama, California, Georgia,

Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Minnesota, Mississippi,

Missouri, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Teimessee, Virginia, Washing-
ton, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Texas.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you have there the amount that

that each State contributes ?

Mr. Whitney. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You had better read that and let it

go into the record.

Mr. Whitney. These figures are correct so far as I am informed.
Of course, we have nothing to do with the actual appropriations, the
actual expenditure of State funds. They meet the expense of their

cooperation and we meet our own. Now, this is a statement that I

have received from the States, or where they have not furnished a
statement the amount that I have estimated the expenditures on
soil-survey work.

Mr. Candler. On what ground do you cooperate?
Mi. Whitney. We pay our own expenses and they pay theirs, but

as nearly as possible we provide an equal number of men and an equal
amount of money.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That was 1918 ?

Mr. Whitney. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you that for 1919 ?

Mr. Whitney. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Wouldn't it be well to put into the

record each year ?

Mr. Whitney. I have also the approximate amount of money spent

by the cooperating States since 1900, if you would like it. That is

the amount of money that they have spent each year, so far as we are

informed, in actual cooperation with the bureau.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is all part of the same table?

Mr. Whitney. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Could it aU go in together ?

Mr. Whitney. If you would care to have it.

The Chairman. You had better insert the full table. Without
objection, it wiU be done.

(The paper referred to foUows:)

Approximate total amount spent by cooperating States for soil surveys, 1900 to 1919,

inclusive.

1900 $3, 500. 00

1901 1,500.00

1902 1,839.15

1903 1,748.35
1904.

1905.
1906.

2, 377. 57
422. 22
699. 47

1907 2,010.60
1908 7, 517. 94

1909 10,837.28
1910 24, 919. 26

1911 $34, 967. 53

1912 46,631.43
1913 61,705.57
1914. .; 60,692.81
1915 72,068.14
1916 47, 687. 41

1917 63, 907. 68

1918 : 96,780.95
1919 103, 314. 33

Total 645,127.69
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Funds expended by cooperating Statesfor soil survey workfor the years 1918 and 1919.

1918.
Alabama $1,
California.

Delaware..
Georgia. .

.

Idaho
Indiana
Iowa
Kentucky.
Maryland..
Minnesota.

2,

290. 68
242. 67

Missouri.

Nebraska
New Jersey
New York. . .

.

North Carolina.
North Dakota.

.

Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania..
Tennessee
Virgin^
Washington
West Virginia-

.

Wisconsin
Texas

9,

3,

25,

1,

400. 00
767. 80
031. 00
687. 04
618. 46
349. 94
764. 08
250. 00
263. 12
500. 00
959. 81
043. 69
696. 16
614. 09
019. 56
295. 00
206. 82
548. 82
194. 95
393. 28
689. 16

779. 09
423. 68

Total 94,028.90

Kentucky.

.

Maryland:..
Minnesota.

.

Mississippi.

Missouri.

1919.
California $2, 706. 97
Delaware 130. 00
Georgia (approximately) ... 10, 700. 00
Idaho 499. 63
Iowa 37, 057. 32
" ' 1,322.81

427. 11
672. 15

1, 500. 00
5, 454. 28

6, 500. 00
4, 697. 50

1, 765. 33
4, 022. 98
1, 412. 57
1, 722. 22
2, 078. 94
2, 684. 07
9, 252. 75
1,111.75
7, 500. 00

95. 95

Nebraska
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina.
North Dakota. .

Ohio
Oregon
Tennessee ,

Texas
West Virginia;

.

Wisconsin
Pennsylvania.

.

Total 103,314.33

Mr. Anderson. Doctor, I gather from your report that most of

the soil survey work is done in the South. What is the reason for

that?
Mr. Whitney. No. The organization of the soil survey field force

is this: The men are working out in the field all the time; many of

them have not been in Washington headquarters f'or years; and as
this is all outside work and all surveying work they have to be moved
during the cold season into the South; and the only time they can
work in the North is during the warm season. So we aim to keep
the parties in the Southern States for about four months of the year.
If we haven't finished we may keep them a little longer. Now, of

course, the area of the Southern States is very much smaller than the
area of all the rest of the country, and during these four months we
concentrate our people in tjiis area in which work can be done prac-
tically every day during the winter months; and as soon as that
period is passed and the weather becomes settled in the North, we
scatter them to all parts of the United States.

Mr. Anderson. That is probably the explanation for the situation

which seems to be indicated by your report of the acreage covered
in the different States, and I notice—calculating it roughly—it struck
me that about one-haK of the total acreage that you have already
surveyed was in the Southern States, as you have indicated.

Mr. Whitney. In the case of Alabama, we have kept the party
there—they appropriated _$10,000 a year for six years—and we are

just winding up there. We have kept a party there throughout the

year to meet their cooperation; but in other cases we are sending

men to the North and we use them in the South during that period

when they can not work in the North—or, rather, it is the period
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when they can't work in the North that we send them south, so that
they can continue their work.

Mr. Candler. They take advantage of the sunny South to do the

work there when they can't work in the North ?

The Chairman. Is preference given to the States that are cooper-

ating with you ?

Mr. Whitney. Yes ; we give them preference.

The Chairman. I notice you are asking for an addition of $3,000
each for certajin States that cooperate and an additional $9,000 to

encourage work in States where they do not cooperate.

Mr. Whitney. Yes. Practically all of the work that we do in the

summer time is done in cooperating States.

The Chairman. Do you not think that States which profit by the

work of the department should be made to cooperate or go without
the service ?

Mr. Whitney. That is a question. It would seem to be unwise,

because the soil boundaries do not follow State boundaries, and this

is a national problem. But you will see that a great many of the

States are cooperating.
Mr. Candler. That is growing more and more every year, isn't it ?

States are coming in that haven't cooperated heretofore ?

Mr. Whitney. Yes. Now, Mr. Chairman, if there, are no other

questions, I would be glad if you would hear Dr. Turrentine.

The Chairman. You do not care to comment on the other items ?

Mr. Whitney. No.
The Chairman. There is no increase ?

Mr. Whitney. No.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If the doctor's statement would

consume more than the time remaining until 6 o'clock, hadn't we
better take it up to-morrow morning ?

Mr. Turrentine. My statement will be very short.

The Chairman. We will hear you now, then.

STATEMENT OF ME. J. W. TURRENTINE, BUREAU OF SOUS,
IN CHARGE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL KEIP-POTASH PLANT
AT SUMMERLAND, CALIF.

Mr. Turrentine. Mr. Chairman, as Prof., Whitney has directed his

statement to the general potash situation, I will proceed to the dis-

cussion of the situation in regard to the kelp-potash industry.

The American potash situation is still acute. At the time of the

original appropriation by Congress for a survey of American potash
resources, American farmers were receiving from Germany aU the

potash that was required and at the very low price of 60 cents per

unit, delivered at Atlantic seaports. But on account of the absolute

dependence on this foreign source, the American farmer being at the

mercy of the foreign producer, it was highly desirable that America
produce at least a portion of this potash and to an equivalent degree

achieve independence in this respect. The beginning of the Euro-
pean war found us with potash resources surveyed but none devel-

oped. But promptly, under the stress of the urgent demands here

created, all established sources were developed, the price obtainable

sweeping aside all economic considerations. The development
reached 25 per cent of normal prewar consumption of potash. The
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signing of the armistice and the promise of cheap potash from abroad,
and the threat that accumulated stores of foreign potash would be
dumped on the American market, prompted all American producers
not on a logical economic basis to cease operations and to close down
their plants. Then it developed that there would be no heavy im-
portations from Europe, that there was no accumulated supply to be
disposed of at bargain prices, and that conditions surrounding for-

eign production were so changed that potash at prewar cheapness
would not be again available, and that the increase in price would be
over 100 per cent.

The potash situation in Ajnerica, therefore, now more than one
year after the ending of the war, is by far worse than it was before
the war started, with but few American sources operable and but
little of the foreign product available. The work done in America is

creditable but can not in any sense be regarded as the solution of
the American potash problem. Potash sold during the war as high
as $6 per unit, the major part Selling at $4.50 to $5 per unit.' Fol-
lowing the armistice it sold at $2.25 per unit and now brings $2.75.
The American som-ces that have sm*viyed these fluctuations are,

roughly, only the Searles Lake and the Nebraska lakes industries.

The former of these, while producing continuously, has suffered
grievously through the prejudice arising on account of certain early
sales of product which carried injurious quantities of impurities;
and the latter lost months of production through months of idleness.

The kelp-potash plants operating profitably at war-time prices

could not do so at postwar prices, r^ot one had developed any by-
products or taken any special measures to enhance the economy of

production. The maximum tonnage possible was the chief considera-
tion. It was early considered, as had already been predicted, that
for normal conditions potash alone could not be gotten profitably

from kelp. The acetone plant of the Hercules Powder Co., wherein
acetone and various other chemicals were manufactured, likewise

closed down with the termination of the war-time demand for ace-

tone. Frequently the Hercules Powder plant is regarded as a potash

f'lant, but it was not a potash plant. Potash was a by-product there,

t was an acetone plant.

It was hoped that the results of the work in this experimental plant
would be available for use by the various privately owned plants and
would enable them to install by-products equipment in accordance
with demonstrated plans, and that they would be able to keep going.

Unfortunately, this work had not progressed to the point where at

that time this was possible. Therefore all of them closed their

Elants, without the feasibility of the kelp by-products proposed ever
aving been tested commercially.
The problem which we were to solve resolved itself into three

phases: (1) The establishment of the facts relative to the products
and by-products which' are obtainable from kelp

; (2) the develop-
ment of processes and the design of apparatus for the production of

the various products and its assemblage into a plant; and (3) the

1 Since potash salts as "carriers" vary widely in their respective potash contents, sales are made on the

basis of analysis and the price per ton is determined by the amount of actual potash present. Thus a

standard basis of comparison and sales is established. For each percentage of potash present the price of

so much per ton is asked. Each percentage per ton is spoken of as a " unit," and the price per ton is de
termined by multiplying the price per "unit" by the number of units present, or the percentage. For

example, potash salts quoted at $3 per unit and analyzing 20 per cent would be sold for 360 per ton.
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production and sale of product. Our plan of procedure prescribed
the establishment of a product, the design, of apparatus for its pro-
duction, and its production on the plant &oale. That is to say, as

soon as it was established that a material was obtainable, apparatus
was installed for its production and it was turned out in commercial
quantities. The first product was d:^ kelp, which was followed by
kelp char and then by kelp ash, and finally by potash salts of a high
grade. These products represented stages in the development of the
processes. Each stage has represented a decrease in production
costs of the product. Muriate of potash is now being produced at a
cost which, with refinements in operation, should show a profit even
at the present price of $2.50 a unit.

That was the price prevailing a short time ago. The last we sold

was sold at $2.70 per unit, and we are now quoting $2.85 for pure
muriate.

Mr. Candler. How much is a unit ?

Mr. TuREENTiNE. A Unit is a per cent on a ton basis. It repre-

sents 20 pounds of pure potash.
Subsequently the residue or by-product, kelp charcoal, was shown

to be a valuable material, and steps were taken immediately to design
a process and apparatus and to turn it out in commercial quantities.

The output of the plant in this material is yet small, but we have
every assurance that the apparatus now being installed will yield this

in large quantities. A market for it has already been estabhshed at a
very advantageous price, indeed. With its aid the cost of production
of potash will have been reduced to about $1 per unit provided the

kelp char is sold at 25 cents a pound, a price now quoted for it. This
will leave a profit of about $48 per ton on the carbon itself. That is

to say, if the cost of manufacture is placed on the by-product up to

the point where its course through the plant is separated from that

of the other products, it is able to pay all of those operating expenses
and leave a margin of profit besides. The idea being to develop by-
products to pay the cost of production of potash, it may be said that

this apparently is now accomphsh«d with the one by-product, kelp

char, alone, without considering iodine, ammonia, and other things.

However, it will be obvious to anyone that to stop the investigation

at this point with any number of other important results just within
reach would be the height of folly.

I say that because, while it might be possible to produce potash
and bleaching carbon (charcoal) at a profit, at present we do not

expect the price of potash to stay at $2.75 or $3. What we want to do
is to get enough by-products to enable us to sell potash under any
conditions. It behooves us from every point of view to proceed with
the work until we have put ammonia, common salt, and iodine on a

production basis and brought that production to the point where they

are yielded in salable quantities and a market established for them.
When we have done that, we can then present our results to the

public and present them in a form which will be a credit to the

Government. In their present form they would not carry con-

viction anywhere and would only reflect discredit upon our organiza-

tion.

The present year may see production brought to the point illus-

trated by attached table entitled, "Estimated production of the

experimental kelp-potash plant for the year ending June 30, 1920."
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Table 1.

—

Estimated proceeds from sale of products from the experimental help-potash
plantfor the fiscal year ending June SO, 1920.

'

Potash, 100 units KjO, at $2, $200 per day, for the year of 300 days $60, 000
Carbon, J ton per day, October to January; J ton per day, January to April;

1 ton per day, April to July; average, 4 ton per day for 9 months, at $500
per ton 50, 000

Iodine, 20 pounds per day for 6 months, 3,000 pounds, at $4 12, 000

Total for year 122, 000

Table 2.

—

Estimate of costs, proceeds, and profits obtainable for period, Jan. 1, WtO, to

June SO. 1920.
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Mf. Whitney. I would like to say a word of commendation here.
During this period of experimentation when we have had to devise
everything, all kinds of apparatus, have had to test them and rebuild
them, we have actually sold during this period approximately $80,000
worth of potash. We have turned the money into the Treasury,
less the freight charges.
The Chairman. $80,000 out of how much of an appropriation ?

Mr. WhitnbV. I do not recall the total amount that has been
appropriated.
The Chairman. The net cost, then, was only $40,000 ? You say

you turned into the Treasury $80,000, and the expenditure was
$120,000?

Mr. Whitney. That runs over two or three years, you understand.
It covers all the period of our experimental work. I mean that,
during the period when we were experimenting we were actually
turning out materials to the value of $80,000 gross.
Mr. Candler. I notice in the note here it says it is estimated that

$100,000 wUl be realized from the sale of products at ttds plant for
the current fiscal year. For the fiscal year 1921 it is believed^that the
receipts will more than cover all expenditures, including the heavy
overhead now entailed by a large force of chemists, and construction
and repair men. ,

Mr. Whitney. That means that we are now on a production basis,

but during the time when we were experimenting the expense of

course was heavier.
Mr. Turrentine. It may be impossible to carry this program to

completion on account of the fact that we are now facing a serious
lack of funds.

I may explain that the lack of funds is due to the fact that the war-
time appropriation—^we are still working under the war-time appro-
priation—makes no provision for the increased cost of labor and ma-
terials.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much of the war funds did
you have?

Mr. Harrison. Mr. McLaughlin, no allotment was made for this

work under the food production act, if that is what you have in mind.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There was a fund, though, from

which this work was supplied.

Mr. Harrison. An appropriation has been carried in the regular

bill for the past two or three years. That is the only fund available

for this purpose, so far as I know. I imagine Dr. Turrentine has in

mind the fact that the sum provided for me operation of the plant
was fixed during the early period of the war and that there has been
no addition to it to take care of the increased cost of labor and
materials. Is that correct. Doctor?

Mr. Turrentine. Yes. To continue operating on our present

basis, without any development or enlargement, would leave us a

margin of only $11,000 for miscellaneous supplies and new ap-

paratus. We shall of necessity exceed $11,000 for new apparatus,

which means that we must decrease our operating force materially

and correspondingly our results. The wage scale is still going up.

We are lagging bemnd the community right along in the matter of

wages, and we are persuading the men to stay in consideration of the
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things which go along with a government appointment as part pay-
ment. For example, our chiefcarpenter is being paid only $5 a day,
while other carpenters in the neighborhood are getting $7 and $8.
The same is true of our mechanics.
We have a serious problem confronting us, and we are now at work

on it in order to determine the best policy to pursue which will yield
maximum results with minimum expenditures.. This handicap will

operate to cut down decidedly the show of results which otherwise
could be expected from the year's work, and constitutes an im-
portant reason why the end of the year will not show results of such
a character as to justify the termination of the work.
A prospectus based on results as they stood a month ago is inserted

here as illustrating what is now expected as the results to be attained
as the outcome of the present stage of these experiments. The con-
servativeness of the estimates should counterbalance the prophetic
nature of the statement. This prospectus may be taken to represent
the results expected to be attained during the fiscal year 1920-21.
It is confidently believed that by the end of that year, that is by June
30, 1921, results substantially as represented here will have been
obtained.

This estimate contemplates the production of only the by-
products^—salt, iodiu, ammonia, and bleaching carbon. In addition,

there are combustible gas, kelp oils, pitch, and creosote, which are

simultaneously obtainable. Some of these are of demonstrated and
aU are of potential commercial value.

Table 3.

—

Prospectus, value of products obtainablefrom 100 tons per day raw kelp.

Potassium chloride, 95 per cent:

2.5 tons=150 units at $2 $300
(Or 150 units at $2.50=$375.)
(Or 2.5 tons chemical grade at $250 per ton=?625.)

Salt, NaCI, 95 per cent, 1 ton at $25 25
Iodine, resublimed, 20 pounds at $4 80
Ammonia, ammonium sulfate, 95 per cent:

400 pounds NH3 or 1,600 pounds (NH4)2S04 at $4 per hundredweight. .

.

64
(Or aqua ammonia, 26'^, at 5 cents=$60.)

Bleaching carbon, Norit grade, 1 ton (2,000 pounds) at 25 cents 500

Total per day 969
25 days per month at $969 24, 225
Or, per year.- 290, 600

Table 4.

—

Gross proceedsfrom sale of products [subject to expense of sale).

Fiscal year 1917:

Appropriation $175, 000. 00
Returned (not operating and no returns).

Fiscal year 1918:

Appropriation (unexpended balance of previous j'ear's appropria-

tion).

Returned

—

Wetkelp $622.50
Dry kelp 4,036.21

Do 9, 995. 23
Kelp dust, char, and ash 1, 118. 50

Do 7, 746. 61

Do - ; 5, 640. 15

Total 29, 149. 20
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Fiscal year 1919:

Appropriation $127, 600. 00>

Returned

—

Dry kelp ;. . . $2, 272. 50
Kelpaah 5,469.45

Do 5, 199. 44
Do. 5, 348. 70
Do 5, 307. 27
Do 3, 547. 27
Do 145. 25
Do 1, 861. 48

(

Total 29, 147. 36

Fiscal year 1920:

Appropriation : 127, 600. 00'

Returned

—

Kelp ash 2, 532. 00
Muriate 3, 663. 00

Do 4, 038. 00
Do 6, 782. 50

Do ; 5, 400. 00

Total (July-November, inclusive) 22, 415. 50

Mr. TuERENTiNE. By way of r6sum6:
(1) Results to date show definitely that the successful outcome of

experiments is assured, that by-products wiU be developed which wUl
more than carry the production cost of potash. This will enable
kelp potash, then, to come into the market, where freight rates are

not prohibitive, in competition with potash from any other source.

(2) With a successful outcome assured, it would be unwise to dis-

continue the work and lose the credit which is bound to accrue to

the Government through the successful prosecution of a problem un-
dertaken in the face of so much criticism and one advertised so widely
by its opponents as illogical and imeconomical.

(3) Its continuation from now on will be at a very slight and de-
creasing expense to the public, the proceeds from this year's pro-
duction probably being about enough to equal expenditures and
those from next year's operation probably more than equaling ex-
penditures. That the enterprise wDl be sen-sustaining within a short
period seems assured.

Mr. Anderson. You say you have sold this year $22,000 worth?
Mr. TuBEENTiNE. Yes.
Mr. Anderson. You expect to increase the sales sufl&ciently in the

next six months of the fiscal year to make up the entire cost of your
operations for the year ?

Mr. TuERENTiNE. We have sold only small amounts of carbon up
to this time. From now on we expect to be selling carbon in larger

quantities, and carbon is worth more than potash.

(4) It should be borne in mind, that at the completion of the work,
with the results anticipated, the plant will be on a profitable basis and
could be put on the market as a going concern earning a profit, and
would yield a price accordingly. If it is sold before afl the facts are

demonstrated, it would have to be sold as junk, and as such would
yield only about a third of what it would yield otherwise. If sold

as a going concern, however, it would yield not less than $100,000.
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It is easy to see, therefore, that if we keep going until the work is com-
pleted, the net profit to the Government will be greater than if the
work were discontinued at the end of the present year.

(5) Since it has been demonstrated that not less than 500,000 tons
per annum of raw kelp are available in the vicinity of Summerland, it

IS to be assumed that when it is demonstrated what profits are ob-
tainable from the treatment of kelp by the process developed here,
plants wiU be established sufficient in capacity to utihze the raw
material available. We may with confidence, therefore, look for-

ward to the establishment ultimately of an industry in this part of
the State of California which will yield the products obtainable from
this quantity of kelp and of an annual value of over $7,000,000. This
estimate does not take into consideration the equally large industry
which may be founded additionally on the kelps of Puget Sound and
Alaska. The profit to the public, therefore, from the successful out-
come of these experiments seems to be beyond question, and cer-
tainly would seem to justify a continuation of the slight net expense
to the public now being incurred in this work.

Mr. Hutchinson. Doctor, you spoke about the prospects of the
future. Kelp is grown along the coast, isn't it ?

Mr. TuRRENTiNE. Yes, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. About how deep in the water?
Mr. TuERENTiNE. Kelp grows in about 40 feet of water, but it

grows to a length of 150 feet. It grows up to the surface and then it

is held up in the water and lies on the surface in large tangled masses.
Mr. Hutchinson. You mean it grows from the shore out to 40

feet of water ?

Mr. TuREENTiNE. No ; it grows on the water in 40 feet of water.
Mr. Hutchinson. It grows where the water is 10 feet deep, does it ?

Mr. Tueeentine. A fittle of it grows in 10 feet of water, but the
tide, you see, would uncover it.

Mr. Hutchinson. How far out in the ocean does it grow?
Mr. Tueeentine. It varies from half a mile to 3 mues. The po-

sition of the kelp is determined by the bottom of the ocean. Where
you have rocks, a rocky bottom, or bowlders, something for the kelp
to fasten to, you will find it growing; otherwise you do not.

Mr. Hutchinson. How deep is the deepest part where it grows ?

Is it over 40 feet ?

Mr. Tueeentine. Yes, considerably over 40 feet. Kelp has been
observed under water 100 feet deep.

Mr. Hutchinson. And you think it is unlimited?
Mr. TuRRENTiNE. No; it is not unlimited, but it is inexhaustible

in the sense that it grows right back after you cut it.

Mr. Hutchinson. If you cut it down, how long does it take before

it grows up again ?

Mr. Tueeentine. We expect a crop every three months; four
harvest seasons.

Mr. Hutchinson. Haven't the fertilizer manufacturers now aban-
doned their manufactories out there ?

Mr. Tueeentine. Yes; the Government plant is the only one
running.

Mr. Hutchinson. That is what I thought. In other words, you
can't compete with German potash now, can you ? You say you are

.selling it at $3?
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Mr. TUEEENTINE. Yes.
Mr. Hutchinson. And we are buying German potash for -SI. 80.

Mr. TuEKENTiNE. Axe we ?

Mr. Hutchinson. I bought a lot of it.

Mr. Tureentine. We got $2.75 for our product all last fall.

I haven't any doubt at all but that we can compete with Germany.
Mr. Hutchinson. You have no doubt about it ?

Mr. Tureentine. No.
Mr. Hutchinson. Not when it gets down to 70 cents a unit ?

Mr. Tueeentine. I don't think it will ever go to 70 cents.

Mr. Hutchinson. Do you suppose you can compete at $1 ?

Mr. Tureentine. Yes.
Mr. Hxn'CHiNSON. You think you can ?

Mr. Tueeentine. Yes; figuring it as I have indicated here in this

statement, our production cost is now $1, that is, $1 laid down in the
market for potash.
McLaughlin of Michigan. $1 in California?

Mr. Tueeentine. No ; in Baltimore.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You can lay it down in Baltimore

iortl'i
Ml-. Tueeentine. Yes; figuring it the way we have—figuring the

cost of production on the by-products.
Mr. Candlee. You pay the expenses with the by-products, and

your potash is largely profit ?

Mr. Tueeentine. Yes.
Mr. Candlee. Whatever you get out of that is profit ?

Mr. Tureentine. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is the freight from your

factory to Baltimore ?

Mr. Tueeentine. $15 a ton in carload lots.

Mr. Haeeison. Doctor, the commercial plants on the coast, I

understood, were erected under war conditions and they had a

special object in view, namely, to secure products which were urgently
needed for war purposes.

Mr. Tueeentine. Yes.
The Chaieman. How many tons of kelp does it take to product a

unit of potash ?

Mr. Tueeentine. A ton of kelp will produce a unit and a half.

The Chairman. One ton of kelp will ?

Mr. Tueeentine. Yes.
Mr. Hutchinson. How many units does a ton of kelp run ?

Mr. Tueeentine. One and a half on the wet basis.

The Chaieman. A unit is 20 pounds ?

Mr. Tueeentine. Yes, sir.

Mr. Candlee. You cut it and gather it on the surface of the water ?

Mr. Tueeentine. Yes, sir.

Mr. Candlee. You don't cut it below the water ?

Mr. Tueeentine. We cut it about 5 or 6 feet below the surface of

the water.
Mr. Candlee. And then it grows out and you cut it four times a

year ?

Mr. Tueeentine. Yes, sir.

Mr. Candlee. Cutting doesn't injure the plant at all? It comes
right back ?
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Mr. TxTRRENTiNE. Yes, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. After you prepare this potash, what does it run ?

Mr. TuBRENTiNE. Fifty-five per cent KjO.
Mr. Hutchinson. That is actual potash ?

Mr. TuRKENTiNE. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. We are very much obliged to you.
(Thereupon, at 5.45 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned.)

Activities under lump-fund items, Bureau of Soils.

Project.
Allotment,

1920.
Estimate,

1921.
Increase,

Soil chemical inv«stigations:
(a) Supervision
(6) Mineral nature of agriculturally important soils

.

(c) Routine microscopic work
(d) Inorganic composition of soils
(c) Hydrolytie decomposition of soils

(/) Routine cheinical laboratory.
(g) Liming of soils

,

Total.

Soil physical investigations:
(a) Supervision
(b) Designing, standardization, and repair of instruments and

apjjaratus
(c) Physical examination of soils

(d) Soil erosion
(e) Movement of soil solution

(/) Fixation of nitrogen by catEdytic processes

Total.

Investigations of fertilizer resources:
(a) Supervision
(6) Potash industry of the United States—Determination of com-

mercial methods for utilizing the potash in feldspar, alunite,
natural brines, cement dust, flue dust, trade wastes, etc.,

as sources of potash for fertilizer production; production oi

potash from feldspar and other sources
(c) Phosphate industry of the United States—Investigation of

the sources, quantity, and production of phosphate rock
and its manipulation for the fertilizer industry; extraction
of phosphoric add from natural phosphates; concentration
of low-grade phosphates

(d) Nitrogenous fertihzers of the United States—Investigation of
processes for fixing atmospheric nitrogen; fertilizer value
of nitrogenous materials: city and trade wastes

(e) Production of raw materials in the United States for fertilizer

purposes, including study of soil amendments other than
the standard fertilizer materials, such as sulphur, sodium,
chloride, lime, manganese, base goods, etc

(/) Analyses of samples

Total.

Soil survey investigations
Classification of a^cultural lands in forest reserves..
Potash investigations
Oeneral administrative expenses

Total.

»3,500
1,500
850

5,600
8,260
5,300

600

25,610

3,000

2,965
5,100
500
660

12, 225

5; 000

4,000

7,000

10, 8 to

2,600
2,000

31,340

198,200
18,100

127,600
4,000

417,075

$3,500
1,500

850
5,600
8,260
5,300
600

25,610

3,000

4,140
6,300

500

5,000

9,660

12,500

18,340

2,500
2,000

50,000

1233,200
18,100

2 195,000
4,000

543, 135

»1,175
1,200

2,625

5,009

5,660

5,500

7,500

18,660

35,000

'ii'.m

126,060

' Includes $1,800 transferred to statutory roll.

164315—20 it

' Includes $2,100 transferred to statutory roll.





Committee on Agricultuke,
House or Representatives,

Friday, December 19, 1919.

afternoon session.

The committee met pursuant to recess, Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen
(chairman) presiding.

Bureau of Entomology.

The Chairman. The committee will come to order.

Mr. Harrison. Dr. Howard, Chief of the Bureau of Entomology,
is present and is ready to take up the estimates of his bureau.
The' Chairman. We will be pleased to hear you, Dr. Howard.

STATEMEMT BY DR. L. 0. HOWARD, CHIEF OF THE BUREAU OF
ENTOMOLOGY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Dr. Howard. Under the statutory provisions, Mr. Chairman, there
are no changes, except that we are asking for two new clerks of class

4 and two clerks of class 3, and also for an executive clerk, at $1,980.

That is explained in the note under item No. 5. It seems that some
time ago the committee was asked to give us some more clerks at the
top of the list, and to drop off certain clerks at the bottom of the
list, and they responded by dropping off the clerks of the bottom of
the list and not putting on those at the top of the list, which left us
shorthanded. We are shorthanded now and need the additional
clerks hero requested.
The Chairman. You have found it necessary to increase these

salaries ?

Dr. Howard. It is not an increase in salaries; we want to get five

more clerks, appointed from the outside if necessary.

The Chairman. Two more clerks of class 4

Dr. Howard. Two of class 4 and two of class 3.

Mr. Anderson. And you ask for one executive assistant, under
item 5, do you not. Doctor?
Dr. Howard. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Under item 2 you are asking to have one chief

clerk and an executive assistant at $2,250 changed to one clerk at

$2,250. That is simply a change in title ?

Dr. Howard. Yes, sir.

This statutory roll, as explained, is increased by $8,780, by the ad-
dition of new places, and is decreased by $4,200 by dropping seven

739
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entomological assistants at $600 each, as indicated in the note under
item 21. There is an actual increase of $4,600 over the amount
allowed for 1920, but, as our statutory roll for 1920 was reduced by
this sum, there will be no increase. This is explained in the note
under item 5.

Mr. Chairman, I will discuss the general expense items, if I may.
Item No. 32, " For investigations of insects affecting deciduous

fruits, orchards, vineyards, and nuts, $103,500."
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There is a proviso that $9,600 of

this sum shall be available for the investigation of pecan insects.

The Chairman. This is the item on the general investigation of
insects affecting deciduous fruits which includes the Japanese beetle ?

Mr. Harrison. Yes, Mr. Chairman; and with your permission we
would like to have inserted in the record the supplemental estimate
which has been submitted.
The Chairman. Yes.
Dr. Howard. I have a copy of it here so that it will be available in

this discussion.

The Chairman. That goes to the Secretary of the Treasury ?

Mr. Harrison. Yes ; to the Secretary of the Treasury and then to

the Speaker of the House.
The Chairman. We will have it inserted.
(The letter of the Secretary, transtoiting the supplemental estimate

for the control of the Japanese beetle follows:)

DEPAB'TMENT of AoElCUtTUEE,
Washington, December 19, 1919.

The Seceetaet of the Treasuky.
Sir: I have the honor to transmit hei'ewith, lor inclusion in tlie agricul-

tural appropriation bill for the fiscal year 1921, an estimate of an additional
appropriation of $105,000 under the heading " General expenses, Bureau of En-
tomology," required by this department to meet the emergency caused by the
unexpected spread in New Jersey of the Japanese beetle. The current appro-
priation act carries an item of $105,780 for the investigation of deciduous fruit

insects, of which $25,000 has been allotted for the purpose of controlling the

spread of the Japanese beetle. It is recommended that the latter amount be
eliminated from this item (p. 167, item 32, committee print of estimated) and
be included in a new paragraph making specific provision for the Japanese
beetle control work. For this paragraph the following wording is suggested

:

" To meet the emergency caused by the recent and sudden spread of the

Japanese beetle in the State of Ntw Jersey, and to provide means for the

control and prevention of spread of this insect in that State and to other

States, in cooperation with the Federal Horticultural Board, the State of New
Jersey and other States concerned and with individuals affected. Including the

employment of persons and means in the city of Washington and elsewhere,

and all other necessary expenses, $130,000, of which $30,000 shall be immedi-
ately available."

Investigations during the fall of 1918 and the spring of 1919 showed that the

Japanese beetle had reproduced itself in enormous numbers and spread over

much additional territory in spite of the repressive measures undertaken by

the department and the New Jersey authorities. In order to cope with the

situation, a supplemental estimate calling for an emergency appropriation of

$70,000 was transmitted to the Congre^ on August 19, 1919. Only $45,000 of

this amount, however, was made available in the first deficiency bill (Public

73, 66th Cong.), which was approved on November 4, 1919, making a totsil

of $70,000 for the Japanese beetle suppression work during the fiscal y«ir

1920, a sum insufficient to carry out an adequate program of suppression.

The Japanese beetle, introduced from Japan, has become in this country a

serious eh6my of many kinds of plants, including (itchatds, vineyards, truck

crops, ornamental plants, various weeds, shade trees, etc. It is now established
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in Burlington and Camden counties, N. J., and covers an area, according to

present surveys, of about 15,000 acres. Since during most of its life the insect
lives as a grub in the ground, and in the adult stage is a .very active flying

beetle, it is now realized for these and Other reasons that Its eradication is

Ipipracticable. It is exjremely important, however, that everything feasible

be done to prevent its further spread, and money expended in "this work will

be a very profitable investment because it will protect other parts of the coun-
try from the ravages of the insect and obviate the necessity for considerably
larger expenditures in connection with control measures over much greater
areas.

It is estimated that, aside from the ,$25,000 at present included In the item for
deciduous fruit insect Investigations, $105,000 will be required to carry out an
eifective program of control during the fiscal year 1921 and to conduct the work
on an adequate scale during the remainder of the current year. There is much
to be done if the beetle is to be held within its present limits. The territory
bordering the infested area should be thoroughly scouted to establish its dis-

tribution. Food plants of little or no economic importance along roadways and
elsewhere should be removed and other plants kept coated with poison. A large
barrier band of sprayed or dusted food plants outside the infested area should
be maintained and all noneconomic plants in the area destroyed.
The Federal Horticultural Board will establish an adequate quarantine which

will provide for the inspection and certification of crops of all kinds in the
infested area, and the control work is being, and will continue to be, carried

out in cooperation with the New Jersey State Department of Agriculture and
wth representative citizens of the infested territory.

Respectfully,

D. F. Houston, Secretary.

Dr. Howard. I would like to have Dr. A. L. Quaiiita,nce tell you
about this work. •

The Chairman. Very well, Dr. Howard, we will hear Dr. Quain-
tance.

STATEMENT OF DR. A. I. QUAINTANCE, IN CHARGE OF BECIDTJOUS
FRUIT INSECT INVESTIGATIONS, BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY,
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Dr. QxTAiNTANCE. Mr. Chairman, I shall be glad to answer any
questions that may be asked me.
The Chairman. Your statement will be in reference to the esti-

mates submitted for the investigation of deciduous fruit insects and
also in reference to the special estimate for the Japanese beetle work ?

Dr. QuAiNTANCE. Yes.

Mr. Harrison. I may explain, Mr. Chairman, that a portion of this

appropriation is now expended for the Japanese beetle work. Several

other lines of activity also are conducted under it.

Dr. QuAiNTANCE. This work covers insect enemies of orchards and
small fruits, like the gooseberry, the cranberry, and the currant. Our
plan of work is to maintain laboratories in the various fruit regions

of the country. The office has laboratories in Connecticut, Delaware,
Virginia, Georgiaj Florida, Texas, Colorado, California, and Wash-
ington State, and in one or two more States.

We have brought to our attention almost every year emergency
situations in regard to orchard insects, and We change these labora-

tories about so as to meet conditions and follow the general principle

of putting the work where the principal emergency is.

If there are any questions about any particular investigation or

project, I shall be very glad to answer them. Perhaps, if I shall read
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some of the investigations which are under way it will be suggestiye

to the committee.
One of our large projects is the investigation of apple insects, and

this is distributed through considerable territory. Wherever the
apple is grown to a large extent we have a laboratory, or we have
had. We shift these laboratories around from time to time.
In our grape insect investigation we have one laboratory in Cah-

fornia, now in Fresno, and one in the northern Ohio grape belt, at
Sandusky. In years past we have maintained laboratories in the
Chautauqua-Erie grape belt.

Mr. Anderson. It strikes me that a year or two ago there was some
grape work done in Ohio. I do not remember much about it, but it

seems to me we made an appropriation or carried an item a year or
two ago on that. Do you remember about that?

Dr. QuAiNTANCE. That was for an investigation of the grape-
berry moth, which, due to a combination of circumstances, was very
destructive in northern Ohio. This work is still in progress and has
been very successful. We are showing the growers how to use the
information that we have obtained so that it will be m^ost effective.

The method of treatment is by spraying. We have improved the
spraying apparatus and have improved spraying liquids. There has
been also a good deal of educational work in connection with the

investigation.

Another project is the investigation of nut insects, which is sub-

divided. Part of the work is done under a special appropriation
for pecan insects. That work has headquarters in Florida and in

Texas. Work on Northern nut insects has headquarters in West
Virginia.
We have a project on orchard insecticides and spraying machinery.

There are constantly investigations to be made in regard to insecti-

cides.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Before you leave the nut propo-
sition: A few days ago there were some gentlemen before us rep-

resenting the nut industry who recommended a large increase m the

appropriation, a part of which was to be used by the Bureau of

Plant Industry. Has your work been done in connection with and
in cooperation with the Bureau of Plant Industry? This is about

the nut business.

Dr. Qtjaintance. Do you refer to the pecan?
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Yes.
Dr. Quaintance. Yes ; we have been cooperating with the Bureau

of Plant Industry. They use our laboratory facilities to some extent,

and we use theirs where the work brings us together in the same
locality. This work must be taken where the particular troubles

appear and where they can be worked out to the best advantage.

The Bureau of Plant Industry has been particularly interested in

cultural questions and disease questions, and it has been possible

to combine our forces in some places.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What progress are you making?
Dr. Quaintance. We have made very good progress. We have

worked up the life histories of the principal pecan insects and have

published one bulletin on the subject.

We are now testing out insecticides in the Southeast, in Georgia
and Florida. We find, I might say, that pecan foliage is very tender,
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and we have certain conditions to meet in spraying not usual with
orchard trees.

Our work in Texas is of a somewhat different type. The pecan in-

dustry there is confined largely to the wild pecan trees in the river
bottoms. The trees are often quite large, and we have to develop spe-
cial means of control. We have not made so much progress on the
pecan situation in Texas as in the Southeast, but we are making prog-
ress. The item, I think, should be continued. It is useful work and
it is appreciated by a growing industry.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is there any reason for continuing
that pecan appropriation as a separate appropriation ? The general
wording of that paragraph includes nuts. Why can not the investi-
gations be made as to pecans and all other nuts out of the same
money ?

Dr. QuAiNTANCE. That would be advantageous from the adminis-
trative standpoint. The present wording necessitates the keeping of
separate accounts.

The Chairman. You keep separate accounts?
Dr. QuAiNTANCE. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You say it would be advantageous
Dr. QuAiNTANCE. To eliminate the necessity of keeping separate

accounts—bookkeeping accounts.
Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. Would you spend quite a consid-

erable amount on the pecans ifwe eliminated that language ?

Dr. QuAiNTANCE. We are spending all that money on pecan insects

now. since it is a specific appropriation.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Would you continue to do that if

we combined them?
Dr. QuAiNTANCE. We would continue that. Our nut insect work in

the North is being done under another item.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why should there be two items as

to nuts ? Under which item is it ? Which is the other one ?

Dr. QuAiNTANCE. It is being done in connection lyith the fruit-

tree borer work, under a subproject on apple insects, under the gen-

eral subappropriation for deciduous fruit insects.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is the number of it ?

' Mr. QUAINTANCE. The subprojects are not shown in the Book of

Estimates. If you have the department " Program of Work," the

item will appear^ there.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. A considerable increase in the

appropriation for nuts has been requested, and evidently money is

being spent from several different appropriations, or at least from
more than one. We would like to know how much money is being
spent for this nut business and where and how it is carried.

Mr. Harrison. There are three items, as I recall it. Two are in

the Bureau of Plant Industry, and the other is in the Bureau of En-
tomology—the one we are now discussing.

, The Chairman. Two in the Bureau of Plant Industry ?

Mr. Harrison. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. This gentleman says they are

using money from another item.

. Dr. Qaintance. The gentlemen who are working on fruit-tree

borers, carried under our apple-tree work, have by reason of their

location, opportunity to study hickory nuts and chestnuts, and as
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they have occasion they make investigations in near-by States as
to imported walnuts, such as English walnuts.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is done under this item No.

32?
Dr. QuAiNTANCE. It is all carried under the subappropriation for

deciduous fruit inserts, but it is not shown specifically m the Book
of Estimates.
Mr. Harrison. Another item which appears on page 70, item 80,

under the Bureau of Plant Industry, relates to the diseases of pecans;
and tiie third provision occurs in item 101, on page 95, for nut
culture. You will recall that one proviso under the Bureau of Plant
Industry was eliminated last year, when a specific paragraph re-

lating to the improvement of nuts was inserted.
The Chairman. Why should you have an , appropriation in one

place for the diseases and one in another place for the culture of the
nuts?
Mr. Harrison. The item in the Bureau of Entomology relates to

insects affecting pecans.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The one in the Bureau of Plant

Industry relates to the cultivation.

Mr. Harrison. The first relates to the diseases of the pecan ; that
is, the tree diseases, the fungus diseases ; and the second to the cul-

tural practices—the cultural work. There were originally three
separate provisos in the bill covering the pecan work. One of the
provisos was eliminated last year because a new paragraph making
specific provisions for work relating to nuts was inserted in the bilL

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is the number of the item
which was inserted last year?
Mr. Harrison. It is on page 95, item 101.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Yes; I have that. Where is the

other one found?
Mr. Harrison. On page 70, item 80. Then there is the item we are^^

discussing under the Bureau of Entomology, item 32, on page 167.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. All right.

Mr. RuBET. While there is a lull, I want to ask a question for in-

formation. When I was at home last spring some sort of a bug
or animal got on my gooseberry bushes and cleaned them up, and it

interfered materially with my gopseberry pie. I am wopdering what
kind of a bug he was. He was from half an inch to an inch long.

Dr. QuAiNTANCE. Yes ; another imported insect, probably.

Mr. RuBEY. It fed on the leaves and cleaned up the bushes ; and it

seemed to go all over the community. Every gooseberry bush in the

whole community -yv^as effected the same way. When the berries got

to a certain size they stopped growing and did not mature.

Dr. QuAiNTANCE. That was the imported currant worm. It is

rather easily controlled, if you treat it early in the season, with an

arsenical. As the fruit ripens, hellebore is used in order to avoid

danger of poisoning the fruit.

The other principal project I wish to mention is that in regard

to the Japanese beetle. About 1911, I think, we had introduced

into New Jersey what we call the Japanese beetle. The in-

sect in its immature stage is a grub living in the soil. It probably

came into this country on soil attached to the roots of some iris
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plants imported from Japan. It has spread rapidly and now occu-
pies about 15,000 acres in the counties of Burlington and Camden,
N. J. Its injures have established its serious character, and, while
we have been working with certain appropriations for its suppres-
sion and prevention of spread, it would appear that our appropria-
tion of the present fiscal year is not adequate. Hence an increase is

requested in the supplemental estimate to which reference has been
made.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is that under item 32, on page

167?
Dr. QuAiNTANCE. It is submitted in the form of a separate spe-

cial appropriation.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That special appropriation is for

an increase in this appropriation, is it not. No. 32 ?

Mr. Haeeison. $25,000 of this appropriation (item 32) now is

use for the Japanese beetle work. We are suggesting that that be
eliminated and that a special appropriation be made for the Jap-
anese beetle work. The total amount of the estimate is $105,000.
Adding to that $25,000 of the item for deciduous fruit insects now
used for the Japanese beetle work, will make $130,000 we are ask-

ing for the work next year: and we are asking that $30,000 of the
total amount be made available immediately upon the passage ot

the appropriation bill. For the current fiscal year we have for this

work $25,000 under this item 32, on page 167, together with $45,000
which became available in the first general deficiency bill, November 4,

making $70,000; and, if you give us the $30,000 of the amount we
are now suggesting, immediately upon the passage of the appropri-
ation bill, we will have a total of $100,000 this year and an equal

amount next year for the Japanese beetle work.
Mr. McLattgiilin of Michigan. This suggestion involves the set-

ting up of a new item ?

Mr. Hakrison. "We are suggesting that you eliminate the $25,000
now included in the total of $103,000 in item 32, and transfer that
amount to a separatei item immediately following the deciduous
fruit insect paragraph. The language for the new itern is set out in

the supplemental estimate.

The Chairman. You deduct $25,000 from this $103,000?

Mr. Harrison. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You add a new item; you add how much?
Mr. Harrison. We add a new item. I have the language here,

Mr. Chairman ; shall I read it ?

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Harrison. The language suggested is as follows:

To meet the emergency caused by the recent and sudden spread of the Jap-

anese beetle in the State of New -Jersey, and to provide means for the control

and prevention of spread of this insect in that State and to other States, in

cooperation with the Federal Horticultural Board, the State of New Jersey

and other States concerned, and with individuals affected, including the em-
ployment of persons and means in the city of Washington and elsewhere, and
all other necessary expenses, .|t30,000, of which $30,000 shall be immediately

available.

Mr. Anderson. Is that a reduction of $32,000 or $30,000?

Mr. Harrison. $25,000 has been deducted from item 32 and is

included in the proposed new item, carrying a total of $130,000.
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This represents an increase of $105,000 over the estimates, and of

$35,000 over the amount at present available for the Japanese beetle

work, $70,000 having been provided in the first deficiency bill.

The Chairman. What is the object of the $130,000?
Mr. Harrison. For controlling the Japanese beetle. Is that clear

to you, Mr. McLaughlin?
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Yes. There are some of the other

items, though, that are broad enough to cover the same work;
Mr. Harrison. Of course, it would be entirely satisfactory to the

department if the total amount of item 32 were increased by $105,-

000, making $35,000 of it immediately available. The money would
be expended in exactly the same manner.

Mr. Anderson. It would be, would it not?
Mr. Harrison. It would be. We thought the committee "would

prefer to make provision for the Japanese beetle work in a separate

paragraph, but it would be entirely satisfactory to us to have the

necessary additional funds included under item 32.

The Chairman. All right; gO on.

,
Dr. QuAiNTANCE. This Japanese beetle bids fair to be a pest of

importance, and our program is one of repression. Owing to the

peculiar life history of the pest, we do not believe it can be eradicated,

even though it occurs over only 15,000 acres at this time. It lives

for nearly 10 months of the year in the ground, and it would be
quite impossible to get the last grub destroyed without destroying

all vegetation in the territory. It is a pest of very general feeding
habits, attacking weeds, orchard and shade trees, vineyards, truck
crops, and especially ornamental plants. We are doing a great

deal of clean-up work, cutting back from the roads all food plants
which will be attractive to it. We are treating the soil with insecti-

cides in the worst-infested areas. We are using for that, largely,

sodium cyanide in water, which kills a large percentage of the grubs.

We are catching many of the* insects by hand-picking—that is, by
the use of nets. We have taken in that way two or three million

beetles in the last year. We are maintaining a band of poisoned
foliage completely around the area and are trying all methods that

we think are likely to hold it in check. I think that indicates, in

brief, the status of the work and the importance of the pest.

Mr. McLaitghlin of Michigan. Are you doing this work alone or
in cooperation?

Dr. QtTAiNTANCE. We are cooperating with the New Jersey au-

thorities, with the New Jersey Department of Agriculture. They
are appropriating funds to assist us in the work. The cooperation

is very active. We are cooperating with the Federal Horticultural
Board in a quarantine of green sweet com, as to interstate traffic,

and with the office of the State entomologist as to intrastate traffic.

We hope to hold the pest back until we can find out more about it,

develop effective control measures, get its parasites to working, and
thus reduce its severity.

Mr. Hutchinson. You are cutting down trees, are you not, all the

way around it?

Dr. QuAiNTANCE. Ycs ; we are cutting out at certain places food
plants that are attractive to the beetle.
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Mr. Hutchinson. Does your method of control leave the farm in
a different condition; does it leave the fann in a productive con-
dition ?

Mr. QuAiNTANCE. Oh, yes; we are getting the cooperation of
farmers, and they are cleaning up their own places to a large extent.

Mr. Hutchinson. These beetles destroy everything in sight, do
they not?

Dr. QuAiNTANCE. They are very destructive to a large list of
plants. They get into the tips of the ears of corn especially and are
thus likely to be moved out with the corn to market and be dis-

tributed. We have special machinery to inspect this corn and certjfy it.

The Chairman. How much have you spent, and how much do you
want for that?

Dr. QuAiNTANCE. We have had $25,000 in our regular appropria-
tion this year. We had an emergency appropriation of $45,000. We
are asking in the supplemental estimate for $130,000, with $30,000
of that amount immediately available. Our work is planned on a
$100,000-a-year program. Our present allotment is $70,000, and
we wish $30,000 immediately available out of the bill under con-
sideration, which will furnish funds needed for the balance of the
present fiscal year, and which will leave us $100,000 for the next
fiscal year.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How long has this pest been
known?

Dr. QuAiNTANCE. Siuce about 1915. It was discovered in fhe
nursery where it was probably introduced.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It does not seem to spread very

fast.

Dr. QuAiNTANCE. It has spread rather quickly. It is rapid spread-
ing for an insect like this one to develop from a few individuals
that came over to its present abundance and infest some 15,000
acres.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It has not yet gotten into other
States?

Dr. QuAiNTANCE. It is not in Pennsylvania at this time. It is

just across the river from Pennsylvania.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It has not gotten there?
Dr. QuAiNTANCE. No ; it Has not gotten into Pennsylvania yet.

It is just across the Delaware River from Pennsylvania. Most of
the crops grown in this area are moved into Pennsylvania ; to Phila-
delphia, Pa., and to Camden, N. J.

The Chairman. What is next?
Dr. QuAiNTANCE. I havc nothing more, sir, I think, to call to

your attention.

The Chairman. Thank you. Dr. Quaintance. You may proceed.
Dr. Howard.

Dr. Howard. Mr. Chairman, I do not wish to take up the time of
the committee with the general work done, but I should like to

discuss the increases we have asked for.

Mr. RuBEY. What is the next item where you have no increase ?

Dr. Howard. The next is item 33, " For investigations of insects

affecting cereal and forage crops," for which we ask an increase of

$10,000. That amount is requested in order to further the work
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with the alfalfa weevil. Mr. Walton, of my force, is just back from
Utah, from the region where the alfalfa weevil occurs, and I will ask
him to give the reasons for this increase of $10,000 for that project.

The Chairman. We will hear Mr. Walton.

STATEMENT OF MR. W. R. WALTON, IN CHARGE OF CEREAL AND
FORAGE INSECT INVESTIGATIONS, BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY,
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Walton. The alfalfa weevil, Mr. Chairman, is also an intro-

duced or imported pest.

Mr. Etjbey. How long have you had him ?

Mr. Walton. Sinre about 1904 or 1905.
The Chairman. How much of an increase do you ask?
Mr. Walton. $10,000,, for the purpose of extending the work.
More or less efficient means have been evolved for controlling this

insect in Utah, southern Idaho, and southwestern Wyoming, and
the increase is asked for the especial purpose of perfecting the
methods which have been discovered.
Mr. RuBET. Did he come in through New Jersey ?

Mr. Walton. It is difficult to say through what State he came.
He was not discovered until he got to Utah.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. All bugs originate there.

Mr. Walton. No; some come through Boston occasionally.^^

It is proposed to use a considerable portion of this increase in

appropriation for the purpose of ascertaining more accurately the
distribution of this insect. Last year a new infestation was discov-

ered in western Colorado. The weevil had not been known in Colo-
rado before that time. We also have reason to believe that it may
be present in southeastern Oregon.
Mr. EuBEr. Does this insect affect the growing crop or the crop

after it is cut?
Mr. Walton. The growing crop.

Mr. EuBET. Tell us how much damage it does to that. Does it go
into a field and destroy the entire field or just part of it, and is its

prevalance general over a community?
Mr. Walton. It never destroys all the alfalfa in a field, but it

injures it very seriously—possibly as much as 50 or 75 per cent of the

stand in the field. It is a very serious insect pest, indeed.

Mr. Anderson. What are the methods of control?

Mr. Walton. The original methods of control, those which were
used first, consisted of the formation of a dust mulch by dragging
the field with a brush drag during the hot portion of the year. This

.dislodged the insects from the alfalfa and ground them into the

dust ; it cleaned up the bugs, but it often hurt the alfalfa.

The improved method consists of 'spraying the alfalfa with poisons

early in the spring, and this has been found to be a very excellent

means of control.

Mr. EuBEY. That does not injure the alfalfa?

Mr. Walton. Not at all. The method consists of spraying, the

alfalfa with a diluted solution of arsenate of lead, which is not

poisonous to cattle to any extent and will kill the insect.

A portion of the appropriation is for the purpose of conducting,
on a larger scale than has been possible heretofore, experiments to
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demonstrate thoroughly the effectiveness of this method, and the
remainder is for survey work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is the infested area increasing ?

Mr. Walton. It has increased considerably in the past four or five

years. As I say, there was a new infestation found in Colorado last

year. There are reasons for believing that a large portion of Idaho
is involved in this infestation.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. A large portion of the entire

State?
Mr. Walton. A considerable portion of the entire State

;
yes, sir.

The insect has not yet reached the vicinity of the important Snake
River irrigation project, where there are very rich alfalfa lands

j

the State authorities and Federal authorities are cooperating in an
effort to keep it away from there.

Mr. Anderson. "You have no hope of destroying it altogether?
Mr. Walton. 'Not altogether.

Mr. Anderson. It is simply a question of controlling it?

Mr. Walton. Exactly.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Can you give an estimate of the

amount of damage it does in each of those States ?

Mr. Walton. That would be a difficult matter to do in dollars and
cents.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You say it sometimes destroys 75
per cent of the crop ?

Mr. Walton. Where no specific treatment is given to the crop.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. To what extent are you able to

reduce the loss by the treatment ?

Mr. Walton. Where proper methods are used, the loss is entirely

eliminated. We get excellent results and get good crops of alfalfa;

as good as or better than before infestation occurred.
Mr. Anderson. How expensive is the treatirient?

Mr. Walton. The improved method costs about a dollar an acre.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are the States making appropri-
ations for this work?
Mr. Walton. I believe the State of Idaho is making some appro-

priation for this work.
Dr. Howard. Colorado is about to do so.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It was first discovered in Utah,
and has been there longest, you say ? Has not Utah made any con-

tribution to the work?
Dr. Howard. The State agricultural experiment station has made

some, I know, but I believe they have made no specific appropriation
to fight this insect. This is one of the investigations that this com-
mittee has authorized which has turned out very successfully. It

was a new imported insect and caused a great scare at the time it was
discovered. We have gone through all sorts of things and have
found remedies that seemed to be good and those that seemed to be
better, until we have got hold of a system now which we think will

keep the pest in control at a very moderate cost. Our idea is to

carry out the experimentation on a larger scale and see whether it

will work, and to send men over into Colorado, where it is new, and
show them how they can handle it.

The CtiAiRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Walton.
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STATEMENT OF DR. L. 0. HOWARD, CHIEF OF THE BUREAU OP
ENTOMOLOGY, DEPARTMENT OP AGRICULTURE—Continued.

Dr. Howard. The Secretary of Agriculture has sent through the
Treasury Department to you a -supplemental estimate for $500,000
to be used in investigating the newly imported corn borer, about
which I think we had hearings last year. We had previously sent in
an estimate of $500,000, but, on account of the adjournment of Con-
gress before action upon the bill, the appropriation, of course, was
left out. Then, when the special session convened you put in $250,-

000 instead of $500,000.
The Chaieman. The Senate committee reported $500,000, but it

was not passed on by the Senate.
Dr. Howard. An appropriation of $250,000 was made, but investi-

gation showed that the operations of the corn borer were becoming
more dangerous, and the Senate committee was asked to add
$250,000.
The Chairman. As I recall it, the estimates were originally for

much less.

Dr. Howard. Originally; yes. Later we asked for the sum of

$500,000 in addition to the appropriation of $250,000. The Senate,

as I say, had the bill then. It passed at the special session of Con-
gress, but, instead of giving us $500,000, as was provided for in the
previous will, which had not passed, we were given $250,000, and on
that appropriation we are working at the present time.

There has been still a further spread of the insect, so we appeared
before the Appropriations Committee of the Senate and asked them
for an appropriation of $250,000, to be made immediately available.

Before they decided on that, the estimates of the Secretary were put
in, and, thinking that that might be added in the general deficiency

bill, he made no additional requests of this committee.
Since the Appropriations Committee declined to provide for the

corn borer in the deficiency bill, the Secretary now asks for this

amount in a supplemental estimate.

The Chairman. In your opinion, will $500,000 be sufficient ?

Dr. Howard. I think it will for the next year's work.
The Chairman. You are getting along fairly well with the work?
Dr.. Howard. We can't tell how much we are accomplishing just

yet, but we need $250,000 to be made available for next spring's

work.
The Chairman. $250,000 of the $50C),000—
Dr. Howard. Should be made immediately available in order that

we may continue the work. We will have expended practically all

of the $250,000 this year, before the 1st of January, within $20,000
or $30,000 of the entire amount.
The Chairman. You say that $250,000 will be spent by what

time?
Dr. Howard. By the 1st of January.
The Chairman! Of this year ?

Dr. Howard. This fiscal year.

The Chairman. It is practically expended now ?

Di-. Howard. It is practically expended now; yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. This corn borer wias foun^ first in
a very limited area, first in Massachusetts?
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Dr. Howard. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLatjghun of Michigan. You were not able to confine it to

that area, and it spread in all direction; to what extent?

Dr. Howard. It spread from southern Massachusetts northward

and westward. Owing to the failure of our appropriations last

spring, the borer got a start, and it spread during the early summer

;

and it now extends over an area in eastern Massachusetts of about

1,800 square miles. It has also gone across into New Hampshire and
has made its appearance in New York, near Schenectady. It is esti-

mated that it covers an area of 500 or 600 square miles in that

locality.

It has been discovered quite recently in two or three other places.

It has been discovered in Erie County, N. Y., and Erie County, Pa.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are those two counties, in those

two States, near together ?

Dr. Howard. The counties, I believe, are near together but do not

adjoin each other across the State line.

The Chairman. How large an area is infested ?

Dr. Howard. The area in western New York is. approximately
500 square miles, but the infestation is not as serious in that part of
the country as it is in Massachusetts.

The Chairman. How large is the area of infestation in Massa-
chusetts?

Dr. Howard. Something over 1,800 square miles.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is in addition to the 300
square miles in which it was first found?

Dr. Howard. That includes the 300 square miles ; that is the entire

area of infestation in Massachusetts.
Mr. Anderson. Has there been any investigation of this infesta-

tion by county and State authorities?

Dr. Howard. Yes, sir; there has been a meeting of the commis-
sioners of agriculture of the different .States. They have an associa-

tion, and they held a meeting at Albany last August, and then ad-
journed to Boston, and had a meeting there also. They looked over
the matter and were very much impressed with the seriousness of
the situation, and urged an appropriation of $2,000,000 for the ex-

termination of the com borer. They believed it could be extermin-
ated with $2,000,000.

Mr. Anderson. I read an article by some commissioner, or mem-
ber of a committee, or whatever it was, and my impression now is

that he thought it was not possible to exterminate the insect. He also

thought that possibly the damage done by the insect was not as

serious as had been indicated.

Dr. Howard. You refer to the article by Mr. Woodbury, of In-
diana, who visited the region a month later than this commission.
He looked over the matter, and he was rather of the opinion of the
experts of the department, that it would be practically impossible to
exterminate the insect at this stage of the game and that it would be
much better for the Government to find out the exact extent of the
outbreak, to make smaller appropriations, and the secretary has
asked for $500,000.

I told the committee last year that it was supposed that this insect
had been imported into the southern part of Massachusetts in hemp,
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but it has been discovered that it is much more probable that it came
in with large shipments of broom corn from Hungary. These ship-
ments of broom corn went to many places, including Massachusetts
and New York, and also Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, and
some other Western States. We have had no reports of the insect's

occurrence in those latter States. It has not yet shown up at every
place where the broom corn was sent.

Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. In what form was that broom
corn imported?

Dr. Howard. Baled in long stalks, for the purpose of making
brooms; and the insect, in all probability in the caterpillar form,
was inside of the stalk, where it wasn't noticed.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you learned how it spreads?
Dr. Howard. It spreads rapidly, by flight mostly; it also spreads

by lighting on vehicles and carriages and being carried from one
place to another in that way ; it also spreads in seed corn on the cob.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. At what time of the year does it

move by flight?

Dr. Howard. It moves in Massachusetts twice a year. It moves in

June and again in late July and early Augbst. There are two genera-
tions in Massachusetts. This year there was only one generation in

New York, which was pointed out by Mr. Woodbury m the article

to which Mr. Anderson refers.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What kind of work are you doing ?

Dr. Howard. We are spending that money as follows

:

We are inspecting the corn areas wherever this broom com was
sent—all of the areas in regions to which this original shipment of

broom corn was introduced. We are doing very elaborate scouting
work for the insect, in order to determine as accurately as possible

where it is to be found. In addition to that, we have a selected area
of the densest population where it is to be found, making it difficult

to combat, and we have chosen 25,000 acres of this to try and see

whether it is possible to exterminate it. In some localities it occurs

in almost every garden, not only on corn but vegetables of different

kinds.

Mr. Harrison. I have here the supplemental estimate which I can

insert in the record, if you desire. It has been transmitted to the

House through the Secretary of the Treasury, and is now on the

Speaker's table, but it has not yet come to this committee.
The Chairman. We will be glad to have it.

(The paper referred to follows:)

DkPAKTMENT OF AgEICULTUKE,
Office of the Seceetary,

Washington. Decemher 12. 1919.

The Honorable the Seceetaey or the Treasuey.

Sib : I have the honor to submit herewith an estimate of an additional appro-

priation required by this department to meet the emergency caused by the

unexpected spread of the European corn borer. For this item the following

wording is suggested:
" To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to meet the emergency caused by the

spread of the European corn borer, and to provide means for the control and
prevention of spread of this insect throughout the United States, in cooperation

with the States concerned, including employment of persons ahd means in the

city of- Washington and elsewhere, and all other necessary expenses, $500,000,

which shall be immediately available."
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It is proposed to use this sum for tlie continuation of the work now under way
relating to tlie investigation and control of the corn borer.
As a result of the studies of the past season, it is believed that the European

corn borer was brought into this country in 1908-9 with importation of approxi-
mately 10,000 tons of broom corn, chiefly from Hungary. Some hundreds of
tons of this imported broom corn were utilized near Boston, and like quantities
went to the region in New York where the insect was first discovered in that
State, but the bulk of the importations were shipped to St. Louis, Chicago, and
New Orleans and other western and southern towns and from these points was
widely distributed to local broom factories throughout the Middle West. Some
of these shipments have been traced to their destinations but they should all be
followed up and located and the districts involved should be given, next season,
an Intensive inspection to determine possible infestation from such broom corn.

In view of the large number of food plants of the corn borer, of its spread as
now known in this country, and of the likelihood that, as a result of surveys
which should be made next year, it will prove to be even more widely distrib-
uted, it is realized that extermination is probably out of the question. The
problem, therefore, is one of determining the area infested and the possibilities
of practical control. The funds appropriated by the last Congress are being
utilized for these purposes, including the carrying out of experimental control
measures over areas sufficiently large to demonstrate the possibilities of practi-
cal repression or extermination. The bulk of this work must be done in the late
fall and early spring. As now planned and in progress, it will call for the
expenditure of all the original appropriation by the end of this calendar year.

It Is estimated that at least $500,000 will be required for the effective prose-
cution of .the work outlined. At least half of this sum should be made immedi-
ately available in order to provide for the necessary surveys and the comple-
tion, without interruption, of the large control experiments now in progress.
The European corn borer is now known to occur over tlie entire coastal

region of Massachusetts, including Cape Cod and adjacent islands, and In the
vicinity of several towns in, southern New Hampshire, involving approxi-
mately 1,800 tquare miles. In New York State an infested area of about 800
square miles exists in the Mohawk Valley between Amsterdam and Albany.
In western New York an area was recently discovered which now extends
over 500 square miles, and this area is being extended as the ^ urvey proceeds.
The insect also has been discovered in a limited area in Erie County in north-
western Pennsylvania.
While the insect is called the corn borer. It Infests most annuals, including

ornamental plants, common grasses, small grains, and most garden vegetables
and weeds—in fact, almost any plant which is not of a hard or woody nature.
Corn i ; its favorite food, however, and in Massachusetts it has been a source
of marked injury to sweet and flint corn. The possibilities of damage to the
coarser field corns of the West and South remain to be determined.
The fears which have been aroused throughout the United States on ac-

count of this pest have led to a wide demand for thoroughgoing control efforts

by the Federal Government, in cooperation with the States already invaded
by the insect. This demand was emphasized at the meeting of the National
Association of Commissioners of Agriculture, held at Albany and Boston on
August 28 and 29, when resolutions were pas ed urging Congress to appro-
priate $2,000,000 to carry on the work again- 1 the corn borer, the money to

be made available for use as rapidly as an effective organization could be de-

veloped. In view of the possibilities of damage by the pest and in response
to the wide public demand, it reems proper that an appropriation should be
made which will enable the department, working in close cooperation with
the States concerned, fully to determine the status of the insect as an enemy
to corn and other crops, its present distribution, and the possibility of control.

Respectfully,
D. F. Housi^N, Secretary.

Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. Can you tell as to how destructive

the insect is ?

Dr. HowAED. It has not been observed closely except in Massa-
chusetts and in New York. It is a very serious insect. We have not

yet been able to determine whether it will be as bad on the field of

corn in the "West as it is on the sweet com in the East.

164315—20 48
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Mr. PuKNELL. What action does it have on the corn?
Dr. Howard. It bores into the stalks; also into the ears; it weak-

ens the cornstalks and destroys the ears.

Mr. PuRNELL. Does it. attack when the stalks are young or after
the com matures?

Dr. Howard. The caterpillar passes the wiiiter in the old stalks,

and when the moth comes out it lays its eggs on the leaves of the
corn, before the corn tassels or just about the time that it tassels ; it

also lays its eggs in the tassels of the corn and on the leaves. The
caterpillars hatch out in the tassels and later attack- the forming
ear; they grow, turn into the chrysalis condition, and then the moth
comes out.

Mr. Anderson. I would like to call your attention to an article

appearing in " The National Grange Monthly," showing how the ex-

perts are doing this work. Have you read it ?

Dr. Howard. No, sir.

Mr. Anderson. I should think you would be very much interested.

Dr. Howard. I would like to hear it.

Mr. Anderson. This is an article appearing in the December, 1919,
issue of The National Grange Monthly, and it is headed " The way
' experts ' work." It says

:

In speaking of the comparative efficiency of Government and private manage-
ment, Edgar J. Rich cited an instance where, during the corn-borer work of
the past year on his own land in Massachusetts, four Government " experts "

were sent out, with instructions to destroy all the hollow-stalk weeds, as the
latter are supposed to be the nesting places of the pest. It was only a small
piece of ground, and the men remained so long that he went out to Investigate
what was keeping them, only to find that four men armed with small nippere
were carefully picking o>it the hollow-stem weeds and cutting them, making
an exceedingly slow process. He remonstrated with them, and asked why they
did not take a scythe and cut all the weeds, as there was nothing of value on
the piece of ground. The Government " experts " appeared Very much shocked
at such a proposal, and explained by saying, " If we did that we should destroy

a lot of weeds which do not have hollow stems, and our instructions are to

destroy only hollow-stem weeds." Mr. Rich figured that one man with a scythe,

in less than half a day, could have cleared the entire piece, on which the Gov-
ernment with its " expert " labor expended fully $50.

Dr. Howard. That is not the way the work is done at all. And
they have a way of calling laborers which the Government sends out
" experts." It is very difficult to get the best class of labor to do the

work, but the work is not done in that way at all, Mr. Anderson.
Mr. Anderson. I had no idea it was. I simply wanted to call your

attention to the article. It is a good story, whether it is true or

not.

Dr. Howard. Ever since I have been engaged in this work the

newspapers have made fun of entomology, not because I happened
to be an entomologist, but they have always pictured the entomologist

as a queer person with a butterfly net and insects pinned to his hat.

The Chairman. You might go a little more into detail about the

corn borer. This is quite interesting. Do you have hope of ever
exterminating it?

Dr. Howard. I fear not.

The Chairman. You think you can restrict it?

Dr. Howard. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Your activities are being confined to the restrict-

ing it ?
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Dr. Howard. In addition to this scouting work, to determine ex-

actly where it is, we have got this large experimental control area of

(TV'er 25,000 acres of land to see what we can do toward extermination.
The Chairman. Has it been suggested that the other States quar-

antine against these States in which the borer prevails ?

Dr. HoAVARD. A number of States are about to quarantine against

the infested sections.

The Chairman. You say, about; have they taken any action?

Dr. Howard. Yes, sir.

Mr. Walton. New York, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Illinois,

Vermont, the Dominion of Canada, and Florida have all issued quar-
antines against them. Other States are about to do so. Our State
entomologists and State commissioners are greatly exercised about it

and are bringing pressure on the legislatures now to establish quaran-
tines against the infested regions.

The Chairman. Would not that be the proper way of doing it?

Dr. Howard. That would be an admirable thing.
The Chairman. That ought to be impressed upon the State au-

thorities.

Dr. Howard. They feel the responsibility very much.
The Chairman. You have taken it up with the States ?

Dr. Howard. They have taken it up themselves, and they Imow it

is a serious problem.
Mr. Lesher. In what wa.y does it affect the corn ?

Dr. Howard. It destroys the ear and it reduces the bearing capacity
of the stalk. Those- ears that escape the borer in the early sum-
mer afterwards may be infested by the second generation of moths.
They reduce the corn crop to a very serious extent. We have been
advised by European entomologists, for example, that- some years
ago in portions of Hungary the corn crop was reduced 75 per cent
in one year.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If the corn is shipped in the ear,

is the insect easily hidden ?

Dr. Howard. It may be quite concealed. It may be in the interior,

in the stalk, or in the cob, between the grains.

The Chairman. To what extent are the crops destroyed in the
areas which are infested in New York and Massachusetts ?

Dr. Howard. The different kinds of corn seem to be differently

affected.

We have seen some crops of sweet corn, in limited areas in Massa-
chusetts,, which were almost totally destroyed. We have seen no
destruction of field corn of more than 10 per cent as yet.

The Chairman. Do they just damage the corn or destroy it en-

tirely ?

Dr. Howard. They reduce the general yield of corn from 5 to 10
per cent.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There isn't much shipment of corn-
stalks from one locality to another, is there?
Dr. Howard. Not much ; no, sir.

The Chairman. How many acres of sweet corn were destroyed ?

Dr. Howard. In the regions which are most infested they have
appeared in small garden patches, as a rule, but in some truck
regions possibly three-fourths of an acre.
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The Chairman. Does it operate something like the chinch bug in

destroying the crops ?

Dr. Howard. No; it goes through the field. There may be here

and there stalks that are not attacked, and then again it may be
that every stalk is attacked.
Mr. Hutchinson. Is it anything like the wheat moth?
Dr. Howard. No, sir; it is a different insect. It works only on

the stalk and in the ear. It does not feed in the grain like the wheat
moth.
The Chairman. Are we to understand that $500,000 will be

adequate ?

Dr. Howard. That is the best judgment of the experts of the de-

partment at the present time.

The Chairman. That is the lowest amount that you could get

along with ?

Dr. Howard. I don't see how we can do with any less.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You say a part of the money
should be made available before the close of the present fiscal year?

Mr. Harrison. At least half of it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That will leave $250,000 for the

rest of the fiscal year.

Dr. Howard. That will leave $250,000 for the rest of the year^

We do this work in the spring and in the autumn. That is the

reason we have to have the money before the first of the next fiscal

year.

The Chairman. But you say that the $250,000 that you now have
appropriated has practically been exhausted. This bill will prob-
ably not passi and become a law before March. During what time of

the year do' you do this work ?

Dr. Howard. There is nothing to be done just at present but to

continue our investigations and our scouting work, and we will have
enough money left for that.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have the States made any appro-
priations for work along this line in cooperation with you ?

Dr. Howard. Yes, sir. The State of Massachusetts, when they
found our bill could not pass last March, made an appropriation of

$100,000 and turned it over to the bureau, and we worked with Massa-
chusetts. Finally, the State of New York made an appropriation
of $100,000.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The States did that when they

learned that the bill was not going to pass. If the money had come
forward from the Government they would not have done anything.
Dr. Howard. Mr. McLaughlin, I should have explained thati/heiri

bills for appropriations were introduced for days before it became
evident that our appropriation would fail. They would have passed
their bills anyway. I did not mean to create that impression.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There was $100,000 appropriated

by the State of New York?
Dr. Howard. The Massachusetts appropriation was expended abso-

lutely by us. New York expended hers under the direction of the

State in consultation with us. They did a tremendous ambunt of

work. They had a pay roll as high as $12,000 a week at one time.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How about the outbreak in In-

diana ?
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Dr. Howard. There isn't any outbreak in Indiana.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Did you not make some investiga-

tions out there when the scare first started ?

Dr. Howard. We have investigated the matter in every locality

where this shipment of broom corn was supposed to have reached,

but in many places no infestation has been discovered. In Massa-
chusetts and New York are the original outbreaks.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How far do these moths fly?

Dr. Howard. They fly at night, and I do not know the exact dis-

tance.

Mr. Walton. The longest single flight observed was about 600
yards at a time, but they make repeated flightsi, of course.

Dr. Howard. Of course, they light on vehicles, and in that way
they will be carried a considerable distance. They would be at-

tracted by the light in trains and be carried by the train for some
distance.

Mr. EuBET. I thought we had some means of protecting the Gov-
ernment from importations of infested trees and plants. How were
these things brought in?

Dr. Howard. We have a Federal law which is being very care-
fully inforced.

Mr. EuBEY. How did that shipment get past it ?

Dr. Howard. It was made in 1910, two years before the quaran-
tine law was passed. The quarantine law was passed in 1912.
Mr. Leshee. Is the quarantine law such now as to prevent any

other bugs or insects from getting into the United States which
will cause us to spend so much money ?

Dr. Howard. They issue quarantines from time to time, if a Euro-
pean pest is found attacking the crops, which provides that those
crops shall not be shipped to this country. We have done that a
number of times. I think this country is better protected than
almost any other country in the world. At the same time, things will
slip in.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What means do you use to learn
of the bugs that are prevalent, so that you may be prepared to pro-
tect the United States from them^ from any other countries?

Dr. Howard. There are economic entomologists all over the world
who study these things. We correspond with those people con-
stantly. The economic entomologists are the most mutually helpful
men that you can imagine. They forward their publications to one
another, and whenever they find a new pest we know about it, and
in that way we get the information.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What success have they had with

fighting this corn borer in Europe?
Dr. Howard. They have had comparatively little success. The

point is this, Mr. McLaughlin, that they grow corn to a relatively

slight extent over there. Corn is grown in some few places. It is

used for cattle food, but only to a comparatively slight extent as
human food. They raise some in southern France, in Italy, and in
Hungary. In Transylvania there is a considerable area of corn,

and there is some produced in the southeastern part of Kussia. It

is not so important a crop as in America, and the corn borer hasn't

made as much of a stir over there as here, where we grow such an
enormous acreage of corn and where we use it to such an extent.
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They have studied the insect to some extent in Eussia. They
studied it there before the war. The remedies which they advised
are the ones that we are trying in. Massachusetts, upon which we
have greatly elaborated.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does the insect prevail in each

area where corn is grown in Europe?
Dr. Howard. Wherever corn is grown this insect usually is found

;

but, again, th» insect is found in regions where no corn is grown.
For example, a report has just come from Bmssels. Some entomolo-
gists began to look around in the field and found this insect in

weeds near Brussels. It had not been known to exist there before,

but probably has been there all the time.

The next item under which we ask an increase is item 35, " For in-

vestigations of insects affecting southern field crops, including insects

affecting cotton, tobacco, rice, sugar cane, etc." The increase here is

$78,000, of which $70,000 is to be applied to experimental work with
our recently discovered system of destroying the boll weevil. In
1915 experiments on a small scale in the Delta region of Louisiana
showed that there is undoubtedly a good method of poisoning the

boll weevil at a comparatively small price which will work in that
region. We did not make public the results of that work at once, but
continued to increase the size of our experijnents until now we find

that it can be successfully used at a great saving of cotton on a large
scale. The conditions of growing cotton in the Delta region of Mis-
sissippi and Louisiana are different from the conditions that exist in

other parts of the cotton belt, however, and, encouraged by what we
have given out this year about the success in this particular region,

planters have already contracted for over 20,000,000 pounds of arse-

nate of lime and are going to work, probably to the disappoint-

ment of some, in applying the same methods under different condi-

tions in other parts of the cotton belt.

We desire now to experiment in parts of the cotton belt where con-

ditions differ from those in the Mississippi Delta. At each of those

points we want to -spend about $5,000 in experiments on variations

of the methods of this poisoning that will be necessary. The methods
consists of dusting the cotton, under conditions of moisture where
possible with arsenate of lime, which is a very dry and very flocculent

arsenical poison, which adheres to the leaves, and catches the weevils

when they come to suck up the moisture on the leaves. Although our

success has been very great in the Mississippi Delta, we fear that it

will not be as great a success elsewhere if done in the same way. We
want to study the different conditions and contrast the methods in

other parts of the cotton belt. Only this last summer the State En-
tomologist of Alabama, one of our former assistants, has tried it out

experimentally on a cotton plantation of 210 acres near Montgom-
ery, Ala. He kept 60 acres untouched and poisoned 150 acres, and
the result was a saving to the amount of over $9,000, which shows
that a trained man can apply this remedy successfully in an adjoin-

ing State, although under somewhat similar conditions, because it

was also there in a river bottom. We wish to perfect this method to

such an extent that the average planter can follow directions, wher-
ever he may be, and get equally good results.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That was not a very good result,

was it ; a saving of only $9,000 ?
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Dr. Howard. That was the result of the first attempt. Of course,
we can do much better than that.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How large an area was it, 150
acres?

Dr. Howard. Yes; 150 acres.

Better results have been obtained under the direction of our own
men in the Mississippi bottom lands. For instance, on Senator
Eansdell's plantation he has successfully used this method, with a
very great saving. The method of applying the poison is something
we have got to do more work on. We are perfecting dusting ma-
chines, in cooperation with the engineers of the Bureau of Public
Eoads, and we expect to use probably $16,000 this coming year on
the perfecting of those machines.

AL-. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why are you cooperating with the
Bureau of Public Roads?

Dr. Howard. Because there are mechanical engineers connected
with that bureau who can be used for that purpose without additional
expense. This is the easiest way for us to get the services of me-
chanical engineers to help us, and one of their men, Mr. Taylor,
has made suggestions in reference to the improvement of these

machines that are very valuable indeed.

The Chairman. Is there some prospect of exterminating the boll

weevil ?

Dr. Howard. No ; I do not think there is any prospect of extermi-
nating them, but there is the possibility of killing so many of them
that all that are left will be able to do very little damage.
The Chairman. Will this new method eventually exterminate

all of them?
Dr. Howard. I doubt it very much. It might possibly do so.

Mr. Hutchinson. What is the difference between the pink boll-

worm and the boll weevil?
Dr. Howard. The boll weevil is an insect that came to us through

importations of cotton from Mexico more than 20 years ago. It
in a hard-backed weevil. The pink boUworm is an insect which has
spread all over the world from importations of Egyptian cotton,

and is the larva of a moth.
Mr. Hutchinson. That is what I thought. The pink boUworm

^ an entirely different insect.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The boll weevil and the pink boU-
worm are two different things.

Mr. Hutchinson. The pink boUworm develops into an insect that

flies, does it?

Dr. Howard. Yes, it flies; it 'becomes a little moth.
Mr. Hutchinson. Where did that come from?
Dr. Howard. That insect was brought into Mexico on Egyptian

cotton a number of years ago. We have tried to keep it out of this

country; some got in, but we have practically annihilated it under
the work of the Federal Horticultural Board.

Fifty thousand dollars of this $78,000 asked for will be used for

further experimentation as to the different conditions of the uses

of the recently discovered cotton boll weevil remedy. We expect

to spend $16,000 in the further perfection of machinery. That makes
$66,000. The other $4,000 will be spent for the compensation of

traveling inspectors, and so on.
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The remaining $8,000 we wish to devote to further perfection of our
field experimentation work on tobacco insects. Members of Congress
from the tobacco regions have repeatedly urged an increase of this

appropriation for demonstration work and for experimental work
on a larger scale.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That spraying of cotton, I sup-
pose, will reach the point that has been reached in the spraying of
fruit trees, and so on, in other States where the people do it them-
selves.

Dr. Howard. They will be obliged to do it if they wish to raise

cotton.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Unless the Government does it for
them.

Dr. Howard. The Government is not going to do it for them, but
to tell them how to do it; that is all.

There are no increases asked for under item 36, " For investiga-
tions of insects affecting forests."

The Chairman. You might state the character of the work done
under that.

Dr. Howard. That is the general study of insects affecting forests.

A large part of this sum is devoted to the study of insects affecting

the great pine forests of the West. We are now able to give advice
to timber growers, and we are consulted by the Forest Service all

the time on these questions.

Mr. EuBEY. The Forest Service has requested an appropriation to

combat insect infestations in the forests. Your work is to find the
insects, and then they go to work to destroy them ; is that it ?

Dr. Howard. They follow our methods. We tell them how to do
it ; that is all, sir.

Under the next item, 37, " For investigations of insects affecting

truck crops," etc., and " insects affecting stored products," there is a

large sum of money being expended for the sweet potato weevil,

which has been discussed before this committee before. No increase

is asked for this item, but I would like to show to the members of

the committee a map of the present distribution of the sweet potato

weevil and to give a brief report of progress.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much of this money was
spent for this sweet potato weevil ?

Dr. Howard. $70,000; and we wish to spend $70,000 more. The
sweet potato weevil is an insect which in recent years has been very

much on the increase.

Mr. EuBEY. Does this map indicate where you have done the

work?
Dr. HoAVARD. This shows where the insect occurred.

Mr. KuBEY. Have you been able to eliminate it from that terri-

tory ?

Dr. Howard. From certain parts of it. It is not a difficult insect

to handle, now that we have studied its life history and understand

it pretty well. It is spread through the slips and draws which are

used for propagation, and the States of Florida, Alabama, Georgia,

and Mississippi have passed legislation preventing the introduction

of slips or draws from infested regions. These slips and draws
carry the weevil, and these things have been brought from regions

where the insect occurred to regions where it should not occur.
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Louisiana has also passed a law, which has not been effective be-
cause it has not been enforced; but Texas has passed no legislation

whatever.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How long ago did you make this

request for legislation on the matter ?

Dr. Howard. Of the States?
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Yes.
Dr. Howard. Two years ago, I think.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Louisiana is the only one that
complied ?

Dr. Howard. No; Florida, Alabama, Georgia, and Mississippi
have passed laws and are enforcing the laws. Louisiana has passed
a law but is not enforcing it. Texas has not yet passed such a law.

Our men have been scouting all this territory to find where the
insect occurs. They have located all these points that you see on
that map, and now they are going into each individual place and
fetting the farmers to destroy the infested sweet potatoes in the
elds, and to destroy all of tlie plants, and then to get their new

slips and cuttings for the next crop from regions where the insect

does not occur.

Some experiments with poisons have been made in Texas, but they
have not proved perfectly effective. In all these regions in the ter-

ritory where the sweet potato is the only food plant, we have been
able to greatly reduce the area and to wipe out the insect on farm
after farm.
In Florida the problem is complicated, because there are wild

food plants of the insect there on which it feeds. There is nothing
to do there but get the people to destroy these wild food plants.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How is the weevil carried?

Dr. Howard. It is carried on slips and draws that are used for
planting in the spring ; and it also flies. It is a small beetle ; it looks

more like an ant than a beetle, but, as a matter of fact, it will fly

for a mile or two.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If Texas is not doing anything, it

had better be left to itself, had it not ?

Dr. Howard. I think so.

Mr. Hutchinson. Doctor, I want to ask you about the wheat moths
and weevils.

Dr. Howard. That matter is pretty well understood, Mr. Hutchin-
son. We haven't gone into that ourselves for the reason that there

are only two States that seem to be suffering any damage, New Jersey
and Pennsylvania, and each of those States have very competent
entomologists, Dr. Headlee, in your State, and Prof. Sanders.
Mr. Hutchinson. But they are going farther West all of the time

;

they are spreading. If they keep spreading, they might threaten
the entire United States ?

Dr. Howard. Isn't it possible for the farmers to thrash their

wheat earlier up there ?

Mr. Hutchinson. Everybody can't thrash their wheat earlier.

Here is a sample of wheat that has been affected, and here is another
sample of good wheat. When this wheat was brought in, this in-

fected wheat was just as good in appearance as this other wheat;
This wheat is coming in now, and we do not buy it. We can not
use it for making flour. We can use it only for chicken feed and
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things of that kind. It does seem to me that the Government ought
to do something to check its spread. I do not know whether any-

thing can be done, but it seems to me that something might be done.

This weevil looks a little bit like the pink boll weevil.

Mr. Howard. It belongs to the same family as the pink bollworm
belongs to.

Mr. Hutchinson. It is very seriously affecting the wheat growers
in New Jersey, and it is liable to get all over the country. I think it

is one of the most important things to be considered.

Dr. Howard. We are not estimating for investigations of this in-

sect. The men in New Jersey are perfectly competent to handle it,

and, after all, this is simply a question as to whether the farmers can
thrash their wheat before it is stored.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Before?
Dr. Howard. In most of this section, after the wheat is harvested

it is stored. I will ask Mr. Back to discuss that.

The Chairman. We will be pleased to hear Mr. Back.

STATEMENT OF MR. E. A. BACK, IN CHARGE OF STORED PRODUCT
INSECT INVESTIGATIONS, BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY, DEPART-
MENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Back. Just as soon as the wheat is cut and shocked, sometimes
a little earlier, the eggs are laid in the wheat in the shocks, and then
the moths hatch and eat into the grain and do damage by devouring
the interior of the kernel.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then the wheat isn't ruined at

the time it is cut ?

Mr. Back. Sometimes the moth will attack the ripened wheat
standing in the field, but the great damage comes, of coOTse, after the

wheat has been cut and stacked in the barn, provided it is not

thrashed at once. This insect will breed in the bins in the bams.
Storing in the barns without threshing make it possible for the moths
to get into the wheat much more easily.

The Chairman. You know of no way of exterminating it?

Mr. Back. Yes, sir ; if wheat is threshed immediately, or very soon

after it is harvested, there is very little danger.
The Chairman. That does not exterminate the flies.

"Mr. Back. Threshing and storing in bins does not exterminate the

flies, because usuallj- a few moths will be found feeding on top

kernels of the granaries after the wheat has been stored.

The Chairman. In time, they will starve ?

Mr. Back. Probably not entirely, because they are able to feed on

a few grains that are to be found here and there, and very few farm-

ers ever clean out their bins entirely.

The Chairman. Can you suggest anything?
Mr. Back. As Dr. Howard says, they may thresh their grain and

store it in bins. Grain so stored can be fumigated to prevent loss.

The Chairman. Would an appropriation be necessary for that?

Mr. Back. No, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. You can fill that box up with wheat and close it

tight, and they will hatch out ?

Mr. Back. Yes, sir; that is because the eggs were in the kernels

when the wheat was put in the box.
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Mr. Hutchinson. Don't you think that the eggs were laid at some
time after the wheat was put in the box ?

Mr. Back. No, sir ; not the eggs causing the original infestation.
Mr. Hutchinson. How did they get inside of the kernels?
Mr. Back. Suppose you put a handful of wheat in that box [in-

dicating] . There may be one kernel in there that is infested.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. With eggs?
Mr. Back. With eggs, yes, sir; the others may be all right when

they are put in the box. Then, after those eggs hatch out and the in-

sect goes through its life cycle, the moths will lay new eggs on the
other kernels, so that by spring, when you open the box and expect
to find a perfect lot of grain, you will find that the original insects

have multiplied in the dry grain to such an extent that they have
practically destroyed everj- kernel.

Mr. Hutchinson. Do you-mean to say that the eggs are laid on the
outside and get in the grain ?

Mr. Back. Yes, sir ; every time.

Mr. Hutchinson. You say that the eggs are laid on the outside,

and get in the grain?
Mr. Back. No ; the eggs hatch first.

The Chaieman. Thank you Mr. Back.

STATEMENT OF DR. L. 0. HOWARD, CHIEF OF THE BUREAU OF
ENTOMOLOGY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Continued.

Dr. Howard. Mr. Hutchinson, this insect has been known in this

country for 120 years. It must have been introduced by some of the
colonists before the Revolutionary War. It has been known over a
considerable section of the country, over the eastern section, but it

has been only during the past few years that it has damaged wheat
to any considerable extent in these two States. I do not think there
is any great danger of it spreading.
Mr. Hutchinson. It is spreading all the time. It is going farther

and farther. It is over in Pennsylvania, and is getting up around
Lancaster, away up there. We don't buy this wheat. We have abso-
lutely abandoned the use of it for flour and use it only for chicken
feed.

Dr. Howard. It seems as if the farmers could thrash their wheat
a little earlier.

Mr. Hutchinson. All of them can not get their wheat thrashed
at once ; it is impossible.

Dr. Howard. I took a trip over your State last summer with Dr.
Headlee. He told me he had issued publications telling the farmers
of New Jersey how to handle it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have seen the way that the
bugs attack the field peas, haven't you? Dr. Howard, of course,

knows a great deal better than I do, but it seems to me that the fly

stings the pea and lays its eggs on the inside, and then the little flies

develop in there, and they grow inside of the field pea to be about
the size of the head of that wooden pin [illustrating]. If you will

take the pea and break it open, on the inside you will find the fly.

Mr. Hutchinson. That is the same way with the wheat.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Except that the gentleman says

that the eggs are laid on the outside of the wheat and hatch on the
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outside, and that the insect then develops and digs into the wheat

—

digs its way in.

The Chairman. What progress are you making under item 38,
" for investigations and demonstrations in bee culture " ?

Dr. Howard. That is very well covered in my annual report. I

had expected to have Dr. Phillips here to speak to you on that.

The Chairman. You are making progress?

Dr. Howard. Very good. There has been an enormous increase

in the exportation of honey from this country, an enormous increase

in the production of honey, as a substitute for sugar, largely stimu-

lated by the department as a war measure.
The Chairman. Your present appropriation will be enough?

' Dr. Howard. I think so. The Secretary of Agriculture has made
no request for anything further.

There are no more increases, Mr. Chairman, until we come to

item 39, page 174, " for investigations of insects affecting tropical

and subtropical fruits," and I shall be very glad to leave'-^the dis-

•cussion of those increases to Mr. Marlatt, who has charge of that

branch, and who at the same time will come before you for the

appropriations for the Federal Horticultural Board, of which he

is chairman. I think it would be better to leave those propositions

to him.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have not requests beenrmade of

him, and perhaps they have come to you also, from some of the

people of Texas to change the regulation by which you demand that

local people interested shall pay for fumigating the cars in connec-

tion with shipments across the Mexican border?
Dr. Howard. Yes.
Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. They want the Government to

bear that expense?
Dr. Howard. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you considered that?
Dr. Howard. That does not come under me, but under the Federal

Horticultural Board.
That finishes the matters for the bureau, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you, very much, Dr. Howard.

morning session.

Thursday, January 8, 1920.

Mr. Harrison. Mr. Chairman, when Dr. Howard was before the

committee he suggested that the consideration of item No. 39, on

page 174, and item No. 40, on page 175, b© deferred until Mr. Mar-
latt could be here. Mr. Marlatt is here, and would be glad to dis-

cuss those items so that the hearings on the Bureau of Entomology
can be printed.

STATEMENT OF MR, C. I. MARLATT, ASSISTANT CHIEF OF THE
BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOaY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Marlatt. Mr. Chairman, these items relate to the work that

the Department of Agriculture is doing with respect to citrus and
subtropieal-fruit insects.
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Item No. 39, on page 174, is " for investigation of insects affect-

ing tropical and subtropical fruits including the orange, lemon,
grape fruit, mango," and so forth. The amount of the estimate is

$24,500.

Item No. 40, on page 175, is " for investigations and control, in

cooperation vrith the Federal Horticultural Board of the Medi-
terrean and other fruit . flies." The amount of the estimate is

S32,000.

Item No. 39 covers the insect work in relation to the big citrus

industry of Florida and California. There has not been an in-

crease in that amount for some 8 or 10 years. The amount has
been $16,500, and that amount has been practically a continuous

one without an increase for that period.

It began with $21,500, and the reduction is due to transfer to the

statutory roll.

The Chairman. You are asking for an increase?

Mr. Marlatt. We a,re asking for an increase of $8,000, to be

divided $5,000 to the work in California and $3,000 to the work in

Florida.

While this is one of the smallest appropriations made for the

department it covers a very important field of fruit production,

namely, that of all tropical and subtropical fruits. We have been

foing along for a number of years with a very small appropriation,

ut there is now a very large need for an increase in the work, and
it has not been possible to undertake important and necessary work
on account of shortage of funds. I can, perhaps, best explain the

needs by enumerating the types of work that are being conducted
under this appropriation.

The subtropical cultures in California covered by this appropri-

ation include all citrus fruits, such as the orange, lemon, and grape-

fruit, and also the fig, olive, and guava, and the rapidly developing

date industry in the Coachella Valley.

In connection with the citrus work, one of the important continuing
items is the investigation of orchard fumigation with hydrocyanic-
acid gas. Within the last two years there has been an entirely new
development in this process, namely, in the employment of the lique-

fied gas in lieu of the old method of generating the gas in jars under
the tented trees. The gas is now being produced in plants and
liquefied and carried to the orchard in suitable containers, and this

new form of use has resulted in much simplifying the method of
fumigation. The manufacture, handling, and utilization of this

liquefied gas introduces certain new risks to the persons engaged
in its use and has involved the working out of new tables of dosage
with respect to the effect on the insects concerned and on the trees

and fruit. The working out of these needs is now under way and
the citrus interests of California are looking to this department to

standardize the method and to develop proper safeguards both with
respect to the operators and to the orchards treated.

Another important phase of the California citrus work is the study
and demonstration work which is being conducted with respect to
certain mealy bugs. This work involves also a study of the Argen-
tine, and which has now thoroughly invaded all the California citrus
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districts. This ant is only indirectly of importance to the citrus in-

dustry, but the food relations which it maintains with these mealy

bugs has resulted in the enormous increase of the mealy bugs in citrus

orchards and the control of these citrus pests is dependent entirely on

the control of the ant. This work already has resulted in clearing

the ant and correspondingly fhe mealy bugs from large citrus areas

in which the profitable production of oranges had been largely de-

stroyed by the combined work of the ants and mealy bugs. It is de-

sirable to continue this work and to extend it until the mealy bug and

ant have been fully brought under control with respect to the areas

invaded in southern California.

The rapidly developing date industry in the Coachella Valley is

retarded for the present by two important scale insects. Funds have
never been available to properly investigate these insects as a basis

for control measures. It is apparent that such control measures are

possible and the date industry may even be freed entirely from the

presence of these insects. This is an important phase of the Cali-

fornia work. It has been begun in a very limited way and this work
has shown what undoubtedly can be accomplished if we have funds to

properly develop investigation and control features.

The work in Florida similarly covers all the subtropical cultures

developed or being developed in that State. A new station has been
recently established near Miami to especially study the insect enemies
of the avocado, mango, and guava. The avocado industry is one of

the new promising fruit developments in that State and there are

several insect problems of importance which should be worked out in

relation to this fruit. The laboratory which has already been estab-

lished for this work is very much restricted in its possibilities of use-

fulness by lack of funds.
The citrus work in Floiida with laboratory headquarters at Or-

lando has been in operation for a considerable period. It is rec-

ognized as being of tremendous value to the State and is on both
an investigational and demonstratiohal basis. The indorsement of

the work of this laboratory has been widespread and emphatic. It

has had no enlargement for a considerable period of years and
should be strengthened by the addition at least of another agent with
funds for enlarging the extent and usefulness of the project.
As an associated and related piece of work of very considerable

importance, we are attempting to carry out under this appropriation
also an investigation of the insects which commonly are found in

greenhouse and hothouse cultures—plants most of which are tropical
or subtropical in nature. This really involves the entire ornamental
growth of plants under glass throughout the United States, an in-

dustry scarcely second even to the outdoor growth of ornamentals.
No systematic effort has hitherto been made to study the insect
enemies of such cultures of ornamentals under glass, and there is

here a field of tremendous usefulness and one for which there is a

wide demand for work and information.
We are attempting to do all of this work on an appropriation of

$16,500, and have not asked for an increase up to now. I think this

is almost a unique case in the Department of Agriculture, where an
appropriation of this kind has thus run along without an increase,
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and I hope, therefore, that your committee will see fit to grant the
small increase that is requested.
The Chairman. What do you propose to do to standardize the

methods of fumigating orange orchards ?

Mr. Maelatt. We have been cooperating with the makers of this
gas to determine the reasons for its occasional explosive qualities,
and to eliminate this risk. That is really a matter of production,
purity, and proper containers, and that phase of the work has been
largely completed. I think we have the gas now on a fairly safe
basis in these respects. What we are now attempting to standardize
is the use side—^the orchard side.

The CHAiRiiAN. You are investigating its use?
Mr. Maelatt. We are now working on the orchard side, to de-

termine the best method of using the gas, the strengths to use, and
working out tables which can be put into the hands of the fumiga-
tors for practical work.
This increase, therefore, of $5,000 for California, and $3,000 for

Florida, will enable us to go on with the work which we are now
doing, and which we have undertaken during the last two years. It,

however, is a very modest increase, considering the importance of
the tropical and subtropical fruit subject.

The next item. No. 40, is "For investigation and control, in con-
nection with the Federal Horticultural Board, of the Mediterranean
and other fruit flies.'" The amount estimated is $32,000.
This appropriation has been running along for eight years or more

without an increase, and no increase is now asked. This appropria-
tion is in large part for the administration of the fruit-fly quarantine.
A quarantine is in force against certain fruits from the Hawaiian
Islands prohibiting the importation of such fruit into the United
States as is affected by the Mediterranean fruit fly and by the melon
fly, thus guarding against the spread of these pests. These insects

are widespread throughout the islands, but as yet have not gotten
a foothold in North America, so far as we know. This fund is used
for the administration of this quarantine and the inspecting of cer-

tain fruits the exportation of which to the United States is per-
mitted. These are chiefly pineapples and coconuts. This appro-
priation also covers research and control work which is done in

the Hawaiian Islands with respect to these insects. In addition it

supports the investigations and inspections of fruit imported into

the United States from other countries where the fruit fly is known
to exist. It covers also the fruit-fly investigations which we are

conducting in the countries more immediately contiguous to the

United States; i. e., in the West Indies and in Central and South
American countries, including the Canal Zone. The information
thus obtained is needed to determine what measures are necessary to

prevent the entry of these pests or other similar fruit flies into this

country.

No increase is asked for this work. The appropriation is now
fully used and should be continued. '

Item No. 41 is " for conducting investigations and study of the

nature and habits of the pest known as the camphor thrips, for the

purpose of discovering methods of control and applying methods of
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eradication or control already discovered." The amount estimated
is $5,000.

This work was provided for under a special appropriation in-

serted in the bill carrying the current appropriations for the depart-
ment. It is for work which was specially requested by the interests

connected with the development of the camphor industry in Florida.
Camphor is a very essential drug and there has been a great short-

age of it, and the development of the industry in Florida was being
seriously threatened by an insect—a species of thrip
The Chairman. Is the camphor thrip a new pest ?

Mr. Maelatt. It may be a new pest, but it is more probable that
it is a native insect of Florida which has found camphor a favor-
able and likable food.

We have, with this small appropriation of $5,000, started to in-

vestigate this insect and the means of controlling it. This work is

only beginning. This appropriation was not available until last

July. We are not asking fOr any increase in this appropriation.

The Chairman. Could not that item be merged with some of these

other items ?

Mr. Maelatt. There is no objection to merging it with the first

item; for the investigation of insects affecting tropical and sub-

tropical fruit.

Mr. Haeeison. You mean to combine items 41 and 39 ?

The Chairman. Yes.
Mr. Maelatt. The only advantage of having a separate item is

that it indicates a definite allowance of $5,000 for that work.
The Chaieman. I take it that that would be the point of view of

the people particularly interested in this work.
Mr. Maelatt. And they know that they have got so much money

to do that work. It would not affect the work at all to consolidate

the items.

The Chairman. I think with that statement showing that the

money is to be used for that purpose it would be satisfactory. As I

recall, this was put in by the Senate or by the conferees last year.

Mr. Marlatt. It was put in by the Senate, I think.

The Chairman. If they were assured that the money would be

spent for that purpose, I think it would be satisfactory. Would that

be satisfactory to the department?
Mr. Marlatt. Quite so.

The Chairman. It amounts to the same thing?
Mr. Maelatt. It amounts to the same thing.

The Chairman. Is there anything else, Doctor?
Mr. Maelatt. That concludes the subject of these items belonging

to the Bureau of Entomology, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. We are very much obliged to you. Dr. Marlatt.

Mr. Marlatt. I have the Federal Horticultural Board work, which
covers a good deal more ground.
The Chairman. We can take that up after recess.

(Thereupon, at 12.50 o'clock p. m., the committee took a recess

until 9.15 p. m.)
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Morning Session.

Friday, January 9, 1920.

The Chairman. We will be pleased to hear you on the item for the
eradication of the screw worm, Mr. Hudspeth.

STATEMENT OF HON. C. B. HUDSPETH, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS.

Mr. Hudspeth. I want to take up another matter from the live-

stock standpoint which I did not get to present to the House Agri-
cultural Committee at the last session but did present to the Senate
Committee. I am executive committeeman and also attorney of one
of the cattle raisers' associations in Texas. Texas is a great cattle-

producing country. I do not know whether or not they have in other
States what is known as the screw worm. Do you have the screw
worm in Alabama, Mr. Heflin ?

Mr. Hefun. I do not believe I have ever heard of it.

Mr. Hudspeth. We have in Texas, the agricultural reports there
show, what is called the screw worm, and last year it destroyed a
million dollars' worth of live stock.

I will explain to you what it is as a cow man. If any kind of a
little sore appears on the cow, a fly known as the blow fly lays its eggs
in that sore and hatches a worm, and that worm bores into the veiy
vitals of that animal, and does it very quickly.

We are raising now in Texas the high-grade Hereford and Dur-
ham cattle. This worm, as. I stated, kills $1,000,000 worth of live

stock. The Agricultural Department made an investigation and put
a man at Dallas, Tex., last year. He went over the country and dis-

covered a method of destroying the fly. The fly hibernates in a car-

cass and stays there, and millions of maggots are produced from one
fly. You made an appropriation which the Agricultural Department
expended last year with the aid of this one man, amounting to $40,-

000, which, of course, is a very small sum; but he educated the ranch-
man and the cowman to destroy this fly by burning up these car-

casses and also by scattering medicine over the range that kills the
fly. Senator Kendrick, of Wyoming, thoroughly understands the
proposition. I explained it to him and he said, " xes ; I know what
they are doing because I have seen them do it."

Gentlemen, Texas is a small part of this country, but, I take it,

similar conditions would prevail in the southern part of Florida and
Arkansas. Texas produces more cattle than any other State in the
Union and, of course, we arei only asking our portion.

It has been a great work. The man whom they sent there has
done a great work toward the eradication of this blowfly that pro-

duces this screw worm.
Mr. Tic:irNEE. How does he eradicate the blowfly ?

Mr. Hudspeth. As I understand it, they sprinkle over the range
a certain kind of poison, and when the fly alights on it, it kills him.
They put it on possibly in little pots or something of the kind. They
also put it in the carcass of a dead animal, where cattle will congre-

gate.

164315—20 49
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Mr. TiNCHER. We have got not only the blowfly but also the screw
worm.

Mr. HunsPETii. The blowfly produces the screw worm.
Mr. TiNCHER. We have only got the screw worm where we dehorn.
Mr. Hudspeth. Where there is a little spot of blood the fly will

alight. In the old days the cow punchers carried a medicine bottle

and wherever we saw one of those animals had worms we lassoed him
and threw him down and doctored him. But that is very dangerous
to the men and it is also very detrimental to these high-grade cattle

we are raising down there. Hence, if a method can be established

(and th^ Agricultural Department claims they can eradicate this

blowfly and saved $1,000,000 worth of property to the State with
the small expenditure of $25,000 or $30,000), it strikes me, gentle-

men, that it is the part of good business and economy on the part of
this committee to make an appropriation of that kind.

The Chairman. The department is doing some of that work now,
is it not ?

Mr. Hudspeth. Yes, sir; the Senate Committee gave us last year

$25j000, but, of course, everything was compromised and it was cut

down to $10,000, which was wholly insufficient to do very much work.
As the representative of those people down there, I am just present-

ing these matters to you for your consideration. I represent the en-

tire western part of the State, which is this live stock growing sec-

tion.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That has been going on for a long
time?
Mr. Hudspeth. The old specific method of chloroforming was the

only way in the brush country. If the worms were discovered very
early you could save the animal, but generally they were discovered

too late. This worm will bore into the vitals in a few days. It will

screw into the vitals of the animal and stay there and kill the animal
in a very short time.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That has been the trouble for a

considerable length of time ?

The Chairman. The State legislature has taken no notice of it?

Mr. Hudspeth. I do not think the State legislature has done any-
thing, sir.

Mr. TiNCHER. As a matter of fact, I never heard until just now
that there was any way of treating the cattle to kill the screw worm
or any way, other than the killing of the blowfly.

Mr.s Hudspeth. Yes; they started this work last year and they

did a great deal of good.
Mr. TiNCHER. Every man in the cattle business realizes the seri-

ousness of the menace due to the blowfly.

Mr. Hudspeth. The difficulty has been that the State will not do
anything unless the Federal Government does something.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I know that.

Mr. Hudspeth. If the Federal Government made an appropriation
to be matched by the State, I believe the State would raise it, but

the State usually relies on the Federal Government and the Federal
Government has done most of it up to the present time in the live-

stock line toward improving the live stock.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What you say is very interesting

in regard to this man.
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Mr. Hudspeth. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. He is a highly scientific man.
He has been working for the State for years and has accomplished
nothing but when employed by the Federal Government for one
year he has done wonders.

Mr. Hudspeth. I do not know what he has been doing for the
State, but I do laiow what he did under the Federal appropriation.

Mr. Heflin. Possibly, that was because he had something to work
with.

Mr. Hudspeth. I do not tliink the State gave him anything to
work with.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I have a very high opinion of
Texas, gained largely from the character of the representatives
which they have sent here during my experience here.

Mr. Hudspeth. Thank you, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But it is rather, surprising to hear
that this test is so well laiown and that the State has seen fit to do
nothing ; also that one man working along the same lines for a long
time for the State authorities accomplished practically nothing,
whereas, working one year for the Federal Grovernment, he did a
great deal.

Mr. Hudspeth. Let me give you another illustration. As a mem-
ber of the Texas senate jve made an appropriation of $250,000 for
the eradication of the wolf. That $250,000 was expended and the
wolf was not eradicated. You men here in Congress got another
appropriation and employed Government-paid trappers ajid you put
them in Texas and the wolf is to-day eradicated in Texas. To-day
the lands that were only worth $1.50 an acre, before the ranchmg-n
could turn his goats loose, under Government supervision, th&y are
renting for $10 an acre, and you and I and ever^- man in the United
States is getting the benefit of those taxes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I never thought that about the
State of Texas.
Mr. Hudspeth. I do not hesitate to tell the truth; those are facts,.

and that has been done.

Mr. Heflin. The State was employing a method that was not
thought effective?

Mr. Hudspeth. Yes.
Mr. Heflin. The Government, of course, worked directly.

Mr. Hudspeth. Yes; that is it.

Mr. Lee. That is true.

Mr. Hudspeth. Many States throughout this Union have adopted
prohibition; yet they did not enforce it to the letter, but in my
opinion national prohibition will be enforced all over the country.
I am giving you facts in regard to Texas. We are simply asking
for an appropriation, which I believe every other citizen in the
country is interested in where you have the growing of these things
and the live stock. Those are facts. For 10 years Texas attempted
to eradicate the wolf and made these appropriations, but let me ex-

plain why they did not eradicate the wolf: They placed a bounty
of so much on every scalp turned in. Trappers went out into that
country on the State bounty and they trapped the wolf, but they
would let the she-wolf go; but when the Federal Government put
men in that country to trap the wolf they paid them by the month
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and they had to make reports every night on the number of wolves
killed. The men had to make their reports daily to some man in

the Agricultural Department, and there was no incentive to turn
the she-wolf loose, because they were paid by the month. There was
no incentive for the Government man as was the case with the man
trapping wolves for bounties. That is the reason why Ihe State
could not eradicate the wolf.
The Chairman. The question of the blow fly or screw worm is

largely educational?
Mr. Hudspeth. That is lai-gely educational. Of course, as I said,

the old method we had, Mr. Haugen, was mercurial ointment and
chloroform. The Federal Government has discovered poison that
kills the blow fly, and they are educating the ranchmen to put it

out. This, as you see, is a matter of education.
The Chairman. I take it that the county agents do a great deal

of that work, too.

Mr. TiNCHER. I wonder if there has been a IjuUetin on that?
Mr. Hudspeth. Yes ; a man by the name of Webb is in charge of

that.

The Chairman. A man by the name of Webb is in charge of it?

Mr. Hudspeth. Yes, sir.

Mr. Heflin. How long is the worm?
Mr. Hudspeth. Jjist about 1 inch long.

Mr. Young. Does it confine its operations to cattle ?

Mr. Hudspeth. Hogs, sheep, and all kinds of live stock; it even
kills chickens and turkeys—anything where there is a spot of blood
or a little sore. This appropriation for work on the screw worm is

very important, gentlemen, I think, not only for Texas but for every

other State. I would ask that an appropriaition of at least $30,000

be made to continue this educational work along with the eradication

of the screw worm.
The Chairman. You mean the eradication of the blow fly ?

Mr. Hudspeth. I mean both.

Mr. Tincher. The Department of Agriculture has a method of

eradicating the blow fly, but for doing this work $30,000 would not

be a drop in the bucket.

Mr. Hudspeth. I do not think so.

Mr. Tincher. There is not a township in the cattle country that

does not sustain that much loss. I think it is a matter of education.

The Chairman. What is the Federal Government doing at present?

Mr. Hudspeth. Since it is raising these high-grade cattle, as you

know, only a few nieed be lost by that worm to run the amount up to

several thousand dollars.

Mr. VoiGT. What is the size of this fly ?

Mr. Hudspeth. It is a big, blue fly ; it is twice or three times as

large as the common house fly.

Mr. VoiGT. This fly deposits eggs which hatch out these worms?
Mr. Hudspeth. It will alight on any kind of a spot of blood and

lay eggs—thousands and thousands of eggs—and every one of those

eggs makes a worm.
Mr. Tincher. It depends on the steer. If you put the dope on one

side of his head and leave it off the other side for five days, in the

months of May or June, the other side of his head will be working

out. The fly put that worm in there, and that sore is growing,

getting larger and larger.
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Mr. Hutchinson. Do the flies kill the animal ?

Mr. Hudspeth. The worm bores right in. The maggot prodviced
from this egg bores right into the vitals.

Mr. TiNCHER. I did not suppose that it was any more possible to
eradicate the blow fly than to eradicate the house fly.

Mr. Hudspeth. I did not think so until last year. I had no idea
that you could eradicate the fly. The only way I thought you could
treat the proposition was to kill the worm after it developed with
medicine, and, of course, it is only possible to do that at very great
cost.

Mr. VoiGT. Any county in your State that has cattle would spend
more than $30,000 for medicine to eradicate this worm.
Mr. Hudspeth. Surely; and this appropriation is just a matter of

education to the live-stock growers as to how to eradicate this fly.

The Government has given us, of course, many ideas that we never
thought of before. They have studied these matters out; that is

what they are there for.

Activities under lump-fund items. Bureau of Entomology.

Projects. Allotment,
1920. "^Iml*"' Increase-

Deciduous-fruit insect investigations:
(a) Supervision
(b) Apple-insect investigations
(c) Peach-insect investigations
(d) Grape-insect investigations
(e) Nut-insect investigations
(J) Investigations of orchard insecticides and spraying

machinery J

(g) Cranberry and small-fruit insect iilvestigations
(h) Control of deciduous-fruit insects by natural agencies.
( i ) Orchard-insect survey
(j ) Investigation and control of the imported Japanese

beetle

Total

Control of the Japanese beetle (new)

Cereal and forage insect investigations:
(a) Supervision
(b) Cereal-insect investigations
(c) Forage-ingect investigations
(d-) Corn-borer research

Total

Control of the European com borer

Southern field crop insect investigations:
(a) Supervision.
(b) Cotton-insect investigations.
(c) Tobacco-insect investigations. . -

.

(d) Sugar-cane insect investigations.

Total

Forest and shade tree insect investigations:
(a) SupervisioD
(b) Field investigations
(c) Laboratory investigations

Total.

Truck crop and stored product insect investigations:
(a) Supervision
(b) Investigatioii and control of sweet-potato weevil,
(o) TrUoK-cfop insect investigations

$6,500
35,690
5,540
6,080
9,600

7,500
2,950
2,640
5,280

25,000

105,780

7,360
76,910
37,800
25,000

147,060

11,806
53,094
26,000
9,500

100,400

4,300
33, 734
10, 756

48,790

10,300
60,000
fi',660

15,500
35,690
5,540
6,080
9,600

7,500
2,950
2,640
5,280

2 80,780

7,350
76,910
47,800
25,000

157,060

6 500,000

11,806
123,094
34,000
9,600

178,400

4,300
33, 734
10,756

6 48, 790

10,300
60,000
41,660

> Decrease.
' Includes 12,280 tra^ferred to statutory rolls.

» Transferred to new item for control of Japanese beetle.
* $30,000 to be immediately available.
6 To be immediately available.

» Includes $1,200 transferred to statutory roll.

1 $25; 000

1325,000

'130,000

10,000

10,000

250,000

70,000
8,000

78,000
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Activities under lump-sum items, Bureau of Entomology—Continued.

Projects.
Allotment,

1920.

Estimate,
1921.

Increase.

Truck crop and stored product investigations—Continued.
(d) Investigation of insects attacking beans and peas in

storage
(e) Investigation of insects attacking cowpeas and pea-

nutsm storage
<f) Investigation ofinsects attacking Sour and otber mill

products
(g) Investigation ofinsects affecting drugs
en) Com weevil investigations
(i) Investigation of warehouse fumigants
0) Temperature and humidity studies with reference to

controlofstored-product insects

Total.

Bee culture:
(a) Sujiervision
(b) Diseases of bees
(o) Wintering of bees
(d) Demonstration work in bookkeeping..

Total...

Tropical and subtropical fruit insect investigations:
(a) Supervision
(b) Citrus-fruit insect investigations in California.
(c) Citrus^fruit insect iiivestigations in Florida..
d) Investigations of insects affecting mango, guava,

avocadOj and other subtropical fruits
(e) Investigations of insects affecting tropical and sub-

tropical fruits and plants in greenhouses

Total.

Investigation and control of the Mediterranean and other
fruit flies:

(a) Supervision
(b) Control of export Hawaiian fruit

(o) Control of foreign fruit offered for entry.
(d) Investigations of foreign fruit offered for entry
(e) Life history and natural enemy studies
.(f) Geographical distribution of fruit flies

(g) Investigation of fruit flies and other tropical and sub-
tropical fruit insects in the Canal Zone, Panama...

Total.

Investigation of camphor thrips

Miscellaneous insect investigations:
(a) Identification and classiffcation of insects
(b) Investigations of insects affecting the health of man . .

.

(o) Investigations of insects affecting the health ofanimals

.

Total.

General administrative expenses

Gipsy moth and brown-tail moth investigations;
(a) Supervision
(b) LaDoratory and field investigations
(c) Scouting and extermination work
(d) Quarantine and inspection of nursery, forest, and

quarry products

Total

Grand total..

$5,380

2,330

3,310
1,130
S,S00
2,350

3,000

134,960

4,100
2,600
6,500
21,800

35,000

1,000
6,500
4,000

2,500

2,500

4,000

32,000

5,000

26,165
16,165
20,000

62,330

5,480

11,200
68,000
174,850

50,000

304,060

1,247,350

$5,380

2,330

3,310
1,130
6,500
2,350

3,000

1 134,960

4,100
2,600
6,500
21,800

« 35, 000

1,000
11,500
7,000

2,500

2,500

24,500

5,000



Committee on Agricultuee,
House- of Representatives,

Saturday, December 13, 1919.

AFTER RECESS.

The committee reassembled at 2 o'clock p. m., pursuant to recess,
Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen (chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. Mr. Nelson, we will hear you next, if you are ready.
Do you prefer to make a general statement, and then take up the
items, item by item ?

Bureau of Biological Survey.

STATEMEITT OF ME. E. W. NELSON, CHIEF OF THE BTTREATJ OF
BIOIOGICAI SURVEY, DEPARTMENT OF AGEICUITURE.

Mr. Nelson. Mr. Chairman, I think perhaps I better clear up the
£rst item—the statutory roll—and have that out of the way, and
then go on with the general work of the bureau.
The Chairman. Very well.

Mr. Nelson. There are no changes in the statutory roll except
transfers to it of clerks from the lump-sum appropriation, according
to the requirements of the law.
The Chairman. Item 2, one chief clerk and executive assistant at

$1,800, changed to one chief clerk at $1,800.
Mr. Nelson. That is merely a change in order to shorten the title

and make it conform with the designation of similar ofl&cers in other
bureaus.
The Chairman. To conform with the designation of similar offices

in other bureaus ?

Mr. Nelson. Yes, sir. There are two changes of this character.
The Chairman. They are all carrying the same salary?
Mr. Nelson. At the same salary; there is no change in pay. The

entire increase in the statutory roll of $12,900 is due to the transfer
of clerks from lump-sum appropriations.

The Chairman. I think we had better take up the items one by one.
Mr. Nelson. One clerk each was transferred from the lump-sum

funds for food habits of birds and mammals, and for the protection
of migratory birds, at $1,800; one clerk from game protection, at

$1,500; two clerks from food habits, at $1,400 each; one clerk from
control of rabies, at $1,400; two clerks from food habits, at $1,200
each; one clerk from migratory-bird appropriations, at $1,200, a total

of $12,900. There are no increases in salaries.

The Chairman. They are transferred at the same salary ?

775
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Mr. Nelson. They are transferred at the same salary and deduc-
tion is made from the lump-sum appropriations in corresponding
amounts
The Chairman. There is no increase or change except by transfer ?

Mr. Nelson. No change except transfers and changes in titles of
two clerks.

The Chairman. I think that will cover it.

Mr. Nelson. The next item is No. 29, on page 182, "for the main-
tenance of the Montana National Bison Eange and other reserva-
tions." There is no need for reading all of this?

The Chairman. No, just so you give the first line so that we can
refer to it readily in the hearings.

Mr. Nelson. For the maintenance of the Montana National Bison
Range and other reservations, etc. There are 74 of these reserva-

tions under the jurisdiction of the Biological Survey—69 bird reserva-
tions, 1 combination bird and game, and 4 big-game reservations.

The Chairman. How many ?

Mr. Nelson. Sixty-nine bird reservations and 5 game reservations;

that is, 4 big-game reservations and 1 combination bird and game
reservation.

The Chairman. Five bird and game reservations ?

Mr. Nelson. Bird and game reservations combined. We now
have on these reservations 356 buffalo, 324 elk, 21 deer, and 57 ante-

lopes. The animals are all in good condition and are increasing

rapidly.

The bird and game reservations are scattered all over the country,
as indicated by the red spots on this map (indicating).

The Chairman. 1 think you better indicate by States, as the map
does not go into the record.

Mr. Nelson. Federal bird and game refuges are located in 19 States

and 3 Territories, as follows: Arizona, California, Florida, Idaho,

Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, Ne-
vada, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, Texas,

Utah, Washington, Wyoming, Alaska, Hawaiian Islands, and Porto
Rico.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I note you are asking for $2,200

increase to provide a warden service for bird reservations in Alaska,

and further you say that this service is needed in order to promote
the development of grazing and other interests where possible. What
does your work have to do with the grazing ?

Mr. Nelson. Under the law the bird reservations are under the

jurisdiction of the Department of Agriculture; but an Alaska bird

reservation, which includes the Aleutian Islands is under the joint

jurisdiction of the Department of Commerce and the Department of

Agriculture; on account of the fisheries interest there, the part re-

lating to fisheries being under the Department of Commerce, -and the

part relating to the protection of birds and land mammals being under-

the Department of Agriculture.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The connection between birds and
grazing is what 1 can't understand.

Mr. N^elson. These islands are parts of a bird reservation and the

control of grazing is necessary to protect the welfare of the bird life

on them. They are Arctic in character and have no trees, but there
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is ^ass and other vegetation. Heretofore they have been considered

of no economic value, but some people in Oregon got the idea that
they could develop a grazing industry on the islands and asked for

permits to be issued by the Secretary of Agriculture and Secretary
of Commerce giving them the grazing privileges on these islands."

They are now experimenting as to whether or not they can develop
successfully sheep and cattle growing there. We gave those, people
the permits, and I understand they nave spent more than $150,000
in the experiment. It appears as though they may possibly be suc-

cessful. There appears to be a real chance to make something out
of these otherwise desert islands, while at the same time safeguarding^

the bird life. Grazing permits have been issued, I think, to two,
perhaps, three individuals, and within the next two or three years

the question will 'be defiiiitely determined. If the first company
makes a success, there is no doubt that considerable development
will follow. I think this experiment ought to be encouraged so far

as can be done without serious detriment to the bird life of the
islands. The Department of Commerce is encouraging the develop-
ment of fisheries and issuing permits for the establishment of fishing

stations, so that between the departments, we do what we can to
foster the development of grazing and of fishing in that territory

while conserving its wild life resources.

It is the duty of the Secretary of Agriculture to safeguard the
bird Ufe there, and the permits for grazing he issues with the proviso

tjiat the permittees will refrain from destroying bird life or other-
wise interfering with the birds.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In that connection, I have been
told that permits have been issued for the establishment of canning
industries, I believe, it is said, at the mouth of the Yukon River.

Mr. Nelson. That is on the mainland.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Yes ; and the result has been that

the fish do not go up the river as they formerly did, and that the
inhabitants up the river have been sadly in need of food, being
deprived of it on account of it being taken at the canneries at the
mouth of the river, and they do not go up.
Mr. Nelson. I have heard something about that. I once lived

four years near the mouth of the Yukon. One year the salmon ran
up the river a month earlier than usual and the natives entirely
missed the run. The result was that the natives caught only a few
fish and were so short of food the following winter that, if it had not
been for the fur traders they would have starved to death. It does
not necessarily follow that because they failed to catch salmon this-

year that it was due to the cannery at the mouth of the Yukon. I
understand there is but one cannery there.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The cannery has been there for a
number of years ?

Mr. Nelson. I think it has been there about two years.

Mr. Lee. Do they .completely control the mouth of the river with
nets ?

Mr. Nelson. I doubt if one cannery could. In its lower course
the Yukon is about a mile wide and empties through various chan-
nels in a delta about 60 miles broad at its mouth. The main channel
of the river is on the left-hand side of the delta. The cannery was
originally at Andreafski, a-short distance above the delta, but has.
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been moved down near the mouth of one of the main channels in
the delta.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is the width of the river up
^vhere this fishing cannery is ?

Mr. Nelson. About a mile at Andreafski and probably less at its

present location.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then you are of the opinion that
the failure of the fish to go up the river is not due to the establish-

ment of the cannery ?

Mr. Nelson. Yes, sir; I should doubt that very much. The
single cannery would not be likely to have such a result in so brief a
time. Such a report would need careful investigation beforia being
accepted.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You say this could not be estab-
lished without investigation; has some investigation been made to

-determine that ?

Mr. Nelson. I do not know as to that; that comes under the
-activities of the Bureau of Fisheries, in the Department of Commerce,
^nd my information is merely of a general character.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is your opinion, then, that the
fish can not be stopped by the canneries ?

Mr. Nelson. They may be stopped by very extensive netting.

They might be depleted so that the run in the Yukon would in a few
years amount to little or nothing. That ought to be safeguarded;
but by ordinary fishing they could not be stopped in a great riv«r

like the Yukon. Of course, if they overdid it they could cut down
the supply of salmon for the upper Yukon.

Mr. Lee. How long is the Yukon ?

Mr. Nelson. Approximately 2,000 miles.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. When the fish are stopped by
Tiets, at what depth do they place the nets ? _

Mr. Nelson. They use' gill nets extending several yards below
"the surface, or make pound traps with a fence that runs out into the

jriver from shore.

Mr. Lee. They do pound netting ?

Mr. Nelson. Pound netting and gill netting—just how they fish

at this particular place I do not know. I have not been up there

since the cannery was established.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Gill nets could cover quite an

extent of the river ?

Mr. Nelson. They could, but so far as I have heard they have
not yet developed the industry there to the extent of covering the

entire river.

Mr. Lee. They can't use gill nets in swift water.

The Chairman. Are you through with this item ?

Mr. Nelson. We need $2,200 to provide a warden service for bird

reservations in Alaska, adequate provision for which is impossible

xmder present limited appropriations. We need this warden in the

Aleutian Islands to make an investigation and report on their usa-

bility for grazing as no definite information on the subject is avail-

able. When people appeal to us for information we are now able to

give but little and we ought to be in possession of definite information
of conditions on those islands both as to its wild life and of the graz-

ing conditions in order to properly safeguard the birds, and at the
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same time foster any use of the islands which may be practicable.
The natives on these islands have to make a living there and their
"welfare must be considered in administering this reservation.
The Chairman. Are we to understand that it is more of a grazing

than of a bird and game proposition ?

Mr. Nelson. No, sir; the grazing may develop later. At the
present time it is merely an experiment.
The Chairman. What is an experiment; grazing?
Mr. Nelson. Grazing on the Aleutian Island bird reservation;

yes, sir.

The Chairman. That comes under some other bureau ?

Mr. Nelson. No, sir. Under the Secretary of Agriculture the
Biological Survey administers all of the Federal bird reservations
and any activity to be established within such reservations must have
& permit from the Secretary.
The Chairman. What bureau issues the permits ?

Mr. Nelson. The Secretary of Agriculture issues the permits on
recommendation of the Biological Survey. It is necessary to con-
trol activities on the Aleutian Island reservation and other bird
reservations by permits in order to carry out the purpose for which
the reservations were established. I might add that a number of
the islands on this reservation are now being used for fox farming
Tinder permits. These fox farms are owned by natives and a few
others. .

Mr. Lee. You protect game birds?
Mr. Nelson. We protect the birds.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Isn't it a better way to determine
whether or not these islands are suitable for grazing, to let the pri-

vate interests go ahead and try it out as they have been doing
instead of the Government going to that expense ?

Mr. Nelson. We do not expect the Government to go up there
and develop the islands. We want to have a representative up
there to see what is going on, and to give us information which will

tell us whether the birds are being destroyed, and whether it is

l)etter for certain islands to be given over to grazing without refer-

ence to bird reservations. In other words, properly to administer

the reserve.

The remaining increase asked for under this item is to pay for

w^arden service and for the expense of maintaining certain patrol

boats that heretfore have been paid by the National Association of

Audubon Societies. Under the present law we are now prohibited

from accepting such assistance from outside individuals and or-

ganizations. The assistance of that society has been eliminated,

and we have had to take over the work which they had been helping

us to maintaia.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How many men ?

Mr. Nelson. A warden's salary on Breton Island and an assistant

on Breton Island, and one at Key West. They were helping pay
the salaries of three others, and they were contributing the running
expenses of three boats.

The Chairman. My attention has been called to the reindeer in

Alaska. Have you anything in this bill for that work ?

Mr. Nelson. There is nothing in this bill about it, bilt that is a

thing which interests me very much.
The Chairman. You have been in Alaska and are familiar with it ?
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Mr. Nelson. I once lived more than four ;^ears in Alaska. I con-
sider that there is a great future for the reindeer industry in that
Territory. There are now about 160,000 reindeer up there as a result

of importations made by the Bureau of Education. These reindeer
were introduced from Siberia and from Lapland to assist the^atives
on the coast of Bering Sea and the Arctic Ocean to becoine self-

supporting.
The reindeer have remained in the hands of the natives except

some of them that were given the Laplanders, who were brought over
to help teach the natives to care for them. Some of these reindeer
have been sold to white men and they have some large herds,

belonging mainly to a Mr. Lindaberg and the Lomen brothers. Rein-
deer increase rapidly, and the arctic grazing area suitable for them in

Alaska is estimated to be sufficient to take care of 10,000,000 of them.
That number of these animals may be maintained on these arctic

treeless plains bordering the Arctic Ocean and Bering Sea in Alaska.

The Chairman. How many?
Mr. Nelson. Ten million. This is a new industry that it appears

to me should be fostered and its development encouraged by the
Department of Agriculture.

Mr. Lomen, one of the present herd owners, was down here last

winter and expressed a great desire to have the benefit of the expert
assistance of this department in building up the industry andimproving
the herds. He said that the most of the reindeer herds being in the
hands of the Eskimos, they were not handled along proper Hues to
maintain the herds and improve the quality of the stock. He reported
much inbreeding and much scrubby stock, with a lack of any expert
advice on controlling the diseases and parasites of the reindeer. In
other words, he thought the time ripe for the Department to help the
reindeer industry as it now helps the sheep and cattle industry. There
is one very efifectual way in which the breed can be improved, and
that is by capturing soine young wild caribou bulls from the Alaskan
herds and turning them with the reindeer. The caribou are larger

than the reindeer, and interbreeding them is perfectly feasible and
would undoubtedly result in increasing the size and hardihood of the
reindeer. Reindeer are merely domesticated old world caribou.

The reindeer are badly bothered with flies, which produce "war-
bles" or grubs in the slan on their backs. One skin sent me has a
solid mass of warble scars over the entire back. The reindeer have
numerous parasites and diseases, but with the industry trying to get

on its feet in Alaska, there is no available help for trying to limit

losses from such sources.

The Chairman. How much money is being expended by the Bureau
of Education ?

Mr. Nelson. I do not know.
The Chairman. You said nobody was paying attention to it?

Mr. Nelson. According to my last information, no expert veteri-

narian or other person skilled in such work is available for helping

build up the industry on modern lines.

The Chairman. Have you knowledge as to -the activities of the

Bureau of Education ?

Mr. Nelson. I know they are promoting education among the

natives, and that they are promoting the ownership of reindeer herds
among the Eskimos. The reindeer were introduced into Alaska by
the Bureau of Education, but so far as I am iilformed, no one has ever
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been sent up there to look after the development of the industry in a
scientific way, as is now universal among the stock industries of the
United States.

The Chairman. It might he advisable to have this work transferred
to the Department of Agriculture ?'

Mr. Nelson. There is no question that if the department would
take a hand in developing this industry the results would be notable.
The Chairman. In your opinion, what should be donei
Mr. Nelson. I thmk that the reindeer industry, as connected- with

the natives, could properly remain with the Bureau of Education;
but it appears to me that the Department of Agriculture should be
given a hand in developing it among the people outside of the natives.

The Chairman. Your contention is that the reindeer should come
under the supervision of the Department of Agriculture ?

Mr. Nelson. Yes; for the development of the industry among
the people aside from the natives. Of course, the natives would
get the benefit of whatever was done to improve the herds.

The Chairman. Why do you divide it ?

Mr. Nelson. There would be no division. The Bureau of Edu-
cation, as I understand it, is merely promoting the ownership of

reindeer among the Eskimos. Meanwhile a considerable number of

these animals, more than 20,000, I am told, are owned by white
citizens of Alaska who desire to develop the industry which promises
great things for that r^ion but are handicapped by lack of the

expert scientific help such as other stock industries are receiving.

By estabhshing a reindeer experiment station at a suitable point
in Alaska with a skiUed veterinarian and animal husbandman,
supphed with proper laboratory conveniences, and by other scientific

expert assistance the reindeer industry could be given a great impetus
at a trifling cost compared with the benfits. This would not in

any way duplicate or interfere with the efforts of the Bureau of

Education to promote ownership of reindeer among the Eskimos.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I have the same idea as Mr. Haugen

has. As the Bureau of Education is doing a part of that work it

might be better to let them extend the work, and not have a part

of it done by them and a part of it done under your department.
Mr. Nelson. The work of the Bureau of Education in Alaska has

to do only with the welfare of the natives. For it to branch out and
estabhshthe kind of an experiment station I have mentioned would
be entirely outside their present activities and would be a duplication

of the kind of work being done by the Department of Agriculture.

In this department we have the corps of scientific veterinarians and
others needed in the development of the reindeer industry, which is

merely another phase of stock growing based on the domesticated

members of a kind of deer. It is purely a Department of Agriculture

problem.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The Bureau of Education, no

doubt, could have the same kind of men ?

Mr. Nelson. Yes; by building up a new line of work such as this

department is now doing.

The Chairman. In looking up an outside appropriation of $7,500,

I find that an increase of W,500 is asked by the Bureau of Education,

so a considerable amount is being expended. It seems to me that

that amount could be expended to greater advantage through the

department that has a force there at present.
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Mr. Nelson. That appropriation is, I think, merely for the pur-
pose of administration m promoting the ownership of herds by the'

Eskimos, keeping records and otherwise helping the natives adapt
themselves to this phase of stock growing, and not at all for such a pur-
pose as I have in mind should the department take up the matter.
The Bureau of Education would still need that appropriation, even
though the Department of Agriculture should establish an experi-
ment station up there.

The Chairman. Give us an outline of what you think should b&
done. I take it that you are better informed as to that than anyone;
we could hear.

Mr. Nelson. I think there should be established up there a rein-

deer experiment station which should have on its staff a competent,,
experienced veterinarian, a man who has had experience and has
good judgment, and an animal husbandman with several other
experts who would devote their time to the study of the reindeer,

its diseases and parasites; to locate the best source of supply of
young caribou to increase the size of the tame animals; to study
the forage plants used by these animals and determine the areas

suitable for pasturing the herds and what effect reindeer have on the
supply of forage and its reproduction. Here is a new industry
destined to supply Alaska with all the meat it needs and to supply
great quantities to the United States. It will be developed on an
area hitherto considered absolutely worthless as a food-producing
area. A little money wisely spent now will be repaid in an amazing
development. The meat is excellent and small quantities of it have^

already been marketed at high prices in Seattle, San Francisco^
Minneapolis, and New York.

Mr. Lee. The meat is something like the red deer.

Mr. Nelson. A little; yes, sir.

The Chairman. What do you suggest in the way of development i

Mr. Nelson. I think that the Alaskans ought to be encouraged and
helped to develop the reindeer industry, and that one of the first

things would be to get some of the native young bull caribou to put.

in with the reindeer to increase their size, weight, and hardiness.

The Chairman. You say they would have to be transported ?

Mr. Nelson. There are wild caribou.on the Peninsula of Alaska..

This is about five or six hundred miles by water. They would have
to be shipped if taken there; but the largest wild caribou are in the

interior of Alaska and could be brought down the Yukon or Kus--

kokwim Kiver and landed wherever needed.
The Chairman. They would have to ship them five or six hundred

miles or more by boat ?

Mr. Nelson. Yes, sir; it is from the Peninsula of Alaska, or from,

the Tanana River or elsewhere in the interior.

The Chairman. The first thing would be to catch them.
Mr. Nelson. They should be caught while they were young, in the

summer or fall.

The Chairman. Are there many of them ?

Mr. Nelson. Yes, sir; it is estimated that the herd between the

Tanana and the Yukon contains about 100,000 animals.

The Chairman. What would be the expense ?

Mr. Nelson. That would be rather difficult to estimate. They
would probably cost at least $100, perhaps $150, each.
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The Chairman. Would 100 be sufficient to build up the reindeer in
Alaska ?

Mr. Nelson. That would not be enough for entirely building up
the reindeer in Alaska, but that would be a good start, and it would
be enough to make a demonstration of the benefits to be derived from
such a cross-breeding.

The Chaieman. What would you do with the native stock; de-
stroy them ?

Mr. Nelson. No; the herdsmen could continue to raise them as
they are now, but they could build up their herds into graded or im-
proved stock.

The Chaieman. I mean the bulls ?

Mr. Nelson. Those ought to be made into steers as fast as they
could be replaced with better bulls, and when they got to be of a
marketable age, kill them for meat just as you would handle cattla
by eliminating the poor stock. I have a correspondent who has a
reindeer herd on Kuskokwim River. He wrote me that several cari-

bou bulls have come into his herd and lived there for some time,_

moving around with the herd of reindeer, and then drifting back with
the wild caribou again. That indicates how simple it will be to make
the cross suggested.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does that increase the size of the
get very much ?

Mr. Nelson. We have no record of what happened where those
caribou bulls have served those tame reindeer, as yet.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In your experience, do those cari-

bou bulls increase the size of the get very much ?

Mr. Nelson. No one in Alaska has recorded any experience of that
kind. It appears evident, however, if you have a bull reindeer that
will dress 200 pounds, and the bull caribou will dress 300 pounds,
you are bound to get a larger offspring from the bull that dresses.

300 pounds. That is common sense. And, furthermore, it would iml-

prove the reindeer stock, stopping the inbreeding of those 160,000
reindeer that are now in Alaska. They are the descendents of about
1,200 imported animals and they are in serious need of new blood.
The Chaieman. How long ago ?

Mr. Nelson. More than 25 years ago.

Mr. Lee. You have to feed those animals ?

Mr. Nelson. No; they feed themselves. Reindeer and caribou
can live under the severest climatic conditions without feeding. They
live in the summer time on the moss and other vegetation on the
Arctic plains and in winter paw through the snow. The snowfall is

not very deep on the Arctic coast nlains, rarely ever more than from
1 to 2 feet, and the wind blows it aS great areas, so that the vegeta-
tion is exposed.

I am convinced that there is a bright future for the reindeer indus-

try in Alaska. The Canadian Government is so convinced of the

same thing for the development of the industry in their territory that

they have appointed a commission to study the situation, and they
are now conducting an investigation. They have employed the ex-

plorer Stefansson and he is preparing a full report on the reindeer

industry, including that of northern Europe and Siberia.

The Canadian Government, of course, has mUlions of acres of

these Arctic lands which have heretofore been waste. The progress,

made in Alaska has greatly impressed the Canadians. In this con~
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nection it may be added that the newspapers recently announced the
formation of a company in Indiana which has applied to the Canadian
Government for the prirUege of grazing reindeer on a large area on
the west coast of Hudson Bay for a period of 30 years. The Council
for the Canadian Government has approved of that apphcation.
The Chairman. Are the tame reindeer that run at large in Alaska

owned in common; and is there anj-^ restriction on killing them for
food?

Mr. Nelson. The tame ones are owned by individual Eskimos, or
by individual white men, just like cattle or sheep are in this country.
The owners care for their herds and look after them as they would
for sheep.
The C^AiEMAN. There is need for this meat in Alaska, is there not ?

Mr. Nelson. Yes; meat is needed throughout the Territory and
the reindeer herds of the future wiU supply it in abundance.
The Chairman. There is a scarcity in Alaska?
Mr. Nelson. Yes; the cattle and sheep industry of Alaska are

wholly undeveloped, but once the reindeer industry is well estab-
lished the Territory will become self-supporting so far as meat is

concerned and wUl export a large surplus.

The Chairman. I would like information, as to the importance of

the proposition. The condition was called to my attention by Mr.
Lomen, when he was here last year.

Mr. Nelson. It is Iiighly worthy of development^ as is indicated
by the interest the Canadian Government is taking in it. The
Canadian Government has miUions of acres of this Arctic land like

that in Alaska, which is absolutely worthless for anything else. Now,
here, we have an animal that will live on these Arctic plains and stay
in good condition the year round, and produces good meat, and good
tallow, and produces splendid hides, and is readily domesticated, just

as domestic an animal as the sheep.
The Chairman. How many people has the department in Alaska?
Mr. Nelson. The department has not very many. It has an

agricultural experiment station, but I do not know the number of

employees.
The Chairman. This question could be taken up in cooperation

with others to advantage ?

Mr. Nelson. It could be done in cooperation with the Bureau of

Animal Industry.
The Chairman. I mean with the department as a whole ?

Mr. Nelson. Yes; the thing could be handled by the Department
of Agriculture perfectly, because it has all of the men and organiza-

tion for the work. It is merely a matter of having money to conduct
the work up there.

The Chairman. It appears to me that it could be handled to a

better advantage through your department than through the Bureau
of Education. If it is of sufficient importance, we can take it up
with the chairman of the other committee and possibly have it

adjusted.
Mr. Nelson. It seems to me, without reflecting any discredit on

the Bureau of Education, that the Department of Agriculture could

get results which are infinitely better than any results which the

Bureau of Education has heretofore been able to obtain.

The Chairman. This discussion is not intended to reflect on

anybody.
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Mr. Nelson. No, sir; it is merely a fact that the Department- of

Agriculture is in the best position to develop any phase of the live-

stock industry.

; The Chauiman. Can you give us an estimate as to what would be
required to encourage this development ?

Mr. Nelson. As a rough, estimate T. think that approximately
$2.'i,000 would be needed to establish and support a reindeer experi-
ment station the first year.

The Chairman. Has the department any buildings there ?

Mr. Nelson. Near Nome is a more or less abandoned military post
with good building, and rents are cheap in Nome.
The Chairman. Have you any stations in this vicinity?

Mr. Nelson. No.
The Chairman. How many houses would they need.
Mr. Nelson. Not very extensive quarters to house and afford

laboratory accommodations; also small corrals and sheds as hospital

quarters for animals being studied.

The Chairman. Can you give a rough estimate?
Mr. Nelson. I should say that .125,000 ought to start the thing.

The Chairman. Have you any plans ?

Mr. Harrison. Would it not be better to let Mr. Nelson think the

matter over and submit a statement later ?

Mr. Nelson. I wiU be glad to do that.

The Chairman. This is outside of the estimates. My attention has
been called to it. It is very interesting and I would like to know what
to do in the matter.

Mr. Nelson. Mr. Lomen's greatest desire was to have somebody
study the business and help it develop. That is what is needed more
than anything else. This can bedone by trained menlocafced up there.

The Chairman. And to improve the herds ?

Mr. Nelson. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. My understanding that inbreeding is the greatest
trouble.

Mr. Nelson. That is the greatest trouble. Then, too, my corre-

spondent up there complains that he is losing animals from parasites.

The Chairman. Would you suggest importing animals or improv-
ing the herds you have now ?

Mr. Nelson. I would improve the herds of animals that we have
in Alaska. We have an abundance of tame animals and can grade
them up by crossing with our wild caribou.

The Chairman. We thank you very much. After you have givpn
this further consideration we will be pleased to have you furnish a
statement ?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Mr. Nelson, can you furnish a
statement showing what it would take the first year of operations ?

The Chairman. Yes, in connection with these remarks—in con-
nection with this discussion.

Mr. Nelson. I shall be glad to do so. In speaking of transfers of

activities to this department I wish to refer to. another matter.
Some years ago Congress gave to the Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Fisheries, jurisdiction over the land fur-bearing animals
in Alaska. Neither the Department of Gommerce nor the Bureau of

Fisheries wishes to have this work, and the recent annual reports of

the Secretary of Commerce and of the Commissioner of fisheries

repeat their desire to have the work transferred elsewhere, the Com-
164315—20 50 •
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missioner of Fisheries recommending that it be transferred to the
Biological Survey, where I think it belongs. I saw Dr. Smith, Com-
missioner of Fisheries, recently, and he inquired when we planned to
take that off of their hands. He said it was a burden to them and
that they were not interested in it, as it was entirely outside their

interests.

Mr. Harrison. The transfer of the work was recommended in the
report of the Secretary two or three years ago.

Mr. Nelson. There was a bill introduced in Congress two years
ago to bring about this transfer but no action was taken. It is a line

of wotk such as the Biological Surrey is already doing and its trans-

fer would result in greater efficiency.

The Chairman. If you wiU submit a draft of what you want done,
the committee will see what it can do.

Mr. Lee. That would have to be done by a special biU.

The Chairman. It could be done by an agreement in this bill.

Mr. Harrison. We will prepare a section to accomplish the pur-
pose and submit it in any form you desire if the committee wishes
us to do so.

The Chairman. I beUeve that would be proper. Of course, we
wUl have to confer with the other committee. If the two committees
agree, I think it can be done.

Mr. Harrison. This is a matter on which the two departments
are in complete agreement and both have recommended it in their

annual reports.

The Chairman. Very well; what is the next item?
Mr. Nelson. The next is No. 30, "For the improvement and main-

tenance of the game preserve in SuUys Hill National Park, in the
State of North Dakota." It is proposed to strike out the word
"preserves" and insert instead the word "preserve." There is just

one preserve and not two. The appropriation is for $5,000. That is

the amount that was appropriated last year, and there is no change.
The next is item No. 31, "For investigating the food habits of North

American birds and mammals in relation to agriculture, horticulture,

and forestry," etc.

The appropriation under this item covers four lines of work: (1)

Investigation of the food habits of North American birds and mam-
mals in relation to a,griculture ; (2) the destruction of predatory ani-

mals, such as wolves, coyotes^ and others ; (3) the destruction of in-

jurious rodents, such as prairie dogs, pocket gophers, and others ; and
(4) experiments in rearing fur-bearing animals.
For the destruction or control of rodents injurious to agriculture

we now have a complete organization in 16 of the Western States,

where these pests are most numerous. Our experts in charge of the

State organizations work in cooperation with the State extension
service and through the county agents.

The losses of crops through depredations of rodents annually is

estimated at more than $150,000,000, and the losses of forage prod-
ucts from this source is an equal sum, or a total of about $300,000,000
destroyed by these pests each year.

Since the Biological Survey developed improved and effective

methods of destroying these pests, the farmers have become deeply
interested and are joining in the campaign in rapidly increasing

numbers. Last year more than 135,000 farmers cooperated in this

work and a stiU larger number are doing so this year. '.
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- The demand for our participation in this work has grown more
rapidly than our available funds wjR permit. We have requests for
estabUshing a regular organization in three additional States which,
we have been unable to meet.
The rodent pests while present and injurious to agriculture in

every State are most serious in the States from the western part of
the Mississippi Valley to the Pacific coast. In the Mississippi Valiey
and the Eastern and Southern States various kinds of mice are the
most geheraUy distributed and serious pests. As a sample of their
destructiveness I may mention the case in Winchester County, Va.,
where in two years small field mice about 3 inches long, known as
the pine mouse, killed bearing apple trees valued at about $250,000.

Mj. McLaughlin of Michigan. There must have been a lot of mice.
Mr. -Nelson. There were many of them, but they might readily

have been destroyed and the trees saved, as we demonstrated to the
orchard owners when we were called in to help protect the orchards.

These mice work underground and girdle the roots by gnawing off

the bark. The tree dies suddenly and the owner is often unable to
understand what has happened. These pests are found throughout
the Eastern States as far as New Hampshire, and we are often asked
to help stop their ravages.
The Chairman. How did you destroy these mice ^

Mr. Nelson. We powder strychnia on small cubes of sweet potato
or similar vegetable and put the baits in their runways or holes.

The mice eat such baits readily and are killed.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In this item 31

Mr. Nelson (interposing). The extent of the rodent operations are
indicated by the fact that our field men during the past year guided
the farmers in the destruction of these pests on nearly 15,000,000
acres of farm lands, and through our own field parties destroyed
most of the rodents on 1,500,000 acres of the public domain, largely
in National Forests. Prairie dogs and ground squirrels have been
nearly exterminated over enormous areas and have been absolutely
exterminated on large tracts.

The Chairman. WiU you kindly give the States from which they
have been eliminated ? .

Mr. Nelson. They have been entirely eliminated from large areas
in New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, and North Dakota, but not from
the entire States. The work is progressive and the areas to be
covered are very great.

The Chairman. Doctor, we started in with a heavy appropriation
and increased it last year. Congress wiU now want to know what
progress you are making. We hoped that in view of your effective

work possibly some of these appropriations might be cut down.
Mr. Nelson. Mr. Chairman, I think consideration of the magni-

tude of the task we have in hand is sufficient to show that it will

require a number of years to complete it. Eodent pests infest hun-
dreds of millions of acres of public and private lands and destroy

more than $300,000,000 worth of crops and forage each year. Pred-
atory animals infest 18 Western States, where they destroy more than

$20,000,000 worth of live stock each year. We are guiding a cam-
paign to destroy these pests and lessen the losses year by year until

they are reduced to a nominal sum. Our work is demonstrating^

that this is practicable at a nominal cost compared with the increased

returns to farmer and stock grower.
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The best proof that our work is getting the desired results lies in
the fact that when we began the work against injurious animal pests
no funds were being put up by the States to help in the work. This
year the States are putting into cooperation with us for the destruc-
tion of rodent pests more than $900,000, and for destruction of pred-
atory animals more than $225,000. More than 135,000 farmers are
actively cooperating in rodent campaigns/ and thousands of stock-
men in the predatory animal and rodent work. The legislatures of 13
States have made appropriations for this work, usually specifying that
they are to be expended in cooperation with the Biological Survey.
Other funds come from counties, local associations, and individuals.
The interest of the people where the work is being done and the large
funds they are putting mto cooperation with us is proof not only that
we are getting effective results, but also that the work is one of serious

importance to the welfare of the farmer and stO(3kman. In the end
we expect to practically exterminate some of the most destructive of

the animal pests and to control the others.

The Chairman. What do you mean by control?
Mr. Nelson. To reduce their numbers about cultivated areas.

The Chairman. Isn't it possible to destroy them ?

Mr. Nelson. Some of the small rodents are so numerous over-

great sections of the coimtry that to exterminate them completely
would cost too much. The losses by such rodents can be controlled

by destroying the animals about the farms from year to year. That
rodent work is a profitable investment on the farm is indicated by
the statements we have received from farmers that they profited from
$15 to $20 for every doUar spent in the destruction of these pests.'

The Chairman. Are cooperative funds available from all the
States ?

Mr. Nelson. From practically all of the States from the western
border of the Mississippi Valley to the Pacific coast, which is the
area in which occur the greatest losses from rodents and predatory
animals. In that region we are conducting great campaigns and are

seriously handicapped by being able this year to allot omy $102,000
for rodent work with which to meet and offset the $901,000 being
put up in the States. The States are constantly urging us to do
more work on Government lands adjacent to cultivated areas on
which they are destroying rodents and are having their lands rein-

fested from the rodents living on the Government lands. This

brings in the need of keeping the rodent work going as a continuous
operation. If the work stops, or is reduced for a single season, the

areas in which we have exterminated the pests will be reoccupied
by them from surrounding territory, and areas on which have been
killed from 75 to 95 per cent of the pests wUl be restocked by the

breeding survivors which would be destroyed by a follow-up treat-

ment.
CaUfornia is spending about $335,000 this year in rodent destruc-

tion and has criticized the failure of the Government to meet them
in this work by destroying the rodents on the adjacent public domain.
This we would like to do, but it is an impossibility with our present

funds.
Before the Biological Survey took up the work of destroying animal

pests many millions of dollars had been spent in fighting these pests

by sporadic campaigns^ sometimes by the States, sometimes by
communities or by individuals, but always without continuity of
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organization and plan. The result was complete failure to accom-
Slish any ^rmanent result. The success of our endeavors has been
ue to two factors—first, the development of much more effective

and economic methods, and second, by a definite plan for continuous
community action until the pests are actually exterminated, wherever
this result is practicable. I have already stated the evidences of
local appreciation of our methods by the amount of money put
into cooperation in addition to the work of many thousand farmers
and others.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You cooperate with the States in
taking care of these lands and nrivately owned" lands?

Mr. Nelson. Yes, sir. For instance, in North Dakota, where one
of the largest campaigns against rodents is going on, we supply an
expert who passes oh his knowledge to the county agents and the
farmers.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I am glad to know that. I am
glad to hear you say that, because almost every bureau that we have
talked with says that the county agent is no good, and that it is neces-
sary to have an expert from the bureau go around to do the work
himself.

Mr. Nelson. The county agent organization has enabled us to
greatly increase the usefulness of our work. Through the coimty
agents we get the farmers organized and in a receptive mood to
receive the necessary instructions, and the carrying out of the cam-
paigns on such a great scale as at present would be impossible without
their aid. At the same time it is necessary for us to keep our expert?
in the States to keep in touch with the work and to give demonstra-
tions and otherwise maintain the efficiency of the work. While the
county agents are very helpful, they have a. multitude of duties and
can not concentrate on rodent work or any other one subject except
temporarily. This work calls for the continuous activity throughout
the year of our expert as the chief center of education and organiza-
tion in this campaign. Our results have been vastly increased by
the help of the county agents.

Mi". Lee. You do this by simply poisoning oats ?

Mr. Nelson. By mixing specially prepared poisons with oats,

barley, or other vegetable foodTsuited to the special kind of rodent to

be destroyed.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I can understand very well why you

do this on Government lands, national forests, and so on, why you
should eliminate them from such lands and from certain of those
places where the land adjoining is infested, but I don't quite under-
stand how the Government can go on this private land and do this

work!
Mr. Nelson. We do not do the actual work on the private lands.

We demonstrate methods and instruct the people how to prepare and
distribute the poison, aid them in organizing themselves to make the
work effective and results permanent, and they pay all operating costs

on their holdings.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I asked you, in my first question
a moment ago, it the department did this on private land, and you
said yes.

Mr. Nelson. I beg your pardon, I did not understand you. We
cooperate with the States by having our experts supervise and direct
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the whole campaign on Federal, State, and private land, correlating
the entire operation, working through county agents in instructing
and organizing the farmers, guiding them in the employment of the
most efficient measures on the private holdings, the operating cost
being borne by the landowners. On Government lan(fe we usually
hire men and do the work ourselves. In some places, however, the
farmers are so desirous to keep their crops free from rodents that they
volunteer to put out the poison on Government land adjoining their

farms if we will supply the poisoned grain. We have had a lot of
free work done for the Government in that way, and considerable
areas of Government land has been cleaned by volunteer labor,

because in doing that they guard against the reinvasion of their own
lands.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I think that kind of work should
go on, but not on private lands. Teaching them how to do it is aU
right, but there is a growing tendency on the part of the people in

many parts of the country to ask the Government agents, men from
the different bureaus to come and actually do the physical work,
besides bearing the expense, which I do not approve.

Mr. Nelson. The part we take with regard to private land is that
of guiding the work and teaching the people the most effective meth-
ods of preparing and handling the poison.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan, i would like to call your attention

to item 31. It seems to me that there is no need of segregating this

proposition. If you will read the different sections, the first one
inchides experiments and demonstrations in destroying wolves,

coyotes, prairie dogs, gophers, and other animals injurious to agri-

culture. In the second item below is the provision tor destroying
wolves, coyotes, and other animals injurious to agriculture, and in

*he next paragraph is the provision for the protection of stock and
other domestic animals, through the suppression of rabies and by
the destruction of wolves, coyotes, and other predatory wUd animals.

The work there is practically all the same, and we divide it up,

$15,000 for one, $125,000 for the other, and so on. The work is all

the same. Why segregate it ?

Mr. Harrison. The appropriation should be provided in one sum
instead of being divided into three. The present arrangement causes

a lot of difficulty in administering the work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I think the present draft is inex-

cusable.

Mr. Harrison. Mr. McLaughlin, nothing can be said about the

present draft that would be too strong.

The Chairman. This language is, " that of this sum not less than

$123,800 shall be used on the public lands, national forests, and else-

where in the Western and Northwestern States." So if you don't

expend the $123,800 they will send you to jail.

Mr. Harrison. I suppose that is a possibility.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The first paragraph is "public do-

main," and the next one is public lands," which is public domain,

and the next one "forests," which is just the same.

Mr. Harrison. When you first mentioned the matter, I was talk-

ing to Mr. Haugen about it, and I told him that the paragraph is the

most complicated in the whole bUl.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is saying a good deal; I do

not know about that.
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ifr. Hareison. That is true. We would be very glad, at your
request, to submit a revision.

Mr. Nelson. It could be simplified.

Mr. Hakeison. And we would be glad to do it.

The Chairman. These States might want to have this language
in the draft.

Mr. Harrison. We could separate the three lines of work.
The Chairman. This matter was discussed in conference. The

Senate conferees were determined to have this language in, to which
we finally agreed. It is by no means the prosper language.

Mr. Haeeison. We can set out the three different lines and show
the amount that will be expended for each.
Mr. McLaugjhlin of Michigan. You could indicate the amount that

is to be expended for each one. Here is one place it says that 15,000
shall be used.

Mr. Haeeison. It says, in effect, that we "must" use that amoxmt.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In another place it is provided that

you have got to spend $123,800. You can't expend $12-3,700; but
you must get clean up to the $800, and here is another place where it

says that of this sum not more than $125,000 shall be expended.
You can spend $10 and comply with that paragraph. So, if you can
find another place that is worse than this one, Mr. Harrison, I think
you are going some.

Mr. Harrison. I think this is the worst.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is pretty bad.
Mr. Harrison. It is undoubtedly the worst.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I think it ought to be revised.

Mr. Harrison. Is the committee willing to let us submit a new
provision ?

The Chairman. Yes ; I believe it would be best to do so.

Mr. Harrison. We can present three items providing separately
for the three lines of work.
Mr. Nelson. There are four lines of work that have to be men-

tioned, but the wording of the lump sum could be so stated as to

carry on those four lines of work.
Mr. Harrison. There are only three, the investigational and

experimental work, the rodent control work, and the predatory
animal control work.
Mr. Nelson. There is fur fanning.
Mr. Harrison. That is investigational. That would come under

the investigational item.

The Chairman. You could set out the amount of each item.

Mr. Harrison. That would be entirely agreeable to us, wouldn't it,

Mr. Nelson?
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If there are three kinds of work
Mr. Nelson. The only point is that predatory animals and rabies

are pretty bad in a large section of the stock-igrowing country, and the
stock growers might think that we were trying to leave something out.

Mr. Harrison. That can be covered in the new language.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Here in the same sentence you have
include'd experiments, demonstrations, and also investigations and
experiments.

Mr. Harrison. Yes, sir; there is nothing you can say about the

present arrangement of the paragraph that would be too bad, Mr.
McLaughlin.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Mickigaii. We have taken notice that you hp,ve
said a good word about the county agents, but the others that have
come before the cominittee, when we ask them why the county agent
can't do a certain thing they always say he does not know enough.

Mr. Nelson. It inight interest you to know that in New Mexico
the services of county agents were continued in several counties
because of the success of the rodent work.
The Chairman. How about the extension of eradication work ?

Mr. Nelson. We prppose to extend it to Iowa, Minnesota, and
Texas as soon as we have the funds.

Mi-. McLaughlin of Michigan. You say they are asking? How
is it done ?

Mr. Nelson. It is done through the extension service of the agri-

cultural colleges.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I do not know any reason why you
should go in there and do that work in States where there ife no public
lands.

Mr. Nelson. In such States we merely conduct demonstrations
and furnish expert guidance to insure the best results. The work
itself is done by the people of the States and not by the Goverimient.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is a simple matter; you have
discovered the best kind of poison, and how to apply it to make it

effective. Why can't they take it up and do it themselves ?

Mr. Nelson. Because we find that most people are a little careless

and often overlook some small but necessary detail. Furthermore
we find conditions vary and the habits of the animals vary in a way
that often tries the skill of our most experienced men to get good
results. To depend on written instructions at times _may give good
results but practical field experience on a large scale in many States
has shown conclusively the absolute need of expert leadership.

When left to do the work wholly on their own guidance people often

fail to get proper results.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Who suffers as the result ?

Mr. Harrison. The country as a whole.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. No ; I do not think it does.

Mr. Nelson. For instance we receive complaints that poison pre-

pared according to our formula by certain farmers is worthless. We
send a man to investigate and find that some small part of the formula
was omitted or the poison had been kept too long or had been
improperly distributed and the community had been discouraged.

Our expert makes a demonstration in preparing and distributing the

poison, gets good results, and the 'people at once go on with the

campaign and make a gftbd saving of crops.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I do not see the reason.

Mr. !^ELsON. Oiir' obifect is to carry on an educational campaign
for the elimination of these rodents and with them the heavy losses

to agriculture by -them.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is hard for me to see the differ-

ence, in teaching people how. to kill these rodents, and in teaching
them how' to pull the weeds out of their corn.

Mr. Nelson. Another phase of the rodent work, is the destruction
of house, rats. The annual losses caused in this country by house
rat& is about $200,000,000.
The Chairman. You tell them how to destroy them ?
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Mr. NelsoNi. Yes; we advise as to the best method of diestroying
them by traps, poison, and better still to rat-proof buildings aiid: au
food storage places such as warehouses, corncribs, etc. A moderate
expenditure in rat proofing is very effective in reducing losses from
this source. In other words, safeguard the food so that the rats
can't get it, and when you deprive me rats of food you will eliminate-
the rats.

If you build the granary so that the rats can not get in it, you
eliminate the rats; if you build the granary so that the rats can get in
it and have a free run, and plenty of food the rats will multiply right
up to the available supply of food.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How many men have you employed
in that kind of work ? ^

Mr. Nelson. We have one man who devotes a good part of his
time to this kind of work. We have had calls for advice and help
from many sources, and we have issued a bulletin on the subject.
People appear to be more or less helpless when it comes to facing a
problem presented by any kind of animal pest largely through lack of
mformation as to their habits. For example, a large milling com-
pany of LouisviUe, Ky., reported serious losses from rats and asked
our advice. We sent a man down there and he found that near the
mill there were a lot of chaff and screeningsj forming splendid homes
for the rats, and that building was so constructed that the rats could
get in without trouble. The owner said that it was costing him about
13,000 a year to repair grain sacks, without reference to the amount
of food that was destroyed by these rats.

Our expert pointed out how the building could b6 rat proofed for a

few hundred dollars. The result was that the rats were practically

eliminated from his mill and warehouse. That looks like a simple
proposition, yet here was a man having losses amounting to thou-
sands of dollars a year, but he had no practical idea how to stop them.
When the war came on the Army took over the Bush Terminal

warehouses in New York, a series of buildings eleven blocks long, and
from one to three blocks deep. They were to be used for the storing

of supplies for the Army. The quartermaster in charge wrote us
that the place was swarming with rats which must be destroyed
before the supplies could be put iu and asked for advice. We at once
sent an expert who found that poison could not be used, and after

examining the premises laid out a continuous trapping campaign on a
large scale. The advice was followed promptly by the purchase of

1,200 traps of the kind suggested and four men set to trapping rats.

That was the 1st of January, 1918; the 1st of January, 1919, I

received a letter from the quartermaster in charge thanking us for

our assistance and reporting that for some time after they beigan

trapping they had taken a barrel full of rats day after day, and that
at the end of the year they had trapped between thirty-five and fifty

. thousand fats. He added that their total losses from rats during the
year had not exceeded $50, In other words, the advice which the

department gave, through one man spending a day up there, resulted

in saving a very great sum to the Government.
The (JhairmaN. Doctop, we have a number of very important

items. Have you finished your statement ?

Mr. Nelson. I haven't finished the statement. This is on the

rodents. I think it may be well to give a few items showing what
some rodents destroy.
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Prof. Nabours, of the State College of Agriculture, estimated that
last year the pocket gophers in Kansas destroyed 10 per cent of the
alfalia crop. The crop that year was valued at $50,000,000. So that
there was $5,000,000 lost from that one kind of rodent in the State
of Kansas in one year.
The effectiveness of the methods for destroying this pest was shown

down at Hearne, Tex., when the quarantine against the pink cotton
boll worm was put into effect. The farmers were advised by the
Agricultural College to plant peanuts, but the pocket gophers ate
them as fast as they were planted. On request we sent a man to help
control the gophers. He soon demonstrated how to kill the gophers,
a community campaign quickly eliminated the pests and a good crop

of peanuts was the result.

A few months ago I received a telegram from an American firm in

Mexico City saying that a swarm of field mice had suddenly attacked
and was destroying a large area of wheat belonging to some Americans
and asked advice by telegram. Our advice was followed and the
crop saved. In the State of Vera Cruz, Mexico, some American
owners of a sugar cane plantation after spending thousands of dollars

fighting gophers unsuccessfully asked advice to save their plantation
from complete destruction. Our suggestions enabled them to save
their crop. The devastations of pocket gophers in the alfalfa fields

are examples of the destructiveness of these pests.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why don't you telegraph to thera

as you did to Mexico. ?

Mr. Nelson. The destruction of these pests in alfalfa fields js not
so simple or these losses would have been long ago eliminated. It will

require an investigation to determine the best methods and then an
educational campaign to teach the methods to the farmers.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan; What is the use of them asking the

Government to send a man in there to do something which they can
do themselves?

Mr. Nelson. The object of our work will be to give the farmers

the benefit of the expert knowledge we have secured in dealing with

such problems through years of investigation and experience. The
necessary information to control these losses will be passed on to the

farmers through our cooperation with the coxmty agents.

Mr. Lee. 1V&. Chairman, before we take up the next item
The Chairman. Are you through with this item ?

Mr. Nelson. No; I wish to give something about the predatory

animal work which is covered in this item. The plague of rabies

among predatory animals existed in five States and was spreading

when the first appropriation was made for its control. Before we
could get the work well established it spread into the sixth State,

Utah. Since then we have stopped its spread and held down its

ravages to a great extent. Renewed outbreaks of it occur here and
there as has been the case in Oregon, Nevada, and Utah within a fiew

months but we soon suppress them. If this control should be re-

moved the disease would spread all over the Western States.

In our predatory animal work, including rabies, we have taken the

skins of over 95,000 predatory animals, which includes more than

2,200 big gray wolves. Single wolves are known to have killed

anywhere from one thousand to five thousand dollars worth of live

stock in a year.
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The Chaieman. How much money have you turned into the
Treasury from these furs?

Mr. Nelson. We have turned into the Treasury to date more than
$209,000 from the furs from predatory animals taken by Government
hunters.

The Chaieman. And that is to be deducted from the appropriation ?

Mr. Nelson. That would be deducted from the appropriation; as
so much back to the Government from this work. That sum is not
for one year but for the period since we began this work.
The Chaieman. How much did you turn in last yearl
Mr. Nelson. $76,179.
Some of the predatory animal hunters, in occasional months, pay

the Government a profit on their salary, getting skins worth more
than their salary. In summer, however, the animal skins are worth-
less. The States are putting up cooperative money to work with us,

but less than for the rodent work. They are putting up about
$225,000 for the predatory animal work, as against over $900,000
for the rodent work.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is that on public lands out there

where that work is being conducted ?

Mr. Nelson. The predatory animal work is very largely on the
public lands, because it is mainly on the national forests, and other
wild public grazing land where the predatory animals breed and live.

This work saves the lives of large numbers of stock which graze on
the pubhc domain.

It will interest the committee to know that we have several women
trappers. Two women came up to Nevada from Arizona and asked
to be employed as trappers. We tried them and they were found
to be as effective as men, so these two women are on the rolls. They
turn in, on an average, as many skins as the men trappers.

One of our trappers spent some time trying to get a notorious
cattle-MUing wolf, and during the period before capturing him found
23 freshly Hlled calves that had been destroyed by that wolf. We
have record in another case where a mountain lion killed 50 calves

and 3 colts before our men killed him.
In many cases it can be determined what individual woK or other

animal has done the killing from its having lost a foot or had it

crippled in a trap so its track is easily distinguished.
'

Some of these animals have tremendous records, and are, of course,

exceedingly difficult to get. A reasonable estimate of the saving
of live stock through the predatory animals taken by our hunters
last year amounts to more than $5,000,000. The saving of crops
through our rodent campaign based largely on estimates of farmers
amounts to about $15,000,000.
The next part is fur farming. We have an experimental fur farm

in New York State. Fox farming has become an established indus-
try, and we are running an experimental farm and working out
methods of feeding and otherwise trying to develop this new industry.

Fur farms are being established all along the northern tier of States.

Fox farming is developing rapidly in Alaska and Canada as well.

There appears to be a great future in the business due to the increasing

value of furs as the"wild fur animals are decreasing.

I merely want to call your attention to the fact that at the last

sales the prices of muskrats were up to $3.90, mink over |20, and
coyote more than $20.
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The final section of this appropriation is for the investigation of
birds, to determine the usefm species and to provide methods of
increasing their number; also to determine the injurious speaes, and
methods of destrojdng or controlling them.

Mr. Chairman, in connection with the rabies work, one. item I
omitted I would like to put in here. Up to 1918, 1,437 people had
been bitten by rabid animals, and 47 had died from it, in the: States
where we are working to destroy the animals which spread thia
disease. That, Mr. Chairman, is all of this item.

The Chairman. It is very important work. There is no question
about it.

Mr. Nelson. ThenextitemisNo. 32, "for biological investigations,

including the relations, habits, geographic distribution, and migra-
tions of animals and plants, and the preparation of maps of the life

zones, $24,400." That covers the scientific investigational activities-

of the bureau, and no increase is requested. It is the fimdamental
work of the Biological Survey upon which it was engaged before it

took up the economical work. That is very necessary for the con-
tinuance of the effective economic activities of the bureau.
The next item, No. 33, "for aU necessary expenses for enforcing the

provisions of the migratory bird-treaty act of July 3, 1918, and for

cooperation with the local authorities m the protection of migratory
birds, and for necessary investigations connected therewith." The
administration of this law is largely police work, done throughout
the United States to enforce the provisions of the migratory bird

treaty act. Under our present appropriation we are able to carry only
about 38 full-time game wardens, less than one to a State. I think it

wiU be admitted that one man or less than one man to each State is-

an inadequate number to enforce a Federal law throughout the coim-
try. The result of our inadequate force is that the violators of the

law are beginning to take advantage of the situation in wholesale

fashion in some sections of the country. It will be necessary to have
more men if we are to have the treaty and the law properly respected.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have 37 now? How many
men will be employed?

Mr. Nelson. Under the new appropriation, I think it gives us

55 paid wardens, and on part salary, we will have 100 deputies, and
that would enable us to police the country in a far more satisfactory

way than at present. We need enough wardens so that we can be

represented in each State. That appears to me to be obvious. Our
wardens are all acting in cooperation with the State game wardens,

and in that coimection I might say that the State game service, and

the State game commissioners, are expressing more and more their

appreciation of this Federal law, and the assistance it is in helping

make more effective the protection of game in the States.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is that so in aU States ? Do aU of

of the States feel the same way about it ?

Mr. Nelson. With the exception of one or two States, we are

having the most friendly relations. In general throughout the coun-

try we have the most ooridal cooperation and have many expressions

of appreciation for the cooperation, we give in return. With the migra-

tory bird work is combined the administration of the Lacey .A.ct.

Through this we can help the State giame officials in controlling iUegaL

shipments of game.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I asked that question because I
thought some of the States were opposed altogether to the migratory
bird Taw.

Mr.' Nelson. In the heginning, there was some suspicion among
some State game officials as to the effect the law would have on the
State game laws, but this has passed. There was a strong -fight put
Tip by many men who desired a continuance of spring shooting.
Most of this antagonistic feeling has disappeared, and the better ele-

ment of sportsmen throughout me country are strongly in favor of the
law. In common with the State game commissions they report,

a

great increase of migratory game as a direct result of the Federal law
«,nd especially to the abolition of spring shooting.

The reports coming in this season agree that there are far more
migratory game birds than for many years. The result of this law
has been astounding, and many people who were strongly lor spring
shooting have become changed to favor the law. One sportsman in
Illinois recently remarked: "I have always been in favor of spring
shooting, but from what I have seen this fall in the increase of game
birds, undoubtedly from the results of this law, we are whipped.
I am through." He says, "I think the law is a good thing." And
that is a sample of the change in sentiment among many in various
parts of the country who opposed it in the beginning. They feel

now that the migratory-bird law is a good thing.

The Chairman. How much money has been appropriated for the
enforcement of the Lacey Act ?

Mr. Nelson. Twenty-two thousand dollars. That is an item
which is combined with this appropriation.
The Chairman. You are cutting mat down by $1,500 ? The appro-

priation last year was $22,000, and this year you are asking for $20,500.
Mr. Nelson. That is on account of transfer of a clerk.

The Chairman. What is the next item ?

Mr. Nelson. The next item is No. 34, "For general adminis-
trative expenses connected with the above-mentioned lines of work,
including cooperation with other Federal bureaus, departments,
boards, and commissions, on requests from them."
, We are asking for a small increase here to meet the increased de-
mands on the part of other bureaus for cooperation, and also due to

the addition of one clerk to our administrative office.

Mr. Chairman. The increase is $4,240 ?

Mr. Nelson. Yes, sir; $1,800 of which goes to a clerk, and the rest

is for general expenses, mostly traveling expenses, when men are sent
out on request.

That is all, I believe.

The Chairman. You say your total increase is about $80,000 ?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. No- it is only about $23,000.
The Chairman. The total for the Biolggical Survey.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That would be about $36,000.
Mr. Nelson. The total increase asked for the bureau amounts to

$235,835, under the following items: Maintenance of reservations,

$5,135; food habits of North American birds and mammals, etc.,

covering the rodent and predatory-animal work, $118,960; enforce-

ment of migratory-bird treaty act, $107,500; administration, $4,240.

Mr. Harrison. Mr. Chairman, there is another matter in which
the Biological Survey is interested. I refer to item No. 24, on page
289, and Mr. Nelson will explain it briefly.
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The Chairman. Has the migratory-bird treaty act been tested in
the district courts ?

Mr. Nelson. Six district courts have declared in favor of the
constitutionaUty of it. No district judge has declared against it.

The Chairman. Has it come to the Supreme Court ?

Mr. Nelson. Yes; it is before the Supreme Court. The attorney
general of Missouri, when the law was passed, declared that he con-
sidered the law was unconstitutional, and he didn't propose to obey
it. He proceeded to take a gim and go hunting out oi season, and
one of oiu" wardens promptly arrested him and brought him into
coiu-t. He retaliated by trying to get an injunction against the
enforcement of the law in Missouri, on the ground that the law was
unconstitutional. He was overruled and has appealed the case to
the United States Supreme Court, where it is now on the calendar.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What action did the district court
take on the case when he was first arrested ?

Mr. Nelson. I think the injunction was denied, and so he appealed.
Six district judges in various parts of the country have declared the
law constitutional.

The Chairman. You mean Federal courts ?

Mr. Nelson. Yes, sir.

PlrtDTECTION of EMPLOYEES OF FoREST SERVICE AND BlOLOGICAL
Survey.

Item No. 24, on page 289, for the protection 6f employees
of the Forest Service and the Biological Siu-vey in the per-

formance of their duties. The duty of enforcing Federal laws or
regulations falls, in some cases, upon employees of the Forestry
Service and in some cases upon those of the Biological Survey, In
doing this necessary police work our men often deal with desperate
characters who are vicious and resist interference. One of our
wardens was assaulted by a man in a hotel office in Maryland.
This man resented the migratory-bird law, and without any provo-
cation suddenly struck and knocked down and beat up one of our
men because ha was a Federal game warden. We have wardens
whose duties are to protect Federal bird and game reservations.

In many cases these men have been threatened and abused in. per-

formance of their duties and have- no protection under any Federal
law. It is a matter of common knowledge that game wardens are

being killed at intervals all over the country by lawless characters

who resent any control. And as it stands now our men have no
protection. We send a man out to do police duty for us and do not
give him any Government protection. He is at the mercy of any
ruffian who wishes to attack nim.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You aTe right. Doctor, but you
name the men employed in the Bureau of Animal Industry, you name
the men employed m the Forest Service, and in the Bureau of

Biological Survey. Are there not other bureaus that should have
this same protection? Why do you pick out those in particular,

Mr. Harrison?
Mr. Harrison. The law now protects employees of the Bureau of

Animal Industry, and it is proposed to extend it to the employees
of the .Forest Service and the Biological Survey. The proposed
amendment is confined to the two latter bureaus because they are
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the only cases that have been presented to the Secretary's office.

Personally, I think it would be better to adopt a provision protecting
all employees of the department while engaged in the prosecution
of theu" duties imder laws passed by the Congress of the United
States. The Bureau of Chemistry is engaged in regulatory activity,

but its inspectors do not have the power of arrest.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is it your idea only to have it

apply to those that have the power of making arrests ?

Mr. Harrison. Not necessarily. The wardens of the Biological

Survey and under certain conditions the rangers of the Forest Serv-
ice have the power of arrest. The employees of the Bureau of
Animal Industry are engaged in the enforcement of quarantine
regulations and in the execution of meat-inspection law, and the
present law was adopted to protect them against interference in the
performance of their functions.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If there are other bureaus, would it

not be well to have them all included in the law, or have they broad
ones such as you speak of ?

Mr. Harrison. I think it would be, and I shall be glad to take
up the matter with the other bureaus and canvass the situation with
them.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. This will be subject to a point of
order.

Mr. Harrison. Yes; I assume so.

Mr. Nelson. It would undoubtedly be useful to have such a law,

because every now and then there is a case where employees are

trying to enforce regulations and get into trouble with some viciously

minded person.

Mr. MxjLAughlin of Michigan. You are right, but it is a question
of how to do it.

Mr. Harrison. The Bureau of Chemistry probably would be the
only other bureau involved. Their inspectors are required to take
sainples.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They do not do this by force ?

Mr. Harrison. No ; nor have they the power to go into an estab-

lishment and inspect it against the owner's will. There is no author-

ity under the law for that.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. So these may be the only ones
after all?

Mr. Harrison. These may be, but I have not canvassed the
situation thoroughly with that thought in mind. I shall be glad
to do it, Mr. McLaughlin, and I will let you know the result.

Mr. Lee. Are you through for this evening?
Mr. Nelson. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. We are very much obliged to you.

Mr. Nelson. Unless you think there is something else, Mr. Har-
rison.

Per Diem Allowance for Traveling Expenses.

Mr. Harrison. There are other matters in the miscellaneous

section which are of interest to all bureaus. We are suggesting that

the committee include a provision in the bill increasing the per diem,

that may be paid to employees when they are traveling on official

business. The limit now is $4 in the case of per diem inlieu of sub-
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sistence and $5 in the case of actual traveling expenses. You know,
gentlemen, that nobody can travel these days for any such sums.
The Chaihman. You have it up to $7 ?

Mr. Nelson. Seven dollars for actual traveling expenses and $6
for per diem. The present rates are $5 for actual traveling expenses
and $4 per diem. To give you a practical illustration, I expect to

^o to New York in connection with our work next week. I tele-

fraphed to the Hotel Pennsylvania to ask for a reservation of a room
ecause the last time I was in New York I spent two hours in a

taxicab trying to find one. They replied that they would make
a reservation for $5. So if I eat I will have to do so at my own
•expense and not on Government account. We are up against that
sort of thing all the time.

Mr. Henderson (Assistant Chief of the Bureau of Biological
Survey). I tried eight hotels and got one for $3.50.

Mr. Lee. Are we through, Mr! Chairman ?

The Chairman. That is all, I believe.

(Thereupon, at 4.05 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned subject
to the call of the chairman.)

. Activities under lump fund items, Bureau of Biological Survey.

Projects.

Maintenance of mammal and bird reservations:
(a) Sujiervision ;

(b) General maintenance of reservations and refuges.
(c) Montana National Bison Hange
<o) Wind Cave National Game Preserve
(g) Winter elk refuge.

C/5
~ •

Kestocking reservations.

.

Sullys Hill national game preserve

HBconomic investigations:
(a) Supervision
(6) Destruction of injurious mammals
(c) Belation of native and introduced birds to agriculture
id) Bearing fur-bearing animals
(e) Destruction of groundsquirrelsonnationalforestsandotherpublic

lands
(J) Destruction of predatory animals on national forests and public

domain
(g) Suppression of rabies in predatory wild animals .•

Biological investigations:
Supervision
Investigation of birds and mammals of the pubjic domain.
Biological survey of the States and Territories
Bird migration

""Enforcement of migratory bird treaty act and Lacy Act:
Supervision
Protection of migratory birds
Investigation of migratory water fowl
Interstate commerce in game.
Importation of foreign birds and mammals
Inspection and quarantine of quail
Publication of information concetning game laws

<leneral administration.

Total

Allot-
ment,
1920.

ts.ooo
15,900
4,000
2,000
5,200
2,500

34,600

5,000

10,979
87,281
18,880
8,600

15,000

198,800
125,000

464,440

3,300
6,500
13,700

900

24,400

13,500
107,700
10,000
11,750
1,500
750

1,800

147,000

10,760

686,200

Esti-
mate,
1921.

1^,000
21,035
4,000
2,000
5,200
2,500

39, 735

5,000

15,870
165,450
24,880
10,200

16,000

227,000
125,000

1583,400

3,300
6,500
13,700

900

24,400

20,400
196,050
20,000
14,000
1,500

750
1,800

Increase.

t5,135

4, ,191

78,169

6,000
1,700

28,200

'118,960

6,900
88,350
10,000

2,250

2254,500 I 2107,500

15,000 4,240

922,035
I

235,835

1 Includes $8,400 transferred to statutory rolls. 2 Includes J4,500 transferred to statutory rolls.



Committee on Agriculture,
House or Representatives,

Saturday, December W, 1919.

Division of Pubucations.

(Mr.''McLaughlin of Michigan presiding.)

Mr. Harrison. We will next present the estimates of the Division
of Publieations. Mr. Reid, chief of the division, is here. The esti-

mates appear on page 192.

STATEMIJNT OF MR. EDWY B. REID, CHIEF OF THE DIVISION OF
PUBLICATIONS, PEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Reid. Mr. Chairman, I wish to pass these photostat copies
of a chart showing the organization of the Division of Publications,
so that you can see very plainly what we are recommending.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you a statement you wish

to present ?

Mr. Reid. Yes, sir. These estimates provide for the consolidation

with, the Division of Publications of the Office of Information, Office

of Exhit)its, and motion-picture activities, involving about 40 people.
The estimates do not contemplate any radical changes in the pres-

ent organization or in the methods of carrying on the work as it is

now administered. As you may recall, at the beginning of the war
Mr. Clarence Ousley was called here from Texas by the Secretary
to act as Assistant Secretary in charge of all publication and infor-

mational work of the department. He also had charge of the mo-
tion pictures and exhibits. When Mr. Ousley left, the Secretary
put this work in the hands of the Chief of the Division of Publica-
tions, who had charge of much of it under the Assistant Secretary
while he was here. Thus we are not putting before you a program
which has hot been tried but are submitting estimates which involve
merely the making of statutory changes which naturally would fol-

low the changes which have been made administratively.

I want to call your attention to the fact that you are now dealing
not with one bureau, one division, or one office, but with a vital factor
which affects the Department of Agriculture as a whole. You are
going to appropriate millions of dollars for this department for the
purpose of investigational and demonstration work, as well as regu-
latory activities. To provide this money for that work and not to

take care of the machinery for getting the results to the people, of

course, would be mevply Masting the iiirge appropriation.

164315^20—51 801 i .
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As business men you know you have to spend a certain percentage
of your income for advertising your products. With the Depart-
ment of Agriculture the necessity for advertising its products is

even greater than in business, in that the investiga;tions uncover
valuable information which has been acquired at a heavy expendi-
ture of time and money and which must be given not to a few in-

dividuals but made accessible to all of the hundred million people
who will use -it. I have no doubt you will continue to appropriate
a sufficient amount so that the department's light will not be " hid
under a bushel " but will be seen from the farthermost corner of the
Nation.

. The part which the Office of Information has played and is play-

ing in the getting of the department's scientific discoveries to the
public is one of the most important, in that it has an immediate con-

tact with the daily, weekly, and agricultural press and magazines,
sending out timely, instructive, informational ai'ticles which are

given a vast circulation through these mediums.
The preparation in the Division of Publications of the formal

publications or bulletins is an indispensable function which makes
available to the people in simplerform the latest results regarding the

multiplicity of activities in which the department is engaged. It

also undertakes the vast work of distributing these publications,

many of which are sent out at the request of Membpfs of Congress.

During the last fiscal year there were distributed through the Divi-

sion of Publications more than 62,000,000 copies of bulletins and
other publications. Ninety new Farmers' Bulletins were issued, be-

sides mariy other bulletins and circulars of a popular nature. New
publications of all classes numbered 840, and reprints were 401, mak-
ing a total of 1,241 publications issued during the year. Job printing

and binding received from the Government Printing Office amounted
to more than 44,500,000 pieces, while the aggregate of printing and
binding was more than 100,000,000 pieces. Some idea of the size of

the task involved in the distribution may be gained from the fact

that our incoming mail requesting publications alone now amounts
to about 2,000 letters daily. ,

The preparation of the manuscripts for the printer involves care-

ful, painstaking work, in which much improvement has been made
in the recent past. The text of the circulars and Farmers' Bulletins

is made as simple as possible and it is illuminated with the best pho-

tographs, charts, and other illustrations we can secure. The cover

pages have been made more attractive, so the I'ecipient'of the publi-

cation will bfe interested in reading what the bulletin contains.

The motion-picture activities speak for themselves. There prob-

ably is no need of presenting statemenlts to you regai:ding the need

for this sort of visualization of agricultural information. If the

motion pictures did no more than to draw crowds for the speakers

who generally show the films they would be worth many times what
the department has put into them to date.

The Office of Exhibits, of course, seeks, through another kind of

visualization, to educate the public regarding the various improved
processes of production and marketing of agricultural products and

the latest discoveries concerning domestic science. Since June 30,

1919, the department has made exhibits at 57 fairs and expositions.
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.
The total attendance at these shows was about 8,500,000 people

and the total amount of floor space occupied exceeded 214,000 square
feet. In order to show at this large number of fairs it was necessary
to prepare five distinct sets of exhibits which were sent out on five
circuits. In so far as it was practicable the exhibits were prepared
with a view to be instructive in the particular regions in which they
were shown and also to illustrate the work of the department. Sev-
eral special exhibitions were staged, such as at the National Dairy-
Show, where there was an attendance of 120,000 people, and at the-

International Live Stock Exposition, the attendance of which was es-
timated to be 250,000. With the funds available the department will
be able to make exhibitions at a number of other fairs before the close
of the fiscal year, requests for which have been received.

Possibly you can visualize from this organization chart just what
we are asking in the estimates. This parallelogram represents the
additional positions for which we are asking this year. There are

11 of them. This heavy white line shows the way it is proposed to

link the organization together, the offices of information, exhibits,

and motion-picture activities becoming a part of the general publica-

tion organization. This is a logical organization, a natural coordina-

tion of several related units in the department—activities which have
^gro.wn up and have been tried out for a series of years, but which
have been conducted as separate units.

Possibly it is not altogther evident why we want to draw these to-

gether. This has to do mainly with the work of getting information

to the public, through publications, motion pictures, material sent out

to the press and to magazines, and exhibits. All of it is more or less

of the same character and should be guided from the same source;

that is, we want these sections articulated so that, if a thing comes up
which the department wishes to stress (for instance, we are making a

drive now on better sires) , we key this whole organization into that

drive. Under this organization each section here knows what. the

drive is, knows all about it, and the activity is all headed to one

focus.

Mr. McLaugpilin of Michigan. As to that particular line of work,

you get requests from some of the other bureaus, do you not
;
you get

papers prepared by the other bureaus on the subject of better sires,

and it is up to your office to provide for their printing and distribu-

tion?
"

.,

Mr. Eeid. Yes. Not only that, but suppose we get a paper prepared

in the Bureau of Animal Industry on better sires. If it is a worthy

pamphlet, if it is worth distributing to the farmers as a bulletin or

as a circular

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Who determines that 1

Mr. Reid. We do in the Division of Publications.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You determine in what form it

shall go out ?

Mr. Eeid. Yes, sir ; that is our activity.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Who determines the number that

Mr. Eeid. We do, largely. It is a publication activity. We start

in, we will say, with a circular, and from that circular we write news

items which go out to the press in various forms.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. As to that particular line of work

;

that will be an example ?

Mr. Eeid. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You get some kind of writing from

the Bureau of Animal Industry ?

Mr. Reid. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then you determine whether or not

it shall be published and in whjit form it shall be published ?

Mr. Reid. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And how many copies of the pub-

lications shall be printed and distributed?

Mr. Reid. Of course it is not an arbitrary decision on our part as

to whether it shall be published. We take this up with Dr. Mohler,

Chief of the Bureau of Animal Industry, if we see any reason why
this thing should not be published ; but if it comes over and should be

published, we go ahead and get it out.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then the question of whether or

not it shall be published is alone in your hands and Dr. Mohler's ?

Mr. Reid. Yes, sir. Of course, if it involves some matter of policy,

it goes up to the Secretary ; but in the ordinary cburse of events that

is the way it works.
Mr. Voigt; If the bulletin were on some other subject, you would

not go to Dr. Mohler ?

Mr. Reid. No ; we would go to Dr. Taylor, or Mr. Nelson, or Mr.
Estabrook, or whoever is in charge of that particular line of work.

Of course this is a service organization for the Department of Agri-
culture ; it is hardly an entity within itself, except that it works with

the whole department. Whenever anything is dug out by the depart-

ment we take hold of it and put it in language so the farmer
understands it and so the ordinary layman can get hold of it.

For instance, this treatise that comes over from one of the research

bureaus of the department might be Greek to the ordinary farmer.

We have to put specially trained writers on that and get it up in a
news form, and then we put another man on it—an editor—to get it

up in proper bulletin form.
Then, for instance, if- it is a better sire proportion, we may put

it on in motion pictures, and then in exhibit form. For example, at

the National Fat Stock Show, we had two big posters prepareid a

little larger than an ordinary size door, showing the poor, scrubby

cattle going downhill and the better sires going uphill. It is one

of the best posters we ever issued. That shows how we key into

the exhibits, and we might use it in some other way. This one [indi-

cating] shows how we are trying to articulate all these activities

in connection with our publication and informational work.
Mr. Tincher. Who decided the matter of publishing how to make

substitutes for sugar out of cider? The bulletin you recently got

out over there about making substitutes for sugar out of cider, who
decided about that ?

Mr. Reid. I do not recall any such bulletin, but the working idea

probably originated in the Bureau of Chemistry and was passed

upon first by a bbard of chemists in the Bureau of Chemistry (if

it was a formal publication) as to whether it was the right publica-

tion to get out, whether it was the right form, and that was sent over

to us.
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Mr. TiNCHER. Who simplified it so that it would be plain to the
farmers ?

Mr. Eeid. I do not remember the particular publication, but it

would go through the regular editorial channels.
• Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Usually in taking up a division
like this we consider the statutory roll first and the changes and in-

creases which you wish to propose, and perhaps you had better
follow that course. Then as to these particular matters, they will

come up as we reach the items to which they relate.

There is a change of title, first, is there not, on page 192?
Mr. Harbison. Item No. 2 is a new place.

Mr. Eeid. Item No. 2, " One executive assistant," is a new place.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Has the one who fills that place
been emploj'ed before in the department?
Mr. Eeid. The man who is doing that sort of work now has been

employed for some time in the department. We do- not know, how-
ever, whether that man will be the person to fill this particular posi-

tion if we get it, or whethei- we will have to bring somebody in from
the outside.

As indicated in the explanatory data under item 2, on page 192

of the Book of Estimates, with the enlarged responsibilities of the
chief of the division incident to the consolidation of all the publica-

tion and information work under one head, the services of an
assistant will be necessary in order to relieve the chief of some of

the administrative details. It is proposed to have this employee also

exercise general supervision over the business operation of the divi-

sion. The salary recommended for this additional employee is based
on the salaries paid administrative and executive assistants who per-

form similar duties in other bureaus of the department. Practically

each bureau of the department now has such an officer, and the sala-

ries range from $2,250 to $3,000. The need for such an assistant

in the publication work is acute, owing to the fact that the chief of

this division has no assistant who can share the administrative duties.

As explained under item 4, the employee formerly designated

assistant chief is engaged entirely on work of an editorial nature.

He handles the printing business of the division, and is an expert in

such matters, but is not familiar with the general administration

of the work and has no contact with the administration of the

offices of exhibits, information, and motion-picture activities.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What has been the work of the one
you have in mind ?

Mr. Eeid. He has been an assistant in the Bureau of Markets,
where he has been thoroughly trained in business administration

and the various laws and regulations of the department.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What was his salary where he
was employed before ?

Mr. Eeid. I think it was about $1,800. I am not conversant with

his exact salary. As you can see, this organiaztion carries a lot of

work with it.

Mr. EuBEY. When we give you a new place, such as an execu-

tive assistant, who decides on the man who snail go into that position ?

Mr. Eeid. Of course, we would have to abide by the civil-service

regulations in that case and ai)point according to them.
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Mr. EuBET. For instance, here are two or three men who luive
the civil-service qualifications; then some one would deterinine a.s

between them ?

Mr. Eeid. Yes ; it would be put up to the chief of the bureau who
would recommend the appointment to the Secretary.

Mi-. McLaughlin of Michigan. Was the man you have in mind
for this executive assistant position on the statutory roll or the lump-
sum roll in the Bureau of Markets ?

Mr. Eeid. Can you answer that question, Mr. Harrison ?

Mr. Hakkison. As I understand the situation, this place was in-

serted in the estimates with no particular person in view to fill it.

With the growth of the activities of the Division of Publications
aiid the constant increase in the work it was decided that it was
necessary to have an assistant to the chief of the Division of Publi-
cations, especially in view of the fact that the man who formerly
held and perforjned the duties of assistant chief of the Division of

Publications is,no longer performing those functions. He is now en-

gaped in handling some of the printing business of the department.
Mr. EuBEfr. Who is that?
Mr. Harrison. I refer to Mr. Stallings. You perhaps know him.

Gov. Rubey. We suggest in these estimates that his title be changed
to that of assistant editor in order to conform to the duties he is

actually performing.
Mr. EuBET. The reason I asked the question was that I thought

he might have left the department.
Mr. Harrison. No; he is still there.

Mr. EuBEY. He is still there, but doing editorial work ?

Mr. Harrison. Yes. I understand, also, as a temporary measure,
that Mr. Eeid is using the services of the chief clerk of the division

to a certain extent in the administrative work, taking him away fi'om

his duties as chief clerk. The man who occupies the position of

chief clerk and who receives a statutory salary of $2,000 was for-

merly in the Bureau of Markets, and when the former chief clerk

of the Division of Publications died he was transferred to that

place. That occurred some time during the summer. The man in

the Bureau of Markets was receiving $1,800 a year then. He was
on the statutory roll of that bureau when he was transferred to the

Division of Publications.

Mr. McLaughlin of MichigaJi. He has been transferred, then? .

Mr. Harrison. Yes. He is now in the Division of Publications,

actually performing the duties of chief clerk of the division, and,

in addition to that, is handling some of the administrative work
under the immediate direction of the Chief of the Division of Publi-

cations.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. When he was in the Bureau of

Markets he was getting $1,800 ?

Mr. Harrison. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And was transferred to this divi-

sion at what salary ?

Mr. Harrison. At $2,000 ; to the statutory place of chief clerk.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. When was it that he was trans-

ferred? .

Mr. Eeid. In May, 1919. We could give no other salary than

$2,000. The chief clerk died, and it was a statutory place.
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Mr. Harrison. That is item 12, on page 192.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The next change is in item No. 4

—

one assistant chief of division, $2,500, changed to one assistant editor,
$2,500.

'

Mr. Eeid. That is just a change of title. As was just explained,
this is the man who is now carried as assistant chief of the division,
but he is now doing editorial work exclusively.

JNlr. McLaughlin of Michigan. When a man is transferred from
one position to another, is it necessary for him to take a civil-service
examination ?

Mr. Reid. Not always. If his qualifications are such that he can
take the new position, it is not necessaiy for him to pass an examina-
tion.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If a man gets into the department
in any capacity, having passed the civil-service examination, and you
think his ability justifies it, he can be transferred to any other posi-
tion with the department?
Mr. Harrison. That is not strictly true, Mr. McLaughlin. For

instance, we would not transfer a clerk to a position of veterinary
inspector, nor could we transfer a clerk to a position of editor. We
can, however, transfer a person in the department from one position

to another so long as the two positions are in comparable grades;
that is, grades which call for essentially the same sort of civil-service

examination in each case. But where an examination under which
the man originally entered the service is totally different from the

examination scheduled for the position to which we wish to transfer

him it can not be done.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If the work, then, is at all similar

and a man enters the department as the result of a civil-service exam-
ination you can put him in any other place ?

Mr. Harrison. Yes. For instance, a clerk may be promoted through
the various grades to the position of executive assistant or administra-

tive assistant without any other examination, as both positions call for

work of essentially the same character, though, of course, in the case

of the executive assistant and administrative assistant it is of a

higher grade.

Mr. RuBEY. You simply drop item 4, and that assistant editor

comes in under item 5 ?

Mr. Reid. Yes, sir.

Mr. Harrison. That is correct, Gov. Rubey.
Mr. Rubey. And the same man who was assistant chief at $2,500

will be an assistant editor at $2,500?
Mr. Harrison. Yes, sir. On the 1st of next July the chief of the

division will make a recommendation that his title be changed from
assistant chief and that he be placed in the position of assistant

editor.. That completes the action.

Mr. EuBBY. One difficulty about these changes of title is that they

always give the committee a good deal of trouble on the floor of

the House. It would be a good idea for you to get these things once

fixed so that you would not have to make these changes so frequently.

Mr. Harrison. In some instances we have suggested that more
general titles be given, so as to afford greater flexibility in the

handling of the force and make unnecessary these changes from year

to year. In the case of the carriage driver, to which reference was
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made to-day, we asked to have the title changed to laborer or mes-
senger, as it is a more flexible arrangement, and we can better adjust

our force to meet the needs of the work.
Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. What other changes in this roll

are you asking ?

Mr. Reid. I would like to call your attention to item 8, one assistant

in charge of motion-picture activities, transferred from the lump
sum for general administration, Forest Service, $2,520.

Mr. McLaughun of Michigan. Has he already been transferred to

that work ?

Mr. Reid. He has administratively been doing this work at least

two years.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. He was employed in the Forest

Service ?

Mr. Reid. Yes, sir. He was doing educational and motion-picture

work in the Forest Service for a number of years. Recently he has
been directing the motion-picture work for , the department,_ as a

whole, and we now want to bring the position under the Division of

, Publications by statute.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What was his salary in the Forest

Service ?

Mr. Reid. $2,520 per annum. We are asking for the statutory place

just the same as it is carried now by the Forest Service. There will be

no increase.

Mr. Rubey. The Forest Service appropriation will we reduced that

much?
Mr. Reid. Yes, sir.

Mr. Harrison. It has been reduced. r

Mr. Rubey. It has been reduced in the Forest Service and put in

here?
Mr. Harrison. It might interest the committee to know that, since

these estimates were prepared, the man you are now discussing has
resigned from the service, and I understand that he will receive a

salary of $6,500 a year. It wUl be exceedingly difficult to get a man
to handle our motion-picture work for $2,620i As a matter of fact,

we think it will be absolutely impossible. We hope the committee
will increase the salary to at least $3,000, so as to put it on a com-
parable basis with the assistants in charge of other units of the

Division of Publications. The assistants in charge of exhibits and
information get $3,000 ea6h, and we would like to have the same
salary for this position. It will not go to the man who has hith-

erto occupied the place, because he has resigned from the service.

It will not go, so far as we can now determine, to anyone in the

Department of Agriculture, because we know of no employee who
is particularly qualified for that work. We expect that we will

have a great deal of difficulty in getting anyone, even for $3,000.

The place of chief editor, which you provided in the current ap-

propriation act, remained vacant for more than five months, and
was filled only a few weeks ago.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Can not you put him on the lump-
fund roll and give him $3,000 ?

Mr. Harrison. In the Division of Publications there is only one
very small lump-sum roll out of which salaries could be paid, and
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the whole appropriat<ionis only $2,500; so that the plan you suggest
would hardly be possible.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You would not have to keep him'
there very long. Transfer him to the lump-sum roll at the original
salary, and put him back- on the statutory roll at an increased salary..

Mr. Habeison. It is pretty hard to get $3,000 out of $2,500, never-
theless.

Mr. TiNCHEB. Who is this man going to work for at $6,600?
Mr. Harrison. The Universal Film Co., I understand. I may

say that the motion-picture companies pay some of their camera
men as much as $100 a week.
Mr. Eeid. You gentlemen will realize the logic of that request.

The motion-picture industry, of course, is paying salaries away be-
yond anything we can touch, but we do want to get an intelligent-

man Avho will go in there and build up this work on a plane which,
will be creditable to the Department of Agriculture.
Mr. TiNCHEB. Perhaps the competition is getting so strong in the

moving-picture business that we will have to go out of it.

Mr. Eeid. Mr. Ellis has succeeded in producing some very fine

fihns. We have, I think, 57 complete scenarios now, besides a good-
deal of undeveloped film, which will run that up a good bit higher.
Mr. RuBET. Does it not require a pretty good man to do this kind

of work; does he not-have to know what he is doing, be familiar
with the subjects of the pictures he presents, and all that sort of
thing?
Mr. Eeid. He does; he must know the work of the Department

generally and must see the film through, from the preparation of
the scenario to the distribution, for exhibition of the completed film.

Mr. EuBET. Does he do any lecturing in connection with his

pictures ?
~

Mr. Eeid. No ; that is done by the scientists and extension workers.-

All he does is to plan and make the films. When a scientist or ex-

tension man goes out, he uses the film largely to draw a crowd and
to give the main idea; then he supplements the picture with a lec-

ture giving the details, and finally, ideally, he should have bulle-

tins there to give the printed directions, so a man, when he goes-

away, can do something. This is getting the results of the depart-
ment work back to the people.

Mr. Habbison. This employee. Gov. Rubey, is the man who pro-

duces the pictures. He must have vision, he must be able to visualize-

a picture, and he must be able to determine the best subjects tO'

picturize. He must know the motion-picture business in. all its;

aspects.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There are a number of agencies

employed in conducting the work of the department, and no one
member of this committee can state what the policy of the com-
mittee is going to be about those agencies, but I will say to you
that some members are going to try to keep these appropriations

down. When, however, the suggested increase in each of the items

comes before us with the same force behind it as to its necessity,

it is a pretty hard proposition for the committee to determine the

relative importance of these matters.

When an increase is suggested in one item, and it is urged upon
us as absolutely necessary, and a suggested increase in the next one
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is suggested with the same force, it puts us in a pretty hard position

to decide relative values when we come to cut, as there is bound, to

be some cutting in these estimates, because altogether there is a con-

siderable increase asked for. I do not believe the House will stand

for this large increase, and some of us think it ought not to stand

for it, because the Government will not have the money for it.

Mr. Reid. Mr. Chairman, in connection with the Division of Pub-
lications appropriations, there is no increase. There is what you
might call an apparent increase, but everything is transferred. If

you will turn to page 198 you will find that the $54,010 mentioned
there is for salaries already paid to employees in the department,

and corresponding reductions have been made in other places in

the bill, so that there really is no increase. There are no increases

in salaries. There are new positions amounting to about $19,000,

but those new positions are absolutely necessary for the proper con-

duct of this work, and to partially offset that increase we are drop-

ping places to the aggregate amount of about $4,000.

As a matter of fact, the estimates for 1921, which we are dis-

cussing, represent an actual reduction of $33,170 below the amounts
appropriated for the same work—publications, exhibits, motion pic-

tures, etc.—for the current fiscal year. This is shown as follows

:

Increases recommended.

.Additional positions (net) (see p. 198) $15,050
Labor-saving machinery and supplies 1, 000
I'urniture and fixtures 280
Telephone and telegraph, freight, and express 150

Miscellaneous expense 350

Net actual increase 16,830

Reduction in exhibit appropriation from $100,000 to $50,000 50, 000
Less increase listed above 16, 830

Actual reduction in estimates for 1921 below amount provided for

publications, information, and exhibits work for current liscal

year ^ 38, 170

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. An appropriation is made for a

certain kind of work; the money is appropriated and men are em-

ployed; that work is done arid completed. There is a feeling that

some of those men might be separated from the service, but, being

in the classified service, they believe, and others believe with them,

that they are entitled to a permanent job, and you find something
for them to do—transfer them to some other place to do some work,

some of which is necessary and some of which perhaps would be

just as well left undone. You must find a place for a man who has

been engaged in some line of work.
Mr. Eeid. That is not the situation in the Division of Publications.

Our work does not consist of projects which seek to accomplish a

specific object and then are over with. Our work is necessary as long

as the Department of Agriculture has information to get before the

people of the country.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I know many of these men are

transferred from some other roll where their work is finished.

Mr. Reid. Take these writers that we have been discussing, for in-

stance, these men who have come in from the outside; Take the case
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of Mr. Dacy, who was employed for some time in the Bureau of
Markets in the live-stock work, and doing considerable writing. The
bureaus engaged in live-stock work wished to get out news stories,

magazine articles, etc., regarding their various activities. We al-

ready had an organization in the Office of Information. The logical
place for that man was in the Office of Information where, if he had
any spare tim'e, he could turn to other work than the live-stock writ-
ing but primarily cover the Bureaus of Animal Industry and Mar-
kets. It is only a question of whether he stays in the bureau or
whether he comes over to the Office of Information. You can see
that where we have somebody guiding those writers their time will

be better occupied than in a bureau where they would be writing
only a part of the time and doing some other kind of work the re-

mainder of the time.

ilr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What I had in mind was that a

lot of new work is recommended by the depaitment which com-
mends itself to the judgment of the committee, and the work is

undertaken. When that work is finished, some of us think that that
ought to be the end of it and that the Government ought to do as
private interests would do—let the men go and stop the expense.
Mr. Eeid. That is something that does not apply to the Division

of Publications, as there is always need to let the people know of the
advancement being made in agriculture.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Other places are found for those

men in some line of work that often, we feel, is not necessary.

Mr. Anderson. As I understand it, this proposition is to consoli-

date the Office of Information, the Office of Exhibits, or whatever
you call it, with the Division of Publications; am I correct about
that?

Mr. Eeh). Yes, sir.

Mr. Anderson. It would be natural to suppose that one purpose
of such a consolidation would be to reduce the force necessary to do
the same amount of work. It would be reasonable to suppose, when
you get all these units under one head, that you would have less

overhead connected with it, whereas apparently the result of the
consolidation is an increase in the number of employees required. Is

that due to any added work proposed ?

Mr. Reid. No, sir ; that is due to the desire to increase the efficiency

of the Division of Publications, which is the old unit. Possibly you
know that for years the salaries in that division have not been what
they should be, that we have had to put up with some help which was
not young and mentally alert, but otherwise, and these positions have
been statutory.

For instance, during the last year we have had a turnover of 33
per cent in the $900 positions and 127 per cent in the $840 posi-

tions. With a lot of positions such as that, you can not expect the
work to be efficient. What we are asking for in the Division of
Publications is a certain number of people who will help us to put
this whole work on "a more businesslike basis. The organization is

big enough to be put on a businesslike basis so that we can function
more properly for the public. It is a service bureau primarily ; it is

a division which makes contacts with the public, and if it does not
function properly the whole Department of Agriculture is being
wronged.
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Mr. Anderson. If you need more salaries, that is one proposition;
if you need better men, that is another proposition ; if you need more
men, that is still another proposition. Now, which proposition is it?^

Mr. Eeid. We need more men and we need better men. We are
askJmg for top positions here. We are not asking for the lower
positions of $840 and $900. Frankly, I do not see how the people
live on the $840 and $900 salaries, and you can see hoW difficult it.is

from the turnover which we have had in the last year. For instance,,

we. need this key man, one executive assistant, at $2,500, who will

help to knit this organization together, who will take some of the
work off of the chief of the Division of.Publications.

Possibly you gentlemen do not know what a great amount of mail'

and how many administrative matters come over my desk. I want
to get free from that to a certain extent so that I can attend to some
of these larger matters in connection with the real informational work
of the department. That is why we want this position. The same
is true of the other 10 additional positions requested. The explana-

tions in the Book of Estimates show how we propose to use these

people to strengthen the organization at vital points so as to insure its

functioning in a manner creditable to the Government.
Mr. Anderson. What kind of informational work ?

Mr. Eeid. The informational work of the Department of Agri-
culture; giving the results of the department's investigations to the
public in proper form.
Mr. Tin CHER. I do not know whether I understand you or not, or

whether I understand these estimates. On page 202 it says that the
amount appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, was
$240,140, and the amount to be appropriated this year is $362,480.

As 1 understand you, there is not to be any increase in this appro-
priation.

Mr. Eeid. I probably did not make that clear a few minutes ago
when I referred to the figures on page 198. The discrepancy is

represented by the incorporation in this year's estimates of these posi-

tions in the Office of Information, Office of Exhibits, and motion-
picture activities, and the transfer to the Division of . Publications of
the appropriation for agricultural exhibits ; whereas the figure for last

year covers only the old Division of Publications—a single unit. , The
estimates now provided for all these units under one headmg, the

Division of Publications. There is really no increase, a deduction
having been made elsewhere in the bill in each instance. Do I make
myself clear ?

Mr. Tin CHER. Yes; I understand your statement. I do not know
just where the reductions are made, though. I do not know of ^

any other place in the bill where you have made a deduction that you
have not put in something else to take the place of the amount
reduced.
Mr. Eeid. I can take them up page by page, if you wish. It is

only a matter of going through it.

Mr. TiNCHEE. I do not care to take your tim^.

Mr. Eeid. A reduction has been made in each instance.

Mr. Jones. In this increased figure on page 202 there is a differ-

ence of twenty-odd thousand dollars brought about by your pro-

posed consolidation ?

Mr. Eeid. Exactly.
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Mr. Htptchinson. Can you tell us where that is taken from?
Mr. Reid. On page 198 you will see all of these appropriations and

where they are from.
Mr. Harrison. The total amount includes $50,000 for exhibit work,

which this j^ear is dropped from the miscellaneous section of the
bill and included under the Division of Publications. Furthermore,
whenever a transfer from the lump fund to the statutory roll is

made the lump fund is correspondingly reduced.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In the item on page 299,Tfor

printing, binding, and so on, you will find an increase of $125,000
instead of anything being dropped.
Mr. Harrison. That is a different matter.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is only for the work of doing
printing ?

Mr. Harrison. That is for actual printing^ and the appropriation
is carried, in the sundry civil bill annually.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I realize that there is no printing
done in the Division of Publications and that the work Mr. Reid
is doing is in preparation for the printer.

Mr. Harrison. As a matter of fact, considering the exhibit work
and the fact that the transfers represent only an apparent increase,

the^e ie an actual reduction in the total amount for the fiscal year

1921, a.s suggested in these estimates, of approximately $33,000.

Mr. TiNCHER. It may be that I have got the system sized up in-_

correctly, but I got it into my head that, while you say there is an'

actual reduction in one bureau because you have taken some of the
work of that bureau and added it to another bureau, which accounts

for the increase in the figures of the latter bureau, there is really no
reduction in the total funds available for that work. Maybe I am
wrong about it, but I think, if you will turn to the other sections of
the bill, such as miscellaneous, etc., you will find that they have no
actual reduction in their estimates but that the figures will be larger

than they were last year, because they have taken on the work of
some other bureau or added something to it, and it looks to me as

though that is the way the whole thing is all the way through.
Tliere are no reductions in the sum total.

Mr. Reid. I am not sufficiently familiar with all the estimates to

say whether the other bureaus have taken on other activities.

Mr. Hutchinson. Where do they get their increase? Do they take
it from another bureau and put it in here ?

Mr. Harrison. We have suggested certain increases, which are

for the committee to consider. We have given the reasons for these

increases.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. These transfers are all of the same
nature ?

Mr. Harrison. They are all of the same nature, and are merely
incidental to the consolidation of the publication, informational, and
exhibit work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The next increase, then, is in

item 23 ?

Mr. RuBEY. Before we get to No. 23 let me ask about item 9. I

notice in paragraph 9 one superintendent of distribution, $2-,500,

changed to assistant in charge of distribution, $2,500.
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Mr. Reid. That is merely a change in language.
Mr. RuBEY. That is similar to item 4, above?
Mr. Reid. Yes.
Mr. RuBEY. There is no change in the position; you are merely

changing the man's title?

Mr. Reid. Yes, sir.

Mr. RuBEY. And that is repeated in item 10 ; that is, the same man ?

Mr. Reid. The same man and the same position.

Mr. Rttbey. The same man will be continued in that position?
Mr. Reid. Yes, sir ; under the changed title.

Mr. Harrison. Items 9 and 10 go together. One place is dropped
and another is added. The purpose of the change in title is to make
the designation of the position comparable with the designations of
the other supervisory assistants, such as the assistant in charge of
distribution, the assistant in charge of information, and the assistant

in charge of exhibits.

•Mr. Reid. Item 23 provides for two new indexers and*compilers, at

$1,800 each. These people are badly needed for indexing the publica-

tions of the department, etc. They are particularly needed in making
comprehensive indexes of information contained in department pub-
lications. They will assist in preparing indexes for volumes of de-

partment bulletins, which work is in arrears, and in compiling cumu-
lative indexes for tlie Yearbook of the department in five-year series.

. These additional employees are needed to place in effective opera-

tion an improved system of handling the numerous requests received

by the Division of Publications. As I said a few minutes ago. we
are receiving about 2,000 letters a day. Our publications are almost

legion, dating back from the beginning of the Department of Agri-
culture, and it requires a good index, one that is workable and one
that we can turn to immediately to answer intelligently this large

volume of correspondence.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are you doing that work now, or

work that you are going to take up the 1st of July?
Mr. Reid. It is an improvement on the work that we are now

doing in indexing. We are behind in indexing, and we have not a

sufficient number of good people. We are not satisfied with the

service we are able to give the public with our present system of

handling the mail, and we are asking for these $1,800 positions in

order to place the work on a satisfactory basis. We are going to

have difficulty in filling those positions at $1,800, that is, with men
who are good at indexing work, but we are willing to try it, and if

we can get those people we are going to bring and keep these indexes

up to date and use them more and more effectively in answering
correspondence.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is not entirely new work, is it;

work that you are going to take-up the 1st of July?
Mr. Reid. It is not entirely new, but we contemplate a sort of re-

organization and making it more of a key unit in connection with
correspondence. Heretoiore it has been an index which we have pre-

pared for the use of the department, the experiment stations, and
anybody who wishes to ask for information regarding our publica-

tions-

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are those who are doing the

work of indexing and compiling employed under some other title?
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Mr. Reid. The indexing is now done by very much lower-salaried
people,-who are really not competent to do this kind of work.
Mr. PuRNELL. Have you any field agents in your department?
Mr. Reid. No, sir; they are employed for the most part in the

States Relations Service.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are the same people who are now
employed and doing the indexing to be continued after next July?
Mr. Reid. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And they are employees who are
now on the roll at lower salaries ?

Mr. Reid. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then you are adding the new,
title " indexers and compilers " for the purpose of enabling you to
increase the salaries of those who are now in the division doing tha
work?
Mr. Reid. No, sir ; these positions are not for promotions. We have

got to have new people for this work. The people at the lower
salaries, I might say, at $1,200 and $1,000
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They are doing the work now ?

Mr. Reid. They are not doing the work now. That is just the
point. We want to get two new people in there who can do the work
and do it properly, and we will have to pay $1,800 in order to get the
right kind.

Mr. Anderson. What are you going to dp with the two that you
have?
Mr. Reid. They can be occupied assisting these other people—do-

ing a lower-grade work. You can not turn over this indexing work
to a stenographer who has no qualifications of that kind or no expe-
rience. The work requires a logical mind and special training. For
this work a broad knowledge of agriculture is desirable, too.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I'hose who are doing the work
now, by the time Juh' 1 comes, will likely be as competent as the neAv

ones you could employ, would they not?
Mr. Reid. Unfortunately, they would not. They are very old

people. They have been there for years. They can do so much and
no more. Their work is largely confined to routine—for instance,

typing the index cards, sorting, etc.

Mr. Hakrison. Mr. McLaughlin, I understand there are only two
people in that sex;tion who are actually doing indexing work. " They
have clerks, of course, who do routine work in connection with index-
ing, but the men who actually index the publications and who are

responsible for the. work are indexers and are so called in the bill.

One of the items appears on page ] 92, item No. 11 ; the second is on
page 193, item 24. These employees are real indexers. The sole

purpose here is to get additional assistants who are capable of work-
ing out an index, taking a publication and framing an index in such

a manner that it will be intelligible and so that you can find what
you are looking for.

Mr. Anderson. Mr. Harrison, your statement does not quite gibe

with what Mr. Reid has said. He is talking about two people at

$1,800, and you are talking about one man at $2,000 and another at

$1,400.
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Mr. Harrison. I have just stated my understanding of the situ-

ation, because it seemed to me that Mr. Eeid's statement gave an
.erroneous impression of the matter. I think he will verify what
1 have just said.

Mr. Reid. I was talking about item 23, two indexers and compilers
•at $1,800.

Mr. Harrison. Those are new positions that we are asking for.

We intend to use them, not for promotions, but for the employment
•of two new people at $1,800 each, if they can be secured at that
salary. There is no thought of making any promotions.

Mr. Ettbey. You will keep employed the indexer under No. 11

at $2,000 and the one under item 24 at $1,400, and you will need
these two new men to assist them in the work?

Mr. Reid. Yes, sir.

Mr. Harbison. Gov. Rubey, you know that we receive any number
of letters of a general character, asking for all the information the

department has on this subject or that subject; in fact, one letter

may cover a dozen subjects. We have a central section where we
keep an index of all our publications, and the indexers can turn to

their records and indicate to the applicant all the material that the

department has issued on the subject or subjects in which he is in-

terested ; in that way we handle the inquiry aiid see that the man gets

•everything for which he is asking. Work of this sort can not be
satisfactorily done by $840 or $&00 clerks.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The next increase requested is in

item 26.

Mr. Reid. We are asking for a new place for an artist and de-

signer at $2,500. As indicated in the explanation in the Book of

Estimates, considerable progress has been made in the past few years
in placing the department publications, especially Farmers' Bulle-
tins, special leaflets, posters, etc., before the people in more inviting

form through the use of attractive covers, appropriately designed
with regard to subject matter, well illustrated, and" artistically

lettered. The services of a well-qualified, experienced artist and
designer are needed to handle personally the more difficult pieces of

work which require creative ability, involving initiative of thought
^nd a broad knowledge generally, including thorough training in

applied art. A man with the requisite qualifications can not be se-

cured for less than $2,500.

Now you gentlemen handling these Farmers' Bulletins have seen

them as they are issued. We will have to put the case up to you as to

whether we have not improved the appearance .of those bulletins

and made them more useful within the last few years. The old

Farmers' Bulletins were written by the scientists with very little

editing, and some of them were almost impossible to read or follow.

In fact, we get these impossible manuscripts now from men whose
business is not to write but to engage in scientific activities and dig
into one subject or another. We have tried to take these manu-
scripts and edit them so as to put them in the most readable form.

Let me say, in connection with the improvement in these bulletins,

that whenever we make a display at a fair, whenever we get outside

of Washington into the rural districts we come into competition

with the various commercial agencies and their publications. They
put real mooBy into advertising their products and into making
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their publications attractive. When our old-style Government docu-
ments were put alongside of the commercial exhibits, the commer-
cial posters and publications, the people would not pay any attention
to them.
You gentlemen sent out the old-style Farmers' Bulletins by the

millions, but unless a person was particularly interested in the bulle-
tin he received he never opened it. They made good material to
start a fire. We are trying to get away from that in trying to make
these bulletins so the person who receives them will get some benefit
from the money which you have appropriated for the investigational
work. In order to do that we want to dress them up a little more.
We have made a start; that is what we feel it is, a start. We are
asking for a man at $2,500, but we are going to have some trouble
getting a man at that salary, because in commercial concerns they
pay from $60 to $120 a week for a good designer, a man who is

capable of making covers such as we desire and of retouching with
the air brush the photographs which are used in the Farmers' Bulle-
tins. The men we have now are good, but with a capable artist to

guide them and also to do the more technical and better work, we
will be able to turn out Farmers' Bulletins which are much superior

to those we are now issuing. Already we have printed some bulletins

in colors as an experiment. We are sending one down to the Gov-
ernment Printing Office now. Color makes all the difference in the

world ; it makes them more attractive and valuable to the people re-

ceiving them. This man is absolutely essential to our going much
further in the progress of illustrating our bulletins and making
them more attractive.

Mr. EuBEY. I would like to verify what Mr. Eeid says from my
own experience. I have been here 8 or 10 years, and I know that
the bulletins we used to send out when I first came here did not
attract the attention that the bulletins we are sending out now do;
and I think one of the greatest works that this office is doing is

to get these bulletins out in the attractive form in which they are

now gotten out. I think it is exceedingly important and valuable

work.
Mr. Harrison. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that most of the

work of designing covers up to date has been done by Mr. Reid
himself, but with the pressure of work upon him, it s absolutely

impossible for him to continue it. We need a man with considerable

vision to plan and direct the work of the artists who io the cover
<lrawing.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is the next change?
Mr. Reid. The next one is item 30, I believe. We want an in-

crease of two draftsmen or photographers at $1,400 each. These are
people who would prepare such material as the pictures used on
the inside of bulletins. The photographs we get from the scientists

tire not such as can be used by the Government Printing Office and
give us good results. Air-brush work or careful pen or brush work
IS required. Hence, in order to get good results from our illustra-

tions we have to ask for two more draftsmen. The department is

constantly using the section of illustrations more and more. We
are several weeks behind in all phases of the work of the section of
illustrations, and that is the situation throughout the year.

164315—20 52
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These draftsmen not only do work on bulletins but work on
posters, which is a very important phase of our activities. There,

for instance [exhibiting posters], is a poster showing the cattle

rustlers of bygone days, compared with the cattle rustlers of to-day.

This pictures the cattle-fever tick running off the cattle compared
with the human rustlers of olden days. As a bit of advertismg I

^vant to explain to you the efficiency of this poster. Recently I was
in Florida, and the Bureau of Animal Industry inspectors down
there say the people think so much of that poster that they have it

framed m their parlors. The man who drew this picture was only

getting $1,200. He has now left the department. I think he is get-

ting $1,800 or $2,000 outside. In order to carry on that sort of work
we must have two more draftsmen.
Here is another poster [indicating] : This we used during the war

when we were making a drive for more boys and girls to join the

sheep clubs. That was very effective. We used that all over the

country where we tried to promote the production of more sheep

and wool.
Mr. Ptjknell. Were you able to estimate the benefit derived from

that drive in the increased production of sheep?
Mr. Reid. We have some figures on that and also on swine. They

were very effective in increasing the production of pork in the coun-

try.

Here is a poster [exhibiting] on the drive for better storage of

sweet potatoes. I was speaking to you awhile ago about the need
for articulating all these activities. Here is an example in the

drive for better storage of sweet potatoes. Two or three of the

Southern States each produce about $15,000,000 worth of sweet po-

tatoes a year. The losses which are caused by the rot entering these

potatoes when improperly stored is staggering. One of the activi-

ties that the department has entered into is trying to stop the loss

through the proper erection of storage houses and the drying of

these tubers before they are shipped to the north. This poster illus-

trates only one phase' of the campaign through which we hope to

stop this loss.

Here is another poster [exhibiting] illustrating our drive for im-

proving hides. The take-off of hides by most farmers is destruc-

tive. The farmer does not know how to do it. He slashes and cuts

the hide, and consequently there is a big reduction in value in the

hide and the finished product.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michiga,n. You have a man or men employed
in making these pictures, and they have to be printed and circulated.

Can you tell us the expense involved in all the steps and stages ?

Mr. Reid. That would be almost an impossibility. We could

figure it out for any one poster or any one informational activity.

We can give you the cost of printing for any one of these and the

cost of distributing.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. This is something comparatively

new?
Mr. Reid. Within the last three or four years, yes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have a certain number of new
men employed on the work and a certain additional cost involved in

preparing for printing and for circulating this new kind of work.
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Can you not tell us how much increased expense is involved alto-

gether?
Mr. Reid. I never thought of it exactly in that way. It would

be rather difficult to draw the line at where it started in the depart-
ment and where it stopped.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then you have no idea as to

whether this is worth the money that is called for or not ?

Mr. Eeid. We have a very definite idea that we are getting excel-

lent results from this sort of display work and that, as a general
business proposition, it can not but help.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I think your judgment is good,
but can you not tell us, so that we can exercise our own judgment, if

we wish, how much money is involved in this new kind of work ?

Mr. Eeid. I can get you up a statement showing as closely as it is

possible to estimate what it involves.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Will you make up an estimate as
close as you can as to the cost involved in this new line of work that
you have undertaken?
Mr. Reid. Yes, sir. I will insert that in the record.
(The statement referred to follows:)

Statement Conceening Posters Used in the Information and Publication
WOKK OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGKICULTUKB.

The preparation of posters such as those exhibited at the hearing on Decem-
ber 20, 1919, in connection with the estimates of the Division of Publications
for the fiscal year 1921 entails the following steps

:

(a) Complete information covering the subject matter of the proposed poster
is furnished the OfBce of Information by the scientific Investigators of the staff
of the bureau concerned. This may cover a number of pages.

(b) One of the stafC of the Office of Information who is a specialist in such
work then prepares a " dummy " which embodies the ideas of both the scien-
tist and Information worker, and which meets the viewpoint of the latter as
to typography or lettering, general layout, etc.

(c) The rough layout Is submitted to the section of illustrations for the
nece.ssary art work.

COST OF POSTER.

The expense involved under (o) and (6) above call not be determined defi-

nitely, as these steps in the preparation of a poster represent a part of the
regular duties of the personnel so employed. Ifor instance, the idea contained
in a poster may represent the result of a number of months of research and
study. Perhaps bulletins, scientific circulars, etc., also have been prepared
on the same subject, going into detail. The Idea of the poster may have taken
an hour's planning or a day's planning, or It may have taken form much more
quickly.

To gauge the expense of the physical preparation of the poster of course is

an easier matter. In a typical poster the services of the artist would involve
from 7 to 10 days' time, usually of an employee whose annual salary is $1,200
or ,'fl,400, making an approximate cost of from $30 to $50. This, plus the
printer's and lithographer's charge, would represent a fair estimate of the cost
of the average type of poster Issued by the department.
For example, the poster " Dip that tick in March," which was issued in

February, 1919, involved an expenditure of $400 for 10,000 copies. The expense
of distribution was small, as the poster was shipped in bulk by the lithographer
to field agents of the Bureau of Animal Industry, who in turn distributed copies

where they would be helpful.

VALUE OF POSTERS.

The official In charge of cattle-tick eradication of the Bureau of Animal
Industry states with reference to the value of posters in tick-eradication work

:
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" During 1919 the posters used were ' Dip that tide in March ' and ' Cattle
rustlers.' The former was used principally in the eastern territory and the
latter In Texas, Oklahoma, and the western area where tick-eradication efforts
are being made. Thus both posters were used and each was most effective in
the area mentioned. They were displayed principally in country stores, black-
smith shops, railroad depots, post offices, and other places where they were pro-
tected from the weather. Bureau employees engaged in tick eradication work
were instructed to put the posters up themselves, thus preventing wastage and
likewise furnishing a topic for an impromptu talk on tick-eradication at the
time the posters were displayed.
"The posters have been valuable principally for the following reasons: They

were an effective means of reaching persons who do not read or can not read.
Reaching a few of the leading people is not sufficient, since tick-eradication
must be supported by the owner of a few cattle as well as by those having large
herds.

" Even illiterate live-stock owners are influenced by the pictures shown in the
posters to spell out the few words or have someone spell the posters to them.
In many cases the interest aroused results in attending meetings or in obtaining
information on tick-eradication that later develops into a favorable attitude
toward the work.

" It is difficult to state in exact terms just what part posters have played in

tick-eradication work, but the excellent results of 1919 efforts are attributed by
employees in tick-eradication work to have been possible because the posters
in large degree prepared the way for dipping and related field activities. Dis-

play of posters has also encouraged persons who formerly would not read
bulletins on tick-eradication to write to the department for literature giving
more details than the poster contained. Briefly, the two posters mentioned
have been of great assistance and value in hastening eradication of cattle-fever

ticks."
" Join a sheep club "

; 50,000 copies of this poster, costing $1,075, were issued
October 31, 1918. Distribution was made through the department's extension
forces engaged in club work. One of the extension specialists reports that
through the interest aroused last year—to a large degree through the poster

—

the enrollment in the sheep clubs was increased from 1,263 in 1918 to 2,253 in

1919 When it is realized that each club member is required to secure four
or more bred ewes, it will give some idea as to the increase of sheep as a result

of this work.
To quote further from his report:
" I feel that the sheep club poster was quite an asset in fostering this par-

ticular piece of work, particularly as it was a very attractive poster, and one
that would appeal to boys.

" Of course, I have mentioned only the influence that this has had on club

members. No doubt, as this was placed in post offices and other public places,

it likewise had influence on adults. I feel that this poster was well worth
while, and I only regret that we could not get one of like nature for use this

year."
These posters may be considered typical of all that have been issued by the

department. The cost to the department of distributing posters is negligible.

In most cases the posters are sent in bulk to county agents or to other field

agents for distribution. Miscellaneous requests are handled by the regular mail-

ing force of the Division of Publications without appreciable increase in the

work.
The Department of Agriculture for many years has used placards or posters

of a conservative type in connection with its projects. These have been made
more attractive, more popular in style, and greater in number during the past

few years. However, the expansion does not represent any new project or work,
no new force of employees has been engaged for this class of work, and the

posters have been prepared and distributed with the regular force. This has

been accomplished, by improved management of the resources at hand and by
eliminating what have been considered to be less effective means of publicity.

(Thereupon, at 12.45 p. m., the committee took a recess until 2

o'clock p. m.)
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AFTER RECESS.

The committee met at 2 o'clock p. m., Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen
(chairman) presiding.
The Chairman. The committee will come to order. You may

proceed, Mr. Reid.

Division of Publications—Continued.

STATEMENT OF MR. EDWY B. REID, CHIEP OF THE DIVISION OF
PUBLICATIONS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Continued.

Mr. Anderson. Before you go on with item 45 I want to talk to
you about item 36, one laboratory aid at $840, in lieu of one clerk,
$840. Is that a film man?
Mr. Reid. No

; he is not much of a film man. He is an embryo

;

he is just getting into the work, and helps around the laboratory.
Mr. Anderson. He works in the exhibit end of it; he is a sort

of apprentice?
Mr. Reid. Yes, sir ; that is all.

The Chairman. I wish to call your attention to several of these
items—items 45 and 46, five assistant clerks.

Mr. Reid. We propose to drop several of these $840 places. We
can not afford to drop many of them, because; we can not ask for
a lot of new places. For instance, we are asking for 2 clerks at

$1,600 and 3 clerks at $1,400. These are new places, but, in lieu of
those places, we are expected to drop 5 places at $840. That means
that there will be a net increase of $3,200 in the roll.

The Chairman. You jump from $840 to what?
Mr. Reid. We drop five $840 places, and we are asking for two ad-

ditional clerks at $1,600 and three additional clerks at $1,400.

The need for these additional employees is urgent, and a brief
explanation of why we need them is found in the Book of Estimates
under items 45 and 46. I hope the committee will give favorable
consideration to the recommendation for these new places. None of
them are for the purpose of promoting employees now in the divi-

sion. Our sole purpose is to secure additional help of a higher grade
than we have at present, to occupy relatively important assignments.
Due to the extremely low salaries obtaining in the Division of
Publications, the standard of the clerical personnel has not kept pace
with the standard maintained in other branches of the service where
it has been possible to pay the salary required under changing con-
ditions for efficient clerks. This has handicapped the Division of
Publications in many ways, and the situation necessarily reflects itself

in the quality and quantity of work which we turn out. Other
bureaus of the department have at least a fair proportion of posi-

tions in the higher grades on their statutory rolls—$1,400, $1,600,

$1,800 per annum, etc.—and these positions are used for the employ-
ment of the clerks who occupy the supervisory and more responsible

clerical positions. Thus some of the bureaus have a skeleton organiza-
tion which, through these key men, is able to maintain the work in a

satisfactory manner without being so seripusly affected by the turn-

over in the low grades and the predominance of employees of
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mediocre efficiency in the routine positions. In the Division of Pub-
lications, however, the statutory roll does not adequately provide
for the employment of such clerks. For instance, we have only one
position at $1,600 and only two at $1,400. One of the additional

$1,600 positions recommended is needed in order that an appoint-
ment may be made of an executive clerk to take charge of the mails
and files of the division. At present the files are maintained in each
section throughout the organization, and the mailing work also is

handled as an individual matter. This creates considerable confu-
sion and makes adequate supervision and control of the work very
difficult.

It is proposed to establish a central mail and file rooni to do
all the mailing and filing of correspondence. This section probably
will be composed of six or eight employees, since the files for the

Offices of Exhibits, Information, and Motion Pictures will be in-

cluded. We have' sufficient clerks to handle the routine part of the

work, but a thoroughly competent executive clerk is needed to install

the new system and direct its operation. This plan is being used with
considerable success in some of the other bureaus, where the clerks

in charge of such sections are receiving salaries of $1,800, $1,980,

etc. The second $1,600 position is needed in order to secure a capable
clerk who will have sufficient ability to supervise and assist in the

preparation of special fiscal and administrative statements, assist in

the preparation of estimates, vise outgoing correspondence, and act

as a general assistant in handling special tasks which arise constantly

in the administration of the work and which frequently can not be
handled in a satisfactory manner at present because of the lack of

such a qualified employee. As explained previously, the ability of

our organization to do work of this kind is greatly impaired. The
lack of sufficient efaiployees of a high grade is making it extremely
difficult to place the work of the division on an absolutely efficient

basis. A clerk of considerable intelligence would be required for this

particular work. The employee would have to be above the average.

Clerks doing this kind of work in other bureaus are paid salaries of

$1,600 and higher, and we could not hope to secure a qualified man
for less.

Item 46 recommends three new positions at $1,400. As indicated
in the note explaining this item in the Book of Estimates, it is pro-

posed to utilize these three positions for obtaining additional stenog-

raphers. The very difficult situation we are in concerning the em-
ployment of stenographers is explained in the note under this item
in the Book of Estimates. This situation has had the effect of
seriously handicapping the work of the Division of Publications.
We are seriously in need of stenographers at this time and could

obtain them if we had the positions available for their employment,
such as the $1,400 positions recommended for 1921. We have a tre-

mendous volume of mail to handle in the Division of Publications,
and while the replies have been reduced to printed circulars, cards,

etc., just as far as practicable, there still remains more than can be
handled properly with the present force of stenographers and typists.

The low degree of efficiency of some of the stenographers we have
had to employ at salaries of $840 and $900 per annum, the present
entrance salaries in this division, is such that there is no doubt
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that it would be economical to employ capable stenographers at more
nearly the present salary standard. Naturally, the stenographers we
are able to secure 9ip these salaries are of very limited general educa-
tion and usually are without experience ; frequently we have to take
them before they have completed their studies at night school. These
five positions recommended, the two at $1,600 and the three at $1,400,
will mean a great deal to us in our work in the Division of Publica-
tions, and I hope the committee will give them favorable considera-
tion. As mentioned previously, the five positions will represent a
net increase of only $3,200, as, if they are granted, the estimates
propose that five $840 places be dropped. This would be done to-

ward the end of the current fiscal year by letting the positions stay
unfilled as vacancies occur through the expiration of temporary
appointments, etc. No permanent employees would be dropped from
the rolls.

The Chairman. Does that mean you are going to increase the
salaries from $840 to $1,600?
Mr. Eeid. No, sir ; they are not for promotions. They will be new

places and new people, and, these $840 people will be dropped off the
roll approximately as fast as they resign or temporary appointments
expire. The turnover during the year in the $900 roll has been 33
per cent and in the $840 class 127 per cent.

The Chairman. Going through the list hurriedly I find there are

129 people at $1,000 or less salary. That seems entirely out of line

with everything else in the estimates. I would like to know why
there are so many low-salaried people in this division.

Mr. Eeid. The character of some of the work of the Division of

Publications is different from that in the bureaus where a large

amount of scientific work is done.
The Chairman. I understand that a number do clerical work,

while some are stenographers and typewriters.

Mr. Reid. Yes, sir ; there are all types of workers.

The Chairman. All have taken an examination and are under the

classified service?

Mr. Eeid. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Can you explain why they should be paid so much
less than others ?

Mr. Bjeid. To go back through a number of years, the Division of

Publications apparently has iiot asked for or been allowed increases

at the same rate as the other bureaus.

The Chairman. I remember that Mr. Arnold made a very urgent
appeal to the committee at one time for increases. We did allow a
number of increases, but apparently this division has not been given
the same consideration that others have.

Mr. Eeid. No; it has not.

The Chairman. You have a number of employees doing an easy

class of clerical service?

Mr. Eeid. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. What do you pay the people, for instance, who
handle the publications that are sent out under Members' franks?

Mr. Eeid. They are in the $840, $900, and $1,000 grades. It is

a routine matter. We can pick up people of that kind to do that

sort of work, although, of course, the Government should not be pay-
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ing any salaries that low because people can not live on them. You
will not find commercial establishments, which require that grade
of service, paying as low salaries, but we are depending upon the

Keclassification Commission to improve the situation. We are now
asking you only for a few new places that will be more or less key
positions in the organization. They will be used to strengthen the

present force and will be more or less supervisory over these lower-

salaried places. It was our understanding that no increases were
to be included in . the estimates.

The Chairman. But, Mr. Eeid, if it is proper to give relief to

a number of them, we should give relief all along the line, not by
piecemeal. We should reclassify and readjust the salaries.

Mr. Eeid. We are waiting upon the Eeclassifiofttion Commission
to accomplish that result.

The Chairman. The committee took this matter in hand once be-

fore. T think it can do it again. If the committee finds that there

is discrimination against these employees or that inadequate sal-

aries are being paid them, it is the duty of Congress to adjust the

salaries. It is your duty to bring the matter to our attention, and
we will be very glad to give it consideration.

Mr. EtTBEY. Ai'e yon compelled to get permission from the Civil

Service Commission to employ people temporarily? Do they fill

these places permanently?
Mr. Eeid. It has been so difficult to fill some of these low-salaried

positions that the Civil Service Commission at times has not been
able to make certifications to us. Ordinarily the positions are filled

through Civil Service appointment.
The Chairman. What would you suggest, taking as a whole, as

a fair increase?

Mr. Eeid. I should think that none of them should be asked to

work for less than $1,100, or $1,200.

The Chairman. Some are receiving less than $1,000?
Mr. Eeid. Yes, sir.

Mr. Anderson. They all get the bonus and have been getting it?

Mr. Eeid. Yes; practically all of them.
The Chairman. If the committee should increase them, say, from

$100 to $200, would that give relief?

Mr. Eeid. It certainly would. It would give material relief and
would help them to get along.

The Chairman. Would that be fair to the others?
Mr. Eeid. In the other departments, for the character of the work,

I think it would. , .

The Chairman. Of course, low salaries are also paid in other divi-

sions and bureaus.
Mr. Eeid. I want to state here that the reason I have not said any-

thing about the low salaries in the Division of Publications is that
we are waiting upon'the Eeclassification Commission. Unless some-
thing results from that commission's recommenda;tions, there will not

be much of a Division of Publications in a year from now. Many
people are leaving their positions because they can not afford to work
for the low statutory salaries paid in the division.

The Chairman. Give us the turnover, please.

Mr. Eeid. There has been a turnover of 33 per cent for the $900
positions and 127 per cent for the $840 during the last fiscal year.
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These are in the clerical grades. The turnover is even greater in the
laborer grades. We can hardly do business under these conditions.
We hire persons and about as soon as they are trained they go else-
where to get better positions.
The Chaibman. You spoke about bulletins sent out by Members

of Congress. That is done in the Government Printing 'Office, is it
not?
Mr. Reid. The requisitions are made and the records are all kept

in the Division of Publications. They are sent out mainly from the
Government Printing Office.

The Chairman. That is, the Government Printing Office simply
attaches the frank to the envelope ?

Mr. Reid. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Is that done in your office?

Mr. Reid. No ; that is done m the Government Printing Office.

The Chairman. The recording is done in your division ?

Mr. Reid. In the division it is a matter of record and keeping the
books and work of that kind.
The Chairman. Then it is bookkeeping the same as in other bu-

reaus ?

'

Mr. Reid. One part of the division's activities is largely book-
keeping; There is the counting of millions of franks and checking
up of quotas. Quite aside from this is the answering intelligently
of a vast amount of miscellaneous mail. We are receiving about
2,000 letters every day.
The Chairman. It requires as much skill as is required in the

average bureau ?

Mr. Reid. It certainly does. The -designating of the publications
to be sent these correspondents we regard as very important work.
The Chairman. What else do they do ?

Mr. Reid. We have a mail of more than 2,000 letters daily. It
consists partly of direct requisitions upon the department for publica-
tions and partly of letters stating in general terms what is wanted.
If the request is specific, for Bulletin No. 1001, for instance, the clerk
writes the name on a frank and it is forwarded to the Superintendent
of Document's for filling; but if the request is general, calling for
information on various subjects or for bulletins of which we have no
supply, that requires another type of reply and a higher grade of
clerical ability. Much of this work is occasioned by the many mis-
cellaneous requests received from constituents of Congressmen. That
is why we are asking for these higher-grade positions, primarily to

help improve that service.

The Chairman. You say they require a reply. Are the replies

dictated ?

Mr. Reid. Form letters are used wherever possible, but of course
there are many letters requiring special study and knowledge of our
publications and those letters are dictated.

Mr. Rttbet. How many clerks does it take to handle the congres-
sional distribution?
Mr. Reid. There are about 50 employees in the section for han-

dling the mail and other matters of distribution. I have not the

details here as to how many of these handle the congressional mail,

but there are quite a number.
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Mr. RtTBEY. It is a considerable number ?

Mr. Reid. Yes, sir; because Congress distributes about 5,500,000
bulletins every year, and the requests come in for anything from one
bulletin up to a sack full.

Mr. RuBEY. Who fixes the allotmesats that go to each Congressman?
Mr. Reid. There is an appropriation of $200,000 for Farmers'

Bulletins. We figure out how many bulletins we can print for that
amount. There are about 500 Senators and Representatives; it is

eimply a matter of estimating how many we can give each Congress-
man. The wording of the! law is to the effect that not to exceed-

four-fifths of the entire supply may be distributed by Congress.
That amounts to 20,000 bulletins for each Congressman this year.

The cost of printing and other matters in connection with it have
gone up in price, and we have had to cut the allotment from 25,000

to 20,000 this year.

Mr. Rubey. I was just reading here from your reiport that a dis-

tribution of something like 9,000,000 was set aside for congressional

distribution. Is that true ?

Mr. Reid. The law says that four-fifths of the total amount may
be distributed by Congress. We will give you up to that limit; but

if you don't ask us for them, we take it for granted that you are will-

ing for them to be distributed by the department.
Mr. RtTBEY. Here is one point. Some Members use these and others

do not. What becomes of those that are not used by some Members ?

Mr. Reid. In the past the policy has been to let this credit accrue

to the Congressman from year to year ; so we have a book credit run-

ning up to large figures. Because of an unwritten agreement between
the department and Members of Congress that we would honor be-

yond the regular quota, provided we had them in hand, we did not
feel that it was fair to cut them off short this year. We wrote each
Member of Congress telling them we would try to honor requests

beyond the 20,000 copies if we had them on hand. Next year we are

planning to tell you that, because the appropriations are made for

the printing and distribution of bulletins during a given year, we
can not carry them over into a succeeding year. . We can not reservoir

them.
Mr. Rubey. The point I want to get at is this : In my own case I

have a purely agricultural district. The largest city in my district

has about 3,000 inhabitants. I have a great demand for bulletins,

and the amount set aside for me to use will not meet my demands at

all. That is the reason I brought this matter up. In the State of

Missouri we have what is called a board that gets out a course of

study for the rural schools.

Mr. Reid. Yes.
Mr. Rubey. In that course of study they set forth the teaching ol

agriculture, and they put into that report certain Government bulle-

tins, which they advise these teachers to get for the teaching of agri-

culture in their schools. I have a thousand teachers in my district.

It is necessary, in order to give them a copy of each one of these

bulletins, to send in the neighborhood of 20,000 bulletins. When I

distribute bulletins to the teachers in my district for the teaching of

agriculture—and I think that is the best distribution a man can make
of them—^I take on my entire quota right there. It occurred to me

—
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and I tried last year to get the department to see it that way—that a
distribution of tliat kind along educational lines ought to be made
by the department and that it ought not to be charged up against
the Member of Congress. I am in a position now where I am begging
for bulletins from somebody. I get letters every day from the school
children in my district. They study a certain subject in agriculture
and they want a bulletin upon that subject, and I am besieged by the
young folk in my district. I want to accommodate them. I feel it

is the best possible kind of distribution to make of these publications.
I was just wondering whether there is any way of meeting that sort
of situation. Here is a man who does not use his bulletins. After
this year is over these bulletins will be out of print. Of course, if

his quota goes on next year he could get the next year's bulletins, but
it seems that some of us fellows who are using these bulletins to

great advantage ought not to be shut off when there are a lot of
others who do not use them at all and they are simply lying about
unused.
The Chairman. Is it not a fact that there are more calls for the

bulletins of early print than the later ones? Do not the neighbors
become interested and ask for them, so that it is necessary to have
them reprinted?
Mr. Eeid. Yes, sir. The bulletins are reprinted as long as they are

up to date. They are revised periodically.

Mr. EuBET. I am frank to say that the bulletins you are getting
out, with the illustrations and pictures, are very attractive. Tney go
into the community; they are seen and wanted, and that increases

your eflSciency in getting out excellent bulletins and, of course, in-

•creases our demand for them.
The Chairman. Is there some way of supplying these teachers?
Mr. Reid. We are in a worse dilemma than you are. We are sup^

posed to distribute about one-fifth of these bulletins. You can
imagine the demands on the department when we get 2,000 letters a

day and how many requests we have to turn down. We have to re-

fer applicants to the superintendent of documents, from whom they
can buy these publications.

The Chairman. And you refer them to Members of Congress ?

Mr. Reid. Yes.
The Chairman. We are all glad to have you refer them to us, but

the question is, How can they be fully supplied ?

Mr. Reid. There are certain Congressmen who have city constit-

uencies, who are not so familiar with the bulletins. These Congress-

men do not care to distribute them to so great an extent as Members
from the rural districts. There is considerable trading of bulletins

or credit for bulletins among Members, and I do not see why that is

not the best solution of the situation. You may be able to get more
bulletins from some of the Representatives or Senators who do not

use them. The Senators do not use them in such great numbers as

the Representatives.

The Chairman. That reduces it to a begging or buying proposi-

tion. Members expend considerable money for the purchase of docu-

ments in addition to the cost of sending them out.

Mr. Reid. That is a bad situation.
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Mr. Hakkison. The new printing bill, which has been under con-
sideration for the past 15 years, provides for distribution of publi-
cations on the value basis.

The Chairman. Item 33, one assistant photographer, $900. Is
that a fair salary?
Mr. Eeid. No, sir ; that is $300 below what it should be, if you want

my candid opinion as to what this salary ought to be.

The Chairman. You say $300. On what do you base that esti-

mate ?

Mr. Eeid. By comparing it with salaries of assistant photographers
in other bureaus of the department.
The Chairman. How is the pay outside the department?
Mr. Reid. This man happens to be in the motion-picture labora-

tory, and therefore he would command more than the ordinary aid.

A man doing that character of work in a motion-picture laboratory
would get fully $300 more than this man.
The Chairman. How about the next one, item 34, one lantern-slide

colorist, $840?
Mr. Reid. That case is the worst discrimination and worst injus-

tice in the Division of Publications. I would like to point out that
this lantern-slide colorist ought to be getting from $1,200 to $1,500
in order to bring her pay up to the scale for similar services in other
departments. She is one of the best lantern-slide colorists in the
department.

,

The Chairman. How much would she get outside of the depart-
ment?
Mr. Reid. From $1,500 to $1,800.

The Chairman. How about the item 35, one laboratory aid, $900?
Mr. Reid. This laboratory aid is a motion-picture man and is

worth about $300 more than he is now getting. A laboratory aid of
his type in a commercial concern would get fully that and more.
The Chairman. Item 36 is also a laboratory aid ; the salary in this

case is $840. What ought he to be getting?
Mr. Reid. That work is about the same character as the aid at $900

is performing. The position ought to pay $300 more than the
amount now provided.
The Chairman. Item 37 is also a laboratory aid ; salary, $720.
Mr. Reid. That is about on the same order.
Mr. Harrison. We had to increase the amount by $450 in order to

correct a typographical error which crept into the bill last year ; the
printer got the figures reversed, and instead of having a position
at $720. we got one at $270.
The Chairman. I remember that it was not corrected.
Item 38, one assistant in char,"-e of document section. $2,000,

-changed to one assistant in distribution. $2,000. That is tied up with
item 20?
Mr. Reid. That is just a change of designation.
The Chairman. Item 48, 18 clerks at $1,000. What is the char-

acter of their work, and is the salarv equitable?
Mr. Reid. I will let Mr. Jump, the chief clerk, answer that.
The Chairman. We will be glad to hear Mr. Jump.
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STATEMENT OF MR. WILLIAM A. JUMP, CHIEF CLERK OF THE
DIVISION OF PUBLICATIONS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Jump. These employees at $1,000 are distributed over the va-
rious sections. I think it is safe to say that practically every one
of them performs work for which salaries of at least $1,200 are
paid in other bureaus of the department and in other departments
of the Goveriiment. It just happens that they are there at $1,000
because the Division of Publications has been bound by its statutory
roll and has not been able to pay the present salary standard, which
is usually $1,200.

The Chairman. They get $1,000 and the $240 bonus, or $1,240?
Mr. Jump. I am spealang of the basic salary. I would say that

their work compares with clerks at $1,200, with the bonus of $240,"

in other branches.
The Chairman. What is the character of the work?
]Mr. Jump. Some are stenographers, some are general clerks, some

occupy positions which I consider are much higher grade than their
salaries indicate. For instance, they handle the correspondence, of
which you have already heard—miscellaneous correspondence, where
a farmer writes in and wants all that we have on a particular subject.
The Chairman. Should they all be paid t'he same salary increase ?

Mr. Jump. In order to answer that intelligently, it would be neces-
sary to give consideration to each place separately. We would be
glad to submit a statement later showing the relative value of the
positions. I would not say that they should all receive the same
because they are scattered over nine different units in the division
and performing varying grades of work.
The Chairman. Would you make it $1,160 and $1,200 in different

places ?

Mr. Jump. For those who do stenographic work I do not believe
the salary should be less than $1,200 ; others performing a good
^ade of clerical work should receive $1,100 as a basic salary, while
those doing the more diiBcult tasks might be worth $1,400. There
are some there who belong in the $1,000 grade.

The Chairman. How do you figure the 40 clerks at $900, item 49?
Mr. Jump. The same thing is true there. These clerks are scat-

tered over these nine units. Perhaps seven of them are engaged in

routine work, in what we call our index section. I would say $1,100
would be a fair minimum salary for them to place them on the basis

paid in other bureaus for similar service. Four of these people, as

I recall, are stenographers assigned to the stenographic section; we
have had to pick them up wherever we could get them^ because the
Civil Service Commission could not supply them at this low salary

from their registers. Those stenographers are just as much entitled

to receive $1,200 per annum as stenographers anywhere else, and I

believe a basic salary of $1,200 would be fair. The remainder, about

30, do all kinds of work, such as that connected with the automatic-

addressing machinery, miscellaneous correspondence, and so on. Cer-
tainly none should get under $1,100 a year, and $1,200 would be, I

think, a fair figure.

The Chairman. You are comparing these salaries with those paid
in other departments or other bureaus of your department?
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Mr. Jump. Yes, sir. We should pay them on a basis comparable
with the rest of the department. I was connected with the Bureau
of Animal Industry for about 10 years and the Bureau of Markets-

for two years, and I am basing^ my opinion on my observation of
salaries paid in the other bureaus.
The Chaieman. How about other departments ?

Mr. Jump. I would not undertake to say as to that.

Mr. Harrison. Usually the minimum in the Government service

for newly appointed clerks and stenographers is $1,200; practically

all new appointments are made at that figure.

The Chairman. The next item. No. 50, is for 15 clerks, at $840..

Is the character of that work about the same ?

Mr. Jump. In that grade we have three stenographers who should
receive a minimum of $1,200. The rest of these clerks certainly

should go to $1,000 if the committee adopts the basis of adjustment
suggested in the cases already discussed.

The Chairman. You assign them to various sections of the divi-

sions, do you not?
Mr. Jump. We have nine sections of work, and these clerks are

assigned to certain sections and reassigned from time to time, accord-

ing to the needs of the work, so that it is impossible to give offhand

a specific description of the duties in each case. We should be glad
to submit a detailed statement showing the duties attaching to each
position.

The Chairman. How about two skilled laborers at $900, item 53?
Mr. Jump. This is supplanted by item 57, which carries three

places. One of these is a man assigned to duty as a machine oper-
ator ; he is a very skilled machine operator and does the same char-
acter of work as the five machine operators at $1,200, under item 51..

The Chairman. In your opinion, the salary of these skilled la^

borers should be $1,200?
Mr. Jump. Yes, sir. It just happens these three men have been

in the service all along. The other two work with the cuts in the
illustration section.

The Chairman. How about the seven skilled laborers at $840,
item 54?
Mr. Jump. For these seven at $840 a minimum of at least $1,000

would be necessary in order to do justice to them.
The Chairman. How about the next, item 55, four skilled labor-

ers at $780?
Mr. Jump. Of the four skilled laborers at $780, three certainly

should be given $1,000. The fourth one is a chauffeur, and to put him
on a par with other chauffeurs his salary certainly should be made
$900.

Mr. Harrison. $1,080 is the usual salary for chauffeurs.
The Chairman. How about the three messengers or laborers at

$900, in item 67?
Mr. Jump. That. is the item we have just discussed; they do the

same work as $1,200 people; $1,200 would be a fair salary for them.
The Chairman. In item 58 you have 10 messengers or laborers at

$840.

Mr. Jump. Four of those people are machine operators and are in
the same class, as far as their work is concerned, with the $1,200'
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people. The remaining six certainly should be given a minimum of
$1,000, because they are mature people and perform work that could
not be done by immature people.
The Chairman. Item 59, four messengers or laborers at $780.
Mr. Jump. That was discussed under item 55.

The Chairman. Item 60, 14 messengers or laborers at $720.
Mr. Jump. $900 should be a fair salary for these $720 people.

They are assigned various kinds of duties, ranging from those of an
ordinary laborer to those of machine operators.

The Chairman. Item 61, on page 197, one skilled laborer at $720,
Mr. Jump. That is combined with item 60.

The Chairman. Item 62, three messengers or laborers at $600
each.

Mr. Jump. These men are doing the usual work of laborers ; they
should be paiid $900 a year in order to do them justice. They work
hard.

The Chairman. Item 71, two messenger boys at $420. That is

the regular rate?

Mr. Jump. Those two positions are vacant; we are unable to get
boys to accept the positions at that salary. The same is true of
item 72, two messenger boys at $360 each. We are deprived of the
services of four messenger boys, that we need, because of the low
salary.

The Chairman. What should they be ?

Mr. Jump. It is practically impossible to get messenger boys at

less than $60 a month. We have seven, under item 68, at that salary

now. We have to pay that rate in order to obtain them. Boys are
getting more on the outside.

The Chairman. Item 70, four messenger boys at $480.

Mr. Jump. Two of the boys we now have have been in the service

for two years or more. If it is necessary for us to pay $60 to get

new boys it would be an injustice to pay only $480 to the boys we
now have. They should get $720.

The Chairman. Item 69, four messenger boys at $600.

Mr. Jump. The same is true of them. It just happens that we
have those boys and they are staying with us.

Mr. EuBEY. How in the world are you able to keep them?
Mr. Jump. It is difficult to keep them, and there is a great turn-

over in the messenger force, as they are constantly getting better

opportunities.

Mr. Harrison. That is true throughout the department;
The Chairman. Item 68, seven messenger boys at $720.

Mr. Jump. Sixty dollars a month seems to me to be a fair salary.

We would have no trouble in filling the positions at that salary.

The Chairman. Item 63, one folder at $1,000. Is that all right?

Mr. Jump. That position presents a peculiar situation. The em-
ployee who occupies that position is assigned to clerical duties that

should pay $1,200. The place should be designated as clerk. The
present title is not descriptive; it was originally given to an em-
ployee working on mail.

The Chairman. How about item 64, two folders at $900?

Mr. Jump. One of those folders is a machine operator and should

receive the same salary, $1,200, that we are paying to the five ma-
chine operators under item 51. The other has charge of our janitor
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force. It just happens that they are old employees. I don't know
how they live on their small salaries.

The Chairman. Item 66, six skilled laborers at $1,000.

Mr. Jump. Five of these employees are machine operators; the

remaining one is doing a grade of work that is really supervisory.

They should all receive $1,200; that is the lowest salary at which we
can get new, capable machine operators. ^

The Chairman. You are basing your estimates on the salaries paid
by other divisions and bureaus?

Mr. Jump. Yes, sir.

Mr. VoiGHT. How about these three charwomen at $480 each,

under item 75 at the bottom of page 197 ?

Mr. Jump. That is the usual classification. The Reclassification

Commission probably will have something to do about that.

There are also four charwomen at $240 each, item 76. These char-

women usually have other positions or work outside. They come in

and work in the morning, cleaning the offices.

The Chairman. How about your employees in charge of the

various sections,

Mr. Jump. They have various titles. I presume Mr. Eeid will

wish to present these.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Jump. You might take them
up section by section, Mr. Eeid.
Mr. Eesd. Item 3, on page 192, is the first one. That is at the

beginning of the statutory roll. This place of chief editor at $3,000

was vacant for about five months before we could find a man to fill

it at that figure. That position is worth at least $3,500 a year in

the Government, because people of the proper caliber, who are able

to edit agricultural papers or who know the agricultural business of

the country, know farming, are graduates of agricultural colleges, and
have been brought up through newspaper, magazine, or other pub-
lication work, are commanding all the way from $4,000 to $7,500 on
the outside.

The Chairman. I take it that we would hardly be justified in tak-

ing up these salaries of $2,000 and over except upon direct recom-
mendation. With the others in charge of sections, however, where
the salary is less than $1,500, we might take them up.

Mr. Reid. There is one indexer at $1,400, item No. 24, page 193.

Then there are two draftsmen or photographers, at $1,600 each, item

28, page 193. Those two men are worth $2,000 apiece. They are key
men and very good.
The Chairman. Who are they?
Mr. Reid. One is Dr. Olmsted and the other is Mr. Stevenson.

One has charge of drafting work and poster work. The other is

chief photographer of the division.

The Chairman. Is Mr. Crandall with you?
Mr. Reid. He is not in our division.

The Chairman. If we increase the salaries of the employees under
them, I take it that the heads of sections should be given some con-

sideration also.

Mr. Reid. Item No. 41, page 194, one assistant, $1,800. That is

Mr. Bracey, assistant in charge of the document section. He has
50 people under him. He is one of the hardest working men in the

division, and that place is worth fully $2,000, if not $2j200. We
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liaiv'e in mind, possibly, giving Mr. Bracey charge of other work, in
addition to his present duties.

,
The Chairman. Item 43, page 195, one foreman, miscellaneous dis-

tribution, $1,500. What about him?
Mr. Jump. That is a position that should pay a higher salary,

eventually, when we proceed with a plan for further consolidating
the addressing and mailing work of the department.
The Chairman. What is the next one?
Mr. Jujup. The section heads receive salaries ranging from $1,800

up, and, unless you want to consider salaries in those grades, it

would be difficult for us to suggest. We could submit a state-
ment
The Chairman. What I had in mind is that, if we increase the

salaries of these lower places first and you have others in supervisory
positions receiving low salaries, probably the persons in charge of
the various sections should be given consideration in connection
with the others. Have you any heads of sections at $1,200 or $1,500?
Mr. Jump. We have one, Mrs. Thorn, who is listed as assistant

at $1,400; she has about 16 employees under her supervision. She
is a very efficient worker and has been very successful in supervis-
ing the work of the cleric engaged on our mailing-list record.

The Chairman. Where does her position appear here?
Mr. Jump. In item 22. She is one of the two assistants at $1,400.

The Chairman. I take it that, if you increase the salary of all the
clerks in a certain ^division, the chief would feel slighted unless some
consideration were given to his position.

Mr. Jump. As a matter of fact, several of the subsection heads or
unit supervisors—those who occupy the positions requiring the su-

pervision of the work of other employees—are included in the $900
and $1,000 grade ; and that should be taken care of if the committee
wishes to consider adjusting the salaries in these grades.

The Chairman. Then it would be necessary to make a graduated
scale to take care of them ?

Mr. Jump. There possibly would be 10 positions in the grades $840,
$900, and $1,000 that should be selected for special consideration, and,
since we did not know that the committee would consider anything
in the way of salary increases, we are not prepared to discuss the
matter in detail; but we would like the privilege of submitting a
statement.

The Chairman. Will you submit a list?

Mr. Jump. Yes. We could give it much more intelligent considera-
tion in that way.
Mr. Harrison. That can be inserted in the record.

(The statement referred to follows.)

Proposed Readjustment of Low-Scale Salames-in the Division of Publi-
cations.

The following statement is submitted by the chief of the Division of Publica-
tions concerning certain positions in and below the $1,200 grade, the salaries

of which, it is understood, the committee desires to consider at this time with
a view to place them on an equal basis with similar positions in other branches
of the service.

The statement shows (1) the present salary of the positions involved, (2)
the salaries which it is considered would meet the object in view, and (3) the

duties of the respective positions.

164315—20 53
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There are a number of positions in the Division of Publications in the grades
above $1,200 per annum, the salaries of which should be adjusted, but men-
tion of these has been omitted as it is understood the committee desires to con-
sider only the lower grades at this time.
The data submitted have no bearing on the 11 additional positions requested

for the Division of Publications summarized on page 198 of. the Book of Esti-
mates. These additional employees are deemed necessary to the efficient opera-
tion of the publication work for the next fiscal year.

IncreaEe.

Item 32

:

Present, 10 draftsmen or photographers, at $1,200 $12, 000
Proposed, 10 draftsmen or photographers, at $1,400 14, OOO

Four of these employees, at $1,200 are illustrators and de-

signers, and the remaining 6 are photographers. These em-
ployees are engaged in skilled work, as their occupation implies,

in connection with the publications of the department. Their
work is of a grade much higher than the salary indicates, as
shown by the bulletin cover designs, posters, etc., issued by the
department. Extensive education, training; and experience is re-

quired and it is believed $1,400 per annum should be a minimum
for this class of employee.

Item 33

:

Present, 1 assistant photographer $900
Proposed, 1 assistant photographer , 1, 140

$2,000

The employee assigned to this position is engaged in work in

the motion-picture laboratory in connection with the making of
film. The duties of the position require a knowledge of the tech-
nique of the motion-picture work and it is believed the position
warrants a salary of $1,200 per annum.

Item 34

:

Present, 1 lantern-slide eolorist $840
Proposed, 1 lantern-slide eolorist 1, 200

This employee Is engaged not only as a lantern-slide eolorist,

as the title Implies, but in addition is called upon from time to
time to do the original work of an artist, in which she is skilled.

Transparencies prepared by this employee have been one of the
most attractive features at the department exhibits. The work
is of a highly skilled character, and the salary paid at present,
$840 per annum, is considerably below a fair compensation. It
is believed the position warrants a salary of at least $1,200 per
annum, based upon the work performed and the' salaries paid in
similar positions in other branches of the service.

Items 35, 36, and 37

:

Present, 1 laboratory aid (35) $900
Proposed, 1 laboratory aid 1, 080

Present, 1 laboratory aid (36) 840
Proposed, 1 laboratory aid 1,020

Present, 1 laboratory aid (37) 720
Proposed, 1 laboratory aid 900

These 3 employees, at $720, $840, and $900 per annum, respec-
tively, are aids in the "motion-picture laboratory. They splice,
test, patch, inspect, and assist generally in the making of motion-
picture film. The work requires a knowledge of the technique of
a motion-picture laboratory* and it is believed warrants salaries
$1,080, $1,020, and $900 per annum, respectively.

Item 47:
Present, 16 clerks, class 1 $19,200
Proposed, 4 clerks, class 2, $5,600; 12 clerks, class 1,

$14,400 20, 000

240

360

180

180

180

800
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Item 47—Continued.
The positions occupied by 4 of the employees in the $1,200

grade, the duties of which are described below, it is believed at

this time warrant salaries of $1,400 per annum.
(a) This employee supervises the shipping and receiving work

of the Division of Publications, including the operation of the
motor truclcs, wagons, etc., and the employees engaged therein.

The work is of tremendous volume, involving receipt from the
Government Printing Office and' other sources of millions of
pieees of printed matter, certifying bills for same for payment
and redistribution to the proper sources.

(6) This employee acts as clerk and stenographer to the
assistant in charge of the distribution of publications. _ The work
requires a thorough knowledge of the handling of the' great vol-

ume of department publications.

(c) This employee reads and refers to the proper sections all

of the incoming mail of the Division of Publications, Offices of
Exhibits and Information, and Motion-Picture Section. The
work is of considerable volume and requires intelligence and a
thorough knowledge of the work handled in the various sections".

[d) This employee is the principal assistant to the officer in

charge of the miscellaneous correspondence unit of the division,

and in his absence supervises tlie work of a force of approxi-
mately 19 clerks. Considerable executive ability is required and
the employee must be familiar vrtth the methods of handling the
thousands of requests for publications received here.

Item 48

:

Present, 18 clerks, at $1,000 each $18, 000
Proposed, 10 clerks, class 1. $12,000; 8 clerks, at $1,140

each, $9,120 21, 120
$3,120

Ten of the $1,000 positions now on the roll, it is believed should
pay salaries of $1,200 per annum. The duties of these positions
are as follows

:

(a) This employee acts as "time clerk" for the Division of Pub-
lications. The duties are to keep the record of leave of absence,
etc., and give notification of deductions to be made from the pay
roll. The work is of considerable volume, entailing the keeping of
a detailed record of the attendance of approximately 200 em-
ployees, and is of a character for which higher salaries are paid in

other branches of the service.

(6) This employee acts as the principal assistant to the officer

in charge of the mailing-list records of the division, in the ab-
sence of the latter ; 14 employees are engaged in that work.

(c) The duties of this position are those of stenographer and
clerk to the acting chief clerk of the division. In addition to a
knowledge of stenography the employee must be familiar with the
organization and business operation of the entire publication
work.

(d) This employee examines congressional correspondence re-

questing Farmers' Bulletins, and issues orders based on these for
mailing from the Government Printing Office, frequently deter-
mining what publications are to be sent.

(e) Same as (d) above.

if) This employee has charge of the stenographic unit under
the distribution section. She supervises a force of six stenog-
raphers, reviews their work, and dictates answers to certain rou-
tine correspondence.

(g) This employee supervises a force of 18 persons engaged in

the machine-addressing work conducted by the Division of Publi-
cations.

(ft) The duties of this position are to handle correspondence
requesting publications, designate the publications to be sent, etc.

(i) The duties of this position are to act as information clerk

to visitors, selecting publications on subjects desired by them,
and assisting in filling orders received from county agents.
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Item 48—Continued.
(j) This employee acts as clerk and stenographer to the assist-

ant In charge of our addressing, duplicating, and mailing section.

The remaining eight positions in the 31,000 grade, it is believed
should pay salaries of $1,140 per annum. The duties of these
positions are described below:

(a) This employee keeps individual accounts of all miscellane-
ous publications, acts for the superintendent of distribution In
carrying out details Involved in schemes of distribution for
department publications.

(6) The duties of this position are those of a typist, making
changes in the mailing lists, and arranging mailing-list orders for
the Government Printing Office.

(o) This position involves the handling of correspondence
requesting publications and consists principally in drawing
orders on the Government Printing Office for mailing the bulle-

tins desired.
(d) This position involves principally the work of revising

mailing lists and filing index cards in connection therevnth.
(e) The duties of this position are to handle correspondence

requesting publications, draw orders for mailing the proper bul-

letins, etc., by the Government Printing Office.

if) This employee is assigned to folding room work and the
duties of the position consist chiefly of folding, wrapping, filling,

sealing, and franking envelopes.

iff) Two of the $1,000 clerks, suggested for Increase to $1,140,

are assigned respectively to the Offices of Information and
Exhibits, where they are engaged in typewriting, filing, and
accounting work in connection with the operation of these offices.

Item 49

:

Present, 40 clerks at $900 each $36,000
Proposed, 5 clerks, class 1, $6,000; 35 clerks, at $1,080

each, $37,800 43,800
$T, 800

(a) Five of these employees are stenographers and typists,

and as such it is believed these positions warrant salaries of

$1,200 per annum.
(6) The positions occupied by the remaining 35 employees,

the duties of which are described below, are believed to warrant
salaries of $1,080 per annum. The employees occupying 12 of
these positions are engaged In handling the requests for publica-

tions, of which approximately 2,000 are received daily. They
search the indexes, designate publications to be sent, draw
orders for mailing them' from the Government Printing Office,

keep records of the publications sent, etc.

Three of the employees In this class are assigned to dvity as
correspondence file clerks.

Six of these employees are engaged In routine clerical work in

connection with the mailing list records of the department.
They record the additions, removals, and changes on the mail-

ing lists, arrange orders for same on the Government Printing
Office, etc.

Two of these positions are occupied by employees assigned to

the addressing section, where they operate addressograph ma-
chines, etc.

Two of the $900 positions are occupied by employees engaged ,

In typing, arranging, and filing index cards, searching Indexes
for information, etc., in the Index section.

Two of the positions in this grade are occupied by employees
assigned to folding-room work. The duties consist principally

of folding, wrapping, franking, inserting, sealing, and filling

miscellaneous orders in preparation for mailing. The work is

very strenuous.
Eight of these positions are filled by employees assigned to

general clerical work and typewriting In connection with the

accounting, addressing, printing, and illustration sections of the

division.
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Item 50

:

Present, 15 clerks, at $840 each $12, 600
Proposed, 15 clerks, at $1,020 each 15, 300

Three of the employees in this grade are stenographers and
typewriters.
Five of these positions are occupied by employees assigned to

the addressing, duplicating, and mailing section. The duties of
the positions are to operate duplicating and addressing machines,
emboss mailing list plates, maintain mailing list files, and assist

at times in folding, inserting, wrapping, mailing, and related
work.
Three of these positions are filled by employees assigned to

the mailing list record section, where they are engaged in typing,
alphabetizing, and filing address cards of persons whose names
appear on the lists.

Two of the employees in this grade are assigned to the index
section, where the duties consist of typewriting, arranging Index
cards, and searching for information in the index files.

Two of these employees are assigned to miscellaneous clerical

work—one in the distribution and one in the illustration sec-

tion. The latter is engaged also in typewriting.
It is believed these positions warrant a salary of $1,020 per

annum.
Note.—^At present there are 21 positions in this grade. The

estimates for 1921 proposed that 5 of these be dropped alto-

gether, provided the two $1,600 and three $1,400 positions re-

quested for new employees are granted. One $840 position also

Is proposed for change of title to laboratory aid. With these
deductions fifteen ,"S840 positions would remain.

Item 51

:

Present, 5 machine operators, at $1,200 each $6, 000
Proposed, 2 machine operators, at $1,440 each, $2,880 ; 3 ma-

chine operators, at $1,200 each, $3, 600 6, 480

Two of these $1,200 positions, the duties of which are described
below, are considered to warrant salaries of $1,440 per annum.
One of these is occupied by an employee who acts as mechanic

for all of the automatic addressing equipment of the Division of
Publications. He is charged with the supervision of the opera-
tion and maintenance in good condition of six graphotype ma-
chines and seven addressing machines, and other mechanical
equipment of a similar nature. The machinery represents a con-
siderable investment by the Government and its oversight rep-

resents quite a responsibility.

Another acts as foreman of the machine operators engaged in

multigraph and mimeograph work. In this capacity he super-
vises the work of 6 employees.

Item 57:
Present, 3 messengers or laborers, at $900 each .$2, 700
Proposed, 3 messengers or laborers at $1,080 each 3, 240

One of these positions is occupied by an employee whose
duties are those of a machine operator In the multigraph sec-

tion.

The other 2 are occupied by employees assigned to the illus-

tration section, where the work consists of finishing, binding,

and matting lantern slides, mounting and ferrotyping photo
prints, and acting as custodian of the original illustrations and
cuts used in the publications of the department.

It is believed these positions warrant a salary of $1,080 per

annum.
Item 58:

Present, 10 messengers or laborers, at $840 each $8, 400

Proposed, ]0 messengers or laborers, at $1,020 each 10,200

$2, 700

480

540

1,800
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Item 58—Continued.
Four employees in tliis grade are assigned to folding-room

work, consisting of addressing envelopes, filling miscellaneous
orders for publications, etc.

Three of the employees in this grade are assigned to duty as
laborers and messengers. They are engaged in storing bulk pub-
lications, carrying mail, and other duties of laborers as required
by the needs of the service.
One employee, who occupies an $840 position, is assigned to

duty as an addressing-machine operator.
One employee in this grade is assigned to duty as chaufEeur

of one of our motor trucks.
One employee is engaged in work In 'the photographic labora-

tory consisting of making photostats and solar-bromide prints.
These positions are filled by adults and the character of the

work performed it is believed, under present conditions, war-
rants a salary of $1,020 per annum.

Item 59:
Present, 4 messengers or laborers, at $780 each $3, 120
Proposed, 4 messengers or laborers, at $1,020 each 4, 080

Two employees in the $780 grade are engaged in the work of
machine operators in connection with our addressing and dupli-

cating work.
One employee in this grade performs the duties of a chauf-

feur, driving one of our motor trucks.
One employee is assigned to folding-room work, consisting of

folding, inserting, mailing, etc.

These positions are all filled by adults and it is believed the
character of the work warrants a salary of $1,020 per annum.

Item 60:
Present, 14 messengers or laborers, at $720 each $10, 080
Proposed, 14 messengers or laborers, at $900 each 12, 600

Nine employees in this grade are assigned to duty as machine
operators in connection with our automatic addressograph
system.
Three of tlie employees in the $720 grade perform the regu-

lar work of a laborer, consisting in the handling and storage
of bulk publications ; sacking, and assisting in moving mail and
other heavy material in connection with shipping, etc.

Two of the employees in tliis grade are assigned to work in
the photographic laboratory operating the photostat machine,
mounting photographs, maps, charts, etc.

The work performed by the employees who occupy these
positions, it is believed, is such as to warrant a salary of $900
per annum.

Item 62

:

Present, 3 messengers or laborers, at $600 each . $1, 800
Proposed, 3 messengers or laborers, at $900 each 2, 700

Two of the employees in this grade are engaged in the mis-
cellaneous duties of a laborer—cleaning the offices, removing
waste material, and other miscellaneous duties of a laborer as
required.
One position in this grade is filled by an employee assigned

to the motion-picture laboratory, where he is engaged in keeping
the laboratory clean, carrying film back and forth, and making
himself generally useful in the preparation of film.

It is believed these positions warrant salaries of $900 per
annum.

Item 63

:

Present, 1 folder $1,000
Proposed, 1 assistant 1,200

The employee who occupies this position performs the duties
of a distribution record clerk. The duties include keeping a
stock account of Farmers' Bulletins and an Individual account of

2,520

900

200
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Item 63—Continued.
the distribution for each Senator and Representative in Congress.
Also preparation of records on condition of stock of publications.
The employee has been in the service more than 25 years, and
the v^ide knowledge of the publication vcork and the responsible
nature of the duties performed it is believed warrant fully a
salary of $1,200 per annum.

Item 64:
Present, 2 folders, at $900 each ^ $1, 800
Proposed, 2 messengers or laborers, at $1,080 each 2,160

One of the employees in this grade is assigned to duty as
operator of an automatic addressograph machine.
The other acts as' custodian of tlie building and supervises a

force of eight laborers and charwomen.
It is believed the duties of these two positions warrant a sal-

ary of $1,080 per annum.
Item 65:

Present, 2 skilled laborers, at $1,100 each $2, 200
Proposed, 2 skilled laborers, at $1,200 each 2, 400

One of the laborers, at $1,100, is assigned to handling mis-
cellaneous requests for publications, selecting the bulletins to be
sent, and'^preparing the necessary orders for mailing upon the
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office.

The other laborer is assigned to the duties of a machine oper-
ator in connection with our automatic addressograph system.

It is believed the duties performed by the employees occupy-
ing these two positions warrant a salary of $1,200 per annum.

Item 66:
Present, 6 skilled laborers, at $1,000 each $6,000
Proposed, 3 machine operators, at $1,200 each, $3,600; 3

skilled laborers, at $1,200 each, $8,600 7,200

Five of the employees in this grade are assigned to duty as
machine operators in connection with our addressograph, grapho-
type, multigraph, mimeograph machines, etc. It is a skilled

grade of work requring considerable training and experience.

Three of these employees have a civil-service status as " ma-
chine operators."

The other employee in this grade supervises a force of several
employees engaged In maintaining a stock of bulk publications
for use of the various bureaus and offices In the Department of
Agriculture. The duties of the position require a knowledge
of the large volume of publications, posters, etc., and ability to

produce them when called for.

It is believed the duties of the employees occupying these
positions are such as to warrant a salary of $1,200 per anum.

Items 69, 70, 71, 72

:

Present, 4 messenger boys, at $600 each (69), $2,400;
4 messenger boys, at $480 each (70) , $1,920 ; 2 messenger
boys, at $420 each (71), $840; 2 messenger boys, at

$360 each (72), $720 $5,880
Proposed, 6 messenger boys, at $720 each, $4,320; 6 mes-

senger boys, at $600 each, $3,600 7, 920

The messenger boys, as their title implies, are assigned to mes-
senger work, consisting of running errands, routing and carrying
mail, distributing publications, performing duties of an office

boy, helping in the photographic laboratory, etc. The $360, $420,

and $480 positions are vacant a great part of the time' owing to

our Inability to secure and retain boys at these salaries. The
turnover in these grades Is extremely high, the boys not remain-
ing long enough to become familiar, with the location of the var-

ious offices before they secure better positions elsewhere. This
causes considerable inconvenience in the transaction of business.

200

1,200

2,040
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Items 69, 70, 71, 72—Continued.
Under present conditions it is considered the services of first-

class messenger boys are worth salaries of $600 and $720 per
annum.

Total increase, if above changes are adopted— $28,760

STATEMENT OF MR. EDWY B. REID, CHIEF OF THE DIVISIOIT OF
PUBLICATIONS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Continued.

Mr. Keid. This morning we were talliing about the total appro-
priation requested for the Division of Publications. We are ask-

ing for additional places amounting to $15,050; for labor-saving

machinery and supplies, $1,000; furniture and fixtures, $280; tele-

phone, telegraphj freight, and express, $150; and miscellaneous

expenses, $350; making a net actual increase of $16,830. The re-

duction in the exhibits' appropriation from $100,000 to $50,000

leaves us with a request for $33,170 less than was appropriated for

the same purposes last year. That may not be entirely evident at

the first glance at these estimates, because we have tried to bring
into the Division of Publications three extra units. The Office of
Information, the Office of Exhibits, and the motion-picture activi-

ties. The people doing this work have been carried on the rolls

of other branches of the department, and the proposed change
will not increase the department's appropriation. Therefore, this

is not an actual increase in the Division of Publications.

We are actually asking for less money than we did a year ago.

We will do away with a few low-salaried places and with the
additional higher-salaried positions bring the Division of Publica-
tions into a good strong unit. We would have to ask for these extra

people even if we had not been trying to bring these units into one, be-

cause the old Division of Publications was very loosely organized.

It was not giving the service that it should, and, in order to articu-

late the Department of Agriculture with the public properly, we
should have these extra positions.

The Chairman: That is, assuming that the transfers are made
and activities are added to it ?

Mr. Keid. No, sir; the new positions are not primarily contingent
on the proposed consolidation, but, as stated, are needed to put the

Division of Publications, as at present organized, on an efficient

basis.

The Chairman. We had better take up the additional items com-
mencing with page 199.

Mr. Eeid. We ask for an increase of $1,000 under the item for

labor-saving machinery. This amount is needed for the purchase
of new machines to replace old ones ; duplicating and addressing
machines, stencil-cutting machines, and multigraphs, mimeographs,
and things of that kind.
Mr. Anderson. Is there a considerable increase in the work of the

division from year to year ?

Mr. Eeid. The publicity that we have given to the department's
publications is reflected directly in increased work on the part of
the Division of Publications. There is a tremendous increase from
one year to another.

Mr. Anderson. Is there anything to indicate that at all? Is there

any way in which you can indicate the extent of the increase?
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Mr. Reid. The Division of Publications is called upon to do mime-
ograph and multigraph work, and maintains mailing lists on the
addressograph system for a number of the bureaus and offices of the
department.

The'^'Office of Information alone during the last fiscal year sent

in approximately 750 stenciled press notices—a greater number than
in any other year with the exception of 1917-18, when the depart-
ment's activities were expanded temporarily under the food-produc-
tion act. Several million impressions of these stencils were made,
envelopes addressed and filled, and the material placed in the mails
by the Division of Publications.

The constant wear and tear on the addressing and duplicating
machinery makes it imperative to purchase new equipment from time
to time to enable the division to handle the department's work.
The publicity given the department's publications is reflected in

the increase in the demand for bulletins, as shown by the distribu-

tion figures in a table I have prepared. This shows the output in

the various lines of publication and information work since 1914.

With your permission, I will insert this statement in the record.

(The statement referred to follows:)

Information and publication work of the Department of Agriculture.

[Fiscal years ending June 30.]

Activities, publications issued,
etc.

1914 1915 1916 1917 19181 19191

New Fanners' Bulletins is-

sued
Otliet publications issued
Sprints Issued (a 1 kinds) . .

.

Total number of publications
of all kinds distributed

Number ol pages duplicated
(nmltigraphed, m i m. e o •

^aphed etc.)
MftiliTig list changes (machine

lists)

Envelopes addressed by ma-
chinery...;

Xames on mailii^ lists main-
tained in Division o{ Publi-
cations (as distinguished
from those at Government
Printing Office) ,

Assembling, stapling, paper
cutting, etc

DiBwmgs prepared ^

Lantern slides prepared
Photographic output
Motion pictures completed
during year '

Motion pic'tilres available at
close of year (subjects) '

Motion-picture^rints available
for distribution by depart-
ments"

55
1,097

474

36,780,125

4,040,219

79,188

3,686,877

116,324

4,426,505

2,061
8,528

112, 262

77
836

37,376,377

6,218,727

135,357

5,266,281

180,798

2,964,403

2,520
15,812

138,832

976
367

46,252,457

4,770,737

98,877

6,093,333

181,107

5,767,676

1,887
14,077

118,441

84

1,132
390

47,912,886

6,016,276

89,142

5,420,248

206, 132

4,584,950

1,840
21,367

127, 907

News articles, etc., issued by
Office of information.

Fairs at which department
exhibited

512

2

571

5

590

7

130
985
341

99,222,321

5,767,692

82,372

6,772,398

250,789

3,976,017

2,483
21, 819
172,066

145

1,022

18

90
840
401

62,218,829

5,267,641

140,650

5,980,642

268,765

9,778,217

1,760
26,091
181,006

18

57

244

890

<35

'A considerable part ofthe increase in 1918 and 1919 was incident to the war activities under an appropria-
tion made available by the food production act. •

' It is impossible to gauge the amount of illustrating and designing in one year by the number of drawings
prepared. It may tafee a draftsman two weelcs or more to prepare an intricate piece of worlc, and he may
mate 10 easy small drawings in one day. During the past few years production of tracings and small

charts has had to be curtailed in order to produce a more popular style of illustrations, such as cover designs,

posters, etc. .

» The motion-picture worlc was not conduOted as an activity of the department as at present until the

fiscal year 1917.
' The department has exhibited at 57 iaits during the current fiscal year.
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Mr. YoiGT. Instead of sending the Members' franks to the Gov-
ernment Printing Office, would it not be more expedient to have a
supply of these bulletins in your office and send them out from
there?
Mr. Reid. We think so ; but the law makes it necessary for us to

send them to the Government Printing Office.

Mr. Harrison. The department always thought that was a mistake.
The Chairman. We had that up a few years agOj and the distri-

bution end was transferred to the Government Printmg Office by act

of Congress.
Mr. VoiGT. Is there a law that compels you to do that ?

Mr. Eeid. Yes. It would facilitate matters a great deal if we
handled the distribution ourselves. We have a great deal of trouble
to keep our lists the same as those of the Gevernment Printing
Office. The Government Printing Office has nothing to do with
sending out lists of crop estimates or news stories. The -Printing
Office is far behind much of the time in sending out publications.

Mr. Harrison. There are a great many complaints about delays
in sending out publications through the Superintendent of Docu-
ments.
The Chairman. We will pass on to the next item, Mr. Eeid.
Mr. Eeid. Item 79, for ^' Envelopes, stationery, and materials,

$9,000," involves an apparent. increase,of $1,500. .There is.no actual

increase, however, as this merely provides for the transfer of that
amount from the appropriation for " Miscellaneous expenses " of
the Secretary's office, which fund has been reduced accordingly.

It represents the amount that has been allotted from the Secretary's

appropriation for paper and envelopes for the Office of Information
for the current fiscal year. With the consolidation of the Office of
Information and the Division of Publications the expenditure should
come under the Division of Publication's fund in order to simplify
the accounting and make the administration of the work more log-

ical and convenient.

Item 80, " Office furniture and fixtures, $1,600," contemplates an
increase of $280 over the appropriation for this object during the

current fiscal year. This slight increase will cover additional furni-

ture and fixtures required, as the Division of Publications, beginning
July 1, will be called upon to supply furniture and fixtures for the

Office of Information, Office of Exhibits, and Motion Picture Sec-

tion, which now obtain such supplies from the office of the Secretary.

The amount recommended for furniture and fixtures is conservative,

as were it not for the need of rigid economy we would like to ask

for a considerably larger sum under this heading in order to replace

some of the very old equipment in use in the Division of Publica-
tions. At present we are able to do this but slowly, as a considerable
portion of the appropriation, due to rising costs, etc., is taken up
in meeting current needs.

Item 81 proposes the insertion of the word "hereafter" in the

language authorizing the department to loan, rent, or sell copies

of motion-picture films under certain conditions. This change is

recommended in order to make the legislation permanent and avoid
the necessity of repeating the proviso year after year.

Item 82 recommends an increase of $150 in the appropriation for

telephone and telegraph service, and freight and express. Nine
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hmidred dollars is recommended, whereas the appropriation for the
current year is $750. As explained in the Book of Estimates, a part
of this amount will be required to provide for telephone service for
the Office of Information and the office having charge of motion-
picture activities, which will be consolidated with the Division of
Publications under the plan of reorganization. This expense here-
tofore has been met from the appropriation^ " Miscellaneous ex-
penses," under the Secretary's office. Additional funds also are
needed to cover transportation charges on motion-picture films in
consequence of the increased demand for the exhibition of motion
pictures, lantern slides, etc.

Item 83. No change is recommended.
Item 84, " for purchase of manuscripts, traveling expenses, elec-

trotypes, illustrations, and other expenses not otherwise provided
'ioT, $4,350." A slight increase—$350—is recommended in this item,

which amount is necessary to provide for necessary expenses of the
Office of Information heretofore paid from the appropriation, " Mis-
cellaneous expenses," under the Secretary's office, and to meet in a
degree the general advance in the cost of all items coming within
the scope of this appropriation.

Item 85, " to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to make suitable

agricultural exhibits at State, interstate, and international fairs

held within the United States."

You will notice that the paragraph has been amended so as to elim-

inate specific mention of the National Dairy Show at Chicago. How-
ever, it is our intention, if we ge:t this appropriation, to show at this

big exhibition at the Fat Stock Show, and also at other national

shows, such as the swine exposition; but we think it hampered us
somewhat last year to have a specific appropriation for the National
Dairy Show.
The Chairman. I take it that the dairy people will register a

vigorous protest if it is eliminated. How would you take care of

them if we should drop this language ?

Mr. Reid. They would be taken care of in the regular way of
making exhibits the same as we did this year, only it would not be
mentioned specifically. If we mentioned them we ought to mention
the Fat Stock Show and all the others.

The Chairman. What is the average expense for these shows?
Mr. Eeid. We have been successful in showing at 57 fairs and ex-

positions this year. We have had five circuits carrying representa-

tive work of the department.
The Chairman. What is the average expense?
Mr. Eeid. We have spent about $60,000 on the 57 fairs.

The Chairman. What is the largest amount expended in connec-
tion with any of them ?

Mr. Eeid. The largest was in connection with the National Dairy
Show, for which $25,000 was specifically provided in this item.

The Chairman. What was the expenditure last year—some of the

bigger State fairs, say, in Minnesota and Iowa ?

Mr. Eeid. The cost of the Illinois and Indiana State Fair was
$1,300.

The Chairman. Is that about the largest amount?
Mr. Eeid. At the Iowa fair it was $1,420; Wyoming State Fair,

$1,200. That is the way it runs.
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Mr. Anderson. What is the cost of the National Dairy Show?
Mr. Reid. $21,000; at the International Stock Show it was $5,000.

There is a big discrepancy between the cost of these two exhibits, but
we were able to make a very good showing at the International be-
cause the circuits were in and we could combine the material that
had been out to State fairs and send it to the International ; and we
really put on a better show than the $5,000 indicated.
The Chairman. If we eliminate the language as suggested, what

would jQVL do with these larger shows—give them all the same
amount?

,

Mr. Eeid. We couldn't do that.

The Chairman. The dairy show is national in character.
Mr. Eeid. We couldn't do that, because the character of the ex-

hibits changes and the demand for material is different at different

times. The national shows usually are specialized in character, and
we have to prepare material especially for them. It sometimes hap-
pens that we can use some of the material that is prepared for State

fairs or other exhibits.

The Chairman. Would you put on as many shows next year as

you have during the present year ?

Mr. Eeid. No; we could not.

The Chairman. That, of course, would depend on the appropria-
tions made, I suppose.
Mr. Eeid. On a $50,000 appropriation we can't make more than

half the shows we did this year.

The Chairman. Only half?
Mr. Eeid. Not more than half. Further than that, we will not

have any money left to prepare exhibits for the next season.

The Chairman. You spent $60,000 last year; you have $40,000 in

the Treasury, and, if that is made available with this $50,000, you
would have $90,000 ; that is $30,000 more than you spent this year.

Mr. Eeid. This table was made up a little while ago. I think we
have something like $30,000 now with which to prepare for shows
next year.

The Chairman. $30,000 and $50,000 would give you $80,000.

Would that not enable you to give about the same number of ex-

hibits that you did last year ?

Mr. Eeid. Not quite as many.
The Chairman. How many less ?

Mr. Eeid. I don't suppose we could make over 40 shows.
Mr. Ormsby. Possibly 40. Mr. Chairman, the material we used

this year on the circuits was prepared, for the most part, with money
we had left over from last year's appropriation of $40,000. During
the year 1918 we covered, with the aid of the State-fair associations,

about 35 fairs; but the fair associations bore part of the expense.
This year we bore practically all expenses except for space ; we paid
for no space but this year had to bear the entire expense for local

drayage, installation charges, labor, carpentry work, and hauling,
which during 1918 was borne by the fair associations.

Mr. Anderson. Don't you think that ought to be paid by them?
Mr. Ormsby. I think so ; but, inasmuch as the members of the two

large fair organizations known as the American Association of Fairs
and Expositions and the International Association of Fairs and Ex-
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positions were instrumental in having Congress authorize $100,000
for agricultural exhibits at fairs during the past year, they felt that
the department should pay all expenses except for space. In my
•opinion, the fairs should bear local expenses, such as hauling to and
from the cars, for space, and for local common labor to assist in
unpacking and repacking the exhibits. Of course, they should not
be expected to pay for special services, such as special electrical

power for the operation and lighting of models and cases, the con-
struction of special tables, cases, etc., plumbing and steamfitting when
necessary in installation work, special decorating features, etc. Such
work of a special character, however, is only necessary where the
department makes an unusual or special exhibit, such as is desired at

the dairy and live-stock shows, those national or international in

scope and character, and those where more money is expended than
at the fairs of general importance to the public.

Mr. Harrison. It has always been our policy to require the local

authorities to pay expenses of that sort, Mr. Chairman, and we
always insisted upon that requirement' until this appropriation was

"

made available. The appropriation was provided, as you know,
to cover practically all expenses connected with our exhibits, with the

exception of the rental of space and possibly a few other items.

The Chairman. This affects every section of the country. You
appreciate that it is a live issue. When we get on the floor of the
House I want to be in a position to state specifically what is going
to be done.

Mr. Harrison. I just want to point out one thing: It is always
necessary for us to keep a balance over for the following spring's

work, because the appropriations for the succeeding fiscal year do
not become available until July 1, and we have to begin the prepara-
tion of our exhibits much before that time in order to be ready when
the fair season opens. The fair season begins about July 1, but we
.begin preparing for it early in the spring.

The Chairman. I have received a number of communications
about the swine.show. That would be a new one, would it not?
Mr. Harrison. That would be a new one, and I imagine the de-

partment will have an exhibit there if the necessary arrangements
can be made.
The Chairman. There is the same request for the dairy show.

Assuming that you are to take care of the dairy show, the swine
show, and all the other shows that you took care of this year, how
much money would be required to do justice to all of them?
Mr. Ormsbt. If you will permit me there, Mr. Chairman, I would

like to distinguish between the nature of the exhibits we made at

the dairy show from those displayed at the ordinary State fairs. At
the dairy show the department staged live demonstrations along
dairy lines and models in action and occupied more than twice the

amount of space occupied at the State fairs. Of course, this was a

special show for which specific provision was made. At the State

fairs the work of the department is shown with models, charts, and
photographs. Live demonstrations and special models are required

and necessary at large and special shows, such as the dairy show.

The Chairman. It is really required?

Mr. Ormsbt. Yes ; the dairy show requires a great deal of demon-
strational work.
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The Chairman. It takes in the whole country, does it not'^

Mr. Oemsbt. Yes, sir. For example, at the dairy show last Octo-
ber the department showed the cost of keeping a dairy cow for one
year, together with her production. This exhibit consisted of a
live Holstein cow and her calf, her feed requirements, and her milk
production in one year, illustrated by actual feed and models;
whereas at a State fair we would put that in small-model form,
with supplementary charts and photographs.
The Chairman. More money is required, then, for a national

show than a State show?
Mr. Harrison. The department, in ordinary circumstances, would

probably expend more money at national shows, like the National
Dairy Show and the Swine Growers' Exposition, because they are

national in scope and they are much larger than the ordinary State
fair. Not only that, but we will specialize our exhibits at these

national fairs in such a way that they will be particularly interest-

ing to the people who visit them. For instance, in the case of the
live-stock show, the live-stock exhibits will predominate, while at the
dairy show, dairy matters will predominate.
The Chairman. Following out that line, how much money would

be required ?

Mr. Anderson. For the whole business?
Mr. Harrison. You mean to make exhibits at 58 places?
The Chairman. Figuring on the same basis as last 'year allowing

for increases and treating them all alike?

Mr. Harrison. I think it will take, Mr. Chairman, at least $100,-

000 to do that next year.

The Chairman. With a total of $100,000 for exhibits, could you
also take care of the swine show and the dairy show ?

Mr. Eeid. It will take as much to run us next year as it took this

year, including the spring work.
The Chairman. You ought to be able to put on two good shows. ,

You put on a very good exhibit at the fat-stock show.
Mr. Eeid. That happened to break just right. W.e had our cir-

cuits arranged so we could use that material. If we had had to

secure new material we couldn't have put on any such show for

$5,000.

The Chairman. You will have the same circuits next year and
the fat-stock show will come at the same date?
Mr. Reid. If the fat-stock show will be that late.

The Chairman. It is generally the same week.
Mr. Reid. It is generally the first week in December.
The Chairman. It is practically always at that time.
Mr. Reid. There is the swine show, for instance ; it will be a new

show for us. We have already requests from a lot of new fairs

for next year, and undoubtedly the fairs at which we showed this

year will repeat their requests. I believe it will take a little more
than the $100,000 to put on as many shows as we did this year.
The Chairman. You spent $60,000 of the $100,000, and you are

going to do practically the same work next year, with the excep-

tion of the swine show?
Mr. Reid. We have to have some money with which to prepare

exhibits. We want at least as much left over next year as we have
this year, to continue the work.
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The Chairman. But you have $40,000 in the Treasury for that.
Mr. Eeid. About $30,000, as in addition to the $60,000 spent on

specific shows, there are expenditures of about $10,000 for general
items.

The Chairmax. You would be able to make the necessary prepa-
ration with $30,000. Then, if we appropriate $100,000, you will
have $100,000 for next year's work.
Mr. Eeid. Of course, by making some changes in the arrange-

ments with the fairs, and getting them to bear a part of the ex-
pense, we might be able, with $100,000, to show at these fairs and
also at some additional fairs. Otherwise we may not be a;ble to
do that.

The Chairman. If we eliminate the language, would you give the
same consideration to these national shows that you did this year?
Mr. Eeid. Yes; with the $100,000.
The Chairman. Whatever appropriation we make.
Mr. Eeid. "We would like to put on just as good shows, or a little

bit better.

In the case of the international this year, we had to confine our
efforts to the hay and grain section. We have a lot of informa-
tion in the Bureau of Animal Industry that never has been put
before the people in proper fofm.
The Chairman. Is it not a fact that at any dairy show your ex-

hibit would be the main attraction, while at the fat-stock show
it is simply a side-show attraction, because many go to the latter

especially to see the fat stock.

Mr. Eeid. Certainly.
The Chairman. It is necessary to put on as large an exhibit- at

the fat-stock show as it would be at a dairy show ?

Mr. Ormsby. At the National Dairy Show, the department exhibit
occupied something like 11,000 square feet of floor space, while at the
International Live Stock Show it occupied slightly over 4,000 square
feet.

The Chairman. I think what you put on at the dairy show this

year was very good. It was a very good show. Were you in charge
of it?

Mr. Ormsbt. Yes, sir.

Mr. Eeid. We didn't do anything regarding the work of the
Bureau of Animal Industry at the International Live Stock Show ; it

all had to do with the hay and grain sections. The Bureau of Animal
Industry is anxious, if it can, to be in the show.
The Chairman. The States had a number of exhibits. What you

had there fitted in very nicely.

Mr. Eeid. Yes; in that section.

The Chairman. We are asked all sorts of questions about these
shows. What can we say to these people? If we appropriate
$100,000, can you do as well by them next year as you did this year?
That is, will you try to do as well by them as you did this year ?

Mr. Eeid. Yes. We can't take on more than two or three new
shows, ho-^ever. We can do as well by the old shows—^that is, the
same number, 57.

The Chairman. And with $50,000 you would have to cut it down
to 40?
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Mr. Eeid. To 25.

The Chairman. You say you would have to reduce the number
to 25?
Mr. Eeid. Yes, sir. That would be on the average of only $2,000

per show, to provide for getting up all the material, shipping it out,

hiring the help, and everything else connected with the work.
Mr. Ormsby. The department received about 65 requests this year

from State fairs and larger expositions. As Mr. Eeid says, we took
«ar6 of 57.

The Chairman. You received 65 requests?
Mr. Oemsbt. Yes, sir; we could have taken care of all of them if

we had had more men and material to make up a new circuit. Our
circuits cover from 7 to 10 fairs each. There were only five original

circuits, and we had to make up an extra circuit consisting of Wyo-
ming, the International Farm Congress at Kansas City, and the

Evansville Centennial Exposition at Evansville.

The Chairman. How about your Kansas City show?
Mr. Eeid. We took care of that with a complete set of material

that we sent to Wyoming, supplemented by material from the other

circuits that were passing from the north to the south through Kansas
€ity.
The Chairman. That can be taken care of next year if we make a

$100,000 appropriation?
Mr. Ormsbt. Yes, sir.

Mr. Anderson. You will be relieved somewhat on this proposition

next year if we put in a limitation "the effect of which would be to

require the local expenses to be borne by local peoplej won't you ?•

Mr. Ormsby. It would be a great help to us, because the expense
varies so much in different places. For example, I have had places

where I would get a car unloaded for $20, and at other places it

would cost from $50 to $75.

Mr. Anderson. They wouldn't be so apt to gouge the local people
as they would the National Government?
Mr. Ormsby. No; and most State fairs and organizations have

their own labor which they can turn over to us; whereas this past

year we have paid for that labor, which the State fairs themselves
^ught to furnish.

Mr. Anderson. They certainly ought.

The Chairman. I submit a letter from Mr. Skinner, of the Na-
tional Dairy Association, whom the committee knows, and which,
without objection, will be inserted in the record.

Chicago, III., October 15, 1919.

Son. Gilbert N. Haugen, .

House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

My Dear Congressmans Probably the most useful and constructive exhibit
ever made by any department of our Government was that made by the
tiureaus and divisions of the Department of Agriculture at the National Dairy
Show just held in Chicago, under appropriation made by Congress. This whole
exhibit was replete with information on dairy subjects for both producCT and
consumer, and was a center of attraction throughout the entire show.

It gave the people of America and our foreign visitors an insight into the
results of scientific and practical development work of years for' this most
vital industry to humanity, and disclosed the activities of the Dairy Division
jiarticularly for improvement in American dairying, embracing the manufac-
turing of dairy products that our country has heretofore been dependent upon
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imports for, and was beyond question of the greatest possible value to our
Industry as a whole. This division has had little opportunity in the past to

let the people know just what form of effort was being conducted by it, so
that the whole exhibit was astounding in its distinct relations to the pres-
ent world conditions of dairying, and it would be unwise indeed to not fol-

low this splendid work up, especially since the knowledge gained by those in

charge of the exhibits this year will assist in making a second exhibit of even
far greater value to the American farmer. I therefore ask and urge that an
appropriation be made for a similar exhibit for 1920, and that it be made
early, that the department officials may have a full year in which to prepare.

Will you kindly advise me 33 to what we should do to start such an impor-
tant matter going at the earliest moment possible.

Thanking you most sincerely for your splendid help in getting this year's
appropriation through, I beg to remain,

Very sincerely, yours, W. E. Skinner,
General Manager.

The Chairman. Are there any questions that the committee de-

sires to ask?
Mr. Anderson. I take it that this new language is intended to make

it certain that part of this money can be spent in the District of
Columbia in the preparation of exhibits ?

Mr. Eeid. That is almost a prerequisite to ovir getting up the ex-

hibits. We were handicapped in every way this year because we
couldn't employ men to do this work. We had to go to the bureaus
and put on people who know nothing about the business, you might
say. It was their first experience. The result was that the kind
of assistance we secured was not nearly as good as we would like to

have. We would like to have permission to employ some probably
for part time and some for the whole year, on work of this kind;

we should have men who will devote their entire time to getting

up exhibits.

The Chairman. Why not include that in the item of general ex-

penses and not divide up every item by this lang'uage? Can you
not assign people from one division to another or from one section

to another?
Mr. Ormsbt. The only objection I see to that, Mr. Chairman, is

that the bureaus can not spare their best men for this work.

The Chairman. But the same men can be employed under one

head as well as under several heads.

Mr. Reid. The people have to be brought into the District to ^o
the work. The work has to be done here largely; and we have had
to resort to renting three warehouses down in Alexandria, just across

the line, in order to have our material where we can get at it. That
arrangement is very inconvenient. We would like to rent a ware-

house in the District where we could see this material and work with

it and not lose so much time going back and forth; we could then

have it in much more presentable form.

The Chairman. We have one rent item; why not have all rent in-

cluded in that rent item ? . Why not make an adequate appropria-

tion under one head and thus dispose of the whole matter?

Mr. Harrison. That would be entirely satisfactory to us so far as

rent is concerned, Mr. Chairman, but the language for the employ-

ment of persons in the District of Columbia is absolutely necessary

if we are going to have any force with which to do this exhibit work.

The Chairman. That was the contention last year, but you got

along without it.
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Mr. Hakrison. But the arrangement this year was merely a make-
shift; but if we are going to have this responsibility every year we
ought to be in position to employ a force capable of doing the work,
and not have to do it in makeshift fashion.
The Chaieman. What is the difference whether we appropriate

$10,000 for employing people on page 10 or page 11 ? Isn't that all

the same?
Mr. Haeeison. It doesn't make any difference where the appro-

priation is made, so long as we have authority to employ some
people, as the need may arise, to handle the exhibit work.
The Chairman. Exactly.
Mr. Harbison. I understood that you wanted to provide for all

the exhibit work in one paragraph.
The Chairman. The idea that W or 20 branches should keep a

separate account of little rent items is all nonsense. You should
have it all under one head.
Mr. Harrison. That would be entirely satisfactory to us.

The Chairman. You could probably save considerable in the rent

expenditure by doing so.

Mr. Reid. We will be glad to put that imder the regular depart-

ment item for rent, but it still leaves us in the air in regard to

hiring clerks and people to do this soi<t of work, getting the ex-

hibits together, and so on. We have go^t to have more or less of a
force that knows something about exhibits, Mr. Haugen.
The Chairman. Why not appropriate a lump sum for whatever

amount is required for rent for the department—whether it is

for one division or one bureau it matters not, but let it be all in one
lump sum. When it comes t6 the employment of people here in

Wadiington, let us not reiteraJte this language in every section.

Mr. Harrison. Mr. Haugen, perhaps it might be well to call your
attention to the f-act that an introductory paragraph preceding the

subappropriations for the various lines of work in practically every

bureau has a clause providing for the employment of such persons

as may be necessary in the District of Columbia. In the Division

of Publications, however, that language does not appear in the intro-

ductory paragraph, which you will find on page 199 ; therefore none

of the lump-sum appropriations of the Division of Publications is

available for the employment of persons, with the exception of the

item of $2,500, which specifically provides for extra labor and emer-

gency employment in the District of Columbia.
The Chairman. Put it under the head of emergency.
Mr. Reid. If you want to put it under the head of emergency em-

ployment, that will be agreeable to us.

Mr. Harrison. That is item 86, on page 202. The language could

be inserted as an introductory clause and accomplish the same pur-

pose.

Mr. Anderson. How much money does that require ?

Mr. Eeid. It varies with the size of the appropriation. We can't

tell exactly.

Mr. Oemsbt. At $100,000, Mr. Anderson, it would run between

$10,000 and $15,000, I presume.
Mr. Harrison. $15,O0O would be the maximum.
The Chairman. All the rent can be included in one item, and all

labor, emergency employment, etc., in the District of Columbia can
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go in one item. What is the use of reiterating it hundreds of times
in one bill ?

Mr. Haeeison. The only possible objection I can see, and it is cer-
tainly not a controlling objection, is that the fair people will not
recognize these items if they are included under other paragraphs
and will say that you are not appropriating enough for exhibits.
The Chairman. The Secretary of Agriculture has power to see

that the appropriation is expended in that way.
Mr. Haeeison. We will see that the money is expended for the

purpose for which appropriated, but many people will look at the
exhibit item and assume that that is the only money available for
the work.
The Chaieman. If we put the money in there and it is actually

used for that purpose that is all that is necessary.
Mr. Reid. If we can increase the appropriation under this item

for extra labor and emergency employment from $2,500 to about
$17,500. that would be all right.

The Chaieman. How much is required in the District of Colum-
bia; $17,500?
Mr. Reid. I am figuring on a $100,000 appropriation for exhibits.

You could subtract $15,000 from that and strike out the words " and
employment of persons and means in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere," and increase the other item by $15,000.

The Chaieman. You mean item 86, on page 202 ?

Mr. Reid. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. There may be other items in the other bureaus,
or are these the only ones ?

Mr. Harbison. These are the only ones I know of, Mr. Chairman.
The Chaieman. What is the next item ?

Mr. Anderson. You have some new language there in item 87.

Mr. Reid. Yes ; this item provides as follows

:

Hereafter employees of the Division of Publications may be detailed by the
Secretary of Agriculture for publication, informatoin, and related work in anv
of the bureaus or offices of the department, for duty in or out of the District

of Columbia, and employees of the bureaus and offices may also be detailed
to the Division of Publications for duty in or out of the District of Columbia,
traveling expenses of employees so detailed, when necessary, to be paid from
the appropriation of the bureau or office in- connection with which such travel
is performed.

We are merely asking for permission to have employees of other

bureaus detailed in times of stress to the Division of Publications,

so we may have some elasticity in our organization. If the exhibits

work is to become a part of the division's work, the detail from other

bureaus will be necessary, so bureau employees may temporarily be
detailed to do exhibit work.
Mr. Andebson. Under that item you could start an entirely new

extension service under the Division of Publications.

Mr. Reid. That is not our purpose.

Mr. Anderson. You could detail men and send them all over the

country.

Mr. Reid. We will have to have some such wording in the bill in

order to send bureau men out on exhibits. Men from the bureaus
have to accompany these exhibits. If there are 57 fairs to take care

of and three men are required to go out to each fair, we must get

the men somewhere.
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Mr. Harrison. They can only be detailed to do the work that the
Division of Publications is a.uthorized to do, Mr. Anderson.
Mr. Anderson. That division has pretty broad publicity func-

tions.

Mr. Harrison. Authority now exists to detail persons from the
bureaus to the office of the Secretary.

Mr. Anderson. I am not referring to what is at all ; what I want
to know is what is going to be.

Mr. Harrison. Some of the informational work, as I have in-

dicated, is now conducted under the office of the Secretary, which has
authority to detail to and from the bureaus ; and in connection with
the proposed transfer of that work from the office of the Secretary to

the Division of Publications, we are simpfy asking that the same
authority with reference to details be given to the division.

Mr. Anderson. We agreed to the details to the Secretary's office

because we thought that was sort of under the Secretary's thumb and
that there wouldn't be any abuse of it on that account.
Mr. Harrison. The committee also agreed to details to the library

and to the Division of Accounts and Disbursements ; in other words,
to other service branches of the department, the branches which
serve the whole department. In these cases, when a bureau wishes
a particular piece of work done and the existing working force can
not handle it, we can call on the bureau to detail some of its em-
ployees for the purpose. The authority to detail exists only in the
case of what ai'e known as the service branches of the department,
namely, the library, the Division of Accounts and Disbursements,
and the Secretary's office, and we are asking that the same authority
be given to the Division of Publications.

The Chairman. You say the Secretary has the authority now to

make the details?

Mr. Harrison. He now has authority to make details to and from
the Secretary's office.

•The Chairman. Why has he not authority in this instance?
Mr. Harrison. Because the law is specific. It provides for details

only to and from the office of the Secretary. Another law was passed
in 1912 authorizing details to and from the library.

The Chairman. Has he not the authority to detail from one divi-

sion to another ?

i*Ir. Harrison. No, sir.

Mr. Anderson. There is a general law that prohibits that, as I

recall it.

Mr. Harrison. You will note that the provision suggested here

speaks to the Secretary, and the Secretary will pass on each detail

made under it. The Chief of the Division of Publications will not

have the authority to make details himself, but he will have to

present the facts to the Secretary in each instance, and the Secretary

will determine whether the detail is justified and whether the em-

ployee concerned is actually needed in the Division of Publications

for the performance of the proper and legitimate activities of that

division. There will, therefore, be a constant check on these details.

The Chairman. My understanding is that there is a law against

detailing from one department to another at an increased salary.

Mr. Harrison. I think you have in mind transfers from the statu-

tory to lump-fund rolls.
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The Chairman. No ; I am talking about transferring or detailing
from one department of the Government to another.
Mr. Harrison. These details will be all made at the same salaries.

There will be no authority to detail at increased salaries.

The Chairman. I have reference to the authority granted the
Secretary.

Mr. Harrison. I do not know of any such authority with reference
to increased salaries.

The Chairman. My understanding was that he could transfer
from one department to another, but not at an increased salary.

Mr. Harrison. You are referring to a provision included in the
urgent deficiency act about two years ago which prohibits the trans-

fer of an employee from one executive department to another at an
increased salary and also the promotion of any employee transferred
from one department to another within the period of one year. But
that is a different matter entirely. That is a case of transfer between
departments. There has been some suggestion regarding the repeal
of that law.

The Chairman. So if a person is needed in one division and not
in another, he must stay there, holding down a swivel chair, and do
nothing?
Mr. Harrison. No, sir ; his appointment can be terminated ; or, if

there is a need for his services in the other division, he can actually

be transferred.

The Chairman. Can he not be detailed ?

Mr. Harrison. Suppose we are making an exhibit of the work of

the Bureau of Plant Industry at the International Hay and Grain
Show. Some technical men must accompany that exhibit and dem-
onstrate it on the ground. Now, we want to detail these men to the
Office of Exhibits, so that they will work under the general supervision

of the officer who is in charge of all the exhibits at that particular

show, but their salaries will continue to be paid by the Bureau
of Plant Industry. We call it a detail when the salary of the em-
ployee continues to be paid by the bureau from which he is detailed,

but he works under the supervision of another agency. A transfer

is where he leaves one bureau entirely, goes off the rolls of that unit,

and is transferred to the rolls of another unit. These are two en-

tirely separate and distinct matters. The details will be merely
temporary and are necessary to take care of situations such as I have
just indicated.

The Chairman. I understand that, but I supposed they had the

power to detail from one bureau to another. They have the right

to transfer, and I should think they should have the right to detail.

Mr. Harrison. The reason why the Secretary does not have such

authority is because there is an old general law which provides that

employees shall be paid from the appropriations of the bureau in

which he is actually working and from none other. Now Congress
has given the Secretary authority to make details to and from the

office of the Secretary—that is, from any bureau to the office of the

Secretary, or from the Secretary's office to any bureau. It has also

given him authority to make details to and from any bureau to the

library and also from the library to any bureau.

The Chairman. That is a provision of general law? Would you
not prefer to have it the other way ?
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Mr. Haeeison. We would prefer it, of course, Mr. Chairman, but
we are asking for the authority contained in the provision under
discussion, as I explained to Mr. Anderson, merely because we are
transferring the exhibit and information work to the Division of
Publications. We are asking only what we really need. More gen-
eral authority would be highly desirable and would provide elasticity

which we ought to have in the administration of the work of the
department.
Mr. Andekson. You had it once and it was abused to such an

extent that Congress had to put an end to it ; at least they did.

Mr. Haeeison. I do not think the department of agriculture abused
the authority.

Mr. Eeid. We are asking this merely for the temporary detail

of people for one, two, or three months to help us in the main work
of preparing and showing the exhibits. That is all we contemplate
by this phraseology.
The Chaieman. How was this taken care of last year? Were

they detailed by the other bureaus to do that particular work?
Mr. Reid. The exhibit work was in the office of the Secretary;

therefore he had the authority to detail from the bureaus.
The Chairman. What is next?
Mr. Reid. That completes it so far as I am concerned.

Mr. Haeeison. That completes the Division of Publications.

The Chaieman. Thank you very much, Mr. Eeid.
Mr. Harrison. We would like to take up next the estimates of

the Federal Horticultural Board, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Rttbey. Not this evening. Mr. Chairman, we have been here

all day, and this is the last day of the session. We have been here

all the afternoon.
The Chairman. Very well; the committee will stand adjourned.
(Thereupon, at 4 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned, to meet

again at the call of the chairman.)



Committee on AGEiouiiTUEE,
House of Representatives,

Tuesday, January 6, 1920.

ATTER RECESS.

The committee reconvened at 2 o'clock p. m., pursuant to the taking
of the recess, Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen (chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. Mr. Harrison, who will we hear next?

Bureau op Crop Estimates.

Mr. Harrison. Mr. Estabrook, Chief of the Bureau of Crop Esti-

mates, is here and will present the estimates of that bureau.

STATEMENT OF MR. L. M. ESTABROOK, CHIEF OF THE BUREAU OF
CROP ESTIMATES, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Estabrook. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
the Bureau of Crop Estimates is asking for a considerable increase
in its appropriation—over half a million dollars—at a time when
Congress has publicly announced its policy and intention of reduc-
ing the expenses of the Government, in response to a very wide-
sjDread and public demand for some relief from the heavy burdens
of war taxation. Now, I assume that members of the committee,
and that Congress, will want to know why, and very likely your
constituents will want to know why, under the circumstances, the
Bureau of Crop Estimates is asking for an increase at this time.
I think there are very convincing reasons—conclusive reasons—why
this increase should be made for the next fiscal year, and I should
therefore like to have the opportunity to make a connected pre-
liminary statement, before taking up the details of the bill.

First of all, I should like to answer this question, which is funda-
mental, and which has a direct bearing on the bureau's request for
an increase of appropriation : What Is the greatest need of agricul-

ture to-day? Unquestionably the answer to that question is, to

make the business of farming a profitable business. Is not that the
object of every farmer in the United States—to make his business
a profitable business? And is hot that the object of the Federal
Department of Agriculture, to make the business of farming more
profitable? And so also with the State colleges of agriculture and
the State experiment stations and the State extension services and
the county agents, for which millions of dollars of public money,

855
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Federal and State, are appropriated annually; they have for their

primary object to make the business of farming more profitable.

And when this committee recommends legislation to Congress, and
Congress passes it, for the promotion of agriculture, is not the sole

object of that legislation to make the business of farming more
profitable ? And_,in making the business of farming more profitable,

is not such legislation in the interest and for the welfare of all the

people ?

It is hardly necessary to remind the members of this committee
that agriculture is still the greatest basic industry in the United
States, if not in the world. On the basis of present prices, and the
growth that has taken place since the last census, the capital valuation

of the farms and equipment in the United States is now in excess of

$80,000,000,000. No other industry in the United States can compare
with it. No combination of any three industries you may select can
compare with it. And anything that makes the business of farming
more profitable tends to make agriculture more prosperous; and un-
less agriculture is prosperous other industries can not expect to pros-

per. It is fundamental ; it is paramount.
In addition to that capital valuation of over $80,000,000,000, agri-

culture is the source now and for all time to come of the food supply
of the entire United States. It contributes very largely to the raw
materials used in other industries. It contributes very largely to our
export trade. Its annual production and increase in the wealth of

the United States is in excess of $20,000,000,000. This year it is

nearly $25,000,000,000. And so, in considering any request for an
increase in an appropriation of this kind, it is necessary to bear in

mind the fundamental and paramount importance of the great in-

dustry which we are trying to serve.

A second fact which this committee should bear in mind in con-

nection with this request for an increase in appropriation is this : The
farmers of this country are not rolling in wealth, as many city people
have accused them of being. They are organizing more rapidly, more
effectively, and more completely than at any previous time in their

history. The farm-bureau movement is growing and spreading from
New York westward through all the great corn belt States. They
have formed State federations, and in November last they formed a
national federation.

Now, what is the first thing that those organizations must have
in order that they can accomplish the purposes for which they are

organized? They absolutely must have dependable data with re-

spect to the essential facts of production and supply. And in the

same way the great Federal Department of Agriculture and the

State colleges of agriculture and experiment stations, and the State

extension services and the county agents, for which many millions

of dollars of public funds are expended annually, must have essen-

tial data with respect to production and supply before they can
function properly or efficiently or economically.

Agriculture as an industry, like all other industries, has two main
lines of business, one production and the other marketing. The pro-

duction end of the farm business has already been largely developed.
The farmers have been specializing on production all their lives.

They already know how to produce. They can very readily produce
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in excess of the demand, as was demonstrated during the war, and
all that the Federal and State agencies can do to assist farmers on
the production end is to devise ways and means to produce crops
more efficiently and more economically; in other words, to reduce
the cost of production.
But the whole marketing end of agriculture is largely unde-

veloped. For half a century, more or less, these great public agen-
cies, the Federal Department of Agriculture, the State colleges of

agriculture and experiment stations, and the State extension services

and county agents, which are maintained at public expense for the

promotion of agriculture, have devoted their main energies to in-

creasing production. It is only within the last six or eight years

that Congress realized the necessity for developing the marketing
end of agriculture, and that it has made liberal appropriations for

the establishment and maintenance of the Federal Bureau of Mar-
kets, a bureau which has before it the greatest undeveloped field of

any organization in the Department of Agriculture, a bureau which
has the greatest opportunity for service to the farmers of this coun-

try; and it was within the same period that State legislatures have
realized the importance of the marketing end of the farm business,

and they also have been establishing bureaus of markets.

But before the marketing end of the farm business can be properly
developed, before these great organizations for which millions of

dollars are appropriated anually can operate effectively or eco-

nomically, they must have essential data with respect to production
and supply, because such data are fundamental.
The demand for this kind of information, for information with

respect to production and supply, has been constantly increasing.

That demand focusses on the Bureau of Crop Estimates. That de-

mand had trebled and quadrupled before the beginning of the World
War. It was greatly stimulated when the Great War broke out ; and
when the United States entered the war in the spring of 1917 the

bureau was literally overwhelmed with requests for information as

to the present and prospective food supply, not only of the United
States, but for practically all countries of the world. The demand
for that information came from the Cabinet, from Congress itself,

from other branches of our own department, from the War and
Nayy Departments, from the Council of National Defense, the Food
Administration, the War Industries Board, the War Trade Board,
and a host of other war emergency organizations, to say nothing
of the thousands and thousands of requests that came from business

men and farmers, and State institutions, and from writers, and
public men of all sorts.

In the bureau's attempts to take care of this demand with its

limited appropriations, it has developed what we believe to be the

most efficient organization in the entire Government service. I

doubt if there is any organization in the entire Government service

that can show the accomplishment that the Bureau of Crop Esti-

mates can, with its modest and inadequate appropriations. It- has

already extended beyond the limit of its present resources. It can

not carry on to the end of the fiscal year its present service on its

present appropriation.
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Now, to provide for the future and in response to specific demands
which are continually coming to the bureau in increasing volume
and insistence, we have prepared a systematic, comprehensive^f and
constructive program for the expansion and improvement of the
service. Every feature of that program has been demonstrated to be
•entirely feasible. There is not a single item in the program that is

in any sense experimental. We know absolutely what we can do.

We know that our skeleton organization can be very readily ex-
panded. We know that results of very great practical and financial
value to every farmer in the United States can be obtained very
shortly after the necessary funds are provided.
Now, I should like to ask and to answer a question which I think

will interest the committee, which has a direct bearing on my argu-
ment, and it is this : Why and how data with respect to production
and supply are absolutely necessary to make the farm business a
profitable business; are absolutely necessary to enable Federal and
State agencies to function properly, effectively, and economically?
The profitableness of the farm business depends upon three things.

First is the production of marketable surpluses. A business can
not be profitable unless it produces something to sell. Second, it de-

pends upon the cost of production; and third, upon the prices the
farmers receive. Unless there are marketable surpluses which can
be sold, unless the cost of production is low enough, and unless the
prices the farmers receive are high enough—exceed cost of produc-
tion—^the business can not be profitable. So it is vitally important
that farmers shall produce marketable surpluses and that they shall

•do it in the most economical manner. That is the production end of

the farm business, which I have said is already largely developed,
and all that Federal and State agencies can do is to make production
jnore efficient and more economical.
They can do that by bringing about better utilization of the land,

the use of better seed, the use of more productive varieties, by better

methods of overcoming plant diseases and insect pests, by better

methods of farm management, by more intelligent use of fertilizers,

and by a far greater use of mechanical power on the farm.
The third factor in the determination of whether the. farm busi-

ness shall be profitable or not is prices. Cost of production does not

determine the prices that farmers receive at any given time. Farm
products will sell for only what they will bring in the open competi-

tive market. They will bring only what buyers are willing or are

compelled to pay.
That cost of production has nothing whatever to do with the prices

farmers receive in a given year is shown by the fact that large crops

frequently sell in the aggregate for less than small crops. And that

fact hurts the farmers. Tliey know that.

It has beeri done time and time again. If you will look in the Year-
book of the department at the production of potatoes, year after

year, and the farm prices of those potatoes, as I did the other day,
vou Jivill note that in 1916 the potato crop amounted to about 286,-

000,000 bushels, and that it had a farm value of $419,000,000.
Now, that potato crop of 1916 has been exceeded 13 times; and in

those 13 years of larger crops, in only 3 of them has the aggregate
Till lie equaled or exceeded the value of the small crop of 1916, and
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those 3 years are the last 3—1917, 1918, and 1919, years of abnormal
conditions and excessivelj- high prices.

What does determine the prices farmers receive? It is the old
law of supply and demand, which operates, like gravity, all the time
and everywhere except as it may be temporarily suspended or inter-

fered with by legislation, by monopolistic control, or by manipula-
tion. We all know—it is elementary—^that a large supply, in rela-

tion to demand, tends to depress the price, and that a small supply,
in relation to demand, tends to raise the price. Now," just how that
works out is very well illustrated by a formula of an old English
economist named Gregory King, who lived in the seventeenth cen-
turj', and his formula is almost as true, almost as applicable to
present-day conditions, as it was to those of more than a century ago.
Expressed on a percentage basis, it would be about like this: A 10
per cent change in the supply in relation to demand results in a 30
per cent change in the price, or as one to three. A 20 per cent change
in supply in relation to demand results in an 80 per cent change in

the price, or as one to four. A 30 per cent change in the supply in

relation to demand results in a price change of 160 per cent, or as one
to about five. A 40 per cent change in the supply in relation to de-

jnand results in a price change of 280 per cent, or as one to seven.

A 50 per cent change results in a price change of 450 per cent, or as

•one to nine.

In other words, the price effect of a change in the relation of
supply to demand is not in direct proportion; it is more like a
geometrical progression ; it is out of all proportion.
Now, which of those two factors, supply and demand, is variable

and which is stable? The demand for agricultural products may
l)e regarded as fairly constant. Per capita consumption does not
vary perceptibly from one year to another. The total consumption
tends to increase, and the demand tends to increase, with increasing

population; but for all practical purposes the demand for agricul-

tural products is fairly constant, one year with another. It is the
supply that varies, aiid therefore the relative supply is the de-

termining factor of prices, and prices are one of the determining
factors in the profitableness of the farm business.

Mr. Hutchinson. Let me ask you a question. I would like to

know what this has to do with the Bureau of Crop Estimates?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. It has just this to do. The relative supply is the

determining factor of prices which in turn determine whether the

business is profitable. Now, it is the function of the Bureau of

Crop Estimates to furnish accurate information with respect to

relative supply.

Mr. HtrTCHiNSON. In respect to what?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. With respect to present and prospective produc-

tion and supply of all farm crops and live stock.

Mr. Hutchinson. How do you get at that?

Mr., EsTABEOOK. If I might be permitted to complete this state-

ment, I will then gladly explain

Mr. Heflin. He asked at the beginning to be permitted to com-
plete his statement without interruption.

Mr. EsTABROOK. I made brief reference, a while ago, to the en-

larged program which the Bureau of Crop Estimates has prepared,

rand for which this increased appropriation is requested. Just what
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kind of information does the bureau propose to furnish with respect

to production and supply, and with respect to which it proposes to

utilize the increase in appropriation?
With respect to crop production the bureau plans to furnish, for

each State and for each county and for each recognized district of
surplus production, estimates of the acreages which farmers intend
lo plant—and this for every crop ; as to the progress of farm work^
the progress of the planting, cultivating, and harvesting, and market-
ing, and with reference to the relative requirements and supply of
seed, fertilizer, labor, insecticides, and fungicides ; as to the acreages:

which are actually planted; as to the condition of the growing
crops ; as to the losses from diseases, from insects, and from adverse
weather conditions ; as to the acreage which is abandoned ; forecasts
of production; indicated yield per acre and total production.
For each of these crops the probable marketable surplus and the

disposition or utilization of the remainder of the crop ; the grade or
quality of each crop, which largely determines its value ; the amount
of shrinkage and loss in storage; and the farm prices—all of these

are items of information which are in constant demand by farmers
and by every one who has anything to do with the buying or selling

or handling of farm crops.

Now, all this information the bureau proposes to furnish with
respect to each of about 70 cr<)[)s, which includes about all crops
that are grown, and which includes 10 crops which are not now re-

ported upon, which have never been estimated quantitatively, and
yet which have a value annually in excess of $1,500,000,000.

There are several new features in this program of very great im-
portance to farmers and business men. One is county estimates

—

data by counties. No class of information has been in more con-

stant demand than estimates by counties. The county agents, for

whom millions of dollars are expended annually. State extension

services. State colleges, and departments of agriculture all need in-

formation on a county basis

Mr. Hutchinson. Who knows more about it than the county

agent does?
Mr. EsTABKOOK. The county agent necessarily knows very little

about the statistical side of agriculture in his county, although he

may fully realize the need for such information. He is not a statisti-

cian, and has no training along that line, and it would be a waste of

his time to make him devote it to that work.

Mr. Hutchinson. Can he not do it?

Mr. EsTABROOK. A. few of them can do it, but not all.

Mr. Hutchinson. A few of them?
Mr. EsTABROOK. Yes.

Mr. Hutchinson. Can they not do it better than the men that you
send around?
Mr. EsTABROOK. No, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. I disagree with you on that.

Mr. EsTABROOK. It is not that those men are not qualified for it,

necessarily, by training and experience, but they have other duties

to perform which would be interfered with and rendered absolutely

impossible if they undertook to do statistical work.
Mr. McKiNLEY. Is it not a fact that your bureau has been running

along for a long time, and now the Bureau of Markets has taken
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two-thirds of the work that j'ou formerly did and the county agent
has taken the other third ?

Mr. EsTABEOOK. Hardly. That is not a correct statement. These
data, as I say, have been in constant demand for many years, and
there is an increasing demand for them, and the information is

needed by the county agents themselves. They have tried time and
time again to get it, and they have failed each time.

Mr. McKiNLEY. Why have they been unable to get it?

Mr. EsTABEOOK. Becavise most of them are not qualified by train-

ing and experience, because they were employed for an entirely dif-

ferent purpose, and because they had other work to perform. We
can get these statistics, and we can get them for one-tenth of the

cost for which they can be gotten in any other way or by any other
existing organization.

Mr. McKiNLET. From whom do you get them?
Mr. EsTABRooK. From the farmers themselves. Besides ; our;-

trained field agents and crop specialists we have more than 215,000

voluntary reporters, most of whom are farmers.

Mr. McKiNLET. Does a farmer know more than a county agent
about what is going on ?

Mr. EsTABEOOK. He knows precisely what is going on on his own
farm, and in his immediate neighborhood. You do not have to

examine every grain in a carload of wheat, corn, or oats in order
to get the weight or determine the grade. If you take samples you
can get it in that way. That is the theory upon which this crop
estimating work is done. We have the judgment of trained field

agents, and crop specialists who go through every county person-
ally observing conditions during the growing season, who interview
the best-informed men in each country, and who get the best-in-

iormed men in each county to report to them; and we get the
stability which comes from the use of large numbers. If you have
a sufficiently large number of farmers reporting for every county,
farmers who are representative of the farms which surround them,
by the law of averages their estimates will balance, the over esti-

mates will balance or offset the under estimates, and the resulting

averages will be approximately correct. That has been proved
thousands of times. The question of accuracy will come up later,

and I will be glad to discuss it; but these county estimates are
of great . practical value to the county agents, to the farmers, to

leaders of the State extension services, the State agricultural col-

leges, to all marketing and distributing agencies, as well as to mer-
chants and business men of every description. The transportation
lines need information by counties in order to provide in advance
sufficient rolling stock to move the surplus crops and to know when
and where to send cars and how many of them to send, which is a
service of great value to farmers and to all marketing agencies.

Mr. McKiNLET. Is not that what the $900,000 for your bureau or
the $3,000,000 appropriated for the Bureau of Markets is used for?
Mr. EsTABROOK. No, sir.

Mr. McKiNLET. What is it used for ?

Mr. EsTABROOK. The Bureau of Markets deals with the market-
ing end of the business; it specializes on marketing, just as the

Bureau of Crop Estimates specializes on ascertaining and verifying

the statistics of farm production and supply, without which the
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Bureau of Max-kets can not function propertly or effectively or

economically.
Mr. McKiNLET. What is that about but moving crops and cars.

Mr. EsTABEooK. The Bureau of Markets can not deal intelligently

with respect to marketing the crops and live stock of the United
States until they know how much is to be marketed and from where
it is to be moved, and that it is the function of the Bureau of Crop
Estimates to tell them. That is what our organization is for. That
is why it has been developed through more than half a century of
experience. If the Bureau of Markets undertook to do that on its

own account it would have to duplicate the organization and methods
of the Bureau of Crop Estimates to do it and double up on every
expense. At present they have not the necessary experience. They
could get it, of course, but it would take several years for them to

get it, and in the meantime it would be rather expensive to dupli-

cate the experience of this bureau.
The next new item of information, in addition to shifting from a

State to a county basis, is estimating the marketable surplus4)roduc-
tion on farms of each of these 70 crops. The marketable surplus

production is the part of the crop which is sold from the farm and
shipped out of the county where it is grown, enters the channels

of trade, and becomes a part, of the visible supply; the part of the

crop which concerns all marketing and distributing agencies; the

part in which consumers are interested, and it is the part of the

crop which largely determines the farm price.

A large part of the criticism which has been directed against the

Bureau of Crop Estimates in former years is due to the simple fact

that the estimates relate to total production, of which considerably

more than 50 per cent—perhaps 75 per cent—of the total production

is consumed on the farm or in the counties where grown. It does

not move in the channels of trade, and you can not check it except

in the most general way. When the bureau estimates marketable

surplus production by counties, it will be possible to put your finger

right on the locality, and you can check it against shipments. The
Bureau of Markets will then know where the supplies are coming
from, and the transportation companies will be able to estimate

exactly the number of cars needed to move these crops; and that in

itself is a great service to the farmers, as you gentlemen must realize

from what has hajppened in the last 12 months. Great losses are

sustained when cars are not available to enable farmers to move their

crops, or their fat cattle when in condition to ship.

Mr. Anderson. That was not due to the fact that they did not

know when to get the cars there but to the fact that they did not have

the cars.

Mr. EsTABEooK. During the last few months?
Mr. Andeescn. Yes.

Mr. EsTABEOOK. During the last three or four years it has been

largely due to the .fact that cars were not available; but in normal

times, during peace times, when cars are available, it is quite im-

portant that the railway lines should have this information. They
are spending thousands of dollars to get that very information

;
per-

haps as much as the Bureau of Crop Estimates is spending to get it.

Mr. Hutchinson. How often will you make these reports?
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Mr. EsTABRooK. Monthly. Thirdly, the next new item of informa-
tion relates to the intention of farmers to plant before the planting
season begins. Now, of what use is that information ? It is informa-
tion which will be worth thousands and thousands of dollars to the
farmers of this country, because if it appears that too much or too
little acreage of a particular crop is going into the ground the farm-
ers want to know that before it actually goes into the ground in order
that they may modify their plans and make proper adjustments. It
is entirely feasible. The bureau did it for two years during the war
for the information of the Secretary and the administrative officials

of the department; and those estimates checked up to within 1 or
2 per cent of the final estimates.

Next, estimates by varieties. It is highly important to show the
relative productivity of different varieties of a crop. It is informa-
tion that would be very valuable to every farmer, and it is informa-
tion they are entitled to have.
Grade or quality is of very great importance some years. We all

know that in some years of large production, because of adverse
weather conditions before or at the time of harvest or shortly there-

after, the quality—the merchantable quality, the value—of some
crops has greatly deteriorated. It has happened this year with the
cotton crop. It happened a year or so ago with the corn crop, and
a few years ago it happened with the wheat crop; and the bureau
was severely criticised for not reporting the quality and the extent

of damage ; and we propose to do that in future if sufficient funds are

provided.
Abandoned acreage is an item of information which is valuable in

some years. It was important this last year with regard to cotton.

It has been reported in the past only with respect to winter wheat.
For other crops the bureau in the past has made allowance for aban-
doned acreage by showing a smaller average yield on the entire acre-

age planted. But that is not sufficient.

It would be far more satisfactory' to show the acreage planted,

the acreage abandoned, and the correct average yield on the acreage
actually harvested. But without the necessary funds and facilities,

we can not do these things.

Shrinkage and loss in storage is quite an important matter. It

relates directly to the supply, which is the price-determining factor.

For such a crop as potatoes, shrinkage or loss after harvest and while
in storage is quite considerable in the aggregate,- and should be
known. And so with some other perishable products.

Information with respect to the requirements and supply of s^eds

and of fertilizers, of farm labor, insecticides and fungicides, is of

value to the farmers of the country, because those are essential factors

in crop production ; and while such information does not add to the
supply, it does show where the supply is located ; it brings about a

better and more equal distribution ; it tends to equalize prices ; and it

is information that should be available.

Now, with respect to live stock—and this branch of our program
is perhaps the most important part of it, because no feature of the

work of the Bureau of Crop Estimates is less satisfactory, le^ss

valuable, or more faulty, than the live-stock reports of the bureau,

and no one knows it better than the bureau itself. Here is an
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industry which represents a farm value in excess of $10,000,000,000;
it represents the present and future meat supply of the entire popu-
lation; it represents a long-time industry which takes several years
to bring about necessary adjustments ; it is an industry which con-
tributes very considerably to our export trade; it is an industry
which represents more than 50 per cent in value of all sales from
farms; it is an important factor in economical farm management,
the utilization of forage, roughage, and waste products, and in the
maintenance of soil fertility—a most essential factor of profitable
farming—and yet for this great industry, amounting to more than
$10,000,000,000—and there are few industries in the United States
which equal it—the Bureau of Crop Estimates has available less
than $25.p00. Gentlemen, it is absurd. Twentj-five thousand dol-
lars in each State would not be too much, when you consider tne
size of the industry and its importance and its value; an industry
concerning which you can not find any statistics of value between
census years except the meager information which the Bureau of
Crop Estimates has attempted to supply one a year; once a year
the total numbers; once a year the number of brood sows; once a
year the total losses.

The bureau has never attempted—has never been in a position to
attempt—^to estimate dairy or poultry production, two items which
together have an annual value in excess of $3,000,000,000. And the
Bureau of Crop Estimates has less than $25,000 with which to do that
work. Is there a corporation in the United States with a business
of one-tenth of that amount that would not spend more money than
that on its bookkeeping?
What does the bureau propose to do with the increased appropria-

tion for the great live-stock industry ? It proposes to show for the

United States, for each State and for each county, monthly or as

often as may be necessary, the number of horses, mules, dairy cows,

beef cattle, swine, sheep, goats, and poultry; and in January of

each year to show the number of each kind by sex and by age

classifications corresponding to those of the census, that is, the

number of each sex below 1 year of age, from 1 to 2 and from
2 to 3 years, and so on; and the number of pure-bred animals

of each kind ; so that we may know the breeding strength and qual-

ity of the live stock of this country ; and monthly thereafter to show
the changes in number that take place, how many animals are bred,

how many are born, how many are purchased or brought onto the

farm, how many are sold, how many are slaughtered, and how many
are lost from disease or various causes; and the net number of

each kind of animal remaining on the farms.
Mr. Jacowat. I wish you would permit me to ask you just one

question there. I will make it short.

Mr. EsTABRooK. Yes.
Mr. Jacoway. It has been argued for yeai-s that the sort of in-

formation you gather, put in the hands of these monopolistic or-

ganizations that you speak of, gives them an advantage, whereas
the people who pay for it all do not get the benefit of that. Is that

true ?

Mr. Estabeook. There has been some foundation in the past for

that general 'belief because members of exchanges and boards ; of

trade, speculators, and representatives of combined interests were
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in a position to make quick use of the information, while individual
and isolated farmers oould not ; but as I see it, the farmers' organi-
zations are going to remedy that situation. They are appointing
capable leaders and employing competent business managers, and
those men are utilizing that information and passing it out to their

members, so that the farmers can use it just as well as the specula-
tors, the packers, or other combined interests. Without the un-
biased and dependable Government crop reports producers would
be at the mercy of the buyers, speculators, and big concerns, who
have their own agencies for collecting information, and w'ho would
then be free to issue false or misleadmg reports to serve their own
special interest.

Then we want to show the number of animals on feed; the con-
dition of live stock, monthly; the whole feed and forage situation,

present and prospective ; number of silos and the quantity of silage

;

condition and carrying capacity of meadows, pastures, and ranges;
because the feed situation is highly important with respect to the
live-stock industry. It becomes very important in years of deficient

moisture and continued drought over large areas in the West, when
it becomes necessary to move live stock out, or to ship in feed in

order to save them. The bureau proposes to make forecasts for live

stock just as it does for crops; forecasts of swine production and
sheep production, and forecasts of dairy production, meat produc-
tion, poultry production, hide production, and wool production. It

can be done with a high degree of accuracy ; and, of course, the bu-

reau will report on prices received by growers.

Mr. PtJRNELL. What work is being done by the individual States

along that line, if anything?
Mr. EsTABROOK. No State is attempting to do what we have out-

lined in our enlarged program. Many States are doing more or

less crop and live-stock reporting. Perhaps half a dozen States

have been attempting to do crop-reporting work in recent years.

During the last two years the bureau has entered into cooperation

with 16 out of the 48 States to issue cooperative State crop reports,

combining all our resources in order to eliminate the duplication of

effort and unnecessary expense and to improve the service in those

States ; so that we can say that 15 States now have this cooperative

system. That includes all the great corn-belt States except Kansas.

Kansas is one State which still has its own independent crop-report-

ing system, although even in Kansas there is close cooperation with

the Bureau of Crop Estimates.

Mr. Ettbet. a few days ago I received from the secretary of the

State department of agriculture of Missouri a complete statement

giving the estimates of the various crops raised in the State in 1919

—

wheat, corn, oats, all sorts of grains, live stock, and hogs—a detailed

statement. Does your department assist him in getting up that

estimate, or did he get that up through a Missouri organization?

Mr. EsTABROOK. That was done by the Bureau of Crop Estimates,

through its field agent. A little more than a year ago we entered

into a formal cooperation with the State department of agriculture

in Missouri. Their own system was discontinued and our system

was taken up. They gave us office space and clerical assistance.

Our field agent took charge of the organization and has developed

164315—20—55
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the work, and it is proving highly satisfactory not only in Missouri
but in all States with which we are cooperating in the same way.
Mr. Rtjbey. That work, then, is the result or your organization?
Mr. EsTABKOOK. Yes; our officers work in cooperation with the

State officials. We combined our resources and facilities with those

of the State. That is one State where c'ounty estimates were pos-
sible, because more data were available there than in many States

in which the State department of agriculture had done no work
along that line.

Mr. Hutchinson. Do I understand you that that was for 1919,

Mr. Eubey?
Mr. KuBEY. Those figures were for 1919. It was an estimate of

what had been raised in Missouri during the year ended December
31, 1919.

Mr. Hutchinson. It must have been an estimate.

Mr. EsTABROOK. They were absolute estimates, you know.
Mr. Eubey. You know and I know that they could not tell abso-

lutely how many bushels of wheat were raised at that time.

Mr. Hutchinson. It was a thing of the past, was it not?
Mr. Eubey. No ; it was issued in December, for the year 1919, and

the year 1919 did not close until the 31st of December.
Mr. Estabeook. This map which I have here shows the 15 States

in which such cooperation is now in force.

The next most important subdivision of our program is with
reference to foreign crop and live-stock production. Great interest

has developed since the World War, among farmers and business

men, in the foreign situation. They have now come to realize that

the law of supply and demand is not limited to any particular

county or State, or even to the United States. It is world-wide

and the prices of some American products are greatly influenced,

if not determined, by the foreign situation. It is proposed to issue

all obtainable information with respect to acreage and production

of foreign crops and live stock, especially for countries of surplus

production, in competition with the farm products of the United

States, and to prepare regularly, perhaps quarterly, world balance

sheets showing per capita consumption and requirements of each

country, acreage, production, surpluses and deficits, net imports and

exports, and the world balances, whether it be a shortage or a

surplus.

Mr. McKiNLEY. Is not that contained m the communications of the

International Institute of Agriculture at Eome, Italy?

Mr. EsTABHOOK. The International Institute of Agriculture at

Eome, Italy, does some such work as that, but, like many institutions

of the kind, it is rather cumbersome ; it does not act quickly enough

for American farmers. It does not get all the information. It gets

only such official information as the adhering countries or members

of the institute may furnish.

Mr. McKiNUBY. Then we are wasting our money in making ap-

propriations for that purpose ?

Mr. EsTABRooK. Not necessarily; the information they supply is

of value, and the institution itself is doing good work in bringing

about better organization in many foreign countries for obtaining

statistical information. It is only those who have to deal with the

statistics of agriculture in foreign countries who have any conception
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of how absolutely unreliable some of them are. The mere fact that

they are published in the form of figures does not mean much, and
it is necessary-

Mr. McKiNiiET. How do you get that ?

Mr. EsTABEOOK. And it is necessary to bring together information
from all sorts of sources.

Mr. McKnsTLEV. How do you get that information?
Mr. EsTABROOK. We get information not only direct from the

International Institute of Agriculture—the Bureau of Crop Esti-

mates is the official channel of communication with the institute

—

but we get directly from all Governments their published statistical

reports. We have in our bureau
Mr. McKiNUEY. You say that that is likely not to be correct ?

Mr. EsTABKOOK. Yes; that is true. We have to know the degree
of correctness, so far as we can ascertain it, and we get all of those
reports; but those reports are very slow in being issued; very slow
in being printed. They are historical, mainly, when they reach here.

As a matter of fact, the United States Government could very
well afford to place competent representatives of the Bureau pf
Crop Estimates in every country of surplus production, to ascertain

at first hand the changes that are taking place in regard to crops
and live-stock production there which is in competition with the
products of the United States and that is a field for development in

future. We have not asked for that in our present estimates of
appropriation. We think it is more important this year first to

develop the system right in our own country; but, unquestionably,
that is what we should have. That is what an $80,000,000,000 in-

dustry is entitled to have—competent and well trained men in Can-
ada, Australia, Argentina, India, and Russia, watching what is

taking place, sending by wireless, by telegraph, immediate infor-

.mation, so that the American farmers and business men shall have
the benefit of that information which is often of vital importance
in their business.

Mr. Hutchinson. Would the speculators have any advantage
of it?

Mr. EsTABRooK. Surely they would.
Mr. HtJTcniNSON. Would not they have more advantage than any-

body else?

Mr. EsTABEOOK. Not necessarily. When these farm organizations

are fully developed, as they are developing now ; ,
when they get men

just as bright and just as competent ag any speculator; when that

information goes in

Mr. Lee. v ery often the speculator has the information anyway,
and the farmer has not.

Mr. EsTABROOK. Yes; the speculator profits only by the fact that

the farmers have not the information that he has ; that he has it and
the other people have not got it ; and it is the business of the United
States Government to see that the farmers have the information

as quickly and as accurately as the speculators. They are entitled

to it.

Mr. McKiNLEY. I heard Jim Patten, the greatest wheat specu-

lator in the United States, make the statement before the committee

the other day that your estimates were not any good ; that he never

pretended to depend on them.
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Mr. EsTABEOOK. It is frequently to the interest of speculators of

the United States to discredit the reports of the Bnoreau of Crop Esti-

mates. Nothing pleases them more than to have anyone question

the accuracy of those estimates. And I will say this, gentlemen, that

since my connection , with this- bureau there has been only one im,-

portant or influential request that a crop report be suppressed. It

came from the officials of the greatest exchange in the United States.

It came in the spring of 1917, when the greatest disaster which ever

overtook the wheat crop had taken place, when over- 12,000,000 acres

of the winter" wheat wasi abandoned, and the speculators knew that,

and they had, in all probability,! sold to the Allies fg^r more wheat
than was in existence, and it woulld have been worth millions of

dollars to them probably if they could have suppressed the Gov-
ernment's crop report showing. the facts; but no attention was paid
to that demand, which came by telegram. And so, of all men, the
speculator is the one man who would like to haveJ. the Government
crop reports suppressed or discredited. Speculation thrives upon,
it has its very foundation in, uncertainty; and the very best curb
upon speculation is an accurate, dependable, unbiased, authoritative

set of data with respect to supply, and pitiless publicity. It will do
far more than any law you can pass.

Mr. Hutchinson. Do you remember your estimate of the spring
wheat crop last July ?

Mr. EsTABROOK. I do not recall it. I do not attempt to carry in

my head the details of all the estimates monthly for over 60 crops
and 8 classes of live stock, any more than the accountant or the

statistician for a large corporation would attempt to carry in his

mind the details of those accounts.

Mr. Hutchinson. Are your estimates always of the same correct-

ness that that was?
Mr. EsTABRooK. The estimates are all made in accordance with

the same system. They are all comparable, and the data is all on
file in the bureau, and it will be gladly furnished if you desire it.

Mr. Hutchinson. What I am trying to get at is whether your
estimates are always as near to the facts as your crop estimate of

last July?
Mr. EsTABEooK. The estimates check out very accurately when-

ever we have dependable data with which to check them, which is

the case with only a few crops.

Mr. Hutchinson. Do you not have dependable checlcs at the end
of the season ?

Mr. EstabSook. No, sir; not dependable checks. Dependable
checks are not always available, contrary to the general belief.

Mr. McKiNLET. Do you not believe you would get them if you
had more confidence in the county agents ?

Mr. Estabeook. No, sir; it has been tried repeatedly and demon-
strated that county agents can not be relied upon for them.
Mr. McKiNLEY. The county agents in many cases have been in the

service more than three years.

Mr. Estabeook. In many places they have been employed more
than three years.

Mr. McKiNLET. I was thinking about down in Alabama.
Mr. Hutchinson. The county agents are on the ground all the

time ?
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Mr. EsTABEooK. Yes.
Mr. Hutchinson. Your people only get around once a month or

once year?
Mr. EsTABHooK. Tlie farmers—215,000 of them—who report to

the Bureau of Crop Estimates, are on their farms all the time, and
know what, is taking place on their farms, and know a good deal
about what is taking place on their neighbors' farms.
The Chairman. Do you claim that the county agents know noth-

ing about what is taking place on the farms?
Mr. EsTABROOK. No, sir ; I would say that the county agent is re-

garded as perhaps the best source of certain kinds of information in
his county. The county agent knows methods of cultivation, meth-
ods of handling seeds, fertilizers, and best methods of cultivating,
harvesting, and marketing crops; in other words, the best methods
of farm management, which the experience of the best farmers and
the investigations of the Federal Department of Agriculture and the
State colleges of agriculture and experiment stations have shown to
be the most successful. He does not necessarily know about sta-

tistics.

The Chairman. What are the functions of these men ?

Mr. EsTABEOOK. County agents furnish most valuable information
to the Bureau of Crop Estimates.
The Chairman. I have heard them lecture on the quality of corn,

on how to select seed corn; yet you say they do not know anything
about crops.

Mr. EsTABRooK. But that has nothing to do with the statistical

side of crop production in the county. A man should know all

about it to try to

The Chairman. They could not estimate whether the crop was
20 bushels or 50 bushels or 100 bushels ?

Mr. EsTABROOK. I might make this clear to you gentlemen: We
have had more experience than anybody else with county agents
with reference to crop estimates. I am talking about the statis-

tical side of the question. Now, theoretically the county agent is the
best man in the county—^the best qualified to supply crop estimates.

Everybody thinks that, everybody believes it, who has not been up
against the practical end of it, which is something quite different

from the thieory. The bureau has tried it out repeatedly. What was
the result? The estimates were uniformly too high. Why? Be-
cause the county agent, to be a successful county agent, has got to bo
an enthusiast. He has got to be an optimist. He is not worth his

salt if he is not. He can not induce other men to adopt other and
better practices and methods unless he really believes that certain

methods are going to give the greatest production and the most
profitable results. That is what he is paid for. That is what he
is thinking about. That is his mental attitude, and, besides, he is

dealing with the more progressive farmers in his community. He
sees the best crops in his community. And when you ask him " Has
the acreage of this, that, and the other crop been increased?" or " Is

there more' live stock on the farm this year than last year?" he will

say " Yes," of course. So that statistically the county agent is not
the best source of information.
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Mr. McKiNLEY. Do you not think that a county agent, continually

impressed by the farms of his county in riding around over the

county as he does, would know more and have more accurate infor-

mation than you would get in 10 reports from 10 of these farmers
in the county ?

Mr. EsTABEooK. If he is the right sort of man, yes ; far more, but
not all of them are the right sort of men—close observers and sta-

tistically inclined. It is the business of our field agents in the States

to become acquainted with each of those county agents, and to know
from which of them helpful statistical information can be secured;

and they do know that. We utilize them so far as it is practicable

to utilize them to advantage.
Mr. Hutchinson. Do you pay the farmers for the information

you get from them ?

Mr. EsTABROOK. No, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. I see that in this appropriation you ask for

$225,000 for traveling expenses.

Mr. EsTABEooK. Yes.

Mr. Hutchinson. Do you not think that the county agents can go
to those farmers and get information just the same as you can by
sending a man out in that way ?

Mr. EsTABEOOK. No, sir, I do not; but I will be glad to discuss this

question when we come to the individual items of the appropriation

estimates.

The Chairman. I should think that the county agents would be

chosen for that work.
Mr. EsTABROOK. My statement, Mr. Chairman, is not to the effect

that they do not know about crops. They do, decidedly.

The Chairman. The county agent is an expert. He goes into the

field and counts the rows of corn; he is an expert on that line. If

you want expert information, you would naturally go to the county

agent. They are experts, and they are excellent men.
Mr. EsTABEOOK. If the department will turn over the entire force

of county agents to the Bureau of Crop Estimates we will train them
in our work and utilize them to splendid advantage.
The Chaieman. A half an hour a day so far as that is concerned

would take care of that proposition. A stenographer could attend

to sending out these reports with the assistance of the county agents—
you would have some information that would be of value. You have

just criticized your service, but you have not pointed out how you are

going to improve it, except that you are asking for more money
so that you can send more agents into the field to get information

that, according to the information we have before the committee, is

now being gotten by the county agents.

Mr. EsTABEooK. The bureau does and will utilize the county agents'

so far as they are available for that purpose.

The Chaieman. If they are made available, you would not need

any additional force, would you?
Mr. EsTABROOK. Yes; certainly additional funds would be needed.

No class of men, no matter how well qualified, can work efficiently

and economically on a uniform basis except under proper instruction

and supervision, and a large increase in clerical force \^ould be re-

quired to tabulate and summarize results.
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The Chairman. Do you think they could devote their services to
any better advantage than to furnish that information ?

Mr. EsTABBOOK. I think so. I think the county agents form a
channel of communication between the Department of Agriculture
and the State colleges and experiment stations and the individual
farmers and farm bureaus. They bring directly home to the
farmer the results of all the investigations which are carried on by
trained specialists of the Federal Department of Agriculture and
the State colleges of agriculture and experiment stations, where
many millions of dollars that Congress and the State legislatures
appropriate annually are spent.

Mr. Jacowat. Is not this your proposition: That the county
agent can not discharge the duties of a county agent and at the same
time perform the duties of a statistician

Mr. EsTABEOOK. Absolutely. He has his hands full with some-
thing else, he is trained for something else, and he is employed and
paid for something else.

Mr. McKiNLEY. Is it not a fact that these county agents on the
average afe paid twice as much as your field investigators, and would
it not stand to reason that they would know twice as much?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. No, sir ; not necessarily. Our field agents should

be paid more, but unfortunately they are not. I think county agents
earn every dollar they get, but because some of them earn larger

salaries than others does not imply they know more—it indicates

that the farmers who agree to pay the higher salaries are better busi-

ness men than in some other counties.

The Chairman. Your office could compile the statistics if the
agents could furnish them. They would devote their time to it as

well as these farmers who work for nothing. You can not expect

the farmer to go out and make a general survey when you have never
paid him a cent and do not intend to pay him, although he may be
just as intelligent and just as much of an expert on crops. These
agents, with experience and college education and training, are nat-

urally expected to know a little more about the general situation

than any one man who is confining his activity to his own farm and
its vicinity. You can not expect the farmer to run all over the

county in his automobile to inspect crops and make reports on them.

It is the business of the county agent to get information.

Mr. EsTABEOOK. Probably it would be possible to utilize all the

time of the county agents, if Congress is willing to direct that all

the time of the county agents shall be devoted to getting this in-

formation. It is impossible for them to furnish all the data required

without seriously interfering with their present duties.

Mr. EuBET. Mr. Chairman, may I just make this statement: I

have been listening to these hearings ever since they commenced, and
I have been wondering what sort of a man a county agent would
have to be to do everything and accomplish everything that would be

required of him if he were called upon to do the various duties con-

cerning which different witnesses before this committee are asked
" Can not the county agents do that? " There has hardly been a man
before this committee upon any proposition who has not been asked

somewhere during his testimony " Can not the county agent do this

and that and the other ? " You would have to increase his time and
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give him 48 hours a day, instead of 24, and let him work all the time,
in order that he might do all those things.
This gentleman here says that a county agent could become a

statistician ; that a county agent could make a report of all the crops
of the county. And he could, provided he gave his entire time to
that. I take it, however, that a county agent who goes out over the
county, day in and day out, is not going out for the purpose of get-

ting an estimate of a crop but to do all he can to encourage produc-
tion, to get men to farm better, to diversify their crops, and to do
this and that and the other; he does not go out for the purpose of
making an estimate of how many sheep are raised on every farm in

every township in his county. So I take it that if we keep on and
put all these duties on the county agent, we had just as well abolish

the Department of Agriculture and turn it all over to him.
The Chairman. It is true that that question has been asked. We

have been trying to find out whether the county agents could possibly

handle some of these activities. I know what they are doing in the

country, of course.

Mr. Ettbey. You know what they are doing and I know what
they are doing in the counties. I do not know that it is necessary

to put into the record here what the county agents are doing. We
will get to that, possibly, before these hearings are over, because we
get something from everybody.
The Chairman. We find that they send three or four employees

at the same time into a county that has a county agent to duplicate

work. Upon investigation we find we have two or three other men
from some other bureau or bureaus traveling in the same county,

sometimes duplicating the service. I know of one case where three

offered their services on a proposition. I am trying to find out some-

thing about this duplication of work. We have this machinery, and
now we are asked to provide more machinery. We are told that what
we have is not sufficient to handle the simple proposition that the

farmers do without any compensation.

Of course, if they are going on as they have gone in the past,

gathering information that department has admitted is inadequate,

we had better discard the whole thing. If you want to furnish real

information, then get an expert on the work. You do not propose to

send out trained men. You have not got them. What you need is

an expert ; and the county agent is an expert.

Mr. Eastabeook. We propose to employe experts, crop specialists

and field agents who are also statisticians. That is a part of the

estimate that comes under the items we propose.

The Chairman. Statisticians?

•Mr. Eastabrook. Not necessarily.

Mr. Harrison. Trained agriculturists; we have them now.
The Chairman. Are not your county agents trained agricultur-

ists?

Mr. Harrison. Of course they are.

Mr. Eastabrook. I can not speak authoritatively of the county
agents. They form no part of the Bureau of Crop Estijnates. Thejj^

come under the State's Relations Service 'and full information con-

cerning them can be obtained from representatives of that service

Avhen they appear before this committee.
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The Chaj:kman. Does your bureau cooperate with others bureaus
in the department?
Mr. Eastabeook. We do, so far as we can.
The Chairman. You say you do. What is your cooperation?
Mr. EsTABRooK. We cooperate in this way : Our State field agent,

the trained, experienced man, who, before he can get a position at

all, must have had five years' practical experience in farming, who
also has his agricultural college education, and who at the present
time has had three to five years' practical experience in the statis-

tical end of crop reporting, travels over his State, and probably
one of the first men he goes to in each county is the county agent.
If the county agent is at all statistically inclined, if he is a good ob-
server, if he really knows about his crops as he ought to know them,
our field agent gets orally full information from him. It is said in

the States Relations Service that the county agent has not the time
to fill out written reports. Our agent gets them orally from the
county agents, and in that Avay visits them all and gets the benefit

of their first-hand knowledge.
He also obtains from the county agent information as to who are

the best-informed and most intelligent farmers in this, that, and
the other part of the county. He gets the names and addresses of
these farmers, and just where they live, and then he goes to see

some of these men and gets some of them to agree to report monthly
to him, so that if he is unable to get into that county every month
during his absence he will have a report showing what changes have
taken place in crop production. In that way we are utilizing the

county agents so far as they can be utilized.

The Chairman. The county agent travels about every day, while
these men of yours get around only once a month.
Mr. EsTABRooK. Our men get around, of course, perhaps once a

month or once in three months only in a particular county ; but after

one of those men has been around and then comes back after a month
and does that month after month and year after year, he knows
how that crop ought to look by the month of June or the month of

July or the month of August. He knows whether it is better or
worse this year than it was last year or the year before. ' He becomes
personally a trained judge of crop conditions; and then he utilizes

the best men he can find m the county and takes their reports.

The Chairman. Is it not a fact that the county agent goes all

over the country ; he is on the go every day ; he gets into every place

in the county in covering his county ? Of course, the county agent
would not drive over the county without observing the condition of
the crops. He could not do it. That is his whole interest. He is

the best informed and the most capable of passing upon the con-

dition of the crops.

Mr. EuBET. I take it that the county agent is the man who would
probably be the very best man in the county to give you a statement
along generalities, as to the condition of the crops over the county

;

but that is an entirely different thing from giving a detailed state-

ment of how many acres of corn and how many acres of wheat, and
this, that, and the other crop, is all over the county, ahd its condition,

and all that sort of thing. I take it that the county agent is a very

valuable man to get information from a general standpoint; but
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when it comes right dq^n to the details, he could not give that in-

formation unless he devoted his entire time to it.

Mr. Jones. Then, how could the Federal agent get it in one day ?

Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska. He does not get it in one day. Is

it not a fact that the expert does, in many instances, get his informa-
tion from the county agent and from him only ?

Mr. RuBET. As a rule he does get information from him ; but this

department, as I take it, has four or five of these men in each county,
each of whom gives an estimate of the condition in his immediate
neighborhood, and then he takes those statements, and the general
statement of all those statements together, and makes out his esti-

mate of what may be raised in that county.
Mr. Jones. Do you mean to say that the county agent could not

take those reports that he gets from those five or six men and make a
fairly respectable report to the department?
Mr. RuBEY. If he was required to make the estimate from those

reports, he could; but in the meantime he would be neglecting a

whole lot of things that he ought to be doing.
Mr. Jones. Not if the Federal agent takes the same time that it is

said it takes him to do it.

Mr. McKinley. If you get the amount asked for, how many field

investigators would you have in Iowa?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. If you will excuse me, that is a part of the details

of the estimate itself, and I would very much prefer not to take that

up in my preliminary statement, but to do so when I get to it, item

by item, if the committee will permit me to proceed. I had said

that this enlarged program included a very largely increased crop
reporting system, a greatly enlarged live-stock reporting system, and
an improved system of foreign crop and live-stock reporting.

There is another thing I want to mention in this connection: The
bureau already has what is said to be the most complete collection in

the world of statistics relating to agriculture. It has a vast amount
of information of great practical value which is not available to the

public simply because the bureau has not a few competent statistic-

ally trained men to go through that material, to select out the essen-

tial portions- of it, and to shift the wheat from the chaff and present

the results in readily understandable form to the public.

The last subdivision of our program relates to the- more complete

summarization, analysis, interpretation, and presentation of agri-

cultural statistics, not only accurate and complete data in tabular

form, but brief text summaries and full illustrations by means of

maps, graphs and. diagrams.
This matter of presentation is highly important. Those statistics

should be illustrated by maps and diagrams so that the essential facts

will be presented in striking form, and can be readily understood,

and so that they will economize the tijue of all those who have occa-

sion to use them.
Now, the next question which logically follows is, who will benefit

from the expanded and improved service which the bureau proposes

to render with this increase ?

Mr. Hutchinson. Mr. Moon is here to make his statement. Will
you require all the afternoon ?

Mr. EsTABEOOK. At the progress I am making it is going to take
several hours.
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The Chairman. It will probably take all the afternoon?
Mr. EsTABEooK. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. This is your general statement.

Mr. EsTABROOK. My general statement regarding the essential rea-

sons why the crop and live-stock reporting service of the Bureau of

Crop Estimates should be expanded and improved and why addi-

tional funds should be provided by this Congress for the next fiscal

year.

The Chairman. Will the committee hear Mr. Moon to-morrow?
Mr. EuBEY. What is Mr. Moon to appear about ?

The Chairman. In the interests of nursery stock. Without ob-

jection, it is understood that we will hear Mr. Moon after Mr. Esta-
brook completes his statement. ,

Mr. EuBEY. Make it to-morrow ; then he will not have to wait all

the afternoon.

The Chairman. We will hear you to-morrow, Mr. Moon.
Mr. EsTABROOK. Who will benefit from this proposed expanded

and improved service?

First of all the farmers of the United States, and there are prob-
ably 14,0*00,000 of them, 14,000,000 adult male voters, and most of

them taxpayers. Every one of them is interested in making his pri-

vate business of farming a profitable business, and the information
which the Bureau of Crop Estimates supplies and proposes to supply
has a direct bearing on his individual business. Those 14,000,000

farmers have a capital investment, as I said before, worth over

$80,000,000,000, and their annual output has a value in excess of

$20,000,000,000. It will be hard to pass any legislation which will

benefit a number of men at all comparable with the number of farm-
ers in these United States. They will benefit from this information
practically and financially, individually and collectively, and they
are entitled to this service which the Bureau of Crop Estimates pro-
poses to render.

Next, the farming organizations which are developing absolutely

must have this kind of information. They will get it either from the
Bureau of Crop Estimates or they will attempt to get it on their own
account, and the moment that they attempt to get it on their own ac-

count, it will cost them and it will cost the farmers ten times the pro-

posed cost of this improved service.

The Chairman. Have these organizations of which you speak
made any request for this service?

Mr. EsTABRooK. The National Federation of Farm Bureaus,
which was formed in Chicago last November, passed a resolution rec-

ommending to Congress the principle that adequate appropriations
should be supplied to the Bureau of Crop Estimates. The Federa-
tion of Farm Bureaus in the State of Iowa is strongly in favor of
giving adequate support to the Bureau of Crop Estimates. The
Federation of Farm Bureaus of the State of Illinois in the same
manner has indorsed this proposition.

The Chairman. Our trouble has been in explaining to the farmers
why we spend so much money. I do not know whether they want
this appropriation increased or decreased.

Mr. EsTABEOOK. It is assumed, Mr. Chairman, that in reducing the

expenses of the Government, something which ought to be done, it is

a policy which we all favor, it is the right thing to do, but in doing
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it is assvimed that you business men on this committee will use the

same discretion, the same discrimination, and the same business sense

that you would use in your own private business in bringiag about

that reduction. Now, if it was your business in which you were try-

ing to cut down expenses, or the business of any other member of this

committee, what would you do? You Avould cut out the least profit-

able portions of your business. You would cut out the portions of
the business which were resulting in a loss, and if there was a part
of your business that was highly profitable, promising larger re-

turns than any other branch of it, you would not hesitate to increase

the investment in that particular branch.
Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska. What particular branch of the De-

partment of Agriculture would you recommend cutting down?
Mr. EsTABROOK. That is for the committee to determine. It would

be highly embarrassing for me to express any opinion. But I think
the committee right here just for a moment might consider what
parts of the Department of Agriculture are most directly related to

the business end of farming—markets, crop estimates, farm manage-
ment. The remainder of the department is doing splendid work in

connection with the production end of agriculture and regulatory
work of the department, but in the. Department of Agriculture these

three bureaus—the Bureau of Markets, with its great undeveloped
field, its wonderful opportunity for service, for serving the farmers
in a financial way ; the Bureau of Crop Estimates, which supplies the

essential facts of production and supply which the Bureau of
Markets must have before it can function properly and effectively;

and the OiSce of Tarm Management, which specializes on the farm
busiiiess as a business just as efficiencsy experts specialize on othei

lines of business, the branch of the department which is directly con-

cerned in cost of production studies and in the planning and arrang-
ing of the farm business on the most profitable basis—^those three

branches of the Department of Agriculture are directly concerned
with the business end of farming.
These organizations that I have spoken of as developing so rapidly

in the corn-belt States are all business organizations. They are not
social organizations at all. They are organized for business, to make
the business of farming profitable, and that is why in their first an-

nual convention, when they organized, among the first resolutions

they passed was one recommending the securing of adequate appror

priations for those three branches of the Department of Agriculture,

Markets, Crops Estimates, and Farm Management. Now that is not

a direct answer to the question the gentleman asked, but it throws
light on it.

So in answering this other question, who will benefit from this im-

proved service? I say, first of all, the 14,000,000 farmers of the

United States; secondly, their great organizations which are de-

veloping and just preparing to get busy. Next the Federal Depart-
ment of Agriculture.

The Chairman. How do you figure that there are 14,000,000 farm-
ers? Are there not only 7,000,000?

Mr. EsTABEOOK. In this way, Mr. Chairman. There are now about

7,000,000 farms, about 7,000,000 farm owners, and the farm helpers

number about 7,000,000 in addition. That was about the proportion
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of the last census, six and one-third million farm owners and six and
one-third million farm hands.

, ,.

The Chairman. You include the farm hands?
Mr. EsTABROOK. Yes. It seems to be the consensus of opinion that

there are about 7,000,000 farms now.
After farmers and their organizations comes the Federal Depart-

meiit of Agriculture, for which more than $33,000,000 are expended
annually. That department in the formulation of constructive pro-
grams and policies, in laying out its work intelligently, relies and
must rely very largely upon the statistical data collected and sup-
plied by the Bureau of Crop Estimates. That statement applies to
practically every branch of the Department of Agriculture. Some
of them do not realize it. Some do.

Mr. Hutchinson. You say that with crop estimates a man would
lay out his plans for 1920. Is he taking last year's estimate?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. No; not altogether.

Mr. Hutchinson. What is the information he gets before him?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. By formulating constructive programs and

policies I mean this. I will try to explain it. Do you not suppose
that every branch of the Department of Agriculture asks itself. What
is the most useful line of inquiry? What should any branch of the
department, what should the whole department recommend and ad-
vise the farmers to do with respect to planting crops next year ?

Mr. Hutchinson. Do you do that?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. We did do that for two years during the war.

Anything of this sort, of course, requires the most complete and com-
prehensive and the most accurate statistics obtainable with reference

to the production and supply through a period of years, not only in

the United States but for every competing country in the world. I
mentioned a moment ago in our project for foreign crop statistics

the preparation of world balance sheets, bringing right down to date,

the requirements, the production, present and prospective, the prob-
able surpluses and the deficits, the net balance for the world, whether
it be cotton, wheat, or corn. These organizations, the Federal De-
partment of Agriculture and the State colleges need that informa-
tion.

Our bureau prepared such statements a year ago. We attended
the meeting of the presidents of the colleges of agriculture over at

Baltimore a year ago, and one of the statements was read. A num-
ber of those college presidents, including Dean Davenport, of Illinois,

jumped up and said, "That is the information which the farmers
want, which the colleges want, and if the Department of Agriculture

has got it, get it out and publish it." We do not have the money to

do it, although we did get out one statement last year. That kind
of information is the correct basis and the only proper basis for con-

structive programs and policies.

Mr. Hutchinson. Out in my country now fatted calves bring only

10 cents a pound. They claim that they can not sell any meats. Can
you give any solution as to why meats are going down to 10 cents a

pound?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. I would not attempt to give it offhand, but, if we

h9,d the proper statistical data before us, that would be perfectly

clear.
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Mr. HtJTCHixsoN. This is recently. I can not understand why
fatted calves should go down to 10 cents a pound, when recently they
have been bringing 20 cents.

Mr. EsTABEOOK. Without this kind of data the farmers and every
one interested in fanning are groping in the dark. You do not
know. Of course you do not. You have not sufficient information.
Mr. Htjtchinson. I do not see how the department can get it; if

people will not eat meat, the department can not help it.

Mr. EsTABEOOK. I have said that every branch of the department
needs this information. The Bureau of Markets needs it for its mar-
keting program. It can not turn a wheel without it. It has to get
information relative to marketable surplus production on farms, pres-

ent and prospective, from Crop Estimates.
The States Eolations Service, connecting up with the State agri-

cultural colleges and the county agents, needs this information for

the proper organization and program of work of the county agents.

Plant Industry needs it with respect to different varieties, farm
practices, rotations, the methods which are followed in different

States with respect to preparation of soil, planting, cultivation, and
harvesting of different crops and especially with respect to the pres-

ence and the kinds and locations of plant diseases and the extent of
damage. So also with the Bureau of Entomology, with respect to

the kind and the location and the extent of damage of different insect

pests.

The Bureau of Animal Industry needs this information, every item
of it, which I mention in our program for live-stock reporting.
They are groping in the dark unless they have it and it is simply
unavailable anywhere in the world to-day. We will get some in-

formation out of the next census, but it will cover only a part of the
ground. They especially need accurate information with respect

to the number of each kind of live stock on farms, by age and sex

classifications, the number of purebreds, the monthly changes in

number, births, deaths, sales, and farm slaughters, and the entire

feed situation, number of animals on feed; and forecasts of pro-
duction, especially swine and sheep ; as well as full statistics of dairy
and poultry production.
The State colleges of agriculture, the experiment stations, the

extension services, and the county agents all need information of the

same kind and for the same reason, only they need it more than
the Federal Department of Agriculture needs it. Without that in-

formation they can not function properly, effectively, and economi-
cally. They are groping in the dark without it, and they have no
means of getting it on their own account because if they got it it

would be only. fragmentary. It would relate only to certain States,
and the law of supply and demand is not limited to a particular
State. The Bureau of Crop Estimates is the only organization that
can get.it on a nation-wide basis.

State departments of agriculture need more or less of this informa-
tion, especially on a county basis, in their regulatory work.

Transportation companies need full and timely forecasts and esti-

mates of marketable surplus production on farms by counties in
order to estimate the cars required.
Boards of trade and chambers of commerce which deal in agricuU

tural products need accurate, disinterested, and authoritative crop
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statistics so that the price adjustments and price movements shall

be responsive to the facts of production and supply rather than to
the conflicting claims of interested speculators.

Buyers, distributors, and handlers of farm products all need this

information, and just to the extent that the information is accurate
and dependable, the risk involved in buying farm crops and carry-

ing them in storage is reduced, and just to that extent in competition
with each other they can afford to pay better prices to the producers.
Banks and other financial institutions need this information in

order that they may supply the necessary funds to finance crop
production and marketing. That is a big item in agriculture. Few
people realize that hundreds and hundreds of thousands of dollars,

running into millions, have to be supplied to carry farmers to pro-
duce and to handle crops when they are harvested and ready for
market.
Insurance companies are beginning to call for this information.

Why? Because there is a great wide and undeveloped field of in-

surance for crops and live stock. It is a field that they are con-
sidering entering and developing more widely than in the past, and
unless they have dependable information it means that their rates

of insurance must be sufficiently -high to cover the unknown element
of risk. Just to the extent that the information is supplied them and
is dependable, they can reduce those rates.

Manufacturers need this information in order that they may buy
the necessary raw materials and convert them into manufactured
commodities, farm implements, equipment, and supplies months in

advance of the time they will be needed, and in order that they
may know the counties of surplus production in which these com-
modities must be distributed.

And so also merchants, jobbers, and retailers need the informa-
tion for the same purpose, that is, information upon which to base
their advertising and selling and distributing campaigns, so that
their wares may be available when and where needed. And just to

the extent that that crop information is dependable and is localized

by counties, so that they can avoid sending the manufactured prod-
ucts into counties of deficient production and low purchasing power,
they avoid losses, and by avoiding losses their costs are reduced, and
they can afford to reduce the selling price, and in the aggregate
that amounts to considerable. It means millions of dollars to the

American people.

The Chairman. You are now speaking of advance information,
when you speak of manufacturers estimating in advance?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. I am simply enumerating the classes of people

who will be benefited by having this improved service. The manu-
facturers have to estimate these things months in advance, in order
that they can secure raw material, get it to the factories and con-

vert it into commodities which they have to sell to the farmers, and
get it back and distributed by the time the farmers need it.

The Chairman. Do you propose to estimate in advance?
Mr. Eastabrook. Yes, by counties. We propose to map monthly

the regions of surplus and deficient prpduction. It is information
that will be worth millions of dollars to merchants and manufac-
turers of this country as well as to the farmers. They are now
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spending hundreds of thousands of dollars in attempts to obtain that
information through their salesmen and other sources.

The Chaieman. What information could you give a manufac-
turer as to next year's crops? He is manufacturing now for next
year.

Mr. EsTABEooK. He would not get much now, because now it is

not available. But I included in our crop production program this

item of information, the farmers' intention to plant in advance of
the planting season.

The Chairman. The proposition, then, is to interview the farm-
ers and find out what they are going to plant?
Mr. EsTABRooK. We obtain from this estimate of 215,000 farmers

that we now have on the list—and we will have more if our facilities

are expanded—we will obtain from them just as was obtained in

1917 and again in 1918 a report from them as to what they intend
to plant. They make up their minds definitely in advance of the
planting season. They know precisely what they are going to plant.

And those reports will be obtained and published perhaps in Feb-
ruary or March of each year. With that before us we have real,

definite information on what the prospective plantings are going to

be, and the only object of obtaining that information is this, to ascer-

tain before the crops go in whether or not the acreage to be planted
-is likely to be too large or too small and thereby to avoid possible

overproduction with its ruinously low prices or possible underpro-
duction, which is almost equally unsatisfactory. Both are unprofit-

able, and both are unnecessary.

Mr. Hutchinson. Where can you find a man that will know be-

forehand what he is going to plant next spring?
Mr. EsTABROOK. Nearly every farmer in the United States.

Mr. Hutchinson. He can not tell where he is going to get seed

potatoes.

Mr. EsTABROOK. That is contrary to my experience.

Mr. Hutchinson. I am a farmer, and I say that they do not know
what they are going to do.

Mr. EsTABROOK. I beg to differ from that. I am a farmed, and I

know now exactly what will be planted on my farms the coming crop

year.

Mr. Hutchinson. I think I know in my own section.

Mr. EsTABRooK. That possibly may be true of some few sections.

Mr. Hutchinson. Can you tell me if the farmers in this country

know if they are going to get all the fertilizer they want next spring?

Mr. EsTABROOK. Not at all.

Mr. Hutchinson. How can they tell ?

Mr. Estabeook. Because crops will be planted whether fertilizers

are obtainable or not.

Mr. Hutchinson. They will not have a big crop, will they?

Mr. Estabbook. That is true, but so long as the memory of man
runneth crops have been planted. I do not know of a year when

'

they did not plant, nor do you, either, do you? I have a farm, and

I know exactly on every acre what is going in, and so does nearly

every other farmer I have talked with. As I say, in 1917 and 1918,

while we were in this great World War, and it was said that the

winning of the war depended upon the food production, and that

was a most important factor, the Department of Agriculture wanted
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definite information and the Bureau of Crop Estimates obtained it

months before the crops went into the ground. It was for the in-

formation of the Cabinet, the Secretary and the administrative of-

ficials. Those reports were reassuring. They showed very clearly

that the farmers proposed to increase the acreage in food crops and
they did, they increased it in 1917 and 1918 to something like 32,7

000,000 acres more than had ever been planted in food crops before.

And those preliminary estimates of farmers' intention to plant be-

fore the season began checked out to within 1, 2 or 3 per cent of
final estimates, deraon,strating conclusively that farmers do know
before planting exactly what they will plant if weather conditions
permit.

Mr. Hutchinson. You take last year's winter-wheat crop, they were
guaranteed $2.26 for wheat. It is estimated to-day that they are
12,000,000 acres short, is it not ?

Mr. EsTABEooK. Yes.
Mr. Hutchinson. Why do you estimate it that short; what are

the reasons?
Mr. EsTABROOK. Because of the evidence that was submitted to

us by the American farmers. That is why we estimate that re-

duction.

Mr. Hutchinson. Why did they say they did not plant it?

Mr. EsTABEOOK. Many reasons were assigned, a great many rea-

sons, but the estimate of the Bureau of Crop Estimates was based

on the evidence before it.

Mr. Hutchinson. And you estimated that there would be 12,-

000,000 acres less.

Mr. EsTABEOOK. I do not recall the exact figures. It will be

found in the December crop report. It is very much less. Just

recalling from memory only, the acreage of winter wheat for the

1919 crop was around 50,000,000. I am speaking from memory
only ; the estimate for last month of the winter wheat crop is around

38,000,000 acres. There is a reduction of about 12,000,000 acres, as

you say. That is not wholly unaccounted for. The farmers have

good reasons.

Mr. Hutchinson. The main reason is that they could not get

it in.

Mr. EsTABRooK. That is part of it.

Mr. Lee. The main reason is that they did not have the guaran-

tee, I think.

Mr. Hutchinson. Yes.

Mr. EsTABEOOK. If you will permit me to resume the thread of

my argument, I will continue to point out other classes of people

who are interested in these estimates.

The Chairman. Do you contend that this increase of crops was
due to the reports that you furnished?

Mr. EsTABROOK. No;
The Chairman. You have spoken of the reports in 1917 and of

the large increase. Did the report have anything to do -with the

increase of crops?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. No ; I can not say that it did. There were many

contributing causes to the increase m crops. It was largely due to

the appeal to the patriotism of the farmers.

164315—20 56
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The Chairman. Practically every farmer was appealed to to plant

and do his best.

Mr. EsTABBooK. Yes; and he responded.
The Chairman. The preliminary report had nothing to do with

that, did it?

Mr. EsTABRooK. Absolutely not ; but it did this : It was highly im-

portant that the Government, which was responsible for the conduct
of the war, which was responsible for the lives of those young Amer-
ican citizens who went across the water, should know what the food
supply of the United States was. It was of paramount importance
for the winning of the war, for the preservation of our form of gov-

ernment, and of human liberty, and for the protection of our lives

and property that the food supply should be ample, and it was vitally

important that the Government should have definite information
regarding present and future food supply. This was the kind of
information which the Government tried to get, and they got it

through the Bureau of Crop Estimates. Now, it turned out that the

information was reassuring. Suppose that those reports had indi-

cated that a decrease in food-crop acreage was impending? Would
not that information have been of tremendous value ? Would it not

have been necessary then for the Government and all State agencies

to have redoubled their efforts to insure ample production? I men-
tion that because it is the probable course of agriculture in the future,

an intelligent preparation and following out of systematic programs
of production to maintain a proper relation between production, or
supply, and consumption requirements, or demand.
The Chairman. You took an invoice and told them how much

they had in the country? That is outside of what you are contem-
plating in the future, is it not?
Mr. EsTABROOK. No, sir; we did not take an invoice; we estimated

the farmers' intention to plant, and that is exactly what we propose
to do in future.

The Chairman. Crop estimates and invoices are two different

tilings ?

Mr. EsTABROOK. That was a crop estimate, an estimate of pros-

jjective acreage.

The Chairman. It was not estimating as to the future in telling

them what they had in the bins, was it ? •

Mr. EsTABROOK. No, sir.

The Chairman. That was what they were interested in at the

time ?

Mr. EsTABROOK. No, sir; this was in the way of estimating an in-

tention to plant, purely a psychological deduction. The acreage had
not even been planted. It was not a matter of record. It existed

only in the minds of farmers.

The Chairman. They were impressed and urged to plant?
Mr. Hutchinson. And guaranteed the price.

The Chairman. Was the price guaranteed or cut ?

Mr. EsTABROOK. If I may proceed again with my argument to

show who will benefit from the improved service: Seedmen are in-

terested, buyers of seed especially are interested, in knowing the pro-

duction of seed and the supply, the probable relative supply and^the
probable prices.
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Nurserymen in the same way are interested, and buyers of nursery
stock are interested in having definite information with respect to
the essential facts of the production of those crops, and they are
large crops. They run into hundreds of millions of dollars.
Mr. Anderson. Are you seriously contending that many farmers

in the United States look over your estimates before they determine
what their year's rotation is going to be?
Mr. EsTABROOK. No, sir; on the present basis the number would

be relatively small. We know that many farmers do that now ; in-

telligent farmers study the crop reports carefully, and all farmers
would profit financially by paying more attention to the Government
crop reports. The Federal Department of Agriculture, the State
colleges of agriculture, the State experiment stations, and the
county agents are the organized agencies that reach out and carry
the information to the farmers. The press of the United States is

carrying this information. The statistics which you see in local

papers and in various magazines are in 99 per cent of the cases the
figures of the Bureau of Crop Estimates. They do not bear the tag
of the Bureau of Crop Estimates, but that is where most of them
originate.

Mr. Jacoway. They get the benefit of your work?
Mr. EsTABRooK. They get the benefit of our work, and that is how

it reaches these farmers. There are unquestionably many farmers in

the United States who have never heard of the Bureau of Crop Esti-

mates, who have never seen a monthly crop report, and it is partly
because the printing fund is so low and inadequate that we can not
even send it free to those who apply for it. We send it only to our
crop reporters, who are rendering a service of great value and worth
large sums of money.
Mr. Anderson. There is no question that, if you could send it free

to the people, you would send out many more of them than you now
have. My observation has been that it is a whole lot easier to give

people something for nothing than to give them something they have
to pay for.

Mr. EsTABROOK. That is true. Now, in 15 out of the 48 States

in which we are cooperating we publish more detailed figures than
we can in the Monthly Crop Reporter, and that reaches all the local

papers in the State and obtains a very wide dissemination. But
my contention is this: That the farm organizations are going to

make use of this information in the future as they have never made
use of it in the past, and that they are going to give the cue to the

farmer members as to what is the wise thing to do in the future
with respect to increasing or decreasing their acreages or increasing

or decreasing the number of live stock. That is how it is going to

work.
Mr. Anderson. If they do that, if some of the legislation now pro-

posed is passed, they will all be in jail,

Mr. Hutchinson. Going back to your estimate of spring wheat
and winter wheat crop. If your estimate of the spring-wheat crop
had been correct, the Government would have lost a billion dollars

that they appropriated to help out the farmers, would it not?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. No one contends that an estimate as early as

that in the season would be true. I never heard anybody contend
that they were correct, except for the time when they were pre-
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pared. They were absolutely correct then, but the iuture course of

a crop depends almost entirely on the weather, and in the present
state of our knowledge we can neither control nor forecast the
weather in advance of narvest.

"

Mr. Hutchinson. But we are appropriating money for such esti-

mates.
Mr. EsTABEooK, At the time it was made it was the best estimate

that could be made. We do not claim it was a correct estimate,

except for the date on which it was made, but the farmers thought
that was the condition of their crop at that time and they so re-

ported. Now, the Bureau of Crop Estimates is not responsible for

the weather that comes afterwards.
Mr. Lee. That is what happened this last year?
Mr. EsTABRooK. Absolutely. While we are on that question, will

you permit me to say that we now have for the first time a pretty
accurate check on the wheat estimates of the bureau from the United
States Grain Corporation, since it has had charge of the buying and
distribution of the grain crop of the United States. For the first

time the bureau has a check on its estimates of wheat production.
In 1918, at the close of 1918, Mr. Barnes or Mr. Hoover made the

statement that the Bureau of Crop Estimates had overestimated the
wheat crop. Now it happens that the Grain Corporation gives out

Weekly reports of receipts at all mills and elevators of a certain

capacity, and keeps tab on all the wheat. At the close of the 1918
season, taking the total receipts as reported by the Grain Corpora-
tion, and adding to it the 80,000,000 or , 90,000,000 bushels of wheat
that must have been used to plant the following crop, and adding to

that the 2 per cent that is normally fed to poultry and live stock—^the

damaged and inferior grain—and making a fair allowance for the
wheat that is ground in local country mills of small capacity, which
were not required to report to the Grain Corporation, the published
estimate of the Bureau of Crop Estimates came within 2 per cent,

less than 2 per cent, of the total 1918 wheat crop thus accounted for,

and that was nine years after the last census was taken, when, the

difficulties involved in estimating acreage correctly were greatly

increased.

Picking up the thread of my argument again, I have said that

the seedsmen and nurserymen and the buyers ,of seed and nursery
stock are interested in this information. It means dollars and cents

to them.
Chambers of commerce and boards of trade and local committees

of various kinds are constantly calling for estimates as to crop and
live-stock production of all kinds, in order that they may advertise

the agricultural resources and advantages of their communities, and
this is a laudable ambition on their part, because it stimulates local

pride and local enterprise. The other side of this phase is that pros-

pective investors and settlers would be benefited by such information,
authentic and authoritative, disinterested and complete, with respect

to crop and live-stock production of countries in which they are be-

coming interested. Such iniormation would save, investors and set-

tlers millions of dollars annually if they had disinterested informa-
tion emanating from the Government as ^. check upon the rather
lurid statements of unscrupulous promoters of various kinds.
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Another important class of people interested in complete and de-

pendable crop and live-stock production statistics are teachers, econo-
mists, publicists, students, and writers, and it is greatly to the public
interest that these men shall have such data as a basis for right
thinking and correct conclusions.

Consumers—and that takes in everybody—are or should be inter-

ested in the crop estimates because they are an index of present and
future supply, and of farm prices. Farm prices are of interest to
consumers in comparison with the prices which they have to pay, and
it is the gap between those two prices which the Bureau of Markets
will be supposed to bridge as time goes by.

Legislators—and that includes you gentlemen in Congress, and in
the State legislatures—^have need of definite and dependable infor-
mation with respect to the essential facts of crop and live-stock pro-
duction. I have no dovibt that every member on this committee at
times has occasion to use crop and live-stock statistics, and they need
them as the basis of wise legislation. Otherwise you are groping in
the dark.
And last, but not least, the Federal and State departments need

the most complete, the most dependable, and the most unbiased, and
authoritative information with respect to the essential facts of crop
and live stock production. The Government needs accurate data
for this gi'eatest of all industries, needs it in time of peace to pro-
mote the prosperity and welfare of all the people, and needs it es-

pecially in time of war to insure victory.

Now, I have attenipted to point out the fundamental and para-
mount importance of agriculture. The primary object of all Federal
and State agencies and of all farmers is to make tlie business of
iarming profitable. I have referred to the rapid growth of the
farmers' organizations. I have shown the vital connection of the
price-determining factor, relative supply, on the business end of
farming, as determining whether or not it is a profitable business.

I have outlined in a very brief way the enlarged program of the
bureau for supplying the kinds of information that are needed, the
information which is not now available, and I have attempted to

enumerate the different classes of business interests that need this

information.
Now, another question that the committee will probably be in-

terested in is, why can not this enlarged and this improved service

be rendered with the present appropriation? The most direct an-
swer to that is that in trying to meet the increased demands upon
the bureau in the last few years, demands which had doubled and
trebled and quadrupled before the World War broke out, which were
greatly stimulated by the war, and which have continued to increase
since the signing of the armistice, the bureau has expanded beyond
the limits of its resources. It has added first one crop and then an-
other, one item of information and then another, to its regular pro-
gram. It has loaded up its field agents until they have had to work
nights and Sundays and holidays in their attempts to supply the
information called for, and it is quite apparent to the administra-
tive staff that this service can not be continued until June 30th next
on the present appropriation. We shall absolutely have to cut out

certain kinds of work. Right now returns for certain investigations
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are accumulating in the bureau, for want of sufficient clerical force

to tabulate and summarize them. So it is absolutely apparent that

there can be no further increase without additional funds.
In its attempts to take care of this growth in the work without

corresponding increases in its appropriation, the bureau has de-

veloped what we believe to be the most Jiighly efficient organization
in the entire federal service. If there are any more efficient, we do
not know it. It has developed the best system of crop estimating in

the world. It has taken 60 years or more to do it. Specialists have
come from the ends of the earth, from all the great governments of
the world, to study the organization and system of the Bureau of
Crop Estimates, and they have all said that there is nothing com-
parable with it in the world ; and yet notwithstanding this splendid
organization and service which has been developed, there are impor-
tant kinds of information which the bureau simply can not supply
with its limited resources, information that is fundamentally impor-
tant to agriculture, information with respect to live stock, county
data, marketable surpluses, foreign crop and live-stock information,

and better methods of summarizing and publishing data that are col-

lected. To supply this information, having already exceeded our
resources, it is absolutely necessary to have additional funds.
The committee may be interested in asking this question. Why, if

this enlarged program and if this improved service is so valuable to

the American farmers and business men, why has it not been submit-
ted to Congress before? There are good reasons and conclusive for

that. The bureau was reorganized m 1914, a reorganization made
necessary by the fact that it had fallen into a rut. Its personnel was
demoralized. It was disorganizing and disintegrating. It was not
rendering the service the country was entitled to for the amount of

money that was being expended. It was the subject of a great deal

of adverse criticism. It was falling into disrepute, and there were
ugly rumors concerning it. By far the most important innovation
in the reorganization of 1914 was the appointment of trained field

agents, a man in each State or each group of small States, a man of
at least five years' practical experience in farming, with an agricul-

tural education, who would devote his entire time to collecting and
accumulating the statistics of agriculture in the State, traveling over

the State monthly and personally inspecting and judging crops, per-

sonally interviewing the best iuTormed men in each community, and
building up lists of selected crop reporters, the best informed men in

each community, and obtaining the necessary cooperation of State

officials.

Mr. Anderson. When these crop estimators report a situation, do
they give you an estimate of what the situation is in the county or

do they give you specific facts with respect to matters which are

within their own knowledge?
Mr. EsTABROOK. We have various kinds of reporters, Mr. Ander-

son—the county, township, and special. The county reporter reports

on conditions throughout the county, as the result of his observation,
and he also has aids reporting to him. We try to get men who get

through the county in the course of their business occasionally.
The township reporters report for their immediate neighborhood;

that is, the farms within their personal knowledge, the farms that

they see from week to week.
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Then we have a very large list of individual farm reporters, men
who report simply what is on their own farms. That is as exact as

any census can be; more exact, in fact. They report so many horses,

and the changes in number that take place, so many cows, so many
swine or sheep, so many acres of this, that, and the other crop on
their own individual farms. And these crop estimates are a combina-
tion of every possible source of information that is available.

Mr. Anderson. The reason I asked the question was that I can not
see how any compilation of guesses of men who make statements as

to the condition of crops would be very valuable unless it was backed
up by sufficient number of cases representing actual conditions, actual

facts to give a basis.

Mr. EsTABEOOK. That is absolutely true, and that is the principle

we follow with respect to each of these crops. It can be determined
mathematically, for instance, just how many reports are required,

how many individual reports are required to give a certain degree of

accuracy, and we try to have an ample number to give us that sta-

tistical average.

Mr. Hutchinson. You said a number of farmers report. To
whom do they report?
Mr. EsTABEooK. We have various classes. Some of those classes

report direct to the field agent in each State and some directly to

Washington.
Mr. Hutchinson. Some report to you?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. Yes.
Mr. Hutchinson. And you have a township reporter ?

Mr. EsTABEooK. The township reporters, and the county reporters,

and many of these special reporters report direct to Washington.
Mr. Hutchinson. Have you any State reporters that cover the

whole State?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. We have only the trained field agents. The

trained field agent in each State has all the way from 500 to 5,000

men in his State reporting directly to him.

Mr. Hutchinson. Directly to him?
Mr. Estabeook. Yes; and he applies to the reports as they come

in his own personal observations and trained judgment; he in-

terprets them by the personal knowledge that he has picked up in his

travel and interviews with the best informed men, and at the end

of the month he summarzies all these reports and sends to the Wash-
ington bureau the average of the reports that come to him, his per-

sonal judgment, and brief comments in explanation of the numerical

estimates. These reports of field agents and crop specialists are in

addition to the many thousands of reports received at the Washing-
ton office directly from various large classes of reporters, such as the

county, township, and special reporters.

Mr. Hutchinson. At Washington you sort them out so that they

do not conflict?

Mr. Estabeook. Only the results of the States' figures come to us

from the field agent. He retains individual reports there. The re-

ports of each class of reporter received at Washington are tabulated

and summarized separately and each is used as a check on the others.

Mr. Hutchinson. You said that some farmers report directly to

Washington.
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Mr. EsTABEooK. We have all the county reporters—about 3,00Q

—

' and all the township' reporters—about 33,000—^and many speciariists

of reporters reporting directly to Washington. No*w, each class of
information is tabulated separately and independently. Each is

used as a check on all the others, so that we are never dependent on
any one source of information.
Mr. Jacowat. I know a man in my home town who will take the

testimony of 50 or 100 farmers before he sends in a report. He is a

very conscientious fellow. He used to be, and I think he still is,

doing some work of that sort. I have checked up his reports and
found them more than fairly accurate. They are good. But he
takes pains to askmen in this and that portion of the county. He
.is the county reporter of my county.

Mr. EsTABRooK. That is frequently done. Among the crop re-

• porters are many county agents. Wherever they are willing we are

glad to utilize them.
Mr. Hutchinson. You do not pay them?
Mr. EsTABROOK. No, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. You do not pay any of the township reporters ?

Mr. EsTABEooK. None.
, ,

Mr. Hutchinson. The only men that you have to pay are the field

agents ?

Mr. Lee. They have the franking privilege ?

Mr. EsTABROOK. That, of course, relates only to postage on official

correspondence.
Mr. Jacoway. You do not pay anything to anybody but the field

• agents ?

Mr. EsTABROOTt. No; and the franking privilege is simply for

sending reports to us.

I was tryiiig to explain why this enlarged program had never
been presented to Congress before. I said that the bureau was
reorganized, that we employed these new field agents in 1914, and
that they had certain qualifications. Now, it does not make any
difference how competent, how well qualified, how well educated a
rii^n is when he enters the crop-reporting service, he is of very little

value to the service until his judgment has been developed, until

.he has made all the necessary connections, until he has become ac-

quainted with the best-informed men in each community, and until

he has visited each county month after month and year after yeai

so that he knows conditions on a comparable basis. No man can

entei^ a state for the first time and form a very intelligent judgment
of' crops on a comparable basis. It takes years to do that. It took

three or four years for this corps of field agents to be trained, to

become acquainted with the crop-estimating system, and to over-

come the prejudice that existed at that time. They have succeeded
in doing it. It was not until after we had gotten into the war that

the field agents were really developed into live, useful men.
The chief of the bureau was new to the service. He was assigned

to the joib for administrative reasons. He never asked for it, and
the first three or four yeairs of his service was devoted to studying
the system that has grown up and developed through half a century
of experience, to studying the organization and its personnel, to

improving the organization, tightening up and improving here and
there, to building up a morale, and esprit de corps, to inspire these
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^men with the idea of practical service to the farmers of the United
States, and the result is that instead of having a bureau which is

in disrepute, as it was six years ago, the bureau now commands the
respect of farmers and business men throughout the United States.

It now has friends in every State and in every county. The entire

press has changed its attitude. . It is no longer full of unjust criti-

cisms,, and the entire press is at the service of the department in pub-
lishing these crop reports and disseminating them to the public.

It would have been manifestly unwise and uneconomical to have
formulated such a program for the expansion of the service and
presented it to Congress until the necessary changes had been ef-

fected in the organization, or until the administrative staff had by
actual experience found the limit of efficiency. And they found that
hj adding to the load which was carried by the employes of the
bureau until the breaking point was reached, so that we know abso-

lutely what the bureau can do and what it can not do. And that is

why this program is submitted now, because we have reached that
stage in the development of the organization.

Why should this expansion be made now? Why should it not
be deferred until some future time? There are many reasons, and
some of them to me are very convincing. One of them is that if this

service is of practical financial value to the farmers in their busi-

ness, if from, a pui'ely business standpoint it is worth dollars and
cents to them, the 14,000,000 farmers and taxpayers in this countty
are entitled to that information now, and it is not fair to ask them to

wait until some future time to get it.

Mr. Jacowat. You said there were 11,000,000 farmers; How did
you arrive at that figure?

Mr. EsTABEOOK. It is estimated that there are 7,000,000 farms no^
with the growth that has taken place since th6 last' census ; 7,000,000

farm owners and 7,000,000 farm helpers, hired men. It was about
that proportion at the last census, six and one-third million owners
and six and one-third million helpers, making between 12,000,000

and 13,000,000 farmers at the last census, so it is fair to say that

there are about 11,000,000 now, in rotind numbers.
"

.

"

Agriculture is the gred,test "of industries, an industry that is fun-

damental and paramount. It is the foundation of the prosperity of

all other industries. It needs this infofmation, and it needs it now,
and it is big enough to justify giving that information to it now
and not at some later time. This service should have been availaible

to the American farmer years ago. If it had been, it would have
prevented the loss of inany, many millions of dollars, and agricul-

ture would have been more prosperous, moria efficient, if it had had
such service in the past. The reasons why the matter has never been
broached to Congress before, I have already explained.

Farmers' organizations heed this service now, especially while they
are organizing, and, perhaps, there is no time when information of
this character . will be of greater value to agriculture and to the

farmers of this country than right now. It is a period of changed
conditions, of adjustments and readjustments, with accumulated de-

mand, deficient supply, high prices, and reduced purchasing power of

the dollar.

Another reason: Much of the estimating work of the Bureau
of Crop Estimates is based on the decennial census. The decen-
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nial census is now being taken, and this enlarged services should
start off with the results of this census. Unless it does, if one
•or naore years are allowed to elapse, it will be impracticable or im-
possible to undertake the improved service which we have outlined.
It is especially important that estimates of acreage, numbers of live

stock—and there is a great live stock program involved-—and county
estimates shall be available continuously beginning with the re-

sults of this present census.
Now, summarizing my statement, which has been interrupted

and broken: Dependable data with respect to the essential facts of
production and supply are absolutely essential to make the indi-

vidual farm business a profitable business, absolutely essential to

enable farmers' organizations to carry out the objects for which they
have organized, absolutely necessary for much of the constructive
work of the Department of Agriculture itself, and of the State col-

leges of agriculture and experiment stations, and the State exten-

sion services, and the county agents, for which millions of dollars

•of public funds are expended annually. The Bureau of Crop Esti-

mates has developed what we believe to be one of the most highly
efficient organizations of its kind in the entire Federal service. It

has reached and even passed beyond the limit of its present re-

sources. The demands for this kind of information have been con-

stantly increasing in the past. They are increasing now, and from
the jvery nature of things they may be expected to increase in the

iuture.

The enlarged program which has been prepared to meet these

demands is a comprehensive program. It is constructive, it is

complete, and it is sound. This program, every feature of it, has
been demonstrated to be feasible. No part of it is experimental.

IVe know exactly what we can do. Results should be available,

results of practical financial value to every farmer should be avail-

able very shortly after the necessary funds are made available.

That program has the approval of the Secretary of Agriculture.

It was mentioned specifically in the President's message to Congress.
The principle of supplying adequate funds for the bureau was em-
bodied in a resolution of the National Federation of Farm Bureaus
at its first meeting in Chicago. That same principle has the ap-

proval of the Iowa State Federation of Farm Bureaus and of the

Illinois Federation. It was recommended by the statistical com-
mittee of the United States Chamber of Commerce at its conven-

tion last April.
Certain projects of that program are indorsed by the National

Nurserymen's Association, whose president was here to-day. It is

indorsed by the Peanut Growers' Association of Virginia and Caro-
lina, the only two associations of the Irind which have any knowledge
of such a progi-ara. They obtained it incidentally when their officers

called at the bureau and asked for increased service and criticized

the bureau because of its inadequate service in the past. I consid-

ered it entirely proper to enlighten those officers as to the plans the

bureau had in mind to submit to Congress later for developing their

service and needs, and those organizations have representatives in

Washington, and I believe they have applied for permission to ap-

pear before the committee. I have no doubt that all organizations

of producers and all organizations for promoting agriculture, and all
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men financially interested in agriculture would approve this program
if it were brought to their attention.

Unless adequate funds are provided for this enlarged program,
other branches of the Federal Department of Agriculture, the State
colleges, the experiment Nations, the State extension services, and
the county agents, and the farmers' organizations will attempt to
secure that infonnation on their own account. Now, you may ask,
Is that a calamity? Is there any reason why they should not?
There are these reasons : They will attempt to collect this informa-
tion because they must have it, just as they have attempted in the
past, just as they attempted to collect it during the World War.
They will attempt to do it with a much less efficient organization
than the Bureau of Crop Estimates has developed. They will do
it with much less experience. Statistical work is a speciality just
like any other specialty in any line of business which requires long
preparation, training, and experience. The results they obtain will
be very unsatisfactory because necessarily they will be incomplete and
iragmentary. The expense involved will be far greater than the
appropriation proposed by the Bureau of Crop E^imates. There-
fore the appropriation of adequate funds by Congress to enable the
Bureau of Crop Estimates to expand and improve the crop and live-

stock reporting service is an investment, and not a dead expense

—

an investment that promises profitable returns to every one of the

14,000,000 farmers of this country.

Much of the work of the bureau, as I have said, depends on the
tiecenniai census. That census is now being taken, and this improved
service should be put into effect now or not at all.

It is hardly necessary to remind this committee that the crop and
live-stock reporting service is purely a business service, wholly non-
partisan, permanent, countrywide. It is useless to talk about any
State organization attempting to get the information that the Bureau
of Crop Estimates gets, because complete information with respect to

one State is of very little value unless you have comparable data for

all States. The law of supply and demand is no respecter of State

lines.

A further fact should be borne in mind—that the expenditure of

this increase in the appropriation will be made largely in the States

themselves. It is the intention, the policy of the bureau, to develop

and strengthen the field branches of the bureau in the States, to make
those branch offices the clearing houses for statistical information in

the States. The assistants of the field agents and crop specialists and
clerks to be employed in the field will be legal residents of the States

in which they serve and as such will be given preference in appoint-

ment. Their interests will be identified with those of the people with
whom they are associated. The bureau organization in Washington
will simply maintain uniform methods throughout the United States

so that the data will be comparable, and will correlate and bring
together and summarize the information collected in the various

States for the Nation as a whole. So that each State will benefit

equally from this improved service. Every county will benefit, every

township, every local community, and every congressional district.

They will all benefit alike.

The total appropriation for the Bureau of Crop Estimates as pro-

posed here constitutes a per capita tax of less than a 1-cent postage
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stamp. Is that such a heavy burden ? Can the business men in this

Congress consider cutting the corners off that postage stampf.for a
service which promises returns worth many dollars to every farmer,
worth thousands of dollars to business men, and worth millions of
dollars to the country as a whole ? I hope the committee will bear
that in mind.
Mr. Jacoway. What did you say it was per capita? _, :^,

Mr. EsTABEooK. The appropriation constitutes a pet capita tax of
less than a 1-cent postage stamp. In other words', we are asking for

less than $1,000,000. There are more than 100,000,000 people in the
United States.

Mr. Jacowat. It would be a half a cent, would it not?
Mr. EsTABEooK. About half a cent per capita. The entire appro-

priation we are asking for is $967,000, less than $1,000,000. The en-

tire population is more than 100,000,000.
The CHAIRMAN. This appropriation is about $1,000,000, while the

population of the United States is about 110,000,000.

Mr. Haeeison. It would be a half a cent on the basis of the in-

crease asked for and 1 cent on the basis of the total appropriation for

the bureau.
Mr. EsTABEOOK. Each dollar represents a hundred cents, and a

1-cent postage stamp would be the 1 cent. The entire appropria-
tion estimated for the whole Department of Agriculture amounts
to less than 40 cents per capita. It might be profitable to compare
this modest appropriation for agriculture with some of the other
appropriations already made or that will be made by this Con-
gress for less important objects.

Now I am ready to consider the details of the estimates as they
are printed before you, but before doing so I want to submit, with
the recommendation that it be printed in the hearings, a copy of
the enlarged program. It is not so very long, but it sets forth the

details of what we propose to do for each and every crop and class

of live stock, and the organization with which we propose to do it,

and I think if this is printed in your hearings, it will be available

for reference and you can turn to it at any time.

Mr. Heflin. Had you rather get through with this subject be-

fore I ask you some questions regarding the estimate of the cotton

crop of 1919?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. I am about through. There is a second exhibit

which I should like to include in the printed report of the hear-

ings, a brief statement, a sheet and a half perhaps, or two sheets,

of specific instances of farmers, farmer crop reporters, benefit-

ing by using information which they have obtained from the crop

report, showing how many dollars that each farmer made by pay-
ing attention to crop reports. I do not know of any better evi-

dence that could be submitted.

My assistant, Mr. Gage, has brought a number of commendatory
letters from the files. I do not know whether you want to see them
or include them in the hearings or not. They are there and we can

add to them indefinitely. They came without solicitation and with-

out suggestion.

We have also extracts from editorials from papers of various

States commending the organization and work of the Bureau of
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Crop Estimates. To anyone who cares to see them they are avail-
able. Now I am ready to consider your questions.
Mr. Heflin. Mr. Chairman, I want to ask some questions re-

garding the recent estimate of the last cotton crop. The gimiers'
reports show that up to December 12, 1917, we had ginned 1,0,-

130,000 bales; to December 12. 1918, 10,281,000 bales; and up to
December 12, 1919, 9,400,000. This report shows 730,000 bales less

tha,n in 1917 and 881,000 bales less than in 1918. You estimated
thi^ crop at 11,030,000 bales and in doing so you have figitred in
ybtir estimate the largest per cent of unginned cotton since 1908.
How did you arrive at such a conclusion, Mr. Estabrook?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. That, Mr. Heflin, is based entirely on the evi-

dence submitted to the crop reporting board. I can not attempt
to carry the details in mind. I siinply recall the fact that in west-
ern Texas and portions of Oklahoma and northern Georgia, the evi-

dence was to the effect that there was a larger proportion of un-
ginned cotton than usual. Now it happens that the western portion
of Texas is where a large part of the crop is located this year. I
noticed that the December 24 report from the cotton crop specialist

of Texas showed that. more than half of the cotton crop of west-
ern Texas was still unpicked and was undergoing great damage
from bad weather; that they were short of help; that they were
paying from 4 to 6 cents a pound to have it picked. But neverthe-
less the cotton is there.

Mr. Heflin. I am of the opinion that you have overestimated
this crop from 300,000 to 500,000 bales. The president of the Ameri-
can Cotton Association agrees with me and the commissioners of

agriculture in Florida, North Carolina, South Carolina, Missis-

sippi, and Louisiana have all expressed to me their belief that your
estimate is too large. Of course, the ginners' report will tell later

on who is correct.

Mr. EsTABEOOK. It is a matter of opinion.

Mr. Heflix. I have a letter here from one of my constituents in

which he says that you estimated this last crop on the gross weight

of bales instead of net weight of 500 pounds. Is he correct about

that?

Mr. EsTABEOOK. He is incorrect.

Mr. Heflin. Have you used the same system in estimating this

crop that the bureau has been using all along ?

Mr. EsTABROOK. We estimated precisely the same as always—so
many pounds of lint. It is merely a matter of arithmetic to divide

that by the number of pounds of lint in the bale to ascertain the

number of bales. Your correspondent probably made the mistake of

not allowing for tare to cover ties and bagging, and he probably

divided by 500, which was a mistake.

Mr. Heflin. This gentleman stated that the gross weight made
11,030,000 bales, whereas the net weight estimate would have made it

10,555,000.

Mr. Estabrook. Your correspondent made no allowance for the

tare.

Mr. Heflin. Bagging and ties?

Mr. Estabrook. Bagging and ties. To find the number of 50Q-

pound bales of so many pounds of lirit, we do not divide by 500.

We' take the tare out of "the 500 and it leaves 478.3 pounds, and if he
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will divide by thiat figure, he will find practically that it is 11,030,00(>
bales.

Mr. Hepun. In making this estimate did you figure the damage
done by the boll weevil ?

Mr. EsTABRQOK. Yes.
Mr. Hefun. And abandoned acreage?
Mr. EsTABEooK. Yes; abandoned acreage.
Mr. Heflin. How did you arrive at the abandoned acreage?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. Our field agents carried on investigations, and it

is included in instructions to crop reporters themselves to make al-

lowances for abandoned acreage or adverse weather or whatever
it may be. It is their best judgment of what the crop under the
present conditions, whatever those conditions may be, ought to be
rated at.

Mr. Hefun. What percentage of the farmers in cotton counties
are consulted each year as to the number of acres planted in cotton?
Mr. EsTABEooK. We have in the cotton States about 65,000 crop

reporters besides our trained field agents.

Mr. HEruN. I asked several farmers in Alabama during the spring
and summer whether they had been asked about the number of acres

planted in cotton, and they said that they had not. You do not
make inquiry of all of them, do you ?

Mr. EsTABEooK. That is impossible. That would require a census

and a census would cost $10,000,000, to get that information from
every farmer, and the results would not be available under one or
two years after the census was taken.

Mr. Heflin. As to the acreage abandoned, it would be about the

same percentage of farmers that would be consulted ?

Mr. EsTABEooK. Yes. But you will note, Mr. Heflin that that

is one of the items we are specifically providing for in the enlarged
program for increasing and improving the service". That is an item

of information that ought to be furnished that has not been furnished
in the past except for winter wheat. It was furnished this year, of
course, with respect to cotton in compliance with a resolution of Con-
gress that was passed.

Mr. Heflin. I have in mind a farmer in my county who made 60

bales of cotton last year. The boll weevil was not so bad as he has

been this year.

This same farmer will get only 30 bales from the 1919 crop, just

half the number produced last year.

Mr. EsTABEOOK. You will find many that made 60 last year who
will not make one bale this year.

Mr. Heflin. That is true. I addressed the Legislature of Texas

in June, 1919, on cotton and on my way to Austin I saw hundreds
and thousands of cotton acreage that had been abandoned. Many
cotton fields in Texas were turned into pastures for cattle. Do you
know what percentage of the cotton acreage has been abandoned in

Texas?
Mr. EsTABROOK. Yes; I could not recall them now for I do not

carry them in mind. I do know this, that the abandonment this year

was greater than it has been for many years. It has been many years

since the abandonment was as great as last season. Our reports

show—the estimate that was made in the fall—^that the abandon-
ment since June 25 was 4^ per cent, which is very heavy. Ordinarily
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it runs about 1 per cent. We had other information to the effect that
the abandonment prior to June 25 was very much greater than that.

The total abandonment was in excess of 10 per cent as I recall it.

We estimate—we are required by law to estimate—the acreage under
cultivation on June 25th, which is reported on July 1. Of course,

up to that time—the idea in the mind of Congress in passing that
law was that they would get the acreage after all abandonment had
taken place. Ordinarily most of the abandonment was taken place

by that time, but it happened this year that unfavorable conditions

continued afterwards through the season.

Mr. Heflin. You suggested that a great deal of cotton was still

ungathered in western Texas?
Mr. EsTABEooK. Yes.

Mr. Heflin. You just estimate the amount of cotton that is to

be made and not the amount that is to be gathered and finally

brought to market?
Mr. EsTABROOK. We estimate the amount of cotton that is pro-

duced in. the fields, the crop on a certain date. All conditions point

to a crop of so much being produced. At present we do not estimate

what happens to the crop after it is produced.
Mr. Heflin. Then you do not have anything to do with the amount

that is not gathered, but remains in the field and is never brought to

market ?

Mr. EsTABROOK. No.
Mr. Heflin. In your judgment, is not there a great deal of this

cotton in Texas that will never be gathered at all ?

Mr. EsTABROOK. Yes.
Mr. Heflin. And will be so damaged that it will not be fit for use ?

Mr. EsTABEOOK. Yes. The weather has been very unfavorable
almost continually since the last estimate. The quantity will be re-

duced and the quality or grade will be very badly damaged.
Mr. Heflin. Do you think with the improved service you are sug-

gesting here that you will be more accurate and come more nearly
to getting the exact amount of the crop, whatever it is, that is being
produced ?

Mr. EsTABROOK. Unquestionably. Do you know how much money
the Bureau of Crop Estimates has available for estimating the cot-

ton crop of the South, the greatest crop of the South, a $2,000,000,000
crop ? We have about $18,000. Why, more than that amount ought
to be spent in every cotton State. It ought to be ten times as much.
We are asking for $39,000 for next year to estimate that $2,000,000,000
crop and we think we can do it with that.

Mr. Jacowat. Getting back to Mr. Heflin's question, do you esti-

mate the number of pounds in the bale when you gin the bale or
some time afterwards?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. We estimate that there will be so many pounds

of lint produced, which was this year slightly more than 5,000,000,000

pounds. To get the number of bales we divide that by a 500-pound
bale, which is the standard adopted, less tare, bagging, and tie^.

Mr. Jacowat. If you gin a bale of cotton, say, in October, and it

weighs 504 pounds exclusive of the tare, will not that bale lose

3 or 4 pounds afterwards?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. Yes.
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Mr. Jacoway. Do you estimate the 500-pound bale when it comes
from the gin or some time afterwards?
Mr. EsTABROOK. We simply do not consider the shrinkage or in-

crease in weight from absorption of moisture or the decrease in

weight from drying out.

Mr. Jacowat. That is where the discrepancy comes?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. There is an element there. Take the tobacco

crop for instance. Tobacco can absorb up to about 10 per cent of
its weight in moisture.
Mr. Heflin. After you receive the field report at your office, how

soon do you make up your estimate?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. Let us say, from the time that they make up the

report until we make it up?
Mr. HErLiN. Yes.
Mr. Eastabeook. What time has elapsed since we received the last

report from the field?

Mr. Heflin. Showing the conditions, the prospects.

Mr. EsTABEOOK. The report relates, in the case of cotton, to the

25th of the preceding month. Cotton is estimated as a separate

crop as of the 25th of the month. On that date the crop reporters

fill out their blanks and send them either to the field agents or

directly to the bureau. They relate to that date, filled out on that

date. They are not presumed to fill out a blank after that. Some
of them do. They all relate to that date.

Mr. Heflin. The 25th of November?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. Yes. When the reports come to the bureau they

are made up on the 1st day of the month. It is the 1st or 2d,

depending on whether a Sunday or holiday comes in or not. This
information all relates to that one day. In the case of the December
report, that is a general review of all the reports coming in from
the 1st and up until the 11th.

Mr. Heflin. Do any of these agents or correspondents who re-

port to you report for any cotton factors or exchanges?
Mr. EsTABEOoK. None of the salaried agents report to any other

organization than the Government. Probably some of the volun-

teer crop reporters do. They are free to do what they please, and
I presume some of them do. That is one reason why the bureau
has guarded so well its list of crop reporters, why it has declined

to furnish lists of crop reporters even to Members of Congress. It

is because private crop reporting agencies have tried to get copies

of the list of the Government crop reporters, and promoters of all

kinds have tried to get these lists to utilize for their own purposes
and speculators. If private persons could get our lists they would
attempt to get advance information or to influence the reporters, and
it is for that reason that we guard them very closely. They are

treated as confidential.

Mr. EuBEY. I had a letter from somebody (I do not remember
who it was) asking me to furnish Yearbooks for each one of the

crop reporters, and I wrote to the department that if they would
furnish me with a list of crop reporters T would be glad to seiid

them a Yearbook, but they declined to do that. It does seem to me
that a Member of Congress is a United' States official, and he is

not going to take that information and give it to anybody where
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it ought not to go. It seems to me that that is information he
ought to have.

Mr. EsTABEOOK. That is quite a natural conclusion, but for the

reason I have just stated, that private crop-reporting agencies, specu-
lators, and promoters have tried to get those lists, which would be
extremeh^ valuable to them, and to use them for wrongful pur-
poses. If the crop reports are worth anything at all, it is because
they are disinterested and unbiased, and we can not afford to leave

a loophole.

Mr. RuBET. You can not afford to trust a Member of Congress?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. It is not that, sir. We have every confidence in

you, but we do not know how carefully you are going to safeguard
them, what might happen to them some years later. Some of these

crop reporters go on reporting for many years.

Mr. RuBEY. I am going to know who gets my Yearbooks, and I
am not going to send them out unless I know to whom theyi are

going.
Mr. EsTABEOOK. We will be glad to have you or any of your rep-

resentatives come down and look the list over and check it over, so

that you can see to whom the (Yearbooks go. What we object to is

letting a copy of them get beyond our control.

Mr. Hetlin. If you should supply a Member of Congress with
this list of names it would get into the hands of members who rep-

resent grain-exchange and cotton-exchange districts.

Mr. EsTABROOK. It might prove very embarrassing.

Mr. Haeeisojj. You could not give it to one and refuse it to

another.

Mr. Estabrook. This is not theoretical on my part. Application

has been made to the bureau and to the department, and pressure

has been brought to bear to obtain copies of the list, and when the

application was denied quite naturally they went to their respresen-

tatives in CongresiS to obtain it. Now, would it not have proved a

little embarrassing to some Members of Congress?
Mr. RtJBET. I never thought about the list until they wrote to me

to send them Yearbooks.
Mr. Heflin. If I understand you, you are safeguarding this mat-

ter in every way you can so that these people who make these reports

to the Government may not be known to the speculating world ?

Mr. EsTABEOOK. Their names are strictly confidential. They will

not be furnished to anyone. Every salaried employee of the bureau

who has anything whatever, to do with the preparation of the

monthly crop reports is prohibited by a criminal statute from specu-

lating in any product of the soil, from buying and selling, or from
compiling or issuing any false statistics, or either directly or indi-

rectly giving out in advance of the date set for the release of the

crop report, any information, under penalty of a fine of not exceed-

ing $10,000 or imprisonment not exceeding 10 years, or both.

Mr. Heflin. I helped to pass that law.

Mr. EsTABEOOK. Of course within the department itself we have

surrounded the preparation and issuing of these reports with every

possible safeguard. The doors are locked, telephones disconnected,

and guards are stationed at the doors.

The board is locked in a room within the bureau, to which there

is no ingress or egress whatever. The tabulation sheets are cut up

164315—20 57
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into different sections, and no desk clerk knows to what State these
sheets relate. They are simply .adding machines for the time being.
We know absolutely who is responsible for every step in the pro-
cedure, and we can put our finger on any offender.
Mr. Harrison. The board does not get the reports of the field

agents on the speculative crops until the morning of the day it meets.
They are kept under lock and key in the Secretary's office.

Mr. EsTABEOOK. They are separated from the general mail in the
post office as they come in and are delivered by special messenger
directly to the office of the Secretary, where they are kept unopened
under lock and key. Furthermore, the work is so systematized and
arranged that no employee, no member of the Crop Reporting
Board, and not even the Secretary himself has any means of know-
ing what the report for the United States will be until a few minutes
before it is released for publication.

Mr. Jacowat. You have made a clear statement here, and you
have presented a most constructive plan. Have you figured down to
the very last dollar in this appropriation that you need to carry
it out?

Mr. EsTABEOOK. We have. That was done.
Mr. Harrison. Mr. Estabrook figured it to the last dollar, and

the Secretary figured some more, so that the estimate has been cut
to the bone.

Mr. EsTABRooK. We made the most conservative estimate which it

seemed possible to make, and when we submitted it to the Secretary
he fully approved of the program ; he said it was constructive, was
valuable, but he said, " We must economize," and he indicated a cut

of about 10 per cent, which took about $200,000, and I think as busi-

ness men this committee would be justified in restoring that $200,000.

It is needed. The value of the industry justifies it a thousand times
over.

Mr. Jacowat. In order that this statement about the estimates

may be complete, I ask unanimous consent to permit Mr. Estabrook
to put into the record this project statement that he has presented.

The Chairman. Our expenses for printing are mounting up.

Mr. Jacowat. This would not take up much space.

The Chairman. The committee was ridiculed, for we printed 1,700

pages one year. I want to keep down expenses. I would like to

look it over first. It is practically what you have in the notes here ?

Mr. Estabrook. I have merely summarized the general plan and
pointed out its great importance and value.

Mr. Jacowat. This statement is a summary Anyone can under-
stand the matter much more readily by referring to this project
statement.

The Chairman. Can it not be understood as readily from the

record of the remarks of Mr. Estabrook?
Mr. jAcbwAr. I think not. I think this statement ought to go

in the record in order that his statement may be fully appreciated.
This information is so valuable that ij; ought to be given to the
Members of Congress.

The Chairman. We will look into the matter and decide then.
Mr. EuBT. I believe in economizing as much as possible, but if

you; will examine some of these Senate committee hearings and see

what they are printing and what other committees of the House
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are putting into their hearings, I think you Avill find that we are
very careful as to what goes into ours. This gentleman has made a
long statement, but it is a veiy fine statement. I agree with Mr.
Jacoway, and think this ought to go into the record in order to com-
plete and round out the entire statement.

The Chairman. We will take it up with the full conmiittee.

Mr. EsTABEOOK. Mr. Chairman, in connection with the inquiry

of Mr. Heflin regarding the accuracy of the cotton crop report, I
should like to suggest that there be included in the hearing as an
exhibit an extract of a table from our annual report showing the

number of pounds of lint cotton estimated by the Bureau of Crop
Estimates each year for 19 years, the number of pounds of lint re-

ported as having been ginned by the Bureau of Census of the De-
partment of Commerce, and, in parallel columns, the percentage of
error in the estimates of the bureau, both over and under.
Mr. Heflix. And the actual crop?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. The actual crop, and it shows that for 19 years,

ever since the figures of the Bureau of the Census were available

The Chairman. How much space will it take? We do not want
the whole census report.

Mr. Heflin. Just a page.
Mr. Harrison.. Half a page.
The Chairman. Anything that is necessary to make it clear ought

to go in.

Mr. Jacowat. I want to ask unanimous consent also to have him
incorporate the duties of the county agents and also the duties of
the statisticians under these crop estimates.

Mr. Heflin. You mean the county reporters.

Mr. Jacowat. I mean just what I say—the county agents; that

is set out in the department rules and regulations; also indicate the

duties of the men under you, the statisticians.

The Chairman. That will be set out, I take it, by Dr. True.

Mr. Jacoway. I want it stated at this point. It will require only

a little printing in the record. It will hardly cost 5 cents. I would
like the statement to go to Congress in its entirety, in order to make
this presentation well founded. It is something that ought to be

done.

Mr. Hutchinson. I would like to ask one question. Are your
reporters just giving you the number of pounds of cotton grown
in a certain year ? You do not go any further than that, do you ?

Mr. EsT-VBROOK. The bureau estimates the acreage and the grow-
ing conditions from month to month, and finally estimates the yield

per acre and total production for each State and for the United
States.

Mr. Hutchinson. You do not give any reason why your estimate

should run over 16,000,000 bales and the crop only 11,000,000 bales?

Anybody that has to do with the growing of cotton would want to

know the reason why.
Mr. EsTABROOK. No ; it is the function of the bureau to report the

facts.

Mr. Hutchinson. You do not give the reason why it was given

as over 16,000,000 bales and was actually but 11,000,000 bales?
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Mr. EsTABRooK. We made no such estimate. We have not had
printing space in which to elaborate on the reasons for increase or
decrease in the production of any crop.
Mr. Hutchinson. Do you know the reasons ?

Mr. EsTABEooK. We know some of them.
Mr. HuTci-iiNsoN. It was because of the boll weevil largely, I

assume.
Mr. EsTABKooK. The boll weevil, adverse weather conditions, un-

certainty as to the future; and the business of growing cotton has
not been so extremely profitable as some people suppose.
Mr. Hutchinson. Forty cents a pound is not profitable?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. Not anj' more so than the growing of wheat at

$2.26 a bushel. The costs of production are high. The cost of pick-
ing cotton is running from 4 to 6 cents a pound. That is as much
as the lint used to sell for. In those days I have myself picked
cotton many times for half a cent a pound, and if anyone should
have told me that I would live to see cotton picking at 4 to 6 cents
a pound I would have expected to get rich at picking cotton.
Mr. Jacoway. Did you ever expect to live to see the day when it

would cost $3 a day for hoeing it ?

Mr. EsTABEooK. No, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. In our section they get $10 to $12 for picking
up potatoes.

Mr. Heflin. How much did you use to pay?
Mr. Hutchinson. About $2.

Mr. EsTABEooK. The members of the committee should know that
every pound of cotton must be ginned; that is, the seed must be
separated from the lint, and the entire crop is commercial. It has
no other use oi- value except as it is passed into the channels of trade

and is manufactured. The law requires the Bureau of the Census
to ascertain and report the actual number of bales ginned in all the

ginning establishments of the South, and so in that way we have a

complete and absolute check as fay as it is humanly possible to get

a check on the cotton estimates of the bureau. For 19 years, as

shown by this table, the average error of the Bureau of Crop Esti-

mates is 1.4 per cent, and that is an underestimate and not an over-

estimate. For several years recehtly those estimates have come
within less than 1 per cent, and for two recent years they have come
within less than one-half per cent. There is no organization in the

world, there is no individual crop-estimating agency in the world,

that has estimated with any such degree of accuracy. This is a

closer degree of accuracy than a grower can estimate the production

of his own fields.

Mr. Heflin. When was the last time it was overestimated?

Mr. EsTABEOOK. Out of these 19 crops the bureau has overestimated

7 times and underestimated 12 times. In any year the chances are

2 to 1 that the bureau will underestimate rather than overestimate,

and the overestimate was in 1916, as near as I can follow these lines,

0.4 per cent, less than half per cent.

Mr. Jacowat. What were your overestimates or underestimates for

each season, so that you can show the percentage?

Mr. EsTABEOOK. Beginning back in 1912 we had 0.9 per cent over-

estimate. The next year, 1913, we had an underestimate of 8.4 per

cent. In 1914 we underestimated the crop 1.1 per cent. That was a
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year of big production. Nobody kept up with it. The next year,
1915, we underestimated 0.3 per cent. Tl^ next year, 1916, we under-
estimated 0.4 per cent. For the last two years, 1917 and 1918, we have
been_3 per cent under, and that is largely because of the bolly cotton,
the fact that the high prices have made it worth while to pick more
closely than ever, and the fact that the early frosts which usually
kill the plant have held oflp a little later than usual so that more has
been picked than the farmers expected. I saw cotton being picked
year before last as late as February and March.
Mr. Heflin. How do you figure the crop ?

Mr. EsTABBOOK. We estimate how much will be produced just as

the farmer estimates. He estimates that it will be so much, and our
estimate is the consensus of opinion of the growers themselves, plus
the trained and experienced judgment of our field agents.

The Chairman. Is that all, Mr. Heflin?
Mr. Heflin. I believe that is all.

The Chairman. The Bureau of Census makes reports every year?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. Yes ; of cotton ginned, and those reports begin .

after the picking season begins, and are issued about twice a month,
every 10 or 15 days during tlie picking season up until the middle of
January, and the last report is issued about March 20.

The Chairman. It makes an annual report?
Mr. EsTABKOOK. Yes.
The Chairman. What is the extent of that report?
Mr. • EsTABEOOK. It relates solely to one thing, cotton ginned, the

number of bales, and for that they have got $250,000 or more, for

that one thing. The Bureau of Crop Estimates with its $18,000 is

expected to estimate the acreage planted, the condition, forecast the

production, and estimate the yield per acre, and total production,

and do all of those things.

Mr. Jacoway. You have 70 crops, you say?

Mr. EsTABROOK. The $18,000 relates only to cotton—to a $2,000,-

000,000 cotton crop.

Mr. Heflin. Where does the Bureau of Censiis get its funds?
Mr. EsTABROOK. That is another department of the Government.

I understand it is $250,000.

Mr. Heflin. Where do they get that appropriation ?

Mr. EsTABROOK. From Congress, upon estimates of appropriation

approved by the Appropriations Committee.

The Chairman. You say the appropriation is $250,000?

Mr. EsTABROOK. That is my understanding.

The Chairman. What do they do?
Mr. EsTABROOK. They report the number of bales of cotton ginned.

The Chairman. How do they get the facts?

Mr. EsTABROOK. They employ a man in each county, as I under-

stand it; a reporter at perhaps $50 or $75 a month for the picking

season.

The Chairman. Do they get the information at the gin, at the

farm, or where?
Mr. EsTABROOK. This information is a matter of record at the gin.

The Chairman. They simply take the record?

Mr. EsTABROOK. That is all they do.

The Chairman. That costs $250,000?
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Mr. EsTABBOOK. Yes.
Mr. Jacoway. Are you not a little wrong about that? One of

the provisions is that the iieporter has got to personally count the
cotton ginned.
Mr. Heflin. He takes the gin report.
Mr. Jaco)vay. You have to go to the gin, I think.

Mr. EsTABRooK. I did not intend to convey the impression
The Chairman. Does he go to the gin?
Mr. Heflin. The farmer takes his cotton to the gin.

The Chairman. Does he stand there and count the bales ?

Mr. Heflin. The gin reporter goes to the gin twice a month and
gets this report.

The Chairman. They simply keep account of what is hauled to

the gin?
Mr. Heflin. Every bit of it.

The Chairman. They do not go to the farm at all?
*

Mr. Heflin. There is no necessity of going to the farm, as the
farmer hauls it all to the gin and the gin reporter makes his report
from all the cotton ginned.
The Chairman. What do you do with the cotton ?

Mr. Estabrook. Cotton is one of the many crops reported upon.
The bureau begins in May with the condition report, showing the

growing condition of the newly-planted crop. By law the bureau is

required to report the acreage in cultivation on or about July 1, and
condition reports and forecasts of production are made monthly
thereafter, and in December the bureau estimates the yield per acre

and total production for the year.

The Chairman. Who makes that report?
Mr. EsTABRooK. The Bureau of Crop Estimates.

The Chairman. How many reporters are there in each county?
Mr. Estabrook. We would estimate about 70 in each county if

evenly distributed.

The Chairman. Seventy for each county?

Mr. Estabrook. That would be the average for the United States

if they were equally distributed. In some counties there are not

that many and in some counties there are more.

The Chairman. To whom do they report?

Mr. Estabrook. Either to the bureau headquarters at Washing-
ton or to the State field agents within the States, who in turn re-

port to Washington.
The Chairman. That is your estimate?

Mr. Estabrook. These estimates are made monthly of the condi-

tion and prospective yield per acre and the production by States.

The Chairman. You report on cotton every month.

Mr. Estabrook. Every month from the beginning of May up to

December except the month of November.
The Chairman. When you are through do you check it up with

the ginner ?

Mr. Estabrook. There is nothing more to be done except to com-

pare it with the final gin report which is made about March 20

folowing.

.

The Chairman. Do you check it with that?
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Mr. EsTABRooK. Yes; with the census, the final reports of cotton
ginned as reported by the census, which is the total cotton crop pro-
duced the last crop season.

The Chairman. You have told us of ^he importance of this work.
What do you propose to do with this money ? Tell us briefly, so that
we may have it in the record.

Mr. EsTABROOK. Briefly, we propose to employ in each State in
addition to the present State field agents
The Chairman. How many are now employed? How many extra

men do you need ?

Mr. EsTABROOK. "We have about 42 field agents now in the United
States, one in each State or in each group of smaller States. We pro-
pose to give to each of these men an assistant, an assistant field agent.
The Chairman. That doubles the force?
Mr. EsTABROOK. Yes.
The Chairman. What are you going to do?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. We propose to do that, and we propose to put in

the field agent's office an additional clerk.

The Chairman. That is three people in each State?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. Yes. We propose also to employ a number of

crop specialists, men who will specialize in particular crops.

The Chairman. What are they going to do ?

Mr. EsTABRooK. A crop specialist is a man who is assigned not to
a particular State, but to a particular crop.

The Chairman. One for oats, one for wheat, one for corn, and
so on?

Mr. Estabrook. Yes ; now we have some for apples, some for truck
crops, one for cotton, one for tobacco, and one for rice. We propose
to have one for corn, the greatest crop of all crops grown in the
United States, and so on for other important crops and tor live stock.

That is what they will do. The crop specialist will devote his en-
tire time to studying that one crop, studying the intricacies of that
one crop, and collecting and summarizing, analyzing, and interpret-
ing the statistics of that one crop.

The Chairman. What will he do throughout the country?
Mr. Estabrook. pe will go and consult with the officials of the

special growers' organizations who are interested in the particular
crop. He will find out what they want, he will get their cooperation
in securing information, he will go to the field agents, the State
field agents in the different States where the crop is grown; he
will give them the benefit of his expert knowledge of the technical
side of that crop, the intricacies, the things to look out for. He will

instruct them how best to obtain that particular sort of information,
and he will coordinate all these agencies. He will secure cooperation
of all State agencies that can help in any way in supplying informa-
tion, and at bureau headquarters he will correlate all this informa-
tion on a uniform basis, summarize it, analyze it, and prepare the re-

sults for publication.

The Chairman. What is the next step?

Mr. Estabrook. Of those crop specialists there will be about 40
or 50 additional ones.

, The Chairman. Practically one for each State?

Mr. Estabrook. In addition to the State field agents, a specialist

for each particular crop. They will be out in the field mostly during
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the growing season. After the growing season is over they will be
brought into the Washington office and there they will work up and
correlate and summarize all this information from all sources, so
that when information is called for with respect to live stock, say,

the live-stock specialist will be the man to supply it.

The Chairman. You will have specialists in live stock ?

Mr. EsTABBOOK. Yes. Then we expect to enlarge the organization.

We will have more reporters ; we expect especially to build up special

lists of men who are engaged primarily in growing a particular
crop, who know all about that crop, and constitute the best source of
information concerning it.

The Chairman. You have 21.5,000 of them?
Mr. EsTABRooK. Yes.
The Chairman. How many more?
Mr. EsTABRooK. That will depend on circumstances, how many

v.'ill be found necessary, but the idea is to get men who know what
they are talking about. After we build up these lists and we/ have
more data coming in we must have sufficient force to tabulate the

returns and we will need additional clerks to do that tabulating
work. We will also need to employ some statistical specialists to

summarize and make available to the public a mass of statistical

material now in the bureau and material collected in future, which
is of great practical value. That is about the sum and substance of

what the increase in the appropriation is for.

The Chairman. Does that take in all the organization?
Mr. EsTABEooK. That is approximately the increase in the organi-

zation. We now have the field agents. We now propose to put in

assistant field agents and competent clerks to assist them.
The Chairman. Who miakes these estimates?
Mr. EsTABROOK. Then we propose to employ crop specialists, ex-

perts, the best that can be obtained. Then we propose to employ
additional clerks to handle additional rejourns, and statistical spe-

cialists to summarize and properly present the essential facts of
production and supply.
The Chairman. Who estimates the crop?
Mr. EsTABROOK. The 215,000 or 500,000 individual farm reporters

we now have or may have will estimate for their individual farms,
and our trained field agents and crop specialists.

The Chairman. Who are the 500,000?

Mr. EsTABROOK. I say if we enlarge this service, the number may
be 500,000. The bureau already has the names of about 1,500,000
farmers in addition to its regular reporters. They will report to the
department and to the field agents. They estimate, so far as they
can themselves, for their own farms and the farms of their neighbors.
The trained field agents, and the assistant field agents and the crop
specialists, will also be estimating on their own account, because
ihey are trained judges of crop and live-stock conditions, and they
will interview the best-informed men in every community and get
the benefit of their judgment and observation, and we expect
The Chairman. But, after all, those who make the examination

are these 215,000?

Mr. EsTABROOK. Not altogether. So far as we know there may be
500,000 men, and in addition we will have our own specially trained
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agents, and we will utilize all other agencies and sources of informa-
tion that may be available.
The Chairman. These 50O,O0CS or whatever the number is, are the

farmers; they are the owners?
Mr. EsTABRooK. The 500,000 will not all report to the bureau, but

some of them to the field agents.
The Chairman. Let us tonfine ourselves to one thing. Who makes

the estimates?
Mr. EsTABRooK. Examination is made by the crop reporters, by

the field agents, by the crop specialists, and the
The Chairman. The examination made by the specialists must be

vei-y limited, because you have only one to a State; but the men who
do the work, make the examination "and the report are these 215,000,
or whatever the number is?

Mr. EsTABRooK. The crop reports in the counties in each congres-
sional district will be based on the observation, experience, and judg-
ment of the fai-mers in the community.
The Chairman. It will be based on the farmers' reports.
yir. EsTABRooK. Exactly.
The Chairman. It is' based upon the farmers' reports and the re-

ports of the specialists wha travel over the State ?

ilr. EsTABRooK. Yes.
The Chairman. That is exactly as you have done in the past ?

Mr. EsTABROOK. In a limited way.
The Chairman. In what way does that differ from the past ? You

simply add an assistant to what you have to-day ?

Mr. EsTABEOOK. Yes.
The Chairman. You propose now to employ the same 215,000 and

you may add others ?

Mr. EsTABEOOK. Yes; I would like, Mr. Chairman, to mention
one phase of the bureau's work that has not been touched upon
to-day.

The Chairman. First let us get at this estimate.

Mr. EsTABRooK. This estimate is involved in it. That is the utili-

zation of the local assessors in; various States to make an annual
census of acreage and numbers of live stock.

The Chairman. In my State—and I presume it is so in other
States—the assessor goes around evei-y year and takes an invoice

for assessment. The statements are made under oath. I was going
to suggest that that would probably be more reliable than anything
you could get by these reports.

Mr. EsTABROOK. But your presumption that that is true in other

States is not correct. You are mistaken in believing

Tlie Chairman. Are they not given under oath?
Mr. EsTABROOK. You are mistaken in believing that the assessors

do collect that information in all other States. I am speaking for

the United States. In certain States in which we have cooperative

relations that matter has been taken up. Eecently we have entered
into cooperative arrangements in 15 States where we have com-
bined forces. In Wisconsin, where we have this cooperative ar-

rangement, and where the law requires that the assesors shall collect

these data, that information was collected and sent to the Secretary

of Agriculture, and the Secretary of Agriculture turned it over to
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the "Wisconsin field agent, who checked tliem up, and has been
checking them up annually since. By enlisting the interest of State
officials and issuing proper instructions to assessors, the system has
been brought up and perfected un{il we have a census that is 99.9

per cent correct and much better than any decennial census that can
be taken. But the essential thing, Mr. Chairman, is the checking up
by the trained field agents. Why, sir; out of 1,600 townships there

were only a few that were added correctly.

The Chair5l\n. In the census?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. No; in these township assessors' returns. That is

why I,say it is important for the trained man who knows
The Chairman. Do you propose to go to the assessor's office to

check over the books and make reports?

Mr; EsTABROOK. We propose to have those available to our field

agents in some manner, through cooperation. We have no authority

over the State and do not desire any. But we do desire to have
these data. We do desire to develop that machinery, the State me-
chinery. It is ior the benefit of the State to do it, and it gives us

the accurate data, the accurate basis which we need.

The Chairman. If the department should request the State

assessors to give those data, would not every one of them respond?
Mr. Estabrook. Not 10 per cent. We have tried it. It has got

to be done by a careful following up of the returns. We have met
with such success in this field that we have tried to encourage the

same idea in other States, and we met with such success that the

last legislatures in 30 out of 48 States revived or amended old laws

or passed new laws providing for the collection of data in this

manner. That is one of the most constructive things the Bureau
of Crop Estimates has done in recent years. If it is followed up,

as it will be, we will have an annual census that is better than a

decennial census.

The Chairman. They are taking the census this j-ear?

Mr. Estabrook. Yes.
The Chairman. Just at the time when we are taking the census,

spending millions of dollars, you ask for an increase of $550,000 to

duplicate, or what seems to be duplicating, what is to be done by
the census.

Mr. Estabrook. Not at all.

The Chairman. We will admit that everything you have sug-

gested is an estimate.

Mr. Estabrook. The duplication, if there is any, so far as it occurs

in the census has already taken place, because the census relates to

1919. We are now in 1920 and the census data will only relate to 1919.

Those are the last data you will get out of the census for 10 years.

What are the farmers and the business men of the country going
to do in the meantime?
The Chairman. Remember the States do some. Some States

have a census just as often as the Federal Government.
Mr. Estabrook. But you must remember, Mr. Haugen, that the

same conditions do not prevail throughout the United States as

prevail in Iowa. The system is different in almost every other

State and this information to be of much or any value must be com-
parable. It must be on a uniform basis. It must be country wide.
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The CiiAiEMAN. Are not practicality all the States taking a census
eveiy 10 years?
Mr. EsTABEOOK. Every 10 years Ave have a decennial Federal

census.

The Chairman. I know; I am speaking about the States.
Mr. EsTABROOK. No; absolutely not.

The Chairman. How many do?
Mr. EsTABRooK. I could not say, offhand, but I am certain that not

more than 8 or 10 out of the entire United States take a census*'of

any kind.

The Chairman. All that you contend for your system is that you
simply furnish estimates? It is different from the census in that
respect ?

Mr. EsTABROOK. We do not claim that it is anything but an esti-

mate. To take a census would cost $10,000,000, and it would take two
or more years to compile the information, and for all practical pur-
poses it would be utterly useless when we got it. It would be purely
historical. The Bureau of Crop Estimates is simply an organization
and a system that gets out statistics that are often accurate to within
1 per cent at a very low cost.

The Chairman. It has beeen suggested by a member that it should
be done by the county agents. It is not clear to me why it should
not be clone by them—why these county agents could not do it without
niaterial'ly interfering with their other work. It seems to me that the

county agents, with an office and other help—even if we have to give

them more help—could do this work better and more economically
than anybody else and that by thus cooperating, considerable money
could be saved. If it were necessary, some specialist could be sent

out to check them up. They would not have to compile these reports.

That could be done by experts and statisticians. But in gathering
the information it seems to me that the county agent is the proper
agency through which to gather it.

]\Ir. EsTABHOOK. That, of course, is a branch of the service which
is not now a part of the Bureau of Crop Estimates.

The Chairman. County agents are through the county all the

time; they come in contact with the farmers, visit them, and know
their names. No one in a county can be better informed of the con-

ditions in the county than the county agent.

Mr. EsTABEOOK. They are utilized as far as it is possible to do so.

The Chairman. They select the names of a few farmers. That
does not go very far.

Mr. EsTABEOOK. The field agent gets the best judgment and the

best information that the county agents have.

The Chairman. Just the same as the elevator man or the mer-
chant ?

Mr. EsTABRooK. No, sir.

The Chairman. I take it they would confer with anybody that

gives information. It does not matter the source.

Mr. EsTABEOOK. An interested county agent, a competent county

agent, one who really has a head on him and knows what he is talk-

ing about, will sit down with the field agent and will give him all

the information he has got, and the field agent will draw x>ut of him
all the information that the county agent has, and that information
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will be recorded in the field agent's notes and will be used in making-
up the monthly estimates. We now utilize them to the fullest

possible extent to which they are made available. If the county
agents were turned over to the Bureau of Crop Estimates, wc could
keep them busy day and night and Sundays and holidays on this

work alone. The reports that come to us are that the county agents

are overburdened, and they have not time to make crop reports. We
would be glad to utilize them far more extensively if they had the

time and were made available.

The Chairman. Have you any further statement to make?
Mr. EsTABRooK. I was prepared to discuss each item of the printed

estimates, if you care to go into the details.

The Chairman. Is there any object in discussing each of the items?

Mr. EsTABRooK. I will leave that entirely to j'ou, sir. If you have
no questions to ask
The Chairman. I want to leave that to you. We want complete

information. If you have more information that we ought to have,

we will be glad to have it; you certainly have gone over it in detail

and in a comprehensive way.
Mr. EsTABRooK. The bill is itemized and, if taken in connection

with this program, shows precisely what we propose to do with each

of these groups of ciops. From them you can arrive at a clear un-

derstanding.
However, I do want to ask the committee one thing, and that is

in considering these salary items to divide each one by two to make
it comparable with the prewar basis.

The Chairman. What salary have you reference to?

Mr. EsTABRooK. Any salary. Divide by two the salary of the chief

of the bureau, for instance, which is $4,000. To find what it is worth
as compared with 1914, divide by two.

The Chairsian. I take it the salary proposition is a matter that

should be considered by taking into consideration the whole depart-

ment.
Mr. Estabrook. Surely. I have no personal object in mentioning

that particular salary. It might be any salary.

The Chairman. How do the salaries paid by your bureau compare
with the salaries paid by other bureaus ?

Mr. Estabrook. I think the salaries are somewhat less than other

bureaus, considerably less than the salaries in the Bureau of Mar-
kets. The average salary of field agents is about $2,100, although
they are well worth from $3,500 to $5,000. We have lost a number
of men since July.

The Chairman. He gets traveling expenses and subsistence.

'Mr. EsTABKOOK. Yes; but at present it costs more than the Gov-
ernment can reimburse to him.
The Chairman. How does that salary compare with salaries paid

in the census for similar work ? This is more specialized, is it not ?

Mr. Estabrook. Ours is more specialized. The salaries in the

Bureau of Crop Estimates will run low because we started low. We
started on the wrong basis. I started with the idea that the new
men ought to be started at $1,600, and if they did not develop they

would not be promoted. That has been slowly increased in six years

to an average of $2,100.
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The Chairman. Some of the salaries in this list are $3,700.
Mr. EsTABROoK. Those are the highest administrative officers who

are all underpaid.
The Chairman. In your opinion, then, Avhat is the discrepancy

between salaries paid by your bureau and those prevailing in other
bureaus ?

Mr. Estabrook. I should say it would be 20 to 50 per cent. Our
$2,000 men are comparable with the men who get $2,600 to $3,600 in

other bureaus.
The Chairman. Is there something else that you want to bring

out?
Mr. Estabrook. No ; T think not, at this late hour.
The Chairman. Have you not discussed all these items quite

extensively ?

Mr. Estabrook. I ha^e simply outlined in a general way the pro-

posed program, the proposed exparlsion of the sendee, the impor-
tance of the service, and how it will benefit farmers and other
classes of people. Now, it seems to me that the estimates as they
appear here are self-explanatory. There is sufficient information
here to enable you to arrive at a correct conclusion, bearing in mind
what I have said in a preliminary way.
The Chairman. If this statement regarding your enlarged pro-

gram is printed in the record, that will give all the information
necessary, will it not ?

Mr. Estabrook. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. We are very much obliged to you, Mr. Estabrook.
(Thereupon, at 6 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned until

Wednesday, Januaig^ Y, at 10 o'clock a. m.)

Committee on Agriculture,
House of Representatives,

Wednesday^ Jammry 7, 19W.
The committee met at 10 o'cloclv a. m., Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen

(chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. We have with us this morning, Mr. Moon. We
will be pleased to hear you, Mr. Moon.

Bureau of Crop Estimates—^Continued.

STATEMENT OF MR. J. EDWAED MOON, PRESIDENT OF THE AMERI-
CAN ASSOCIATION OF NURSERYMEN.

Mr. Moon. I represent, gentlemen, the American Association of
Nurserymen, of which this year I happen to be president. This is

a national association of nurserymen throughout the United States
with a mem'bership that includes California, Minnesota, Texas, and
the Atlantic seaboard, having about 395 members, and the largest

nurseries in the country are represented.

We are interested this year in two appropriations asked for in the
department's Tsudget. We have never been before this committee to

ask any assistance, in a financial way, ^nd the industry has, of
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course, been in America since prerevolutionary days. But we have,
in the last year, suffered a condition which I ask you to help us to

remedy, and that is the condition brought about by the Quarantine
Order No. 37, with which I know you are all familiar. That im-
poses a great responsibility on the nurserymen for propagation.
Heretofore we could go to foreign countries and get any supplies

of which we were short in this country; but now we must produce
them here, with the exception of a few raw materials that can be
brought in under restrictions and permits.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you a copy of that order

with you?
^ Mr. Moon. No, sir; I have not. It is well known, however, and
can be produced if you wish it.

Mr. Moon. The first item to which I wish to speak myself is one
for gathering crop reports, which, I understand, Mr. Estabrook •

touched on yesterday. The other is what has heretofore been known
as the Gould bill, about which our executive secretary, Mr. Watson,
will speak, as he is better posted on that subject than I am.
Crop reports to the nurserymen are very vital. We hare main-

tained two associations to collect tliem ourselves, one in the Central
West and one among the growers of ornamental stocks. These
efforts have been only partially successful, because we have no way
of collecting statistics outside of our membership, and our member-
ship is limited. We are called upon now to produce nursery stock

that is going to take us from 3 to 10 years to manufacture,
and in the case of the boxwood and rhododendrons—may be 15

years to do it. We feel, therefore, in order to interest capital

in the propagation of those plants and to enter on it in any scale

that is adequate to meet the demands of this country, we ought to

have crop reports that will show us at all times what there is in

the nurseries of this country of the different items that are basic

or standard in the industry. And if we had such information wo
would know in any one year what to propagate in order to meet a
normal demand, and, Avhen we have a turnover of 8 or 10 years, you
can see how vital it is to know when the seed is sown that there is not
several million ahead of it or several million shortage, in which
case we would plant accordingly. That is our great need for these

statistics.

You have gathered them for the farmers in fruit. The fruit

orchardist has a turnover every year and we do not have it as fre-

quently; yet our need is just as great. This is a new item you never
had before and it is made necessary, in our opinion, by this qiiaran-

tine order. We realize that you are endeavoring to keep down
the budget and to save expense which, as taxpayers, we appreciate;
yet we do think new conditions bring about new requirements.

That, gentlemen, is all I have to say about this item, except as

evidence of our earnestness for it we have called personally on Mr.
Hutchinson, who is a neighbor of mine, and stayed here in Wash-
ington to get this opportunity and are really serious about it. Now,
Mr. Chairman, if Mr. Watson might speak to this other item, he
is here to do so.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I would like to ask a question
or two: You say you have three associations composed of nursery-
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men throughout the country. Does this number include all the
nurserymen in the country?
Mr. Moon. The American Association is the national associa-

tion. The other two I mentioned are the Ornamental Growers' As-
sociation, which includes 40 firms that grow ornamental stock
entirely, and the Western Association, that has a membership up
and down the Mississippi Valley and includes some T5 nurserymen.
A great many of them are around Shenandoah, Iowa, down through
Kansas and in Texas. There are different State associations, too.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you not ask and require of
your members to report on what they are doing?
Mr. Moon. These two associations do make that requirement, but

they cover 75 in the Western and 40 in the other—about 120 nurseries.

Mr. MoLattghlin of- Michigan. Together, these associations in-

clude practically all of the nurserymen of the country ?

Mr. Moon. No, sir; the census of 1910

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What proportion of them ?

Mr. Moon. The census of 1910 gives 4,500 nurseries, I believe, in

the United States. Of course many of those are allied florists.

Mr. McKiNLET. How many are there in your national association ?

Mr. Moon. Three hundred and ninety-five. That includes this 120
which are in the sectional associations.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Can not your associations ask and
require the reports you are asking for some Federal authority to

gather for you ?

Mr. Moon. We can from the 395 people.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In the one association ; how about

the other?
Mr. Moon. The two are merged together. I mean the sectional

associations are all included in the national.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Your associations include all the

principal ones or the most of them, do they ?

Mr. Moon. The 395 nurseries by no means include the majority of

the nursery stock, because there are quantities held in small lots

around the country.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Another thing: I presume, when
additional appropriations are asked, there will be some suggestion

from those who ask them as to how we are going to get the money
to meet them. I understand we are facing a deficit of some $3,000,-

000,000.

Mr. Moon. That is true ; but, as I say, this industry has, by the

order of the department, had a responsibility placed upon it which
it hds never before had and, under those conditions, we feel we
should have assistance from our Federal Government to help us in

the security of growing our products. We have the hazards of the
insect pests and we have the hazards of the weather conditions, all

of which are trying enough ; but we do feel we should have the sta-

bilizing influence of statistics.

Mr. McKiNLEY. Mr. Moon, how does it happen that only 395 out

of 4,500 nurserymen belong to your association ?

Mr. Moon. That is all that have joinetl the national association.

That represents a majority of the acreage. If you know national
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associations, there are always a lot who do not join and take the ben-

efits which the leaders in the industry get. In the nursery industry

a great many nurserymen have less than 10 acres of land; but we
have in this membership practically every nurseryman in the United
States operating over 200 acres of land "and some J.,000. There are

175,000 acres devoted to nursery products, according to our best in-

formation.
Mr. Lee. In the entire country?
Mr. Moon. Yes; these little men have heretofore largely gotten

their products from the European sources, and those of us who have
been producing are now called upon to supply them in addition to

our regular trade. You see, we are in a chaotic state, with our raw
material shut off, except from stocks of roses.

The Chairman, Thank you, Mr. Moon.
(Thereupon the committee proceeded to consider another matter.)



Committee on Agriculture,
House op Representatives,
Saturday, December 20, 1919.

Tlic committee met at 10.30 o'clock a. m., Hon. James C. McLaugh-
lin presiding.

LiBRART.

Mr. Harrison. Miss Barnett is here and will present the esti-

mates for the library, which appear on page 208 of the Book of Esti-

mates.

STATEMENT OF MISS CLAEIBEL R. BARNETT, LIBRARIAN,
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have a statement, I presume,
you wish to present first?

Miss Barnett. Yes, sir.

Before discussing the library estimates in detail I should like,

with your permission, to make a general preliminary statem.ent about
the library and its work, in order that the needs of the library may
perhaps be better understood.
The library of 'the Department of Agriculture is a scientific and

technical one. Its collections now number approximately 150,000
t)0oks and pamphlets, constituting what is without doubt the largest

agricultural library in the world. The subjects which it covers are
the matters under investigation by the department. It follows, there-

fore, that it is particularly strong in agriculture and all its branches
and in the literature of all the sciences pertaining to agriculture, such
as botany, entomology, zoology, chemistry, veterinary medicine, and
forestry. Its statistical collections also are extensive and valuable.

The emphasis of the library is on the utilitarian side. It does not
purchase books which are of interest because of their rarity unless
they also ha'^e scientific or historic value. The resources of the
Library of Congress and other Government libraries are always
taken into account, our policy being to avoid unnecessary duplication.
While there is no official connection between our library and the
Library of Congress, there is close cooperation, and the fullest use
is made of the resources of the Library of Congress. In the building
up of our collections our library may be said to be administered as
a branch of what has been called the " National Library,'' consisting
of the Library of Congress and the special collections in the various
departments and bureaus of the Government. In other words, it has

164315—20 58 913
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seemed wise to administer the library,^not as an independent unit,

but as a part of the system of Government libraries, of which the

Library of Congress is the center, and to adopt a broad policy look-

ing toward the increase of the sum total of scientific literature in

Washington to be used for the benefit of the whole Government
service and the country at large. With all its great resources, it is

impossible for the Library of Congress to care for all the special

needs of the various departments. Its resources must be supple-

mented by the libraries close to the work of the departments and
bureaus. The library of the Department of Agriculture is trying to

do its full share for the subjects covered by the department.
While the library exists' first of all for the benefit of the depart-

ment, it is free for reference to any who wish to use it. The use of its

books by other institutions in and out of Washington is increasing

from year to year. During the war there was a greatly increased

use of the books by other Government departments, especially by the

new offices, such as the Food Administration, the War Trade Board,
and the War Industries Board. Without the use of our collections,

some of their investigations would have been greatly hampered. A
large number of books also are lent to institutions in every State of

the LTnion, to the various State agricultural colleges and experiment
stations in particular, and to other institutions engaged in agricul-

tural research. In addition to the service rendered by the use of its

books, the library endeavors to serve to some extent as a bureau of

information about agricultural literature. In general, it aims to

make its resources, its equipment, and the services of its staff as

widely useful as possible. While the library endeavors thus in a

broad way to take on the functions of a national agricultural library,

its main i^eason for existence is, of course, its usefulness to the depart-

ment. Its importance in the work of the department can not be too

strongly emphasized.
- If the library is weak or inefficient because of inadequate resources,

or by reason of an insufficient or poorly trained staff, the work of

the department is bound to suffer, for an adequate and well-equipped
library is as necessary to -the scientific investigator as is his labora-

tory. The library must grow with the growth of the department.
During the past three years there has been no ghange in the library's

appropriation either for salaries or for the general expenses of the

library. In the meantime the department has expanded very mate-
rially and has taken on new lines of work. There has also been a

corresponding increase in the demands upon the librar^^ On the

other hand, due to the war, there has been a decrease, economists tell

us, and we experience it on all sides, of nearly a hundred per cent in

the purchasing value of the dollar, which has made all the salaries

most inadequate and has also, in effect, decreased to a large extent

the amount of the appropriation available for the purchase of bools
and periodicals.

There are on the library roll now a number of assistants who have
rendered most faithful and efficient service for 10, 15, and 20 years,

who, as far as the purchasing power of their salaries is concerned,

are getting less to-day than when they entered the library. This is a

condition which does not make for efficient service.

I do not presume to say that our experience is unique, but I believe

it is true that the library has suffered more than many offices since
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its salaries are practically all statutory, which has made it impossible
to meet the changed conditions through the appointment of new
assistants at higher entrance salaries, and, furthermore, even before
the war the salaries of the library employees were most inadequate.
While the wording of the appropriation makes it possible to carry
salaries on the appropriation for the general expenses of the library,

we have been loath to do this because it would decrease the funds
for the purchase of books and periodicals, which funds are inadequate,
and because the library appropriation is the only department ap-
propriation which can be used for the purchase of books and period-
icals for use in Washington.

Possibly I have spoken at too great length in regard to salaries in
general when the estimates, in accordance with the instructions of the
Secretary of the Treasury, provide for no promotions because of the
proposed reclassification of all Government salaries. In justice, how-
ever, to the staff, to the library, and to the department, it seemed
necessary to point out how great the need is for a general increase in

all the library salaries if the department is to retain the services

of those who are well qualified by reason of education and training
and years of experience in the library to perform the service which
users of the library have a right to expect from the library.

I will now explain briefly the few changes in the statutory roll as

shown in the estimates. These call for an additional clerk at a salary
of $1,400 and one at $1,200, the latter by transfer from the lump fund.
Both of these positions are needed on account of the growth of the
department and the increased demands upon the library. The
salaries requested are inadequate but for assistant's they could not
very well be made higher if they are to fit in with the present salary
schedule, as the assistant librarian, for example, receives only $1,600.

It is recommended that the position of messenger boy at $480 be
dropped on account of the difficulty in the past year or two of getting
satisfactory service at this salary. As stated in the estimates, the
position has been vacant for some time.

An additional charwoman at a salary of $600 is recommended on
the statutory roll by transfer from the lump sum. This charwoman
puts away the books on the shelves and keeps the shelves in order.

It has been found more satisfactory to have this work performed by
a mature and responsible charwoman than by an immature and per-

haps less reliable messenger boy.
The apparent increase in salaries is $2,720, but deducting the two

places which are at present carried on the lump sum, the actual in

crease is only $920.

In the estimates for general expenses there is an apparent increase

of $8,200, but taking into consideration transfers to the statutory
roll amounting to $1,800, the actual increase is $10,000. This amount,
as stated in the estimates, is recommended in order to provide ad-

ditional library facilities made necessary by the growth of the de-

partment and the inauguration of new lines of work and to meet the
increased cost of books, periodicals, and library equipment. During
the past five years many of the librai'y's files have been broken on
account of the difficulty of getting books from foreign countries.

To be able to complete them the library must have greatly in-

creased funds. Dictionaries, atlases, directories, and subscriptions
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to periodicals have to a very large extent increased in price from
10 to 25 per cent and even more. Still another reason for this in-

crease, which is considerably larger than the increases requested in

previous years, is the opportunity which, it is believed, will be pre-

sented in the near future for the purchase of many rare foreign

scientific books. These are likely to come upon the market due to

war conditions, and the department should be in a position to pur-

chase such as are needed to strengthen its collections.

In conclusion, may 1 point out again that there has been no in-

crease in the library's appropriation for books in the past three years,

and that at no time has the library's appropriation kept pace with

the growth of the department. The department is frequently re-

ferred to as the greatest scientific and educational institution in the

world. In a corresponding way the library should also be pre-

eminent in the completeness of its collections and the quality and
extent of its service. It is hoped that the library may have your
support to this end. i

Mr. McLaughlin of JVIichigan. Is there any other bureau or

branch of the depai-tment that has authority itself to buy books?

Miss Baenett. Not for use in Washington.
Mr. McLaughlin- of Michigan. Your library fund is the only one,

then, to be drawn on for any books?
Miss Barnett. Yes, sir.

'

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How about niagazines and peri-

odicals ?

Miss Bar>;ett. No office has authority to purchase books or peri-

odicals but the library, except for use in the field—outside of Wash-
ington.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You speak of additional facili-

ties that will be added. What is the character of those facilities?

Miss Barnett. Next year we will have to buy some additional

stacks for the library.

Ml'. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much do you propose to use

for that?

Miss Barnett. I have not had any detailed -estimate for them.
They are expensive—the steel stacks.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What other, facilities ?

Miss Barnett. We may have to spend a part of that sum for

salaries, too, because it is impossible at the present time to get
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You spoke of facilities. I sup-

posed that meant furniture, fixtures, and something of that kind.

You ha^e mentioned steel stacks ; what other item in the nature of

facilities do you have in mind?
Miss Barnett. No others that will cost very much. Of course,

all supplies cost more now.
Mr. Harrison. The greater part of the increase will go for books,

and it is not contemplated now that any portion of it will be used

for increased salaries. It may be necessary, however, to make some
new appointments, but this will, of course, depend upon the needs

of the service.

Miss Barnett. Most of the increase will be used for books and
periodicals.

Mr. Harrison. For books and periodicals; the other items are

relatively small.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Your answer would indicate part

of the himp sum will be used for increase of salaries and part of it

for books. Can you tell how much ?

Miss Barnett. As Mr. Harrison says, the bulk of it will go for

books and periodicals. That being the only fujid for the purchase
of boolfs, we wish to conserve it for that purpose as much as possible.

We have made no provision in these estimates for increases in

salaries.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The larger part, you say; what
part'^ Can you give us an idea how much will be used for salaries

and how much for books ?

IMiss Barnett. I estimated that it may be necessary to spend
about $3,000 for salaries and about $22,000 for the books.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You do not mean $3,000 increase,

do you, in salaries on the lump fund ?

Miss Baknett. I estimated that about $3,000 of the total lump
fund would be used for salaries.

Mr. Harrison. Mr. McLaughlin, perhaps the table on page 209
will clarify the situation.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The difference there is $750.
Mr. Harrison. $750, but you will note that no provision has been

made for any increase in salaries. You will note there were two
employees at $1,400 in 1919 and that we have estimated for two at

the same salary in 1921. Then we had one temporary employee at

$660 in 1919. We have dropped this place "in the 1921 estimates.

We have estimated for one employee at $480 in 1921, while we had
two at that salary in 1919.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But when we have tried to com-
pare those two columns, 1921 and 1919, in other cases, we have been
told that there was an intervening year there so that the comparison
between those two years is not continuous, you say, and they do not
furnish us with very much information.
Mr. Harrison. That is true, but the comparison between these two

columns will, nevertheless, in this particular case, show that there has
been no change in the salaries during the current year and that we
do not contemplate now any change in the salary roll during the next
fiscal year, the difference between expenditures in 1919 and the esti-

mate of the expenditures for 1921 being due to the fact that the em-
ployees in 1919 were carried on the roll only part of th« year. Their
salaries were not a charge against the appropriation throughout the
year, and therefore the expenditures were . naturally less than the
estimate for 1921, because the latter is based on the assumption that
the employees indicated in the table will be carried on the roll every
month of the year.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There were individuals who were
employed from time to time, and there was somebody in each one of
these positions all of the time, was there not, during 1919 ?

Mr. Harrison. No; in these cases they were all temporary; they
were merely employed for brief periods.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Each one was teinporary while he
was employed, but the places were filled all the time, were they not ?

Mr. Harrison. I do not have the details in mind, but it is possible,

for example, that one of the $480 employees served during the first
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three months of the year, while the other served during the last three

months.
Mr. McLaugiilix of Michigan. And you might have had them for

one month or six months?
Mr. Harrison' . Yes. I have not the details; perhaps Miss Barnett

will remember them.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The amount is very small. I do

not think it will be necessary to spend very mitch time on it. That
would leave about $9,254 for books and the appliances and facilities

that you speak of, would it not?
Miss Barnett. You mean
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. $750 is for salaries an,d $9,254

would be available for other things. If you buy no additional fixtures

the entire amount will be available for books ?

Miss Barnett. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You say there has been no increase

in the appropriation available for books since when ?

Miss Barnett. In the last three years the appropriation for the

library has been the same.
Mr. Harrison. iThe table on page 209 indicates that. You see

that there was a slight increase in 1917—from $16,300 to $18,000—and
that there has been no change in the appropriation since then.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And during this year, how much
have you spent for books ?

Miss Barnett. We spent between $14,000 and $15,000 in the fiscal

year 1919.

Mr. McLaughlin of ^^ichigan. Is this library all in one place or
scattered to some extent ?

Miss Barnett. It is scattered and has branches in the various
bureaus.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does that make necessary the em-

ployment of some one at each place to take care of the books you have
at that place ?

Miss Barnett. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is that necessary ? Could \not the

head of the bureau, or some one in the bureau, take charge of the

books that are in his bureau ?

Miss Barnett. It really is necessary to have a librarian in charge of

each library. .

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The force does not seem very large.

Of course, the whole thing is not very large as to the number of em-

ployees. Are there any other questions ?

Mr. Purnell. It would not be practicable to consolidate all of these

libraries at one point, would it ?

Miss Barnett. As long as the department is so scattered, I am
afraid not.

Mr. Purnell. Would it result in any material reduction or saving

if it were practicable ?

Miss Barnett. Yes; I think it would. It requires more service

when it is scattered.

Mr. Harrison. There are two difficulties in the way of consolida-

tion, Mr. Purnell. One is the lack of adequate quarters for a single

central library—at present the main library is very much crowded for
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space. The other is the distribution of the units of the department
all over the city. As I explained the other day, we occupy something
like 42 different buildings in the city of Washington.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigaii. Where is the main library ?

Mr. Harrison. It is located in the Bieber Building, the building in
which the Bureau of Markets is located. The library is on the first
floor of that building. It was formerly in the main building of the
department, the red-brick building, in which the Secretary's office is

situated.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I knew it when it was there, but I
have not followed its movements.
Mr. Harrison. The space formerly allotted to the library in the

main building is now occupied by the Bureau of Crop Estimates.
The library was transferred to the' Bieber Building when that struc-
ture was erected.

Mr. Purnell. How extensive a library would you have if they
were all combined ? I am asking for information.

"

Miss Barnett. We have 150,000 books and pamphlets.
Mr. Purnell. Are they consulted frequently?
Miss Barnett. Yes; they are. I think the department could not

very well get along without a library.

Mr. Purnell. I would not want to advocate the abolition of the
library, but I was wondering whether or not it might not work out
to advantage if they were combined at one point and have the dis-

tribution at one place ?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I was thinking there might be
somebody in each office where the branch library is located to take
care of the books at that place and not make it necessary for some
one from your office to be at each one of these places, and in that way
it would leave more money for the purchase of books and not so much
for the care of them.
Miss Barnett. Each bureau requires special library service. You

see the subject inatter with which each bureau deals is quite different,

and the librarians in charge of the various branches also do a/great
deal of work other than their library work; that is, work in which
their library training is an advantage. For instance, some help in

the editorial work, some spend part of their time in indexing corre-

spondence, and some look after the distribution of the publications

of the bui'eaus. But principally they do reference and bibliograph-

ical work for the bureaus. I think each bureau needs this special

service.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have given that matter care-

ful thought and have concluded that the best way is as you are doing
it now?
Miss Barnett. If tlie offices of the department could be together,

I think one central library would be a great advantage ; but, as Mr.
Harrison says, with the buildings scattered as they are at present, I

think the bureau libraries are necessary.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Did you mention the number of

branch libraries?

Miss Barnett. We have 13.

Mr. Purnell. I presume the books kept at any one point are

peculiarly adaptable to the work carried on that point; is that true?
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Misa Barnett. Yes; they are.

Mr. PtTRNELL. Are these books at one point consulted frequently
by other departments ?

Miss Barnett. Yes ; we have to borrow from the various branches.
Mr. PuRNELL. How do you get those books? Suppose one de-

partment wants to use the books at another place, how do you get
those books?
Miss Barnett. We maintain in the main library a complete record

of all the resources of the d^artment ; that is, in the way of books
and periodicals ; and if one office calls for a book we can immediately
tell, from our records, whether we have it, and then, from our rec-

ords, where it is. We either telephone, or send a written request if

it is not needed in haste, and the book is brought back to the main
library and then sent to the office that called for it.

Mr. Harrison. For example, Mr. Purnell, if the Secretary's office

desires a particular book, it makes a request on the main library,

and the main library secures the book, no matter where it may be

located, and sends it to us.

Mr. PtiRNELL. It will find out the place where it is located and
send and get it?

Mr. Harrison. Yes; the library knows where it is located, and
it gets the book and sends it to our office.

Committee on Agriculture,
House of Kepresentatives,

Friday^ Decemher 19, 1919.

afternoon session.

Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen (chairman) presiding.

'' Miscellaneous Expenses.

STATEMENT OF MR. R. M. REESE, CHIEF CLERK, DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE.

The Chairman. Who do you have next, Mr. Harrison?
Mr. Harrison. There is another item on page 210^" Miscellaneous

Expenses." It is a very short item and will take only a few minutes.

The Chairman. That is the item for stationery, blank books,

twine, paper, gum, dry goods, soaps, brushes, brooms, etc., and the

amount is $141,000.
Mr. Reese. There is a decrease in this item of $34,500, due to the

omission of $33,000 for repairs to the power plant, which repairs

will be completed during the fiscal year 1920, and the transfer to the

Division of Publications of $1,500, heretofore allotted from this

appropriation for the,purchase of envelopes and miscellaneous sup-

plies in connection with the informational and exhibit work of the

department, which it is proposed to merge with the Division of Pub-
lications. In other words, the miscellaneous supplies required- in

connection with the informational and exhibit work has been cai'-

ried in this appropriation because it was a part of the secretary's
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office. In the consolidation of those various lines of work, we
merely transfer the $1,500 to the Division of Publications, and this
appropriation is reduced accordingly.

I have nothing further to add in regard to "Miscellaneous ex-
penses," unless the committee has some questions they desire to ask.

Rent in the District of Columbia.
V

The Chairman. The next item is on page 211, " For rent of build-
ings and parts of buildings in the District of Columbia, for use of
the various bureaus, divisions, and offices of the Department of
Agriculture, $150,000 : Provided, That only such part of this sum
shall be available to pay rent for space which can .not be furnished
by the Public Buildings Commission in Government buildings lo-

cated in the District of Columbia." The amount is $150,000.
Mr. Harrison. There is an apparent increase in this item of $50,-

000. This amount, however, includes the transfer of the item of
$41,509 for rent carried in the sundry civil act for the -fiscal year
1920.

_
The actual increase, therefore, is only $8,491. The total ap-

propriation for rent in the District of Columbia for the fiscal year
1919 was $158,689. Congress reduced the amount to $100,000 in the
appropriation act for 1920 on the assumption that the Public Build-
ings Commission would be able to allot space in temporary struc-

tures to make up the deficit, but the commission found it possible to
allot only a very small part of the space required.
Mr. Anderson. Are we to understand that with all of the emer-

gency buildings put up during the war it is impossible to find quar-
ters for the various activities of the Department of Agriculture,
and that we are going to pay a rent equal to that paid prior to the
war?
Mr. Reese. The Public Buildings Commission, created last March,

made an allotment of space to this department on June 25, or just

five days before the close of the fiscal year. In lieu of space that
they allocated they required us to vacate seven rented buildings,

which the department did promptly. Since that time the department
has made several appeals to the Public Buildings Commission for

space, and none has been allotted. I understand, informally, that the
Public Buildings Commission is about to make another allotment of

space, but I have no information as to what the Department of Agri-
culture may get.

Mr. Anderson. It looks rather ridiculous, on the face of it, with all

of these buildings erected during the war and all of the parks all

over town covered with temporary buildings, that we should pay
$150,000 a year for rent for the Agricultural Department.
Mr. Harrison. I would like to call attention to what happened

last year. The committee reduced the item for rent from $158,689

to $100,000, on the theory that we could secure a large allotment of

space in the temporary structures. We filed applications with the

Public Buildings Commission, and made every effort to get sufficient

space to bring our expenditures for rent within the $100,000. After
the reduction had been made in the appropriation we were told by
the Public Buildings Commission on the 25th of June to give up
certain buildings occupied by the department, for which we were
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paying rentals aggregating $17,180. This was only five days before
the expiration of the fiscal year, and we were approximately $41,000
short. The chairman of the Public Buildings Commission suggested
that we take the matter up with the Committee on Appropriations
and secure 'through that committee any funds that might be needed
in order to comply with the directions of the commission. I learned
that the Committee on Appropriations still had under consideration
the sundry civil bill, and we accordingly laid the situation before
it, with the result that the additional amount required was in-

cluded in the sundry civil bill. We were, however, placed in a
very embarrassing situation, with only five days within which to

secure relief.

We have continued our efforts to secure additional space in the
temporary buildings in order that we might vacate some of the

rented quarters which we now occupy. The Public Buildings Com-
mission, however, has stated that it has given us every foot of space

that is available for allotment to the Department of Agriculture.

I want to make it absolutely clear to the committee that the de-

partment will not spend all this money for rent unless it is absolutely

necessary, and we earnestly hope that the full amount will be, appro-
priated, so that we will not be placed again in a situation similar to

that which confronted us at the close of the last fiscal year.

The Chairman. Let me say this about the Saulsbury resolution:

Congress provided a way to protect the Government against excessive

rents. The matter is now up to the President. If the President
desires to protect this Government against excessive rents, he has
the authority. If he does not act, the country will suffer the con-

sequences.

With regard to the space, there was adequate space to take care of

the Department of Agriculture. There is no question about that.

The committee, consequently, as you stated, cut the appropriation
from $158,689 to $100,000. After an investigation, however, it was
found advisable to allot the space to the War Department and other

departments, and the space that it was thought could be allotted to

the Department of Agriculture was allotted to other departments.
To make up the deficit in rents for the Department of Agriculture

$41,000 was appropriated for the Department of Agriculture under
the sundry civil act.

Mr. Hakeison. I want to make it clear that the department is in

full sympathy with the view that the temporary structures erected

during the war should be used to the fullest possible extent.

The Chairman. We will take the matter up and see how much
space can be allotted.

Mr. RuBEY. Who is the chairman of the Public Buildings Com-
mittee ?

The Chairman. 'Senator Smoot. This committee will see Senator
Smoot and have the matter arranged, so as to ascertain whether or

not it is necessary to appropriate this $41,000 in order to allot the

space to other departments.
Mr. Harrison. I think it should be borne in mind, in considering

the matter, that there are many activities which could not be moved
into the temporary structures, because of the enormous cost that

would be involved. I have- in mind particularly the activities
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-which require the use of laboratory facilities. It woukl be a mis-
take, also, to move into nonfireproof buildings branches of the de-
partment which have a large accumulation of valuable and irre-
placeable records.

Mr. EuBEr; It seems to me that the Agricultural Department
should be given space in the temporary buildings near that depart-
ment.

Mr. Harrison. That is what we would like to have. Practically
all the space allotted to us is in the Council of National Defenie
Building, at Eighteenth and B Streets NW., a considerable dis-

tance away 'from the department. It would have been very much
better for us if we could have been given some of the space on the
Mall, near the Smithsonian Institution. As you know, we now
occupy something like 42 buildings.

Mr. EuBEY. And they are scattered all over the District of Co-
lumbia?

]\Ir. Harrison. Yes.

The Chairman. The Public Buildings Commission has gone over
the situation as applied to all of the departments, including the
Department of Agriculture, to determine how space should be al-

lotted in these temporary buildings. They will make another sur-

vey, so it is a matter to be ironed out by the commission.
Is that all you have, Mr. Reese ?

Mr. Reese. Yes, sir; except that in any readjustment of the ap-
propriation for rent in the District of Columbia consideration should
be given to the fact that the department is paying rent for quarters

used in the work under the cotton futures act out of the continuing
appropriation originally made in the act of August 18, 1914 (which
carried authority for paying rent in the District of Columbia), the
unexpended balance of which was made available until expended by
the agricultural appropriation act approved August 11, 1916. The
sum of $7,689.06 from this unexpended balance is now being used for

the payment of rent for quarters occupied by the cotton futures work.
The balance of the appropriation is sufficient to carry this charge
until the end of the fiscal year 1920 but is not sufficient to carry it

through the fiscal year 1921. Therefore the appropriation for rent

in the District of Columbia should make provision for this amount
over and above whatever amount may be finally fixed upon as the

appropriation for rent in the District of Columbia if that appropria-

tion is reduced on account of the assignment of free quarters to the

department by the Public Buildings Commission.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Reese.
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The committee met, pursuant to the taking of recess, Hon. Gilbert
N. Haugen (chairman) pre^ding.
The Chairman. We will next take up the estimates for the States

Eolations Service. Mr. Harrison, who do you wish to testify first ?

States Relations Service.

Mr. Harrison. Mr. Chairman, the States Relations Service begins
on page 212. Dr. True will present the estimates.

The Chairman. We will be pleased to hear Dr. True.

STATEMENT OF DR. A. C. TRUE, DIRECTOR OF THE STATES RELA-
TIONS SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Dr. True.. The lines of work of the States Relations Service are the
same as heretofore, but there has been a material reduction in the
working forces of the service due to the cessation of special activities

relating to the stimulation of the production and conservation of food
under war conditions and the withdrawal of emergency funds.

Since the force reached the highest war level in 1918, the Washing-
ton force has decreased from 475 to 319, a decrease of 156, and the

field forces, which are mainly the cooperative extension forces, have
decreased from about 6,500 to 3,800, those figures being for the 1st

of January. The Washington force is now just about equal to the

force employed in July, 1917, before the emergency funds were a.vail-

able, though the regular funds of the service have increased $436,140

since that time. Owing to conditions after the signing of the armi-

stice, which made it inexpedient to push the emergency work as we
had been doing up to that time, fully $1,000,000 of the emergency ap-

propriation was not expended and will remain in the Treasury.

The Chairman. Why was not the $1,000,000 expended at that time ?

Dr. True. Because after the signing of the armistice

The Chairman. The money was available, but was not used ?

Dr. True. It was available, but we did not push the work to the

extent that we had been pushing it before.

Now, that is the general situation, and with that introduction we
might, if you desire, take up the different items in the bill. The first

item is the statutory roll, and in that there are no promotions or new
places. There are a considerable number of transfers from the lump

925
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sum to the statutory roll in accordance with the law, and in the
case of three places we desire to change the title, as indicated in the
estimate.

The Chairman. Let us take it up item by item, so that we will have
it in the right order in the record. Is not the first item, No. 7, " 5

clerks of class 4, increased by 1 from the lump sum "?

Dr. True. Yes, sir.

The Chairman: The next is No. 8, " one executive clerk, at $1,740,
by transfer from lump fund for home economics."

Dr. True. That is under item 7.

The Chairman. No. 11 is the next, "seventeen clerks of class

2, increase of 4 by transfer from lump fund for farmers' cooperative
demonstrations in Noi'th and West."

Dr. True. Yes.
The Chairman. The next is 14, " 52 clerks, class 1, increase of 16

by transfer from lump fund, 4 from colleges and stations, and 12

from farmers' cooperative demonstrations in North and West." Is

there any comment on that?
Mr. Hutchinson. May I ask you from what special appropria-

tions these men have been paid ?

Dr. True. The lump funds are indicated here. •

Mr. Hutchinson. Wdre they paid from emergency funds?
Dr. True. At the time these transfers were made, they were on

the regular funds.
Mr. Hutchinson. Why do you put them on the statutory roll now

if they were on these lump funds1 Take, for instance, item 14, an
increase of 16. Where were they before you transferred them over?

AVhat were they paid from?
The Chairman. They were 9arried on the lump sum.
Dr. True. They were carried on the lump sum.
Mr. Hutchinson. Under what appropriation?
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Twelve of them were carried on

37, on page 216.

Dr. True. Four of them were on the item for the administration

of the experiment stations and extension acts, and 12 were employed
in connection with the Office of Extension Work in the North and
West.
Mr. .Hutchinson. What I want to get at is this: In making the

transfer to the statutory roll, did you take them from the emer-

gency fund or from item 37? What did you take off? There is an

increase in item 37, 1 see, over last year.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The note to 37 says that there is a

decrease in this item of $35,560 due to transfers to the statutory roll

of this bureau.
Mr. Hutchinson. But you have $551,000 in your estimate for 1920,

and now it is $715,000 ; and you have taken the men off and put them
on the statutory roll.

Dr. True. Yes.

Mr. Hutchinson. And still the estimate is increased. That is

what I don't understand.

l3r. True. The estimate for the North and West?
Mr. Hutchinson. I do not know whether it is the North and West

or not ; it is item 37.

Mr. Harrison. This item has been decreased from $751,280 ^to

$715,720 on account of transfers to the statutory roll.
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Mr. Hutchinson. We gave you more than was estimated for last
year.

Mr. Harrison. Yes.
Dr. True. $200,000 was added to that item last year.
Mr. McLaughlin. That was put on in the Senate.
'Sh: Hutchinson. That is what I wanted to know.
Dr. True. Now, we are asking in the total for just the same ap-

propriation as at present. So it goes through, Mr. Chairman, with
the differient items. They are aU small items.
The Chairman. Please read them so that we will have them in the

record.

Dr. True. Under item 15 there is one clerk or artist-draftsman,
at $1,200, transferred from the lump fund for farmers' cooperative
demonstrations in North and West.
The Chairman. You skipped item 14, 1 believe, " 52 clerks, class 1,

increase of 16 by transfer from lump funds, 4 from colleges and sta-

tions, and 12 from farmers' cooperative demonstrations in North and
West."

Dr. True. Item 15 I have just read. No. 16 is " one clerk or ma-
chine operator at $1,200, by transfer from lump fund for farmers'
cooperative demonstrations in^the South." Item 17, there are 24
clerks transferred from lump funds, 3 from colleges and stations, 10

from farmers' cooperative demonstrations in North and West, 8 from
farmers' cooperative demonstrations in South, 2 from larmers'

institutes and agricultural schools, and 1 from general administra-
tive expenses.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is this appropriation that

you speak of, for " colleges and stations " ?

Dr. True. That is the phrase that has got into use.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is that the permanent appro-
priation ?

Dr. True. That is the item for the administration of the extension

and experiment station acts.

^Ir. Harrison. He refers to item 36, Mr. McLaughlin, on page
215.

The Chairman. The next one is 21, " one clerk, decrease of two by
change to two messengers or laborers.

Dr. True. That is a -decrease of two by change of title to two
messengers or laborers at $840 each.

The Chairman. The next item is 22.

Dr. True. That is a decrease of one clerk at $720 by change to one
messenger or laborer at $720.

Under item 23 we have two messengers or laborers at $840 each, in
lieu of two clerks at $840 each.

Under item 24 there is an increase of one messenger or laborer at
$720 in lieu of one clerk at $720.

Under No. 27 there is an increase of one messenger boy at $600 by
transfer from the lump fund for farmers' institutes and agricultural
schools.

Under No. 33 there is an increase of seven charwomen by transfer
from lump sums. Two of these are from the general administrative
expenses item, two from farmers' cooperative demonstrations in the
North and West, one from farmers' cooperative demonstrations in
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the South, one from farmers' institutes and agricultural schools, and
one from the home economics. That concludes the list.

The Chairman. Are these transfers from the lump-sum rolls to the

statutory roll made at the same salary ?

Dr. Trtte. Yes, sir.

With reference to the statutory roll I wish to say that it is not in

satisfactory condition, because we have on it at least 30 places which
are not permanently filled on account of the^ salaries being too low
to attract properly qualified persons.
The Chairman. You have 30 vacancies, you say?
Dr. True. There are not actually at present 30 vacancies, because

we can use some of these places for temporary people, but at the last

account that I had there were 29. actual vacancies, and during the

fiscal year, just passed over $30,000 of the amount appropriated for

our statutory roll reverted to the Treasury for this same reason

that it is impossible to get, at the low salaries for those places, people
qualified to do the work. That is the reason why we had so many
clerks on the lump-sum rolls that have to be transferred now to the

statutory roll.

Mr. Hutchinson. Why do you do that? You say it is not satisfac-

tory to transfer them to the statutory roll. Why do you not leave

them on the lump sum and then pay what you please?
Dr. True. We are not permitted to do that. We have to trans-

fer at the end of the fiscal year all employees in the clerical and sub-

clerical grades from the lump-sum to the statutory roll for the next
year.

The Chairman. If the places are vacant, do you have to transfer

them?
Dr. True. We do not transfer the vacancies, but we are under

instructions to report the statutory roll as it existed last year, with
the transfers.

The Chairman. But you are transferring men from the lump-sum
to the statutory roll.

Dr. True. Yes, sir ; we are obliged to do that.

The Chairman. For instance. No. 27, one messenger boy, at $600,
by transfer from lump fund for farmers' institutes and agricultural
schools. Is that position filled?

Dr. True. Yes, sir. .^—

The Chairman. Let us first take up these low-salaried people.
Dr. True. Take No. 19, where we have 31 clerks, at $900 each,

amounting to $27,900. There is no transfer ; but that is the kind of
place that I am referring to. We can not fill those places at that

salary. The entrance salary for clerks now is $1,100 or $1,200.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why not abolish some of these

places, then?
Dr. True. Those places are of no use to us except occasionally we

can find some person who is willing temporarily to fill the place for
some extra work that we have.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In item 19 how many of those
$900-c]erk places are not filled?

Dr. True. My understanding is that there are now 22 places that
are not filled.

The Chairman. Twenty-two of those $900 places are not filled? '

Dr. True. .Yes, sir.
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Mr. Hutchinson. Is the department just as efficient with 22 va-
cancies as it would be if all of those places were filled?

Dr. True. From our point of view, the statutory roll has on it

too many of these low-priced places, and we have an undue number
of places a little higher up, at $1,100 or $1,200. The result is that
we appoint those clerks at the initial salary of $1,100 or $1,200 and
get so many of them there and have so few places above that that
there is very little chance for promotion.
Mr. Hutchinson. Suppose you had $21,000 and suppose we make

it 21 clerks instead of 31—^knock off 10; would the department be
just as efficient with 21 clerks as with 31?

Dr. True. Yes ; under present conditions, because we are not em-
ploying clerJis at $900. At the same time, I would like to have the
committee consider this condition of affairs, that we have a rela-
tively large number of places at $1,100 and $1,200 and very few
places above that, with the result that just as soon as a clerk coming
in becomes experienced in our work he gets uneasy and seeks some
place outside, so that we are constantly losing good clerks. What
we would like to see is the addition of a few places with salaries
higher than $1,200 and the elimination of these very low-salaried
places which we can not satisfactorily fill. That matter was dis-

cussed last year, but for some reason the statutory roll was left just
as it had been.

Mr. Anderson. If you have too many places at $1,200, why do
you transfer 16 clerks at $1,200 to the statutory roll ? I understand
you to say that you had relatively a great many clerks at $1,200.

Dr. True. I did not say that we had too many people employed.
Here is the actual situation: 1 do not remember the exact figures,

but this will illustrate it clearly : We have, let us say, 60 places for
clerks at $1,200 and we employ 60 people on our roll at $1,200:

—

people that we need. In the $1,400 grade we have only five places.

Now, those clerks at $1,200 are fixed there for a long period prac-
tically because there is little opportunity for promotion to the $1,400
grade.

Mr. Anderson. That gets you right into the proposition of auto-
matic promotions. Is it the policy of the department to automat-
ically Or more or less automatically promote people who are doing
the same work from year to year without any change in the character
of the employment?

Dr. True. We take into question efficiency and length of service.

If a person comes in at $1,200 we do not expect- him to remain at

$1,200 after he has been there with us a considerable time and has
shown that he is a specially efficient clerk. We have, of course, in

the regular order efficiency records which are considered by an effi-

ciency committee, and the promotion is determined by that. Promo-
tion is so slow under present conditions on our statutory roll that
there is constant discouragement of our more experienced and effi-

cient clerks, with the result that as soon as they get Ian opportunity
they leave us, and there is a considerable turnover that might be
avoided and the efficiency of the service increased if we had a limited
number of positions at higher salaries in lieu of these 30 places or
so at the very low salaries which are not of any use to us.

Mr. Hutchinson. If we should chtinge that to 21 clerks, instead
of 31, you could make nearly all of them $1,400 clerks with the

164315—20 59
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$27,000. What I want to know is whether these 21 clerks would keep
the department as efficient as the 31 if you gave them $1,400?

Dr. True. I would not want to promote those

Mr. Hutchinson. I know, you do not do that, you are cutting

off 10.

Dr. True. I am reducing the list by 10 because the positions are

not filled and can not be filled under present conditions.

The Chairman. What became of the 22 clerks at $900? Did they

go into some other department or leave the service ?

Dr. True. They have left for one reason or another, or have been
promoted into higher places.

The Chairman. They left the department?
Dr. True. I presume some of those have left the department and

others have been promoted to higher grades as there were opportuni-

ties.

The Chairman. To higher grades? Were they promoted on the

statutory roll or lump sum?
Dr. True. They had to be promoted on the statutory roll if pro-

moted at all.

The Chairman. You promote them from the statutory roll to the

lump sum?
Dr. True. No, sir.

The Chairman. Is that not being done in the department?
Dr. True. We can not do that under the law, unless there is an

absolute change of duties.

The Chairman. I understand. Suppose there is a change of

duties ?

Dr. True. There are very few cases of that kind.

The Chairman. Were any of these transferred from one roll to

the other?
Dr. True. I could not tell you, Mr. Chairman, except by looking

into the records, but I do not think there are any such cases.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Can you tell us how many vacancies
there are now in these other places on this page ?

Dr. True. On page 213, items 21, 22, and 23 are vacant." Under
item 24 there is one vacancy. All the places under item 26—3 mes-
sengers or laborers—are vacant. Items 29 and 30 are also vacant.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is there any need of appropriating
the money for these places if they ai-e vacant ?

Dr. True. From my point of view, there is no. necessity for appro-
priating money for. those places. They are of no use to us.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. On page 212, are there any vacan-

cies above item 19 ?

Dr. True. No, sir. I had not noted any. I do not think there are

any.

The Chairman. Do you have any trouble in filling these places of

messengers or laborers at $840 ?

Dr. True. Yes, sir ; but we have much greater difficulty in getting

clerks at $840 a year now. We are therefore aslring that the titles

of two clerks at $840, in item 21, and one clerk at $720, in item 22, be

changed to messenger or laborer.

The Chairman. Are the places filled now ?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Some are not.
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The Chairman. Do you suggest two at $840 so as to enable you to

employ men temporarily at times ?

Dr. True. Because we could use two such places to greater advan-
tage for messengers or laborers; we can not get clerks at this low
salary.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is the next item ?

Mr. Harrison. The next is No. 34, on page 214, Mr. Chairman, the
appropriations to the State colleges and stations under the Hatch and
Adams Acts.

Dr. True. Items 34 and 35 are merely appropriations to carry into •

effect the provisions of the Hatch and Adams Acts for the experiment
stations, namely, $30,000 to each of the 48 States, making a total of
$1,440,000. These stations in the 48 States employ about 1,700 per-
sons, and as a result of their work they issue annually 700 or 800
publications, AvMch are distributed to about 1,000,000 farmers and
others on their mailing lists, and also in large numbers to their exten-

sion agents and otherwise.

The income of the stations in 1918, which is the last year for which
we have the complete figures, was $6,000,000, of which $1,440,000 was
received from the Federal Treasury and the remainder, about four
and one-half millions, from the State appropriations.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is there any expense in the depart-

ment involved in the distribution of this money to the States under
these laws?

Dr. True. We have the administration of both the extension and
the experiment station acts, and the language that immediately fol-

lows in the appropriation act and in the estimates (item 36) relates

to that. The estimate for the administration of the experiment sta-

tion and extension acts taken together is $71,500.

The Chairman. Are you on item 34, " to carry into effect the provi-

sions of the act approved March 2, 1887," and so on, $15,000 for each

of the 48 States?

Dr. True. That is the so-called Hatch Act for the experiment sta-

tions. The next item refers to the Adams Act and carries an equal

amount.
Item 36 is for the administration of the extension act, the Smith-

I^ever Act, and the Hatch and Adams Acts. The amount estimated

for that is $71,500, to which must be added $8,100 transferred to the

statutory roll, making an actual increase of $10,000.

The work under this item is grouped in two divisions : First, the

work connected with the experiment stations, which is conducted

through the Office of Experiment Stations, to which $35,500 of this

fund is allotted. This money provides for 'the examination of the

projects submitted by the station directors, the inspection of the work
and expenditure of the stations, the preparation of the report required

by law on the work and expenditures of the stations, and the prepara-

tion of the Experiment Station Eecord. This last item is the largest

single item of expense. The Experiment Station Record is a periodi-

cal which contains abstracts of the reports of over 1,000 stations and

similar institutions and similar scientific literature throughout the

world, together with statements giving a large amount of advice and

information to the stations regarding their work. In addition to

this we do through the Office of Experiment Stations a large amount
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of more general work in advising and assisting the stations regarding
their plans of work, their equipment, and their personnel.
The business of the Office of Experiment Stations grows gradually

with the 'enlargement of the station work in the States, and its

expenses Under present conditions for travel, supplies, etc., are
necessarily greater than in normal times, and so the amount which
is now allotted to the Office of Experiment Stations in the estimates
involves an increase of $1,500 for this work next year.
The permanent force employed in the Office of Experiment Sta-

tions under this item includes the chief of the office, who is also the
editor in chief of the Experiment Station Record and by profession
an agricultural chemist; a chief of insular stations, who also has
charge of the work relating to botanical investigations, being, in

fact, a professional botanist; nine scientific assistants, represent-

ing different branches of agricultural science, who are principally
engaged on the Experiment Station Eecord ; a part-time agricultural

physicist and two other scientific assistants engaged mainly in the
bibliographical work necessarily connected with the preparation of
the Experiment Station Eecord. This is the same kind of work
and practically the same force which we have had for a long time.

The rest of the money under this item is used for the administra-
tion of the extension act, the Smith-Lever Act. This sum amounts
to $36,200. It also includes some of the work which we do in admin-
istering the supplementary fund appropriated for the same purpose
in the agricultural appropriation act this year, because that is spent
for the same purposes as the Smith-Lever funds and comes under
our administration in practically the same way.
The Federal and State Smith-Lever fund for the fiscal year 1921

will be $6,680,000. There is an increase of $1,000,000.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is, Federal and State?
Dr. True. Yes; and the supplementary funds.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The Lever law will carry $3,-

580,000?
Dr. True. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And the States have to duplicate

that, except $480,000 ?

Dr. True. Yes, sir; so that there will be in all $6,680,000 and the

supplementary fund estimated for, both Federal and State, amount-
ing to $3,000,000, making a total of Federal and State funds under

the terms of the Smith-Lever Act of $9,680,000. The plans of work
and the resulting expenditures must be examined and approved by
the States Eelations Service for all this fund, and the annual report

on this work and expenditure must be prepared as required by act

of Congress.

Mr. Anderson. May I ask. Dr. True, if there is any limitation

upon the amount of the appropriations of the Smith-Lever fund that

may be spent for administrative purposes?

Dr. True. No, sir; the act does not itemize,- except with reference

to the printing of publications. Only 5 per cent can be used foi<

printing and distribution of publications.

Under this item for the administration of this work an increase

of $8,000 is estimated to provide for the increase of business con-

nected with the administration of the increased extension funds.

The Chairman. In how many counties are you operating now ?
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Dr. True. We have county agricultural agents in 2,000 counties.
The Chairman. Only 2,000?
Dr. True. 2,000 is the last record.
If we may take up item 37, " For farmers' cooperative demonstra-

tion work outside the cotton belt " ; that work is done in the 33 North-
ern and Western States. The estimate is $715,720, to which must be
added $35,560 transferred to the statutory roll, making a total for
this work of $751,280, which is the same amount as the appropriation
for the current fiscal year.

_
Of this amount, $574,826 is allotted to

the States to be used in conjunction with other funds for cooperative
extension work along these lines, the county agricultural agents, the
home demonstration agents, the boys' and girls' club M'orkers, the
farm management demonstrations, and the supervisory officers for
these lines of work; $119,155 is allotted for the field service of the
Office of Extension Work, North and West, and other service which
it performs in cooperation with the State extension forces; and the
remainder, $57,300, is used in the supervisory work of this office.

The force of this office, with headquarters at Washington, at pres-
ent consists of 24 scientific employees, 52 clerks, and 13 subclerical
employees. This force aids the extension forces in the 33 Northern
and Western States in organizing and conducting this work, arrang-
ing with the different bureaus of the department for their coopera-
tion in extension work in those States

;
prepares and distributes pub-

lications and mimeograph material to the State extension forces and
through them to the farming people ; receives reports of the progress
of the work in the several States ; and uses these, with other informa-
tion obtained by personal visits to the States, in carrying to the sev-

eral States useful information about the work being done in different

parts of the country, and, in general, acts as a clearing house of as-

sistance, influence, and information on all matters relating to ex-

tension work in the Northern and Western States. Most of the sci-

entific staff spend a large share of their time in the field studying
the problems of the extension work and joining with the State forces

in the conduct of their work.
Mr. Anderson. Doctor, there seems to be in my State an impres-

sion that a whole lot of this money is dissipated in some way so that
it never reaches the county agents and never does any good to the
people intended to be benefited; at least, there was a good deal of
complaint in my State on that score, although how well founded I
do not know. The impression seemed to be that the Agricultural
Department down here took a whack at it and used a large portion
of the funds in supervisory work and in specialists chasing around
the country chasing up the county agents, and then the State ad-
ministrations took another whack at it for their supervisory forces,

and so forth, with the result that a good deal of it got away and was
not used in the actual employment of county agents which the peo-
ple out in my country thought it was intended for.

Dr. Trtte. That opens up a large subject which we will be glad to

discuss in as much detail as the committee may desire.

Mr. Anderson. Have you any table or figures or any data show-
ing the amount or proportion of administrative expense that is

charged up against the various appropriations for extension work,
l)oth by the State and by the Federal Governments?
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Dr. True. Yes, sir; I propose to submit a little later on a num-
ber of tables showing how this money is used.
Mr. Anderson. I do not want to anticipate it.

,
Mr. Hutchinson. I want to ask you a question right there. You

said, a moment ago that you had 2,000 county agents.
Mr. McFjAUGHLrN of" Jkichigan. Two thousand counties provided

with agents.
Mr. HirrcHiNsoN. In most of the States, if you pay for a county

agent, does not the State pay an equal amount ? In other words, if

the county does not have a county agent appointed by the State or
the county, do you put one in there and pay all the expense ?

Dr. True, No, sir. I do not know of any such case now.
Mr. Hutchinson. In other words, for every dollar that the Gov-

ernment gives the county puts up the same amount, does it ?

Dr. True. The county puts up more than an equal amount.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The State?
Mr. Hutchinson. The State puts up more ?

Dr. True. Yes.
Mr. Hutchinson. In otlier words, you do not pay the county agent

in any county in the United States where the State does not give an
equal amount ?

Dr. True. At least an equal amount.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is that entirely true. Doctor?

Under item 37 and under 38 contribution by the States is not abso-
lutely required, is it? Under the Lever law it does have to be dupli-

cated by the States.

Dr. True. There is no requirement in law for any particular amount
to be contributed under these two items that you are referring to now.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is it not a fact that some of the

county agents are employed and paid entirely out of these two funds
without contribution by the States in which they are employed ?

Dr. True. No, sir ; that is not the case.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I thought it was.
The Chairman. No cooperation is required under item 37 except

in the discretion of the Secretary ?

Dr. True. No, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But he says it has been required in

all cases.

Dr. True. Yes, sir.

Mr. Harrison. Under the emergency appropriation we paid the

total salary of some of the county agents, but I do not understand that

we are paying the entire salary of any agent under items 37 and 38.

The Chairman. Is it not a fact that the Federal Government con-

tributes $4,100,000 for which the States are required to match dollar

for dollar ?

Dr. True. Yes, sir ; under the Smith-Lever Act.

The Chairman. They are not required to match the $715,720 nor

the $480,000?
Dr. True. That is correct.

The Chairman. There is $715,720 outside of the cotton belt?

Dr. True. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. There is $634,800 in the cotton boll-weevil district?

Dr. True. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. That is $1,350,520 ?
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Dr. Tkue. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Then under the Smith-Lever Act next year vou
get $3,580,000?

Dr. True. Yes, sir; phis the $1,500,000 supplementary fund to be
used under terms of the Smith-Lever Act.
The Chairman. The total is $6,430,520 Federal funds?
Dr. True. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You pay the States $480,000 ; to which they are
entitled without matching?

Dr. True. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. That leaves $5,950,520.
Dr. Trtte. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Then they pay the States $715,720 and $634,800,
which it is within the discretion of the Secretary whether that be
matched or not. We will say that they are not required to match
that, which would leave $4,600,000 to' be matched by the States,
dollar for dollar.

Dr. True. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Add to the $4,600,000 put up by the States the
$6,430,520 appropriated in this bill for the work and you have
11,030,520; you say that you are now in 2,000 counties, so that would
give an average of $5,515 for each county.

Dr. True. Yes, sir; if the money was spent in that way for a
single agent in each county, if that is what you are thinking of.

The Chairman. The average of the 2,000 counties is $5,515 ?

Dr. True. Yes ; under that enumeration for the 2,000 counties.
The Chairman. I understood j-ou to say that you had 2,000

counties ?

Dr. True. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. That would be the average amount available?

,

Dr. True. If you apportion it in that way it includes whatever
is paid for the salary and expenses of the county agricultural agent,
and also the woman agent, or boys' and girls' club leader. It also
includes money that is spent for supervisory officers and for the ex-
tension specialists who go out to aid people living in the counties.

The Chairman. How much is used for the organizers and how
much for the agents?

Dr. True. The average expense for county agents—^his salary and
expenses at present—is $3,600.

The Chairman. What is the average salary of the agent? You
pay his expenses besides, do you not?

Dr. True. You would have to take off $1,000 for traveling ex-
• penses.

The Chairman. Then the average salary is about $2,600?
Dr. True. $2,500 or $2,600. For the woman agent the cost, includ-

ing her expenses, will average $2,600.

The Chairman. What would her salary average?
Dr. True. The salary would be perhaps $1,800 on the average.
The Chairman. That would make $6,2Q0 for the two.
Dr. True. That, of course, is more money than you estimated, but,

as a matter of fact, we have more money than that. Through the
contributions of the counties and the States, in addition to what they
are required to put up, we have a considerable amount of money;
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SO that the total amount of money which we have for extension work
in the United States this year is $14,250,000.
The Chairman. The States put up more than the Federal Gov-

ernment does?
Dr. True. Yes, the States and the counties particularly. Since the

emergency fund was withdrawn, we have to rely on tlie counties
more; and those counties thus far that have really wanted to have
agents have been very generous with their contributions and have
supported the work beyond what we expected they would.
Mr. Hutchinson. Do you get a report of the expenditures of

each county directly from the States?
Dr. Trtje. Yes, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. Do you have that in printed form?
Dr. True. I have tables here which show that, which I will insert

in the record.

(The statement referred to follows:)

GENEKAI, STATISTICS OF COOPERATIVE AGEICUI-TUKAI, EXTENSION WORK.

The funds available In the fiscal year 1919-20 for cooperative agricultural
extension work in the 48 States as shown in the projects submitted by the
State ajrricultural colleges and approved by the Secretary of Agriculture, as
compared with funds available for the same purpose in the five preceding fiscal

years, are shown in the following tables:

Sources of funds.
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The general lines of work to wlilch the extension funds are devoted are
shown in the following table

:

Allotment of cooperative extension funds to lines of work, 1915-1920.

Year.
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Number of cooperative extension employees in the States, 1917-1919.

Date. County agent
work.

Home dem-
onstration
work.

Boys' and
girl.s'-wbrk.

Total.

April, 1917
July, 1917
January, 1918. .

.

July, 1918
Januarv, 1919...
July, 1919
September, 1919,

October, 1919...
November, 1919
December, 1919.
January, 1920...

1,461
1,659
2,351
3,001
2,774
2,808
2,603
2,501
2,496
2,413
2,382

545
593

1,408
2,034
1,679
1,774
1,210
l.llS
1,070
1,058
1,032

143
248
445

1,181
445
686
447
439
400
430
384

2,149
2,500
4,204
6,216
4,898
5,268
4,269
4,065
3,966
3,901
3,798

The number of counties having agricultural agents and home demonstration
agents on July 1, 1914-1919. inclusive, is shown in the following table

:

Numler of counties with extension agents, July 1, 1914-1919.

Date.
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the college for the pay of those specialists that are sent out from
the college?

Dr. True. We do not from the funds directly appropriated to our
«xtension offices, except in the case of the farm management demon-
stration work in the Northern States, which, as you will remember,
has been carried a number of years in the item for the northern
extension office.

Mr. McLatighlin of Michigan. You spoke of problems coming up
that the county agents are not able to solve, and that it is necessary
to have some one better informed to go to help them. I have noticed
that when representatives of other bureaus have been before this
committee, in talking about their work, they have told us that they
have specialists for cattle, specialists in cattle diseases, specialists in
hog diseases, specialists in poultry, specialists in different kinds of
farm crops, etc. These gentlemen came before us and told us that
it is necessary to have specialists employed to do these different
kinds of work, because the county agents in no cases are capable of
doing it. That is a reflection on the county-agent system that is

quite serious, and we have heard it here most emphatically for at
.least two or three years. None of these county agents can do it.

There must be some specialist to do every little thing outside the
most ordinary farm work.

Dr. True. The theory, as I understand it, on which the extension
work of the Department of Agriculture is conducted is that the de-
partment, as the result of its investigations, has special Imowledge
which it can carry out to the States and which can supplement what
the States have along such lines. In some cases that may be some-
thing that is very new. In other cases it may not be, but the par-
ticular thing is a new thing to the region in which the extension work
is done, though it is not a new thing to the department. For instance,
as I understand it, cotton growing is now being developed in New
Mexico and Arizona, particularly in Arizona. The department has
been carrying on special experiments on long-staple cotton. That
is a new industry in Arizona, and the college there has nobody who
is specially expert in that matter. The county agents in the counties
would not know about that. It is a new matter. In such a case as
that the department can send out men who have a broader and
deeper knowledge of the subject than either the State or the county
agent. In a number of the Southern States in the past the depart-
ment has done a relatively large amount of work along the line of
dairy husbandry and dairying, because that work was not developed
in those States and the colleges were not equipped with thoroughly
informed experts in many cases. That thing is constantly shifting,

but, as I said, the theory on which the department is conducting ite

extension work is that it has new and special knowledge, which not
all the States and the counties have, to supplement the work which
the States and counties are able to furnish themselves.

Mr. McLaughun of Michigan. Over and over again in our hear-
ings, when the matter of sending out experts was talked about, some
member of the committee has asked, " Why can not the county agent
do that? It seems like a simple matter.- Can not the county agent

do it?" The gentlemen from the different bureaus have replied:
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" No ; the county agents are not competent to do it." The gentle-
men who are here, the members of the committee, will bear me out
that they have said that time without number.

Dr. Teub. It is difficult for me to deal with that matter without
more specific knowledge as to just what that means. The various^
experts in the department are undoubtedly enthusiastic about their
own subjects, and they may in some cases overstate the thing, but
in a good many cases it is true that they have some new or special

knowledge which you would not expect a man to have who had
graduated from an agricultural college some years ago and had
gone out to help the people in the county in a general way.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They had to hire men to go oiit

to help form bull-buying clubs. They had to hire men to go out
to organize cow-testing associations, and so on. I can not recall

the different things, but they seemed to me like ordinary work and
activities that a county agent might do.

Dr. True. It may be so in certain sections.

The' Chairman. How much money is now being used for these

supervisors and how many are there of them ?

Dr. True. Here is the whole statement with reference to our funds.
The Chairman. Will you put it in concise form in the record ?

Dr. True. I have quite a number of details which I would like

to insert in the record and which will put this in a connected way.
The Chairman. On the floor we can not conveniently go through

all the tables you have had.prepared, to answer these questions.

Dr. True. I can tell you briefly in this way: We have now, as I
said, nearly $14,250,000. Out of that $914,000, in round numbers,
is spent for administration at the colleges. That is about 7 per
cent. Two per cent, or $207,000, is spent for printing and distribu-

tion of publications. That, you will see, is 3 per cent less than
might be spent under the law. For extension specialists, $2,271,-

500, in round numbers, is spent.

Mr. Anderson. Is that spent by you or through the colleges?

Dr. True. Through the colleges. That fund does include some
of the department people. That includes the amounts that are

budgeted in the projects.

Mr. Anderson. Let me understand that now. That $2,000,000 in-

cludes some men who are employed by the department?
Dr. True. Yes ; in vai'ious bureaus.

Mr. Anderson. Are they paid out of their appropriations or out

of this appropriation ?

Dr. True. They are paid out of the appropriations of the different

bureaus.
Mr. Anderson. But it does not come in here ?

Dr. True. It comes in here because I have given the total amount
of money which is available for extension work.
Mr. Anderson. All right.

The Chairman. This $914,000?

Dr. True. That is for administration.

The Chairman. Is that for county agents?
Dr. True. No, sir ; that includes the administrative expenses at the

college.

The Chairman. What does the $914,000 include?
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Dr. True. That includes the general expenses of the extension
offices, the accounting, supplies and equipment, etc.

The Chairman. It seems to me that is a large amount.
Dr. True. Each college has set up under this extension system

•offices at the college. The funds are all accounted for there. They
prepare a large amount of material, in the form of publications,
charts, and mimeograph material, which they send out to counties for
use. They have miscellaneous expenses, equipment, some travel, and
salaries of the general administrative officers. For that they spend
about 7 per cent of the total extension funds. That has not im-
pressed me as an unduly large amount, considering what it covers.

The Chairman. It is practically $20,000 for each State.

Dr. T&TJE. Yes. Then we have the $207,000 for printing and dis-

tribution of publications. That is 2 per cent. Then we have the
$2,271,500, in round numbers, for specialists, which is about 16 per
cent. That leaves for the work of the county agents, home dem-
onstration agents, and the boys' and girls' club work, $10,861,000^:
or 75 per cent. For the county agricultural agents we have
$7,429,500. That is 51 per cent. For the home-economics agents the
amount is $2,571,700, in round numbers, or 18 per cent ; for the boys'

and girls' club work, $859,600, or 6 per cent.

The Chairman. That does not leave very much for the agents.

Dr. True. In general, we may say that 75 per cent of the money
is spent for the work in the counties.

The Chairman. How many specialists have you and what do
they do ?

Dr. Trtjb. Our present records show that in the United States as

a whole there are about 775 specialists.

Mr. Hutchinson. Where are they located. Doctor?
Dr. True. They have headquarters at the colleges.

The Chairman. Do they stay at the colleges or go through the
country ?

Dr. True. They spend a large part of the time in the field, but
their headquarters are at the colleges.

The Chairman. What do they do at the college ?

Dr. True. At the college they are engaged in the preparation of
publications and in correspondence relating to the extension work,
in the various lines, as in dairying, field crops, drainage, irrigation,

and so on. There are about 15 or 16 different subjects for which
each college may have extension specialists. However, all of them
do not have as many as that. Some of these specialists are em-
ployed on part time ; that is, they may give a half or a third of their

time to this work, while others may give their whole time to it.

The Chairman. That is about 15 specialists for every State?

Dr. True. About 15 or 16 specialists for each State. That is about
one on the average for each of the main divisions of the college,

that is, agronomy, horticulture, forestry, animal husbandry, dairy-

ing, and so on. Of course, there are not forestry experts for every

State, but in some States where horticulture is a very important
subject there may be more than one specialist in that sufcject. There
may be a specialist on vegetables and another on fruits, for example.

The subject is divided up. And there are plant pathology and ani-

mal pathology, etc.
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The Chairman. The experts in various lihes are sent out by you ?

Dr. Tbue. They are sent from the colleges. I am speaking now of
people employed at the colleges who go out.
The Chairman. Are we to understand that we are employing pro-

fessors for the colleges?
Dr. True. We are employing these people as extension specialists

at the college.

The Chairman. In connection with this work?
Dr. True. In connection with this work. Each college has an ex-

tension division.

The Chairman. Are they working for the college, the State, or the
Government ?

Dr. True. They are working for the extension work in the State
as far as they are employed for that purpose. As I said, some of
these men are employed part time. A man may be employed for a
half or a third of his time as an extension worker going out through
the State.

The Chairman. You mean part of the time by the State ?

Dr. True. Yes ; by the State at the college.

The Chairman. Paid out of the State funds ?

Dr. True. Out of the extension funds that they have at the college.

The Chairman. Outside of these Federal funds?
Dr. True. We are talking about both Federal and State funds.

They are working for us and also for the colleges—the States. It is

a joint enterprise.

The Chairman. Then the colleges pay them for part time and we
pay them for part?

Dr. True. Yes.

The Chairman. They are paid part time out of the Federal funds
and part time out of the State funds ?

Dr. True. Here is a man employed at the college, an expert in

dairying, and he spends half of his time in teaching classes.

The Chairman. Who pays for that?
Dr. True. The college pays that. We look after that very care-

fully.

The Chairman. Then he devotes half of his time to extension

work ?

Dr. True. Yes.

The Chairman. And that is paid out of these joint funds?
Dr. True. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You say there are 775 specialists?

Dr. True. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. What do they do during the half-time they are

employed by you?
Dr. True. Part of the half time they spend at the college prepar-

ing extension publications and also answering correspondence, in-

quiries that come to them from the country agents or from farmers

around the State who want information. Then they go out to the

counties by an understanding with the county agents. Sometimes
the agent has them come out there to give him some definite instruc-

tions ; he goes out with the specialist to see what is the trouble in cer-

tain cases and gets instructions which will help him the next time to

solve that problem. Or it may be a group of farmers who want in-
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struction on that subject. And meetings are held and they give them
instruction.

The Chaikman. They attend institutes also?

Dr. True. Yes; what we often call institutes. I am speaking now
of meetings in general terms.

The Chairman. Short courses and meetings ?

Dr. True. Yes, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. Then, Doctor, you have 775 experts and they
can handle almost any question that come up at any time, can they ?

Dr. True. Yes, sir; as far as we have the knowledge at all. Our
knowledge is limited.

Mr. Hutchinson. Plant industry or some of the other departments
send specialists out into different parts of the country

;
you have ex-

perts that understand practically anything that comes up that the

county agent wants to know?
Dr. True. Yes, sir. If a bureau in the department has a request

for extension work, say, on some subject as in dairying, then that de-

partment, through the States Relations Service, enters into an ar-

rangement with the State, at the college, to send out one or more of its

men to help in the extension work of the State. That man, while he
is doing extension work, may be located at the college. When a job

is done there, he comes back to. the department and may go to an-

other State.

Mr. Hutchinson. Suppose we have a county agent that does not

know how to make a crop estimate ; have you men to tell him how ?

Dr. True. Our agents do not deal with the crop estimating. The
department has its force.

Mr. Hutchinson. Suppose we have a county agent so ignorant

that he does not know how to estimate a crop of wheat. Do you
have some one to tell him?

Dr. True. That work is not a part of the regular duties of a

county agent.

Mr. Hutchinson. I know ; but we have so many different depart-

ments that we want to consolidate some of them and save money.

Dr. True. But the county agent is one of the busiest men in the

United States now, and we are trying to protect him from having

more duties put on him.

Mr. Hutchinson. His time is taken up ?

Dr. True. It is more than taken up.

Mr. Hutchinson. He generally has an automobile and three or

four men, too?

Dr. True. Stop and think of a county agent in one county where

there may be 3,000 farmers.

Mr. Htjtchinson. These county agents generally have an auto-

mobile and two or three to go with them all the time ?

Dr. True. They must have an automobile.

Mr. Hutchinson. And assistants, including, generally, a lady

demonstrator?
i • , t

Dr. True. There is a lady demonstrator, but she deals with the

household matters, chiefly. Those people are the busiest people,

and the work is very strenuous. In fact, as far as the women are

concerned, we have difficulty in getting and keeping good women
agents, as that work uses them up too fast—the hard traveling under
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all sorts of conditions and boarding around in different places. It
is very strenuous work for a woman.
The Chairman. These specialists are employed by the colleges, and

you also employ some of them?
Dr. Trtje. Certainly.
The Chairman. You get your specialists from the colleges?

Dr. Trtie. Certainly.
The Chairman. Most of them are professors in the colleges?

Dr. TRtiEt Some of them are ; but quite a considerable number of
them do not do any teaching. They are employed all the time as

extension specialists.

The Chairman. Some of them?
Dr. True. A good many of them.
The Chairman. Have you any estimate as to how many special-

ists there are from the other bureaus of the department cooperating
with you. For instance, does the Bureau of Plant Industry send
out specialists?

Dr. True. Certainly; under instructions from the Secretary, men
are not to go into the States or extension work unless they btive

an arrangement through the States Relations Service with the

college in the State, so that there shall not be a duplication of the

work and confusion in the enterprise.

The Chairman. Do the specialists referred to by Mr. McLaugh-
lin cooperate with you ? • ,

Dr. True. Certainly.

The Chairman. If the Dairy Division should send out some one
from that division, would he cooperate with your people?

Dr. True. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Thank you. Doctor. The committee will now
recess.

(Thereupon, at 5.45 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned until

to-morrow, Friday, January 9, at 10 o'clock a. m.)

Committee on Agriculture,
House of Representatives,

Friday, January 9, 1920.

The committee met at 10 o'clock a. m., Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen
(chairman) presiding.

States Relations Service—Continued.

The Chairman. You may proceed. Dr. True.

STATEMENT OF DR. A. C. TRTJE, DIRECTOR OF THE STATES RELA-
TION SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Continued.

Dr. True. Yesterday, when we concluded, we were still on item

37, for the farmer's cooperative demonstrative work" in the Nortii-

ern States. I have here a statement of the field force employed in

these States. There are 31 State leaders of county agricultural
agents, 78 assistant State leaders, and 1,108 county agricultural
agents. There are 29 State leaders of home demonstration agents.
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203 assistant State home demonstration agents, and 225 county home
demonstration agents. There are 22 State leaders of boys' and
girls' club work, 73 assistant State leaders of boys' and girls' club
work, and 230 county club leaders. That makes the total number of
cooperative employees 1,845. T-o these must be added 33 extension
directors and 526 specialists, who are not paid anything from the
direct appropriation to the department, making a total lorCe in the
33 Northern and Western States of 2,404 persons.

The Federal, State, and county funds used in cooperative exten-

sion work in the 33 northern and western States amount this year
to about $8,900,000.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. To me, Dr. True, that is somewhat
confusing. In the first place, that includes money contributed by
the States from all sources in the States. We are interested only in

the amount of money that is appropriated by Congress for that work.
Those figures are interesting, and that may be just what some of the
other members of the committee want, but I am particularly inter-

ested in the amounts Congress is appropriating; and when they are
included in other great big amounts, as I say, it is confusing to me.
Dr. True. Later on, Mr. McLaughlin, I will present some tables

which, I think, will clear up that matter. As a matter of fact, this

work is all of a cooperative nature and so joined together that, unless

we take into account all the persons and funds, we do not get a com-
plete idea of it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is interesting to know the fig-

ures—^how much the States have contributed and in what way and
how they used it. I think we ought to have pretty definitely just

the amounts for each kind of work appropriated for by Congress;
but you say you will furnish that later.

Dr. True. I have prepared a brief statement regarding some of
the results of this work in the Northern States, if you desire to go
into that, or I can put that in the record.

The Chairman. How long a statement is it?

Dr. True. Just a few paragraphs.
The Chairman. You may give it to us now.
Dr. True. In 1918, which is the last year for which we have com-

plete figures, the county agricultural agents in the Northern and
Western States conducted 77,668 demonstrations incident to crop and
live-stock production. These demonstrations were visited by 677,653
persons, and the increased profits to farmers on whose farms they
were conducted, due to better practices, amounted to $22,206,307, or
more than five times the total cost of the work in

^ the Northern
States.

The total value of the cooperative business conducted by farmers'
exchanges and other cooperative associations organized with the aid
of the county agents in this and preceding years amounted to $41,-

847,783. The saving to farmers effected through these organizations
amounted to $4,500,000.

The home-demonstration agents brought about the home canning
of 24,000,000 quarts of fruits and vegetables. The 250,000 boys and
girls who made comptlete reports on their work produced $6,000,000
worth of products, with a profit of $3,500,000 ; while the total super-

164315—20 60
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visory cost of all the crop work in which, in all, 527,723 boys and
girls were enrolled, was $547,851.
The Chairman. Kindly state the character of the work of the

demonstrations and the exchanges.
Dr. True. Those were organizations which the farmers formed

for the purpose of marketing their crops or live stock or purchasing

fertilizers or other material.
The Chairman. You have reference to a cooperative association?

Dr. True. Yes ; cooperative associations of various kinds. I have
used that term " farmers' exchanges " because it is often used in a

general way.
The Chairman. Do they associate in marketing?
Dr. Trtxe. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And in buying also ?

Dr. True. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. What is the character of the demonstrations ta

which you refer ?

Dr. True. They covered a great variety of subjects. There were
demonstrations with the various crops.

The Chairman. Do you go on the farms and make the demonstra-
tions ?

Dr. True. Oh, yes. The demonstrations are carried on on the

farm by the farmer himself, under the supervision of the county
agent. The county agent and the farmer get together and arrange

to make a demonstration of some new crop or some new method of
cultivation or fertilization, and the farmer carries on that demon-
stration, and then meetings are held.

The Chairman. Does that operation include the whole farm or
just a small plot?

Dr. True. Just a small portion.

The Chairman. Is it a demonstration of what can be done with
the use of certain fertilizers, intense cultivation, and rotation of
crops ?

Dr. True. Yes ; a variety of things.

The Chairman. You spoke about a certain profit, running into the

millions. How was that arrived at?

Dr. True. We receive the reports of the agents, in which state-

ments are made about what is done in the demonstration, what the

results were, what prices were received for the crops or live stock,

and the profit.

The Chairman. Are books kept of the cost ?

Dr. True. Yes; books are kept.

The Chairman. And the increased production, compared with the
increased cost, and also increased use under normal conditions?

Dr. True. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And the profits and advantages run up into the
millions, as stated by you ?

Dr. True. Yes, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. Do you get at the dollars and cents figures by
keeping a record ? Do the county agents keep a record ?

Dr. True. The farmer usually keeps the record. Mr. Smith, who
is in charge of that work, will explain it to you if you desire.

The Chairman. We will be glad to hear Mr. Smith.
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STATEMENT OF MR. CLARENCE B. SMITH, CHIEF OF THE OFFICE
OF EXTENSION WORK IN THE NORTHERN AND WESTERN
STATES, STATES RELATIONS SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRI-
CULTURE.

-Mr, Smith. These 77,000 demonstrations are just the measured
demonstrations—demonstrations on which actual records were kept
by the farmers themselves and over which the county agents have
supervision. Of course there Was a great deal of additional work
done and no record is kept of that additional work. These are
simply the measured demonstrations in 40 lines of work.
Mr. Hutchinson. That is just a small part of the agriculture car-

ried on, then—just what goes to your own demonstrations?
Mr. Smith. Yes

;
just what is included in our demonstrations. We

did not dare make any estimate on things on which we did not have
the figures.

Mr. Hutchinson. Are these exact figures on just what you demon-
strate, or are they multiplied by the agriculture of the country ?

Mr. Smith. They are the exact figures on these particular areas,

sometimes of small extent and sometimes of large extent.

Mr. Hutchinson. I understood the amount is $22,000,000.

Mr. Smith. More than that on the demonstration areas alone.

Mr. Hutchinson. That is just what you get accurate accounts of,

in a small way ? Do you demonstrate around the country ?

Mr. Smith. It is just on the areas on those particular lines in

which demonstrations are being carried on.

The Chairman. Will you kindly go into the details of certain of

your demonstrations and tell us exactly what is being done?
Mr. Smith. Take potatoes. It may be a matter of standardiza-

tion of varieties of potatoes or a variety that is best adapted to the

community. The college has worked out a variety that they think

is better adapted to the community than some other variety. That
variety is tried out in the community, we will say, on an acre plot,

in comparison with the variety the farmer usually grows. Both are

given the same kind of cultivation, and the differences in yield may
show the differences in value of the variety that is recommended,
for instance, over the varieties that are commonly grown. That is a

minor type of demonstration.
Another demonstration in connection with potatoes might be the

amount a group of farmers received from a carload of mixed va-

rieties of potatoes versus a carload of all one variety of potatoes.

They are just simply illustrations.

The Chairman. I take it also as to cultivation ?

Mr. Smith. Cultivation; yes, sir.

The Chairman. You try out different methods of cultivation ?

Mr. Smith. Yes; we try out different methods of cultivation if

that seems to be an important matter in the community.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That particular work was done in

one of the counties in my district, and it was done very well indeed,

under Mr. Blandford, in Newaygo Cpunty. You Imow him, do you ?

Mr. Smith. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I think it was with very good
results.
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Mr. Smith. The cooperative marketing potato work in Michigan
has been one of the outstanding features of the work in that State.
I can not remember the exact figures now, but the cooperative mar-
keting work for last year ran into the thousands of carloads marketed
through their farmers' organizations.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I know the county agents have

encouraged the farmer to get better varieties of seed. I remember
that one or two of the county agents recommended a certain kind of
rye and induced the farmers to put in certain acreages, and they
noted the acreage, the increased yield, and the increased price of
the product on the market, and the results were very satisfactory.
Mr. Smith. Eosen rye?
Mr. McLaughlin. Eosen rye; and it is that character of work

and that particular line you are speaking of that is being done?
Mr. Smith. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I think you can approximately

get at the profit, the difference between the results of the better seed
and the better cultivation and the old rye with the old system. That
is the way you get at these figures that you speak of in making a com-
parison ?

Mr. Smith. Yes, sir. In the case of the county agent's work we
rely on the county agent's report itself. In the case of the boys'
and girls' club work, each boy and girl who sends in a report gets

a certification by two witnesses as to the entire operation, the yields

on their plots, and presumably the cost of production.
The Chairman. This demonstration, then, is largely a boys' and

girls' club demonstration?
Mr. Smith. No, sir ; it involves a whole community.
The Chairman. Who carries on the demonstrations?
Mr. Smith. The farmer himself carries it on, sometimes at the

suggestion of the county agent. That is one class of people. Theit
the same kind of work may be carried on in our boys' and girls' club

work.
The Chairman. Now kindly explain something about the market-

ing.

Mr. Smith. Yes; I can explain, perhaps, the local live-stock ex-

change, which is very common in Minnesota and a number of tlie

States. The farmers are accustomed to selling their stock to local

buyers and the local buyers pay them what is necessary and make a
profit on it. The fanners, when they get together at a group meet-
ing, may decide that it would be better for them to club together

and sell -cooperatively, so that they might sell in carload lots. The
county agent may advise them or tell them of the success that has

been attained in that line of work in other communities which he

may know about and encourage them to organize themselves into a

live-stock shipping association.

On a certain day the cattle or live stock is brought in ; it is graded

by a committee of the farmers themselves and shipped in carload

lots. Each one is so marked that they know who the owner is. They
do their own business with their own officers. The county agent, in

an advisory capacity, is a kind of stimulus to get them to do that

thing.

Mr. Young. I am curious to know just how you handle the ship-

ment on the market. Suppose you get there, say, with 30 head of
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steers in the car and these steers belong to 15 different farmers, are
they sold as individual animals at the market point, or are they sold
in carload lots ?

Mr. Smith. I can not tell you exactly how that is done, but I know
it is so handled that each one of the shippers gets the proper amount
for his stock.

The Chairman. If they are of the same quality, they are sold in a
bunch, but weighed separately. Thank you, Mr. Smith. We will
hear Mr. Knapp.

STATEMENT OF MR. BRADFORD KNAPP, CHIEF OF THE OFFICE OF
EXTENSION WORK IN THE SOUTHERN STATES, STATES RELA-
TIONS SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Knapp. They are weighed separately at the chute as the farm-
ers bring them in. Eecords are kept separately, and when they ar-

rive at the market they are sold in a carload as an individual would
sell his. They go onto the market and are sold just as though they
belonged to one individual, and the returns are prorated according
to the grading. Before they go into the car they are all graded and
are sold on the same gi-ading.

Mr. Young. So that the farmers have no disputes when the returns

come back as to whether some other fellow is getting the money for

his particular steer?

Mr. Knapp. No ; there is no dispute of that kind. The interesting

thing about that, where they are ]ust small farmers and have only a

few cattle in the car, is that the losses in transit are prorated; so

that, if one old farmer had only one steer and that was the only one

lost in transit, he does not lose it, but the loss is prorated. I find that

is one of the most encouraging things to the farmers themselves—the

insurance on their shipments.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Heretofore, just as Mr. Smith has

said, the farmers were at the mercy of the string butchers, as we call

them—the men who run around the country and ipake a business of

picking up cattle and paying the farmers just what they please. In

these associations, composed of a large number of farmers, their

stock is graded ; they do not put good fat steers in with old cows on

their last legs and thin cattle that are no good which, when they get

to the market, bring a small price. Altogether it is very profitable. I

have heard men connected with the associations with which I am
familiar and of which I have some knowledge speak about it, and it

is very satisfactory.
_

,

Mr. Knapp. The idea is to substitute a good business system in

place of a bad system. In Mississippi, where the hog industry has

increased since the last census by 76 per cent, the farmers did not

know very much about marketing hogs. They never had marketed

beyond just their local market, and it became necessary to train them

in the marketing of hogs. Local buyers went in there from other

States and bought up the hogs as low as 8 cents a pound, or $8 a

hundred, at a time when the St. Louis market was controlling at $16.

The minute they put in the cooperative system of shipping, the farm-

ers began to get just as good a price as the northern market war-

ranted ; that is,, they began shipping into St. Louis and got close to

the top price.
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Mr. Anderson. Do all these northern hogs come from the southern
market?
Mr. Knapp. No. I might say in that connection that there was a

difference of 5 cents a pound in the county where there was no organi-
zation and no county agent and the place where there was a county
agent. No, Mr. Anderson ; the southern hogs are not all shipped
north. A great many of them are not shipped north, especially

those that are being produced in what we call the peanut region. A
very serious problem with us now in this connection is that of soft

pork. These hogs are mainly marketed at Jacksonville, Fla., Macon
and Moultrie, Ga., , Andalusia, Ala., and one or two other points.

The Mississippi hogs in the main are going north, but the Tennessee
hogs in the main are marketed either at St. Louis, Louisville, or
Nashville. Nashville is beginning to be a very good market. The
hogs of Clay County are marketed mainly in Cincinnati, St. Louis,

and Chicago, and the hogs from the peanut region, which includes a
large acreage in southern Alabama, southern Georgia, and northern
Florida, are marketed mainly at those local points. It is not a good
thing to ship north ; they do not stand well in the northern market.
I have /been through a long investigation of that in cooperation with
the Federal Trade Commission. That whole situation was thor-

oughly investigated, and I have been in personal contact with it.

The Chairman. They sell at a lower price ?

Mr. Knapp. Yes. One of the difficulties we are having right now
is to get the packers to recognize the farmer to the extent of paying
him for good, hard hogs when he produces good, hard hogs, and not
to brand the Avhole section with disapproval by buying them all on
the basis of soft hogs.

The Chairman. Is it generally conceded that there is a difference

in quality ?

Mr. Knapp. There is.

The Chairman. A real difference ?

Mr. Knapp. Oh,' yes. I do not think there can be any -question

about that—^that there is a real difference in quality.

The Chairman. To what extent?

Mr. Knapp. That is a difficult question to answer. There seems

to be a very great difference of opinion. The packers say that there

is a marked difference, due to the shrinkage in the process from
killing to curing the meat, while the investigations of the experiment

stations and of the Department of Agriculture thus far fail to verify

that statement.

The Chairman. The hogs produce more lard and less meat ?

Mr. Knapp. The meat itself is softer; the tissue itself is softer.

The lard has a lower melting point and requires stearine to be added

to it, which is permitted under the rules, in order to make hard lard

out of it. Our problemJs to balance up the ration of the hog and not

to feed him all peanuts, and we are at work with the farmers on that

now.
Mr. Young. I know something about it in a small way down in

my State—not so much in connection with peanut-fed hogs as with
mast-fed hogs, and in the earlier days we were confronted with the

same problem.
Mr. Knapp. The mast-fed hog presents the same problem.
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Mr. Young. We learned to let them run on the mast for a few
weeks and then to put them on corn and harden up the meat.
Mr. Knapp. Our experience is that that works out a great many

times. However, the packers tell us that you can not make a hard
hog after you have fattened him once on mast or peanuts. That
problem is one that the department and experiment stations have to

M ork out ; we have to know about that ; and I must confess I do not
think we do know now.
Mr. Young. Speaking as a layman, I have had a little practical

experience on that, and my own judgment is the packers are holding
us up on that proposition.

Mr. Knapp. Mr. Young, I am inclined to agree with you. That
is my experience, too.

Mr. Young. Because the man who has raised hogs in that way and
has eaten the meat himself and gone through" the actual experience
in evei^day life knows it is not so.

Mr. Knapp. Take the Smithfield hams, produced in West Virginia.

Those hogs are fed on peanuts; the Brooks County (Ga.) hogs come
the same way, and they are the most delicate and fine-flavored article

you want to eat anywhere.
The Chairman. And they sell at a higher price ?

Mr. Knapp. Yes.
Mr. Young. I raise my meat in that way ; I feed my^ hogs on such

feed as cottonseed meal or peanuts (I use just whatever I have), but
when I finish them I use corn. In my own case, in curing and eating
my own meat, I know when the packers say you have an article that is

not just as good they are telling something that is not true.

Mr. TiNCHEE. And the packer hardly ever sells any soft pork?
Mr. Young. He does not sell any soft pork, but when he buys his

hogs he pays the price for soft pork.
The Chairman. Do the stockmen and merchants take kindly to

this proposition ?

Mr. Knapp. Of course, the local buyer, who is in there to buy as
•cheaply as he can and beat down the price to the farmer and sell

at a high price on the market, is not in favor of it; but "the local

banker and merchants are very highly in favor of it, because it

puts more money in the hands of the farmer, and they have a better

opportunity to fix up their farms. The result of that would be that

the competition between the farmers' organization and the stock

buyer would hold the price up so that there would be no difference

between the two, except that the one has to pay the expenses of his

manager and the other is a manager himself.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Knapp.

TURTHER STATEMENT OF MR. CLARENCE B. SMITH, CHIEF OF
THE OFFICE OF EXTENSION WORK IN THE NORTHERN AND
WESTERN STATES, STATES RELATIONS SERVICE.

Mr. Smith. Sometimes that local stock buyer becomes the manager
for the farmei'S in handling their work. The number of purchasing

and marketing associations organized last year through the influence

of the agents were about 1,050, and the groups that they dealt with

did a business of around $26,000,000.
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The Chairman. Is it generally a success?
Mr. Smith. They are generally successful; yes, sir.

The Chairman. Do many of them incorporate ?

Mr. Smith. There is not much capital usually involved.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is sort of a voluntary organi-

zation ?

Mr. Smith. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is not a corporation ordinarily,

is it?

Mr. Smith. Not ordinarily. There are all kinds, but ordinarily

it is not.

The Chairman. In the northwestern States, in Iowa and Minne-
sota, they are nearly all incorporated.
Mr. Anderson. They are incorporated under the State laws au-

thorizing that particular kind of a corporation, some of them hav-
ing stock and others not ; that is my recollection.

I have an impression that four or five years ago in Minnesota we
had so-called State farms—that is, \^& had farms which were oper-

ated entirely under the direction of the county agent or the State

college.

Mr. Smith. Yes.
Mr.. Anderson. Is that work being continued?
Mr. Smith. Yes, sir; and it is being discontinued, too. They had

12 or 15 farms that they called farm-management demonstration
farms. The land was owned by the farmers, and the college assumed
entire direction of the farm. They have kept records on those farms
now for 10 or 12 years and the results that they secure each year on
each farm are presented usually at a mass meeting at the end of the

year, where all the farmers of the community are invited to attend.

They have found, while that is an accurate method, that it is rather

expensive and does not reach enough farmers, and so they are grad-

ually giving up that work now that the county-agent work is coming
in and operates more broadly so as to reach many more farmers.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You say it was expensive. Why
should rt be expensive?
Mr. Smith. It required some representative from the college to go

out there once about every two or three weeks.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It was expensive to the State ; not

to the farmer?
Mr. Smith. Expensive to the State; yes. The farms in practically

every case worked out very satisfactorily and made good demonstra-
tion farms, but it required on the part of the college too much over-

head supervision.

The Chairman. Did not the counties pay the expenses ?

Mr. Smith. No; it is a separate proposition in Minnesota;
these farms were started by the colleges and the counties had noth-

ing to do with it at all. The overhead expense was borne entirely by
the college and the farmers in the county simply followed the direc-

tions of the college.

Mr. Anderson. This work was begun, as I recall, before we had
any county organizations to speak of in Minnesota.
Mr. Smith. I have a report right here on that very thing. There

are 14 of those privately owned farms now in that State, and I have
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the details of that if you are interested and can let them go in the
record.

Mr. TiNCHEK. I see on your chart there that you have certain
counties marked " organized." Does that mean that they have a
county agent or had a county agent on November 1, 1919 ?

Dr. True. Yes, sir.

Mr. Smith. All these that are marked with this purple color.
Mr. TiNCHER. The others, those not marked that way, did not have

a county agent on November 1?
Dr. True. Those shown in yellow have no county agent.
Mr. TiNCHER. I am conducting correspondence with a lot of im-

postors, then, because I know in my congressional district they have
half a dozen agents ; they have county agents, and they did all sum-
mer. In my own county—I was there last summer when the agent
was appointed. Take Barber County, Kans.; I had a fight with
the county commissioners to appoint an agent there, and I Know he
is there and that he has been there all summer ; but that chart shows
there is no organization.
Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. Perhaps this chart was prepared

before that time.

Mr. TiNCHER. No; it says November 1, 1919. I know he was there

and that he did good work in furnishing harvest hands to get the
work done.

Mr. Smith. That chart may not be accurate, but it is pretty
nearly accurate.

Dr. Trite. There miy be some technical reason why that would
not get on our recorJ.

Mr. TiNCHER. T'lere are three or four counties that I know of
which have coun'y agents, but which are not shown on your chart.

Mr. Smith. 1 here are 40 county agents in Kansas. I have not
the names of those agents here.

Mr. TixcHER. I do not think there M'ere 15 counties in Kansas on
November 1 that did not have county agents.

Mr. Smith. There are 105 counties in Kansas, and on December
1 Kansas had 40 county agents. Before that they had a number
of district agents—men who operated in five or six counties, but the

counties contributed practicallv no money.
Mr. Tinchep. Have you a list of the counties there?

Mr. SsriTH. Not here ; but I can send it up to you.

Mr. TiNCHER. I wish yon would do that. The complaint is that
on the first allotment they allotted all their money, so the Agricul-
tural Department claims, and have no money to take on any new
countv agents. In my district there are 32 counties, only about five

of which got any of the allotment; and the others are complaining
because they did not eet any. I iust corresponded with your de-

partment recently, so I know something is wrong with this chart.

Mr. McLaughun of Nebraska. Along that line. I notice you have
four counties marked "county agents " in Nebraska; we have six to

mv knowledge.
Mr. TiNCHER. They were usually worth their price this summer,

because they aided in doing the work and got the harvest hands
and actually delivered the goods.
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STATEMENT OF DR. A. C. TRUE, DIRECTOR OF THE STATES RELA-
TIONS SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Continued.

The Chairman. This circular reports that at the present time

there are 2,300 out of 2,936 counties in the United States with county

agricultural agents. I understood you to say that you had only

2,000.

Dr. TRtTE. Yes; the number has declined since that report.

Mr. Hutchinson. On your chart up there, I notice there is a de-

crease in most everything. Why is that—because of the condition

of the funds? Are the States not giving as much?
Dr. True. Last year we had a large emergency fund, which was

"withdrawn on the 1st of July.

Mr. Hutchinson. You mean in 1918?
Dr. True. Yes, sir.

Mr. HtjTOHiNSON. That was on account of the war?
Dr. True. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of. Michigan. When the amount of money is

limited, is it advisable to have a county agent in the county, a man,
and a woman besides; and another employed on the boys' clubs and

girls' clubs ? Could not the county agent, if necessary, do that kind

of work? There is not much difficulty about it and no particular

skill is required, is there?

Dr. True. That is just a question of the amount of money which

the county has to put into the work. We go on the principle that

the first thing to do is to get a man agent there. If the county is

willing to go beyond that and to contribute toward the salary of a

woman as well, then we desire to put her in; but you will note in

the Northern States a large number of the counties have not decided

to have a woman agent so far.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Even where a county wishes a

woman agent, it would take the money that can be used to employ
a regular county agent, and the amount of your money is limited.

Dr. True. But if the county desires to have a woman agent, she

can do very useful work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then you allow that county some

money, although it is taken away from the fund that might he used

in employing a county agent elsewhere ?

Dr. True. It does not necessarily work out that way.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It must necessarily, because the

amount of money is limited, and the amount next year may be still

less than you have had this year.

Dr. True. It is not true yet that all the counties are sufficiently

interested in this work to even desire one agent.

Mr. McKiNLEY. Do I understand this : For instance, we will take

my county. Champaign County ; we have a man agent for which the

county is willing to contribute part and the Government then pays
its share of the money for the man agent. That is right, is it not?

Dr. True. Yes; either the Government or the college which re-

ceives the Federal fund.

Mr. McKiNUDY. Suppose they decide they want a woman agent,

also, for which they are going to pay $100 a month: How much do
you contribute?

Dr. True. That would depend upon the circumstances.
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Mr. McKiNLEY. How much would you contribute?
Dr. True. Out of the direct appropriation to the department we'

might not contribute more than $1.

Mr. McKiNLEY. How much would you contribute?
Dr. True. Up to $600, if we had the funds.
Mr. Hutchinson. If I understood it yesterday, the apportionment

to each county was approximately $5,000, and they could hire two
agents if they wanted to.

Dr. True. We do not apportion the amount to the county.
Mr. Hutchinson. You have over 2,000 county agents and you

have $10,000,000, have you not?
Dr. True. The proposition is this, that in order to have an agent

in the county, the county must show a sufficient interest in the work
to contribute a liberal amount toward the support of the agent.

Mr. Hutchinson. But you can not give over your apportionment
of the whole fund, can you—^that is, $5,000 to each county? That is

what it figures up. The way we figured it yesterday it was $5,000 to
each county. Now, you get your county agents for $3,500 and you
have $1,500 to hire a woman, or can you go as high as $5,000?

Dr. True. The thing would not work out practically that way.
What is done with this money, as far as the Federal Government is

concerned, is that it is allotted to the States and goes to the college.

The college takes that money and combines with it the State appro-
priations or money which it has from other sources. Then the State
deals with the county through the county government or the farm
bureau in the county and enters into a cooperative arrangement.
That cooperative arrangement varies, according to circumstances in
the county, so that we have in detail a considerable variety of different
arrangements.
Mr. Hutchinson. Then if any State or any counties in a State do

not ask for it, the State does not get any portion of it ; is that it ?

Dr. True. The State gets its allotment, but the county does not get
the money.

Mr. Hutchinson. The State gets the full allotment—their share of
the full appropriation ?

Dr. True. Yes, sir. I might say further, in reply to Mr. McLaugh-
lin's question regarding the women agents, that thus far about 17 per
cent of the Smith-Lever funds are spent for the home-economics work.
That is at present a matter that is being criticized by the women quite

extensively ; there is an impression, which is quite widespread in this

country among the women, that they are not getting as much of this

money as they ought to have for home-economics work. We have
gone on the principle that this work was not to be developed except
as there was a demand for it in the counties and it was possible to

put in competent women to do this work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. When this farm-demonstration

work was begun, when there was talk about a law and an appropria-
tion, which developed into the Lever law, it was suggested that there

would be money enough for one man in each county in the country.

Many to whom that proposition was submitted were astounded with
the idea that the Federal Government should undertake to have one
man in every county in the country. But now we find that there is
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the demand on the pai't of the department not only for a county agent
in a county but for one or more women in a county, and a separate
agent for the organization of boys' clubs, a separate agent for the
organization of girls' clubs, and so on. It seems to me we are getting
away from the idea that was in the minds of those who framed the
Lever law and did not so strongly favor the proposition to begin with.

Dr. True. The Lever Act provides for work in both agricufture and
home economics. As far as the funds are concerned, we must bear in

mind all the time that the value of the dollar has materially decreased,
so that the money that is given under the Smith-Lever fund will not
go nearly as far as it would have when the act was passed five years
ago. Beside that, in a broader way, it is not simply the department
and the colleges that want these things, but the people themselves de-

sire to have aid along these lines. Tlie result is that there has been
built up quite a comprehensive system of extension work throtjgh the
agricultural colleges and the department, and the States and the
counties have been liberal in their contributions, greatly exceeding
at present the contributions made by the Federal Government We
are simply working under the conditions which we have at present in

developing this system.
The funds available at present are not sufficient to put this system

into full operation in every county in the United States._ It is not
likely for a long time that there will be a woman agent or a club

agent in every county. In those matters we follow the desire of the

people themselves, and that varies greatly. For instance, in South
Carolina, the women's work has been so popular and effective that

every county in South Carolina, if I remember correctly, now has a
woman agent.

Mr. McKiNLEY. But the State and county authorities pay half of

that, do they not?

FURTHER STATEMENT OF MR. BRADFORD KNAPP, CHIEF OF THE
OFFICE OF EXTENSION WORK IN THE SOUTHERN STATES,
STATES RELATIONS SERVICE, DEPARTMEli^ OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Knapp. They pay much more than that. Let me just say, in

answer to Mr. McLaughlin, that as far as we are concerned in the

South we are not advocating the placing of a separate agent for boys'
and girls' club work in the county. We think that is a bad practice,

just as you seem to indicate you think it is. I think it is making too

much organization. Ordinarily, to be perfectly frank, I think it is

enough if we have a county agricultural agent and a county home-
demonstration agent. I want to explain, if you will permit me, why I

think that the county home-demonstration agent is an important
factor. I may say when I took charge of this work in the South, on
the death of my father, that there were-only three women agents in

the United States. At the present time there are 600 counties in the

South where there are home-demonstration agents, and I can point to

many counties where they would part with their county agricultural

agent before they would part with their home-demonstration agent.

If yon conceive of the home work of a woman as merely dietetics (and
I am not criticizing that part; that is all important), and if you
throw out of it the consideration of the practical side of the farm
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>'romen's work, you do not get the full conception of what these
women are doing. Our farm-management people tell us that the farm
is divided into enterprises, and that the proper correlation of the en-
terprises and choice of the correct enterprises make for successful
farming. You know, from your own observation, that the farmer
has his corn, his small grains, his hay, his pasturage, and his cattle
and hogs, and these major enterprises on the farm.

Yet there are, let me say, what we might call the minor enter-
prises of the farm. There is the poultry, which almost universally
falls to the lot of the women ; there is the home dairy, the direction
of which almost universally falls to the lot of the woman ; there is

the vineyard, if there be any, the home vineyard ; there is the can-
ning and preserving and putting away of the food products on the
farm for future use ; there is the home garden and its products, and
her intelligence, as a rule, directs that. Then, besides that, of
course, there is the whole problem of the management of the home.

In the South, it was a problem of adding to the income of the
farm. For instance, of all women engaged in agriculture the last

census showed that there were 84.9 per cent in the cotton territory,

where they were getting 50 cents a day in the field. We knew, and
we have demonstrated time and again, that they could add more to

the family income by productive enterprises around the home that
naturally fall to the woman's lot, if they were taught to do it, than
they could by working as mere field hands out in the fields with a
hoe. And one of the great accomplishments of this work in the
South-is the fact that we have changed hundreds and thousands
of field hands into real home makers who are producing something,
often quite a material production, for the sake of the home income.

We put it on the practical proposition that our first step was to

add something- there that gave them an income in dollars and cents,

and hence the garden, better poultry, better marketing of that

poultry; and to save the products of the farm they ordinarily

would hot sell, they are canning the surplus products on the farm;
and that has added very materially to the wealth of that section.

I have approached this matter from the other angle. Farm
women and farmers themselves may not be much taken to it or

attracted by it. We have approached it from the practical angle

of improving the ability of the person to earn a livelihood. Then
you get entrance into the home and the confidence of the people and
you can take up questions of dietitics and health, the raising of

babies, and those other things that have come into our work as

incidental things, which flow from the confidence which the people

generally get in the home demonstration agent as she travels over

the county. Our women and the county agents cooperate very

closely in working out those big problems of the country home.
We do not have in the South, except in a very few instances, any

separate county agents to deal with the boys' and girls' club work.

The county agent handles the boys' clubs and gives the boys instruc-

tions in agriculture if they have clubs (and they do organize them^-
we have them to a large extent), and the home demonstration agent

gives instruction in the lines of work that naturally fall to the

women and the girls. So we do not have those extra assistants. I

am not criticizing those who do have them, but I simply say wa
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have never had them in our territory. I believe thoroughly in the

efficiency of the present arrangement for our section, and I might
say the colleges are all in perfect accord with me on this subject, with
possibly the exception of one who thinks we ought to have some
county club, leaders ; but almost universally in the South we have
seen that we did not have enough money and felt that we ought to

conserve that money and unite on those very practical lines of work
that go definitely to the farm income, from the farmer's standpoint,

and the home income, from the standpoint of the wife, and that we
could take care of the boys' and girls' clubs along with that organiza-

tion. So far we have reason to believe we have succeeded fairly well

with that kind of an organization. I just wanted to say that.

That is my own personal opinion from my 10 years of experience
here, and I simply give it to you for what it is worth. I do not
criticize the others who have a different opinion. In the South,

if the county wanted to put up a large amount of money and take

the same amount from the United States and have extra employees
in the county, they can do so. I know of counties where only six

or seven hundred dollars, or under a thousand dollars, has been put
up by the college and department combined, where the county puts

up $4,000 or $5,000 (some rich, influential counties sometimes do that)

and have extra employees, without any general club work, to give

assistance to the county agent and possibly assistance to the home-
demonstration agent ; but that is the rare exception.

The Chairman. It is my understanding that that is the practice

all over.

Dr. True. We must bear in mind, in considering the extension

work, that ours is a big country. Mr. Knapp has explained the sys-

tem that has grown up in the Southern States, but when you come to

deal with the Northern and Western States you have m some re-

spects different problems in the organization of the work. I think,

if you desire, Mr. Smith, who has charge of the northern work,
can explain more fully some of these things to which Mr. Knapp has
referred, from his point of view, as dealing with the Northern and
Western States.

FURTHEK STATEMENT OF MR. CLARENCE B. SMITH, CHIEF OF
THE OFFICE OF EXTENSION WORK IN THE NORTHERN AND
WESTERN STATES, STATES RELATIONS SERVICE, DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Smith. I would like to give you the theory we are operating
on with reference to the employment of these agents. First of all,

the colleges and the department and the farmers usually are in

accord with putting up their money for the county agents. That is

the first agent put on the work there and that county agent helps

the farmers put on their demonstrations and also extends his work
usually to the boys' and girls' clubs and helps the women all he can.

Time goes on and he becomes very busy and it is sometimes desirable

to give him assistants in that work. The women themselves say,
" Here is the law which contemplates work with women, and nothing
special is being done with this ; can we have the same help for the
women that you are giving to our men? " So the women themselves
and the farmers decide they would like to cooperate in the employ-.
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tnent of a home-demonstration agent. The next one put on, then, is

usually a woman agent. The people themselves determine that and
they pay a larger part of the money. She works particularly with
the women and also extends her work to the girls.

If it happens that county is a rather thickly settled county and
there should be three to five thousand rural girls and boys in that
county, as there may be, the fathers and mothers may decide that
they would like to have some one give special attention to those boys
land girls. The matter of keeping them on the farm is important.

I

So they decide they would like to cooperate in the employment of
some one to give his whole time to that work.

This chart will give you some notion of what they think of that
work as well as of the county agent's work and home-demonstration
work. This chart shows a comparison between the work of 1918
and the work of 1919.

Office of extension work north and west—Cooperative funds and staff on Dec.
1, 1918-19, V. same date, 1919-20.
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There is a loss in the Noithern States, then, of a,bout 1 per cent in

our county agents, while we lost about 83. per cent of our district

,

agents.

In the case of the rural and urban home demonstration agents,

you will remember at the time the war bi'oke out we had about 15 of

those home demonstration agents in the entire Northern and Western
States, and with the emergency funds Congress gave us, amounting
to over a million dollars, there were employed on December 1, 1918,

496 of rural home demonstration agents, who worked in the counties,

and 101 agents who worked in the cities. There are now 234 rural

home demonstration agents and 13 working in the cities.

Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. Will you tell us why you have
agents working in the cities ?

Mr. Smith. Yes. Under the emergency act it was thought almost
as necessary to conserve food and clothing as it was to produce it,

and so Congress made an appropriation on that basis. As the city

people were largely consumers both of food and clothing, it seemed
desirable to extend the work tothe cities.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are you continuing some of them

—

13 of them?
Mr. Smith. Yes. In some cities the States have entered into obli-

gations with those agents, and felt that the work was so important
that they have continued it for the present in a few of the cities.

Mr. McKiNLEY. That means the State pays most of it ?

Mr. Smith. The State pays all of it. The department contributes

in those 13 cities in no case to exceed $1, and in some cases nothing
at all.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You say the State pays it all, but

it pays it partly, at least, out of the money they get under the Lever
law?
Mr. Smith. Yes, sir; partly out of that money.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. So that those are partly paid by

what we call Federal money ; it is a Federal contribution ?

Mr. Smith. It is a Federal contribution; some of that Federal

money is being put in for city work in these 13 cities.

The loss in our home demonstration work through the year has

been about 55 per cent, but what I want to stress is that at the out-

break of the war we had but 15 of those permanent women agents,

and now, after two years, there remain 234 of those permanent
women agents. That, we think, will increase.

The Chairman. Why were so many of the district agents dropped?
Mr. Smith. They were dropped because there was no local financial

cooperation. They were largely paid from Federal and State sources.

The Chairman. You did not have local contributions ?

Mr. Smith. They did not contribute. We made it a practice even

during the war not to locate a woman in a county to be there all the

time unless the county paid part of her salary and expenses.

Last year, in the club work, we had a total of 68 county club

leaders out of about 1,500 agricultural counties that we have in the

North. Notwithstanding the funds were decreased this year, certain

populous counties in the North think well enough of the club work
so that there are now 156 counties that have a county club leader who
gives Jiis whole time to the club work. The staff for county club

work in the Northern States, then, has increased about 114 per cent.
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This column here shows the funds that were contributed last year
and this year, and shows you whether the decrease has been largest
in the Eastern States, the Central States, or the Western States. The
county-agent fund decreased about 8.8 per cent, although the number
of counties decreased but 1 per cent. The funds for the women's
work decreased about 39 per cent ; and, whereas in 1917 we had about
$90,000 invested in home-denionstration work, the colleges and the
local pfeople are now putting in about $747,000. In the club work
the loss has been about 14 per cent in funds.
Mr. Haerison. Mr. Chairman, as Mr. Knapp is he-re and will be

busy this afternoon preparing to leave the city to take up his new
work in Arkansas, I would suggest that the committee hear him now
in connection with item 38, on page 218, " For farmers' cooperative
demonstrations and for the study and demonstration of the best
methods of meeting the ravages of the cotton-boll weevil," and so on.

The Chairman. The committee will be glad to hear you, Mr.
Knapp.

FUETHER STATEMENT OF MR. BRADFORD KNAPP, CHIEF OF THE
OFFICE OF EXTENSION WORK IN THE SOUTH, STATES RELA-
TIONS SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Knapp. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I would not ask to break
in here, except for the fact that I am very busy getting ready to go
away.
Mr. Lee. Doctor, is it true that you are going to leave us ?

Mr. Knapp. Yes ; I am resigning from my position in the Agricul-
tural Department and am going to Arkansas.
Mr. Heflin. I think this committee and everybody who knows any-

thing about your work regrets very much that you are leaving.

Mr. Knapp. I appreciate that very much, Mr. Heflin.

The Chairman. I would like to say that Mr. Heflin voices my
sentiment and, I am sure, the sentiments of every member of this

committee.

Mr. Knapp. I have been.very close. to the farmers of the South in

my departmental experience, and I suppose that nobody connected
with the department is acquainted with more farmers than I am

;

and it is rather unique that I am laying down the job at this time,

when it has been in the hands of one with my surname since its

very foundation.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How long was your father in the

work?
Mr. Knapp. He began this particular line of work in 1904 and

died in 1911.
'

'

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And you immediately took up
the work?
Mr. Knapp. I was appointed by Secretary Wilson to succeed my

father, whose assistant I was before he died; and I have continued

in the position from that time to this.

Before I leave the Department I am going to place in the hands

of Secretary Houston the history of the progress in the matter of

wealth that the farmers of the South have developed under this

work, not meaning that the work is entirely responsible for that, but

164315—20 61
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indicating the lines we have advocated have been followed by the

farmers to their profit.

Mr. Young. I believe that your father established the first dem-
onstration of this work in my home county, in Kaufman County.
Mr. Knapp. Yes ; that is correct.

Mr. Young. My people down there have a very kind remembrance
and feeling toward you, but the principal regret that we have in

connection with your leaving the Department of Agriculture is that
Texas does not get you instead of Arkansas.
Mr. Knapp. Thank you, Mr. Young.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The work of yourself and your

father has been noteworthy and very satisfactory indeed, and we
are all sorry you are going to leave, and hope your work in the

future will be agreeable to you and as profitable to those you are

working with as it has been to the Government in the past.

Mr. Knapp. I appreciate that very much, Mr. McLaughlin. I

do not expect to serve the people of Arkansas alone, but I hope
and think that my work with them will be of benefit to the people

of other States as well. I am very much interested in the position

to which I am going, but I know that is another matter, and I

will confine myself to the particular subject which I am here to

present.

The 15 Southern States comprise 45.9 per cent of the rural popu-
lation of the United States. They have 49 and a fraction per cent

of all persons engaged iji agriculture in the United States.

The funds appropriated both by the Congress of the United
States, under the direct appropriation and under the Smith-Lever
Act, are practically on the basis of this 45 per cent. Dr. True will

five you a little later a statement of the amount apportioned to the

tates, which is approximately in conformity with the rural popu-
lation.

We have at the present time 916 county agents, which is less,

a little over 100 less, than we had at the high point in early spring

of 1919, when the emergency act was in full force.

We have, as I explained to you a few moments ago, our county

home demonstration work and our boys' club work and girls' club

work in those counties.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Doctor, formerly you had some
people employed for the club work which you have not continued.

Is that work now done by the county agents?
Mr. Knapp. We have experimented with some extra club em-

ployees in the counties, but now the club agent acts as a specialist,

going from county to county to help county agents in the club ac-

tivities and attend the meetings of the boys and girls and help them
in the organization. They help outline a system of work. That is

what they do in the main and that is the work in which these 63

are engaged. It is exceedingly interesting, and I want to put into

the record a table showing the distribution of funds in the Southern
States. The average salary of the county agent in the South is at

the present time approximately $2,000. I'he average salary of home-
demonstration agents is very much less, and less than the average for

the United States—a great deal less; it is about $1,100. Many of

them can not aiford to work for that salary, except that they have a
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certain spirit of service. Many of these women have this spirit

which leads them and keeps them at work when they otherwise could
not afford to continue in the work. Public-spirited citizens may
furnish them with a little Ford runabout, and these people keep
it up in that way and they ti-avel around the county. In passing,
I might say that many of them are graduates in home economics.
The Chairman. Does not the county usually furnish all the facili-

ties?

Mr. Knapp. Yes, sir, generally; they also usually have an office

ir the courthouse, and they get along in that way.
We have 151 negroes, extension agents, working among negro

farmers. They are located mainly in counties where thex'e is a heavy
•negro population and work as assistants to the white county agents.

I might say that this is to the credit of the Southern people. I try
to encourage them in it, and the colleges have come to the general
view of cooperating with the negro colleges to try to encourage them
to better work. It is gratifying to know that the negro has re-

sponded and is making material improvement both agriculturally

and educationally.

The Chairman. Have you a number of negro women employed?
Mr. Knapp. Yes; there are 51 negro women employed, and they

are mainly in counties where there is a very heavy negro popula-
tion. I want it understood that the white agents in the South
carry on work with the neero farmers also, and the whole service

helps the good negro people just as freely as they help white people.

This is, I think, to the credit of the workers. I think everybody
realizes the fact. I liave known the agent to come to a plantation

manager who would call the folks together and when they came the

agent would find that they were all negro tenants; and when the

county agent went in the field to go over the processes of cultivation

and tell what should be done for the crop in order to make a profit,

he would be giving instructions to negroes.

The Chairman. It is of as much advantage to the one as to the

other.

Mr. Knapp. Yes.

Mr. TCnapp. In this connection I desire to state that the total

amount of funds for all sources in the South for extension work
v/as $5,530,654.98. That is the way I have it.

Mr. Lee. When was that spent; and at what time?
Mr. Knapp. For the present fiscal year.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That includes appropriations of
all kinds?
Mr. Knapp. Yes, sir; I can give you the particular items if you

so desire.

The Chairman. You may insert that statement if you wish.

Mr. Knapp. I shall be glad to do so.

(The statement referred to follows:) '
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Mr. Knapp. The grand total includes the Federal Smith-Lever ap-
propriation for $1,343,880.42.: That is exactly the 45.9 per cent. The
State appropriation offsetting that is $1,193,880. Part of that comes
from counties, most of it from direct appropriations by legislatures.

Some of our States in the Sovith are poor and in debt, and can not
make the full appropriations, so the counties help them out.

There is a Federal supplementary appropriation, with its propor-
tion for these States of $688,777.17, which in turn is offset by the
States—I think entirely from county appropriation of $688,777.17.
Then there are county appropriations, beyond all those used for off-

sets, of $801,718.80. There is also the distribution from the direct
appropriation to my office of $522,600 of money that is apportioned
to the States. The amount of this $645,000 for extension work in

the South. Of that, $522,600 is apportioned directly out to the States.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Out of the $645,000 ? What is done
with the rest of that ?

Mr. Knapp. A j)ortion is used for the administrative expenses of
the office in Washington and for the employment of persons to co-

opefrate with the States, just as Dr. True testified.

The Chairman. The $5,530,654.98 includes all those items?
Mr. Knapp. Yes, sir. That total fund represents the following

:

The total for administrative expenses at the colleges, 6.20 per cent.

For cost of publications, 1.70 per cent.

For agricultural county agents, 47.41 per cent.

For home demonstration agents, 26.65 per cent.

And as I described it to you, the last itefm consists of practical

work, much of it home economics ; much of it directly agricultural.

Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. Those different percentages which
you give run 74 per cent, practically 75 per cent.

Mr. Knapp. Then the boys' club work, being about 3.61 per cent,

which added, to that gives a total and makes 78 per cent, nearly 79
pe(r cent, or nearly 80 per cent of the funds is used in this truly prac-

tical work in the counties. Only 13.60 per cent is used for specialists;

That could be given for each separate fund—that is, for the Smith-
Lever fund and other funds. It would give the cost for the total.

As your representative, gentlemen, I only want to say this: I
personally have carried a campaign of education to our southern
farmers, especially in the cotton territory, since the beginning of

the war in Europe, which I called " safe farming," by which we mean
all that diversification means and more—a system through which they
produce their own food and feed as a measure of safety under the

shifting circumstances of the European War and our own participa-

tion in it, and produce their cotton as a surplus of cash. Cotton has
been largely changed into an actual cash crop rather than a living

or credit crop. In proportion as they have progressed along that line

they have prospered. I think a large part of the success and pros-

perity of our cotton growers is due to the fact that the South has
increased its other crops rather than the mere fact that cotton seems
to be high in price.

When cotton was 30 cents a ppund many of the farmers of the

South thought it was a pretty high price, but at that time you could

not buy more of the products or of the supplies necessary to sustain

life, feed the live stock, etc., than when cotton sold for 12 cents a

pound, because other things had gone up in proportion as cotton had
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gone up; and it was that very great and significant fact that my
office and myself, —^rsonally, and my assistants, carried to the farm-
ers of the South. We published and used tables of comparison of
purchasing power of cotton at different times to show them that the

situation was very deceiving unless they realized that the prices of

other things had gone up in proportion as cotton had gone up.

If you take the figures of the December Crop Eeporter, you will

find that, while the value of the total cotton crop is estimated at

$2,353,193,000, the value of the other crops produced in the 11 cotton

States is $3,016,985,000. If they had to spend their cotton money
to buy the food and forage and meat and flour and these other things,

the Southern States would not be as prosperous as they are to-day.

Mr. Young. It might be interesting in this connection for me to

say that Texas became the second com State this year.

Mr. Knapp. Yes; Texas was a wonderful corn-producing State

this year.

I myself feel that the idea of a public officer in the county, trained

in agriculture, to represent the United States Department of Agri-

culture and to represent the college of agriculture also, working in a

practical way with farmers, has been " put across," if I may use a

slang expression ; that is, the people have taken hold of this idea and
are making use of this servant, the county agent, in the county.

We in the South have not developed, possibly, as quickly as in

the North and Northwest in organized effort in the counties, but

our counties are rapidly developing a system of organization to help

in the extension work ift. the county. The farmers get together in

communities and try to work out their own problems with the aid

of the county agents. For example, farmers may say, "What are

the things that are bothering us here?" Let us say they are having
trouble because their cotton does not produce well. When they have

talked it over they will want the county agent to put -on a system

of demonstrations to show what is the best variety of cotton. Our
department and the colleges ought to know what is the best variety

of cotton that will be uniform in production and best for marketing.

You see, I am giving that as a rough illustration as to how this

problem of organization works out and how extension work relates

itself to these local needs.

Here is the problem of the hog production and marketing, which
is increasing in the South. W^hen more hogs were produced we im-

mediately were confronted with the proposition of marketing hogs,

as farmers in the South had little experience along that line. So
they said, " Mr. County Agent, we must know how t6 market these

hogs." The county agent may not have had any considerable ex-

perience in the marketing of hogs. He calls on the Bureau of

Markets, and an expert from the Bureau of Markets comes to the

county, works with the county agent, and helps farmers to learn

how to market hogs through cooperative shipping associations. Ex-
tension work, of course, is to meet the problems as they come up

—

not to go out with the idea that you must approach men who are not

confronted with difficulties because a man who is not confronted
with difficulties may not care to give the county agent a hearing.

But there are plenty of problems coming up, and it is to meet those

problems when they come up that the county agent should be on
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the job and work with organized groups of farmers in solving their

problems. They all feel that this is a strong combination for bring-
ing organized, practical knowledge to farmers.

On the other side, here is the problem of home life, of satisfac-

tory home life, and the recognition of the practical side of the farm
woman's part in agriculture. I often use the illustration, Mr. Chair-
man, of my wife's aunt who lives in Buena Vista County, Iowa.
Her income, which came from her own effort, before the war—in
normal times—^was between $400 and $500 on things around the
farm to which she devoted her efforts, like her poultry flock, her
garden^ and her orchard. The people in that community recognized
her as a good business woman. Her life is happy because she has
these industries on the farm which belong to her and from which
she receives an income belonging to her, as her husband receives

income from crops and live stock.

I have taken some ideas from the experience of my own mother
upon the farm and my own wife and have developed them into this

home work to make the life better for the farm woman by adding
industries which bring an income. You realize that in the city we
are taking away some of the industries to relieve the woman of work
so that she can seek other renninerative employments. Rural con-
ditions will not permit that. In order to have gainful work for the
woman, you must take the work to her, and that is what we are try-

ing to establish in the South through gardening and canning and
selling of the surplus product, the home curing of meats, the develop-

ment of good home orchards, and the sale of surplus product from
them, and especially the care of poultry and the marketing of the

poultry and egg surplus. Then there is question of the use of more
milk. We have this work with the man and the woman together.

We need more family cows in the South. We need more milk in the
diet, more home butter making, some cheese making, and other
things, even developing ultimately into some dairying, which we
might advance in the South and which we are getting to do quite

rapidly.

I have tried to give you a little insight or little view of the facts

as to how the work has been developed.

The Chaieman. You have pointed out the importance of diversi-

fied farming, which makes the farm self-supporting. Instead of

spending all the money received from the sale of the cotton crop on
com or for other things, they produce practically enough to meet all

needs on the farm?
Mr. Knapp. Exactly.
The Chairman. They are making progress along that line?

Mr. Knapp. I judge so, because, you see, the other crops amount
to more than the cotton crop.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Most people do not realize that?

Mr. Knapp. That is correct.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you any figures showing the

increase in other kinds of products?
Mr. Knapp. Yes; I can give that to you. It is in a report to the

Secretary; and I will be very glad to furnish the committee with

the increase from 1911, when my father died, or even from the 1910

/
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census up to the present time. I -will furnish the increases in these

other things besides the cotton.

The Chairman. For instance, some States that formerly imported
practically all their corn now are exporting corn?
Mr. Knapp. Let me give you an illustration : Alabama, according

to the 1910 census, in that year had a corn crop of approximately
. 20,000,000 bushels of corn. For the last three years the crop has
run above 60,000,000 bushels. The highest year was about 77,000,000
bushels. It would be interesting to know that in Alabama, in the
1910 census, the average per farm was 18 acres of cotton and about 8

acres of corn. At the present time the average farmer in Alabamav
has about 8 acres of cotton and 18 acres of com.
Mr. McLaxjghlin of Michigan. And they find it profitable ?

The Chairman. Is that due to the cotton-boll weevil?
Mr. Knapp. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Of course, corn can be produced at much less

expense than cotton.

Mr. Knapp. Yes, sir. Then they have other crops—the peanut,
soy beans, and hay, and the acreage of those products has more than
doubled in the South.
The Chairman. They hog. the peanut ?

Mr. Knapp. They hog it ; in a large measure it is hogged down.
Mr. Lee. In Virginia and North Carolina the crop is harvested

and marketed.
Mr. Knapp. Yes; but they are now harvesting the product and

marketing it in some sections for crushing out the oil as well as eat-

ing. The peanut yields a good oil, which should go into commerce,
while the peanut cake is good feed—just as cottonseed cake is good
feed. The same is true as to the soy bean when they express the oil.

Mr. Lee. This report, which you propose to make to the Secre-

tary—is it a very short report?
Mr. Knapp. It will be very short. I will summarize the progress

of the agricultural work in the South during the last 8 or 10 years.

Mr. Lee. I suggest, with the permission of the Secretary, that

your report to the Secretary be incorporated in your statement.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If the Secretary thinlis we ought
to have it, we would be very glad to print it in the hearings.

The Chairman. Is it in printed form now?
Mr. Harrison. It is in typewritten form now. We lack funds for

printing it.

The Chairman. If it is not very long, we would like to have it

printed in connection with and as a part of your statement before

the committee. I think it would be very well to incorporate it.

Mr. Knapp. I can summarize it so that it can be printed.

I appreciate the opportunity, Mr. Chairman, of appearing before

you and the many courtesies tha,t have been extended to me in the

last eight or nine years by this committee. I very deeply appreciate

them. If I come before you again, it will be as the representative

of the State of Arkansas. [Applause.]

The Chairman. We wish you success, Mr. Knapp. The committee
will take a recess until 2 o'clock p. m.

(Thereupon, at 1 p. m., the committee took a recess imtil 2 o'clock

p. 15(1.)
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(The report referred to above is as follows:)

Repobt or Bradford Knapp, Chief of the Office of Extension Work in the
South, States Relations Service, Department of Agriculture, to the
Secretary of Agriculture, January 12, 1920.

At the time of the death of my father the system of carrying Instruction and
Information to farmers by the appointment of county agricultural agents was
fairly well esabllshed. These agents operated mainly by securing farmers to
act as demonstrators and advising them regarding production of crops and the
feeding of live stock. The fundamental principle of instruction through practi-
cal demonstrations was well established. This principle has been continued as
the one great cornerstone of the work from that' day to this. At that time
there was no cooperation with any of the agricultural colleges in the Southern
States, except in the boys' club work in a few States like Louisiana, Arkansas,
Alabama, Georgia, and North Carolina. There were no county organiza-
tions through which the county agents tried tto reach the largest possible
number of farmers and through which he could make his work more effective,
though there were many incipient community organizations growing up through
the leadership of local demonstrator.^, where the farmer demonstrator became
the local leader. At that time quite a number of the States had begun to
recognize this activity as an impartant contribution to the entire educational
system. Laws had been passed in a number of the States authorizing appro-
priations to assist in the work.

In April, 1911, there was no work of this character in the Northern States.
In April, 1911, there were in the Southern States 578 county agents, 3 women

agents, and about 8 boys' clubs agents, less than half of whom worked full time;
Many of these agents were practical farmers with large experience and good
executive ability.

I have thought it wise to make a slight record of the progress and growth
of extension work in the South and the eftect of this work upon the agriculture
of the South during the time I have held the office, first of special agent in
charge of the office of farmers' cooperative demonstration work and afterwards
ol chief of the office of extension work in the South.

In April, 1911, the full amount of funds from all sources invested In this work
was $448,697.06, of which the Federal Government appropriated $259,075; the
General Education Board appropriated to the department for use in this work
as it saw fit $113,000, and local counties, farmers, bankers, etc. appropriated
$76,622.06. I give these figures because they are interesting in comparison
with the present situation. In 1911 there were only 12 States in the southern
territory, Maryland, West Virginia, and Kentucky being added to our territory
in 1913.

At the present time, January, 1920, in the 15 Southern States there are 15
directors of extension ; 83 assistant State leaders and district agents who super-
vise the work of the county agents ; 916 county agents and assistants ; 151 local

agents (colored); 15 State home demonstration agents; 73 assistant State
home demonstration agents and district agents ; 596 county home demonstration
agents; 51 local home demonstration agents (colored); 15 State boys' club
agents ; 17 assistant State boys' club agents ; 21 county boys' club agents ; and
262 specialists, making a grand total of 2,215 persons employed in extension
work in the 15 Southern States.

I have given the finances for 1911. It is interesting to compare those figures

with the present situation. The total amount of all funds for extension work in

the 15 Southern States at the present time is $5,530,654.98, consisting of
$645,040 which is the direct appropriation to the United States Department of
Agriculture for farmers' cooperative demonstration work in the Southern
States; $1,843,880.42 Federal Smith-Lever funds; $1,193,880.42 State Smith-
Lever funds ; $688,777.17 supplementary Smith-Lever fund appropriated by
Congress; $688,777.17 oftset to supplementary Smith-Lever fund; $801,718.80
county funds not used as offsets ; and $168,581 from other bureaus of the
department. The total amount of appropriations made by counties, part of
which is used as Smith-Lever and supplementary Smith-Lever offsets as sched-
uled above, is $1,515,770.63. This figure is given for the purpose of comparison
with $76,622.06 appropriated from local sources in the South in 1911.
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SAFE FARMING.

You are familiar with tlie fact that this worlf was originally designed to

assist the Southern cotton farmer to meet the problems brought about by the
advent of the cotton-boll weevil. Among the things advocated was what was
called "diversified agriculture." The production of corn and other crops and
some live stock was at the very beginning of the work a part of the program.

In 1914, under the crisis brought about by the war in Europe and the low
price of cotton, I advocated a general plan for each farm in order that the
farm might be self-sustaining. I did not conclude to call that plan " safe farm-
ing " until in 1915. In its simplest form that program is as follows

:

First. A home garden for every family, including potatoes, and some cane or
sorghum for sirup.

Second. Com enough to supply the family and the live stock for a year, with
an ample surplus for safety's sake.

Third. Small grain to supplement the corn for food and feed and to cover the

soil in winter and prevent erosion.
Fourth. Hay and forage crops, including the legunes for soil improvement.

These to supply the forage and pasturage for all live stock.

Fifth. Sufficient meat, eggs, and milk for the family by increasing the pro-

duction of hogs, cattle, and poultry and the keeping of at least one, and better

two, cows for every family.
Sixth. The production of cotton on the balance of the acres, to be sold as a

cash crop.

Seventh. The paying of the family expenses out of the surplus products of
the farm other than cotton, thus saving the cotton for cash sale and a real

bank account.
What we have been after is to make farming profitable, believing that in the

profit to the farmer would come the prosperity of the rest of the South.

In 1910 the acreage in cotton in the Southern States was 32,403,000 acres,

and in 1919 it was 33,344,000 acres; the production in 1910 was 11,609,000
bales, and in 1919 it was 11,030,000 bales. It should be added that 1919 was a

poor cotton year.

The acreage In corn in the 11 cotton States in 1910 was 34,119,000 acres,

and in 1919 it was 36,881,000 acres; the production in 1910 was 664,752,000
bushels, and in 1919 it was 730,624,000 bushels, an increase of practically

66,000,000 bushels. For the 15 Southern States the acreage in corn increased
from 40,939,000 acres in 1910 to 43,209,000 acres In 1919, and the production
increased from 856,542,000 bushels in 1910 to 911,327,000 bushels in 1919.

The acreage in wheat in the 11 cotton States in 1910 was 3,914,000 acres,

and in 1919 it was 8,278,000 acres ; the production has increased from 55,120,000
bushels in 1910 to 107,837,000 bushels in 1919. Taking the entire 15 Southern
States, the acreage in wheat increased from 6,274,000 acres in 1910 to 11,574,000
acres in 1919 ; and the production increased from 88,034,000 bushels in 1910 to

148,439,000 bushels In 1919.

The acreage in oats in the 11 cotton States increased from 3,378,000 acres
in 1910 to 6,727,000 acres in 1919, and the production increased from 90,577,000
bushels in 1910 to 203,505,000 bushels in 1919. In the entire 15 Southern
States the acreage increased from 3,908,000 acres in 1910 to 7,662,000 acres in

1919 ; and the production increased from 103,490,000 bushels in 1910 to 225,255,000
bushels in 1919.

The hay acreage in the 11 cotton States increased from 2,776,000 acres in

1910 to 6,959,000 acres in 1919 ; and the production Increased from 3,428,000 tons
in 1910 to 9,977,000 tons in 1919. In the 15 Southern States the acreage in-

creased from 4,717,000 acres in 1910 to 10,434,000 acres in 1919 ; and the pro-
duction increased from 5,841,000 tons in 1910 to 15,033,000 tons in 1919.
The acreage In Irish potatoes in the 11 cotton States increased from 246,000

acres in 1910 to 404,000 acres in 1919; and the production increased from
17,503,000 bushels In 1910 to 31,066,000 bushels in 1919. In the 15 Southern
States the acreage increased from 431,000 acres in 1910 to 709,000 acres in

1919 ; and the production Increased from 35,033,000 bushels in 1910 to 57,901,000
bushels In 1919.
The acreage in sweet potatoes in the 11 cotton States increased from 520,000

acres in 1910 to 898,000 acres in 1919; and the production from 46..502,000
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bushels in 1910 to 87,816,000 bushels In 1919. In the 15 Southern States the
acreage increased from 580.000 acres in 1910 to 966,000 acres in 1919 ; and the
production from 52,419,000 bushels in 1910 to 96,156,000 bushels in 1919.

Kafirs (grain sorghum, niilo maize, feterita) have come in as a new crop.

In west Texas and Oklahoma where we have been instrumental in introducing
these crops in place of corn, wliich is an uncertain crop under drought condi-

tions, the Bureau of Crop Estimates gives the figures for the years since 1915.

The acreage in 1915 in these two States was 2,488.000 acres, and in 1919 it was
3,238,000 acres ; -the production in 1915 was 70,950,000 bushels, and in 1919 it

Tvas 92,454,000 bushels.
LIVE STOCK.

The number of milch cows on farms in the 15 Southern States in 1910 was
3.654,000, and in 1919 the number was 6,257,000 ; the number of other cattle was
13,744,000 In 1910 and 12,908,000 in 1919; and the number of swine was
18,376,000 in 1910 and 24,082,000 in 1919.

Some of the significant Increases are the increases of hog production in

Florida by 86 per cent ; Mississippi. 76 per cent ; Alabama, 75 per cent ; and
-Georgia, 70 per cent.

These figui'es are presented because they show an agricultural revolution
-which I believe to be the most significant and definite change of agriculture in

any similar period of time in any section of this country, and I believe that the
earnest, persistent, and continuous effort of this service has had a very material
part in this change.

In these years the wealth of the South has materially increased. The bank
•deposits of 11 cotton States, as shown by the report of the Treasury Department
In June, 1910, including both State and Federal banks, were

:

11 cotton States - $854, 466, 450. 39
15 Southern States 1, 427, 691,„583. 06

The last report of the Treasury Department (June, 1918) shows the bank
deposits as follows

:

Alabama $134, 663, 000
Arkansas 120, 374, 000
Florida 109, 589, 000
^Georgia 235, 410, 000
Louisiana 211, 306, 000
Mississippi 117, 132, 000
North Carolina 169, 173, 000
Oklahoma 275, 944, 000
South Carolina 129, 853, 000
Tennessee 227, 019, 000
Texas 480, 940, 000

Total, 11 cotton
States 2, 211, 403, 000

Kentucky 238, 300, 000
Maryland 383, 040, 000
Virginia 261, 771, 000
West Virginia 215, 066, 000

Total, 15 South-
ern States 3, 309, 580, 00(

It is interesting to compare the value of the cotton crop and other crops grown

in the South in 1910 and 1911 with the value of the same crops in 1919. The
total value of the lint cotton in 1910 was $820,407,000, and in 1911 it was

$687,888,000. The value of 12 other crops, including corn, wheat, oats, barley,

rye, buckwheat, flaxseed, rice, potatoes, sweet potatoes, tame hay, and tobacco.

In the 11 cotton States for 1910 was $623 895.000, and in 1911, $650,608,000. In

1919 the value of the lint cotton in the 11 cotton States was $1,967,143,000, and

the value of the 12 other crops, if-2,164,331,000.

In addition It might be said that since 1914 the Bureau of Crop Estimates has

been estimating the total value of the entire cotton crop, both lint and seed, with

the value of all other farm crops in the 11 cotton States. The value of the entire

cotton crop in the 11 cotton States in 1914 was $677,986,000, while the value of

all other farm crops in these same States was $1.020,597,000 ; in 1919 the value of

the entire cotton crop w-as $2,353,193,000, and he value of all other farm crops,

$3,016,985,000.
These figures indicate the very distinct change in the agricultui'e of the cotton

States in spite of the ^•ery high price of cotton. At the present time the value of

other farm crops in the 11 cotton States far exceeds the value of tlie entire

cotton crop. In these figures nothing is included refiarding the vaUie of live-

stock production.
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AFTER RECESS. •

The committee reassembled at 2 o'clock p. m., pursuant to recess,

Hon. Gilbert N, Haugen (chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. You may proceed Dr. True.

STATEMENT OF DR. A. C. TRUE, DIRECTOR OF THE STATES RELA-
TIONS SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Continued.

Dr. True. Mr. Chairman, do you desire that I should make any
further statement as to the work in the Southern States, under
item 38?
The Chairman. I think you have covered that sufficiently. Do

just as you wish.

Dr. True. I have the figures here, just as I gave them for the
Northern States. I can put them in the record without reading them,
if you desire.

The Chairman. If you have anything that has not been covered
it may be inserted.

(The statement referred to follows:)

oenebaIj statistics kkgarding extension woek in the southern states.

The field force of the southern extension office consists of cooperatively em-
ployed extension workers classified as follows

:

Extension directors and State leaders 29
Assistant State and district leaders for county agricultural agents 68
County agricultural agents 916
Negro agents 151.

Assistant State and district leaders of home demonstration agents 88
County home-demonstration agents, Including 51 negro women agents 647
State leaders ofboys' club work 32
County club leaders 21

Total number of cooperative employees 1,952

The Federal, State, and county funds used in cooperative extension work
this year in the 15 Southern States amount to about $5,352,000. The southern
extension office has a share in the admnistration and conduct of all the work in

which those funds are used.
The following examples will partially illustrate the material value of this

work as distinguished frorri its much broader educational value:
In 1918, 317,509 southern farmers conducted on their own farms demonstra-

tions with the aid of the county agents and extension specialists. The largest

acreage with these demonstrations was with corn, with which more than 70,000

demonstrators cultivated a total of 774,449 acres, with an average yield of 35
bushels per acre, which is more than double the average of the whole territory.

The county agents helped the southern farmers in bringing in 12,647 pure-

bred dairy cattle, 10,775 pure-bred sheep and goats, and 42,864 hogs for breed-

ing purposes . They helped the farmers in protecting 4,778,141 head of live

stock against diseases. They conducted demonstrations in the proper care and
saving of manure on farms, estimated to involve 10,000,000 tons, and induced
2,156 communities or organizations of farmers to purchase fertilizer coopera-

tively, an estimated saving of $532,106.

They instructed farmers In improved methods of marketing and purchasing
II variety of products, and the value of the articles dealt with by the farmers
as the result of this work was $17,156,232, with a saving of $2,834,067, or about

16 per cent.

The total number of containers of vegetables and fruits put up during 1918

by southern women and girls under the direction of the hofne-demonstration
agents was 64,604,531, valued at $15,566,456.
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The total production of the 407,540 boys enrolled in clubs in the Southern
States was valued at $12,034,271. The average yield per acre of corn grown
by club members was 42.8 bushels, as compared with an average per acre for
the Southern States of 19.4 bushels.

Dr. True. We come next, I think, to item 39, on page 219, which
is the appropriation for cooperative extension work under the terms
of the Smith-Lever fund. It is commonly spoken of as the supple-
mentary extension fund.
The Chairman. You are asking for an increase of $59,420 in the

statutory roll, and then there is the $500,000 increase under the
Smith-Lever Act.

Dr. True. The increase in the statutory roll is apparent and not
actual. Counting the transfers to the statutory roll under item 36,
there is an increase of $10,000 in that item.

Mr. Harrison. The total net increase in the States Eelations Serv-
ices is $62,720.

The Chairman. That is net?
Mr. Harrison. That is the net increase. It is indicated on page 6.

The Chairman. That is in addition to the $500,000 increase under
the Smith-Lever Act ?

Mr. Harrison. That is not carried in this bill.

The Chairman. It is an increase for the States Relations Service.

Mr. Harrison. The additional $500,000 becomes available, next
year under the terms of the Smith-Lever Act.

,The Chairman. I refer to this $500,000 that you have under the
Lever Act. We gave you a supplementary appropriation of $1,600,-

000 last year. This year j'ou get $500,000 additional under the per-

manent appropriation. To make the appropriation the same this

year as last should we not drop off $500,000 here to make it corre-

spond ?

Dr. True. The reason for keeping that at the present figure is that
we have not yet by any means covered the country with this exten-

sion system. We have at present only 2,000 counties which have a

county agricultural agent and a little over 800 counties which have
a home-demonstration agent; so that we need considerably more
money, to develop the system to its completion.

The Chairman. Would it be possible to keep down some of the

expenses in connection with the specialists and the work other than
that of the county agents, which involve large appropriations, and
still cover the field ?

Dr. Teui;. We do not feel that that would be in the interest of the
work.
The Chairman. Taking into consideration the present condition

of the Treasury and the heavy demands upon it, the contention seems
to be general in Congress that we should hold down appropriations
in so far as it is possible and practicable to do so. Under the cir-

cumstances I take it that, though we might wish to increase many
of these items, we will probably not be able to come up to the expecta-

tion of the department as suggested in its estimates.

Dr. Trui!. We feel, with reference to this matter, that the extension

work, in its results, is adding very materially to the wealth of the

country.

The Chairman. I do not believe anybody questions the value of

the system.
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Dr. True. We have entered upon an el-a of peace and agiicultural
development in this country, and it would seem unfortunate not to
go on and complete this great popular educational system. We can
not do that unless from year to year for a number of years we have
additional funds to enlarge the work and supply, in a reasonable;
time, the counties with the agents who are needed to do this work.
The Chairman. I do not think there is any question but that you

are doing good work; but, taking everything into consideration, if
this committee is to follow other committees
Mr. Harrison. You know, Mr. Chairman, there was a cut of about

$2,800,000 in the estimate of the department for extension work last
year. We asked for approximately $4,500,000 and we got onlv a
total of $1,700,000.

s .y

The Chairman. Yes
;
yet this committee was criticized for its ex-

travagance.
Mr. Harrison. Of course, many items may be criticized, but the

question is whether they can be justified, and we feel that the com-
mittee can fully justify the continuance of this appropriation. One
of the principal reasons for it, as I understand it, is the greatly in-
creased cost of the work under the Smith-Lever Act.
The Chairman. I appreciate that.

Mr. Harrison. I think that the States Relations Service has some
statistics showing the extent to which the cost of maintaining the
work in the counties has increased during the past three or four years.
It may have been true that, when the Smith-Lever Act was passed, the
amounts provided by it were thought to be sufficient to develop the
organization as rapidly as it should be developed, but the increased
cost of everything has made necessary additional appropriations.
And then, too, we were faced with the necessity of greatly ex-

tending the organization during the war, and it seemed to the de-

partment that it would be decidely unwise and uneconomical in the

long run to dismantle it at the end of the emergency period and
build it up again through a series of years. I hope tne committee
will bear these things in mind in considering this particular matter.

The Chairman. It should be borne in mind, an_d I am not ques-

tioning the service. It is just a business proposition.
Mr. Harrison. We tried to help the committee by eliminating

more than $4,000,000 from the estimates submitted by the various

bureaus, hoping that it would not be necessary for the committee to

make any further reductions.

The Chairman. If we are to follow other committees^ it will be
up to us to cut appropriations, instead of increasing them.
To how many counties do you expect to extend the service? You

cut down the number; was it because of lack of funds?
Dr. Trtje. Yes; since the emergency service was withdrawn, we

have lost more than 400 counties.

The Chairman. Were you not able to supply agents, or were
there no requests for them?

Dr. True. We could not supply them with the agents. You under-
stand, we do not in any case pay the complete amount for the service

of an agent. The counties did not feel able to contribute enough^
with what contribution we might have made, to support an agent in
those counties, and so the work was withdrawn.
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The Chairman. The general plan is a 50-50 proposition?
Dr. True. Yes; at least that; and what we hope, of course, is that

in the years to come many of those counties will find themselves in
a position to cooperate with us and will be able to employ agents.
The Chairman. In the current year, how many counties have been

able to meet the Federal Government in appropriations ?

Dr. True. We have the 2,000 counties. I do not know just what I
can say more than that—that we have those 2,000 counties which
are cooperating with us now.
The Chairman. Have you met every demand?
Dr. True. So far as I know, we have.

^

The Chairman. What reason have you to believe that the demand
is going to increase next year ?

Dr. True. We expect that we will have more. It is a matter of the
funds which the county government has and also a matter of the
farmers themselves getting together in their farm bureaus or other-
wise and making contributions to this work. That sort of thing is

going on all the time, and we certainly hope that we are going to
organize all the agricultural counties that ought to have these agents,
after a reasonable time.
The Chairman. You were able to take care of them fairly well last

year, and you will be able to do so for the current year?
Dr. True. In the 2,000 counties, yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. One thing that attracts my atten-
tion is the amount of money that is spent for administration. Under
item 37, for $715,720, are shown on page 217 the places that are to be
filled. I suppose the higher-priced men are those employed in ad-
ministration—the agriculturist and chief, the agriculturist and as-
sistant chief, the agriculturists, extension specialists, scientific assist-

ants, and so on down to the agents. I suppose most of those, if not
all, down to the agents, are those, you might say, who are employed in
the administration of the fund. Is that true? Have you in mind,
now, what is shown on page 217 ?

Dr. True. Yes; on page 217. That includes the maintenance of
the northern extension office.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan, The maintenance of the office, then,
costs about $75,000?

Dr. True. As I explained yesterday, a portion of that money is for
employees who are engaged in what may be called the supervisory
work. Others are engaged in our field work, going out into the States
to aid in the organization and conduct of the work in the counties.

I think Mr. Smith has a table that shows more exactly and more
clearly just what you want to know with reference to that matter.

FURTHER STATEMENT OF MR. CLARENCE B. SMITH, CHIEF OF
THE OFFICE OF EXTENSION WORK IN THE NORTHERN AND
WESTERN STATES, STATES RELATIONS SERVICE, DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Smith. This table shows a total of $751,280, and the plan for

expenditures this year. This $57,000 is for supervision. I will show
you this chart here containing the items, and then will show you the

details of that in the next chart.
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Office of extension work, north and west—Allotment of funds for supervision
and field toork, 1919-ZO.

In Washing-
ton.

State allot-

ments.

Supervision (2), 1

'

Field staff:

County agent worlc (6), 2 '

Home demonstration work (,'!), 6 1..

Boys' and girls' club work (5), 7 ' .

.

Farm management work (2)
Subject-matter specialists (3). ;

J57,300

37,000
30,215
29,180
8,500

14, 260

2 $35, 000

300,000
100,000
103,826
36,000

Total.. ' 176,455 574,825

751,280

I Decrease in staff over year 1918-19.

Allotments for field work in States

' Envelopes.

76. 5 per cent

Mr. Smith (continuing) . For the field staff in our county agents'
work we have now a staff of six people. That is a decrease of two
during the year. The cost is $37,000. And for the county agents'
work we are allotting the States $300,000.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is the county agents' work ?

What is the $37,000 for?
Mr. Smith. That is for the force here in Washington who deal

with the county agents' work in the States.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan: That $37,000 is spent in Wash-
ington ?

Mr. Smith. Yes ; they have headquarters here. Dr. True explained
that. They are the force that keep in touch with the States and act

as a clearing house of information for the States on that work, and
many of them spend a large share of their time in the States.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is the meaning of the figure
" 6 " in parenthesis there in the table ?

Mr. Smith. That means we have now a staff of six on that work,
a decrease of two from the preceding year.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And those people get that $37,000?
Mr. Smith. No ; that is divided between the clerical staff and the

staff that goes into the field. In the next chart I will show you the

details of that.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But you have carried that in the

column "in Washington."
Dr. True. When Mr. Smith speaks of six people, he means six

scientific or technical employees who have their headquarters here,

who go into the field from here and spend most of their time in the

field, working with the people in the States and counties.

Mr. Smith. You see, as we are putting $300,000 into county-agent
work and carrying that on throughout the States, we need to keep
in touch with that work ; we need to have some one here who is study-

ing that work in the field and who keeps us informed as to the suc-

cess of it and the progress of it in the field. You will appreciate,

too, that in dealing with any group of people some take hold of the

work much more efficiently than others do; and the efficient methods
of one State are carried by this group to another State. They are

the carrying group.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you the figures showing the

amount of money used in Washington ?
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Mr. Smith. Yes, sir; I have. There is the total amount findi-
cating on chart].
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But you say that these, many of

them, go outside of Washington.
Mr.^MiTH. Yes, sir; and the only way I can get at the time they

spend in the field is to estimate it. While these men are here they
are preparing material for the use of the field staff, so that they are
working for the field practically all the time.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have a large number who re-

main in Washington most of the time?
Mr. Smith. I will show you that in my next chart. Let us consider

this large division of the funds first. The first column [indicating
on chart] shows the money spent for a staff located at Washington
and the second is the amount of money that goes out into the field
and is spent in the field. For supervision of home-demonstration
work we have a force of 5 people here, and you will remember that
they deal with the work in 33 States, an average of 1 woman to 6
States [indicating on chart].
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But she is out in the field ?

Mr. Smith. Yes; and this county-agent staff are out in the field
dealing with those 33 States, an average of about 5^ States for each
member of the county-agent staff.

'

Then we have five on the staff of the boys' and girls' club work.
That is a decrease of seven over our war-time work.
In our farm demonstration work we" are spending $36,000 in the

field. Some 24 men, cooperatively employed with the States, spend
all their time in the field.

Here are the.subject-matter' specialists, amounting to $14,260.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What do they do?
Mr. Smith. They work mostly in the field. For the most part they

are cooperatively employed by the various bureaus of the department.
I will explain what I mean : Under the Sniith-Lever Act the colleges

are obligated to put up their plans for work each year to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. We will say they send in plans for carrying on
their dairy work. That project comes to our office for approval. The
question comes up, Is the work well planned in the States? Has it

taken into consideration what the Department of Agriculture has to

extend on dairying in the States ? I may not be familiar with that,

so we make an arrangement with the Dairy Division whereby
they will lend us a man, they paying his salary, to advise us on that
project. They look over that project and take into consideration
what the department has to expend on that subject, and, relying on
their judgment, we pass upon the project as submitted. But it is not
enough just to pass upon it as a paper project.

The question is, What was done on the project in the field and to

help the people; and so this department specialist who reviews the

project also visits the field and studies in the field how that dairy

work is organized and how is it being extended through the county
agents, through home demonstration, through farmers' agencies,

through extension schools, etc. He may even visit the work in the

counties to see how it is being carried on with the farmers themselves.

He finds out what kind of extension material is used in the demonstra-

tion work and what the publicity is, bulletin material used, and all

that. Then this department specialist may go on to the next State

164315—20 62
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that may have a dairy project and studies the method of organizing
and carrying on the project that they have there ; and as he goes fromt
State to State he carries with him the best practices of each for thel

common benefit of all. So we have an arrangement with the bureausl

whereby we pay traveling expenses of those specialists on account ofl

the services that they render the States Relations Service, which is ad-l

ministering the Smith-Lever Act. It sometimes happens that thel

department has funds from Congress to carry that work on as al

subject-matter enterprise. '

We look upon the Dairy Division specialist as an authority on' the

subject matter, while the States Eelations Service is more of an
authority on the conduct of the work, to see how to get it into the field

through demonstration methods. So that, while funds are provided
for specialists, it covers work that these men do both in Washington
and in the field—out in the States. The total amount, then, that

is spent for the force, with headquarters in Washington, is $176,455,

and in the States $574,825, or 76.5 per cent in the 33 States.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. About that State allotment, what
does that mean ?

Mr. Smith. That means that we have allotted to the States $300,000

for county-agent work. That goes toward the employment of the

leaders of county-agent work and also directly into the county
itself.

Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. Each State has a director ?

Mr. Smith. Yes.

Mr. McLAiiGHLiif. How is he paid?
Mr. Smith. The director is paid entirely from State funds. This

may be either college funds or State Smith-Lever or Federal Smith-
Lever funds. But let us get that one point clear, that if Federal
money goes into the State under the provisions of the Smi&i-Lever
Act it becomes State money, and those men are not the employees of

the Department of Agriculture. They do not have our commission.
They are entirely State people.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Now, we will take a State agent.

Mr. Smith. He is paid from State funds. Under him comes a man
who is in charge of the county-agent work. We cooperate •

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Pardon me; let 'me understand
how that State agent is paid. I know only one of them—Dr. Mum-
ford, in Michigan.
Mr. Smith. Yes.

' Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How is he paid ?

Mr. Smith. The county-agent leader is paid now $1,500 from
this direct fund to the United States Department of Agriculture and
the remainder of his salary and expenses entirely from the college,

which may be from any fund that they have available for that pur-

pose.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And out of one fund you con-

tribute $1,500 toward Dr. Mumford's salary?
Mr. Smith. Just let me make a general statement there.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Very well.

,
Mr. Smith. Last spring when the emergency funds were cut off

we had at that time $500,000, and the question came up as to how we
should allot that money to the Sta;tes. We had two ways open to us.

We could have put it all uniformly into that group of 2,000 co-
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operatively employed agents out in the States. That would have
iven each one of them something like $250.
That would have made a great deal of clerical work here in the

)epartment of Agriculture. The department thought that it was
jest that we distribute that money in a little larger amounts and on
1 different plan. As a result we are contributing $1,500 uniformly
to the leaders of the county-agent work, the boys' and girls' club
work, and the home demonstration work in all of the Northern and
fWestern States, with possibly one or two exceptions.

In addition there may be assistants, as in Minnesota, where they
have 83 county agents, one leader is not sufficient to keep in touch
with 83 agents and give them adequate help in their work. The
State leader must have assistants, and there we contribute $1,200
toward the employment of that assistant, and the colleges pay the
remainder and his traveling expenses.

You will remember that some money was given us last spring to use
as a kind of balancing fund, due to the fact that the Smith-Lever
allotment on the basis of rural population was not considered quite

fair to the Eastern States and the Western States; and so we are
contributing directly to the employment of county agents at the rate
of $600 per agent in about 300 counties.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is in addition to their funds '<

Mr. Smith. Yes; that is our fund out of this $751,000; and those
agents to whom we pay $600 each are located in the eastern part of
the country and in the western part of the country, in that territory

there—all those States [indicating on chart], and in this group of
States right here [indicating on map], and including New Jersey
and Delaware. There is not enough money to cooperate at the rate

of $600 a county in all the counties in all States, but only in a part
of them ; so that, all told, both east and west, we have used around
$200,000 for agents in counties, favoring the West and the East in

that way.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That, you thought, was proper or

necessary in view of the fact that the rural population was small in

proportion to the total population ?

Mr. Smith. That was our understanding, that the appropriation
was made primarily for that purpose, and we tried to handle it in

that manner.
Having gone over this in a general way so that you see the dis-

tribution, I can give you now some of the details [referring to

another chart, which is inserted at this point] :

Offlce of extension work North and West—allotments, 1919-20.

Supervision

:

Salary and expenses, chief and assistant cliief $10, 600
Emergency clerical help 13, 000
Regular clerical, labor, and messenger service 14, 120

Freight $4, 000
Telegraph 2, 500
Telephone 500
Express : 1, 500
Mechanical shops 2, 500
Supplies, etc ,— 6,580

17,580
Reserve 2,000

57, 300
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Mr. Smith (continuing). Taking the first item we had on the;

other chart, the supervision, with an allotment of $57,300, this;

is the way that is distributed: There are the salaries and expense^
of the chief and assistant chief, $10,600. We have traveling expense^
incurred, for instance, to the States, where we take at least a week
in going over in detail all the expenditures of the college on Smith-!

Lever money, looking over all the vouchers
The Chairman. Where does this $57,300 come in?
Mr. Smith. It is a part of the $176,455 shown on the first chart,

but explained more fully. It includes an item of $13,000 for emer-
gency clerical help. Many of the accounts were not in on June 1,

and we did not know how much that was going to cost. Some of
those accounts are five and six months in getting in. So we had to

set aside that amount for emergency clerical force; that is, help to

straighten up the work that was not completed at the end of the
fiscal year. That will not appear in this year's item at all. It will

be reduced by that much. We will have that much more money going
into the field work.
Here [indicating on chart] is the regular clerical force, labor and

messenger force, $14,120. Then there is freight, telegraph, telephone,

and so forth. We have a reserve there of $2,000 for emergencies.
That shows you how we spent our $57,300.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why do you have to have mechan-
ical shops?
Mr. Smith. For putting in electrical wires, for instance. Many

things have to be paid out of that.

Mr. Harrison. That is not a mechanical shop, Mr. McLaughlin.
That means that that amount was paid to the mechanical shops of the

department for the work done in it.

Mr. Smith. No ; we do not maintain the shop ourselves.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What mechanical work does this

extension work require?

Mr. Smith. We have our offices here, and oftentimes we have to

have lighting fixtures and water, and shelves have to be put up, and
things of that sort.

Mr. Harrison. That is here in the offices in Washington. That
hVs reference to the ordinary upkeep of the offices here.

Dr. Trui:. The department maintains mechanical shops to do the

general work that has to be done around the department in the way
of repairs, electrical work, and so on. We pay our share of that.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I notice that in other bureaus
money is asked for similar work. For instance, in the Weather
Bureau, they had either five or seven firemen over there ; I do not re-

member which.
Mr. Harrison. In the case of the Weather Bureau a shop is main-

tained specially because of the distance of that bureau from our me-
chanical plants.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They had seven firemen over there

shoveling a ton and a half of coal a day.
Mr. Harrison. Those figures have been corrected in the record;

that statement has been clarified in the record, as you will find if

you will examine the corrected testimony.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I have not seen the testimony.
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J
Mr. Smith. A part of this clerical force is transferred to the statu-

ory roll in the present estimates.

:
The Chaikman. The overhead charge is $176,455?
Mr. Smith. That is for the expenses of the force that has head-

[uarters here at Washington, as has been explained to you.
Dr. True. But, Mr. Chairman, that includes all . the people,

vhether they do work in the field or not.
The Chairman. That includes the $57,000; and these specialists

rou send out in the field?

;
Dr. True. Yes ; but the $57,000 includes a considerable number of

persons Avho are now transferred to the statutory roll.

r The Chairman. The $57,000?
Dr. True. Yes. This coming year they will be on the statutory

roll.

The Chairman. The specialists are included in the $57,000?
Dr. True. No, sir ; not the specialists.

The Chairman. They should be charged to expenses-—overhead
charges?

Dr. True. Yes.

Mr. Smith. Part of this regular clerical work here will be on
the statutory roll next year?
Dr. True. All of it will be.

Mr. Smith. 1 have explained the use of the $57,300 in detail. I will

now explain this field staff in detail, if you care to have it. Take
the county agents' work, then, or the staff which has headquarters
at Washin^on. We have a leader of that and five assistants, with
their salaries and expenses, amounting to $27,800, and the clerical

assistance, amounting to $9,200.

The Chairjian. Here in Washington?
Mr. Smith. Yes.
The Chairman. That is overhead, too?

Mr. Smith. These clerical people aid in tabulating the results

from the field. The leader and his five assistants work mostly in

the field. In the home demonstration work there is the leader and
her four assistants and the clerical assistants, making a total there

[indicating on chart] of $30,215. In the.boys' and girls' club work,

a leader and four assistants, $29,180. In the farm management, one

leader and one assistant, $8,500. Then under subject-matter spe-

cialists, we have a leader and two assistants, $9,760, and their travel-

ing expenses, as well as the traveling expenses of specialists, who
represent jointly the different bureaus and States Eelations Service.

The Chairman. How much is that?

Mr. Smith. For travel, $4,500.

The Chairman. The total of the column?
Mr. Smith. The total is $119,155 for the field service. Now, take

these clerical assistants that you see here this year. You recall

that $36,000 is transferred this year to the statutory roll, and our

total lufnp-sum fund is reduced by that amount, so that that will

Tower this year's lump sum b'y that amount.

The Chairman. Is that added to or deducted from the overhead

charges ?

Mr. Smith. $119,000 is to be added for the field service.

The Chairman. What is the aggregate amount?
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Mr. Smith. The total is $57,300 for what may be called super-j

vision in Washington, plus $119,155 for a staff that has headquarters,
here in Washington and works in the field. That makes a total of;

$176,455. The remainder of it, something over $574,000, is allottedj

to the States.
,

The Chairman. Is that to be charged to the overhead charges i

Mr. Smith. About $32,000 is chargeable against this item here [in-

dicating on chart] . I do not know what the number is there. I have
not that with me'; but I know that our statutory roll is about $32,000.

The Chairman. Referring to pages 212 and 213, the total of the
statutory roll is $263,260. How much of that $263,000 is overhead
expense?

Dr. True. Those are all employed in Washington.
The Chairman. Then it is overhead charge, is it not?
Mr. Smith. It includes all the States Eelations Service roll, of

which about $32,000 is for the northern extension office.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Where you have your boys' and
girls' club work, do you have, in a number of the counties, men who
are separate from the county agents?
Mr. Smith, Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Who are assisting in organizing

boys' and girls' clubs? Do you know how many of those you have,
and in how many counties?
Mr. Smith. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I mean in the counties where you

have boys' and girls' clubs, in addition to the county agents.
Mr. Smith. Yes ; we have right here 156 county club leaders on full

time ; that is, they are giving the full year to that work. In all, we
have 394 cooperatively employed club agents, and some of those are
in counties but not giving the full year to it. They may be employed
merelj' for the summer months.

Mr. McLaughion of Michigan. Do you not think that the work of

organizing boys' and girls' clubs should be turned over to the county
agents?
Mr. Smith. I wanted to complete my statement of this morning on

that matter, Mr. McLaughlin. The county agent can organize cmbs,
and does organize them wh*i he is the only officer in the county. We
encourage him to organize those clubs, but, as you loiow, his work
becomes very burdensome in a little while. He deals with a lot of

people, and he covers 40 or more different subjects. His time is taken

up. The people in the North, particularly, seem to be desirous of

having assistants to handle the clubs—men who are specially trained

in handling children, who can adapt the county program of agricul-

ture to the capacities of children, so that those children will become
efficient agricultural and home demonstrators.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It takes a lot of money ?

Mr. Smith. It takes a lot oi money, but it is worth while. I think,

if you put that up to the farmers in the North you will find that

they want the country club agent and are willing to pay for him.
Of our money, we are putting into that work in the counties, I think,

not over $15,000.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Outside of the money that the
States ".''ut into it from the Lever fund ?
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Mr. Smith. Yes; outside of that. The States themselves are put-
ing in something like $350,000, and the counties themselves, with the
)eople, are contributing direct over $250,000. There is, I think, no
vork that is more popular with the people, and particularly with
)ankers and business men, than the boys' and girls' club work, and
hey contribute very freely to that work ; and our experience, so far
IS it goes in the Northern and Western States, is that when the
Estate puts in a county club leader who gives his whole time to that
ivork, the results are so much more satisfactory that the county club
igent idea extends over the State just as rapidly as conditions seem
to warrant and funds are available for it.

In all cases it is up to the people themselves to say whether they
iwant that or whether they do not want it; whether the fathers and
mothers want their boys and girls to have this special training and

I

are willing to pay for it. There is no special urge for it on the p^rt
of the department or on the part of the colleges. Of course, you
know they are a very efficient factor in actual demonstration work.
I need not go into that.

Now, I want to show you one other chart.

Offlce of extension worlc, nortJi and west, fund for county-agent work, 1918-19
and 1919-20.

Appropriations. 1918-19 1919-20

United States Department of Agriculture, regular
United States Department of Agriculture, emergency
Federal Smith-Lever
State Smith-Lever
State appropriations
College appropriations
County appropriations :

All other

Total

$320,183
1,893,000
397,225
547,513
202, 599

12,089
1,389,431
610,798

5,372,840

$346,800

1,001,828
1,251,342

1-, 640, 305
477,257

4,806,142

Mr. Smith (continuing). Here is the money that was put into

county agents for 1918-19 and for 1919-20 [indicating another chart]

.

I think you will see where your extra $1,500,000 went last year. We
put in $320,183 last year from this $751,000 to the department, and
we are putting in $345,800 this year; and that emergency item of

$1,893,000 [indicating] is, of course, cut out this year; that is, we
had $1,893,000 emergency money last year which we will not have

this year.

The Federal Smith-Lever fund has increased from $397,225 in

1918-19 to $1,001,828 this year. The State Smith-Lever fund has

increased from $547,513 in 1918-19 to $1,251,342 for 1919-20. The
State appropriations have decreased from $202,599 last year to

$89,608 this year.

Dr. True. That is extra State appropriations.

Mr. Smith. That is extras; because a portion of last years' State

amount has probably gone in to meeting offset this year.

The college appropriations have decreased. County appropria-

tions have increased from $1,389,431 to $1,640,305.

Dr. True. That is also the extra money which is not offset-
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Mr. Smith. Some of the county money is in the Smith-Lever fund,
above. That $1,640,305 shows the extra money v?hich the counties
have put up for the work.
Last year, while there was spent $5,372,840 in county-agent

work, this year there has been allotted $4,806,142, a decrease of about
9 per cent in the funds for county agent work. You ask whether
there is any need for this additional $500,000 that matures under the
Smith-Lever Act. In the North we have some 1,100 counties organ-
ized for county-agent work out of 1,500 counties. Our thought is

that the other counties should be organized, from the fact that many
of them are ready to put up their share of the money.
The women's work should be increased, and we think the club

work should also be increased.
The Chairman. You referred to specialists of the Dairy Division,

did you not ?

Mr. Smith. You have brought up the word " specialist." I thought
you might be interested in laiowing the different kinds of work in
which specialists are engaged.
The Chairman. We know what they are doing, but- we would be

interested in knowing how many are being sent out from all the
bureaus.
Mr. Smith. Yes ; I have that.

The Chairman. Have you any idea how many are being sent out by
the Dairy Division, aside from those who cooperate with you ?

Mr. Smith. Yes; in these Northern and Western States there are

16, including those in dairying, who have headquarters in Washington.
The Chairman. Do you mean 16 specialists for the whole depart-

ment?
Mr. Smith. No ; 16 of these specialists, with headquarters in Wash-

ington, who are working in 33 Northern and Western States. I do
not know how many are in the Southern States, but I do not think
there are many who have headquarters in Washington.
The Chairman. They are included in the 776, which Dr. True

stated was the total number of specialists ?

Mr. Smith. No ; these 16 are in addition to the 776.

Mr. Anderson., Maybe I am thick about it, but I would like to

understand the proposition. Do I understand that those 16 special-

ists are paid out of appropriations carried for the different bureaus?
Mr. Smith. Yes.
Mr. Anderson. And they have no relation to the Smith-Lever funds

or to the funds of the States Eelations Service ?

Mr. Smith. No ; excepting as the bureaus enter into an agreement
with the States Eelations Service.

Mr. Anderson. I had an impression that in almost every item for

almost all these bureaus some of the money is supposed to be spent

for specialists who. go out to converse with the county agents, arid I

gathered from the number of times "that we were told that that was
what the money was to be spent for that there were a good many more
than 16 of them.
Mr. Smith. Let me clarify that, Mr. Anderson.
Mr. Anderson. I would like to get straight on it.

Mr. Smith. There are 16 of them with headquarters in Wash-
ington, working in the 33 Northern and Western States. The bu-
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ireaus themselves have, in addition to that, approximately 100 lo-
cated out in the States, and those 100 ave included in the 776.
The Chairman. The 100 are?
Mr. Smith. Yes; they are included in the 776. These men are

employed, with headquarters in Washington, because the bureaus
here need to keep in touch with their field work in which their
money is involved, but they have no entree to the Smith-Lever work
except through the States Eelations Service.
Mr. Anderson. Does this figure, 776, represent specialists that are

paid out of the Smith-Lever funds by the colleges?
Mr. Smith. They are paid out of all extension funds of the col-

leges and the department.
Dr. True. Here is the proposition : The Dairy Division wants to

carry on certain extension work in the States. They enter into
agreements with the colleges under which the Dairy Division is to
pay a certain part of the expense. That involves, usually a part or
the whole of the salary of specialists. Those specialists go out into
the States and make their headquarters at the agricultural college,

becoming part of the State extension force in that way; they go
out into the States to help the county agents and to do extension
work, just like extension specialists who may be employed wholly
by the colleges.

Mr. Anderson. Do they continue to be paid out of the appropria-
tions for the bureaus ?

Dr. True. Partly. All of this is a cooperative enterprise. That
is one of the diiSculties we have when we come to explain it, because
it has so many contacts and so much uniting of forces and of funds
that aiiy general statement that we may make has to be qualified

when you get down to the details.

The Chairman. This dairy specialist tells about the bull clubs and
the work being done throughout the country. Do the bureau spe-

cialists come under your supervision and direction, and are they
included in the 776?
Mr. Smith. They are included in the 776.

The Chairman. Do all employees sent out by the Dairy Division

work in that way, and is what is true of that division also true of the

other divisions of the department ?

Mr. Smith. Let me show you how Mr. Rawl may handle this mat-
ter. Let us say that Mr. Rawl has $30,000 for a certain piece of

work. If he pays all the salaries and the expenses of all the men
engaged, he can employ only about 10 people in about 10 States. If

he feels that the work needs to be carried on in more than 10 States,

he may go to the colleges and say, for example, " Ought we not to

increase the cow-testing or bull association work of this State? I

have $1,600 to put into the employment of a man if you can put in

the remainder of his salary and pay his traveling expenses. We will

locate that man here at the institution, under your general adminis-
trative direction, and working in accordance with the plans we
jointly have in view."
The Chairman. So that Mr. Rawl is interested not only in 10

agents in 10 States, but in 15 agents in 15 States?
Mr. Smith. Yes.
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The Chairman. So far, he only deals with the colleges. Where do
you come in?
Mr. Smith. We come in in this way : Mr. Rawl has a specialist out

there interested in extending dairy work. We have the organization

through which he is going to work. We have the county agent, and
the home-demonstration agent, and the club agent, and if he is going
to accomplish much in dairying in that State he has got to work in

cooperation with and through that group of agents. Say that Mr.
Rawl puts one dairy agent in a State and there are 80 county agents

to deal with ; that specialist will deal with the county agents through
the extension director, who represents the States Relations Service

in each State.

The Chairman. Whom do you mean by the State director?

Mr. Smith. The man at the college who is in charge of all the ex-

tension work?
The Chairman. Paid out of the extension funds?
Mr. Smith. And paid out of any funds that the college may have,

from any source. None of the money that is appropriated directly

to the department goes into the director's salary.

The Chairman. Is he under your direction?

Mr. Smith. He is under our direction only to the extent that

is agreed upon in writing; and the Secretary has an understanding
with all the colleges except two that they will appoint no director

unless he is acceptable to the Department of Agriculture. On that

consideration the Secretary agrees to do all the extension work that

he has to do with these direct appropriations that you give him in

cooperation with the college, providing the college appoints a di-

rector that can satisfactorily represent the department in the admin-
istration of that work in the State.

The Chairman. You do not contribute anything toward his

support ?

Mr. Smith. Not a thing.

The Chairman. Except that he is supposed to know your di-

rector ?

Mr. Smith. No; he is in charge of all the extension work done
in the State, whether it is done under the funds of the Department
of Agriculture or of the State.

The Chairman. Where do you come in?
Dr. Trtte. He is the joint representative of the department and

the college.

The Chairman. Where do you show that your bureau is repre-

sented,''any more than any other bureau, if he is there representing
the department? Mr. Rawl's man comes in under your jurisdiction?

Dr. Trtje. This is the situation, Mr. Chairman: By agreement
between the college and the Secretary of Agriculture, the extension

director is the joint representative of the department and the col-

lege for the administration ot all the extension work in the State.

so that when a department man, whether from the Bureau of Animal
Industry or any other bureau, comes out and is located in the State

at the college, he comes under the administrative direction of the

extension director; and those extension directors report to the States

Relations Service.
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The Chairman. Does Mr. Rawl's man report to you ?

Mr. Smith. Yes; because Smith-Lever funds which are admiiiis-

tered by the State Relations Service are involved.

The Chairmax. Not to Mr. Eawl ?

Mr. Smith. He reports to Mr. Eawl also, because Mr. Rawl has
$1,500 of money appropriated for his work by Congress involved.

The Chairman. He reports to both of you ?

Mr. Smith. Yes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I gathered from what Mr. Rawl
said about the man who was sent out from his bureau, speaking of
this particular work of organizing bull clubs, that his man had
nothing to do ^Yith the county agent. The work is work that the
county agent does not do; he does not know enough, so that a man
lias to be sent from the dairy division. That was stated very
bluntly—that they had nothing to do with county agents because
county agents were not competent. I regretted very much to hear
that, because I have been very much interested in county-agent work.

Mr. Smith. I think there is some mistake in there, somewhere, be-

cause the dairymen at the college, these specialists that Mr. Rawl
may cooperatively employ with the college, have general charge of
that work and inspire the county agents to aid in the work of such
associations in the county. You remember that in the cow-testing
association work, when they finally get a group of 25 or 26 farmers to

cooperate, the group hires a man of their own to do various things in

connection with that work, like keeping records, testing the milk,

etc. The county agents are helping very materially in that work. In
fact, none of the specialists these days are thinking of organizing
their work except as they do it in cooperation with the county agents.

The county agents are there on the ground, they are there the year
around, and the specialists are learning that, if they, want to get
effective work done, they should deal, and they are dealing, through
the agents. That is the philosophy of good extension organization.

The Chaiejian. The people that are sent out, for instance, by the
Bureau of Plant Industry on the black rust work, do they come under
your direction?

Mr. Smith. There are practically none tnat are doing extension
work in the Bureau of Plant Industry.

The Chairman. During the emergency, did they not have a large

extension staff engaged ^n investigating the rust of wheat?
Mr. Smith. Yes.

The Chairman. Was that along the line of your educational work?
Mr. Smith. Yes ; extension work.
The Chairman. Of course, all their work is done in the States; «>

that they do not do extension work except in accordance with the

plan that is worked out with the States Relations Service. Are they

included in the 776?
Mr. Smith. They are, so far as there are any available. There are

none available now. There are none doing that work now.
Dr. Teue. I might say that there are at present one or two plant

pathology specialists from the Bureau of Plant Industry doing such

work in the Southern States under just such an ar,ran£:ement as has

been described for these other specialists.
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The Chairman. What cooperation is there between the bureaus,
and how many specialists are being sent out ?

Mr. Smith. At this time, as I say, there are only 16 working in

the Northern and Western, States with headquarters here.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The Lever fund for next year will

be $3,580,000. For the year that is current it is $3,080,000. Does the
law provide that the entire amount of that money shall be distributed
among the States if it is met by a similar amount from the States,

or does the law provide that some portion of it may be retained by
the Secretary of Agriculture for emergencies? Must it all be dis-

tributed to the States?
Mr. Smith. It must all be distributed to the States.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There is nothing, then, that re-

mains in the hands of the department ?

Mr. Smith. Not a cent.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I presume the States have dif-

ferent ways: I presume that altogether there are many diflFerent

ways of meeting the requirements of the r^ever law about duplicat-

ing the money appropriated by the Government?
Mr. Smith. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In some cases the contribution is

made directly by appropriation by the legislature; sometimes the

college devotes a part of its revenues ; sometimes it is raised by local

subscriptions and contributions by associations, and so on?
Mr. Smith. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There are many different ways,

are there?
Mr. Smith. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have all the States in the Union

come under that la,w ?

Mr. Smith. Every State has accepted the provisions of the law.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And is every State receiving the

full amount of money under that law ?

Mr. Smith. I think there are some exceptions.

]\fr. Meekitt. All of them are receiving the full amount under
the Smith-Lever Act except one State, which has not been able to

meet the supplementary fund ; that is Pennsylvania.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I am not speaking of the sup-

plementary appropriation. Is each State meeting the Lever law
money in full and receiving the full amount of its apportionment ?

Mr. Smith. The States are contributing to meet this money from
the State funds.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Each State is contributing enough
to get that mon^, is it?

Mr. Smith. Yes. You may want to consider the matter of exten-

sion specialists, a little further, because it has been brought up here

a number of times. I think we ought to clear that up if we can. I

have indicated on another chart the different lines of work that

the States are carrying on and the number of specialists which would
be required to make a complete system.
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Cooiieiritivc (igricultiiral c.rtontlon irojl:.— IJncs of irork rnirl ^specialists needed
for complete system of extension 'icork in agriculture and home economics
for the icholc Vnited States, based on the assumption of 3,000 agricultural
counties and a countii agent in each countg.

Approximate number of
specialists needed.

Field crops, iuclucling soils and fertilizers (1 for each 30 counties) 100
Horticulture (1 for each 30 counties) 1 100
Animal husbandry (1 for each 30 counties) 100
Dairying (1 for each 30 counties) 100
Poultry (1 for each 30 counties) 100
Forestry (1 for each 60 counties) 50
Vegetable pathology (1 for each 30 counties) 100
Veterinary science (1 for each 30 counties) 100
Biology (1 for each 30 counties) 100
Food nutrition (1 for each 30 counties) 100
Clothing (1 for each 30 counties) 100
Home health (1 for each 30 counties) 100
Farm management (1 for each 30 counties) 100
Marketing (1 for each 20 counties) 150
Rural engineering (1 for each 30 counties) 100

Total 1,500

Estimate 1,500 specialists at an average cost of $4,000 each, salary and ex-

penses, $6,000,000.

Mr. Smith (continuing). It is clear that the horticulturists, as

the work is now developing, may not know much about
The Chairman. Tell us about the field-crop specialist. What

about him?
Mr. Smith. The horticulturist may not know vei'y much about

poultry or about clothing.

The Chairman. How much does that man know about crops?
Mr. Smith. All right ; let us take his work and see what he will

do. The county agents are pretty well up on field crops, and there

are very few of those specialists employed. Take a man in agron-

omy or field crops; his work is to keep up with the progress in

agronomy the country over or the world over, and to furnish the

county agents with that information, whatever it may be.

The Chairman. Along what line would the information be?
Mr. Smith. I might give an illustration covering a phase of corn

growing. We have assumed and have been teaching that we knew a

good deal about corn, and have been showing .farmers how to test seed

corn and how to select seed corn that will germinate well when planted.

We thought if it germinated well that that was all there was to it.

Talking with a Bureau of Plant Industry representative the other

day, I was told that there is a rot in corn, a soft rot, that may occur

and cause great loss of the mature corn. It is in the seed to begin

with, and those seed may germinate perfectly, like other seed—not

quite like other seed, but, so far as the ordinary person would notice,

they would not see any difference but would plant that corn, think-

ing it was all right, whereas when it grew up the matured ear would
be diseased and would not be first-class corn.

Now, the agronomist or field-crop specialist is able to show us how
to detect that disease even in the sprouted seed, and so save the

farmer from the loss resulting from planting such seed. I do not

believe there are 20 county agents in the United States to-day who
know that secret. Some one has got to teach them that thing, to
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show them that thing, and the county agents are just like the farmers
or anybody else ; they learn best and quickest by seeing things done

—

by being shown. So we will get a Bureau of Plant Industry special- i

ist to go to the States and show the forces there, if they are not
already aware of it, just how to tell that thing in the germinating-

corn ; and the specialist there in the State will take the information
on out to the county agents, and the county agents will take it on
out to the. farmers and to the school-teachers and all those people
who are engaged in testing seed corn.

Mr. Anderson. The thing that always rather strikes me about this

proposition is that we always have to send a man out to converse
with each one of these county agents separately.

Mr. Smith. All right.

Mr. Anderson. In all the business institutions that I am familiar

with—^they are not very numerous and not very important—if they
want to do anything of that sort they bring the men in once or twice

a year and tell them all the developments of the business for the

preceding period, instead of trying to send somebody out and hold
a conversation with each one of them every week or two.

Mr. Smith. Yes. The agents engaged in the work in the North-
ern and Western States have just such conferences; they have their

meetings at the colleges. It is expensive to bring them all together

very often. In this work, which is a relatively new enterprise, you
will find when you study it that after you have had your men as-

sembled at the conference and send them out again some of them
will have been impressed with what you have said and some of them
will not ; and if you follow them up you will find that some of them
will be 100 per cent efficient in carrying out the new thing and some
of them will be only 50 per cent efficient. By following them up in.

the field the specialist can see how efficiently his work is getting

across, and, if the county agent is not getting that informa.tion to-

the farmer, the specialist has an opportunity to help him straighten

the thing up.
Then, in this connection, you must remember that our county-agent

force changes about every year and a half; practically new people
come on the job, and they need again to be taught how to organize
work, and have again to be brought into contact with specialists who-
have knowledge along (he particular lines of work. Most men on.

graduation from an agricultural college are not very strong in any
particular line, and when as county agent they go out in the county
they can keep up in some lines of work, but not in all of them ; and
so some specialists, we feel, are absolutely essential to success if you
are going to have the best development of the entire system. How
many of these specialists there shall be is another question.

Mr. Young. You made one statement there that is alarming to me.
That is in regard to the frequency of the changing of county agents.

Mr. Smith. Yes, sir ; the average is about a year and a half. That
is about the life of the county agents in the North.
Mr. Young. Why it that?
Mr. Smith. There are so many opportunities open to them in

various lines of business, and many of them also have gone out of the

work during the war. That has been the history of the work up to

this time. In one Western State last year and the year before there

was a 90 per cent change each year.
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ilr. Young. Is it not very unfoi-tunate for the farmers of the
country as a whole that you have to educate men in this line of work
so often and have them stay so short a time ?

Mr. Smith. It is exceedingly unfortunate.
Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. You do not pay the men enough.
Mr. Smith. We do not pay them enough.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Would it not be better to get good

men and pay them more than to try to extend the work so muchif
Mr. Smith. Yes; it would be advisable to get good men and to

keep them ; but there, again, you enter into the whole system of sal-

aries in the colleges and in the Federal Department of Agriculture.
In the college the extension division is a part of the college, and if

they are going to maintain their college they can not pay such at-

tractive salaries in the field that all college professors will leave and
go out into the extension work, so that they have to maintain a kind
of level. Tli^y should raise the salaries in the colleges.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The college of a State gets its

proportion of the Lever money ?

Mr. Smith. Yes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The State has to match that

money?
Mr. Smith. Yes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They can use that money in any
way that they please ?

Mr. Smith. Yes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They can pay such salaries as they

please ?

Mr. Smith. Yes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you mean to say that, if they

have high-class salaries—put the salaries on a high grade for the

field men—it will interfere with the morale, as you might say, of

the men employed in the college?

Mr. Smith. It does
;
yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The men in the college never see

these field men?
Mr. Smith. They hear of their salaries, however ; and they are at-

tached to the same institutions. Some of the colleges give them titles

similar to those of the men in the college.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is that ?

Mr. Smith. Some of the colleges give them titles comparable to

those in the institution.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They give the field men titles?

Mr. Smith. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What kind of titles ?

Mr. Smith. Assistant professor, or something of that kind.

They class them as a regular part of the university staff.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I have noticed these frequent

changes of county agents, and I have thought it to be very un-

fortunate.

Mr. Smith. It is unfortunate.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And I have noticed what. I should

think* was the difficulty of getting high-class county agents—the

small salaries that they were paid. It seems to me that it would be
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advisable, if you could, to pay money enough to get the right kind
of a man and try to hold him.
Mr. Smith. You are exactly right.

Mr. MoLaughi.in of Michigan. And it occurs to me that it would-
be better to spend your money in getting a few high-class men
rather than to spend it in employing a lot of men of indifferent

ability.

Mr. Smith. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In many places the work done
by the county agents does not very favorably impress the people.
Mr. Smith. Yes, sir ; we agree with all of that. There is, however,

that practical difficulty.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In spite of the fact that you agree
with that, you keep on extending the work instead of getting better
men in fewer places. , ^

Mr. Smith. We do not have the whole say in the matter.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is arranged with the college,

is it?
~

Mr. Smith. Yes. At most it is a partnei-ship arrangement, where
the county agent is employed, and we do not consider that $600 is

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You do not contribute $600. That
$600 comes out of the Lever money that is paid by the Government
to the State.

Mr. S'mith. No.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you pay an additional $600?
Mr. Smith. I told you that in 300 coimties in the East and the

West we are contributing $600 for about 300 county agents.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is paid out of this

—

—
Mr. Smith. That is out of this appropriation for the extension

work of the Office of Extension in the North and West. In that

case we might have something to say; but the direct appropriation
to the department is a comparatively small amount. IJsually $600
would be about one-fourth of the salary.

Mr. Young. Let me ask you a little more about this changing of
county agents. Was that accentuated very much by war condi-

tions?

Mr. Smith. Yes, sir.

Mr. Young. What service did they render before the war?
Mr. Smith. It would not run beyond two years.

Mr. Young. That is the average ?

Mr. Smith. We have some men who have stayed beyond that ; but

that is the average. Then, of course, these high prices have come
along, and the opportunities for those men in business have been

very great.

Mr. Young. I see what you are up against. It runs the same in

every line. Take it in my country ; I do not know how it is in the

rest of the United States, but our school-teachers are possibly the worst

paid people we have. Take it in a country town of 3,000 or 4,000

people; bank cashiers get $100 or $125; clerks in dry goods stores

$75, and so on ; and we are having the same trouble in every line.

People can get out of those places and make more at day labor than

by school-teaching or working in a bank or in any store or in any
clerical position, so that I know you are up against the same thing

that we are every day.
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Mr. Smith. Yes. That the colleges are trying to meet it is shown
by the fact that for the years 1914 to 1916 the average salary of the
entering county agent was about $1,800. The average entrance
salary of the county agent in the North and West is now about $2,300.
We are giving $500 more to the agent who enters on that work now
than we did before the war.
Mr. Young. You have the country divided into sections, the south-

ern, western, and northern. Does the same scale of salaries prevail
generally—^the whole country over?
Mr. Smith. It is somewhat higher in the North than in the other

sections.

Dr. True. It is considerably higher, on the average, in the North-
ern than in the Southern States.

Mr. Young. It is the same line of work ?

Mr. Smith. Yes ; it is the same line of work, but for some reason
the scale of salaries is not as high as in the North. It is increasing

iigthe Southern States. We are paying more now than we used pay,
but the differences make the average showing lower for the Southern
States.

STATEMENT OF DR. A. C. TRUE, DIRECTOR OF THE STAT!^ RELA-
TIONS SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Continued.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Breaking in right there 1 want to

ask a question that occurs to me.

, Since the beginning of this extension work, particularly since the

passage of the Smith-Lever law, I understand you have located in

the.colleges some permanent scientists to carry on studies by analysis,

and so on, of agricultural problems.
Mr. Smith. 1 do not know of any such thing.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I gathered that from something
Dr. True said yesterday.

Dr. True. None of these extension agents do any experimenting.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Not the extension agents ; but have
you not located men, or are you not appropriating any part of the

money to the payment of men who are located, at the colleges for

the purpose of work?
Dr. True. Certainly; extension men from the bureaus may be

located at a college and be paid from department funds, in part, at

least.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You say "may be." Have you
any so employed?

Dr. True. Oh, yes; they are employed. But they are not doing

experimental work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I do not know that I give it the

right name. It is extension work, is it, such as you think is proper

to be paid for out of Lever-law money ?

Dr. True. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much are you spending in

that way out of Lever money ?

Mr. Smith. Only men like Dr. Mumford-
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Oh, I did not get that idea at all,

if it is only men like State agents.

164315—20 63
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Mr. Smith. That is the only kind of men employed on ext&nsion
funds.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are not some scientific men

—

some scholarly men, I mean—^located more or less permanently at
the colleges carrying on work there ?

Dr. Tbue. I could not tell yon how much of the Smith-Lever
money is spent for extension agents with headquarters at the col-

leges. I have not that at hand and I could not tell you without look-
ing it up.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Outside of the Smith-Lever money,'

out of these special appropriations, are you paying the salaries of
any men located more or less permanently at the colleges to do that
kind of work?^

Dr. True'. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I do not mean men like the State

agents, like Mumford in Michigan, are doing.
Dr. True. Only in the case of farm-management demonstrations,

which come under Mr. Smith's office. You will remember that from
the beginning the northern extension office has used a part of its

direct appropriation fOr farm-management demonstration.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Demonstrations are largely in the

field, naturally, are they not?
Dr- True. Yes; but these men work out from the college. They

have headquarters at the college and work out in the State.

'

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I gathered from what you said—

•

I may have gotten a wrong impression—that in the aggregate there

are a large number of men, involving the expenditure of a large

amount of money for men, as I got the idea, permanently located at

the college; not to work outside, but on some problems, and to con-

duct studies in agriculture and so on, as scientific men carry on their

work.
Mr. Harrison. When Dr. True was discussing yesterday the Hatch

and Adams appropriations, he referred to the number of employees
engaged in scientific and technical woik at the various State experi-

mental stations. He indicated, I believe, that approximately $6,000,-

000 was available for this purpose, $1,440,000 of which comes from
the Federal Government through the Hatch Act and the Adams Act.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I had an idea that it was some-

thing more than that. Under the Hatch and Adams Acts you put
in the amount of money to a college for the purposes of that act?

Dr. True. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then do you hire other men to go

to that college and carry on that work ?

Dr. True. The States Relations Service has no money for that

purpose.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you hire any such men ?

Dr. True. Do you mean in the different bureaus? There may be
money there which can be spent for investigations, and they enter

into cooperative arrangements with the State colleges to carry on
investigations.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. At the colleges?

Dr. True. And in some cases they locate men at the colleges or

State experiment stations to carry on that work.
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\ The Chairman. Is it not a fact that college men are employed,
knd that part of the time they are paid by the college and part oi
the time they are paid out of this extension fund ? I so understood
pu yesterday.

Dr. True. Extensive specialists are located at the college

The Chairman. They Sre college men?
Dr. True. They are college people.

The Chairman. They belong to the staff of the college and are

members of the faculty, are they not ?

I

Dr. True. They are members of the faculty.
' Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There is so much appropriated
finder the Hatch Act and so much under the Adams Act that is given
to the State.

Dr. True. Yes.

I

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. My motion was that each college
{spent its own money in its own way, except that it Avas on the plan

I approved by the Secretary of Agriculture. Do you send men from
' the colleges to carry on that same kind of work, and do you pay
them?

Dr. True. A bureau may have money to do investigation, and they
may enter into a cooperative arrangement with one or more colleges'

for work along that line. The college uses for that jpurpose men
who are engaged in the experiment station ; but this is different from
the extension work. In the financial adjustment, part of the salary
may be paid from department funds and part from the ordinary
station funds. It d«es not involve any duplication of salaries or
expenses. The thing is properly lined up, as I understand it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I did not think it was duplication,
but I thought the money was given to the college for a particular
kind of work, and then I thought you were sending men to the col-

leges and paying them yourselves for doing the same kind of work
or work contemplated under that act.

Dr. True. It may be work contemplated under the act; yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why do you not let the States do
that if the Government gives them that amount of money ?

Dr. True. The experiment stations do a great variety of work,
and their funds are not sufficient to meet all demands for experi-
mental work. For example, a problem connected with some par-
ticular disease of a plant may arise in a certain State. That would
be a legitimate work for the experiment station to undertake, but
the experiment station may not have funds to put into that work, or
may have only a small amount of money, insufficient for the work.
It enters into cooperative arrangements with the Bureau of Plant
Industry to carry on that work as a joint enterprise; the Bureau
of Plant Industry puts in some of the money and the college puts
in some ; and while that work is going on the investigator may have
headquarters at the college or at the experiment station, using the
laboratories there and going out into the State to study the disease

wherever it exists.

The Chairman. Are we contributing money for the maintenance
of the colleges in an indirect way? You will recall that when the
Lever bill was being considered the contention was made that there

was a lot of knowledge bottled up here in Washington valuable
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out in the country, and that we should find some way of disseminat-

ing it.
'

Dr. True. It never was intended, as I understand it, that the

United States Department of Agriculture should withdraw froni

either research or extension work in the States.

The Chairman. You do research work in Washington?
Dr. True. Yes; and also in the States.

The Chairman. In the agricultural colleges and in Washington?
Dr. True. There never has been a time that the department was

not carrying on a large amount of research work in the States.

The Chairman. That work was carried on under the Hatch and
the Adams Acts.

Dr. True. No ; the Congress has been appropriating to the Depart-

ment of Agriculture large sums of money for research work to be

carried on m the States, in addition to the work that the State ex-

periment stations carry on with the Hatch and Adams funds.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I think from the very nature of the

problems it is necessary to do a lot of research work, and my im-

pression is that Congress approves it and is disposed to be very

liberal

Dr. True. Certainly.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan (continuing). With this money for

research work?
Dr. True. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Because wonderful results have

been produced by your men engaged in research work.
The Chairman. You say you pay part of the time_ of the men at

colleges. If this money was intended to be used to disseminate that

Imowledge which had been gathered up in the department it should

be applied to the purpose for which it was intended.

Dr. True. None of the extension money is used for the gathering

of information.
The CHAtRMAN. What is the research work that is being done at

the colleges?

Dr. Truie. None of the research work is paid for out of extension

funds.
Mr. Laughlin of Michigan. I thought it was. That was one of

my criticisms of the Work. I thought that some of this money ap-

propriated, as Mr. Haugen says, to carry out the results of your work
into the country, for practical work, was being used for research

work.
Dr. True. If there is, I do not know of it; and we are careful in

our inspection of the colleges to determine what money is spent for

extension work, what money is spent for experimental work, and what
money is spent for teaching. We keep- those things distinct, and the

colleges "understand that if they spend any of the extension money
for research work they are acting contrary to the law. If they spend

any of the experiment station money for teaching or extension work
they are violating the law, and they understand that. Wherever we
discover any sums that have been diverted in that way, intentionally

or unintentionally, we call them to the attention of the college and
insist on a readjustment of the matter.

' The Chairman. An_ employee of the college is paid part time by
the college and part time by the department. Much of the time of
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Ipuch an employee in the college is spent in making out reports and
other work than carryiiag on experiments.
Dr. True. A man may be employed in the college as an experi-

pienter and be paid half of his salary from the Hatch and Adams
Acts appropriations, and he may devote half of his time to experi-

piental work.

I

The Chairman. For the college, but not for you?
Dr. True. Yes. Under the law, under the Hatch and Adams

Acts, it is just as much for us as for the college.

The Chairman. We do not take that into consideration here.

That is from the permanent annual appropriation. The colleges re-

ceive that whether we appropriate here or not. It is from the per-
manent annual appropriation. But here are other appropriations
[made, as has been stated here, for the specific purpose of disseminat-

iing the laiowledge gathered by the department; not for gathering
information or for study or for experimeait, but for disseminating it.

Dr. True. No, sir ; that is extension work.
The Chairman. Simply to carry tiie knowledge to the people.

Dr. True. That is extension money.
The Chairman. That is extension.

Dr. True. And it must be used for the extension service.

The Chairman. Exactly. If it is used for extension, it is not for

experiment.
Dr. True. No, sir. But a man may be employed half of his time

doing experimenting and half of the time doing extension work, in

which case half of his salary is paid from experiment station funds
and half from extension funds.
The Chairman. Then we are to understand that you do not pay

him for any of his time spent in experimental work ?

Dr. True. Absolutely not.

The Chairman. That is paid entirely by the college ?

Dr. True. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Then we understand each other perfectly.

STATEMENT OF MR. CLARENCE B. SMITH, CHIEF OF THE OFFICE
OF EXTENSION WORK IN THE NORTHERN AND WESTERN
STATES, STATES RELATIONS SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRI-
CITLTITRE—Continued.

The Chairman (continuing). Now Mr. Smith, I would like to ask
you some questions. I take it when you select a county agent for

the com belt you secure one who is well up on corn and the products
of that particular locality. What is he supposed to know about field

crops ?

Mr. Smith. This field crop specialist is supposed to know all there

is to know up to that time on field crops and to keep the county
agents informed up to the minute on that.

The Chairman. Is he supposed to know how to select seed corn ?

Mr. Smith. Seed corn, and how to grow the crops, how to prepare
the land, how to take care of the land, and everything in connection
with the growing and harvesting of the crops.

The Chairman. In employing a man for corn you would not
select some one who had particular knowledge of cotton, but you
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would select some one who had a knowledge of corn and of othet

crops in the corn-growing section ? i

Mr. Smith. A man with a knowledge of all the crops growri

there—corn, wheat, and barley and the usual field crops that thejf

grow there.

The Chairmax. Can an agent go out into a field and estimate th^

crops, as to yield for instance
Mr. Smith. No.
The Chairman (continuing). And crop conditions?

Mr. Smith. No; his judgment is worth the judgment of one man,
and crop estimates are made through the judgment of many people

the country over.

The Chairman. What estimate can your agents make?
Mr. SiMiTH. Just the estimate that any intelligent man could make.
The Chairman. Could he not do better than the average man?
Mr. Smith. He might. It would depend on whether he had had

experiejice. He knows whether the crop in his neighborhood is a

good crop or not. In this crop-estimating work many of the States

are, in their farm bureaus, appointing a committee of farmers, of

whom the county agent may be one, who make a report to the

State on crop conditions.

The Chairman. Your county agent drives through the county con-

tinually ?

Mr. Smith. Yes.
The Chairman. He goes over the county two or three times a year,

and over much of it once a week or oftener ?

Mr. Smith. Yes.
The Chairman. Should he not have fair knowledge of the crops?

Mr. Smith. Yes.

The Chairman. His judgment should be better than that of the

man who has less opportunity to see the crops?

Mr..Smith. Yes.

The Chairman. Should be an expert?

Mr. Smith. He is not giving his whole thought to that thing.

He is better than the average man, undoubtedly, because he has a

better opportunity to see.

The Chairman. If he is interested in the welfare of the farmer
and the crop owners, he could not help but observe the condition

of the crop?
Mr. Smith. That is true.

The Chairman. Is it not a fact that he would be an expert on
the yields and condition of the crops?
Mr. Smith. In a considerable sense he would..
Mr. Anderson. If he only lasted a year and a half in office, he

would not have much opportunity for forming comparative judg-
ments ?

Mr. Smith. That is only the average man ; and we hope, now that

the war is over and salaries have gone up a little bit, that the period

of service may be longer.

The Chairman. If he stays there a year and a half he should have
knowledge of the conditions ?

Mr. Smith. Yes ; he should have as good a knowledge as anybody
who has to handle 15 to 20 lines of work.
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The Chairman. But he has not 15 lines of work in any one lo-
cality.

Mr. Smith. If you are dealing with the county agent, he covers
but one county, and he does not go over the State.

_
The Chairman. Practical men would have knowledge of the crop

yields. That is one of the first things that would enter the mind of a
practical man.
Mr. Smith. In hiring county agents the matter in most cases is put

up to the farmers themselves, who have a voice in selecting him.
The farmers have a chance to look him over and question himljefore
he is employed, and his record is before them. They pay the larger
part of his salary, so that they are very much interested in having as
practical a man as they can get.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You say the farmers have some-
thing to do with the selection of the county agent?
Mr. Smith. Yes. Each county forms a bureau composed of farm-

ers, and they practically select the county agent. Names are sub-
mitted to them and they select.

The Chairman. They select from the list submitted to them?
Mr. Smith. And they also suggest names.
The Chairman. If the farmers suggest a certain person, you agree

to his selection ?

Mr. Smith. If he had the qualifications we thought he ought to
hare. That is, we think he ought to be acquainted with the research
work of the State and Federal Departments of Agriculture and that
he ought to have had good training in agriculture; under those cir-

cumstances we would accept him.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You would not appoint a man who

was objectionable to the farmers?
Mr. Smith. We would not appoint a man who was objectionable to

them ; but we must feel that he is compet-ent to extend the work of the
agricultural college and of the Department of Agriculture. If we
do not feel that his training is good enough for that we do not make
his appointment.
The Chairman. An estimate was made for a large increase for

the Bureau of Crop Estimates. Could the service of those county
agents be utilized in connection with crop estimating ?

Mr. Smith. I think the county agents can be of very great serv-

ice in connection with that,'cbut I do not think that they should at

all assume responsibility for that service.

The Chairman. What service are they rendering now?
Mr. Smith. They are bringing to the attention of the farmers

the importance of having accurate information on crops and live

stock. They are asking the farm bureaus to appoint a committee-
man in each part of the county who will work with the Govern-
ment in making those reports. That committee usually meets and
makes its monthly report in the county agent's office, so that he is

informed as to what they are doing, and the results are sent to the

States. In other words, the county agent handles the work on just

about the same plan he would handle any other line of work. He
fets the farmers to do it—at least, they do it—and the county agent

oes not assume any responsibility.
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The Chairman. Could he not, without additional trouble or ex-
pense, interview the reporters, get ideas from them, and form a fairly

accurate opinion as to the yields and the condition of the crops ?

Mr. Smith. If you made it mandatory on him to visit these crop
reporters and get their views, I am afraid you would embarrass him
in his regular work. If that was made a regular part of his duties,

I am afraid that it might greatly embarrass him ; and I am sure we
can get practically as good results without making it more or less

obligatory.

The Chairman. In my opinion, cooperation is worth a lot; and
it seems to me that the two bureaus should cooperate.

Mr. Smith. Yes.
The Chairman. I am trying to find out how much cooperation

you have arranged for.

Mr. Smith. We are cooperating now in the State of Idaho, which,
as I have said, I think is one of the best organized States in the

Union for crop-reporting work, in which that work is being very
effectively carried on through cooperation between the county agents,

the farmers themselves, and the State crop reporters.

The Chairman. Has that worked out satisfactorily?

Mr. Smith. Very satisfactorily. I think Mr. Estabrook thinks
very highly of that plan, and I do not know why it can not be
adopted in practically all the States. It is being tried out now in

that particular State, and we may have a fund of information to

present to the other States to show how it has been "worked out and
to encourage other States to take it up, if it works out finally as satis-

factorily as it now seems to be doing in Idaho.
The Chairman. Your bureau would be willing to cooperate with

the Bureau of Crop Estimates ?

Mr. Smith. Yes.
The Chairman. And you feel you can be of great service to them?
Mr. Smith. Yes ; we do.

The Chairman. I do not think' there is any question but that you
can be.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The Bureau of Crop Estimates is

estimating for a tremendous increase; an increase of $550,000 more
than they had last year. If that work can be done by somebody
already in the employ . of the Government, it might save a lot of

money.
I would like to ask one or two more questions about this .chart

which is before us. On the right hand, under " specialists," you have
" 100 " in each column. What does that mean ?

Mr. Smith. That is just a rough estimate, if we are going to

develop an extension system, of what we will need. If specialists are

a part of that system, these figures indicate how many it is going to

take. Your guess is perhaps as good as my guess on that.

Take the veterinary work here [indicating on chart] ; if the ex-

tension veterinarian dealt with as many as 30 county agents and
kept them posted oh animal diseases and how to handle them and
how to extend that work to the farmers, the question is, would that

not be about the reasonable number of specialists to have—one for

each 30 counties, say, in veterinary science; and the same thing with
dairying, with its various branches? This is just a rough estimate
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of possibly how many it Tvould take, eventually, if the extension
system was completed.

I
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Evidently some think that the

county agents need instruction in this veterinary science, as you
have termed it there, because, when it was suggested by another
bureau that they must have men from their bureau go out to see
a|)out hog cholera and tuberculosis, it was asked if the county agent
cpuld not do any part of that work, and they said " No ; the county
agents do not know enough to do it."

Then this chart is not a statement at all of what you are doing
now?
Mr. Smith. Not at all.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. This is only a suggestion for the
future ?

Mr. SiiiTH. I understood there was some question as to what
extent specialists ought to be employed, and I was just trying to get
this more for my own information than anything else.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If this plan should be carried out
as outlined, it would take $6,000,000.
Mr. Smith. It would mean 1,500 specialists.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Where would you get the money?
Mr. Smith. The States would provide that, probably. You can

see that a college which has a strong department in farm manage-
ment, for example, will want to extend that work in the State and
will desire an extension specialist for that. How many counties
can he handle ? Not more than 30, probably. If one man deals with
the county agents and farm-management problems in 30 counties,
he is doing a pretty good job.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Has it not occurred to you that
a part of your time might be well spent in suggesting to the States
that the Federal Government is not going to do this, and that if it

is going to be done they must get a move on and do it themselves ?

Mr. Smith. I think they have that in mind, as the States now are
putting in about two dollars to the Federal Government's one. The
specialists are perhaps in larger number in the North now, because
when this work started they had a great many specialists to begin
with and but few county agents. They have kept those specialists,

and, in addition, as the county-agent work has been developed, par-
ticularly during the war, they found that they needed to have men
trained in the particular subjects to keep those county agents up on
all lines.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. When this chart was put before

us I thought it would show the number of men now employed and
the lines of work in which thej^ were employed.
Mr. Smith. I did not have time, after I thought of the matter, to

make such a chart, but such a chart could be made, showing the men
we have and the different lines they are engaged in.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If it seems necessary to reduce
this appropriation, I presume it might be reduced by not employing
these special agents, but leave the work largely to the county agents,

to get along the best they can during the time of short money?
Mr. Smith. I do not know just what the colleges would do. I

think they would want to be sure that those agents were competent
and well supported in certain lines, and they might find it necessary
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to reduce both their specialists and their agents so that they would
handle those lines that were most vital to that State.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Each State has signified its desire
to give money under the Lever law and so far has supplied its part
of the funds ?

Mr. Smith. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You do not anticipate that any of

the States will refuse hereafter to contribute money enough so that

they can come under the Lever Act simply because you or the de-

partment will not spend money for these specialists, do you ?

Mr. Smith. I did not quite get the significance of your question.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Each State is now contributing
the full amount of money under the Lever Act ?

Mr. Smith. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you not think they are going
to continue to do that even if you do not appropriate money for

sending out all these specialists ?

Mr. Smith. The States Relations Service is not sending out any
of these subject matter specialists.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You are sending out some?
Mr, Smith. Yes; the Department of Agriculture as a whole is.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. This is a larger plan that you
have in mind if you had the money?
Mr. Smith. This contemplates what the States and departments

cooperating should have when we get 3,000 county agents.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. We have no objection to the

States spending that $6,000,000, but my idea was that that would
be the total cost to which you would contribute about one-half.

Mr. Smith. No. It was not contemplated that the department
would contribute so largely.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then this is simply a suggestion

as to what the States ought to do and may do.

Mr. Smith. Yes ; showing you the number of specialists that may
be needed if you have a complete and efficient extension system.

The Chairman. Would you suggest that the specialists instruct

and educate each agent along that line, or would you suggest that

they come together at some point for instruction ?

Mr. Smith. It would be done both ways.

The Chairman. If you send out a specialist to teach one county

agent at a time you would not get vety far.

STATEMENT OF DR. A. C. TRUE, DIRECTOR OF THE STATES RELA-
TIONS SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Continued.

Dr. TRtTE. In this connection there is another suggestion that the

committee ought to keep in mind in thinking of these specialists.

It is not simply the county agents that need these specialists, but

the farmers. There is an increasing demand, as I understand it,

from the farmers, through their farm bureaus and otherwise, to

have the service of these specialists. They want to see the pebple

from the college and these specialists not only go out and instruct

the county agents, but they actually engage in the work in the

field, holding meetings and extension schools; and to cut them off
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to any considerable extent would be contrary to the wishes of the
farming people.

' Mr. Heflin. If you cut them off, as has been suggested, Doctor,
do you think it would help or hurt the work,?

Dr. True. It would hurt the work seriously.

;
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I want to say to Dr. True that I

4o not question the desirability of this work, even the extension that

is outlined on this chart. I was just suggesting that it may be
that we can not go into it for want of money. It may be very
desirable, the farmers may want it, but we have got a Treasury to

look after.

Dr. True. I admit that it is a difficult situation, but I think, as I
have said, that the interests of agriculture and the general interests

of the country, the general increase in the wealth of the country, de-

mand that this extension work as projected now should not only be
kept up but should be increased in a reasonable way in order to take

in more of the country.

Mr. Anderson. Doctor, you are two years ahead of the contein-

plated maturity of the Lever Act now.
Dr. True. But we are several years back as far as the value of the

dollar is concerned.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have not lost sight of the fact

that the original idea was that these special appropriations might be

cut off? You remember the idea was that as the Lever Act grew
the special appropriations would be reduced. You have not forgot-

ten that, of course ?

Dr. True. I have not forgotten that, but my view is that the whole
condition of things has changed within the five years since the Smith-
Lever Act was passed. The value of the dollar has materially de-

creased meanwhile, while the interest of the farming people in the

developing of this system of popular education has vastly increased.

The results from this system, from the money point of view, have been

very large. This system has justified itself very fully, as I believe

you will agree, and it seems to me that it will be unfortunate to stop

the progress of the movement at this time.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I am not saying that it should be

stopped. I am only one on the committee. I was just reminding

you that when the Lever Act started these special appropriations

were in full swing, and it was thought that they could be done away
with as the Lever Act increased.

Dr. True. At that time it looked like a great deal of money indeed.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is a lot of money now.

Dr. True. But the whole thing is changed. We look at things in

a much larger way now than we did five years ago, in every line of

enterprise in this country.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I am afraid you will have to keep

down to earth. Doctor, on some of these things.

The Chairman. What is the next item. Doctor ?

Dr. True. Mr. Chairman, I had prepared several tables showing

the way in which these funds are used. Would you like to have

those put in the record ?

The Chairman. We will be very glad to have them.
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Dr. True. I -will simply leave them for that purpose.
The Chairman. They might as well be inserted at the beginning

of your remarks. Are the tables printed in any pamphlet or bulletin

form?
Dr. True. No, sir ; most of them are new tables.

The Chairman. Then they had better go into the record.

Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. You have made a great many trans-

fers to the statutory roll. I suppose if those were not approved thej^

would be turned back to the lump siim, and if the lump sum is not
sufficient to carry them they would be discharged ?

•

Dr. Trxhe. I do not understand that we have any authority to put
those back on the lump sum.
Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. Tney would have to go back, would

they not ?

Dr. True. Not if the suggestion of putting theirujon the statutory

roll is approved.
The Chairman. They are on there now, are they not?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If those transfers are not ap-

proved, these employees will remain on the lump fund, will they not?

Mr. Harrison. Yes^ unless the committee indicates that they
should be dispensed with.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. No ; Congress would say how much
money would be available on the lump fund, and then you would
have to cut.

Mr. Harrison. If Congress does not make the transfers proposed,

it will be necessary to keep the employees on the lump fund if their

services are required to do the work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Suppose the lump sum was re-

duced?
Mr. Harrison. If the lump fund is reduced, we will, of course,

have to make such adjustments in the work and personnel as may
be necessary. If it should appear that the services of any of the
employees can be or must be dispensed with, their appointments may
be terminated; or, if they are needed in another bureau, they may
be transferred to that bureau.
The Chairman. How much money is involved in the transfers to

the statutory roll?

Mr. Harrison. Mr. Chairman, the figures are given in the first

day's hearing.
The Chairman. For 1920 you have $6,575,390; you estimate

$5,431,290. So you have taken off of the statutory roll over $1,000,-
000—$1,144,100. You have dropped that from the statutory roll.

Mr. Harrison. There are 378 transfers with salaries aggregating
$450,780. There are 80 new places in the estimates, involving a total

of $113,390. There are 36 places dropped, calling for a reduction
of $27,660. There is an apparent increase, therefore, on the statu-

tory roll of $536,960.
The Chairman. The tables on page 290 of the Book of Estimates,

total salaries. Department of Agriculture, for the current year show
$6,575,390.

Mr. Harrison. The difference is explained, Mr. Chairman, by the
fact that we suggested in the estimates that 1,402 places occupied by
forest supervisors and forest guards, whose salaries amount to
$1,673,540, be transferred to the lump-fund roll.
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Mr. Hutchinson. Have you the total number of men employed
by the Department of Agriculture?
Mr. Harrison. Yes. On the 31st of October there were 21,364 em-

ployees; now there are something like 20,900. There has been a
<;onstant reduction during the past several months.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Harrison.

STATEMENT OF DR. C. F. LANGWORTHY, CHIEF OF THE OFFICE OF
HOME ECONOMICS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Dr. True. I would like^to depart from the regular order of the
items in the Book of Estimates and take up the Office of Home Eco-
nomics next, if that is agreeable to the committee.
The Chairman. Very well.

Dr. True. That is item 42, on page 224

:

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to investigate the relative utility and
economy of agricultural products for food, clothing, and other uses in the home.

The Chairman. An actual increase of $30,000.
Dr. True. We are asking for an increase of $30,000. That is the

same amount which we asked for last year. Dr. Langworthy, who is

the chief of that office, is here and, if agreeable to the committee, I
tFOuld like to have him speak of some of the details of his work.
The Chairman. We shall be glad to hear him.
We inspected your work last year, I believe.

Dr. Langworthy. Yes, sir. We were very glad that you did so.

Thinking that you might like to. see samples which illustrate the
character of our work, I have brought some. We have tried to intro-
duce economies in the preparation of food, economies that could be
practiced in the household without lowering the quality of foods, but
would help the housekeeper to keep up her standards without increas-

ing expenses, and so help her in her effort to cope with the increased
cost of living, and we have found a number of things which we be-

lieve will help her.

One of them is illustrated by this sample, which shows that it is

perfectly possible to make good pie crust with considerably less fat

than the housekeeper ordinarily uses. It is also possible, as this

sample shows, to make doughnuts and other things fried in deep fat

in a way which prevents absorption of an undue amount of fat. These
apple turnovers are made with a crust containing 3 tablespoonfuls of
fat to a cup of flour, which is half the amount that the usual recipe

calls for. To learn how to use such smaller amounts of fat success-

fully depends upon tests which show us the proper manipulation of

the ingredients, that is, the way they are put together, and how the

amount of water in the dough should be variecf—for example, less

water than the housekeeper is in the habit of using must be used to

give the desired result. v

Lessening the absorption in frying in deep fat, we have found in
a series of studies, depends upon the amount of shortening that is

used in the recipe and the character of the gluten of the wheat flour

used. We have found that by using h'ard flour or diluting the flour

with some mashed potatoes and diminishing the shortening the
amount of fat absorbed is lessened materially. The ordinary dough-
nut may take up fat equaling 50 per cent of its weight before frying.
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That means a pl'oduct which is too rich, though it is a common type
of doughnut. By modifying the recipe in the way recommended one
gets what I think you will agree is a good product. In this perfectly^

rational way a very considerable saving in household cookery can
be made.

Those samples illustrate the kind of work we are carrying on and
show how our research studies can help the housekeeper to solve

practical problems. Such apparently simple conclusions are based on
a very considerable amount of laboratory work.
Our work is distinctly research work. We are trying to accumu-

late niaterial for the extension ageilts \i^hich will prove of use in

their home-economics teaching. While the whole Department of
Agriculture contributes material relating to crop production and
animal production and other phases of farming, the Office of Home
Economics, which you have authorized to study the household prob-
lems, is the only branch of the Government service which deals spe-

cifically with these home problems.
Logically, as I see it, our work is justified for two reasons: The

department devotes a vast amount of money to the agricultural pro-

duction ; that is, to the production of farm crops, both animal and
vegetable. It is now devoting, through the Bureau of Markets, and in

other ways, large sums to the distribution of agricultural products^
which, using the term broadly, includes both manufacture and dis-

tribution. Now, production, distribution, and consumption repre-

sent three phases of any such problems. The sum devoted definitely

to the ultimate consumption of agricultural products, namely, that

assigned to the Office of Home Economics (for in the last analysis

the consumption of agricultural products is by the individual and
by the home) , is not in proportion to the other two. The only reason
we produce food is that mankind may eat it.

Another reason why we should help the housekeeper by such work
(carried to her by the extension agent and by the department's publi-

cations) is that in her hands rests the expenditure of 75 per cent to

95 per cent of the total money spent in the United States. That is a

fact, it seems to me, on which expenditure for home-economics work
is justified. That the department's work is actually of use to home-
ecenomics workers, extension teachers, and houselceepers is shown
by the way housekeepers turn to us for just such practical information

as we are able to give them as a result of the study of individual

problems by carefully conducted experiments. We have not been
able to keep up as we should. The opportunit}' for usefulness is

very much larger than our resources.

It seemed not without interest to bring a printed copy of a sum-
mary of the work of the Office of Home Economics for the year 1919,

presented at a home-economics meeting last June. A list of papers
reporting work of the current year is also here. It includes the fol-

lowing :

Absorption of Fat by a Dough or Batter when Fried In Deep Fat.
Use of Homemade Sweet Potato Sirup in the Household.
The' Use of Sweet Potato Flour ip Cookery.
Experiments in Methods of Cooking Dried Fruits.

Experimental Studies of Jellies and Jelly Making.
Comparison of Hog, Lamb, Calf, and Beef Liver, and Their Cooking Qualities.
Miso, a Soy-bean Food Product.
The Use of Gas in Cooking, with Suggestions for Economical Methods.
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Progress Report on the Keeping Quality and Condition of Vegetables Canned
in Different AVays.

Digestibility and Tolerance of Some Wheat Flours.
Digestibility of Certain Vegetable Fats—Cohune, Palm-kernel, Hemp-seed,

Ppppy-seed, and Capuassu.
Digestibility of Raw Cornstarch.
DigestlToility of Horse, Kid, Rabbit, and Seal Meat.
EffQCt of Milling on the Digestibility of Graham Flour.
A Course in Home Dietetics—in cooperation with the American Red Cross.
Study of Farm Homes in St. Joseph County, Mich.—in cooperation with the

Office of Extension Work in the North and West.
Energy Value and Gaseous Exchange of Some Fruits—Bananas, Pineapples,

and Apples.

"With regard to some of the woik thase papers represent, it may
be said, for instance, that the department had been asked why lamb
liver was not more often used. Lamb liver is certainly edible, but
it is not so palatable as the other kinds of livers used, as a careful
comparison showed.
The Bureau of Chemistry is particularly interested in a soy-bean

product called miso, something much used in the Orient, and stud-

ies of its possible use in American cookery were needed. The re-

sults were favorable.

The study of the use of gas in cooking gave interesting results.

We found, for instance, that a simple modification of many gas
stoves or gas plates would save a great deal of gas. The flames were
not the right distance from the bottom of the saucepan or kettle

in which one cooks. Manufacturers, I feel sure, when this is pointed
out to them, will be very glad to see that such adjustments are made.
The question of soft pork came up this morning. The Bureau of

Animal Industry requested information on the coofting quality of
such pork in comparison with other pork. We found that the soft'

pork (bacon) often, but not always, gave up more fat, or will try
out more when fried, than the other pork that is not called soft pork.
We found that in some cases, but not uniformly, the flavor was in-

ferior. We believe that an extension of those cooking tests will

throw some light on the possible uses of soft pork in the home by
improving methods of using it and help to better the market for
it. The work is not completed, but it is very encouraging.
The report on the keeping quality of vegetables canned in different

ways shows that progress has been made. This kind of work, which
includes a study of the causes of spoilage in home canning by differ-

ent methods, makes clear the importance of more investigation in

order that we may avoid botulinus poisoning. That is a problem
which calls for all the attention that can be given it. Commercial
canners are studying it from their standpoint. It must be studied

for home canning.
As one of the reports mentioned shows, the digestibility of wheat

flours has been further studied. This is the old question of whole-
wheat, Graham, and wheat flour, and we have new evidence which
I think is of importance regarding the use which can be made of
all of them.
Then we have studied the digestibility of certain vegetable fats,

including among others cohune, palm-kernel, hempseed, and.poppy-
seed oils, which are not used any more at the present time than cot-

tonseed oil was used 20 years ago, but which, I think, we may use
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in the future, for a more abundant fat supply is surely needed, and
these fats have many possibilities.

The report on the digestibility of raw cornstarch is very inter-

«sting, for it will change the usual textbook statement that raiv

starch is not digested by human beings. Raw cornstarch was found
to be completely digested, and so was wheat starch. Potato starch
was found to be less so. How other starches will turn out we do
not yet know.
As regards the studies of the digestibility of meats, there was a

special reason for including each kind tested. Horse meat was of
interest because of thei discussion about its use during the war pe-
riod. Seal hams are used in the Pribilof or "Seal" Island for
food and are considered good. A request was made to study their

digestibility and food value, to see whether there was any possi-

bility of adding them to the meat supply of the United States. We
found the meat well digested. The flavor was distinctive.

Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. How do you study the digesti-
bility of any food?

Dr. Langwoetht. We have a selected number of young men who
serve as subjects. They are given a diet for a period of three days,
or nine meals, in which the food studied predominates. To the first

meal of the experimental period and the first meal after it animal
charcoal is added, which colors the feces black. The separation of

the feces pertaining to the experiment is then an easy matter. Food
and feces are analyzed. The undigested residue of each food con-

stituent subtracted from the total eaten shows the amount retained
in the body, i. e., digested. The value for the food specially studied
is then calculated, using factors determined in our laboratories. The
technique of such experiments has been greatly improved in the De-
partment of Agriculture. In this way-we can find what man obtains

from different foods. It is like determining the amount of coal one
finds in the ashes from a furnace as compared with what one puts on
the fire to show how well the coal is burned.

Mr. McLattghI/IN of Michigan. Does that determine the time it

takes to digest food?
Dr. Langwoetht. Such tests show the thoroughness of the diges-

tion. The time of digestion is studied by other methods. We can

make such studies but are not doing so. A common method of ob-

taining such data is by means of studies with samples of food

digested in test tubes with ferments like those found in the body. By
time of digestion one usually means the time the food remains in the

stomach. Digestion continues in the intestine. Generally speaking

a man who is in normal health and regular habits excretes every 24

hours the residue from his previous days' food. There are many ex-

ceptions, but this seems a general rule. Habit, exercise, and proper

food are factors in insuring this regularity.

The Chaieman. Will you tell us something about horse meat?
Dr. Langwoetht. We found that horse meat was well assimilated.

Quality, I suppose, depends much on the age of the horse. Young
animals are not likely to be slaughtered for food. The older animals

are likely to be rather tough.

The Chaieman. That would be true of the ox meat also ?

Dr. Langwoetht. Yes. We found that horse meat was as thor-

oughly digested as other meat.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You determine the digestibility of
some of these foods by experimenting with the foods ?

Dr. Laxgworthy. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Those foods are to be used by ani-

mals ?

Dr. Laxgwoethy. These foods are studied to obtain data regarding
their use by man. We work with those which for one reason or
another are of some special inteAst. For instance, we studied rab-
bits because the Biological Survey of the department is interested in

rabbit growing as a home industry and wanted to know whether
rabbit meat was digested as well as other meat. We found it was.
We also studied ways of cooking it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I gathered that some of these foods
were to be fed to animals, and the digestibility of them was to be
determined bj' your experiments.

Dr. Laxgwoetht. I did not mean to say that.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I was mistaken, then.

Dr. Langwoethy. I may have made a slip of the tongue.
The Chairman. Do you consider horse meat wholesome?
Dr. Langwoethy. I think it must be wholesome and that it is

generally admitted to be so. It may, perhaps, be of interest to know
now it came about that the people of western Europe did not eat
horses. Horses were formerly used for food there, but in the eighth
century, when it was found that there was a shortage of horses for
the papal cavalry, a papal edict forbade the use of horseflesh in food.

As a result the use of horse meat went completely out and was for-

gotten, and it was not until the Franco-Prussian War, in 1870,

it came into use again. This fact is very interesting to anyone who is

interested in the history of food.

Mr. Lee. How many years ago ?

Dr. Langwoethy. It was in the eighth century, when Pope Greg-
ory III issued this edict.

The Chaieman. Is it as palatable as the others ?

Dr. Langwoethy. I do not think it is as palatable as beef and its

texture seems coarser, but most of us, if it was a good cut, would,
I suppose, eat it without thinking much about it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Whale meat is palatable ?

Dr. Langwoethy. It is said to be good. I have not had a chance
to try it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is said to resemble beef very-

much. The lean meat is red and the fat meat is white, and it is

sometimes difficult to distinguish between beef and whale meat.

Dr. Langwoethy. We have never been able to get any for experi-

mental purposes. I had hoped we could, as it was much discussed

during the war. It was studied in Canada, I believe, under G overn-

ment auspices.

What has been said gives an idea of some of the problems which
Iiave been studied, many of them at the request of other bureaus of

the department. It shows the kinds of experimenting that we are

doing with foods in the digestion laboratory or in the experimental

kitchen.

We have also been studying different kinds of household labor to

find out how much time women devote to the different lands of house-

hold tasks and the draft on human strength by each kind of task.

164315—20 64
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We have used the respiration calorimeter for such experiments.
Different kinds of household' work were carried on in the respiration

chamber, and the energy expenditure measured in terms of heat-
that is, in calories, a calorie feeing equal to 1.5-foot tons—that is,

work sufficient to raise 1 ton 1.5 feet. We have found, for instance,

that a woman who is sewing uses about 7 calories of energy per hour
per kilogram (2.2 pounds) body weight as compared with 49 calories

when she does washing or ironing or sweeps floors. In other words,

regarded as muscular work, it is seven times as hard work to do that

kind of work as it is to sew. Obviously, to save strength one should

first strive to find good, easy methods and effective labor-saving

devices for such hard work as washing, ironing, . and scrubbing,

rather than for a light task, in order to make housework easier.

We have also found that we can lessen the labor required for

household tasks, as, for instance, by adjusting equipment to height.

This table would be too low if I were to wash dishes on ft, because I

would have to stoop. If I could have a table of such height that

when my arms are dropped to my sides and the elbows bent to a

right angle, the forearm would rest on the surface of the table; it,

would " fit " me ; for then I would not have to bend the upper part

of niy body up and down—^that is, move weight needlessly—and I

would expend less energy. That may seem far-fetched, but it is not,

because it is going to mean better equipment for the future ; indeed,

manufacturers are now interested to make kitchen equipment with
adjustable legs, so that a tall woman will not have to work with
equipment suited for a woman 5 feet 4, or a short woman work at a

table too high for her. So simple a thing as changing the height of

Lhe kitchen sink would save many a woman much needless work.
The clothing and textile work is of interest, too. The cotton,

wool, and other fibers which agriculture produces are all used very

largely in the home for clothing and household purposes. Their
right use (a matter largely in the woman's hands) is a great feature

of consumption, as compared with agricultural production and dis-

tribution. As we use the terms " clothing and textiles," we do not

mean fashions at all ; we mean the study of wearing quality, ways of
cleaning and caring for clothing so as to secure the maximum of

service, and such things. For lack of funds, we have been able to

do little experimental work, though we have collected and inter-

preted some useful information which the department is publishing

as opportunity offers. What it is possible to do was shown when
by the large amount of valuable information brought together

last summer we were able to bring to Washington for three weeks
a woman, now at the home economics department of the Iowa Agri-

cultural College who is better fitted than anybody we have heard of

,

to study by experimental methods such questions as they are related

to home problems. Funds for such a specialist are greatly needed.

If we could get such a woman as I have mentioned, she would do

splendid work on such problems. These are not unimportant mat-

ters. I happen to know that manufacturers are very much inter-

ested in having the wearing qualities of cloth of different sorts

determined, in order that they may inake cloth that will give good
wear for a ^ven purpose.
For years we have been wanting to study those problems so that

we could tell the housekeeper if she bought such and such a kind of
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material for pillow cases or for table linen or for her children's cloth-
ing that she might expect that, given proper care, it would give service
for so many months or years. As it is, she is not able to make such
estimates for she must judge largely by appearance, and appearance
is not a dependable indication of quality. Good appearance may be
due to the fact that the goods has been heavily sized with starch
and may not last after the material has been washed, or she may buy
a piece of silk which looks all right, but which may soon drop to
pieces, because it was too heavily weighted with tin or iron salts,

^vhich give " body " much as starch does. In a case I know of, the
silk linmg in an overcoat wore out after about two months. Pure
silk will burn up' and have no ash, or only a trace. A sample of this
lining was burned and the ash left behind amoimted to 50 per cent
of the weight of the silk burned. The silk had been very heavily
weighted with an iron compound. The dealer when informed took
up the matter with the jobber and it was satisfactorily adjusted.
Information of this character (and much can be accumulated by
laboratory research) should be provided for the housekeeper to
enable her to judge the probable value of what she buys.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If the housekeeper or if a woman

were going to buy silk, and two pieces were shown, one that was
AVeighted and one that was not, can you teach her to distinguish be-
tween them?

Dr. Langwortht. Yes, sir. It is a very simple thing to make a
test which will show weighting and roughly, at least, the amount of
weighting. As silk burns it seems to melt and has an odor like

burning wool. Pure silk will burn up so that you have practically
nothing left. If it is weighted, more or less ash will be left behind.
If it is heavily weighted, the ash often retains the fonn of the silk

before it was burned, so that one can see the weave. To cite a par-
ticular instance of the value of such a test, the wife of one of the
men in the States Relations Service showed us a sample of silk and
asked about its quality. We told her that it was probably weighted,
as the price was low for pure silk. This proved to be the case when
a test was made and she had data which would enable her to decide
whether to buy the silk which looked- well but would not wear very
long or to pay more for a better quality which would give longer
service.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is there no way of distinguishing
except by burning?

Dr. Langwohthy. There are others, but they are not so simple.

It is a simple test. Anyone can make it ; if pure, the silk burns up ; if

not, it leaves a noticeable ash. A little weighting does no harm and
may even improve the texture of the goods; but if there is a great

deal the fibers break and the mateiial goes to pieces. I believe about
one-fifth of the total weight of . the material is considered a safe

amount. If the sample does not shrivel at all when burned, I should
not buy the material.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is it an easy test to apply ? Is not
silk usually bought in the store without an opportunity for applying
the test you suggest?

Dr. Langwortht. Usually a sample will be given on request, and
this can be tested at home. If a guarantee could not be obtained for
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a ready-to-wear garment, I would ask for a tiny scrap from the inside
of a seam, for instance, and test it for quality.
Such matters as these are perfectly practical. In a series of Thrift

Leaflets published by the Department of Agriculture, cooperating
with the Treasury Department, many suggestions are made which
will enable a housekeeper to choose clothing and household equipment
wisely, so that it will give a maximum of good service and so make
our incomes go further.
Mr. YoTjNG. The burning test is an old test to determine whether a

piece of cloth is wool or cotton ?

Dr. Langworthy. Yes, sir; you can tell wool from cotton in tliat

way, but you can not apply the test to mixed goods. However, one
can dissolve the wool in mixed goods by using a caustic alkali—soda,
for instance—and leave the cotton behind.
Mr. Young. It is curious to note that when you go into a gentle-

man's furnishing store how what you take to be wool is 80 per cent
cotton.

Dr. Langavorthy. I think the manufacturers want to do the right
thing, and I do not think that goods are often knowingly sold with
fraudulent intent. However, I want the housekeeper to have knowl-
edge so she may know what she wants and buy intelligently. Manu-
•facturer and dealer are the first to see the importance of this, I
believe.

You will recall, I am sure, the work with the respiration calori-

meter. It is proving of great potential value, and we want to increase .

it and make it really effective. Before the war we were working on
the incubation of hens' eggs. With tested eggs an incubator is prob-

ably not over 55 per cent efficient on an average, while the hen hatches
about 95 per cent of the fertile eggs that you give her. From the re-

sults we obtained we have good reason to think that we are on the

track of the trouble with the incubator, and it is needless to say that

if we succeed in solving the problem the return to agriculture would
be far beyond any sum that we have spent for home-economics work
or contemplate spending.
We have not been able to do all we should with the bee problems,

such as the control of the wintering bees so that it may be done

economically and with a minimum loss of bees. The work was done

at the request of the Bureau of Entomology and the results were
used but more data are needed.

The question of the nature, extent, and control of the changes

that take place in fruits and vegetables in storage is attracting a good

deal of attention. Our respiration calorimeter studies of such prob-

lems give very promising results and have attracted the attention of

those interested in such problems and a demand for more informa-

tion. Apples, potatoes, celery, pineapples, bananas, and such things

are still living things when they go into storage in cars, ships, or

storage plants. With the pineapple and the banana the problem is

largely to keep them green until they can be gotten from where they

grow to the place where they are to be used and then to ripen them.

Bananas are, as everyone knows, received green and ripened by
hanging where it is moderately warm, often, in the trade, in banana

cellars. With a respiration calorimeter which we have defised, the

nature of such changes is studied and their possible control. We
are confident we can obtain information which will be of great value
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in the handling- and marketing of such products and benefit both the
producer and the consumer.
Apparently cold-storage charges for fruits and vegetables have

been based on estimates rather than on determinations of the specific

heat and the heat elimination of products in storage. The Bureau
of Markets asked us if it were possible to study the matter of specific

heat, and especially with regard to apples. All substances retain a
certain amount of heat, called the specific heat, which varies with
the material. The specific heat of water is taken as 1 and the specific

heat of every other substance compared with it. Information about
the specific heat of apples was wanted in order to determine what part
of the cost of cold storage should be charged to the withdrawal of
this specific heat when the fruit is first placed in cold storage. One
must also realize that the apple is a living thing. The ripening and
mellowing changes mean that some of its substance is oxidized and
heat is produced. Information regarding specific heat of apples and
heat due to ripening changes which we obtained were appreciated,
but the chief result of the investigation was the demonstration of the
commercial importance of this kind of work. The specific heat of
the apples was found to be 0.9 and the heat they eliminated was 0.04

calories per hour per kilogram of fruit at room temperature.
Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. What is that, (Fahrenheit ?

Dr. Langworthy. About 70 degrees.

Mr. McLatjgi-ilin of Michigan. You say you have worked out some
of these things respecting cold-storage products. Do you know of

any cold-storage people, either the owners of the plant or those who
own the product, that have taken advantage of and use your methods ?

Dr. Langworthy. This, calorimeter work represents only a begin-

ning, but it has aroused considerable interest. The Bureau of Mar-
kets has made use of data, I understand, and that the trade is inter-

ested in the mattei' we have good reason to believe.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have nothing ready to give to

the trade?
Dr. Langworthy. We have only a little to make public, but we are

getting something. The interesting thing to me is that we have
proved that in this respiration calorimeter we have a device valuable

far beyond our expectations for studying such distinctly agricultural

problems of commercial importance. They are of interest also to the

home, because they have to do with the possible market supply of food

products. If the times were such that we did not have to think of

economy, I know of nothing that would seem to me more promising

as a profitable line of work than extended research involving consid-

erable sums for this calorimeter work. A small increase has been

asked for the calorimeter work, and I do want to speak of its value

for agricultural research. You see, when it touches such a problem as

increasing the efficiency of artificial incubation of hens' eggs and the

economical wintering of bees; when it promises to give information

which will help in estimating the actual cost of storage and which

will enable us to control better the changes which take place in fruits

and vegetables in storage, it is potentially a very important kind of

experiment.
Regarding the work in home economics as a whole, the increase

asked for would provide for a modest and logical development of the

kinds of work now going on, and enable us to meet somewhat more
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fully the demands that are made on us for information. I feel that I
can truly state that we have used efficiently the sums that we have had,
and I believe that our plans for future work are rational ones. Home
economics is really science applied to the problems of the final con-
sumption of agricultural products, and we can not get the full value
of the products of our soil unless we apply science to consumption
as we have applied it to production and distribution. This is par-
ticularly impressed upon us in these days, when prices have gone so
high and the incomes of many families have not kept up with them.
The average houskeeper needs expert help to keep up her family
standard of living, just as a farmer needs expert help in producing
and marketing his crops.

Mr. Hutchinson. When you began your statement, Doctor, you
interested me with a reference to hard winter flour, hard wheat flour.

Do I understand you to say that hard wheat flour would take less

fats?

Dr. Langworthy. The use of hard wheat flour in foods for deep
fat frying means less absorption of fats, other things being equal.

Apparently the gluten forms a " crust " through which the fat does
not penetrate.

Mr. Hutchinson. What is the reason? Is there more water in the

hard wheat?
Dr. Langworthy. It is due to the gluten.

Mr. Anderson. Is it due to the character of the gluten or to the

percentage of gluten in the wheat ?

Dr. Langworthy. To both, as I understand it.

Mr. Hutchinson. Then you have not gone far enough to have
given a definite reason why it takes less fat for hard winter wheat
than the soft?

Dr. Langworthy. No, sir ; not in detail. We are not equipped for

the kind of chemical work which would be needed in order to give

the reason.

Mr. Hutchinson. It has always been the custom of the housewife

to use soft wheat for pastry and cakes in preference to hard wheat.

Dr. Langworthi'. She can get good results with either hard or

soft wheat flour if she knows how.
Mr. Lee. Were these pies here made with hard-wheat flour?

Dr. Langworthy. For the pies soft-wheat flour was used and for

the doughnuts hard-wheat flour. The economy of fat in the pie crust

depends in part upon lessening the usual amount of water and in part

upon the way the ingredients are mixed. It is not a flaky pie crust

such as many women like to make, but it is a tender, wholesome pie

crust and means a considerable saving in the use of fat.

The Chairman. What benefit is derived from saving fat ?

Dr. Langworthy. An economy in the cost and, in the case of

doughnuts, a product of good quality more wholesome than one very

rich in fat.

The Chairman. A variety of food is required to keep the body in

normal condition, which requires fat, carbohydrates, protein, min-

eral, and water?
Dr. Langworthy. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You take that into consideration ?

Dr. Langworthy. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Then what is the gain ?
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Dr. Langwortht. We have learned that it is a very easy matter,
without taking care, to get a diet which is overrich in fat. A better

balance of nutrients is secured and a saving in cost effected when
such matters are given attention.

The Chairman. Your contention is that a doughnut contains too

much fat?

Dr. Langworthy. Not necessarily ; but frequently such is the case.

Usually when a housekeeper makes a doughnut which is not pretty

short to start with she gets one that is breadlike and rather tough the

next day. We can give her definite directions for making doughnuts
which are not over fat and which are not tough the next day. This
example was used as an illustration of the way in which the results

of scientific study of cooking problems can be applied practically in

households to give better quality, more rational food, or greater

economy.
Mr. Jacowat. How long have these been made ?

Dr. Langwortht. The doughnuts and the pies were made this

morning.
Mr. Lee. You have bulletins on this subject ?

Dr. Langwortht. No, sir; not as yet.

Mr. Hutchinson. In the cooking of the doughnut does the time

that it remains in the fat have something to do with it ?

Dr. Langwortht. Yes, sir; that has something to do with it, but

other things being equal what has been said is true. The surface

exposed to the fat, which means the shape of the doughnut, has

something to do with it also. With a hole in the doughnut, the sur-

face exposed to the fat is larger than without it.

Mr. Hutchinson. Then, the length of the time has a great deal

to do with it?

Dr. Langwortht. Yes, sir. At meetings of bakers' societies and
such gatherings reports of work of this sort are received with much
interest.

Mr. McLaughmn of Michigan. You said that some of these things

are interesting, but you are not asking an increase for those lines

of work. Will you indicate for the record the lines for which you

do wish an increase?

Dr. Langwortht. Yes, sirj I can tell you what they are.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Can you tell us how much money
you wish for each branch? I thought possibly some of the work that

you spoke of would appeal to the committee as necessary or proper

to be extended and some might not.

Dr. Langwortht. The bill as reported specifies an increase of

$30,000 less transfers to the statutory roll; this increase to be di-

vided between the two projects under which the work is considered

as follows

:

(1) For studies of food, clothing, and textiles, and household

equipment and management, $24,280.

(2) For investigations with the respiration calorimeter, $5,720.

The first of these two sums we would subdivide as follows

:

(a) $10,000 for study of food and its uses in the home.

(&) $8,000 for study of clothing and textiles.

(c) $6,280 for study of household equipment and household labor.

The sum for calorimeter work we have not tried to divide, but we

would use it specially to study the problems of the possibility of
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bettering the artificial incubation of eggs and to collect data relating
to the storage of fruits and vegetables.
Mr. Hutchinson. Doctor, your department is a sort of fountain-

head for the home demonstrations, is it not?
Dr. Langwoethy. Yes, sir. This is the only part of the department

specifically authorized to supply such subject matter, and it is on the
basis of the subject matter here collected that the school textbooks
and college textbooks get most of their information on food.
Something was said to-day of nuts and their value as food. So far

as I know, practically all the knowledge of nuts as food comes from
the department studies of food.
The Chairman. Are you issuing any bulletins this year ?

Dr. Langwoethy. Yes, sir; we have turned in the manuscript of
five or six Farmers' Bulletins this year.
The Chairman'. How many bulletins have been issued from your

bureau ?

Dr. Langwoethy. As a whole, the work has provided over a hun-
dred Farmers' Bulletins and other popular publications, fuUy as many
technical publications, and many more short summaries for publicity
work. The amount of publicity material is comparatively large, bie-

cause we regularly contribute one article a week to the department
news service.

M^. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you seen this chart behind
you?
Dr. Langwoethy. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If that plan should develop, some
scientists or experts from your office would go out, I presume, to

assist the county agents in extension work. On what subjects?
Dr. Langwoethy. It would be on nutrition and clothing, and pos-

sibly we could be of some help on home hygiene also. We have occa-

sionally been invited to some of the northern or southern extension

meetings, but we do not regularly go out as experts. Of course, we
would liJce to go out if there were opportunity, for this gives us a
better understanding of what is needed throughout the country ; but

the home economics experts come to Washington rather frequently,

and we try to meet them and talk with them. As a matter of fact,

the extension offices and the Office of Home Economics together have

equipped a laboratory so that we can give demonstrations of the

new things if they wish when they are in Washington for any pur-

pose. We try to reach them just as much as we can, and I will say

the spirit of cooperation between the Office of Home Economics and

the other offices, as well as between the States Relations Service and

other departments, has been extremely .satisfactory. The Treasury

Department turned to us for help in their thrift campaign and drew

on the information which we had.
,

_

The Chaieman. What service did you render in connection with

war activities ? You assisted the Eed Cross and others ?

Dr. Langwoethy. Yes ; we Avorked with the Eed Cross and helped

them prepare their textbooks on dietetics, and from, the beginning

we worked with the Food Administration.

The Chairman. You assisted them in the regulations ?

Dr. Langwoethy. I was a member of one of the committees, the

food arid alimentation committee; we worked with the Food Ad-
ministration just as effectively as it. was possible for us to do. Our
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work Avas naturally along the lines of food conservation. I was also

a member of a district food administration committee.
Dr. Tetie. We prepared a large number of special leaflets for the

I'ood Administration.
The Chairman. So I understood.
Dr. Langwoethy. We prepared a series of 24 food leaflets with

them. We worked with them and got out a series of 10 lessons and
3 books for use in teaching food conservation: "Food and the
War," " Food Guide for War Service at Home," and " Food Saving
and Sharing." We also got out a bulletin with the women's com-
mittee of the Council of National Defense on " Agencies for the Sale
of Cooked Food Without Profit," and, in cooperation with the
women's committee and the Food Administration, a series of les-

sons for women's clubs, entitled " The Day's Food in War and Peace."
The Chairman. Is that all. Doctor? Thank you very much.
Will it take you very long, Dr. Trtie, to complete the remaining

items ?

Dr. True. There are three items. The large item is the item which
relates to the experiment stations in Alaska and the island posses-
sions.

The Chairman. That is the most important one?
Dr. Tetie. That is the most important one.

(Thereupon, at 5.30 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned until

to-morrow, Saturday, January 10, at 10 o'clock a. m.)

Committee on Agriculture,
House or Representatives,

Saturday, January 10, 19W.

The committee met at 10 o'clock a. m., Hon. Sydney Anderson
presiding.

States Relations Service—Continued.

STATEMENT OF DR. A. C. TRUE, DIRECTOR OF THE STATES RELA-
TIONS SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Continued.

Dr. True. The item we want to take up now is No. 40, on page
220, " To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to investigate and re-

port upon the organization and progress of farmers' institutes and
agricultural schools." This amounts in the estimate to $16,360, to

which must be added $3,040 transferred to the statutory roll, making
a total amount for this work $19,400. This is $1,200 less than the

appropriation for the current fiscal year, because we have dropped
one clerk who has been transferred to another roll.

About $5,000 of this amount is spent for the work relating to the

farmers' institutes. On that work we employ one man called a

farmers' institute specialist, and one clerk, and the work consists

mainly in the preparation of lectures on agricultural subjects, ac-

companied with lantern slides.

Mr. Anderson. Does this mean field work, or is this a supervisory

official

?

Dr. True. He spends most of his time in Washington in the prep-

aration of publications for use by the farmers' institutes lecturers;
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he also goes out to consult with the directors of the farmers' insti-

tutes in the different States to find out how their work is going on
and what they want him to do to help them.

Mr.' Lee. He prepares those slides*
Dr. True. He prepares the illustrations and the syllabi of lec-

tures for use in the farmers' institutes, and also the annual report
showing the work of the institutes throughout the United States and
the work of similar institutions in foreign countries. It was sup-
posed that the farmers' institutes in the United States would per-
haps decline greatly and go out of existence as the extension work
developed.
Mr. Anderson. Why?
Dr. True. Because it was supposed that the extension work and

the meetings of the farmers held in connection with the demonstra-
tion work would supply the place of the institutes. As a matter of
fact, however, the farmers desire to keep up the institutes; so that
work has continued. There are still 15 States in which the farm-
ers' institutes are maintained by the State departments of agricul-

ture instead of by the agricultural colleges.

Mr. Anderson. Is it the policy of the department to discourage
the holding of institutes now ?

Dr. True. No, sir; we do not discourage it, but we believe the in-

stitutes should operate in conjunction with the extension work and
are favorable to putting the institutes under the control of the agri-

cultural colleges.

Mr. Anderson. My experience has been, at least before the ex-

tension work was developed to the extent it is now, that there was a

very great and constantly growing interest in the farmers' institute

work and that it was a very valuable woi'k and one which was con-

tributed to by local people as well as by the Department of Agri-

culture and the colleges. I should dislike very much to see it dis-

continued.
Dr. True. There does not seem to be any prospect of its being

discontinued. All the department is trying to do in connection

with that is to make the instruction more practical. There has been

a tendency at times in the institute work for meetings simply to be

places where there was a lot of talk without much point to it in a

practical way. Where the institutes are properly managed and are

linked xip with the extension work, that is overcome in a large

measure. The farmers seem to regard this institute work as, in a

sense, an open forum for the discussion of matters by themselves

and by the experts that are called in.

Mr. Lee. I think it is a pretty good thing, Doctor.

Dr. True. They like that sort of a thing.

Mr. Lee. I do, too.

Dr. True. A sort of referendum on the matter was taken in the

State of New York not long ago, and the farmers voted very de-

cidedly in favor of continuing the institutes, and in that State the

institutes were transferred to the agricultural college by the legis-

lature.

Our records show that in 31 States which reported to us m 1918,

6 941 institutes were held, which were conducted by 2,000 lecturers

aiid had an attendance of about 2,000,000 persons.
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The remainder of this fund, about $15,000, is spent on the work
relating to the agricultural schools. The force employed on this

work prepares publications and illustrative material in suitable

form for immediate use in the schools where agriculture is taught.
It is through this office that the department has its outlet to the
agricultural schools and puts material for the schools in suitable

form for immediate use. These publications are, of course, based
mainly on the results of the work pf the department and the experi-

ment stations.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I wonder if it would be con-
venient for you to let the committee have a sample of each of your
publicationSj so that we can see just what they are?

Dr. Tetje. Yes; we would be glad to give you a set of them, of
course.

.Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. A great deal of money is being
spent in publications, and there is a difference of opinion in some
quarters as to the wisdom of some phases of that kind of work. I

do not know enough about your kind of work to judge, although I

know something about it.

Dr. True. I -shall be very glad to furnish the committee with
them. Do you want those not only with reference to agricultural

education but to all the work of the service ?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I think so. Just a sample of

what goes out from your bureau.

(Mr. Haugen took the chair at this point.)

Dr. True. We also have, through this appropriation, an oppor-
tunity to carry out the provision of the vocational education act,

which provides for cooperation between the Federal Board for Vo-
cational Education and the Department of Agriculture in studies

relating to agricultural education, with special reference to schools

in which the Smith-Hughes vocational education money is used.

Examples of our work m this office are leaflets showing teachers

how to use certain Farmers' Bulletins. These are also lessons on
dairying, potatoes, etc., for the elementary schools. A good many
of the States now require teaching of agriculture in the elementary,

schools, and it is difficult for them to obtain, the properly qualified

teachers for this work. So we endeavor to partially help out this

situation by giving these teachers publications showing them defi-

nitely how they can give simple elementary instruction in agri-

culture.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is the expense of printing all

this matter relating to your bureau, and all you have spoken of,

charged against the bureau and carried in these estimates?

Dr. True. No, sir ; the printing is paid out of the general printing

fund of the department.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You carry nothing for that

;
your

estimates carry nothing for printing?

Dr. True. Nothing for printing. One thing we have done recently

in cooperation with the Federal Board for Vocational Education

has been to prepare a course of study in agriculture, particularly

crop production, for the Negro schools which receive the benefits

of the vocational education act. In carrying out this work, we pre-

pared a bulletin and took it down to the Hampton Institute last
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summerj where the teachers of the Xegrp schools in. the Southern
States congregate for shoit courses, and there we went over this
bulletin with the teachers and gave them instructions on it, and also
gave them information on this matter in order that we might make
the publication most useful to those Xegro teachers.
We are now engaged in cooperation with the college of agricul-

ture and the State department of education in Arkansas in the
preparation of a course of study in agriculture for th"e elementary-
schools of that State.

That is all I need to say about that item unless there are some
questions.

Dr. True. The next one is item 41, on page 220, " to enable the Sec-
retary of Agriculture to establish and maintain agricultural experi-
ment stations in Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico, the Island of Guam,
and the Virgin Islands of the United States," for which the estimate,

this year is $230,000. This is an increase of $15,000, which is brought
about in this way: There is an increase of $15,000 for the Alaska
stations and $5,000 for the station in the Virgin Islands, and there is

a decrease of $5,000 for the station in the Island of Guam. These
stations engage in research and extension work, but are not con-

nected with colleges. They are wholly Federal stations ; the general
business connected with their administration as Federal institutions

is conducted through our Office of Experiment Stations, and the ex-

pense of this administrative work is borne by the appropriation for

that purpose. It is not included in this item which we are explain-

ing now. This work has been explained to the committee from year

to year, but, if you desire me to go into this as regards the individual

stations, I shall be glad to do so.

Mr. Anderson. I do not know about the rest of the committee, but

I would like to know pi'articularly with reference to what has been

done in the Virgin Islands. I read a short article some time ago in

regard to the work being done down there and it rather interested

me. I would like to know a little more about what has been done.

It seems to me the work was very satisfactory to the people there, at

least.

Dr. True. Dr. Evans, who has charge of this work, can explain

that.

STATEMENT OF DR. WALTER H. EVANS, CHIEF OF THE DIVISION

OF INSULAR STATIONS, STATES RELATIONS SERVICE, DEPART-
MENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Dr. Evans. The station in the Virgin Islands was taken over Jan- .

uary 1, 1919, jij^st a year ago. It had been established by the Danish

Government and was located about 3 miles from the principal town

on the Island of St. Croix, which is the largest island of the group.

The staff consisted at the time it was taken over of one man, who was

scientist, manager, and everything else. The tract embraced about

235 acres, 170 acres of which are in cultivation and pasture. The

principal income of the station has been for some time from the

produce that was grown, largely sugar cane, which was sold to some

of the sugar mills. The receipts from the sugar cane, from pastur-

age, and from other crops that were grown constituted practically

the only source of income of the station prior to January 1, 1919,
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when we took it over. Having such a limited income, the station had
run down very materially and a large amount of work was necessary
in the way of repairs to buildings and additions to the equipment,
so that a considerable portion of our appropriation for the past year
was devoted to the building up of the station. We have added an
entomologist and zoologist to the staff, who is making a study of the
insect and other pests. The former director was retained, and he is

engaged in plant breeding and plant introduction work.
The principal lines of work that are being conducted are cultiva-

tion and fertilizer experiments with sugar cane, cotton, corn, and
various forage crops, and some work has been done with coconuts.
The agronomist is carrying on plant-breeding work in connection
with the sugar cane and in • addition to cultivation and fertilizer

experiments, and has developed a variety of cane which he calls
^' S. C. 12/4," which is very productive and has a considerably higher
sugar content than any variety that has been grown previously on
the island. This he has distributed to the other plantations and has
also sent some of it over to Porto Eico, where it is doing very well.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Normally, what is the sugar con-
tent as compared with the crops in Cuba and Louisiana ?

Dr. Evans. The sugar content in the cane in St. Croix, as far as

my information goes, is about the same as that in Cuba and a little

higher than it is in Louisiana.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you gone far enough with

that to determine whether you can increase the sugar content ?

Dr. Evans. No. The sugar content of this cane is 2 or 3 per cent
higher than the average of the cane cultivated in the Virgin Islands.

Of course, this variety has not "yet been established loiig enough to

get in general cultivation, but it is grown on a considerable scale

on one or two plantations, and the probabilities are that at the end
of the present season there will be enough to plant several hundred
acres.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There is nothing to interfere with
its being brought over to this country for use in other places?

Dr. Evans. Not if adapted. I do not know whether it is adapted
to Louisiana conditions or not. Of course, there is a Federal quaran-
tine on all sugar cane at present, but for scientific purposes it can
be brought in.

Mr. Lee. Do they have to plant the sugar cane every year down
there ?

Dr. Evans. No; the cane is rattooned, and that. is one of the prob-
lems we are working on. Where they rattoon the cane—that is,

cut the cane down to the ground and let it sprout up again—if they
follow that too long it becomes a question of the adjustment between
the cost of replanting and the net profit.

Mr. Lee. In replanting, do they just lay the stalk in the row, or do
they plant the seed ?

Dr. Evans. The stalk is generally cut in sections of about three or
four joints, and these sections are planted in a row right down the
field.

In addition to the cane breeding which I ha^-e just described, work
is in progress with cotton, and there has been produced a very fine

type of Sea Island cotton that has a long fine lint and gives a very
good yield for that type of cotton. This cotton has been under
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observation for several years in the- Virgin Islands, and early last

spring some of the seed was sent to the department and it was tried

out last sunnner in connection with the work that the department is

doing with the Egyptian type of cotton in Arizona. It proved to

be a cotton requiring too long a season for that region; it did not

mature, and they have taken some of the best plants, removed them to

the greenhouses, and expect to keep them going this winter and will

use them next year in some hybridization work. The gentleman
in charge of the work for the department in Arizona told me there

were some features in the cotton that looked very favorable to him
and he wanted at least to run the thing far enough to see whether it

could be adapted to Arizona conditions. It probably would not be
adapted to the coast regions in South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida,

for the reason that the rainfall in St. Croix is very low. There are

no high mountains on the island and consequently the clouds pass
by and the rainfall is very low, more comparable with the condi-

tions in Arizona ; so it is thought that that would be the best place

to test the cotton out.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Who is doing this work in Arizona ?

Dr. Evans. That is being done by the Bureau of Plant Industry
in cooperation. Mr. Kearney has charge of that work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In cooperation with whom ?

Dr. Evans. It is regular Bureau of Plant Industry work. I fur-

nished the seed and asked them to test it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It is cooperation with you?
Dr. Evans. Yes, sir. Another line of work being carried on there

is with corn. Corn furnishes one of the principal foods of the

people of the Virgin Islands, and there is quite a lot of work going
on in developing better varieties. While corn is generally supposed
to have originated in the tropics, as a matter of fact there are not

very many tropical varieties of corn that yield highly. The best

varieties of com are produced in regions considerably removed from
the tropics, and work is now in progress to try by the ear-to-row

selection to secure some variety of corn that will yield more highly.

Dr. Smith has succeeded in getting one strain, which is grown to a

considerable extent, that yields about double what is the average

crop of the island. This corn used to be formerly ground in a mill

at the station and sold to the people on the plantations, the laborers

and others, and the sales from cornmeal were quite an appreciable

item in the former maintenance of the station. He introduced,

also, from Barbados a variety of sweet potato that has been exten-

sively planted throughout all the Virgin Islands. It is much more
prolific and has now practically supplanted all the varieties that

were previously grown.
Mr. Andekson. How recently was that?

Dr. Evans. That was brought over from Barbados about four years

ago.

Mr. Lee. There is a Porto Rico sweet potato which is a very excel-

lent potato.

Dr. Evans. It is quite similar to the one grown in Barbados but

not the same variety.

Mr. Lee. What is the yield per acre down there ?

Dr. Evans. I really could not say; I have no information on

that. Incidentally, I will say that all the statistics that have been
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collected from the Virgin Islands, until the census was taken a year
and a half ago, were A'erj', rery vague and very indefinite.
The Chairman. Can you give the amount of revenue derived from

the crop on the Virgin Islands ?

Dr. Evans. The appropriation for that station is $15,000.
The Chairman. Do you sell the crop ?

Dr. Evans. That all goes into the Treasury.
The Chairman. How much is turned into the Treasury?
Dr. Evans. I have not the exact figures, but for the period of the

year from January 1 to July, it amounted to in the neighborhood
of $3,000, 1 think.

Mr. Lee. Your principal income would be between those months ?

Dr. Evans. No ; the sugar income is later than that.

The Chairman. Can you approximate the amount that is turned
into the Treasury as a result of these appropriations ?

Dr. Evans. From all of them ?

The Chairman. Yes; from all of them.
Dr. Evans. For the past year it amounted to $4,727.56.

The Chairman. From all the stations?
Dr. Evans. Yes; from all the stations.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are you doing anything there in
the way of directly advising and assisting the people in agriculture;
anything like extension work, I mean ?

Dr. Evans. That is one of the things we wish to take up under the
increase we are asking for. ,We want to put on another man who
shall be a trained horticulturist and who would probably make his
headquarters on the island of St. Thomas. His business will be to

carry on horticultural investigations and to travel around to other
places in the principal islands, acting as a sort of a county agent in

giving advice to the people, not only as to horticulture but as to the
other matters pertaining to agriculture. We will want, also, a plant
pathologist to study some of the diseases which are very prevalent
and very troublesome.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I thought you had a man like

that ; what did you call him ?

Dr. Evans. He is an entomologist; he is working on scale insects,

the corn borer, and two or three grubs that occur in the soil and
cause a great deal of loss to the sweet potato crop, and things of that
kind. The entomologist is working on those problems.
Mr. Anderson. Are those bugs down there all new?
Dr. Evans. They are not new, so far as I am acquainted with them,

but there are problems in connection with their control that are new.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you need a man for each of

those lines of work ?

Dr. Evans. It is almost impossible to get a man trained both as

an entomologist and pathologist these days. All the institutions

have so narrowly specialized their men that you can hardly find a

man now who is conversant with both subjecte.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Would it later be necessary for an
expert in each line to go from the department to look over the work
frequently ?

Dr. Evans. In the event we got a good man, if the department
sends an expert, he will not have to go at the expense of the station

but at the expense of the bureau. He will go more as an advising
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visitoi- than as an investigator. The probabilities are that the plant

pathologist would not be added to the station for some time, but

rather a chemist who should take up some of the questions of chemis-
try in connection with fertilizing and cane-sugar manufacturing,
which would be, perhaps, the more urgent just now. But we do want

,

a man to act as agricultural advisor for all of the islands. Travel
is rather difficult between the different islands, and with only two
men on the staff of the station to look after the work, which is going
on on 170 acres, you can not do very much in the way of traveling

from place to place.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you an estimate of the arable

land in these islands?

Dr. Evans. That is given in the census report. I do not have the
. figures with me.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I have seen it but I have not the

faintest idea what it is. Don't you recall it at all ?

Dr. Evans. It was given in the census report, but I do not recall

how much the arable land amounts to.

Mr. Anderson. What is the population ?

Dr. Evans. About 17,000.

Mr. Anderson. That is, for all the islands ?

Dr. Evans. The three populated islands.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you travel to all these outlying

stations ?

Dr. Evans. From time to time; I try to visit them as often as I

can.

Mr. McLaltghlin of Michigan. How often have you bee*i able to

doit?
Dr. Evans. The last trip I made was three years ago when I went

to the Hawaiian station.

We are asking for an increase for the Alaska station that I should

like to discuss, if the committee desires to hear me on the matter.

The Chairman. How many people have you in Alaska?
Dr. Evans. In the station work?
The Chairman. Yes. Can you give the number employed there by

the department altogether?

Dr. Evans. I do not know how many the Forest Service has, but

we have 11 regularly employed; that is, commissioned employees.

The Chairman. How many stations have you?
Dr. Evans. Five.

The Chairman. Scattered over the Territory?

Dr. Evans. Scattered over the whole Territory. One is at Sitka,

in southeastern Alaska ; one at Fairbanks, in the Tanana Eiver Val-

ley ; one at Eampart, in the Yukon Valley ; one at Matanuska, in the

Matanuska Valley, through which the new railroad is being built;

and the fifth is at Kodiak.
The Chairman. You were stationed in Alaska at one time?

Dr. Evans. I made two preliminary surveys of the Territory.

The Chairman. You are familiar with the country ?

Dr. Evans. Yes.

The Chairman. What can you tell us about the reindeer up there?

Dr. Evans. The reindeer are mostly on the Seward Peninsula, in

the vicinity and to the north of Nome, quite a distance from any of

our experiment stations.
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The Chairman. Is the industry prospering?
Dr. Evans. Our department, of course, has nothing whatever to do

with the reindeer industry. That comes under the Bureau of Educa-
tion. The information I have is that they are prospering very mate-
rially.

The Chairman. It has been suggested that that work should be
transferred to the Department of Agriculture—that it could be better'

taken care of by the Department of Agriculture than by the Bureau
of Education. Would that be handled in connection with your work
up there?
Dr. Evans. I very much doubt it, as the nearest station we have

is at least 600 miles from the reindeer country.
The Chairman. You would not have to have a station?
Drl Evans. It would necessitate the establishment of another sta-

tion in order to do that.

The Chairman. Would it be necessary to have a station to take
care of it?

Dr." Evans.' There would have to be some one there to direct it and
take care of it.

Mr. Harrison. I might say that Mr. Nelson has prepared a rather
detailed letter for the information of the committee explaining the
situation and indicating just what would be necessary.

The Chairman. My understanding was that Dr. Evans was famil-
iar with the situation.

Dr. Evans. I have never been in the reindeer country.
The Chairman. You have been through the country ?

Dr. Evans. I have been through the country to the east of that.

I would like for a few moinents to explain the necessity for the
increase we are asking for the work in Alaska. We are asking for.

$15,000 for buildings. When we began work at Fairbanks in -IQOT'

a man was sent up there and built a two-room log house fi*om the
spruce trees on the tract he cleared for beginning operations. Later
he built another two rooms, bringing it up to the side of the original

two and making that a four-room house. That was built in 1907
and 1908. The house was built of green spruce logs. Those have
rotted now to such an extent that we need a new house. We have
nothing there in the way of a dwelling except this original log house
that was built by the first man we sent there.

Mr. Anderson. Where is this ?

Dr. Evans. At Fairbanks.
Mr. Lee. At what cost?

Dr. Evans. The cost of the log house?
Mr. Lee. Yes.
Dr. Evans. I could not tell, because it was built by the man who

worked there when he was not doing anything else. In a similar

way he built a barn. We now have about 90 acres under cultivation

and have added another man to the staff, and it is necessary that this

man should live in the house with the superintendent and his family.

The superintendent's family has increased until now he has five

children, and the superintendent is complaining very much about
having to have another man in a four-room house with him. So we
desire to have an appropriation to secure the material for another
house and also material for a bam. It is explained in the note under
item 41 that the appropriation will merely supply the material.

164315—20 65
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The house will be built, as in the past- practically all of our build-

ings in Alaska have been built, by the regular people engaged in

experimental work. It so happens that the men we have in eon-

nection with the station are very ingenious men and can perform
carpenter work, cement work, or anything of the kind. What we
want at the Fairbanks station is a new house to serve as an office

and laboratory and also a dwelling for the superintendent. Then
this former four-room log house will be fitted up and made habit-

able for the assistant. The same condition is true at Eampart,
where we have but one house with no other place for anyone to live

or that side of the river, as it is on the opposite side of the Yukon
from the town of Eampart. In that case, also, the assistants have
to live in the house with the superintendent.
At Kodiak we want to replace the old silos, built in 1907, by

new concrete silos. It is estimated that about $800 will be required

for the material. The work will be done by the men during the

season when they are not engaged on other work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How large are they?
Dr. Evans. About 150-ton silos.

Mr. Lee. For the two ?

Dr. Evans. One hundred and fifty tons each. For the stock we
have at Kodiak, it requires in the neighborhood of 250 tons of
silage a year.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Won't you have to hurry to build

two silos of that capacity with $800 in that locality? But you say
the work is all supplied ; I did not have that in mind.
Mr. Lee. It is rather cheap for the material.

Dr. Evans. This estimate was made by Dr. Georgeson nearly a
3/ear ago, knd I imagine cement has gone up with everything else

and that it would be difficult for him, perhaps, to come within the

estimate that he gave at that time.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It could not be built in the city

of Washington for that.

Dr. Evans. No; I think not. But this is only for the material.

Of course, the sand is to be had right there on the beach and the

main expense will be the cost of the cement.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. A wood silo is just as good ; could

not you get the wood up there—lumber?
Dr. Evans. No; all the lumber has to be shipped. There is not

a mill anywhere near there. The nearest lumber supply is from
Seattle and Puget Sound, and the silos we put up there, both of them,

have very seriously decayed, so they probably won't last more than

a year or two longer.

'

The Chairman. Is it not cold "up there for a silo ; would not a ce-

ment silo freeze up solidly?

Dr. Evans. I do not think it would freeze any harder than a wooden
silo. The weather on Kodiak Island is not so cold.

The Chairman. Is there anything else?

Dr. Evans. Not unless there is some question about the work of

the other insular stations.

The Chairman. The work is going along about as it has in the

past and is making progress, I suppose?
Dr. Evans. We are making decided progress. We have carried

on some rather special features in connection with the work of the
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different stations related to war activities, and the work in Hawaii,

Porto Eico, and Guaiii has, in the main, continued about the same.

The Chairman. Are the people in Porto Rico prosperous?

Dr. Evans. They seem to be ; as far as exports of crops would in-

dicate, they must be in a prosperous condition.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. We are told that the population of

Alaska is getting smaller; that it was greatly reduced during the

war.
Dr. Evans. During the war it was quite materially reduced, I am

informed, but there is beginning to be (juite a large movement of

people that way,^ if we can judge anything by the requests we are

receiving from individuals regarding homesteads in Alaska. We
get a great many inquiries, particularly from the returned soldiers.

1 have had a great many inquiries regarding homesteads in Alaska.
Mr. McLaxtghlin of Michigan. Have you been able to inveigle

any of them into going up there?
Dr. Evans. I have sent them the information we have; I have

given them any advice we have.

Mr. Anderson. I had several requests of that kind recently in

regard to homesteads in Alaska. I suppose there are plenty of them
there?

Dr. Evans. There have, as a matter of fact, been 503 homesteads
taken upon there in the last few years, embracing about 130,000
acres. A large portion of them are in newly developed regions
along the railroad, contiguous to the Matanuska station, which is

being developed very rapidly and very satisfactorily. The only
thrashing machine in the Tanana Valley is owned by the Fairbanks
station. In a recent report of the cooperative work in that region,
it is stated that there had been thrashed in 1919 for farmers : Wheat,
1,000 bushels; oats, 2,037; and barley, 120, with probably 500 bushels
of grain still unthrashed. The station crop of grain for 1919 was

:

Wheat, 300 bushels ; oats, 775 ; and barley, 125.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are the men in charge of your sta-

tions up there and in your employ generally natives of Alaska, or did
you have to take them from down below ?

Dr. Evans. The superintendents of all the stations have been
brought from other regions. We generally want some one who fias

had training in an agricultural college and that you can not get in
the average individual who has gone to Alaska. The others em-
ployed there are secured locally.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much are these superinten-
dents paid?

Dr. Evans. The superintendents are paid
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I see you have one at $3,720.
Dr. Evans. That is an estimate for the one in charge. He has

charge of all the stations.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. He is located up there ?

Dr. Evans. He is located at Sitka and travels around to the dif-

ferent places. His present salary is $3,500. The superintendents
who are in charge of stations at Fairbanks and Rampart get $2,820.
The one in charge at Kodiak gets $2,500, and the one in charge at

Matanuska gets $2,280.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is that the list we find on page
222?
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Dr. Evans. That is taken from the list I prepared. You will find

that in the second column, " expended in 1918." They are all called

agents, to conform to the. civil service regulation that we can not
appoint, except as an agent, any one without an examination; so

they are designated as agents. In the second column are given the
number employed during 1919, and those estimated for 1921 are
given in the first column, headed " estimated for 1921." It is ex-

pected that we will have to promote every one of these men. The
cost of living in Alaska, like every place else, has gone up and the
men are seriously complaining that they can not meet their liviiig

expenses with the salaries that they now have.
Mr. PuRNELL. How does the cost of living in Alaska compare with

the cost of living here ?

Dr. Evans. For most things, I would say it would cost very nearly

what it does right here in Washington. For many things they
have to pay much higher. For provisions, particularly in the in-

terior, that have to be shipped there, in many lines, they are much
higher than they are here, even.

Mr. Lee. Clothing would be higher, too?
Dr. Evans. Clothing and general supplies like furniture would be

higher. Furniture is very, very high there.

Mr. PuENELii. Furniture has to be shipped from here?
Dr. Evans. It has to be shipped from the west coast, and, of course,

the ocean and other freights add materially to the cost.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I see at the Guam station you have
two animal husbandmen in charge.

Dr. Evans. That is merely a statement of the expenditures in

1919. We had one husbandman in charge. We will have one in

charge in 1921, and it it is proposed to pay him to $3,000 instead of

$2,700. The column headed " expended, 1919," gives the number and
designation and salary of the individuals employed in that year.

In the column headed " estimated, 1921," it gives the number, desig-

nation, and proposed salaries for 1921.

Mr. MoLaughijn of Michigan. Gruam is not a very large island,

is it?

Dr. Evans. Guam is not a large island, but if we are going to carry

on work along' the lines that have been inaugurated we will have
to have five or six men to do the work. The animal husbandman
has general charge of the station and also the animal husbandry
work. The agronomist carries on all the field crop work and has

general charge, of the agricultural and horticultural work, with one

assistant. Extension -work was begun last March; it is being con-

tinued, and we plan continuing it just as it has been with a slight

increase to the man in charge.

Mr. McLaughlin of Mimigan. Do you remember the area of the

island ?

Dr. Evans. The area of Guam is about 250 square miles. There
are nearly 20,000 people on the island and the population is increas-.

ing. The last figures indicated tha* the population was increasing,

and it is the desire of the governor of the island, as well as others

who have made a study of the situation, to get the people into agri-

cultural purs.uits again rather than to depend, as they did for a wmle,

on working for the Navy Department. We have just shipped (the

boat sailed last Monday) some additional live stock to Guam. We
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sent two more Ayrshire bulls,_some Berkshire pige, and an additional
lot of poultry. We are having exceedingly good results with the
live-stock introduction.
The extension work that was begun in Guam in March, 1919, is

carried on through the station cooperating with the educational
department and the island government, and the number of enroll-
ments in boys' .and girls' club work, which consists largely of com
and pig clulbs, is 499. That was up to the end of June—practically
500 in four months. There has been organized school garden work in
connection with the schools throughout the island, and 377 boys
have engaged in this work. Since that time there have been in
process of organization poultry clubs, in which the girls are taking
quite an active interest.

Mr. PuENELL. Do you know whether there is a shortage of teachers
in the schools ?

Dr. Evans." In Guam?
Mr. PuENELL. Yes; or in Alaska; generally.
Dr. Evans. There is a shortage of teachers everywhere.
Mr. PuKNELL. I was wondering if there was any particular short-

age there. The reason I ask the question (it is hardly in line with
this) is that I have had a number of requests relative to information
for positions in Alaska for school-teachers and I have not yet been
able to get any information.
_Dr. Evans. I do not know specifically about it, and I could not

give you any information. The Bureau of Education has charge of
the schools and could furnish you with the information.
Mr. PuENELL. I have made iao request of the Bureau of Education.
Mr. Lee. Wliat type of people have they in Guam ?

Dr. Evans. The people in Guam are a somewhat composite race.

They are probably of Malaysian origin, with a considerable Spanish
mixture. It was a Spanish colony for several hundred years, and
there is a large Spanish element of the population.

Mr. Lee. Are there any well-to-do or wealthy people on the island ?

Dr. Evans. There are really no rich people on the island and no
very poor people. They have small areas where they carry on some
of their planting work, and the men, to a large extent, work for the

Navy Department in road building and things of that character. So
there are neither any very rich people nor any very poor people..

They did suffer very materially after the typhoon of July 6, 1918,,

when practically all the crops were destroyed. At that time the gov-
ernor, acting through the experiment station, commandeered prac-

tically all the crops that were left on the island for seed purposes, and
our station men went around and selected and took charge of every-

thing in the way of a crop plant that looked as though it would mature
enough to ripen its seed for planting purposes. They took charge
ojf the seed, put it in large galvanized-iron containers, and kept it

until the planting season, when it was planted. It happened that

the best corn of the island was on the station. • It was in some experi-

mental work we were carrying on. The corn was needed to plant,

and the governor commandeeered the whole supply; and while it

terminated a rather promising experiment, it enabled the people to

have seed corn for planting in time to get it in before the next rainy

season.
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Mr. McLaxtghmn of Michigan. WKat proportion ef the total area

of the island is devoted to agriculture?
Dr. Evans. A very large proportion was formerly devoted to agri-

culture, hut with the large demand for labor in building roads, the

people gradually drifted away from their plantations and went to

work on the roads. That condition became so serious that in 1908
the then Governor of Guam succeeded in interesting the Navy Depart-
ment in securing, through the Secretary of Agriculture, an appropria-
tion to investigate the subject of establishing a station and trying to

see if it was possible to get the people back on their ranches. A
station was established. A large number of improved crops have been
introduced and are being widely disseminated ; the live

.
stock in the

island is being gradually improved ; and the general condition of the

island, as reflected by the information from the station men and from
the governor's report, is that the condition of the people has in 10

years very materially improved.
Mr. Ptjrneli.. What is the population of the island ?

Dr. Evans. It is about 20,000. During the last few years it seems
to be increasing rather than decreasing. There was a time that the

population was decreasing.
Mr. PuENELL. What is the total area?
Dr. Evans. About 250 square miles.

Mr^ Lee. What is the ramfall ?

Dr. Evans. It varies. At the particular point where our station

is located it is nearly 100 inches a year.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The total area of the island is

only about six townships. It would look to me as though the work
of the Government was carried on there at considerable expense.

Dr. Evans. There is nothing comparable to the work that is being
done in that region. They are isolated, and if you are going. to

carry on any work it would be rather an expensive thing, fi is

expensive to carry on experimental work anywhere, and if you are

going to have it carried on in an isolated region like that it will

require a considerable provision.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I see you are employing 25 men;
that is. the entire roll?

Dr. Evans. That is the laborers' roll, the day laborers.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Oh, no ; that includes all of them.

Dr. Evans. It is altogether, but it includes 20 day laborers.

Mr. McLauglin of Michigan. Yes,' all together. There is an

animal husbandman, an agronomist, and extension agents.

Dr. Evans. There are 5 of what might be called scientific men and
about 20 laborers. We have, where the main station is located, about

60 acres of land, a large portion of which is under cultivation. In
addition to that we have, in another part of the island where we
are trying to develop the live-stock industry, about 1,700 acres. It

was bought from an estate some years ago at an, almost nominal
figure. I think it was only $2,000, and when it was surveyed we
found we had considerably more than we thought we were buying.
In connection with both those places it will take about 20 laborers

to keep the work going.

Mr. Lee. Have they grazing the year around ?

Dr. Evans. Yes ; there is a marked dry season in Guam and graz-

ing during that season is very, very poor. One of the first things
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we did was to introduce some forage plants, and the plants we have
introduced have very materially improved the grazing possibilities

of the island. The natives are very anxious to get those grasses we
have for distribution to put out on their ranches.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Besides the men employed there,

these experts, our experience is that we have to have somebody to

go out and look after each one, and then for each one of the em-
ployees in the field it takes several in the department to look after

their work, and so on. It looks to me as though that is a pretty
expensive proposition.

Dr. Evans. I do not know of anyone having been sent from the

department to Guam since I went there in 1908 to look over the
situation and establish the station. The cost of their administration

in Washington is very, very small.

The Chairman. Thank you, Dr. Evans.

AFTEK RECESS.

The committee met pursuant to recess, Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen
(chairman) presiding.

STATEMENT OF DR. A. C. TRUE, DIRECTOR OF THE STATES RELA-
TIONS SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Continued.

The Chairman. We will take up the next item.

Dr. True. The only other item is No. 43, on page 225, for the
general administrative expenses connected with the States Relations
Service as a whole, including the office of the director, the chief clerk,

the officers in charge.of publications, library, accounts, records, sup-
plies, and property and for miscellaneous expenses incident thereto.

The Chairman. You are asking for an increase there ?

Dr. True. We are asking for an increase there of $10,000 in all.

This item is intended to provide for the general expenses of the serv-

ice as a whole, which ought not to be met from other items. The ex-

pense of that work, which includes such things as salaries of general

administrative officers, stationery, traveling expenses, equipment, and
material for the general use of the service, telephone and telegraph

service, and thjngs of that sort, has materially increased necessarily.

It is just another matter in which the high cost of living figures.

The present appropriation is inadequate to provide for the things

that ought to properly come under an item of this kind.

The Chairman. This covers the administration of all the activities

of the bureau?
Dr. True. Yes, sir ; this covers the general activities of the bureau.

Mr. Anderson. Is this an administrative proposition?

Dr. True. Yes, sir.

Mr. Anderson. I notice in your statement of persons employed
under that item you have an agricultural physicist and five or six

scientific assistants. I supposed this was an administrative and not

a scientific proposition.

Dr. True. You will notice that those people are employed on part

time. From our point of view, that is the most economical arrange-

ment. Take the first man there : He is in charge of all the editorial

work of the service. At the same time, he participates in the inspec-
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tion of the experiment station work and in the preparation of the
Experiment Station Kecords. That is an arrangement we have had
for a long time. That secures for us the employment of a high-grade
man to look after the matters relating to our publications; at the

same time we have his services for part of the time, and have had
for the last 25 years, in connection with the work that we do for

the stations.

Mr. Anderson. He has enough work of that kind so that it is

reasonable to keep him employed on the lump-sum roll ?

Dr. True. Oh, yes ; he is a scientific employee and the work he has
to do requires such a person. He has to be responsible for the accu-

racy of our publications from the general point of view of the serv-

ice ; he has to be sure that the publications are right and in proper
form for the printer. A similar arrangement is made for several

other employees who are scientific assistants.

The Chairman. What is the salary limit of the clerks?

Dr. True. Any clerk?
The Chairman. Is there any other limit than the $4,500?

Mr. Harrison. There is no other limit than the $4,500, Mr. Chair-

man.
Dr. True. But, as a matter of fact, we do not pay the clerks any-

thing like that.

Mr. Anderson. You take them in through the Civil Service Com-
mission under circumstances whereby their salaries are fixed ; do you
not?
Mr. Harrison. To a certain extent ; but there is- no limitation upon

their promotion up through the various grades. A clerk may come
in at $1,200 and may be promoted through the various clerical

grades, for instance, to the position of chief clerk of a bureau.

The Chairman. You suggest one here at $2,400.

Dr. True. That is the highest one we have.

The Chairman. What does he do ?

Dr. True. He is the chief accountant.

The Chairman. What does the chief accountant do?
Dr. True. Takes care of all our accounts. i

The Chairman. In your bureau ?

Dr. True. Yes, sir; m our bureau. Our chief clerk is getting only

$2,000, which, in my judgment, is a very inadequate salary for the

services performed.
The Chairman. Is that all, Doctor?
Dr. True. Yes, sir. I have had prepared, Mr. Chairman, a brief

table which shows the amounts allotted to each of our projects, with
an indication of the increase or decrease. I think that might be use-

ful to the committee, and I will submit it as part of the record.

The Chairman. You will also furnish the other tables that have
been requested?

Dr. True. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Thank you"very much, Dr. True.
(The table showing activities of the States Relations Service under

lump-fund items follows, the other statistical matter referred to

being incorporated in the discussion under item 37, " for farmers'
cooperative demonstrations outside of the cotton belt":)
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Activities under lump-fund items, States Relations Service.

1033

ProjiBCt.

Relations with agricultural colleges and experiment
stations:

(a) Colleges (administration of extension act)
(b) State experiment stations (administration of

Hatch and Adams Acts)
(c) Supervision of insular stations

Farmers' cooperative demonstrations outside of the cot-
ton belt;

(a) Supervision.
(b) County agent work. ;

(c) Boys' and girls' club work
(d) Home demonstration work
(e) Farm management demonstration work.
(f) Extension specialists ,

Farmers' cooperative demonstrations in the cotton belt:
(a) Supervision
(b) County agent work
(c) Boys' club work
(d) Home demonstration work

Farmers' institutes and agricultural schools:
(a) Farmers' institutes
(b) Agricultural schools

Insular experiment stations:
(a) Alaska
(b) Hawaii ,

(0) Porto Rico
(d) Guam
(e) Virgin Islands

Home Economics investigations:
(a) Respiration calormieter investigations
(b) Studies of food, clothing, and household equip-

ment and management

General bureau administration-

Total

Allotment,
1920.

S31,100

36,400
. 2, 100

69,600

67,300
353,000
142,005
138,215
46,600
14,260

751,280

42,040
357,763
34,629
210,608

645,040

5,000
15, 600

20, 600

75, 000
5Q, 000
SO, 000
25,000
15,000

215,000

15, 000

31, 280

46,280
14,180

1,761,980

Estimate,
1921.

$39,600

37,900
2,100

' 79, 600

56,220
363,000
142,006
138,215
46,600
14,260

3 760,200

42,040
367,763
34,629
210,608

< 645, 040

5,000
14, 400

« 19, 400

90,000
50,000
50,000
20, 000
20,000

230, 000

20, 720

56, 660

'76,280
8 24, 180

1,824,700"

Increase.

t8,600

1,500

15,000

6,000

20,000

6,720

24,200

'30,000
8 10,000

62,720

Decrease.

: Jl,080

5 1,200

1,200

5,000

5,000

' Includes 18,100 transferred to statutory roll.

' Due to transfer of 1 fireman, at $1,080, to statutory roll of the Secretary's office.

8 Includes $34,480 transferred to statutory roll.

< Includes $10,240 transferred to statutory roll.

6 Due to transfer of 1 clerk of class 1 to statutory roll of the Division of Publications.
• Includes $3,040 transferred to statutory roll.

' Includes $1,980 transferred to statutory roll.

» Includes $1,580 transferred to statutory roll.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Monday, January 12, 1920.

The committee reassembled at 2.10 o'clock p. m., pursuant to recess,

Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen (chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. The committee will come to order. The members
of the executive committee of the National Land Grant College Asso-

ciation desire to appear before the committee to discuss, I believe,

certain matters in connection with the extension work, increased

appropriations for research work at the State experiment station
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under the Adams-Hatch Act, and other matters. It is suggested that

we hear the committee the first thing to-morrow morning.
Mr. Harrison. It is the executive committee representing all the

land-grant colleges.

Mr. EuBEY. We had better hear them, I think.
- The Chairman. Without objection, we will hear the committee at

10 o'clock to-morrow morning.

Committee on Agrioultoeb,
House of Representatives,

Tuesday, Jaimary 13, 1020.

The committee met at 10 o'clock a. m., Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen
(chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. We have with us this morning members of the

executive committee of the National Land Grant College Association,

composed of representatives of a number of agricultural colleges.

We will be glad to hear you first. Dr. Pearson.

STATEMENT OF DR. R. A. PEARSON, PRESIDENT OF THE IOWA
STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS, AMES,
IOWA.

Dr. Pearson. The committee asked me to present the matter to

you briefly, and then I think it might be well to have the different

members of the executive committee supplement my statement.

The Chairman. We will be glad to have you proceed. Dr. Pearson.
Dr. Pearson. The committee, Mr. Chairman, that has come here

this morning is the executive committee of the National Land Grant
College Association. There are five members of the committee here,

with our secretary, making six. The committee membership includes

President W. E. Stone, of Purdue University; President W. M.
Riggs. of Clemson College, S. C. ; Dean H. L. Russell, of the College
of Agriculture at Madison, Wis. ; Dean A. R. Mann, of the College of

Agriculture at Cornell University, N. Y. ; and myself, president of

the Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts; and our
secretary is Dr. J. L. Hills, dean of the College of Agriculture, Bur-
lington, Vt.

1 want to say, first, that we appreciate the privilege that you
have given us of coming here and talking with you for a little while
about some matters in which we are deeply interested, and we know
that you are interested as well.

We conceive that we appreciate the difficulty that confronts all of
the congressional committees this year, particularly in reference to

appropriations, and we have not come here with the idea of trying
to force anything, even though we thought it were possible, through
the committee or through the Congress. We have come here with the
idea of presenting to jou gentlemen some facts which are constantly-

coming to our attention in the progress of our work—facts which we
think will interest you—and we are confident that when you have
these facts, with the countless facts coming to you from other
sources, your final judgment in the matter will be right.
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We are, of -course, interested in all phases of agriculture. The
land-grant colleges are all teaching agriculture. They are carrying
on experimental work, and they are conducting the extension work

;

but I will not attempt this morning to cover more than a very few
points which we would like to emphasize particularly.

EUROPEAN CORN BOREK.

In a preliminary way, let me say that yesterday we conferred with
the Secretary of Agriculture for the purpose of learning something

,

of his plans in reference to combating the corn borer which has
recently established itself in this country. A great deal of alarm
is being felt, throughout the corn belt particularly, Mr. Chairman,
and I am sure you are as well posted as I am in reference to the
possible dangers of this pest. The corn borer has recently become
established in Massachusetts, more recently in New York, and still

more recently, we are told, in Pennsylvania. Nobody knows in
just how many parts of the country it is now established. Thus far
it has not done extreme damage to field corn, because apparently it

has not been restricted to any section where only field com is grown.
It prefers to work on sweet corn, and, if sweet corn is in the vicinity,

I am told that it particularly concentrates its attention on that crop
instead of the field corn, although it does not neglect the field corn.

We know something about what some pests do when they find them-
selves free from their natural enemies, and the natural. enemies of
the corn borer seem to be conspicuous by their absence. Some of the
most practical entomologists I know are very much alarmed about
the possibilities of this insect in the field com districts in Indiana,
Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, and other States with a crop running high
in the billions of dollars in value, and we can realize the loss that
would result from even a small percentage of damage by this

insect.
^

Mr. Chairman, we would like to have you know that we are very
earnestly interested in that subject and very hopeful that Congress
will see its way clear to appropriate from half a million to a million

dollars, making some or all of it available immediately, so that

before the next crop season begins arrangements for the study of the

corn borer may be started. We need to know, first of all, where
it is, and, secondly, we need to do some experimental work upon
methods of control. That kind of information is fundamental. If

you should appropriate a hundred million dollars to-day for this

work, of course tl* men who are best informed would be at a loss

as to how to use the money ; but they do need a small amount with
which to devise ways and means to take care of this pest, which now
threatens to become very serious.

The Chairman. In what States has the corn borer been located ?

Dr. Pearson. It is in Pennsylvania, New York, and Massachu-
setts. I have been told that it is only recently in Pennsylvania.

The Chairman. Has it also been located in Illinois?

Dr. Pearson. No : only in New York, Massachusetts, and Pennsyl-
vania, so far as we know.
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FARM MANAGEMENT AND CROP ESTIMATES.

Of all the very many items which the Secretary of Agriculture
is bringing to you, there are two others that I want to refer to very

briefly, "and those are the iteims re^atiiig to the Office of Farm Man-
agement and the work of thte Bureau of Crop Estimates. If these

subjects have already been presented to you, I ought not to take.

the time to dwell upon them, because I would probably only repeal^

what you have already heard ; but I do want to say to you that,

our committee and the colleges that we represent feel that one of
the most backward developments in agriculture at this time is that
relating to the business of agriculture, the question of costs, and the
whole line of subjects related to that question. The Secretary of
Agricultural, after a great deal of difficulty, has devised a plan wnich
promises fine results, and if he can secure the financial support to

put that into effect we are satisfied that it will be very beneficial to

agriculture.

Then, again, the development of the work of the Bureau of Crop
Estimates is a matter in which farmers everywhere are tremendously
concerned. You, of course, well know that farmers now decide on
what they shall plant merely by the way they happen to feel, by how
things were in their own locality last year, and how prices are at

the moment, with very little else to guide them; and it frequently

has happened that the farmers in one section of the country, quite

ignorant of the developments in another section, have gone forward
and produced a crop and then found, to their great disappointment,,
that they had been anticipated somewhere else, with the result that
they have made little or nothing on their crop. If the Bureau of
Crop Estimates can give us a good estimate of acreage and of avail-

able supplies at any one point in the country on a given date, and
in time for action, it will enable the farmers of the country to plan
their work in a very much more definite and constructive way.

RESEARCH WORK.

But the two points, Mr. Chairman, that we are particularly anxious
to take up with you are the questions of research and extension. I

took the liberty of writing you in behalf of the executive committee
a few days ago with reference to the work in agricultural research,

not knowing that I would have this opportunity of appearing be-

fore your committee so soon. Of course, every member of this'

committee- knows that this work is supported noyjf in every State of

the Union by Federal appropriations provided by the Hatch Act
and the Adams Act, each State receiving $15,000 per year under
each of these acts, making $30,000 for each State experiment station.

When the Adams Act was passed, as is frequently the custom, they
provided for a small appropriation the first year, then a slight in-

crease, and another slight increase the next year, until finally it

reached its maximum. The maximum was reached many years ago,

but since that time the changes in costs affecting the.work of the
experiment stations have served practically the same as a reduction
in the appropriation by nearly 50 per cent would have served if that
had occurred five or six days ago, before this great increase of prices
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came upon us. ' It is costing about 50 per cent more than it did six
years ago to maintain our help in the experiment stations. We can
not do better than that. Commercial enterprises everywhere are
looking for the kind of men who are employed in the experiment
station work. These men are on work relating to practical problems.
In our own station in Iowa we have lost in the last six weeks three
men, who have accepted employment elsewhere at an average salary
increase of about $1,000 a year. One of them went to a big mail-
order house in Chicago, to become their fertilizer expert.
The cost of laboratory materials—acids and alkalis and reagents

of all kinds and classes—has gone up and up until now it is from
two to six times what it was before the war.
The rfesult is that experiment station research is being slowed

down. We are appealing to our men to stand by their work and
to be loyal to the institutions, and we are accomplishing a great
deal, in rather a temporary way, in that manner. We could name
dozens of men who could leave their experiment station work to-

morrow at such increases in salary as I have mentioned—$1,000
or more a year—but they are interested in their work and are con-
fidently hoping that conditions will change. They would rather do
that work than do something else. If it were^not for their loyalty,
Mr. Chairman, I think I can say truthfully that the experiment
station work of the country would have collapsed by this time,;!-

What is the result? The result is that the natural run of prob-
lems is continuing; we are getting new problems in agriculture re-

quiring investigation every year (it seems as though they come
every month) , and we are not able to keep up with them.
These new problems come with the years of settlement of a Coun-

try.. " When a country has been settled 20 years it will not have
as many serious problems requiring search in agriculture as it will

have when it has been settled 30 or 40 or 50 years. The longer the
soil is in use the more the chemical composition of the soil is chang-
ing, the more its bacteriological flora is changing, and the more
problems there are arising in reference to crop production. The
same is true in reference to animals and in reference to disease and
other handicaps that have to be overcome. Then, too, there are
new lines of investigation coming up, and the result is that it has
not been possible to keep up with the lines of progress.

The very strength of agriculture, in this Nation or any other
nation, is the research which is being carried on constantly in every
State in the Union, in every typical agricultural section, with a view
to recognize as promptly as possible the new problems that have
arisen, or are about to arise, and to tackle them before they became
too serious.

I referred to the corn borer. Some of our experiment stations

right now are not in shape to do what they ought to do, and what
the farmers of the State say they want them to do, in relation to

that problem; and I could go right down through the list of
fungous diseases and so on until you might become tired of listening.

The Chaieman. Has a remedy been found for the corn borer?

Dr. Pearson. No; that is a phase of the problem that must be
studied. We must find some remedy for the com borer. Whether
we will be able to control it through the use of some natural enemy,
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or parasite, or through some treatment 6f the soil no one now
knows, but experiments ought to be started in various parts of the
country under various conditions, with all the methods which may
be suggested, so that we may determine which one will be the most
effective.

We do not want to mention to you, Mr. Chairman, a definite

amount for the support of the research work of the State stations.

Your wisdom will arrive at that better than we could do it. But
we would like to emphasize the fact that the cost of maintaining
our agricultural experiment station work in the last six years has
increased from 75 to 100 per cent. The Federal Government is now
providing $30,000 annually for each State for this work, so that,

in our judgment, it is merely a matter of computation to dfetermine

the amount which would offset these increased costs.

Mr. TiNCHEE. Since you do not belong to any one of the depart-
ments here in Washington, perhaps it would, be appropriate for you
to suggest to the committee, should we agree with you that this

appropriation ought to be doubled, how we could economize in some
other line, in view of the fact, as we have been advised, that we are

not going to have income enough next year to run the Govern-
ment, even if no increases at all are made in the appropriations. We
might ask you to suggest to us what expense, we could lop off.

Dr. Pearson. I wish I could do that. If I were more familiar
with the countless items going through the hands of these commit-
tees I would feel more free to attempt it. I do feel, howe^^wr, that
if the many items which you are working on could be weighed on
their merits, you would agree with us that this is one of the most
important.
Mr. TiNCHER. I do ; but the proposition is how to get the money.

Extension Work.

Dr. Pearson. Now, gentlemen, a few words in conclusion with
reference to extension work, and after I have finished speaking I

hope some of the members of the executive committee will sup-

plement what I have said with points which I might have over-

looked.

You all know of the very comprehensive program for agricultural

extension work which was adopted by Congress, the development of
which has been started throughout the v^hole country in cooperation
between the Department of Agriculture and the State agricultural

colleges. This work has not Xeen fully developed. The original

plans were to have it reach all the agricultural districts of the

country and to enable people in agriculture everywhere to get to

a reasonable".extent the advantages which they might wish to secure

from the experiment stations and from the colleges. It has been
referred to as the most comprehensive step ever taken in popular
education, and I believe that is a correct characterization of it.

This work has been growing rapidly, and it has become immensely
popular with the farmers of the country. No better proof of that

needs to be furnished than the tremendously rapid organization of

farm bureau, and then, in turn. State organizations, and recently

a Federal organization for the express purpose of cooperating along
these lines and furthering the work of the extension staff.
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The extension work, Mr. Chairman, has been interfered with in
its development because of the increased "cost of living," the/samej
as has the investigational work; but, realizing the immediate im-
portance of extension work, Congress provided special emergency
appropriations to overcome these increased costs and even to more
than overcome them, so that during the war we developed the exten-
sion work much more rapidly than had been the original plan under
the Smith-Lever Act. In some States every county was organized
with a farm bureau, with a county agent, and even with a home-
demonstration agent, and with suitable and very effective work with
boys' and girls' clubs.

We would like to leave with you this special suggestion, that the
United States Government could not appropriate money more effec-

tively to combat the high cost of living than would be done through
the extension work.
Farmers themselves are not so greatly interested in increasing

agricultural production ; we all know that. Increases of agricultural

crops frequently mean nothing but more work for the farmer—^not

a larger income. We could give you any quantity of figures to show
how it has paid the farmer in total income to have a smaller crop,

because he got a much higher price per unit for it.

When the war was on there was pressure for more food, and when
the call went out from Washington, from the President, to the whole
country to produce more food, the extension people, backed by the
Department of Agriculture here and the colleges in every State,

supported loyally by the farm bureaus, got into the work, with the

result, as you know, that the number of bushels of food crops was
increased by more than 1,000,000,000 in one year over the average
five-year production immediately preceding. That was a piece of

work in which the extension agencies played a very important part.

I do not know where we would have been if it had not been for that

food. I think that wheat, instead of being $2.50 a bushel, would
more likely have been $7 or $8 a bushel, and potatoes would have been
$5 or $6 a bushel.

Mr. Jones. What will they have to produce in order to bring the

cost down to where a man can afford to buy them ?

Dr. Peaeson. Potatoes ?

Mr. Jones. Any of these farm products.

Dr. Peaeson. They will have to produce enough so that we will

be able to have a sufficient quantity to feed ourselves and to take

care of some of these people in other countries, who are absolutely

starving and who are urgently appealing to us for a little help.

When hogs were worth 5 cents a pound and wheat was worth 50

cents a bushel we then had enough to feed ourselves, and more than

enough, and that was why the price was so low. Ever since those

years, 20 or 26 years ago, the amount of food produced has been

decreasing rapidly in proportion to the number of mouths to be

fed, and the result is that the prices have gone higher and higher.

Mr. Jones. But you say that during the war the farmers re-

sponded to the call to increase production and that they produced

far more than they could use ; and yet the cost went up.

Dr. Pearson. It would have gone very much higher if they had
not produced as much as they did.

Mr. Jones. Probably so.
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Dr. Pearson. But our exports absorbed a great part of that in-

crease. The farmers of the country are now confronted with a great
difficulty. The agricultural emergency is not past, by any means,
with the signing of the armistice. I do not need to emphasize that
point. The farmers have difficulties along labor lines. . They have
the high cost of their supplies to meet and they have exceedingly
great difficulty in getting their stuff to market. Gentlemen, you all

know that the farmers are very much discouraged on account of
these things, and the reports are at this moment to the effect that
they are decreasing their producion in various parts of the country.
Whether they are doing that thoughtfully or thoughtlessly, I do
not know. The fact is that food production in the United States
is decreasing. If food production is going to decrease very much,
the Lord help us on the high cost of living.

Mr. Jones. What is your answer ; what is your remedy for that ?

Dr. Pearson. The answer is a great increase in production.
Mr. Jones. I understand that that is the desideratum, but how

would you bring about an increased production ?

Dr. Pearson. The very best and most elective way to increase
production is to maintain on a strong basis the extension work in
the Nation which I am now discussing. It was the extension work
more than anything else that secured the volume of production dur-
ing the war.
Mr. Jones. Will your extension work decrease the cost of pro-

ducing?
Dr. Pearson. Yes.
Mr. Jones. Will labor work for less if the extension work is ex-

tended ?

Dr. Pearson. The deci:ease in the cost per unit will decrease the
labor cost. Of course, there is an endless circle there.

Mr. Jones. Of course.

Dr. Pearson. If we can produce more food, and if ±he prices of
food fall, we hope that the prices of labor will fall, and that will

come back and affect the prices of food and other supplies. But I
repeat that there is not one way by which the United States Govern-
ment could take a more effective step toward reducing the cost of liv-

ing than by maintaining extension work on a strong basis.

Mr. Young. I would like to ask a question on that cost-of-liviiig

proposition. I do not know whether you mean to convey this im-
pression or not, but the impression that I have gotten from what
you have said is that you wish to have cheaper prices for production
on the farm so that the cost of living can be reduced. I am from a

great agricultural State, and I know something about agricultural

conditions in that State. As I see it, the people in my section of

the country are leaving the farms for better opportunities of making
money in the towns and cities. They are going from Texas away to

Detroit, Mich., to work in automobile-manufacturing establishments,

because a boy can make more money there than he can on the farm.
I venture to say that that condition is true all over the United

States, in every section of the agricultural belt. WTiat has hap-
pened back on the farm is that me farmer has been compelled to

raise his wage scale in order to hold labor to cultivate those farms,
and he has reached the point in his labor scale when the laborer can not

earn the,wage that the farmer is forced to pay. If you were to give

him everything he could produce on some of our farms at the present
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wage scale, the resulting crops would not pay the labor charges.
The fa.rmer can not compete with those industries, and the result
is that people are leaving the farms; and men with their families
are working just as much of their land as they can work. That is

true in my section of the country.
Dr. Pearson. It is not true there alone.

Mr. Young. Then if you hold out to the farmer the statement that
we are going to reduce the cost of living, and have that apply to the
farmer's crops, he is going to be a still worse discouraged man than
he is now. That is the way that I see it, representing an agricultural
constituency.

Then, in turn, the cost of living comes back on us as farmers.
We are paying probably two and a half times as much for a farm
wagon as we formerly paid. We are paying three and a half or
four times as much for shoes as we formerly paid. All along the
line the actual necessities that the farmer must have in a farming
section to produce these crops, the high labor scales and conditions
in these other sections, are reflected back to us. I do not see how
you can ever hold out any hope that the cost of living to the people
is going to be lowered by reducing the price of farm products when
we have got this circle in which everything the agricultural section

needs must be paid for at multiplied prices.

Dr. Pearson. In the first place, I would like to state the case

perhaps a little more clearly. In my judgment, the best way to

meet the high cost of living problem is by maintaining the extension
work. I am not actually sure that we are going to decrease the cost

of potatoes or wheat,per bushel for some time to come.
Mr. Young. Do you think it would be wise to even suggest that

we hope ultimately to ever get back to conditions where wheat is

going to be worth 60 cents a bushel and cotton 5 cents a pound ?

Dr. Pearson. Decidedly not.

Mr. Young. If wheat is going to 50 cents a bushel again, I

am going to quit farming. I do not want anything more of that

in mine.
Dr. Pearson. I hope I have not said anything from which it could

be inferred that I wanted that. The actual reduction is going to

come very largely, if at all, through improved methods which reduce
the cost of producing the unit. It is going to come through sub-

stituting a better strain of seed which will increase the number of

bushels per acre and without increase of labor ; it will result through
increases of that kind which come about through educational effort.

I do not think we are going to see cheap food in this country for

a long time to come, if we ever see it again; but I think we are

going to see food a whole lot more expensive than it is now unless

reasonable steps are taken to check that tendency. I do not know
whether I have answergd your thought. I am very glad that you
spoke as you did.

Mr. PuRNELL. May I suggest another thought right along that

line? I do not know whether your department is doing anything
with it, or contemplating anything, but 4,000,000 men went out of

the homes of America, many of them from the farms, into concen-

tration camps, where they had the friendly association with their

fellows.

164315—20 66
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Keeping in mind the necessity of morale on thfe" farm as well as

in the Army, I know, representing as I do an agricultural district,

that there is an increased feeling among those returned soldiers

who formerly were on the farms that they have lost that compan-
ionship and association, and that they want more than fever to con-

centrate in the citieiS and to get away from the farms to where they

will have the bright lights, and music, and the association of their

frijends. Does your department contemplate any campaign of edu-

cation or any organized effort to make those boys satisfied rather

than dissatisfied with the farm?
Dr. Pearson. Yes, sir; the extension service is doing a great

deal along that line. It is the most effective agency for meeting the

situation along that line. The efforts of the extension forces are

directed to making farm work more profitable, and therefore more
interesting.

Mr. PtJENELL. It seems to me that we are going to have to think

more of some form of community entertainment, or something. I

am not familiar enough with it to know what it shall take, but I

know from actual experience, having gone back into my district,

of hundreds that I found here, there, and yonder who have come
home and seen the folks and stayed a few days and have become
dissatisfied and have gone back to the East or to Chicago, De-

troit, or some other cities, looking for work. The principal reason

for this exodus was not so much the question of salary (which is a

great factor, of course), but the desire to hunt up again the old

friendships and associations, find the crowd, rather than to become
isolated on the farm, with its drudgery.
Dr. Pearson. Yes; you have brought up another one of the fac-

tors that the thinking farmers who are anxious to keep up food pro-

duction to the requirements of the United States have to contend
with.

Mr. Pttrnell. I think that is one of the greatest problems we
have to deal with now.

Dr. Pearson. Yes.
Mr. PxjRNELL. It is one of the greatest things standing in the way

of the progress of the country.

Dr. Pearson. It is, and there is no influence that is combating
that more than the extension work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You think that this extension

work will help to increase the production of farm products gen-

erally, do you not ?

Dr. Pearson. I do; and we need some increase; but, still more
important, it will help to decrease the cost.

Mr, McLaughlin of Michigan. What do you think of the sug-

gestion from some in high places to the effect that -there should be

a smaller production of wheat next year ?

Dr. Pearson. Do you mean a smaller production than the maxi-
mum war-time production ?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is, producing less this year

than we did last year; and that the farmers should reduce their

acreage?
Dr. Pearson. Without doubt, it would be safe to reduce the acre-

age of wheat to some extent from what we were planting in war time.

We were then figuring on sending enormous quantities of wheat to
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the<^llies. Of cpjtirse, they will not now need that to the extent that
thej' did, and some reduction in the wheat acreage should be ex-
pected, I think. But, looking upon the whole subject of food pro-
duction as one subject, I think we can say that food production
needs to be generally maintained—always with the reservation that
peculiar conditions exist in different parts of the country which will

have to be dealt with there by the people who are confronted by
them.

,; When the war was on we were asking people to put in wheat re-

gardless of whether it would ever pay them or not, and lots of them
did it. We asked farmers to turn over their fine pastures. The chair-

man knows how valiantly they did it in his section, and I presume
every member of the committee who comes from a rural section

knows how they did it in his section of the country. We were ask-

ing for production almost regardless of cost at that time. Natur-
ally, such a request will not be made now.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is that entirely true, that we were

asking for production of wheat regardless of the cost of production,

inasmuch as there was a guaranteed price for all the wheat that the

farmers could produce?
Dr. Pearson. Yes ; because, although there was a guaranteed price

on wheat, there were other crops that could have been raised on the

same land which would have given better returns to the farmers,

but they willingly gave up that better return to raise the wheat,

just because the Government asked them to do so.

Mr. Chairman, I will detain you only a few minutes more. The
purposes of the Smith-Lever Act have not been accomplished. We
have not a county agent in every agricultural county in the United
States. A great deal of work remains to be done. If we look at

the map to-day showing the present status of- extension work, we
will find that the map is badly spotted. It seems as though it would
be a hardship to some counties that want the county agent to be

told that they can not have one because there are not funds enough.

The cost of the county agents and the cost of living have gone up
to such an extent that the original Smith-Lever appropriations,

which were provided with our eyes open and with very generous

'thought for the future, even as supplemented by the items in the bill,

are not sufficient to provide a county agent in every county.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are you familiar with the methods,

of expending the extension funds, and do you know what proportion,

is used for administration ?

Dr. Pearson. Yes, sir, I think I am.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you think that that portion of

the money is properly spent, and do you agree with the criticism of

some that too much is spent for administration ?

Dr. Pearson. Mr. McLaughlin, we have almost sweat blood on that

question in my State. The director of extension in our State reports

directly to me, and I have spent a great many hours with him in

§oing over that matter. I know something of the methods in other

tates, and, honestly, I do not see how the proportion of the money
spend for administration purposes could be materially reduced and
yet maintain our extension work on a high standard.

We had a little difficulty in a corner of our own State (pardon me
for referring to our State so often, but it happens to be the territory
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that I know best") , when the Hessian fly got in. The county agent

was absolutely lost. He did not know what to do for the Hessian

fly except in a very general way. He knew more than the farmers

knew. But there were more than a $1,000,000 worth of crops im-

periled, and he wanted expert help so he sent to the college, and the

wires were hardly fast enough to get his message up there. He
wanted an expert to come down there. If that county agent had
been sufficiently well informed to deal with that problem himself,

he would not have been a county agent; he would have been an

entomologist drawing a pretty good salary somewhere else, because

that kind of man is altogether too hard to find. We sent an expert

to that part of the county, and he was more than welcomed. He
spent a few days there, made his inspection, and gave his advice

—

gave the county agent some outstanding points that he would need

in order to handle the problem on some other farm—and returned

home.
I find that the farmers are very anxious to meet specialists nowa-

days. They like to talk to a man who can tell them ahqut protein

and phosphorus and about fungous disease; and farmers generally

know what those things m,ean. When the problem becomes acute

they want this specialist to come in. Oftentimes the county agent

is comparable with the local doctor. In a general way he knows
how to treat agricultural problems, and he handles those matters

very well; but the moment some special difficulty arises he wants

special expert help and information up to the very latest date, if

possible.

Mr. TiNCHEE. On the subject of the Hessian fly, was there any
thing in the world that that expert could do on the ground there

that he could not have written the county agent to do ?

Dr. Pearson. Yes ; he spent several days making special investiga-

tions; he advised that some fields be plowed up so as to get rid of

the fly, and in other cases that the crop be taken off of it before the

fields were plowed up. But he could not advise the county agent by
letter.

Mr. TiNCHEK. What time of the year was it that he advised that
the crop be plowed up for Hessian fly ? ,

Dr. Pearson. I do not know. The wheat was not very large. It

was, of course, early in the spring.
Mr. TinCHER. They found the fly in it early in the spHng?
Dr. Pearson. They knew that it was there.

Mr. Tinchee. From the year before?
Dr. Pearson. Yes ; of course.

Mr. TiNCHER. But they could not find the fly at that time of the •

year ?

Dr. Pearson. No.
Mr. TiNCHER. Any ordinary farm man may have had experience

with the Hessian fly, and I just wondered what the expert could do
by going there that he could not accomplish by writing.

Dr. Pearson. Kansas farmers are mighty nearly experts on the

Hessian fly.

Mr. TiNCHER. That is the reason I wondered what an exper*. could

do on the ground that he could not do by writing.
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Dr. Pearsoit.' I Farmers are so familiar with that problem that they
know a great deal about it without realizing that they know a great
deal about it.

Mr. TiNCHEE. There is not a thing that they can do to help a crop
that the fly is in, is there ?

Dr. Pearson. No, sir.

Mr. TiNCHEE. There is no way of determining, either, whether the
fly is in the crop until it is headed out, and whether it will pay to
plow it up or not ? There is only one treatment to eradicate the fly,

and that, it seems to me, could have been imparted in a letter to the
county agent.

Dr. Peaeson. And yet, the advice of the county agent was not to
plow up their fields without the advice of the expert.
Mr. TiNCHEE. His guess was practically . as good as that of any-

body else. That was the spring of the year, and the wheat had not
headed out?

Dr. Peabson. I do not know when that was. The wheat was in
such form that he could form some judgment about it.

Mr. TiNCHEE. The experts say that the only treatment is to wait
until after the eggs of the fly are hatched and then sow the wheat.
Tha,t will eradicate the fly—if they wait until late enough in the
fall to sow the wheat.
Dr. Peaeson. The purpose of the agent there, of course, was to

prevent further spreading, so as to not get further infection.
Mr. Rtjbet. Suppose your agent had written a letter to this county

agent and set out in that letter the things that it was necessary to
do; is it not possible that the farmers whose wheat was affected
would have said, " Yes ; we called on the Government for help, and
instead of sending a man down here to help us they sent us a let-

ter " ? And would not that at once have put the Agricultural De-
partment in a bad light with those farmers and with the county
agent and with the people who were expecting help from the Gov-
ernment ?

Dr. Peaeson. Yes ; they would have been very much disappointed.
As I said, the wires were not fast enough to bring the message to
us asking us to send help.

Mr. Chairman, the Smith-Lever bill when originally written and
passed by Congress would have provided for the development of
extension work throughout the whole United 'States. Conditions
have very radically changed since that time, and I suppose we must
answer the question as to whether we want to carry out the inten-

tion of that measure which obtained at the time Congress passed it

or whether we now 'feel that our plans should be modified on accovmt
of increased cost for doing everything. If we intend to carry it out,

of course, additional funds will be necessary to enable us to do so.

In going over these appropriations I notice that Congress provided
very liberally for supplementing the extension act while the war
was on. The appropriations for last year—the emergency appro-
priations—amounted to $6,100,000. The corresponding appropria-
tion for this year is $1,500,000. We have cut off 75 per cent of the

funds available for this most important work to agriculture, when
the problem itself has hardly been reduced at all.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I do not understand how you
reach that 75 per cent.
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Dr. Pearson. The emergency apprdpfiation for extension work
available a year ago was $6,100,000.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Oh, yes ; I understand.

Dr. Pearson. For the present year it is $1,500,000. That is a very

severe cut on an industry which is so fundamental and so important.

The Chairman. There is also an increment under the Lever Act
of $500,000 to be added.

Dr. Pearson. I do not count that, Mr. Chairman, because that is

used merely to carry out the very carefully worked out plan of Con-
gress of several years ago. That merely accomplishes its purpose,

and it ought not to be counted in these emergency funds.

The Chairman. Last year we appropriated in the regular appro-

priation bill $751,280 and $645,040, and $1,500,000, or $2,896,320 in

addition to the $3,080,000 under the Lever bill.

Dr. Pearson. Yes.

The Chairman. This year the estimates are the same, but there

will be an increase of $500,000 under the Lever Act. This will give

over $5,000 to each of the 2,000 counties.

Dr. Pearson. Yes ; it is a large amount of money, to be sure ; still,

we find here and there a county which is not provided with this work
and can not be under the funds that are now in sight. We wonder
if it would be wise to stop our developments when they are only

partially accomplished.
The Chairman. I believe this is very, important work, and it has

been so considered by the members of the committee, but the condi-

tion of the Treasury must be taken into consideration.

Dr. Pearson. Yes. Summing up, then, I will say merely that the

benefit of the extension work to the farmer comes in showing him
how to produce his crops more cheaply, and to the public it is a great
benefit, because it is the best way of meeting the high, cost of living,

problem. The cost of living is going up and not down. We want
to encourage the farmer to keep up his production now rather than
to have him discouraged and let it decrease too much. ^ I thank you,

Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. We are very grateful to you, Dr. Pearson.
Dr. Pearson. Will you hear President Stone, of Purdue Uni-

versity ?

The Chairman. We will be glad to hear him.

STATEMENT OF DR. W. E. STONE, PRESIDENT OF PURDUE UNI-
VERSITY, LA FAYETTE, IND.

extension work.

Dr. Stone. I would like to say just a few words in a general way on
this proposition. The remarks of members of the committee indicate

that you gentlemen are quite sensible of the situation, and I can not
give you very much information on that ; but is it not true that we
all realize that conditions are pretty bad in the world at this time?
There is scarcity of food, there is unrest, dissatisfaction, and discon-

tent, and the world apparently looks to this country for some assist-

ance and- relief.

What are we going to do ? It is very true that the burdens on our
people are very great and the problems before us are many, but we
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have got to face those problems and do the best we can to get some
results to improve these conditions. It may be that those results come
from lessening taxes ; it may be that they come from increasing ex-
penditures ; that is quite possible. If a man is sick with an acute dis-
ease, his first thought is to remedy that disease and not to count the
cost.

I believe that improvement of agricultural conditions and the pro-
duction of food are fundamental things in this country which are go-
ing to help relieve this situation. They are not going to be a cure-all
for everything. There is no one thing that is going to relieve the
condition. But, wherever we can see the way to help in this, it is our
duty to-do it.

We, gentlemen, do not come here seeking appropriations for our-
selves. We have a certain responsibility at home, to our communities,
with regard to carrying on this work of helping improve agricultural
conditions. You gentlemen, too, have some responsibility in that con-
nection, and we have come up here to talk this thing over and to try
to get a better viewpoint of the whole situation. Whatever helps the
farmer to meet his problems, which consist of a scarcity of labor, the
high cost of all of his supplies, and some oth^r discouragements that
he has had to meet, helps in the direction of what we desire. The
farmer is apt to feel these days that it is not worth while to push
very hard. He is willing to dig in on his farm and do his best to make
a living, but as to helping feed the United States, helping to feed the
world, and all that kind of thing that he was asked to do during the
war, I think he is less interested now than he was. He ought to be
more interested, because, in my judgment, the problem is just as acute

to-day as it was a year or two ago. People are starving in the world

;

people are discontented right here m our own country; and there is

nothing that will help a man who is unhappy and discontented more
than a full stomach and satisfied hunger, and it is the farmer's job to

supply these needs.

The purpose of this extension work is to try to educate the farmer
to better methods and to improve the conditions of his life so that

his children are not going to leave home, if it is possible to do that.

That is one of the purposes—^trying to increase the production of

food. It is a hard job. I do not know that we are going to be able

to help very much, but wherever there is any prospect of helping

on this problem I think it is our duty to try that, and stick to it.

The means at our disposal for doing this work are less to-day

than they were last year, even though we have the same amount of

money to do it with. You know how it is in your own families.

The costs mount up for everything that is used in this enterprise,

and the men that we depend upon to do the work are being drawn
off into better-paid positions^ so that it is a very difficult thing to

maintain an organization with which to do this work at this time.

If we have the same amount of money available to meet the expenses

of this work this year, we shall hardly be able to do as much or as

good work as we did last year. That is the condition, gentlemen,

in which we face the effort to help along in the solution of these world
problems. The situation is pei-fectly evident to all of you. There

is no argument more convincing than a knowledge of the facts.

So we come here to bring to you our testimony and to ask you to

consider the situation and not to withhold funds from us, because
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that means that the wofJj, will suffer. Help us, . if you can, to

strengthen this work and to make it more effective and more far-

reaching—that we may have more results. That is the problem.
You know how muchjnoney can be spent for this, and whatever you
give us we will take it and do our best with it. That is our duty, and
we are alive to that. But we feel very earnestly that this work is

fundamental in helping to solve some of these very puzzling problems
before us. We want to do our part, and we hope you will help us to

do it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You spoke of the trouble with
labor. What is the trouble?

Dr. Stone. Farm labor is very high priced. Farm labor is not
very abundant. I suppose that same condition prevails elsewhere.
The Chairman. What are the* average wages on the farm now ?

Dr. Stone. I saw the statement the other day that the farm hand
was expecting from $60 to $75 a month.
The Chairman. And boa,rd and lodging?
Dr. Stone. Yes, sir. It may be that the farmer can pay that and

make a profit, but he is unaccustomed to doing that. Hte does not
think quickly. He prefers, perhaps, to farm less and hedge in on his

enterprise.

The Chairman. It is also a problem to get the labor?
Dr. Stone. Yes; that is the large problem—^to get any labor at

all. Take it in specialized industries like the dairy industry, where
you require intelligent labor to cooperate in the work; the work can
not be done by machinery ; it must be done by hand. The condition
in our State is that it is almost impossible to get dairy help at all.

Mr. Young. Is not this one reason for the difference in the view-

point of the farmer—^that he must be a successful business man in

order to be a farmer? The manufacturer, say, of cotton goods, of
course has a highly organized body of men to transact his business.

He knows his market. Under his system of business he places his con-

tracts to furnish this, that, and the other jobber with certain supplies.

Under his system of organization his product is, in a way, already
placed and he knows what he is going to get for it. So he adjuste

his labor scale and his overhead charges to meet his contracts and
can see his profits

Dr. Pearson. Absolutely.
Mr. Young (continuing). Before the stuff is actually produced.

That is their system of business. The farmef, on the other hand,
is confrojjted with the problem of betting against the season and the

insects, and his turnover comes only once a year, so that, when he
figures at the beginning of the season this year on planting so much
wheat, naturally he is alarmed at these high wages because he does

not know what his wheat is going to bring him when it is produced
and put on the market several months afterwards; and it is the

same way with every other farm product. You speak of $60 or $70 a

month being paid for farm labor. Down in my country, where the

general crop is cotton, the tremendous expense comes in the picking.

The cotton has to be picked by hand. . Formerly we paid 50 cents a

hundred pounds for picking. I am at this date paying $3.50 a hun-
dred to try to save the little remnants of cotton. That is what the

farmer is up against everywhere.
Dr. Stone. Yes. ^
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Mr. Young. How are you going to meet those kind of conditions?
If the farmer goes ahead and plants all his acreage, and he meets
this high labor scale, if he overproduces he pays eternally by not
getting anything for what he produces. We are up against that
very kmd of problem.

Dr. Stone. Yes ; that is true. There seems to be almost unsolvable
problems.
Mr. YoTJNG. They are very alarming.
Dr. Stone. And that seems to make^ it very-much more necessary

that we exert every effort to meet these conditions in the best way
we can. If we know that a thing is worth doing and is sound in

principle, that is the thing that we ought to be doing. We really

face these emergencies, and we must take into account the result

which we want to attain, and that is to get the conditions in the
life of our people stabilized and sane and safe again. A part of

that problem is to feed people; that is the farmer's job, and we
want to help him if we can, just now.
The Chairman. We are very much obliged to you, Dr. Stone.

May I ask you, Dr. Pearson, what the situation is in our State as

to farm labor?
Dr. Peaeson. In general, there is a little shortage. Wages, of

course, are high—^$76 to $80 a month in some parts of the State.

-The Chaieman. Board and lodging in addition?
Dr. Pearson. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Dr. Pearson, have you thought of

the effect on agriculture of this extensive road-building program that

is provided for and may be carried out? Congress appropriated
$200,000,000 last year. A portion of that will be available this year.

Many of the States have made very large appropriations and projects

are being put up to the Department of Agriculture and to the State

highway departments. There is evidence that some of the contracts

are very, very high. Material is put in at an immense price and
labor is provided for at a very high price. It would seem as though
some of those in authority feel that they have to approve these con-

tracts, regardless of the prices, because the money is there and must
be expended. A great deal of labor will be necessary. Where is it

to come from? In the cities and towns labor is paid satisfactorily,

and it would be difficult to induce labor from those places to take

up this road-building work. The only labor that is loose and can be

induced to leave its present employment is that on the farms.

"Dr. Peaeson. I suppose it is a question whether the drawbacks
which the farmers will suffer, from that point you mention, would
exceed the benefits that they would enjoy in having the roads avail-

able for their use. By good roads they are greatly benefited in their

farm operations and marketing and in their feeling toward country

life. Certainly, the points that you have mentioned are great disad-

vantages. I am sorry that I can not answer on that point more
perfectly.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you agree with the idea ad-

vanced by some that Government improvements in general should not

be undertaken in times of high prices and abundant opportunities

for profitable employment of the people, but that they should be

undertaken only duriag-^lack -times and in order to furnish employ-

ment for the people?
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Dr. Pearson. I think that,is a fine theoiy. I would .jdrislike, how-
ever, to see it cax-ried out to the limit. I believe we have sufferd

now by holding back some of our Government improvements iox too
long a time.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Some of the people whom I have
heard express themselves looked with a good deal of fear on the
present situation, on the ground that some of these Government con-

tracts are practically fixing the prices very high for a great many
commodities and that the labor to be employed must come from the

farms, farms which can not afford to lose their labor.

Mr. Heflin. I was going to point out in that connection that

in some of the States they employ convicts to work on the roads.

Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. I know they do that in some
States but not in many of them, I think.

The Chairman. Dr. Pearson, are there any others whom you
wish to be heard ?

Dr. Pearson. I suggest we hear from Dean Eussell, of Madison,
Wis.
The Chairman. We will be very glad to hear Dean Eussell.

STATEMENT OF DR. H. L. RUSSELL, DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF
AGRICULTURE, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON, WIS.

EXTENSION WORK.

Dr. Ettssell. Mr. Purnell spoke about a matter that I think is

worthy of attention, and that is the question of dissatisfaction on
the farms. He says that the soldier boys in his district are not going
back to the farms. Primarily, the reason for that is that until very
recently the farm has not been profitable enough to induce them to

go back. They have got in their minds the prewar conditions rather

than those which obtained during the war. We are not going to

have much improvement in rural conditions, so far as I can see,

until, first of all, the farm is made profitable for the farmer. Then
we are going to have improvement in these social conditions. It

is true that the extension service is very materially improving the

social relations by the organization of farmers' clubs and the or-

ganization of these boys' and girls' clubs.

I think that one of the best pieces of work that the United States

has ever fostered has been the aiding of the boys and girls to get

them in touch with the economic problems of the farm. I went
down into our stock division the other day and saw the baby beef

show that was pulled off by the boys' and girls' clubs. There were
85 fat animals that had been fed by those youngsters, and I talked

with those youngsters and with their fathers and with some of

those who had come to the agricultural college and had gotten in-

terested in the work of the agricultural college. I found that those

boys had been imbued with the spirit and love of farm life through
the medium of having a calf, for instance, for a year. That inter-

ested them in a way in which nothing else would have interested

them. You can not take a youngster of that age and in an abstract

way talk to him about the desirability of life on a farm; but. if

you can point out to him that he can make some money—^that
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he can become a man (and' every bojr^wants to ape his father)

—

he realizes that if he can get into something where he has a man's
job it- is worth while. And so the interest on the part of these

youngsters relative to farm life was a revelation to me. Every
year, when we have been having these contests, that is the type of
work that has been fostered and developed. That is the type of

work through which these Smith-Lever funds have been variously

expended. That work is largely along the lines of home extension.

This work is something that is going to become of the greatest im-
portance for years to come. It is going to change the attitude of

the youths of the Nation with reference to farm practices, because
it is going to direct their attention along these economic lines; and,

as many a father told me in regard to his boy, " This thing has kept
my boy on the farm. He is going to stay on the farm."
After that the lure of the Great White Way has no attraction for

that boy at all. He has gotten hold of the economic aspect. He is

helping his father, and the work of the farm is not simply a round
of drudgery out of which he gets nothing. I want to emphasize this

extension work as being one of the most fruitful things that the

Nation has yet backed up.

The question was raised here, I think by Mr. Young, with regard

to the possibility of overproduction and the possibility of lowering

the price. It does not take very many per cent over and above con-

sumption in order to have a surplus which will reduce the price of

food. Generally speaking, the margin between production and con-

sumption is measured by less than 10 per cent. How is that margin
going to be raised? It is going to be raised not by growing more
acres. Mr. McLaughlin spoke about the question of the acreage of

wheat. It would be a mistake, gentlemen, for our farmers to grow
as many acres of wheat this year as they grew last year, for the

reason that under the extraordinary stimulation of prices by the

guaranteed minimum, and under the urge of patriotism, acres were

put into wheat last year and the year before which were unprofitable.

Why extend the acreage of wheat where the rainfall is only 8 or 10

indies? Manifestly, the handicap there is so great that even at $5

a bushel you could not make a profit. In many places in Montana
they did not get their seed back.

The Government put $1,000,000 into the purchase of seed for the

farmers. It went in as a part of our war game. It would not be

thought of under peace-time conditions. Also, under peace condi-

tions, the thing is going to come back to where we can grow these

crops with a fair degree of safety.

I think it was you, Mr. Young, who spoke about the advantage

which the manufacturer has as compared with the fanner ; the cer-

tainties of the one as against the uncertainties of the other. That is a

thing which we have always to keep in mind. The farmer can not

tell anything about what the opportunities are going to be for him
to sell his crop at a profit at the end of the harvest, as the manufac-

turer of shoes, for instance, can be sure of the price at which he is to

sell his shoes. The manufacturer of shoes buys his leather and makes

it up, and he knows beforehand what his prices are going to be—just

what he is going to do about selling those shoes. We know that we»

have to pay higher for shoes because of the high price of leather.
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How about the farmer? He can not tell until he, gets his crop in

what he is going to be able to get for it, and a differance in supply
of 6 per cent below consumption means a high price on account of
shortage ; and a difference of 5 per cent above consumption—that is,

if production is 5 per cent over the amount of consumption—means
that there is a surplus, an excess, and the demand is not so great
under those conditions and the price goes down.

KESEARCH WORK.

I want to say just a word or two in regard to this experiment sta-

tion work, because I feel that the experiment station is in the most
hazardous condition of any of our agricultural institutions. .Every
agricultural college is full of students at the present time. The re-

bound has been simply tremendous with regard to agricultural edu-

cation since the war is over, and there is a heavier and heavier bur-

den being put on the agricultural college to take care of its students.

The extension work is popular. I am frank to say that that does

not need a Moses half as much as the experiment station does, be-

cause the people themselves are going to attend to that. The people

themselves are going to appeal to you to support the extension work,
because they are the direct recipients of that work; but the experi-

ment station work is a type of work for which there is no popular
Moses.
There has got to be somebody on the job watching the develop-

ment of the research work, because, gentlemen, sooner or later we
will not have much to extend if we do not continue the work of the

experiment stations ; and the conditions under which the experiment
station now labors are so much more difficult than they have been
that that is the thing which it seems to me ought to commend itself

to your most careful consideration.

I just want to give you an illustration: Three or four years ago
one of our men working on animal nutrition discovered a condition

in milk and eggs which showed that there was something in milk and
in eggs—something in those two substances, particularly—that was
able to stimulate the growth of animal life in a way that meats or other

preducts did not do. Therefore, the chemist had told us that there

were in certain kinds of foods so much of each of the different ele-

ments of nutrition, in this so much protein, and in that so much
of carbohydrates, and so forth ; and that was all there was to it. In
other words, it was claimed that you could feed an animal in that

way on the basis of a test tube. This discovery showed that you
could not do that; that there were particularly stimulating sub-

stances in eggs and milk (called vitamines, to give them a name)
that were not contained in other products. First he found them in

eggs, and then he found them in milk ; and it was perfectly natural

to say, because of that, that the Lord put them there, because those

are the substances that are designed by nature to nourish a life at

its very beginning—animal life on the milk and bird life in the other

case.

They extended that and found out that upon certain plants these

vitamines were present. It was found particularly in the leafy

portions of plants. That is one reason why the Italian gets along
without butter. It is because he eats so much salad. He eats the
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leafy portions -of vegetable^ and salad 'plants, and that supplies to
him these vitamines. Cows eat great quantities of the green, leafy
portions of plants which we can not eat, concentrates it in her body,
and gives it to us in the shape of milk. The fundamental discov-
eries can only be made by a long series of experimental work. That
sort of work requires weeks of study and experimentation.
We have another lead along that line. Accidental discovery was

made of the fact that there was something in yellow corn essentially

different from white corn. The old farmer always thought that
there was something about yellow corn that made it better than

.

white corn; but if you analyze them chemically you can not find
any difference at all. One of our men, however, following up these
experiments oh rats, fed a batch of rats on white corn, and, lo and
behold, they did not do the way they ought to have done according
to the formula. So he said, " What the dickens is the matter with
them? I have tried this a number of times, and this is the first

time this thing has. worked out this way." He scratched his head,
and finally said, " I wonder if it is possible that yellow corn has
something in it different from what is in the white corn."
Then he took one batch of rats and fed them on white com and

another batch and fed them on yellow corn, and the ones that were
fed on yellow corn went on and developed, while the others did not.

He was on a new lead. What caused that? He argued that it was
something associated with the coloring matter in plants (because
this yellow in the corn is nothing but a pigment). He followed up
that lead. Next he tried rutabagas and carrots. Carrots are rich
in these vitamines. Rutabagas are not. Carrots are full of color

and rutabagas are not. Now, if you went into the laboratory at an
experiment station and you saw those rats there, you would prob-
ably say, "What kind of a fool business is this? They had better

spend their time in the fields than fool around with white rats in

the house here." But the work must be done under those conditions
in order to get at the facts.

Having found out that there was something in these pigmented
substances that was different, having found out that they contained
these vitamines, it is easily possible to transfer that on to higher
types of life. Six weuks ago we started a bunch of pigs on an ex-

perimental feeding test, and at the present time the pigs that are
being fed with yellow corn are doing much better than the pigs
that are being fed with white corn.

Experimental work of that kind can not be done in a day. It

often requires years of continuous effort along one little line. In
addition to the $30,000 which the Federal Government gives us
annually for experimental work, the State of Wisconsin is putting
up $125,000 for this purpose. Under existing conditions the cost

of every one of these operations is practically double what it was
under prewar conditions. The result is that we have been obliged,

perforce, to curtail our experimental work simply because of the

fact that we can not stretch a dollar and make it cover as much
as we could in 1914. If we are compelled to drop these lines of

work we will lose entirely the effect that should flow from them and
lose that which the extension service is taking out into the field to

disseminate to the farmers; because the object of all this research
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work is to discover the laws of nature =and to so control and hedge
about existing conditions that the practical results can be taken
to the farmer and applied by him on his own farm. That is the
reason we have go to support this experimental work. If the $30,000
which was givSn by the Government, which started this work in 48
States, is inadequate under present conditions to properly support
the work, it ougtit to be possible to increase those funds.

I believe that the suggestion whick has been made, that any incre-

ment to that should be met by equivalent amounts from the States
along the lines of the Smith-Lever Act and along the principle de-
veloped in the Smith-Hughes Act, would be wise, because I do not
believe it should be the policy of the Federal Government to throw
money into the States and say: "Take this money and spend it if

you can, but do not match it with a dollar." But if you say to the
State when you put down one dollar that if the State will put down
another dollar alongside of it it may spend both dollars, then you
put it up to the States, on their own earnest conviction, whether
they want to support that work or not; and if the Federal Govern-
nient will make a liberal provision for the work of the agricultural
experiment stations under the Hatch and Adams Acts, with the re-

quirement that the States must supply a dollar for every dollar you
give, I believe that would be one of the wisest and most beneficial

ventures that could be carried out by the Government.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. With regard to the extension work,.

• the situation appears to be that there is not money enough to supply
each county with a county agent, whereas in some of the counties

—

many of them in the aggregate—^there is a county agent, a man, a

woman for the hc>me demonstration work, somebody to organize

boys' clubs, and somebody to organize girls' clubs. Do you think it

advisable to spend the money for these four Federal agents in some
of the counties, that is, to so use up the money that the other coun-

ties can not even get a county agent ?

Dr. RussEix. I do not know how generally true that is. I can only

speak for my own State, and that is not the case in a single county
in Wisconsin. So far as this boys' and girls' club work is concerned,

we have furnished a man who organizes the counties and have asked

the counties to carry their own burdens, so far as local factors are

concerned in the counties. The college supplies what you might^call

the pedagogic oversight of the organization. I would say to^the

county representatives, " Gentlemen, if you want a county agent, or a

woman agent for the home demonstration work, or a boys' agent and
a girls' agent, you can only get them when you go down into your
own jeans and furnish a large part of the cash to carry out the

project." If the county met that sort of a proposition, then, certaialy,

it ought to receive careful consideration on the part of the college.

Bu I think it should be contingent, in large measure, upon the county
itself furnishing the majort part of the support. We have no such

cases as you mention, Mr. McLaughlin. The most that we have got

is where we have a county agent and a woman agent. The woman
^gent concerns herself with the farm home and not with the farm,
and that, of course, is one of the factors which is of very, very great

importance in this question of general dissatisfaction which obtains

under rural conditions. Why is it that the wife is so quickly re-

sponsive to a suggestion to leave the farm and go to town when she
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gets along ini-years? It is'simply because she has been a drudge for
so long; simply because the farm barn is supplied with water, while
she is lugging water from the well.

Facilities for labor-saving devices obtain in the barn, but do not
in the home. The function of the home demonstration agent is to
see that there is introduced into the farm home these labor-saving
devices. That means quite as much working on the man to get him
to open up the pocketbook as it does working with the woman.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I think there is no difference of

opinion as to the value of these different lines of work. I simply
wanted your opinion as to the advisability of using that money for
those extra lines of work, as you call them, in many of the counties,

while at the same time other counties do not even have an agricul-

tural agent.

Dr. Rtjssell. In some places the demand for county agents would
not be so sharp and keen. In Wisconsin we have two or three coun-
ties that are substantially mining counties, which devote compara-
tively so little attention to farming that the agricultural possibilities

are very small for a county agent. Milwaukee, an urban county,
would not have a county agent. I should put that upon the gi'ound
that, where the people themselves, were willing to support the work,
and asked for it, the State authorities, in conjunction with the
States Relations Service here, ought to decide where the money can
be most wisely used.

Mr. McKiNLET. What proportions do the State and county pay
for those agents?

Dr. Etjssell. With us, we are having the county pay $1,500 per
county unit. The budget runs up from $1,200 to $2,000, but it aver-

ages around $1,500. When the county makes it contribution, the State
automatically appropriates another $1,000. The amount we get from
Federal sources enables us to put in from $600 to $800 extra. We
must bear in mind, too

Mr. McKiNLET. Is the Federal proportion only about one-fourth ?

Dr. EussELL. About one-fourth, I should say, in our case, at the

present time. That percentage is growing smaller rather than larger

because the number of counties is growing more rapidly than the

funds grow, and hence the funds have got to be spread out over

a larger part of the State.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You spoke of the large attendance
at the agricultural colleges now. Does that represent a desire or

intention of the young people to engage in agriculture after leav-

ing the college?

Dr. EussELL. I think the percentage of our graduates who go
into practical forms of agriculture is steadily growing right along.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is a little inconsistent, is it

not, with the statements we have been hearing as to the desire and
intention of the young people to leave the farms.

Dr. EussELL. Yes and no. The boy who can see the chance for

the kind of life he wants to live on the farm is likely to stay. The
boy wants to leave the farm because he does not see anything in it.

You take the breeders—^the sons of the breeders—and those boys do

not leave the farm. The son is following in the footsteps of the

father. It is the farm on which the life has been drudgery, where

it has been brawn rather than brains that has been used, that they
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want to leave. The boy wants to get off that kind of a farm, and I
do not blame him. It is true that it might have been the boy's fault
more than anything else. More likely, however, it is the father's
fault for not bringmg up the boy in the right way. If the father
who is a farmer would give his boy a calf or a pig or something else

to rear and give him the product of it when he sold it—not take it

away from him—and so give him an incentive for doing these things,
you would not find the boy wanting to leave. The upper stratum of
the farmers find out that you must give boys an interest in things.
If you do not get a boy interested in things you can not educate him.
You can educate him through this economic sense quicker than in

any other way, so far as my experience goes.
Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. I may over-estimate the difiiculty

that we may experience on that road-building proposition to which
I referred awhile ago. What do you think of it ?

Dr. Russell. I do not think you do. I think it is a very serious

problem. I have already taken it up with our State highway com-
mission, and they are going to take the attitude that they are not
going to spend this money just because we have got it. We have
the Federal appropriation, and the States are supplementing that
with an equal amount, but we are not going to let these contracts at

a price per unit that is abnormally high. It is true that, in the main,
the labor used on those contracts is of a type that does not come
from the farms. It is the so-called rough labor that is gotten out
of the cities. In the more remote regions, and on small contracts,

they will draw some labor from the farms. The evidence for Wis-
consin shows that there are 14,000 laborers at the maximum and the

highway commission says that they are not going ahead and lay out
these funds under these high costs. They will simply do a part of

the road building and let the rest go over. I do not understand that

the money reverts, does it, if it is not used up ? Anyhow, the coun-

ties are going ahead with bond issues, and they voted a program
running for six or eight years; and for the State of Wisconsin, if

they were to carry out their maximum program, it means 14,000

laborers to go on the road work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And you think those will not

largely come from the farms?
Dr. Russell. Not in my own State.

The Chairman. Those engaged in teaming will largely come from
the farms ?

Dr. Russell. Yes; and for every team of that sort we have to

have three or four other men that are working at the shovel.

Mr. Young. Of course, where you have a condition such as we
have in my State, where the population is almost wholly agricul-

tural, that labor will come from the farms.

Dr. Russell. Yes ; but in Wisconsin we have the cities, and there

we get this flow of transient labor on all of that contract type of

work. We built our cantonments with the same type of labor,

Mr. TiNCHER. If this money is left available, some of the States

will use it and some will take the broader view and try to economize.

Dr. Russell. You are referring to the road work ?

Mr. TinCHER. Yes. It would take some action on the part of

Congress to equalize the work, at any rate.
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Dr. EussELL. I should suppose that the Bureau of Public Eoads
would give due attention to problems of that sort ; they will doubt-
less see that that money is not wasted ; because, the Lord knows, we
have not got any money to waste, even in these days.
Mr. TiNCHER. There is no place where a man who wants to build

a home or a barn can pay a dollar a barrel for cement if the road
contractors are paying $2.70 a barrel for it, is there ?

Dr. EussELL. Cement has not gone Up since last year. "We are not
paying substantially more than we did a year ago.
Mr. TiNCHEE. What is the price ?

Dr. EussELL. I do not know the price, but I was told that by
builders.

Mr. McKiNLEY. Cement now sells for $3 a barrel, whereas six
years ago it used to be about a dollar.

Dr. EussELL. Oh, yes ; but I mean recently. Of course, it will un-
doubtedly cost more, but the question involved in the road-building
program resolves itself into what that means in lowering the cost of
distribution ; and that is the thing that has got to be weighed, and is

being weighed, by the State highway commission.
Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. It seems to me that the policy

pursued in Wisconsin, as you have stated it, is the proper policy—^not

to approve the contract merely because you have the money, where
prices may be outrageous. Do you know whether that policy has been
suggested to the Department of Agriculture?

Dr. EussELL. No ; I do not ; but I would presume that the depart-
ment would be conversant with the facts. Mr. MacDonald, who is in

charge of the Bureau of Public Eoads, is a thoroughly competent
business man, as I understand, and from my contact with him 1 do
not think he is going to let problems like that slip by him. But that
is where, naturally, it ought to be done ; the actual controlling factor

will be the Department of Agriculture.

The Chairman. Are the counties first supplied with an agent?
Dr. Etjssell. Generally speaking, yes; because there is more de-

mand for the county agent than there is for the other types of work.
The Chairman. And a woman home worker?
Dr. EussEiiL. Yes; on account of local pressure in, the county,

which you must take into consideration. If the county wants this

it must go down into its own pocket and tax itself for it.

The Chairman. It is left to the county ?

Dr. EussELii. Yes ; it is left to the county.

The Chairman. Do you exercise any discretion in the matter?
Dr. EussELL. It is left to the discretion of the county; and then

we appoint the man. The appointment has to be vised by the Board
of Eegents of the college. That is not left entirely to the county.

The Chairman. It is left to the county to choose whether they

desire an agent or the experts ?

Dr. EtrssELii. Do you mean by the experts those men with head-

quarters at the college ?

The Chairman. Yes.

Dr. EussELii. A considerable amount is used for experts. I do not

know that the overhead would be in that. I know in our own case

that we have three men who are supervising 45 county agents ; that

is, 1 to 15. I do not regard that as a high overhead. In fact, I

164315—20 67
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think Ave are undermanned rather than overmanned, so far as execu-
tive oversight is concerned.
Of our Smith-Lever money which we are getting from Congress,

we are using, I should say, roughly, from 65 to 75 per cent in the
counties themselves, the other 25 per cent being used for specialists at

the college and overhead expenses. The overhead for those 45 men
would consist of 3 men. For the boys and girls we have one man
and for the home demonstration we have one. With the department
specialists who are backing up these county agents and working

, with them, we have perhaps a dozen, but not more than 25 per cent

of the entire amount would be used for executive overhead and the
specialists at the college.

Mr. TinCHER. How much do you get per county from the Gov-
ernment that you expend ?

Dr. Etjssell. We do not get so much a county at all. We get a
lump appropriation of so much.
Mr. TiNCHEE. What does that figure out to the county, where you

have the agents i

Dr. Russell. We have $80,000 in the State of Wisconsin, and we
have 71 counties. Fifty of those counties have county agents.

Mr. TinCHER. That would be $1,500 to a county?
Dr. Ettssell. Yes ; including salary and expenses.
Mr. TiNCHEE. What do we appropriate for a county ?

The Chairman. On an average, over $4,000 to a county last year.

Mr. TiNCHER. Outside of your business expenses, you say you get
about $800 to a county ? .

Dr. EussELL. I would have to make an analysis of the figures to

get the proportion. I see what you are trying to get, Your idea is

that on the average each county gets $4,000 of Federal money.
The Chairman. Yes; if distributed in that proportion it would

average that.

Dr. EussELL. I expect that the representative of the States Eela-
tions Service could state how much of that actually goes into the

respective counties, how much into the State overhead, and how
much is spent here in Washington. I have never figured that.

The Chairman. How much is expended for the county agent's

work" and for the specialists ?

Dr. Etjssell. I should say that we are spending three-fourths for

the county agent work and 25 per cent at the college for specialists

and overhead.
Mr. TiNCHEE. How many of these experts are sent out from Wash-

ington ?

Dr. EussELL. Generally speaking, we do not need an expert from
Washington if we have a field that is already covered by a man on
the ground, because he is more familiar with the local conditions

than a Washington man can be. We are making more and more
cooperative arrangements with the Washington men in connection

with certain lines of work which we do not have in our college,

whereby the men are paid partly by Federal money and partly Dy
State money and are located at the college, carrying out this work
cooperatively between the two. Take, for instance, bees, on which
we have a man now, Washington paying three-fourths of the ex-

penses and we one-fourth. We would not be able to carry on this

work if it were not for this cooperation with Secretary Houston.
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The Chairman. You match the money We appropriate with the

local funds, doubling the amouunt, Avhich makes available on an
average more than $4,500 for each county.

Dr. BussELL. The State pays half of it.

The Chairman. I understood you to say that you paid only

$1,800 in to the county. What becomes of the other $2,700?
Dr. Rtjssell. That I cannot answer, because I have no knowledge

of what the Federal figures are. We could not say that we receive

$4,000 or $2,000 per county from Washington, but we get a certain

amount based on our rural population, which for Wisconsin was
$80,000 last year. That $80,000 has got to go for all our Smith-
Lever work, of which, as I say, roughly, 25 per cent is work carried

on at the college for these specialists and for administrative over-

head. The other 75 per cent is spent for the men located in the
counties; and maybe three-fourths of that, in round numbers, would
be about $60,000 that is actually spent in the counties.

Mr. Heflin. How many counties have you ?

Dr. Russell. Seventy-one.
The Chairman. The $80,000 pays the expense of specialists sent

out by the department, which, it seems to me, is an extraordinarily

large amount in comparison with the sum paid to the counties.

Dr. EussELL. Of course, an analysis of that ought to be submitted

to you by the Secretary's office. I have no knowledge as to that.

The Chairman. We are told by the department that all the spe-

cialists are assigned to the colleges and that the work is done and
managed directly from the colleges. It seems to me there is a dis-

crepancy between the amount that is made available and the amount
that really goes through your hands.

Dr. Russell. I would oe very glad to help analyze that problem.

It is an important one from your point of view, as I can see.

Mr. RuBEY. You get $80,000?

Dr. Russell. Yes.

Mr. RuBEY. And you have 71 counties?

Dr. Russell. Yes.

Mr. RuBEY. So that you only get a little over $1,000 to a county.

That would make an average of about $1,000 to a county if all the

counties had agents. If you have 50 counties out of the 71 which
have agents, that would make it about $1,600 on the average in

each of the 50 counties in operation.

Mr. TiNCHER. What does the State pay toward the work in each

one of those counties?

Dr. Russell. We pay from $1,800 to $3,500. If a man's salary

is from $1,800 to $3,500, that is made up from a contribution by the

county
Mr. TiNCHER. From the local county?

Dr. Russell. From the county taxpayers. That is local. That
comes from the county. Then the State gives $1,000 for each

county, and the balance is furnished by the United States through

the Smith-Lever Act and the direct appropriations to the depart-

ment.
Mr. TiNCHER. What is the amount that goes to the county agents

from the Smith-Lever funds?

Dr. Russell. On the average, $60,000 out of the $80,000 goes to

the county agents in the State.
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Mr. TixcHER. That Would be $1,200 apiece?
- Dr. EussELL. Yes; $1,200 apiece, on the average. That varies.

In the counties where the agent gets $1,800 it is not as large, of

course, as in the counties where the man gets $3,500. I am certain

that we can make an analysis of that thing for you, with Mr. Har-
rison's aid, that ought to clear up that matter.
Mr. Young. About what is the attendance at your agricultural

college?

Dr. EussELL. About 1,300.

Mr. Heflin. Mr. Chairman, Dr. Eiggs, from South Carolina, is

here, and I suggest that we hear him briefly.

The Chairman. We will be glad to hear him. Dr. Pearson has the
the matter in charge ; whatever he suggests.

Dr. Pearson. I intended to call on Dr. Eiggs next.

The Chair3ian. You may proceed. Dr. Eiggs.

STATEMENT OF DR. W. M. EIGGS, PRESIDENT OF CLEMSON AGRI-
CULTURE COLLEGE, CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C.

Dr. Eiggs. Mr. Chairman, I see no particular reason for appearing,
unless it is because of the fact that I am from a section of the country
that has not been heretofore represented. I come from South Caro-
lina. In the South this extension work has existed longer than in

any other section. In my State each county has a county demonstra-
tion agent, and these agents are backed up b;^ the necessary special-

ists, so that we have a well-rounded organization.
I think probably the conditions in the South best show the great

importance of demonstration work. If this work had been begun
Koon enough I feel sure that a large part of the losses that we have
suffered would not have come about at all. If we' had had such an
organization earlier it probably never would have come about.

We have in the South some problems along research lines which
are exceedingly important. The Government only recently pub-
lished a ruling to the effect that no fertilizers could be sold, in this

country which contained more than one-tenth of 1 per cent of borax,

unless that fact was stated on the goods. The fertilizer manufac-
turers declined to make such a statement, on the ground that if

people know that a fertilizer contains borax, nobody will buy it.

That illustrates the lack of research. Nobody knows anything aoout

the effect of borax upon crops. There is not even a satisfactory

chemical method of determining the percentage of borax in mixed
fertilizer; or there was not until this question came up. Here is a

brand new field in which research must be undertaken. In many
States soil and climatic conditions are different. We, as an agri-

cultural college in South Carolina, are confronted with the problem
of investigating the effect of borax on crops. It is impossible for us

to undertake that research because of a lack of funds. That is merely
illustrative of the condition that exists all over the country ; and we
are having that condition to meet. You must not forget that these

land-grant colleges are very poor colleges ; and they are not merely
colleges in the sense that that word is ordinarily understood, but

they are called upon for all kinds of service. If we are to meet that

demand, that means that we must have the necessary funds.
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I feel that the people will never relinquish that which they have
become accustomed to and upon which they have been accustomed
to rely. In our State all we can do is to use such funds as have
been provided by State authority and to put the responsibility upon
Congress and the State legislature if the funds are not appropriated
in the degree necessary to do the work. We feel that we are not
coming before the Congress or legislature as supplants in any sense
but are asking for money to do necessary service, leaving the respon-
sibility with the State legislatures and Congress as to whether those
funds are available. That is my attitude as a southern college presi-

dent. We are in a State where the farm-demonstration work has
been most completely developed; I believe our people need more
than ever before a liberal support for extension work, and I know
that they need more than ever before a liberal addition to the funds
which are available for agricultural research. I believe that is as

much as I have to say, because these gentlemen who are agricul-

turists have spoken to you. I am an electrical engineer and could
not answer agricultural questions if they were asked me. That is

all that I want to say—that these colleges occupy a peculiar and
unselfish relation to this work, and that these appropriations are in-

tended to extend the service of the college to your constitutents at

home on the farm.
Mr. Anderson. May I ask you how much money is spent for ex-

tension work in the average southern county?
Dr. EiGGS. I would have to answer in terms of my own State,

because very often we college presidents are not familiar with the
financial conditions that obtain in our own colleges, let alone in

other States. I understand that during the war we had 45 counties.

I believe our overhead expenses must have run 10 per cent. The
rest was spent on home-demonstration work, boys' and girls' club

work, and so on.

Mr. Anderson. That is about $6,000 a county?
Dr. KiGGS. Yes.

Mr. TiNCHER. How much of that was Federal money ?

Dr. EiGGS. The amount from the Smith-Lever act was $77,000
last year. The appropriations from other Federal sources amounted,
I think, to something like $130,000 to $140,000, from various emer-
gency appropriations and from various bureaus.

Mr. Heelin. Altogether, you say, it was about $130,000 or

$140,000?
Dr. RiGGS. Yes ; I think so.

The Chairman. You had $77,000 of Federal money altogether?

Dr. E.IGGS. $77,000. I am not speaking from actual figures now.
I have not the actual data in mind. I think probably South Caro-

lina is one of the most typical States because of the complete de-

velopment of the work in that State. It extends to every single

county.
The Chairman. We are grateful to you, Dr. Riggs.

Dr. Pearson. May I have one word more?
The Chairman. Certainly.

Dr. Pearson. Dean Mann has asked to be excused because of the

time having been taken up. I want to leave with you as a matter

of record the fact that the extension directors have been considering.
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the amount of money that they could use to the best advantage, and
they very ardently hope that this committee will see its way clear
for next year to increase the supplementary Smith-Lever appropria-
tion from $1,500,000 to $3,000,000, and they have prepared a state-

ment of the way that that money could best be used- I would like

your approval of the filing with you of a statement in regard to
this and a further statement in regard to the station funds. We
are very much obliged to you.
The Chairman. We are very grateful to you, Dr. Pearson, and

to all of you gentlemen.
The committee will now recess.

(Thereupon at 12.10 o'clock p. m. the committee recessed until
Wednesday, Jan. 14, 1920, at 10 o'clock a. m.)



Committee on Agriculture,
House of Representatives,

Saturday, January 10, 1920.

The committee met at 10 o'clock a. m., Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen
(chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. Mr. Harrison, whom will we hear next ?

Mr. Harrison. We will take up the estimates of the Bureau of
Public Roads. Mr. MacDonald, chief of that bureau, is here, and
he will make a general statement and then proceed with the discus-

sion of the individual items.

STATEMENT OF MR. THOMAS H. Mac]50NALD, CHIEF OF THE BU-
REAU OF PUBLIC ROADS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. MacDonald. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen, I thiiik it will

not be necessary for me to take much of the time of the committee
in discussing our estimates, because they differ in only a few items
from those of preceding years.

Like all governmental bureaus, we are passing through a period
in which we are picking up the loose ends and reestablishing the
lines of service largely disrupted by the war. During the period
of the war about 42 per cent of our engineering and technical force

went into the military service.

By reading the reports of the hearings of preceding years, I have
learned that a pledge was made by the director of the bureau, Mr.
Page, that if the money that was appropriated by the Congress was
found to be unnecessary during the war, it would be turned bade
into the Treasury. I therefore wish to report that for the fiscal year
1918 we turned back into the Treasury $80,000, and for the fiscal year
1919 we turned back $64,000.

The work of the Bureau of Public Koads is divided into three

main lines of activity: First, the Federal-aid road work, which we
administer; second, tests, research, and economic investigations re-

lated to highway construction; and, third, agricultural engineering,

dealing with the engineering problems directly affecting agriculture.

It is proposed by the department to refer all the engineering

problems originating in and pertaining to agriculture to the Bureau
of Public Roads.

I wish to devote most of the time allowed for the hearing

by this committee to the discussion of this third phase of our

work—^that is, the engineering problems relating to agriculture.

The Federal-aid work, the first division of our work, is provided

for entirely under the Federal-aid road act and is not dealt with in

the estimates which are before you. We are allowed 3 per cent of
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the Federal-aid fund for administrative purposes, and none of that

fund is involved in these estimates before you. Therefore you have
only to consider the two phases of our work, the test, research, and
economic investigation work <is related to highways, and the agricul-

tural engineering work, consisting of irrigation, drainage, and the

rural engineering problems of a more mechanical nature.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is, 3 per cent of the $200,-

000,000?
Mr. MacDonald. Yes, sir; $6,000,000.
Mr. Haeeison. That is over a period of three years, Mr. McLauglilin.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are the men employed in your office

or anywhere in connection with your A^ork, and paid out of that per-

centage, engaged in any other kind of work in the bureau ?

Mr. MacDonald.' No, sir. No ; absolutely not.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They give their time exclusively to

that?

Mr. MacDonald. Exclusively, but some of the men employed on the

other rolls—in testing and research work, for example—give part of

their time to Federal aid work; that is, they test the materials
used in the work. You und"erstand, however, that the 3 per cent

referred to is 3 per cent of the Federal funds. As the Federal aid
funds are met by more than an equal amount by the States, our ad-
ministrative fund is actually less than 1^ per cent of the amount
which we must administer and to the expenditure of which we must -

extend general supervision.

Mr. Heflin. We provided for the use of war machinery, motor
trucks, and other machinery to be used on the roads in the various
counties. What are you doing on that now ?

Mr. MacDonald. This bureau is acting as the distributing agency.

We have assigned a section of the division which handles the Federal
aid work to this duty. The Federal-aid money is the only money we
have that could be used for the necessary administrative expenses.

Our solicitor advised that this w6rk, being part of the same general

plan of Congress, the Federal-aid funds could be used for distrib-

^xting this equipment, such as the motor trucks and other road-build-

ing machinery, to the States.

Mr. Heflin. You have distributed it?

Mr. MacDonald. Up to the 1st of last July we had distributed

from twelve to fifteen thousand motor trucks—I do not have the

exact number—and will distribute, all told, about 27,000 motor trucks

and a considerable amount of other road machinery.
Mr. Anderson. When you make distribution is it of a character

which gives complete title to the State highway commissions?
Mr. MacDonald. It is not under the present law, which prescribes

that the allotted material must be used on roads constructed in whole
or in part by Federal aid, but we have recommended that complete

title be given to the States. Such a recommendation was included in

a bill introduced by Congressman Kahn, of the House Military Affairs

Committee. I believe that complete title should be given to the

States.

Mr. Anderson. Wit;hout any limitation at all as to the uses to

which it should be put ?
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Mr. MacDonald. No, sir; I think it should be strictly limited to

use for road purposes.

Mr. Anderson. It seems to me the one proposition is inconsistent
with the other; that is to say, if you give complete title, I do not see
how you are going to limit the uses which go with that title.

Mr. MacDonald. That question came up in the Senate Military
Affairs Committee, and I am simply passing along the legal opinion^
that came froin one of the Senators there that it was not inconsistent

for Congress to tie a string to gifts, if it desires so to do.
Mr. Anderson. I think' that is true; but when you tie a string to-

the gifts; YOU do not give an absolutely unqualified title.

Mr. MacDonald. "We believe that all of this equipment can not be
used to advantage by all the State highway departments, and that
some of it could be better used by the counties for local road construc-
tion. Moreover, the present law provides that the equipment may be
used on Federal-aid road ^^•ork only. While it is possible, under that
provision, for some of the States to distribute the equipment among
the counties, because in. those States the Federal-aid work is carried
on through the counties, in other States it is unlawful for the State
highway department to release any of the State's share of the equip-

ment to the counties, because Federal-aid road work is performed
solely by the State. Oui^ recommendation was intended to give au-

thority to the State to use the equipment for public-road purposes,
not limiting it to use on Federal-aid road projects exclusively.

Mr. PuBNELL. What is the basis for distribution ?

Mr. MacDonald. The same as we use in making the Federal-aid
allotments. Each State's proportion depends on the relation which
its population, area, and mileage of post roads bears to the total

population, area, and mileage of post roads in the United States—
the same factors which are used in distributing money are used in

distributing trucks. We try to adhere to a value basis, but there

have been enough units of each particular kind to enable us to dis-

tribute by units rather than value.

Mr. Heflin. Do the counties desiring this machinery make appli-

cation to you ?

Mr. MacDonald. The counties desiring this machinery make ap-

plication to the State highway department.

Mr. Heflin. And the State highway department makes applica-

tion to you ?

Mr. MacDonald. Yes, sir. And there is that condition in the

States that some of the States can distribute these trucks to the

counties, because they work entirely through counties. ' I think I

make that point plain—^that they do no work directly. In Missouri,

as I recall, the State highway department is not in direct charge of

road work ; they also work through the county boards in Kansas and

Iowa. In Illinois the State highway department does the work
itself, and not through the medium of the county, so that they have

these trucks tied up. The counties are not able to use them and they

are clamoring for their use. I think that by simply extending

authority to the State departments to permit the use of these trucks

by the counties on other than Federal-aid work they may be made
of broader service to the States.

Mr. Anderson. Mr. MacDonald, I understood from your prelimi-

nary statement that j'ou did not intend to go into this road business
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in detail. I think the committee would be interested in knowing
something about the organization, the machinery for the distribu-

tion and the expenditure of the Federal-aid road fund. While it is

not particularly a part of this bill, unless we get it in these hearings
we won't get it at all, and I imagine a good manj' questions will be
asked of the chairman of the committee in regard to the machinery
that has been set up for the distribution of this fund.
Mr. MacDonald. As to our road work, we have the Federal aid

funds to administer under the first division. The States—all of
them—have met the Federal aid funds more than half way, We are

giving, on the average, not more than about 40 per cent of our last

estimates, the States paying 60 per cent, and they have over-

subscribed the funds. That is sufficient to show that there is great

interest in the building of roads; and we want our administration

of the expenditure of the large sums which have been subscribed
in 48 States to be such that we may feel that we have wisely dis-

charged the responsibility placed upon us by Congress. But, to

discharge that responsibility with wisdom means that we must now
revise many of the standards which we had set up prior to the war.
In a way, the war ended one period of our road history and inaugu-
rated another—^the era of the motor truck. Prior to 1915 the pro-
duction of trucks was very limited- The whole production up to

that year from the time the first trucks were manufactured in 1900
was little more than one-half as great as the production during the

year 1918 alone, when 250,000 were manufactured. Many of these

vehicles which now use the highways are far heavier than any
wjiich the roads had been called upon to carry before the war; and
they have had a most damaging effect upon the highways built ac-

cording to the old standards. Indeed, we are now facing the neces-

sity of practically reconstructing our whole road system to carry

this heavy truck traffic. To do so will call for the expenditure of

vast sums of money, including, undoubtedly, much of the money
appropriated by Congress for Federal aid. But before we enter

upon so vast a program I feel that it is vitally important that we
study the existing situation very carefully t6 the end that whatever
standards we set up to replace the outgrown standards of the pre-

war period may be scientifically designed to meet the requirements

of the new situation.

That brings me to the work which we have laid out for our
testing, research, and highway economics divisions. Without going
largely into details of that work—we can go into them as far as

you desire—the work we have planned is to find out how much
traffic there is on the roads, the types of vehicles which compose the

traffic, the weights we are going to carry, the amount of products

moved, the distance they are going to be hauled on the roads, and
the maximum size of loads to be carried, and, from these figures,

to determine what kind of work we will have to do on the roads, or

what kinds of roads we will have to build. That means very de-

tailed and very scientific investigations. For instance, I have here

a pressure gauge. It looks like a rather intricate machine. It is

designed for the purpose of determining the intensity of pressure
produced under our road surfaces on the subgrade by the known
wheel loads of vehicles on the surface. We can determine, through
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the use of this little pressure gauge, the effect which the weight of
a heavy truck, as distributed throughout the road crust, will have
upon the subgrade below, and that is one of our great problems.
I call your attention to some of the effects of the heavy traffic that

has broken down road surfaces. For instance, I am pointing out
in this photograph a concrete road broken up by heavy truck traffic.

We believe that it is rather a matter of drainage underneath than
any fault in the road surface itself. But there have been failures

in all types of road from gravel up to the very highest types. Here
[exhibiting photograph] is a failure of a very high-class brick sur-

face, due to the heavy truck traffic. That brick surface was main-
tained prior to the war, and we expected, when it was! put down,
that it would be useful for at least 15 qr 20 years. As you see it was
a brick road on a 4-inch concrete base, and it was destroyed by the
heavy truck traffic that came upon it.

In that connection, one of the most interesting experiments has
been to find out just what the trucks' do to the roads, and it has been
necessary to make measurements of the blow struck by a moving
truck wheel. I do not want to go too much into the details of some
of these matters, but they are all of very great interest and value to

us. For instance, here is a copper cylinder [exhibiting] half an inch
in height and half an inch in diameter, a standard copper cylinder,

heat treated by the same method that is used at the Frankford Arsenal
for preparing similar cylinders to determine the recoil of the gun
mechanisms. This illustrates how the blow of the heavy truck
wheel is delivered through a plunger [indicating] to the copper cyl-

inder, and that is the same cylinder after the truck has passed over
it [indicating]. By the difference in the height of the cylinder
before and after the truck has passed over it we can measure the in-

tensity of the blow which the moving wheel delivers to the road.

We have found that one wheel of a loaded 5-ton truck moving at 10

miles per hour and falling upon the measuring device from a height
of only one-quarter of an inch will deliver a blow to one of these

cylinders equivalent to a static load of more than 20,000 pounds,
or a dead load of practically 10 tons. If you can imagine the
weight of one of these big road rollers—a big three-wheeled steam
road roller—concentrated upon an area of the road's surface no
larger than one of these small cylinders, you may get some concep-
tion of the blow that one wheel of a 5-ton truck running at 10 miles

per hour repeatedly delivers to a road. Of course the speeds and
weights of trucks vary greatly and there is a corresponding dif-

ference in the effect tney have upon the roads. It is to determine
this and other equally important facts about truck traffic that we
are asking in the estimates an increase of $30,000 to carry on re-

search work. That is the first increase we are asking.

In the third line of work—agricultural engineering—^we have the
drainage work, irrigation, and rural engineering—^that is, investiga-

tions of the mechanical problems related to agriculture.

We have a map which I would like to have the committee look

over with Mr. McCrory, our Chief of Drainage Investigations, which
shows the different activities relating to the reclamation of swamp
lands, and a map showing the swamp and overflowed lands that we
now have, -which, through the application of proper reclamation
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measures, can be made available for agriculture—good lands, that
with reasonable expenditures can be made available. We have pre-
pared a chart to show the different areas in which those activities

exist.

As far as irrigation is concerned, Mr. Teele, who has been con-

nected with that work in California, but who is now with the Census
Bureau, on leave from our bureau, is here, and I will ask him a little

further on to present to you the case of the reorganization of the
old irrigation districts in the West. In some of the first irrigation

districts that were formed they have now found that through the

wasteful methods of using water, the poor ditches, and the duplicat-

ing system of distribution which they have built (like Topsy, they
just grew from time to time) , they are now facing the necessity of
entirely reorganizing and revamping the distribution system in order
to have enough water to carry on their work and provide for the

natural expansion of their cultivated area. This condition exists in

many of the oldest irrigation districts.

Sometimes the question comes up as to the relation of the irriga-

tion work of this department to the irrigation work of the Eeclama-
tion. Service. The land that has been put under the Keclamation
Service is only a very small fraction of the total area irrigated. So
far as I know, the Department of Agriculture is the only department
giving any help to the farmers on the other irrigated lands.

We deal entirely with the agi'icultural problems after the water
is placed on the land by the Reclamation Service. We do not place

the water on the land. Many of these private and old-established

irrigation districts are now facing the necessity of an entire reor-

ganization of their whole system in order to supply enough water
to provide for extending their irrigated areas. It is one of the

most serious problems I know of in the West, so far as irrigation is

concerned, and I am hoping the committee will hear Mr. Teele on
this point.

So far as the rural engineering work is concerned, a very impor-
tant single point with reference to that work is the testing of trac-

tors, and for the development of this work, and with this particular

point in mind, we are asking the largest increase of any, $75,000.

Summarizing our requests, Mr. Chairman, we are aslcing a $30,000
increase for testing and research work; that irrigation be placed
back on the prewar basis by an addition of $20,000 over last year's

appropriation; that drainage work be given $10,0:00 more than the

prewar appropriation ; and that the appropriation for rural engineer-

ing be increased by $75,000. All of these increases, with the excep-

tion of $30,000, are for purposes directly related to the application

of engineering principles to agriculture.

Among other things which I feel that the department has accom-
plished along the line of working out the mechanical problems related

to agriculture is the successful completion of the dusting machine for

the prevention of the boll weevil in cotton.

This photograph shows the machine for spraying the dust over
the cotton plants to prevent the boll weevil. This machine has been
developed by the Bureau of Public Roads, through the rural engi-

neering division, in cooperation with the Bureau of Entomology in

the Department of Agriculture. An interesting thing' about this
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machine is that we have to fit it up with lights, so that they can
operate at night. The dust can only be used when the crop is damp.

Mr. PuRNELL. What is the approximate cost per acre?
Mr. MacDonald. Mr. McCormick, can you answer that?
Mr. McCoEMicK. The machines have not yet been manufactured

commercially. That work is just being started. The machine will

cost in the neighborhood of $300 or $iOO, and one machine will take
care of from 25 to 30 acres.

Mr. PuRNELL. I wondered what the approximate cost per acre
for doing that kind of work is, the spraying part of it.

Mr. McCoEMicK. I can not give the exact figures for that. Each
application requires five pounds of calcium arsenate per acre, and
there should be four or five applications per season. The arsenate
costs from 22 cents to 30 cents per pound, making the cost of ma-
terial from $1.10 to $1.50 per acre per application. The labor wiU
vary wi£h the wages paid and the type of machine used.

Mr. Anderson. Is it a dry spray?
Mr. McCoEMicK. Yes, sir.

Mr. Wilson. Is it the idea for the department to purchase large
quantities of these machines?
Mr. McCormick. Not to purchase any machines. We have de-

signed, developed, and made a working model, a full-sized model.
Mr. Harrison. It has been made for use in the experimental work

which we are conducting in connection with the efforts to control
the boll weevil.

Mr. McCoeMick. Some eight manufacturing companies are now
studying this problem with the view of manufacturing the machine
and putting it on the market.
Mr. YoTJNG. What material is used in the spray?
Mr. McCormick. Arsenate of lime.

Mr. MacDonald. That illustrates simply one of the lines of ac-

tivity of the Division of Rural Engineering in the application of
engineering and mechanical principles to agriculture.

Mr. Young (referring to photographs). Is that the machinery
that is being used in the Louisiana experiment ?

Mr. McCormick. Yes, sir.

Mr. Harrison. The Bureau of Entomology, of course, is conduct-
ing the experiment, and the Bureau of Public Roads has merely aided
it in designing this machine.
Mr. MacDonald. We take care of the mechanical and engineering

feature only. The problem of the proper spray to use is outside of
our province. They say what they want to use, and we help them
with the design of the proper mechanical apparatus for using it. We
are encouraging manufacturers to make those machines—not one

manufacturer only but a niunber—so that the cost will be reduced
to the lowest possible figure to the farmer.

I think you will not be inclined to criticize the machine for being
overelaborate, either.

The Chairman. Is this an engine on the wagon?
Mr. MacDonald. No, sir; it is a blower operated from sprockets

on the wheels. There is no engine in connection with it. The larger

one has an engine.

The Chairman. It is a blower?
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Mr. MacDonald." It is.

Mr. Wilson. Why do you say you have to work with electric lights?

Mr. MacDonald. We have to work when the field is wet with dew.
The Chairman. Do you generate electricity ?

Mr. MacDonald. We are getting carbide lights.

The Chairman. Let us take up your estimates item by item.. What
is the first item?
Mr. MacDonald. Page 227.

The Chairman. That is the statutory roll. If there are anj' changes
you may point them out.

Mr. MacDonald. There is no change in that.

The Chairman. Item No. 2. One editor, $2,500, is changed to one
chief clerk, $2,500.
Mr. MacDonald. Mr. Chairman, that item was discussed before

your committee a year ago, and that place has been vacant ever since.

We are now asking that the title of the place be changed to chief

clerk so that that officer can be transferred to the vacant place.

The Chairman. The next is No. 9, seven clerks, class 3, increase

04 one by transfer from lump fund for road building and mainte-
nance. That is a transfer from the lump-sum roll ?

Mr. MacDonald. Yes ; that is a transfer from the lump-sum roll.

The Chairman. No. 11, three clerks at $1,500 each, an increase of
one by transfer ?

Mr. MacDonald. There is no change, I think.

Mr. Harrison. The committee would like to have you refer to

each item in which there is a change and indicate what it is so that

the facts will appear in the record. The next item is No. 36, on
page 278.

Mr. MacDonald. One mechanic, by transfer from lump fund for

road building and maintenance, $2,100.

Mr. Harrison. The next is No. 40.

Th6 Chairman. One skilled laborer or mechanic is transferred
from the lump fund.
Mr. MacDonald. Yes; from road management.
Mr. Harrison. The next is No. 42.

The Chairman. One telephone operator by transfer from lump
fund?
Mr. MacDonald. That is a transfer from the lump sum for road

building and maintenance, and that fund has been reduced by that

amount.
The Chairman. I believe that is all.

Mr. Harrison. Those are all the changes on the statutory roll.

The Chairman. What is the next item?
Mr. MacDonald. The next item in which any change appears is

item 53, which shows a reduction.
The Chairman. You may care to comment on item 52.

Mr. MacDonald. That is the introductory paragraph to the items
under General Expenses.
The Chairman. Then the next item is No. 53.

Mr. MacDonald. In item 53 the amount of the previous appro-
priation has been reduced by the transfer of one skilled laborer and
one clerk. That is the only change in that item.
The Chairman. A decrease of $2,040.
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Mr. MacDonald. And the same is true of item 54, a decrease of
$5,920, due to transfers to the statutory roll.

The Chairman. Kindly state which is the item for investigations
of the best methods of road making.
Mr. MacDonald. Item 54, for the investigation of the best meth-

ods of road making, especially ordinary sand, clay, and dirt roads,
and the best kinds of road-making materials, and for furnishing
expert advice on road building and maintenance; $138,220 in the
last appropriation, reduced to $132,300 in this appropriation.
Mr. MacDonald. Item 55, " for investigations of the chemical and

physical character of road materials." This language is new :
" for

conducting laboratory and field experiments, and for studies and
investigations in road design, independently or in cooperation with
State highway departments and other agencies." The former ap-
propriation was $47,020, and we are asking an increase of $30,000,
making $77,020. That is the work to which I referred as the field

and laboratory work necessary to solve the physical and chemical
problems which we encounter in the design of roads to carry the

modern truck and automobile. The change in language is for the pur-
pose of enabling us to work in cooperation with State highway de-

partments. We propose to work largely through the State labora-

tories.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why can you not do that under
your percentage appropriation, under the Federal-aid road act?

Mr. MacDonald. In the first place, it is not sufficient to allow
work of this character to be done and, in the second place, that

percentage can not be expended for work of this character. That
can only be expended for the administration of the act. I will dis-

cuss that point when we reach it; but of the amount that we are

administering we have less than 14 per cent for administrative pur-
poses, and it is not possible to expand our organization to carry

these other problems.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you mean you can not carry on

studies and investigations in road design with that percentage
money ?

Mr. MacDonald. The men who are assigned to the construction

of Federal-aid roads can, of course, as an incident to their principal

work, do some of this research work. But a part of the appropria-

tion we are asking under item 55 would undoubtedly have to be used
to defray the special expenses of this incidental work. We expect,

eventually, to learn a great deal from the construction of the Federal-

aid roads, but, naturally, our observations of these roads will not
reveal much information of value until they have been in service

several years. For our immediate information we must do a con-

siderable amount of laboratory work in the way of designing instru-

ments with which to make accelerated tests of the various types of

pavements, and in making the tests themselves.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I do not remember the words of

the law in regard to the percentage for administration, but, if you
will pardon me, it seems to me it is putting a narrow construction

on that, much different from the construction made by other bureaus

of this department in analogous cases.

Mr. MacDonald. I do not wish to place a narrow construction on

the law.
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Mr. Harrison. Mr. McLaughlin, section 4 of the act reads this

way : "That so much, not to exceed three per centum of the appropria-
tion for any fiscal year made by or under this act as the Secretary of

Agriculture may estimate to be necessary for administering the pro-

visions of this act shall be deducted for that purpose, available until

expended." _
The Chairman. Why can you not" do this better under item 54,

which is the fund for the investigation of the best methods of road
making? Sand-clay roads are included in the road-building act,

:are they not?
Mr. MacDonald. Yes; we are building a large number of them

through Federal aid, but we use the money we receive under item 54
to assist the counties and townships.
The Chairman. Outside of that ?

Mr. MacDonald. Outside of the Federal-aid road act. The fund
tinder item 54 is the only fund from which we can give assistance

to the counties and townships other than the assistance which is

given on roads built by Federal aid, which will constitute a very small

percentage of the roads.

Mr. Jones. Why can not the same information which you obtain

from the investigations which you make out of the appropriation

in the Federal-aid act be given to the townships and counties for the

construction of their roads which are not State roads?
Mr. MacDonald. We do not make any experimental or investiga-

tional studies with the Federal-aid funds. They provide only for

the administration of the act. The States have presented to us plans

and specifica)tions which we have approved as general and standard
specifications and plans, and our administration of the act is confined

to the building of roads under these standard plans and specifica-

tions.

Mr. Hutchinson. Does not the Government have agents in each
. State department to supervise the roads ?

Mr. MacDonald. The Federal-aid roads?
Mr. Hutchinson. And other roads, too.

Mr. MacDonald. No, sir; the State, county, and township funds
are administered by the State highway department, or by the county

. supervisors, or by the township officials.

The Chairivian. What is the next item?
Mr. MacDonald. There is no change in item 56.

The Chairman. This refers to road materials?
Mr. MacDonald. Yes, sir ; it continues work which we have been

doing in connection with the investigation of the results of field ex-

periments in the use of different kinds of road materials and different

methods of construction. We propose to carry on this work in con-

nection with the Federal-aid work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you propose to construct any

buildings? This provides for the erection of buildings. Have you
any in mind?
Mr. MacDonald. We have no buildings in mind. There is a lab-

oratory building provided for in another appropriation, but we do
not expect to go ahead with that until prices are cheaper. It is

impossible at this time to get a laboratory for the money that has
been provided.
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Mr. Harrison. The appropriation for the building, $75,000, car-

ried in the act for 1918, Mr. McLaughlin, and we deferred construc-
tion on account of the prevailing high prices. The money is available

until expended.
Mr. Anderson. You are doing some work over there with respect

to testing cement and other materials?

Mr. MacDonald. Yes. All the experimental work conducted un
der item 55 has been carried on there. The language of this item as

revised will enable us to carry on part of the work through the co-

operation of the laboratories of State highway departments and
educational institutions. It is the same class of work that we have beeij

doing over at Arlington Farm. The character of the work is illus-

trated by the tests which we have been making on the effect of the

action of heavy wheels on various kinds of road surfaces. I would
like to make it clear to the members of the committee that it is the
accelerated tests such as we conducted at the Airlington laboratory

that we can not carry on imder the Federal-aid road act. But the
information that we get from these tests, especially from the accel-

erated tests, is of great ^'alue in designing Federal-aid and other
highways.
For instance, on this machine [exhibiting photograph] each wheel

weighs a thousand pounds, and we move it back and forth for a long
period over different classes of surfaces. This process is what we call

an accelerated test. We have already broken up some of the road sur-

faces which have been laid and'which up to the present time we had
thought were very good construction. You see, by the use of this ma-
chine we accelerate the normal action of heavy-rolling loads, so that
we are able, in a short time, to produce an effect which normally would
result only after a long period. The work of testing the impact of
truck wheels, in connection with which I showed you the use of these

copper cylinders, is also of this class of semifield and semilaboratory

work. All information of this sort is used directly in the design and
construction of the Federal-aid roads.

Federal-Aid Roads.

The Chairman. Are you ready now to take up the Federal road

act?

Mr. MacDonald. Yes, sir.

The Chairman." Can you state the amount available and how much
you expect to expend?
Mr. MacDonaij>. Under the Federal-aid act of 1916, a total of

$75,000,000 was appropriated for Federal-aid road work. The ap-

propriation available for the fiscal vear 1917 was $5,000,000 : for the

fiscal year 1918, $10,000,000; for the" fiscal year 1919, $15,000,000; for

the fiscal vear 1920, $20,000,000; and for the fiscal year 1921, $25,-

000,000.

Under the post-office appropriation act of February 28, 1919, an

additional amount of $200,000,000 was made available, of which
$50,000,000 was immediately available; $75,000,000 was available on
the 1st of last July ; and $75,000,000 is to be available on July 1, 1920,

for the next fiscal year. There will then be $100,000,000 due the 1st

of next July, which is the last of the total appropriation of $275,-

000,000.
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Up to the present time, therefore, there has been made available

$175,000,000 for expenditures through the Federal-aid acts and on
the 1st of next July there will be an additional $100,000,000. The
latter amount will be available for use at any time during.the two-
year period following the 1st of July, so that construction will be

continued at least through this two-year period. During the war
expenditure of this money was stopped almost completely, partially

by direct action on the part of the States and the Federal Govern-
ment in refusing to go ahead, and partially because of the impos-
sibility of going ahead with the work on account of a lack of labor

and materials. A large part of the personnel of all the highway
organizations went into military service, and the expenditure was
cut down very materially. During the fiscal year 1918 only $425,-

445 was paid to the States, while the amount paid the year previous

to that, which was the first year we did any work, was $2,702,247.

The Chairman. How much is available now and how much un-
expended will be available the 1st of July?
Mr. MacDonald. I will have to give you those figures by the fiscal

years.

The Chairman. Have you the total amount available?

Mr. MacDonald. The unexpended balance on the 1st of July,

1919, was $74,472,306. The new appropriation for this year was
$95,000,000, so there was on that date a total available to the States

of $169,472,306.

On the 1st of next July another "$100,000,000 will be available.

Construction from that date will run over at least two years, and
may run even longer than that. I think, Mr. Chairman, in that

connection, we shall have to extend the period during which this

money is to be available, or some of the States will lose some oi their

pro rata because of their inability to expend it.

Mr. McLaughun of Michigan. Have the States provided the
money, or can they find no way of expending it? Is that what you
mean?
Mr. MacDonalo. The States have provided the money to meet the

Federal-aid fund in excess of the requirements of the law. That is,

we have only participated to the extent of about 40 per cent of the
total cost, but in a number of these States materials and labor and con-

tractors are not available to do the work. The counties are, in some
instances, carrying out a big program outside of the State program,
especially counties in which large cities are located, like Wayne
County, Mich., so that, while the money is available, it wiU
probably not be expended during the two-year period. We shall

have to extend the period of its availability. None of the States

have failed to meet the allotments by more than the amounts
required.

Mr. Chairman, I think you would be interested in a statement of

the types of road that we have approved for projects.' During the

fiscal years 1917, 1918, and 1919 we have executed projects, on which
we propose to pay at most 50 per cent of the cost, as follows : Earth
roads, 1,790 miles; sand-clay, 7_1 miles

;
gravel, 1,740 miles; macadam',

234 miles; macadam, mat-top, 185 miles; bituminous macadam, 142

miles ; bituminous concrete, 127 miles ; concrete, 643 miles ; brick, 120
miles ; and miscellaneous, 49 miles ; so the earth, sand-claj, and gravel
construction, located largely in the States of the South, in the Missis-

sippi Valley and the far West, total 74 per cent of the miles approved.
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That is nearly three-fourths of the total mileage approved. The
in-between types, macadam and macadam, mat-top, total 7 per cent.

The higher-type roads, such as bituminous concrete and Portland
cement concrete, constitute 18 per cent, and the undetermined 1 per
cent.

Mr. Jones. What was the percentage of water-bound macadam ?

Mr. MacDonald. That was 4 per cent.

Mr. Jones. That is just '4 per cent more than it ought to be, I
presume. .

Mr. MacDonald. The protection of that type is falling off now
very rapidly. Still there are some places where we have constructed
macadam over heavy fills in order to carry the traffic until the fills

have settled and become stable enough to support a surface of a
higher type. I should be very glad to send the members of the
committee this statement, which gives in a rather concise tabular
form all these percentages and mileages. The information in this

statement differs slightly from that which is contained in my re-

port to the Secretary of Agriculture for the fiscal year ended June
30, 1919. Since the date of that report definite decisions have been
made in the cases of several roads, the type of which had not then been
determined, and the mileage of such roads is, in this table, added
to that of the various types as given in the other table. I shall be
glad to answer any other question.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. MacDonald. It is now after

12 o'clock, and the committee will stand in recess until 2 o'clock.

(Thereupon, at 12.10 o'clock p. m., a recess was taken until 1.30

o'clock p. m.) ,

AFTER RECESS.

The committee met, pursuant to taking recess, at 2.15 o'clock

p. m., Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen (chairman) presiding.

STATEMENT OF MR. THOMAS H. MacDONALD, CHIEF OF THE
BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—
Continued.

The Chairman. The committee will come to order. Are you
ready to proceed, Mr. MacDonald ?

Mr. MacDonald. Yes, sir.> You brought up the question, Mr.
Chairman, about the organization to handle Federal aid.

The Chairman. Are you through with your general statement
about Federal aid for roads ?

Mr. MacDonald. Yes, sir ; I have nothing further.

Mr. Anderson. I understood that you would take up the organi-
zation of the force which dealt with the distribution of the Federal-
aid fund, and particularly the method of presenting the projects,

and how they were dealt with by the forces in charge of this dis-

tribution.

Mr. MacDonald. The organization which deals with the distribu-

tion of the Federal-aid fund consists of a general organization headed
by the chief engineer in the Washington office and 13 district engi-

neers in charge of the work in 13 groups of States. The districts vary
in size. One embraces only one State, California; others include
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four or five States; the largest one includes eight States. Projects

for Federal aid are initiated by the States. As the first step, a

statement is forwarded to the district engineer in authority, an-

nouncing, in effect, that the State proposes to build a, piece of road
of a certain type and length in a certain location. This statement we
refer to as the project statement, and it is always accompanied by an
approximate estimate of the cost of the proposed construction. The
project statement is examined by the district engineer with the pur-

pose of determining whether the project complies with the Federal-
aid road act. If, in his opinion, it does, he forwards the statement to

the Washington office with his recommendation. It is there exam-
ined by the chief engineer and his assistants, and, if the chief engi-

neer concurs in the recommendation of the district engineer, the

project is placed before the Secretary of Agriculture, with the rec-

ommendation of the bureau, for his approval. Until the Secretary
has signified that the United States will cooperate, no further action

is taken by the State. If the Secretary approves, the State is so noti-

fied, and it then proceeds to prepare detailed plans, specifications,

and estimates for the work. These are examined in the field by the

district engineer and his assistants and are passed from the district

office to the Washington office, where the examination is completed
by the chief engineer and his staff. In the preparation of the de-

ta,iled plans and specifications the State is guided by certain stand-

ards which have been previously agreed upon between the bureau
and the State. By standards, I mean typical plans and specifica-

tions, prepared with great care, for the various types of construc-

tion. They define, in a general way, the materials, methods, pro-

cesses, and proportions of each general type of construction and are

used as guides in preparing the special plans and specifications for

particular projects. If, therefore, in the preparation of the plans,

these standards are adhered to, the State has the practical assurance
that the details of the proposed construction will meet with the ap-
proval of the Secretary.

Mr. Anderson. Does the Secretary or your office exercise any con-

trol over the type of road to be built or give approval of the type of

road, or is it merely a matter of routine so far as the Secretary is

concerned ?

Mr. MacDonald. It is not entirely a matter of routine. There
have been cases in which the Secretary has not approved the type of

road proposed by the States.

The cases in which this action has been taken have generally
involved what may be called the in-between types; that is, types
which are neither low-cost nor high-cost roads—compromise types

—

that are not proving successful now under any conditions.

We believe that there are only two general classes of roads which
it is wise to build ; either a low-cost road, such as earth, sand-clay, or

gravel, on the one hand; or a high-cost pavement, on the other. It

is our opinion that the in-between types of roads are the most ex-

pensive roads that we can build. If we build a sand-clay or a

gravel road, we get good service out of it while the traffic Is light;

and if at any time the traffic becomes heavy enough to 'warrant a
more substantial surface, we have the foundation ready, and we
have not expended money that is thrown away. On the other hand,
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we are developing a traffic near the larger cities which nothing but
a very substantial pavement will carry ; and, where that condition is

to be met, it is foolish to experiment with a road of macadam con-
struction or one of the halfway types which are breaking down
generally under such traffic. We are recognizing these conditions
and adjusting the type of road to the traffic, so that, to that extent,

we do exercise control. We prefer to build a cheaper road rather
than to build a high-cost road of the in-between type. We have no
objection to approving an earth, gravel, or sand-clay road, and do
approve more of them than any other type.
Mr. Anderson. All right. Go ahead now on the plans and speci-

fications.

Mr. MacDonald. After the plans and specifications are prepared
by the State, they are submitted to the district engineer and are
examined by one of his representatives. Generally, this representa-
tive goes over them with the State highway officials ; very often he
does not wait until the plans are completed but goes over the road to
be built with the State highway engineers, pencil profile in hand;
and he is often able in this way to suggest changes in the plans as
contemplated, which facilitate their approval when they are com-
pleted. When they are approved by the district engineer, the con-
tract may start. There may be minor adjustments and changes to
make in the plans before they are sent to the Washington office

;

but, in the meantime, the State goes ahead with the letting of the
contract and with the construction. Generally speaking, the States
do not wait for the plans to come to Washington and pass through
the routine here.

The procedure in awarding the contract is fixed by State laws and,
consequently, some differences exist among the States. In general,
however, two methods are followed. In those States in which the
State highway department is in direct charge of road cons'triiction,

the contract is awarded by the State department. The project is

advertised at the State capitol, bids are received there, and the State
highway department lets the contract. In other States, Avhere the
law places the counties in charge of road construction, and gives to

the State department supervisory powers only, the county boards
advertise for bids, the bids are taken locally, and the contract is

awarded by the county board, with the approval of the State. Gen-
erally, a representative of the State department is present when the
bids are awarded.
Mr. Anderson. Are these contracts approved by your office or by

the Secretary?
Mr. MacDonald. Yes, sir.

Mr. Anderson. What is the purpose of that approval ? What I am
getting at is this : It seems to me that there would be a great lack of
uniformity because of the differences in the plans and on account of
the different materials used in road construction. What I want to

know is whether or not any supervision is exercised at this end of the
line regarding the securing of uniform construction prices for mate-
rials, and so forth.

Mr. MacDonald. Such supervision is exercised through the dis-

trict engineer's office. The estimated cost is approved at the time
the project agreement is made.
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Mr. Anderson. Then your project agreement, or. whatever it is,

includes an estimate?
Mr. MacDonald. It includes an estimate as to the cost; yes, sir;

an estimate based on the average prices for labor and materials
prevailing in the community. If, after the bids are taken, the prices

are out of line with those estimates, presuming there is no reasonable
explanation, the bids are rejected. In that way we are exercising

supervision all the time on all the construction.
Mr. Anderson. You do not have any rule that the bids must be

within the estimates?
Mr. MacDonald. Yes; there are some States in which that is the

case. It is- the law in Indiana that bids must come within the esti-

mates, and they can let no contracts in which the bids run over
the estimates. I am not in sympathy with that, because I think
it breeds a tendency to make the estimates rather high. I should
prefer to use the estimates simply as a check upon the bids, allow-

ing some latitude for the exercise of judgment as to whether or not
the bids should be rejected in case they are high. Ordinarily, the

bids do not vary materially from the estimates. I should say that
we would allow a variation of 5 or 10 per cent, but we would not
allow 50 per cent or any such amount.
Mr. Anderson. I would like to get down to a concrete proposi-

tion. • Let us suppose that you havf a road that you propose to

build in Minnesota, and a road in Ohio of similar construction, and
let us suppose that when the project statement for Minnesota is

brought to the district engineer's office your office finds that the con-

tract price' for cement or for some other material is relatively high,

or more than it ought to be as compared with what it is in Ohio.

What do you do in cases of that kind!
Mr. MacDonald. We always investigate such cases further. A

similar proposition has been up recently, out in Colorado, where we
thought the prices of cement were out of line. We conducted an
investigation and succeeded in getting a slight reduction in the

price of cement. In that case the cost was reasonably explained

—

that is, if you can reasonably explain the price of cement at all.

Mr. Anderson. I think there would be a question about that.

Mr. MacDonald. Illinois furnishes a concrete example of what
it is possible to do by way of regulating the prices of materials.

The State contracts for all of its cement at once, and last spring,

by buying in very large quantities, they were able to get the most
favorable price, so far as I know, which is being paid for cement by
any of the States.

Mr. Anderson. I was interested in knowing, and I' think probably
the committee and the House is, just what authority the department
feels that it has to check up these contracts with the view of keeping
reasonable uniformity in prices of the ordinary materials used in

large quantities and to what extent it exercises that authority.

Mr. MacDonald. We feel that we have full authority in that field,

and next year we expect to go considerably further than we have
gone up to the present time. Every month since the close of the

war has seen a new economic condition, you might say. There have
been continual readjustments, but during the next season we have
been contemplating issuing a bulletin as frequently as at weekly
intervals, giving prices for work let during the preceding week.
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Mr. Anderson. Now, my impression is that the total program in
dollars for next year amounts to something over $600,000,000.
Mr. MacDonald. That is the estimated amount that will be avail-

able.

Mr. Anderson. Has the department given any consideration to the
probable effect of this road-construction program on farm labor, and
particularly on farm tenants ?

Mr. MacDonald. Y,es, sir, we have; the types of roads in the con-
struction of which there may be a demand for the kind of labor the
farms can supply are the inexpensive types, such as earth, sand»—clay
and gravel. But I do not believe it follows that the construction of
such roads will draw necessary labor from farm work, because the
character of roads of these types is such that the construction can be
carried on in the farmers' slack seasons. The tendency in building
roads of the higher type is to use machinery that does away with labor
of the commoner kind. The men who are employed for such work are
relatively skilled mechanics. It is the in-between types, to which I
have previously referred, such as macadam with or without a mat top,

which are most likely to draw seriously upon the supply of farm labor.

Machinery has not been extensively used in the construction of roads
<pf this character ; in fact, machinery which will perform many of the
operations involved in such construction has not been developed.
Comparatively large forces of unskilled labor are required to handle
such work. But, as I have said, we are discouraging.such construc-

tion whenever it is possible. I think it fair to say that the larger

contractors are not drawing their labor from the farms but rather
from the mechanic classes. We have eliminated a large part of the

hand labor in these larger building operations and are depending to

a greater extent on road machinery.
Mr. Anderson. I have seen some of this road construction, and, as

you say, it is really surprising how few men they sometimes use. I
am rather under the impression that that machinery becomes more
automatic as time goes on.

Mr. MacDonald. Yes, sir.

Mr. Anderson. And the amount of labor constantly grows less.

Mr. MacDonald. Yes, sir; that is true. Within the last year
machines have been placed on the market that have done away with
a large amount of expensive hand labor in connection wit>> the build-
ing of the higher-type roads.

Mr. Anderson. I take it that it requires the construction of a con-
siderable stretch of road to justify the use of machinery of that kind

;

does it not ?

Mr. MacDonald. No ; not so much, on the higher-type construction.

We do not think it is advisable at present to expend too large sin

amount on machinery, but contractors are justified in using a full

equipment on a five or six mile contract, and with a small crew that
length of road would provide a fair season's work. I believe we are

going to come more and more to the use of automatic machinery and
perhaps let the contracts in larger units as a result of that tendency.
The larger part of the organization of the bureau handling Federal-

aid matters is in the field. In fact, the greater part of the organiza-
tion of the whole bureau is outside of Washington. We have here
a total of 73, in the Federal-aid highAvay work, including, in fact,

those traveling out of Washington, whereas there are over 300 people
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in the field. That includes all the road work which is being done
by the bureau in the national forests for the Forest Service.

Mr. Andebson. Are these district field officers usually located in

the offices of the State highway commissions ?

Mr. MacDonald. No, sir; they are either located in offices of their

own in nearby office buildings or in one of the Federal buildings, if

available, in the same city. That is the case in Minneapolis. We
have quarters in the post office building. We take offices in Federal
buildings wherever we can to avoid paying rent.

Mv» Andersojt. Is any part of the Federal-aid funds used for the

payment of expenses of State highway commissioners ?

Mr. MacDonald. No, sir; none whatever. We have a very con-

cise statement of the way we distribute that 3 per cent fund. Capt.

Wilson, have you that before you ?

Capt. Wilson. We divide the 3 per cent fund as follows : For the

field work on the project statement stage, of which Mr. MacDonald
was just speaking, we allow four-tenths of 1 per cent. Then, for the

field work on the project agreement stage—that is, the field examina-
tion of the completed plans—six-tenths of 1 per cent; for the field

inspection of work under construction, which is the larger portion of

our work, we allow 1| per cent. For the field inspection of mainte-

nance we allow one-tenth of 1 per cent; and then for the Washington
office and for the people traveling out of Washington, Mr. MacDon-
ald and others, four-tenths of 1 per cent. These added together make
up the 3 per cent. We are not expending, and have not expended up
to the present time, all the amount which is available. Indeed, so far

we have expended only sixty-three hundredths of that part of the 3

per cent fund which under this calculation we assume to be available

for expenditure. You remember the law states that not to exceed 3

per cent can be set aside for this purpose.

Tlie Ci-iAiRMAN. In other words, about 2 per cent of the amount
available has been expended?

Capt. Wilson. Less than that. We allot it pro rata, considering

the relative values of the work.
Mr. Anderson. It is the administrative part of the bureau, and

no proportion of that at all is paid to the people who are employed
by the States?

Capt. Wilson. No, sir; the local inspectors on the work are paid

out of the joint funds for the purpose.
Mr. Anderson. They are a part of the construction force, I sup-

pose?
Capt. Wilson. They are part of the construction force; and

charged to the construction work on the particular job.

Mr. MacDonald. Does that answer the question?
Mr. Anderson. I think that covers what I had in mind. I was

just wondering whether this matter was handled the same as Fed-
eral aid for extension work and other work of that kind, where I

understand that part of the salaries are frequently paid by the
State and part by the Federal Government.
Mr. MacDonald. We do not do that. There is one point I want

to make. As you will notice, there is a large part of the 3 per cent
fund which we are not using in th? preliminary work and in examina-
tions made in advance of construction. We hold this part of our ad-
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ministrative percentage to apply on the construction stage. In that
connection, in Hennepin County, we recently refused to participate
in paying for a considerable stretch of pavement because the work
did not conform to the specifications for that project. Our inspector
had been over the work frequently enough to know that the construc-
tion company had not been putting cement enough in the base. We^
therefore, refused to participate with the Federal-aid funds for that
stretch of road. In the next contract, in which the same company
was interested, there was no difficulty whatever in getting the work
entirely in accordance with the specifications. We went over that
case with the State highway department and had its full approval
in deducting the amount.
There is one other point that should be made ; that is, I think we will

have to expend the remaining portion of this percentage in inspecting
these Federal-aid roads from time to time to see that they are main-
tained in accordance with the provisions of the law. The law pro-
vides that if the roads are not maintained we shall refuse to par-
ticipate in further assistance from the Federal-aid fund in the State
until the roads are placed in proper condition. It is the only method
that we have of assuring proper maintenance. To keep in touch with
the condition of the roads built we will probably have to spend the
balance of the 3 per cent.

Mr. Anderson. Do you feel that your experiments have gone far
enough now so that you knowledge is sufficient to secure the construc-
tion of roads which will stand up under heavy traffic ?

Mr. MacDonald. I believe that we are building the best road
surfaces in the world to-day and that they will come as near meeting
that condition as any roads that are being built in the world. We
have not the solid old grades that France has. The system of roads
that France built under Napoleon, which proved so successful during
the war and carried the heavy traffic imposed upon them, was suc-

cessful only because of the great depth of stone which had been
built into them in the many years since their construction. As a

mater of fact, we are building better road surfaces in the United
States than the roads which carried that traffic. Some of those old

grades were constructed of 42 inches of stone and foundation stone

(one of our men actually dug through 42 inches of stone), so that

it is possible to understand why those roads held up under any load
placed on them, but the surfaces went to pieces rapidly. On the road
from Bar-le-duc to Verdun—the one that saved Verdun, I believe

—

it is said they used in maintaining the surface one man for every

20 feet; that is, one man was stationed on every 20 feet of the

road to maintain the top surface while it was carrying that tre-

mendous traffic. But the traffic could always get through because

the base held up.

. We can build tops that will support present traffic. We know
that; but we are pretty sure that these tops are being put on some
bases that will not hold up. That is why we are asking for some of

this experimental money. In these days we can't afford to build

roads 42 inches thick. We want to learn how to build much lighter

foundations that will be so well drained that they will be proof

against frost ; that is, we want to get the. water out of the roads and
keep it out. If we can do that, after that there is no doubt that we
'can put on a top surface that will support these loads.
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In every one of the failures of the better type of roads, illustrations

of which I showed you this morning—^not the old roads, which were
not built for the heavy loads we have now, but the brick and concrete

roads—there have been no failures with the exception of foundation

failures. We want to begin all over again teaching and instructing

people to build grades for the roads ; and we really think that there

will be more progress made along that line than in the improvement
of surfaces. That is one reason why we do not favor the placing of

high-cost pavements on new grades of some types of soil, such as

heavy clay. We prefer to build, at first, a gravel or a sand-clay road
or some other road of that type which will last for a number of

years—two, three, four, or five years—and will give some service to

the public in wet weather and good service in dry weather. Such
a road can be maintained during the time the grade is seasoning, and,

ultimately, when the grade has settled, if the traffic warrants, we
can build a higher type of road.
Mr. Anderson. How long do you think you will have to continue

.this work?
Mr. MacDonald. Continuously.
Mr. Lee. That is

Mr. MacDonald (interposing). That is, assuming that the Fed-
eral-aid program is extended along' the same lines, we would have to

continue the supervision.
Mr. Lee. I think that is a good idea. I think the most serious

thing in road building is maintenance.
Mr. MacDonauj. And so do I. In one or two cases it has been

necessary to threaten to cut off further allotments in order to get

repairs made. But our organization is not only cooperating with

the State departments in building roads; we are also doing every-

thing we can to develop the idea of highway engineering as a pro-

fession and to encourage tlie development of eilicient highway or-

ganizations in the States. We are limiting our organization

in the States and trying to develop State initiative by not doing
anything that can be done by the State organizations. In some
States we need more inspectors, but we have only one man that we
call a senior highway engineer, who deals directly with the State

officials. In the larger States these men have one or two assistants

to watch the progress of Federal-aid work. Our intention is to

work as intimately as possible with the State highway departments
through a limited number of engineers of the higher class, who will

be able to advise and bring real engineering experience to the gen-

eral supervision of the work. We expect the States to furnish ade-

quate organizations of their own to handle the detailed supervision.

The States employ men such as rodmen, chainmen, transitmen, and
the inspectors, so that our organization is very small as compared
Avith the organization that the States have on the work.
Mr. Anderson. Do you find that the organizations in the States

are usually pretty efficient, a pretty efficient body of men, and that

they are able to carry out the work satisfactorily ?

Mr. MacDonald. The efficiency of the individual State highway
departments depends to some extent upon the length of time it has

been organized, and to a yery large extent upon its support funds.

In general, the State highway departments have developed very much
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as. an individual does, and all of the older established departments
are giving excellent service and are composed of high-class men.
Some of the younger departments must develop better organizations

as a whole, but practically all the States are placing first-class engi-

neers at the head of their engineering forces, and these are the men
with whom we deal principally in the Federal-aid work. There is a

serious lack of qualified inspectors, and it will be necessary to develop
a large number of young engineers who are qualified to handle field

work and to take over the work of inspection on construction.

Mr. Anderson. To what extent is it possible to check up and cor-

rect any defects in efficiency that may exist in the work ?

Mr. MacDonald. First, the plans, specifications, and estimates for

road work on which Federal aid is asked are checked by the district

•engineer and his assistants. In practically all cases this consists of

an examination, usually in company with a representative of the

State department, of the road proposed for improvement when the

proposed plans are nearing completion, and a check in the office of

the completed plans to ascertain the general accuracy of the work and
the estimates which ha^-e been made of the quantities on which the

contractors ^ill submit bids.

Mr. Anderson. Do the State highway departments have good engi-

neers ?

Mr. MacDonald. In general, the State highway departments either

have now or are building up a force of competent engineers. Many
of the State departments are large and well supported, and the States

in general are pursuing a more liberal policy in advancing the scale

of salaries for competent engineers than the Federal Government.
In fact. States and counties both are in many places attracting by
much higher salaries very competent men from our own forces. As
an illustration, our district engineer for the eighth district, which is

composed of the entire States of Tennessee, South Carolina, Georgia,

Alabama, Mississippi, and Florida, has resigned a position with this

bureau which paid a salary of $4,000 to accept a salary of $7,500 as

engineer for a single parish in Louisiana.

In my judgment, the Federal-aid law has given the States the best

possible incentive to pass advanced legislation providing for high-

way improvement and excellent engineering services in the conduct

of the work. The financial aid, while it has been a great stimulus, is

not the greatesi/help the Government has given the States through

the Federal-aid legislation. The greatest benefit consists in the bet-

ter highway laws that have been passed in conformity to the reqtiire-

ments of the Federal-aid act and in the ideals of highway engineering

which are being rapidly set up for the country as a whole. When the

Federal-aid act was passed there were a number of old, well-estab-

lished highway departments which had brought highway engineering

to a high plane ; in their own States they were rendering an excel-

lent service, and their influence was extending to other States. But
the growth was slow. There were many States in which the high-

way departments were small and poorly supported and were, in fact,

fighting for existence against influences which sought to destroy their

effectiveness. In a considerable number of States there were no State

highway departments. These conditions are now generally changed.

If the Federal-aid act had accomplished nothing else than the estab-
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lishments of the better control of highway matters through the State
highway departments and the strengthening of these departments,
it would have been well worth while.

I feel that the highway situation in the United States is being
rapidly composed, so that the men who render honest and efficient

service in the State highway departments will not be displaced

through political preferment, and that tenure of office will be de-

cided by the character of the services which they render the public.

I believe that among the men who are connected with the State high-

way departments the Federal-aid act is generally considered to have
been of the greatest assistance possible to them in placing the work
on a firm and substantial foundation. It must be remembered that

up to the present time there has not been an opportunity to accom-
plish a great deal of actual road construction, but neither has any
considerable part of the money been expended. In fact, under the

terms of the act, it can not be expended except for actual road con-

struction. There is a ^ery large amount of the preliminary work
out of the way; the States are generally ready to let contracts as

fast as it seems desirable; and I anticipate that this next year will

show a very marked result in the building of serviceable highways all

over the United States.

Mr. EuBET. I want to ask some questions along that line that may
have already been covered. I did not come in until after the open-

ing of the hearing after lunch. There are many people that seem to

think that the work would have to be done in order to receive all

the money from the Federal-aid appropiiation, and consequently the

States won't be able to use all their quota. Have any of the States

used up the quota which has been allotted to them?
Mr. MacDonald. The State of Washington is fully up to its pro-

gram ; that is, by the 1st of next July it will have expended every
cent of Federal-aid money and really more.

Mr. EuBEY. What is the condition of the State of Missouri ?

Mr. MacDonald. The State of Missouri has not
Mr. RuBEY (interposing). The point I want to bring out is this:

My State is just beginning to wake up, and nearly every week some
county votes bonds or some road district votes bonds ; and in my own
district, within the last two or three months, five or six counties have
voted from two hundred and fifty to four hundred thousaLnd dollars'

worth of bonds ; and a great many of the road districts, which under
our law have authority to do this, have voted bonds. It is going to

take a good deal of time for them to get under way. They have got
to sell the bonds, and they are doing that very readily. They have
got to survey the roads and have the approval, and they have got
to go through a lot of routine work, and it will take a number of

months to do that. The question that occurs to me is this: May
not a good many of these States get in a position where, when
they are really just coming around to the work, they will have
voted the bonds and done all of the routine work and all of that
sort of thing, and yet won't be able to use the money on the roads
until the 1st of July comes around and it may lapse?
Mr. MacDonald. The Treasury takes a rather liberal view of

that situation. If the county, or the State, has definitely set up
a project, and the money is appropriated to it,' the Treasury con-
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siders it expended ; so they actually do not ha^e to do the physical
work.
Mr. RuBEY. You do not have to build the roads, then?
Mr. MacDonald. No.
Mr. Etjbey. That is the point I wanted to get at.

Mr. MacDonald. That actual work, in many of the States, is

really about two years behind. You see, we lost two years during the
war, and we had about a normal program provided for, so that I
believe we will have to move ahead the period during which this

money is available for one or two years.

Mr. EuBEY. I have had some letters from my people and some
letters from the State highway commission expressing the fear

that, as the people are voting bonds and getting ready for the work
of building hard roads, they are going to use up their quota; we
are getting many letters from Missouri, and other Members of Con-
gress are getting letters from other States requesting us to see that
Congress continues the appropriation.

Mr. MacDonald, That matter can be arranged so as to make the
Federal-aid money available for some time in the future, perhaps
until year after next. We can provide for the continuance of the
Federal-aid program. The States should know what money they
are going to have available at least one year before it is available,

in order that they may make necessary preparations for its expendi-
ture. We do not need any more money to spend during this fiscal

year, and there are only a few States that could use much more
during the next fiscal year; but they ought to know what they are

going to have so as to be able to make plans and specifications and
be ready for the year after next, and I think, if the money could be
made available for a year from next July, that that should be done,

and that would be in time for most of the States.

The Chaiemax. If a county votes down hard-surface roads, will

they be deprived of the Federal funds as well as the funds obtained

from automobile licenses ?

Mr. MacDonald. Of the first 5,000 miles of project executed, 74

per cent are either earth, sand-clay, or gravel roads.

In certain special cases we have said, where the traffic is very

heavy, that we would not approve a gravel road or a sand-clay road,

because they would be torn up by the. traffic. As a general propo-

sition, howe'\'er, we have approved more miles of low-cost roads than

we are approving of the most expensive roads.

The Chairman. Then it is safe to say that the department has not

committed itself as to any particular road ?

Mr. MacDonald. Absolutely.

The Chairman. That, generally speaking, is left to the discretion

of the people in the localities where the roads are to be built ?

Mr. MacDonald. Yes, sir. The record, as I see it, is a very

good one in that respect. By the way, I have here a very detailed

statement as to the exact number of miles of each class of roads

which each of the States has proposed for construction in each fiscal

year—if you desire to have it in the record. We are not committed
to any type, and we are trying to rely entirely on this one requirement

in the law—that the road must be substantial. We consider the

construction of earth roads, under certain traffic conditions, as sub-

stantial construction.
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The Chairman. Will you give us some details as to the type of
gravel, sand-clay, and earth roads required ?

Mr. MacDonald. You want the description of about the maximum
and minimum requirements ?

The Chairman. In a general way, what would be required if you
had an application to contribute funds to the building of a road in
the country ?

Mr. MacDonald. May I ask Mr. James, the assistant chief en-

gineer, to give you the maximum and minimum widths, thicknesses,

etc. ? He has those better in mind.
The Chairman. We will be pleased to hear Mr. James.
Mr. MacDonald. Tell about the requirements of our standards^

Mr. James, if you please.

STATEMENT OF MR. E. W. JAMES, ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER,
BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. James. Each project, Mr. Chairman, is originated in the
State highway department; they not only make their own selec-

tion of type but furnish us, in the application, the data on which
they base that selection. In other words, they come to us with a
justified application.

^

'The Chairman. First, the counties make application to the State?
Mr. James. Yes. That is a thing of which we do not always have

complete cognizance, because we deal directly with the State high-
way departments; but after the counties make application to the

State, the State reviews the whole matter, and it comes to us with a
definite recommendation.
The Chairman. If the State approves the project, it comes to you ?

Mr. James. Yes, sir ; it comes to us, thoroughly justified in ninety-

nine cases out of one hundred.
The width of earth road, which predominates, is from 22 to 30

feet between ditches. Occasionally there are widths that are nar-

rower for some particular purpose. There is a road that I have in

mind in California that was made narrower, for instance, because it

connected directly with a forest road which we are building. It con-

nected it with another part of the road built under the State, and
there was no particular reason why there should be a difference in the

widths of the roads, as the traffic inside and outside the national

forest was practically the same. There are a few cases where
grades are wider than 30 feet.

The crown of an earth road will be from three-fourths of an inch

to 1 inch to the foot; that is, a crown that can be built with the

ordinary earth-road working machinery, machine graders, elevating

graders, etc., that are used. As far as possible we design the cross

sections so that the grading machine can cut the ditches.

The Chairman. Just what do you mean by ditches?

Mr. James. The side ditches, for drainage purposes. Of course,

the work, in addition to the mere construction of a grade, varies a

great deal. Take the work in Iowa. Very often on earth roads

they will install very substantial drainage—subdrains, you call

them ; tile drains for subdrainiiig the soil. That is done in cases .

where they contemplate putting expensive surfaces on the grades at
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a later date, just.the same as under city pavements they will lay gas-

mains and carry them to the curb, in order to be prepared for future
pavements that they wish to put in. The drainage structures under
such roads are usually made permanent under an earth road just

the same as though it were a higher type, such as concrete or vitri-

fied brick; and all bridge structures also are put in as nearly as

possible in permanent form.
When we come to the surfacing of earth grades, the conditions,

are controlled very largely by the immediate traffic and the prospec-
tive future traffic. There are conditions, for instance, in Minnesota,
where 1,200 yards a mile are quite uniformly specified on their gravel-

road projects. That provides only about i inches of gravel on
those roads. But they have a pretty well organized system of con-
st.ruction there, and they reduce the rolling necessary by laying 4
inches of gravel this year, and as soon as necessary thereafter an
additional 800 or 1,200 yards to the mile as maintenance work.
The Government does not cooperate in any of that additional work.
Those roads have from 4 to 8 or 9 inches of gravel.

The Chairman. All put on at one time ?

Mr. James. About 4 or 5 inches at a time. We use two courses for

a greater depth.

The Chairmaist. Is it an advantage to spread it thin?

Mr. James. Yes, and let it compact. That is the reason why the

Minnesota commission adopts their scheme of placing 4 inches the first

time and letting it come down under traffic and solidify well before

putting on the next course.

The Chairman. Then they use a King drag ?

Mr. James. Or the grading machine. That is better controlled,

has a larger wheel base, and is truer in its operation.

The Chairman. What are the most important factors in building

a sand-clay or gravel road; has drainage anything to do with it?

Mr. James. For an earth or gravel road the drainage is the most
important factor, because you practically have no" surfacing at all on
an earth road.

The Chairman. You can not build a good road Without drainage?

Mr. James. You can not; and it is the whole thing in an earth

road ; for, even if you moisten an earth road with a bucket of water,

you create a mudhole.
The Chairman. How much of a drain is required in the average

country ?

Mr. Jatmes. That is a question that can not be answered by any defi-

nite statement. There are sections of the country where we have a

great deal of trouble in getting them to do adequate drainage, be-

cause they are not familiar with tile draining for agricultural pur-

poses. As I recited a moment ago, Iowa subdrains her roads quite

generally in every place where the engineers see any need of it. In

the Southern States, where they seldom use tile on the land, they do

not realize the need of it on the roads.

The Chairman. What do you do where they neglect the drainage?

Mr. James. We do all we can to get them to install it.

The Chairman. Would you reject a project if no drainage was

provided?
Mr. James. We would insist that the plan be revised to include

those features. Our procedure arranges for such things. Where
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necessary, we go over the drainage areas and see that the culverts are

properly sized and that snbdrains are put in of proper size and de-

sign.

The Chairman. You require them to bring it to a certain grade ?

Mr. James. Yes. That certain grade can not be set by
.
rule of

thumb. It varies with the location—with the topography of the

country.

The Chairman. You decide that ?

Mr. James. Yes; that is gone over very carefully. Eecently we
have had a numher of our projects where the review of the gi'ade lino

has been an extremely important matter, where we have gone across

marshes and swamps, where our men have felt that the grade was a

little too high, and that the expense could be reduced by lowering the

grade. Very often, on the other hand, it is a question of raising the

grade.
The Chairman. Do you approve projects where the roads are to

be surfaced with gravel?
Mr. James. Yes; we have even approved projects that are dirt

roads, but iii practically every case, and in e^ery case since the middle
of last summer, I think, we have had a definite showing from the

State authorities of the conditions surrounding that particular con-"

struction. In the first place, they undertake to make it substantial

and permanent as far as it goes and give us some indication that they

are going to provide a better surface or some surface at a later date.

For instance, a great many of those cases are where they expect to put
down very substantial surfaces, expensive surfaces, that should not be

placed on heavy fills until the fills have been thoroughly compacted
and settled during a winter or two—not simph' artificially compacted
by rolling but settled under the weather. In those cases, of course,

we are glad to approve the projects as earth projects. But we must
have a reasonable showing from the State or county that they will

come through with the revision of the project, adding the new surface

at a later date.

The Chairman. When you speak of a revision, does that require a

new application?
Mr. James. No; it does not. We have arranged to expedite and

reopen a project by simply a letter and a revision of the estimate.

The Chairman. You specify as to the culverts and bridges ?

Mr. James. We do not specify. They have their own typical speci-

fications.

The Chairman. You require certain standards?
Mr. James. Yes ; but we have not undertaken to impress imiform

standards on all the States. That is a condition that would create

friction. Our country is too large to standardize. You could not

make things uniform from California to the Atlantic coast.

The Chairman. Do the States regulate it?

Mr. James. The States regulate that in most cases.

Mr. MacDonald. That statement ought to be made clear. In

every State we proceed under certain standards, but those standards
niay vary between the States. There is no arbitrary standard that

we have adopted.
The Chairman. Then it is really up to the locality to determine

what type of road shall be built, although in some certain instances,
of course it is necessary for you to exercise discretion in the matter?
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Mr. James. In the thousandth case we have to exercise an arbi-

trary decision.

The Chaikman. Thank you, Mr. James.

STATEMENT OF ME. THOMAS H. MacDONALD, CHIEF OF THE BU-
EEAU OF PUBLIC ROADS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Con-
tinued.

The Chairman (coi;J;inuing). Mr. MacDonald, you said something
about the price of cement in Illinois.

Mr. MacDonald. $1.70 was the contract price last year—that is,

net price—and they have let it at the same price this year.

The Chairman. At the factory?
Mr. MacDonald. At the mill.

Mr. Lee. $1.70 a barrel?
Mr. MacDonald. Yes, in cloth sacks; and that is the mill price;

probably the average cost, delivered on the work, would be a little

above $2 net.

The Chairman. What is the price in Indiana?
Mr. MacDonald. About 10 cents higher in Indiana; but the con-

tractors have absorbed most of that difference, apparently, because
we do not find any marked difference between the contract price for
the same character of work in the same months. In fact, the Indiana
prices have been a little lower in some instances than the Illinois

prices in the same month.
The Chairman. How does that price compare with the price in

Iowa?
Mr. MacDonald. The price in Iowa has been a little higher ; in

fact, so high that they have rejected some bids recently.

The Chairman. In the projects the estimates are made on the
price of cement and gravel?

Mr. MacDonald. Yes, sir ; and labor.

The Chairman. If jou find them in excess of the prevailing prices,

do you reject the projects?

Mr. MacDonald. Yes, if there is no reasonable explanation of the
variation from the estimate. As a general proposition our prices

for road work have increased less than the general prices of com-
modities. We still have sonie difference between the level of road
prices and the level of other commodities. I have been expecting to

see us reach that level this coming year, but our contracts so far

have not shown a rise equal to that of the index of commodities.
The Chairman. In other words, we may safely state that every

project is carefully checked up?
Mr. MacDonald. Yes, indeed sir. We frequently find criticisms

that the road costs are very high, and I think there are some specific

instances where they have been high. We are building roads out
in Washington that will cost nearly $40,000 a mile for grading
through the mountains.
The Chairman. About what is the average cost now of the ordi-

nary surfaced road of the various types ?

Mr. MacDonald. The average estimated cost of the cheapest type

of Federal-aid road planned in the projects executed up to the present

time is $4,096.

164315—20 60
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The Chairman. Is that one-half or the total cost?

Mr. MacDonald. That is the total cost.

The Chairman. $4,000?
Mr. MacDonam). Yes, sir.

The Chairman. That is a surfaced road?
Mr. MacDonald. No, sir; that is an earth road; but the cost in-

cludes all drainage structures. It includes the grading, tile drains,

culverts, and all bridges exclusive of those of more than 20 feet span.

Sand clay, $4,241. You will note that there is very little difference

between the dirt and sand clay, because in the sand-clay type we
generally do not move as much dirt; gravel, $3,692; macadam,
$11,152; macadam, mat top, $7,501. The explanation of the differ-

ence is that the mat top, in many cases, has been placed over the old

macadam roads. In those cases the cost does not include the cost of

the base. Bituminous macadam, $24,618; bituminous concrete,

$24,874; Portland cement concrete, $30,783; brick, $42,578; and mis-

cellaneous, $5,018.

The Chairman. Is the construction of roads drawing heavily on
farm hands?
Mr. MacDonald. It is my judgment that we are not drawing farm

hands from the farms for this work; but we propose to watch that

phase of the subject very carefully during the coming year. It is

my belief that the building of roads is going to do more to keep a

supply of labor on the farm than any other one thing that we are

doing now in a public way.
The Chairman. That is in reference to the future, but during con-

struction how much is a man and team paid ?

Mr. MacDonald. For a man and team about $8 a day.
The Chairman. Not $12 a day?
Mr. MacDonald. $8 a day^$7 to $9. I know of no cases where

contractors have paid as high as $12. Indeed, there is a growing
tendency to abandon teams altogether and resort to the use of motor
trucks.

The Chairman. I have been told that in certain sections some
renters were contemplating giving up their farms to work on the

road; that they could make more (from $8 to $10 a day) on road
work than from working a farm on shares.

Mr. MacDonald. I know that they have had to reject some con-

tracts in Iowa because the prices in the bids were too high. I be-

lieve that we will not be able to build as large a program of roads

as there is money to build, and I do not believe we should force the

program there if the prices are too high. I think, however, that the

condition we have there results from a general lack of labor in the

State.

The Chairman. I take it that conditions are much the same in all

localities.

Mr. MacDonald. We do not find it so. Pennsylvania seems to

have plenty of labor this year, and, in fact, I believe we have had more
difficulty in a few of those Middle Western States than in any other

States so far as labor is concerned.

The Chairman. What has been your experience with the hard sur-

faced roads? Do they last longer than the gravel and sand-clay
roads, with the same expense in keeping them up ?
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Mr. MacDonald. Yes ; they do.

The Chairman. We have a hard surfaced road bet'W^een Washing-
ton and Balthnore, which went all to pieces in places during the
winter. What would have happened with a properly drained gravel
road?
Mr. MacDonald. It would not have carried the traffic. But there

are only sections of that road that did go to pieces. It is really sur-

prising that some sections held up as well as they did under the traffic^

for one of our engineers has found the surface to be not more than 3

inches thick in places.

There were sections of that road where our engineer tells me thai

they were continually placing gravel or broken stone and were still

unable to hold the surface under the traffic. They have now laid a
concrete surface, or are planning to do so. The average maintenance
on that road has been about $1,000 per mile per year. I presume that

the annual maintenance cost of the concrete sections is not over $50
per mile. Do you have any figures on that, Mr. James ?

Mr. James. Not on the surface alone, but I think it is probably
not over that.

Mr. MacDonald. There are sections of concrete on that road where
we estimate that the expense of maintaining that concrete surface is

not over $50 per mile per year, while the general average cost for

the whole road; most of which is macadam with tar surface treat-

ment, is about $1,000 per mile.

The Chairman. Then the breakage in many instances is due to the

construction, is it?

Mr. MacDonald. Yes, sir. This road is, for the most part, of the
" in-between-" type, which I have referred to before as generally un-

satisfactory for modem traffic, and the crust is not heavy enough to

carry very heavy traffic. The destructiveness of the traffic, you see, is

measured not so much by the number of units as by the maximum
weight of vehicle. For example, a truck going over a road may put

it in such condition by breaking the top crust that every lighter load

that comes over it will help to destroy it.

The Chairman. In your opinion, then, what is the best constructed

road, and what material would you suggest for a hard-surfaced road ?

Mr. MacDonald. My answer to that would be governed by the

conditions which prevail locally. Every road engineer has to adjust

his road construction to the conditions which prevail in the commu-
nity in which he builds his roads. If he has hard rock and cheap

cement to use, and can build a concrete road cheaper than any other

type of first-class road, he naturally would select that type. If he

has a low rate on asphalt and a suitable grade of stone, he might
decide on bituminous macadam or bituminous concrete; or if briclc

is manufactured nearby and consequently is cheap, the brick road

might be the type he would recommend.
It all depends, Mr. Chairman, on the conditions prevailing locally.

Any of the standard pavements, placed on a well-drained, well-

graded earth road, in my judgment, will carry the traffic we have now,

if properly regulated. But you can not run a 7-ton truck equipped

with solid tires, at a tremendously high speed, over ajiy of the roads

we are now building and expect them to stand it. Even the best con-

structed railroads would be sorely taxed by the traffic that some of the
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manufacturers want to put on the highways. I think we may come,
presently, to national regulation of the weight of trucks which we
shall allow to use our highways. But, under all reasonable traffic,

any of the standard pavements, such as asphalt or bitutninous con-
crete on a good base, or Portland-cement concrete, or brick, will give
good service, if properly built; and the local conditions governing the
cost will determine the selection of type if everything is honest and
aboveboard. If it is a question of promotion, almost any type may
be expected to prevail.

The Chairman. And the matter of drainage?
Mr. MacDonald. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. I have preached drainage so long that I can not
get away fvom it.

Mr. MacDonald. Mr. Chairman, I think we shall have to preach
drainage under some other title so that people will think it is new.
The Chairman. I wish you would get them to see it.

Mr. MacDoxald. Every road engineer in the country when he
writes a paper begins with the statement that drainage is the most
important thing, and then he goes out and builds a road that does
not have drainage.

The Chairman. You suggested that eventuallv road builders may
manufacture their own material.

Mr. MacDonald. I think so.

The Chairman. Can you approximate the cost?

Mr. MacDonald. A good many of the cement mills, I imagine, cost

at least $1,000,000.

The Chairman. Is that the cost of building them?
Mr. MacDonai>d. Yes. Eeally it is a serious question.

Mr. VoiGT. Did I understand you to say that it would take a million

dollars to erect a cement plant ^

Mr. MacDonald. Some of the plants have cost about that, but
it is pretty hard to estimate what the cost would be now. I would
have to get more recent figures than I have, but it would probably
cost $500,000 even for a small plant; that is, for a 1,000 or 2,000-bar-

rel plant. You see, cement, m order to b« manufactured commer- .

cially, has to be manufactured in large quantities. It is like coal or

any of the other very heav^?^ commodities in which you are dealing

with low-cost raw materials. You have to handle a large num-
ber of units at a low amount per unit, in order to keep down the cost

of your manufactured product.

Mr. VoiGT. If you were able to turn out only 100 barrels a day, it

would be a losing proposition, would it?

Mr. MacDonald. It would not be practicable. It would cost you

$10 or $15 per barrel.

Mr. Anderson. The unit cost would be so high?

Mr. MacDonald. Yes. I think I can make that clear. The raw

materials, clay and rock, are very inexpensive materials, worth usually

less than $1 per ton. But it is only after they have been dried and

ground and burned together in proper proportiohs to make cement,

and then reground, that they have value. To do this, very heavy and

expensive machinery is required; and it requires about the same ma-

chinery to turn out 100 barrels as it does to make 1.000 or 2,000

barrels.
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Mr. YoiGT. You have got to have the clay and the rock at one
point to malie it successful ?

Mr. MacDonald. Yes, to make the cement economically, although
there are a great many plants that are operating and shipping one
material some little distance. I know of some plants that are ship-
ping stone perhaps 30 or 50 miles. But such a condition does not
make for low cost.

The Chairman. I think we have gone over this matter pretty
thoroughly. We will take up the next item.

Mr. MacDonald. The next item is the irrigation item. I am
very anxious for the members of the committee to hear Mr. Teele
on that item. Mr. Teele has taken leave from the bureau to take
charge of some of the irrigation investigations for the Census Bu-
reau. I have asked him to come over and point out some of the
problems in the work, because there are some problems that we feel

are so serious as to justify us in asking that the appropriation be
placed, at least, on the prewar basis.

The Chairman. Did we cut this item last year?
Mr. MacDonald. Year before last.

The Chairman. We rejected the increase?
Mr. Harrison. You cut $20,000 out of it in the appropriation for

the fiscal year 1919.

The Chairman. Did you estimate an increase last year?
Mr. Harrison. No, sir.

Mr. MacDonald. We believe we have been very modest on that

item, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. You or Mr. Teele might state briefly what you

have in mind.

STATEMENT OF ME. E. P. TEEXE, lEEIGATION ECONOMIST, BU-
EEAU OF PUBLIC ROADS, DEPAETMENT OF AGEICULTUEE.

Mr. Teele. Mr. MacDonald suggested this morning that the re-

construction of irrigation systems in the West was, perhaps, the most
important field—

—

The Chairman. You are now discussing item 57, " for investigat-

ing and reporting upon the utilization of water in farm irrigation,"

etc.?

Mr. Teele. Yes, sir. That needs one preliminary statement. You
may be familiar with the fact that in the West there is an unlim-
ited supply of land which is fertile and tillable except for the lack
of a water supply, and that for that reason most of our efforts have
to do with economizing the water supply and making this supply
go further. There is an unlimited supply of land with a very lim-

ited supply of water. Reconstruction, of which Mr. MacDonald
spoke, consists in advising communities as to rebuilding and reor-

ganizing their irrigation systems, which involves every line of work
which is specified in the law providing for the work of this division.

The historical development has been the building of small ditches

along the river bottom, a multiplicity of them, still higher up on
the benches, more but larger ditches, and still above that other

ditches, so that in a typical river valley we have several parallel

ditches. The lower land has become swampy in many cases. These
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ditches are all controlled by different organizations, so that there is

a lack of cooperation there. The laws perhaps encourage that situa-

tion, so that the reconstruction involves every phase of the work
which is enumerated in the appropriation law.

The Chairman. Do you tell the farmer how to do it?

Mr. TEEtE. It is a community affair, because a very large part

of the irrigated land is served by a works which waters more than
one farm.
The Chairman. Do you go where you are called?

Mr. Teele. Yes ; but we do not deal in this particular work with
the individual, except as he is a member of the community, a member
of an organization.
The Chairman. How many will be needed to make up the num-

ber required?
Mr. Teelji. They run all the way from little ditches watering one

farm to ditches watering thousands of farms. In southern Cali-

fornia we have one ditch that serves 500,000 acres.

The Chairman. There are smaller ones?
Mr. Teele. A great number of smaller ones. Probably 90 per

cent of the ditches, in number, are small ones that water from one
to three or four farms. In acreage they do not represent a very

large percentage.
The Chairman. Do you tell them how they can make use of the

watershed at a saving?
Mr. Teele. In this reorganization work the procedure is a good

deal like this: We go into a community and look into the ex-

isting conditions, find the swamp lands and the multiplicity

of ditches with antagonistic organizations and rights, and attempt
to show them that they will be oetter off to unite and rebuild their

works, eliminate the duplication, and build modern, up-to-date

works, draining their lowland and transferring the water to the

highlands. That is largely a matter of making surveys and giving

advice, and it involves a great deal of persuasion in getting people

into this. In some places it involves a revision of the legislation

—

in every case a revision of the organization—^to get this multiplicity

of organizations into a single organization. If we can make ar-

rangements to get the water from the swamp lands up onto the

higher lands there is a great economy, as this makes available the

surplus water for new lands.

The Chairman. Do you give advice as to flooding land ?

Mr. Teele. We do that as another feature of our work, advising

individual farmers as to irrigation.

The Chairman. Do you go on the premises to make a survey of

the watershed?
Mr. Teele. We have done that in typical cases. We do not make

a survey of eveiy man's farm. We go into different communities
nnd work with the men of the States Relations Service to advise

them in their meetings as to irrigation practice. We do make sur-

veys of individual farms, because we find under their systems of

distribution there is very great waste in applying the water in the

wrong way.
The Chairman. Is there any benefit or advantage in flooding the

land in the spring after the melting of the snow ?
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Mr. Teele. In many cases they can raise one crop of hay or grain
by that type of irrigation.

The Chairman. Is that done much?
Mr. Teele. Yes; many of the streams have a large ilood flow

early in the season, and later a limited flow, and in such cases they
can do that type of inigation.
The Chairman. They dam up the stream and in that way flood

the land along the sides?

Mr. Teele. They run ditches out in a general direction, paralleling
the river for a considerable distance, and flood the land in between.
This map [indicating] shows the territory where we are working.
The Chairman. Kindly mention the States so that they will be

in the record. s^

Mr. Teele. Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas
The Chairman. The Western States?

Mr. Teele. It covers all the Western States.

The Chairman. West of the Missouri River?
Mr. Teele. Yes; including Oklahoma and Texas.
The Chairman. Do you do anything in the Dakotas ?

Mr. Teele. We have done; yes.

The Chairman. Both in North and South Dakota?
Mr. Teele. North and South Dakota; yes.

The Chairman. Have you done anything east of the Red River ?

Mr. Teele. No ; we have nothing east of the Red River. I will say
this, that the Drainage Division is doing some irrigation in the East.

The Chairman. You operate only in the semiarid districts?

Mr. Teele. The Drainage Division has been doing it in the East
to some extent.

In addition to this revision work
The Chairman. That map indicates that you are operating in

practically every State west of the Missouri River?
Mr. Teele. Yes, sir. We have taken up large reorganization

projects such as I have mentioned in California, Utah, Nevada, and
Colorado. In addition to that, we have what we have put on this

map as pumping investigations. In a great many of these States

there is a very large area, running into- millions of acres, in which
there is much tillable land, but it has no available water from sur-

face supply, and, if the land is irrigated at all, it must be by pumping
from wells. We are working in those sections to develop methods
of pumping, methods of sinking wells, strainers which will keep the

sand out of the wells and let the water in, and showing what can

be done in reclaiming those very large areas which have no surface

water supply.

The Chairman. Have you found it practicable to pump water

from wells?
Mr. Teele. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. What distance can the water be lifted?

Mr. Teele. In southern California, for the orange orchards, thej

are lifting water 300 or 400 feet. For hay and grain growing it

can not be lifted "more than 20 or 30 feet, depending on the prices

of fuel" and prices for hay and grain.

The Chairman. How mucli would lifting water 15 or 20 feet cost

per acre?
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Mr. Teele. That varies, of course, very largely with the" local

prices for fuel.

The Chaiemak. Say $3 for coal.

Mr. Teele. And also the quantity of water that you are using.

They are almost all using gas or oil engines or, as in southern Cali-

fornia, electric power which they buy from power companies. They
are spending in southern California in some places as high as $150

an acre a year for water—just for one season.

The Chairman. What would it cost if you had to lift the water

15 feet?

Mr. Teele. That could be done for $3 or $4 an acre for a single

irrigation.

The Chairman. And furnish an adequate supply to the land for

growing alfalfa and grain crops?
Mr. Teele. That depends, of course, on how many irrigations

you give it ; it depends on the rainfall and also on the underground
water conditions.

The Chairman. Say 11 or 12 inches of water?
Mr. Teele. That would be put on in two or three irrigations. It

would cost all the way from $3 or $4 to $10 an acre, according to

the local prices. Of course that makes possible the growing of two or

three crops of hay.
The Chairman. We were told some years ago that you were bor-

jng wells in one of the Dakotas.
Mr. Teele. No ; our bureau has never bored any wells.

The Chairman. Fifteen or sixteen years ago the department told

us of sinking some wells in one of the Dakotas.
Mr. Teele. I do not recall that our department ever sunk any

wells in Dakota.
The Chairman. Do you sink wells ?

Mr. Teele. We never have been engaged in sinking wells. I do
not recall any since I have been in that work.
Mr. Harrison. The Geological Survey is doing that work, Mr.

Teele.

Mr. Teele. The Geological Survey has an appropriation for that

work.
Mr. Harrison. There was a provision inserted in our appropria-

tion bill in the Senate three or four years ago, but we told the com-
mittee that it did not belong there.

The Chairman. For irrigation?

Mr. Harrison. For irrigation purposes, to discover underground
sources of water supply and use the water for irrigation.

Mr. Teele. There was a discussion in the Senate that Mr. Harri-
son refers to, and there was a good deal of uncertainty as to the in-

tent of the law—as to whether the work was to be done by the De-
partment of Agriculture or by the Geological Survey.
Mr. Harrison. The Geological Survey has an appropriation, I be-

lieve, of something like $150,000 for that purpose.
Mr. Teele. That is for actually sinking the wells. It is not for

the piirpose for which we are doing this work—demonstrating or

determining the feasibility of that type of development—^biit with
the purpose of encouraging the local interests to go ahead and do
the work.
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The Chairman. Where land' is worth from $15 to $50 an acre,
would it be feasible to lift the water several hundred feet ?

Mr. Teele. The feasibility, of course, depends on the crops you
are going to raise and the value of the crops.

The Chairman. You can buy land in other localities for less than
it would cost you to install the irrigation plant ; could you not ?

Mr. Teele. It would depend on local conditions. In the West
prices for products are higher than in the East, so that they can
stand a higher cost for growing these crops.

The Chairman. Take Montana. It would not be practicable

, there to undertake to dig wells—to lift the water to irrigate in
Montana ?

Mr. Teele. Not if they continued to raise grain and hay as they
have been doing. You can not raise those crops with expensive water.
They must be grown with cheap water, water you get from streams.
The Chairman. Is this money to be used largely where you have

been operating in the past?
Mr. Teele. Yes ; it is just an extension of the work.
The Chairman. You ask for an increase ?

,

:

Mr. Teele. Yes ; a restoration to the prewar figure.

Mr. MaoDonald. I would like to get this statement into the record
at this point : There are 17,500,000 acres in this country actually
irrigated ; and of this area less than 7 per cent was irrigated in 1919
under Government Reclamation Service projects ; and a very large
sum has been expended in these Government reclamation projects—
about $118,000,000.
Mr. Teei^e. The report of the Reclamation Service for this year

places their figures at almost exactly 1,000,000 acres that they have
irrigated out of the total of 17,500,000 acres irrigated.

Mr. MacDonald. That estimate of the acreage irrigated may be

changed after we get the census figures, but that, we think, is ap-
proximately correct. That means that over 90 per cent of the peo-
ple who are living on the irrigated lands have received no assistance

from the Goyerninent except such as we give them through the Irri-

gation Division of the Bureau of Public Roads of the Department of
Agriculture.
Our contact is with the producer on the farm. I want to bring

out the point that we are not trying to encroach on the fields of the

Reclamation Service or the Geological Survey, but that we are de-

voting our attention to the application of engineering to the farm
and to farm improvement.
If you are through with that item, I would like to have Mr. Mc-

Crory, the chief of the drainage work, make a brief statement about
the next item. No. 58, in which we are asking for the restoration of
the.prewar figure, plus an additional amount of $10,000.

In further reference to our activities, I want to say that we are

placing all the activities of the Bureau of Public Roads on a strictly

cooperative basis. Our Federal-aid work is handled with the State
highway departments of each State. Our drainage work we are

extending thi'ough cooperation with the States through the colleges

;

and the same is true of the irrigation investigations in the West. We
hope to conduct practically all our rural engineering investigations

and the mechanical features of the work through cooperation with
the various State colleges.
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The Chairman. In cooperation with the State colleges?

Mr. MacDonald. Yes, sir. We are trying to place all our work
on a cooperative basis. I believe in that as a principle of operation.

The Chairman. When you speak of cooperation, do you mean that

they contribute an equal amount?
Mr. MacDonald. In Utah and Colorado, in the irrigation work, I

believe they contributed about three dollars to our one. But that is

the principle, Mr. Chairman, that the States contribute along with
the Federal Government; yes, sir.

The Chairman. They are doing that now ?

Mr. MacDonald. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. We will be glad to hear Mr. McCrory.

STATEMENT OF ME. S. H. McCEORY, CHIEF OF DEAINAGE INVESTI-
GATIONS, BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS, DEPAETMENT OF AGEI-
CULTURE.

The Chairman (continuing). You are discussing what item?
Mr. McCrort. Fifty-eight.

The Chairman. That is " for investigating and reporting upon
farm drainage and upon the drainage of swamp and other wet
landsj"?
Mr. McCrort. Yes, sir. I have prepared this map [indicating]

which shows the area of swamp, wet, and overflowed lands in the

States east of Colorado. The large, yellow rectangle indicates the

area of such land in each State, wie red square the area of which
the Drainage Division of the Bureau of Public Roads has made
reconnoissance examinations; while the black square in the corner

shows the area of which actual surveys have been made. The most
recent data that we have collected indicate that there are approxi-
mately 166,916 square miles of swamp, wet, and overflowed land
in the United States. Of this area the Drainage Division, since it

was established, has made reconnoissance examinations of 28,702

square miles and surveys of 11,494 square miles.

The work of the Drainage Division may be divided into two gen-

eral classes: Our investigational work and our work with com-
munities and individuals. On this map [indicating] I have indicated

the principal technical investigations which the Drainage Division

has conducted. One of the large problems confronting the drainage
interests of the United States to-day is the problem of maintaining
the drainage ditches. The bureau has begun investigations on this

subject in Iowa, in the lower Mississippi Valley States, and in the

Atlantic coastal plain region.

Another line of technical investigation that has met with great

favor among the engineers engaged in drainage work are the hy-
draulic investigations relating to the rate of run-off from drained
areas and the coefficient of roughness in drainage ditches. We are

receiving more requests from the drainage engineers of the country
for additional work of this character than for any other class of

work that we are carrying on.

Investigations are also in progress in regard to the subsidence of
muck, the durabilitv of concrete tile, the drainage of tillable lands,

and the efficiency of drainage pumping plants in various parts of the
United States.
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We are also working with individuals and communities through-
cut the eastern part of the United States on a number of different

lines of work. On this map [indicating] I have indicated by sym-
bols the States in which different lines of activity have been carried
on. Our farm drainage work is indicated by this triangular sym-
bol [indicating]. This work has been done mainly in cooperation
with the county agents. The same is true of our terracing work,
which is also carried on in cooperation with the county agents. It is

our idea that a county agent should be able to handle the simple prob-
lems in farm drainage and terracing. When he has a difficult prob-
lem he should be given assistance by an engineer.

Mr. Anderson. You will have to back up there, because there is no
county agent that knows enough to do that, according to the
testimony of every other division of the Department of Agriculture.
{Laughter.]
Mr. McCboey. I do not agree with that. I have a rather intimate

acquaintance with the county agents, and a great many of them are

doing very fine work along this line. Take, for instance, the ter-

racing work that was started in Missouri several years ago. That
work was initiated by a county agent, Mr. Cook. He knew that the

farms in Missouri were being badly washed and gullied and that
their value was 'being largely destroyed, but he did not know how to

prevent this. He took the problem up with the State leader and
asked for help. They asked the bureau for assistance, and we sent

our engineer from North Carolina, Mr. Lynde, to Missouri. The
Statte leader had worked up an interest in three or four counties;

only Mr. Cook, however, succeeded in persuading a farmer to let

Mr. Lynde build some terraces on his farm. That was three or four
years ago. The last report, I had from that work was that over
180 farmers had built terraces on their farms in Missouri. One of
the big problems all over the United States is to Qontrol and pre-

vent erosion of the farm lands.

The Chairman. How do you control it?

Mr. McCrory. On certain kinds of land it can be controlled

almost completely by the construction of the right type of terraces.

We are recommending several types of terraces—the bench terrace

and the broad-base terrace, either with a uniform grade, variable

grade, or level. The broad-base type of terrace, which is culti-

vated and which can be crossed by farm machinery, has given
very good satisfaction. It is used extensi^^ely throughout the South
and within a few years, I imagine, will be used in the North also.

The people of Missouri are taking to it very rapidly, and dur-
ing the past year we have built some in Pennsylvania; they have,
so far, proved successful. We had an interesting letter from
the gentleman in Pennsylvania on whose farm we built these terraces

last summer. He wrote that there had been a very heavy rain and
that he had gone out and observed conditions during the rain. He
said that the water that came off the terraced field was practically

clear, while the water from the portion of the same field that was
not terraced was very muddy. That has been the general observa-
tion of farmers with properly constructed terraces.

The Chairman. Do you build the terrace on the side of the hill?

Mr. McCrory. Yes ; on the hillsides. The arrangement depends on
the slope of the land. We put thi^m from 3 to 6 feet apart vertically,
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and from 30 to 100 feet apart horizontally, depending upon the slope

of the land. The terraces look like a series of ridges thrown up across,

the field. It looks as though they would spoil the field ; that is what
the farmers think when they first see them; but, instead, they find

that they are able to cultivate the terraces, which keep the land from
washing away. If you will recall, when you have a heavy rain in

western Iowa, the water runs down the corn rows and washes away
the soil between the rows during the corn plowing season in summer,
and the water is very muddy. By terracing the fields a large, part of
the erosion might be prevented. I was in Nebraska last spring just

after a'heavy rain. As I rode along the railroad from Sioux City tp-

Norfolk, Nebraska, in many of the grain fields it looked as though
big furrows had been plowed down the hillside. They were simply
channels that had been washed out. Such erosion can be very com-
pletely controlled by tei-racing. There are types of gullying and
washing for which different methods of control must be used, but on
a properly terraced farm the gullying or washing would never be
allowed to start. The use of the terrace can do wonders in control-

ling soil washing.
The Chairman. When you build a terrace, does the water perco-

late through the terrace ?

Mr. McCkoey. The water is held behind the terrace, which is given
a gentle slope, and is carried off the field to an outlet of some kind,,

such as a strip of grass land, an open ditch, or a tile drain.

The Chairman. They are constructed so that they can be farmed
and harvesters run over them?
Mr. McCroet. Any modern machinery can be used on a properly

constructed broad-base terrace.

You will recall that several years ago the investigation of irriga-

tion in the humid region was transferred to the Drainage Division
for convenience of supervision. We are carrying on a certain amount
of work with certain types of irrigation, especially in Florida and
along the Atlantic coast in the vicinity of New York City. In addi-

tion to that, we are doing a great deal of work with community drain-

age projects, or drainage districts, throughout the eastern part of the

United States.

These, gentlemen, are the principal activities that we are carrying
on.

Mr. Anderson. Do you have any connection or relation with the

large drainage projects, such as take place, for instance, in the swamp
and cut-over lands in northern Minnesota ?

Mr. McCeort. Yes, sir; we are working on one project in Minne-
sota now.
Mr. Anderson. What is your connection there?

Mr. McCrort. That work was initiated at the request of Eepre-
sentative Helgeson and a number of other gentlemen several years
ago. We started work on the Eed Kiver project, embracing parts

of Minnesota, North Dakota, and South Dakota, about a year and a

half ago. The progress report on part of the work should be availa-

ble next month.
Mr. Anderson. Is that a drainage project or a flood-control'

project?

Mr. McCrort. It is primarily a drainage project. Flood control

is only incidental to securing drainage. A certain amount of flood-
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•control work will be necessary in order to insure the drainage of
certain parts of the land. It is a very complicated drainage project,
for the river flows north and the headwaters thaw out first and the
ice below interferes with the passage. of the water from above.
Mr. Andersok. What I wanted to know, particularly, is what

j'our contact was and how you got into it: what you had to do
with it?

Mr. McCeoet. There is a Tri-State Flood-Control Association
that was very active at one time in getting the work started, and
the work was also requested by Representative Helgeson and the
governor of North Dakota.
Mr. Anderson. To get at what I want, let me ask this question

:

Does your man work directly with the drainage organization up
there, whatever it is, in cooperation with the State ?

Mr. McCeoey. At the time we started the work none of the
States were in a position to cooperate. The situation in the Red
River Valley was this : The War Department had a certain appro-
priation there to make final surveys. Nobody had any money to
make preliminary surveys, and the War Department could not go
ahead without a preliminar.Y plan. The Tri-State Flood-Control
Association and Representative Helgeson had been trying to get
something done up there. I went out to the Red River Valley, went
over the situation, and met a number of the interested people. We
wanted some local cooperation, and there was a long time during
which this was under discussion and arrangements for funds were
being made. It was finally arranged that certain counties in Min-
nesota and North Dakota should furnish the required amount of
money, and the department went ahead with the project when those
funds were made available.

Mr. AndeesojST. All right.

The Chairman. Where is this project?
Mr. McCeoet. It extends from Lake Traverse to the international

boundary.
The Chairman. Is that all?

Mr. McCeoet. I have nothing more to say.

The Chaieman. Thank you very much, Mr. McCrory.
What is the next item, Mr. MacDonald?
Mr. MacDonald. The next item, Mr. Chairman, is page 235, No. 59.

where the largest increase of any is requested. That is an increase of
$75,000, of which $50,000 should be immediately available. Practi-

cally the only object in requesting an increase in this item is to allow
us to establish the testing and rating of farm tractors. Mr. McCor-
mick, chief of the division, will give you some explanation of this

particular item and what is proposed to be done if the increase is

granted by this committee. A recommendation for the increase was
carried in the Secretary's estimates for last year, and there is a very
considerable demand both from the manufacturers of farm tractors,

from a number of the farm owners, and from a number of the States

for this department to take up this work. The State of Nebraska has
already passed a law that no tractors shall be sold within that State
that have not been tested and certificate granted. It is our proposal to

put this on a national basis rather than a State basis, though in co-

operation with the States. It is quite probable that if this increase is
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granted, a considerable part of our work will be done in Nebraska or

in the district where the tractors originate. We have plotted a map
showing where the tractors are largely produced to-day. We do not

expect to develop that work in Washington, but rather to work it out

in connection with one or more of the State laboratories. Mr. McCor-

niick will make a statement on the item.

STATEMENT OF MR, E. B. McCORMICK, CHIEF OF DIVISION OF
RURAL ENGINEERING, BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS, DEPART-
MENT OF AGRICULTURE.

The Chairman. We will be glad to hear Mr. McCormick again.

You will speak on item No. 59, page 235, " for investigating farm

domestic water supply and drainSlge disposal, the construction of

farm buildings, and other engineering problems involving mechanical

principles."

Mr. McCormick. The work of the revision of Rural Engineering

includes farm and domestic water supply, drainage disposal—^that is,

the disposal of the house and farm wastes, not the drainage of the

land—the construction and grouping of farm buildings; and me-

chanical principles involved in the application of engineering to

farm work. Included under the latter are questions arising re-

garding farm machinery of all kinds, farm lighting, and farm
heating. During the past year the division has had turned over to

it the work in farm-implement control that was handled during the

war by a special office and the work in the conservation of grain

during thrashing that was handled by the Food Administration.

Those are both activities that were handled under the food-control

act. They are still in existence. The implement-control work, fortu-

nately, is a very small project at present. The thrashing work car-

ried on last year was done without special appropriations.

The work that has been done in the past has been in connection
with the water supply, drainage disposal, house wastes, and construc-

tion, design, and grouping of farm buildings. A small amount of
work has been done on farm lighting, some publications gotten out,

and a certain amount of work conducted in connection with farm ma-
chinery problems; that is, we have issued instruction books on the
operation and care of various implements. We have designed the
nmchiue you saw this morning for the application of poison for the

cotton boll weevil. We have designed apparatus for the prevention
of, and some for extinguishing fires in, grain separators, due to dust
explosions, which were proven out and worked successfully ; and cer-

tain special apparatus have been developed for use in investigational
work.
The increase, if granted, will be used for the most part in carrying

on the work of testing farm tractors. The application of power
to the farm has grown up rapidly in the past few years, so that it

becomes practically necessary for a farmer who is operating a farm
of any size to select his machinery now with the view of operating
it in conjunction with other machinery. That is, he does not buy
a single piece of machinery and after that operate it with horses.
He must have his separator and engine to run it, and, in many cases,
run feed grinders, so that he uses some form of mechanical"power.
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This machinery has been produced in different places and has
been assembled by the farmers, and in many cases it fails to oper-
ate properly in conjunction with other machinery, due in part
to insufficient power: at other times due to lack of proper speeds.

The tractor, being the largest and most expensive piece of. farm
machinery, is the one for the testing of which there is the greatest

demand at the present time. As matters now exist, there is no
standard rating for the tractor. The manufacturer may state that
his tractor has such and such a horsepower. There is no way of
confirming or successfully disputing that statement. The purchaser
has no way of judging except possibly by looking at the size of it

and guessing. There are seven or eight different formulae for work-
ing-out the horsepower of a gas engine, and applying those to the

various tractors will give results varying between 50 and 75 per cent.

We have felt for some time, and I think every one familiar with
the tractor industry realizes, the need of such tests. Last year there

were 132,000 tractois built in this country ; that is, in 1918, the actual

figures were over 132,000, of which 96,000 or over remained here, the

remainder being exported. The manufacturers estimated for 1919

a production of 315,000, and actually produced about 175,000. There
are at present in this country in the neighborhood of from 325,000

to 350,000 tractors. These tractors will approximate iDrobably be-

tween four and five millions of horsepower of the average size

tractor. But, as I say, at the present time there is absolutely

no standard for designating or determining the horsepoM'er. The
farmer or anyone purchasing a tractor has no conception of what
he is getting excepting what is based on his own experience. If

he has no experience he has to buy it through the purchase of

a tractor. Several States are contemplating, I understand, the

establishment of laws similar to that recently passed in Nebraska,

which requires every manufacturer to secure an official test from the

State university before he can receive a license to do business within

the State. There are other conditions as regards carrying repair

parts and giving certain kinds of service. But the basis of it is a

comprehensive test of the University of Nebraska giving each tractor

a rating, either what the manufactui-er claims or something below

that if the tractor falls down.
Mr. VoiGT. Would the rating apply only to horsepower?

Mr. McCoRMiCK. To the horsepower of the tractor, both the belt

and the drawbar.
. . .

Mr. VoiGT. You do not give any certificate as to the serviceability

of the tractor ?

Mr. McCoHMicK. They can not very well do that without wearmg
the tractor out, and that would mean an endurance test beyond

anything that has been figured on yet. The university is contem-

plating an endurance run. Just what it will be they do not know
themselves yet, but they expect to give the tractors severe continued

usage and thep take them apart and observe the effect on the various

parts of the mechanism and judge from that as nearly as possible

what the useful life of each tractor should be.

Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska. What other features will there be

in the test?

Mr. McCoEMicK. Fuel consumption will be one important feature,

as the university is contemplating.
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Mr. Lee. Have you discovered anything very important along

that line of fuel consumption?
Mr. McCoEMiCK. We have made no fuel-consumption test.

Mr. Lee. I run a tractor and I would like to know.
Mr. JRuBEY. Is it operated by gasoline ?

Mr. Lee. Yes.
Mr. McCoRMicK. We have found, as the result of questions sent

out throughout the country to the tractor users and operators, that

the consumption varies with the machine, with the locality, and
with the individual operating it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska. That Nebraska law was passed at

the last regular session of the legislature, was it not ?

Mr. McCoRMiCK. Yes, sir. They have not officially tested any trac-

tors yet. They have gotten tractors and have put one or two through,

but no results have been given out, and they probably will not give

those results out until late in the summer. I have recently gone
through their methods and the plans that they are contemplating

for the test and have studied their equipment very closely and know
it pretty well in detail.

Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska. Then the law has not really gone
into effect yet ?

Mr. McCoEMiCK. There are about 80 applications for tests now in,

and until such time as the university is able to turn out tests they are

issuing temporary permits for the manufacturers to do business.

The law is effective after July 1, 1920, 1 believe.

Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska. The Nebraska tests are carried on
by the University of Nebraska?

Mr. McCoEMiCK. Yes, sir ; but they are published and the licenses

are issued by some other State board, in accordance with a proviso

of the law.

As regards the nature of the work of the Rural Engineering Divi-

sion and its distribution throughout, the country, I have prepared a

chart, as shown here [indicating], which shows the various States in

which assistance has been rendered in one of the following subjects:

Eefrigeration, heating installations, electrical installations, mechan-
ical problems, building plans distributed, thrashing schools and con-

ferences, and water and sewage disposal systems.

From the chart you will readily see that work has been done in

every State in the Union, the amount varying a great deal with the

needs of the section of the country. For instance, in one State

—

Kansas—it seems at first glance that we have done the most. We held

there last year seven thrasher schools, and have done work on each

one of our projects in that State, or rendered assistance to others

doing work in that State. That assistance may be rendered to other

engineers or to groups of farmers or to architects—anyone that calls

on us for it.

In regard to our building plans we have gotten out designs, whi(.-h

are now ready for distribution, of some 125 different structures, in-

cluding residences, rural school houses, barns of all types, hog houses,

dairy buildings, exclusive of barns, buildings for crop storage, and a

large number of minor structures. AVe have also shown how these

can be grouped on the various types of farms having various facings^

Mr. Lee. Have you gotten out a bulletin on that?
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Mr. McCoBMiCK. We have not a bulletin of plans. We have
simply a Yearbook article in regard to that, because in the past two
years we have been paying particular attention to houses suitable for
both the married and single farm laborer—that is, simple bunk
houses and small houses. We only send these plans out on request. If

a man writes in and wants us to send them we send him a list showing
what we have and a brief description of what each plan is suited for,

and from that he selects the one that most nearly fits his condition.

During the past 12 months, on these individual requests, we sent out
over 7,000 of these plans.

The Chairman. How much ai-e you going to do on that this

year ?

Mr. McCoRMicK. I should like to continue that work by getting

out some of the houses and farm buildings for which our corre-

spondence shows there is demand.
The Chairman. Is there a necessity for that? Do not many con-

tractors and lumber companies send out blue prints and specifica-

tions? I have here a calendar sent out by a lumber company which
furnishes blue prints and plans and'specifications for practically every
kind of farm building. It seems to me that they are well supplied,

without the Government spending money on the same work.
Mr. McCoRMicK. The man who is at the head of the company that

sends out that calendar has been to our office to confer with us and
gone over our plans, and has stated very emphatically that he con-

siders that our work should go on; that the work that they were
doing was commercial, and that all of those companies were doing
that commercially.
The Chairman. They furnish the plans and specifications without

obligation?

Mr. McCoRMiCK. No, sir; they furnish plans and specifications, but
they furnish them to lumber companies, who, in turn, furnish them
to private individuals, with the expectation that the lumber will be

bought from that lumber company.
The Chairman. Any lumber company can handle it?

Mr. McCormiok. The plans that are gotten out are necessarily

produced in large quantities, with very little attention to the needs

of the farm. We try to get ours out after having studied the prob-

lem in conference with other bureaus in the department that have
anything to do with the subject.

The Chairman. You could use a greater variety of plans than

that?

Mr. McCormick. I believe we get out plans that include the latest

technical knowledge on the uses to which those buildings are to be

put. For instance, the dairy barns; we get the latest knowledge
extant as regards the size of stall required for the different types

of cows and breeds of cattle, the sizes of which vary according to the

breeds. We accordingly must make our plans to fit, because the stall

that will do for the Gmernsey will not do for the Holstein ; and there

are other similar variations to be met.

The Oiairman. I believe it was stated here that some of the mail-

order houses were making use of your plans? There is no question

but that the work is good, but have we not gone far enough without

spending more on the item?

1643]5—20 70
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Mr. MoCoEMiaK. Personally, I do not believe so.

The Chairman. How much have j'ou spent ?

Mr. McCoEMiCK. I have that figure here.

The Chairman. The principal sum would be used for tractor

work ?

Mr. McCoRMiCK. For the tractor work.
The Chairman. Are you going to standardize the tractor?

Mr. McCoRJticK. No/sir.
The Chairman. You are going to test it?

Mr. McCormick. We are going to test it. A certain tractor will

produce a certain power at the belt or flywheel and a certain power
on the drawbar. We hope to go further than that and tell them
that on any particular type of soil the average horsepower required

to pull a 14-inch bottom will be so much, to tell the power required

to operate an ensilage cutter of a given size and type, and to issue

similar information relative to all farm implements and machines.
The Chairman. Are you also going to tell the cost of fuel con-

sumption?
Mr. McCormick. We hope to tell the amount of fuel required.

The CrtAiRMAN. Anything about the construction of the tractor?

Mr. McCormick. Tlie care and operation. We expect to issue in-

structions on that as we have done with the grain separator, with the

plow, and with several other implements.
The Chairman. Has any of the work been done by the depart-

ment?
Mr. McCormick. Yes, sir; and has been published by the de-

partment.
The Chairman. Have any reports been issued recently?
Mr. McCormick. In Farmers' Bulletins. The thrasher bulletin

was issued last July, I think just about the opening of the thrasher
season. We are sending those out to a list of about 90,000 thrasher
users.

The Chairman. Have you made tests of tractors used for plowing
and for general farm work?
Mr. McCormick. No, sir.

Mr. Anderson. Most of the automobile manufacturers issue an
instruction book along with the automobiles in which they tell you
how and where to oil, and how to take care of it, and things of that

sort. Do the tractor people do the same thing?
Mr. McCormick. Yes, sir.

Mr. Anderson. Can you tell us any more about that? Have you
ever looked these things over and tested them out more than the
people who manufactured them have?

Mr. MacDonald. We may be able to tell them some things that

the manufacturer would not tell them.
Mr. McCormick. We can, as a result of the proposed tests, tell

them more about the power than the majority of the manufacturers
know.
Mr. Anderson. You were speaking about the care of the motors.
Mr. McCormick. No, sir; I have stated that we can emphasize the

need of proper care, and it is possible that we will bring out some
points, or emphasize some points, that the manufacturer has failed

to emphasize properly. But it is a fact, and manufacturers them-
selves have so stfited, that the publication of the material we have
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gotten out in connection with the grain separator and other ma-
chines has had far more weight with the public than the publications
gotten out by the manufacturer himself. In, all of this we are em-
phasizing the need of the owner or purchaser studying the manu-
facturer's directions and following them. There are certain gen-
eral directions that we can give. One manufacturer has brought
out something that we did not think of. He says, We have given a
name to every part of the machine, a name that is in common use in

at least some sections! of the country. In other sections other names
are used. One big benefit that will result from that bulletin will be
the tendency for everybody to use the same name. In ordering re-

pairs by telegraph the owner of the machine can use that name and
get the repairs. The manufacturer will know what is wanted. We
do not intend to replace the manufacturer's instructions but to sup-
plement them.
Mr. Anderson. I suppose it is true, to some extent at least, that

more weight is placed upon a document which is supposedly dis-

interested and comes from official sources than upon documents
coming from the manufacturer; at least, that would be true with
reference to such literature. I am not so sure that it would be so true
with reference to literature that had to do with the actual opera-
tion and care of machines.
Mr. McCoRMiCK. I believe it is true that the Government publica-

tion does carry more weight. That is not saying that it deserves to,

but it does carry more weight' and is referred to more frequently.

Mr. Anderson. Do you think there is under present conditions

—

I was about to say deception, but I will say misinformation—misin-
formation in regard to the actual horsepower of farm tractors and
their actual ability in performance?
Mr. McCoRMiCK. I believe a great many purchasers have no idea

at all what they are really getting. There are some manufacturers
who honestly do not know what power they are producing, but think
they are producing a certain power. There are others that know they
are producing all that they claim, and possibly there are a few who
know quite accurately just what the machine can do; but the latter

are in a very decided minority.
Mr. Anderson. If the farmer is disappointed because his tractor

does not meet his requirements, is that due to the fact that it does
not produce what he expects it to do, or that he has not sufficiently

stated his requirements?
Mr. McCoRMiOK. It might be either one. Of course, if a man can

not handle a tractor, he is not likely to get satisfaction.

Mr. Anderson. As a matter of fact, there is not much informa-
tion as to what tractors will do?
Mr. McCoRMiCK. No, sir ; not what there should be.

Mr. Anderson. A sound horsepower test, I take it, is funda-
mental to determine the ability of the tractor in performance. Con-
sequently, the first thing you will have to do to get at this tractor

business at all, I take it, is to establish some standard of performance,

either in the laboratory way or in the field-test way, as a basis of

comparison upon which you can determine the relative performance
of tractors. Is that correct ?

Mr. McCoRMiCK. Yes, sir; we must have something by which to

measure the machine.
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. Mr. Anderson. For the information of the committee and for
my own information, I would like to ask you whether or not the
technical methods by which the horsepower rating of the tractors

can be determined have been reasonably well worked out?
Mr. McCoRMiCK. I believe that certain of the technical methods

have
;
yes, sir. We have prepared designs of apparatus in our divi-

sion which, we believe, based on our experience with other testing

apparatus, will make those tests accurately. " There are certain

studies that must be made in the way of comparing the performances
of a tractor out in the field and a tractor in a shed or a laboratory
so that we can make the laboratory test intelligible.

Mr. Anderson. That is to say, before you can make a satisfactory

laboratory test you. have got to be able to know what the actual

test is in the field to reproduce the conditions to a certain extent in

the laboratoi'y?

Mr. McCoRMiCK. You must determine a certain constant rela-

tionship between the two.
Mr. MacDonald. Mr. Chairman, this map [indicating], which

has no legend to explain it, was plotted for our information to

show the producing area where tractors are manufactured, and
the center of gravity of that area, that is, as to quantity, would fall

around Rockford, 111. That is approximately correct. That is on
a total yearly production of about 132,000 tractors.

Mr. McCoRMiCK. This year, 175,000. That center, if you will

pardon, me, is not based on quantity production, but on the number
of factory locations.

STATEMENT OF MR. THOMAS H. MaoDONALD, CHIEF OF THE BTT-

REAU OF PUBLIC ROADS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Con-
tinued.

Mr. Anderson. It is assumed that it is desirable to install the
apparatus for testing these tractors at a point having relation to the
location of production?
Mr. MacDonald. Yes, sir; most assuredly; that has been our

idea. Of course, the establishment of a laboratory in Nebraska
might modify our ideas in the beginning of this work. That is to

say, they have already gone ahead and nave their plant practically

completed, and with the pressure coming up from the manufacturers
to get this work done, it might be advisable to go somewhat outside
of the actual center of gravity in the beginning of this work ; but
eventually I believe we ought to have a laboratory in the vicinitj' of

Chicago.
Mr. Anderson. It is my impression that the Society of Agricul-

tural Engineers at the meeting in Chicago recently took some action

relating to the testing of tractors, or passed some such resolution.

Mr. MacDonald. They passed a resolution memorializing Con-
gress to give the Bureau of Public Eoads the money that we are

requestin to do this Avork; that is, to increase the appropriation.
Mr. Chairman, I do not want to unduly prolong the discussion

on this point, but this is the largest item in which wenave asked an
increase and, as I stated in the beginning, it is part of a program of

farm-power investigation that the department proposes to carry on,
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which, I assume, Dr. Taylor and Dr. Rommel have already pre-

sented to your committee. We believe that farm power is the one
thing that perhaps is giving the farmer most concern right now.
We propose in the department to carry on a very extensive study of
the kind, amount, and utility of all forms of farm power, or power
which is avfiilable in application to the farm, and we have asked for

the increased appropriation in this item so that we could rate trac-

tors and start the study of tractors as a source of power on the

farm.
The Chairman. Mr. MacDonald, is this work invading the territory

of the Bureau of Standards?
Mr. MacDonald. I would say in that connection that I do not

think we are getting into the territory of the Bureau of Standards,

but they might be getting into ours. For instance, we are applying
engineering principles to the farmer's needs, and I think we know
more about the needs of the Ajiierican farmer in the Department of

Agriculture than anybody else does.

The Chairman. I agree with you on that, but the Bureau of Stand-
ards contends that it should do all the standardization and testing.

However, we are doing some standardization work in the Department
of Agriculture, and I think very properly so.

Mr. MacDonald. We had that up—^that idea of standardization

—

at the Chicago conference, at which the leading manufacturers of

farm tractors were present, alid they wanted it very clearly under-

stood that we are not trying to make them standardize their product

or to force them to put out the same type of machines. That is not

the character of work we have in mind in testing their machines.

The Chairman. You will necessarily have to standardize the dif-

ferent parts of machines in order to advise the farmer which is the

superior ?

Mr. MacDonald. I think, Mr. Chairman, that there will be a con-

siderable amount of work developed by this appropriation.

The Chairman. Youexpect to be able to point out the superiority

of one over the other, do you not?

Mr. MacDonald. Indirectly; yes.

The Chairman. The best type?

Mr. MacDonald. Indirectly. We give the fuel test, and the draw-

bar test, and the brake test, and the belt test.

The Chairman. Is that not practically what the Bureau of Stand-

ards is doing at present?

Mr. MacDonald. They are not doing any of that.

The Chairman. They are engaged on other lines?

Mr. MacDonald. I do not Imow of a single instance.

The Chairman. Are you not going to get into trouble with the

manufacturers when you tell them that one make is superior to an-

Mr MacDonald. Mr. Chairman, I have a little different idea on

some of these subjects than a lot of other people do, but I am not

so convinced of the actual selfishness of many of the manufacturers

and business men as a great many people are, and I believe that at

the end of any period of years, say a 5-year period or a 10-year

period that we will make more progress if we work with the manu-
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facturer through their voluntary acceptance of our recommendations
as we work them out in the field or in the laboratory than through
regulatory measures or through any attempt to standardize their

product in the beginning.
The Chairman. Your purpose is to work with the manufacturer,

which indirectly will benefit the farmers?
Mr. MacDonald. Exactly, sir. I believe that it is going to take

some one that knows more about farming. That is, our fundamental
idea is to improve the farm, to work out the best tractor, and the

department has more interest in that than the manufacturer has sim-
ply as such. That is, we go back eventually to the farm.
The Chairman. Did I understand you to say that the manufac-

turers were interested in the request for an increase in this item?
Mr. MacDonald. Yes. At the Chicago conference a number of

our leading manufacturers were present, and I have no doubt they
would appear before this committee to indorse this request, because
they do not wan£ single State legislation. They do not want single

State tests.

The Chairman. They want a uniform test?

Mr. MacDonald. Exactly. They say it would be a blow below
the belt, if j'ou will pardon the expression, if they should have to have
tests conducted by all the States in which they sell.

I think that practically closes the items, Mr. Chairman. There
are no other items except the administrative item, which remains the

same.
I would like to place in the record the list of the projects of the

bureau which you requested, I believe, to be furnished, but the work
under the different projects has already been more or less fully, ex-

plained.

The Chairman. Is that incorporated in the project book?
Mr. Harrison. The statement to which Mr. MacDonald refers is

merely a list of the projects or lines of work under each item, the

amount allotted this year, the estimate for next year, and the increase.

Mr. MacDonald. If my time is not entirely up, I want to empha-
size this point : That the Bureau of Public Roads, operating as a part

of the Department of Agriculture, is working for the farmer in the

building of roads, the improvement of machinery, and the applica-

tion of engineering to the farm. I do not believe that there will be

any one line of activity in the next decade that will do more for the

farmer than roads and the improvement of farm machinery and the

building in which the farmer dwells, including all the modern im-

provements ; and I want to leave before the committee this thought,

that we believe in the fullest cooperation with the States and are go-

ing to try to establish cooperation with the States not only in the

road work but also in our irrigation, drainage, and engineering work
and not do any of the work which the States can do better for them-

selves.

The Chairman. The proper place for the work seems to be in

your bureau, but I believe we should have some understanding with

the Bureau of Standards so that the work will not be duplicated.

We hear so much about duplication, and I want it made clear that

there is no duplication.
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Mr. MacDonald. Mr. Chairman, I am very willing to tell them
to stay out of our field in this matter.
The Chairman. You may take it up with them. We will give

that item consideration. Thank you very much, Mr. MacDonald,
for your testimony. If there is no objection, the committee will

now adjourn until 10 o'clock Monday morning.
(Thereupon, at 5.15 p. m., the committee adjourned to meet again

at 10 o'clock a. m., Monday, January 12, 1920.)

Activities under lump-fund items, Bureau of PuMio Roads.

Projects.

Roa'l-management investigations:

(o) Supervision
lb) Economic studies.

(c) Traffic studies

(a) Advice, lectures, and demonstrations..

Road building and maintenance investigations:

(a) Supervision
(6) Investigation of costs of road maintenance
(c) Investigations of various types of road construction and costs

(d) Object-lesson roads
(e) County road systems
(/) Inspection, advice, and lectures

(fl) Superinten lence of county roads
(ft) Bridge construction in connection with road building and main-

tenance

Road-material Investigations:
(o) Supervision
(6) Routine chemical testing and inspection
(c) Microscopic examination and classification of road-building rocks
(a) Research on dust preventives and road binders
ie) Experimental bituminous road construction and maintenance

y ) Physical tests of road-building materials
(a) Concrete investigations
(ft) Nonbltumlnous road-building investigations
(i) Instrument making and repairing.

Q) Standardization of methods of testing bituminous road materials.

Ik) Standardization of methods of testing nonbituminous road mate-
rials

Field experiments:
(a) Supervision..

o>i~Experimental road construction .

.

(c ) Traction tests

(a) Experimental road maintenance. .

.

(e) Road and bridge foundation tests.

.

Farm irrigation investigations:
(d) Siiperiisior
it) Utilization of water in irrigation

(c) Pumping for irrigation

(d) Irrigation appliances and equipment
(f) Flow of wafer for irrigation in ditches, pipes, and other conduits.

(/) Measurement of water for irrigation

(g) Cust'^ms, regulations, ard laws relating to irrigation

(h) Drainage of irrigated lards.

Allot-
ment,
1920.

(;•)

Kxrert advice and assistance
Irrigation in humid regions (research)..

$10,000
10,000
10,000
8,240

38,240

35,000
6,000
1,800

10,000
2,500
53,000
2,520

28,400

138,220

12,000
2,000
1,200
5,000

250
3,000
12,000
8,000
3,000
320

250

47,020

• 100
37,500

22,200
200

60,000

3,750
35,000
5,000
7,600
3,500

.500

3,600
16,000
1,690
7,000

82,440

Esti-
mate,
1921.

$10,000
10,000
10,000
8,240

138,240

35,000
5,000
1,800
10,000
2,500
53,000
2,520

28,400

2 138, 220

15,000
3,000
2,500
7,500
1,500
6,000
25,000
12,020
3,000

600

1,000

77,020

100
35,000
3,500
17,400
4,000

60,000

3.750
45,000
6,500
9,000
3,500
1,000
4,000
20,000
2,690
7,000

102, 440

Increase

13,000
1,000
1,300
2,500
1,250
3,000
13,000
4,020

180

750

30,000

10,000
1.500
1,500

500
.500

5,000
1,000

> Includes $2,040 transferred to statutory roll. 'Includes $5,920 transferred to statutory roll.
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Activities under lump-fund items, Bureau of Puhlic Roads—Continued.

Projects.

Farm drainage investiBation.«::
(B) Supervision
(b) ConstiTietion, operation, and maintenance of drainage improve

ments
(c) Drainage of peat, turf, and muck soils
(d) Drainage of tillable lands (research)
(c) Organization,financing, and legal regulations of drainage district'^

Cf) Eim-ofl investigations
(a) Drainage of tidal marshes
(h) Drainage of tillable lands (ejrtension)
(•) Drainage of overflowed lands
(j) Drainage of swamp lands
(It) Drainage of nonirngated western lands

Rural engineering investigations:
(o) Supervision
(b) Investigations offarm domestic water supply and drainage disposal
(c) Investigations of the construction of farm buildings
(a) Investigations ofrural-engineering problems involving mechanical

principles

General administrative expenses

Total

Albt-
ment,
1920.

$7,000

10,000
2,000
5,000
2,000
5,000

760
15,000
15,000
5,000
7,000

73, 760

300
3,500

•13,200

8,000

25,000

16,000

480,680

Esti-
mate,
1921.

J9,000

18,000
5,000
10,000
3,000
10,000

760
16,000
20,000
5,000
7,000

103, 760

500
5,000

20, (KX)

74,500i'

100,000

16,000

Increase.

$2,000

8,000

3,000
5,000
1,000

5,000

1,000
5,000

30,000

200

1,500
6,800

66,500

75,000

155,000



Committee on Agkicultuke,
House of Representatives,

Monday, January 12, 19W.
The committee met at 10.30 o'clock a. m., Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen

(chairman) presiding.

Hureau of Markets.

The Chairman. The committee will come to order. We have with
us this morning representatives of the Bureau of Markets.
Mr. Harrison. We will take up next, if it is agreeable to the com-

mittee, the estimates of the Bureau of Markets which appear on page
238. Mr. George Livingston, acting chief of the bureau, is here and
will present them.
The Chairman. We will be very glad to hear Mr. Livingston.

STATEMENT OF MR. GEORGE LIVINGSTON, ACTING CHIEF OF THE
BUREAU OF MARKETS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Livingston. The items begin on page 238, Mr. Chairman, but
before taking them up, I would like to make a very brief general
statement with regard to the work of the bureau as a whole. I hope
'the committee will keep in mind, during the consideration of these
several items, the fact that the Bureau of Markets is engaged in
pioneer work in a new field. For a great many years the Federal
Department of Agriculture, State colleges, and experiment sta-

tions have been devoting considerable time and money to solving the
problems of production. This work has dealt with the production
end of -farming, while the Bureau of Markets is engaged in solving
the farmers' selling problems. The Bureau of Markets does its work
in somewhat the same manner as the agencies dealing with the pro-
duction end of farming, except that they deal with technical and
scientific questions, whereas we deal with questions of economics and
business. The work coming under its jurisdiction is primarily inter-

state business, since marketing problems are not confined to local

communities nor are they confined to geographic boundaries. As an
illustration, grain grown in the grain-producing sections of the

United States comes into competition, not only in the markets of the
United States^ but in the markets of the world.
The various items to which we particularly desire to direct your

attention have been arranged; on this chart for the benefit of the com-
mittee in three major subdivisions : ( 1 ) Investigational and demonstra-

tional work, (2) service work, and (3) regulatory work. The
appropriation for the year 1920 is $2,811,365, and estimates carried

1113 "\
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for the year 1921 are $3,023,395, or a total net increase is recom-
mended of $212,030.
Under investigational and demonstrational work we are asking a

net increase of $48,830. We are requesting $15,000 for carrying on
wool-marketing work, $30,000 for preservation of fruits and vege-
tables in transit and storage, and $26,650 for State cooperation in
marketing. We are dropping from this general subdivision rural

organization work to the amount of $19,580 (which is being trans-

ferred to the Bureau of Farm Management) and statutory salaries

to the amount of $3,240, making a total net increase of $48,830.
Mr. Andee^son. Do those increases take into consideration the

transfers to the statutory roll ?

Mr. Livingston. Yfes, sir. In the service work the appropriation
this year is $986,286, whereas the estimate for 1921 contemplates
$1,134,846, or a total net increase of $148,560. That increase is to bo
divided between three lines of service work, $50,000 for market news
service on fruits and vegetables, $50,000 for market news service on
live stock and meats, and $50,000 for butter and hay inspection work.
We have decreased the expenditures under those funds by $1,440,

which is to be dropped from the statutory roll.

For regulatory work during the fiscal year 1920 we had $1,076,728,
while for the next year we request $1,091,368, a total net increase of

$14,640. Increases are asked for the following items : $1,000 for en-

forcement of standard container act, $79,720 for the cotton-futures

act, and $45,000 for the warehouse act. This subdivision is being
reduced by $75,000. The subdivision covering regulatory work which
I have been discussing, $75,000, which has been appropriated for

stockyards regulation, is to be dropped, as is the case with $35,000,
which is now available for war-industries wool work and statutory

salaries amounting to $1,080. The total net increase for the entire

bureau, therefore, is $212,030. This is arrived at by taking into con--

sideration items for which an increase has been asked and items
which have been either transferred to other parts of the department
or dropped entirely.

The Chairman. Has the wool work been completed?
Mr. Livingston. No, sir; it is not completed as yet.

The Chairman. You do not estimate for the work ?

Mr. Livingston. We have not made an estimate for money to con-

tinue it beyond the fiscal year. We hope to have it finished at that

time. It may not be finished then, however, and if it is not we wUl
have to consider submitting a supplementary estimate. The items

in which increases are involved are listed here for the convenience of

the committee.
Mr. Jones, Name them so as to get them in the record.

Mr. Livingston. Item 80, marketing and distributing farm prod-

ucts, $45,000 ; item 81, market news service on fruits and vegetables,

$50,000; item 83, market news service on live stock and meats,

$50,000; item 88, food-products inspection, $50,000; item 91, State

cooperation in marketing, $26,650; item 93, standard container act,

$1,000; item 95, cotton-futures act, $79,720; and item 97, warehouse
act, $45,000.

That closes my general statement, and I would like to take up the

statutory roll.
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Mr. Jones. Why do you have a decrease in rural organization of
$19,000?

Mr. Livingston. That is an item which has been transferred from
the Bureau of Markets to the Office of Farm Management ; therefore
it is a decrease as far as the Bureau of Markets is concerned.
Mr. Jones. It is added to another bureau ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes; but it does reduce the amount of money
available to the Bureau of Markets ; and in order to make our sheet
balance, we must show it as being transferred elsewhere and charge
it up to the other bureau.
Mr. Jones. What did you say as to the stockyards regulation ?

Mr. Livingston. That will be discontinued as soon as the $75,000
has been expended, which we contemplate will be in the course of a
month or six weeks.
Mr. Jones. That is a real decrease ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes; that is a real decrease.

Mr. Jones. Do the same conditions exist as to the War Industries
Board wool work?
Mr. Livingston. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Whry do you discontinue the appropriation for
the regulation of stockyards?
Mr. Livingston. The stockyards supervision work is carried on

under the authority contained in the food-control act and conse-
quently is war work. We have no authority to continue it after the
declaration of peace ; therefore the item is being dropped.
Mr. Harrison. You might explain, Mr. Livingston, that the in-

crease of $79,000 in the item for the enforcement of the cotton futures

act is only an apparent increase, and that it is in reality a reduction
below the funds available for that purpose this year.

Mr. Livingston. The wheat price guaranty act of March 4, 1919,
carried an amendment to the cotton futures act. Of the money
appropriated under it, $100,000 was set aside by the President to

carry out the provisions of the amendment to the cotton futures act.

That money will not be available next year, so an estimate is made for

$79,720 as being necessary to continue the work which is being car-

ried this year under the allotment mentioned. That item, therefore,

shows an apparent increase, but in reality it is not an increase so far

as the money available to the bureau is concerned.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I did not get what you said about
the money that is available under the wheat guaranty act. Will you
kindly repeat what you said about that?

Mr. Livingston. Yes, sir. The wheat price guaranty act carried

an amendment to the cotton futures act. In order to carry out the

purposes of that amendment
Mr. Heflin. Passed last February ?

Mr. Livingston. Passed March 4. In order to carry out the pro-

visions of that amendment, $100,000 was set aside by the President

and assigned to the Bureau of Markets.
The Chairman. Kindly state what the amendments are.

Mr. Livingston. Very briefly, the amendment is to inspect and
classify cotton tendered for delivery on future contracts and to start

a price reporting service. Mr. Murph will be before the committee
a little later to speak i-elative to the details of that item and will

give you full information at that time.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You say that the stockyards reg-
ulation work for which you used $75,000 was authorized by the F'ood
Control Act ; under what particular provision of that act f

Mr. Harrison. Section 5 of the Food Control Act, which author-
izes the licensing of agencies engaged in the importation, manufac-
ture, and distribution of food products and other necessaries.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And the issuing of licenses and the
looking after them as they related to stockyards cost $75,000?
Mr. Harrison. $75,000 during the current year. The appropria-

tion is made in this bill and we will come to the discussion of it later_

Congress provided the money for continuing the work after July 1^

1919. Prior to that time it was financed by the allotment from th&
President's special fund.
The Chairman. You might take up the estimates item by item,,

beginning with the transfers to the statutory roll.

Mr. Livingston. I will say, Mr. Chairman, that there are no in-

creases provided for in the statutory roll, all items being transfers;

from the lump sum to the statutory roll without increases.

The Chairman. Kindly indicate the transfers.

Mr. Livingston. Tl;ie first item affected is No. 5, one administra-
tive assistant at $2,100, which is a transfer from the lump fund for
State cooperation in marketing.
The Chairman. Is there one administrative assistant?

Mr. Livingston. Yes.
Mr. Anderson. How large an increase was there in the appropria-

tion for the Bureau of Markets last year; was there an increase or
decrease ?

Mr. Li\iNGSTON. An increase in the permanent fund, but a very
large decrease with respect to the total of permanent and war emer-
gency funds.
The next item in which there is a change is No. 7, four executive

clerks at $2,000 each, an increase of 2 by transfer from lump funds;
lor market inspection of perishable foods and collecting and dis-

tributing market information.
The next item affected is No. 8, two clerks at $2,000 each, an in-

crease of one by transfer from lump fund for cotton futures act.

The next is item No. 13, 16 clerks of class 3, an increase of 2 hj
transfer from lump funds for collecting and distributing market
information and grain standardization.
The next is item 14, one clerk by transfer from lump fund for

market reports on live stock and meats.
The next is item 17, two clerks at $1,380 each, an increase of one

by transfer from lump fund for marketing and distributing farm
products.
The Chairman. Kindly tell us about item 16.

Mr. Jones. That is a decrease.

Mr. Livingston. Yes. Item 16, 35 clerks, class 2, decrease of 1

by transfer to statutory roll, Bureau of Farm Management and
Farm Economics, and one new place, making no change in the num-
ber of places.

When the term " new place" is used, it refers to a clerk carried on
the appropriation of $100,000 which I mentioned a while ago as hav-
ing been allotted to the bureau for carrying out the provisions of
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the cotton futures amendments. It is a new place so far as the Agri-
culture appropriation bill is concerned, but tne position is now exist-
ing and the clerk is now paid out of funds appropriated in the wheat
price guaranty act.

The next item affected is No. 20, 193 clerks, class 1, increase of
32, 29 by transfer from lump funds as follows : Two from market-
ing and distributing farm products, 7 from collecting and distribut-
ing market information, 4 from market reports on live stock and
In^ats, 2 from dairy and poultry products, 1 from grain, hay, feeds,
and seeds, 3 from market inspection of perishable foods,! from
State cooperation in marketing, 1 from cotton futures act, and 8
from grain standards act ; and 3 new places ; also a decrease of 2 by
transfer to the statutory roll of the Bureau of Farm Management
and Farm Economics ; making a net increase of 30 places.
.; Those new places are the same as those referred to a moment ago.
They are positions carried under the wheat price guaranty act for
carrying out the provisions of the amendments to the cotton futures
«ct.

The next item in which there is a change is No. 22; 78 clerks at

$1,100 each, increase of 38, 37 by transfer from lump funds, 2 from
marketing and distributing farm products, 8 from collecting and
<iistributing market information, 1 from market reports on live stock
and meats, 2 from dairy and poultry products, 3 from grain, hay,
feeds, and seeds, 1 from food supply investigations, 1 from market
inspection of perishable foods, 1 from cotton testing, 1 from State

cooperation in marketing, 1 from grain standardization, 2 from cot-

ton futures act, 14 from grain standards act, and 1 new place.

The new place is carried in the $100,000 allotted to the bureau un-

der the wheat price guaranty act.

The next item in which there is a change is item No. 23, 101 clerks

at $1,000 each, increase of 13 by transfer from lump funds as fol-

lows : Three from marketing and distributing^ farm products, 5 from
collecting and distributing market information, 2 from dairy and
poultry products, 1 from food supply investigations, 1 from market
inspection of perishable foods, and 1 from grain standards act.

Item No. 29 drops two clerks at $720 each.

Item 30 is an increase of one custodian at $1,200 by transfer from

lump fund for grain standardization.

The next is item 34, one laboratory aid at $840, dropped.

The next item is No. 35, one laboratory aid at $720, dropped.

The next item is No. 49, one draftsman at $1,000, by transfer from

lump fund for grain standardization.

The next item is No. 53, one map tracer at $600, which is dropped

^rom the roll.

The next item in which there is a change is 56, 13 machine operators

at $1,000 each, increase of 12 by transfer from lump funds—1 from

marketing and distributing farm products, 1 from collecting and dis-

tributing market information, 8 from market reports on live stock

and meats, and 2 from dairy and poultry products.

Mr. McLatt(5hlin of Michigan. What do these machine operators

do?
Mr. Livingston. They cut stencils and make mimeographs to get

out mail reports.
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The next item' in which there is a change is 57, eight machine op-
erators at $900 each, by transfer from lump funds—^three from
marketing and distributing farm products, two from collecting and
distributing market information, one from dairy and poultry prod-

ucts, one from cotton-standards investigations, and one from grain-

standards act.

The next is item 59, three skilled laborers at $900 each, increase of

one by transfer from lump fund for grain, hay, feeds, and seeds.

The next is item 65, three messengers at $900 each, by transfer from
lump funds—one from marketing and distributing farm products and
two from collecting and distributing market information.

The next item in which there is an increase is 66, two messengers
at $720 each, increase of 1 by transfer from lump fund for dairy and
poultry products.
The next item in which there is a change is No. 67, 10 messengers

at $540 each, changed to 10 messenger boys at $540 each.

The next item in which there is a change is No. 68, 1 messenger
at $480, changed to 1 messenger boy at $480.

The next item in which there is a change is No. 69, 10 messenger
boys at $600 each, increase of 4 by transfer from lump funds for

market reports on live stock and meats, dairy and poultry products,

market inspection of perishable foods, and grain-standards act.

The next item in which there is a change is No. 70, 15 messenger
boys at $540 each, increase of 10 in lieu of 10 messengers at $540
each.

The Chairman. What are these boys doing? Are they employed
in Washington?
Mr. Livingston. Some are in Washington; a number are in field

offices.

The Chairman. How many have you?
Mr. Livingston. There are 47, o:^ whom 33 are in Washington

and 14 in the field. That is in the whole service. You will remem-
ber, Mr. Haugen, that we have our offices scattered over the city here

in eight buildings, and we have to have messenger service from one
building to the other.

The Chairman. How many buildings do you occupy?
Mr. Livingston. Eight buildings in all; we have parts of eight

buildings.

The Chairman. Where are they located?

Mr. Livingston. Mr. Bailey can give the location of these build-

ings better than I.

Mr. Bailey. These buildings are located at 1358 B Street SW.;
220 Linworth Place SW. ; 221 Linworth Place SW. ; Thirteenth and
C Streets SW. ; a group of temporary buildings between Sixth and
Seventh Streets SW. and B and C Streets SW.—I do not know
the official names for the buildings. Tempo No. 8 on D Street be-

tween Seventeenth and Eighteenth Streets. Then we have space for

storage, old files, and things of that sort. There is storage space at

Thirteenth and B Streets and in the terminal storage warehouse at

Eleventh and D and E Streets SW.
Mr. Livingston. These messenger boys work in the mail and file

room, on mimeographs, and carry packages and mail from and to

these various offices and buildings. We will be glad to insert in the
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record a statement showing the number of people served by each of
these messengers.
The Chairman. Without objection you may insert that.

(The statement referred to follows :)

MESSENGER FORCE OF THE BITBEAU OF MARKETS.

There are 47 messenger boys now in the employ of the Bureau of Markets,
33 in Washington and 14 in the field. There are 7 vacancies on the statutory
roll at the present time. Two places at $480 will be filled in the near future,
but, on account of the difficulty of securing messengers, the places at $420,
$360, and $300 probably can not be filled.

The following table shows the messenger boys both in Washington and in

the field, their salaries, and the number of people they serve:

Salary. City.
Number of per-
sons served-.

2 messenger boys

.

9 messenger boys

.

2 messenger boys.
17 messenger boys
2 messenger boys.
1 messenger boy..

2 messenger boys.
1 messenger boy .

.

2 messenger boys

.

1 messenger boy .

.

2 messenger boys

.

1 messenger boy .

.

1 messenger boy..
1 messenger boy..
2 messenger boys

.

1 messenger boy .

.

$600
540
640
480
480
480

BOO
540
600
540
600
600
600
640
480
640

Washington.,
do

.--.do
do

.-..do

.--.do

Philadelphia.
do

Chicago
do ,

New York...
Kansas City.
BuCfa'o
Boston
....do
Cincinnati....

128.

Entire bureau.'
304.

Entire bureau.'
Detal ed to Reclas-

sification Com-
mission.

32.

9.

36.

9.

21.

6.

1.2

16.

16.

' These messenger boys work in the te'egraph section, the library, and in mails and flies, and serve the
entire bureau.

' All of the messenger boys in the fle"d, with two exceptions (the exceptions being the messengers in the

grain offices at New York and Chicago), are in branch offices issuing market reports. These boys are

engaged in regular messenger work but a small portion of the day. Their chief duty is to assist in the

machine rooms, operating,tne mimeograph, addressop-aph, and foding and sealing machines. It is neces-

sary to use messenger boys for this work because it is impossib'e to secure and retain machine operators

at the sa aries that can be paid—$720 to $1,200 per annum. As an example of the duties these fle d mes-
sengers perform, each of the three.boys in the Plii ade phia joint office spend one-third of the day at the

telephone switchboard.

Mr. Livingston. That completes, Mr. Chairman, the changes that

are provided for on the statutory roll.

llie next item is No. 80, " for acquiring and diffusing among the

people of the United States useful information on subjects connected

with the marketing and distributing of farm and nonmanufactured
food products and the purchasing of farm supplies independently

and in cooperation with other branches of the department, State

agencies, purchasing and consuming organizations, and persons en-

gaged in the transportation, marketing, and distributing of farm and

food products."
We are asking for a net increase of $45,000, $15,000 for wool mar-

keting and $30,000 for the preservation of fruits and vegetables in

transportation and storage. I would like to have the committee hear

Mr. Hall with respect to the $15,000 increase requested for wool

marketing.
The Chairman. We will be glad to hear Mr. Hall.
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STATEMENT OP ME. I. D. HALL, SPECIALIST IN CHARGE OF LIVE
STOCK AND MEATS DIVISION, BUREAU OP MARKETS, DEPART-
MENT OP AGRICULTURE.

.

Mr. Hall. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, the
Bureau of Markets is doing some work along the lines of wool market-
ing at present on funds allotted from this general fund. We are
spending this year at the rate of about $12,000, this money being used
for reports on M^ool stocks in the hands of the dealers and manufac-
turers and wool consumed from month to month by wool manufac-
turers. We also started last May, during the previous fiscal year, to

Report on wool-market prices, but were obliged to discontinue that the
1st of July on account of the reduction in our appropriations.
The principal need for this $15,000 at this particular time is brought

about by the fact that the Bureau of Markets is in possession of a large

number of wool samples which were turned over to us through the
courtesy of the War Department. You will recall that the War
Department took over the 1918 wool clip completely, and samples
were taken of every lot of wool purchased by the War Department.
They had something like 8,000 or 9,000 of these samples, and we
realized that it was the greatest opportunity that ever had existed

for a thorough-going study of the quality and grades of wool from
the different sections of the United States.

I presume the members of the committee, most of you at least,

realize that the marketing of wool at the present time is at very
loose ends. There are no centralized markets for wool in this

country, and just as a farmer who has a hide or a few hides to

sell, he is largely—in fact, almost entirely—at the mercy of the

dealer who comes out from Boston or Philadelphia to his place in

Iowa or Wyoming. The farmer usually, or the wool grower, does
not know within 5 or 10 cents a pound, or even more than
that, what his wool is actually worth, and since there are no stand-

ards of any kind, no uniform ways of classifying or grading wool,
the farmer is absolutely in the dark, and even the large Western
wool grower who clips a large band of sheep is not very much better

off, because he is several thousand miles removed from the Atlantic
seaboard, which consumes practically all of the wool that is pro-
duced in this country.

The Chairman. Do you instruct how to treat and grade the wool?
Mr. Hall. We have not been able yet, Mr. Chairman, because

funds have not been available to develop tnese standards.
The Chairman. Is the purpose of the bureau to standardize?
Mr. Hall. That is the particular purpose of this particular item^

'

although, as you will notice in the Book of Estimates, it is proposed
to carry on some work along the lines of price reporting and de-

veloping cooperative methods of marketing along the lines that
Congressman Osborne mentioned a few moments ago with reference
to fruits. There is no farm product or range product in America,
the producers of which labor under greater difficulties in getting
their product to the markets and getting their fair share of the
dollar of the consumer.
The Chairman. Kindly tell us about the alleged frauds and what

you are doing to detect the frauds.
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Mr. Haeeison. That will come under another paragraph—the item
carrying $35,000 for the' completion of the work of the wool section
of the War Iiidustries' Board.
We are dropping the' appropriation from these estimates, but when

it is reached I imagine the committee will wish to know what progress
has been made oh thfe work. i

The Chairman. You may proceed in your own way, Mr. Hall.
Mr. Hall. As I said, the War Department officials were so con-

siderate as to turn over to us some 7,000 samples of wbol which they
collected last year in the purchase of the entire wool clip, and there
never before in the history of the world was such a Collection of wool
samples Or such a rare opportunity to make a thorough study of wool
standards and develop something similar to the United States cotton
standards. I assume this committee is familiar with that. Just to
give an idea of the possibilities of that sort of thing with regard to
wool, here is a set of samples furnished by various woolen manufac-
turers and dealers at our request, which our wool specialist has
mounted [indicating] to show you the immense range in diameter,
length, and quality of wool, running from the finest of merino to the
coarse braid or Lincoln wool.
The Chairman. Is the longer fiber superior to the shorter?
Mr. Hall. It depends soinewhat on the use. This [indicating] is

suitable for" braids and carpetiiigs and that sort of thing,' while this

[indicating] is used for the finest of clothing purposes. I am not a
wool speciyistjvhowever.
The Chairman. Do you propose to standardize as indicated by

these samjjles?
'

Mr. HALt. Along these general lines, yes, sir; it is in a very pre-

liminary fetage yet.

The Chairman. Is the standardizing done in the same way you
standardize cotton?
Mr. Hall. Yes, sir; and you recall it took many years to develop

the United States cotton standards. It would take some little time—
I do not Imow how long—^before we can make the same progress with
wool standards that has already been made with cotton.

The Chairman. How many samples have you here before us?

Mr. Hall. Eighteen samples, representing the extreme high, low,

and medium qualities of wool in each commercial grade.

Mr. Heitjin. How many grades of wool are there?

Mr. Hall. The United States Government has not fixed any defi-

nite number as yet. That remains to be worked out. I have with me
a number of copies of the quarterly report of the stocks of wool, which
we issue, which shows the six grades generally recognized by the wool

trade. The grades are fine, three-quarter blood, Tbtalf-blood, three-

eighths, quarter-blood, and low. We also are reporting each grade

as domestic and foreign.

Mr. Heflin. There are five or six that equal the cotton used in the

commercial trade.

Mr. Hall. There are six commercial gi-ades of wool, and then there

is an infinite number of gradings of wool, according to the custom of

the particular section of the country concerned.

Mr. Wilson. You mean there are six classes of grades in the com-

mercial world ?

164315—20 71
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Mr. Hall. Yes, sir. If you multiply six by two it means that each

of these grades is divided into combing and clothing wools. It makes
a maximum of about 12 grades so far as diameter and length of staple

is concerned.
The Chairman. If you make it quarters it would be four times that,

or 24.

Mr. Hall. I am not a wool expert. I think something around 12

grades—or rather 6 grades and 12 classes—is about as far as it would
be feasible to go in establishing official standards. I should say, on
general principles, that the fewer the number of grades that can be

fixed the better, as in the cotton standards where the number of

grades has been held down to a comparatively few.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Hall. The next increase under
item 80 is $30,000 for extending the investigations regarding the

preservation of fruits and vegetables. We have present Mr. Crane,

who represents a number of fruit shippers' associations, who would
like to be heard on this matter.

STATEMENT OF ME. WILIIS CEANE, EEPEESENTING THE INTER-
NATIONAL A(PPLE SHIPPEES' ASSOCIATION, THE NATIONAL
LEAGUE OF COMMISSION MEECHANTS, AND THE WESTERN
FEUIT SHIPPEES' ASSOCIATION OF AMEEICA.

Mr. Crane. Mr. E. G. Phillips, a? secretary of the International

Apple Shippers' Association, had requested that he be heard to-day
in connection with this matter, but he was unable to reach Washing-
ton, so he has asked me to read a short statement to the committee.
The three associations on whose behalf this statement is made ship

over 100 different food commodities, including all of the perishables,

and the three organizations represent the "largest shippers and re-

ceivers of fruits and vegetables in the United States. Mr. Phillips's

statement is addressed to the chairman, and dated January 10, and
reads as follows:

International Apple Shippers' Associatio:n,
Rochester, N. Y., January 10, 1920.

Hon. Gilbert N. Haltgen,
Cliairman Committee on Agriculture,

House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

Deab Sik : I regret that I am not able to appear before your committee per-

sonally, but it will be Impossible for me to be in Washington Monday or Tues-
day. I understand that the hearings will close on the Agricultural appropria-
tion bill on Tuesday, and I am therefore writing you and the committee
briefly.

We are, and have been, vitally interested in the investigations and experi-

ments conducted by the Department of Agriculture with respect to thfe trans-

portation, refrigeration, protection, and storage of perishables. We regard the

work which has been done as of the utmost value from a practical standpoint
and urge as earnestly as it is possible to urge that a sufficient appropriation be
made to take care not only of domestic but also export investigations.

I assume that It is not necessary to go Into details with the committee as to

the work which has been done. The committee is undoubtedly familiar with
the work of such members of the Department of Agriculture as Dr. Pennington,
H. J. Ramsey, V. W. Ridley, A. W. McKay, O. W. Mann, and many others, and
their real practical contributions to the better handling, transportation, and
conservation of perishable food products.
The work of the department in connection with the transportation of eggs,

poultry, fish, meats, fruits, and vegetables has been worth a great many times
its cost from a practical and economic standpoint. As a result, methods have
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been improved ami a standard refrigerator car worked out wliicli, if built and
operated, will materially assist in reducing waste and encouraging production.
Light has been thrown on this complex subject which has benefited the whole
industry, including the transportation companies. Specifications for proper
storages have been worked out and a great deal done by way of experiment to

Indicate the best methods of handling In transit.

Much, however, remains to be done. It would be most unfortunate to stop
now. We are at a turning point and where the best results can be had only
by going on.

Take the fruit and vegetable field alone: I am absolutely certain that if the
department is allowed to proceed and conduct the necessary experiments
hundreds of thousands of dollars can be saved to producers and consumers In
avoiding loss and .waste and in the saving of ice and refrigeration charges
through the development of the salted car and improvements tff present
equipment.
The work ought not to be allowed to lapse. Last year the appropriation

was so small that even the maintenance of a small staff was in doubt.
At that time this association, in conjunction with the California Fruit Growers'
Exchange, the National League of Commission Merchants, the Western Fruit
Jobbers' Association, and the American Fruit and Vegetable Shippers' Asso-
ciation, appealed to Congress for a sufficient fund, but we were turned down.

I have just been through a long fight before the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission in which the carriers proposed to increase Icing charges all the
way from 28 to 150 per cent over previous costs, and which, if permitted,
will saddle production or consumption with increased costs amounting to

many hundreds of thousands of dollars per year. In that fight the facts
which had been developed by the department and as contained in oflicial

bulletins were of great value to producer and shipper.

In the interest of adequate production and conservation this whole work
should be continued. It is for the benefit of every producer and consumer.

I therefore appeal to you and your committee for an adequate appropriation.

In addition to the domestic field is the export. This export field is vital

and especially for apples. Without it production would be very seriously

threatened. In a normal year our exports will run to an equivalent of from
2,000,000 to 3,000,000 barrels. The export outlet is the safety valve for the
United States from a production standpoint.

Under present Conditions losses from handling on the piers, In the holds, im-

proper stowage, inadequate refrigeration, and ventiation are very great,

probably 25 per cent at least. Boats from United States ports are on a less

efficient basis than from Canada, where the Government, by Investigation

and experiment, has brought about better methods. The United States is

Canada's competitor in the export of apples and should be at least as favorably

situated.

We therefore urge that at least $25,000 be specifically appropriated for

export investigation and experiment.
Very truly, yours,

International Apple Shippers' Association,
By R. G. Phillips, Secretary.

Mr. Livingston. Mr. Chairman I would like to have Mr. Marshall,

the assistant chief of the Bureau of Markets, discuss the item just

referred to by Mr. Crane, as he has charge of the details of that

work.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Crane. We will be glad to hear

Mr. Marshall.

STATEMENT OF ME. HERBERT C. MARSHALL, ASSISTANT CHIEF
OF THE BUREAU OF MARKETS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUL-
TURE.

Mr. Marshall. I shall discuss only that part of item 80 which

pertains to the preservation of fruits and vegetables in transit and
storage, for which an increase of $30,000 is requested.
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This particular matter, Mr. Chairman, I believe, has never been

discussed before the committee—at least, not in recent years. I will

therefore attempt to give a little outline of the work.
There are a number of different lines of work involved in this item

of preservation of fruits and vegetables, and last year and during
the war times the allotments and appropriations for it were quite

large. The actual expen4iture in the year 1918 was about $117,000

;

in 1919, about $182,000; for the current year, about $30,000, and
this year we are asking for an increase of about $30,000 over last

year. In consequence of the diminution from last year of $182,000

to some $30,000 this year, the number of technical employees has
been diminished from 69 to 6. Accordingly, very little work has
been done this year, and I shall tell you something about the sort

of work that was done when we were following it up with the great-

est activity in order that you may understand in a general way
Avliat the expansion will be like.

One of the earliest lines of activity of this sort was in the handling
of fruits, particularly the California fruits. The members of the

committee undoubtedly are acquainted with the blue mold of the

orange. Ordinarily, if an orange is decayed it has a blue spot.

For some years when the shipments first began that was not under-

stood. It was in the Department of Agriculture that it was first

discovered that that particular fungus which caused this decay
could not act unless there was a break in the skin, and through a

considerable time spent on the study of the subject it was finally

discovered that very minute punctures in the skin,' usually due to

careless handling of the 'fruit, perhaps the trimming off of the stem,

had caused a slight incision, and, in consequence, decay occurred.

That is a very simple proposition, still it was not discovered ' for

some years, and in that case it was through the activity of the de-

partnient that it was discovered, and in the last 8 or 10 years
there has been a saving of about one and a half million dollars per
year to the citrus fruit industry, due to that particular discovei-y.

The Chaiejian. Who made that discovery?
Mr. Marshall. It was made in the Department of Argiculture,

in the Bureau of Plant Industry.
The Chaikman. How long ago?
Mr. Marshall. Eight or ten years ago.

Mr. Jones. How' was the saving accomplished? How is the in-

formation given out?
Mr. Marshall. It was done by the issuance of bulletins on the

subject and their distribution and the distribution of information

througfh the various ' channels that we use. It was also demon-
strated extensively in the packing houses.

That work is largely past history, but there are other elements in

the matter of handling that we now have under consideration. I

have some photographs here; this one [indicating] shows cante-

loupes packed, or, rather, loaded in cars irt approved form. Befoi'e

I take that up I will s:how you this Chart [indicating] for illustra-

tion, showing the method of circulation of the air in the cars in all of

this work.
Air circulation is an important element in all these matters,

whether it be saving the fruit frdm freezing in cold weather, or
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saving it from decaying by the heat in summer. Accordingly, it is

one of the pvohlejns cqnstantly studied. When you want to reduce
the temperature you have ice in th^ ends of the car and air circu-
lating by descen4ing through that ice and risings near the middle of
the; car. When you want to heat the; car, you place a heater in the
middle of ,

the car and have,the current of air pass upward in the
middle of the car and ^own at the ends.
The picture we pow have before us shows how the packing of the

crates i^ effectuate^. .Tl>ey,are packed, in solid to the end of the
car. Then, as I said a moment ago, it is necessary to have a circu-
lation of air, so it is essential that the different packages should not
fill up the entire car from side to side. It is essential that there
should be air passages between the rows of crates and that cleats
should be nailed across, the tops of every second or third tier of
these crates. It is necessary that, they be packed well, the ends
evened up and braced in the middle. You have here [indicating]
an illustration of bracing. Another . little element that was over-
looked at the start and had to be taken care of was the extending
of some braces up to the roof of the car. Such a minor matter as

these cleats running, across the car, clear to the other side, is one of
thg details that

,
have, been yv'orked out, and they have to be ex-

plained in tjjeir uses to.jthe individi:^al shipper.

The Chairman. Is there an air space provided Ijetween each row
of cases ?

Mr,, Majsshall. Yes; that has to be t^ken care of . You have here
an illustration in these photographs of the result when you do not
have careful packing. Here [indicating] are packages of sweet
potatoes which have fallen down because the packing was not good

;

here [indicating] are apples.

Answering a question asked a little while ago, the way in which
we present this information to the trade is in a considerable meas-
ure by, posters, such as the one I am now showing. The cost of a
large number of these posters was some $600 for 15,000 of them.
They were distributed and asked for in large numbers throughout
the sections of the country where they would be the most serviceable.

The poster I am now showing you shows baskets of grapes that
because of the improper loading have fallen down and broken. In
the first place, the shipiper should load these baskets solid and when
he reaches the sides of the car place them diagonally in order that
there shaU be no vacant space and that there shall he no slipping.
In the case of these particular packages the air space between the
rows is not essential because the baskets are rounded at the corners,

and the air will work its way through.
The Chairman. How do you propose to use this appropriation?
Mr. Marshall. For the investigation of methods of loading to

some extent in the matter tha,t I just mentioned.
The Chairman. What other suggestions have you on shipping?
Mr. Marshall. That covers pretty well the particular item.

The Chairman. Is it practically all in the packing and provid-
ing an air space?
Mr. Marshall. And regarding the matter of handling. Then

there is the matter of, refrigeration. The question of refrigeration is

a more serious matter.
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The Chaiemax. Who discovered the use of salt instead of ice, as

suggested in Mr. Phillips's letter?

Mr. Maeshau.. We have, at least, developed the necessity for

that.

The Chaiesiax. Is there anything new about that ?

Mr. Mabshall. Yes. I think it will be better, Mr. Chairman, if I

give in some little detail just what the department has done in that
respect. There are at the present time perhaps 90,000 refrigerator

cars in use in this country. Of those there are perhaps 2,000 that
are built in the form that the department considers the most
approved.
Mr: TiNCHEE. Were they built by the packers or by the car com-

panies ?

Mr. Mann. By various companies; not by the packers. Those cars
were for the shipment of fruits and vegetables.
Mr. Jones. Is it the latest construction of cars—in the case of these

2,000?
Mr. Mann. They are constructed according to the plans the de-

partment has worked out.

Mr. Jones. They are the latest constructed cars ?

Mr. Marshall. They are all recent. Two years ago there were
only 400; there are perhaps 2,000 at the present time.

The best grade- of cars have a cork lining of about 2 inches. The
refrigeration arrangement is in the end of the cars with a bulkhead
that is insulated. The older system that this displaces had ice baskets
in the end of the car with openings passing through from the ice into

the parts of the car immediately adjacent.
In order, to make a statement for the record, the illustrations we

now have, before us show the improved type of refrigerator car, ac-

cording to the plans developed in the Department of Agriculture,
and the old type of car. In this old type the space is open between
the ice and the fruit. In consequence, the air passes down into the ice

bunker and then passes out immediately through these openings and
returns. As a result, the fruit in the middle of the car is not affected

at all.

Mr. Anderson. How do you arrive at the movement of these cur-

rents of air in the car ?

Mr. Marshall. By experimentation; by knowledge, in the first

place, of what would happen by using our best intelligence as to how
the air would work.
Mr. Anderson. I have heard a whole lot about human intelligence

and how air would work. Unless you have made very careful' tests

about the process you do not know anything about it.

Mr. Marshall. I will show you what we have done. Those older

cars did not have a fals.e- floor. They had ice bunkers arranged as I

told you. In the improved cars the ice is in the end of the car as

before, but they have an insulated bulkhead between the ice and the

fruit so that the fruit will not be frozen. I told you about the false

floor. The air passes along this floor and up through" the openings in

the floor and distributes through the car.

Mr. Jones. How do you know it does not come up through your
first opening instead of the middle openings ?

Mr. Marshall. That is exactly what we need the money for. By
actual tests we have our men start with loads of fruit from, let us
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say, California, some cars of the old type and some of the new type;
tliey have thermometers distributed all through the cars and take,

readings, perhaps, every four or five hours. during the entire trip.

They find in the old type that the temperature falls near the ice while
it remains high near the middle of the car and the fruit decays; while
under the new type it is found that the cooling is evenly distributed
throughout the car, and, Mr. Anderson, it brings out what you have
suggested, that people know little about it. It is only by experi-

mentation that we get results. I think that makes another matter
clear that the air must be distributed all through the car and forced
to pass along and come up in the middle through the openings.

Mr. Jones. That is the point I am raising. How do you force it

along between the false floor and the' main floor ?

Mr. Marshall. There is an air space and it works along and works
up, as it naturally would.
Mr. Jones. What is the philosophy that carries the air along to

the middle of the car rather than for it to go out of the first opening
at once?

Mr. Marshall. That is one of the matters we have to take up.

If the ordinary man who did not have the time to work these things

out were to attempt it he might go entirely wrong on it, so it is

only by careful experiments and sending shipments through that the

matter can be worked out.

Mr. Jones. What is your testimony from the people who have used

this car as to its efficiency ?

Mr. Marshall. The sort of testimony that was presented in the

letter that the young man read at the opening of the day here is the

kind of testimony we get. We have received a great many letters

asking if we are not going to take up work again, and when Mr.
Phillips wrote in again we frankly said he should take it up with

the committee and he has done so.

Mr. Jones. The hot air rises and the cold air falls ?

Mr. Marshall. Yes.
Mr. Jones. Would it not be better to start the cold air from the

top of the car and throw it out at the bottom. That is the usual way
with heating plants.

Mr. Marshall. Biit you would not want to let any of the air

escape because then you'would not have as good control. The desire

is to have the car as tight as possible and keep a circulation of air

in it.

Mr. Jones. To keep a circulation in the car ?

Mr. Marshall. Yes. If the car were passing through the desert

from southern California, where the fruit comes from, you would lose

a great deal of efficiency in the melting of the ice with such a con-

struction as you have referred to. The chairman asked a question

about the salt.

The Chairman. Did somebody in the department discover this

method ?

Mr. Marshall. Yes ; in the department.

The Chairman. Does it require special construction of the car?

Mr. Marshall. The special construction is what I mentioned to

you, that the ice bunker in the first place should be wire so that the

air will pass down rapidly; in the second place, there should b^
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an insulateci wall between the ice and the fi-uit, and there should
be a false, floor.

The Chairman. To give it circulation?
Mr. Maeshali,. Yes.
Mr. WiifON. Is that patented? .

, (
Mr. Marshall.^ No ; I dp not know really whether ,it cpwld be

patented. If p'atentable by the Government, everyone would be
able to use it.

,
i , , .

Mr. Wilson. The first refrigerator cars were very valuable patents.

M. Marshall. Ye^. ,,,,,, ,
, ,

,

, , ,

The Chairman. Will you tell us something now, about the salt ?

Mr. Marshall. The question of salt causes more or less difficulty;

if you use it and do no]t understa,nd just what you are doing, you
are likely to freeze some of the fruit, and it is absolutely essential

that you, have a perfept-working car. One of the. lines ,pf .experi-

ments which we wish to continue and which, we have done work on
is to siart the car witli salt and cause a rapid decline in tempera-
ture before,the, car actually starts, y^ith, the hope t^i^t the icing of
the car before it actually leaves the shipper will carry it through to

destjination. At a definite time the cars require icing all along the
route,

i

Mr. Heflin. You mentioned that you have to ice the car all along
the route.

Mr. Marshall. Yes.
Mr. Heflin. . What do you mean by that ? How far can the car

go before they have to ice it again?
• Mr. Marshall. There are icing stations all along the route. Can

you tell, Mr. Mann, about how many times a car is iced between
California and New York?
Mr. Mann. About every 12 hours.
Mr. Wilson. Does not the. weather have a great deal to do with it ?

Mr. Mann. The weather has a great deal to do with icing. Some-
times cars will require, only 20 per cent of ,their capacity at any
particular station and do n,ot have: to be entirely refilled.

Mr. Wilson. Icing has been done away with in the shipment of
fruit from California—practically dorie away with.
Mr. Marshall. Will you let me develop that?
Mr. Wilson. What is the saving in the car ?

Mr. Mann. It requires icing every 12 hours.
Mr. Wilson. Does that have anything to do with the new process?

I have been told by representative fruit growers in California that
the icing is practically done away with and that there is a big saving.
The Chairman . Kindly start with the time that the fruit is picked

from the trees.

Mr. Marshall. Under the old system they would simply put it into
the car and put ice in the bunkers. As I stated a moment ago, in the
old system it would require icing every 12 hours, which wT)uld result

in two things: First, delay; and, second, expense. With this new
system less icing is reqUjired. We are experimenting with precoplin^
before it starts, with the thought of having the temperature down
before it actually leaves the station. It is hoped that iind^r that
system there will be brought about just what the chairman has men-:
tioned—that the cars will go through without reicing, but that has
not been fully developed.
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Mr. McIjAughlin of Michigan. What is this experiment in the

use of salt?

Mr. Marshall. Just, the. same as in tlie ice-cream freezer. You
bring the temperature down very low, ^nd you can safely do it in a

car like this because the air will be distributed, and so it will cool it

throughput rather than freeze the iruit near the ice.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then you start by putting in salt

with, the ice?

Mr. Marshall. Just as in the ice-cream freezer. It is hoped, we
can work it out to do that before the car starts, and we hope that
the ice will melt less rapidly and that the car will go. through from
shipping point to destination without any reicing along the way.
Mr. Tin CHER. I understand there are these two ways of icing the

car. Are there refrigerator cars that do not use ice ?

Mr. Marshall. No. All refrigerator cars use ice. In the old cars

that I told you about the ice is in open bunkers, while in the im-
proved cars there is an insulated solid bulkhead between the ice

hunkers and the fruit immediately, adja<jen<;.
, , , , ,

Mr. TiNCHER. The, California, fruit now comes through without
ice. That is an entirely different system, is it not?

Mr. Marshall. There is very little fruit shipped without ice clear

across the continent. If you go by the northern route, you can get it

through under ventilation, but not near so well.

,

, ,

Mr. Jones. I was misinformed. I was informed that they had a

car which did hot require ice at all.

Mr. IVIarshall. It would depend somewhat on the route you fol-

lowed and the time of year. Of course, at this time of the year you
have no ice. You have a heater. i

Mr. Jones. I guess I did not understand it. I understood there

was a system of cooling cars without ice.
, , ,

The Chairman. Mr. Mann, can you tell us about treating fruit

before loading it ?

STATEMENT OF ME. C. W. MANN, POMOLOGIST, BUREAU OF
MARKETS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Mann. The point Mr. Marshall was trying to make is that

first the fruit is precooled, which does away with at least part of the

icing en route. The shippers have'this in mind: If they can precool

the fruit themselves and put in ice enough to get it well started at a

low temperature, it will carry through to the market without reicing

on the railroad. This saves delay and expense. If the railroad re-

ceives the fruit before it is precooled and has to reice the cars en

route, they have an additional rate for that.

Salting is another proposition. It hasn't been used "with oranges

to any great extent. The first icing with salt results in a rapid drop
in temperature. More ice is required when the bunkers are refilled

12 hours later than otherwise. That practice at the present time has

been objected to by some of the railroads because the salt affects the

rails, bridges, and culverts. It is something that should be thor-

oughly tested in connection with peaches, pears, grapes, and highly

perishable fruits.

Mr. Jones. You spoke something about precooling the fruit ; what
is that?
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Mr. Mann. The method is used by the citrus growers in southern
California ; they have built their own precooling wareTioiises.

Mr. Jones. How do they do it?

Mr. Mann. In the Citrus Fruit Exchange of California the fruit

is handled altogether under the supervision of the associations. They
have their own pickers. They bring the fruit in and it is graded into

various grades and then it is packed. It goes from the packing room
into the precooling room. As a rule these precooling houses have
from 6 to 10 rooms and the fruit is cooled there for from 24 to 48
hours.
Mr. Jones. How is it cooled ?

Mr. Mann. By mechanical processes. It is cooled to about 40° and
then it goes into the car, the bunkers of which are filled with ice

furnished by the shipper. This shipment the railroad accepts, at a

certain freight rate. There is no further treatment required. At the

present time and since that practice has been started they have been
experiencing a good deal of decay in some of the fruit shipped in

that way, so that the California Fruit Growers' Exchange last

August took it up with the department.
Mr. Jones. Is it a fact that the decay is larger under that method

than it was before ?

Mr. Mann. Probably the decay is largely due to the handling of

the fruit. The questions that remain to be solved are largely ques-

tions of refrigeration—the shipment of fruit under refrigeration. It

has meant a very great saving, but certain features are still to be
worked out. The question needs a careful investigation to see

whether or not the percentage of decay in these shipments is due to

the method of refrigeration and whether the temperature rises after

the fruit has been on the road four or five days is the cause of
the decay. So there is still some question as to whether the practices

have been permanently established.
The! Chairman. After you ascertain the loss by decay you investi-

gate the cost of refrigeration?

Mr. Mann. Yes, sir. Some one asked the question as to how that

is done. We take the actual temperature of different parts of the
car. That is done by using electrical thermometers. They are con-
nected with the top of the car and can be read on the outside.
Mr. Jones. What is the( total percentage of the decay at present?
Mr. Mann. It varies from a few tenths of a per cent decay when

the fruit is loaded in good conditibn, when the weather is cool, up to

30 and 40 per cent decay in extreme cases.

Mr. Jones. What is the percentage of the decay when the fruit is

precooled and put in the car ?

Mr. Mann. It varies, depending on the different commodities.
Mr. Jones. Use the same thing—oranges, for instance.
Mr. Mann. In the new car? The citri\(S fruit that goes into that

car in sound condition shouldn't show more than 2 or 3 per cent of
decay.
Mr. Jones. You say it is about 5 per cent with the use of this pre-

cooled'process that you have?
Mr. Mann. I would not want to state that as an average, but I

just merely- wish to indicate that there is a certain amount of decay.
We haven't the complete total record on the percentage of decay.
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The Chairman. Will you please state how the salt is applied ?

Mr. Mann. It is put in the ice—that is, cracked ice. First the
commodity is loaded, we will say, peaches in crates, and then the
bunkers are filled with ice. After the car is iced it is placed on the
siding and loaded. The bunkers are again filled with ice up to this

poiiit [indicating] and then three or found hundred pounds of salt,

coarse salt, is thrown in on top of the ice in both end bunkers, and
then the car is ready to move.
Mr. TiNCHER. What is that salt put in for?
Mr. Mann. It is to lower the temperature of the air that passes

down through the bunkers. It produces a lower melting point of
the ice.

Mr. TiNciiER. Is it to save the ice?

Mr. Mann. To cause a more rapid melting of the ice and lower
the temperature. When 25 per cent of salt is added to the ice, a
temperature of 4 degrees below zero results.

Mr. Wn/SON. In other words, ice is cooled at the melting point?
Mr. Mann. That is true.

Mr. TiNCHER. Have any experiments been made with working out
a mechanical refrigerating process?

'Mr. Mann. That is something- that hasn't been worked out fully.

They have used it in France, but in the United States conditions are
quite different; our distances are so much greater.

Ml-. Jacowat. Do you always precool this fruit in warehouses, or
how ?

Mr. Mann. In the warehouses. Following the experimental work
in 1904, the railroads built their own precooling plants. They
forced cold air in with fans, circulating it through the bunkers, and
they found that that was not the most successful method of doing
it, and since that time the growers have built their own warehouses
for precooling in southern California; so that at the present time
IJracticallj' all the precooling is done at the growers' warehouses or
in commercial warehouses. The use of salt has an advantage. If

you can precool a commodity like peaches, if it,can be done while
the cars are en route you are reaching the market that much sooner,
'24- to 48 hours sooner. That is still to be worked out.

Mr. Jones. The whole thing is to conseiwe the fruit from the

public standpoint and be an economical proposition from the ship-

jjer's standpoint?
Mr. Mann. Yes, sir. It increases the food supply. This car

has been adopted by the Eailroad Administration as a standard re-

frigerator car. It has been recommended to all the railroads for the
building of a standard refrigerator car.

Mr. RtTBEY. When they speak about shipping a carload of fruit

through without the use of ice, do they not mean without the use of

ice in transit after it leaves a point?
Mr. Mann. No ; I rather think not. I believe they mean a venti-

lated shipment. The shipping of it through without ice is taking the

same car and opening the hatches and letting it go clear through to

market without any ice. It is what is called a ventilated shipment.
Mr. Rtjbey. Is much fruit shipped in that way in warm weather?
Mr. Mann. Not in extremely Avarm weather ; no, sir. Not in Cali-

fornia, after about the 1st of M^arch.

Mr. RuBEY. They ship without ice only in cool weather?
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Mr. Makn. Yes, sir ; that practice is very largely used on the north-

ern railroads in the Northwest, with apples. ,"

Mr. Maeshall.. There is another phase of the matter, the'heating
of the ca,rs in cold weather to prevent freezing, which is in a way re-

versing the process and perhaps it would be well to tell you briefly

about that. There has been -only one car of af)proved forni con-

structed, and that was before the close of the last fiscal year. The sysr

tern consists in placing an oil stove under the middle of the car. The
old system would be to put an ordinary coal stove up inside the car.

The Chairman. You heat the bottom of the car ?

Mr. Marshall. Yes; under the new system. I thought I could
probably show you a picture of the old car, with a stove placed inside

in the middle of the car. The method that is recommended by the de-

pai'tment is to place the heater below the car, in the middle of the car,

either an alcohol or oil stove (the oil seems to work the best) . In the
system devised by the department the hot air passes from the stove

into the car by one system of ducts, and the cold air comes back to the
stove by, another route, as it is shown in this diagram we have before
us. Here we do not have a false floor with openings, but rather a solid

false floor, because it is desirable that the hot air should not come up
through the floor until it gets to the end of the car. As far as our
experiments have gone it seems best to heat, the bottom of the car and
raise the temperature of the entire car in that way. When the air is

heated around about the stove, it passes through certain channels un-
der the floor of the car (it is solid in this case) to the ends. The cold

air comes back by other channels to this pocket around about the stove

and is heated and starts on the same journey again.
Mr. RuBEY. According to that, you have got to have a different set

of cars, one for winter weather and another for summer time.
Mr. Marshall. You can use the same car.

The Chairman. The same principle is involved here as in the case

of dry-air furnaces, is it notf
Mr. Marshall. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. How do you get the stove under the car to heat it?

Mr. Marshall. It is under the car here [indicating]. It is not
intended that the air should come in from ithe outside. You keep
the air circulating within the car, but the air does come down in the

pocket about the stove, which is located below the floor of the car.

Under the old system the stove is put inside the car, which would not
be so effective.

Mr. TinCHER. You have one car which is a summer car?
Mr. Marshall. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHER. Would that car be suitable for winter use ?

Mr. Marshall. It is not equipped for winter use.

Mr. TiNCHEE. Don't you think as a proposition of real benefit it

would have been better not to have given out any advice at all until

you had devised a car that could be used both winter and summer,
rather than to have started building a special car for summer use

and a special car for winter use? Then you could advise the proper
use of that particular car. Don't you think that woxild have been
better?

Mr. Mann. As a matter of fact, this car can be used in both smn-
mer and winter. It is a refrigerator car.~ The idea is to install a

heater to provide a combination refrigerator and heater car.
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Mr. TiNCHEE. I understood that you had built an ideal car.

•Mr. MannI The same sort of car is used in both summer and
"winter, but the equipment is difffereht.

'

Mr. TinCHER.
' Under this system, where they say no car is ideal,

did that'com6 up to standard and could it be used in all seasons of
the year? ' '

Mr. Marshall. This [indicating] is a regular refrigerator car
used for summer shipments. Of course, the cork lining would be the
same. In the winter you keep the heat in, in the summer you keep it

out. We have had no funds to continue . that work this year, and
that is one of the lines of work we Want to take up the coming j^ear

and carrj' those experiments forward.
Mr. Manx. The particular car shown here has been in service con-

stantly. It is a refrigerator car use'd for summer shipments. The
whole idea of the work is to develop a car for use in summer and
winter.

Mr. Tin CHER. Mr. Marshall says it has no ice bunkers.
Mr. Mann. He merely referred to the fact that the ice bunker was

temporarily taken out of the car. It has an ice bunker in it at the
present time. It is a refrigerator car used for summer shipmients,' as

you can see.

Mr. Anderson. If you are working on a combination refrigerator

and heater, why did you take the old jbunkers out ?

Mr. Mann. It was merely ah incident in the installation of the

floor. That gives a wrong impression, because the bunkers were in

the car ejfcept while the car was being remodeled. It was first

built as !a refrigerator car and then was adapted for heating pur-
poses also. The point is there are millions of dollars lost every
cold winter from the freezing of fruits and vegetables in transit.

Mr. Marshall. I think that explains the entire matter fully.

You see the practice involved, and the current year we have had
only six meri who could devote their time to work of this sort.

You have soine indication of the demand for it from the letter that
has been read here.

Mr. Anderson. Is it intended to carry on more of the same kind
of experiments with the same men; do yOu intend to continue your
investigations along the same lines?

Mr. Marshall. It would be continuing the same line of work, Mr.
Anderson.
Mr. Anderson. That is an expression used here a million times

every year; what does it mean?
Mr. Marshall. It means, as I said at the outset, that if the ordi-

nary person were to take up these cars at the outset they would
make all sorts of mistakes. We have to make all sorts of experi-
ments. I can illustrate it by stating that we send these shipments
through from California and see what happens to them. The
saine IS true with a heater car. We have the same sort of an experi-
ment, placing thermometers all through the car and seeing what
happens, by following it through to destination.

Mr. Anderson, Do you use a different set of men for these dif-
ferent experiments?

Mr._ Marshall. No, sir ; the same set of men would work on both
experiments.
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Mr. Anderson. What do you want with the additional money ? .

Mr. Marshall. Just for our expenses like that; for the expendi-

ture of money in improvements on the car—changes in the car;

and it would be very largely for the expenses of men m following

these shipments through ; also for development work.

Mr. Anderson. Do you mean to make more shipments,?

Mr. Mahshaix. Yes.
Mr. LrviNGSTON. May I say that the results related here this

morning have referred' primarily to work with oranges, peaches,

and a few vegetables. There are various other experiments we want
to conduct with fruits and vegetables. Possibly it may be necessary

to make some relatively slight changes in cars to make them uni-

formly satisfactory to all kinds of vegetables and fruits. But there

are other phases oi the work that still remain to be discussed.

Mr. Anderson. Have you any reason to believe that you require

a different kind of car to ship grapes than to ship oranges?
Mr. Livingston. Not a different kind of car, but possibly some

slight arrangements to better adapt them for different kinds of vege-

tables and fruit and also to find out whether or not the present method
of icing can be improved.
Mr. Anderson. I still don't see where the additional expenditure

comes in.

Mr. Livingston. As Mr. Marshall pointed out, the additional

money would be used very largely in following through these ship-

ments. The shipments have been mainly with oranges, apples, and
peaches. We need to go into various shipping districts throughout
the country with various kinds of fruits and vegetables and follow

them through with this type of equipment. Also, we wish to take

up the work described in the note on page 244 of the Book of Esti-

mates.
Mr. Anderson. How much will you expend on it this year?
Mr. Livingston. Approximately $25,000, including statutory sala-

ries.

Mr. Anderson. How much are you asking for?
Mr. Livingston. Approximately $55,000.

Mr. Anderson. Then, you are approximately counting on doubling
up
Mr. Livingston (interposing). I don't know whether you were

present when Mr. Marshall mentioned that during the war a much
larger amount of money was spent on these investigations than we
have available this year. This it to continue the work along that

line, namely, whether or not this equipment and these refrigeration

methods are adapted to other kinds of fruits and vegetables, folloAV-

ing the shipments through to the market, and to develop other work
that has not been discussed.

Mr. Anderson. I suppose you couldn't have a very materially dif-

ferent type of car to ship grapes in than for shipping oranges?
Mr. Livingston. That is true ; but we want to find out whether this

car and the refrigeration practices are adapted to. these other kinds
of fruit. If not, certain improvements may be desirable which will

add to its usefulness. There are some fruits and vegetables that
'lecay at one temperature and others that will decay at another tem-
perature. It is just as impoitant to get our fruit and vegetables to
market in good condition as to produce them.
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Here is a photograph that is shown to illustrate another feature
of the work. This takes up the question of storage of just one of
these products—sweet potatoes. The losses are exceedingly high in

case of the storage of sweet potatoes. This is the method used since
they began to grow sweet potatoes in the South. Some of you who
ha^'e lived in the South have seen these banks built this way above
the ground, covered over with palms or straw, and then covered over
with earth. The estimates indicate that the losses in these banks
amount to 50 per cent or over.

TTie Chairman. On what does your covering rest ?

Mr. Mann. On palm branches, straw, or on cornstalks. A con-
servative estimate shows that the losses amount to 50 per cent of the
potatoes stored in this way. There are probably 50,000,000 bushels
of potatoes stored in this way. There are probably 50,000,000 bushels

of sweet potatoes stored in the South in this way. The Department
of Agriculture, under the war-emergency fund, took this matter up.

The refrigerator-car work was also done under the war-emergency
fund. We couldn't have done it under the appropriation this year
or under the appropriation before we had the war-emergency fund.
We have assisted growers in building in the last two years approxi-
mately 500 of these houses. This is the smallest type of house. The
department has prepared plans and specifications for these houses
holding 500 bushels, 2,500 bushels, 5,000 bushels, and 15,000 bushels.

The losses which were reported in these houses last season were not
more than 2 per cent.

Mr. WtLSON. You say you have- assisted growers in the construc-
tion of 500 of those within the last two years ?

Mr. Mann. Yes, sir; the farmers built ^ them. We had last year
under the war-emergency fund 20 men in the Southern States work-
ing with these men who were storing the potatoes. This photograph
[indicating] is a farm storage, a small house suitable for farm needs.

Mr. Jacoway. When you get that little house stored full of pota-
toes, can you go into it again from time to time ?

Mr. Mann. Yes. There is an aisle in it. The sweet potato is a

peculiar product. It is necessary to put it through a curing process.

The potatoes are put in there in hampers or baskets, or bins, and then
the temperature is run up to about 85° and kept there for about 10

days. These potatoes give off about 10 per cent of their weight in

moisture, so that they ^re cured, and if you break one in two the
section is dry. When they reach that condition they will keep with-
out very much decay—perhaps 1 or 2 per cent.

Mr. Jacoway. In these bins do you just put the potatoes in solidly ?

Mr. Mann. Yes.
Mr. Jacoway. Isn't there a tube in each bin that runs up through

it?

Mr. Mann. That it done quite often. In the center a perforated
tube is run up, which aids in curing and ventilation.

Mr. Jacoway. Is that beneficial!

'

Mr. Mann. Yes; undoubtedly it is.

Mr. Jacoway. How do you cure potatoes in a house that will hold
only 500 bushels?
Mr. Mann. In this house [indicating] there are four bins, and

potatoes are put in to a depth of about 3 or 4 feet, and sometimes
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there are two tiers. The bins are constructed of slats made of 1 by 4

inch boards, so that air circulates around them freely. A stove is

placed here. It is a wood stove as a rule in the South. Ventilators

under the floor are opened, and after the house begins to heat there is

quite a rapid circulation of air thfbngh'the house.

Mr. Jacoway. Don't you have fans installed to make the air

circulate?
'

.

Mr. Mann. No. Air is exceedingly hard to handle. With a fan it

is difficult to get uniform heating.
Mr. Jacoway. In my town there is one of those storehouses that

holds 40,000 bushels of sweet pbtatoes. They are successfully using
fans—electric fans.

Mr. Mann. The fans have been used. We find that fans are not
usually necessary. iFans were tried last year, but we think it has not

yet been demonstrated that they are necessary.'

Mr. Jacoway. Don't they let the air current come now from the

center instead of from the sides ?

Mr. Mann. Yes; it does in a house of this size; and in fact, in a

house of any size it comes from a Certain point. The air in this house
[indicating] would'come froin the center. It is brought in here and
circulates through.
Mr. jAdoWAY. Suppose you put potatoes in this house that have

been cut or mashed or ]brulged. Is your curing process such- that it

will cure that sort of wbUnd or bruise?

'

Mr. Mann. Yes. Quite a high per cent of those potatoes actually

become dry and hard and the decay doesn't develop. As a matter of

fact, though thet-e is quite a piercentagB of cut and broken potatoes

that do decay—^that is, when the decay hafe" started, eVery one doesn't

rot by any means.
Mr. Jacoway. Does putting them in these special storage houses

retard the decaying process Verjf much more than the others?

Mr. Mann. Yes; very much more. You have forced curing in

these houses which preveritfe the decay. Stored in an earth bank a

cut potato is almost certain to decay, but under' this method it is

often avoided. Then theVe are 'other causes of decay than is the case

with cut potatoes. That is almost entirely avoided in a, house of this

kind.
;

'

. ,, ".

Mr. Jacoway. Is not the secret of the process to keep the tempera-

ture at a given point for a given time ?

Mr.'MANis^. 'Yes,"sir.'
''"

'

Mr. jACOti'^AY. If that temperature rises or falls, do you not run

the risk of losing your potatoes ?

Mr. Mann. Yes, sir. '

Mr. Heflin. Don't they use steam-heated pipes in some of the

houses?
Mr. Mann. They may do that.

We have had t'^o of our very best investigators working along

that line to see whether ot not fans can be used' in the large hotlsfes.

They probbaly can not be used in the small houses, but in the large

houses of 40,000 or 100,000 bushds they may' be used effectively.

Ml*. Jacoway. The best thing that I have scien in ottr part of the

countrv is that of putting that tube in the bin to give the aii* circula-

tion. -i
t .

' i'' !;-::,.
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Mr. Mann. That is an old idea which has been used for white po-
tatoes in Maine for a good many years.

Mr. Wilson. That was developed by the Agricultural Department,
was it?

Mr. Mann. You mean that method of ventilation? No.
Mr. Jacoway. But you didn't use it in your house three years ago ?

Mr. Mann. In that particular house?
Mr. Jacoway. Yes, sir. You didn't use this system of ventilation,

through the individual bin. Two years ago you got air from the side.

Now, you have reversed your position.

Mr. Mann. That has been altogether a, matter of development.
The ventilator in the middle of the bin wasn't used in these sweet-
potato houses till two or three years ago.

Mr. Jacoway. I understood that the Department had also devel-
oped a machine, whereby, if you had a particularly wet year you
could go out and get three or four pounds of potatoes from over your
field, crush them up, press the water from them like you do in

making eider, and in that way you could tell the grower how many
days Ms potatoes would have to be heated in order to cure them.
Mr. Mann. That is in process of experiment.

Mr. Jacoway. What wiU cure them this year won't cure them next
year. How do you account for that ?

Mr, Mann. You put them in the very best possible state for stor-

ing, and when they reach the rig'ht stage of maturity so as to get

more effective curing.

Mr. Jacoway. Isn't it a fact that a great deal of difficulty is found
in trying to cure potatoes on which a heavy frost has fallen ?

Mr. Mann. Yes ; those potatoes should not be shipped.

The Chairman. Is there anything more on this item, Mr. Mar-
shall?

Mr. Marshall. Since you are considering the ways in which the
money is to be expended, we probably-otignt to mention the apples
in the Northwest, where the principle is just the same. There have
been some very heavy losses from shipments recently from the North-
west. I have before me an item appearing in the New York Packer,
which says that some two or three thousand cars of apples from one
«f the districts in Washington were damaged recently and the extent
of the damage was about 126 boxes to the car- That means some-
thing like 300,000 bushels of apples were frozen. That shows the
necessity of developing these systems we have just been telling you
about. This last year there has been such shortage of cars to ship
from all western points that they had to hold the apples over longer
than ordinarily.

Mr. Anderson. You have a lot of subitems tinder this $30,000.
Would you mind giving us an idea as to the amount you expect to
spend on each of the projects under this $30,000 ? That is para-
graph (&), on page 244.

Mr. Livingston. You refer to refrigerator and heater cars ?

Mr. Anderson. Yes, sir. Would you estimate these propositions?
Mr. Livingston. If it would be satisfactory, Mr. Anderson, we

<!an insert it in the record.

Mr. Anderson. You can look it up and give it to me later.

Mr. Livingston. Very well. ^i

164315—20 72 =« -m "^
'
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The Chairman. It is now neaf-ly 1 o'clock. The committee will

recess until 2.30 p. m.
(Thereupon, at 12.50 p. m., the committee took a recess until 2.30

p. m.)

AFTER RECESS.

The committee met at 2.30, pursuant to recess, Hon. Gilbert K
Haugen (chairman) presiding.

BxjEEATj or Markets—Continued.

The Chairman. Are you ready, Mr. Harrison ?

Mr. Hakrison. Mr. Chairman, when we adjourned for lunch we
were discussing item No. 80, on page 243. We are conducting our

foreign market investigations under this item, and while we are

not asking for any increase for that work, it is a matter in which the

members of the committee are interested, and I think they would
like to know something about our activities in the field. The Secre-

tary is also very much interested in the project and he would like

to see it developed as rapidly as possible.

The Chairman. It is a very important matter.

Mr. Harrison. Mr. David Harrell, of Texas, was appointed live-

stock commissioner for the department last summer and was sent

to South America to study the possibility of developing markets
there for American pure-bred live stock. He returned to this coun-

try a short time ago and will be glad to tell the committee some of
his experiences and some of the very fruitful results of his work.
The Chairman. We shall be very glad to hear Mr. Harrell.

STATEMENT OF MK. DAVID HAKRELL, LIVE STOCK COMMIS-
SIONER TO SOUTH AMERICA, BUREAU OF MARKETS, DEPART-
MENT OF AGRICULTURE.

"

Mr. Harrell. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, as Mr. Harrison says,

the Secretary of Agriculture sent me down to South America to in-

vestigate the possibilities of the exportation of live stock from North
America to South America, and to stimulate interest in that business,
and accompanied by Mr. Morgan, assistant in the Bureau of Markets,.

I made the trip to South America. I had been in Spain and in

Europe for a year and a half as the representative of the War Trade
Board, and being familiar with the Spanish language and the cus-

toms of the people, and being a stockman and breeder of pure-bred
cattle I thought it was an opportunity to be of some unselfish service,

so I made t}ie trip to South America, landing in Brazil, going
through Brazil, Uruguay, Paraguay, Argentina, and then over the
Andes to Chile.

In Brazil I found a country as large as the United States with
just about, you might say, looking at it from a cattle standpoint,,

about where Texas was 35 years ago—a very large number of cattle

and all unimproved, and the other live-stock interests are not being
paid much attention to, but the Government is very much interested

in the improvement of their live stock. It is a very wide field for
some one to get a good trade in pure-bred live stock in the imprtive-
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ment of the cattle of Brazil, which is a wonderful cattle country—
and some one is going to develop it. The English, I found, are very
active there now following their usual custom. Some of you will

recall that the United States was at one time the backbone of their

pure-bred trade. Later they deyeloped the Argentine, which has
more recently become the backbone qf their trade. Now they realize

the immense possibilties of Brazil as a cattle-raising country to be
the backbone of their trade in the future, and if we don't develop it,

somebody is going to do it. In fact, we had not been in Brazil over
three weeks, representing the Department of Agriculture and making
our investigations before two live-stock secretaries were attached to

the British Embassy, investigating the importance of that industry in

that country.

In Brazil we made a trip some 3,0Q0 miles oberland and into the in-

terior where the cattle breeding grounds are, with conditions, as I
say, very much like old Texas, where they raised their cattle out in

the open and drove them from 200 to 1,000 miles over the prairie to

market. We made that trip down through the States of Sao Paulo,
Parana, Santa Catharina, Eio Grande do Sul, to Uruguay. There
we found the live-stock interests very much more improved, and
we also found a very receptive Government. They thought a great

deal of the United States and of everything that we had done.

There are great possibilities there for the improvement of live stock.

Over in Argentina they have the wonderful influence of the

Palermo show, one of the greatest cattle shows in the world. At the

auction sale of cattle that were shown in the Palermo show—^they

were all sold at auction after the show—823 Shorthorn bulls were
sold at auction at an average of 6,353 pesos, money 'nacional—that is,

Argentine money. That is about $3,000 gold. Eight hundred and
twenty-three shorthorn bulls were sold. One hundred and four

HerefordS averaged $2,000. The dairy cattle averaged about $1,200

;

the hogs averaged about $375, and the sheep about $300 in gold.

From there we weut over the Andes to Chile for a short stay there

and then started on our road home.
I want to say first, that before I left here the officials of the de-

partment, realizing that they could be of a great deal of value to the

breeders of pure-bred cattle by making this investigation, advised

that before I left for South America I call the breeders of pure-bred

stock in the United States, and the secretaries of all the associations,

to meet me in Chicago to take stock of what we had and get their

ideas, and I don't think I have ever seen a more enthusiastic lot of

men over the idea that the Government was taking some step to

further their interests. As you know, and as was stated here this

morning by one of the other men, export trade is the safety yalve

of overproduction. It is a stimulant to production, it is a stabilizer

of prices, and when you open the markets of the world to any one

of your vital interests, you are improving and doing something

for the producer of that interest. They were very much interested,

all of them, the sheep men, the hog men, the cattle men, the dairy

men, and stated that they would give all the cooperation that was
necessary. More than that, when I got to South America I found
that they knew more about the general activities of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture than I did. I had never been connected with

any department before, and being a representative of the Depart-
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ment of Agriculture was, I fbiind, an open sesame wherever I went,

in every Republic of South America. They believed that it was
the last word in Government cooperation in assisting the producer

in marketing activities, and we were asked at every jplace for a plaii

of organization for their departments. Every secretary of agri-

culture received us with open arms, and you know in Latin America
and in all that southern country most everything that is a big busi'

ness has some governmental work, so that through that department
I was able, as the representative of the Department of Agriculture,

to get a large amount of information to enlist the aid of the Gov-
ernment, and through them all, the rural societies, the agricultural

societies, and all the breeders, I found wherever I went that the

rating of the Department of Agriculture was AAl, and it was very

gratifying to me, because I was trying to do an unselfish service and
Avas only doing it from a breeder's standpoint.

Having gone there to investigate the possibilities of the trade, I
found that the possibilities were wonderful. It is the most won-
derful cattle country almost in the world. It extends from the

Temperate Zone of Brazil, from the subtropics down to Uruguay,
which is about the size of Missouri, and then on into Argentina,

which is about equal to one-third of Europe, leaving out Russia,

You can raise cattle and all kinds of live stock in the open 12 months
in the year. It is a wonderful live-stock country. The agricultural

and livp-stock exportations of Argentina are about 80 per cent of

the total exports, 90 per cent of Uruguay, and 87 per cent of Brazil.

They export their coffee and rubber from Brazil, and in Argentina
wheat, cattle, hides, and wool. In Uruguay it is the same way, so

there is a wonderful chance for the pure-bred breedets to furnish

new blood to improve the live stock of that country, particularly in

cattle and hogs. They are in a very receptive mood. The Govern-
ments of all those countries have taken notice of it. Brazil has

passed a law that on all pure-bred stock shipped they will refund
the freight, where they bring the registration papers. They are

going through a great many things that we went through in Texas
when we got out the Longhorn down there and improved it with the

pure-bred animal.
I came home with recommendations made after careful first-hand

knowledge on the ground from the breeders, from the cattleman's, and
the live-stock man's standpoint. The men in the department here have
the technical knowledge and things of that kind which I don't know
much about. I only know the practical end of the business, and I

went over for the purpose of seeing the possibilities there, and what
we need is personal contact between the breeders of North America
and the breeders of South America. That personal contact can be

furnished better by the Government than by any other means, be-

cause not only coming from the Department of Agriculture which
stands so well, but having the stamp of approval of the Government
will give you an entre and the moral support of each one of the

Governments of South America, if the personal contact which is very
necessary—absolutely necessary to establish a trade—^is made by the

Government. Then if the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau
of Markets wishes to be of benefit to our great interests, to our great

live-stock interests of America, they should furnish that personal
contact. If you should visit our trade commissioners and consuls
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and embassies throughout the worlds over on the other side, you will

not find very many of them that are live-stock or agricultural men.
They are lawyers, doctors, merchants, manufacturers, and e-\'erything

of that kind, and they are not—not in any place that I found—com-
petent or have the time to give that personal contact that is necessary

to be furnished by the Government. The balance of it, of course, will

have to be done by the private interests, the interests of the breeder

;

therefore there will have to be some one to furnish that contact for

which I am coming before you now to ask that you give, some one
that will be a live-stock agricultural man, that will understand his

business from that standpoint; that will know the language of the

country; and that will know agriculture and live stock, that would
furnish the personal contact.

The recommendations that I brought home are that there should
be established—attached to the embassies, preferably the embassy in

Brazil at Rio de Janeiro—a live-stock agricultural attache, whose
duty it shall be to furnish the contact between breeders of all classes

of live stock here and the breeders over there; another at Buenos
Aires to cover Argentina and Uruguay.

I have asked the department how much that would take and they
said about $25,000. That will furnish a good man, his traveling

expenses, and the necessary means to carry on those new activities.

Of course we could take in Chile and other places to work, but the

places now that looked the most inviting, in which the possibilities

are greatest, are Brazil in its undeveloped state, Uruguay with its

partially developed state, Argentina with its very fully developed

state. The sole business of these men would be to furnish the per-

sonal contact with the cattle business, to furnish information, to help

with the advertising, to be the representative of the Department of

Agriculture just as the trade commissioner is the representative of the

Department of Commerce. He should be a good man, a nonpartisan

man. He would not be a Shorthorn man or a Hereford man ; he
would not be a Duroc man nor a Poland-China man ; he would not be

a sheep man, but he would be a Government man first, and an expert

in agriculture and live stock.

I came home so late that those recommendations, of course, were
not included in the recommendations of the Secretary. I discussed

the matter with him and told him the situation, and he agrees

with me that to get any benefit from the trip we have taken and
the information we have gathered—of which we have a very large

amount and all of which is at the disposal of this committee in

any form they want it—must be continued, and in offering my
services going over there to help to do that now, and to first come
here and then to go and call on the breeders again and tell them
about it more in detail than you want me to take up the time to

do to-day, of all the different matters that I found and of all the

different items that came up over there; to explain the situation

to them as fully as I could; but I am always at the service of

the Department of Agriculture to carry that out. The secretary

agrees that in order to get the benefit of this—and it looks like it

is one of the best things that could be done by the department

—

you must continue the work. He has not put in any supplemental

request for this appropriation, and I am coming before you as a
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live-stock man, having made this investigation, to tell you the situa-

tion, and I will be glad to answer any questions or to go into any
details with you in asking that you include in the estimate for the
Bureau of Markets an estimate of $25,000 for the attaches, an agri-

cultural live-stock attache at Rio Janeiro and one at Buenos Aires.

I don't believe anything can be done that will do more toward putting
a peg into our foreign trade. Right now our dollar is at a discount
in Argentine because the balance of trade against us is over 50 per
cent, and the live-stock trade that we can start there will be of
great assistance to us.

To give you just one illustration—if you will pardon me—^we

met here in New York a man coming from Uruguay to buy live

stock, just on a chance. We got in touch with him at once. I
was taking lunch with an officer of the National City Bank before
going over. He said :

" There is a cattleman here from Uruguay
to-day," and I got in touch with him right away, wired the
Bureau of Markets to get hold of this man and puit him into the
right position. They put Mr. Burk, the live-stock man here, with
him, and he purchased 43 head of cattle at a cost of $65,000. Those
oattle went to Uruguay and he has been most- successful with that

herd and has advertised from one end of South America; to the
other the great, valuable, expert official service that the Depart-
ment of Agriculture gave him, that they saved him at least $15,000
on his first importation of cattle. He published a booklet on it,

with particulars of the cattle, and it has been one of the best

things that has been done. To-day we have a telegram from this

man and he is coming back. When I left Uruguay he had taken
orders for 120 head. He went out with 43, and he is now coming
back with an order for 125 head.

I was on the car with one of the largest breeders of Uruguay, and
he told Seiior Pareja, " Buy me the best two Hereford cows in

America." I said, " What price ? " He said, " I didn't say price
;
just

buy the two best Hereford cows in America." He is coming back
already, so I doubt if you will ever see bread cast on the waters re-

turned so quickly, or see interest on an investment accumulate so

rapidly, and I know if properly fostered and properly handled by
the Pure Bred Association of America that we can develop a wonder-
ful trade with South America.
The Statistics of the Sociedad Rural de Argentina, the Rural So-

ciety of Argentina, show that last year and for several years past the

importations from Great Britain to Argentina alone in pure-bred

Jive stock amounted to about 2,000 head each year at an average of

$3,000 a head, and it has been the backbone of their trade.

When we went down there we took with us copies of a book in

Spanish showing the activities of the Department of Agriculture, the

location of all the pure-bred herds in America, the climatic condi-

tions, the relative climatic conditions that existed between North and

South America; containing all of our quarantine laws for tubercu-

losis and all other matters relating to exportation and importation,

the location of every pure-bred herd, so that a man coming in here

would not have to go blindly all over the United States. They can

go to England and just go around a little bit of a circle there, but

4 hey come here and they would spend months going around. We
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show here by black dots [indicating] the location of every herd of
cattle, hogs, and sheep, of all the diflferent classes of cattle. That
book was printed in Portuguese for Brazil and in Spanish for the
balance of South America. We can't supply the demand for that
book.

Mr. Anderson. Who gets that out?
Mr. Hareell. The Department of Agriculture. We got it out

here very shortly before I left. While I was in Chicago to take stock
and meet all the breeders we had this book written and published
here, and I took it along with me as advertising matter in their own,
language. One of the great faults of the American exporter is that
he has sent his advertising over there in English, and we took this
along in their own language. We had it translated here at the Pan
American Union into good Portuguese and good Spanish, and we
distributed those jfirst hand to the breeders, to the ranchers, to the
importers, to the different men over there.

The Chairman. Does that give the name and address of the
breeders ?

Mr. HARREii. No; in the back of it is the name of the secretary
and the address of every pure-bred live stock association in America.
That is on the last page. We are getting letters every day about it.

To-day I had an order, " Please send me 400," and the Department of
State wired me at Buenos Aires, " Please return 250 copies of your
publication, 200 copies in Spanish and 50 in Portuguese. We want to
send them out to our consular agents in the countries which you did
not visit.

For me to come in and ask for something that is not put into the
appropriation bill I know you will understand that I am coming to

you in the right spirit, and I believe if you go into it I will be very
glad to give any of the members of this committee my time outside
of the committee room, or any other time, all of the information that
we could gather that will be pertinent, and I would be glad to answer
any questions which yoii would wish to ask.

The Chairman. When was the first exportation ?

Mr. ELiRRELL. The first exportation was made in July.

The Chairman. Do you mean 1919 ?

Mr. Harrell. In 1919
;
yes ; to that country. Mr. Parega is coming

back here now.
The Chairman. Is that the first exportation from the United

States?
Mr. Harrell. That is #ie first large exportation made.
The Chairman. I understand that a number of representatives

of the South American countries recently attended the Fat Stock
Show in Chicago.
Mr. Harrell. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Have you any knowledge of their purchases ?

Mr. Harrell. They exchanged judges, you know, at the Interna-
tional Show. They had William J. Grant judging the Angus breed.

The Chairman. Have not a number of purchases been made
recently ?

Mr. Harrell. There have, and are being made now, and this man
is coming back here now, and it will be a great thing if we can put
a man over there that will represent the live-stock interest who
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understands the Brazilian and Argentine and Uruguayan countries

and all of those things that are unfamiliar to the exporters here, and
the personal contact there can be solved so readily that we can direct

the sentiment and the building up of that trade very rapidly m that

way, rather than going through the long way of finding out by hard

knocks.
The Chairman. Are the inspection laws a handicap in exporting?

Mr. Haerell. No ; except in regard to the quarantine.

The Chairman. Are they shipped at the risk of the owner here,
* or do they buy them on their own risk ?

Mr. Haerell. They generally buy them on their own hook and in-

sure them. Then they have to go through a 30-day quarantine in

all the countries. The foot-and-mouth disease is rampant from one

end of South America to the other, yet we take all the precautions

here to see that they are shipped free from disease, with a clean bill

of health. The foot-and-mDuth disease in South America up to this

time only meant a sickness of lO days and that they were over it. It

took some little time to recuperate, but it has been very fatal this year,

and the losses over there are very great right now.
The Chairman. In all countries ?

Mr. Hareell. In Argentine, Uruguay, and Brazil both. The foot-

and-mouth disease is all over that country.

The Chaieman. The losses are much greater than they were in the

past ?

Mr. Haeeell. This last year they are very much greater.

The Chaieman. Is the percentage larger ?

Mr. Haeeell. It has never amounted to very much. The mortality

had not been very high until this last year. It came in calving time^

and it was a wet season and the loss was very great. This condition

had the attention of the department of agriculture and the rural

society there. They are trying to investigate it now.
Then they have in South America, just as we have here, the tick-

free zones and the tick zones. All of Brazil has the tick. Half of

Uruguay, about divided by the Rio Negro Eiver, half is tick free and
half is tick. Nearly half of Argentina is free from ticks. Only some
of the provinces have the tick in them. They have some sort of tick

eradication system as we do, but they have not carried it as far as

we have yet.

Mr. Andebson. W^re there any losses by foot-and-mouth disease

in this exportation that you refer to?
Mr. Haeeell. No; not at all.

The Chaieman. Do they not have the fever there?
Mr. Haerell. "Wherever you are above the line, which corresponds

to below the line here—wherever you are in the fever district—they
have to be immunized if they come from above the line here.

The Chaieman. Are the losses heavy in shipping?
Mr. Haerell. No.
The Chairman. Do many die from fever?
Mr. Harrell. No; very few.
The Chairman. Are they treated for it?

Mr. Harrell. They are treated for it, but not as scientifically as

we treat it. The Southern States—Texas and the other Southern
States that are shipping cattle from the North to build up the herds
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through inoculation—are very much ahead of the work thfey have
been doing over there.

The Chairman. The fever has handicapped shipping?
Mr. Haerell. Yes.
The Chairman. They are overcoming it?
Mr. Haerell. They are overcoming that a good deal now.
Mr. YouJfG. What is the feeling of the South American people

toward the building up of trade relations with our country ?

Mr. Haerell. They are very anxious for it.

Mr. Young. It always appeared to me that there was a feeling of
antipathy on their part to this country.
Mr. Haerell. No ; I don't think so. Of course, you hear a good

deal of the " big brother " act down there, and, of course, that is
a trade word. Of course, the Germans or the British will say,
' Oh, well, when the United States gets a hold in here they just
want to grab your country." But that is all trade work, you know.
Mr. Young. The point that I want to get clear is this, Mr. Harrell

:

Since this war do you find the sentiment changing, and that they
are more friendly toward establishing trade relations with our Nation
than they were before the war?
Mr. Haeeell. Of course, I only mixed with the agricultural and

live-stock interests over there, but I found a most friendly attitude
toward us, particularly in Brazil and Uruguay and Chile. In Ar-
gentina there wasn't any ill feeling against us, but there wasn't so
much outspoken " We want Americans."
The lifaglish have a very strong hold in South America. It has

been the backbone of their pure-bred trade for a number of years,
and they are going to fight tooth and toenail to see that it isn't taken
away from them. We didn't preach down there that we were going
to take the English trade away. We said we were going to divide
it up ; there is room for us. And there was one point, we made the
claim, after seeing the Herefords imported from England, where
they paid $35,000 for the champion Hereford bull of England, and
$16,000 for the junior champion at the last show—in fact, riearly

every pure-bred animal that has been sold in England for the last

four or five years the highest prices have been paid by Argentina

—

and after seeing those animals, I said, " We have developed in the
United States JHerefords superior to the English Herefords. You
men should come here and see them." When Mr. Pareja's first ship-
ment went down there he clearly demonstrated it to them. Mr.
Grant, who is one of the greatest breeders of Angus cattle, came over
to judge, to the International Show here, this year, and in his first

published article the first thing he said was, " t found here an Amer-
ican type of Hereford developed by the American breeders far su-

perior to anything in the world." Well, I wouldn't have taken a
thousand dollars in gold, as poor as I am, not to have heard their own
man come over here as a judge and make such a statement as that,

because we preached that from one end of Argentina to the other.

And that wais said by a man who was a cattle breeder, a man who
Imew what he was talking about.

Mr. Young. Your idea, then, is that, if we can enter that field, we
will be able to compete, so far as high-grade cattle are concerned,

with any nation on earth?

Mr. Haerell. Absolutely.
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Mr. Young. With the different breeds of thoroughbred cattle?

Mr. Harbell. That is the reason now we have to have this per-

sonal contact. We can't leave it to the breeder over here to ship

blindly. But we have got to have a trade commissioner over there.

There is one class of cattle, one class of hogs, one class of horses, one

class of everything else that has got to go to Brazil. They are not

going to pay $35,000 for a bull in Brazil to put to a cow worse

than the old Texas cattle to breed up the stock, but they are going

to pay the highest price in the world in Argentina. Then in Uruguay
you have got the Herefords as the principal animal there. In Argen-
tina it is nearly all shorthorns. We have got the class of stock.

We want a good c(uality and type of stock for a country that is just

building up; a higher class for another; the best you can possibly

furnish for another, and nothing but the best. You would ruin the

trade if you sent anything but the best to Argentina, so it really needs

some one on the ground and some one that knows their business to

furnish the contact between the two trades, to put it on a business

basis.

Mr. Young. Take the pure-bred breeders and the organizations in

this country, have they got their herds built up to such a state of

efficiency and, proper numbers that they are now interested in enter-

ing a new field of endeavor and trade?

Mr. Harrell. Absolutely, because the world's market is the safety

valve for overproduction.
_

_

Mr. Yoting. Do you think we have reached that point in our civi-

lization where our own Nation can not absorb as rapidly as wb
produce these animals?
Mr. Harreul. I think so ; and if you will take the statistics pub-

lished now on the exportation of meat from the United States beef,

particularly, has stopped. There probably will not be much more
exportation of beef and beef products from the United States.

The population is growing faster than the meat supply, and if we
can't send meat to that country, and that country will supply a

great deal of the meat consumed in this country, let us send them
the pure-bred stuff to build up their stock and open the markets for

the pure-bred stock.

Mr. Yotjng. You made one statement that was rather alarming
to me, and also very interesting to me, and I presume to the other
members of the committee. That was that whereas in a,ll of our
foreign trade relations we had representatives to look after the

commercial enterprises of the Nation, manufacturing, and so forth, in

none of the nations of the world did we have any representatives

that took care of agriculture.

Mr. Harrell. Yes, sir.

Mr. YotJNG. It never occurred to me b&fore that that was true.

Mr. Harrison. That is true with one exception, Mr. Young. In

England we now have an agricultural commissioner.
Mr. Lee. What does he represent, Mr. Harrison?
Mr. Harrison. The Department of Agriculture.

Mr. Lee. Any special branch of the department?
Mr. Harrison. He is attached to the Bureau of Markets, but he

represents no special branch of agriculture.

Mr. Harrell. In fact, Mr. Young, I came home and told Mr.
Houston and the chief of the Bureau of Markets that I thought the
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most valuable thing we did over there was that we met a class of
men that had never been met by our representatives before. We
talked to the breeders ; we talked to the agricultural men ; we talked
on their own ground and about their own subject.

Mr, Young. The point that impresses me is this : We are a great
agricultural Nation and export a great deal of our products. This
live-stock industry is quite a large industry in our own country, and
I ask whether or not the Government has not overlooked its duty
in opening up fields—markets for the live-stock industry of our
Nation ?

Mr. Haeeelj>. We have never been in a position up to the last few
years to be able to ship; we were building up our own stock first.

But this very activity on our part furnished the backbone of the
trade for England for a great number of years.

Mr. Young. "\'\'e should take the trade of our next-door neighbors

;

it really belongs to us geographically.
Mr. Hareell. But the live-stock interests of America have never

been in a position to go out into the world markets until they im-
proved their own stock; until it measured up to the standard of
export. It does now. I don't think there is any part of our wealth

—

and we are an agricultural and live-stock countr}'; that is the basis

of a great deal of our wealth—where we have gone, as far ahead as

the improvement of our live stock.

Mr. Young. The ordinary run of cattle in Brazil, as I understand
it, are pretty much the same type of cattle as the old longhorn in

Texas.
Mr. Hareell. Very much so. I have a number of pictures that

I think would interest anyone interested in live stock of the devel-

opment of the original stock there. They make me feel as I did in

my very young days in Texas, when we used to have to saw the

horns off to get them into the car. ,

Mr. Young. Is there anything in the climatic conditions in that

South American country that would render it impossible to develop

and retain a trade there? I mean, will cattle thrive after being

shipped from this country down there ?

Mr. Hakrell. There is nothing at all to hinder. On the contrary,

ene of the things that I preached was that climatic conditions arid

<iie method and manner of raising our live stock were very similar

to theirs drawn there, and therefore our live stock coming from here

should really be the live stock that they would want, showing them
that a great many of our cattle were raised on the range, raised in

the pastures ; whereas in Great Britain they are stall fed, raised on

small farms, on high-priced land and under entirely different con-

. ditions, and that cattle imported from this country, raised under

similar conditions to those they have down there, should really be

better. Then we are closer together, and while they are on that

side of the Equator and we are on this the conditions are more

similar than in any other country.

Mr. Young. As a practical live-stock man, coming in touch

with these organizations of live-stock breeders in this country, do

you say to the committee that they feel an interest that the Govern-

ment do something that will help them open up this field to them,

and that they are ready to cooperate should the Government under-

take this venture?
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Mr. Haeeell. Absolutely. I don't think I ever saw as enthusiastic

a lot of men as when I called on the secretary of the National Swine
. Breeders' Association, the Daiiymen's Association, the secretary of
the Livestock Associations. They said they were ready to go the
limit. They saw the opportunity and were keenly, alive to it.

Mr. TiNCHER. Have you ever thought of a proposition of a demon-
stration herd?
Mr. Haekell. Yes ; I have.
Mr. TiNCHEE. Is there enough enthusiasm in the local organiza-

tions to do that ?

Mr. Haeeell. I am going down now to Chicago to suggest ways
aiid means for the National Swine Breeders' Association to put that
over; they will have to do that; the Government can't do it.

Just to show you how that comes—how our work comes in there

—

our trade representative connected with the American Embassy in Eio
de Janeiro sent us a report that the British Chamber of Commerce
in England had sent the following telegram out, that they desired in

the interests of British trade to establish a demonstration farm of
all the breeds of live stock, " and we ask you to present it to the
minister of agriculture of Brazil; and if they will give us a con-
cession of land, the British breeders, with the support of the British
Government, will establish this herd there, so that they can see
everything in that line." They went right back and said: "The
Brazilian Government is not disposed to make a concession of that
kind. The Department of Agi-iculture of the United States Gov-
ernment has two representatives here now offering free the services
of the Department of Agriculture and distributing literature that
is very beneficial to the breeders," and that they would have to turn
down the proposition of giving any concessions to the British Gov-
ernment, and I felt pretty good about it. I have that right here. It
shows how quickly they acted as soon as we went there. The
British were going after that trade.
Mr. Tixcher. You are going to try to get the swine proposition;

don't you think it would be a good idea to have demonstration herds
of cattle of different breeds?
Mr. Haeeell. Yes. I am going to send out wires as soon as I am

out of here—at the convenience of you gentlemen, as soon as you
are through with me here—I am going right to Chicago to those
representatives of the Breeders' Association, and I will give them
the benefit of all the work that we did down there, with the sugges-
tions that we have.
Part of my recommendations to the Secretary of Agriculture and

to the heads of those departments were that in my opinion, from
first-hand knowledge on the ground, that you must have two at-,
taches, agricultural live-stock attaches; that thev must speak the
language and they must know agriculture and live stock.
Mr. YoTTNG. You want swine men—hog men—cattlemen ; and can

Tou get those fellows that speak the language ?

Mr. Haeeell. Oh, yes.

Mr. YopNG. You have been living down there in Texas where you
talk Mexican a good deal.

Mr. Haeeell. Yes.
Mr. Lee. Are we establishinp- banks in that countrv?
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Mr. Habrell. The National City Bank and the First National
Bank, of Boston, and the Guarantee Bank are now getting financial

arrangements made so that we are ahead of nearly everybody else.

In Sao Paulo, which is the Chicago of Brazil, the National City
Bank has now organized a farm loan company, a cattle loan asso-

ciation of 1,000 contros—a contro is $250—and it has been oversub-
scribed two times, just through these activities, to furnish the means
to promote the live-stock industry. The First National Bank, of

Boston, the National City Bank, and the Guarantee Bank are all

ODening very good connections there.

Mr. Lee. I think that is very important.
Mr. Haerell. It is very important, because in foreign commerce

we must have the financial facilities. Then we must have the ships.

Now, we are short on passenger service. I sent half a dozen telegrams
to the effect that the most important thing now for South American
trade is a dependable, regular, first-class, mail and passenger service.

We were promised that a good while ago but never have secured it

yet. That is very necessary. We have had the freight ships. I had
word from the Shipping Board that 13 ships had been allocated to

South American trade fitted for the shipment of pure-bred cattle to

the east and west coasts, so we will be well taken care of there.

Mr. YoTJNG. Before we leave the matter of banking institutions, ;in

the organization of these cattle-loan associations down there by the

National City Bank and others, have any of the local people taken

stockin that, or is that fully financed in this country ?

Mr. Harrelij. It is all financed over there. They just gave this

organization so many contros, all furnished by the banks and th«

business men. They have got as many Brazilians and as many men
interested down there as they could. There is a Brazilian here now
whom we met down there and talked the whole situation over with.

He has organized a company of, I think, three or four million dollars

for South American trade. Those men were all taken into this

organization of cattle men. I have the prospectus—^if I haven't it

here, I have it at home—I have the prospectus of the cattle-loan asso-

ciation there, with many interesting phases of the cattle business and
all that business clown there.

The Chairman. What is the Department of Commerce doing along

this line ?

ilr. Harrell. Yes, sir; we worked together with those men. Mr.,

Phillipi', the commercial attache at Eio de Janeiro, was very helpful

indeed to us. He is the man who has been sending this information

to us, but his time is all taken. He is not a cattle man, not an

agricultural man, but he is doing splendid work there in commerce.

The Chairman. How many are employecl by the department?

Mr. Harrell. A stenographer and himself.

The Chairman. One in each country?

Mr. Harrell. I don't know now. Dr. Kline is in Buenos Aires,

and he is a splendid man there. Dr. Schurz—William F. Schurz—
was in Paraguay when I went there. They are both first-class men.

It is very hard to find a better man than Mr. Phillipi. He is attached

to the American Embassy, but doesn't have the office out where it

is located, in the outskirts of the town, but is downtown, and his

office is entitled "Commercial Attache, American Embassy." He
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is a very busy man, a very efficient man. Dr. Kline ha,s his office in

one of the big buildings downtoAvn in Buenos Aires.

The Chairman. What is required is a practical, experienced
breeder, a cattleman.
Mr. Hareell. Eeally they ought to have their offices with the

commercial attache, one to help the other in innumerable ways. The
live-stock agricultural commissioner should help the commercial
attache, and the commercial attach^ should help him. It would make
a good double-team if you could get high-class men, get good men,
and each would have just as much as they could possibly do to

stimulate trade, because all the countries of the world are after that

trade.

South America hasn't suffered during the war ; they have made
money, lots of money, and there is going to be a world trade there,

and all the countries are wide awake to it and they are sending men
and advertising matter, and we have got to meet it if we are going

to get the trade.

Mr. Young. What is the exchange relation between this country

and Brazil, for instance? What is our exchange rate

?

Mr. BUerell. I really don't know right now. Of course, the

South American money," I will say—for example, Chilean money-
fluctuates 5 per cent in one day.

Mr. Young.'Argentina is a great cattle country?
Mr. Haerell. Yes.
Mr. Young. Do they have a higher grade of cattle than they do

in Brazil?
Mr. Harrell. "ies; there are no better cattle in the world than

in Argentina.
Mr. Young. Who developed that?
Mr. Habeell. England. They bought the top wherever they

could find it, regardless of cost. The result has been they have won-
derful cattle down there; but they want new blood. They want it

every year, and there is no reason why they couldn't come and get

new blood from our country. The hog development all over South
America has been neglected, and it is a wonderful chance for the

hog man.
The Chairman. Are there any other questions?
Mr. Heelin. You said you had a list of the names of cattle-

breeding places in the United States ?

Mr. Haerell. Yes, sir.

Mr. Heelin. Of thoroughbred cattle?

Mr. Harrell. Yes, sir.

Mr. Heflin. How is that industry developing in the South?
Mr. Harrell. It is developing very rapidly. The improvement in

the South has been very rapid from the old long horn that we used
to drive up the trail, till we have now as modern cattle as there are

in the United States. In fact, a carload of Texas Herefords won
the championship at the international year before last.

Mr. Heflin. At Demopolis, Ala., I noticed last fall they have a

sale of Hereford bulls.

Mr. Harrell. The South was the great winner in the international
this year. The champion Hereford bull came from Kentucky and
the champion shorthorn, I think, came from Georgia. I was in
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South America when it was held, but I noticed the headlines, " The
South swept the International."

Mr. Heflin. The industry is developing very rapidly in my dis-

trict.

The Chairman. If that is all, we will take up item 81.

Mr. Harrison. I would like to state, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Har-
rell returned from South America long after these estimates were
prepared, and that he has appeared before the committee and ex-
plained the situation to you gentlemen with the entire approvalof
the Secretary. The Secretary would like to see the foreign marketing
work developed as rapidly as it may be possible, and especially to
conduct some follow-up in South America in order that full benefit

may be derived from Mr. Barrel's trip.

MoNDAT, January 12, 1920.

MORNING SESSION.

The Chairman. Congressman Osborne wishes to make a statement.

We shall be glad to hear from him.
^

Mr. Livingston. The item to which Mr. Osborne addresses him-
self is No. 81, on page 246, " For collecting and distributing, by tele-

graph, mail, and otherwise, timely information on the supply, com-
mercial movement, disposition, and market prices of fruits and vege-
tables, $269,600."

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY Z. OSBORNE, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

Mr. Osborne. Mr. Chairman and membei-s of the Committee on
Agriculture, I appear before your committee in regard to the Bureau
of Markets, in which the people of my State, California, are very
much interested. The production of vegetables and fruits in Cali-

fornia is, as you know, very large, and everything that conduces to

make its production and delivery in the markets of the country more
economical is of value to the whole country. In speaking for the in-

terests of my own State, therefore, I feel that I am speaking in the

interests of the entire country. I have a number of telegrams here
this morning from Los Angeles and adjacent country in regard to

the leased-wire market reports of the Department of Agriculture.

When I was home between the two sessions of this Congress, I was
visited by delegations or representatives of the various farm and
horticultural organizations that are interested and are shipping
vegetables and fruits in very large quantities, and they felt very
badly about the discontinuance of the leased-wire market reports.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Were they dealers or growers?

Mr. Osborne. They are growers. These organizations are all or-

ganizations of growers.
The Chairman. They are cooperative, are they not?
Mr. Osborne. They are cooperative.

The Chairman. The dealer and the grower is the same man.
Mr. Osborne. That is the case with most, if not all, of these or-

ganizations. They ai'e cooperative organizations and divide the
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expense and do away as far as may be with the middlemen. That, is

notably the case with the California Fruit Growers' Exchange, which
handles citrus fruit exclusively. They have been organized a great

many years and are composed entirely of the growers of the fruit;

and they are powerful enough, and their organization and tlieir pro-

duction- is sufficiently concentrated, so that they can take care of

these things themselves very fully ; but.the organizations of vegetable

growers are not so well situated with respect to looking out for these

things.

Mr. Wilson. I do. not know anything about it, but I would like

to have you verify this statement : I have heard from people who
have coRie from that, part of the country that most of. the vegetable

growers in your section of the State are Japanese. Is that true?

Mr. Osborne. Oh, no. The Japanese are growers, but I think the

Japanese production is mostly consumed in the local markets. The
large producers are American people. Our production in the Im-
perial Valley down there, in the southeastern county of California,

where the production is extremely large, is by Americans, the quantity

produced by the Japanese being comparatively small.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is that town down in the

southeastern part of ^California, shown on the map there—the

terminus of the leased-wire system, which has been discontinued?

Mr. OsBOBNE. That is Brawley, in the Imperial Valley^ wKere the

cantaloupe is produced. The valley is a valley something like the

mouth of the Nile. It is a country that has been built up by accumu-
lating silt for all time, and it is only within a few years that it has

been cultivated at all. They have run in the water from the Colorado

Eiver, and have 4,000 or 5,000 acres of production. A very large

proportion of the vegetables shipped here to the East in the winter

time comes from the Imperial Valley.

I have from the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, which is

the leading organization of the Southwest, with a meifiljershij) of

about 5,000 leading business men of that country^ this telegram,

which says:

Los Angei.es, Calif., January 11, 1920.

Hon. H. Z. Osborne,
Souse of Representatives, Washington, D. C:

Telegraphic market news reports on fruits and vegetables more urgently
needed California than any other State Jn Union. California, by far leading

State in commercial production and shipping fresh fruits and vegetables, is

at great distance from markets and dependable in large measure on reliable

market reports, which can only be furnished properly by disinterested Govern-
mental agency like Bureau Markets. Withdrawal this year telegraphic news
service Government leased wire Kansas City west to California has been ir-

reparable loss, California fruit and vegetable interests; over 40,000 carloads

vegetables annually shipped east out California, 8,000 to 15,000 carloads canta-

loupes, almost 50,000 cars citrus fruits ; and California is leading dry bean and
honey-producing State, with over five and one-half million of latter produced
annually, and from five to eight million bushel dry beans. Service on last two
commodities has been eliminated entirely owing lack appropriations. Tonnage,
1919, 23,581,000 ; value, $278,101,000. We urge strongly sufficient appi'opriation

be included for Bureau Markets for this specific purpose, releasing their leased-

wire service to California for fruits, vegetables, and placing this market oh same
satisfactory basis as held last year, which we understand calls for not less

than !f75,000.

Wkjrins,
Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce.
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I iiave several other telegrams to the same effect, which I will not
read to you. That is the purpose for which I appear before you, gentle-
men. I do not know of any agency of the Government which affects
cur growing interests that is more popular than the Bureau of
Markets and this leased-wire service. I thank you for your courtesy,
and I hope you will see your way clear to make a liberal appropria-
tion for the Bureau of Markets and especially for this leased-wire
service.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. For many years the California
Fruit Growers' Exchange had its own wires?
Mr. Osborne. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do they continue that ?

Mr. Osborne. Yes ; they are continuing that wire service.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. To the same extent as before the
Goveriunent took it up ?

Mr. Osborne. I am not informed as to that. The citrus fruit busi-
ness keeps expanding all the time. In Southern California the first

year I was there the total shipment was 1,500 carloads. Last year
they shipped 50,000 carloads. It keeps growing all the time, and I
suppose the demands for looking out for markets increase with the
production to some extent. I will leave these telegrams with the
committee.

(The telegrams referred to are as follows:)

Los Angeles, Oalif., January 10, 1920.
H. Z. Osborne,

Member of Congress, Washington, D. C.-

California produces enormous quantities of vegetables and fruits in excess of
local requirements for which market must be found, and it is of the utmost im-
portance to the Industries concerned that reliable and accurate information per-
taining to conditions and prices prevailing at distant markets be disseminated
with as little delay as possible. This work can be efficiently carried on only
by the Government and we request you endeavor have restored leased-wire
service by Bureau of Markets which discontinued account lack of funds. Ab-
sence this service proving serious handicap.

Caiifobnia Vegetable Union.

Los Angeles, Calif., January 12, 1920.

Hon. H. Z. OsBOENE,
House of Representatives, Washington, D. C:

California generally badly in need of telegraphic reports from Bureau of

Markets. We urge strongly the appropriation of sufficient funds for said bureau
to enable it to lease wire from Kansas City to California and give us service

as during last year.
Vail Co.

IjOS Angeles, Cmtf., January 11, 1920.

Hon. H. Z. OsBOKNE,
Washington, D. C:

We urge particularly that sufficient appropriation be given Bureau of Markets
to extend the leased wire to Pacific coast and enable service to be rendered as

good as last year on fruits and vegetables. No doubt curtailing of funds

greatly hampers valuable service which we all need.
W. B. McCaslin Co.

164315—20 73
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Los Angbms, Caleb'., January 10, i§|9.

Heney Z. Osboene,
House of Representatives, Washington, D. C:

Wish to call attention to extreme importance fruit and vegetable interests in

California and great good Bureau of Markets has done. Urge appropriation for

Bureau of Markets be continued.
J. B. Vaile,

President Los Angeles County Farm Bureau.

Los Angeles, Calif., January 10, 1919.

H. Z. OSBOBNE,
Representative from California,

House Office Building, Washington, D. C:
Understand recommendation of Committee for appropriation for Bureau

Market comes up consideration Monday. We earnestly request extra effort

be made to extend Government leased wire Kansas City to Pacific coast, as data
furnished with reference fruits and vegetables was found invaluable. Infor-

mation given these reports is similar that provided for in Government distribu-

tion cantaloupes and will be sorely missed if discontinued.
Randouh Marketing Co.,

Los Angeles, Calif., January 10, 1919.

Congressman H. Z. Osbohne,
Washington, D. C:

Are informed that House committee will consider legislation Monday affecting

Department of Agriculture activities, including Bureau of Markets. Can you
not arrange appear personally? Exert your influence toward securing increased

appropriations. Any restrictions would prove dlsastous to Califonia shippers,

and, in fact, ruin many cantaloupe and vegetable growers.
L. K. Small Co.,

Monday, January 12, 1920.

afternoon session.

The Chairman. We will take No. 81 next, Mr. Haugen.
Mr. TiNCHER. That is a $50,000 increase?

Mr. Livingston. Yes ; the item reads as follows

:

For collecting and distributing, by telegraph, mail, and otherwise timely infor-

mation on the supply, commercial movement, disposition, and market prices of

fruits and vegetables, $269,600.

This is an apparent increase of $19,600, but, taking into considera-

tion the transfers from the lump fund to the statutory roll, it involves

an actual increase of $50,000. Mr. Chairman, I will ask Mr. Sher-

man, who is in charge of the market news service on fruits and
vegetables in Washington, to speak to the committee with reference

to this item. If I may say so, the background which Mr. Sherman
will give with reference to this market news service applies to similar

news service work in other items. As he may discuss it rather fully,

it may not be necessary later to take up the other news-service items

'

in great detail unless the committee especially desires it.

The Chairman. We will be glad to hear Mr. Sherman.
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STATEMENT OF ME. WELLS A. SHERMAN, SPECIALIST IN CHARGE
OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLE DIVISION, BUREAU OF MARKETS,
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Shekman. 1 am not certain how far you wish me to go into de-
tail, because I went into detail on this a year ago and also two years
ago when the news service was first organized, and if the members
of the committee remember or care to refer to the minutes of the
previous hearings they will have the background which, as I gave it

then, is the same as we have now.
The Chairman. Do you wish to add to the statement of Repre-

sentative Osborne this morning about the service in the West?
Mr. Sherman. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You have charge of the leased wires ?

Mr. Sherman. Yes, sir; I have charge of that part of the work
which relates to fruits and vegetables.
The Chairman. The black line [referring to map] indicates the

leased wires?
.Mr. Sherman. No, sir. That represents that part of the leased-

wire system which we have discontinued since the war appropria-
tions were cut off.

As to the background of the whole thing, the purpose is a daily in-

terchange of telegraphic information, marketing information, up to
the minute, between all parts of the country, between the marketing
centers and the shipping points. That is the basis of the whole
service.

Historically you remember that was the particular thing which
the gentlemen in the Senate had in mind when they first voted an ap-
propriation to the Department of Agriculture for this purpose. The
first move was to appropriate $25,000 to put a division of markets
in the Bureau of Crop Estimates for this very thing, to give quick
telegraphic information. The result of that effort, as you know, was
later a general item of $50,000, out of which the Bureau of Markets
was organized, and this was one of the first Nation-wide services that
grew out of our first investigations.

I will say briefly, in order that you may get the right background,
that this work had laeen developed to about one-third of what we con-

sider its complete and proper proportions when the war broke out.

Then, when Congress asked the Department of Agriculture what it

could do to help in the war emergency, we replied that we could help
in the stimulating of production of perishables through assisting

producers to reach more efficiency and save waste, that we could help

the situation by developing our news service to its full capacity, and
Congress gave $750,000 to us for that purpose. So we had for two
fiscal years $750,000 for this work.
You may remember in the informal discussions which took pkce

when you first appropriated $139,000 for this work in the fiscal year

1915, that the question came up in the committee as to what this work
would ultimately cost. I said to the committee, " If you go into

this it will be just as impossible to cut it out as it will the weather

service, because people will come to depend on it in the same way,

and we know that no one else could give this service as a Federal

af;ency would give it ; no one else can get the information." We get
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it from all the railroad division superintendents in the United States.
Every day at the close of the day's business a statement of the num-
ber^of carloads of fruit and vegetables originated on each road with
their points of origin and destination. We realized that it was use-
less to go into this work unless we could beat any commercial agencym the world. With this accuracy of information that we could
get, we made it our business to do it. If the Government could not
do it better than anybody else the Government had no business in
the field.

When you gave a larger amount of money for war-time purposes,
it was, I will say frankly, unfortunate that it was tied up with the
war activities and so considered an emergency appropriation to meet
an emergency, because we did with that emergency fund what we had
been doing with the increased appropriation each year.
At informal discussions that first year, you will remember, tte

chairman asked how much we thought it would cost when completed.
1 said it would cost about half a million dollars. That was a guess at
the future. It was not put in the record, because we did not want to
commit ourselves. He said that if we succeeded in making this a
nation-wide service that would not be half of what he thought it

would cost. We have never put a million dollars into the service, but
we had three-quarters of a million dollars for two years, and we
developed on the spur of the moment, and with the war-emergency
conditions, with the conditions of employment all against us, with our
trained young men going into military service, we developed the
news service to its nation-wide proportions, and when it was at its

height we had for our market news service on fruits and vegetables
a leased telegraphic wire system represented by what you see on'this
map in green and in black. The green ribbon represents what re-

mains
;
the black represents what we have discontinued since the war-

emergency appropriations were cut off. The unfortunate phase of
the situation is this, that I am confident, knowing the action of the

committee year by year, that we would now have almost as much as

that amount of naoney if there had been no war. In ciltting out the

war-emergency appropriations the committee cut this service down
so that what remains does not represent the legitimate growth of the

work. We have had to cut a good deal of the life out of it. You will

.

realize that we could not cut out our sources of information from the

railroads, whatever it may cost. These reports from railroad super-

intendents must be kept up. That is the basis of the information.

That is the distinctive feature that nobody else can get. If we dis-

continue that relationship when the roads go back to private owner-

ship it may be impossible to reestablish it. It costs $20,000 a year for

telegraphic tolls to get those railroad reports. That is a fixed charge.

Then we have to maintain our permanent organizations in the large

markets, because if we do not do that we have no price information

to distribute. Therefore, no matter how far we have to reduce the

service, we must maintain our own permanent representative in cities

like Boston, New York, Chicago, Cleveland, and the 13 or 14 cities

where we still have permanent offices. They must be maintained or

we have no price information to distribute. We can not reduce the

cost of that.

With those two fixed items, when we reduce expenditures we have

to cut down the field service, the traveling itinerant which we render
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to the producer, which i« the most valuable part, but the only flexible

part. We cut down expenses by discontinuing wires. The volume
of the information that we can afford to send into these producing
areas is greatly reduced since we have to send it at regular Govern-
ment rates.

The black lines represent the leased wires, which have been dis-
continued, and the green lines, as I stated a moment ago, represent the
present leased-wire system for the fruit and vegetable service.

Mr. Jones. The record should show where they are.

Mr. Sherman. The black lines extend from Washington to Atlanta,
Birmingham, Memphis, New Orleans, Jacksonville, and Orlandoj
Fla. We had a leased wire to Orlando for. six months during the
year, because the volume of information that we were sending to that
point made it cheaper to put on a leased wire than to have it carried
by a commercial wire at the Government rates. We maintained a wire
for eight months in the year from New York to Rochester. The wire
to Buffalo is cut out entirely. This one [indicating] represents the
discontinuance of our permanent news office at Columbus, Ohio; at

Indianapolis, Ind. ; at Fargo, N. Dak. ; at Des Moines, Iowa ; at Okla-
homa City; Fort Worth; and Houston and to all points west of

Kansas City. We originally had leased-wire connections from Kan-
sas City^to Denver, Butte, Spokane, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
with temporary wires during the heavy shipping season to the Im-
perial Valley and out to Greeley, Colo. The wire running up to

Greeley was leased about eight months during the period when we
had a man there to distribute information on cabbage and potatoes.

You see the leased wire cost is on a mileage basis, and if we give
the fruit and vegetable shippers a good market news service, which
aids them effectively in the distribution of their products, the volume
of information to be transmitted is so great that we can afford to

pay for leased-wire service, for a 12-hour day, and maintain two
telegraphers at every point. These men work on 7-hour shifts, over-

lapping in the middle of the day.
The Chairman. What is the mileage rate?

Mr. Sherman. $12 a mile.

The Chairman. Is that the uniform charge ?

Mr. Sherman. That is the uniform charge per mile, and that is

just one-half what we had to pay for the short-leased wire that we
had tried out experimentally just before the war broke out.

The Chairman. That is half the cost?

Mr. Sherman. Half of the regular rate to the Government. The
American Telegraph & Telephone Co. made this half rate to the

Government during the war, and we are on notice

The Chairman. Do you mean during the war it cost just half

of the regular rate ?

Mr. Sherman. I mean that the leased wire is costing us now ]ust

half what it cost before the war, and half what it will cost as soon

as the war emergency is over.

The Chairman. How do you account for that?

Mr. Sherman. The American Telegraph & Telephone Co. placed

its facilities at the disposal of the Government during the war emer-

gency, and the war emergency is still on.

Mr. Tincher. Is it your idea in asking for this money to partly

take care of that western leased-wire service?
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Mr. Sherman. If we go back to the prewar basis the $50,00(?'will

be used for increased work in the West and on the Pacific coast;

$50,000 would not pay for the leased wires.
Mr. TiNCHER. The gentleman from California was asking that we

restore the leased-wire service.
Mr. Sherman. And he told you it would take $75,000 to do it.

Mr. TiNCHER. Would $75,000 do it?

Mr. Sherman. We figure that on a prewar basis it will take two
or three times the $75,000 to take care of all the present leased-wire
mileage and to lease wires and pay incidental expenses from Kansas
to the coast.

The Chairman. Are we to understand that it will cost twice that

amount after peace is declared
; $12 now and $24 after peace is de-

clared ? /

Mr. Sherman. Yes; if it goes back to the basis which prevailed

before war was declared, unless they make concessions.

Mr. TiNCHER. You started to say that we were on notice.

Mr. Sherman. When we took it up with them and asked if they

would make a permanent concession to the Government, they said

that they would not promise anything of the sort.

The Chairman. Is the $75,000 based on the present rate or the in-

creased rate?

Mr. Sherman. The present rate.

The Chairman. If peace should be declared the cost would in-

crease ?

Mr. Sherman. The expense would go up and we could not main-
tain the leased wires. That must have been Representative Os-
borne's assumption when he estimated that $75,000 would care for it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You do not really lease and oper-

ate those lines, do you? Is it not simply a contract that you have
with the company to send your business at a certain rate?

Mr. Sherman. It is a contract with the company by which at a

certain hour in the morning this connection is set up throughout
the country, the system is set apart for our exclusive use for 12

hours, we furnishing our own operators, and the minute the 12

hours is up our oiSces are disconnected and during the night the

lines are used for their own business. That actually gives us 12

hours' exclusive use of their wires.

Mr. TiNCHER. And, unfortunately, your proposition compels the

leasing of these wires foi; next year.
Mr. Sherman. That brings me back again to the question as to

what we need for a satisfactory service. We had not estimated for

it. You will remember that the Secretary last year estimated $360,-

000 for this service. That was lump sum, I think. I explained
to the committee that the service had developed to nation-wide pro-

portions and we felt that it would cut very much out of the service

if the appropriation was less than that. The amount given us, how-
ever, was only $250,000. When the question came up as to whether
anything could be done to help out on the cost of living, the esti-

mate was referred to the Appropriations Committee, as a deficiency
estimate, but the judgment of your committee was followed and
the appropriation for this work was not further increased, ft has
been twice before Congress. It is for you to say. We will make
the best use we can of the money allowed us.
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Mr. Jokes. If this increase of $50,000 is granted do you expect to

keep up the leased wires from Kansas City to the West?
Mr. Sherman. With that, if possible, we will reopen a permanent

station at Fox't Worth, but we will not connect with it by leased

wire. It will be a permanent point for the distribution of such
information as we can afford to send out at Government rates. The
balance will be spent on the Pacific coast.

Mr. Jones. If peace is declared and the prices are doubled, what
will you do?
Mr. Sherman. It is a question whether we would be able to main-

tain as much of these wires as we have shown here in green. Our
idea is that it will cut out the leased wires materially. First, this

leased wire to Rochester and then a part of the year the leased wire
from Chicago to Minneapolis and the branch to Omaha.
Mr. Jones. You will either do that or ask for a supplemental ap-

propriation.

Mr. Sherman. I do not know whether we should. Should we?
If the committee thinks it necessary
Mr. Jones. I am asking you what your plan is. if the depart-

ment knows that the rates will be doubled after peace is. declared,

if the policy is established by the committee, do you expect to use

that as a basis to make good on the cost ?

Mr. Sherman. I had no such idea. We would simply cut the

service down, as we did heretofore when the appropriation was
reduced.

Mr. TiNCHER. If we increase that appropriation for some legiti-

mate purpose, we will have to get the money somewhere else. We
are spending more money than we are taking in ; so that if we increase

an appropriation, we must do so at the expense of some other appro-

priation. Would you suggest from what we could take this $75,000

with the least hurt all around ?

Mr. Sherman. I may say that my responsibility runs only to these

projects in the Bureau of Markets.

Mr. Tincher. Which is to get the money ?

Mr. Sherman. I beg your pardon. My attitude is not that of

trying to get all the money. If I had the Treasury of the United

States at my command I would not suggest to you gentlemen that

you appropriate as much money for this service as you did during the

war eniergency. My own idea is that, considering that we have dis-

banded the service and let the men go and that it is extremely diffi-

cult to get competent men in the department in the face of outside

competition. I would not want to put this work back to its former

proportions in too short a time. If you want to know how much
money you can put into this to make it render the service it was

intended to render, I would mention a half a million dollars, which

would mean that you would have to—the present estimate is $426,000.

We have $376,000 now.
We could not do it with half a million dollars quite. Ifsyou will

give us the $75,000 that Eepresentative Osborne requested, that with

what we have will enable us to render satisfactory service, assuming

that the leased-wire rate remains as it is. When that goes up, we
will have to content ourselves by getting out such information as we

can- at Government rate. But I have this ta say with reference to
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the expenditure of any increase that is put into this item, we have
not sold our furniture, but have transferred some of it to other

projects, and we have our equipment At Fort Worth ; we have all our

equipment on the Pacific coast and all of the money that we get in

addition to what we have now goes into the distribution of this in-

formation to the people that want it. Our collecting machinery
remains practically intact—our machinery for getting information.

We must maintain it, even if our news, is distributed very inade-

quately, and any additional money you give us will be for informa-

tion distributed by leased wire or by sending more information by
commercial wire in case the leased wire becomes too expensive.

The Chaikman. Have you found that leasing the wires is more
economical ?

Mr. Sherman. It has been a great saving. It was a saving in

1918 over what it would have been at Government rates, and you
must remember, in order to get our information over the wires,

that we code our stuff just as we did when using commercial wires,

through the arbitrary five-letter code, each code word taking the

place on an average of three words.

Mr. TiNCHER. You furnish these reports on fruits and vegetables.

Just what crops do (you cover?

Mr. Sherman. Or course, the practice varies tremendously with

the time of the year. Wo began originally with strawberrie?.

peaches, tomatoes, and cantaloupes. Then we gradually extended it

to cover most of the important perishable fruits and vegetables, and
during the war emergency we took up dry beans. The market news
service on live stock arid meats is handled by other men, and that on
dairy products is handled by still other men. The information has

to be collected at different hours of the day and has to be released

at different hours of the da|y. While the basic service is the same,

at the same time the machinery has to be entirely different. It must
be based upon the particular marketing machinery of that particular

industry.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. A number of years ago the citrus-

fruit growers of California had one or more very large organizations

and they had a big telegraphic service. Are they still maintaining
that for themselves?
Mr. Sherman. They are; and we have never touched the citrus

products on the Pacific coast, and spend no money oh news service

on citrus products, because that industry has been getting along
without it. I will sajy there that the independents of the citrus-fruit

industry, who handle 25 to 30 per cent of the products, asked us to

put in a market news service on citrus fruits so as to put them on a

basis of equality with the exchange, but we have never done so. It

would take a lot of money, more than we have ever been ready to

expend, and we felt that the industry was so well organized and
that the industry had such good market news service developed that

our services were not needed. They have plenty of money and
plenty of men and are able to get along without our assistance. We
did establish a citrus-fruit service on citrus fruits in Florida for one
year, and there was a tremendous protest on account of our inability

to do it again.

Mr. TiNCHEK. To what extent do you furnish information to the

live-stock and meat-producing industry?
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Mr. Livingston. That is the next item.
Mr. Sherman. These little black triangles on the map represent

the field stations in heavy-producing areas which have been disconr
tinned or will be dropped this year and will not be reopened under
our reduced appropriation.
Wherever you see that black triangle on the map you have a

heavy producing area, shipping large amounts of one commodity,
where we have rendered local service; that is to say, for instance,"
at the Laurinburg, N. C, station, a cantaloupe shipping station, we
have distributed there all of the information that could be gotten
on that commodity. It means that we had a local 'mailing list which
covered the industry in this territory. It means that the county
agents were notified that our man was coming in. Here is one thing
that the county agent does : The county agent in every one of these
points has been called upon to let his people know that this service
was at their command, and that they would be put on the mailing
list by request. It means that during the movement of crops from
that locality our man was able to issue every day, between 12 and
2 o'clock, a statement to his people showing what the shipments
were out of their own territory, what the shipments were out of
every competing shipping territory, where they were going, what
the prices were on all the different markets, what cars had arrived
during the preceding 24 hours, and what the prices were on the
North Carolina cantaloupes and on those from competing areas, and,
of course, that is where we feel the service is most important. We
feel that it is at just these points in the country that we are really
rendering service.

Mr. YoTjNG. Points like that are discontinued ?

Mr. Sherman. Yes; ever^^ one where you see the black triangle.
Mr. YoTJNG. That is a point where you believe you ought to have

a wire service?

Mr. Sherman. That is where it would be of very great service.

Mr. Young. If we cut down this part of the service, the producer
does not get the information that he wants and the consumer does
not get the advantage of the price. I am against this system if that
is what we are going to do.

Mr. Sherman. This [indicating] represents what we can carry
with the present appropriation. A number of these green pins rep-
resent the most important field stations, and these we can maintain.
Mr. Young. As I understood it, the reason for organizing this

whole system of the Bureau of Markets was to give to the farmer
a better system by which he could market his products. That is

why I advocated it.

Mr. Sherman. Absolutely.
Mr. Young. We had a false, uneconomical system which drove out

of existence many industries on the farm.
Mr. Sherman. That is true.

Mr. Young. To meet that situation we brought into existence a

Bureau of Markets. This telegiapliic information is a part of that

system. It had two objects in view : First, in order that the farmer
down at this point that you are going to cut out might have informa-
tion as to what is going on in these wholesale markets, and, in turn,

that the consumer in these wholesale markets might know what is

being produced in the agricultural sections.
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Mr. Sherman. What is being shipped, and the local f. o. b. price?

Mr. Young. The idea was that by that means we would eliminate

some of these middlemen, who ought to be eliminated as an eco-

nomic proposition.
Mr. Sherman. We have reduced their profits.

Mr. Young. So that the man that actually produced a thing on
the farm would be certain to have a fair price for it when it reached
the consumer. If you cut out this information at the points that

you indicate—the producing centers—you thereby enable the con-

sumer in the big centers to have an advantage over him; in other

words, instead of helping him to get a fair price for his product,

you enable the other fellow to gouge him. I want the work to be

done out in the producing centers.

Mr. Sherman. That is the tragic part of the situation as it ex-

ists, that the only place where you can contract and expand readily

is at the producing end. That means a good many men traveling;

that means a good many men with salaries and expense accounts;

and the minute you begin to cut down, you cut down the field meu.
Next year we expect to have from 8 to 10 field men doing that work,
and they will cover about 50 points, so you see we will still do a

lot of it. We must maintain these city stations. At Cincinnati, St.

Louis, and Kansas City they have mailing lists down to this south-

ern territory. When the information is received from there, how-
ever, it is not as prompt and as valuable as where we can put a man
right in the territory. But, as I explained, you see, we have got to

keep getting our railroad information and maintain our city offices,

or we would not have the information to distribute at all.

Mr. Young. How much money do you need to keep the producing
centers going?
Mr. Sherman. You see our expenses are uncertain now. I said

a few moments ago that a half million dollars would do it, but I

immediately felt that I put it too low, with the constantly in-

creasing expense, travel, supplies, and the uncertainty of express rates

and railroad rates if Government control is discontinued.
Mr. Young. At one end of my district and in the adjoining coun-

ties is a great tomato-producing section—Smith County, for example

—

which illustrates the other sections of the country. I know that

some of these industries have grown up, prospered, and have been
made possible very largely by reason of this market-news service.

They have the land that will produce the stuff, and they are willing

to produce it; but under the old system I have seen magnificent
orchards cut out and put into cotton. It was not that the world does
not need this stuff, but we had such an uneconomical system of
reaching the markets of the world that people could not success-

fully follow raising potatoes, for illustration, or tomatoes. After
the esta,blishment of this market-news service, however, those com-
munities have been prospering. We feel the need of this service,

and I would hate to see those communities denied this information
tha,t has been sufficient to measure the difference between adversity
and prosperity.

Mr. Sherman. You happen to be near the local office in Jackson-
ville, Tex. That has been such a valuable office that it will be con-
tinued.
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Mr. Young. You are supplying this service to some in my district.
Mr. Sherman. That is one of the 40 or 50 points where we will

maintain the service.

The Chairman. How long will it take for you to finish, Mr. Sher-
man? There is a roll call.

Mr. Sherman. That will depend on the wishes of the committee.
The Chairman. We want to go into this matter rather fully.
Mr. Sherman. It would take some little time.
The Chairman. If it is agreeable, we will take a recess until to-

morrow and will hear you further then.
(Thereupon, at 5.20 o'clock p. m., the committee recessed until

Tuesday, January 13, at 10 o'clock a. m.)

Committee on Agriculture,
House of Representatives,

Tuesday^ January 13, 1920.

after recess.

Bureau of Markets—Continued.

The committee reconvened at 2 o'clock p. m., pursuant to the taking
of recess, Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen (chairman) presiding.

STATEMENT OF ME. WELLS A. SHERMAN, SPECIALIST IN CHARGE
OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLE DIVISION, BUREAU OF MARKETS,
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Continued.

The Chairman. I believe you explained to what extent the market
news service on fruit and vegetables had been cut off. Will you. state

the territory which is covered at the present time and which would be
covered under an increased appropriation?
Mr. Sherman. At the present time we have 12 permanent market

stations in the 12 most important markets—Boston, New York, Phila-
delphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, Cincinnati, Chicago, Minne-
apolis, St. Louis, Kansas City, and Omaha. We have no permanent
full-fledged market stations west of Kansas City and Omaha. We
are, however, maintaining one man each, with the nucleus of an office,

retaining the rented quarters, at Los Angeles, San Francisco, and
Portland, and we are keeping a man, at Spokane during th« apple-

market season, which is- a long one there, extending over a period of
seven or eight months.
The Chairman. Is he employed at Spokane during the apple-

market season?
Mr. Sherman. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Eeports are sent over the wire, but not over leased

wire ?

Mr. Sherman. They are sent by commercial wire ?

The Chairman. At the Government rate?

Mr. Sherman. At the regular Government rate. Those three sta-

tions are being operated now on the same basis as the tempq^ary
field station is operated during the producing season ; that is to say.
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each one is being sent daily telegraphic news on one particular ci6p

—

that is, the crop they are most interested in in that locality ; but
they are not being given the full news service which we are able
to distribute as far as our leased-wire service extends.

The Chairman. If the increase is granted, what territory will be
covered ?

Mr. Sherman. When the estimates were prepared the idea was
we could increase the amount sent to Pacific coast points to probably
double the amount we are sending them now, but not that we could
reestablish, that leased-wire service. We also thought it would
enable us to maintain a man at Fort Worth and through him we
can reach this large territory in the Southwest, which is not reached
effectively at all under the present arrangement.
The Chairman. To the west of Minneapolis ?

Mr. Sherman. Yes. We have a permanent office at Minneapolis,
but we have taken out the station at Fargo and cut off that leased-

wire service.

The Chairman. Do you contemplate restoring that ?

Mr. Sherman. No, sir; there is not business enough at Fargo to

justify us in keeping a man there more than three or four months
during the potato-marketing season. We have a man stationed there
while the crop is moving heavily, but, unless we have a materially
increased appropriation we could not afford to keep a man there per-

manently either for this work or inspection work. I may say that
since those projects of the Bureau of Markets have recently been
j)ut into a single division, of which I am in charge, that enables

us to bring about a very close cooperation between the news service

and the inspection service. And in some of those places where we
have discontinued the news service we are still getting a report

on the market from the inspector, but we can not use it as a dis-

tributing point for news because the inspector is busy climbing in

and out of the cars all day and can not run off bulletins and attend
to that sort of work at the same time.

You asked me to develop the points that Representative Osborne
made to the committee. Representative Osborne spoke to you about
the value of the work, especially to the vegetable and soft-fruit

shippers in the vicinity of Los Angeles in southern California. I

am not certain whether it was put in the record yesterday or not,

but we have rendered no service on citrus fruits in that country.
The cantaloupe situation of the Imperial Valley is a unique one

and is one of the first places where this service in its experimental
stage was established and has had very great usefulness. There are

some interesting figures connected with the development of that

work which are really striking. I do not know whether you care

for them in the record or not, but this is the way that industry had
been running from the time they discovered they had a wonderful
cantaloupe country up to the present time : About 1905 the industry
first came on the map as being of some importance, with 297 car-

loads of cantaloupes shipped out of Imperial Valley. In 1906 they
doubled that and shipped out 577 cars. In 1907 they had 644 cars ; in

1908, 1,891. Then they had a bad year and they dropped, in 1909,
to 1,411. Then in 19i0 they went up to 1,621 ; in 1911, 2,580 ; in

1912, 2,887, and they were still making money for everybody almost
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«very year. Then in 1913 they had 3,502 cars, and the results were
rather unfortunate. Nobody made anything in particular.

In 1914 the momentum of the industry carried it up to 4,416 cars

and they ha,d big losses and people began to say that the industry
in the valley was going to pieces and they never could get their in-

vestment back. There had been a tremendous investment put in

there in packing houses, icing and shipping sheds, and all that sort

of thing. So in 1915 the Bureaii of Markets came in with its market-
ing service just being organized and helped them on the distribution

problem. They succeeded in spreading the crop out a little better

over the country, and in 1915 they ma,rketed 4,729 carloads, and they
made a little money, although they had 300 more cars than they
did in the disastrous year before. In 1916 it dropped 100 cars to

4,617. In 1917 they went up to 5,007 cars, with good results. In
1918 they had bad weather and dropped to 4,398 cars. In 1919
they went up to 7,616 cars to the 10th of July, when our office closed

and there were probably about 100 cars shipped after that, or about
7,700 cars, which were marketed successfully, with large profits to

the growers and distributors. Everybody in the deal made money
on the cantaloupes and practically 4,000 cars more went on the
market than we^e taken in the first disastrous year.

Of course, the buying power of the country had increased, there
was no doubt of that, and we must not omit that consideration; but
the people who handled the cantaloupes, the 18 big firms, through
whom all of these cantaloupes are distributed, say emphatically that
they never would have financed that acreage—and they do finance

that acreage, because they begin to make advances against the acreage
from thiB time it is planted—if it had not been for the assurance they
gained by having this service to depend on in helping them distribute

the crop. 'They have gotten into hundreds of towns, I may say, that

never were reached otherwise and would not have been reached but
for the news service.

Mr. Anderson. Do you control the sending of shipments into differ-

ent localities in proportion to what you understand to be the con-

sumptive capacity of the place?
Mr. Sherman. The control is exercised by these 18- firms—23 this

last year. There were 18 the year I was down there, and there are

23 now, every one of which has a permanent local representative right

there in the valley, and we give them the movements from day to day,

the number of cars out, the number distributed to each market, and
the number arriving in each market. And when you consider those

cars are in transit, on the. average, for about 8 to 10 days, they have

an opportunity to follow "those cars up with diversion orders and to

switch them into every little market where they can get an order; and,

of course, they have also the telegraph inquiries and offers going out

from their home offices in ChicagOj Pittsburgh, and Cincinnati trying

to place those cars as they are commg over the rails.

Mr. Anderson. Is there any agreement as to the division of terri-

tory or the relative proportion of the crop which is to be shipped to

various markets?
Mr. Sherman. Not so far as we know, but there is a very general

knowledge now that when they get above a certain number of cars

going into almost any of these markets, with the exact history of three

years before them, they can tell practically to a certainty when any
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particular market is being overloaded, and the man who has six cars
en route to Chicago, if he sees so many carloads already on the mar-
ket and more cars likely to arrive in Chicago in the next few days,
.will make a desperate effort to sell somewhere else.

Mr. Anderson. So that, without having any agreement, they get all

the advantages of an agreement, which would be a violation of the
Clayton antitrust law ?

Mr. Sherman. Apparently there is not a division of the territory,

because we find right here in the city of Washington the cantaloupes
of five or six distributors all offered in competition with each other.

One day you may find Weaver's products predominate and next week
Girard's, and they overlap all the time.
Of course, there are certain firms that never ship a car except into

the home office in Chicago. One of the big distributors does this,

and if he disposes of a car otherwise it goes out from Chicago on
order from somewhere else. Others, one or two, have headquarters
in Los Angeles and are selling largely in the East; of course, doing
all of it by wire. An interesting little point came up one day when
I happeaied to be in Brawley, Calif., during the marketing season.

I noticed many rather small towns taking a carload of cantaloupes
occasionally. I knew that Knoxville and Chattanooga, Term., were
larger towns than some of the towns that were taking a carload ot
cantaloupes, and I said, " Why is it a carload of cantaloupes never
seems to be placed in either one of those two markets ? " The best

reason I was able to find was this : That there was not one of the 18
distributors who knew a firm in either of those towns he would trust

for a carload of cantaloupes, and they never tried to sell any there,

and the only cantaloupes going into those markets were express ship-

ments from Cincinnati, or something like that. So this distribution

hinged, to a certain extent, in having their attention attracted to the
fact there were potential markets for their cantaloupes, so that those

men have interested.themselves and found out who was in business in

those towns, and last year carloads of California cantaloupes went
into each of those towns.
The Chairman. Are the firms you refer to local firms ?

Mr. Sherman. No, sir; two or three of them have headquarters in

Chicago. Some are in Pittsburgh, Columbus, and Cincinnati. All
these commission firms put their money in the growing and market-
ing of the crop under contract, so that when the cantaloupes are

grown they will take care of the distribution at a fixed percentage
charge.
The Chairman. Are they in the commission business or are they

merchants?
Mr. Sherman. They are in the commission business and they han-

dle those cantaloupes.
The Chairman. Do they buy direct or sell on commission?
Mr. Sherman. The(y sell on commission. The grower pays 15.

per cent for distributing that crop and interest on the money which
they advance him. A contract is made to handle so many acres for

each grower. It is an individual contract with each grower to make
certain advances at different stages of the game, certain advances per
crate.

Last season, of course, we rendered the same service—that is,

where the cantaloupe movements start in the beginning of the year.
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We have field stations in Georgia and Florida and then the next im-
portant western point is away over here in the Salt River Valley,

around Phoenix, in Maricopa County, Ariz., and then we move out
to Turlock, Calif., and then come over there finally to Rocky Ford.
That is the itinerary of that man,.serving those places in rotation.

The Chairman. A number of urgent requests were received last

year. We did the best we could and we will do that again.

Mr. Sherman. Mr. Young raised the question yesterday about the

policy or the necessity of discontinuing so much of our work in the

field where it comes home directly to the grower, right in his home
community. These black triangles on the map represent field stations

where we have had men stationed for short periods during the heavy
producing season and where we will not be able to continue the service

with the present appropriation. I might say when the appropriation
was reduced we had no hint given us by the committee of how you
preferred w_e should curtail, and it was perfectly evident we had to

discontinue the service on certain crops entirely.

The Chairman. That is a matter, of course, that the committee
must .leave to the discretion, of the department.
Mr. Sherman. That had to be a matter of administrative judg-

ment,,and we dropped entirely the minor crops which had been the

last ones taken on and discontinued the service on grapes, asparagus,

and bunched vegetables, prunes, pears, spinach, and dried beans. Of
course, as you know, when we discontinue a service on a crop all of

the field stations pertaining to that crop go oflf automatically. So
the number of these black triangles represents the points at which
crops were reported and have gone out automatically with the elimi-

nation of the service on these crops. When we decided we could not

continue the crop service, we did not attempt to continue the stations

and when the shipping season opened in western New York we had
a telegram from the grape growers in which they said they did not

know what to do with the crop this year, that the wineries were off

the market and they could not sell their crop to the wineries as th6y

had in the past and they had no connections in the cities and did not
know to whom to sell their grapes and were practically at the mercy
of the juice factories to take what they offered. And they told us

they lost a thousand dollars a day because of not getting this in-

formation that we had given to them. I do not know whether that is

true or not, but we took their word for it, and, of course, they think

when we come and tell you about that it will be all right.

I do not want to bore the committee by reading very much, but,

if I may, let me give you just two or three sentences from letters of

potato growers in different parts of the country which show you how
people handling the more staple fruits and vegetables, where they

did not think at first this service would be so successful, are referring

to it. I will read two sentences from a letter from the secretary of

the Aroostook County Potato Growers' Association, of Houlton, Me.,

the most concentrated potato territory in the United States, where
we are now maintaining a field station dtiring the fall shipping sea-

son. We circularized our whole mailing list there, something like

2,000 farmers, asking them how soon we could discontinue the service.

This man says

:

I wish to take this opportunity to express to you my gratitude for the very

complete marliet reports we are receiving from day to day. In my opinion
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there is nothiug the Government could do for the farmers and shippers of pota-
toes which would be of any more benefit to them than this market-report system.

Mr. Anderson. Who is this gentleman?
Mr. Sherman. This is from Guy 0. Porter, at Houlton, Me., secre-

tary of the Aroostook County Potato Growers' Association. I think
there are about 3,000,000 bushels of potatoes grown there in one
county. It is the heaviest potato-producing county in the United
States. That is the testimony of the men who have an eight months'
or a nine months' shipping season. Now to drop down to Charleston,

S. C, we have an entirely different proposition, where the potatoes

are an early crop and they have to market them a day or two after

they are dug, and where there is active competition with the growers,
north and south of them competing for the early market. Let me
give you this background. Most of the potatoes that go out of
Charleston are offered by two organizations, one having about 75
per cent of the business and the other most of the remaining 25 per
cent. We circularized this territory, as we have circularized all these

territories, telling them the service is going to be reduced this spring
and asking them how much it is worth to them in their neighbor-
hood and whether it is worth while for us to try to cut it short or
whether they can get along without the service, and they have come
back with letters, each one in his own way, telling us what we have
done for him, and we find some places where they thought nothing
was going to hurt them so much as to be compelled to do without
that information as-they expect to be guided by it. This is the testi-

mony from the organization that controls a little less than 25 per cent.

The people who have about 75 per cent of the business said

:

You do not need to send a man back to Charleston this year, if it is a matter
of difficulty under your appropriation, because we can pay for a wire from
Washington and get the information we want from that point.

The fellows who have 75 per cent of the business can afford to pay
for getting the information by wire from Washington, but in that
case they would have it and the smaller fellow would not. The
smaller fellow says:

We would consider that we would be badly handicapped without the Gov-
ernment bulletin on " Daily Movement of Vegetable Crops," not only from
here, but from other sections. This bulletin has been of great assistance to

us in distributing these crops here, and when we are moving our crops we wait
on them eagerly each morning. Without the bulletin we would have no way
of knowing what Florida oj points south have shipped; neither would we
know the quantity points north of us have shipped. To give you an illus-

tration of the potato movement of last season, this bulletin showed that Florida,

Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina, and Virginia were all shipping po-

tatoes at one time. It was like watching a barometer to see the falling off of
Florida and the gradual increase of South Carolina and Virginia.

They have competitors north and south of them. [Continuing
reading :]

The movement had been running about 200 cars of new potatoes daily. We
have not this bulletin before us, but our recollection is that suddenly the move-
ment jumped to 500 cars, which includes a heavy movement from Virginia.
Our market here had been running around $8 f. o. b.

That is, $8 f. o. b. Charleston, for the high-priced early potatoes
they had last year. [Continuing reading

:]

When we saw this Government report we knew that some one was going to
get hurt, unless the movement was widely distributed.
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That is the point I was making a few moments ago relative to the
cantaloupe situation, unless those potatoes along the coast are widely
distributed, somebody is going to get hurt, and the crop naturally
gravitates to New York, because the New York commission mer-
chants finance so much of it. [Beading :]

We hunted for new markets like we never hunted before. We took any
reasonable offer

—

That is the answer as to whether it hurts the consumer. [Con-
tinuing heading :]

We hunted for new markets like we never hunted before. We took any
reasonable offler, and the final results showed a very good average, even under
such a heavy movement. The eastern markets fell down badly when these
potatoes arrived, some of them declined $5 and $6 per barrel.

Anyone who has had experience in distributing these crops knows how Im-
portant these Government buletins are, and if the Government wants to do
the farmers a- real service they will under no circumstances discontinue them.

Just to make this complete, I want to read two sentences of testi-

mony from Mr. McLaughlin's territory, from Mr. C. A. Wagner, of
Athens, Mich.

:

My having the market report on potatoes last season enabled me to obtain
40 cents per bushel more for my crop of about 1,400 bushels than I would have
received if I had taken the prices offered by the local buyers.

That is by telling him what he could get if he shipped outside.

I won't burden your, record with any more letters, unless you want
them, but I can give you as many as you choose. *

The Chairman. We have gone over this thoroughly ; we will take

up the next item.

Mr. Sherman. I had an answer here, which I hoped the conmiittee

would take a little seriously^ to Mr. Tincher's question as to where
to get the money for increasing the appropriation for this work.

I understand that is, perhaps, a joking question, but the figures on
that are just a little surprising. I had never figured this until last

night. . I have figured many times in a rough way the saving to the
growers and the public of this country, but I had never figured it in

terms of the income tax. Those distributors from the Imperial
Valley, every one of them, are big firms, whose business run up into

the hundreds of thousarids and millions of dollars, and every dollar

you add to their income, in legitimate commissions or new business,

is putting money right into the Treasury in the form of an income
tax. Four thousand cars of additional cantaloupes, which they say
we are responsible for, 4,000 cars of cantaloupes last year, were
worth ov§r $1,000 a car, or $4,000,000. The commissions, the legiti-

mate, contract commissions for distributing that are 15 per cent, or

$600,000 of legitimate commissions on new business. Added to the

earnings of firms whose income is running into the hundreds of

thousands of dollars anyhow, an average of 25 per cent income tax

is a modest estimate. That gives you $150,000 paid into the Treas-

ury of the United States an the increased business in one little

community.
Mr. Anderson. What is you" average ilicoms tax?

Mr. Sherman. I say, with the surtaxes, it is probably at least 25

per cent. With reference to the growers who have actually got that

$4,000,000, assuming only the minimum 4 per cent, you have $160,000

164315—20 74
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more; or yoii have over $300,000 of increased revenue derived from
the increased business in one spot on one crop, which represents about
1 per cent of this service. If there is any bunk in those figures,

I really do not know it ; I have not put it there.

The Texas onion growers tell you it is worth $1,000,000 a year to
this onion industry ; and so the thing goes on multiplying itself all

over the country. In other words, this particular goose is laying
some golden eggs right now, but she is laying at about one-half
capacity for the lack of a few thousand dollars to make the service

practically complete again.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I never paid much attention to

those large incomes. Is 25 per cent the tax on an income of $600,000?
Mr. Sherman. That income of $600,000 is distributed over about

20 firms, all of which do an enormous business. That is simply a

guess. Probably it would be more than that for any one firm, very
much more.
That is all I have to say.

The Chaieman. Thank you, Mr. Sherman.
Mr. Livingston. The next item is No. 82, " To enable the Secre-

tary of Agriculture to carry into effect until their termination the
provisions of the proclamations of the President of June 18 and
September 6, 1918, and the regulations thereunder relating to the

stockyard industry," etc. The item is dropped in the estimates

because the authority for the work will be discontinued with the

proclamation of peace. In fact, the work has practically been discon-

tinued at this time. That is to say, we have a sufficient amount of

money to continue it for a month or six weeks more only.

Mr. Anderson. What has been accomplished by the stockyards
supervision ? That is what we want to know. What do we get for

our money?
Mr. Livingston. The work that has been done this fiscal year was

the same type of work as that done the last -fiscal year, which was
financed out of funds appropriated in connection with the food-

control act. This item, as I imderstand it, was pxit in the Agricultural

appropriation bill in the Senate in order to keep intact the machinery
that was set up during war times, in order that there would be a

nucleus to continue the provisions of that act until the enactment of

the Kenyon or Kendrick bills. It was put in, my understanding is,

at the instance of the Senate. I will be very glad to have Mr. Hall

give you a brief statement.

The Chairman. You did not furnish us with any information last

year because you were then in process of organization. It occurred

to me that you might want to give a report now.
Mr. Livingston. I personally must plead ignorance, because I was

not connected with that phase of the organization at that time. Mr.

Hall, I am sure, can give you information regarding that.

The Chairman. We will be glad to hear Mr. Hall.

FUKTHER STATEMENT OF MR. LOUIS D. HAIL, IN CHARGE OF THE
DIVISION OF LIVE STOCK, MEATS, AND ANIMAL BY-PRODUCTS,
BUREAU OF MARKETS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr, Hall. As Mr. Harrison stated yesterday, this work wao
financed during the previous fiscal year out of funds allotted from
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the President's emergency -fund. Superyisors were stationed at all

the principal live-stock markets, and regulations were issued by the
President on the recommendation of the Department of Agriculture.
The duty of the local supervisors was to see that those regulations
were enforced, and the purpose of the regulations was to prevent
unfair practices, combinations, deception, and overcharges for feed
or service, and requiring the stockyard companies to furnish ade-
quate and ample facilities to care for the stock that comes into those
yards. The Secretary has included the report of the activities in

his annual report, both for the previous fiscal year and the present
fiscal year.

The Chaiemak. What was done?
Mr. Hall. "We found in a good, many of the stock yards that they

were not furnishing sufficient pens and were not keeping them clean

and that the terminal facilities were not sufficient to get the stock into

the yards after they had reached the city in which the market was
located. For instajice, at Indianapolis the president of the live-stock

exchange said they were going to build a monument to the Bureau
of Markets, because for 25 years they had been trying to correct delays

on the terminal railroad there, conditions which caused delays of

from 6 to 8 to 24 hours in getting stock into the yards and unloaded
after they reached Indianapolis, and within three weeks after the

supervisor was stationed there that condition had been corrected by
the addition of more switch engines, crews, and a better system of

handling the business, so that it only took 45 minutes to 2 hours to get

that stock in and saved a tremendous aniount of shrinkage. He
stated that item alone at Indianapolis would pay the cost of our

supervision over all markets.

We found the packers, commission men, speculators, and traders

and the stock yards themselves were practicing irregularities which
had grown up and come to be recognized as more or less customary

and therefore winked at. It would take a long time to enumerate all

of them, but I would be glad to give you as many illustrations as time

permits.

We found at Kansas City, for instance, it was costing commission

men a couple of thousand dollars a year in tips to the yard men, the

men employed by the stockyard companies who were supposed to im-

load the stock as it arrived on the market, and through a system of tip-

ping certain commission firms had been favored in the pens that were

assigned to them and in the promptness with which the stock was
driven to the pens and weighed after being sold. And through our

instrumentality a rule was passed by the exchange forbidding another

practice at the Chicago Stockyards : The exchange, even previous to

the license going into eifect, established a rule stating in view of the

fact that the license was going to go into effect, and since the Govern-

ment doubtless would look with disfavor upon the trade in crippled

hogs it would be forbidden on and after that date for any commission

firm to employ any crippled hog trader or to use the services of any

crippled hog trader in handling stock. Previous to that it was cus-

tomary for the man who made it a business of dealing in crippled

hogs and cattle to help the commission men yard and handle their

stock, and it has been suspected more than suspected, I might say,

that many of these men had not-limited their dealings altogether to

crippled stock; that is to say, if there were not enough crippled stock
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in a load it is said they went so far as to take a club and make a few
more crippled hogs.

All the way from Boston to Portland, Oreg., and from Jackson-

ville, Fla., to San Francisco we are dealing with large arid small

irregularities. The Senate Committee on Agriculture has our record

of a large number of cases in which commission firms have been found
to overcharge their customers for feed. The commission firms are

not supposed to make any profit on feed ; they are supposed to order

feed from the stockyards company and charge their patrons for the

feed they order. Instead of that, some firms have been ordering a

great deal more feed than the stock needed and then, as they said,

-they salvaged what was left and sold it to the next fellow. In other

words, they were charging two, three, four, or five farmers for the

same hay. Some fairly high-class men had indulged in the practice,

and they seemed to think it was one of the perquisites of the busi-

ness, and when the matter was called to their attention admitted

that they did not enjoy doing business that way, but that they found
competition had forced them into it.

The Chaikman. Do you class that as an irregularity—stealing

hay? Is that just a mere irregularlity? [Laughter.]

Mr. Hall. Sufficient to cause the revocation of the license. And
one firm that had been engaged in that irregularity has been out of

business for a good many months and there are some other cases of

that kind now pending.
Mr. Heflin. The chairman wishes to know what you would regard

as a serious offense.

The Chairmax. Do you regard that as a serious offense?

Mr. Hall. I do, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. What did you do about it?

Mr. Hall. We have no authority to send men to jail; that is en-

tirely within the province of the local courts or the district courts.

We had two alternatives in cases of that kind, to revoke their license

or to settle the matter with them.
The Chairman. How did you settle it?

Mr. Hall. To take a more prominent case, Eappal Bros. & Quinn,
of Chicago, we found during a period since January 1, 1918, they

had accumulated something like $20,000 or $21,000 in profits of that

kind and during a period of three years it had amounted to some-
thing like $60,000. There was the alternative of revoking their li-

cense, in which case they would keep the money, or requiring them
to restore that money to the shippers and permit them to remain in

business. It was impossible for the Secretary of Agriculture to do
both. If he revoked their license, he would have had no further re-

course as to the restoring of the funds. And under all the circum-
stances, which were carefully gone into by the various officials con-

cerned in the administration of the law, it was decided to require

them to restore the money to their shippers instead of revoking the

license. And shortly after that the Chicago Live Stock Exchange
called these people before it and found them guilty of a violation
of the exchange regulations and expelled them ; so that they are out
of business now as promptly and probably more so than if the Secre-
tary had revoked the license.

The Chairman. I infer that the Federal Government found them
guilty and then simply withdrew their license, when it would seem as
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though they should have been sent to the penitentiary rather than
be let off and the cases compromised. That is being done in a good
many instances.

Mr. Hall. If the district attorney should see fit, he could still

proceed against them.
The Chairman. Why send anybody out there unless you enforce

the law ?

Mr. Hall. The Department of Agriculture is not charged, in the
enforcement of this law, with sending licensees to the penitentiary.

The Chairman. What is the use of investigating if nobody is going
to be punished ?

Mr. Hall. Apparently the practice has been stopped.

The Chairman. Is it not the duty of the Department of Agricul-
ture to turn the matter over to the Department of Justice, in order
that justice may be meted out ?

Mr. Hall. I think so ; but I do not think the Department of Jus-
tice has any jurisdiction over that case, because similar cases which
have gone to the Supreme Court have been found to be not within
the jurisdiction of the Department of Justice.

The Chairman. We had better dispense with the whole service if

you are simply running down evil practices.

Mr. Hall. I should say that practice has been stopped and other
practices likewise have been stopped.

The Chairman. Is it the policy of the Department of Ap-iculture
to stop here—not to punish the crime, but to agree that stopping these

evil practices will be sufficient?

Mr. Hall. I should want to refer that question to our solicitor.

Personally, I think that a willful case of such overcharging is a crime
which deserves very severe punishment.
The Chairman. Evidently it did not receive very serious considera-

tion.

Mr. Hall. It did receive serious consideration.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. After all, I think the stealing of

money in Chicago is an offense against the State and should be
prosecuted in the State courts. I agree with the witness that it is not
a matter for the Department of Justice.

Mr. Harrison. Mr. Chairman, you understand we merely had the

power to revoke their license. It was a question of whether we
should revoke their license, in which case we would not have been
able to return these excess profits to the customers. There was
$20,000 involved in this case ; we gave them an opportunity to make
restitution, and they made restitution, the $20,000 being sent back
to the producers.
The Chairman. Was the crime committed during the term of the

license?

Mr. Hall. Chiefly before the license went into effect.

Mr. Heflin. And the evil practice has been discontinued?
Mr. Hall. Other cases involving over $80,000 are now under con-

sideration, and in fact in litigation, and an appeal has been taken
from the district court in Chicago and notices have been sent .out

and our supervisors have been so instructed that such practices have
been stopped, saving a great many thousands of dollars more than
a fine would amount to, in the amount that is actually beins re-

turned to the pockets of the stock raisers. I regret, with the chair-
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man, that the laws of our land are not such that there is some Fed-
eral agency which can quickly and effectively punish offenses of that

kind, because I assure you I consider it a great deal jnore than a

mere irregularity.

The Chairman. The filing of a complaint is not limited to indi-

vidual citizens; an officer of a department has just as much right

to file a complaint as anybody else. It is a question of what the

purpose of the department is after running down these frauds,

whether they propose to punish those who are guilty or simply com-
promise and let them go.

Mr. Harrison. The purpose of the "department is to enforce the

law as passed by Congress. The department has enforced the law;

it is still enfcircing it. If you wish to go into the legal phases of

th^ proposition, we will have the solicitor come 'up here and discuss

it with you.

The Chairman. I do not think we need to discuss it with the

solicitor ; we know what the punishment is for stealing.

,
Mr. Livingston. I wish to state for the record that the Solicitor

of the Department of Agriculture has been before the Senate com-
mittee on this particular matter and has given a full explanation

of it from the standpoint of the legal points involved.

The Chairman. I have heard a good deal of criticism in the

stockyards by the commission men as to the way the matter was
disposed of ; I was trying to find out the facts about the matter.
Mr. Hall. You are quite right, but I might point out that the com-

mission men have been very inconsistent in the matter in this way:
They objected because the Department of Agriculture did not pro-

ceed vigorously enough against Eappal Bros., and they are now ob-

jecting because the department is proceeding too vigorously against

some six or eight other commission firms that are guilty of the same
thing, although not on as large a scale.

Mr. Harrison. They combined together and enjoined the depart-

ment from compelling the restitution of the funds, and the case has

been carried to the court of apj)eals.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What was the decision of the court?

Mr. Harrison. The decision was against the department; that is,

the court decided that the department could not revoke a license solely

on the groimd that a licensee failed to restore the overcharges to the

parties in interest. '

Mr. Hall. Could not revoke the license because of a refusal to re-

store the funds.

The Chairman. That would all depend on the terms of the licensie,

of course.

Mr. Harrison. The Senate committee has within the last week

passed a resolution asking for a full report on these overcharge cases.

That report is in course of preparation and we will be glad to send

the committee a copy of it as soon as it is available.

The Chairman. The report will do no good. The matter has been

disposed of. That is water that has gone over the wheel.

Mr. Hall. It is water that is still going.

The Chairman. As I understood yoUj the matter had been settled.

Mr. Heplin. How long has it been since the proposition was dis-

posed of?

Mr. Hall. That was last June, Mr. Heflin.
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Mr. Livingston. It is in the courts now.
Mr. Hall. I was speaking of the Rappal case that had been settled.

The others are in the courts. Pef-haps I can give a better illustration

of the effect of supervision on the improvement of conditions. Our
investigations in Indianapolis indicated that a large speculator had
a monopoly, practically, of the sheep and lamb trade there by virtue
of a secret agreement with Swift & Co.'s buyer whereby this specu-
lator would find out in the morning what Swift & Co. would pay for
the sheep, and then he would go out and buy accordingly, and Swift
& Co. would not buy from the members of the trade, except this one
man. A hearing has been held on that case. The attorney general
of Indiana entered the complaint. A full hearing has been held, and
the finding has not yet been formally issued, but action will be taken
very shortly, and we think that practice has been stopped.
The Chairman. Is that the only conspiracy in the trade they

foimd?
Mr. Hall. We dealt with it simply as a matter of violatioii of the

regulations under the food-control act—an unfair practice.

The Chairman. Is that the only unfair practice that has been
found ? I

Mr. Hall. By no means.
The Chairman. As to monopoly, agreements in restraint of trade,

and violations of the antitrust laws ?

Mr. Hall. I do not recall whether there are others that would
come under the pale of the Sherman Act or not, Mr. Chairman. I
would, of course, have to consult the solicitor's office on that legal

point. Most of our work has dealt with the general improvement of
conditions in the stoclcyards and the relations of the commission men,
packers, and traders. We have had a force of auditors going through
their books, and we have found all manner of irregularities. One
commission man at Chicago, for instance, was taking out a few dollars

from each shipment, simply stealing it out of the returns, and falsified

the returns to cover it up. He plead guilty, his license was surren-

dered and canceled, and the money involved was restored to its

owners. We found one man in Kansas City had been stealing cattle

outright.

The Chairman. Was there any effort made to punish him?
Mr. Hall. His license was revoked.
The Chairman. That was the only punishment ?

Mr. Hall. Yes, sir. I am inclined to think, if my memory serves

me right, that he was proceeded against in the local courts. I know
they either proposed to take or have taken action against him. I

would be glad to enter into the record a very full statement of the
work on supervision of the stockyards during the past year, if the
chairman desires it. Such a report has been filed with the chief and
could readily be made a part of the record.

The Chairman. I do not believe it is necessary to put any lengthy
statement in the record, but if you wish to refer to some specific cases

you may put them in.

Mr. Hall. I will answer any other questions here you wish to ask.

The Chairman. I believe that is all.

Mr. Livingston. The next item, Mr.^ Chairman, is No. 83, on page
248, " To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to gather from stock-
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men, live-stock associations, State live-stock and agricultural boards,"

and so forth, " inforroiation relative to the number of different classes

and grades of marketable live stock," and so forth, and I will ask

Mr. Hall to discuss that item also. There is an apparent increase

here of $34,000, but, considering the transfers to the statutory roll,

the actual increase is $50,000, the same amount that was asked for in

connection with the item on the market news service for fruits and
vegetables.

Mr. Hall. The general features of the live stock and meat infor-

mation source are very similar to those of the market news service

on fruits and vegetables, concerning which Mr. Sherman has spoken
in considerable detail. It is not my purpose to repeat a great deal

of what Mr. Sherman has said, since it applies equally to both
services, but the present organization and service so far as live stock

and meats are concerned has been curtailed to five offices at the stock-

yards in the Middle West and three branch offices at the large meat
distributing centers in the East. On the 1st of July, like the fruit

and vegetable information service, we were obliged to cut off all wires

to offices west of the Missouri River, and I would like to show you
at a glance, on a little map, just what that has meant to the live-stock

industry of the United States. The green areas, including the States

east of the Dakotas, Nebraska, Kansas, and Oklahoma, and including

the north of Arkansas, Tennessee, parts of Mississippi and Alabama,
North Carolina, and the remainder of the States north and east of
those, are now receiving the daily telegraphic service of the bureau.

All of the white area, which includes a great part of the live stock

producing country of the United States, the western range, and the

mountain and Pacific coast region, and a great part of the Gulf States

and nearly all of Texas, practically all of Texas, are now without
the information which they were receiving previous to the 1st of July.

The cutting off of this service brought forth a flood of protests

from representative organizations and individuals among the live-

stock trade. In California, for instance, the California Cattlemen's
Association passed a resolution, which I understand was filed at the

time with this committee, to the effect that the market news service

had their hearty approval; that it had been of great assistance to

producers and distributors, and would become more and more so by
preventing extreme fluctuations in live-stock conditions, by estab-

lishing closer relations between the market prices of live stock and
meats, and by facilitating and encouraging the production and pur-

chase and slaughter of live stock in the market centers, and so on.

Mr. Anderson. What is the date of that letter ?

Mr. Hall. This is, a resolution of the association, the date of which
I do not have here; but, if I am not mistaken, it was about May 15,

1919. I also have one from the Retail Butchers' Exchange, of Ala-

meda County, the county in which Oakland, Calif., across the bay
from San Francisco, is located. This exchange, by the way, or

possibly the San Francisco Butchers' Board of Trade, I think it was,

offered to raise the money to finance the continuation of this service

provided the Government would continue to render the service, at

their expense, but we found we did not have the legal authority to

do that even though we had been willing to do so if we could.

The Florida Cattlemen's Asspciation, the Texas Cattle Raisers'

Association, the American National Live Stock Association—^I am
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not naming these in the order of their importance, but just as they
occur to me offhand—have all passed resolutions, and a great many
others I have not named have passed resolutions, indorsing the
service, and stating specifically that it has been of value to the pro-
ducer, and, incidentally, in some of the resolutions reference is

made to the benefit to the consumers and to the distributors. I
would be glad to file representative selections from those letters and
resolutions if the committee wishes.

The Chairman. I understood you to say you could not furnish
this information to California producers unless it was paid for by
the Government?
Mr. Hall. We can send it to them collect over the commercial

wire."

The Chairman. I understand that they expressed a desire to pay
that expense ?

Mr. Hall. What they wanted was to maintain the leased-wire
service. We would not be in a position to accept contributions of

that sort.

Mr. McKiNLET. They could hire the wire, could they not?
Mr. Hall. Yes. It would require, however, building up and main-

taining a rather expensive organization, which no one State could
handle as a physical matter.
Mr. Livingston. May I suggest that I think they wanted to em-

ploy a man under our supervision. We did not feel we could accept
that sort of service, because we do not want to be responsible for
an individual whose salary is paid by some one else. We feel that
that would be an unwise public policy.

The Chairman. Do they have the reports you send out?
Mr. Livingston. We send those out to anyone who wishes to

receive them and is willing to pay for them.
Mr. Anderson. I understood you to say you sent them out to any-

body who was willing to pay for them. To what extent are these

reports being paid for ?

Mr. Hall. To a very small extent, Mr. Anderson. I can not
give the exact figures, but I think the live-stock and meat wires

go to not over a dozen or 15 concerns in that way. Most of those

who desire service by wire get it through the telegraph companies
that give a monthly service—what they call a commercial news
department service, at so much per month. It is much cheaper that

way than it is to take it direct from the Bureau of Markets. But
the Bureau of Markets supplies the information that the Western
Union, the Postal, and the other news agencies now use in their com-
mercial services.

Mr. McKiNLEY. Is not that reliable?

Mr. Hall. Yes, sir.

Mr. McKiNLET. There is no objection to their taking it that way?
Mr. Hall. Not at all ; we encourage that ; we advise it. I hope I

have made it clear that the information that is sent out over the wires

by the commercial companies—the Western Union and the other tele-

graph companies, and various associations—is furnished to them by
the Bureau of Markets.

If this $50,000 increase that is asked for is granted we propose,to

use it as far as it will go in restoring the offices and the leased wires
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west of the Missouri Eiver, as nearly as we can tell now, at Denver,

San Francisco, and possibly Fort Worth. It is impossible to say

in advance, because, as was said here yesterday, there is a proposal

to increase telegraph rates-^that is, the rates of charges for the wires

leased—so we are in the position of a man who is building a house

—

he doesn't know until he gets it done how much it is going to cost.

It may cost 50 per cent more than he thought it would. We are now
conducting a service covering live stock, meats, hides, and I spoke

yesterday of wool reports, $2,000 toward which has been allotted

during the present fiscal year from the funds for reports for live

stock, meats, and animal by-products.

I would like to show you very quickly, by means of a few pictures

something as to the nature of the service we are giving now and
call attention to some improvements that have been made since I

appeared before you a year ago. This chart [indicating] shows the

form of market quotations formerly used by the telegraph companies

(the one on the left) . The one at the right shows the present form
used by the telegraph companies, as recommended by the Bureau of

Markets.
The chief point to which I wish to call your attention is the fact

that the subscriber to Western Union service now gets about twice as

much for his monthly fee as he did before.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is the rate the same 1

Mr. Hall. The rate is the same, and the quotations are given in

very much more definite form than they ever were before. You
notice on the old form [indicating], under hog quotations, the first

one is " mixed and butchers." " Mixed hogs " is a very general and
indefinite term. We had quite a task to persuade the trade to drop
it. The commission men were fond of it because it was not definite,

and the market reporters, the market papers, had fallen into a rut

on that term, and it was only after a great many conferences, a great

deal of argument and persuasion, that we succeeded in substituting

this definite classification, based on weight and quality of the hogs.

We don't quote any mixed hogs now at all. We quote eight grades
of hogs, running from heavyweight, 250 pounds and up, down to

stock pigs, 130 pounds and down, and under each of those the grades
rare definitely stated, as " medium," " good," and " choice." That is

under heavy weight hogs. Under the lightweights the grades run
from " common " up to " choice." The old style of market report-

ing—and in many cases the present style—^used by market papers is

something like this: "Good to choice hogs, so much; fair to good
hogs, so much." Well, we did away with that entirely and substi-

tuted the names of the grades which are actually included in the

quotation. Now, " medium to good " might mean either medium and
good, or it might mean the " twilight zone " in between medium and
good, or it might mean almost anything and never did mean any-
thing very definite. The Bureau of Markets classifications have now
been adopted universally at live-stock markets all over the country,
and many of the market papers have been obliged to adopt them be-

cause the Western Union and the Postal Telegraph, the Associated
and the United Press Associations are both using them.
The Chairman. What grades of cattle have you there?
Mr. Hall. Choice and prime is the first grade.
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' The Chairman. That has reference to steers, has it not ?

Mr. Hall. Yes, sir. First is beef steers, and under beef steers,

first medium and heavy weight, meaning 1,100 pounds and up. Un-
der that, choice, prime, medium good, and common. Then light-

weight steers, 1,100 pounds and down, good and choice, common and
medium.

Tlie Chairman. Does that mean Icillers ?

Mr. Hall. Yes, sir. Then the butcher cattle, including heifers,

cows, and bulls of the different grades, cutters and canners, including
both cows, heifers, and canner steers. Then veal calves, feeder steers,

stocker steers, stocker cows, heifers, stocker calves, and western range
cattle.

One of the most important features of this sort of thing is the
adoption of the same standard at different markets. To illustrate

what I mean by that, in the Chicago market a prime steer is the very
best fat steer that you will find in this county. At Kansas City it is

practically as high a grade of steer as can be found, but when you go
to Fort Worth, for instance, you will find that what they used to
quote as a prime steer down there would not grade higher than
medium, perhaps, or good at Chicago ; and yet those quotations were
going out as quotations on prime cattle, when they were two or three
grades below prime. Now, by having a force of men at these different

markets, all of whom have been trained to use the same system of
reporting, it means that we can compare quotations for Chicago with
those for Fort Worth. Now, that means not merely the farmer get-

ting better information, but it means that the Government has a

better check on the packers. It means that when we compare prices

of cattle with the prices of meat, we know what we are comparing

;

we are not taking a lot of averages and guessing at it, but we know
exactly what grade the given price represents. Formerly, the tele-

gr^aph companies sent out at 7 o'clock in the morning a quotation on
hogs and cattle for that day. The first wire from Chicago at 7
o'clock in the morning would say, for example, "Hogs 10 higher."
The hog market usually did not open until 8 or 9 o'clock and never as

early as 7 in the morning; and the fact is that that quotation some-
times was sent out before the man who issued it had really gotten out
of bed. Our investigation disclosed that one of the men who was
responsible for sending out this quotation at 7 o'clock in the morning
often used to take the telephone from the side of his bed and telephone
it to the offices of the news agencies that were paying so much a month
to send it out.

Mr. Anderson. Whom did he represent, or where did he get his

figures?

Mr. Hall. He was employed by three or four different people;
partly by the local market papers at Chicago, partly by the packers,
and partly by the board of trade. And he has said very frankly
that that estimate was just instinctive, just an intuitive guess. He
would call up the railroads and find out how many hogs were com-
ing into the market that day; then, by knowing how many were
there a week ago and a year ago, and by knowing which road they
were coming off from this morning, he would say—if the run was
large from Iowa, they would be high-grade hogs; or if they were
largely from the South, they would not be such high grade; and
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knoT^ing the trade in the East, the demand for pork cuts, et&., he
would sort of average this all up in his mind and guess that hogs
were going to be "10 lower to-day." He would send that out at T
o'clock in the morning, when no one had any business to know what
hog prices were going to be. We immediately cut that feature out
of the report. There was a great deal of protest against it, both
by packers and commission men, and by farmers who had been in

the habit of getting it and still wanted to get that 7 o'clock quota-

tion, although it was not doing them a bit of good. We had to wean
them away from it.

Mr. McKiNLEY. Did you find that that quotation was not borne
out by the facts?

Mr. Hall. Yes, sir ; we found that it was about as reliable as the

Eev. Mr. Hicks's weather report used to be in the old days.

The Chairman. When does yojir report go out?
Mr. Hall. Our first i^ort of prices goes out about 9.15 in the

morning from Chicago, I&r. Chairman; and it doesn't go out then

unless hogs have actually been sold at that time. We don't get out
a quotation until some hogs have been sold or until at least bids have
been made.
The Chairman. Your 9.15 report is pretty much of a guess?

Mr. Hall. No, sir; it is made up from the first bids and sales.

It is a preliminary report, of course. Then we send out others as

the market develops, at about 10, 10.30, and 11, and then at the

closing of the market, usually soon after noon.
The Chairman. 9.15 is the first one?
Mr. Hall. If I am not mistaken, the first wire on hog prices now

goes at 8.30. The schedule has been changed more or less from time
to time according to the market hours, the run of hogs, and so forth.

We have to try to adapt it right along to the needs of the trade, but
the custom is to get out the first hog-market wire at 8.30, giving any
bids or sales made at that time. Then there is a later one, a flash

wire at 9.15. At that time usually a sufficient number of sales have
been made to establish an opening market.
The Chairman. I understood your representative in Chicago to

say that practically nothing' went out before 11 o'clock.

Mr. Hall. He was speaking of cattle, I think, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Of hogs, too.

Mr. Hall. We are nearly always able to get sales on hogs by 9

or 9.15.

The Chairman. That would reach the country about 10 or 11

o'clock, would it not?
Mr. Hall. Yes, sir ; or as long as it takes to get it over the wires,

depending on the distance from Chicago. You see at Chicago the

bog trade is usually opened by the speculators, not the packers.

Often when there are 30,000 hogs in Chicago the speculators will get

out before 9 o'clock and buy 15,000 or 20,000. So we have to quote it

as a speculator market. If the packers get in and bid early, we say

that in the message to the trade, and the farmers in the Country will

know, as near as we can tell them in a few words, what the bulk of

the market is.

The Chairman. As a practical, experienced cattleman, of what
value is this 11 o'clock report to the packer, for instance, in the
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country ? The packer must place his order for hogs or stock as early
as 8 o'clock in the morning if he is going to get any stock at all ?

Mr. Hall. Do I understand you are speaking of the packers'
country-buying operations?
The Chairman. He places his order at 8 o'clock in the morning

when the cattle and hogs go on the market. Practically everything is

sold between 8 and 10 o'clock. Now, the packers' complaiiit is that
they get your reports at 11 o'clock while they have to place their
orders at 8 o'clock in the morning—three or four hours before this
department report regarding the day's market reaches them—so it

is of no value to them.
f Mr. Hall. I see what you mean. They get all the information we
liave, just as fast as we are able to release it.

The Chairman. I am not criticising what you do ; 1 am simply try-

ing to find out how we can improve the situation. They get it after

they buy. How can that be overcome ?

Mr. Hall. The only way it could be overcome, Mr. Chairman,
T70uld be to have a faster telegraph service.

The Chairman. The wire can not take it before you deliver it,

and, as your representative said, he delivers it about 11 o^clock in the

morning.
Mr. Hall. You are speaking of the cattle market now.
The Chairman. Yes ; of cattle and hogs.

Mr. Hall. We begin to give quotations from the hog market at

half-past 8 or 9 o'clock in the morning. It is difficult to report the

cattle market until 11 or 12, because the packers don't get out to

buy, that is a condition that can not be overcome in any way that

I know of.

The Chairman. My understanding is that you are trying to be

absolutely safe. In order to play safe, it is necessary for you to

ascertain the market and the sales before reporting.

Mr. Hall. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You look over the tickets to know exactly what
the sales are—^who made them, who sold, and at what price. Your
Chicago representative tells me that it is impossible to get those

data until about 10 or 11 o'clock, so of course you can not send the

reports before that.

Mr. Hall. But, Mr. Chairman, he is getting it as early as he got

it before we started our service.

The Chairman. The packer gets his report, not from you but

from other sources, at 8 o'clock in the morning. He acts upon the

other reports and not upon your report.

Mr. McKinley. What does he get? Does he get that report that

the man gives at the bedside; is that the 8 o'clock report?

The Chairman. Commission men or the Stock Journal send out

their reports about 8 o'clock.

Mr. Hall. That is because they are in a position to guess at it.

The Chairman. After all, that is the report that they buy on, is it

not? They get your report at 11 o'clock which is more accurate, I

take it, but, after all, it comes along after all the purchases have

been made.
Mr. Hall. That varies with different packers. The packers you

speak of in Iowa, I think, Mr. Chairman, buy in various ways,
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and I am inclined to think they have overemphasized the in-

convenience which they have sustained as a result of the change in

these reports. They have made various complaints to us, not en-

tirely on the score of delay, but also that we quote the market too

high ; we do quote it higher than it was formerly quoted by the men
that I spoke of a while ago.
The Chairman. The question is should there be a change in the

policy ?

Mr. Hall. I think the policy should be, if we had authority to do
it, to put a stop to all those estimates.

The Chairman. They wouldn't have anything, then.

Mr. Hall. I failed to say a few minutes ago that we begin to send

out reports of the live-stock receipts at the market, the estimated re-

ceipts, at 6 o'clock in the morning.
The Chairman. You are familiar with the stock business in the

country—with what the buyer does ?

Mr. Hall. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You know, then, that in the morning between 8

and 9 o'clock he receives this report and buys upon the report for the

day. He doesn't take your report of yesterday ; he takes the morning
report that comes along about 9 o'clock in the morning, and buys on

that. About noon he gets your report.

Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. Doesn't he know that that is only a

guess?
Mr. Hall. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. It is the only thing he has.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It can't be given earlier than that

accurately, can it?

The Chairman. They seem to be giving it about as accurately as

anybody.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Mr. Hall says his report goes out

just as soon as there have been actual sales.

Mr. Hall. I would say, gentlemen, that we held a great many con-

ferences, as I said a while ago, on this subject. I went to Des Moines
and conferred with Com Belt Meat Producers' Association officials,

conferred with the American National Live Stock officials, and
others as to whether it was wise or unwise to discontinue this morn-
ing service. The sentiment was unanimous that it was wise to dis-

continue it, and we acted upon their recommendations.
The Chairman. After all, your report is simply a verification and

serves as a matter of comparison between this and the one on which
they had been buying.
Mr. Hall. As to our reports on the meat trade, never before this

service started was any information regularly available as to the

prices of fresh meats in the East, which are the barometers, so to

speak, of the meat trade of this country. Our reports cover New
York, Philadelphia, Boston, Pittsburgh, and Washington; and al-

though this was started three years ago we have been able to improve
it in many ways, speed it up, so that we have brought about much
closer relations between prices of live stock in the West and meats in

the East, and have made it possible much more quickly than ever be-

fore to check up any discrepancies that appeared.
The Chairman. Have you any suggestions to make on live stock?
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Mr. Haul. No, sir; except that as rapidly as Congress feels war-
ranted in spending the funds for it, it seenis to me it should be ex-
panded and extended.
The Chairman. Would you suggest a change to furnishing infor-

mation earlier in the morning? t iir<,

Mr. Hall. No; I think I stated ^.^^fJCi.^.

The Chairman (interposing) . You expect to adhere to the pohcy
you have adopted ?

Mr- Hall. Yes, sir. It is very evident that it would be unwise ta
give out this guess.

The Chairman. You admit that it is of little value to get out a
report after the cattle or live stock has been bought ?

Mr. Hall. I must insist, Mr. Chairman, that they do get a good
deal of information that is valuable before that.

The Chairman. They get it late.

Mr. Hall. No, sir ; they get information showing estimated receipts
of cattle, sheep, and hogs at Chicago as early as 7 o'clock in the morn-
ing. Our office gives that out at 6 o'clock, and any packer at Cedar
Eapids or Ottumwa will get it by 7 certainly. There is laid on my
desk every morning, often before I arrive, a summary showing the
estimated receipts at all of the western markets for the current morn-
ing.

The Chairman. Receipts and prices are two different things. Very
often prices are higher with big receipts than with small ones.
Mr. Hall. Prices are not made until the stuff is sold.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The question is whether it is ad-
visable to send out guesses or wait until there are actual sales.

My. Hall. We say it is not, and we don't intend to do it until some
one insists on it.

The Chairman. Under the practice, it is of little value.
Mr. Hall. It is up to him whether he is going to begin baying

before 11 o'clock on a guess or whether he is going to wait until he
gets the report of actual sales.

The CjHAiRMAN. You know very well that a buyer can not wait until

12 o'clock before he gets prices for hogs. Buying begins at 8 o'clock

or even earlier.

They all understand in my section of the country that at 9 o'clock

they can have the quotations on hogs, and they sell over the tele-

phone. Most of the selling is done before noon. Your report
comes along about noon, based upon facts, and the other is, I will

admit, and must necessarily be, more of a guess. The question is

whether the policy of the department shall be to continue the late

reports.

Mr. McKiNLET. Didn't I understand you, Mr. Hall, to say that
you sent out a hog-sale report at 8.30 in the morning and another
at 9.15 ?

Mr. Hall. Yes, sir; provided either bids or sales have been con-
summated at that time. I will say we are doing the best we can to

get it as rapidly as it is available.

The Chairman. Your representative told me he was not sending
out anything before 11 o'clock.

Mr. Hall. I think you misunderstood him.
The Chairman. No ; I asked him two or three times, and I called

his attention to the complaints made by the packers.
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Mr. Hall. That is true as to cattle. ?

The Chairman. I have reference to hogs.

Mr. Hall. I would be glad to file copies of our messages showing

exactly the time that they went out to-day, the 13th of January.

You will find they begin going about 8.30 or 9 o'clock, if I am not

mistaken. It changes from time to time more or less, according to

the way the hogs are coming in on the railroads. But I would be

glad to give you the actual time for to-day if that will clear the

matter up.

Note.—The Bureau of Markets' opening message on hog prices is filed at

Chicago at or about 8.30 a. m. The actual time of receipt of this message via

leased wire at Washington, January 13, 1920, was 8.41 a. m., central time.

Another point that I called to the attention of the committee in

previous presentations of this matter is the fact that our reports

cover about 70 or 72 stockyards, whereas up to two or three years

ago practically all of the information that was available to any
stockman or any commission man was the estimated receipts for five

or six or not more than seven or eight markets.
Mr. Anderson. Of what value are the reports from a large pro-

portion of the stockyards in determining what the prices, are?

I suppose that 90 per cent of the business is done in about 10 yards

—

perhaps less.

Mr. Hall. That is probably approximately correct, Mr. Anderson.
And it is only the balance, the small percentage that one gentleman
spoke of this morning—it is the 5 per cent above or below the de-

mand for the day, often, that aflfects the price. Now, I don't mean
to say that we are getting quotations on 70 markets daily. That
comes out in our monthly report which is valuable only, of course,

' in showing the general trend, but our daily report has extended the

number of larger market's, which are shown on the bulletin boards
each morning.
Mr. Anderson. To get this down to a concrete point, tell us from

how many markets you are getting now daily reports ?

Mr. Hall. Twelve markets, if I am not mistaken.
Mr. Anderson. I would imagine that would be about right. From

how many do you get weekly reports, or do you get any weekly
reports?
Mr. Hall. No, sir ; none in addition to those. The others I spoke

of are monthly reports.

Mr. Anderson. I gathered from what you said in the first place

that you were getting a daily report from some 70 markets.
Mr. Hall. I am afraid I gave a wrong impression.
Mr. Anderson. It struck me that that was entirely unnecessary.
Mr. Hall. I am afraid I gave that impression. I tried to correct

it a moment later. But the monthly report does show a great deal

more fully and accurately the general supply of cattle, hogs, and
sheep in the United States than anything of the kind we ever had
before.

Mr. Anderson. I should say that, for statistical and historical

purposes, of course you ought to have all the markets in the country.

Mr. Hall. It is very eagerly watched for at the first of each month
by thousands of members of the trade and the stockmen and farmers.
Now, here are a few pictures that show the way in which we have

been studying the classification of live stock in connection with our
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market reports. There are those who say that live stock can not be
classified; that no two animals are alike, that ievery deal is a horse
trade between the buyer and the seller, and that we can't hope for
any more uniform standards than we have now. We do not claim
that cattle can be standardized like cotton or wheat, because you
can't take a sample of a load of cattle and take them to the office or
the laboratory or the committee room and pass on them ; and it is a
question of dealing with them at the moment, not when it is water
that has gone over the wheel. But I have placed this chart before
you to show the possibilities of great improvement in reporting the
market, simply as a matter of market quotations. We have adopted
these five grades of beef steers, prime, choice, good, medium, and
common, and have given our market reporters instructions to fol-
low as nearly as possible that standard. We have done likewise
with other classes of stock. Here are the feeder steers, the kind that
the farmer buys to put into his feed lots as thin cattle and fatten
them for the market. Here are selected, choice, good, medium, and
common [indicating].

Mr. Anderson. Before you get away from beef steers, may I ask
you if there is any definite relation between your beef steers and
your meat grades?
Mr. Hall. Just one difference. There is one more grade of live

cattle than there is of dressed beef. I will show you the grades of
meat in just a moment.
Mr. Anderson. Is there any relation between the two ?

Mr. Hall. Do you mean as to the prices ?

Mr. Anderson. Yes.
Mr. Hall. Yes ; there is a general relation. We don't know as

much about it yet as we want to. The service hasn't been running
long enough to go into that, but very often the beef from a medium
steer, by the time it gets over the retailer's block is going by a very
different name; and very often, I have no doubt, before it gets out
of the packer's branch house it is good or choice steer by name. It
is still a horse trade, even in the meat business as well as in the
live-stock business. It will take a long time to develop it beyond
the stage of a horse trade, and it is a matter of education, but we
claim that rapid and substantial progress can be made in that di-

rection. Here [indicating] is a class of cattle on which perhaps as
much education is needed as any, the class that the farmer invests
his money in when he starts to fill his feed lots with cattle.

Many farmers will make the mistake of paying a fancy price be-
cause the cattle are fancy—all red or all roan or all black or all

white-faced^—and do not consider the lessons of market history,

which show that the prices for the highest grade of stock six months
hence or three months hence, when they come on the market, are
always at a discount. That is particularly true of farmers that
feed cattle for the spring markets. It often happens that it would
pay better in October or November to buy good or medium steers

to put into the feed lots than to pay the price for choice or selected

grades, because history shows that the margin between prime and
good beef steers in the spring is less than it is at any other time in

the year. So the farmer that is feeding cattle to make money, and
not merely for the pride and satisfaction there is in having a nice

load of cattle in his yard, will usually put in the cheaper grades of

164315—20 75
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cattle when he is feeding^ for the spring market; on the contrary
the farmers feeding for the September market or Christmas market
can not afford to buy common cattle, common feeders, because when
the farmer comes to the market in the fall, when the grass cattle

are all coming in off the range, he will find that he has a lot of com-
petition for common cattle and it is to his advantage to have some-
thing choice or fancy.
Here are the grades of hogs [indicating]. Medium weight hogs

have been chosen for these pictures, showing the good, choice, medium,
and common grades, and I think that even at the distance at which
you are sitting you can see quite a difference in the quality between
the choice hogs and the common. At the best, a picture doesn't show
the quality of an animal as fully as we would like, but it helps; Here
are market grades of fat lambs, choice, medium, and cull. We haven't

been able to include all of the grades because we didn't have satis-

factory pictures of the good and the common, but this shows you the

extreme range bietween a choice lamb and a cull.

Then you were asking about the grades of meat. I am sorry that

I haven't a good picture of the dressed carcasses, but here are some of

the wholesale cuts which will illustrate the point—wholesale cuts of

beef [indicating]. The four cuts on the left are ribs—choice, good,
medium, and common. The next row are the other end of the same
cuts, taken at the shoulder end of the cuts—choice, good, medium, and
common. This is the loin of beef [indicating] , of the four grades

—

choice, good, medium, and common. Pictures of meat, like pictures of

cattle, and even more so, usually fail to show the differences in quality,

color, and texture and all that sort of thing, but you can see from
the difference in shape there that it is not impossible by any means to

arrive at a fairly satisfactory standard for either live stock or meats.

In connection with these pictures, although it doesn't relate to the

telegraphic market information service, I would just like to take the

liberty of placing this before you by way of supplementing what Mr.
Harrell said yesterday about the trade in pure-bred live stock [indi-

cating]. Our specialist in the marketing of pure-bred live stock,

Mr. Burk, has at great pains and effort made a survey showing the

location of the pure-bred live stock of the different breeds in the

United States. The dots which give these maps their color, each one

represents the location of a breeder who within the past year has
registered live stock of the particular breed. The one at the left rep-

resents Hereford cattle ; the one in the center, Jersey cattle ; and the

one at the right, Poland-China hogs. And you can see at a glance

that whereas the pure-bred Hereford cattle are very largely concen-

trated in the central part of the United States, Jersey cattle are bred
very largely in the northeast, developing extensively, however, in

certain other centers. Texas stands out surprisingly here, and the

little districts up there in Oregon and Washington. That happens
to be Jersey cattle. A map showing the location of Holstein cattle

would show an entirely different complexion.
I doubt whether it will be of any special service to go further into

detail here as to the use of the $50,000 that we are asking for, except-

ing to say that the offices we propose to establish at Denver and San
Francisco—and we hope at Fort Worth—will render the same service

as nearly as possible as is rendered by those now in operation at
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Chicago, Kansas City, Omaha, St. Louis, and St. Paul. And the

office at San Francisco, in addition to reporting the live-stock market
in that section, would serve to report the meat trade of San Francisco.

In closing, I want to say just a word about the effect of this service

on the improvement of the live stock and meat situation in the

United States.

I have called attention to this point before this committee in pre-

vious years, -and I have shown you a chart similar to this one in

previous years [indicating]. It is intended to represent the live-

stock situation in the United States at this time. The upper line

shows the population, which is steadily increasing; the dotted line

shows the swine supply, the number of hogs in the United States,

which you will see was at a standstill practically from 1890 to 1910,

and as a matter of fact it was at a standstill in 1914, when the be-

ginning of the war caused a rapid increase in the production of hogs.

The next line, showing the numbers of cattle, you notice followed the

same direction as the increase in population up to 1900, since when
the cattle supply of the country has been practically at a standstill.

There are just about as many now as we had in 1900, which is a

pretty strong indication as to why beef is high.

The sheep fairly kept up with the population from 1870 to 1900,

with some ups and downs, but since 1900 you notice we have declined

from over 60,000,000 sheep to only about 50,000,000, which helps to

explain why mutton and lamb are high, as well as wool.

In other words, to sum it all up, we have been practically standing
still in the production of meat in the United States for 20 years, ex-

cepting hogs, which since 1914 have shown considerable improve-
ment, and yet the discrepancy between the demand represented by
population and the supply represented by the number of meat ani-

mals, is very striking. It seems to us in the Bureau of Markets, after

studying the matter for five or six years, that the principal remedy
that is needed to close up that discrepancy—that gap between the
curves—is more information and a real supervision. We are not here

to discuss the question of supervision, because we are not asking-

funds for that. That comes under other legislation, but we think

that no matter what supervision may be adopted, current daily

market information is absolutely essential and fundamental to the

efficient conduct of any kind of supervision. We think it is possible

for an office located at Chicago and equipped with a corps of experts

who know every department of. the packing business and of stock-

yards operations, to practically conduct a packing house on paper in

such a way that it will be possible to determine on any day just

what the situation is, just what the discrepancy in prices is, if any,

between the price of cattle and the price of hides or tallow, for ex-

ample ; in other words, to operate as a constant check on the packing
business. And I believe that if Congress sees fit to restore this

service to the point at which we had it developed before the 1st of

July, or as nearly that as possible, that it will be money well ex-

pended.
If there are any questions, I shall be very glad to answer them.

Mr. McLATjGHLi2sr of Michigan. Under this item data are collected

as to the kind and amount of meat and some other food products in

cold storpge. Have you had anj'thing to do with that?
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Mr. Hall. Yes, sir; our division has cooperated with the cold
storage section of the bureau in determining the classification. of
products to be used, but the work actually is conducted by the cold
storage branch of the bureau. If I am not mistaken, that comes
under the general funds for investigation and demonstration. We
are asking for no increase in that this year.
The Chairman. Is that all on this item ?

Mr. Hall. That is all, unless there is some other question. I
thank you.
The Chairman. We are very grateful to you, sir.

STATEMENT OF MR. GEORGE LIVINGSTON, ACTING CHIEF OF
BUREAU OF MARKETS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Con-
tinued.

The Chairman. The next item is No. 84, page 249

:

For collecting and distributing, by telegraph, mail, and otherwise, timely
information on the supply, demand, commercial movement, disposition, quality,
and market prices of dairy and poultry products, $69,780.

Mr. Livingston. Mr. Chairman, the information collected and dis-

seminated under this item is obtained in substantially the same way
as that for the news services on fruits and vegetables and for meats
and livestock, which have already been described. All of these news
services are conducted in substantially the same manner.
The Chairman. I believe there was some discussion about this

last year on the floor.

Mr. Livingston. I don't recall it.

The Chairman. There was some controversy by Mr. Moore.
Mr. Livingston. I think that was over the inspection service.

The Chairman. That is not under this item ?

Mr. Livingston. No; it is under a later item, Mr. Chairman,
item 88.

The Chairman. This service is practically of the same character

as that already discussed under the other items ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes; the same type of service that has been ex-

plained to the committees under items 81 and 83.

The Chairman. You might state where the principal offices are.

Mr. Livingston. New York, Boston, Philadelphia.
The Chaieman. The larger cities?

Mr. Livingston. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. How many branches have you?
Mr. Livingston. Seven altogether.

The next is item 85

:

For collecting and distributing, by telegraph, mall, and otherwise, timely

information on the supply, demand, commercial movement, location, disposition,

quality, and market prices of grain, hay, feeds, and seeds, $44,600.

In this item no increases are requested. Information is collected

and distributed here in substantially the same manner that has been

heretofore described.

The Chairman. Could not two or three of these items be brought

under one head? I think we consolidated one or two last year.

Mr. Livingston. It would be difficult to administer if that were

done, for the reason that the organization which puts into effect
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item 85 is an entirely different organization, so far as administration
is concerned, from the group of men who put into operation item 84.

One of these items relates to dairy products, the others relate to fruits

and vegetables, live stock and meats, etc., and we must have in the
bureau a separate and distinct organization to handle those com-
modities. The bureau is organized along divisional lines and it

would make some additional bookkeeping for us to keep those funds
straight if it were all lumped into one item. We should prefer to let

it stand as it is.

Mr. McLaughucn of Michigan. That is one fault, each time any
little piece of work—^little or big—is authorized, there is a separate

organization, with a number of. high-priced men in it. It would
seem as though they might be put together and the work done by
one organization and that money could be saved.

Mr. LrviNGSTON. I don't mean to convey the impression that it

means any more overhead expense. We should have to have the

same men to handle it whether it appeared in one item or in two.

The only difference is that item 84 is administered by our dairy
marketing division through our dairy experts; whereas item 85 is

administered by the division called grain, hay, and feed marketing,

and is handled by an entirely different group of men.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you have to have an expert in

dairying and an expert on poultry in order to report the supply

and demand for those products?
Mr. Livingston. No ; those are handled together, because they are

commodities which are handled in that way.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you have to have an expert in

dairying in order to report the supply and demand for dairy

products?
Mr. Livingston. That is a relative term, sir. The people who

handle the dairy work of the bureau are expert dairymen; yes,

sir. We should not attempt to handle it unless we did have men
who knew the dairy industry and the dairy business. Likewise

the men who handle the market news service on fruits and vege-

tables must, above everything else, know the fruit and- vegetable

industry. The man who knows the fruit and vegetable industry

does not necessarily—quite likely does not—know the marketing

machinery nexiessary and in use in marketing dairy and poultry

products. To combine these items would not change the organiza-

tion a bit. It would be a matter of bookkeeping only. We would

require the same number of men, the same type of men, and pay

them substantially the same salaries, whether these items were all

grouped into one or whether they were left separate as they appear

in the estimates. I may say that we will be very glad to arrange

our organization and our bookkeeping system to meet the desires

of the committee in that irespect. It makes no material or sub-

stantial difference to us whether those items are grouped, other

than that grouping would complicate our booMieeping. It would

make no difference in the number of men employed or the charac-

ter of work done.

The Chairman. We will take up item 86.

Mr. Livingston. No 86 reads as follows:

To make investigations relating to tlie transportation, storage, preparation,

marketing, manufacture, and distribution of agricultural food products, in-
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eluding the extent, manner, and methods of any manipulation of the mar-
kets or control of the visible supply of such food products, or any of them,
by any individuals, groups, associations, combinations, or corporations,

$45,620.

The work under that item has been c\Tied on in cooperation with
the Federal Trade Commission, as explained to the committee last

year. We have now in the hands of the Trade Commission four

reports and are completing the fifth.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I see under 86 you have investi-

gations relating to transportation, storage, preparation, marketing,
manufacturing, and distribution.

Mr. Livingston. Yes, sir. You may remember that the appro-

priation of $250,000 given the Federal Trade Commission con-

tained substantially the same language. By direction of the Presi-

dent the work of the Federal Trade Commission and the work of

the Department of Agriculture under this item have been carried

on jointly and cooperatively. We have taken up certain phases

of the work, while the Federal Trade Commission has taken up
other phases, and the report is to be published jointly as a joint

contribution. Part of the report is now being printed and part

of the report has been printed.

The Chairman. Did you cooperate with the Federal Trade Com-
mission in the investigation?

Mr. Livingston. Yes, sir; our part in the investigation, Mr.
Chairman, with reference to the packers, was to look into the cost

of marketing from the producer to the pacldng house, to the stock-

yards ; and then into the retail distribution of the meats. The Fed-
eral Trade Commission took up investigations in the central mar-
kets and investigation of the packers as such; the Department of

Apiculture did not engage in that phase of the investigation.

The Chairman. Does the department ta;ke part credit for that

report ?

Mr. Livingston. No; the Bureau of Markets does not take credit

for that report; we will take credit in part, however, for the re-

port which is coming out soon, which relates to the cost from the

producer or the shipping point to the terminal market, and also

the investigation in which we are now engaged as to the cost of

distributing meat from the. local distributing houses to the con-

sumer.
The Chairman. I had reference to the report made by the Fed-

eral Trade Commission—the report on the millers, packers, and tan-

ners, for instance.

Mr. Livingston. No, sir.

The Chairman. You cooperated with them?
Mr. Livingston. We cooperated in doing a certain part of that

work.
The Chairman. And you furnished them with certain data?
Mr. Livingston. Yes; we gave them all the information we had,

but we did not actually enter into the investigation of the central

markets ; the Trade Commission took that over themselves. Our
phase of the work was concerned with the cost of marketing up to

the central market, and from the central market to the consumer.
Reports regarding that work are now in course of preparation, and
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some volumes are in the printer's hands. Page proof has recently

been read upon part of them.
The Chairman. You covered certain parts of the work that was

done?
iMr. Livingston. Yes; and in the grain investigation, the grain

phase of the work, the Bureau of Markets cooperated with the Fed-
eral Trade Commission in studying the country-elevator situation

and the terminal-elevator situation as well.

Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. Will you explain why the Bureau
of Markets, which has to do with marketing, has anything to do
/with the preparation of food and the manufacture of food products 'i

Mr. Livingston. It is very difficult to distinguish between prepa-
ration for marketing and the marketing itself. It is just as hard
to" draw a line between the preparation for marketing and market-
ing, as it is to tell, for instance, where daylight stops and darkness
begins, because the preparation for marketing is essentially a part
of the marketing.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But it is the preparation of food.

Mr. Livingston. The preparation for marketing.
Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. It is a process of manufacturing.
Mr. Livingston. We did not enter into the manufacturing phases

of it because the Federal Trade Commission took up that phase
of it—^the milling of wheat and the packing-house operations. The
Bureau of Markets did not engage in that phase of the investigation

at all. You will recall that last year this item included authority

to investigate and report upon the cost of production. The com-
mittee last year removed that authority from the item.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan., Then you have had nothing to

do with this question of investigating the manufacture?
Mr. Livingston. No, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And you don't intend hereafter

to do that?
Mr. Livingston. No, sir.

Mr. McLaghlin of Michigan. Then that word could go out ?

Mr. Livingston. That word could go out, so far as we are con-

cerned; yes, sir. This item, as I say, covers a very broad field and
we have divided up the work with the Federal Trade Commission.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How far clo you go in this matter

of investigating the preparation of food products?

Mr. Livingston. Only so far as it concerns marketing. For in-

stance, in the preparation of fruits and vegetables preparation for

market is a very important phase of the work which Mr. Sherman
will discuss a little later in connection with standardization and
oTading, As a general statement, I will say that our investigations

under this item have been confined strictly to marketing questions.

Mr. Jacoway. In a way, this means the standard container and
an investigation of the soundness of fruits and vegetables ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes ; the term " preparation for marketing " is a

relative term, and by most people would be considered part of the

marketing, because it is a veiy important part of marketing, when
considered as meaning standardization, packing, and things of that

sort.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That means preparation for mar-
ket, then ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes.
Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. And that word " preparation " as

used there doesn't mean in any sense the making or the manufac-
turing of it?

Mr. Livingston. No; it is grading, classifying, paclring, and
methods of shipping—^things of that sort.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michig^an. "Preparation" is a pretty big

word if you apply it only to marketing.
Mr. Livingston. Preparation for market, as we consider it, is an

essential phase of marketing. It relates primarily to grading, pack-

ages, methods of shipping, and activities of that kind.

Mr. Jacovtaf. In shipping peaches or strawberries, do you instruct

the trade as to the amount that the package will hold, the physical

condition in which the strawberry or peach must be before it goes

into the package, how much room it will take up in a car, and how
many packages you can put into a car, and things of that kind?
That is what you mean by the word " preparation," isn't it ?

Mr. Livingston. That is it. The preparation of a commodity has
a great deal to do with the condition iri which it arrives at the mar-
ket and the price received.

Mr. Jacoway. On it depends the whole question of whether you
are going to sell it or not sell it.

Mr. Livingston. Very largely. It is a term, Mr. McLaughlin, that

is tied up very closely with marketing, and a very broad interpreta-

tion of the word "marketing" would include preparation.
Mr. Jacowat. If you didn't have this preparation, the trade would

not buy the commodity, because they would not know what they
were buying. Is not that the situation ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Take the preparation of breakfast
food, for instance. " Preparation " there means the entire manufac-
ture of it, doesn't it?

Mr. Livingston. That would be a manufacturing process, I should
say, Mr. McLaughlin, rather than preparation for marketing.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. This doesn't say " preparation for

marketing."
Mr. Livingston. We have interpreted it that way, " transportation,

storage, preparation, marketing." Preparation, preceding market-
ing, has meant to us preparation for marketing, an"d we haven't gone

outside of the agricultural field, outside of the strictly agricultural

field, and I assure you that the bureau will not interpret that term in

the broad sense that you have in mind. We would feel restricted if

the word were eliminated, because there might be some question as to

what the term " marketing " included ; but I can assure the committee
we will not give that word its very broad interpretation.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The next item is 87.

Mr. Livingston. The next is 87

:

For collecting and distributing by telegraph, mall, and otherwise, information
on the supply, demand, commercial movement, disposition, quality, and market
price of peanuts, and their products, $12,000.

There has been no change in this item. The peanut growers are

vitallv interested in this service. A delegation came down to see us
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recently asking for an extension and aJi increase in the work. If the
. committee desires we shall be very glad to have Mr. Sherman explain
the work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Isn't this inquiry as to peanuts car-

ried on in the same sections of the country where you are collecting
data in regard to vegetables and fruits, and so forth?
Mr. Livingston. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. "Why can't that be done by the same
service?

Mr. Livingston. It is done by the same men, Mr. McLaughlin.
The Chairman. Why should not this item be merged with some

other item?
Mr. Livingston. If you are going to merge it with anything, I

should say merge it with item 81.

. Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have a separate organization
for that, with an investigator at $2,400, an assistant at $2,040, and so
forth.

Mr. LiFiNGSTON. As I mentioned a while ago, Mr. McLaughlin, it

makes no difference in the personnel whatever—the number of men
required.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I should think it would make a
difference in the personnel if you have two or three heads to the thing.
Mr. Livingston. We don't have two or three heads, even though

these items appear individually. For instance, Mr. Sherman is in
charge of the fruit and vegetable division, and we have included pea-
nuts in that division. We have no other man who deals with those
commodities in the same way that Mr. Sherman deals with them.
He deals with them in an administrative capacity. We have no
specialist in marketing peanuts who has the same administrative
authority that Mr. Sherman has. Mr. Sherman will administer that
item regardless of whether it appears as an individual item or
whether it is included in item 81. We will be very glad to adjust
ourselves to the committee's desire. If they desire to put that work
in item 81, it will be perfectly satisfactory to us.

The Chaikman. If that is done, the work will be taken care of just

the same as though it were carried in an independent item ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. I take it that the people interested in this news
service want to know that the work is going to be done, and do not
particularly care whether it is carried in two items or one.

Mr. Livingston. It would mean this: If you put it in that item
you would add $12,000 to the item for this particular service. When
I spoke a while ago about grouping items, I referred primarily to

commodities which are not related. For instance, we don't want to

group fruits and vegetables with hay, because it takes a different type
of man to handle those two items ; but it so happens that fruits and
vegetables and peanuts are handled by the same organization.

Mr. Harrison. The peanut item was inserted by the Senate, you
will recall, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Yes, I recall ; and it was suggested then that it be

merged into some other item. At that time they wanted it carried as

a separate item, at least for a year. I take it, if you can assure them
now that the work will be done, they will be satisfied to have it go
into another item.
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Mr. Livingston. We will be very glad to adjust ourselves to the

committee's desires.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You suggest that 87 can be com-
bined with 81 by adding'the $12,000 and the word " peanuts"?
Mr. Livingston. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But your item No. 81 calls for an
increase of $50,000.
Mr. Livingston. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Suppose that increase of $50,000

should not be allowed by the Congress.
Mr. Livingston. That would be unfortunate.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then the peanuts would be in-

cluded in there with a total amoifnt less than the total of the two
items now. Then what would you do ?

Mr. Livingston. I should like to have you increase the total, Mr.
Chairman, to make it equal to the sum of the two items now.
Mr. McLaughlin of .Michigan. There may be a majority of the

committee who will be economically inclined and will not do it.

Mr. Livingston. I appreciate that, but I was assuming, in accord-

ance with the chairman's suggestion a while ago, that this service

would be carried on during the next fiscal year in the same manner
and to the same extent that it has been during the past fiscal year.

In order to do that we must have $12,000.

The Chairman. I appreciate that, but you also appreciate that

it is an unusual thing not to cut some items. If the committee
should find it necessary to cut part of the $50,000, what would be-

come of the peanuts?
Mr. Livingston. I would suggest to the committee that the first

thing to do is to decide on how much money they are going to permit

us to have under item 81. After once having decided that question,

add to it $12,000.

The Ci-iAiEitAN. How should that be indicated to the department?
Mr. Livingston. If you decide, for instance, Mr. Chairman, to

give us $269,000 for item 81, all that is necessary to combine the two
items is to add $12,000 to the $269,600 for service on peanuts, and
you will have it.

The Chairman. And so specify in the item?
Mr. Livingston. So specify in the item.

The Chairman. We do not want to set aside a lump sum by itself.

Mr. Harrison. If you merely add $12,000 to item No. 81, we will

see that that amount is expended on the peanut market news service.

The Chairman. It is bad policy. We are drifting into politics

every time we set out certain items.

Mr. Livingston. I appreciate the committee's position.

The Chairman. We want to treat the country as a whole; we
do not want to foster any favorite project or anything of the kind.

When we begin to set aside $10,000 for North Dakota and $10,000

for South Carolina, we get into politics.

Mr. Harrison. And it requires additional bookkeeping.
The Chairman. Yes. We want to take care of the peanuts; we

want to make it clear to you that they are to be taken care of. What
would it be necessary for the committee to do ?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Last year, for example, you had
$250,000 under 81. Suppose that should be made $262,000, which
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would leave that amount in 81 the same as it was last year, $250,000,
and include the peanut item, $12,000.

Mr. Livingston. In other words, what you are trying to decide
Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. I am trying to tell you that some

of these increases are going to be reduced.
Mr. Harrison. Mr. McLaughlin, we would not know the purpose

of that $12,000, except in this way—and I think it has been done
every year—if the committee will state in its report that this item
has been increased by $12,000 for, in this case, the conduct of a
market news service on peanuts, the department would be guided by
what the committee says in its report.

Tbe Chairman. Then we will handle it in that way.
Mr. Livingston. We should prefer, however, that they add $12,000

to the $269,600.

Mr. Harrison. We would much prefer that.

The Chairman. That may be done ; we are not passing upon those
things now.
The next is No. 88.

Mr. Livingston. The next is 88

:

For enabling the Secretary of Agriculture to Investigate and certify to ship-
pers and other interested parties the quality and condition of fruits, vege-
tables, poultry, butter, hay, and other perishable farm products, when received
In interstate commerce at such important central markets as the Secretary
of Agriculture may from time to time designate, under such rules and regu-
lations as he may prescribe, including payment of such fees as -will be reason-
able and as nearly as may be to cover the cost for the service rendered

:

Provided, That certificate^ issued by the authorized agents of the department
shall be received in all courts of the United States as prima facie evidence
of the truth of the statements therein contained, $191,700.

If I may, I would like to suggest that hay be taken out of that

item and be put in a separate item, for the reason that, while hay
is not a perishable commodity, it is included with a lot of commodi-
ties which are perishable products.

Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska. May I ask what is the diflference

between information that you are getting and disseminating rela-

tive to hay in item 88 and in item 85?
Mr. Livingston. This is strictly an inspection service; whereas

the other item relates to market reports on prices, supply and de-

mand, etc. One item is strictly an inspection service and the other

is a price service; and while dealing with the same commodity they

are entirely different types of work. For instance, the market news

service on fruits and vegetables, reports prices, car movements, and
things of that sort, while the inspection service deals with the qual-

ity and condition of the fruit when it is inspected upon request on

arrival at the market. This item provides for the inspection service.

Information regarding quality and condition of products is given

in the form of a certificate to' the party interested, which certificate

constitutes prima facie evidence in the United States courts as to

the quality and condition of the fruit at the time and place of in-

spection. It has nothing to do with prices, only dealing with qual-

ity and condition.

Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. How many of those inspectors

have you now ?

Mr. Livingston. I will have to get that information.
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Mr. Jacoway. Under the law the certificate of inspection is taken
as prima facie evidence in a court of justice ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jacoway. That provision was incorporated in the law some
two years ago. Don't you find that of great advantage to the
shipper?
Mr. Livingston. I think it is, sir.

Mr. Jacoway. In other words, don't it cut off a great deal of dis-

honest dealing on the part of people who want to act dishonestly^

especially with the shipper of perishable products?
Mr. Livingston. It does. I will call attention to a thing wh&h

camfe.tp my notice very recently. A.car of a certain commodity4-I
have forgotten what it was, one of the fruits or vegetables—arri^^d

at Galveston for export to Cuba. The shipper back in the country
received a telegram from the forwarding agent stating that the car

was iniaad shape; that it had to be rebagged and sorted, and that it

would cost the shipper about $200. The shipper called for an "ili-

spection on the car from one of our men employed under this item

88, and the inspection certificate showed that there were only three

bags out of the whole lot that were in any way out of condition.

This saved the shipper about $200. He paid $2.50 for the inspection

service and avoided paying $200 in repacking and sorting charges.

The direct monetary result is not the only thing to be considered,

moreover, but the indirect result—which to my mind is more impor-
tant—is the breaking up of such a practice as that. That forwarding
agent is not going to send back very many reports of that kind now
that he knows the inspection service is going to be utilized.

Mr. Jacoway. It has a tendency to eliminate dishonest commission
merchants all over the United States ?

Mr. Livingston. Absolutely. I am sure Mr. Sherman, who is deal-

ing with this problem every day, can give you a number of illustra-

tions of that kind.
Mr. Heflin. Have you figured out now the amounts annually that

you think you would need ?

Mr. LwiNGSTON. For the Bureau of Markets; yes, sir, $3,023,395.

Mr. Heflin. Do you think any reduction in that amount would
sei'iously cripple the work ?

Mr. Livingston. It would, in our opinion; yes, sir. In fact, we
think the amount ought to be increased.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I missed the answer to my ques-
tion as to how many of these inspectors you have and where they are
located.

Mr. Livingston. Mr. McLaughlin, you will notice that we are ask-

ing for an increase of $50,000 in this item, to be expended for two
things : First, $15,000 for inspection on butter, and through a typo-
graphical error there was omitted also " and poultry, products."' In
other words, we want to spend $15,000 on dairy and poultry products
and the remaining $35,000 for hay.
In order that the committee may have a background of what this

service is, I am going to ask Mr. Sherman to make a very brief state-

ment regarding the inspection service on fruits and vegetables. The
work on butter and poultry products will be substantially the same as
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that done with reference to fruits and vegetables. Mr. Sherman will

also answer the question about the number of inspectors we have.
The Chairmak. You may proceed, Mr. Sherman.

FURTHER STATEMENT OF MR. WELLS A. SHERMAN, SPECIALIST
IN CHARGE OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLE DIVISION, BUREAU OF
MARKETS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Sherman. The inspection service, as you know, is a definite

service offered to the public at a definite price.

Confess has dignified the standing of the certificate that we
issue by making it prima facie evidence in court in case the con-
troversy goes to court, as it has in a number of cases. There are
certain restrictions which you have placed upon this service, one of
which is that the goods must have moved in interstate commerce.
I presume that the idea there was to limit the amount of our work,
but the practical result is to limit the amount of our collections, be-

cause our man in New York City may inspect the first and the third

car in a train of potatoes which originated in New Jersey or Penn-
sylvania, but can not inspect the second car that happens to originate

in New York State.

There is another restriction in that we can make these inspections

under the language of the bill only in markets designated by the

Secretary, and the Secretary, of course, could hardly designate every

town on the map where somebody might want an inspection; so

around each of the inspection centers there are designated a few
points of secondary importance which our men can reach, and if a

man goes out from Philadelphia to AUentown or Harrisburg to

make an inspection, there is added to the price of the certificate his

car fare out and back. So that if a man in Harrisburg wants an
inspection, it will cost him $2.50 plus the carfare from Philadelphia

and return. If a man in Philadelphia calls for the inspection, he gets

it for $2.50.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is this work growing?
Mr. Sherman. It has grown to the point now where we can not

hire inspectors enough to do the work, because the railroads have
issued orders in some cases to their claim agents not to entertain any
claim—that order was issued in Philadelphia—that was not sup-

ported by a Government inspector's certificate. That ,is to say, if a

dealer in Philadelphia receives a car of potatoes partly frozen and
wants to lodge a claim against the railroad company, the railroad

company wilL not entertain his claim unless he has our inspection

certificate, which shows just exactly what proportion of the potatoes

are frozen and all other facts as to the condition of the car in which

the frozen potatoes are 'found, by which thev can determine pretty

accurately whether they are responsible.

The Chairman. Are fees charged in all cases for the inspections?

Mr. Sherman. In all instances. There are no exceptions.

Mr. Jacoway. At how many places in the United States can these

inspections be made ?

Mr. Sherman. I have a list here. I will have to stop to count them

up. There are 29 major points^-163 points altogether. On the map
the large red dots indicate the points where we have inspectors

permanently located.
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Mr. Jacoway. It is possible, then, for the entire shipping public
of the United States to get this inspection service if they want it ?

Mr. Sherman. No, sir; not at all.

Mr. Jacoway. Shouldn't that be extended to all the people ? Don't

.

you consider it very important?
Mr. Sherman. We consider it very iniportant work and one of the

services which should be extended. It is one of those services which
is making for better moral and ethical conditions in the trade. The
ne\\s service, the inspection service, and the work in grading and
standardization, all contribute to the morals and ethics of the indus-

try by bringing about a better understanding between shippers and
receivers.

Mr. Jacoway. It increases production, too, doesn't it ?

Mr. .Sherman. It increases production. We went into that very
elaborately this morning with reference to market news items.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much money are you collect-

ing from inspections?
Mr. Sherman. In the last six months, from the beginning of this

fiscal year to the 3d day of January, we had collected $28,604. That
is for the first six months of this fiscal year. Of course, in the pre-

ceding fiscal year the work was newer, we had a smaller number of

men ; it was in the pioneer state and collections for the preceding
fiscal year were $45,000. We are running at the rate now, you see, of
over $57,000 for this year, and that is on a $2.50 fee per car. So you
see a great many of these men are not only busy but are overworked.
We have a chart that will show you the number of inspections that

were turned down because we could not hire men enough to do the
work. We have turned down from July to October only of this

year, 967 applications for inspections because we hadn't the men to

do the work, or because the men were working 10 or 12 hours a day
and there was not enough daylight to cover additional cars. Of
course, that doesn't represent the business we might have done, be-

cause the receivers who have cars that they want inspected at points

that have not been designated have stopped making applications.

Mr. Jacoway. How many cars would 967 applications include?
Mr. Sherman. Each application represents a car lot. That repre-

sents the total that you see here [indicating on chart] . There were
this many inspections made during these four months. This was the

number that was turned down because there were not sufficient in-

spectors. You will observe that the largest number turned down was
in Pittsburgh. Four hundred and eight applications were turned
down in Pittsburgh alone because of the peculiar conditions that
exist th£re.

If you want a very definite, specific statement of exactly how the

service works at the point where I should say it is most highly ap-
preciated and most completely used both by the trade and the rail-

roads, I would be glad to have Mr. Robb, who has been in Pittsburgh
ever since the work started and has just been brought to Washington,
give you that information.

Mr. Jacoway. We had a man in Arkansas who represented a num-
ber of sellers of different kinds of perishable products. He picked
out a commission merchant in Chicago that he thought was honest
and shipped all these carloads of applies, peaches, watermelons, etc..
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to him, and every time he got a return on a car something was wrong
with it. So he came here to see me about it. I got busy with him
through the Department of Justice, and, as a result, the Chicago
man had to return over $4,000 to the shippers there. This service

will correct that, not only in cases like that, but in all other similar

cases, will it riot?

Mr. Sherman. It has corrected it in a great many cases, and we
have found, Mr. Chairman, that the result has been in certain markets
where we have put an inspector that he has had a great deal of busi-

ness to do for a short time. Cars were shipped in and buyers would
turn them down, alleging something was the matter, and he had a

great deal of business for a little while. lie issued a few certificates

which showed up the game, and the unjust rejections ceased and the

man has practically worked himself out of a job. But he was per-

forming exactly the same function that a policeman performs in the

suppression of violence and disorder in a city.

Mr. Heflin. How many of these inspectors have you?
Mr. Sherman. Forty-three inspectors are in the field now, and

we need at this moment at least 10 more, in order to take care of

the business actually offered and the business which .the railroads

tell us they will demand in the spring. I might say that the Louis-
ville & Nashville road in Cincinnati has served notice that when the
strawberry movements starts from the South' coming into Cincinnati

they are going to demand Government inspection on every car on
which they can't get a clean delivery.

Mr. Jacoway. Isn't it the only protection that the producers have
that will enable them to get a fair price for what they ship to the

commission merchant in case controversies arise ?

Mr. Sherman. It is the only protection I know of.

Mr. Jacowat. It is absolutely the only protection?

Mr. Sherman. It is the only protection of which I know.
Mr. Jacowat. Because if they bring suit they have got to travel

thousands of miles and go to a hostile forum in many instances, and
wherever this Government certificate comes in under this law, which
says that it shall be prima facie evidence in a court of justice, it

seems to me that that settles the question almost absolutely, pro-

vided your service could be universal in the United States.

The Chairman. Have you done anything in the way of inspecting
hay?
Mr. Sherman. Nothing whatever.
The Chairman. Have you had many applications?

Mr. Livingston. We haven't had a man to do it, Mr. Haugen. We
hope to take that up next year, and for that purpose we are asking
an increase of $35,000 in this item.

Mr. Sherman. Mr. Chairman, if this committee should see fit to

make the money that we collect from this service a revolving fund,
out of which we could hire additional inspectors, we could take care

of it. We wouldn't have to ask you to increase this item. This busi-

ness next year would take care of itself. See what is getting away
from us now, 408 applications in Pittsburgh with three men there.

The Chairman. If we allow this amount, how much will you turn

into the Treasury from the fees ?
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Mr. Sherman. About $58,000 a year, at the rate we are going now.
The Chairman. You will turn in next year not quite half of the

amount of the appropriation?
Mr. Livingston. Mr. Chairman, may I suggest that that is on the

inspection fee of $2.50; and we are considering raising that to a

higher figure, which will automatically increase the amount of money
that comes in, and therefore the amount which is turned in to the

Treasury.
The Chairman. Are wb safe in saying that half of the appropria-

tion will be returned to the Treasury?
Mr. Livingston. On the item as it stands to-day I should say that

would be a fair statement.
The Chairman. You say you intend to increase the fee?

Mr. Livingston. We are talking about it now. We have it under
consideration.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you have in mind what your
increase will be?
Mr. Sherman. Probably we will double the fee.

Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska. It ought to be doubled.
• Mr. Sherman. It is generally believed that we can double that fee

without substantially decreasing the business.

Mr. Heflin. If you do double it, in your opinion what will you be

able to turn into the Treasury in a year ?

Mr. Sherman. The opinion of our men in the markets is that the

increasing of this fee to $4 would not materially lessen the number
of applications. There is usually so much at stake in the car—^prac-

tically the smallest amount at stake is a difference of $25. If there

is a claim lodged against the car at all, it is at least $25 and it is liable

to be $300 or $400. So I think with the larger fee we should be

able to turn in over $80,000.

The Chairman. How much do you charge on a small shipment?
Mr. Sherman. $1.50 on half a carload; for over half a car it is

$2.50.

Mr. Lee. Don't your men find, as a rule, that the amount in con-

troversv runs into the hundreds of dollars, instead of being less

than $i00?
Mr. Sherman. Yes, sir.

Mr. EoBB. I will say that most controversies run from $50 to $200.

Sometimes, of course, there will be a complete loss of a car. I have
known it to go as high as $1,500 in a car of strawberries.

The Chairman. What is the charge for the inspection of a car of

^heat ?

Mr. Livingston. It varies considerably.

The Chairman. It seems to me when you get it up to $5 you are

getting inspection fee pretty high. Of course, it requires more in-

vestigation to pass upon perishable commodities than it would ordi-

narily in inspecting a car of wheat.
The thought was that, if there is a controversy, shippers might ap-

peal to the Department of Agriculture and have this question set-

tled?

Mr. Sherman. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. That was the thought we had in mind. I think
we all appreciate the value of this service.
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Mr. Heflin. Who pays for the inspection of the wheat when it

arrives at the market?
Mr. Livingston. The shipper.
Mr. Heflin. That is apart from this inspection service that we

have been discussing?

Mr. Livingston. Oh, yes.

Mr. Heflin. If your man is called in he must make his charge ?

Mr. Livingston. He makes his charge, yes.

Mr. Heflin. When a dispute arises as to the condition?
Mr. Livingston. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jacoway. Have you ever had a complaint from anyone as to
the fee charged ? In other words, don't they gladly pay the fee ?

Mr. Sherman. Yes ; most of the large commercial interests think
the fee is ridiculously small, and such inspections as private agencies
have made for fees heretofore have always been for at least a $5
charge.

Mr. Heflin. Don't you think, though, that you ought not to put
it high and thereby get it out of the reach of the little fellow ?

Mr. Sherman. No, sir.

Mr. Heflin. Five dollars might be high for some.
Mr. Sherman. But not when there is f100 at stake.

The Chairman. Should you charge a uniform rate?
Mr. Sherman. Fruits and vegetables are made uniform, but the

labor of making inspections differs on different cars tremendously.
You send a man to inspect a car loaded with sacks of potatoes, loaded
so high that he can't climb over them, can't get in, and he has got to

dig out and get samples from the bottom, potatoes on the lower layer, •

because often they freeze on the floor, and he has got an enormous
amount of physical labor to perform. These men actually work,
and that is one of the difficult things about this service, you have
got to have the combination of an able-bodied laborer who is willing

to get in there and do a lot of dirty, hard work, and a man technically

qualified to judge of the condition that he finds.

The Chairman. It wouldn't require as much labor to inspect a car

of hay as it would to inspect a car of potatoes.

Mr. Livingston. That would depend on circumstanceg.

The Chairman. It will have to be left to future consideration.

Mr. Livingston. The next item is No. 89. Mr. Murph, who will

present that item, is unavoidably detained, and I suggest that we
pass it over until to-morrow.
The Chairman. Very well.

Afternoon Session.

Wednesday, January 14, 1920.

STATEMENT OF MR. DANIEL S. MURPH, SPECIALIST IN COTTON
MARKETING AND WAREHOUSING, BUREAU OF MARKETS, DE-

PARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Livingston. If it is agreeable, Mr. Chairman, we will take up
the next item, No. 89, on page 252 of the estimates. That is the item

1G4315—20 7G
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that we passed over yesterday in the absence of Mr. Murph. This
item reads as follows

:

For Investigating, demonstrating, and promoting tlie use of standards for tlie

different grades, qualities, and conditions of cotton, and for investigating tlie

ginning, grading, stapling, baling, marketing, compressing, and tare of cotton,
etc.

There is no change in the amount.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You may remember, Mr. Murph,

when you were with the committee that I raised some objection to

the use of money for operating a mill to test th^ textile strength of
cotton, and so on, insisting, in my feeble way that that is not a mar-
keting proposition at all. What are you domg along that line now ?

Mr. MuEPH. The tests have covered in the past the various grades
of cotton, showing their waste and tensile strength. During the

war period we were particularly engaged in connection with the

Signal Corps Service of the Army in testing cotton for aeroplane
balloon fabric. Up to that time only Egyptian cotton was used,

and the specifications called for the use of Egyptian cotton in man-
ufacturing that sort of fabric. As the result of the tests we made,
we found that Sea Island and American Egyptian cotton, while

probably not quite up to the Egyptian cotton in strength, yet was of

such a nature that balloon and aeroplane fabric could be made from
these cottons, and the War Department, as a result of that test and
investigation that we made, changed the specifications so as to allow

the use of these American-grown cottons, which, of course, made
available for the purpose much larger quantities of cotton than oth-

erwise would have been available.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What kind of apparatus and para-

phernalia have the Government for that kind of work?
Mr. MuEPH. We have a little apparatus for testing here, but the

most of the work is done in cooperation with the mills. They are

very glad to allow us the use of certain parts of their machinery for

making the tests that we make.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But the Government has a plant

of its own, has it not ?

Mr. MuEPji. We have a little machinery of our own here.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Where is that?
Mr. Murph. We use the machinery at Clemson College, South

Carolina, and at the Agricultural and Mechanical College at Ealeigh,
N. C, chiefly for checking up the tests. The machinery that

we own here is only tensile strength apparatus and a piece of

machinery for moisture test. The most of the workj as I say, is done
primarily at the mills, and is checked up at the agricultural and me-
chanical colleges.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What use is made of the infor-

mation gained in that way ?

Mr. Murph. For instance, the information we gained in refer-

ence to the airplane fabric was useful in the way that I have indi-

cated just a few moments ago.

With reference to other work, our tests have shown certain facts

with reference to the real value of certain grades of cotton, and
they are guides upon which people interested have tried to fix in their

own minds something of the intrinsic value, as we might say, of
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cotton. For instance, if mills find as the result of our tests that
cottons of certain grades have certain spinning qualities, which
they did not realize thoroughly that it had before, there is a de-

mand created for cotton of that kind, and on the other hand, per-

sons who have cotton to sell and, knowing of its intrinsic value, are
able to trade more intelligently as to the real value of the cotton

that they hold.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have the facts that you have de-

veloped in this line of work influenced the fixing of the standards?
Mr. MuRPH. You mean did they influence the determination in our

minds of what should enter into the standards when the department
fixed the standards ?

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Yes.
Mr: MuRPH. No, sir; I can hardly say that. The standards were

fixed some time ago, but these tests relate to cotton of the official

standards. We refer to the official standards in making these tests,

so that when the information becomes available it is available with
reference to cotton of particular standards, which are known. Dur-
ing the past year, just as a further illustration, if you will permit
me, the advances of the boll weevil appear to have about wiped out

the Sea Island cotton industry. We seem this year to be reduced
to possibly not more than 10,000 bales, from 100,000 bales a few years
ago. This, as you know, is an extremely valuable sort of cotton, and
this cotton is in very great demand for certain kinds of fabric, and
effort is being made to develop a cotton which will mature early in

that section of the country and which therefore may be planted to

some extent in place of the Sea Island cotton, as we have it now.
That cotton is known as the Meade cotton. It has a good staple, and
we have made a preliminary test of Meade cotton as compared with
Sea Island cotton, which we expect to follow by making a little more
complete test. After making the tests we have in mind at present on
the Meade cotton, we should be able to give some very definite infor-

mation as to the comparative value of Meade and Sea Island cotton,

to indicate whether, as a matter of fact, the Meade cotton can be
substituted in use for the Sea Island cotton.

Mr. Young. Some of the manufacturing establishments—in fact,

most of them, I assume—must of necessity have this long-staple

cotton in certain weaves of goods?
Mr. MuEPH. Yes.
Mr. Young. And, if we finally lose out by reason of the boll weevil,

we shall have to import that cotton?
Mr. MuKPH. We shall have to import that cotton.

Mr. Young. I was going to ask you a question along that

line. The growers in the Imperial Valley in California, and some
valley In New Mexico or Arizona, I believe, which has an irrigating

proposition, propose to raise a long-staple cotton, and I notice their

acreage is increasing from year to year. Does that long-staple cotton

measure up in quality to anything like the Egyptian cotton?

Mr. MuRPH. It is comparable. It has been said that its spinning
value is not quite so great as that of the Egyptian. That is, that

possibly the Egyptian cotton may be a little more suitable for certain

purposes than the American Egyptian cotton. As a matter of fact,

there have been times during the past season, however, when the
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American Egyptian cotton was selling at a better price on the market
than the Egyptian, and this indicates that it is of very high character.

The acreage, which last year was around 85,000 acres, it is possible,

will be about doubled this year ; that is, they are expecting to plant

about 176,000 acres.

Mr. YoTJXG. Where is that increase—in California or Arizona?
Mr. MuEPH. It will be largely in Arizona and wiU be developed

somewhat in California, too. There is a section of territory out there

which seems to me especially suitable for this cotton, a section of

territory in California in which some short-staple cotton has been
grown which seems to be suitable for long-staple cotton ; therefore

there is no reason why it should not be grown there.

Mr, Young. The boll weevil has not made its appearance there ?

Mr. MuBPH. No, sir. That is a reason why we are interested in
trying to show whether or not a particular character of cotton may
also be substituted for Sea Island cotton. If this Meade cotton turns
out well and can be substituted very largely for Sea Island cotton, we
will be in a position to plant the Meade. The wiping out of 100,000
bales of that cotton was a very serious blow.
Mr. Hutchinson. Do not most of the long staples go into automo-

bile tires?

Mr. MuEPH. Yes, sir. One of the subsidiary companies of a tire

company plants about 20,000 acres of American Egyptian cotton
Mr. HiTTCHijfsON (interposing). This Sea Island cotton—in what

particular goods is it used ?

Mr. MuRPH. It is used in fancy goods, fine goods, laces, and things

of that kind, and it is woven into other goods that are of a more
practicable, serviceable nature, but of a fine class.

Mr. Hutchinson. Mercerized cotton ?

Mr. MuEPH. Yes, sir.

The Chaieman. Thank you very much, Mr. Murph.

Monday, January 12, 1920.

afternoon session.

The Chairman. What is next, Mr. Harrison ?

Mr. Harrison. Mr. Thompson, who is in charge of our State co-

operation in marketing work, is compelled to leave the city this after-

noon, and so, with your permission, we will take up item 91, on page
254. We will see that the discussion appears in its proper place

when the hearings are printed.

Tuesday, January 13, 1920.

AFTERNOON SESSION—Continued.

The Chairman. The next item is No. 90," To enable the Secretary

of Agriculture to make studies of cooperation among farmers in the

United States," and so on. That item is dropped from the Bureau of
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Markets, because the work has been transferred to the Bureau of
Farm Management, and the lump-sum appropriation correspondingly
reduced.

The Chairman. We will be glad to hear you now, Mr. Thompson.
You might state what item you will take up.

STATEMENT OF MR. C. W. THOMPSON, IN CHARGE STATE COOP-
ERATION IN MARKETING, BUREAU OP MARKETS, DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Thompson. The item is No. 91, " To enable the Secretary of
Agriculture to cooperate with the several States in the employment
of agents to acquire and diffuse useful information connected with the
distribution and marketing of farm products through investigational,

demonstrational, or extension methods."
I call your attention to the map which shows in orange color the

States in which we have cooperatively employed agents at this time.

There is also indicated in green the States with which cooperative re-

lations will be established in the event that the proposed increase in

the appropriation is granted. In other words, we have under the ex-

isting item with the funds at our disposal cooperative relations with
the States you see there in orange color.

The Chairman. Will you give the names of some of the States?

The map will not show in the record.

Mr. Thompson. I shall indicate it in the record. Of course, I can
give all the States now if you so desire. Cooperative work is being
conducted with the following States: New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan,

-

Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, Mis-
sissippi, Missouri, Arkansas, Texas, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska,
North Dakota, Montana, Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Washington,
and Oregon.
Mr. YotTNG. Wouldn't it be easier to give those with which we have

no cooperative relations ? There are only a few of those.

Mr. Thompson. Yes, sir. The States that are ready to take up co-

operative work with us under this item, and with which it is intended

to arrange relations, are Maine, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey,

Florida, Louisiana, Wisconsin, South Dakota, Kansas, Oklahoma,
Wyoming, and Idaho.
Mr. EtTBEY. What State is that down there in white, in the South?

Mr. Thompson. That is the State of Alabama.
Mr. Hebxjn. What does that mean—^the white?

Mr. Thompson. It means that those States have not taken up the

matter with us to the extent of indicating that they would have funds

for use in the cooperative employment of a joint marketing agent in

the State.

Mr. Heflin. You mean to say that the bureau of markets in Ala-

bama does not cooperate with your department?

Mr. Thompson. We have informal cooperation with every State,

Alabama and all the others in white, the ones to which you refer, but

when we say " formal cooperation," it means we contribute financially

toward cooperative arrangements and contribute, perhaps, something

toward the salary of cooperatively employed agents in the States.
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The question you naturally would ask is, "How are these funds
used ? " Largely, I should say, on the salaries of marketing agents

stationed in the States, who are cooperatively employed by a State

agency and by the Bureau of Markets, and whose work is confined to

the State for the most part.

Mr. TiNCHER. In all of the States marked in orange you are spend-

ing money in that way?
Mr. Thompson. In all the States marked in orange "we are now

spending money, and the States themselves are spending from two to

three times as much money as we are on the joint arrangement.
Mr. TiNCHEH. In the States marked in white you don't intend to

spend any money next year?
Mr. Thompson. There is no present request such as we have in

States marked in green. Now, it is possible that something might
develop in the course of the year which would lead one of the States

in white to take up the matter with us, and we with them, perhaps.

It may be that one of the States painted in green would fail to come
across so that we could make arrangements with them. For instance,

take the State of Kansas. We had almost completed arrangements
with the State of Kansas a considerable time ago for the employment
of a man, but it happened that Kansas permitted the State of Wis-
consin to take that man, Prof. Macklin. They appointed him on the

staff of the State Agricultural College at Madison. Kamsas has not

been able since then to select a man, so the matter has been held in

abeyance.
Mr. EuBEY. How many State legislatures have passed laws provid-

ing for some sort of a marketing system?
Mr. Thompson. There are 27 States that have what we call State

market bureaus, which are provided for in one way or another under a

special State law.
Mr. Heplin. Alabama is one of them.
Mr. Thompson. Alabama is one of those States. I have before me

here a map which shows in red the States that have State bureaus
of markets.
Mr. EmBET. It might be well to put in the record the States that

have those.

Mr. Thompson. Those States are as follows: Maine, New Hamp-
shire, Vermont, Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, Peimsylvania,

Ohio, West Virginia, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,

Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Missouri, Arkansas, Louisiana, Okla-

homa, Texas, Wisconsin, Minnesota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Idafeo,

Washington, and California.

Mr. Heplin. What will it cost Alabama to get this cooperative

work?
Mr. Thompson. The actual cost may be very slight. That is, we

might put in a joint man under conditions where possibly the State

would put in anywhere from $1,200 to $2,000. Of course, they have

to pay the traveling expenses of the man. They pay for clerical

assistance also. We apply our funds generally to the salary of the

agent, leaving it to them to supervise the question of travel and local

detail.

Mr. Heflin. Does the State that wishes to cooperate with you make
application ?

Mr. Thompson. It does.
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Mr. BJEFLiN. Do you tell it what is necessary to be done?
Mr. Thompson. That is one way. As a matter of fact, we make it

a point, as rapidly as we can—^I myself for one and others of the
staff—as we travel through the States, we stop off as we can, both, at
the agricultural college and at the State bureau of markets, get ac-
quainted with them, acquaint them with what we are doing, and show
them the ways in which we can work with them.

Mr. Jones. The States that are in green on this map and the States
that are in orange take care of it now through their State force : and
the ones that are in orange have helped from the Federal Govern-
ment ?

Mr. Thompson. No; the States in green do not have marketing
agents at this time. Those that are in green are the ones with whom
we would establish cooperative relations if the increase were granted.
Mr. Jones. Do not the States themselves take care of it now with-

out coordination with the Federal Government in the green States ?

Mr. Thompson. To such an extent as they are conducting market-
ing work. However, jou will find in many cases they are handi-
capped and they are not in a position to do what they would do
immediately if we would join with them in the employment of joint

cooperative agents.

Mr. TiNCHEH. Who are you corresponding with, for instance, in

Kansas about their getting into this arrangement?
Mr. Thompson. In Kansas we have taken it up personally on the

the ground at Manhattan with the agricultural college authorities,

and they have also taken it up with us here in the city.

Mr. TiNCHEE. You say the reason they have not been participating
in the fund is their inability to get a suitable man ?

Mr. Thompson. That is the difficulty that interrupted our per-

fecting arrangements some time ago.

Mr. PuENELL. The trouble is they send their best men to Con-
gress. [Laughter.]
Mr. Tinchee. They haven't a State law establishing a State bureau

of markets, have they?
Mr. Thompson. They do not have a State bureau of markets, as

you see here ; no.

I have just been reminded that in speaking of the ways in which
we operate—and that is the thing that I intend to come to presently

—

we cooperate, of course, with the State bureaus as well as with the

colleges, and I could mention a number of States. Take, for in-

stance, the State of Ohio. There we have a State bureau of markets,

and we have the agricultural college, of course, at Colupibus. We
have cooperative arrangements with both.

_

I may say that in the State of Wisconsin, which is in green, we
have a State bureau of markets, and we have a request from both
the agricultural college and from the State bureau, and have taken
steps, initial steps toward the perfecting of cooperative arrange-

ments.

Mr. Anderson. What is tha purpose of this cooperative arrange-

ment ? Is it extension work, or investigation, or what ?

Mr. Thompson. It is both. It provides for extension work and
for investigation work. These men, stationed either at the college

•or at the State bureau, are men that acquaint themselves as rapidly as
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they can with local conditions, with a view to determining what the

local marketing needs are, and with a view to developing a program
of work along the lines which seem to promise best results in market-
ing work. Now, at the same time it is realized that the marketing
work in any State, besides having its local aspects, which need to

be understood first, also has its interstate aspects, and the agent who
is cooperatively employed is a man who must be familiar not only

with local conditions and needs, but must understand what lines,

perhaps, are most important to take up. For example, in one State,

such a's the State of Iowa, it will be live stock or grain marketing

;

down in the State of Arkansas it might be sweet potatoes for one
thing and live stock ; out yonder in such States as Nebraska it might
be grain marketing for one thing. It will be different in different

States. The special lines that will be attacked at the outset will de-

pend upon the marketing needs of the States.

Mr. PtJENELi,. What does. all that mean? What do they actually

do by way of investigation?

Mr. Thompson. They assemble information within the State re-

garding marketing organizations, in order to be in a position to

assist local'marketing organizations both in the organizing of asso-

ciations and in keeping them going.
Mr. PuHNELL.* The Federal Bureau of Markets, then, merely assists

the State organization ?

Mr. Thompson. The Federal bureau assists the State organization

through this jointly employed man in cases where perhaps they would
not have any one man for particular studies. But in the main I will

say that the work of these marketing agents is to furnish information,
to serve as a clearing house of information to the farmers and to

the farmers' associations in the State, and especially to the county
agents.

Mr. PuENELL. Is their work beyond the experimental stage? Has
it reached the point where you are able to say that the Government
is justified in spending over a million dollars in condiicting this sort

of work ?

Mr. Thompson. Your million dollars refers, of course, to some-
thing else, does it not?
Mr. PuRNELL. It means to the whole matter. I don't mean this

particular branch with which you are dealing, but I mean the Bureau
of Markets generally. In your judgment, is it beyond the experi-
mental stage 8

Mr. Thompson. Yes; in many respects. There are many lines

where we can show very definite results from particular activities,

and wh^e we can put a monetary value on the results of those activi-

ties.

Mr. PuKNELL. How do you reach that conclusion as to its monetary
value ?

Mr- Thompson. To answer that it will be necessary, of course, to

particularlize.

Take, for instance, the example of our field agents—^well, we will

take one at a time—^take the State of Iowa. One of the things that
Mr. Foster, our field agent in Iowa did was to provide for a State
exchange list, through which farmers and others, 'with the aid of the
county agents, would, find out where they could get pure-bred Jive
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stock, seeds, and feeds, and, in other words, make known the surplus
of pure-bred live stock and seeds by counties, so that they could
exchange locally, instead of going outside of the State, perhaps, to

get that information.
Mr. Jones. Let me interrupt you there. Why couldn't the State,

through its own organization, do that same thing?
Mr. Thompson. That is the thing we are helping and encouraging

the States to do.

Mr. Jones. Why couldn't the States do it themselves?
Mr. Thompson. The answer is that the States with whom we coop-

erate have not taken it up. They are not ready to do it. They
haven't the money in some cases. Even where they have established
State bureaus I could cite examples where they would not be able to

take up the work they now have. In Ohio, for example, they would
not have the funds ; they would not be able to conduct the work.
Mr. Jones. Is it your opinion that these States would fake this

thing up when they saw the necessity of it if they knew they were not
getting aid from the Federal Government ?

Mr- Thompson. On the other hand, the answer I shall give is this,

that our attitude is to furnish a sort of a nest egg where we give $500,
and they give $1,500 or $2,000, and the $500 that comes from us makes
it possible to appoint a $2,500 or $3,000 man, and it is from that point
of view that we approach the appointment of these men in the States.

Mr.,HEFLiN. You are trying to show these States the importance
of it?

Mr. Thompson. Yes.
Mr. Heflin. And it may be that later on they can do the work,

after they get organized ?

Mr. Thompson. Yes. The more money they can put into it, of

course, the less we will, and we always give a minor fraction of the

funds necessary.
Mr. McLatjghmn of Michigan. You don't think there is any lack

of money in Ohio, do you ?

Mr. Thompson. There is not the money available at this time lor

the marketing work which is being conducted, and our funds have
been instrumental in putting men in the State where there were none
before.

Mr. Jones. How about Pennsylvania ?

Mr. Thompson. The State of Pennsylvania has recently made pro-

vision, and rather generous provision, for a State bureau of markets.

Mr. Jones. I am going on the assumption that the various States

have just as bright men to handle this proposition as the Federal

Government could get from the States, and I can't understand why
the States, if they see the necessity for this thing, can not* develop

it- themselves. All the States that are financially able to do it are

simply seeking Federal aid because the other States are gettmg

Federal aid. . That is the only reason they are getting it.
^ , .

,

Mr. Thompson. The point raised is a very important one, I tmnk,

and the answer I believe would be this, that in 9rder to handle the

marketing work it has been approached from an interstate as well as

from a local standpoint, and the States with the aid of their local

information are not in a position to command the interstate relation

and the facilities that we have in the Federal bureau which we com-

bine with theirs in the conduct of the work.
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Mr. Jones. Will you tell me why John Smith, because he is em-
ployed by the Federal Government, has more knowledge of inter-

state matters than John Smith who is employed by the State?
Mr. Thompson. Yes, sir. An example of that would be, for in-

stance, the following: As a joint employee he would be brought in

touch, in intimate touch, with all our projects.
Mr. Jones. In other words, he would study ?

Mr. Thompson. He would study the problems.
Mr. Jones. Couldn't a fellow in the States study them, too ?

Mr. Thompson. He would know our grades, he would know the
standards for one thing, and he would be in a position to connect
up with our market news services and help to make the market news
service, which is a national service, connect up with the local service

in the State, and thus extend the usefulness of the service within the
State.

Mr. RuBEY. Isn't this a fact, that some years ago, before the United
States Government began this work, there wasn't any of this work
done, or practically none of it done in any of the States, and it was
only after the Government took the initiative and organized the

Bureau of Markets and got into this work and demonstrated the

benefit of it that the States took it up and it became in general use

all over the country ? Isn't that a fact ?

Mr. Thompson. Yes. I should go on further and say that it must
be remembered that the information gathered by the Federal Bureau
of Markets is outstanding in importance, and that it is a very im-

portant thing to get that information in a practical way to the
States, to the farmers, to the county agents; and all these men that

we are talking about are the intermediaries to whom the county
agents and the State associations look.

If you will give me an opportunity I would like to illustrate con-

cretely how these marketing men bring the information within the

State.

Mr. Anderson. You just spoke about county agents. I ihink I wiU
ask you at that point the question that we have asked everybody else.

Why can't the county agent do all this work ?

Mr. Thompson. Mr. Anderson, we are trying to get the county

agents to do the work. These inarketing men are simply teaching the

county agents how to do it. Let me give you an illustration: Here
is a marketing specialist invited down to see the county agent in a

certain county, and he goes with him out into the country to take up
a problem of importance in that county which perhaps takes him
four or five different places. The method of this marketing agent,

the specialist, is to put it up in such a way that the county agent gets

it as quickly as possible, and before he gets through with his third

or fourth place he leaves it not to himself to make the demonstration,

but he has the county agent do it, in order that when he leaves him
tlie county agent may be able to go on and do it in other places.

Mr. Jones. You, see, Mr. Thompson, we are trying to ascertain

somewhere in the course of these hearings before we get througii

what the county agent really does, and we hayen't been able to

ascertain yet.

Mr. RuBEY. I want to ask unanimous consent that we recall the

previous speaker and ask him to put into the record why the county
agents can't take up this work in South America. [Laughter.]
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Mr. PuBNEM.. I object.

The Chairman. Objection is raised, Mr. Rubey.
Will you kindly set out in detail the character of these demonstra-

tions and investigations ?

Mr. Thompson. In Nebraska, our man there, Mr. Filley, for in-
stance, has at the request of the county agents and the farmers' asso-
ciations, gone out and assisted in the organization during the past
year of 13 farmers' cooperative grain elevators among the farmers

;

furnished them forms of by-laws prepared with the assistance of
experts in the Bureau of Markets.
The Chairman. The department published them in pamphlet

form many years ago. They did not have to go there to deliver the
pamphlets.
Mr. Thompson. Mr. Haugen, no constitution and by-laws that the

bureau has ever been able to prepare is such that we would recom-
mend it generally without reference to local conditions. It is always
necessary in developing a cooperative association, whether it be an
elevator or anything else, to look into local conditions and to under-
stand the local situation before giving final recommendations with
reference to the by-laws and constitution.

The Chairman. Do you go out then and encourage the organiza-
tion?

Mr. Thompson. Our work has consisted in furnishing information
on request from the county agents and the farmers' associations or
groups of farmers. It is supposed that they are ready to organize,

they desire to organize, they want assistance, guidance, in regard to

the form of organization and also afterwards in regard to forms of
accounts that will enable them to know how their business is going on.

Mr. TiNCHER. You mean in the State of Iowa that the customary
way of organizing a cooperative association is not to depend upon
some local man for important information, but to bring in the Fed-
eral bureau and find out how they can organize a cooperative asso-

ciation? In Kansas we don't have to havei the help of the Govern-
ment to organize a cooperative association.

The Chairman. We never asked their help in Iowa. We got along

without it. [Laughter.]
Mr. Jones. That is the reason Kansas is green. [Laughteir.J

Mr. Thompson. Assistance has been given in the organization of

more than two dozen live-stock shipping associations and of 14 or

more cooperative elevators in the State of Iowa, in elevator organiza-

tion and also in certain cases of reorganization from the old stock

company to a cooperative form of association.

Mr. PuRNELL. What is the) object to be attained—to find a market
or to obtain for the producer a higher price for his products?

Mr. Thompson. To assist the producer in improving the methods
of marketing farm products. For instance, to help him get informa-

tion regarding grades and standards
;
give him information regard-

ing organization of cooperative associations and accounts for those

associations.

Mr. PuENELL. That is clerical.

Mr. Thompson. To take up the market news service, which gives

him information regarding the movement of car lots to market and
also prices in the different markets. The market news service tells
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him where to ship his carloads of live stock, grain, or other com-
modities.

Mr. Jones. Is it the idea to take the same position with the farm-

ers that Gompers does with the labor organizations ?

Mr. PuENELL. I wish, Mr. Thompson, that you would just pursue

the line that you are on there. I would like to know, as a matter of

information, what is the ultimate object to be attained in connection

with the establishment of these various marketing organizations and

these organizations that the Federal Government assists in organiz-

ing i. Is it to obtain a higher price for the producer or is it to help

him find a market for his products ?

Mr. Thompson. It is both.
Mr. Ptjenell. Is there anything else to be attained—any^ other

result?

Mr. Thompson. Yes; the typical cooperative marketing associa-

tion helps the! farmer, first, to laiow what to produce ; that is, to show
him what is the standardized commodity he should produce of a

given kind, whether it is potatoes or whatever it is ; it helps him in

the matter of grading and assists him in the handling and storing

of it locally ; it furnishes him a sales agency through which carload

lots are shipped right to the market and also information that tells

him whe)re the carloads should be sent to find a good market.
Mr. KuBET. And it enables him to ship in carload lots.

Mr. Thompson. That is very important. Many of the farmers

have small lots which by themselves are so small that they would not

be able to ship them to advantage. By pooling their commodities
in carloads they get the advantage of large-scale handling in ship-

ping and economies that come from that sort of work.
Mr. Heflin. It is also beneficial to the consumer ?

Mr. Thompson. Yes, sir.

Mr. Ptjenell. That is just the thing I want to find out. If he

gets better markets and higher prices, what does the consumer say

about it ?

Mr. Thompson. Of course, our work enables the farmer, all the

farmers, to effect economies that on their side will give them better

prices than they would get if they had to go it individually, and it

enables them to eliminate certain wastes, to effect economies in han-
dling and grading which gives them better prices.

Mr. Heflin. In other words, he can get his produce to the market
under these improved methods cheaper than he could under the old

system?
Mr. Thompson. Yes, sir.

Mr. Ptjrnell. And he can afford to take less for them?
Mr. Thompson. Individually the local farmers get a better price

for the commodities that they handle as a result of the associations

through which they do their business. On the other hand—^well, I

want to be sure that I am answering questions rather than going on
with a statement that you are not interested in.

Mr. Ptjenell. You were pursuing your argument, saying whether
you thought it would be possible for him to get even a lower price

for his products and yet make more money out of it.

Mr. Thompson, Of course, the point you deal with there possibly,

would come in more particularly if you were figuring on how, on
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the farm itself, the farmer could produce a commodity at lower cost.

Then he could afford to accept a lower price and still perhaps make
a better profit. That is not our problem in the Bureau of Markets.
That is a problem in the Bureau of Farm Management.
Mr. TinCHER. How long have we had the Bureau of Markets?
Mr. Thompson. The Bureau of Markets began its work about six

years ago. I think its first items were provided for in 1913.

Mr. Harrison. The bureau was organized in May, 1913.

Mr. TiNCHER. Ever since its organization there has been a constant
increase in the difference between what the grower receives for
everything he produces and the price that the consumer pays for
everything he consumes ; so it hasn't been a very effective organiza-
tion along that line.

Mr. Thompson. The point you raise, which has to do with general
price levels, touches on much more fundamental things than can be
approached by the activities of the Bureau of Markets. You are

referring to general price levels, and the cause of price levels as such,

and I am sure that all here understand that if you are going to

attack the causes that lead to a gradual rise in the level of prices

you have to deal with many things outside of the things that we are

concerned with in the Bureau of Markets.
Mr. PuRNELL. Has your experience enabled you to say what the in-

dividual producers all over the country think of the Bureau of Mar-
kets—^how they feel toward it ; whether or not they are in sympathy
with it?

Mr. Thompson. Yes; Ave have a great many reactions with refer-

ence to that matter, showing us that our services are wanted far in

excess of our ability to supply them. For instance, we have men
whom, within the limits possible, we send into the States to furnish

first-hand personal assistance, not to local farmers, because we could

not afford to do that, but to associations of farmers, to cooperative

agricultural and other extension agencies, and to agencies such, as the

secretaries of farmers' organizations in States, who themselves are

busy with work directly with the farmers. I could illustrate it, I

think, by saying this : That not long since, at the request of secretaries

of farmers' grain dealers' associations in 12 States, our men met with

them, and these men who themselves go out to organize cooperative

elevators virtually agreed at that time upon a plan of organization,

which was discussed and worked over with the aid of experts from
the Bureau of Markets.
Mr- Tincher. Do you think any body of men in any kind of busi-

ness should organize a cooperative association without sufficient in-

telligence in its membership to organize it without Government aid?

Mr. Thompson. -No ; there should not be any such organization.

Mr. Tincher. And do you think that the Government at this time

should spend any money in encouraging the organization of coopera-

tive associations?

Mr. Thompson. We never encourage any specific group of farmers'

organizations directly.

Mr. Tincher. Then I can't understand what you mean to do with

this money that the Government will appropriate toward cooperative

associations. I can't understand just what you are going to Avith that

money.
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Mr. Thompson. Of course the work on cooperative organization
comes under another item specifically, but what we do is to furnish
information for farmers who desire to organize. We feel that is the
only way—our attitude is that the proper source of organization is

the farmers themselves. They should know and finally determine
whether or not they want to organize a given association. After they
have so determined and then request our expert assistance, then we
come with information such as we have, both as to plans of organiza-
tion and as to records of accounts, to help them -keep track of the
organization after it has been established.

Mr. TiNCHER. Most every State has a cooperative organization
statute.

Mr. Thompsost. That is a matter. that has been developing some-
what slowly, and in some States they have statutes followmg the

model prepared by the Federal Bureau of Markets.
Mr. TinCHER. Isn't a matter of procuring the blanks necessary and

following the forms; but when you get down to the business that the

cooperative association is going to transact, they have to be their

own judges of that, don't they?
Mr. Thompson. Most certainly.

Mr. TiNCHER. Now, let me see whether I understand you. What
you really want with the money is to employ agents to go there and
give them expert advice on how to run that business ?

Mr. Thompson. If he^is an organization specialist, yes. That is

one of the things, and that is a very important thing from the stand-

point of the organizations themselves;- and, further, giving them
assistance in records and accounts, so that they will know how to keep

track of their accounts.

Mr. TinCHER. To keep books, you mean ?

Mr. Thompson. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHER. That is, you furnish to those cooperative associations

expert advice on how to keep the books of the corporation, and you

tell them that they can get along without bookkeepers generally, don't

you?
Mr. Thompson. Even if they have a bookkeeper the chances are

that they have not an adequate system of accounts.

Mr. TiNCHER. Ought they not to have a bookkeeper, no matter

what system of bookkeeping they have?
Mr. Thompson. Yes, sir. They ought to have a system of accounts

that tells them what they ought to know, and that is the thing that

many of them do not have. I will sav this with reference to that

point that the National Association of Credit Men, after a survey

that they made, have reported that they think about 85 per cent of the

marketing agencies do not have the necessary information that they

should have, that they do not have proper bookkeeping.
'

Mr. TiNCHER. That is accounted for by the fact that some expert

wants them to organize, and it is not pointed out to them that they

need to have a bookkeeper.
Mr. Thompson. Oftentimes that may be true.

Mr. TiNCHER. Then the principal thing to do is to hire a book-

keeper. Does not your bureau issue a bulletin on that ?

Mr. Thompson. Bulletins are insufficient. Our experience has

shown us that unless we can furnish first-hand personal contact, we
Avill not get to them the kind of information they need. It is with
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this demonstration work, in other -words, as it is in many other
things.

Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska. I believe you spoke of 24 organi-
zations in Iowa that the bureau had helped to organize. Did I

understand you correctly?

Mr. Thompson. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska. And that your representative in

Nebraska had assisted in perfecting 13 organizations in Nebraska ?

Mr. Thompson. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Nebraska. I understand that there are from
600 to 1,000 cooperative organizations in Iowa, and some 400 or 500

in Nebraska that have been operating for many years, most of them.
Are we to understand that these few organizations that have been
recently perfected are much more efficient than those that have been
long established, or is it the purpose of the department to go ahead
and assist all these other organizations that have been operating

for Tnany years?
Mr. Thompson. Our method is to help existing organizations, and

to help new organizations where farmers are ready and want to or-

ganize new associations. But our work also consists in helping the

old stock companies where farmers have organized under an old

law, and where since then a cooperative law has been passed and they

want to organize a cooperative society. The main part of our

help is with existing organizations, not with new' associations,

and in the case of new associations is to help those groups that are

ready to organize a new association.

The Chairman. Are these cooperative organizations generally suc-

cessful ?

Mr. Thompson. I can best answer by being concrete. In the State

of Michigan they started some years ago organizing local potato

associations for the marketing of potatoes. The joint agent, with

our bureau, Mr. Tennant, assisted the local associations and after-

wards helped them to organize a central potato marketing exchange

at Cadillac. To-day. they have 100 local potato marketing associa-

tions in Michigan, all of which market their potatoes through the

central potato exchange at Cadillac. Last year they marketed some-

thing like 2,000 carloads through that central exchange. During the

present year, up to the present time the indications are that they will

market something like 3,000 carloads from that exchange, and I think

that if you were to talk to the people there who are personally

and directly interested in that enterprise, their answer will be, as it

has been given to us, that it has been of immense benefit to the farm-

ers connected with all of those 100 potato marketing associations.

The Chairman. Is that due to the activity of the department?

Mr. Thompson. The department assisted.

The Chairman. Who initiated it?

Mr. Thompson. "We worked right with the farmers

The Chairman. Who started it?

Mr. Thompson. The farmers themselves started certain local as-

sociations, but even then they asked the assistance of our joint rep-

resentative in the organization of these local potato marketing associ-

ations. When it came to the work in the central exchange, they

again asked the assistance of a representative of our central bureau.

Mr. Tennant, the joint representative of the Bureau of Markets, and
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the State has assisted them in the establishment of this potato

marketing exchange for the State of Michigan.
That is only one example. I could cite State after State enter-

prises of that sort which have been set up, and where technical and
expert assistance has come from the joint employee of the State and
the Government. Supplementing this, further assistance in certain

cases is offered by mail and personal help from the experts in the

Bureau of Markets.
Mr. Jones. Did they all get the same price for their potatoes?

Mr. Thompson. In case they all sold the same grade. They have
different grades, but all the shippers having a certain grade of po-

tatoes have got the same price.

Mr. Jones. That is one of the purposes of the organization, is it

not?
Mr. Thompson. Yes. Another example I can cite is in the State

of Arkansas, where they have the problem of marketing sweet po-

tatoes, and you have heard of the storing of sweet potatoes this morn-
ing. During the year they have perfected a series of 12 or 13 sweet

potato marketing associations, and an exchange through which aU
the local associations market sweet potatoes. The same thing is true

in Mississippi. As a result of that, a large number of carloads of

these potatoes have been shipped and marketed through the central

exchange, and important economies effected.

Mr. Jones. After one of these associations is established in the

State and it works successfully, is it possible for other associations

who contemplete organizing to obtain help from the one that is or-

ganized ?

Mr. Thompson. Yes.
Mr. Jones. Then, why do you have to have the Federal agent do

it; just as a matter of convenience?
Mr. Thompson. Because other associations, while they are glad

generally to advise others who come to them, they do not feel com-

petent from simply their own experience to advise the other associa-

tions in all the details.

Mr. Jones. How long does an agent stay in a locality to learn

conditions sufficient to give him the knowledge to organize and meet
the local conditions ?

Mr. Thompson. I would like to say he does not organize. We never

say that any of our agents organize, but they furnish technical infor-

mation. He first gathers information, let us say, along many lines

—

the kind of information that is needed regarding any of these or-

ganizations—and then he visits the place, perhaps, once or twice in

advance, looks into the matter, and takes it up with the local people

themselves and supplies information that the people there want ; and
they must be ready to organize a local association before he gives

assistance.

Mr. Jones. They organize because the experience that other farm-
ers have had in their organizations shows that it is a beneficial thing

to do. Do you not suppose that if they see the results are beneficial

they would be able to perfect an organization without the help of

the Federal agent ?

Mr. Thompson. There are many times that they do. Many times

the only question is whether they get it perfected as well as they

should under the existing conditions.
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Mr. Jones. They would work out their own salvation, would
they not ?

Mr. Thompson. Yes; many of them; and many of them fail at

times.

Mr. Anderson. Many have been started that ought not to have
been started?

Mr. Thompson] Quite so. Promoted associations have sometimes
not succeeded. Following the last question of Mr. Anderson, there

are many cases where it has been to the interest of some agency that
wants to sell equipment, and they will go into a locality, regardless

of local conditions, and induce the farmers to set up an association,

so as to sell them something in the way of equipment without ref-

erence to whether they have proper use for the equipment. In the
matter of establishing creameries, they often do not look into the
question of whether they have cows in sufficient numbers to supply
cream and to make it successful the year round. They do not look

into the question of whether the farmers have the right number of

cows and whether they have a reasonable chance of succeeding ip

advance. In the past many associations were started just because a

promoter wanted to put something over on them.

The Chaieman. Can you give the number of failures?

Mr. Thompson. The Bureau of Markets has not been able to get

the data that I could quote as a percentage of failures. It differs

with different types of associations. For instance, we have found
fewer failures in certain kinds and relatively more in others, and
still more in other kinds of cooperative endeavor.

The Chairman. Is the percentage of failures large or small ?

Mr. Thompson. We have published a bulletin on the results of the

cooperative stores, which showed a relatively large number of

failures.

The Chahiman. Were any of them successful ?

Mr. Thompson. Yes. There are successful examples, even of that.

The Chairman. What percentage?

Mr. Thompson. I would not try to give a percentage on that. Tt

is a very difficult kind of cooperation to enter into,, and our bureau

experts have not encouraged that particular kind of association, but

advised them to be cautious, because it is a very difficult kind of

association of which to make a success.

Mr. Tinoher. What did you advise in your book on cooperative

stores?

Mr. Thompson. That was issued to show the result of the study

of a certain number of selected cooperative stores, showing the actual

results obtained in those cases, to act as an object lesson.

The Chairman. Is it not a fact that success depends upon the

efficiency of the management of the concern?

Mr. Thompson. That is one very important factor, but not the

only one.

The Chairman. What are the others?

Mr. Thompson. The manager may be ever so efficient, and yet

there may be many things that he does not know and would be glad

to know.
1 .1 J.

The Chairman. Markets, of course; we understand that.

Mr. Thompson. Let me give you an illustration of that, f or in-

stance, suppose we have an association which has been established—

164315—20 n
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a creamery. We have to have a system of records for the creamery.
Now, in this record [indicating]

,
you see the amount of butter made

by months from January to July. Here [indicating] you see the
actual expense, operating expense, per pound of butter. Now, if the

manager of a creamery has the kind of accounts he ought to have,

or the manager of any other association, whether it be fruit, pro-

duce, or creamery butter, or anything else, he ought to be able to

compare the volume of business from month to month with the item
of operating expenses from month to month to see how the busi-

ness is progressing. In the month of February, in this case, where
the volume was low, the expense was a little over 10 cents a pound,
whereas in the month of May, where the volume was raised to 60,000

pounds of butter, the operating expenses per pound were less than
7 cents. That is one kind of information that. he ought to have
month after month, continuously, in order to know how his business

is running.
Another kind of information that he ought to have as a creamery

oj^erator is this: He ought to keep his records in such a way that

he can tell every month the year round the percentage of patron-
age returns from the sale of butter. For instance, this much goes
to patrons in the shape of patronage dividends. In this particular

case, the average was 89 per cent from the month of January to the

month of July. If you were to go to the creameries of this country
to-day and ask the managers to look up the account of a farmer
member of this association, and ask him whether he can tell the

exact relation between the patronage dividends and the total sales,

or the relation of expenses to the volume of business, the chances
are he can not tell you. Our experience is that very few of them can.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How do you get those figures?

Mr. Thompson. We have made studies of the expenses of
creameries.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How?
Mr. Thompson. By expert accountants of our staff.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You sent them to the creameries?
Mr. Thompson. Yes; men have gone to cooperative creameries to

get data.

The Chairman. Do not the farmers in sparsely settled communities
find it expedient to build creameries in order to cut down the ex-

pense of hauling and delivering the cream ?

Mr. Thompson. Experience shows that they are very much in need
of help of expert information of all kinds. I have indicated by ex-

ample here in regard to successful creameries, and we could go on
and cite cases.

Mr. Tincher. Have you one of the men here to advise ?

Mr. Thompson. We have only a small staff. We have six or seven

men who are accountants who have made a special study of organiza-

tion accounts.

Mr. Tincher. I would like to talk to the man that you send out to

these farmers who are going to organize the elevator. I would like

to get a line on his tallc.

Mr. Thompson. We have a man who used to be, some years ago, a

manager and operator of a local grain elevator in the Central West.
Mr. Tincher. Does he advise any cooperative association to start

out without the service of some man who has had experience ?
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Mr. Thompson. No.
Mr. TiNCHEE. That is the first thing he advises it to do—to get a

man who knows the business?
Mr. Thompson. Yes.
Mr. TinCHER. Is he not about through, then?
Mr. Thompson. No; for the chances are that, if they want a co-

operative association, they will want to know how to organize an
association as such.

Mr. Tinchee. Can you think of any branch of business, or any
business in the United States, that would not need Federal aid and
advice in its organization if an ordinary grain elevator company
needs it?

Mr. Thompson. I am not sure that I get your question.
Mr. TiNCHEE. Assuming that a body of men organized to build a

cooperative farmers' elevator needs Federal aid in the way of expert
advice ; now tell me some business that does not need the same degree
of Federal aid—some private business ?

Mr. Thompson. There is inefficiency in marketing agencies more
or less generally. Of course our intention has been to try to study
lines of efficiency in marketing agencies and to render assistance
wherever we can, wherever it will save waste.
The Chairman. In your opinion, or in the opinion of the depart-

ment; are these cooperative organizations of great importance ?

Mr. Thompson. Yes.
The Chaieman. You naturally wish to encourage them ?

Mr. Thompson. The Secretary has made special reference to it in

his annual report.

The Chahjman. You encourage them ?

Mr. Thompson. Where worthy.
The CHADtMAN. You stated awhile ago that you did not encourage

them, but only responded to requests.

Mr. Thompson. I do not want to be misunderstood, because that

is one point about which there has been some misunderstanding, and
I trust anything that I may say will not lead to further misunder-
standing. We believe in encouraging cooperative associations among
farmers along certain particular lines.

The Chairman. You encourage cooperation?

Mr. Thompson. Yes.
The Chaieman. And the organization on cooperative lines?

Mr. Thompson. Yes.

The Chairman. That is, generally—throughout the country ?

Mr. Thompson. Yes.

The Chairman. But I understood you to say a moment ago that

you did not offer any advice or any encouragement on cooperation.

Mr. Thompson. What I intended to say a moment ago was this,

that we would never undertake to go to any group of farmers and
say. " You farmers ought to organize such and such an association."

We' leave to them the question of deciding whether or not they ought

to organize. We give them information as to what an association

has been doing elsewhere, and we tell them about the results else-

where, and the dangers that they have where they do not organize

right, but we insist that it must be left to them to decide and not to

any promoter to go to them as a group to decide whether or not they

should organize an association.
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Mr. Anderson. You are not 'actively and indiscriminately engaged
in promoting cooperative enterprises ?

Mr. Thompson. We are not.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. For my own information, I wish

you would tell me why you think the Government of the United
States should take part in the organization of cooperative stores.

Mr. Thompson. As a matter of fact, on that particular subject,

we do not take part, because it happens to be a field where our
experience so far has made us realize that it is so hazardous that

the advice of our men has been not to undertake, at least to go out

and encourage it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Heretofore you have to some ex-

tent advised. Why should the Federal Government do that?

Mr. Thompson. I think we have not sent anyone, to my knowledge,
to the farmers, or to anybody that wanted to form a cooperative store.

To my knowledge we have never offered them assistance in organiza-

tion. I think the reason for that is that we have felt that assistance

to farmers in cooperation along relatively more simple lines where
real success is more assured is safer, and therefore we confine our-

selves to other lines of cooperation where from our point of view
we feel that we could assist them more satisfactorily.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If you thought that that cotjd be

done successfully, would it be part of the Federal Government's
business to go out and show the people how to run a cooperative
store?

Mr. Thompson. Of course, as I have stated, we have never taken
ap that matter, and we are not now asking any item to be used for

that purpose.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. In my judgment it is none of the

Federal Government's business.

Mr. Thompson. We are not recommending any item which we
propose to use for that purpose.
The Chairman. Did you assist in the cooperative buying organiza-

tion here in the District ?

Mr. Thompson. We gave no direct assistance in that matter, to

my knowledge.
. The Chairman. Did you assist the Treasury Department ?

Mr. Thompson. We gave no direct assistance in that matter, to

my knowledge.
The Chairman. They have such organizations in the Treasury De-

partment, have they not ?

Mr. Thompson. I understand they have.
The Chairman. Have you any in the Department of Agriculture?
Mr. Thompson. We have none, to my knowledge, of the kind that

we have in the Treasury Department or the Department of the
Interior. They may have informal buying clubs on a small scale,

but they have no large general departmental club of the kind I
understand that they have in the Treasury Department and in the
Interior Department.
The Chairman. It does not matter by what name it goes; it is

along the same line. Have you met with any opposition on the
part of the merchants or the middlemen throughout the country!
Do they feel that you are encroaching upon their territory?
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Mr. Thompson. There are times when possibly there may be criti-

cism; and there is criticism, of course, along all constructive lines

against it, either wisely or unwisely.

The Chairman. The purpose is to put the middleman out of busi-

ness, to sell directly from the farm to the consumer ?

Mr. Thompson. So far as we can effect economies, of course, we
do away with unnecessary middlemen's profits, but our thought is:

When farmers come to us and say that they axe ready to form an
association, we tell them what is needed for an association that will

enable them to market their products more efficiently, and we pro-
ceed to give them assistance and advice on request.

The Chairman. What advice do you give as to the middleman

—

the necessity of the middleman in the community ; a stock buyer, a
grain dealer, an implement dealer, a storekeeper? Do you take that
mto consideration?

Mr. Thompson. There are cases where, of course, farmers have a
cooperative organization where there are private elevators, may be,

generally so. Naturally, it is not our business to tell them they can
do away with this or tha,t private enterprise. That is not a thing
that we enter into. We look specifi^cally at the economies which the
farmers themselves as such can effect through their effort to get the
proper facilities.

Mr. Heflin. In gfetting their potatoes to market?
Mr. Thompson. In getting their potatoes to market without en-

tering into the question of doing away with this or that other private
man's business.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Can you tell us how many men
you have employed to go about the country and examine the books
of the creafnery companies ?

Mr. Thompson. We have not more than one such man at this time.

He is on the staff of the project on market business practice. I am
discussing another item. I am not discussing this item here. That
comes under another item, being looked after by the project known
as market business practice.

The Chairman. How many items have you in this bill with ref-

erence to cooperation ?

Mr. Thompson. The investigation of market business practice is

provided in another item, item No. 80.

The Chairman. Are there any others?
Mr. Thompson. No others.

The Chairman. Can you estimate the amount to be used in the
two items for this purpose?
Mr. Thompson. The investigation of market business practice as

such is a separate item.

The Chairman. Could it not be brought under one head, so that
we would not have to divide it up ?

Mr. Thompson. For that particular item about $22,000 is esti-

mated.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Which one is this?

Mr. Thompson. It is under item No. 80, which is split up into

a number of different lines of work. We finished with that item

this morning.
The Chairman. Could it not be combined all under one item?

Mr. Thompson. The work is different.
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The Chaikman. It is cooperative work.
Mr. Thompson. No; item 80 provides for people on our staff

here in Washington who have studied these problems as members of
our staff. The item we are now discussing, under 91, provides for

cooperatively employed agents in all the different States, stationed
in the different States, with respect to all investigational and demon-
strational lines of work.
The Chairman. The one you are discussing has reference to field

work?
Mr. Thompson. Yes.
The Chairman. The other is in the department in Washington?
Mr. Thompson. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Item 91 has reference to field men?
Mr. Thompson. Field men.
The Chairman. That is expended out in the country—in the

field? This amount carried in 80 is for expenses in Washington?
Mr. Thompson. Yes, sir. I should like to say further that, of

course, these field men do not represent simply organizations and
market business practice. Their demonstrational work covers all the
lines of work in the Bureau of Markets. They are called upon to

furnish assistance to county agricultural agents in grades and stand-
ards, in market news service, in all the different lines of marketing
work with which the Bureau of Markets is concerned. They act

as a sort of clearing house of information for the entire Bureau of
Markets in the States.

The Chairman. Is it not a fact that your agents in the States
act as a clearing house for information in the State?
Mr. Thompson. Yes.
The Chairman. I think that is excellent work. He advises of

the supply in certain localities?

Mr. Thompson. All the county agents in the States look to him
as a market expert to advise them.
The Chairman. He issues circulars?

Tr. Thompson. Yes, he does.

The Chairman. He also advises the county agents where they
can procure products?
Mr. Thompson. That is work he is called upon to perform, all

sorts of information about marketing to county, agents.

The Chairman. You are a sort of bureau of information for the

county agents ?

Mr. Thompson. Yes.
The Chairman. They come to you for the information?
Mr. Thompson. Yes. It is a clearing house for the entire bureau

for all the extension forces of the State.

The Chairman. Why is it separated from the State's Eelations

Service? Why should it come under two heads?
Mr. Thompson. In order that this particular man, this market-

ing agent in the State, might be able to give to the county agents

> the kind of information they ask regarding marketing it is neces-

sary for him to be in intimate personal contact with all the subject

matter of any of the projects of the Bureau of Markets, and that en-

ables him to get the benefit of direct information from all the subject-

matter men we have, whether grain marketing, live-stock marketing,

or what not.
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The Chairman. How many men do you have in each State?
Mr. Thompson. Ordinarily one to a State. The State may some-

times appoint an additional expert, live-stock marketing man, or
grain-marketing man, depending on how far the State can go.
The Chairman. What is the average expense of each?
Mr. Thompson. That the State pays?
The Chairman. What does the Federal Government pay on an

average for each State?
Mr. Thompson. I should say something aroimd about $2,000 per-

haps would be an average.
The Chairman. Is that all ?

Mr. Thompson. That is all about this item
;
yes.

The Chairman. We are very grateful to you, Mr. Thompson.

Tuesday, January 13, 1920.

AFTERNOON SESSION—Continued.

STATEMENT OF MR. GEORGE LIVINGSTON, ACTING CHIEF OF THE
BUREAU OF MARKETS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUXTURE^Con-
tinued.

Mr. Livingston. I should like to say, Mr. Chairman, that in lis-

tening to the discussion yesterday, I was not sure that the commit-
tee got the full meaning of what we are doing under item 91. I am
afraid the committee got the impression that item 91 relates pri-

marily to cooperative organizations. That is not the case, because
under item 91 the State agent in marketing deals with all the work
that we are doing in the Bureau of Markets—all of those three sub-
divisions—^investigational, demonstrational, or extension work. In
other words, he is the clearing house for information regarding, all

of the work that we are doing in the bureau. Cooperation is only a
part of that work. I wanted to make that statement in order to clear

the record.

The Chairman. The reason why the discussion was confined

largely to that particular part of the work is that that matter has
perhaps attracted more attention than any other phase of the work.
Mr. Livingston. Mr. Thompson, of course, is handling the co-

operative work in addition to this particular item.

The next item, Mr. Chairman, is 92

:

For investigating the handling, grading, and transportation of grain, includ-

ing the grain sorghums, for the purpose of fixing definite grades thereof,

$81,150.

The committee knows that we have already established standards

for corn, wheat, oats, and that we have at this time standards for

milled rice regarding which hearings will be held very soon. We are

working now on grades for barley, rye, flaxseed, and grain sorghums,

and just as soon as we can arrive at satisfactory standards for those

grains we will announce tentative standards and hold hearings, and
later promulgate them under the grain standards act. We are ask-
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ing for no increase in this item. It stands substantially as it did
last year.

Mr. Young. What kind of satisfaction have you given to the trade
with reference to the standards that you promulgated on wheat and
com?
Mr. Livingston. I will say, Mr. Young, that since the price adjust-

ments have been made by the Grain Corporation, the grades for

wheat have been received very favorably by producers and grain
handlers. In fact, there has been little or no complaint of the grain
standards since the price matter has been adjusted. Our great diffi-

culty came at the time when there were fixed prices and fixed grades,
but now that wheat is selling at a premium over the guaranteed price

we hear little or no complaint regarding the wheat standards.

Mr. Harrison. Showing that the difficulty was not with the grades
but with the price ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes; which makes the point that we have made
all along, but which it was very difficulty to convince people of—^that

the difficulty was with the fixed price and not with fixed grades.

Mr. Young. We have the same trouble. I am not so familiar

with the wheat, but our trouble with cotton is really more difficult

than with grain, although we have some with grain. I think the

price item cuts a,good deal of figure in that. For instance, if I sell

100 bales, of cotton and that cotton goes up in price to-morrow, what-
ever the grade is, I don't usually have any trouble in getting my
cotton passed through ; but if it goes down in price we have a hard
time.

Mr. Livingston. Yes, sir;- that is universal experience.
The Chairman. What was the spread between the grades, for

instance, of wheat? Is it not a fact that that has been modified
considerably by the Grain Corporation?
Mr. Livingston. Yes, sir ; they narrowed up the spread. I haven't

,got the figures with me.
The Chairman. Who is responsible for the first spread ?

Mr. Livingston. All price matters have been the concern of the
Grain Corporation, and all changes in prices have been made as the
result of their decisions.

The Chairman. Does the grain act provide that it should be de-
termined by the Secretary?
Mr. Livingston. No, sir; not price.

The Chairman. You have nothing to do with determining the
spread ?

Mr. Livingston. Not in price; no, sir.

The Chairman. You never have had anything to do with it?

Mr. Livingston. We never had anything to do with it.

The Chairman. It was fixed by the Grain Corporation ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. The Grain Corporation was responsible for it?

Mr. Livingston. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Did the Grain Corporation try to convince the
people that you were responsible for it?

Mr. Livingston. I wouldn't say that, Mr. Chairman. I would say
that there was a lot of misunderstanding on the part of the pro-
ducers and grain dealers in the country as to whether the prices
were responsible or whether the grain standards were responsible.
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The Chairman. As I recall, the spread was 52 cents. That was
modified to 12 cents.

Mr. Livingston. I have forgotten just what changes were made,
but I know they have narrowed the spread between grades very
materially.

The Chairman. My recollection is they narrowed it 40 cents.

Mr. Livingston. I think probably you are right.

Mr. Heflin. Did the trade make any suggestions to the Grain
Corporation that you know of?
Mr. Livingston. I think the Grain Corporation obtained sugges-

tions from a great number of people, including the trade and the
producers, and, I think it was last spring, the price differentials

were changed.
The Chairman. The contention is that the spread remained at

52 cents until the grain had been marketed by the farmer, and
when in the hands of the speculators the spread was modified to

the extent of 40 cents a bushel, so that the speculator profited to the
extent of 40 cents a bushel.

Mr. Livingston. Of course, the price of grain has gone up very
materially.

The Chairman. I have reference to the spread; who fixes the
spread ?

Mr. Livingston. We had nothing to do with it.

The Chairman. Then we have the responsibility located.

-Mr. Heflin. You don't think the Grain Corporation fixed the

spread at 52 cents while it was in the hands of the farmers, and
then as soon as it got out of the hands of the farmers reduced it to

12 cents, do you?
Mr. Livingston. No. My understanding is that the spread was

changed by the Grain Corporation at the earnest solicitation of

farmers from North Dakota and Minnesota. They sent a delegation

down, and I think probably some Members of Congress accompa-
nied the delegation to see Mr. Barnes, and as a result of the inter-

view price differentials were changed. I do not recall the exact

time at which that change took place.

The Chairman. That was practically after the marketing of the

grain by the farmers. The largest part of the grain had been mar-

keted by the farmers.
Mr. Livingston. The price that obtained up to that time was the

same price differential that had existed during the past year with

the previous crop. The price differential was changed for the 1919

crop.

The Chairman. Not this crop. It was after the marketing of a

great deal of the crop.

Mr. LryiNGSTON. It was not at the time of the reorganization of

the Grain Corporation ; it was later—^I don't recall the date.

Mr; Besley. It was last fall : approximately November 1.

The Chairman. By November, of course, practically all the wheat

had been marketed.
Mr. Beslet. a good deal of it had.

The Chairman. Practically all the wheat had been.

Mr. Livingston. Particularly the red winter wheat and the hard

winter wheat.
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Mr. Jacoway. Then the man that produced the wheat didn't get

the benefit, but the speculator did ?

The Chairman. The farmer that produced the wheat lost 40
•cents—or whatever the spread was—a bushel, which the speculator
made.
Mr. Livingston. The spread was never definite, because the Grain

"Corporation didn't fix the price on sample grade. The spread was
fixed between the first three grades, and the rest of the wheat falling

below grade No. 3 was sold on sample, although I think in the last

revision there was a price fixed on No. 4.

The Chairman. Does the Grain Corporation buy on sample?
Mr. Livingston. Yes, sir. 1 don't Imow how much sample wheat

they buy, but when they buy wheat in the market they either buy
on sample or buy it on grade.

The Chairman. Is that the practice of the Grain Corporation?
Mr. Livingston. If they have a representative in a market like

Ohicago, who,buys from the table, he may buy some sample grade
wheat. I don't know what proportion of their purchases were of

that grade.
Mr. Hbflin. How many grades of wheat are there?

The Chairman. How do the salaries paid by you compare with
the salaries paid to the same people before you took them over ?

Mr. Livingston. Mr. Chairman, I think I can answer that Ques-

tion by stating that since August 1, 1918

Mr. Harrison. He has in mind salaries under the grain standards
act.

Mr. Livingston. We will be very glad to take that up when we
reach that item.

The next item is 93, " To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to

-carry into effect the act entitled 'An act to fix standards for Climax
baskets for grapes and other fruits and vegetables, and to fix stand-

ards for baskete and other containers for small fruits, berries, and
-vegetables, and for other purposes,' etc."

We are asking for a small increase in this item, Mr. Chairman.
TTou will note that the amount of money available this year for the

enforcement of this act is only $3,800. It has been almost impossible

to discharge our responsibility with credit to ourselves or with satis-

faction to the country on $3,800. We are therefore asking for an in-

•crease of $1,000. If the coinmittee desires, I will be very glad to

liave Mr. Sherman, who is in charge of the enforcement of this act,

make a brief statement about it.

The Chairman. It is a small item. I presume the work is about
the same as explained in previous years, and that you are doing
^ood work.

Mr. Livingston. The next item is the cotton futures act.

The Chairman. It is now 5 o'clock. I suggest that we take a re-

cess until 10 o'clock to-morrow.
(Thereupon, at 6.20 o'clock p. m., the committee recessed until

10 o'clock a. m., Wednesday, January 14, 1920.)
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The committee met at 10 o'clock a. m., Hon. Grilbert N. Haugen
(chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. You may proceed, Mr. Livingston.
Mr. Livingston. Mr. Murph will make a statement to the com-

mittee regarding the cotton futures act on page 257.

PURTHER STATEMENT OF MR. DANIEL S. MURPH, SPECIALIST IN
COTTON MARKETING AND WAREHOUSING, BUREAU OF MAR-
KETS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

The Chairman. Kindly read the first line of the item.

Mr. MuRPH. This is item 95, on page 257, " To enable the Secre-
tary of Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions of the United
States cotton futures act, as amended March 4, 1919," etc.

There is an apparent increase in this item, including the trans-

fers to the statutory roll, of about $79,000. That increase, however,
is only apparent, because there was available this year for the en-

forcement of the United States cotton futures act, in addition to

the amount carried in the annual appropriation act, an amount ap-

proximating $100,000. As you will recall, there were some amend-
ments to the cotton futures act in the wheat price guaranty act of

March 4, 1919; and an allotment of $100,000 was made under that

act for carrying out the purposes of those amendments.
Mr. Anderson. I want to have this perfectly clear in my own

mind. Of the $3,000,000 of funds carried in the wheat guaranty

act of administration, do I understand that $100,00 was allotted

for the purpose Of carrying out that portion of the act which was
represented by the amendment relating to cotton ?

Mr. Murph. For the amendments to the cotton futures act; that

is correct. My 'attention has been called to the fact that the details

of the figures in the notes under the enforcement of the United

States cotton futures act are slightly inaccurate, but the real situa-

tion is the same, that is to saj, there really is a decrease as between

this estimate, the appropriation asked for in this estimate, and the

amount of money available this year for carrying out the United

States cotton futures act, of a little over $20,000. That is to say,

instead of there being an actual increase in the amount of money
made available, there is really a decrease of a little over $20,000.

That is the explanation, Mr. Chairman, as to the financial situa-

tion, and I wonder whether the committee would be interested in

Imowing something of the activities of the Bureau of Markets under

the amendments that were made to the act under the wheat price

guaranty act.

Mr. Anderson. Before you pass to that, I am curious to know

what there was in this amendment to the cotton futures act. As
I recall, it was largely a chaijge of standards that made it necessary

to expend $100,000 additional in its enforcement.
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Mr. MuEPH. That amount was made available, but my thought is

that we will not expend all of that $100,000. I am expecting we
will get through the year without the expenditure of all of that.

Mr. Anderson. As' to that proposition, I must say that it never

was suggested by anybody when that amendment was under con-

sideration that the adoption of that amendment would cost 1 cent

more in administration than the act had cost previously.

Mr. MinjPH. I can not answer for that. I happened to be away on

sick leave at the time these amendments were considered and passed,

and I amTMot familiar with the negotiations surrounding the passage

of the amiindmenfs. I can point out to you why there was need for

an additional amount of money for carrying out those amendments.

Mr. Anderson. That is what I want.

Mr. McKiNLET. How much more was spent?

Mr. MuEPH. The year has not yet expired, and I am not able to

answer that.

Mr. MgKinlet. You can say how much more is spent to-day ?

Mr. MuRPH. You mean how much of the appropriation of $100,000

has been expended ?

Mr. McKiNLET. Yes.
Mr. Mtjrph. About $35,000, I think. That is given merely from

memory. I think it is about $35,000.

Mr. Heflin. It has been about 8 or 9 months since the law went
into effect.

Mr. MuEPH. Yes. Now, Mr. Anderson, in making the explana-
tion as to what is done under the amendments, I think we will also

answer the question that you have in mind as to the necessity for
additional expenditures. One amendment under the cotton futures

act provided that the Department of Agriculture—the Secretary of
Agriculture—should classify cotton to be delivered on section 5

future contracts. That necessitated the establishment of a l)oard

of examiners at New York and New Orleans, the points at which
the future exchanges are located. A board of examiners, with the
necessary equipment and the necessary clerical help, was established
at each of these two points.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. At New York and where ?

Mr. Mtjrph. At New Yo1*k and New Orleans, where the future
markets are. This classification of cotton before delivery on future
contracts took the place of the classification of cotton in the deter-
mination of disputes that might arise as to the classification of cot-

ton, as you gentlemen will recall. In other words, it was conceded
that to have the Government classify the cotton before it was deliv-

ered rather than to wait upon Government classification after the
delivery of the cotton, in case the classification of the cotton was
disputed, would be of value to the trade and everybody, concerned in
the handling and the mai-keting of cotton. The Secretary was
authorized to create a revolving fund out of costs assessed for the
classification of cotton under the amendment. That has been done,
and the charge assessed at present is 30 cents per bale.

In addition there is some loose cotton that accumulates—waste

—

and this is sold, and the returns froin this are also used as a par<^ of
the revolving fund.
Of this $100,000,. $30,000 was set aside as a revolving fund. The

other $70,000 was set aside for the' purpose of making more com-
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plete investigations of cotton prices in the primary markets and
other spot markets in order that the producers and others interested

might have an opportunity to be advised as to the actual prices at

which cotton was being sold. The report of the. House Committee
on Agriculture accompanying the bill which finally eventuated in

the amendment pointed out that the purpose of certain changes in

the legislation was to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to obtain
information as to the prices for grades that were made untender-
able by the amendments to the act. Prior to March 4, 20 grades
of cotton were tenderable on future contracts. The act of March 4
reduced the number of grades tenderable on future contracts to 10.

Objection was raised by many people to the amendment upon the
ground that the cutting off of 10 grades from delivery on future
contracts would deprive those who held cotton of such grades of an
outlet for the delivery of this cotton and would also prevent pro-
ducers and others from having the advantage of knowing what cot-

ton of those grades was worth. The report of the committee, as I
said a moment ago, showed that Congress intended that the. Secre-
tary of Agriculture should obtain inforination with reference to
prices on those untenderable grades.
Mr. Anderson. Do you get the authority from the report of the

committee or from the law itself? & -

Mr. MuEPH. The authority is in the law, but I mention th^^report
of the committee merely as substantiating our belief that ttet was
the intention of the law. The law was amended so as to give the
^^etary of Agriculture a great deal of additional authorit?^, to get
information, and the report showed that that was the purpdse for
whiiich it was intended that this information should be obtained. We
did not go outside of the law, but raerely referred to the report of
the committee because it was corroborative of our understanding of
the intention of the law.
Mr. Anderson. Eight on that point: The seventh paragraph of

this act provides that all money collected as such costs may be used
as a revolving fund for carrying out the provisions of this subdi-
vision of section 5 of the act as amended. Do you construe that as

authorizing the use of $30,000 of the appropriation for the adminis-
tration of me price-guaranty act for the establishment of this revolv-

ing fund?
Mr. MuEPH. That amount was allotted to the department for this

purpose, Mr. Anderson, by the Treasury Department, presumably.
As I say, I was away from Washington for four or five, months about
that time, and I do not know just the negotiations which led up to

that, but evidently the Treasury Department was satisfied that there
was authority for the allotment of $100,000 for that purpose.

Miss Ltne. The President allotted that much from the funds
available for administration out of the emergency act, because there

was no special fund provided in the act for the enforcement of this

cotton legislation.

Mr. Anderson. That is the exact point I am trying to make, that

"there was no authority for the use of this $100,000 at all. The Presi-

dent deliberately, and apparently without any authority of law,

allotted $100,000 of this $3,000,000 for this purpose.

Mr. Harrison. Mr. Morrill will be glad to explain the legal phases

of the matter.
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Mr. Morrill. I have not the wheat price guaranty act before me,
but you will find that the appropriation provides that the money
shall be available for carrying out the wheat price guaranty and
otherwise for the purposes of the act.

Mr. Anderson. That is very true.

Mr. Morrill. And when the situation arose that we would have
to enforce this amendment, it was necessary to consider where the

money would have to come from, because it was an entirely new
activity that had not been provided for in the existing legislation

under the cotton futures act. Therefore, the question was taken up
as to the advisability, and legality also, of obtaining an allotment
from the wheat price guaranty act appropriation for the purposes of
this amendment to the cotton futures act, the one the classification

of cotton and the other the quotations. The President made the
allotment of $100,000 and the Solicitor of the Department of Agri-
culture held that that was legal. As the Treasury issued the war-
rants the Treasury must have been satisfied regarding the legality.

Mr. Mtjrph. You will understand that the amendments required
the department to do certain things which previously it had not been
required to do, and to do which, therefore, iri the funds available

for carrying out the cotton futures act as unamended, there was no
money available. In other words, without an allotment from this

fund or from some other source the Department of Agriculture
would have been powerless to carry out the amendments which Con-
gress had made to the legislation.

The Chairman. Is this revolving fund to be made permanent?
Mr. Mtjrph. That revolving fund is to be a permanent fund, and

as stated in the note that fund is to become permanent, and for that

reason we have not requested any appropriation this year for carry-

ing on that particular work.
Mr. Anderson. Of what is that revolving fund made up, outside

of this $30,000?
Mr. MuEPH. That is all.

Mr. Anderson. The act evidently contemplates that some costs

shall be assessed against somebody and collected and paid into this-

fund?
Mr. MuRPH. I do not quite understand you. The $30,000 is the-

capital on which we started that revolving fund. For the classifica-

tion of the cotton on the exchanges 30 cents a bale is charged. There
is a certain amount of loose and waste cotton that accumulates, and
that is sold. All receipts are added to the fund. The expense is

charged against the fund, and the whole is used as a revolving fund.

Mr. Anderson. Is 30 cents a bale self-sustaining ? Does that cover

the cost of the operation?
Mr. Mtjrph. I was going to say that up to the present the costs

assessed are approximately about $3,600 less than the outlay. Of
that amount about $2,800 represents investment or expenditures that

will not have to be duplicated, expenditures incident to the beginning
of the work ; so that, aside from that $2,800 of expenses which will

not have to be duplicated, there is an excess of about $800 in expense
over costs assessed. Now, as you gentlemen know, the amount of

cotton delivered on the future exchanges, and hence the amount classi-

fied from day to day and from week to week, depends on market-
conditions. Some months there may be very heavy deliveries, and
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consequently very large quantities of cotton classified. Other months.
there may be very little cotton delivered and hence very little classi-

fied ; so that the receipts vary from month to month. During the fall
I may say that there were longshoremen's strikes in both New York
and New Orleans which interfered with deliveries. We had reliable
information, for instance, from New Orleans that the delivery of
15,000 bales of cotton was contemplated, but it never was delivered..

It was found almost impossible, physically, to deliver the cotton-
Even if only that 15,000 bales had been delivered, the costs assessed
would have been greater than the expense of the service up to date..

I merely state that to show the exigencies that arise from month to-

month.
We feel that this service has hardly been going long enough to

enable us to Judge accurately as to whether the present charge of 30
cents a bale is going to be sufficient to make it self-sustaining. We
feel that we ought to watch the course of income and outgo for a little

longer, and then if we find it apparent that the costs will not cover-

the expense, we will increase the charge per bale.

Mr. Anderson. Let me see if I have this proposition clear in my
own mind. I understand that before we passed this amendment it

was the practice for the department only to classify and grade cotton,

where it was delivered under contract, and dispute arose at to whether
it was deliverable on the contract or not.

Mr. MuRPH. Yes.
Mr. Anderson. Under this amendment, instead of waiting for the

dispute to arise after the delivery of the cotton you proceed to classify

it before it is delivered.

Mr. MuRPH. That is correct.

Mr. Anderson. You say that the money which was available for the
enforcement of the act before the amendment was not available for

the enforcement of the act as amended. Am I correct about that?

Mr. MuBPH. That there was not enough money for carrying out the

purposes of the amended act.

Mr. Anderson. That is what I wanted to be clear about. Then this

$100,000 is assumed to be in addition to the appropriation that was-

originally carried in the appropriation bill, on the theory that it costs

more to enforce the act as amended than in its original form. Am I

correct about that?
Mr. MtTEPH. Yes; that is correct.

Mr. Anderson. All right.

Mr. YoTJNG. Your hope is that this revolving fund, after you have

done a little further work in it, will be self-sustaining?

Mr. Mtjrph. Oh, yes; we expect to make it self-sustaining if we
have to increase the charge per bale.

Mr. McKiNLET. If that is the fact, why do you practically ask for

$73,000 now?
Mr. MtJEPH. We are asking for $20,000 less than we have this year.

Mr. McKiNusT. But you ask for $100,000, and you only use $30,000

for the revolving fund.

Mr. MtTRPH. I was coming to an additional point.

The Chairman. Why should the revolving fund be made perma-

Mr. MiTEPH. In the opinion of the solicitor, while the rest of the

wheat price guaranty act expires not later than June 1, the parts of
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that act which relate to the amendments to the cotton futures act
are permanent legislation, and therefofe the part of the act relating

to the revolving fond is permanent.
The Chairman. That has been settled by the solicitor?

Mr. Mtjkph. Yes.
The Chairman. Why should it be made permanent?
Mr. MuRPH. You mean as to the merits of the revolving fund?
The Chairman. Yes.
Mr. MuRPH. It is on the basis that those who receive the service

should pay for it without cost to the Government. By having a re-

volving fund, when they pay for the service we can see whether it ia

self-sustaining or not.

The Chairman. It is simply to save the trouble of coming to'

Congress and asking annual appropriations; the position may be
well taken. Do you charge 30 cents a bale?
Mr. MuRPH. Yes.
The Chairman. There is no limit as to the amount of the exist-

ing revolving fund ?

.

Mr. MuRPH. The expenses under the revolving fund during the

year will be more than $30,000, and the receipts will be more than
$30,000. The $30,000 is comparable to the capital of a bank. A
bank will handle and loan more money during a year than the

$30,000 capital stocks which it may have, but that is the working
fund, and that is what the $30,000 in this revolving fund means;
that is the working capital. As a matter of fact, the costs assessed

and the expenses up to date are each more than $30,000.
The Chairman. You pay salaries and charge fees?

Mr. MuRPH. Yes.
The Chairman. In that way it takes it out of the power of Con-

gress to control the salaries and expenditures. To what amount
will the revolving fund be limited ?

Mr. Murph. We have only $30,000.
The Chairman. You are limited to $30,000?
Mr. Mtjrph. We can not get any more than that unless Congress

gives it to us.

The Chairman. Is it limited to $30,000?
Mr. Mtjrph. Yes ; it is limited to that. We can not get any more

than that unless Congress gives it to us.

The Chairman. That is settled?

Mr. Murph. That is all that we have been allotted for that pur-
pose.

The Chairman. Allotted by whom; by Congress?
Mr. Murph. The President allotted $100,000 for carrying out

the amendments to the act. Now, when that came to the depart-
ment, $30,000, following the provisions of the act, were put into a

revolving fond.
The Chairman. Of the $100,000?
Mr. Murph. $30,000 of the $100,000 was put into this revolving

fund.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If you increased your charges you

would add to the $30,000, and then your revolving fund would be
increased, would it not ?

Mr. Murph. It would be increased, but it is our purpose, in ac-

cordance with the law, to make the charges just suflScient to make
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the service self-sustaining. Sometimes, as is the case now, we may
have a slight deficit. It may be a month from now
The Chairman. Your intentions undoubtedly are good, but years

from now somebody else may have control of this work. It is like a
snowball ; the more you roll it the larger it grows.
Mr. MuEPH. I do not think so.

The Chairman. If you double the fees you double the amount ?

Mr. MuEPH. The trade would not stand for charging an unreason-
able fee, for one thing.

The Chairman. Thirty or 60 cents a bale is a small matter with
a $200 bale of cotton.

Mr. MuEPH. These salaries are under the same restrictions that the
salaries in the other branches of the department are under. We can
not pay a man more than $4,500 salary from this revolving fund,
imder the law. As a matter of fact, we are not paying any man
nearly $4,600.

The Chairman. What I am interested in knowing is whether
there is any limit to this revolving fund.
Mr. Mxteph. We have $30,000 as the capital stock of this fund.

Does your question relate to this, namely, whether we can make a
profit, whether we can charge so much as to make a profit, and in-

crease this sum from $30,000 to $60,000? Probably I should put it

this way, that the limit is the cost under the law.

The Chairman. Now, wc have got that far.

Mr. MuEPH. We could not charge, under the law, more than the
cost of the service.

Mr. Heflin. And he charges just enough to make this work self-

sustaining.

The Chairman. You are charging the cost ?

Mr. MuRPH. We do the best we can to ascertain the actual cost and
charge that, and we can not go beyond that.

Mr. Heflin. When this law went into effect there was a change
made in the number of grades from 21 to 10, and you had to set up
a new order entirely?

Mr. MuEPH. Yes.
Mr. Hefun. The New York Exchange closed its doors temporarily

to work out new plans?
Mr. MuEPH. Yes.

Mr. Heflin. You said there was complaint as to cutting the grades

down to 10; that they said it did not furnish them markets for certain

grades of cotton ?

Mr. MtJEPH. Yes.
Mr. Heflin. We do not agree to that contention in the South,

in the cotton-producing States. We hold that seven grades, year in

and year out, will cover the entire crop. Ten grades will certainly

cover all cotton, and the fact that all the cotton is consumed every

year answers the complaint that there is no market for certain grades

of cotton. As to the reduction of the number of grades from 21 to 10,

the fact is that it deprived speculators of their privilege of tendering

bales of unspinnable cotton on contract, to the detriment of the pro-

ducers of cotton. We found that the practical result of the old sys-

tem where we used the 21 grades.

164315—20 78
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The spinner can now get cotton that he can use in his work, but
under the 21 grades he could not. The producer was not called upon
to fill these contracts. The spinner could not get his contracts filled

under it, and therefore it was a gambling business, pure and simple.

The producer is now called upon to fill his contracts, and the spinner

is supplied.

The Chairman. What was the loss under that 21-grade system, as

against the 10 grades ?

Mr. Heflin. I do not know. The loss was very heavy.

The Chairman. Was it $20 a bale?
Mr. Heflin. In some instances it was that much and maybe more.
The Chairman. To what extent has this corrected it ?

Mr. Heflin. To the actual crop ; these 10 grades practically repre-

sent the crop of spinnable cotton, whereas the other stuff, that they

accujnulated throughout the years and divided up into 21 grades,

did not represent the crop; and when they sold that crop and ten-

dered those grades on it, no spinner would take it. He would say,

"There is cotton in that which I can not use," and he refused to take

it, and they settled the difference in money.
Lastly, we claim that there was no authority to use 21 grades.

We set up standard grades. We found that Mr. Brand was per-

mitting them to use 21 grades, but I do not believe yet that he had
any authority to permit them to do it. We amended the law and
cut the number of grades down to 10, and that is the law to-day.

The way they are robbing us to-day is on the difference between the

grades.

The Chairman. Between the grades?
Mr. Heflin. Of cotton.

The Chairman. The manipulation of the various grades ?

Mr. Heflin. No; the impression goes out that cotton is bringing
40 cents a pound. Maybe a low grade of it is bringing only 20

cents, but the impression goes out that a man is getting 40 cents for

his crop. He may be getting 40 cents for the highest grade, 30 cents

for another grade, 28 cents for another, and so on down; and we
hold now that they are robbing us on the differentials.

The Chairman. Under the law they are permitted to deliver any
grade on any contract?

Mr. Heflin. Within the 10 grades.

The Chairman. By manipulating the price and fixing the price on
the lower grades above what it is worth, they deliver a grade that is

not desirable and can not be used by the spinner ?

Mr. Young. No, sir. The best that these 10 grades can do would
be to cover real spinnable cotton. That is what we believe is right.

Under the old system, where we had the 21 grades, we discovered Siat

they were accumulating from year to year nonspinnable cotton. For
instance, when this amendment was put on this wheat-price guaranty
bill last_year, I discovered that they were having shipped to Norfolk,

Va. (and that is not a cotton section of the country) , a lot of this riff-

raff stuff that was not spinnable. Then I began to inquire in my own
mind, " What is the purpose of that " ? These two exchanges, one at

New Orleans and one at New York, are the only two exchanges in the

Nation that deal not only in spot cotton that passes through their in-

stitutions but with cotton that is never intended to be delivered at all,

and that is far in excess of the actual cotton that they deal in. But,
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while they are dealing in futures that they never expect to deliver, it

does have a remarkable effect on the actual spot Qotton market. .

This delivery, I mean the speculative delivery, does come so often;

so that, when the settlement came under the old system, if I had gone
in as a future dealer and gotten a bale of that cotton, I never^ in-

tended to receive or tender any cotton. Under the old system they
would say, " We will not settle unless you settle on our basis. We
will tender you the cotton that we have a right to tender you under
the cotton-futures act under these 21 grades." They would, therefore,

call on Norfolk to ship them so many bales of this cotton that is not
spinnable and tender them to me. I could not take that cotton be-

cause there was no market for it. I was broke if I took it. Therefore,
I had to settle on their basis, and it had an effect on the actual spot
cotton that the producer was picking, and it battered his market
down. Hence, we feel, if you are going to permit these future dealers

to operate at all, that you must make them operate in real cotton;

and real cotton, as we call it, comes within these 10 grades. On ac-

count of the long rainy season, we are now gathering the cotton that
ought to have been gafliered in October. Cotton grades are very bad.
But my contention is, and the contention of the men who produce
cotton is, that, because we allow the grades of cotton that represent

actual cotton, grown in the fields, these speculative interests in New
York ought not to be able to use something that is not valuable with
which to pull down real values. That is the situation that we tried to

reach, and we have remedied the situation somewhat.
The Chaikman. Your contention is that the cotton shipped to Nor-

folk was not within the grades ?

Mr. Young. Yes ; and they were accumulating it there. They had
no place to put it in New York. They were accumulating it at Nor-
folk, so that, if I demanded cotton, they would then get this rotten

stuff and tender it to me in order to drive me to a settlement on their

terms.

The Chairman. The cotton was not within the grade specified in

the law ?

Mr. YoTJNG. Not as now specified.

The Chairman. And the law specifies that no other grades are de-

liverable on contract?

Mr, YoTTNG. Yes.

The Chairman. That was a violation of the law.

Mr. Young. It is now.
The Chairman. Before?
Mr. Young. No; because they had this stuff that did come within

those 21 grades. They extended those grades over to take in that

unspinnable cotton.

The Chairman. We did not authorize 21 grades.

Mr. Young. That was the construction put upon it, and that is why
it was necessary to make this amendment.
Mr. Heflin. Mr. Murph, who adopts these difference? now between

the grades that obtain in the spot market ?

Mr. Murph. The differences- between the grades are established by

sales in the spot market. Those quotations are made by committees

of the spot exchanges under the supervision of representatives of the

Bureau of Markets. We have 2 or 3 men in the field, and then we
have a man in Washington who goes constantly from one place to
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another. He happens to be from your State, Mr. Heflin, this man
in Washington who supervises quotations, to see that they are abso-
lutely reliable.

Mr. Heflin. How do you find out what is the proper difference

between middling fair and good ordinary ?

Mr. MuEPH. At present good ordinary is not tenderable ; but you
refer, of course, to the differences generally. Under this plan we get
at the actual sales that take place. There are 10 designated bona fide

spot markets. The gentlemen of the committee might be interested

in this matter. The spot exchanges that are used for this purpose
are indicated on this map by red dots. They include Houston, Gal-
veston, Little Eock, Memphis, New Orleans, Dallas, Montgomery,
Savannah, Augusta, and Norfolk [indicating on map.] Those 10
markets are what we call bona fide spot markets, designated for the
purpose by the Secretary of Agriculture. In each one of those

markets there is a committee of the cotton exchange, or the spot ex-

change, as it is called to differentiate it from the future exchanges.
The committee makes up and sends to us and to New York daily

figures for the prices of different grades of cotton. We have a man
at the present time at New Orleans and one in Memphis and another
in Charlotte, and we expect to have two other men in the field who
will maintain the closest sort of supervision over this service.

Then, we have a man in the field constantly going from one
market to another and going to the primary markets, and ascertain-

mg the prices actually being paid for the different grades of cotton.

So we keep such close check on it, to assure ourselves that those quo-

tations are as nearly accurate as it is humanly possible to get them.
Mr. Heflin. How does this man get his information or Knowledge

as to what is the proper difference between the prices of two grades
of cotton?
Mr.'MuRPH. He goes to people who buy and sell the cotton them-

selves, and gets the information from them. Under the act he has
authority now to demand access to their books and records if they
will not give him information.
Mr. Lee. It is based on actual sales ?

Mr. MuRPH. It is based on actual sales.

Mr. Heflin. Are the buyer and seller ever, consulted as to what the

price should be?
Mr. MuEPH. They are, and the price quotation service men can

ascertain what that price is and
Mr., Heflin. He does not determine what the difference should be

but what the difference is?

Mr. MuBPH. No, Mr. Heflin ; he determines what the prices are at

which cotton is actually sold.

Mr. Heflin. This paperil have here gives a sample of this. I am a
buyer, for instance, and I say, " I will give you 30 cents for that cot-

ton." Then I may turn right around and sell that cotton for 42

cents for this grade, and 38 cents for that, and so on down, and beat

the producer out of 10 cents a bale on that transaction. That is done
all the time.

What is the remedy? Would not this be a good remedy for the

producer's side of it, to have him state the figures himself—^what

he believes should be the differentials—and get the commissioners
of agriculture of the cotton-growing States to set up or establish
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what they believe to be proper ? That would help those in the trade
in fixing the difference, would it not ?

Mr. Mttrph. Any step that would eventuate in causing sales to

be made at cettain prices would have an effect on the quotations.

In other words, they must quote, under the law, the actual commer-
cial differences. They have got to quote prices at which the cotton is

sold. That is in accordance with the law.
Mr. Heflin. If the producer and the cotton merchant object to

this, they must suggest what they believe would be proper in order to

have their opinions avail.

Mr. MuEPH. When sales are made at the prices that the producers
and the cotton merchants think are proper, those sales will be quoted,
because they have become actual sales. As you suggest, anything
that has an effect on prices at which sales are actually made must
have an effect on the quotations, because the quotations represent
actual sales.

Mr. TiNCHEE. This work is under an amendment to the wheat
price guaranty act ?

Mr. MuEPH. This work of getting differences from the spot market,
is carried on under the cotton futures act as unamended. I am com-
ing to a change that has been made which I think will answer your
question. Under an amendment to the cotton futures act under the
wheat price guaranty act the Secretary of Agriculture was given
much greater authority to get information covering the actual sales

of cotton, the character of the sales, the prices, the volume of the
sales, and anything that has a bearing upon the nature of the sales,

to show this reliability, and to show the value that must be placed
upon them in determining quotations. This, as I pointed out a
moment ago, was for the purpose of getting information particularly
back to the producers of cotton, as to the prices at which cotton is

being sold. Operating under that authority, we have divided the
cotton-producing territory into five disfi-icts which you will see

roughly indicated by the blue lines [indicating on map] . The head-
quarters of these districts will be Charlotte, Atlanta, New Orleans,
Dallas, and Memphis. It has been very difficult to get men properly
equipped for that sort of work, and up to date the offices at Atlanta
and Dallas are vacant.

Mr. TiNCHEE. That is in the wheat-price act ?

Mr. MuRPH. Yes ; that is in the amendment.
Mr. TiNCHBR. That law expires the 1st of June. Is there any

exception in the law, so that this does not expire?

Mr. MuEPH. In the opinion of the solicitors of the Agricultural
Department and the Treasury Department, the amendments to the
cotton futures act are permanent.
Mr. Heflin. It was hitched onto this bill, but it is an amendment

to the cotton futures act.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. One of the later sections of that

act says that this shall expire.

Mr. MuEPH. There is a difference of opinion as to whether these

acts are permanent, and that is a matter that I wanted to take up
with members of the committee at a little later date.

Mr. TiNCHEE. Would not now be a good time for the committee ta

arrive at their conclusion as to the permanency of the amendment, ia
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view of the fact that you are asking for appropriations on the thieory

that the amendments are permanent ?

Mr. Heflin. You are a good lawyer, Mr. Tincher; what do you
think?
Mr. Tincher. I think they expire with the act, but I would not

want to put my opinion against that of the solicitor of the depart-

ment. I do not think there is anything in that act which says they
shall not expire.

Mr. MuEPH. I think I might say, generally, that the opinion of
the Solicitor of the Department of Agriculture hinged largely upon
this point, that a reading of the amendments to the cotton-futures

act, contained in the wheat-price guaranty act, and the reading of sec-

tion 11 of the wheat-price guaranty act, to which you have referred,

raises a doubt as to whether those amendments are permanent. That
is, the peculiar language of the amendments themselves, taken in con-

nection with section 11 of the act, raises a doubt as to the permanency
of the amendments, and the courts under those conditions would seek

to find out the intention of Congress, and for that purpose they would
consult the legislative history of the act, and in his opinion the courts

would find, if it came to a question of construction in court, that the

amendments were permanent.
Mr. Heflin. Here was the matter : The cotton-futures act in certain

portions was objectionable and we wanted it amended. It was not
before the House. The wheat-price bill was. It was an emergency
matter. We hooked this amendment Onto the wheat-price bill, but

it was an amendment to the cotton-futures act. It was passed. I
think it is permanent law.

Mr. Tincher. You think it was a permanent emergency ? [Laugh-
ter.]

Mr. Heflin. The emergency through which we got it on to a per-

manent law makes it permanent.
Mr. Anderson. You got it onto a temporary law, unfortunately.
Mr. Mtjeph. Shall I proceed outlining the work we are doing under

these price-fixing quotations and come back to the other later ?

The Chairman. You referred to Norfolk as a market.
Mr. MuEPH. A spot market.
The Chairman. Is it a real spot market?
Mr. MtJRPH. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. I understood Mr. Young to say it was not.

Mr. MxjRPH. Mr. Young said there was an accumulation there of

grades that were deliverable under the old-style contract and that

ought not to have been deliverable—and they are not deliverable

—

under the new contract.

Mr. Heflin. Before you get away from that, I said something

about the spinners being unable to do business under the old contract.

Are the spinners using the exchanges more under the new contract

than under the old?

Mr. MuRPH. I heard the president of the New York exchange say

the other day that the buying interest at this time .was overwhelm-,

ingly spinners and the trade interests; that is, the spot interests.

Does that answer your question?

Mr. Heflin. Yes. I wanted to say that they were using the ex-

change more under the new law than under the old.
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Mr. MtiEPH. It has been recently reported to us that one lot of
2,500 bales that was shipped to New York for delivery on contract
was diverted to the mills, showing that the cotton now deliverable on
contract is cotton that may be used in the mills.

Mr. TiNCHEE. May we consider from that that the 10-grade system
is working better than the 21-grade system did ?

Mr. MuEPH. The 10-grade system provides for a contract that is

intrinsically more valuable than the old contract.

The Chairman. It is 12.30 o'clock; at 1.30 o'clock Dr. True and
Dean Russell will be here to discuss the extension work informally.
If any members are interested, kindly come at 1.30. The committee
will take a recess until 2.30.

(Thereupon at 12.30 o'clock p. m. the committee took a recess until
2.30 o'clock p. m.)

AFTER RECESS.

The committee met at 2.30 p. m., pursuant to recess, Hon. Gilbert
N. Haugen (chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. You may proceed, Mr. Murph.

STATEMENT OF MR. DANIEL S. MURPH, SPECIALIST IN COTTON
MARKETING AND WAREHOUSING, BUREAU OF MARKETS, DE-
PARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Continued.

Mr. MuRPH. Mr. Chairman, when we took a recess this morning
I was just coming to the price-quotation service, which we have
instituted in accordance with one of the amendments contained in
the wheat-price guaranty act. I think I had stated that we have
divided the cotton-producing section into five districts, with head-
quarters at Charlotte, N. C. ; Atlanta, Ga. ; Memphis, Tenn. ; Dallas,

Tex. ; and New Orleans, La. We have held a number of civil-service

examinations in an effort to get suitable men to take charge of the
offices at these points, and have done everything we could think of

in the effort to get suitable men. It is important that men located at

these points for this work shall be conversant with trade methods, the

various ways of trading in spot cotton, and be able to judge of

the pertinency and value of information they get. To date we lack

two men of having enough men of the type we need to put this work
into effect in all five of those districts.

We have one man stationed at Charlotte and another stationed at

Memphis, and the board of examiners at New Orleans engaged in

the classification of cotton have charge of the price-quotation service

in that district, so that, as a matter of fact, we have three districts in

operation.

A weekly bulletin is issued from each one of these points, and it

is given wide distribution, being sent by mail to anyone who requests

it, and certain parts of it are sent by telegraph to anybody who wants

it and is willing to pay for the telegrams.

We distribute it by mail to producers, and, in fact, anybody who
would like to get it. We have a great number of requests from vari-

ous parts of the country. I have been really surprised at the number
of requests we get from parts of the country that presumably would
not be interested in. this quotation service, from the West, for in-
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stance, and even the northernmost States ^ave shown great interest

in this seryice.

I have copies of the bulletins here and I thought the committee
might be interested in seeing them. I shall not take time to read
them. This is a specimen of the bulletins we issue. Here is the last

one issued from Charlotte. This is the issue of January 10. I have
not one issued from Memphis or New Orleans of that date, because it

takes the mail a little longer to get to Washington from those points.

We give information relating to the prices of cotton at various

places for various grades and various lengths of staple,, and this

information is given wide distribution upon the theory that the

possession of information as to market conditions is most valuable

for any man who is dealing in any particular commodity. In addi-

tion to'giving this information as to prices, we take advantage of

this opportunity to add a pertinent paragraph occasionally with refer-

ence to cotton marketing in general. For instance, in this bulletin

that I have before me, issued on January 10, we have one paragraph
of about eight lines, with reference to the loss of cotton through
country damage. We had information that cotton seed of an inferior

variety were about to be sold in the Memphis territory, on the theory

that that particular variety produces more per acre. We had made
investigation previously about that particular sort of cotton and
found it very undesirable, and we just inserted in the bulletin a short

paragraph warning farmers against it. So a few of those things

occur to us as being worth while from the marketing standpoint, and
they are inserted as giving timely advice.

I think you wanted me to say something about the permanency of
the amendments.
The Chairman. You have reference to the cotton futures act?

Mr. MuEPH. Yes; to those amendments to the cotton futures act.

Before I come to that, I may say, with reference to the estimate

for this appropriation, that some of the work under the cotton fu-

tures act has become more expensive ; that is to say, the work in the

preparation and distribution of cotton standards, through the in-

creased cost of cotton, the increase in the cost of cartons and other
material, the increase in the cost of labor, and except for that con-

dition this estimate could have been considerably smaller than it is

now.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. But you charge for those sample

exhibits, do you not ?

Mr. MuEPH. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLatighlin of Michigan. Can you not increase the price to

meet the increased cost?

Mr. MuEPH. But, Mr. McLaughlin, we can expend the money only
once. That is to say, we can buy only a stated number of bales of
cotton with a stated amount of money, and when the standards we
make up from that quantity of cotton' have been exhausted we can
not do anything more.
Mr. Anderson. That is, what you get for the sale of the samples

goes into the Treasury?
Mr. MuEPH. Yes, sir.

Mr. Andeeson. You can only use the appropriation once?
Mr, MuEPH. That is right.

The Chaieman. How much is returned to the Treasury?
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Mr. MtJi^H. I have that right here.

The Chairman. Is it self-supporting?

Mr. MuRPH. During the past year, Mr. Chairman, we turned into,

the Treasury from the sale of miscellaneous and loose cotton and
from the sale of cotton standards and revision of standards, $37,-
840.71. In addition to. that we turned into the Treasury—I have the
figures, but I can not lay my hands on them right here—about $9,000
collected for the determination of disputes. You see, the old form of
contract was in force for a while, and we collected about $9,000 in
the determination of disputes under that form.
We expect to turn into the Treasury this year a greater amount

from the sale of standards than last year, for the reason we had a very
great demand for standards ; we are away behind now in furnishing;
the standards. We have not been able to get enough competent men
to make up thestandards and to get the cotton fast enough ; it is a diffi-

cult matter, as you gentlemen understand, to buy the cotton exactly
suitable for those standards, and we have not been able to get th&
material in fast enough and get capable men in large enough numbers,
to keep up with the orders, so we have got away behind with our
applications.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Keceipts from samples sold ought
to pay the expense of it, ought it not ?

Mr. MuEPH. It is difficult to assess the exact cost of the prepara-
tion of these standards, because of the way in which the work is done

;

it is done along with other lines of work and carried on under the
cotton-futures act, and sometimes men are employed partly in one line-

of work and partly in another line.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you fix the price you charge,,

having in view the idea that the total amount ought to equal the total

amount of cost for preparing?
Mr. MuEPH. As I say, it is difficult to assess that exactly, but I do-

not think the total amount of receipts received from the sale of stand-
ards, if we should make that division, would cover the entire cost.

When the cotton-futures act was first put into administration a price

of $2.50 per box was agreed upon, and lately that has been increased

to $5 per box for standards.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The thing involves very little

money, but I was thinking that, if the Government could break even,

on something, it would be a good thing.

Mr. Mueph. a set of the standards for grade for upland cotton

costs $100 as against $50 at the outset; that is to say, the price

has doubled. The Bureau of Markets, in its cotton-marketing work,

carries on the work of demonstrating the value of the standards..

That is carried on in a variety of ways, and we try to carry that on
in connection with our marketing and demonstration work, our

handling and marketing work, and we feel that whenever we get one

of these sets out to the trade that has an educational value; in other

words, we feel that the Government and the people through the

Government get a return that is not exactly measurable in dollars

and cents, when one of these sets gets out into the trade, because

people then come to use them more and more and trade on them more
and more, and the fact they are traded on, the fact there is accurate

information for standards,' that there is a Government set of stand
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ards, gives the people as a whole who are interested in the-marketing

of cotton a return we can not measure in dollars and cents.

Mr- Young. I noticed that the State department of agriculture

down at Austin, Tex., has been furnishing to counties who would
pay a certain percentage of the salary scale an expert on the matter

of cotton grading. They, of course, use these Government samples

as a basis of their operations. Has this practice been built up to any
extent over the country, over the cotton belt ?

Mr. MuEPH. That practice is more widespread in Texas than any
other State.

Mr. Young. I understand in my own county
Mr. MUEPH (interposing). Where is that?
Mr. Young. Kaufman. I know they operate in some part of the

.

State, and I understood them to say they sent a man to Tyler, Tex.

Mr. MuEPH. We have a man there this year.

Mr. Young. Yes. Any farmer who is interested in knowing^ the

grade of his cotton before putting it on the market can go there and
have it graded by this expert, so he will know what he is really sell-

ing the merchant or local buyer.

Mr. MuRPH. Yes, sir.

Mr. Young. It struck me as being a very useful piece of work.
Mr. MuEPH. I have in my hand here the progress report on this

work in your State and what is being done. Do you happen to know
the firm of Parker & Pinkerton, at Tyler ?

Mr. Young. Very well.

Mr. MuBPH. Are they cotton buyers?
Mr. Young. They are farmers and buyers.
Mr. MuEPH. Do you happen to know Mr. Oscar McFarland, presi-

dent of the Guarantee State Bank?
Mr. Young. Yes.
Mr. MuEPH. We have letters from these gentlemen commending

the work. Then we have a letter here signed by 30 farmers, in refer-

ence to the work, and the substance of this letter from the farmers,
which really assesses the value of the work and, of course, from the

class of people you have in mind
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan (interposing). What is that par-

ticular work?
Mr. MuEPH. This is cotton marketing. It is connected with the

demonstration of the standards and merely suggested itself to Mr.
Young in connection with our discussion of the standards. It is not
done under the cotton futures act.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is a man located at a place to ad-

vise with the owners of cotton, the growers, what price they ought to

charge those who want to buy it ?

Mr. Young. Oh, no. I come to him with five samples of cotton,

taken out of five bales, and I want to know what'grade these samples
are—middling, strict middling, light middling, or what. As a

grower, I do not know. It is a peculiar thing, but no growers know
what their cotton will grade. This fellow is a technical expert. So,

if he says these five bales of cotton grade middling, the farmer at once
knows what middling cotton is worth, because those quotations are

in practically every town in the cotton belt ; nearly every town of any
size is getting the market reports. Take my little town of 3,500 peo-
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pie; we raise a local purse and hire telegraphers, who go to that
office at 9 o'clock in the morning, and we get all the reports from New
Orleans, New York, and Liverpool. In fact, we have got the whole
market every minute in the day coming into this little office. Any
farmer can walk up there and see that the quotation on middling,
for instance, is 30 or 40 cents, as the case might be. Now, the ques-

tion is. What have I got to sell ? He does not know what his cotton
grades. The expert says that bale of cotton is middling. He sees

that report and knows what that cotton is worth ; so he is trading on
an equal basis with the fellow who is buying that cotton.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I may not be very liberal, but how
far should the Federal Government go with that work ?

Mr. TouNG. That is local ; that is State.

Mr. MuEPH. I might make this explanation. The work, from the
standpoint of the Bureau of Markets, is a demonstrational and edu-
cational work rather than a work of service. That is to say, the
Bureau of Markets, from its investigations, has found that condi-
tions prevailing in the cotton marketing business, especially in the
markets used by producers, are such that the producer in so many
instances never gets the value of his cotton for the reason that he
does not know the grade, the staple and the character of it, and does
not know its value. As Mr. Young has just pointed out, many
farmers do not know the grade, do not know how to staple cotton,

do not know how to get the length of staple. There is a difference

of about 45 cents now between cottons of the same grade merely on
account of the different lengths of staple. That is an extreme case,

but there is a difference of 2 cents, 5 cents, 6 cents, 10 cents, 20
cents, on account of the different lengths of staple. Now it is a
highly technical proposition to class cotton, that is, to grade it and
to staple it, and very few farmers can do it. Our investigations,

covering the collection of actual samples and figures, show, for in-

stance, in the same market on the same day cotton of the same grade
and value sold at $15 difference per bale, and at that time cotton was
bringing about 12 cents per pound—cotton actually of the same value
being sold in the same market on the same day by two different

persons at a difference in price of about $15.

Mr. McLatjghltn of Michigan. I can understand that condition,

and it would be very helpful to the producer of cotton if he had that
knowledge. I was wondering how much the Department of Agricul-
ture was going to help him, and how much it was the duty of the
Federal Government to assist the owners of property to know the
value of it, so as to put a proper price on it.

Mr. MuEPH. I was coming to that, Mr. McLaughlin, and I felt I
ought to make some little statement about general conditions, so that

members of the committee might appreciate the significance of this

work. As I say, from the standpoint of the Bureau of Markets, the
work is educational and demonstrational. The Bureau of Markets
goes into a community and joins in this work for the purpose of

showing the farmers themselves what they can do themselves. It

is a very recent work on the part of the Bureau of Markets, and when
we feel we have made a sufficient demonstration in one community
we will just move along to another community. It does not become
permanent in any community. We are showing the way, that is all

:
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then we help the farmers with their associations, show them what they
can do, and we put a man there just for that purpose for a while.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Would it not be better and more in
keeping with our way of doing business if you would advise with and
instruct men to be employed by the State to go out and do that work
instead of carrying this to individuals all over the State? That is
quite an undertaliing on the part of the Federal Government.
Mr. MtTEPH. We do not undertake to carry the work to individuals.

We only have about 35 such stations throughout the cotton belt; and^
as I say, it is for educationa;l and demonstrational purposes, and the
valuable information that we get from one of these stations becomes
available for other stations, and when we feel we have completed the
Work in one section we move on to another section.

In the State of Texas, at some of these points, we pay about $250'

of the classer's salary; at other points only $1. The farmers them-
selves pay the great bulk of it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is educational, then, at the
place where you are doing the work ; and after you do the work there

you do not go back there, but you go to some other place, and leave
them to take advantage, if they are able, of the instruction you have
given them?
Mr. MuRPH. Yes, sir; that is the theory on which we have ap-

proached it, and that is the limitation which we set about it.

The question would naturally arise as to the way in which the

service was.paid for finally, and it eventually gets back to this, that
the individual farmers themselves really pay for the service they get
through the local associations. The local associations, for instance

in Texas, will make a charge of about 25 cents a bale for each bale

of cotton this association handles, so after all the farmer who gets-

the service pays for it through his association.

- Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The association collects the money
from the farmers and pays the expenses of your men ?

Mr. MuRPH. Yes, sir; we have a joint agreement with them ; they
are to pay them so much and we pay so much, and then the State

extension department, as you suggested a while ago, the Agricultural
College usually pays a small part of it. The bulk of it is paid, how-
ever,, by the growers themselves.

I think there is nothing more I care to add here unless there are

some questions on this appropriation.

Wednesday, January 14, 1920.

STATEMENT OF MR. GEORGE LIVINGSTON, ACTING CHIEF OF THE
BUREAU OF MARKETS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE^Con-
tinued.

Mr. Livingston. If it is satisfactory to the committee, Mr. Chair-
man, we will take up item 96, on page 258, " To enable the Secretary
of Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions of the United States,

grain-standards act," and so forth.
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There is no increase requested in this item, but we are resubmit-
ting a request for an amendment to section -6. You will recall that
we submitted the same request last year.
Mr. EuBEY. And it went out on a point of order.
Mr. Livingston. It went out on a point of order. As I remember

it, one change in section 6 was approved by the committee, and went
out on a point of order on the floor, and the other change was not
approved.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Was not one put in in the Senate

and stricken out in, conference ?

Mr. Livingston. Not that I recall. The requests for the changes, I
think, are set forth very fully and concisely in the note appended

' to this item, and with the approval of the committee I would like
to insert that note in the record of this hearing in order that it might
appear in connection with it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you mean you want to reprint
this note at the foot of page 96 ?

to. Livingston. Yes ; in connection with this item in the hearings.
It makes no difference, however, if the committee does not desire to
do that.

The Chairman. You brought this up last year?
Mr. Livingston. The first amendment, Mr. Chairman, provides

authority for the Secretary to entertain appeals on any grain that
has been inspected by a licensed inspector. At the present time the
Secretary of Agriculture is restricted to such grain as passes into
interstate commerce. For instance, at the present time suppose a
car of wheat originates at this point (indicating on map), goes to
Chicago, and is inspected by a licensed inspector; an appeal may
not be taken to the Secretary of Agriculture; but if thfe car goes
to Indianapolis—if it crosses the State line—an appeal may be taken
to the Secretary. Now, we have a number of requests from indi-
viduals, from boards of trade, from chambers of commerce, asking
ns to entertain these appeals. ^

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The first case you cited there of a
car of grain shipped from a point in central Illinois into Chicago is

of a transaction betw^een citizens of the State of Illinois.

Mr. Livingston. Yes; but if the grain
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you think it is a function of the

Federal Government to take part in disputes between citizens of a
State?
Mr. Livingston. Yes; Mr. McLaughlin, when the standards have

been established by the Federal Government, and the integrity of
those standards must be maintained, and when the grain in question
is inspected by an inspector licensed by the Federal Government.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. When that grain reaches Chicago

it may not go any farther, or it may be shipped out into interstate

commerce.
Mr. Livingston. It may be shipped out into interstate commmerce.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If it enters interstate commerce

it may be inspected ; and then, if a dispute arises, it can be determined
by an appeal ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is not that enough?
Mr. Livingston. No ; it is not.
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Mr. EuBEY. It does not help the producer, where the grain origi-

nates; and, as I understand it, the producers and sellers of wheat
are urging this action, are they not ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes ; in order that they may be protected in their

local markets.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I know they are, but is it incumb-

ent upon the Federal Government to do everything, entirely within

a State, simply because it would be convenient and agreeable to those

people ?

Mr. EuBEY. How else can it be done ? Congress is exercising a con-

stitutional authority to fix standards of grain.

Mr. Livingston. Yes.
Mr. TiNCHEE. If they fix them they ought to enforce them.

Mr. RuBET. Nobody else can do it but the Federal Government.
Mr. Livingston. We look upon it as a step towards maintaining

the integrity of the United States standards. These inspectors are

all licensed by the Federal Government. They inspect grain and
apply the standards of the Federal Government, and we vFould like

an opportunity to check up on all their inspections. It will not in^

crease the cost of the service at all, because we take samples for super-

vision purposes, in addition to samples taken for interstate appeal.

We consider it a convenient method of supervising the work of the
inspectors.

Mr. Young. Do the producers of wheat want this ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes.
Mr. Young. Do the wheat growers themselves want this?

Mr. Livingston. Yes; of course, the great number of producers
of wheat do not ship wheat, but those who do, want it. Let me read
a very brief statement from a letter on this point. This is from the
Toledo Produce Exchange. [Reading:]

The ruling of your department saying no appeal to the Government officials

can be taken on intrastate shipments is considered as " class legislation " by
our directors. That Ohio shippers to Toledo or other Ohio markets can not
have the same privilege that is accorded their shipments to markets outside
the State is considered unfair to the Ohio markets. The- local United States
office is deprived of fees which would otherwise be taken in, In case of appeal
by intrastate shippers.
May we hear from you as to why can not the ban be lifted and the appeal

rule be the same in both intrastate and interstate shipments.

To emphasize the point I made a while ago—^Toledo is an imporr
tant grain market. If a car originating in Ohio goes to Toledo, no
appeal may be taken by the shipper, although the grain has been
inspected by an inspector licensed by the Federal Government ac-

cording to the standards promulgated by the Federal Government.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why should the Government in-

spector inspect wheat where the transaction is entirely within a

State?
Mr. Livingston. Dealers in grain know no State lines

—

ry

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I beg your pardon
;
you have just

stated that the dealing is entirely within the State.

Mr. Livingston. I was referrmg to the nature of the transaction.

Let me illustrate further. If this car of grain had originated the

same number of miles on this side of Toledo (indicating on, map),
this man would have had a right to an appeal.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is true; that often deter-
mines the duty of the Federal Government in a thousand and one
matters.

Mr. Livingston. Not the standards; not where the Constitution
gives the right to the Federal Government to fix standards of grain.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I do not know why.
Mr. Livingston. Let me give you an illustration of what might

happen. We have an inspector in Toledo who is licensed under the
grain standards act, who inspects grain according to the standards
promulgated by the Federal department, and part of the grain that
originates in Ohio comes up to him for inspection. He may grade
it correctly or incorrectly. If he grades it incorrectly he is throwing
the official standards of the United States into disrepute; yet, be-
cause of this provision in section 6, the parties at interest, the buyer
and seller, can not have the information from the Federal Govern-
ment as to whether or not that inspector has properly graded that
lot of grain.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Here is a case that is not entirely
analagous: We were speaking yesterday of these inspections of
perishable products at the points of destination. The law provides
that only products shipped in interstate commerce shall be so in-

spected, with the idea that the Federal Government has nothing to
do with the commerce within the States. Is it, then, the duty or the
function of the Federal Government to interfere, or can it, with
propriety, interfere in a quarrel or dispute as to business matters
that.concern the people of the States alone?
There is another reason why that 'kind of inspection should be

confined to interstate shipments, because the act makes the certifi-

cate issued by the inspector prima facie evidence in a court, and that
can only be in a United States court. We can not pass a statute that
will make a certificate of a Federal inspector prima facie evidence in
a State court. So that it would seem to me that inspection of grain
by the Federal Government for any purpose, where the transaction
is entirely between citizens of the State, is going beyond the functions
of the Federal Government. You say the inspector at Toledo does
inspect ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I question the propriety of having

him inspect it until it is destined for, or is in, interstate commerce.
Mr. Livingston. Mr. McLaughlin, the inspector is merely licensed

by the Federal Government.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I know that.

Mr. Livingston. He inspects all grain that is tendered to him.
The Chairman. Is he paid by the State or by the municipality?^

Mr. Livingston. Frequently he is paid by the board of trade or
other similar organization.
The Chairman. He is not paid by the Federal Government?
Mr. Livingston. No; he receives no compensation from the Fed-

eral Government.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You say the dealers there, or those

concerned in the transaction there in Ohio—or Illinois, according to-

your first illustration—would like to have this done ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That does not cut any figure what-
ever. There are a thousand and one things that they would like to
Tiave the Federal Government do for them that it has no right to do.

Mr. Livingston. Coming back to my original point regardless of
whether or not these people want to have this done, it does seem to us
that it is perfectly feasible for the Federal Government to take that
step and protect its standards, as it will not involve any increased
cost and will at the same time render a service which people want.
Tn other words, our standards, it seems to me, must be protected.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There are other members of the
<;ommittee .who know a great deal more about this grain-standards
law than I do and about these operations, but it just occurs to me that

the Federal Government is going a long way if it is going to inspect

products involved in a transaction entirely within State lines, both
parties to the transaction being citizens of one State, There is practi-

•cally no limit beyond which you can not go if that is entered upon.
Mr. Livingston. This is a permissive measure so far as the appeal

provisions of law are concerned. No one is required to take an appeal.

The appeal is taken at the request of somebody in interest.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is my suggestion. I am not

making an objection, because I think perhaps I may be wrong about

it—^perhaps do not know enough about it ; but my objection goes to

the inspection of this intrastate business at all.

Mr. Livingston. Licensed inspectors could not handle the grain-

inspection business at all unless they were permitted to inspect

intrastate as well as interstate grain, because this would involve setting

up duplicate inspection machinery in every place of inspection.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why duplicate?
Mr. Livingston. Because the grain at Chicago and many other

markets is largely intrastate grain, which later crosses States lines

and becomes interstate grain. If the inspector who is licensed under
the grain-standards act is precluded from inspecting grain that does

not cross a State line it will mean that some inspectors must be avail-

able for inspecting that grain which comes from within the State.

Therefore it would mean a duplicate equipment for inspection—one

inspection to be made for grain that crosses the State lines and another

to inspect grain that does not cross State lines.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That would be a State matter. Let
them do it if they wish.

Mr. Livingston. If you will remember, these inspectors are not

paid by the Federal Government. These men are employed by the

chambers of commerce or by the State, and in many cases they op-

erate as private individuals, on a fee basis; so that if we were to

preclude or prevent the licensed inspectors from inspecting grain

that does not cross State lines, we would immediately get' into a

great amount of difficulty, because it would necessitate, as I have

said, two inspection departments in every important grain market
in the country.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Carrying that out to the logical

conclusion, every shipment of grain from one point to another,

whether the distance is 1 mile or 100 miles, might be inspected by
a Federal inspector?
Mr. Livingston. Yes.
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Mr. MoLaughun of Michigan. My idea is that the Government
has no right to do that. Suppose some man in your State wants the
Government to build a house for him. Carrying your theory to the
logical conclusion, you would say that we ought to do that.
Mr. TiNCHEE. Is there not about as much demand among pro-

ducers for the repeal of the act as there is from the other side ?

Mr. Livingston. There used to be, but there is not now.
The Chairman. This is to provide for an appeal in the case of

all grain shipped in intrastate as well as in interstate commerce. It
was finally determined that it should be limited to interstate ship-
ments ;

now the whole fight is coming up again, whether it shall be
extended to intrastate traffic. I fully agree with the proposition.
I tried to have it incorporated at that time. In my opinion it would
be a good thing to incorporate it here.

Mr. Livingston. It involves no expense to the Federal Govern-
ment.
The Chairman. There is a charge for the appeal?
Mr. Livingston. Yes; $3 per car.

The Chairman. You say that it involves no expense to the Gov-
ernment, but that it is merely a matter of convenience to the people
concerned ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes.
Mr. Tincher. The Gojj^ernment has fixed standards for grain. If

I am shipping wheat, and it is intrastate, and I am not satisfied with
the grading, I have no right to appeal to the Department of Agricul-
ture because it is altogether withm State lines, and the appeal that
I am denied is on a subject on which the Federal Congress has legis-
lated.

Mr. Livingston. Yes ; according to standards fixed by the Federal
Government, upon inspection by a man that is licensed by that Gov-
ernment. The fact that a man ships the grain within a State ought
not to deprive him, if he thinks he is wronged, of an appeal.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is saying that you have

started a law to interfere with local transactions and therefore you
must carry it on to the end.
Mr. Livingston. All grain arriving at these markets where there

is a licensed inspector is inspected by a licensed inspector.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Whether it is intrastate or inter-

state ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have started a process that

may be wrong, and is wrong according to my notion, and therefore
you would carry it out to the end ?

Mr. Livingston. We believe that it is legal in all respects. When
we took up the question of issuing licenses, the solicitor of the de-

partment rendered an opinion that a man might have a license to

inspect grain moving in interstate commerce, and that he might at

the same time act as an inspector to inspect grain that did not go
into interstate commerce. But the point is that almost all States
have adopted the Federal standards as State standards, and all the
transactions in grain throughout the country are based on the Fed-
eral standards, regardless of whether the grain is shipped in inter-

state commerce or not.

164315—20 ^79
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Mr. KuBEY. I doubt your ability to get this through. We may
pass it through the committee, but any one man on the floor of the

House can object to it, and. no doubt somebody will object to it. In
the last Congress the second part of your proposition here was re-

ported by the committee, but it was objected to by a Member of the

House and went out on a point of order; although, so far as I am
concerned, I shall be glad to recommend it. At the same time, how-
ever, I think the best thing for you to do is to prepare a bill cover-

ing this amendment and have it introduced—let the committee re-

port it to the House—and seek these changes by legislation in a

separate measure.
Mr. Livingston. That, of course, is a question for the committee to

decide.

Mr. EuBEY. I think that is the only way you are ever going to get

the change made, and there is no doubt in my mind but what it ought
to be made. For instance, take the second part of your proposition.

You have had 14,000 appeals, I believe it is, which have been enter-

tained, and in only 1 case out of the 14,000 have the parties asked

for a hearing or been granted a hearing. Of course, if they have asked

for it they have been granted it; so that that shows absolutely the

fallacy of this granting of a hearing on the proposition of the grading
of grain. Notwithstanding that fact was impressed upon the Member
who made the objection last year upon the floor of the House, he could

not be convinced and continued his objection. I do not see how it is

possible for you to get this through the House by le^jislation on this

appropriation bill.

Mr. Livingston. The point of order, I think, was raised by a gen-

tleman who misunderstood the matter.

Mr. EuBET. Certainly ; but you could not make him understand.
Mr. Livingston. He thought that it was a hearing on the estab-

lishment of standards.
Mr. EuBEY. Certainly ; and you could not make him believe other-

wise.

Mr. Anderson. The original grain-standards act was passed appar-
ently on the theory that you could only apply those standards to grain

moving in interstate commerce. Is it the opinion of the Solicitor's

office that we should now modify that so as to make the standards
apply to grain that moves in intrastate commerce ?

Mr. Livingston. Do you mean make them applicable also to the

grain ?

Mr. Anderson. Yes.

Mr. Livingston. I am not prepared to say. Do you refer to the

question whether the act should be based on the weights and standards

measure rather than the interstate commerce clause?

Mr. Anderson. Yes.

Mr. Livingston. I am not prepared to answer for the Solicitor on

that point.

Mr. Anderson. It seems to me that is a point that has got to be de-

termined before this proposed new language is adopted or rejected.

Mr. Livingston. This is rather putting it on the basis of protecting

the integrity of the standards.

Mr. RuBEY. I doubt very much whether or not we can pass that

kind of legislation; that is, whether, after it is nassed, it would hn
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considered constitutional or not; because we have no authority ex-

cept over grain that goes into interstate commerce. At the same time,

by a separate bill we might be able to find some way of passing that

sort of legislation.

Mr. Livingston. I think the point was, Gov. Rubey, that, whereas

this grain standards act was based on the interstate commerce clause

of the Constitution, is it not possible to base it on the weights and
measures feature rather than on the interstate commerce clause? I

shall be very glad to refer that question to the solicitor, Mr. Ander-

son, and get his opinion on that.

Mr. Anderson. Of course, I appreciate the viewpoint which sug-

gests that this appeal is perhaps a matter of supervision ; but I think

that is a pretty far-fetched proposition, because, of course, it does

not amount to anything unless you have the authority requiring the

intrastate grain to be graded in accordance with the Federal stand-

ards. The fact that you have an appeal does not amount to any-

thing except that, as Mr. McLaughlin suggested, it is another wedge
into the local control over local affairs.

Mr. Livingston. Almost all the States have adopted the Federal
standards and almost all grain passing in either interstate or intra-

state traffic passes this inspection.

Mr. Andeeson. What States have adopted State inspection ?

Mr. Ln'iNGSTON. Almost none.
Mr. Andeeson. I understand that Minnesota intends to abandon

Federal grades.
Mr. Livingston. I understand they have made that statement a

number of times, but thus far they have taken no action.

Mr. Andeeson. My impression is that they had some legislation

at the last session that authorized the creation of State standards and
their enforcement so far as intrastate grain is concerned, and my un-
derstanding was that those standards would probably be made
effective with the next crop. .

Mr. Heflin. Do you mean they are going to set up different stand-
ards from the Federal standards?
Mr. Andeeson. Yes; 1 think so.

Mr. Livingston. As I said at the start, I think these notes that
are appended to the item in the bill give a very definite and very
brief summary of the points that led us to make the recommendation.
Mr. Andeeson. So far as I am concerned, I will resolve all doubts

about the proposition by saying that, so far as I am concerned, there

will be no amendment to this act until we get some standards that

will be satisfactory.

Mr. Livingston. I take it that the standards are not satisfactory

to you, then?
Mr. Andeeson. They certainly are not.

Mr. Livingston. We have had no complaints about them since the

price-fixing matters have been adjusted.

Mr. Andeeson. We have complained about them until we have got

tired of complaining, and we are going to substitute standards of

our own.
Mr. Livingston. There has been no complaint since the establish-

ment of the new differentials between grades of wheat.
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Mr. Anderson. That was not until after all the wheat was out of
the hands of the producer that it was possible to get cars to take
away.
Mr. Livingston. No.
Mr. Anderson. Why was not that done ?

Mr. LfiviNGSTON. That is out of our jurisdiction.

The Chairman. In regard to the grain regulation, do you recall

the amount the spread was modified ?

Mr. Anderson. I was present at the meetings with the Grain Cor-

poration. My recollection is that at that time the spread ran as high
as 42 cents between the No. 1 and No. 4. Probably it was not as

high as that, but it was very great. I can look it up and put it in

the record. I do not recall the spreads that were arranged there, but

my recollection is that the total spread between No. 1 and No. 4 was
not over 10 cents.

Mr. Livingston. I think it was 12 cents, probably.
Mr. TiNCHER. The change that you made made a difference of 28

cents a bushel to the producer in my State on the No. 4 winter wheat.

He got that much more for his wheat. Was that change made in

the department?
Mr. Livingston. Not by our department. That is a matter that

comes entirely under the jurisdiction of the Grain Corporation.
Mr. TiNCHER. That was made 90 days after they commenced
Mr. Young. I want the record to be made straight, to the effect

that the Department of Agriculture did not have anything to do
with that.

Mr. TiNCHEE. Why did not the Department of Agriculture have
something to do with it ?

Mr. Young. The price-fixing committee of the Grain Corporation

dealt with that whole subject.

Mr. TiNCHER. They had no right to deal with the grading of this

wheat. That came from the Department of Agriculture, from the

Bureau of Markets.
Mr. Livingston. They do not deal with grading.

Mr. TiNOHEE. The standardizing.

Mr. Livingston. But they fixed the prices based on the grades.

The grades were established before the price was fixed, and after the

grades had been established the price was fixed, which was recently

modified.
Mr. Young. The point I want to make is that it would be unfor-

tunate to have it go out to the producers that in this country, where

we are seeking to establish a set of grades that will take care of the

producer in order that the stuff may be profitable to raise, this was

done through the Department of Agriculture, when, as I understand,

the department has had absolutely nothing to do with it except to es-

tablish these grades. The department had nothing to do with the

price-fixing part of it, and that is what the farmers complain about.

We have had the same question on the cotton. The point is that your

Kansas department said that there had been too big a spread be-

tween certain classes and grades. The department had nothing to do

with the price fixing.

Mr. Anderson. There is no use going into that here, but the point

remains that the character of grades and the character that resulted
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from it was greatly modified by the price fixing, because under normal
conditions, if a good quality of wheat was graded down because of
foreign matter in it, the competition in the central market would,
nevertheless, get the producer a reasonable price for the quality of the
wheat they could sell, while under the fixed-price system, if the wheat
was graded down, although it was a good quality of wheat, it got the

price of that grade and that is all.

Mr. Livingston. That would be true, regardless of what grades
were employed. You have stated the case, I think, very clearly.

Mr. TiNCHER. Your theory, then, is that there was nothing that

the department here could have done under your authority of law
to have protected the producer against the injustice of that spread?
Mr. Livingston. I think not, sir.

Mr. TiNCHEE. Then I do not think we ought to have the depart-

ment. If it could not take care of an emergency of that kind, where
you permitted wheat to be graded down, whether it had one grain

of rye or 100 grains: when your grade that you fixed permitted

that to cost a man 30 cents a bushel on his wheat—and you lay that

all onto the Grain Corporation—then I can not see how you can
ever hope to be of any service to the people of the United States.

Mr. Livingston. My point is this, that if we had modified the

grades under the law the price differentials would- be changed to

conform to the grades. As a matter of fact, we did change the grades

at one time, and the price was changed to conform to the new grades.

That would have resulted if we had made a further attempt to

change the grades. You remember one year they had 4 cents

premium on dark winters and on dark hard, and after the grades

were changed the premium was reduced to 2 cents.

Mr. TiNCHEE. You think, then, that if you had changed the grades
last spring, as I tried to get the department to do, the Grain Cor-
poration would have been able to go ahead in some other way and
turn the same back to the producer ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes; they would have modified the differential

between grades.
Mr. TiNCHER. If you had changed it and made that right, they

could not have blamed you for it; but they are blaming you for it.

Mr. Livingston. That is unfortunate.

Mr. TiNCHEE. If you had changed your grades then, as I told you
to [laughter] , they could not have blamed you.

Mr. Livingston. Under normal conditions we think these grades

are all right.

Mr. TiNOHEE. If the conditions are normal ?

Mr. Livingston. Since these price differentials have been changed
we have had no complaint about the grades, and the farmer is getting

50 cents or ,a dollar more than the Grain Corporation price. Just

as soon as the price went above the guaranteed price people quit

making complaints against the standards.

Mr. Young. I do not know about the grain situation; there may
be something that we ought to do, but I do not know what it is;

but we have a commodity in my country, the cotton crop, for which
we have established standards. They make a spread between certain

grades of 500 to 700 points. The Government has nothing to do with

it, and I do not know where the defect shows, but it is something
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that ought to be attended to. The trade has done it. We know
that we are being robbed. That is done by the trade; but when a

Government agency engages in that practice it is a different thing.

Mr. RuBEY. To what Government agency do you refer?

Mr. Young. The point to which I am addressing myself is that we
have that trouble with the wheat; that is, where the Government has

taken charge of the wheat. That spread, you gentlemen say, is too

big. I have no reason to dispfute that. We have that same condition,

probably to a worse extent, in the cotton trade, where we have es-

tablished standards, and where the trade has gone in there and

made that spread. That is wholly unjustifiable, and we were held up
on that cotton and got $25 to $50 a bale less. We have sustained

that loss. How are you going to get at. that?

The Chairman. Yes, but in this case that-was made by a Govern-

ment agency.
Mr. YoTTNG. Here is one thing that the Government has taken

charge of, and it seems that you still have the defect. Here is an-

other commodity that the Government has not taken charge of, ex-

cept to establish standards, and we have that complaint, to a greater

extent, that the producer is beinp' held up. How are you going to

reach it? I should think that all the producer ought to want—all

that I as a producer would want—^is a fair price. I do not want to

be held up and have the value of my crop taken from me by a mo-

nopoly and not let me get the value that the market would justify me
in getting. There is a defect there. How are we to remedy it ?

Mr. TiNCHER. Here is one thing about grades. I do not know if

it affected any other locality. For instance, it took- off from wheat

and made an off-grade of wheat for rye and foreign matter the same

as for dirt. The millers did not do that, but that was according to

the grades fixed.

Mr. Young. Let us stop there a moment. I am interested in thai,

too. Of course rye is not wheat, but under the present system it is

treated the same as though it were gravel—absolutely worthless.

Is there a method by which we can make the trade pay for rye;

because rye has value, even though it is not wheat ?

Mr. TiNCHEE. The miller does not object to a certain percentage

of rye. He does not want his flour to have more than a certain per-

centage of rye, but he does not want 10 per cent of dirt. The highest

percentage of rye they would allow was about 2 per cent. What is

that now?
Mr. Livingston. I understand your question to be. What is the

maximum percentage of rye permitted in each grade of the Federal

standards for wheat as they uow stand? Grade No. 1 permits 1

per cent
;
grade No. 2, 2 per cent

;
grade No. 3, 3 per cent

;
grade No.

4, 5 per cent
;
grade No. 5, 7 per cent.

Mr. TinCHER. What is the highest grade? '

Mr. Livingston. By the highest grade I presume you mean the

highest numerical grade, namely, No. 5, which, of course, includes

the poorest wheat covered by a numerical gi'ade, from the stand-

point of quality and condition. The maximum of rye content now
permitted in grade No. 5 is 7 per cent.

Mr. Anderson. Seven per cent?

Mr. Livingston. Yes ; 7 per cent.

Mr. TinCHER. That has been changed. What was it at first?
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Mr. Livingston. I do not know what it was at first; 6 per cent,
Itiiink.

^

Mr. TiNCHEE. No; I think you will find it was 4, though I may-
be mistaken in that. But that was still too low, as far as that is
concerned. No man who owns a mill will tell you that 10 per cent
makes any difference. As a matter of fact, they do not make any
difference under 16.

Mr. Young. Suppose it has got 10 per cent rye and the miller
does not recognize any difference, but goes ahead and sells on the
basis that there is no rye in it ?

Mr. TiNCHER. He will tell you that it does no harm to the flour.
The flour is just as good for every purpose.
Mr. Livingston. What is your suggestion?
Mr. TinCHER. My suggestion is that you discriminate between rye

and dirt in the grades.

Mr. Livingston. We discriminate now between rye and dirt, but
the miller is not going to pay wheat prices for rye. You can not
regulate commercial transactions by establishing grades.
Mr. Tin CHER. But at that time the price of rye was higher than

the price of wheat, and there was no objection on that ground. You
say now that the farmer gets 50 cents more than the guaranteed
price for his wheat ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes.
Mr. TiNCHER. The Department of Agriculture can not take credit

for that any more than Congress can.

Mr. LrviNGTON. We do not take any credit for it.

Mr. TiNCHEK. The guaranteed price of wheat happens to be lower
than the market price of wheat.
Mr. Livingston. I cited that to show that when the market price

went above the fixed price and the fixed price played no part, then
the matter of fixed grades was forgotten.

Mr. TiNCHER. Yes; but the price was fixed too high. When the
farmer is losing 25 or 30 cents on every bushel of wheat, it ought
not to be forgotten.

Is it not a fact that the export of wheat was not opened up while
the farmer had the wheat?
Mr. Livingston. I do not know about that.

Mr. TiNCHER. And the export was opened up after the speculators
got the wheat ?

Mr. Livingston. I do not know.
Mr. TiNCHER. I just wanted to know what you thought about it.

The Chairman. One department should know about the other de-
partments, and especially

Mr. RuBEY. But the Department 'of Agriculture does not want to

take the responsibility of telling you or of telling Congress why the
Grain Corporation did this, that, or the other. The thing for us to

do, if we want that information, is to get the information from the
people responsible, from the Grain Corporation.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That satisfies me. If the Depart-

ment of Agriculture says it has no authority over the matter, let it

be put in the record. If there is any fault, and the Department of
Agriculture had nothing to do with it, then you ought not to blame
it on the Department of Agriculture.
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The Chairman. They should have done something.
Mr. Young. I think it would be very unfortunate for the Depart-

ment of Agriculture if the records should show that the department
had anythmg to do with price fixing. This will prejudice the
farmers of the country against the department. The farmers now
must have faith in the Department of Agriculture, and, whatever
the Grain Corporation may have been guuty of, this record ought
not to show that the department is responsible for it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It ought to show that the depart-

ment is not responsible for it.

Mr. Young. That is what it ought to show and what I think it

will show. The Department of Agriculture has had nothing to do
with the fixing of prices.

Mr. Harrison. We have been criticized many times for the dif-

ference in prices between grades-—a matter for which we were in

no wise responsible.

The Chairman. The grades are in a degree responsible.

Mr. BLiREisoN. The point is that no matter what the prices were
the Grain Corporation was the price-fixing agency and it could

fix whatever differences it pleased, so long as it complied with the

provisions of the act under which the guaranty was made.
Mr. Anderson. That is not quite true. The Grain Corporation

had no authority to fix any prices at all. They could not regulate

the prices at all except to the point of the guaranteed price. That
is all the authority they had. They had no authority to fix any-

thing above the guaranteed price. They did assume, however, in

view of the situation that existed, to establish tentative relations

between the graded; that is, the tentative price of bread, which they
were able at least partially to enforce. So far as I am concerned,

I do not absolve the Department of Agriculture altogether from
all blame with respect to the wheat situation, not by a jugful.
Mr. Harbison. As I recall it, the law prescribed No. 1 northern

as the basis

Mr. Livingston. It did.

Mr. Anderson. And below the price fixed by the act. The Grain
Corporation could fix these differentials, and it did fix them.
Mr. Livingston. Yes.
Mr. Anderson. But above that price—and the price has been

above that price most of the time—^those grades were only effective

in so far as the Grain Corporation was able by one method and
another to make them effective. It had no real authority to do it.

Mr. Livingston. Then I do not see your point, why the Depart-
ment of Agriculture should assume responsibility for it.

Mr. Anderson. I do not say that you should assume responsibility

for it, but when you say that the grades had nothing to do with the

resulting injustice to the farmer I do not agree with you.
Mr. RuBEY. The point he makes is this, that, whatever the grades

may have been, no matter what the grades iiiay have been which were
established, if some other grades had been established, the same con-

ditions would have prevailed.

Mr. Anderson. That is nonsense, because, if it is true we might just

as well do away with the grades altogether.
Mr. Eubey. No ; it is not nonsense.
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Mr. Anderson. If the grades have nothing to do with seeing that
the farmers get a fair price, we might just as well abolish the grades
and abolish the Department of Agriculture.

Mr. EuBEY. No; it is not nonsense. The Grain Corporation fixed
certain differentials between these grades, and, if the grades had been
some other grades, those same differentials would have existed ; those
same variations would have existed.

Mr. Anderson. Yes ; but it makes some difference, when the basis

is a fixed price and when good wheat falls in grade No. 4 when it

ought to fall in grade No. 2. That is the point that I am making.
Mr. Rtjbey. That comes under the question whether you agree with

these grades or do not agree with them. You do not agree that these
grades are right, and you hare a right, of course, to your opinion. A
great many other people think they are all right.

Mr. TiNCHER. Here is the proposition, Mr. Eubey: Last spring
before any wheat was harvested we made an effort with the depart-
ment here to have those grades changed so as to put a lot of wheat that
would be graded in No. 4 up into No. 3.

Mr. Etjbet. Yes.
Mr. TinCHER. I was informed by the department (and I have the

letter yet) that there would be no change in those grades. They
did make the change in the grades and put a large majority of wheat
in my district from 4 to 3. That made a difference to the farmer of

about 28 cents a bushel on his wheat, because, while the Department
of Agriculture had nothing to do with the differential between grades
3 and 4, and that was done by the Grain Corporation, they did control

the grades, and, when they were informed that the wheat they were
putting down in No. 4 was absolutely good milling wheat and that

that ought to be up in No. 3, they ought to have done that.

I want to have the respect for the Department of Agriculure that I

had before I came to Congress, and I think the farmer ought to be

able to rely upon the Department of Agriculture as his friend ; but

is there anything on record anywhere where the Department of Agri-

culture ever made one fight with the Grain Corporation in the inter-

ests of the producer of wheat—^where it ever wrote one lettfer or tried

to help the farmer with the Grain Corporation ?

Mr. Hefijn. That was a nonpartisan board, was it not, composed
of Eepublicans, largely?

Mr. TiNCHER. i am not talking about the Grain Corporation. I

do not know what it is composed of. There are a lot of renegade

Eepublicans just like there are a lot of renegade Democrats. They
knew nothing about wheat, or very little, and they had a vital

proposition in wheat.

Mr. EuBET. That whole system is going to be gotten rid of any-

way within a few months.
Mr. Livingston. It has been gotten rid of now. The price-fixing

business stops with this crop.

Mr. EuBET. In the end we will probably have no prices fixed;

and then the scheme of putting these grades into effect will go on

without confronting those difficulties.

Mr. Livingston. I think so.

Mr. Etjbet. I thinlc the thing we are discussing now is something

that is already past and can not come up in the future, and I doubt

whether it is worth while giving any more time to it.
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Mr. TiNCHEB. It is absolutely in the future.

The Chairman. You say you did not have any authority to fix

prices, but only to fix grades ?

Mr. LrviKGSTON. Yes.
The Chairman. And Mr. Anderson contends that the Wheat Cor-

poration had no authority above
Mr. Anderson. I said they had no authority above a fixed price.

The Chairman. The law says, " The President shall thereupon
fix such guaranteed prices for grain, and so forth, according to such

standards as are established under the United States grain-standards

act, approved August 11, 1916."

Mr. Livingston. Yes.
The Chairman. When we speak of the President in this matter

we have, of course, reference to the Secretary of Agriculture.

Mr. Livingston. Yes ; with respect to the fixing of grades.

The Chairman. It is true that the law gives the authority to the

President, but that means the Secretary of Agriculture, as we under-

stand it.

Mr. Livingston. Yes.
The Chairman. Either the President or the department had the

authority to fix the different grades.

Mr. Harrison. The President's authority was exercised through
the Food Administration and not through the Department of Agri-
culture.

The Chairman. I have the language here. It says " shall fix such

guaranteed prices " according to flie grain standards. That means a

certain price for each grade. The minimum was $2. The authority

was in the President.

Mr. Livingston. The department did not exercise the price-fixiag

authority under the food-control bill.

Mr. Young. You have been reading from the food-control law ?

The Chairman. From section 14 of the act of Congress.
Mr. Young. That does not touch the proposition that this depart-

ment had nothing on God's green earth to do with fixing these prices.

The Chairman. The differentials as stated in the act.

Mr. EuBEY. That was given to the President, and the President
turned that over to the Grain Corporation.
The Chairman. As Mr. Livingston said, when it spoke of the

President it meant the department.
Mr. EuBKT. The President did not turn it over to the Department

of Agriculture.
The Chairman. That is Mr. Palmer's idea. You say here that we

should drop it and condone it. If that position is to be taken, very
well, but I dissent.

Mr. RuBEY. We are here acting upon our own responsibility and
not upon the responsibility of Mr. Palmer or ariiybody else.

The Chairman. Exactly ; and so far as T am concerned, I will not

support anything of the kind.

Mr. Young. I guess I am in rather a unique attitude in the com-
mittee. I opposed this whole price-fixing scheme both in the com-
mittee and on the floor. I am going out of Congress, but I do want
to leave in this record that the United States Department of Agri-
culture did not have a thing to do with the manipulation of this
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price-fixing scheme. Let it be right or wrong, whatever act has been
done has been done by the Food Administration in the wheat end
of it, in charge of Mr. Barnes. I do not want this record to show
that our permanent Department of Agriculture has been guilty of

any of these things, right or wrong, because you know and I know,
and every other member of this committee knows, that, so far as the
price-fixing part of it is-coBcemed, it is administered by a different

piece of machinery from that of the Department of Agriculture.

The Chairman. The general opinion seems to be that the Depart-
ment of Agriculture had something to do with it.

Mr. Young. That is what I want to correct. It did not.

The Chairman. Where it rests at the present is up to the Grain
Corporation to explain. As Mr. Livingston has said, the depart-
ment had nothing to do with it, but I also want to clear up the
matter whether the department did have authority from the Presi-

dent to fix prices.

Mr. Harrison. The President had the authority, but the depart-
ment did not.

The Chairman. I want to make it clear that the President did
have authority.

Mr. Harbison. The law says " the President "—not " the Secre-

tary of Agriculture."
The Chairman. The President did have the authority.

Mr. Harrison. But he exercised it through the Food Administra-
tion and the Grain Corporation—not the Department or the Secre-
tary of Agriculture.

The Chairman. Will you tell us something about these salaries

under the grain-standards item ?

Mr. Livingston. The salaries are all listed on page 259. The
salaries that we are paying are substantially the same salaries that
are being received in the trade. The salaries of our grain samplers
average a little higher than those being paid by grain exchanges,
chambers of commerce, and the like.

The Chairman. If you will refer to the hearings I think you
will find that the department salaries are much higher than those

paid by the trade ; there is complaint about the salaries.

Mr. Livingston. I have here a card index of every grain exchange
or other organization supporting a grain-inspection department,
with the salaries which are paid to inspectors and samplers, and I
would be glad to answer any question.

The Chairman. Take Minnesota, for instance.

Mr. Livingston. The salaries for Minnesota were inserted in the
record last year.

The Chairman. You have salaries up to $4,000?
Mr. Livingston. Would you like to have that inserted in the

record ?

The Chairman. How much are they paid?
Mr. Livingston. Members of the Board of Grain Appeals at

Minneapolis each receive a salary of $3,000.

The Chairman, How much do you pay the members of your
board ?

Mr. Livingston. The department's man, who is stationed in Min-
neapolis, is getting $3,000 ; he is in charge of the office.
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Mr. Anderson. The supervisor?
Mr. Livingston. The supervisor.

The Chairman. How much is paid by the State ?

Mr. Livingston (continuing). The highest salaried man on our
appeal board gets ^,240. This board is located at Chicago and is

the! appeal board for the entire United States. The men on the ap-^

peal board located at Minneapolis are employed by the State of Min-i-

nesota and handle appeals on grain which arise in Minnesota, for the

State of Minnesota.
The Chairman. How much do they pay?
Mr. Livingston. $3,000.

The Chairman. And you pay how much?
Mr. Livingston. We have a grain supervisor located at Minne-

apolis who supervises the work of this appeal board, together with all

inspectors located there, and he gets $3,000.

The Chairman. How much does the State of Minnesota pay in-

spectors ?

Mr. Livingston. Our records show that at Minneapolis there is

one chief deputy inspector at $3,000, and there are four assistants at

$2,110 each. I find that the average annual salary of the 24 inspec-

tors, including the chief inspector and deputy inspectors, is $2,077.

They have approximately 15 deputy inspectors at an average salary

of $1,850, plus an average" annual overtime of about $185, making a
total annual salary of $2,035. Four deputy inspectors, $1,600, plus
an average annual overtime of $160, making a total of $1,760.
The eight foremen of samplers average $1,440, plus an average

overtime of $144, making a total of $1,584.
They have a number of grain samplers at a salary of $1,320, plus

an average overtime of $132, making a total average annual salary

of $1,452; and
The Chairman. Your samplers are paid from $1,200 to $1,740?
Mr. Livingston. Yes.
The Chairman. That is exclusive of the bonus ?

Mr. Livingston. To those who have been in the service we pay
the bonus in addition. The average sahiry we pay the samplers in

tlie service is $1,508.08.

The Chairman. Your salaries run from $4,000 down to $1,620?
Mr. Livingston. I will read you, Mr. Chairman, the salaries of

the chief inspectors at some of the important markets. Minneapolis,
$3,000: Chicago, $4,000.

The Chairman. Where would you make your comparison—with

what position ?

Mr. Livingston. I will read, first, the name of the city; second,

the salary of the chief inspector employed by the State, board of

trade, chamber of cemmerce, or some other organization ; and, third,

the salary paid to the grain supervisor, who is the employee of the

Bureau of Markets.
First, Minneapolis: Chief inspectoi"'s salary, $3,000; grain super-

visor's salary, $3,000.

The Chairman. That is the Federal salary ?

Mr. Livingston. The last one I read is the salary of the Federal
supervisor.

Chicago: Chief inspector's salary, $4,500; Federal supervisor's

salary, $3,240.
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New Ifork. Chief inspector's salary, $10,000: Federal supervisor's
salary, $3,240.

Indianapolis : Chief inspector's salary, $3,000 ; Federal supervisor's
salary, $2,080.

Toledo : Chief inspector's salary, $4,000 ; Federal supervisor's sal-

ary. $2,760.

The Chairman. I think that is sufficient. Is there not considerable
difference between the responsibilities of the work of the one and the
other?
Mr. Livingston. Yes ; our man has the greatest responsibility and

gets the smallest salary.

The Chairman. In what respect is his responsibility greater ?

Mr. Livingston. Because he is responsible for the correct grading
of all grain that goes through that market subject to the grain
standards act.

The Chairman. I take it that the inspector in Minneapolis super-
vis^ the whole grain-inspection service ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes.

The Chairman. You have a man there?
Mr. Livingston. Yes, sir; the man you describe is our man. He

has under his jurisdiction the State inspectors, all of whom are
licensed inspectors.

The Chairman. To what extent ?

Mr. Livingston. So far as the administration is concerned and so

far as the correct grading of the grain is concerned.
The Chairman. He is acting in the capacity of the inspector who

checks the service ?

Mr. Livingston. No ; he acts as supervisor, as his name indicates.

The Chairman. What does the State inspector and supervisor do ?

Mr. Livingston. The State inspector actually looks at the grain
and passes judgment upon it, and the Federal supervisor checks up
his work to see whether or not it is done accurately.

The Chairman. What does the State supervisor do ?

Mr. Livingston. I do not recall any State that has a supervisor.

The Chairman. You compared salaries.

Mr. Livingston. The chief inspector at these markets is the chief

of the staff at the market.
The Chairman. He really supervises the work?
Mr. Livingston. From the administrative standpoint, yes, sir.

The Chairman. He checks what you do?
Mr. Livingston. He may check it up, but his judgment is not

final on that matter.

The Chairman. What does the chief inspector do?
Mr. Livingston. The chief inspector employs the grain samplers,

and he probably tells them in which yard they will be located.

He employs, perhaps, the inspectors, and tells them their hours
of service, and things of that sort.

The Chairman. He is in charge of the force and is responsible

for it?

Mr. Livingston. The responsibility for securing the correct grade
of grain at any of those markets rests on the Federal grain super-
visor. This chief inspector, if he actually inspects the grain, is

under the supervision of the Federal supervisor so far as the cor-

rect grading of the grain is concerned. The chief inspector is in
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authority over the expenditure of State funds or funds provided

by boards of trade and chambers of commerce.
The Chairman. Does your man examine every sample, as you

have indicated?
Mr. Livingston. He does not examine every sample. Ordinar-

ily, v^e have one supervisor who is on the floor of the inspectioa

department.
The Chairman. Does not the State officer do the same; whether

yc call him supervisor or inspector it matters not?

Mr. Livingston. He probably has some administrative offijcials

who act in an administrative capacity in respect to their own men.

The Chairman. Is it not positive?

Mr. Livingston. That depends on the inspection department.

The Chairman. You were speaking about Minneapolis.

Mr. Livingston. They have two or three so-called reinspectors.

Those reinspectors act in an advisory capacity.

The Chairman. Your supervisor has to check them?
Mr. Livingston. Yes.

The Chairman. Are not this supervisor and this inspector doing

practically the same kind of work?
Mr. Livingston.. No.
The Chairman. Is the Federal Government doing all of it?

Mr. Livingston. No.
The Chairman. Is the State doing part of it?

Mr. Livingston. The Federal Government is doing no actual in-

spection work. All of the inspection work is done by the licensed

inspectors.

The Chairman. Does not the State pay the licensed inspectors ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes.

The Chairman. Then the State is doing it ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes.

The Chairman. Why not say that the State is doing it, because it

is paying for it?

Mr. Livingston. I never said the State was not doing it.

The Chairman. AU that the Federal Government does is to issue

licenses and check up ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Are we going into Minneapolis in the grain mar-
ket and doing part of the physical work or are we unloading the
responsibility on the State?
Mr. Livingston. "We do a lot of the physical work in the way of

sampling cars for supervision purposes and for appeal purposes, but
we do not relieve the State of any physical labor that is connected
with the inspection of grain in the first instance.
The Chairman. "We are still talking about supervisors. "What do

they do?
Mr. Livingston. The grain supervisor has on his staff one or more

samplers.
The Chairman. How many samplers?
Mr. Livingston. That will depend on the market.
The Chairman. How many in Minneapolis?
Mr. Livingston. Nine.
The Chairman. He has nine.
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Mr. Livingston. Those samplers are sent out to the railroad yard.
The Chairman. They bring in samples?
Mr. Livingston. Yes.

. The Chairman. They bring them to the supervisor ?

Mr. Livingston. Yes; and he grades them and checks up the
grade v^hich he places upon it v^ith the grade placed upon it by a
licensed inspector employed by the State.
The Chairman. Pie has a force of nine people. How many people

has the State inspector?
Mr. Livingston. I do not have that totaled up, but there are a

number.
The Chairman. About 200, are there not?
Mr. Livingston. Yes; I should say there are 200. However,

these are divided among several points within the State.
The Chairman. Is not the responsibility greater with a force of

200 than it is with a force of 9?
Mr. Livingston. That would depend on how you describe re-

sponsibility. One is a financial responsibility and the other is a
responsibility for applying standards.
The Chairman. Are not the labors greater ?

Mr. Livingston. I should say not. I should say that the respon-
sibilities of the Federal supervisor (and I think this is considered
true in every market of the country) are greater than those of the
chief inspector. Of course, it is a different type of responsibility.
The Chairman. You are the one that drew the comparison.

There is nothing wrong about it. I wanted to try to find out just
what these people do.

Mr. Livingston. Yes. One of them is a Federal employee, and
the Federal supervisor is not a licensed inspector.

The Chairman. What salary do you pay these nine assistants ?

Mr. Livingston. I think the salaries vary from $1,200 to $1,620,
depending upon the length of the service. The last item, Mr. Chair-
man, is No. 97, page 260, relating to the enforcement of the United
States warehouse act. Mr. Murph will discuss this item.

FURTHER STATEMENT OF MR. DANIEL S. MURPH, SPECIALIST IN
COTTON MARKETING AND WAREHOUSING, BUREAU OF MAR-
KETS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Mueph. Mr. Chairman, the estimates request an increase of
$45,000 over the amount carried in last year's appropriation act for
the enforcement of the United States warehouse act. There was
available, however, during the present year $38,000 from the origi-

nal continuing appropriation, so that the increase asked in the
estimates over the amount available during the present year is in

reality only $7,000.

I should like to make a statement which will follow very closely

the statement contained in the note in the estimate book on the en-

forcement of the warehouse act, as to the reasons for the request of

an increase for the next year.

There have been up to this time, Mr. Chairman, two or three

reasons why the work under the United States warehouse act has
"ot been extended as rapidly as it would have been under other
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conditions. One is that it is very difficult to get men with the proper
equipment and training to carry on this work, which was a new
activity, and we felt that we must have the very best men we could

get. Another reason was the fact that for some of the commoditiet
to which the warehouse act is applicable there was during the war
Governmental control, and a licensing system which was, in effect^

compulsory. The Bureau of Markets felt, that under those con-

ditions, it would not be wise to urge a system of licensing which
was designed for bettering trade conditions, but was not compul-
sory, while the trade was under a compulsory system of licensing

under another branch of the Federal Government.
Mr. Chairman, we felt that the time would come when we would

be able to give, after the close of the war, an effect to this as per-

manent peace legislation that would be out of proportion to the value

of temporary legislation under the war period. So we felt, for some
of these reasons, that the enforcement of the provisions of the act

as it related to certain commodities would better be deferred until

after the close of the war.
We expect from this time on a very great development and ex-

pansion of the work under the United States warehouse act for the

reason that having entered more fully and more completely, on the

expiration of the war, into the work of carrying out its provisions,

we have made certain definite agreements and taken certain definite

steps which seem to us to assure the more widespread application

of the act and its benefitsio people who are interested in warehousing
agricultural products. In the first place, then, we have entered into

an agreement, Mr. Chairman, with State officials of North Carolina
whereby the warehouses that are licensed under the State law of

North Carolina will be licensed under this act. In North Carolina

a law has been passed which enables the State government to loan

money for the building of warehouses, and we have entered into a

very close arrangement with them by means of which they are to

take out licenses under the Federal act.

Mr. Andehson. Who?
Mr. MuRPH. The officials in North Carolina.
Mr. Anderson. How can they take out a license under the Federal

act to build private warehouses ?

Mr. MuRPH. They are licensed under State control. I will ask Mr.
Nixon to explain the details.

Mr. Nixon. The State will control quite a number of warehouses
which will be leased to the State, and actually operated under the

supervision of a State official known as the State superintendent of

warehouses. He has agreed that every warehouse operated under his

supervision will be conducted in accordance with the requirements of

the Federal act.

Mr. Anderson. Let me see if I understand correctly about that?

Do I understand that these warehouses are actually operated by the

State, by officials of the State, simply under State supervision ?

Mr. Nixon. They are under State supervision legally. As I un-

derstand it, when the owner of a warehouse wishes to obtain the bene-

fit of the State system of warehousing he wiU lease his warehouse
to the State superintendent of warehouses for a nominal sum, then

the State superintendent will designate a local manager and a local
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classifier, who operates the warehouse under the name of the State
of North Carolina. The State superintendent will be licensed to

operate each of these warehouses under the Federal act.

Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. He gets a license from the Federal
Government?
Mr. Nixon. Exactly.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And he is known as the Federal

inspector ?

Mr. Nixon. No ; he is licensed under section 9 of the act, authoriz-

ing tlie Secretary to license persons not warehousemen who have con-

trol of State warehouses.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is he compensated by the Federal

Government ?

Mr. Nixon. No licensee is compensated by the Federal Govern-
ment.
Mr. Anderson. It does not seem to me that " issuing to persons not

warehousemen " contemplates any such arrangement.
Mr. Nixon. It was our understanding from the beginning that

the provision of section 9 was made to enable us to license these

oiBcials who had actual supervision over warehouses.

Mr. Anderson. I must saj;^ that that is a very strange arrangement.
Mr. Nixon. As I understand, Mr. Murph, that section was put in

for that specific purpose.
Mr. MuKPH. That is my understanding. If I may read the sec-

tion

Mr. Anderson. I have the language here.

Mr. MuEPH. The language provides for it specifically.

Mr. Young. "What does the Government do before issuing a

license ?

Mr. MuEPH. The Government before it issues a license satisfies

itself that the warehouse is a proper place for the storage of the com-

modity for which it is intended. Then the warehouseman that ap-

plies is required to give a bond. If the bond is satisfactory, the

license is issued, and whatever the warehouseman does he does as

being licensed by the Federal Government, and the warehouse is

subject to inspection by the Federal Government and is operated

under the applicable rules and regulations of the Secretary of Agri-

culture.

Mr. Anderson. It strikes me that section 9 contemplates licensing

the owner of the warehouse and not the State supervisor.

Mr. Murph. The State supervisor in the sense Mr. Nixon uses the

term is the State official who has charge of the operation of the ware-

house leased.

Mr. Nixon. Exactly. That is what I understood the section (sec-

tion 9 of the act) to provide for. ...
Mr. Young. Have you gone far enough with the administration

of this warehouse law to find what effect it is going to have ?

Mr. MuEPH. Mr. Young, I think, if I^may proceed along the line

I was going, it will answer your question.

The Chairman. What is there beyond what you have told us that

requires an expert to examine the warehouse ?

' Mr. Murph. A great deal of this work at the outset was investiga-

tional work—for instance, work relating to the requirements that

should be made of a warehouseman before he was licensed, to deter-

164315—20 80
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mine what, as a matter of fact, ai-e proper regulations, what are

proper requirements—and we tried to be very careful in working out

the fundamental requirements of warehousemen, and it was for that

class of work that we felt we should be very sure of our ground be-

fore we determined that such and such a requirement should be
made. We wanted to make requirements in harmony with the spirit

of the act, and we wanted to make requirements that were reasonable

and would bring about the practical results we had in mind.
The Chairman. Have the requirements been definitely formu-

lated?

Mr. Mtjeph. Yes, sir ; the regulations have beep issued for cotton

warehouses and grain warehouses. Regulations for tobacco ware-
houses and wool warehouses are in tentative form, and hearings will

be held in February on wool warehouses and in April on tobacco

warehouses. Regulations are written in tentative form, and after

we get what Ave think is desirable we take them to members of the

trade to see if they are suitable. Sometimes we get valuable sugges-

tions and sometimes we get suggestions that we do not adopt. But
the regulations have been adopted for cotton and grain warehouses
and have been prepared for tobacco and wool warehouses.
The Chairman. What other warehouses are contemplated ?

Mr. MuEPH. Flaxseed is the other product covered by the act.

The Chairman. Are you not practically through with the investi-

gation ?

Mr. MuRPH. We have very nearly reached the point where we can
turn our attention to the actual administration of the act as it applies

to warehouses and the issuing of licenses.

The Chairman. What is there about that that requires an expert?
Mr. MuEPH. In reference to the inspection of warehouses in order

to determine whether they are kept in proper condition, and as to

whether the commodities carried in them are kept in proper condi-

tion, the Secretary has the authority under this act to inspect the
commodities stored in warehouses to see whether or not they are

properly taken care of. We require men with knowledge of that

kind. We expect also to give suggestions as to the construction of

warehouses.
Mr. McLAtTGHiiiN of Michigan. How often do you make these in-

spections ?

Mr. MuRPH. We do not make them at stated intervals, because we
think it is better that the warehousemen shall not know just when we
are going to make them.
Mv. McLaughlin of Michigan. I know ; but about how often has

it been ?

Mr. MuRPH. So far about every six weeks.
The Chairman. How many warehouses have been licensed?

Mr. MuRPH. We have now received applications for 83 cotton ware-

houses and have licensed 19. We- have received applications to-day

for the one hundredth grain warehouse, and have licensed 1.

The Chairman. You have licensed 19?
Mr. MuRPH. Nineteen cotton warehouses have been licensed, and

we have had applications for 83. The others are pending. We have
received applications for 100 grain warehouses. The regulations and
the application forms for gram warehouses have been in usable form
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only about one month. In that time we have received applications
for 100 warehouses and have licensed 1.

The Chairman. Of grain?
Mr. MuKPH. Yes. I make that statement to show why the number

of applications is so great compared to the number of warehouses
actually licensed. We have had them out for only about four weeks.
The Chairman. Until we amended the law, practically rewrote

the law, there were few applications, were there not ? As it stands,

there is very little left of the law.

Mr. MuRPH. There were about 60 applications before the act was
amended.
The Chairman, How many licenses did you issue prior to the

amendment ?

Mr. Nixon. About 10, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MuRPH. You will understand, of course, that the regulations

for grain warehouses were not issued until after the act was amended,
so I could not give figures for grain warehouses at all.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are these inspectors who look

over these warehouses employed all the time ?

Mr. MuEPH. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How many of them have you ?

Mr. Nixon. We have three men who do inspection work, but all

their time is not given up to it, for we find we can use their time

economically by doing some other work in the interim of making
inspections.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What are they paid ?

Mr. Nixon. About $1,800 to $2,700.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And their traveling expenses ?

Mr. Nixon. And their traveling expenses; yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If you have a licensed ware-

house at no more places than you have spots on the map, you will

require a good many inspectors—traveling men. How many ?

Mr. Nixon. It would be very difficult to estimate offhand. I

should say that we have held up the inspections of those warehouses

until other applications have been received, in order to save travel-

ing expenses very largely, in the same community, so that a man
can make inspections with comparatively little travel for each inspec-

tion.

The Chairman. This law has been in operation about three and

one-half years, has it not?

Mr. NixoN. Yes.

The Chairman. And we have 20 warehouses licensed. You are

not making very much progress, are you ?

Mr. MuRPH. When you consider merely the number of warehouses

licensed the results do not appear commensurate with the time that

the act has been in operation. But there are other considerations

The Chairman. But we have expended about $200,000.

Mr. MuEPH. I do not recall.

The Chairman. The first year it was $50,000, then $59,620, then

$53,540, and last year it was $35,000.

Mr. Nixon. Those amounts have never been entirely expended.

The Chairman. How much have you turned back into the Treas-

ury?
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Mr. Nixon. I know we had an original $50,000 appropriation,

and we had at the beginning of this fiscal year $38,000 of that, so

that it will be seen that prior to this fiscal year only $12,000 out of the

$50,000 had been spent, and then we turned back a considerable

amount of the $59,000 for the second year.

Mr. Haehison. $96,000 has been expended in three years.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How many people are employed in

Washington ?

Mr. Nixon. "We have 12 people altogether, and three of those are

in the field practically all of the time and another one is in the field

a good deal of the time. We sent out another man recently on inves-

tigational work.
The Chairman. You are asking for an increase of $45,000.

Mr. Nixon. I do not remember whether Mr. Murph covered that

point or not. We had a balance of $38,000 from the original appro-

priation at the beginning of this fiscal year. That, together with the

$35,000 appropriated for the current year, makes $73,000 available

for the present fiscal year ; so the increase is actually only $7,000.

The Chairman. Mj. Harrison says you have expended $96,000.

Mr. Harrison. In the three years.

The Chairman. That would build warehouses, would it not, and
not only license them ?

Mr. Nixon. It would not build vei-y many at the present cost of

material.

The Chairman. Are they large houses?
Mr. Nixon. Some of them are, and a great many of them are com-

paratively small.

The Chairman. I am at a loss to know why you should require

the services of $2,700 men to inspect these warehouses ?

Mr. Murph. His services, Mr. Haugen, are not entirely given to

inspecting warehouses.
The Chairman. You said you had three inspectors ?

Mr. Murph. I said a part of the time was given to inspection. A
part of the time of the three field men is given to inspection; but

this $2,700 man spends a part of his time in Washington and has

done valuable investigational work.'
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What kind of investigational work

is necessary?
Mr. Murph. Work looking to the promulgation of proper rules and

regulations, the determination of what ought to be included in rules

and regulations.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If a company builds a warehouse,
do you go and see if it is sufficient?

Mr. Murph. That has to be done after the application has been

received; but, before any applications are received, the Secretary,

under the act, must issue regulations for the operation of ware-

houses that may be licensed, and a licensed warehouseman must
know what he is expected to do under the act; and, in order to do

that, it was necessary to do a considerable amount of investigational

work.
Mr. Anderson. What are you going to do with a man who violates

some of the terms of the license ?
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Mr. MuEPH. We have authority under the act to revoke his license.

Mr. Andekson. He does not need any license to do business. Why
is he any worse off than before ?

Mr. MuEPH. He does not want to have his license revoked. It is

an advantage to do business under Federal license.

Mr. Anderson. Let us see about it. Two or three amendments
were adopted to this act at the last Congress, or thereabouts. One
of those amendments did away with the requirement for fire in-

surance. Another one of those amendments permitted warehouse
receipts to be issued in case where the articles were not classed or
graded in accordance with some standard. Under the law as it now
stands, the warehouseman can issue a receipt for one bale of cot-

ton, against which there would be no fire insurance, and against
which there was no grade stated or anything of that sort. Do you
mean to tell us in the note under this item that the Federal Reserve
Board or somebody, some Federal reserve bank, is going to give a

preference to that kind of a receipt ?

Mr. MuEPH. They have stated so. I may make this statement in

reference to the two points you have just mentioned. With refer-

ence to the statement of grade, the amendment, as I recall it, provides
that when requested by the depositor a certificate may be issued
omitting the statement of the grade, but the receipt itself will always
show whether or not the grade is stated. In reference to the other
point regarding the elimination of the requirement in the act for fire

insurance, as long as that language was in the act it was construed
by bonding companies to be subject to the interpretation that the
bonding company, as a matter of fact, was practically insuring the
cotton. With that language eliminated that objection was over-

come. That was an excuse for requiring a higher premium rate on
bonds by the bonding company.
Mr. Anderson. Nobody ever thought of that particular reason for

putting this amendment in when it was made.
Mr. MuEPH. I did not think of that. I was with this committee

when this act was adopted. I did not think of that, but so long as

this language remained in the act the bonding companies had used
it for the exaction of a higher premium, or for taking a position of

aloofness from issuing bonds to warehousemen. Now, as a matter of

fact a receipt will show whether or not the cotton or other commodity
stored is insured, so that the receipt carries on its face an indication

as to its exact value.

Mr. Jacx)wat. Mr. Murph, why did you not enforce the provi-

sions of that act before you did ?

Mr. MuBPH. The war emergency and some of the things touched
by those amendments had a deterrent effect. We felt that those

amendments removed objections and did not destroy the fundamental
purposes of the act, and at the same time made it a little more
workable.
Mr. Anderson. In other words, there were a lot of rotten ware-

houses around the country on which nobody would take a risk, and
by eliminating this provision you could license them.

Mr. MuEPH. That was not the purpose- The purpose was, as I

have outlined, to change this language so that it would give the

bonding companies no excuse for claiming that practically the bonds-

men became insurers for the commodity stored in the warehouse.
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Mr. TiNCHEE. What class of warehouses is applying for the

licenses ?

Mr. MuBPH. Cotton and grain warehouses.
Mr. TinCHER. I am going to be frank with you. I had a gentle-

man get me a list of the Kansas warehouses. I see some in my dis-

trict, four or five in my own congressional district, and no one of

them is in a town, I would feay, to exceed 300 population. In that

congressional district, which produced more wheat than any other

district in the United States last season, there are good towns

—

Great Bend, Pratt, Lenora, all great grain centers—and each one

has a good big warehouse. None of those is mentioned. None of

them applied, but only the small places with a high school, with a

little railroad station, and probably 200 or 300 people. You do not

seem to have these large warehouses.
Mr. MuEPH. We have licensed only one grain warehouse. As I

have stated, the regulations for grain warehouses were not sent out

until about the middle of December.
Mr. TiNCHEE. None of those in Kansas are licensed?

Mr. MuRPH. None.
Mr. TinCHER. Why is that? I do not want to reflect on these

little ones, but why is it that the big ones have not asked for licenses?

Mr. Anderson. The whole theory of this act is to permit a piece

of land with a barbed-wire fence around it to be a warehouse under
the Federal Government and to have a standing as such.

Mr. TiNCHEE. The fence is costing too much.
Mr. Heflin. You do not concede any such proposition as that,

Mr. Murph?
Mr. MuEPH. We have not licensed places like that, Mr. Anderson.
Mr. Anderson. The act permits it.

Mr. Harrison. There must be a " warehouse " at least.

Mr. Anderson. No ; a piece of land inclosed with something.
Mr. MuEPH. The act refers to an inclosure. I think I know what

you have in mind, but we have not licensed any such place under the

act.

Mr. TiNCHER. If those small towns want licenses and nobody else

wants them, of course, I want you to give it to them.
Mr. MuEPH. Mr. Tincher, as I understand, your statement with

reference to warehousemen is not a reflection upon the value of those

particular warehouses. It is merely that they are small.

Mr. TiNCHEE. That is it. Their locations would indicate that,

they are not the people who are doing the business, and I wondered
why the larger warehouses were not taking up the proposition. I

know they have large warehouses there.

Mr. MuRPH. We have large warehouses that have made applica-

tion also. I do not know how this happens in Kansas, but, for in-

stance, in Buffalo we have a wheat concern that handles 2,000,000
bushels, which has made application for a license.

Mr. Eainet. Following Mr. Anderson's suggestion, these investi-

gators of yours who go out to promulgate the work, at least see

that there is a building?
Mr. Murph. Mr. Eainey, of course, we never issue a license to any

warehouse without first examining it and seeing that it is a proper
place for storage of the particular commodity for which it seeks a
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license. The Secretary is to decide what are proper places for
storage.

Mr. Anderson. I remember when we passed this act there was
great opposition to providing that it should be a building, because
we were told that in certain sections of the country all they had were
pieces of ground with fences around them.
Mr. Jacoway. To be stored so many feet above ground with a

covering on it, and it was brought out that cotton thus stored would
not deteriorate.

Mr. Nixon. I may say in that connection that recently we had an
informal application from a warehouseman, a man who called him-
selg a warehouseman, from M'hat we speak of as the desert' or irri-

gated area of Arizona. Their practice there is to store it in the
open only. As a rule they have a fence around it, but the solicitor's

office has just recently advised against licensing any inclosures of
that kind, so that question seems to be pretty well settled. It has
never been considered on our part except in those arid areas where
there is supposedly little damage to cotton from rain or from soil

moisture, and even that has now been decided in the negative, so

there is no proposition to license an inclosure that is not a building.
While we have never written out any definite standards that we go
by in our inspection of cotton warehouses, we require that at least

three conditions be met. ^irst, there must be a building ; the build-
ing must have a roof on it so as to make it unaffected by rain and
snow ; it must have protection for the cotton from the soil moisture

;

and it must be inclosed so as to prevent theft. In addition to that
it must be a risk that can be insured with insurance companies
regularly authorized to do business there.

In addition to those requirements as to the physical properties of
the buildings, we are insisting that before a warehouseman can be-
come licensed he must submit to us a financial statement showing a
certain amount of net assets over and above all of his responsibilities,

the amount of those assets depending upon the storage capacity of his

warehouse.
We are trying to make a standard that will be sufficiently high to

insure the integrity of every receipt issued by a licensed warehouse-
man. On the other hand we realize that many of the small ware-
houses; take those in Kansas, for example, are the ones that need
assistance, more than some of the larger warehouses, so we are try-

ing not to use standards which will be out of the reach of the smaller

warehouses.
Mr. Anderson. Is this warehouse business a regulatory proposi-

tion?

Mr. Nixon. It is a permissive regulatory act. It is a purely volun-

tary proposition. Any warehouse that can meet the conditions can
become licensed if the warehouseman so desires. If it does not wish
to operate under the Federal act that is its own business.

Mr. TiNCHER. It is compliance with the idea expressed by my
predecessor, Jerry Simpson, to license Government warehouses?
Mr. Nixon. Exactly so.

The Chairman. The bill was drafted with the view of giving

standing to warehouse receipts, was it not ?

Mr. Nixon. Exactly.
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The Chairman. Where the receipt meant something, had some-

thing back of it, so the banker or the money lender might feel safe

in lending money on the receipt ?

Mr. Nixon. Exactly.
The Chaieman. It required certain things, last session of Con-

gress we struck out all the provisions, so that now you have just a

shell left. You now have a receipt purporting to be from a Govern-

ment warehouse inspector which in itself may be deceiving, so that

now, instead of giving security to the money lender, you may be

deceiving him.
Mr. Nixon. I do not agree with you.

The Chairman. I did make a very vigorous protest. I do not

think we should appropriate money to do anything that may deceive

the people.

Mr. Nixon. I do not think that is being done, Mr. Chairman, be-

cause in the first place the receipts that do not show a statement of

the grade are not issued except at the request of the depositor, and

then it is done only in the case of products which can not be mixed,

where the man gets back the very product that he stored. If a man
stores a bale of cotton and he asks that it be not graded, the ware-

houseman will write conspiculously on the receipt that it is not

graded. Any man that accepts that receipt is put on notice, and on

the face of the receipt, that the product is not graded.

The Chairman. Let us see about that. The gentleman who stores

a short-weight bale or a bale of inferior quality, of course, will not

ask for an inspection. But he will store the bales and will hold a

receipt for a certain number. The cotton may be of little value, but

he has a receipt for a certain number of bales, which he may take

to the banker and draw on.

Mr. Heflin. The banker will not lend him any money on that.

The Chairman. The banker sees that it is a Government receipt

and loans the money.
Mr. Heflin. The banker will see what grade it is. If he does not,

he will not let him have a dollar. You are mistaken about that.

The Chairman. Look what occurred in Arkansas. That was the

excuse for this legislation, to give proper security, if issued under
the proper provisions of law. The bill was well drawn, but all the

good features in it formerly were taken out.

Mr. Hetun. The only way you can get money is this : The banker
will say, " I will go down and look at the cotton."

Mr. Tinchee. What value, then, would the receipt have ?

Mr. Heixin. It would tell him that there was cotton there, whereas
he might come' to the banker and say, " I have 10 bales of cotton at

home," and he would not know whether there was any there or not.

Then he would ask the man what the grade was, and, if he did not

know the grade, he could not get a dollar.

The Chairman. Of course he can ascertain whether the cotton is

there.

Mr. Young. I will speak from actual knowledge of how that situa-

tion is handled. We have no Federal warehouse in my district, but

we have got some under private and State jurisdiction. When they
issue a cotton receipt you have got the name of the party to whom
issued, you have got the weight of that bale of cotton, you have got
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the grade of that bale of cotton, and the receipt is turned over to the
owner of this cotton. If he wants to borrow money on the cotton, he
takes the receipt to the bank. The local banker is not a fool.

The Chairman. Is that a Government warehouse?
Mr. Anderson. The purpose of the act was to make it possible to

take the receipt to New York or any place.

Mr. Young. I am telling you how it works out. He goes to the
local banker. The local banker looks at the cotton tickets and sees

what grade it is ; he sees that it is properly issued by this warehouse-
man ; then, if he wants to make a loan, he makes it. The banks have
a strict supervision over it. They go down and look at the cotton.

They are not going to take any chances. Then, if the bank wants to
rediscount this paper, it has the right to do it under the Federal
reserve act at the Federal reserve bank at Dallas, Tex. They send
all these papers, all these certificates. We have not any under Federal
supervision yet, but you need not have any doubt that the local banker
is not going to take any chances.

The Chairman. You are not referring now to these licensed ware-
houses?
Mr. Young. I am interested in what the Federal Government is

doing. I am speaking of that community, but that is typical of
every community. What I would like to see as to these farm com-
modities is that there is some little verity given to the Federal Gov-
ernment's certificate of a warehouse. A certificate of this kind is

the best paper, I think, if it is properly protected. With the Govern-
ment supervision and the Government licensing of this local ware-
houseman, the time will come when these warehouse receipts will pass
current all over the country, and men will seek for that kind of an
investment. It is a question of whether we have established a system
here that will so guard the integrity of the transaction that it will

make it a piece of paper that the public will like to invest in.

The Chairman. That is what we thought at the start, but every
protection has been taken away.
Mr. Young. I will say this further : A local banker will not' lend

his money to the farmers unless he has this warehouse receipt and
until he sees that his cotton is there. They take every preca,ution.

Mr. Nixon. I think we can clear up some of the objections that

have been raised in your statement. Every receipt issued to a

licensed warehouseman must among other things show the weight of

the product for which the receipt is issued, and it must show the grade
of that unless the depositor requests that the receipt do not show the

grade. There is one other thing it must show, arid that is, whether or

not it is insured by the warehouseman, and to what extent it is in-

sured. That, it seems to me, would prevent any fraud or deception

being practiced upon anyone. Now, as to the purpose of the amend-
ments that you referred to, the first was the one which relates to fire

insurance, which had the effect of writing fire insurance into the

language of the bond that the warehouseman was required to give.

The Chairman. The first provision—the insurance provision-^

favored the insurance trust. The amendment eliminating it was a

good amendment. But in addition, the bill provided that the receipt

should be conspicuously marked that it was_ not negotiable ; that it

would not be negotiable unless certain requirements were complied
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with. The Tequirements were taken out by the amendments and the

receipt now does not amount to anything.

Mr. NixoNi The purpose of the amendment permitting the issuance

of a non-negotiable receipt, not showing the grade of cotton—^I men-

tion cotton because it would not be possible for a grain warehouse-

man to issue such receipt; that amendment does not apply to grain

at all. It applies only to nonfungible agricultural products. A
number of cotton mills send out their own buyers who know just ex-

actly what cotton they want, and they determine that the cotton is

what they want before they ever buy it. Then they store it in a

warehouse. They know what it is, and thej? have their own baiik-

ing arrangements to enable them to finance it. They are unwilling

to pay the warehouseman to classify that cotton a second time.

Also there is a class of cotton men, some of them cotton factors,

cotton exporters, that have their own classifying rooms ; they have

their own men employed and they send them out to grade the cotton,

they are in position to finance their business, and they are unwilling

to pay warehousemen to grade it again. It would be an economic

loss.

Mr. Anderson. We are just asked to appropriate a large amount

of money to have the Federal Government classify cotton so that we
will know that it is done right. Now, you tell us that it would be

an economic loss to have this done.

Mr. Nixon. In particular cases, I do not mean in general. Certain

classes of people in the cotton trade do their own grading; I mean
in particular cases, and the purpose of the amendment was to pro-

vide for those particular elements in the trade.

Mr. Hefun. You have reference to contract cotton and the ex-

changes, Mr. Anderson. He is talking about the large number of

spot markets in the cotton belt. There are 820 counties in the cotton

belt.

Mr. Anderson. I am not talking about spot cotton. We are talk-

ing about warehouse receipts.

Mr. Hefun. Yes ; it is altogether about spot cotton when you are

talking about warehouses.
The Chairman. The cotton is stored, a receipt is given and money

is borrowed on the receipt.

Mr. Heflin. There is ni) exchange transaction about that cotton.

It is bought off the wagons or out of a warehouse in the spot trade,

and Mr. Anderson has reference to money that is appropriated to

classify or grade cotton in the exchanges or that is dealt in in the

exchanges on contract. Mr. Nixon is talking about cotton stored in

the market places throughout the South. .

The Chairman. What the law provided for before was that there

should be marked conspicuously on it that the receipt was not nego-

tiable unless it fulfilled certain requirements, but that language was
stricken out of the law by the amendments.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I noticed one of the applications

marked in Michigan is in my district, at Pentwater. What kind of

an application was made there—for the storing of what kind of

product ?

Mr. Mtirph. Grain.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What kind of grain?
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Mr. Nixon. I could not say, because these applications have all
come in in the last two or three weeks and I have not examined them.
Mr. Anderson. May I ask if you sent out to the various elevators

over the country any communications indicating the great advan-
tages of this permissive Federal warehouse system ?

Mr. Nixon. In December we sent out application blanks, with a
very brief announcement of the act and the fact that the regulations
had been promulgated and that we were ready to consider applica-
tions.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you copies of the kind of
papers—literature—^that you sent out ?

Mr. Nixon. I have no copies with me, but I could furnish the
committee with copies if it so desires.

Mr. MuKPH. Mr. Chairman, if I may make a statement here as
indicating the value of licenses to the receipt itself, a gentleman
from Georgia told me voluntarily that he lives in a little town, which
I shall call A, because I do not care to discriminate, and that 30
miles from A is a town called B. He said in town B there is a ware-
house licensed under the United States warehouse act, and that in
his own town of A the warehouse is not licensed under the act.

People who stored cotton in the licensed warehouse at B borrowed
money at 6 per cent on their receipts, whereas people who stored
their cotton in the unlicensed warehouse at A had difficulty in bor-
rowing at any price at all, and paid 8 per cent when they could get
it. I wanted to know whether there were not some other conditions
that would account for this diflference, and I asked him whether there
were conditions at this second point which ought to be taken into
consideration in addition to the fact that the warehouse there was
licensed undei- the act, and he said positively there were not; that
the fact that one warehouse was licensed and the other warehouse was
not made the difference.

Mr. Anderson. I have no question about that at all. The only
question in my mind is whether people are not being misled as to the
value of this receipt, bs to the value of the license system that this

law provides for, which is permissive in character without absolutely

compelling the enforcement of it in any way.
Mr. Morrill. The fire insurance companies investigate these things

with the greatest of care. I do not believe anybody would accuse
them of being deceived or of being imposed on in the matter of
these licensed warehouses. They have investigated this situation,

and, on the sole consideration that a warehouse is licensed by the

Federal Government, they are giving a reduction of as much as 25

per cent in the premium rates.

Mr. Anderson. But the real reason is that there is an occasional

inspection of the fire risk. That is why the rate is reduced.

Mr. Morrill. All those things are part of the Federal licensing

system.

Mr. Anderson. Of course, Mr. Morrill, you do not mean to seri-

ously suggest here that the basis of the fire insurance companies'
reduction is the license ? It is the inspection.

Mr. Morrill. I mean that that is one of the things which go with
the license under the act. They do not get those benefits without
the license.
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Mr. Anderson. I am talking about the receipt—^the value of the

receipt issued under a law of this sort.

Mr. Mtjeph. Mr. Nixon brought out the fact that the receipt in

each instance shows exactly all the facts about the bale or bales of

cotton that it represents, and that appears to me to answer the objec-

tion you have in mind.
Mr. Anderson. I do not think it shows all the facts. It simply

shows that, when it does not state all the facts, it does not state

them all.

Mr. MuRPH. For instance, it must state whether or not the cotton

has been graded. Now, anybody who wants to know the value of

the receipt from the standpoint of the grade, may find it out from
reading the receipt. It also states whether it is insured. Anybody
interested in the fact may get it from the receipt. There is other

information on the face of the receipt, which also states that the

cotton is stored subject to all the rules and regulations promulgated

by the Secretary of Agriculture under the authority of the act, that

is to say all the rules and regulations that are applicable to that

particular form of warehouse are embodied in the receipt by refer-

ence to the rules and regulation.

Are there any further questions, Mr. Chairman ?

The Chairman. All credit, of course, is based upon integrity and
ability to redeem an obligation. The license of itself does not add
anything to the security, the integrity or the ability to meet the obli-

gations. Most business is honestly conducted, but, fortunately, not

all. What we tried to do was to get security against dishonest prac-

tice. We wrote it in the bill, but last session of Congress, unfor-

tunately, the bill was amended striking out the protection against

dishonest practices. I believe we ought to put those provisions

back in the bill. But it would be subject to a point of order here.

Mr. MtJEPH. Mr. Chairman,.I may state that there is one important
respect in which the licensing of warehouses and the proper super-

vision and inspection of warehouses has a bearing upon the producer
in the marketing of his product, and that is to say that he is in a

position to store his product in warehouses whose standing is recog-

nized, he is able to finance it, and to market it according to his own
judgment rather than according to the dictates of someone who for

the time being is his creditor and may be a very persistent creditor.

In the case or cotton, for instance, up to this time about 70 per cent

of the product has been marketed during four months, during the

four harvesting months. That is unsound from many standpoints.
It is unsound from your standpoint as a consumer, and it is unsound
from the standpoint of the man who makes it as a producer. Now,
the establishment of a uniform system of warehouses in that trade,

as well as the establishment of a uniform system of warehouses for

grain and other commodities, presents to the producer an opportunity
to secure credit and to market his product more in accordance with
his judgment than with the exigencies of the demands upon him for

the payment of his debts. I think that is one important feature.
The Chairman. Because of increased storage facilities?

Mr. MuRPH. Yes.

The Chairman. Due to this act?
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Mr. MuEPH. This act contributes to that in that it provides here
a vehicle for procuring a better system of storage throughout the
producing areas.

The Chairman. We are grateful to you, Mr. Murph.
Mr. MtjRPH. May I express, also, in a personal way, my apprecia-

tion of having this opportunity to meet with the members of the
committee again.

The Chairman. The committee is very glad to hear you. We are
very grateful to you, Mr. Murph.
Mr. Livingstone. I will have Mr. Sherman make a very brief ex-

planation about item 100, on page 262, " To enable the Bureau of
Markets to complete the work of the Domestic Wool Section of the
War Industries Board."
The Chairman. We will hear Mr. Sherman again.

FURTHER STATEMENT OF MR. WEILS A. SHERMAN, SPECIALIST
IN CHARGE OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLE DIVISION, BUREAU OF
MARKETS, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Sherman. Mr. Chairman, the War Industries Board issued

permits to 179 distributing center dealers—that is to say, wool deal-

ers—in the large markets who had facilities for handling and grad-
ing wool in large quantities, and through them the entire domestic
wool clip of 1918 was taken over by the Quartermaster's Department
for the use of the United States.

The machinery set up by the War Industries Board also permitted
the purchase direct from farmers in the fleece wool districts, which,
generally speaking, include all the territory west of the Mississippi
Eiver, by country dealers.

This regulation provides that the country dealer should pay the
grower fair prices for his wool, deducting only moisture shrinkage,
freight to the seaboard, and interest on the money invested. In other

words, the country dealer was supposed to know when he bought the

clip in the grease what its scoured value would be at the seaJboard,

and the Government bought wool, just as all dealers buy wool, on its

estimated scoured value. The valuation committees of the Quarter-

master's Department were expert wool men, who were supposed to

be able to judge with reference to each lot of wool as it comes from
the sheep, and how much it would scour, and the price was based on
the scoured value.

The War Industries Board used this little pamphlet, a copy of

which I have here, " Government regulations for handling wool clip

of 1918," which constitutes practically all there is given to the public

in the way of a guide as to how this wool should be handled.

The Chairman. Did you state the profits that were allowed ?

Mr. Sherman. It states specifically. Perhaps I might read that

into the record, which appears under the clause headed " Profiteer-

ing "

:

"As a guard against profiteering, the books of all approved deal-

ers in distributing centers shall be at all times open to Government
inspection, and if it be found that their gross profits, including the

aforesaid commission of 4 per cent, are in excess of 5 per cent on the

season's business, then such gross profits shall be disposed of as the

Government decides."
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In explanation I should say just there that they additional 1 cent

was what they were permitted to make on the fleece wools which
they bought through their own direct purchasing agencies in the

field ; the 4 per cent being paid them as an addition to the Govern-
ment fixed price on each lot of them as the GoTernment took it over.

The Chairman. Those are your 179 dealers?
Mr. Sherman. Yes.
The Chairman. In addition to that, on what were they to have i

per cent?
Mr. Sherman. They were to have -i per cent paid them by the Gov-

ernment ; in addition to that they were permitted to make 1 per cent

more on the wool that they actually purdiased.
The Chairman. On their on account?
Mr. Sherman. Yes; on the wool they actually purchased, where

they sent their own money out into the country and paid for the wool
Mr. YoTJNG. How was the price arrived at that the Govemm^t

agreed to pay for the wool clip of 1918 and 1919 ? Who made those

price agreements?
Mr. Sherman. Those price agreements were arrived at, as I under-

stand—I had nothing to do with it at the time—at a conference be-

tween representatives of the Quartermaster's Department and the

wool trade itself and, I think, the War Industries Board, as it then

stood.

Mr. Lee. And the woolgrbwers?
Mr. Sherman. The wool trade includes the woolgrowers.
Mr. Young. So it was a mutual agreement between the dealers in

wool, the woolgrowers, and the Government?
Mr. Sherman. The price as fixed was. On the 31st of December

the President issued an order transferring the Wool Division of the

War Industries Board to the Department of Agriculture for the pur-

pose of liquidating its business. At that time the board had already

sent out blank report forms to the country dealers, on which to make
a report of their business, showing in detail their purchases and
sales, so that their profits could be determined.
The work, I might say, Mr. Chairman, was turned over to me when

it had reached that point. I had my first connection with it at that

stage of the game. It came over to us the 1st day of January; the

War Industries Board formally dissolved at that time, and this par-

ticular activity was referred to the bureau for administration and
completion.
The Government had not yet finished taking over the wool; it was

not yet yet all valued, and therefore the different central dealers

were not in a position to make a report, but just as soon as the

valuation of the wool was completed, just as soon as the Quarter-

master's Department had taken over the last part of it, they were

called on to make a detailed report of their transactions.

Mr. HuTci-iiNSON. By that date do you mean this month or a

year ago ?

Mr. Sherman. January 1, 1919. The progress of this work to date

is that we have received reports from more country dealers than

the War Industries Board issued permits to. That is to say, we
have found, in checking up the reports the distributing center deal-

ers, the big fellows through whose hands all the wool came at least,
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that there were some 1,600 men who bought and sold wool in the

United States without any permits at all, whose operations the War
Industries Board did not discover and who went through the season

without let or hindrance or supervision. We have called upon all

those men to make us exactly the same report that has been required

from permit holders, and a great many of them have done so, and a

great many of them have sent in their excess profits, so that we have
actually received reports, which are, at least on their face, satisfac-

tory, from more than 3,600 country dealers, and are now actively

dealing with over 3,900 in the closing out of this affair.

The distributing center dealers have, practically all of them, ren-

dered reports, and we are pushing the auditing of those reports just

as rapidly as we can, the limiting factor in the work having been
our inability to secure enough competent auditors to go into those

rather complicated reports and handle them satisfactorily. As you
know, the Internal Revenue Service has absorbed practically all

auditing talent in this country, and this being temporary work no-
body wants it enough to do it. To put it the other way, nobody
good enough to do it wants it, because it is only a temporary job.

Up to this time we have collected over $200,000 in excess profits.

We have audited and outstanding for collection accounts showing
additional excess profits of approximately $270,000, and a first inspec-

tion of the returns received, which have not been audited in detail,

mdicates that our total collections should be somewhat in excess of

half a million dollars.

I want to say that our investigation so far indicates that there will

be about 20 per cent of all the moneys that were collected which we
will not be able to distribute back to the grower, because there is at

least that proportion of missing information in the record, certain

dealers having no records of individuals from whom the wool came,
so there will be very much more money to remain in the Treasury
as an undivided fund than all you will ever appropriate. In fact, I
think we will have a final balance in the Treasury of many times the
appropriation you will make for this work.
Mr. Jacowat. You said your experience in this wool matter has

given you certain valuable information and that, if the committee
ever called on- you to give your information, you felt it would be of
some benefit to the wool growers. I want to ask whether your main
suggestion along that line would not be to cut out the unnecessary
agent or middle man and make it from the producer to the consumer?
Is not that what your observation leads you to ?

Mr. Shekman. I prefer not to go in the record on that further
than to say that I think we learned some very valuable lessons as to

how some things can be operated from the experience of the Food
Administration.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Sherman.
Is that all, Mr. Livingston? We are grateful to you, sir.

Mr. Harrison. That completes the estimates of the Bureau of
Markets, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. The committee will now recess.

(Thereupon the committee recessed until the following morning
at 10 o'clock a. m.)
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Activities under lump-fund items, Bureau of Markets.

Project.
Allotment,

1920.

Estimate,
1921.

Increase
(+)or

decrease
(-).

Marketing and distributing farm products:
Cooperative purchasing and marketing .'

Market surveys of fruits and vegetables
Market grades and standards for fruits and vegetables
City marketing and distributing
Transportation and storage
Direct marketing activities
Market business practice
Foreign marketing activities
Miscellaneous problems in marketing and cooperation
Cotton handling and marketing
Cotton warehousing investigations
Marketing cotton seed and its products
Marketing live stock, meats and animal by-products
Marketing wool (new) ^

Marketing dairy products
Marketinghay, feeds, and seeds
Preservation of fruits and vegetables in transportation and storage.

Total.

Market news service on fruits and vegetables
Begulation of stockyards
Market news service on live stock and meats
Market news service on dairy and poultry products.

.

Market news service on grain, bay, feeds, and seeds

.

Food supply investigations
Market news service on peanuts
Market inspection of perishable foods

S L̂vestigationand demonstration of cotton standards, and cotton testing:

1^ Investigation and demonstration of cotton standards
Cotton testing

Kural cooperation
State cooperation in marketing work
Grain standardization investigations
Enforcement of the standard container act
General administrative expenses
Enforcement ofthe United States cotton-futures act
Enforcement of the United States grain-standards act
Administration oftheUnited States warehouse act
Completion of work of Domestic Wool Section of War Industries Board.

Total

130,000
22,800
25,000
10,560
12,780
11,000
25,000
20,200
28,160
31,000
7,840
4,700
31,000

13,000
21,300
23,180

tso.ooo
22,800
25,000
10,660
12,780
11,000
25,000
20,200
28,160
31,000
7,840
4,700

31,000
15,000
13,000
21,300
53,180

-l-tl5,00D

+ 30,000

317,520

250,000
75,000
105,320
80,600
50,000
48,800
12,000
150,000

18,960
26,960

Total ; I 45,920

15,780
77,750
86,050
3,800
20,635
131,780
598,600
35,000
35,000

2,139,655

362,520 + 45,000

2 300,000

'155,320
<80,600
» SO, 000
•48,800
12,000

'200,000

+ 50,000
- 75,000

+ 50,000

-fSO,000

18,960
26,960

8 45,920

i» 104,400
"86,050

4,800
20,635

« 211, 600
"598,600

80,000

>-15,780
+26,650

+ 1,000

'+79,'720

+45,000
-35,000

2,361,145 +221,590

' Includes S14,S40 transferred to statutory roU.
2 Includes $30,400 transferred to statutory roll.

" Includes 416,000 transferred to statutory roll.

* Includes $10,820 transferred to statutory roll.

6 Includes $5,400 trensfejred to statutory roll.

' Includes $3,180 transferred to statutory roll.

' Includes $8,300 transferred to statutory roll.

« Includes $2,000 transferred to statutory roll.

» Transferred to office of Farm Management.
" Includes $1,400 transferred to statutory roll,
u Includes $4,900 transferred to statutory rolL
12 Includes $12,580 transferred to statutory roll.

i> Includes $27,500 transferred to statutory roll.



Committee on Ageicultuee,
House of Eepeesentatives,

Thursday^ January 8, 1920.

AFTEE RECESS.

The committee reconvened, pursuant to recess, at 2.30 o'clock p. m.,
Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen (chairman) presiding.

Federal Horticulttteal Board.

The Chaieman. Who do you desire to have heard, Mr. Harrison ?

Mr. Harrison. Mr. Marlatt will discuss the estimates of the Fed-
eral Horticultural Board, on page 266.

The Chairman. You may proceed, Mr. Marlatt.

STATEMENT OF MR. C. I. MARLATT, CHAIRMAN OF-THE FEDERAL
HORTICULTURAL BOARD, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Marlatt. I think the statement relative to the statutory roll

is self-explanatory throughout.
The Chairman. There are no changes?
Mr. Marlatt. There are no changes that are not fully explained

in the statement.
The Chairman. What is the amount of the increase ?

Mr. Harrison. There are no increases. The changes are merely
transfers made at the same salary and lump sums have been corre-

spondingly reduced.
The Chairman. You might take up these transfers as they appear

in the record ; the first is item 2, " one executive clerk by transfer

from lump fund for enforcement of plant quarantine act, $2,250."

Mr. Marlatt. I may say in explanation that both the field and
quarantine work has reveloped very rapidly, and we have had to

take on several additional employees in the administrative office.

These are now being transferred to the statutory roll and the lump
sums correspondingly decreased.

Mr. Haerison. The chairman has in mind having you mention all

the items in which a transfer is made so they will appear in the

record.

The Chairman. Yes. We may not have the Book of Estimates be-

fore us so we wish to have that information appear in the record.

First is item 2 ; then item 6, " one clerk by transfer from lump fund
for eradication of pinkboUworm, $1,620."

164315—20 81 ^281
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Mr. Maelatt. These transfers are : Item 2, one executive clerk by-

transfer from lump fund for enforcement of plant quarantine act,

$2,250 ; item 6, one clerk by transfer from lump fund for eradication

of pink boUworm, $1,620; item 7, one clerk, class 3, by transfer from
lump fund for eradication of pink boUworm, $1,600; item 10, one

clerk, class 2, by transfer from lump fund for eradication of pink
boUworm, $1,400; item 12, one clerk, class 1, by transfer from lump
fund for eradication of pink boUworm, $1200; item 13 one clerk by
transfer from lump fund for eradication of pink boUworm $1,080;

item 14, one messenger, by transfer from lump fund for eradication

of pink boUworm, $600.
These transfers total $9,750, and are of clerks in the administrative

offices of the board. The growth of the work of the board makes it

certain that this administrative force will have to be continued and
from time to time enlarged.
The Chairman. These are simply transfers from the lump sum to

the statutory roll?

Mr. Maelatt. Transfers to the statutory roll, and the lump fund
correspondingly decreased.
The Chaieman. They are now being transferred at the same

salary ?

Mr. Maelatt. Yes.
Mr. Heflin. What is the amount now to keep the pink boUworm

out?
Mr. Maelatt. "We are discussing now the general appropriation

for the administrative work of the Federal Horticultural Board
and will come to the pink-boUworm appropriation later.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. This transfer of this amount for

pink-boUworm work to the statutory roll indicates that that work is

to be permanent. I will see it in the record.

Mr. Maelatt. The item for the general expenses of the Federal
Horticultural Board at one time reached the sum of $75,000. It has
been decreased year by year by transfers from the lump fund to the

statutory roll, so that now it is $47,700. There is, of course, no actual

decrease, because we have the services of the men who have been
thus transferred. The increase now requested of $100,000 is for a

special purpose which is described in the note at the bottom of page
267 of the estimates. In the enforcement of the various quarantines

which have been promulgated under the plant quarantine act we
have used this fund of $47,700, and have also secured the cooperation

of the customs officers of the various ports of entry of the United
States. The quarantines prohibiting and regulating the entry of

plants and plant products have now reached the number of 15, and
in addition to that there are some six orders which regulate and
control the entry of other foreign products, making 21 controlling

orders or quarantines now being enforced by the Department of

Agriculture in relation to plant imports.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The quarantines you speak of are

orders issued but not stations located ?

Mr. Maelatt. These are orders which govern and regulate the

entry of foreign plant products. To enforce these quarantines and
to properly administer them, we have established certain quarantine

stations at important ports of entry and, as just stated, have secured
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additional aid in the enforcement of these quarantines by coopera-
tion with the customs service of the Government; but the work has
grown so large that the customs officials can not give the aid which
we need and which we have attempted to get from them. It is

absolutely necessary for the proper and efficient enforcement of these
quarantines to further greatly enlarge our port inspection work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why has it grown? I thought

you were getting it under control.

Mr. Marlatt. Most of this work in relation to imports is continu-
mg work and, in addition, new subjects come up for quarantine
every year and these mean increased work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. This is the pink boUworm work,

is it not?

Mr. Marlatt. I have not come to the pink boUworm subject yet.

I am speaking of the general appropriation for the Federal Horti-
cultural Board to administer the plant quarantine act The pink
boUworm appropriation is a special appropriation considered in
another part of the estimates.

The Chairman. At how many ports are you doing this inspection
work ?

Mr. Marlatt. We have inspection forces at New York and Bos-
ton on the Atlantic side, at San Francisco and Seattle on the Pacific

side, at New Orleans, and at the principal border ports of entry
from Mexico to the United States—some seven along the Mexican
border.

The Chairman. How many all told ?

Mr. Marlatt. All told, the board maintains inspectors at some
12 ports of entry. Much of this work has relation to the quaran-
tine on account of the pink boUworm. It includes, however, all the
other quarantines, such as those in relation to corn, wheat, potatoes,

fruits, nursery stock, etc. Under the pink boUworm quarantine, for

example, all import cotton, which enters chiefly at the ports of

Boston, New York, and San Francisco, i& subjected to disinfection.

An inspection force must be maintained at these ports to inspect

and supervise the disinfection of such imported cotton and cotton

waste, cotton bagging, etc. Seven huge plants have been erected by
private funds for the purpose, one at New York, one at Newark,
two at Boston, one at San Francisco, and two at Seattle. There
are additional plants at San Francisco and_ Seattle for the disin-

fection of oriental corn, wheat, and other grains.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do they have to be specially con-

structed ?

Mr. Marlatt. They have all been specially devised and con-

structed to meet these needs. Some are expensive and cost half a

mUlion dollars. One of the plants at Boston is reported to have

cost that.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Under what appropriation was
that constructed?
Mr. Marlatt. These plants were built by the importers and

others concerned as private enterprises.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You are operating it by co-

operation?
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Mr. Maelatt. We are cooperating. The work is done under our
supervision and direction. About $50,000,000 worth of cotton is

imported normally,
(At this point item 9, on page 282, of the Book of Estimates, rela-

tive to the eradication of the pink boolworm, was taken up for con-
sideration. The discussion will be found under the miscellaneous
section of these hearings.)
Mr. Maelait. Near the beginning of my testimony, I was describ-

ing the general work of the Federal Horticultural Board. I pointed
out that there are now being enforced some 21 restricting orders on
the importation of plants, including cotton, which has been dis-

cussed. Another of these orders has relation to corn from the Orient,
on account of important com diseases. A good deal of oriental corn
comes into San Francisco and Seattle for local use on the Pacific

coast. This corn enters under permit and is disinfected by steam
treatment—cooked, 'dried, and utilized chiefly for chicken feed.

There are also quarantines in relation to oriental wheat and other
small grains on account of oriental grain diseases. Other quaran-
tines are in relation to foreign fruits, potatoes, sugar cane, certain

trees, etc. The enforcement of these 21 restricting orders comes
under the general administrative fund for the Federal Horticultural
Board. This fund, which is now $47,700 we have asked to be in-

creased by $100,000. The purpose of that increase is to establish a
more effective inspection service at the principal ports of entry. I
have attempted to explain what we have oeen doing in this work with
insufficient forces at some 4 or 5 >ports,.' leaving out the Mexican
border ports, and that we have been endeavoring to get aid in

this work by cooperation with the customs service. The volume of.

this port work has grown so that the customs service is not able

to help us in any material way, and we have got to maintain our
own service at the principal ports of entry of the United States, if

proper protection is to be secured.

The need for this service .is abundantly evident, not only as to the

enforcement of these quarantines, but for the general inspection of

incoming boats and traffic to see that infested and quarantined ar-

ticles are not brought in as ship stores or by passengers or as a part of
the cargoes. As an illustration, you may recall the German prize ship

Appam that came into Norfolk loaded down with various products

from Africa. Among those products were some 300,000 bags of cotton

seed. We got word of that part of the cargo only by a chance noting

of the publication of the contents of the ship. We had considerable

trouble with the captain, but we finally got hold of the cotton seed

and had it converted into fertilizer. That cotton seed was full of

evidences of the pink boUworm and other insect work. This is just

one instance. A good many ships come into Norfolk from Brazil,

from Santo Domingo, and from the South American countries with
cotton seed on board. The same thing is happening at New Or-
leans, Savannah, and other southern porte, and these ships may bring

not only cotton seed, but any of the other articles the entry of which
is prohibited or restricted.

The customs service can not be relied upon to safeguard such
shipments and materials. The inspector of the Federal Horticul-
tural Board will see that such ships are fumigated, that the hatches
are kept closed, and that none of the prohibited cargo is removed
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from the ship. Many of these ships are en route to Europe and
come to our ports for coal and provisions.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They may land some of their
freight ?

Mr. Mahlatt. They may, but, even if no attempt is made to land
these prohibited articles, their mere presence in our harbors for
days and often weeks is a source of great danger unless protective
steps are taken. At New Orleans we have now two men, and they
have to examine the hundred or more ships that come to that port
monthly from Central and South American countries. Those ves-

sels may bring not only prohibited cargoes but also ship stores and
articles in the hands of passengers that are prohibited entry. There
was intercepted and destroyed in the first two months' work at New
Orleans a long list of pests new to our Southern States. This
risk is going on all the time throughout the country. There are
only two States that have sensed this danger and have taken steps

to overcome it, Florida and California.

California has had such a service for some 30 or more years. I
fancy California is spending in that work fully $50,000 annually,
perhaps more, in protecting her own State from these port introduc-
tions and incidentally protecting the whole United States.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They are doing good work in

those two States?

Mr. Maelatt. Splendid work. The whole country has benefited

by this work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It seems as though other States

that have ports should do the same thing.

Mr. Maelatt. The incentive in Florida and California is the
big fruit industries of these States. There is no similar incentive

in Louisiana, Alabama, and Georgia, or, at least, it does not work
the same way.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You say if those pests had not

been kept out by your activities they would have infested those

Southern States. I would think that would be an incentive. You
say there is no incentive in Georgia and Alabama. They would
have been overridden if you had not taken care of them. Is not
that true ?

Mr. Maelatt. We have been doing no work of importance ex-

cept on the Mexican border, and recently at New Orleans.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You speak of the different things

that come in on ships. You have prevented the landing of some
things ?

]V&. Maelatt. We have not done as much as we would like to. We
have now only a limited port service at New Orleans.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You do not have to do it in Cali-

fornia and Florida?
Mr. Maelatt. We are now cooperating with California and

Florida. California is paying the bill and is getting some of her
authority under our quarantines. The California inspectors have
been appointed collaborators of the Department of Agriculture for

the purpose of giving them authority to act for the department.
This collaborator service costs us from $1 a year to the maximum of

$25 a month. There is a very great need for this service throughout
the United States. We have now an insufficient force at New York,
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Boston, San Francisco, and New Orleans. The existing service grew
out of the necessity for the administration at certain ports of the
regulations as to inspection and disinfection of cotton, corn, wheat,
and other imports, the entry of which was limited to these ports.

We have insufficient funds to properly care for such imported articles

and, now that the war is over, these imports will increase; but the
main purpose of the increase is to meet the needs outlined at ports
where there is now no service or protection at all.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Are those States, New York and
so on, as backward and as unwilling to help with money as Georgia
and Alabama, or are they in the class with California and Florida?
Mr. Maklatt. I do not look on it in that way at all. The port of

New York is the main port of America, and the imports that come
into New York go to Chicago, St. Louis, and Cincinnati, and every
town in the country. You can not expect New York to do the work
for the whole country. Boston is much in the same position; the
bulk of the cotton importations enter through this port.

Mr. Heflin. The port of Mobile makes Alabama one of the prin-

cipal ports for the Southern States.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have offered a good alibi for

New York and Boston. Can you think of a good one for the southern
places ?

Mr. Maelatt. I think there is an equally good argument for New
Orleans. That is the important port for Central and South America.
We should have a larger force at New Orleans to inspect the many
ships that come in there daily. They must inspect the storerooms,
etc., as well as cargoes and the baggage of passengers. Such in-

spection has revealed, for example, boxes of fruit infested with
maggots of the fruit flies that we are trying to exclude, and this

within a few miles' flight of orange orchards. That is the kind of
service that California and Florida are rendering. If Louisiana can
not or does not do it, we should undertake the work as a protection

to the whole country. We can not force the State to do it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They will not do it as long as

you do it.

Mr. Maelatt. I am afraid they will not do it anyway. We will

not go into Florida and California and duplicate what they are

doing, but' what we want to do is to take care of these Unprotected
ports and continue our cooperation with Florida and California.

There is a big need as to the ocean ports of America. There is less

need of protection on the Canadian side, but there is a big need
as to all of the ocean ports. The border Mexican ports are now
taken care of under the pink-boUworm appropriation.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Do you have any inspection serv-

ice of that kind for Detroit or Port Huron ?

Mr. Maklatt. No. There is less need at such northern ports. It

is true that some material from China, Japan, and other ports of

the Orient enters at Detroit and Chicago, for example, but as a rule

we are able to take care of that by other means, that is, by sending
inspectors to such ports from time to time, and by requiring as far

as we can that such shipments enter and be cleared at the port of

first arrival, whether San Francisco, Portland, or Seattle.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is a big increase, from $47,700
to $145,000. It is an increase of about $100,000.
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Mr. Maklatt. It is an increase of $100,000, and it is a small in-

crease compared with the amount of work we want to do and the
danger which we know to exist and want to control.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The practice has been adopted by
the committee, and has been followed in the case of the other gentle-
men who have appeared before the committee when increases in ap-
propriations are asked, of inquiring whether they could suggest some
manner of obtaining the money and getting it into the Treasury.
Mr. Marlatt. I expect to pay a part of this myself, Mr. Mc-

Laughlin. My tax has been increased four or five times since the
war began.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is a better answer than some

of the gentlemen have made.
Tlie Chairman. Wliat are you going to do with the $50,000 un-

der item 21, page 268 ?

Mr. Maelati'. Item 21 provides an appropriation of $50,000 "to
enable the Secretary of Agriculture to meet the emergency caused
by the establishment of the potato wart in eastern Pennsylvania,
and to provide means for the extermination of this disease in Penn-
sylvania or elsewhere in the United States in cooperation with the

State or States concerned, including rent outside the District of
Columbia, employment of labor in the city of Washington or else-

where, and all other necessary expenses."

An appropriation of $50,000 was given for the current fiscal year

and we would like to have the same sum for next year.

The Chairman. What progress have you made with that?

Mr. Marlatt. This potato disease is limited to a few districts.

We have had the whole United States surveyed from Maine to Cali-

fornia in cooperation with the several States. This survey has fol-

lowed the crop from the South northward, and as a result this dis-

ease has "been found only in Pennsylvania and in West Virginia.

Those two States contain apparently all the disease that is in the

United States. The area in Pennsylvania has been doubled. But
the situation is worse than that would indicate because the new
area is in the western part of the State. It is not an enlargement

of the old area. Practically all the infestations are in mining dis-

tricts. Much of the big importation of potatoes in the winter of

1911-12, before we had a plant quarantine act, went to mining dis-

tricts. They were a poor grade of potatoes, imported to be sold

at a low price, and went in the main to places where a cheap potato

could be sold, but they were also pretty widely distributed through-

out the United States. One very encouraging fact has developed

in the course of the work, viz, that several of our principal varieties

of potatoes are immune to the disease. One of these varieties is the

Irish cobbler, which is one of the important varieties grown in this

country. Two or three other important varieties of potatoes are

not affected by the disease, as determined by plantings made in dis-

eased ground.
The Chairman. The remedy is in getting disease-resistant pota-

toes ?

Mr. Marlatt. That will be the remedy if we can not exterminate

the disease. An earnest effort to exterminate the disease is being

conducted in cooperation with the States of Pennsylvania and West

Virginia.
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The Chaieman. What are the States doing, anything along this

line?

Mr. Maelatt. They are doing more than we are.

The Chairman. How much are they appropriating?
Mr. Maelatt. I do not remember the amount, but I believe the

State of Pennsylvania appropriated $50,000. Moreover, Pennsyl-
vania has devoted practically its entire agricultural service to it, and
is taking means to strengthen the efforts to clean out the disease, stop-

ping the growing potatoes, and controlling even the carrying of ma-
nure out of the infested district. It is a soil disease and may be car-

ried by manure or soil of any kind. The State of Pennsylvania
through its very efficient service is doing a thorough piece of work.

The Chairman. Do you treat the soil?

Mr. Maelatt. Various means of treating the soil have been tested.

The main method, however, has been by the eliirination of potato

growing; and hereafter the growth of potatoes in these districts will

be restricted to the varieties which are believed to be absolutely im-
mune. The fact of the discovery of these immune varieties of pota-

toes has taken away a great deal of the fear which this disease first

raised in the minds of potato growers. You will perhaps remember
that the potato wart was one of the diseases which brought about

the passage of the plant quarantine act and that a quarantine against

it was specifically authorized in that act.

The Chairsian. If proper seed potatoes are provided, will there

be any need of treating the soil ?

Mr. Maelatt. Except that it would be desirable, if possible, to

exterminate the disease altogether.

The Chairman. Would not that exterminate the disease?

Mr. Maelatt. The scientific phases of the problem have not been
fully worked out. We know that the disease will remain in the soil

without potatoes for seven or eight years, but whether it will attack
other plants is, so far, on a negative basis only.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How was the soil treated ?

Mr. Marlatt. It was disinfected by steam and by impregnation
with corrosive sublimate. I think these were the principal methods
of value.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Both of those would be quite

expensive.

Mr. Maelatt. The efficiency of disinfecting has been established,,

but its cost is heavy.
The Chairman. How destructive is this wart?
Mr. Marlatt. On varieties of potatoes which it infests freely it

may destroy practically the entire crop.

The Chairman. Does the wart make the potato deteriorate?

Mr. Marlatt. The potato turns into an unrecognizable black fun-

goid mass.
The Chairman. Is the crop a total failure in those instances?

Mr. MAiiLATT. Practically all potatoes attacked are destroyed. The
failure of the crop depends on the percentage of infestation, which
ranges all the way from nothing to IftO per cent, in different fields.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is this spreading by the manure by
reason of the stock eating the potatoes affected ?

Mr. MiARLATT. No ; it is simply carried mechanically by the manure.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How does it get into the manure
unless the animals have eaten the affected crop! You spoke of it

being carried in manure.
Mr. Marlatt. What I intended to say was that the State was con-

trolling the manure, because the disease may be carried by the ma-
nure. It is true that potatoes may be fed to hogs, or potato vines may
be thrown on the manure pile to weather down to compost. Such
manure might carry the disease with it. There is a similar risk even
with farm utensils not fully cleaned.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I can see how that might happen,

but something was said about the disease destroying the potatoes so
that they could not be used.

Mr. Maelatt. They might be thrown on the manure pile.

The Chairman. How about item 22, on page 169, " That the plant
quarantine act, approved August 20, 1912, be, and is hereby
amended," etc. ?

Mr. Maklatt. Yes; this was before you last year and was favor-
ably reported by your committee and by the Senate committee. I refer
to the amendment of the plant quarantine act giving authority for
control work on plant diseases and pests in the District of Columbia.
The Chairman. It is extending it to the District of Columbia ?

Mr. Marlatt. In the matter of local control; yes. There is no
question about the desirability of this amendment. There is no
opposition to it that I know of. The enforcement will cost very
little, and no additional funds are being requested. It can be en-
forced under the general administration fund. But it is authority
that we should have in the District to do for the District exactly
what all the States are doing for themselves. The District of

Columbia is the.only place in the United States where diseased or
insect-infested plant material may come as domestic or foreign ship-

ments and remain without control. We have no authority to pre-

vent their coming in, to clean up or disinfect such shipments, or to

prevent their going out after they get in. There is noted in the

explanation of this amendment in the estimates an important in-

stance of a pest (the oriental fruit moth), which came into the

District of Columbia and has spread through this District and from
this District has invaded half a dozen States, and we have no author-

ity here to control a single plant or tree with respect to it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I should think you would have
authority.

Mr. Marlatt. It is a necessary authority, which should be given.

This committee has once favorably reported on it. I suppose it

went out on the ground that it was new legislation.

The Chairman. Do you recall whether it went out on a point of

order ?

Mr. Harrison. It was eliminated through a point of order on the

floor of the House. The Senate reinserted it, it went to conference,

but was rejected by the conferees. Both committees were in favor

of it.

The Chairman. This committee reported it to the House and it

went out on a point of order ; it was reinserted in the Senate, went

to conference, and was rejected in conference?

Mr. Harrison. Yes.

The Chairman. Is that all, Doctor?
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Mr. Maelatt. I think that concludes the estimates for the Fed-
eral Horticultural Board.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Under the act I understand the

District of Columbia stands by itself. You can forbid entrance of
infested plant material into the United States from any foreign
country

;
you can forbid the passage from one State to another ; but

you can not forbid the entrance into the District of Columbia from
any State or from a foreign country, and can not forbid the taking
of anything from the District of Columbia to another State ?

Mr. Maelatt. No ; the plant quarantine act now includes the Dis-
trict of Columbia, but gives no local powers such as the States ex-

ercise supplemental to the Federal powers under the act. Under
the act all foreign importations may now be controlled, but there

is at present no law or authority, except by a general quarantine,

under which the movement of diseased or insect-infested nursery
stock and other plants and plant products into the District of Co-
lumbia from surrounding or other States, or from the District of
Columbia into surrounding or other States, can be controlled, nor
is there authority for the control and extermination within the
District of Columbia of plant pests and diseases.

Mr. Andeeson". You have no control after it gets in?
Mr. Maelatt. No.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you not authority to pre-

vent passage into the District of Columbia?
Mr. Maelatt. No ; except by a general quarantine of all the States

and of all plants in relation to the District of Columbia—an un-

necessary and impractical and expensive method; and we have no
authority to enforce such quarantine or do any necessary work
within the District.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. A moment ago you suggested, as

I understood it, that you could not prevent these infested plants

from crossing the line into the District of Columbia nor passing
from the District of Columbia into the States, but you say you
could do that by the expenditure of a large amount of money. If

this is enacted into law, how do you propose to control it ?

Mr. Maelatt. I perhaps gave you the wrong impression, Mr. Mc-
Laughlin. The quarantine act authorizes the Secretary of Agri-
culture to prohibit interstate movement for some specific reason,

which must be indicated. Under that authority we could prohibit,

for example, the movement of potatoes out of Maryland into the

District of Columbia if we knew that in Maryland there was a po-

tato disease. But if there was no such disease, we could take no
action. Such prohibition of movemeilt may rarely be necessary,

but we want authority to inspect material when it is deemed neces-

sary either as a condition of entry or after the material has entered.

We want authority if something gets in like this peach moth, for

example, to control it ; and we want authority, furthermore, to pre-

vent the sending out of the District of Columbia of diseased plants.

Such authority we now lack

The Chairman. Practically every State has enacted such laws as

a protection against the importation of these things, but similar
action has not been taken in the case of the District of Columbia.
Mr. Maelatt. Every State has such laws.
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The Chairman. You want an act to protect the District of Co-
lumbia just as the States protect themselves?
Mr. Maelatt. That is the idea exactly.

The Chairman. Ts that all?

Mr. Marlatt. That is all.

The Chairman. We are very much obliged to you, Mr. Marlatt.
(Thereupon the committee proceeded to take up another matter.)

Activities under lump-fund items, Federal Horticultural Board.

Project. Allotment,
1920.

Estimate,
1921.

Increase.

Enforcement of plant-quarantine act:

(a) .Administration

lb) Control of entrv of plants and plant products under reRiila-

tlon and enforcement of foreisn plant quarantines, includinR
port inspection

(c) Hant-qiiarantine investigations

Extermination of ]|^tato wart

Total

$5,000

42, 250
450

142, 250
4.50

47,700
50,000

1147,700
50,000

97, 700 197, 700

$100,000

'100,000

1 Includes $2,2.50 transferred to .statutory roll.

Committee on Ageicultitee,
House of Representatives,

Wednesday, January 14, WW-
The committee met pursuant to taking of recess, Hon. Gilbert N.

Haugen (chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. Do you wish to be heard next. Dr. Haywood?

Enforceimext or the Insecticide Act.

STATEMENT OF DR. J. K. HAYWOOD, CHAIRMAN OP THE INSECTI-

CIDE AND FUNGICIDE BOARD, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Dr. Hatwood. Mr. Chairman, I suppose the committee is familiar

with the purposes of the insecticide act. It is an act designed to con-

trol the manufacture, sale, and transportation of insecticides and
fungicides and prevent the shipment in interstate commerce, importa-

tion, or exportation of misbranded and adultered insecticides and
fungicides.

During the fiscp.1 year ending June 30, 1919, the inspectors of the

Insecticide and Fungicide Board collected 904 official samples of

insecticides and fungicides (including disinfectants) for subsequent

analysis and test by the scientists of the board to determine whether

or not such samples were in conformity with the provisions of the

insecticide act of 1910. The board reported to the solicitor of the

department 104 cases presenting alleged violations of the insecticide

act, with the recommendations that the facts be transmitted to the

Attorney General to institue criminal action or seizure proceedings.

Disposition was made of 129 cases by correspondence with manu-
facturers. Action was taken to place in abeyance 621 samples, which
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upon examination and test were shown to be in compliance with the

provisions of the act or were from shipments of the same goods made
prior to shipments for which the manufacturer had been convicted

and had after citation conformed to the requirements of the law.

During- the year 41 oiScial and unofficial samples of import insecti-

cides and fungicides were collected for examination and test, and dis-

position was made of 43 such samples. Sixteen were found to be

adulterated or misbranded, or both, and appropriate action was takea

under, the provisions of the act. Twenty-seven samples were found
to be neither adulterated nor misbranded.
WhUe these statistical figures will give you some idea of the vol-

ume of work conducted by the board, j'ou will probably be more in-

terested in some of the principal cases of adulteration and misbrand-
ing found to exist and the steps taken to combat same.

You are doubtless familiar with the work that is being performed
in the South by Mr. Coad, of the Bureau of Entomology, to find

means of combating the cotton boll weevil. Mr. Coad has found
that the application of calcium arsenate under certain conditions

gives quite efficient control, but it is very essential tha^the calcium

arsenate be of a certain standard quality—^that is, it must contain a

certain amount of arsenic oxid to be effective against the weevil ; it

must not contain enough water-soluble arsenic oxid to burn the

plant, and it is highly desirable that it have a certain density, so as to

make a satisfactory dust cloud.

During the past year a very large quantity of calcium arsenate

was shipped into the South for this work, and the board was re-

quested by Mr. Coad to aid him in keeping off the market all calcium
arsenate that was not up to standard or which contained enough
water-soluble arsenic oxid to cause it to injure the cotton plants.

Because of the great importance of this project the board decided

to give all the help it could to Mr. Coad. Mr. Coad circularized the

cotton-growing section of the South and offered to make analyses

of calcium arsenate before it was sold by retailers or used by farmers.

Our chemist made all these analyses and Mr. Coad reported to the

farmer and retailer whether the product should be used. The board
also sent an inspector to this region to collect official samples of all

of the calcium arsenate he could find for examination to determine
whether it was in conformity with law. A large amount of material

which was adulterated or misbranded, or both, was seized, and in

some cases action was also take against the manufacturer under the

provisions of the insecticide act.

In addition to our work on calcium arsenate, the board found that

some manufacturers of pyrethrum insect powder were adulterating

their product. Since the war pyrethrum insect powder has increased

in value to a very large extent. This has caused manufacturers to

adulterate, and they have been using field daisies as adulterants.

Field daisies are inert, but they look like pyrethrum. Seizures were

made and action taken against certain manufacturers, with the result

that this practice appears to have been materially reduced.
The campaign against disinfectants, which we have been carrying

on for several years, has been extended. We have done a great deal

of work along this line and made a great many prosecutions of dis-

infectant manufacturers during the year. That, of course, is very
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important because of the fact that, if a disinfectant does not do what
it is supposed to do, the disease will go ahead unchecked.
A campaign was also started against shipments of Bordeaux mix-

ture and other fungicides containing Bordeaux as one of the constit-
uents, which shipments bore such faulty directions that if the direc-
tions were followed the products would not control the diseases for
which they were recommended to be used. By action under the law
against manufacturers, by correspondence, and by the publication ojf

correct data, a decided improvement was brought about in the label-
ing of this class of products.

Other instances of adulteration and misbranding were encoun-
tered and handled under the provisions of the act, but the above
represent the four most important campaigns carried on during
the year.

The Insecticide and Fungicide Board has requested that its lump-
sum appropriation be increased by $17,970 to carry on its worli
successfully during the coming fiscal year. This sum will allow
of the appointment of two additional chemists, one plant patholo-
gist, one entomologist, one veterinarian, one chemist aid, and one in-

spector, and will provide for the expenses of these new assistants,

and also allow $500 for the replacement of worn-out apparatus.
The need for this extra sum to pay the salaries and expenses men-

tioned above may be explained as follows

:

The insecticide act of 1910 became effective January 1, 1911. For
the first full year of its operation, the total appropriation for en-

forcing the law amounted to $87,000. For the present fiscal year
the total appropriation available for enforcing the act is $123,940.

During the period the law has been in force the insecticide industry
in the United States has increased fully 100 per cent; we believe

more than that. Therefore, our appropriation for controlling this

industry has not kept pace with its growth, and we can not ef-

fectively regulate the industry unless there is a material increase

in our appropriation.
Again, if we help Mr. Coad in the South this year, the work en-

tailed will be a great deal more extensive than it was the past year,

because of the increased output of calcium arsenate. While about

3,000,000 pounds were shipped last year, there will be much more

—

probably in the neighborhood of 10,000,000 pounds—shipped this

year. We have found that a good many insecticide manufacturers

who have not heretofore engaged in the production of calcium ar-

senate are going into its manufacture. This will mean that much
adulterated and misbranded goods will come on the market, be-

cause new manufacturers often go wrong in their processes and in

labeling. In order to take care of that we will need more help.

The Chairman. Is that manufactured in this country or imported ?

Dr. Haywood. It is all manufactured in this country. It is not

manufactured anywhere else. It is a new product, manufactured

in the past three years. It was discovered by the Bureau of Chemis-

try and exploited by the Bureau of Entomology.
Since the insecticide act of 1910 became effective, the use of dust-

ing mateirials in the control of insects and plant diseases has greatly

•developed and to a considerable extent has superseded the use of

liquid sprays. At the present very little is known, and decidedly

contradictory results have been obtained in respect to the action of
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dust applications. It has, therefore, become necessary for the board
to make many basic investigations relative to dust applications, as

well as tests of various dusts which appear on the market, to de-

termine whether or not they will do what is claimed for them.
Such work can only be carried out by collaborative work of the en-

tomologist, plant pathologist, and chemist, and it is impossible for

us to carry on this needed work with our present appropriation.
As we have gained experience in the enforcement of the insecticide

act, we have realized keenly the necessity for a more precise knowl-
edge of the insecticidal qualities of some of the ingredients entering
into the composition of certain preparations used on horses, cattle,

sheep, goats, and swine, as well as a deeper insight into the therapeutic
action of some of the drugs used in the treatment of various animal
diseases. Much information along this line may be obtained by the
board through the experts of the Bureau of Aiiimal Industry, but
the additional assistance of a widely informed veterinarian is prac-

tically an essential to the proper conduct of such investigations—one
whose entire time may be devoted to it, working under the eye of an
adviser especially qualified along the line under study.

It is necessary in the enforcement of the insecticide act to make
fnany tests of commercial insecticides and fungicides in other lo-

calities than Washington. This means that it is necessary to hire

orchards and truck patches, buy fertilizers for the same, and employ
labor to cultivate them. The cost for such labor and for other
operating expenses has greatly increased during the past two years,

so that extra money is needed for this purpose.
Finally and possibly most important of all, it is especially impor-

tant that the board make more use of the seizure section of the in-

secticide act, since such section allows us to withdraw from the
market insecticides and fungicides which will not do what is claimed
for them or will be injurious to vegetation. To make seizures re-

quires, first of all, a large amount of inspection work, and, second,
more chemical and testing work. To make effective use of the
seizure section of the act we are of the opinion that it will be neces-

sary to have the increased funds requested in this estimate.

Mr. YoTJNG. I want to ask this question : Suppose a certain remedy
is being advertised to do certain work, and you have no reason to

know whether it is effective or not. I am curious to know how you
would go about getting these samples in order to make your test to

find out the facts.

Dr. Haywood. Here is the way we do that: Our inspectors are

operating in the field. In the absence of specific instructions the in-

spectors have general directions to collect any insecticide or fungicide
samples that they come across. We will suppose, however, that you
have written in to us and informed us that there is a certain in-

secticide or fungicide that you do not think will do what is claimed
for it. All right; we have our inspector collect samples of that.

Mr. YoTJNG. How do you get that? Do you go to the factory?
Dr. Haywood. No ; we buy it on the open market, because the law

says that the material must have entered into interstate commerce.
We must be able to show by shipping records and an invoice that
the product entered into interstate commerce before we have any
jurisdiction. If we do not have jurisdiction the State would have.
We only have jurisdiction in interstate commerce. It must be a prod-
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uct that has left the factory except in the case of goods manufactured
in the District of Columbia or the Territories. We usually collect a
number of samples.
Mr. Young. You do not go to the factory and give them an O. K.

of any particular remedy ?

Dr. Haywood. No.
Mr. Young. But when reports come in to you that the thing is

found to be a fraud, then you pick these things up and make your
analyses and investigations?

Dr. Haywood. Yes, sir.

Mr. Young. Probably this does not come under your department,
but just as I got home recently a remedy for the prevention of
diphtheria had been promulgated by a wholesale manufacturing
drug firm. I believe they called it an antitoxin.

Dr. Haywood. That would come under the food and drugs act as
to whether the claims made on the label were in accordance with the
facts.

Mr. Young. Is that administered by your department?
Dr. Haywood. The food and drugs act is administered by our de-

partment but not by the Insecticide and Fungicide Board.
Mr. Young. A diphtheria scare broke out in my little town and

in the city of Dallas and some of the adjacent cities, and the authori-
ties wired to the concern which manufactures this preventive for a
supply of same. They sent this remedy in there and it was adminis-
tered to perfectly well children, and wh6n the reaction came a great
number of those children died—some of them instantly. When the
agent for these people was asked for an explanation, he claimed that
the manufacture of this product was under Government inspection.

That was the point I wanted to get clear in my mind.
Dr. Haywood. Mr. Harrison, is there not in the Hygienic Labor-

atory some control of antitoxins ?

Mr. Harrison. Yes, a branch of the Public Health Service. It

deals with antitoxins used on human beings. There is a Federal law,

I understand, under which it acts.

Mr. Young. What I want to get at is this : Does the Government
send out people in advance to inspect this remedy at the factory, or

do they wait until after the damage is done and then make an in-

spection ?

Dr. Haywood. I can not tell you about such things as drugs, be-

cause they do not come under me at all. I can only state about insec-

ticides and fungicides.

Mr. Harrison. We inspect the factories where viruses, serums,

and toxins for use on animals are manufactured.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Not for human medicines ?

Mr. Harrison. That is under the Public Health Service. We in-

spect only the establishments preparing the serums and toxins used

in combating animal diseases.

The inspection is made at the plants and every batch that is manu-
factured for shipment in interstate or foreign commerce is inspected

to determine whether the product is potent, whether it will accom-

pUsh its purpose, and whether it is harmless. If it is found to be

worthless, contaminated, or harmful, it is promptly condemned.
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Mr. Young. What really happened in the case of that particular

remedy that they did not have the proper balance between the toxin

and the antitoxin.

Mr. Harrison. The insecticide act operates along lines similar to

the food and drugs act. It would not be possible to furnish inspec-

tion for the plants which manufacture insecticides and fungicides,

but we do that in the case of the establishments which manufacture

serums, toxins, and analogous products for the treatment of animal

diseases.

The Chairman. Do your activities extend all over the country ?

Dr. Haxwood. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You collect samples from each section of the

country ?

Dr. Haywood. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. To what extent do you cooperate with the Bureau
of Chemistry in the enforcement of the food and drugs act?

Dr. Hatward. Our own inspectors collect our own samples, except

in cases where samples of a particular product are specially desired

and where our inspector does not happen to be in the place where it

can be obtained, and we then write to the Bureau of Chemistry and
ask if they will have their inspector collect the sample for us.

The Chairman. It occurs to me that your two branches ought to

cooperate in the collection of samples.
Dr. Haywood. They do to a very considerable extent.

The Chairman. We are very much obliged to you. Dr. Haywood.

Activities under lump-sum item, enforcement of the insecticide act.

Projects.

Administration, includmg inspection and collection of samples
Expenses incident to trial of cases
Chemical, microscopic, and bacteriological examination of insecti-

cides and fun^cides (including disinfectants) other than those used
on horses, cattle, sheep, swine, or goats

Testing of efBcacy of fungicides and action on foliage of insecticides
and fungicides

Testing of etEcacy of insecticides and their action op foUage
Chemical and bacteriological examination of insecticides and fungi-

cides used primarily on horses, cattle, sheep, swine, or goats, and
efficacy tests of same

Total

Allotment,
1920.

$14, 591
111,000

39,386

11,362
11,798

94,790

Estimate,
1921.

117,791
111,000

43,126

13,662
14,598

11,383

2 111,660

Increase.

$3,200

3,740

3,500

44,730

2 17,970

1 Each year the Insecticide and Fungicide Board sets aside a sum of $11,000 for expense incidental to the
trial of cases in court. It is not desirable to use any of this sum for current expenses, but the liability must
remain set up until the very end of the fiscal year, since it is impossible to determine when a large part of

the money will be needed for the trial of one or more important cases. As a consequence, it is necessary to

refund a considerable portion each year to the Treasury, with the result that the board does not have the
use of the money for current operations, and the appropriation is therefore to all intents and purposes
nearly $11,000 less than it appears on paper.

' Includes $1,200 transferred to statutory roll.
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demonstkations on reclamation projects.
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cooperative fire protection of forested watersheds of navigable
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STATEMENT OF MR. HENRY S. GRAVES, FORESTER AND CHIEF
OF THE FOREST SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

The Chairman. Have you any items other than the one for fight-
ing iind preventing forest fires, which we have discussed?
Mr. Graves. That was discussed this morning.
There is an item on page 272, item No. 3, " for cooperation with

any State or group of States in the protection from fire of the for-
ested watersheds of navigable streams," etc. There was appropri-
ated in 1911, for the period from 1911 to 1915, $200,000. That was
the Weeks act of March 1, 1911, which appropriated $200,000 for
cooperation with the States in protection from fire. In 1915 the first

annual appropriation was made, and this item has been continued
from year to year in the annual appropriation bills. I am suggest-
ing an addition to that of $100,000 to extend this work, so as to in-

crease the contributions to the individual States that are now coop-
erating and to enable us to cooperate with other States which have
Jiot yet qualified. We are now cooperating with 24 different States,
to which we make contributions in varying amounts up to $7,000 a
year. The original law carried the provision that the States should
appropriate at least as much as the Federal Government.

^64315—20 82 1297
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The value of this work has been in educating and stimulating
States to undertake fire-protection work; a number of States have
undoubtedly undertaken that as a direct result of this work, and
others have extended their own appropriations and their own
activities.

The Chairman This has reference to the Weeks Act exclusively?
Mr. Graves..This has reference to the Weeks Act only in that

the initial appropriation was a part of the original Weeks law.
The Chairman. Is it confined to the States where you have ac-

quired lands under the Weeks law ?

Mr. Graves. No, sir.

The Chairman. It applies to the whole country?
Mr. Graves. To the whole country

;
yes.

The Chairman. The Federal Government cooperating with the
States?
Mr Graves. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. With how many States are you now working in co-

operation ?

Mr. Graves. Twenty-four.
Mr. Jones. How many States did you have right after the appro-

priation was made?
Mr. Graves. In the calendar year 1911 there were 11 States and

in 1915 there were 20 States with which we cooperated.

Mr. Jones Your appropriation has not increased ?

Mr. Graves. No, sir.

Mr. Jones. And you have diminished the amount for each State?
Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. As the number of States increased you have had a

less amount for each State?
Mr Graves. Yes, sir; also the cost of fire protection has increased

probably 25 to 50 per cent.

Mr. JoNES. If you had $100,000 available for 20 States in 1915

and still have $100,000 for 24 States, you have a less amount for each
State, haven't you ?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir; we have reduced the amount in practically

every State.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. During the last year, when the

loss from fire was so large, was there much loss from fire in the

Appalachian countrjr, where the Weeks Act operates ?

Mr. Graves. No, sir ; we did not have a severe season in the East.

The Chairman We will take up the next item.

afternoon session.

Wednesday, January 14, 1920.

The Chairman. What is next, Mr. Harrison?
Mr. Harrison. Mr. Chairman, there are two other items on pages

273 and 274. One of these relates to experiments and demonstrations

in connection with the development of live-stock production in the

cane-sugar and cotton districts and the other to experiments in

dairying and live-stock production enterprises in the semiarid and
irrigated districts of the western United States. There is no change
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in either of these items and I do not know whether the committee
wishes to have them discussed. If so, Dr. Taylor will be glad to give
you any information you may desire.

Mr. Anderson. We would like to know, whether you can dispense

with some of the money.
The Chairman. Would it cripple the work if we were to cut it

in two?
Mr. Harrison. I will ask Dr. Taylor to answer that question.

The Chairman. Very well, Dr. I'aylor.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM A. TAYLOR, CHIEF OF THE BUREAU
OF PLANT INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

EXPERIMENTS AND DEMONSTRATIONS IN LIVE-STOCK PRODUCTION IN THE
CANE-SUGAR AND COTTON DISTRICTS OF THE UNITED STATES.

Dr. Tatlor. Possibly it may help the committee in that matter to

know that $22,000 was returned to the Treasury from the sale of

products produced in the experimental phase of this activity in

Louisiana last year, and practically the same amount the year before,

so that the net expenditure there—^the net cost to the Treasury under

the appropriation—is about $38,000 instead of $60,000. We, of

course, could not get along, however, without that margin, because

we have to buy feeders and to some extent feed. We shall have to

do this during the coming year, for there has been a very unfavor-

able crop season in Louisiana due to the prolonged and extremely

heavy rains.

The Chairman. Does this work come under your bureau?

Dr. Taylor. No, sir; this really should be discussed by Mr. Eawl,

but he is out of the city, and, as I am somewhat familiar with the

work, I came over.

Mr. Anderson. Doctor, I notice that some $13,500 of the $60,000

is proposed to be used for new construction.

Dr. Taylor. The construction work is noted at the foot of page

273. The first item is a wooden silo at the stock farm, at an esti-

mated cost of $600.

Mr. TinCHER. How big a silo is that?
, .

Dr. Taylor. The dimensions are 14 by 36 feet, containing 5,542

cubic feet, at 10.8 cents a cubic foot. This is to supplement the

battery of silos already there, as one of the main features ot the

work at the farm is a comparison of the different forage crops m
the form of silage. It may refresh your recollection to remember

that this work was planned' some years ago in an effort to determine

with some definiteness whether live-stock production can be protitably

developed in a practically one-crop country—the cane-sugar belt—

which has been dependent on the ups and downs of sugar, both as

to yield and as to price, and has had a very fluctuating experience.

Apparently the key to live-stock production there is going to be the

question whether a silage and pasture element m the maintenance ot

the live stock can be developed that will be comparable with the

silage and pasture elements in the more northern country.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What do they put into the silos

there?
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Dr. Taylor. We are trying, in the first place, cane tops, which is

a waste product of cane-sugar production—that is, the tops and
leaves, both straight and in combination with such crops as corn, soy

beans, and to some extent cowpeas; Japanese cane, which is a type

of cane not extensively grown in this country heretofore for sugar

or sirup, though beginning to be grown for sirup production, and
the saccharine sorghums. The nonsaccharine sorghums do not thrive

in that country of heavy rainfall.

Mr. TiNCHER. Do you think it is well for the Government to spend

$600 on a silo of that size? If the farmers were to get an idea that

it cost the Government such a figure it would discourage them.

Dr. Taylor. The intention is merely to have a good, durable silo

which will hold the silage in such condition that it will be of experi-

mental value.

Mr. TiNCHER. Do you know what kind of wooden silos they have
on the farm now ?

Dr. Taylor. I can not tell you whether they are built of cypress

or not, but my impression is that they are made of cypress; there

are also two or three concrete silos. My impression is that there

are one or two wooden silos and that they are of cypress.

Mr. TiNCHER. The way to get the farmers to build silos is first to

demonstrate to them that they can have a silo without going bank-

rupt. I am in sympathy with the silo proposition, but it is not neces-

sary to spend so much money to build a silo. Tell them to take some
4 by 4's and set them upright and then just line it inside with good
flooring in circular form—set it in a circle. They can build a silo,

with high-priced material, at YO cents a ton. This silo that you have
described would cost about $100, maybe $105, at the present high
prices for material. That is the way to encourage farmers to build

silos. No farmer would want to spend $600. I have built silos

every year for 15 years, and it is not a good thing to get the farmer
to spend five or six times as much on a silo as he ought to spend.

Dr. Taylor. These are being built definitely with a view to dura-

bility and to tightness and efficiency from the experimental stand-

point.

Mr. Tinci-ier. The kind I spoke of is more durable than the aver-

age. It is not as durable as the ones that the Government builds

for $600, of course, but it is built for durability.

Dr. Taylor. The next item of construction is an extension to the

beef cattle barn, to be one-story, frame, with prepared roofing (that

is, a fireproof roofing, which is considered advisable—asbestos

shingle roofing), containing 34,500 cubic feet,, at approximately 7

cents a cubic foot, $2,400. These are the figures current in that

section.

The Chairman. Can it be built for that?

Dr. Taylor. Unless there is a material increase beyond the prices

tliat prevailed in October. Of course, this work will not be under-

taken before next July. This is our best guess on the material and
labor situation at that time.

The Chairman. You estimate $1,000 for two lean-to sheds.

Dr. Taylor. Yes. That covers two lean-to frame sheds, each 20

by 134 feet, at 2.3 cents per cubic foot to broaden the existing build;

ing. As the structural material there is much lighter there will be
a lower cost.
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One-horse barn, 48,960 cubic feet, at 7.2 cents per cubic foot,
$3,500. That is the most expensive single item.
The Chairman. That is 7.2 cents?
Dr. Taylor. Yes. These figures were, I think, furnished by our

architects.

The Chairman. The next are six Negro cabins.
Dr. Taylor. Yes; one-story frame buildings containing 5,460

cubic feet each, at 11 cents per cubic foot. It has been found in-
creasingly necessary to house Negro labor on the place in order to
hold competent help.

The Chairman. Who holds the title to this land ?

Dr. Taylor. The title to this land rests in the State of Louisiana,
which by act of its legislature authorized the board of control of
the State penitentiary to convey it to the Federal Government for
this use for so long a time as it may be needed.
The Chairman. Was no specific time mentioned ?

Dr. Taylor. No; so long as needed; no specified time was stated.
The Chairman. It is impracticable to go on and spend a lot of

money on other people's land. Would it not be better for the Gov-
ernment to purchase the land and own it ?

Dr. Taylor. I hardly think so in this case, unless it is desirable
to invest a good deal of capital in land there. There are 500 acres
held in that way, and we have the use of approximately an equal
acreage adjacent to it, owned also by the State.

The Chairman. It seems to me that we ought to have title to land
where we put up expensive buildings on it.

Dr. Taylor. That is the exact situation here. The land is a part
of the State plantation upon which one of the State penitentiaries
is built, and still stands, and which is operated by the State as a
sugar and rice plantation.

The Chairman. Do they turn it over to the Government free ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. The whole plantation?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir; these 500 acres.

The Chairman. How much have we spent on buildings up to this
time ?

Dr. Taylor. I shall have to have a statement prepared for inser-
tion in the record to show that.

The Chairman. When we first went into this, the suggestion
was that the State should furnish the land.
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. It was not understood that we were going to put
buildings on land owned by others.

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir ; the land is owned by the State of Louisiana.
The Chairman. It was never understood that we were to put

buildings on land owned by others.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Ordinarily that is forbidden by
law.

Dr. Taylor. The question of the legality of this was passed upon
by our department solicitor, and my impression is that it was passed
upon by the Attorney General, and the act of the Louisiana Legisla-

ture was regarded as protecting the Government sufficiently.

The Chairman. That did not give the Federal Government au-

thority.
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Will you furnish us with a statement of the money expended for

buildings there, and also a copy of the act of the State Legislature?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir ; I can do that. I have also a summary of

the live-stock work in Louisiana, which I can insert.

(The statements referred to follow :)

Copy of act No. 252 of the General Assembly of the State of Louisiana, au-

thorizing (in sec. 8) the board of control of the State penitentiary to dedicate

certain portions of the State plantations to the United States Government (act

approved by governor of Louisiana July 9, 1914) :

[Act No. 252. By Mr. Butler and Senator Burke.]

AN ACT To authorize the penitentiary board to establish and maintain demonstration
farms, both agricultural and stocl£ raising, on Montlcello, Oakley, and Hope plantations

;

to prohibit the sale of at least 500 acres of land on each of said plantations ; to name
said demonstration farms ; to authorize the board of control to purchase live stock and
the equipment and operation of said farms ; to employ scientittc and expert help ; to
provide for the keeping- of records and the publication of bulletins ; to authorize the
sale and disposition of stock or farm products, equipment, etc., in the regular order of
administration ; to make an appropriation to aid in accomplishing the purposes of this
act ; to authorize the dedication of certain portions of said plantations to the United
States Government; and to prescribe the terms and conditions thereof.

Section 1. Be it enacted J)y the Oeneral Assembly of the State of Louisiana,
That the board of control of the State penitentiary shall establish and maintain
on Hope plantation, Oakley plantation, and Moneticello plantation a general

system of demonstration of agricultural and stock-raising operations, to which
at least 500 acres of land on each of said properties should be dedicated from
the area of each of said properties ; and the said board of control may, in its

discretion and to meet the requirements of the purposes herein set forth, in-

crease said area. And no portion of said land so dedicated shall be sold by
the governor of the State by virtue of the authority of any legislative act now
permitting the same.

Sec. 2. Be it further enacted. That the properties so dedicated shall be known
and designated as the " State demonstration farm at Hope " and the " State
demonstration farm at Montlcello " and the " State demonstration farm at

Oakley."
Sec. 3. Be it further enacted. That the said board of control shall purchase

and maintain on said demonstration farms such live stock and shall engage in

such general farming and agricultural operations as in its judgment will best

demonstrte the proper operation of agricultural and stock farms in the respec-

tive sections in which they are located; and to this end it shall as rapidly as
possible equip and maintain on said properties modernly equipped farm and
stock Implements, fixtures, and buildings, and in general do such things as
will be required to make effective the provisions of this act.

Sec. 4. Be it furfher enacted, etc., That the said board of control shall have
the authority and it shall be the duty to employ such scientific and expert help

as it may decide as advisable or necessary.
Sec. 5. Be it further enacted, etc., That the said board of control shall keep

an accurate and detailed record of all work, experiments, demonstrations, and
enterprises undertaken or conducted by it, which record shall at all times be

accessible to the general public; and, further, that it shall at stated intervals

issue bulletins advising the public of its operations and the result thereof, and
the same to publish either through the press or otherwise.

Sec. 6. Be it further enacted, etc.. That the said board of control shall have
the authority to market, sell, trade, or dispose of any of the animal or agricul-

tural products of said farms, whether it be for the maintenance thereof or with
the aim upon proper and commensurate compensation to aid In the promotion of

the agricultural and stock-raising industries of the State.

Sec. 7. Be it further enacted, etc.. That there is hereby appropriated from the

general fund and to be available to said board with which to inaugurate the

work hereinabove authorized, the sum of $25,000.

Sec. 8. Be it further enacted, etc.. That in the event the Government of the
United States should undertake at any time to establish, keep, and .maintain in

either of the parishes in which the State farms hereinabove named may be situ-

ated,any agricultural, cattle, stock, or other demonstration farm or station, for

the purpose of promoting in any manner the animal industries or agricultural
interests of the people of this State or of any section or portion thereof, and
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for the purpose of so doing should require the requisite lands to be given orthe use thereof dedicated to It, the board of control of the State penitentiaryunder the authority of the governor of the State of Louisiana, shall be and Mshereby, authorized in the name of the State of Louisiana to dedicate andtransfer to the Government of the United States under said act, from eitheror both of the farms herein above named an acreage of not more than th^t whinh
the said State board of control will have dedicated on either of said farms tothe purposes hereinabove set forth or which under the authority hereinS itmay dedicate

;
the use and enjoyment thereof to remain with and in the Government of the United States as long as the said land shall be used for the purposesof said agricultural, cattle, stock, or other demonstration farm as above out-lined: Provided, That in the event of such transfer the board of confrol of the&tate penitentiary shall exercise no further rights upon the property so transferred and shall not be required to conduct and operate upon the particularfarm or farms thus dedicat^ to the uses of the United StatL Govlrnment thedemonstration work herein first outlined ,

uvciuiueuL uie

Sec 9. Be it further enacted, etc., That all laws or parts of laws in conflictherewith are hereby repealed.
"° iu i,uiiuici,

L. E. Thomas,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.

Thomas C. Bakret,
Lieutenant Governor and President of the Senate.

Approved July 9, 1914.

L. E. Hall,
Governor of the State of LouisioMa.

A true copy.
Alvin E. TTf.rkrt,

Secretary of State.

(2) Copy of resolution of board of control of the State penitentiary of Louisi-
ana authorizing 0. Harrison Parker, president of the board, to execute in behalf
of the board an act of conveyance as authorized by section 8 of act No. 252 of
the year 1914 to the Government of the United States of a tract of land consist-
mg of 500 acres, being a part of Hope State farm, situated in the parish of
Iberia, dated October 7, 1914:
At a special meeting.of the board of control of the State penitentiary, held in

its oflice on October 7, 1914, all members being present, the following resolution
was unanimously passed and adopted

:

Be it resolved by the hoard of control of the State penitentiary, That C. Har-
rison Parker, president, be, and he is hereby, authorized to execute in behalf
of the board an act of conveyance as authorized and to the extent only of the
authorization conferred thereby by section 8 of act No. 252 of the acts of the
General Assembly of the State of Louisiana of the year 1914 to the Government

.

of the United States of a tract of land consisting of 500 acres, being a part of

,

Hope State farm, situated in the parish of Iberia, in contemplation of and pur-
suant to the act of the Congress of the United States, entitled "An act making
appropriations for the Department of Agriculture for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1915," approved June 30, 1914, and more particularly described as
follows

:

That certain tract of land situated in the parish of Iberia, State of Louisiana,
on the east side of Bayou Teche, being a part of the property belonging to the
Hope State farm ; the rear boundary line being at a distance of 64.84 chains
from Bayou Teche ; above, by property known as the estate of Albert Olivier

;

and below, by property belonging to various parties, known as the Little Wood
negro colony ; the entire tract containing 500 acres, having a frontage of 77.11
chains, all as is more definitely and accurately set forth in the map thereof made
hy Charles O. Babin, civil engineer, under date of New Iberia, La., August 31,

1914 ; a blue print of which map is annexed to the act of conveyance hereinabove
authorized to be executed and made part thereof, paraphed • Ne Varietur " for

Wentification.

C. Habrison Pabkek, President.

G. A. KiLLGOEE, Secretary.

I, G. A. KlUgore, secretary of the board of control of the State penitentiary,

do hereby certify that the above and foregoing is a true and correct copy of the
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resolution adopted by the board of control of the State penitentiary on this the
7th day of October, A. D. 1914.

G. A. KiLLGOEE, Secretary.

I do hereby certify the foregoing to be a true and correct copy from the
original, on file in my office.

L. R. TiLtT, Deputy Clerk of Court.

Deed of dedication and transfer of portion of Hope State farm to the Govern-
ment of the United States by O. Harrison Parker, president board of control

State penitentiary, and L. B. Hall, governor of the State of Louisiana, October
12, 1914:

State or Louisiana, Parish of East Baton Rouge:

Be it remembered that on this 12th day of October, A. D. 1914, personally
came and appeared before me C. C. Bird, jr., a notary public of the above parish
and State, C. Harrison Parker, president of the board of control of the State
penitentiary, authorized hereunto by a resolution of the said board, a certified

copy whereof is attached to and made part of this act, the said board of control

acting in the presence in virtue of the authority conferred by section 8 of act

No. 252 of the acts of the General Assembly of the State of Louisiana, at its

regular session In the year 1914 ; and also appeared Luther E. Hall, governor
of the State of Louisiana, for the purpose of authorizing the board of control
hereunto as required by the said act No. 252 of 1914, who declared and ac-

knowledged that in the name of the State of Louisiana they hereby dedicate
and transfer to the Government of the United States the right of possession
and due of the following-described tract of land, to wit

:

That certain tract of land situated in the parish of Iberia, State of Louisiana,
on the east side of Bayou Teche, being a part of Hope State farm, bounded in

front by Bayou Teche, in the rear of the property belonging to the Hope State
farm, the rear boundary line being at a distance of 64.84 chains from Bayou
Teche, above by property known as the estate of Albert Olivier, and below by
property belonging to various parties known as the Little Wood negro colony

;

the entire tract containing 500 acres, having a frontage of 77.11 chains, and a
depth of 64.84 chains, all as is more definitely and accurately set forth in the
map thereof made by Charles O. Babin, civil engineer, under date of New
Iberia, La., August 31, 1914, a blue print of which map is hereto annexed and
made part hereof, paragraphed Ne Varieutur for identiflcation.

The object of this conveyance and the consideration hereof is the undertaking
by the United States, through the Department of Agriculture, of the establish-

ment on the said premises of a farm for experiments and demonstrations in

live-stock production pursuant to the terms of the act of the Congress of the
United States, entitled "An act making appropriations for the Department of
Agriculture for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1915," approved June 30, 1914,

and the possession, occupation, and use of the said premises by the United
States shall continue so long as the same shall be devoted to the objects and
purposes authorized by the said act of Congress.

In testimony whereof, the parties hereunto have subscribed their names,
together with D. F. Bacot and A. B. Whitlow, lawful witnesses, and me, the
said notary, on the day and date hereinabove first written.

C. Harrison Parker,
President Board of Control, State Penitentiary.

L. E. Haix,
Oovemor of the State of Louisiam,a.

Witnesses

:

D. F. Bacot.
A. B. Whitlow.

O. C. Bird, Jr., Notary Public.

In addition to the 500-acre portion of the Hope State farm dedicated by the
board of control of the penitentiary, it was found advisable to secure a tract of
4.658 acres on the south side of. Bayou Teche to furnish a suitable outlet to
the main improved highway and upon which to locate two cottages and the
bridge house sheltering the tender of a bridge across Bayou Teche, built by the
Iberia parish to provide suitable, convenient, and independent access to the
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farm. This tract of 4.658 acres, more or less, was conveyed to the United
States of America by Leonldas H. Conrad, February 7, 1918, upon payment to
him of $500 In cash furnished by citizens of the parish Interested in the ade-
quate and suitable development of the live-stock field station. A copy of this
deed as recorded in the office of the clerk of court for the parish of Iberia
February 13, 1918, follows

:

United Statbs of America,
State of Louisiana, Parish of Iheria.

Be it known that on this 7th day of the month of February in the year, of
our Lord 1918, before me, C. M. Compton, a notary public in and for the parish
of Iberia, State of Louisiana, duly commissioned and qualified, and in the
presence of the witnesses hereinafter named and undersigned.
Personally came and appeared Mr. Leonldas H. Conrad, a married man,

whose wife's maiden name was Miss Aimee Broussard, a resident of the
parish of Iberia, State of Louisiana, who declared and said that, for the
consideration, and on the terms and conditions hereinafter expressed, he did
and does, by these presents grant, bargain, sell, convey, transfer, assign, set
over, and deliver, with all legal warranties, and with a full guarantee against
all ti-oubles, debts, mortgages, claims, evictions, donations, alientions, or In-
cumbrnces whatsoever, until the United States of America, the tract or parcel
of land hereinafter described, to be ilsed by the Department of Agriculture of
the United States in conducting experiments and demonstrations in live-stock
production in the cane-sugar and cotton districts of the United States, the
said United States of America being represented by Mr. J. R. Quesenberry, who,
having authority to appear herein, for and in the name and behalf of the
United States of America, to be used for homes and necessary outhouses in
connection with said farm here present, accepting and purchasing for said
United States of America acknowledging delivery and possession thereof, the
property of which the following is a description, to wit

:

A certain tract of land, situated in the parish of Iberia, State of Louisiana,
being a part of section 33 in township 12 south, range 7 east, Louisiana meri-
dian, and more particularly described as beginning at an iron pin on the
southerly side of Bayou Teche and other line of the vendor; thence following
the meander of said Bayou Teche, approximately south 53 degrees east, 318
feet to an iron pin on the southerly side of Bayou Teche; thence south 40
degrees 30 minutes west, 639 feet to a point on a road designated as model
road; thence north approximately 53 degrees west 318 feet to the land of ven-

dor ; thence north 40 degrees 30 minutes east, 536 feet to the point of beginning,

containing 4.658 acres, more or less; all of said bearings in the foregoing de-

scription being turned from the Louisiana meridian.

It is distinctly understood that this sale is made on the expressed condition

and with the distinct understanding that the property above described, as

herein sold to the United States of America, shall be used for the purposes

of conducting experiments and demonstrations of live-stock production by the

Department of Agriculture of the United States of America, and that upon
said Department of Agriculture ceasing permanently to use said tract or parcel

of laud for that purpose, the same shall revert to the vendor. It Is hereby

mutually agreed and understood, however, that the United States of America,

the vendee herein, by its officers, agents, and employees, may, upon breach of

the conditions above stipulated and within a reasonable delay thereafter, re-

move or cause to be removed from said tract or parcel of land any and all

structures, buildings, and other improvements of any nature or kind whatso-

ever, which may be erected or placed thereon by the vendee.

And now to these presents personally came and appeared, Mr. Peter E. San-

dager, a married man whose wife's maiden name was Miss Dora Olson, a resi-

dent of the parish of Iberia, and declares that he has taken cognizance of the

above and foregoing act of sale, and as the holder and owner of a certain

vendor's lien and privilege against the property herein sold, does hereby declare

that he did and does waive said lien and privilege and mortgage held by him

against the vendor and bearing upon the property herein transferred, in so far

as his said lien and vendor's privilege and mortgage bears against the property

herein transferred, which said lien and vendor's privilege so waived on the

property herein sold being recorder in mortgage book A, folio —

.

And to these presents personally appeared, the Citizen's Ba,nk, of Jeanerette,

a corporation under the laws of the State of Louisiana, domiciled at Jeanerette,

La., herein represented by its president, Dr. C. A. McGowan duly authorized

herein by resolution of the board of directors of said Citizen s Bank, of Jean-
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erette, and declares that he has taken cognizance of the above and foregping
act of sale and as the holder and owner of three certain notes, secured by
special mortgage, executed by Peter E. Sandager, to the Citizen's Bank, of
Jeanerette, identified with act before C. M. Oompton, notary public, of date
November 5, 1917, and recorded In mortgage book A, folio —, does hereby
declare that he did and does waive said mortgage held by said Citizen's Bank, of
Jeanerette, against the said Peter E. Sandager and which bears against the
property herein transferred. It being the intention to cancel said mortgage
only in so far as it relates to and affects the property herein transferred con-

taining 4.658 acres, and no further.
To have and to hold the said described property herein conveyed unto the

said purchaser, with full and general warranty of title, and with full subroga-
tion to all the rights of warranty, and all other rights as held therein by said

vendor.
The vendor declared that all the taxes assessed against said property herein

conveyed are paid.
The parties hereto agree to dispense with the production of the certificate

required by Article 3364 of the Civil Code of this State, and to exonerate me, the
undersigned notary, from all liability in the premises.
This sale Is made and accepted for and in consideration of the price and sum

of $500 cash, which amount the said purchaser has paid in ready current money
unto the said vendor who hereby aeknowl'edges receipt thereof and gives full

acquittance for the same.
Thus done and passed at may office in New Iberia, parish of Iberia, State of

Louisiana, on the day, month, and year first above written, in the presence of
Messrs. Leonard Lyon and E. S. Broussard, good and competent witnesses, resid-

ing in this parish, who have signed these presents with the parties and me,
notary, after due reading of the whole.

Leo Oonead.
C. A. McGowAN,
For Citizen's Bank.

P. E. Sandagee.
Attest

:

Leonard Lyon,
E. S. Bkoussaed.

Filed February 13, 1918 ; time 2.40 o'clock p. m.
J. A. GONSOTTLIN.

A true copy of original filed in my office this 13th day of February, 1918.

J. A. GONSOTJLIN,
Clerk of Court.

Building and equipment Iheria Live Stock Farm, Jeanerette, La.

Administration

:

Buildings

—

Cottage I. 5 rooms $3,010.15
Cottage K, 5 rooms 2,486.89
Office, 4 rooms 1,410.04
Well house, 1 room 303. 73
Bridge house, 3 rooms 929. 94

Euipment

—

Pumping plant 1, 958. 00
Delco electric light plant for cottages I and K_ 377. 18
Farm electric light plant 2, 527. 25
Water pipe lines 1, 656. 77
Woven wire fencing 39. 00

$14,698.95
Dairy project

:

Buildings

—

Cottage A, 5 rooms 2, 710. 51
Dairy barn, 30 cows 2, 184. 77
Peed barn (15 tons grain, 35 tons loose hay) 1, 446. 63
Milk house, 3 rooms 1, 566. 51
Bull and calf barn 1,390.69
Coons silo, 92 tons 664, 52
Negro cabin, 3 rooms 616. 39
Concrete walk for dairy group buildings 107. 05
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Dairy project—Continued.

Equipment

—

Woven wire fencing, 1,144 rods <8i .44 ^nStraight wire fencing, 206 rods a^nn
Concrete troughs (4) IIIIIIII 22 22

Beef cattle project

:

"

$11. 759. 29
Buildings

—

Cottage C, 5 rooms 4 1 do 04
Beef cattle barn No. 1, 136 head_ S ^oT it
Beef cattle barn No. 2, 64 head__ IM^'l^Two Negro cabins, 3 rooms. _

'
1 95970

Silos— 1,232.78

Concrete (4), 100 tons each aw ^n
Stave (3), 100 tons each._ !"_ :'~

^^tmWood hoop (1), 100 tons each " isqoj
Roof of silos l^7il

Equipment— ti-t.ib

Machinery -, -go ra
Conveyor roof of silos _ __ '38466
Woven wire fencing, 1,370 rods__- I I 1 370' oo
Straight wire fencing, 400 rods Uoo'oo
Barbed wire fencing, 4,720 rods 501. 43

Hog project: 16,871.61

Buildings

—

Cottage B, 5 rooms 2 220 67Hog feed house, 15 tons grain ' 117' 49
Negro cabin, 3 rooms 616 39Hog cots, 12, gable roof 247 80
Hog cots, 1, shed roof 18 65
Hog cots, 10, A shaped 120. 30

Equipment, woven wire fencing, 1,091 rods 1,091.00

xj ^ , .

'- '— 4,492.30
Horse and mule project

:

Buildings

—

Horse and mule barn, 20 head 2, 239. 66
Jack shed 132. 19
Hay barracks, 125 tons hay 923^64

' 2 negro cabins, 3 rooms 1,232.78
Equipment

—

Woven wire fencing, 275 rods 275. 00
Straight wire fencing, 539 rods 539. 00
Wooden fences, 204 rods 204. 00

5, 546. 27
Implement and machinery project

:

Buildings, tool shed, 36 x 140 feet ^ 2, 052. 55
Equipment, implements and machinery 3, 500. 00

5, 552. 55

Grand total, buildings and equipment
,
58, 920. 97

Tahie of live stock on hand at Iberia live stock experimental farm, June SO, 1919.

47 head dairy cattle $6, 505. 90
117 head beef cattle 9,116.75
176 head hogs 3, 033. 60
31 head horses and mules 6, 183. 39

24, 839. 64

EECEIPTS EETUENED TO THE TBEASUKY.

The following is a statement of the cash receipts for products and animals
sold, which amounts were returned to the United States Treasury

:

1915-16 $352.20
1916-17 975. 76
1917-18 20, 277. 92

1918-19 22, 472. 57
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SUMMABY OF EXPERIMENTS AND DEMONSTRATIONS IN LiVE-STOCK PKODUCTION IN
THE SuGAB Cane and Cotton Districts of the United States.

DEMONSTRATION WORK.

The live-stock demonstration work, which constitutes one feature of this
liroject, has been done under the direction of Prof. W. D. Dodson, State director
of extension in Louisiana. This work is done through field agents, In coopera-
tion with county agents, farms being selected for live-stock demonstrations,
which are visited at certain intervals by the field specialists and county agents
the giving of directions for the selection of breeding stock, management of
animals, methods of feeding, production of forage crops, marketing of products,
etc. As was contemplated from the beginning, the expenditures upon the ex-
tension work relating to live stock have been decreasing from year to year, and
the larger proportion of the funds have been used for Investigational work at
the Iberia live-stock field stations. The amount to be used for extension work
during the current fiscal year is approximately $5,000, leaving approximately
¥55,000 for the investigational work.

INVESTIGATIONAL WORK.

From the beginning the experimental work has been enlarged and changed
as information relative to crops and live-stock condition were obtained. Each
experiment has been recorded in detail and the results published as they were
completed.
The experimental work, as planned from the start, has been conducted under

four projects, as follows:
Horses and mules.—This division of the farm contains 72 acres of land. The

main objects sought in this division are, first, to supply the work stock for the
entire farm and to feed it; second, to compare the efficiency of brood mares
which bring colts once a year with that of the ordinary " sugar " mule, in order
to ascertain both the amount of feed consumed by the mare, as compared with
that consumed by the mule, and the amount of work that the mil re can do
in the climate as compared with that done by the mule ; third, to determine the
relative cost of producing a first-class mule and whether or not mules of high
quality can be raised under such conditions as are found in this region.

Beef cattle.—In the beef-cattle division, containing 276 acres, the accom-
plishment of two distinct purposes is sought, namely, to ascertain the cost of
raising a steer, using pasturage as much as possible and wintering largely on
some of the various kinds of silage which can be produced In that region ; also
to ascertain the cost of finishing the steer under the various local conditions.
One method is to finish the animals largely on grass, supplemented by cotton-

seed cake. Another, to keep the animals on grass until they can be turned into

the corn and pea fields, allowing them to graze off the crops. Still another, to

finish lots of steers in the feed yard with various kinds of silage, including
corn, sugar cane, sugar-cane tops, Japanese cane, sorghum, and other crops.
In this division of the farm an effort Is made to determine the possibilities

of producing beef independently of cane production ; also of producing it as an
adjunct to cane raising. A certain amount of cane is grown on this part of the
farm In rotation with other crops; this provides the cane for use in feeding
experiments.
Hogs.—The hog division of the farm is devoted to determining the cost

of pork products, using, as largely as possible, various rotations of hog crops
combined with pasturage. Fifty-three acres is devoted to this purpose and as
many brood sows kept as It will carry.
Dairying and hogs.—This section of the farm contains 74 acres and is

devoted to producing dairy products and hogs. A small dairy herd Is being
developed as practically and economically as possible, using, largely, selected
native cattle as a foundation and breeding them to a high-class bull. Some
pure-bred animals have been secured. Studies are being made in feeding and
management of dairy cattle under the conditions of cropping in this section.
The whole purpose of these plans is to establish as definitely as possible the

opportunities for handling live stock, either as an Independent Industry or as
an adjunct to some other Industry. It is the object to establish, within a few
years, methods of live-stock handling that can be adapted to the dIfEerent sys-
tems of (arming suitable for that region.
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Future work.—The plan for the future Is to enlarge certain lines of experi-
mental work that seems most useful and to give added attention to certain
special crops for feeding live stock. The additional improvements that are
needed are better roads about the farm and to the main road and the improve-
ment of sheds used for the feeding steers. On account of the heavy rains it

is desirable to cover considerable portions of the yards in order to keep the
cattle out of the mud and also to conserve the manure. There is also need of
an additional horse barn to carry on experiments with horses and mules.

RESULTS.

The following are brief statements of results and progress of the major
experiments that have been conducted by the experimental farm

:

Actual feed and labur costs have been used in obtaining these cost flgui'es,

however, accurate records of feed, pasturage, and labor have been kept, and can
be applied to any changing values and basic essentials of the work maintained
even though values of the above change.
Horses and mules.—It costs $209.47 per year to maintain a mule working

239 days, or an average of 88 cents per day worked.
It costs $235.04 per year to maintain a mare working 139 days, or an average

cost of $1.70 per day worked.
After crediting mares with foals that have reached working age, the mares

earned per year $94.63 less than the mules.
This difference in earning power is due to the small number of colts produced

and the large mortality among mares and colts. These factors will be elimi-

nated as the diseases become more under control and nonbreeding mares are

disposed of. If the mares had raised a 100 per cent colt crop they would have
earned an average of $10 per head more than the mules.

The average cost of raising 9 mule colts to a working age of 2i years was
$192.66. Their market value v,;is $320.

The average cost of 17 mules, at 1 year of age, averaging in weight 610

pounds, was $42.85.
The average cost of 12 mules at 2 years of age, averaging in weight 905

pounds, was $130.53.
Mules of high quality can be raised under such conditions as are found in

this region.

Beef cattle.—The average yearly maintenance cost per cow is $30.84.

The cost of producing a feeder steer weighing 860 pounds, with a value of

$130.20, was $62.08, a profit of $41.12.

That the operation of growing and fattening steers can be econonncally

carried on has been clearly demonstrated. Steers with an average marketing

weight of 1,074 pounds were srown and fattened at an average cost of $103 per

head, or at $9.59 per hundred pounds. These steers having a net market value

of $128 per head make a net profit on the operation of $20 per head.

The cost of raising heifers to breeding age of 30 months was $88.83.

The order of efficiency of the various silage crops as measured by the aver-

age daily gains produced on steers Is as follows

:

Pounds, ,.P''"°f'%^
-

live weight.

Corn sorghum, cowpeas, and
soy beans 1-96

Sugar cane 1- 58

Japanese cane 1- 48

Cane tops 1- 36

live weight.

Corn and soy beans 2. 32

Sorghum ami soy beans 2. 3

Corn 2. 2

Corn and sorghum 2. 09

Sorghum 1- 97

Results indicate that f-attle feeding may be successfully done under southern

coastal conditions; that cane tops may be ntlllzed as a feed by making tliem

into silage; that sorghum is the most profitable single silage crop available

;

that the adding of ,sov beans to either corn or sorghum increased its value as

a silage crop for fattening steers; that .Japanese cane, while only producing

fair gains for cattle, should have an important place in any cattle feeding

scheme in this region because of the large tonnage that can be produced pei

acre, making it a cheap silage. „„ „^
Hogs.—Vigs at weaning time average in weight 27.95 pounds and cost ,$2^8-

eaeh or 10 cents per pourid. Four hundred and fifty-three pigs have been n ai

-

keted for pork, having a total market weight of 77,807 P'^^I'^.l^fj^^'^^'-
tion cost amounted to $13.12 per 100 pounds, and their net selling value ^^ab

$17.75 per 100 pounds.
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Rice polish when fed alone to fattening shoats has proven to be an excellent

feed, producing gains at $2.79 less than when fed with tankage, and $1.04 less

than was produced by shelled corn and tankage.
As winter grazing crops, oats, barley, and rye rank in the order named.
Crops that failed to give favorable results as grazing crops are sorghum,

sweet corn, June corn, cowpeas, and velvet beans.
Dairy.—For ordinary feeding practices In the Southern States where legume

hay and sorghum silage are used, results show that velvet-bean meal may be
considered as practically equal in feeding value to cottonseed meal for dairy

cows in milk.
The cost of raising 8 dairy heifers to one year of age has been fouud to be

$80.59 per head.
The dairy has been in operation since May, 1917. The feed and labor cost of

producing a gallon of milk has been ascertained for the two years. During
the first year 16,706.5 gallons of milk were produced at a cost of 26 cents per
gallon. During the second year 15,025.82 gallons were produced at a cost of

34 cents per gallon. These charges are for feed and labor only. Overhead ex-

penses amount to approximately 10 cents per gallon additional, making the

milk cost for the last year 44 cents per gallon.

Nine pure-bred Jersey cows have been officially tested and placed lu the

register of merit since being acquired by the station.

EXPERIMENTS IN DAIRYING AND LIVE-STOCK PRODUCTION IN THE SEMI-

ARID AND IRRIGATED DISTRICTS OF THE WESTERN UNITED STATES.

The Chairman. Kindly take up the other item.

Dr. Taylor. The other item is for experiments in dairying and
live-stock production in the semiarid and irrigated districts, which
is the dairy and animal husbandry work in the Great Plains region.

The Chairman. On what page is that ?

Dr. Taylor. Page 274. We are asking for $40,000, the same
amount that was appropriated this year.

The Chairman. Does that come under your bureau ?

Dr. Taylor. No. It is under the Bureau of Animal Industry,

Mr. Eawl looking after it. He is out of the city, and as this work
is done at field stations which were established by the Bureau of

Plant Industry primarily for crop-production work, I may be able

to answer questions regarding it.

The Chairman. Are they making progress ?

Dr. Taylor. I think so. We feel that the work has a good start

and that they are sure to secure results that will be of benefit to the

irrigation and dry-farming sections. There are some hard problems
involved, in view of the fluctuating feed suppl}- from year to year in

the dry country, but some one has to work these out, and we feel that

the department should do it.

The Chairman. Is this largely a plant proposition, seeking to

find a stem that will produce two blades instead of one?
Dr. Taylor. Partly that.

The Chairjman. Is that practically the whole progi-am?
Dr. Taylor. No ; there is the question of determining whether they

can effectively utilize the forage crops that can be grown there in

that dry country.

The Chairman. In what respect do their crops vary, except that

they are light, from any others?

Dr. Taylor. They vary in this respect, that they fluctuate from
year to year tremendously, with the rainfall, and' we have got to

work out means of steadying the supply by carrying over in the
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form of silage or other forage the surplus of the bumper crop

The Chairman. It is a question of nutrition ?

Dr. Taylor. No.
The Chairman. Straw in that country has the same value as in

Iowa ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes; presumably.
I think that is about all, except that I have a brief summary of

this live-stock work which I will put in the record if the committee
cares to have it go in.

The Chairman. Very well.

(The summary referred to follows:)

SUMMABY OF EXPEMMEXTS IN DAIRYING AND LiVE-StOCK PkODUCTION IN SEMI-
ABiD AND Irrigated Districts of the Western United States.

The allotment for live-stock production studies in 1918-19 was $28 000 for
dairying and $12,000 for beef cattle, swine, and sheep.

dairying.

The dairy work has progressed along the same lines as in the previous year
and has been extended. Practically all the building work had been completed,
but it was necessary to do some additional construction work at the Ardmore
and the Huntley stations. On account of the high cost of materials and the
difficulty of securing labor, buildings for the new stations were not constructed
during the past year, and therefore $7,810 was unexpended from this appropria-
tion.

Ardmore station (Ardmore, S. Dak.).—At the Ardmore station, a pit silo was
dug and filled with silage. This was done for two reasons : First, to furnish
silage during the very severe weather, because during several of the winter
months it is difficult to dig out the frozen silage and it is inconvenient to feed
it; second, to increase the silage capacity at this station so that in a good year
enough silage may be stored to last through a period of drought. Some minor
changes have been made in the milk house and other buildings.

An experiment with various pasture-grass mixtures was undertaken, but,

on account of unfavorable weather, a stand was not secured.

The dairy herd at Ardmore now consists of a pure-bred Holstein bull, 16
pure-bred Holstein females, and 13 grades. Semiofficial records have been con-

ducted with 6 of the pure-breds, and they have made creditable records.

Huntley station {Huntley, Mont.).—At t'^e Hn'-tiev r—tv-'''-''<- '•'• " -.

was constructed during the year additional shed space and several box stalls for

the herd. A part of the expense of constructing a manure pit was also paid

from these funds.
The experimental work consisted of continued studies with sunflower silage

as compared with corn silage ; an experiment to ascertain the capacity of dif-

ferent mixtures for irrigated pastures, and to determine the maximum carry-

ing capacity of tame-gass mixtures. In spite of the high price of sugar beets

and other inducements in crop production, there has been much progress made
in dairying In the Huntley region. During the year a carload of pure-bred

cows was shipped from the East to the farmers in that neighborhood.

The herd now consists of 2 pure-bred bulls, 22 pure-bred Holstein females,

and 9 grades. One of the pure-bred Holsteins produced last year 24,075 pounds

of milk and 692.82 pounds butter fat, on official record. One pure bred, in an

experiment in which she was fed roughage alone, produced 14,210.1 pounds of

milk and 470.24 pounds of butter fat.
.

The herds at Ardmore and at Huntley are used in connection with the gen-

eral breeding project of the department and 10 bulls have been loaned to

dairymen in that region under special arangement, whereby records wiU be

kept so that the prepotency of the bulls may be ascertained and used in the

future breeding work.
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The expenditures from these farms for the fiscal year 1918-19 were as fol-

lows :

Salaries
Wages (farm and dairy)
Travel
Enuipment and material
Miscellaneous (including feed, live stock, fencing, etc.)-.

Total.,

Ardmore.

$2,001.25
1,997.70
290.95

2,498.56
2, 728. 50

9,516.96

Huntley.

S1,S13.25
2,136.91

227.20
1,832.93
4,663.09

10, 673. .38

Receipts returned to the Treasury in 1918-19 for dairy products sold are as
follows

:

Ardmore station $1, 823. 45
Huntley station 2, 235. 82

Total 4, 059. 27

BEEF, CATTLE, SWINE, AND HOGS.

Huntley station (Huntley, Mont.).—A comparison was made with sows and
litters on alfalfa pasture, receiving a 2.5 per cent by weight ration of corn alone
and corn and tankage. The lot of sows receiving corn and tanliage gave a re-

turn of 1,269 pounds gain per acre against 850 pounds gain per acre without
tankage. The grain per pound of gain was 256 pounds with tankage and 363
pounds without.
A comparison was also made with sows without litters running on alfalfa

pasture, one lot receiving no grain, another receiving 1 per cent corn, the third
lot receiving 1 per cent of corn and tankage mixture, tankage being one-sixth
of the concentrates. The lot receiving no grain lost one-half pound per day,
while the others gained practically one-half pound per day. The addition of
116 pounds of tankage for five sows on alfalfa pasture gave an additional total

gain of only 5 pounds, saving no corn.
A test was made with spring pigs on alfalfa pasture, the different lots re-

ceiving 1, 2, and 4 per cent rations by weight, one lot being self-fed. The self-

fed lot required less grain and made more rapid gains than any of the other
lots. The pounds of grain for 100 pounds gain was 248 pounds self-fed, 294 in

the 3 per cent ration, 285 in the 2 per cent, and 262 in the 1 per cent ration.

These hogs were later finished out in a dry lot where the hogs which had re-

ceived the 3 per cent ration made the most economical gains.
A test was conducted hogging-off corn with no supplement and with alfalfa

hay in a rack. With alfalfa hay in the rack, it required 515 pounds-of corn
for 100 pounds gain against 634 pounds without hay. Eight hogs in 60 days con-
sumed 100 pounds of hay.
In finishing hogs in a dry lot it was found that coi:n alone required 738

pounds for 100 pounds gain, while corn and tankage required 486 pounds for

100 pounds gain.

Newel Station (Belle Fourche Project, S. Dak.).—Various grain rations for
fall pigs on alfalfa pasture were tested out. Two per cent rations of barley
and corn' were practically equal, while a 2 per cent ration of shorts was slightly
superior to barley or corn. The addition of tankage to a 2 per cent ration
of corn for fall pigs on alfalfa pasture showed no advantage. In this experi-
ment, lots receiving corn in the self-feeder and corn and tankage in the self-

feeder produced practically identical results. The rate of gain' was higher
than in the 2 per cent rations. It required 340 pounds of grain for 100 gain
in the self-fed lot, compared with 250 pounds grain in the lots receiving 2
per cent rations.

Similar experiments were conducted with spring pigs. Two per cent rations
of corn and barley and shorts were practically equal. With spring pigs, corn In
the self-feeder gave gains of .93 pound per day, while the 2 per cent ration
gave gain of only 0,45 pound per day. The pigs on self-feeder required more
corn for 100 pounds gain than the lot receiving 2 per cent corn, but it was
reported that the corn was of very poor quality.
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Tests were conducted carrying sows on alfalfa pasture with no grain anvlwith a 1 per cent ration of barley, corn, and corn and tankage The lot of
sows receiving no grain lost J pound daily and the test was unsatisfactoryThe lots receiving 1 per cent ration of barley am corn gained .58 and 4^

S pounds daily, while the lot receiving 1 per cent ration of com 14 narts «nrt
tankage 1 part showed an average daily gain of 1 pound
A test was made of sows with litters on alfalfa pasture receiving 2* ner cent

rations of shorts, barley, corn alone,, and corn with tankage. ThI lots receiv
iug shorts and barley required 354 and 355 pounds grain for 100 pounds gainwhile the lot receiving corn alone required 294 and lot receiving corn andtankage only 244 pounds grain for 100 pounds gain.
Four one-half acre lots of irrigated land were hogged off The first lot

received no supplement, the second had access to alfalfa hay in the rack thP
third to alfalfa pasture, and the fourth to tankage in self-feeder The lot
receiving corn alone required 573 pounds on 100 pounds gain, corn with alfalfa

^7J^^ J'a^'"'^^' T'^Z'^^. ^.^^^""^ P'^^t^''^ ^^'^ P^i'i'is. and corn with tankage
self-fed 363 pounds. The lot receiving tankage in the self-feeder was the out-
standing lot making an average daily gain of 2.11 pounds, against 1.37 pounds
<:orn with alfalfa pasture, which was the second highest lot
Ardmore Station (Ardmore, S. Dak.).—The experimental work at the Ard-

more field station has been largely confined to beef-cattle production by the
use of native pastures and forage crops.
This work has involved the use of about fifty 3-year-old steers. For the

purpose of experimental work these steers have been divided into four sepa-
rate bunches. One lot of 10 head has been running in a pasture of 150 acres •

Jinother lot of 10 head has been running in a pasture of 80 acres ; and 20 head
have had the use of 160 acres. In this 160-acre pasture 20 head are run on
alternate pastures. The pasture season has been approximately six months—
that is, from the first of May until the last of October. About 10 head have
been carried in reserve and have had the use of a large reserve pasture. During
the winter these cattle have been carried in a small pasture which has been
supplemented by the use of forage crops and cheap feeds produced on the
station.

Valuable data have been collected regarding the carrying capacity of pas-
tures under varying conditions. Extensive botanical studies have been made
in connection with this grazing experiment. While these experiments have not
been in progress long enough to make possible definite conclusions, the results
obtained indicate that the 10 steers on the 150-acre pasture have an excessive
amount of feed. The lot of 10 head on the 80-acre pasture, on the other hand,
are using the pasture to its maximum capacity. Better results are obtained
from the 20 head which graze two 80-acres alternately. Results indicate
.also that it is an economical practice to run the cattle through the winter on
forage crops (sorghum and corn fodder) and other cheap feeds.

A small bunch of hogs has been carried on the experimental farm with a
view to developing a larger herd of pure-bred swine, which is to be used in the
experimental wort during the coming year.

The expenditures for the beef cattle, swine, and sheep work on these farms
for the fiscal year 1918-19 were as follows

:

Salaries.
Miscel-
laneous.

Total.

Huntley, Mont
Ardmore,' S. Dak
Newell, S. Dak
Scottsblufl, Nebr
Washington, D.C
Miscellaneous experiments, all stations.,

13,871.12
390.00

1,479.27
721.50
114. 59

$1,649.69
2,551.74
1,146.74

28.91

Total. 6,576.48 6,377.1

S5,520.81
2,941.74
2,626.01
721.60
114.59
28.91

11,953.66

PURCHASE AND MAINTENANCE OF MOTOR-PEOPELLED VEHICLES.

(This item is discussed in general statement by Mr. F. E. Harri-

son covering various items in the miscellaneous section of the esti-

mates.)

164315—20 83
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EXCHANGE OF PARTS OF AUTOMOBILES.
. ,

)"

(This jtem is covered in general statement of Mr. F. K. Harrison

relative to the miscellaneous section of the estimates.)

ERADICATION OF FOOT-AND-MOUTH AND OTHER CONTAGIOUS DISEASES OF

ANIMALS.

(See statement of Dr. John R. Mohler relative to this item under

Bureau of Animal Industry section of these hearings.)

Thursday, Januart 8, 1920.

afternoon session.

eradication of pink bollworm.

STATEMENT OF MB. C. L. MARLATT, CHAIRMAN OF THE FEDERAL
HORTICULTURAL BOARD, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

(After discussion of estimates of the Federal Horticultural

Board:)
The Chairman. We will take up item 9, on page 282, " for the

eradication of the jpink boUworm."
Mr. Anderson. You have some transfers to "the statutory roll of

the Federal Horticultural Board from the lump sum for the eradi-

cation of the pink boUworm. Is that pink-boUworm work likely to

be continuous ?

Mr. Marlatt. The field work in Texas may possibly be continued
about on the present basis for two or three years more, but the quar-

antine service will have to be maintained indefinitely to protect

against entry of the insect from Mexico and against its entry with
imported cotton at New York, Boston, and elsewhere. Part of it is,

therefore, continuing work unless we should be so unfortunate as to

get the insect established in this country.

Mr. Harrison. We are suggesting, Mr. Anderson, a reduction of

approximately $200,000 in that item.

Mr. Anderson. The only thing I had in mind was that, if the work
itself is not permanent, there is no use in making permanent the
clerical services connected with it.

Mr. Harrison. We merely followed the usual j)ractice in report-

ing these transfers.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. From what foreign places do you
find this cotton infected with the pink bollworm imported ?

Mr. Maelatt. The pink bollworm occurs practically in every cot-

ton-producing country of the world, except the United States, and
hence all import cotton must be disinfected.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If the insect becomes established in

the United States, would its ravages be as great here as in those other
countries ?

Mr. Marlatt. Its ravages here might be even greater than in these
other countries. The principal cotton-producing country that is now
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affected by this insect is Egypt, Brazil next, then China, and other
countries, including India. The damage in Egypt, where the insect
has now been for about 12 years, is reckoned at 18 to 20 per cent of
the crop, but that is under a very expensive method of control which
can be carried out in Egypt, but I doubt very much whether it could
be carried out in this country. Abundant and cheap labor makes it

possible in Egypt for the Government to enforce, at the end of each
crop season or a little before the end of the season, the uprooting of
all the cotton in the field. Such uprooted cotton stalks constitute an
important fuel item of Egypt, and to eliminate the pink bollworm
the uprooted cotton plants are drawn over a comb-like machine
which strips from the plants all the unripe bolls and the buds

—

that is, the parts that contain the insect—and all the stripped-off
material is promptly burned. The cleaned cotton stalks are then
piled up in the village centers and inspected by the Government in-

spectors to see that all the bolls or flower parts have been removed.
It is apparent that such a process, though efficient in destroying a
large percentage of the insects, is expensive. By that means the crop
of Egypt is maintained with a minimum loss. In addition to that, the
Government controls and disinfects the cotton seed and distributes

disinfected seed for planting. The whole process is expensive and
elaborate, one which under our labor conditions would be prohibitive
in cost. In Brazil—I think I may have mentioned this at a former
hearing—^the insect was introduced by the Government unwittingly.

The Government in its endeavors to increase and benefit the cotton

crop of Brazil imported a lot of cotton seed from Egypt, just about
the time the insect was getting a foothold there, and by the same
system of seed distribution which we have in this country, and which
also is similarly dangerous, this insect was distributed and estab-

lished throughout the principal cotton-growing States of Brazil.

Recent reports indicates that it is fully as destructive in Brazil as in

Egypt.
Mr. Jacowat. Is the pink bollworm more destructive than the

cotton-bolL weevil of the South?
Mr. Maklatt. It apparently is a more destructive insect and carries

its work further than the boll weevil, destroying the seed as well as

the lint.

Mr. Heflin. It eats out everything.

Mr. Jacoway. If you had this elaborate program for port inspec-

tion which you have outlined in the estimates for the Federal Horti-

cultural Board, would the citrus canker ever have gotten any very

great foothold in the citrus fruit-growing districts of this country ?

Would not that have prevented this economic loss in Florida, Ala-

bama, Texas, and elsewhere?
Mr. Maelatt. It undoubtedly would.

The committee will recall that the pink bollworm became estab-

lished in portions of Texas as a result of its getting a foothold in

Mexico, and the beginning of this work of control in Texas m 1917

and 1918. The entry of the insect into Mexico, as in the case of other

countries, was through the agency of cotton seed imported ^rom
Egypt. In the effort to get a better quality of seed certam indi-

viduals made importations of seed from Egypt, thus bringing this

insect into Mexico, and particularly into the Laguna district, a

mountain valley in the interior of northern Mexico about 50 miles
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in diameter, and the principal area of cotton production in that

Kepublic.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How far from our border?
Mr. Marlatt. Two hundred or three hundred nviles. We had

thought up to that time that Mexico, like the United States, was free

from this insect, and we were permitting a certain amount of inter-

change of cotton products with Mexico, restricted, however, as to

cotton seed, which was allowed to be brought in for milling pur-

poses ony. When we discovered in 1916 that the pink boUworm was
in this district in Mexico, further entry of cotton seed from Mexico
was stopped by quarantine and an intensive inspection and clean-up

was given to all mills which had received Mexican seed. This work
has already been recounted before your committee and was undertaken
under the original appropriation of $50,000. That work was very
thoroughly done and apparently was successful in the case of every
mill, some 12 mills altogether, except 2. In the case of the mill at

Heme, Tex., there was a very limited infestation started apparently
from the mill. In tlie case of the mill at Beaumont, Tex., a larger

area of infestation was started, due to the fact that the mill owner,
violated his contract and sold for planting some of the imported
seed. Later on it was found that the insect had gained a large foot-

hold about Galveston and Trinity Bays. This has all been explained
to your committee in former years. As a result of these findings

Congress gave an appropriation of $250,000 for clean-up work in

Texas and elsewhere. This work was carried out with great thor-

oughness in the fall and winter of 1917-18—^very much after the
methods which I have described for Egypt—the plants being up-
rooted and burned, and in some instances the ground being burned
over.

Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. Has there been any recurrence?
Mr. Maelatt. That is what I wish now to describe. During the

season of 1918, that is, last year, no cotton was allowed to be grown
in any of the districts which had been infested and cleaned up. A
lot of difficulty was experienced in enforcing that prohibition. It

was a State prohibition ; the Department of Agriculture cooperated
with the State authorities in its enforcement. Fully 95 per cent of
the planters concerned complied with the order, but others planted
cotton, largely on the advice of certain attorneys who promised to

defend such planters. There was a fee in it for these attorneys.

Such contraband cotton was grown, but of the whole area in the

Trinity Bays district of many hundreds of square miles—larger than
the State of Connecticut—only in certain limited areas. All this

contraband cotton eventually was taken under the control of the

State and was cleaned up in the fall and the seed crushed and the

lint exported through the port of Galveston.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Did you find anything?
Mr. Marlatt. No pink boUworm was found in the State of Texas

during the season of 1918 as a result of thorough inspection work,
which included also the uprooting and destroying of all volunteer
cotton throughout the infested districts. We were very hopeful,
therefore, that the problem had been solved. If it had been thus
solved, it would probably have been the b-iggest pieice of work of
that kind that the world has ever seen.

Mr. Jacowat. What was your appropriation to start this work?
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Mr. Maelatt. The original appropriation was $50,000, for in-
spection and the border quarantine to prevent entry from Mexico
That was before we knew we had the insect. When the pink boll-
worm was found in Texas in the fall of 1917-18, we were given an
emergency appropriation for clean-up work of $250,000. This was
followed, as already noted, with an appropriation for the fiscal
year 1918-19 of $500,000, and for the current fiscal year of $600 000
In the eradication work of 1917-18 the farmers and planters of

the large districts involved cooperated with us in the main very
patriotically and heartily. At the end of this season of 1918 they
made representations to the State and to our agents that, as they had
given us this cooperation and as ho recurrence of the insect had been
found, they wanted to be permitted to grow cotton the next year.
Mr. Heixin. How close to the Mexican line was this contraband

cotton grown?
Mr. Maklatt. It was grown in the Trinity Bays district near the

Louisiana line and hundreds of miles from the Mexican border.
This demand to be permitted to grow cotton could not be very

well denied. In point of fact, if it had been denied, I doubt whether
the State would have been able to enforce prohibition of the growtii
of cotton. The growth of cotton under restrictions as to disposal
of crop was therefore authorized in the quarantined areas for the
season of 1919, with the understanding that if the pink boUworm
should develop again that year in these areas the planters would
be willing to abandon the growth of cotton for such term of years
thereafter as the State and the Federal authorities should deem
necessary. This cotton was kept under very careful inspection all

summer, and no infestation was found until late in October, 1919.
There has since been found a very slight and scattering infestation
over the Trinity Bays area—much less than in 1917.

For the purpose of bringing the situation as a whole in Texas
before you, I will postpone the consideration of the reinfestation in
eastern Texas and discuss the two new areas of slight infestation in

western Texas determined late in 1918, namely, in the Great Bend
of the Eio Grande and in the Valley of the Pecos.

The Great Bend infestation was scattered over a distance of 150
miles in small valleys at the base of the mountains, representing

altogether only a few hundred acres, and appears to have resulted

from an original infestation on the Mexican side of the river, from
planting seed brought by Mexican farmers from the Laguna district

of Mexico.
The Pecos Valley infestation was traced to some of this Mexican

cotton which had been carried from the Great Bend district to a

gin at Barstow, Tex., and presented a rather serious situation in that

the insect was nere brought into a district where cotton is commer-
cially grown on a fairly large scale. Fortunately, the infestation

was limited to comparatively few fields.

Active work was immediately undertaken to exterminate the in-

sect along the lines which had been so successfully followed in east-

ern Texas. The area cleaned in the Pecos Valley involved about

5,000 acres. In this work the War Department rendered valuable

assistance by loaning camp equipment for the housing of labor. An
intensive survey made of the entire Rio Grande and Pecos Valley

districts revealed no other infested cotton.
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Neither of these new regions, on account of their remoteness from

other areas of cotton culture, present the same risk to the cotton in-

dustry of the South as did the outbreak in eastern Texas. In view

of this fact and for the reason that alfalfa, the only other depend-

able crop in this district, could not be successfully, established in the

spring of 1919, a plan was devised permitting the planting of cotton

in the Pecos district in 1919 under adequate safeguards and provision

for the full control of the crop by the State cooperating with Fed-

eral authorities. The planters agreed that after 1919 this district

should become a strictly noncotton zone for such period as may be

determined to be necessary.

A noncotton zone was immediately established for the Great Bend
district. This action was taken under State law on account of the

known infestation on the Mexican side of the river.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How far away is the Pecos dis-

trict from Mexico ?

Mr. Maelatt. About 200 miles. A bale or two of unginned cotton

carried the insect to this region in the Pecos Valley.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It was not discovered in the bales?

Mr. Maelatt. No; we had no knowledge of this movement. In
fact, the cotton in question had been grown in Mexico and had been

smuggled across the border. I am sorry to say that one of our citi-

zens, with whom we have had much trouble since, is believed to have
been a party to this action.

These new regions in western Texas have also been under close

inspection throughout the season of 19l9.

As already noted, the State of Texas issued an order prohibiting

the growth of cotton in the Great Bend district altogether. This

same individual who had been largely responsible for the introduc-

tion of the insect into the Pecos Valley, however, planted a field of

100 acres. The State has had the matter in hand all summer, and
just at the time of harvest that cotton is being destroyed. Naturally

there has been trouble and ugly feeling on account of this action.

As a result of the season's intensive inspections in the Pecos Valley

district, but a single larva was found, and that late in the fall.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does that larva mean a bunch of,

them?
Mr. Maklatt. One boll with one worm in it is the entire finding in

the Pecos Valley district.

This finding was after very intensive plant to plant inspection of

many weeks, and therefore indicates that the insect had been here

practically exterminated. The findings in the Trinity Bays district,

as already noted, have been very scattering as compared with the

1917 crop. While it is very disappointing to find these boUworm re-

appearing where we had some I'eason to hope that the insects had
been exterminated, the situation, on the other hand, has some favor-

able features. In the first place, the insect has been enormously
reduced in eastern Texas and practically exterminated in western
Texas. It indicates, further, that the men who are doing the work
are alert and on the job, so that they were aTale to find the one worm
in the Pecos section, where possibly that worm was the only one.

The finding of that one worm was the result of, over 200 days of in-

spection, one man working 200 days, or five men working 40 days,
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whichever it might be. After ttiat one worm was found, the district
was given another 100 days inspection without finding another.
Mr. McLaughli^j of Michigan. Is that worm found in the boll ?

Mr. Maklatt. It is in a boll.

The Chairman. Is the pink boUworm practically exterminated?
Mr. Maelx^tt. Unfortunately, it is not; but we have made a big

start. We are now engaged in concluding the work of cleaning up
these reinfested areas of 1919. It has involved the employment of
hundreds of laborers to clean up these areas, including the burning
of every stalk of cotton and the picking up of every boll. The State
is now considering the prohibition of the growth of cotton for a
period of at least two years in the Trinity Bay area. In the Pecos
Valley cotton will be permitted to be grown again under restriction
as to the crop produced. The finding of but a single larva and the
isolation of the district warrants this action.

With regard to the recurrence of this insect in 1919 various ex-
planations are given which seem reasonable. In the first place, a
100 per cent perfect clean up in one year is probably not possible.

Furthermore, this larva unfortunately has the ability to live over
one year without transforming to the butterfly or moth stage. Ap-
parently this is a provision of nature which may have been necessary
in India to maintain the existence of the insect; at any rate, the
insect will occasionally live over in cotton seeds to the second year
before it transforms. It is evident that one noncotton year is in-

sufficient. On the whole, however, I think the work has been very
-\ncouraging and it promises ultimate extermination in Texas if we
keep it up along the lines we have been following.

The Chairman. Does the worm subsist on anything but cotton ?

Mr. Marlatt. It can be forced to feed on a number of other related

plants, but we have never found it on such plants in Texas.
The Chairman. The plan, then, is to starve it?

Mr. Marlatt. To destroy by clean-up as many as possible and
starve the balance.

Mr. Heflin. In the summer of 1917 I was invited by the State

legislature of Texas to speak on this subject. I urged cooperation

between the State of Texas and the Federal Government in estab-

hshing a noncotton zone along the Rio Grande River. This was for

the purpose of starving out the pink bollworm moth before he could

get across this noncotton zone from Mexico into Texas. The legisla-

ture of Texas adopted my suggestion and passed the act necessary

to establish the noncotton zone.

Mr. Marlatt. The subject is one which has a lot of detail. For
example, I have not discussed the cotton-free zones being maintained

between Texas and Mexico. Naturally, these zones are on the Ameri-
can side.

Mr. Heflin. The idea, as I have said, in keeping cotton from being

grown in that zone was to starve the pink boUworm moth before he

got through the noncotton zone into Texas.

Mr. Marlatt. That is the idea.

Mr. Heflin. Texas is still maintaining her law on that subject.

Mr. Marlatt. The zone or zones do not extend the whole length of

tjje girder. The law provides for a zone where and when necessary.

Whenever the pink bollworm reaches a point near the American bor- -

der, Texas under her law can establish a zone in the neighboring
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border counties. There are such zones in the neighborhood of Eagle

Pass, and covering the Great Bend arfea.

Mr. Hefun. Texas passed this law when we asked her to establish

these noncotton zones.

Mr. Maklatt. Yes.
Mr. Heflin. And we have saved the cotton producers and the

Government of the United States millions of dollars.

Mr. Jacowat. How fast does this worm travel in a year?

Mr. Marlatt. We are not giving it an opportunity to travel in

this country. It may be widely distributed by seed, and even by

baled cotton, but not very rapidly by flight of the moths. It is not

a strong flyer, or, at least, keeps close to the ground. During heavy

winds it is apt to keep to cover, and hence we believe that a zone

one county wide will be sufficient to starve it out and prevent any

insects from getting across.
~

Mr. Jacoavay. That would be about 60 miles.

Mr. Marlatt. Yes ; 50 or 60 miles.

Mr. Hutchinson. Is this pink boll worm more destructive than

the boll weevil?
Mr. Marlatt. It is believed to be more destructive than the boll

weevil.

Mr. Hutchinson. What precautions do you use with the ordinary

boll weevil?
Mr. Marlatt. I think that was discussed in the hearings under

the Bureau of Entomology. The same work that has been done in

the past is being continued and some new phases of the work are

being developed, particularly in the line of poisoning.

Mr. Hutchinson. Are you spending the $500,000 ?

Mr. Marlatt. The appropriation for the pink boll worm has been
looked upon by us as an emergency appropriation, to be spent only
as the needs warranted. In point of fact, we have turned back to the
Treasury every year a considerable portion of the appropriations. It

is spent for such emergencies as the new outbreaks in the Pecos
Valley and in the Great Bend and the reinfestation in eastern Texas.

It has covered the intensive inspection which it is necessary to main-
tain throughout Texas, and even in other States, the border quaran-
tine service, and the research and other work in Mexico.
The Chairman. Kindly give 'the amount turned back into the

Treasury.
Mr. Marlatt. The appropriation of $250,000 for 1918 was largely

expended in the very extensive clean-up of the scattering cotton fields

over an area in eastern Texas as already noted larger than the State

of Connecticut. Some $17,000 of this appropriation, however, was
unexpended. Of the appropriation of $500,000 for 1919, upward of

$160,000 was turned back to the Treasury. The heavy expenditures

of that year were caused by the intensive inspection of all the old

infested areas, including the uprooting and destruction of all volunr

teer cotton and also the inspection of the region surrounding all the

seed and spinning mills in Texas and elsewhere which had received

cotton seed or cotton lint from Mexico. It also covered, the extensive

clean-up necessitated by the development of the insect in western
Texas in the Great Bend and Pecos areas.

We expected this year (1919-20) to turn back a much larger por-

tion of the appropriation, because we hoped that the insect would
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not reappear in Texas. The work we have been compelled to do this
fall and winter in clean-up in the areas I have described will, how-
ever, take up a great deal of the current appropriation. You will
notice that we have reduced our estimate by $200,000 for the next
fiscal year. This estimate was prepared before the insect had been
rediscovered m the old areas in eastern Texas. But with the efficient
work of this winter the reduced appropriation may still be sufficient
for the needs of next year.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You speak of a very large number
of men. Are they em,ployed by you and paid out of this fund ?

Mr. Marlatt. They are employed by the department and paid
from this fund.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is the State doing except

to establish zones and prohibit the growth of cotton?
Mr. Maelatt. The State has not appropriated large sums of

money, but it has incurred a large obligation which it will have to
meet. For example, the State is obligated to pay for all cotton
destroyed in the course of the Work, and I was advised yesterday
that the value of the cotton destroyed this fall amounts to some
$50,000, which the State will have to meet. So the State is and will
cooperate in quite a large way in the work. We have no fund to
reimburse planters for crops destroyed.
Mr. Hutchinson. That is under the pink-boUworm appropriation ?

Mr. Maelatt. Yes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It seems to me they ought to co-

operate in the employment of this labor.

Mr. Hetlin. They Jeel that they are doing enough to give up the
production oi cotton in that area.

The Chairman. The States cooperate in the eradication of citrus

canker.

Mr. Marlatt. Yes ; they cooperate in that.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. When the Federal Government
furnishes all the expert scientific work it looks as though the manual
labor, or part of it, at least, should be supplied by the State.

,
Mr. Marlatt. This is the problem : If that insect becomes estab-

lished in Texas, it will very shortly be distributed throughout the

whole cotton-growing area of the South. Its control, therefore, affects

the whole United States, and this is, I think, a legitimate instance

where the Federal Government is perhaps more interested than the

State. But in this particular case I think the State, with the liability

it is assuming for all crops destroyed, is fully meeting its share of

the burden, and in addition to that, the entire department of agri-

culture of the State is cooperating extensively in direction, quaran-

tine, and general overhead work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. As against an appropriation of

$500,000, that $50,000 is not a very large contribution.

Mr. Maelatt. But that is a contribution which may have to be

made not only this year but every year when any destruction of the

crops occurs.

Mr. Heflin. This is distinctly a Federal proposition. The whole

cotton-producing area of the United States is involved. If the pink

bollworm gets into Texas, it is in the cotton belt, and ultimately

the Government would have to spend 10 to 40 times as much to de-

stroy this pest as it now spends to keep it out; is not that true?
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Mr. Maelatt. I think so.

Mr. Heflin. Take the gipsy moth and other pests like that. The
States are not doing anything.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The gipsy-moth States have con-

tributed large sums of money. The State of Massachusetts contrib-

uted $2,000,000.

Mr. Maelatt. I do not think they contribute anything now. They
did originally contribute large sums of money—a million or more
dollars.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You are not using large suras now
for the gipsy-moth work ?

Mr. Maelatt. Some $300,000 a year, but the entire work that is

being done up there in the line of control is Federal work. I say

that, leaving out, of course, the work of the individuals and the

towns. The towns are doing some work and individuals are doing
a great deal of the work; but, as far as I know, the State is doing
practically nothing.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Why has the State stopped? Is

it because the gipsy moth is under control or eliminated, or what?
Mr. Maelatt. The Federal work is not so much in the interest of

Massachusetts as it is in the interest of the whole country. The
Federal aim is to prevent wide jumps of the insect; that is, a cleaning

up of the roadside to prevent the carriage of the insects to. other

States in interstate traffic. The Federal funds are spent also in in-

spection and certification of products for interstate traffic and for the

general enforcement of the moth quarantine! This work is of no
special value to New England but is of value to the surrounding
States and the United States, and in that regard the work must
necessarily be looked upon as Federal work rather than State work.
But the State work is represented by this local clean-up now left

to towns and cities. Each town has its fund and its gipsy-moth com-
missioner, and individuals are spending a great deal of their own
money in cleaning up their premises, but that, of course, is local work.
This Federal work is really for the benefit of the whole country and
to prevent wide jumps and interstate movement of the insects.

In the moth control in New England we are simply attempting to

prevent spread. In the case of the pink boUworm work in Texts, we
are attempting extermination, and we believe that we will ultimately

be successful in this effort. The State of Texas has shown extraor-

dinary earnestness in its cooperation and support of this work in

the passage of necessary legislation, the j)romulgation and enforce-

ment of necessary quarantines and restrictions on the growth of cot-

ton, actual appropriations of money, and cooperation in the overhead
and inspection work. The great majority of the planters in the

quarantined and restricted districts have accepted hitherto the pro-

hibition on the growth of cotton, their principal money crop, and
have actively cooperated in the necessary clean-up work and in the

maintenance of the restrictions.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. They have approved the expendi-
ture of Federal money for that purpose?
Mr. Maelatt. And have provided also for the expenditure of the

State money and the State moneys might have exceeded the Federal
moneys very largely if this insect had been found two or three
months eai-lier instead of after much of the crop had been harvested.
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Mr. Heflin. And they complied with the Federal Government's
request and set aside that noncotton zone to cooperate with the Fed-
eral Government to keep the pink bollworm out entirely.

Mr. Maelatt. That is quite true.

The Chairman. You are making progress?
Mr. Maelatt. Very great progress has been made, Mr. Chairman.
The Chaieman. Has it come up to your expectations ?

,

Mr. Maelatt. Bather more than my expectations originally. Our
hopes were raised high when we found no worms in 1918 ; and again
in this Pecos Valley district, which is a fairly large area and where
the work of one year has so eliminated the insect that only a solitary

worm was found this year.

The Chaieman. You feel certain it will be exterminat^d ?

Mr. Maelatt. Yes.

The Chairman. How long will it take?
Mr. Maelatt. I hope this year's work will finish it, but we want

this emergency fund that we have asked for, for the destruction of
volunteer cotton in the noncotton zones of 1920 and for the necessary
inspection work, border work, etc. We need it also to take imme-
diate hold of any outbreaks which may occur in the next year's crop.

The Chaieman. Can the appropriation be cut off entirely?

Mr. Maelatt. Not at this time unless we loose all that we have
gained. After we are sure of our success in extermination the in-

spection and clean-up work in Texas will be discontinued entirely,

but we will have to maintain as continuing work our quarantine on
the Texas border and also at the northern ports with respect to im-

port cotton and a certain amount of inspection in Texas and other

States and near the border in Mexico.
The Chaieman. What is the expense?
Mr. Maelatt. This pink-boUworm work is divided into four heads.

The first is the quarantine work, mentioned on page 282; about

$50,000 is appropriated for that work. It appears here as $148,560,

but $48,560 is the regular appropriation for the quarantine work.

The Chairman. That is what you estimate for next year ?

Mr. Maelatt. That is for the general administration of the border

work. $100,000 is for chemicals and labor, which goes back into the

Treasury of the United States. Our annual or continuing needs are

for the overhead and the maintaining of the quarantine stations at

some six or eight ports on the Mexican border, and this is covered

by the $48,560. The $100,000, as you are aware, was allowed by Con-

gress last year for the purchase of chemicals for disinfection of cars

and freight entering the United States from Mexico.

The Chairman. What is the total expenditure and what amount is

likely to be turned into the Treasury?
Mr. Maelatt. The total expenditure will probably be fully the

$148,560 for the quarantine work on the Mexican border.

The Chairman. Of that $100,000 is to be turned back into the

Treasury ?

Mr. Maelatt. The $100,000 will be recovered in charges for fumi-

gation of cars and freight and will go back to the Treasury.

The Chairman. The entire cost will be $50,000?

Mr. Marlatt. Yes.
The Chairman. What are the fees?
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Mr. Marlatt. This inspection has hitherto been done by private

persons who made their own charges. We supervised the work.

The Chairman. Do you propose to charge for the service ?

Mr. Marlatt. That work was poorly done and we asked authority

to build fumigating houses into which cars could be run and disin-

fected as to both cars and contents. Those houses are now built anrl

in operation.

The Chairman. How much did they cost?

Mr. Marlatt. They cost in the neighborhood of $60,000 to $75,-

000. That is the investment which the Government has made.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Up to this time the individuals

have done their own fumigating?
Mr. Marlatt. No. There was a company organized to do the

work. At that time the cars were given merely interior fumigation

Each car was sealed up as well as could be ; a fumigating pot was put
into the car, and the charge was let oflf in the car. As a inatter of
fact, the cars have more or less cotton seed on the outside and we had
to go over the cars and spray them and sweep them, and the results

were unsatisfactory and imperfect. It became evident that for good
results it was necessary to fumigate the cars as entireties. The local

men who had been doing the work were not willing to make an in-

vestment for such fumigation.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You now have the equipment and
building and you make a charge for the work?
Mr. Marlatt. The Government does all the work. The charge is

simply for the labor and chemicals. No charge is made for the plants

and the overhead.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan What is the charge per car?

Mr. Marlatt. The charge per car now is $5.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What has it been in the past?

Mr. Marlatt. By the older and what should have been much
cheaper process the charge was $5 to $7. We are charging less, but
we are doing a great deal more work, fumigating the entire car

instead of the interior and using twice as much acid and cyanide.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Besides the fumigating which you
do, is there not some inspection of the car that costs money and for

which you have made a charge?
Mr. Marlatt. Our inspectors at these ports inspect all the cars

and all freight, but no charge is made for that. The charge is

limited to the actual cost of the chemicals and rough labor connected
with the fumigating of the cars.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Has there been talk about impos-
ing a charge for the inspection of cars and freight ? Have you sug-

gested to the people interested that you ought to make a charge for

the inspection of cars and freight and that you intended to do so

later?
.

".

Mr. Marlatt. For this overhead charge? We are now charging
the cost of chemicals.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Not for fumigating, but for in-

spection and service?

Mr. Marlatt. We are making no charge for that and have made
no such suggestion. The suggestion has come the other way, that

the Government should take over the cost of fumigation.
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Mr. Heflin. You stated that in this noncotton zone where the
people of Texas have agreed to plant no cotton, conforming to the
statute of Texas, 90 per cent of them have ceased to grow cotton in
that area. Do the people who are growing potatoes and other things
•on which the pink boUworm does not feed and who sell those
potatoes in Mexico have to pay for this fumigation of cars when
they come back for another load of potatoes ?

Mr. Maelatt.. There is no charge for any traiSc going into Mexico.
All those charges occur in connection with Mexican products coming
into the United States.

Mr. Heflin. "Will a car going across this noncotton zone into
Mexico come back for inspection and fumigation?
Mr. Maelatt. It possibly might not come back at all. Few Ameri-

can cars go into Mexico except certain lines of ore cars and oil cars.

American freight cars are seldom sent into thp interior of Mexico at

this time.

Mr. Heflin. They would forget to send them back.
Mr. Maelatt. Yes. Practically all freight is transferred at the

border. The freight that comes through direct is chiefly ore and oil.

The American freight goes down to the border and is transferred

to the Mexican car. That American car does not require disinfec-

tion if it is returned the same day. The Mexican car comes^ to the
American border and transfers to the American car but such car

and contents are disinfected before it leaves the border for the inte-

rior of the United States. Sometimes also the ore cars are disinfected,

because when the ore is stored in an ordinary freight car that is foul

with cotton seed, the ore may have more or less of cotton seed in it.

A^ a, rule, the ore is carried by cars especially designed and used for

that purpose, and those cars go through under certification and are

not disinfected.

Mr. Heixin. Is it the policy of the Government now to require

importers of everything to pay those charges ?

Mr. Maelatt. I understand that has been the general policy of

the Government. I have not gone into it very deeply, but cattle

and other live stock which are imported from abroad are usually

held in quarantine at detention yards provided by the Government
just as our disinfecting plants on the border are provided by the

Government.
The Chairman. Are charges made for that?

Mr. Maelatt. The overhead charges are all paid by the Govern-

ment, but the feeding of the cattle, their care, and their disinfection,

if that is required, are all done at the cost of the importer.

The Chaieman. Who feeds the cattle?^

Mr. Maelatt. The importer feeds them.

Mr. Heflin. Are there any items of commerce now coming into

the United States that you can recall where the Government pays

these charges and the importer is exempted from paying the in-

spection fees?

Mr. Maelatt. I know of no such commodities. There may be,

however. We import a great many rags and things of that sort, but

I fancy that the cost of disinfecting that may be required by the

Public Health Service or other authority is paid by the importer.

The Chaieman. How about nursery stock?
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Mr. Marlatt. The costs in relation to disinfection of nursery

stock are paid by the importer, but in the case of all these the Gov-
ernment has furnished the overhead and the inspection and very

often, as in the case of livestock, it furnishes the equipment.
The Chairman. Exactly as you do in this instance?

Mr. Maelatt. Following the same principle.

The Chairman. Has it been as high as $8 a car?
Mr. Mael;att. I think in some cases it has been fully that before

we took it over. In fact, I think one of the ore companies made pro-

vision for the disinfection of its own cars and has charged $10 for

other cars.

The Chairman. Your charge is $5 a car ?

Mr. Marlatt. We intend to keep the charge at actual cost. We
started it at $5, basing this on an estimate of the cost of the chemi-
cals and labor. We have to be safe because we wish to turn back
this $100,000 to the Treasury. We started at $5, but I am advised
that we may be able to reduce it to $4 or less. The present system
has been in operation only a few months, but the volume of busi-

ness and a lessened cost of the chemicals now makes it possible for
us to reduce the charge to $4 per car.

The Chairman. You are required to make a charge?
Mr. Marlatt. The act making the appropriation provides for such

charge.
Mr. Heflin. Mr. Garner of Texas mentioned that matter to me

and suggested that this charge ought not to be made against the

importers. He stated to me that it was a burden on the commerce
of the country that ought not to be placed on it. That was his con-

tention.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Mr. Marlatt says it is customary
in other similar cases.

Mr. Marlatt. I am of the opinion, gentlemen, that if the Gov-
ernment would undertake to assume the cost of disinfection which
is required by Federal quarantine, it would be an advantage to the
commerce of the United States. For example, in relation to the
disinfection of import cotton at New York and Boston, when the
big private plants were built, some of them costing $500,000, the

operating companies fixed a charge of $3 a bale, which they thought
would reimburse them within a year or two at the most. They
suggested at that time that they would probably be able ultimately
to reduce that charge to $1 a bale. Instead, this rate was maintained
at $3 a bale and, in fact, increased to $4 in several instances. We
have no control over these charges. They amount to a tax on the
commerce of this country, a tax which is probably excessive. Under
Government operation the charge would be the actual cost, possi-

bly $1 or $1.50 per bale.

Mr. HtJTCiiiNSON. That keeps the price of Southern cotton up,

does it not, by charging these fees?

Mr. Marlatt. It amounts to a mild form of protection.
Mr. Hutchinson. Then it is really a protection to Texas, is it not?
Mr. Marlatt. I do not think any foreign cotton is excluded by it.

Mr. Heflin. Nothing but the long-staple cotton comes in, and we
do not produce that.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How is this pink bollworm getting
along in Mexico?
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Mr. Maelatt. In Mexico, it remains, with minor exceptions, in this
Laguna district. It is known to be, at two other points in Mexico
near the Texas border. In the Laguna district this year it caused a
loss of about 20 per cent of the crop.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is it spreading?
Mr._ Ma?5LATt. It covers practically the whole Laguna district."

This is a limited area, an old lake bed, surrounded by mountains.
There was not onl^an opportunity there to restrict it, but to get rid
of it for good, because this area is isolated by a hundred miles or
more from other cotton. If Mexico had undertaken for that area
what we have done in Texas it would probably have been possible to
have freed North America from this pest.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does not one of these items pro-
vide for doing some work in Mexico ?

Mr. Maklatt. The second and third items of this appropriation
provide for work in Mexico—survey and clean-up work, and also
research work. We asked for authority to do some clean-up work
along the border in Mexico, and thus safeguard the United States.
As a matter of fact, we have made no expenditures for such clean-
up work.
The Chaisman. You have not spent any for that purpose ?

Mr. Maklatt. No; because Ave have not been able to secure co-
operation on the part of the Mexican Government and the Mexican
planters, and we therefore have not been able to get any of the bene-
fits which we hoped to derive from that authority. For the reasons
noted, this item has been reduced from $25,000 to $10,000. This
second item covers not only clean-up work but also survey work
along the border in Mexico to determine the needs of local restric-

tions on traffic and as a basis for the fixing of border cotton-free

zones under the Texas law.
The Chairman. What are you going to do under the third item?
Mr. Marlatt. The third item authorizes investigation in Mexico

or elsewhere of the pink bollworm as a basis for control measures. It

is a research item. We want to know the habits of the insect and
how to control it. For this purpose we have maintained a research
station in the Laguna district for the past two seasons. Our men
have taken some little risk from bandits, and so forth. I have some
photographs showing bandits who were taken in time hanging from
telegraph poles in front of the station. This research work is now
practically completed. The men engaged in this work have been
withdrawn from Mexico within the last few days. The expenditures
under this item have not exceeded $10,000 a year.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There are many more bandits to be
hanged down there. You had better keep them there.

Mr. Maklatt. We would like to retain for any necessary additional

research work the amount of $5,000, and the estimate for this item
is now put at that sum. We may have need for it in Texas or in

Porto Kico or Hawaii or, perhaps, in Mexico.
The Chairman. How about the $225,000?
Mr. Maklatt: The $225,000 item is a reduction from the $400,000

item of last year and relates to the surveys and c1ean-up work in

Texas and other States which I have already described in some de-

tail. We look upon this item in part as an insurance fund for the
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next fiscal year. "We hope we will not have to spend all of it, but, if

the need arises, the money should be available, because it is too late

to come to Congress for it after the emergency develops. As else-

where" explained, a considerable amount of inspection and clean-up

of volunteer cotton will have to be maintained.

The Chairman. That finishes up with the bollworm.
Mr. Maelatt. Yes; Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. We are very grateful to you, Mr. Marlatt.

afternoon session.

Thursday, December 18, 1919.

PURCHASE OP land UNDER THE WEEKS FORESTRY LAW.

STATEMENT OF MR. HENEY S. GRAYES, FORESTER AND CHIEF
OF THE FOREST SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AtrRICULTURE.

The Chairman. What is next, Col. Graves?
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Just a word about the purchase

of land under the Weeks Act. You do not ask for any appropri-

ation for that purpose this year, do you ?

Mr. Graves. Last year that was a matter which was not presented

by the Secretary in his estimates, but the recommendation was made
by the National Forest Reservation Commission in its annual report

to Congress.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And the last bill carried $600,000?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much of that will be spent

before the end of the fiscal year 1920 ?

Mr. Graves. It will practically all be spent. Nearly half of that

$600,000 has already had liabilities set up against it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. So that at the beginning of the

fiscal year, on the 1st of next July, there will be no money in the fund
for the purchase of land ?

Mr. Graves. Unless an appropriation is made this year. The Na-
tional Forest Eeservation Commission has made a report to Congress,

in which it recommends a general policy of extension of the fund in

the amount of $10,000,000, making $2,000,000 available each year.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. One of the reasons urged for the

$600,000 appropriation, which was the amount provided for that pur-

pose, for the current fiscal year, was that the commission had looked

over considerable areas of land and had entered into or had options

on it, and had contracts in process of execution, and they needed
money for the purpose of making good on what they had undertaken.
What is the situation now? Have they gone on making contracts?

Mr. Graves. In order properly to carry out a program of building
up holdings such as these in the different purchase areas where land
is being bought under the Weeks law, there is no q,uestion but that

we ought to have continuity. In the first place, we have an organiza^
tion which has been trained in the work of appraisal and negotia-
tion for the purchases, which, if the work were interrupted, would
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be broken up, and it would take some time to train a new organiza-

tion.

In the second place, there are lands which have been examined and
which are in various stages of negotiation. All of that work would
be practically lost.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Can not all those be taken care of
during this fiscal year when that $600,000 will be available ?

Mr. Graves. Hardly. The $600,000 is for the current year, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Will not all those options be taken
care of-^those tracts that you have looked over ?

Mr. Graves.- No ; because a good many of them are large tracts and
in all stages of negotiations. It often takes two or three years to

complete a purchase.

RATES FOR HIRE OF MOTOR-PROPELLED VEHICLES.

STATEMENT OF MR. HENRY S. GRAVES, FORESTER AND CHIEF
OF THE FOREST SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

The Chairman. I believe there are some other items in which you
are interested, Col. Graves ?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir; the item for motor-propelled vehicles, page
285, item 12, providing that " whenever during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1921, the Secretary of Agriculture shall find that the ex-

penses of travel can be reduced thereby, he may, in lieu of actual

traveling expenses, under such regulations as he may prescribe, au-

thorize the payment of not to exceed 3 cents per mile for a motor

cycle or 7 cents per mile for an automobile, used for necessary travel

on official business."

Last year we requested an increase in the authority for reimbursing

forest officers using their own automobiles for official work on the

basis of mileage.

. The Chairman. You want it continued for another year ?

Mr. Graves. We would like to have it continued for another year,

and we would like also to have the maximum rate for automobiles

increased to 10 cents and the rate for motor cycles raised to 4 cents.

The Chairman. You mean the amount per mile?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

Mr. Anderson. What has been the result of that policy? Have we

saved any money by it ?
• i c

Mr. Graves. Without any question we have. I will say, in the farst

place, that my own belief is that we should not embark on a policy of

furnishing Government automobiles to forest officers. I believe it

will be desirable in the long run to have trucks on the forests where

the hazard of fire is large, for transporting materials and men to fares

and for similar work; but, so far as the transportation of the officer

himself is concerned, I feel about the automobile as I do about the

horse. We don't furnish horses to the forest officers for their own

travel, but we do furnish forage. They furnish their own horses, and

maily forest officers have purchased automobiles, which they use tor

their official work. I believe that encouraging them to buy cars re-

sults in a great deal of efficiency. A forest officer located where there

164315—20 84
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are roads, as in many of our California forests, is able to cover a great

deal larger territory in a given length of time where he uses an auto-

mobile, and his inspection is a great deal more efficient than where he

undertakes to ride a horse over the long distances traversable by
roads in the mountains.
The present rates are not large enough to cover the actual cost of

operation of the car, and the men have to go into their own pockets

for the cost of official travel. I have some figures here showing the

experience during the past summer with a number of automobiles.

For example, in the case of 18 Fords the average cost of operation

was 7.7 cents per mile. That is the lowest. That, of course, does not

include such items as depreciation, taxes, etc., but is only the operat-

ing cost.

There were six Dodge cars, which had an, average cost of 8.6 cents

per mile ; four Buicks, 9 cents ; two Overlands, 9.6 cents ; two Reos, 10

cents ; four Studebakers, 10.3 cents ; one Paige, 8 cents.

Mr. Anderson. Does that include repairs ?

Mr. Graves. That includes the ordinary repairs, tires, gas, oil, etc.

It does not include depreciation.

Mr. Anderson. Does it include interest?

Mr. Graves. It does not include interest, taxes, depreciation, or

licenses.

I should like to be able to reimburse these men at least for what it

actually costs them to run their cars while on official work. If a

man is going to get a car and use it for official business, knocking
around those mountains, I feel that we should at least pay the cost

of running the car.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you data there showing the

miles traveled?
Mr. Graves. I think the original data from which I took this

show the miles traveled.

The Chairman. Will you put the table in the record?
Mr. Graves. I will be very glad to put that in the record, with the

addition of the miles that they went.
I feel that this allowance should be at least 10 cents.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you any information that

would enable you to make a comparative statement of the miles

traveled when they are using automobiles, as against the miles trav-

eled when they were using horses ?

Mr. Graves. I don't know that I have got any accurate figures on
that. It would have to be an estimate from my knowledge of the

activities of the rangers. I haven't any exact tabulation at this

time.

Mr. Anderson. What was the average mileage of these automobiles
during the year?
Mr. Graves. I would have to work out the averages from this

table.

The Chairman. Will you work it out and include that in your
statement?
Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.
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(The statement referred to follows:)

1331

Statement of operating cost of personally owned automoMles used on national
forest work during spring and summer of 1919, exclusive of depreciation,
license, taxes, insurance, and interest.

Make of car.
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Mr. Graves. During the fiscal year 1919 the Forest Service owned
and operated three automobiles—all Fords—and the cost of opera-

tion and repairs (without depreciation) was 7.7 cents per mile. The
Reclamation Service, on the Minidoka project, Idaho, uses 24 Gov-

ernment-owned Fords, and accurate account has been kept for the

cost of operation. It was found tha|t for a total of 342,4:88 miles, the

cost, including depreciation, was 9.0 cents per mile, the travel being

over much more level roads than aiie to be found on the average na-

tional forest. Also the IReclamation Service operated its own garage,

bought gasoline, oil, etc., at wholesale prices, and had no taxes «r
license expenses to meet.
The requested increase in maximum rate to 10 cents is justified

when the conditions of mountain travel are considered—steep grades,

rough roads, abnormal tire wear, and ofteaa excessive cost of gasoline

(45 cents and 50 cents in some instances) and other supplies, all of

which increases the operating cost enormously in comparison with

travel in the East and Middle West and the valley travel of the West.

With the increase in the maximum, many car owners would still be

given a rate below it, as before a rate is authorized in any specific

case full conside(ration is given to all factors entering into cost of

operation in each case, as type of car, conditions of roads, cost of

gasoline and other operating supplies in the locality, etc., as, for in-

stance, with the present 7-cent maximum, rates were authorized at

rates below this figure in the case of 2 Fords at 5 cents, 4 Fords at 5|
cents, 56 Fords at 6 cents, 18 Fords at &| cents, 1 Buick 'at 6 cents,

3 Dodges at 6^ cemts, 1 Maxwell at &| cents, 1 Elgin at 6^ cents, 1

Chevrolet at 6| cents, and 1 Saxon at 6J cents. But where conditions

are such that the cost of operation does exceed 7 cents, it is desired

to reimburse the owners the full amount of operation .so that the cars

may be used on official business without a resultant loss in operating

expenses to the forest officer by whom owned. An increase in the

maximum to 10 cents for automobiles and 4 cents for motor cycles

is requested.

Mr. Harrison. Mr. Chairman, perhaps I may say for the record

that the suggestion made by Col. Graves meets with the Secretary's

approval.
The Chairman. This would apply to other bureaus, too?
Mr. Harrison. It would apply to the whole department.
The Chairman. The amount allowed would depend on the condi-

tion of the roads and the locality?

Mr. Harrison. Yes. You will recall that last year we asked that

you give the Secretary discretion to fix the rates so that they might
be adjusted according to the travel to be performed, the section of

the country to be covered, and the kind of machine used. The com-
mittee did not approve the suggestion, but did allow a slight increase

in the rates. The increase made last year, however, did not meet
the situation. Even if you make the maximum 10 cents for the auto-

mobiles and 4 cents for the motorcycles; of course we will not fix

those rates for all machines. The amount allowed in any particular

case will depend upon the travel to be performed and the kind of

machine that is used.
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mobning session.

Thursday, January 8, 1920.

investtoation and prevention of plant-dusu' explosions and fires.

STATEMENT OF DH. CARL L. ALSBERG, CHIEF OF THE BUREAU
OF CHEMISTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

The Chairman. What is the next item?
Mr. Harrison. There is an item on page 285, No. 13, Mr. Chair-

man, " for investigation and prevention of plant-dust explosions and
fires," which we would lik& to have Dr. Alsberg discuss.
Dr. Alsberg. That item has been put in separately, because it is a

cooperatiye item in which three bureaus take part. That item is
" to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to cooperate with State offi-

cials, farmers, operators of cotton gins, grain mills, and elevators,
and other warehouses, manufacturers, and operatoirs of farm ma-
chinery in investigating causes of, and in developing and putting
into general practice methods for protection against grain dust, smut
d'ust, or other plant-dust explosions, and resulting fires, including
fires in cotton gins and oil mills ; tO' devise and demonstrate methods
for destroying or preventing the widely dissemination of smut spores

;

and to study the problem of cleaning and handling grain in thrashing
machines, grain mills, and elevators."

The amount estimated is $100,000. This work, as I have said,

originated in the Bureau of Mines a long time ago. There was a
big explosion in a mill up in Buffalo which killed a large number of
people. The Bureau of Mines sent a man up there, because they
thought he might learn something about coal-dust explosions in

studying the cause of the explosion in this mill. The millers asked
the Bureau of Mines to carry on some investigational work. The
Bureau of Mines said that it did not have authority in its organic
act to do any of that kind of work. They said that they were limited

to minerals ultimately, and they acted as an intermediary. So that
a cooperative project was undertaken with the Bureau of Mines, the
Bureau of Chemistry, and the millers, looking to the study of explo-

sions and the causes that produced them in mills and elevators.

While we were beginning those investigations we received com-
plaints from the people up in the Northwest that the I. W. W's were
placing dynamite in wheat shocks up in the Palouse country. I at

once recognized the probability that these explosions were due to

dust.

We sent some men up there, and proved that the criminal use of

explosives had nothing to do with the matter. The atmosphere was
very dry, and the wheat straw in going over the cylinder in the ma-
chine—developed electricity from the friction in the machine. You
could get 40,000 volts, but, of course, there was but a small amount of

it. It would develop a spark on the inside of the thrasher, and as

the inside of the thrasher was full of dust suspended in air, the dust

would explode just like gasoline or any other combustible material

when it is mixed with air in the right proportion. Three hundred
thrashers were blown up, and the total loss was about $1,000,000.
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So temporarily we shelved this millwork and sent our people up
there to teach the thrashers how to ground their machines. Also,

we constructed a perfectly simple little automatic extinguisher. We
got the thrashing-machine manufacturers to put these devices on
their machines, and in that country during the last year there were
practically no explosions. I do not have the figures here with
me. At any rate, this year there were practically no explosions in

that territory.

On the other hand, we have had reports of explosions in other

parts of the country, and it seems advisable not to carry on new
investigational work but to carry on the educational work in those

sections.

Then we have work in devising methods for preventing explosions
in grain mills and elevators. That work, I think, has been very suc-

cessful. A large number of men have been at work on it. During
the war the Secretary set aside from the emergency fund a consider-
able sum of money for this work. I do not recall just how much
it was, but a considerable sum for carrying out measures to prevent
fires and explosions in grain elevators and flour mills.

We had a large staff of men who went into the individual mills
and to the individual grain elevators to demonstrate the explosive-
ness of dust. They went to most of the elevators and they went to
most of the mills. They went to the head miller, or the superin-
tendent, and showed him where he was taking chances. They got
the employees to sign pledge cards and had those pledge cards
acknowledged over the signature of Mr. Hoover and the Secretary,
Mr. Houston, by which the employees pledged themselves not to do
certain things.

As a result, the loss due to fire and explosions in the mills and
elevators during that period of the demonstrations was reduced to 35
or 40 per cent of what it had been ordinarily.
The work was discontinued on the 1st of July last because the

emergency fund was no longer available, and the force engaged in

that work was laid off.

The Grain Corporation, with which we had been cooperating,

learned that we were about to discontinue this work, or that the

work had been discontinued. They felt that this was the cheapest

soit of insurance that they could obtain, and, therefore, asked the

Secretary of Agriculture whether he would have any objection to

their taking on their rolls the men who had been laid off by the

Bureau of Chemistry, and the Bureau of Markets. Of coux'se, there

was no objection and those of the force that had been laid off, that

had not in the meantime found other jobs for themselves, were taken

over on the rolls of the Grain Corporation and have been working
on this grain-dust problem—on this explosive prevention and fire

prevention work for the Grain Corporation.
Now, up to the 20th of May last, whether it was due to this cam-

paign, or whether it was due to good luck, we had no explosions;

there wasn't a considerable fire or explosion in the United States in

that kind of a plant.

On the 20th of May, however, there was an explosion in a mill of

the Smith-Perry Corporation, mill and elevator, in which three lives

were lost and four men injured, with a property damage of $150,000.
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On the 22d'of May there was an explosion at Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
but not in a mill, and not in an elevator, and not in the kind of plant
with which we have been cooperating. It was in the plant of the
Douglas Starch Co., m which 43 men were killed and 30 men were
injured. There was a damage of over three million dollars of prop-
erty which was said to have been destroyed. This, of course, was a
starch explosion. We had had a previous explosion in the Corn
Products plant, at Edgewater, which took place in 1914.
The Chairman. How did that occur ?

Dr. Alsbeeg. I can not tell you, Mr. Haugen, but I can send you
the report of our engineer who went there and made an investigation.
The Chairman. You are of the opinion that it could have been pre-

vented ?

Dr. Alsberg. Yes, sir.

Mr. Hutchinson. How?
Dr. Alsberg. I can't tell you that, in this particular case. I do

not recall the details of the explosion. If you are interested, I have
the report, and I will send it to you.

The Chairman. Without objection you may incorporate it in the
record as a part of your statement.

Dr. Alsberg. I will do that.

(The statement referred to follows:)

. BESTJLTS OF INVESTIGATION OF EXPLOSION AT DOUGLAS STAECH WORKS, CEDAE
EAPIDS, MAY 22, 1919.

This explosion resulted in the loss of 43 lives and complete property damage.
The engineers conducting the investigation—owing to the lack of testimony
from survivors—were compelled to base their conclusions on the evidence avail-

able. While the cause of the fire preceding the explosion could not be positively

established because of the completeness of the destruction, the investigation
showed that the fire originated in the dry-starch section of the plant. Two
possible causes stand out prominently :

1. A rupture, 8 by 3 inches, in the front of the screen of the Andre starch-

grinding machine, broken outward, indicated that foreign metallic substances
had been dropped into the grinder and driven through the screen by the cen-

trifugal force. Sparks produced by the foreign material passing through the
grinding machinery ignited the dust, within the machine and spread through
the conveyor leading from this grinding machine, propagating through the
•entire conveyor system, with the result that a disastrous explosion followed.

2. The possibility of a chokeup within the dry-starch elevator. The investiga-

tion showed that this elevator did not have suflicient capacity to handle all

material that could be discharged by the conveyor which led into it, even when
the conveyor was working to full capacity. Chokeups under similar conditions,

however, had produced similar fires within this elevator.

A number of other possible causes were advanced, but the results of the in-

vestigation Indicate that one of the two causes given might have been respon-

sible.

Dr. Alsberg. The explosion which took place at Edgewater in the

Com Products plant was due to the fact that their material—I think

it is starch—was going into one of the machines with which you are

familiar, a reel or sieve of wire gauze. This was a cyclindrical

sieve of wire netting. The friction of the starch impinging on the

metal generated enough electricity to cause the explosion, probably.

That has been about four or five years ago, and I do not remember
the details.

The Chairman. What is the remedy 2
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Dr. Alsberg. The remedy would be merely to construct the reel so

that it would be grounded.
Ml-. HuTCHiNsox. Doctor, isn't this work absolutely a duplication?

Dr. ArsBEEG. Of what?
Mr. Hutchinson. All the insurance companies have men who go

around and examine the mills and investigate the explosions gen-

erally. They examine these mills and elevators regularly and de-

termine with regard to something like that.

Dr. Alsberg. Yes ; but the insurance companies would not believe

anything about static electricity or anything about these causes of

explosions. We are really teaching them something about their

business. They knew quite a little about it, but they did not know
all about dust explosions.

Mr. Htjthinson. They have the best men in the country seeing to

this work, and this is absolutely a duplication.

Dr. Alsbebg. The insurance companies did not know about this.

Ma-. Hutchinson. They do know about this work.
Dr. Alsberg. This is one of the things that they did not know

about.

Mr. Hutchinson. The employees of the department going aroUnd
over the country and visiting these different mills do not do any
good. The ones most interested in this are the insurance companies,

and they look after this matter at regular intervals, several times a

A'ear.

Mr. Heelin. The insurance company people did not prevent the

explosions, did they?
Dr. Alsberg. Xo; and during the year that these demonstrations

were being conducted the explosions and fires were reduced to from
35 to 40 per cent of what they had been before.
Mr. Anderson. You know all about the methods that will prevent

these explosions and fires?

Dr. Alsberg. We do not know all about all of them, because we
haven't studied anytjiing but the mills. We have not studied these

starch plants, and we think that the same degree of protection ought
to be extended to them.
Mr. Anderson. Just what do you propose to do with this $100,000?
Dr. AijSBERG. With reference to the mill and elevator explosions

we want to investigate the possibility of introducing a gas like flue

gas, which has little oxygen in it, into the machinery so that no
explosion can occur in them. We want to improve the method of

grounding machinery, which isn't entirely simple when the ma-
chinery is moving. We want to study the efficiency of different types

of asperating systems, like different kinds of vacuum cleaning

systems, because some of them are dangerous and do more harm
than good; we want to develop effective methods to prevent ma-
chinery getting choked up, elevators getting choked up, either by
having an automatic device to prevent it, or else by some signaling

system, because one of the common causes of these fires is that the

elevator legs become choked up. The pulleys continue revolving in

these belt conveyors, when there is a choke while the belt is hung
and does not move. Now. frequenth- the pulley rubbing against

the conveyor belting causes the belt to catch fire. The conveyor belt

bums through. The belt with its buckets drops down to the bottom
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of the shaft, stirring up a cloud of dust. This cloud of dust is

ignited by the fire of the belt, and the result is that the explosion
runs through the building, and the whole building may be blown up.

We also want to study the methods of improving cleaning machin-
ery. We want to study the prevention of fires in attrition mills, be-

cause a great many times fire originates in such mills on account of
foreign material getting into the mill. We want to study the effi-

ciency of dust-collecting systems. We want to study the methods for
protecting the electrical equipment in such plants. We want to in-

vestigate methods of cleaning grain without danger of fire. We want
to develop and construct such machines, and we want to cooperate
with the Bureau of Mines in studying the inflammability of different

types of dust, because they are interested in this kind of work. We
also want to develop methods of determining how much dust accu-
mulates.

Now, that is the investigational work that we want to do for the
mills and elevators.

On the thrasher work we want to do educational work in parts of
the country where we have not been before. We want to determine
the value of installing fans for cleaning grain on the thrashing ma-
chines: we want to study the methods of collecting the smut which
comes out of the thrashing machines and of destroying it so it will

not be scattered over the fields, and in that way contribute to the fur-

ther spread of the smut in the territory. That is what we want to do
on the thrasher part of the work.
The Chairman. You want to prevent the spread of the smut?
Dr. Alsbeeg. We want to investigate with regard to the spread.

The Chairman. For the next year's crop ?

Dr. Alsbeeg. That is only important where you have summer fal-

low, as they have up in Washington, Idaho, and Oregon.
The third line of work that we have is only just beginning. That

hasn't been mentioned as yet. It is the work in connection with cot-

ton-gin fires. Perhaps the best way that I could get it before you is

to read two or three pages of this statement.

The results which have been obtained through the investigation of
cotton gins by us in Texas have been sufficiently encouraging to

make it seem advisable to continue with this work until the cause of

fires in cotton gins has been determined. The investigations have
been conducted in the northwestern part of the State of Texas and
in western Oklahoma. There is hardly a cotton gin in that section

that goes through the season without some sort of a fire, if the season

is a dry one. There are certain sections of the country where prac-

tically every gin will have experience with fires. They may have
from two to four fires a day.
Mr. Heflin. What are the causes of these fires?

Dr. Alsbeeg. We think that the main cause of these fires in cotton

gins is the generation of electricity by the cotton itself in going
through the conveyors and rubbing up against their walls. Now,
these fires cause a great deal of damage in the dryer sections of the

Southwest, especially when the season is a dry one. They have to

have a man at the point where the fire is likely to happen, to watch
out for it. He has to extinguish the fire, and every time they ha\e
a fire they had to shut down the gin.
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Some of the cotton gets wet ; some of it gets scorched ; some of it

gets burned up, so that a certain amount of cotton is lost ; also they
lose certain ginning time.
Mr. Jacoway. Is it not a fact, with respect to these cotton gins,

that it is almost impossible to get insurance ?

Dr. Alsbtjeg. It is; and the only insurance they can get in some
sections of the country is by mutual companies.
We have been investigating some of the causes of these fires. The

insurance companies knew nothing about the causes— -knew nothing
of the origin of these fires—and we had the hardest time in the world
in convincing some of the underwriters that we knew some of the

causes of these fires that they had overlooked. We can be of assist-

ance in saving in every dry year property running into the thou-

sands and millions with a relatively small expenditure.

We did, during the last season, ground a number of gins in certain

sections. They were equipped with grounding devices in Oklahoma
and in northwestern Texas. As a matter of fact, we grounded 30

gins ; and, so far as we know, we had only one fire in these gins, and
the cause of that fire is unknown. The gins around in the neighbor-

hood were having fires continuously.

The Chairman. That is largely educational work?
Dr. Alsberg. We don't know, Mr. Chairman; we don't know the

cause of all those fires ; we need to carry on investigations.

The Chairman. It is largely educational?

Dr. Alsberg. It is largely educational
;
yes, sir.

If any of you would like to see how a dust explosion is produced,

if you will step out in the hall we will be glad to demonstrate it to

The Chairman. Thrashing-machine fires occur while the thrash-

ing machine is running?
Dr. Alsberg. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Do they occur occasionally when the machine is

standing idle ?

Dr. Alsberg. There may, of course, be fires when the machine is

not in operation, but I have never heard of an explosion.

The Chairman. On the Ith of July last I passed a place near the

District of Columbia at about 10 o'clock in the morning. The ma-
chine was standing idle, and the machine caught fire. What would
you say was the cause of that fire?

Dr. Alsberg. I would not know what that might have been. I

could not say about that. It might have been caused by some oily

waste or something of that kind.

Mr. Jacoway. Doctor, are any fires occurring in cotton gins due

to the fact that they gin excessively wet cotton s

Dr. Alsberg. I haven't any information on that; I do not know.
I should think that that would be a factor that would prevent the

fires, because usually when the humidity is high tliere will be a

drop in the number of fires ; so I should think that that would work
just the opposite.

Mr. Chairman, if the committee would like to see how these dust

explosions occur, if they will step out in the hall, we will be glad

to show them.
The Chairman. We will be glad to do so. Are you through witli

your statement?
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Dr. Alsbeeg. I am through.

The Chairman. Thank you, Doctor.

(A demonstration was given as to the inflammability of flour dust

and mill dust.)

(See also statement of Dr. William A. Taylor relative to this

item under the Bureau of Plant Industry section of these hearings.)

afternoon session.

Friday, December 19, 1919.

PER diem allowance FOR TRAVELING EXPENSES.

STATEMENT 01* DR. L. 0. HOWARD, CHIEF OF THE BUREAU OF
ENTOMOLOGY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Dr. Howard. Mr. Harrison has asked me to say a word in regard

to a request of the Secretary for an increase in the subsistence and
traveling expenses of the people for the whole department. You
will find this set out in item 14, page 286, and item 15, page 287.

This is a matter which intimately concerns every man in the de-

partment who travels.

Some time ago a letter was drawn up and signed by all of the

bureau chiefs in regard to it and submitted to the Secretary, and I

understand that the Secretary took the matter up at a Cabinet meet-

ing and found that other department heads were making similar

requests on Congress, and he himself has forwarded a request that

the travel and subsistence allowances be increased from $4 to $6 a

day and that the allowance for actual expenses be increased from $5
to $7 a day. I have traveled a great deal for the Government. I
find that, although I only get $4 back, it costs me from $6 to $7 a day
to travel under present conditions. Some of my men, who are rely-

ing solely on their salaries, have great difficulty in getting along.

Take my own case, for instance. You were good enough last year
to raise my salary $500 a year. I thank you. I appreciate it greatly.

But if I travel much, as I should, that $500 does not come to me.*

The Chairman. It does not go to you?
Dr. Howard. Yes ; it goes to the hotel men and not to me. I would

like to add as a part of my statement to the Secretary a letter which
was submitted to all the bureau chiefs and signed by them, in favor
of an increase in the travel allowance.

(The letter referred to follows:)

Washington, D. 0., Sept&inber Ji, 1919.
Memorandum for the Secretary.

Deak Me. Seceetaet : A condition has developed in connection with the offi-

cial travel which department employees are required to do in the prosecution
of their work which recently has assumed serious proportions because of the
statutory limitations on the amounts per day that can be reimbursed for such
expenditure. At present the maximum reimbursement per day for subsistence
expenses actually Incurred is .$5, while the maximum per diem permitted in lieu

of subsistence is $4. While these amounts were fairly adequate when they
were fixed by Congi-ess in 1914, the rapidly increasing cost of subsistence dur-
ing the past two or three years has left them quite inadequate, especially for
subsistence in larger cities.
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In our administration of the work of our respective bureaus we have been
deeply impressed during the last few months with the injustice which these
inadequate reimbursements of personal funds expended in the performance of
official work by those of our men who are requried to travel, and' feel that the
nonreimbursement of expenditure above these rates, which many of the most
useful men of the department service experience, constitutes an injustice to
them when they are engaged in field service. Not infrequently it occurs thtit
the minimum cost of lodglng-and subsistence is from $7.50 to $9 or $10 per day,
where work in the larger cities is involved, so that the matter is of distinct
financial importance to the individuals affected. It obviously is a source of
dissatisfaction on the part of workers, which increases the difficulty of re-
taining qualified men in the service.
We realize that the existing statutory limitation is applicable to all em-

ployees of the Government and that it probably would not be practicable to
secure legislation increasing the maximum rates- for the Department of Agri-
culture alone. It has occurred to us, however, that in as much as other branches
of the Government service are probably experiencing similac difficulty, that it

might be possible through concerted action of the heads of the several depart-
ments to so present the question to Congress that the necessity for a reason-
able increase would be recognized and authorized
The necessity for increase over the existing maximum rates is not so much

with respect to the larger portion of the department's travel expenditure,
which, In the main, is in the smaller towns and farming districtSj but In those
types of work which necessitates considerable travel expense in the larger
cities. If the rate could be left discretionary with the heads of departments,
up to some carefully determined maximum. It is believed that economy of exr
penditure would in no way be jeopardized and that the efficiency of work
through the retention of qualified experienced men in the service would be
safeguarded.

Yours, very truly,

C. F. Marvin, Wm. A. Taylor, J. R. Mohler, L. O. Howard, Milton
Whitney, C. L. Alsberg, H. S. Graves, W. C. Henderson, A. C;
True, Thos. H. MacDonald, George Livingston, J. K. Haywood,
C. L. Marlatt, H. C. Taylor, Leon M. Estabrook.

Dr. Howard. I have in mind many men who have traveled for the

department who have had the same experience that I have had.

I remember one man who told me that he had to pay $225 out of his

own pocket to make up the excess over and above what he got from
the Government on a single trip to the Pacific coast ; and his expenses
were supposed to be paid by the Government.
The Chairman. There is no question but that expenses have

greatly increased.

Dr. Howard. Yes. To a man who is getting a salary of only

$1,800 or $2,000 a year, and who is subject to being sent to travel

on investigations it becomes a serious matter.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Please explain what " subsistence
"

and " per diem expenses " mean in these paragraphs.
Dr. Howard. We are allowed a per diem rate, if we keep an

itemized account of every single item of expense, of $5 a day. If

we do not wish to keep all those accounts we are allowed a flat rate

of $4 a day. That is the present regulation.

The Chairman. If this was increased, would it apply to all or

would it be allowed only in instances where necessary?
Dr. Howard. It would be allowed only where it was necessary.

Of course, the Secretary or the bureau chief, in issuing the letter of

authorization to a man to travel, if he is being sent into a territory

where there are only small hotels and living is cheap would restrict

him. This new provision allows the rate, where approved by the

bureau chief or the Secretary of Agriculture, to go as high as $6

per diem.
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The Chairman. And that amount would be allowed only where
it was needed ?

Dr. Howard. Only where it was needed.
Mr. Harrison. The per diem rates now allowed run ail the wav

from $1.20 a day to $4.
^

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Give us an estimate of about what
it is.

Mr. Harrison. I could not give you an estimate as to the number
who received the different rates, but I could give you the different
scales.

The Chairman. Will you give the high allowance and the low
allowance ?

Mr. Harrison. That depends on where the employees are travel-
ing. If a man is going on a trip where he is required to cover the
large cities, he would be allowed $4. If he is traveling in rural dis-
tricts, he would receive a per diem much lower than that.
The Chairman. If traveling in Iowa, for instance, what would

he get?

Mr. Harrison. If you will let me read this, I think it will give
you the information you desire. This is quoted from a general let-
ter of authorization to one of the bureau chiefs. [Eeading

:]

In directing travel under this authorization you may grant per diem in lieu
of actual subsistence; iDut, in selecting the rate or rates applicable in any
specific instance, due regard must be given to the character of the work to
be performed, the section or sections of country to be visited, the time which
will be spent in cities or other localities where living expenses are commen-
surate with those in cities, and such other circumstances as will, as nearly as
practicable, insure the allowance of a rate whjch will not result in reimburse-
ment in excess of actual and necessary traveling expenses as defined by the
fiscal regulations of the department. For your guidance, the foUosvlng per
diem rates are prescribed for the character of travel indicated

:

(1) Travel mainly in and between cities or towns where the cost of liv-

ing is commensurate with that of cities .f'4. 00
(2) Travel mainly in rural districts, involving stopovers of less than a

week in any one place 3. 50
(3) Travel mainly in rural districts, involving stopovers of more than

a week in any one place 3. 00
(4) Travel Involving details at points away from the permanent head-

quarters of the traveler, such as temporary assignment to sta-

tions , 2. 50
(5) Travel by field parties (other than scouting parties) 2.40
(6) Travel by scouting parties 1. 50
(7) Camping parties, pack trains, and the like 1. 20

(The rates prescribed in (4), (5), (6), and (7) shall be increased to $3
during any period in excess of 24 hours in which travel by train or other
common carrier is being performed.)

Provided, That for any day on which the traveling employee is in a sub-
sistence status for a period of less than 24 hours the rates shall be as follows

:

If the subsistence status period is 6 hours or less, one-quarter of the rate
selected by you from the schedule prescribed above; if more than 6 hours
and not more than 12 hours, one-half of said rates ; if more than 12 hours
and not more than 18 hours, three-quarters of said rate; if more than 18
hours, said rate.

It is appreciated that unforseen contingencies may operate to modify the

circumstances under which your selection of a rate may have been made, but
this shall not serve to affect the applicability of the rate to the travel. Fac-
tors of this character should receive appropriate consideration when the neces-

sity for amendment of a travel authorization arises, but a rate once indioated
in a letter of authorization should not be Changed after travel thereunder has
been performed.
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Mr. McLaughun of Michigan. When, a man renders his accounts,

does he give an itemized statement of his actual expenses?

Mr. Harrison. There are two plans. One is what is known as the
" per diem in lieu of subsistence." Under that plan, the employee

gets the per diem regardless of the expenditures he incurs, and he

does not have to itemize his accounts. He simply claims the per

diem, which has been fixed in advance, for the period covered by the

travel.

The other plan is known as the actual-expense system, where the

employee is required to itemize all his expenditures, and there is a

limit of $5 a day on the amount for which he may claim reimburse-

ment.
The advantage of the per diem plan is that it saves a great deal of

work in the auditing of accounts and, in the long run, I imagine it

saves the Government some money.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Who decides whether they shall

receive the per diem allowance, which does not require the rendearmg

of itemized accounts or the other plan?
Mr. Harrison. Tlie bureau chief usually determines that.

The Chairman. It has resulted in a saving?
Mr. Harrison. It saves the time of the employee in keeping track

of his expenditures and also a great deal of auditing and bookkeep-
ing work.
The Chairman. I inferred from what Dr. Graves said that the

Government furnished subsistence.

Mr. Harrison. That is done only under certain conditions. For
instance, in connection with survey parties in the national forests.

Of course, when employees are furnished with subsistence they do
not receive any per diem.
The Chairman. Have you anything else ?

Dr. Howard. I have nothing else to offer.

The Chairman. We are very grateful to you.

morning session.

Thursday, January 8, 1920.

STATEMENT OF DR. CARL I. ALSBERG, CHIEF OF THE BUREATI OF
CHEMISTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICTJLTTJRE.

The Chairman. What is next Dr. Alsberg?
Dr. Alsberg. There is another factor that I wish to bring to your

attention, and that is the per diem for travel. At present Me have to

travel on $4 a day, irrespective of where or when or how. It is per-

haps unnecessary to point out that certainly in the big cities, and

usually in the medium-sized cities, it is impossible to travel on $4 a

day and break even. I have never succeeded in doing it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I wish you would explain for the

record your different ways of compensating men for travel.

Dr. Alsberg. There are only two
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. There is the per diem and the

actual expenses?
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Dr. Alsberg. There are only two ways. A man is sent on a trip

and we fix a flat daily rate which may be $4 or less.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That has nothing to do with his

transportation ?

Dr. Alsberg. That does not include the transportation. It does
not include his Pullman or certain special charges such as the Pull-

man porter fee and one or two items like that. The $4 is allowed
him for subsistence. That covers his room and lodging and his food
and laundry. He gets in addition his railway expenses, his Pullman
expenses, such things as porter fees, telegraphing, telephoning. Of
course, if he has to use a team or requires a machine, that is not in-

cluded in the per diem. The $4 covers essential lodging, food, and
laundry.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Have you a wa^' of sending your
men out, allowing them the actual expenses and doing away entirely

with the per diem allowance?

Dr. Alsberg. Yes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I want to have that in the record.

Dr. Alsberg. The other method consists of actual expenses. Under
these circumstances the man is paid what he actually expends pro-

vided it does not exceed $5. On the days that he expends more than
$5 he loses the difference. On the days that he expends less than $5
he gets only what he expends.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. When a man is sent out do you de-

termine by which plan he shall travel?

Dr. Alsberg. In the Bureau of Chemistry we have in the last five

years only followed the per diem for lodgmg and subsistence plan.

We have not followed the actual expenses plan for the reason that

we thought that we saved money by following the $4 a day plan

when we considered the great amount of bookkeeping that is neces-

sary on the actual expense plan. An inspector, for example, every

week when he makes up his expense account has to spend consider-

able time in making out the account when he is .traveling^on actual

expenses of $5. That account is sent in and audited. Several clerks

must audit these accounts, and if there is some item that he is not en-

titled to the account goes back to the inspector ; he has to explain it,,

and it comes back, and there is a lot of correspondence and clerical

work and bookkeeping. We feel that when we take into considera-

tion the bookkeeping expense, the loss of time of the men in making
accounts, that it was more economical to follow the per diem plan,

and that plan we have followed in the bureau exclusively for the last

two years. It lies within the power of the chief of the bureau, subject

to the approval of the secretary, to select the plan that he prefers

or to have certain classes of employees follow one plan and certain

other classes follow another plan. Inour bureau we follow only the

per diem plan for the reasons that I have given you. Our men now
are complaining bitterly and stating that in most cases they are

losing money wnen they travel. I think you will admit that travel-

ing in large cities to-day on $4 a day for room and board, where a

man does not stay long enpugh to make special arrangements, means
tha't he will lose money.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What increase are you asking?
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Dr. Alsbeeg. The Secretary is asking for $6 a day as a maximum
for per diem in lieu of actual expenses, and $7 a day as a maximum
where actual expenses are paid.
Mr. Harrison. Most of the other departments have made some-

what similar requests, the amount ranging as high as $8.

Dr. Alsbeeg. This does not mean, of couTse, that if Congress
should grant the request that everybody would travel on $6 and $7.

Where a man travels in the country through small towns with
American plan hotels, the per diem would be less, according to the

best judgment of the executive officer who had its determination.

Three or four years ago we had men traveling on as low as $1.50.

Mr. Harrison. I inserted in the record the other day the present

per diem rates, running from $4 to $1.20 a day, depending upon the

section in which employees travel and the character of the work
upon which they are engaged.
The Chaieman. Does that include meals?
Dr. Alsberg. No.
The Chairman. The meals are paid for out of the $4?
Dr. Alsbeeg. The meals are covered by the $4.

The Chairman. How about porters' tips.

Dr. Alsberg. A man puts that on the expense account and has an
extra reimbursement for that. I have reference to the 25 cents you
pay the porter when you spend the night on the train. It is limited

to 25 cents for each 24 hours. I do not have reference to the tip you
prive the man at your meals; that goes as part of the subsistence.

The tip you have to give hotel employees is regarded as subsistence.

It is not allowed. On the other hand, if you have to take along
heavy equipment or apparatus and have to employ the help of a

porter at the railroad station to take care of that sort of thing, that

is not counted in the $4.

Mr. Harrison. Nothing that is connected with transportation is

included within the $4, while everything that is connected with sub-

sistence i§ included.

Dr. Alsberg. Anything connected with food and lodging is in-

cluded in the $4. One of our inspectors recently resigned from the

bureau, stating in his letter of resignation that he had kept a careful

record of his expenses during the year. We have just received his

resignation. He states that his actual living expenses while at home
and traveling exceeded by $300 the total of his salary and travel per

diem which he received from the Government, and that was the

reason he resigned.

afternoon session.

Thttesday, December 18, 1919.

STATEMENT OF MR. HENRY S. GRAVES, FORESTER AND CHIEF
OF THE FOREST SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

The Chaieman. Are there other items. Col. Graves?
Mr. Geaves. There are several items in the miscellaneous portion

of the estimates which apply to the entire department in which
the Forest Service is interested. I presume you will not care to have
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me discuss there in general, but I would like to express myself as
feeling that they should be given serious consideration by the com-
mittee, because the experience of the Forest Service is the same as
that of other bureaus.

On page 286, for example, is a recfuest for increased authority for
maximum travel expenses, increasing it from $5 to $7 per day.
There are a great many circumstances in which it is not possible to
keep within the present limit.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is it now ?

Mr. Gkaves. Five dollars.

The Chairman. I believe all of us are familiar with the increased
cost.

(See also statement of Mr. E. W. Nelson relative to this item
under the Bureau of Biological Survey section of these hearings,
also general statement of Mr. F. E. Harrison covering miscellaneous
items.)

LEAVE FOR FIELD EMPLOTEES.

The Chairman. Next is item 16.

Mr. Graves. On page 287, item 16, is an item granting the Secre-
tary discretion to give leave of absence to field employees up to 30
days. At the present time the field employees of the department are

allowed only 15 days. I am interested in that, as about 90 per cent
of the Forest Service employees are in the field.

The Chairman. They get only 15 days?
Mr. Graves. They get 15 days, while those who are in Washington

are allowed 30 days. I never could feel that it was just to give the
employees of the Government living in one city different privilege

from those elsewhere ; and I may say that in most of the departments,
if not all of them, they grant the 30-day privilege.

Mr. Harrison. Yes.

(See also general statement of Mr. F. E. Harrison covering miscel-

laneous items.)

CUMULATIVE LEAVE FOR EMPLOYEES IN INSULAR POSSESSIONS.

The Chairman. Do you desire to discuss item 17?
Mr. Graves. On page 288, item 17, is a provision which extends

to the whole of the Department of Agriculture a privilege which is

already granted to the States Relations Service, with regard to

cimiulative leave for employees assigned to permanent duty in

Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Guam, and the Virgin Islands. We
have employees in Porto Rico and in Alaska, and I would like to

record my desire to see this privilege, which has been granted the
States Relations Service, extended to our employees as well.

The Chairman. They are in the same territory?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir"

(See also general statement of Mr. F. R. Harrison covering miscel-

laneous items.)

PROTECTION OF EMPLOTEES OF FOREST SERVICE AND BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL
SURVEY.

The Chairman. What is the next item?
Mr. Graves. On page 289, item 24, is a new provision extending to

the officers or employees of the Forest Service and the Biological

164315—20 85
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Survey a privilege which has already been granted to the Bureau of

Animal Industry.
Mr. Anderson. Wasn't this authority asked for all the employees

of. the Department of Agriculture last year ?

Mr. Harrison. We asked for it last year only in the case of the

Bureau of Biological Survey. Mr. Anderson. Mr. McLaughlin
raised the question the other day as to whether the provision should

not be made applicable to some other branches of the service. Since

that time I have looked into the situation and find that there are no
other bureaus which especially need the authority, with the possible

exception of the Federal Horticultural Board. This board has cer-

tain men engaged in the enforcement of quarantine regulations and
the chairman tells me that it would be desirable to extend the author-

ity to cover them.
Mr. Anderson. We extended some such authority as this with

relation to the enforcement of several of the acts which are enforced

by the Department of Agriculture.

Mr. Harrison. You have in mind the authority included in ap-

propriation bill, under the Bureau of Markets, with reference to the

examination of books and papers and the calling of witnesses in

connection with matters relating to the regulatory acts enforced by
the department.

Mr. Graves. We have had several rather distressing incidents

where forest officers in the pursuance of their duty have been at-

tacked by some disgruntled person, and there has been no adequate
redress. A short time ago, for example, one of our men, in the ad-

ministration of one of the timber sales, had a difference of opinion
in regard to the scale of logs. Our officer endeavored to adjust it

amicably and reach an agreement by going out and looking over the
ground with the man personally. He thought he had the matter
settled, even though there was still some difference of opinion about
it, but the following day this forest officer was attacked by the man
without any provocation and given a severe beating up. The man
was brought before a local court and was fined $25. There was no
other redress. Inasmuch as this authority has already been granted
in the case of the Bureau of Animal Industry, I think it would be of
benefit to extend it to the Forest Service as well as the Biological
Survey.
Mr. Candler. What is the penalty?
Mr. Jacoway. He may be fined not over $1,000.
Mr. Graves. Or imprisoned for not over one year, or both.
Mr. Candler. You want to make an attack upon an officer in the

discharge of his duty a Federal offense?

Mr. Graves. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Is that all. Colonel?
Mr. Graves. Mr. Harrison has just handed me an item. Mr. Har-

rison, what is this ?

- Mr. Harrison. It is a letter addressed to the chairman of the com-
mittee, in which we suggest the insertion in the bill of an additional
provision giving certain employees of the Forest Service and of the
Biological Survey power to arrest trespassers on bird reservations
and on the forests in connection with the p^rotection of game.
The Chairman. You desire it inserted in the record?
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Mr. Geaves. I would like to file it and urge its approval by the
committee.

(The letter referred to follows:)

Department of Agricultuke,
Washington, December 17, 1919.

Hon. GiLBEET N. Haugen,
Chairman Committee on A(iriciiltnre.

House of Reprenentatives.

Deab JIb. Haugen : There is urgent need for legislation to autliowze Federal
wardens and forest officers to make arrests and otherwise enforce the laws
and regulations for the protection of game on Federal game preserves or
reservations.

The only existing statute authorizing officers of the department to malie
arrests for violations of the laws and regulations governing these reservations
is the act of February 6, 1905 (33 Stat., 700). This act authorizes persons
employed in the Forest Service to make arrests for violations of regulations
relating to forest reserves. This, however, is not hroad enough to cover
violations of the laws for the protection of game within the game preserves or
reservations.

That the need for this legislation is urgent is shown by the following cir-

cumstances which have come about during the last few months on the Pisgah
National Forest, which was established by presidential proclamation on
October 17, 1916, an on the National Bison Range, in Montana, authorized
by act of Congress of May 23, 1908 (35 Stat., 251), and amended by act of
March 4, 1909 (85 Stat., 1039), and on the Winter Elk Refuge, in Wyoming,
established by act of Congress of August 10, 1912 (37 Stat., 293), and act of
March 4, 1913 (37 Stat, 828).
The Pisgah game preserve is administered by the Forest Service and the

otlier two by the Bureau of Biological Survey.
Recently Forest Guard Weldon English In the cours'e of his patrol dis-

covered a iiunter in possession of the carcass of a deer within the Pisgah
game preserve. , Not having authority to arrest the man and take him before
a magistrate, he did the only thing pos.sible under his authority, namely,
took the man's name and address and reported the trespass to his superior
officer. It turned out that the name and address were fictitious, and, as a con-
sequence, this flagrant violation of the law escaped punishment. The tres-

passer is still at large, with little or no hope of his apprehension. Soon after
this a game warden found two men on Rich Mountain, a section within the
game preserve in which deer are very abundant ; they, too, gave assumed names
and fictitious addresses, and thereby managed to escape arrest and trial.

Less than three weeks ago a case was called in the Federal court at Ashe-
ville, N. C, in which the United States district attorney asked for a nolle

prosequi, stating that the name " Herman Bailey," given by the trespasser to

the game warden who discovered the trespasser, could not be found.
On November 26 Game Warden Ashe, employed to protect the Pisgah game

preserve, while on the preserve in the discharge of his duties and trying to

prevent trespass was shot and severely injured by one Andrew Jackson on
Beaver Dam Creek, near Candler, N. C. Since the game warden did not have
the power to arrest, no charge of resisting arrest can be lodged against Jack-
son, and he can not be brought to trial before a Federal court.

The better class of people, particularly those in western North Carolina,
who took an active part in bringing about the establishment of the Pisgah
game preserve, aje keenly interested in the protection of the game within
the area. This protection can hardly be had unless the officers charged with
the care of the game preserves are authorized to arrest those who violate
the regulations governing it.

During the past year, on the Montana Bison Range, 10 antelope have disap-
peared. One carcass was found partly dismembered, the hams having been cut
off and carried away, indicating very clearly that the animal had been killed by
a poacher. Careful search of the reservation failed to reveal the remains of
the others, and it is believed that most of them were killed and carried away by
poachers. At present there are 35 antelope remaining on this refuge, but, unless
it is possible to prevent poaching, the future outlook for the protection of these
interesting and rapidly disappearing animals, as well as the other game animals
on this and other reservations, will be impossible. The original supply of ante-
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lope on this refuge was purchased and donated to the Government by sports-

men's organizations. These animals are extremely valuable, and it would be
deplorable if they could not be properly safeguarded.
On the winter elk refuge near Jaclsson, Wyo., recently, one of the elk being

ted on the Federal refuge was shot and killed by a local hunter. I am advised
by the solicitor's office that the action of the hunter in killing this animal was
not a violation of any Federal statute, although the refuge is maintained at con-
siderable expense to the Government for the express purpose of feeding the elk,

which are driven there by hunger In severe winter weather.
These occurrences emphasize the importance of having suitable Federal legis-

lation enacted to protect the animals and Government property on the bird and
giime refuges.
The Forest Service is charged with the administration of several game refuges

located in the national forests. The Bureau of Biological Survey is charged
with the administration of 74 national reservations, 5 of which, including the
Niobrara refuge, which was originally created as a bird reservation, are big
game preserves and the remaining 69 are bird reservations. On the big-game
preserves the Government maintains, in the aggregate, a large number of ani-

mals, including buffalo, elk, deer, and antelope.. In the administration of these
reservations there have been constructed necessary fences, wardens' quarters,
and other buildings. Other Government property is located on the reservations,
including horses and farming equipment used in the production of hay and other
forage crops. Injury to or destruction of this property would not, as it is

understood, constitute a violation of any Federal statute. It is manifest that
these reservations should be protected by suitable penal statutes.

Section 84 of the Penal Code makes it a misdemeanor to hunt, trap, capture,
A^illfully disturb, or kill birds of any kind, or to take the eggs of any such birds
on any lands of the United States which have been set apart or reserved as
breeding grounds for birds, except under rules and regulations prescribed by the
Secretary of Agriculture. There is no similar statute protecting the big-game
preserves and there is no penal statute prohibiting any act of trespass upon the

bird reservations which could not be shown to be a.,violation of section 84 of
the Penal Code. The bird reservations are scattered from Florida to Alaska.
Most of these in the United States are small In area, while several of those in

Alaska are quite extensive. Some of them, particularly in the United States,

are visited each year by large numbers of people who go there for recreation,

as in the case of Sullys Hill National Park ; some for the purpose of fishing, as
in the case of the Big Lake Reservation in Arkansas ; others, perhaps, for the

purpose of observing the habits of the birds on the reservations. On most
of the reservations visitors should be permitted under proper supervision. The
department, however, should have the authority to make regulations for the

administration and protection of these reservations similar to the power vested
in the Secretary by the act of June 4, 1897 (34 Stat., 11), applicable to the
national forests ; and the employees of these bureaus should have the power to

make arrests similar to that conferred upon employees of the Forest Service by
the act of February 6, 1905 (35 Stat., 700).
To meet this situation I urgently recommended that the following provision,

a separate copy of which is attached, be included in the miscellaneous section

of the agricultural appropriation bill for the fiscal year 1921

:

" And hereafter all lands of the United States heretofore or hereafter

reserved or set aside by law, proclamation, or Executive order for use of the

Department of Agriculture for breeding grounds for birds or as ranges,

refuges, or reserves for wild animals shall be controlled and administered in

i:ccordance with the following provisions: The Secretary of Agriculture is

hereby authorized and directed to make provisions against depredations upon

t<uch reservations and the molestation or destruction of the birds and other

wild auinials thereon, and he may make such rules and regulations and

establish such service as will insure the objects of such reservations, namely,

to regulate their use, to prevent depredations thereon, and fo preserve the

birds and other wild animals thereon from molestation and destruction; and

whoever shall violate any of the provisions of this act or of such rules and

regulations shall be fined not more than $500 or imprisoned not more

than six months, or both; but nothing herein contained shaU prohibit any

person from entering upon such reservations for all proper and lawful pur-

poses, provided that such persons comply with the rules and regulations cover-

ing such reservations. Employees of the Department of Agriculture designateJ

by the Secretary of Agriculture for the purpose shall have authority to make
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arrests for violations of tlie laws and regulations relating to the aforesaid
reservations, and any person so arrested sliall be taken before the nearest
United States commissioner within whose jurisdiction the reservation is
located, for commitment ; and upon sworn information by any competent per-
son, any United States commissioner within the proper jurisdiction shall issue
process for the arrest of any person charged with the violation of said laws
and regulations."

Very truly, yours,

D. F. Houston, Secretary.

( See also statement of Mr. E. W. Nelson relative to this item under
the Bureau of Biological Survey section of these hearings.)

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Wednesday, January li, 1920.

STATEMENT OF MR. F. R. HARRISON, ASSISTANT TO THE SECRE-
TARY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

DIVISION OF ACCOUNTS AND DISBURSEMENTS.

The Chairman. What is next, Mr. Harrison?
Mr. Harrison. We have not yet discussed the estimates of the

Division of Accounts and Disbursements. They provide for only
one change in the statutory roll—the addition of five clerks at $1,209

in item 9, page 191. As I am sure the committee will appreciate,

the work of the division has very greatly increased with the growth
and development of the activities of the department, and additional

assistance is urgently required in order to keep the work current
and up to date.

EXCHANGE OF PARTS OF AUTOMOBILES.

With few exceptions, all the items under the heading " Miscellan-

eous " have been referred to at different stages of the hearings.

Item 7, on page 281, relates to the exchange of parts of automo-
biles. We are simply asking that you give us authority to exchange
used parts, accessories, tires, and equipment in part payment for

new parts, accessories, tires, and equipment. We now have similar

authority with reference to the exchange of passengerTcarrying ve-

hicles and typewriters. At present the department is compelled to

pay the full market price for replacement parts. Manufacturers of

automobile tires, as you know, guarantee a certain mileage for each

tire and usually agree to exchange and make replacement upon a

mileage basis if any tire fails to furnish its guaranteed service. Au-
tomobile storage batteries are guaranteed for a definite period, usu-

ally one and a half or two years. When replacenaents are necessary,

the old batteries have an exchange value of which priyate owners
and commercial houses avail themselves. Similar conditions prevail

in respect to many other important parts of .automobiles, but the

department, under existing law, is unable to take advantage of the

exchange privilege. It is compelled to condemn old parts or acces-

sories, sell them lor what they will bring, turn the proceeds into the

Treasury, and pay the full price for new parts or accessories. It is
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believed that, if the authoritj^ proposed is granted, it will result in

considerable saving to the Government in many directions.

I'he Chairman. You ask for the same authority for exchanging
parts of automobiles that you now have for exchanging entire auto-

mobiles ?

Mr. Hari!isox. For authoritj^ similar to that which we now have
with reference to the exchange of typewri1;ers and passenger-carrying
vehicles. We are now authorized, as I have indicated, to exchange
old passenger-carrying vehicles in part payment for new machines,
but \ye can not do this with reference to old parts and accessories.

PURCHASE AND JfAINTENAXCE OF koTOR VEHICLES. ,

The paragraph relating to motor-propelled and horse-drawn pas-

senger-carrying vehicles, item 6, on page 274, as you loiow, does not

appropriate any money. It merely gives authority to expend a

specified amount of the funds included in the appropriation bill for

the purchase, maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled
and horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles. A similar provision

has been included in the bill for several years and is made necessary

by the act of July 16, 1914 (38 Stat., 454), which prohibits any ex-

penditures for the purposes indicated without specific authority from
Congress. The note under the item sets forth fully what we propose
to do with the amount suggested in the authorization, and I do not

think that it needs any further discussion.

PER DIEM ALLOAVANCE TOR TRAA-ELING EXPENSES.

The various chiefs of bureaus, as they have appeared before the •

committee, have discussed item 14, on page 286, and item 15, on page
287. Their purpose is to increase the amounts that may be paid, both
for per diem in lieu of subsistence and for actual expenses, to em-
ployees traveling on official business. The act of August 1, 1914

(38 Stat., 609), now limits the per diem allowance to $4, and the

act of April 6, 1914 (38 Stat., 312), limits the actual expense allow-

ance to $5. We are suggesting that the former be increased to $6

and the latter to $7. The committee, I think, fully appreciates the

necessity for these changes. They are made necessary by the great

increases that have occurred during the past two or three years in

the cost of traveling. As I have already pointed out, if the commit-
tee adopts the recommendation of the department, all employees
traveling on official business will not be paid $6 or $7, as the case may
be. The rate will be fixed in each case according to the character

of travel to be performed and the conditions prevailing in the sec-

tion or sections of the country to be visited.

LEAVE FOR FIELD EMPLOYEES.

There is another item on page 287, No. 16, in which we suggest

that you authorize the department, in the discretion of the Secretary,

to grant 30 days' annual and 30 days' sick leave to field employees.

Under the present law these employees are limited to 15 days' annual

and sick leave, while employees in Washington may be allowed SO

days.
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Mr. TiNCHER. What do you think about that proposal to grant 30
days' leave to field employees instead of 15 days when there is such
a great shortage of labor everywhere?
Mr. Harrison. The purpose of the item, Mr. Tincher, is merely to

place the field employees on exactly the same basis as the employees
in the city of Washington. It seems to us that it is merely a matter
of justice to our field employees. I may say, in this connection, that,
as I understand it, annual leave is granted on the theory that the
more time an employee has for rest and recuperation the better serv-
ice he is likely to render during the remainder of the year. The field

employees of many branches of the Government service, as indicated
in the note under the item, now may be granted 30 days' leave, and
we think our employees ought to have the same privilege.

CUMULATIVE LEA\'E FOR EMPLOYEES IN INSULAR POSSESSIONS.

There is still another item, Mr. Chairman, No. 17, on page 288,
which relates to cumulative leave of employees of the department
in Alaska and the insular possessions. You will recall that last year,
upon the recommendation of the department, the following provision
was inserted in the appropriation bill

Provided further, That hereafter employees of the Department of Agriculture
assigned to permanent duty in the Virgin Islands shall be entitled to the same
privileges as to leave of absence as are conferred upon employees assigned to
Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico, and Guam by the act of June 30, 1914 (38 Stat.,

p. 441), and if any employee of the agricultural experiment stations of the
United States in Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Guam, or the Virgin Islands shall
elect to postpone the taking of any or all of the annual leave to which he may
be entitled under the said act of June 30, 1914, he may, in the discretion of
the Secretary of Agriculture, subject to the interests of the public service, be
allowed to take at one time unused annual leave which may have accumulated
within not to exceed four years, and be paid at the rate prevailing during
the year such leave of absence has accumulated.

This provision, as you will note, authorizes the Secretary, in his

discretion, to permit employees of the agricultural experiment sta-

tions in Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Guam, and the Virgin Islands
to "take at one time unused annual leave which may have accumu-
lated within not to exceed four years." The purpose of item 17 is to

extend the same privilege to employees of other branches of the de-

partment, including especially the Forest Service, the Weather Bu-
reau, and the Bureau of Chemistry, all of which have employees
either in Alaska or in one of the insular possessions.

This completes the consideration of the estimates, Mr. Chairman.
I want to take this opportunity to express our appreciation of the

patience with which the committee has listened to the discussion of
the various items and of the generous amount of time you have given
us in which to present them. We hope that you will be equally gen-
erous when you come to act upon the department's recommendations.
The Chairman. We are very grateful to you for the comprehen-

sive manner in which you have presented the estimates, Mr. Harri-
son.

Mr. Harrison. It has been a real pleasure to meet with the com-
mittee, and I shall, of course, hold myself in readiness at all times to

render any assistance you may desire.
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The Chairman. We will do the best we can to meet the sugges-

tions and the requirements of the department. We thank you very

much.
(Thereupon, at 6 o'clock, the committee adjourned.)

Afternoon Session—Continued.

Committee on Agriculture,
House of Representatives,

Wednesday, Jamutry H, 192€.

VlTICULTURAL INVESTIGATIONS IN CALIFORNIA.

The committee met, pursuant to recess, Hon. Gilbert N. Haugen
(chairman), presiding.

The Chairman. You may proceed. Dr. Taylor.

'

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM A. TAYLOR, CHIEF OF THE BUREAU
OF PLANT INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have a rather disagreeable

situation in California now where you had some experiment stations

on raisin lands, and where the leases have expired. I understand you
have very extensive improvements there that will be lost unless the

Government pays a large amount of money to acquire the title.

Dr.'TATLOR. That is not in the nature of buildings. It is the

planted vines. The Government's interest there is wholly in the

perennial crop which is established on the lands.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Has not the Government erected

some of the buildings on the land?
Dr. Taylor. No, sir ; not even a shack or a fence. There are certain

trellises for the grapevines.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Mr. Curry, of California, is very

much interested in the proposition out there. Have you ever made
a statement in regard to that to this committee ?

Dr. Tatlor. No, sir. That is a feature which has developed in

its acute form within the last few weeks, since it has become evident

that the effect of the prohibition amendment will be to radically

and permanently change a very large part, of the California viticul-

tural industry; so that many of the owners of vineyards that were

planted specifically with wine grapes, which are of doubtful value

for other purposes, are going out of grape production and disposing

of their holdings. This leaves the department unprotected in that

feature of its experimental, work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is it desired that you carry on

some experiments out there?

Dr. Taylor. What the viticultural industry has in mind as desir-

able to do is the continuation of the work which the department began
under reinibursement contracts, not under leases, but under con-

tracts under which expei:iment vineyards were planted upon pri-

vately-owned lands. The owners of the lands were at that time main-
taining large vineyards alongside and" making available their full
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pei-sonnel of skilled labor and their full equipment of horses,

implements, facilities, buildings, and all that for the department's
use.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I have understood that if the
Government gave that up, did not make an appropriation and acquire
title to the property, the Government would suffer a large financial

loss.

Dr. Tatlor. The financial loss would be through the interruption
of the investigational work practically at its highest point of
efficiency and promise of useful results.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The Government would not have a
loss by stopping the work ?

Dr. Taylor. No ; except through the impairment of results by pre-
mature termination of the investigational work.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Is there not some property that

would be of some value if your work is continued but which, if you
stopped your work, would fall into disuse and waste?
Dr. Taylor. No; if we stop our work the property would im-

mediately be devoted to other uses, conmiercial in lieu of experimental.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Does the Government claim title

to all that is growing on the land ?

Dr. Taylor. We have full contract ownership in the plant material
on the land.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Stuff that can not be removed?
Dr. Taylor. Yes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If you quit your work, you cripple
it, and your experimental plantings would go to the owners of the
land?

Dr. Taylor. Yes ; and it has no commercial value to them or any-
one as a profit-producing plantation.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. How much money was it suggested
that you use out there?

Dr. Taylor. I have had that very carefully studied and estimated
within the last few days, and, while I have not the figures here, my
recollection is that the purchase and equipment would involve an
expenditure of $87,750.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That would enable you to acquire

title in fee to how much land ?

Dr. Taylor. About 30 acres in one holding in northern California,

where the Oakville vineyard. is, and about 36 acres near Fresno,

where the more southern vineyard is; including also the provision

of water supply, fencing, and the erection of three or four necessary

buildings at each place; also provision for such implements and
operating equipment as the department would have to own.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Must this $87,000 be put up to

acquire title and make all the improvements that you speak of?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. That is for the purpose of experi-

menting and determining whether or not some other use can be made
of the products of the soil—the vines, and so on—out there ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir; including the continuation of the work
which was started, not for that purpose, but for the insuring of

an enduring vineyard industry at a time when it was threatened with

destruction by pidylloxera.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigaii. The endurance, if that is the

proper use of the word, of the vineyard was dependent on the use

of the fruit for wine, was it not?
Dr. TArLOR. Partially. The fundamental questions are the same

as they have been, namely, the determination of the desirable varie-

ties of grape stocks to be grown there in the presence of the root-

destroying phylloxera, an insect which can be combated only by
growing the fruiting varieties grafted on phylloxera-resistant stocks.

The first question to determine is what phylloxera-resisting stocks

will endure and thrive there for sufficient time to base an enduring
industry on, and, secondly, which ones of these stocks are congenial

enough to the various fruiting varieties, such as those from which
they make raisins and those from which we expect also we shall be

able to make the " currants " which we have been importing by many
millions of pounds from Greece.
Mr. McLattghlin of Michigan. Are you able to estimate the

length of time that will be required to carry on the experiments?
Dr. Tatloe. We have not undertaken to look into the future that

far. Eoughly, I should say, however, that it would be approxi-

mately 30 or 40 years in total. We now have been working approxi-

mately 15 years.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. It would require a long time and
involve considerable appropriation each year?

Dr. Tatloe. It is a long-time task, and the maintenance of it, ad-

ditional to this acquisition of the land and the providing of the nec-

essary permanent improvements, would involve an increase in our
present appropriation for the operation of the viticultural work,
which is $20,000 to $27,500, an increase of $7,500. So that the ini-

tial purchase and improvement appropriation would be $87,750 and
the continuing appropriation for maintenance and operation would
be $7,500 more than it now is, making a total of $115,250.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If 15 years is the length of time

to determine whether or not that is a success or not, you have lost

your entire investment if it is a failure at the end of that time, have
you not?

Dr. Tayloe. In terms of vines ; but we will have it in terms of

useful knowledge ; that is, the farmers and the country will have it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Will the land or the structures

be worth anything?
Dr. Taylor. The land presumably would be worth what it is

to-day.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Then, what is the use of doing
anything if the land is going to continue of equal value or at a value
equal to what it is to-day ?

Dr. Tayloe. You understand that what I say as to land values is

a random guess.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. On the information I got, unless

you discover something to save that country out there, the land will

not be worth anything.
Dr. Taylor. You mean the wine-grape lands in general. I missed

your point, Mr. McLaughlin. I thought you were referring to the
land in these particular experiment vineyards. Your question re-
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lated to the value of vineyard lands—the 175,000 acres now planted
with wine grapes.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. No

;
you are going to acquire cer-

tain lands out there for the purpose of' carrying out expreimcnts to
see whether or not sometliing can be done to sa\-e that country—the
establishment of some industry along the fruit line which is threat-
ened on account of the prohibition amendment.

Dr. Tatlor. Yes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If you are successful, the vnlue of
those lands will be kept up?

Dr. Taylor. Oh, yes.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. If they are unsuccessful, your first

answer was that the lands are worth just as much at the end of the
time as they are now.

Dr. Taylor. I was referring to these particular tracts, the 30 and
36-acre tracts, that we are now using, which, while of the same gen-
eral character as the wine-grape vineyards on the side hills, because
of their location are not subject to the same changes in value as the
lands on which a large proportion of the wine-grape vineyards are

located. Your question, I see, had to do with the value of these 17,5,-

000 acres of wine-grape vineyards—the land now in wine vineyards.
The wine vineyards are for the most part located on lands off the"

valley floors, and up to the present time no other successful agri-

cultural use has been found for them. Vineyards grow well there,

and it is the value of the vines on those lands that gives the value to

the property and not the soil itself.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan . Unless you discover something of
value for them, those lands will fall materially in value, will they
not?

Dr. Taylor. Inevitably, I should say, for they are lands which in

a very large degree are not suitable for any other profitable agri-

cultural or horticultural use that has been discovered!^

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And up to this time, on account
of the use of the products of the soil, the lands have been very valu-

able?

Dr. Taylor. Fairly valuable, and fairly profitable to a large num-
ber of farmers who settled there specifically to raise grapes for wine
and brandy production, expecting that that condition would continue.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Mr. Curry of California has

spoken to me about the matter two or three times. He is very much
interested in it, and he sees trouble if this is not done, falling values,

and loss to his people ; but I believe he has talked with you and others

of your department, and he is very hopeful that something mi\y be

done and is anxious to have an effort made by the Government to d"
something.

Dr. Taylor. I have not discussed the matter with Mr. Curry, but

the department has received appeals from thoroughly representative

organizations in California in considerable number during recent

weeks. As the result of a careful study of the existing conditions, I

think we are in a position to furnish the committee a very definite

statement of what would be required to meet the situation as we
see it.
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Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Mr. Curry himself is not very
>vell. I suggested that he come over and make a statement to the
committee. At the time I suggested that he did not feel able to come.
He may be able to come later, but, on account of his great interest,

and you being here, I thought I should ask you to tell us about it.

Do you want to make any further statement about it?

Dr. Taylor. I think a definitely particularized statement would be

more illuminating than what I might say offhand. We could furnish

that to the committee if it is desired.

Mr. McLatjghlin of Michigan. I do not know enough about it to

bring out all the facts. I ask questions rather at random.
The Chairman. Doctor, is the purpose of the investigation to

ascertain the value of the land for other purposes than growing
grapes ?

Dr. Taylor. No ; rather to determine whether it is not possible to

produce and utilize types of grapes other than the wine grapes, which
now constitute practically the sole investment.

The Chairman. When the prohibition law was under considera-

tion there was great concern shown over the grape industry of Cali-

fornia. Are grapes now worth more than ever before, and are they

selling at higher prices ?

Dr. Taylor. That has been true of the table and raisin grapes,

which constitute a very large and important element of the total

production of grapes in California.

The Chairman. Will that be true in the future?
Dr. Taylor. It is the wine-grape industry, in distinction from the

table grape and raisin industries, that is jeopardized. The grapes of

California are almost entirely of the old-world type (Vitis vinifera),

the vine of the Scriptures, and of the whole south European and
Mediterranean country. These grapes are, in the main, of three

different types. One of those is used chiefly for and is chiefly adapted
to raisin production. Another is

—

The Chairman. What is done with the wine grape now ?

Dr. Taylor. The wine grapes are the juicy and rather seedy ones,

for which no other important use than wine and brandy production
has yet been discovered, unless there should be developed some
" moonshine " use, which is not impossible, or some underground sys-

tem of marketing in the shape of a dried or otherwise preserved
product suitable for wine or brandy making. It would not be raisins.

The Chairman. Do you know what they are being used for ?

Dr. Taylor. This year a considerable quantity of them have been

dried. A considerable quantity, some 4,000 carloads, have been

shipped East in the fresh state, in the condition in which they were

when taken from the vineyards, for whatever use the ultimate pur-

chaser cared to make of them. Some of these are known to have Been

used for the production of wine in eastern cities.

The Chairman. Are they selling at higher prices than before?
Dr. Taylor. I do not think that is true of the wine grapes gen-

erally.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. I do not think that is true of the

wine grape.
Mr. Tincher. One Congressman claims they do.
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Committee on Agriculture,
House of Representatives, -

Friday^ January 16, W20.

iPECiAL Hearings on Viticultural Investigations in California
Eequested by Members of the California Delegation in
-Congress.

The committee assembled at 10.30 o'clock a. m., Hon. Gilbert N.
Haugen (chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. At the request of a number of members of the
California delegation we have reopened the hearings so as to give
them an opportunity to be heard on item 102, page 95, which is as
follows

:

For the iuvestigation and improvement of fruits, and tlie method of fruit
growing, harvesting, and, in cooperation with the Bureau of Markets, studies
of the behavior of fruits during the processes of marlseting and while in com-
mercial storage, $88,200: Provided, That $20,000 of said amount may be used
for investigating and developing new grape industries and methods of utilizhig

grapes heretofore used for the production of alcoholic beverages, $88,200.

Do you desire to be heard first on the item, Representative Bar-
bour ?

Mr. Barbour. We have some representatives of the Department
of Agriculture here, Mr. Chairman, and they will be able to present
this matter much more intelligently than the Members of Congress
from California can.

The Chairman. The matter has been fully covered by the repre-

sentatives of the department. However, some of the representatives

are here. Would you prefer to have the committee hear them first?

Mr. Barbour. I thinks they can cover the whole matter, so that

it will not be necessary for you to hear from the Members of Con-
gress.

The Chairman. Dr. Taylor, will you testify first?

Dr. Taylor. You will remember that just before the close of the

hearings day before yesterday some questions were asked by Mr.
McLaughlin which I could not answer at that time.

The Chairman. It has been suggested that some one from the

department having this work in charge be given an opportunity to

supplement what nas already been said. Do you care to be heard
further on the item and answer the questions referred to?

FURTHER STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM A. TAYLOR, CHIEF OF
THE BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRI-
CULTURE.

Dr. Taylor. I have prepared and have here a succinct and com-
prehensive statement of the situation with respect to the existing

experimental vineyards in California, the purchase of which was
the subject of Mr. McLaughlin's questions.

The Chairman. Dr. Husmann, who is in charge of that work,
is here this morning, is he not ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir; Mr. Huslnann, who has immediate charge of

that work, is present.

The Chairman; Does he wish to be heard?
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Mr. HusMANN. I think if Dr. Taylor is allowed to read his state-

ment it will cover the matter very completely.
Dr. Tatlok. It is about seven typewritten pages, and, if it is

agreeable and the committee desires it, I will read this statement,

as I think it would be shorter than an offhand statement.

The Chairman. We will be glad to hear the statement.

Dr. Taylor. The profound changes now in progress in the viticul-

tural industry of the Pacific coast, as a result of the adoption of the
eighteenth amendment, make it necessary to consider radical changes
in the viticultural work of this bureau, which has been in progress
for a number of years. When this work began a number of years
ago the dominant phase of the industry was the production of wines
and brandies, though there was also a large production of raisins

and table grapes in certain sections. The varieties of grapes in-

volved are practically all of the Old World type {Vitis vinifera)

which is not successfully grown in the open air to any extent east of
the Rocky Mountains. Some of the most complex and important
problems are those involved in the determination of the adaptability
of phylloxera resistant stocks to the radically different soil and cli-

matic conditions of the important grape-growing districts, the varie-

ties producing desirable fruit requiring to be grafted upon such
stocks to be successfully grown in the presence of this root-destroying

insect. These varieties constitute the sole sources of our na-
tional supply of American-grown raisins, now amounting to about
300,000,000 pounds of raisins per annum, and the entire table-grape
production of California, the shipments of which now amount to

from 180,000 to 200,000 tons per year. In addition to the fruit mar-
keted in these forms, from 300,000 to 550,000 tons per annum have
heretofore been utilized for the manufacture of wines and brandies.

Much of the fruit thus utilized is of varieties developed especially

for these purposes and not suitable for other known uses. Appar-
ently the vines producing this fruit must be grafted over (where pos-
sible) or replaced with table or raisin varieties if the industry is

not to be disastrously damaged and many of the wine-grape growers
financially ruined.

In view of the resolutions passed by the Sacramento Valley De-
velopment Association, the California State Association of County
Horticultural Colnmissioners, the Cklifornia Fruit Exchange, and
the fifty-second State fruit growers' and farmers' convention trans-

mitted by Senator Phelan, Representative Kahn, and others, urging
that the cooperative experiment vineyards which for a number of

years have been maintained by this bureau at Fresno and Oakville,

Calif., be purchased by the Government and equipped and main-
tained permanently as field stations, a careful study has been made
of the existing situation with a view to intelligently estimating what
the cost of such purchase would be, and also the cost of equipping
and operating these vineyards as department field stations.

The experiment vineyards in question comprise 20 acres at each
place. The plantings have been made progressively during the past

16 years on privately owned land under contracts through which the
owners made the land available to the department without rental, the
owners furnishing the necessary labor, equipment, team power, etc.,

for use as needed, and being reimbursed by the department in the
actual cost of the labor, etc., as required for the effective carrying
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on of the numerous experiments under way in them. This arrange-
ment, when made, of course contemplated a continuance of the then
existing and steadily enlarging wine and brandy industries in which
the owners of the land were largely engaged. A large part of the
experimentation, however, was with grapes intended for raisin,
"currant," and table-grape utilization in addition to those grown
exclusively for wine and brandy production. The vineyards now
contain approximately 700 varieties of resistant-stock and edible
fruited varieties collected from all the vine-growing regions of the
world and coiistitute the largest and most valuable collection of
grape varieties now known to exist.

As the owners of these particular tracts are going out of business
as grape growers, and sellmg off their land, it is evident that if these
very valuable collections of vines are to be maintained during the
critical period of reconstruction of the grape industry which the
adoption of the constitutional amendment has made necessary, they
will need to be taken over and operated by the department or some
public agency.

As accurate estimates as are practicable^ of the probable cost of the
land in each vineyard, and of the improvement and equipment which
would be necessary for their effective operation by the department
have been prepared. While only 20 acres of land at each place have
thus far been controlled by the department, it would be highly de-
sirable that about 16 acres a.dditional at Fresno and 10 acres ad-
ditional at Oakville be obtained to provide for necessary enlarge-
ments and readjustments of the experimental work now under way
and contemplated. These estimates which cover the purchase of the
land and the provision of necessary improvements and equipment to

make possible the effective independent operation of each experi-
mental vineyard indicate that $47,900 would be required for the
Oakville vineyard and $39,850 for the one at Fresno. The improve-
ments essential to the effective operation of the vineyards, such as a
bam, cottage and small laboratory at each place, and a dry house
at Oakville which would need to be provided, should be largely of
concrete construction. While somewhat more expensive than wood,
under existing conditions in California, it is regarded as cheaper
in the long run because of lower upkeep.
Maintenance and operation of the vineyards by the department

will make necessary the purchase of certain equipment including a
tractor, scales, plows, harrows, cultivators, hand tools, lug boxes,
drying trays, and a light motor truck at each place, the estimated
cost of which is $3,550 for Fresno and $3,350 for Oakville.

The details of the estimates for the two vineyards are shown on
the enclosed sheets.

The Chairman. What is your estimate on buildings at Fresno ?

Dr. Taylor. At Fresno, a laboratory building, estimated to cost

$3,500, a barn, $2,600, and a cottage, $4,500.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Would the amount that you esti-

mate for the laboratory equip it and supply it ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes. sir.

The Chairman. For what is the barn to be used ?

Dr. Taylor. Chiefly as housing for implements and storage for

the lug boxes and other paraphernalia of vineyard operations.
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The Chairman. It would practically be a storehouse, would it not?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir ; there would be no farm crops grown. [Read-

ing:]

The land values are estimated on the basis of recent sales in the near vicinities

of the vineyards.

The Chairman. In that case what was the selling price ?

Dr. Taylor. In that case, it is $600 an acre, in the near vicinity of

Fresno city.

Mr. Young. Are these people who are in the vineyard business

selling out?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. Young. On the basis of $600 an acre for that particular trans-

action ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. Young. If they are going out of the vineyard business, what
is the present purchaser figuring on doing with that valuable land?

Dr. Taylor. As I understand it, the lands which are planted and
have been planted in vineyards specifically for wine and brandy pro-

duction in the past, are now being cut up into small farms and
being devoted by the small owners, probably, in part, to raisin pro-

duction, as those are varieties which largely could be converted into

raisins, and presumably, to other lines of agricultural production.

So much for this purchase and equipment proposition. [Read-
ing:]

If these vineyards are purchased and the improvements made so that they
can be maintained and operated as independent field stations, it will be neces-

sary to add to the $20,000 viticultural proviso in the subappropriation for

pomological investigations $7,500 as a continuing maintenance item.

The Chairman. How much is to be added to item 102, which now
carries $88,200?

Dr. Taylor. Our suggestion as to the most practicable method
is to deduct the $20,000 proviso from item 102 and frame a new
paragraph, which would cover that work, with a $7,500 increase for

annual maintenance, and an increase of the amount previously

stated, $87,750, for the purchase and equipment.
The Chairman. What would be the total?

Dr. Taylor. The total would be the sum of those amounts

—

$87,750 plus the amount in the present proviso, $20,000, and plus

$7,500 ; it would be a total of $115,250.

The Chairman. What would the new paragraph carry?
Dr. Taylor. That would carry $115,250, including $20,000 from

the old paragraph.
Mr. Jones. Then the two paragraph together would carry how

much ?

Dr. Taylor. $115,250 for the grape work, and $68,000 for the gen-

eral pomological investigations.

Mr. Jones. That $68,000 would be the paragraph that now calls

for $88,000?
Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. That will involve a net increase, then, in the two
items of $95,250?

Dr. Taylor. $95,250.
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Mr. Anderson. What is the necessity for maintaining these two
stations? Is there a difference in the character of the work, in the

character of the country, or what?
Dr. Taylor. There is a radical difference in the character of the

country. The viticultural territory of California is divided, roughly,

into two distinct climates—the Bay region, in which the Oakville
vineyard is located, and the great San Joaquin Valley, in which
Fresno is located. San Joaquin Valley has a high temperature and
is very largely an irrigated section. The Bay region has a compara-
tively cool temperature and is without irrigation.

Mr. EuBEY. How far is that from San Francisco, and in what
direction ?

Dr. Taylor. The Oakville vineyard is northeast of San Francisco,

in Napa County.
Mr. RuBET. About how far is the Oakville vineyard from San

Francisco ?

Dr. Taylor. I will ask Mr. Husmann to answer that.

Mr. HtrsMANN. It is about 40 miles from San Francisco in an air

line ; 64 miles by rail.

Dr. Taylor. And the Fresno district ; how far is that ?

Mr. Htjsmann. The Fresno district is in the geographic center of
the State of California; it is about 200 miles south of San Francisco.

Dr. Taylor. The increase in the maintenance item to which I have
referred is chiefly necessary to meet the very greatly increased cost

of labor and materials, which during the present year shows an in-

crease of nearly 100 per cent over the maintenance cost per acre at

the time when these plantings were started.

The work under way at these stations is of fundamental im-
portance to the viticultural industry of the Pacific coast. It includes

the determination of the adaptability of resistant stocks to the soil

and climatic conditions of the grape-growing regions, and the equa,lly

important question of determining the congeniality of the leading

commercial fruiting varieties to these resistant stocks. It also in-

cludes the determination of the adaptability and value of the fruit-

ing varieties themselves for curing into raisins or " currants," and
for utilization as table grapes, either fresh from the vines or after

various periods of storage, to supply the consuming demands during
the winter season.

There is a definite probability that we shall be able to develop the

production of the long-keeping type of grape which we have been

importing from Spain, in kegs or cork dust, ever since any of us

can remember, as well as develop this production of the dried

currants.

Mr. Anderson. May I ask a question? You were suggesting, as

I understood you, an increase in the acreage at these two stations.

Do you propose to abandon the work which you have heretofore

done on the wine and brandy grapes ?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. Anderson. Why do you need more acreage when you are

abandoning part of the project?

Dr. Taylor. It will not be an abandonment of the land; it will

be a reutilization of tlie space and, in some cases, a grafting over

of the vines.

164315—20—86
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Mr. Anderson. As I understand you, you have been doing work

with both wine grapes and raisin grapes, and now you propose to

abandon the work with the wine grapes—to which nobody has any

objection, I suppose. When you abandon the work on the wine

grapes, I can not understand why you need more land ?

Dr. Taylor. We need more land to undertake certain of these ac-

tivities on the basis of a commercial-size unit—not of a commer-

cially operated unit, but in commercial-size plats—in which there

will be specifically determined the adaptability of the stocks to the

soil.

Mr. McKiNLET. Do you not have to have more space on which to

erect the buildings?

Dr. Tatlor. No; the space required for the buildings would be

only about half an acre.

Mr. HusMANN. I would like to state also that one of the most

important problems we have confronting us now is to find some

other use for these wine grapes. Oh this Oakville vineyard, to which
the gentleman has just referred, our plans already exist for these

various varieties in which the people are interested, and we propose

to use those crops which we are producing on that acreage in trying

to find other uses for them.
Dr. Taylor. All possible ways of accomplishing the solution of

these important problems have been considered and, in view of the

economic crisis which now confronts the industry, no other practical

way is seen of carrying this work through to a successful conclusion.

No provision for either the purchase or the financing of the increased

maintenance cost is made by the estimates now before Congress.
The features necessary to be considered may be summarized as

follows

:

Appropriations necessary if vineyards are purchased.

FRESNO VINEYAED.

Purchase of 36 acres of land, at $600 $21, 600
Buildings, fences, well, and improvements 14, 650
Karm and laboratory equipment .S. 600

$39, 850
OAKVILLE VINEYARD.

Purchase of 30 acres of land, at $750 22. 500
Buildings, fences, well, and improvements 22, 050
Farm and lab6ratory equipment 3, 350

47, 900

Appropriation required for purchase and equipment 87, 750

DETAILS OF FRESNO VINEYARD.

Land, 36 acres, at $600 21,600
Improvements, buildings and fences

:

Laboratory building ,$3. 500
Barn . 2, 500
Cottage for superintendent 4, 500
Fencing, 245 rods (with concrete posts) 1,000

11,500
Water supgly

:

Well 1, 000
Pump 150
Reservoir 1, 500
Power 500

3, 150
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Kyuipnient, farm and laboratory:
Tractor $1^ 500
Plows 150
Harrows lOO
Cultivators 100
Hand tools 250
Motor truck (1-ton) 75O
Scales, lug boxes, drying trays 750

—. $3, 600

Total ___ •
39, 850

DETAILS OF OAKVILLE VINEYAKD.

lyaud, 30 acres, at $750 22, uOO
Improvements, buildings and fences :

Laboratory building ; !f3, 500
Barn 2,500
Cottage for superintendent 4, 500
Drying house 3,000
Fencing, 245 rods (with concrete posts) 1,000

14, 500
Water supply

:

Well 5, 000
Pump L- 250
Reservoir '

1, 500
Power 800

7, 550
Equipment, farm and laboratory :

Tractor 1, 500
Plows 150
Harrows 100
Cultivators 100
Hand tools , 250
Motor truck (1-ton) 750
Scales, lug boxes, drying trays 500

3, 350

Total 47, 900

There is an additional building required at Oakville, in the form
of a drying house suitable for the curing of grapes in a climate whicli

does not permit of sun-curing, as the Fresno climate does.

The Chairman. You have not conducted these experiments with-

out the equipment and the buildings to which you refer?

Dr. Tayicb. We have had the use, practically without cost, of the

equipment which has existed on the large adjacent vineyards, which
either have gone or are going out of business; and that will not be

available to us, therefore, in the future.

The Chairman. Does the purchase price of the lands include the

buildings ?

Dr. Taylor. No ; there are no buildings on this land.

The Chairman. On the lands which you propose to buy, there are

no buildings ?

Dr. Taylor. jSTo, sir. We have had the use of the buildings which
have existed on the commercial plantations.

Mr. CoRBETT. These were really the headquarters buildings of the

large plantations, and we have had the benefit of the use of the head-

quarters and all of the equipment that was maintained to operate

the lai-ge commercial units.

The Chairman. You propose to buy the land without buildings?
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Dr. Taylor. To buy the land without buildings
;
yes.

The Chairman. You estimate for equipment, do you not?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir : this estimate includes that.

The Chairman. Is it for additional equipment?

Dr. Taylor. This is to be provided by the department instead ot

the commercial eqtiipment formerly available on the plantations.

Those items which I have read for the two vineyards make up the

$87,750 required for purchase and equipment of those vineyards as

a going* concern, in the shape of department field stations. [Bead-

ing:]
"If the above purchases and equipment are made, the mainte-

nance and operation of the vineyard by the department will make
necessary an increase in the $20,000 viticultural proviso of the sub-

appropriation for pomological investigations of $7,500."

Mr. Lee. Who owns these improved tracts, the 20-acre plots that

you speak of? Are they privately owned or are they owned by the

vineyard people?
Dr. Taylor. The one at Fresno is owned by the Fresno Vineyard

Co., which was the owner of the entire tract, all of which they have

sold except this. particular tract occupied by us and the land back

of it.

Mr. Lee. Have they gone out of business?

Dr. Taylor. They have gone out of business; yes, sir.

Mr. RuBEY. "What percentage of the acreage that has heretofore

been devoted to these wine-producing grapes has been disposed of

by the owners?
Dr. Taylor. I could not tell you.

Mr. RuBEY. Can anybody present give the committe an idea of

how much of that acreage has been disposed of?

Mr. HusMANN. I think very little has been disposed of up to the

present time, due to the unusual conditions which have prevailed

and the unusually high prices for everythimr in the fruit line, in-

cluding grapes, that have existed this year. The wine-grape growers
have gone to work the same as in previous seasons and have pruned
and plowed and gotten their vineyards in shape and simply expected

Providence to take care of them. They always do expect Providence
to take care of them; that is characteristic of that industry; they

have not been in the habit of looking for a market for those grapes

until the grapes ar& ripe and ready to come off the vines. The same
thing occurred this year, in spite of the serious conditions that con-

fronted them, and things simply took a turn afterwards that caused

a demand for all those grapes at very high prices. I think a good
many of the questions asked by the members of the committee might
be made clear, Mr. Chairman, if Dr. Taylor would make a statement

to the committee relative to our relations with the parties owning
the lands on which our vineyards have been located. These experi-

'ment vineyards, in other words, have been located on property be-

longing to private parties. They are under a contract agreement
under which the Secretary of Agriculture has the privilege of the

use of these lands for a period of years, and an agreement has been
entered into with the owners whereby they have done the work under
the direction of the department, the department reimburising them
at the end of the fiscal year for expenditures incurred.
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I think that answers your questions, gentlemen, in so far as they
relate to equipment, buifdings, etc. "We have, in other words, simply
had a piece of land set aside at each one of these places, the places
belonging to these various owners, and there is absolutely nothing in
the way of buildings or anything eke on those lands." They were
simply farm lands as they weie turned over to us.

Mr. Wilson. Has the Agriculture Department purchased any of
these lands ?

Mr. HusMA^x. Xo.
Mr. WiLsox. What is the object of purcliasing them now? Why

do not the people who are interested in this new development lease
this land to the Department of Agriculture for a nominal sum and get
the benefit of the experiment station there? That seems to me to be
the proper thing for those people to do.

Dr. Tatlqr. The problem there, Mr. "\rilson, at the present junc-
ture, is the maintenance of the investigational work in the future,
row that the owners of the lands are going out of business and are
subdividing and selling their property for other uses. This leaves
the department without buildings or equipment, and those must be
provided.

Mr. EuBEY. The statement has been' made repeatedly that those
owners have sold their land and are going out of business. If a con-
siderable percentage of those men have sold their lands and have,

gone out of business, leaving only a small number that are continu-
ing in business, then why is it necessary for the Government to take
up this particular phase of the work ? That is what T want to get at.

Dr. Taylok. I think that situation is simply in this shape, that the
people who are going out of business are all large concerns who have
been doing business in large units, owning their own wineries and
doing their own distribution of products through the East; and that
the people who have not sold, because they have not had purchasers,
are the very large number of small owners, who are just as heavily

involved, relatively, as the large ones, but who are left stranded.

Mr. Husmaxn. I would say, further, in answer to that argument,
that very few people are going out of the vineyard business, whether
it is wine grapes or table grapes. These large concerns have sold

out to people who are now subdividing this property and selling it in

small tracts to persons who will still continue in the business. The
Fresno property, however, happens to be an exception to that; that

has changed hands; and the party who has purchased it is parcelling

it out in 20 and 16 acre blocks.

Mr. Jones. How many propositions have been made to sell the

property to the Government for any purpose that the Government
wants it for?
Dr. Taylor. 1 could not say ; none have come to my knowledge.
Mr. Tinchee. There are three kinds of grapes produced in Cali-

fornia. The Government has destroyed the market for the wine
grape; that is the theory, is it not?
Dr. Taylor. Roughly

;
yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHEE. The lands on which these grapes grow is worth
$600 an acre at the present time, is it ?

Dr. Taylor. No ; not generally ; not the typical vineyard land

:

these particular sites are.
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Mr. Tin CHER. The lands that you propose to buy for the Govern-
ment will cost $600 an acre ?

Dr. Tayloe. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHEE. There has not been any depreciation of the land on
which the wine grape is grown in California, has there ?

Dr. Tailor. Speaking in broad general terms?
Mr. TiNCHER. Yes.
Dr. Taylor. I do not know.
Mr. TiNCHER. The lands on which they grow the wine grape will

grow the table grape, orlhey will grow the raisin grape ; is not that
true?

Dr. Taylor. The' climate is the determining factor in the raisin-

grape question.

Mr. TiNCHER. I am talking about the soil ?

Dr. Taylor. We do not know as to that.

Mr. HusMANN. I would like to answer that question a little fur-

ther, if I may be pardoned for interrupting so often. When you
come to the consideration of wine-grape vineyard, you find that a

large portion of those lands are absolutely unfit for horticultural

purpose.
Mr. TiNCHER. Except for the growing of the wine grape?
Mr. HusMANN. Yes, sir.

Mr. TiNCHER. I understood you to say a little while ago that those

large plantations have been cut up into small vineyards and sold?
Mr. HusMANN. Not into small vineyards. That particular prop-

erty is being parceled off into small holdings. The parties who are

buying those holdings are going into all kinds of business; what it

Ejay be, I do not know.
Mr. TiNCHER. What do they pay an acre for that land?
Mr. HuSMANN. I consider $600 an acre in the neighborhood of our

vineyard exceedingly reasonable.
Mr. TiNCHER. Is there a market for that land at $600 an acre ; are

individuals coming in and buying it?

Mr. HusMANN. Yes.
Mr. TiNCHER. Do you think the Government ought to appropriate

money for assistance to those people by reason of tihe fact that the

adoption of the eighteenth amendment to the Constitution deprived

them of a market for their wine grapes, when the men who want to

go in there and buy those lands have to pay $600 an acre for them?
Ought we to make this appropriation for that purpose ?

Mr. HusMAXN. I do not quite understand your question.

Mr. TiNCHER. I understand that you ask for an additional ap-

propriation of about $100,000 by reason of the adoption of the

Eighteenth Amendment to the Constitution having injured the

property and business of the California wine-grape growers. 1

imderstand that the men affected by that amendment are the men
who own the wine-grape vineyards and that they are cutting them

up and selling them in small tracts at prices of about $600 an acre?

Mr. Htismann. No; the wine-grape growers are not cutting them
up into small holdings; and, with the exception of this particular

property on which the department's experiment vineyard is located,

the people who are .buying the lands,^ near as I can ascertain (and

I am quite sure that I have the correct information in regard to tho
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great majority of the holdings) are going right ahead in the grape
business.

Mr. TiNCHEB. Those people are growing what kind of grapes?
Mr. HtJSMANN. They are mostly table and raisin grapes.
Mr. Tin CHER. I understand that you are asking for more than

$100,000 now by reason of the effects of the Eighteenth Amendment
on the wine-grape industry ?

Mr. Htjsmann. Yes, sir.

Mr. Tin CHER. What I would like to get at, before I would be willing
to vote for spending the Government's money for such a purpose, is

just what is the reason for spending the money? I realize, for
example, that the distillers in Kentucky and other places will have
to make other uses of their property from those which they made
'tefore the adoption of that amendment.
Mr. CoEBETT. May I answer that question?
Mr. HusMANN. Yes.

Mr. CoEBETT. The situation, as it occurs to me, it this: What we
are asking for, or what is proposed in this proposition, is an appro-
priation to preserve the valuable collections of vines which the
Government has brought together on these two particular tracts,

and it has nothing to do with the general economic condition which
you are discussing. What is proposed in this is to make it possible

to continue the work for the benefit of the general industry of Cali-
fornia, which is based, as Dr. Taylor has told you, upon the Euro-
pean varieties—for the benefit of the general grape industry there
rather than to attempt to reimburse anybody for losses_growing out
of the constitutional amendment.
Mr. TiNCHEE. Let us be specific now. I do not know what you

scientists have in mind. What do you intend to do ? Do you intend
to keep on growing the wine grape? Is that what you mean

—

to preserve the wine grape?
Mr. HusMANN. One of the big problems at the present time is

to find out if there are other uses ^or those wine grapes. We do
not want to destroy the wine-grape vineyards if we can find a use
for those grapes.
Mr. TiNCHEE. You do not want the Government to appropriate

money to encourage the retaining of the wine-grape vineyards

—

and not to change them to some other kind of vineyards, but to

find a use for the wine grape?
Mr. HtrsMANN. Of course, there is a large investment in wine-

grape vineyards in California.
Mr. TiNCHER. I understand that the wine grape is selling for

more to-day than it did before the adoption of the constitutional

amendment.
Dr. Taylor. That is the grape grown down in the Fresno coun-

try; that is entirely different.

Mr. TiNCHER. That is the wine grape, is it not ?

Dr. Taylor. That is the sweet wine grape. Up in Mr. Lea's dis-

trict they grow a very different kind of grape from that grown in

the Fresno section.

Mr. TiNCHER. That is a sour wine grape, is it?

The Chairman. Do you desire to be heard. Congressman Lea?
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STATEMENT OF HON. CLAEENCE F. LEA, A KEPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

Mr. Lea of California. I think I can make that a little plainer, Mr.
Chairman. My district grows the same kind of grape as Mr. Curry's

district, in which it is proposed to locate one of the experimental

vineyards. Under existing conditions the cost of a vineyard in that

section, putting the vines in, etc., is about $250 an acre.

The great problem now is to take those grapes, which have hereto-

fore been useless except for sour wine, and convert them into some
commercial product so that those vineyards that are now useless

can be Utilized.

As to the price ; a good price has been realized generally for grapes
this year, and the grapes from our district bring the highest price of

any sour grapes in California. The other day I saw a man from
our home district, who told me that he had sold his grapes for $28
a ton ; and the grapes have been sold there, I think, at prices rang-

ing from $20 to $50 a ton; there has been a great variety in the

prices.

Mr. HusMANN. They have sold as high as $85 a ton.

Mr. Lea of California. This man that I spoke of, followed those

grapes up to New York and found that those same grapes were sold

in New York at $100 a ton. There were 35,000 car loads of grapes
shipped out of California, which largely went to prohibition terri-

tory and were used by individuals in making wine. Of course that

is not a satisfactory market for our grapes. The people of Cali-

fornia can not depend on a violation of the law to furnish them a

market for the product of their vineyards ; and it would be a great

thing for our grape-growing industry if it could find some method
of utilizing those grapes. We have 170,000 acres of wine-grape
vineyards in California that cost us somewhere around $250 an
acre; and it would be a great contribution to the prosperity of the

State if those vineyards could be utilized for some legitimate com-
mercial purpose.
Mr. TiNCHEK. It would hardly be proper, however, for the Gov-

ernment to appropriate money having for its object encouraging the

continuance of the production of the sour-wine grape, because we
know that the only use of them will probably be illegal use for wine
making.

Mr. Lea of California. That is a very pertinent question. The
object of this is just the contrary. Not to use those vineyards for

the purposes for which they have hitherto been used, to continue to

use them for that purpose, is a thing that ought not to be done and
can not be done ; but the proposition here is to use those vines for a

lawful purpose, and if we can find a way to use them in some other

way than for wine, they would supply food products for the people

of the Nation and for foreign markets.
Mr. TiNCHER. I would like to ask how much money the State of

California has appropriated for that purpose?
Mr. Wilson. I was about to ask the same question.

Mr. Lea of California. The State of California began appro-
priating money for the development of the grape industry 40 years
ago and has appropriated about a quarter of a million dollars for

that purpose.
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Mr. Anderson. Has the State any experimental vineyard or any-
thing of that sort ?

^

Mr. Lea of California. 'Nothing, except the Davis Experiment
Farm.
Mr. Wilson. Why does not the State take this matter up and work*

it out? Why do they want the United States Government to do it«
Mr. Lea of California. The agricultural department in California

is working on this problem, which is simply one of a number of in-
dustries that the agricultural department encourages. The various
States of the Union are doing what they can along various lines, but
the efforts along this line are entirely analagous tO other efforts made
by the JFederal Government to encourage and develop industry.
There is no problem that is presented to this committee where there
is a more specific object to be attained or where a more definite
accomplishment is highly desirable.

The Chairman. Thank you very much, Mr. Lea. Dr. Taylor, how
many experiment stations are maintained in CalijEornia by the Fed-
eral Government?
Dr. Taylor. Only one, the Plant Introduction Garden at Chico.

There are in this viticultural work a number of small cooperative
vineyards, occupying a few acres in each place, which will now have
to be abandoned.
The Chairman. Will any be abandoned ?

Dr. Taylor. They will all be abandoned except these two now
under construction. If .this purchase were authorized, it would
leave the department owning the plant introduction garden at Chico
and these two viticultural field stations.

The Chairman. Were they supported out of this item ?

Dr. Taylor. They were supported jointly by the department and
the owners of the land.
"The Chairman. The ones to be abandoned?
Dr. Taylor. They were supported out of that, but the support

there was a matter of only $200 or $300 a year at each place.
Mr. CoRBETT. Some of them were only $50 or $75 a year.
Mr. Anderson. Dr. Taylor, do we understand correctly that the

figures that you are giving are in the nature /)f an estimate ; I mean,
is the department officially recommending the expenditure ?

Dr. Taylor. The situation is this, Mr. Anderson: The question
came to a head after the estimates were submitted. The California
organizations began to put up to the department the question of the
continuance and development of this work through their Senators
arid Eepresentatives. We have made a careful study of the situa-

tion, and on the 10th of this month I submitted what is substantially
this statement [indicating] to the Secretary, who yesterday, follow-
ing the reference to the matter in the hearings the day before yester-

day, authorized me to present this to the committee.
The Chairman. As a supplemental estimate?
Dr. Taylor. It is not submitted as a supplemental estimate by the

Secretary, but is placed before the committee for its information.
Mr. Atmderson. What I want to know is whether the department

is recommending this estimate or not ?

Dr. Taylor. The Secretary has not formally recommended this

expenditure. That would require the submission of a supplemental
estimate through the Secretary of the Treasury.
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Mr. Jones. Why should not the Government mark that up to'

profit and loss in the same way that private interests have to do
under the operation of this constitutional amendment as to the

amounts already invested in that State ?

Mr. McKiNLEY. The Government has not invested anything out

there.

Mr. Jones. They certainly have investments out there that they

want to preserve.

Dr. Tayloe. In so far as the monetary part of it is concerned,

that is a minor element in it. If there is anything in this work at

all, the value of the work is in the increase of knowledge which can

be applied practically in the production of useful products.

Mr. Tincher. Dr. Taylor, there is one CQunty in my State that

has been a great apple-growing county ever since I can remember,

the conditions being peculiarly adapted to the growing of apples

suitable for making applejack. Do you think that an experimenta-

tion should be made in that county to show the people there some

other use to which they can put those apples?

Dr. Taylor. I do not happen to know the circumstances. I do not

know whether they have invested large sums of money and are

dependent on the sale of applejack for their bread and butter.

Mr. Tincher. Some of them have become millionaires by selling

applejack or by selling apples to the manufacturers of applejack. Of
course, now they will nave to find some other use for those apples.

Mr. Lea of California. May I answer that question, Mr. Tincher?

I think the question very well illustrates the gist of this matter that

is being presented. The situation in the two cases is entirely dif-

ferent. There are many ways of using the apples to which you have

referred without making applejack out of them. In the case of

these wine grapes in California, we have there 170,000 acres of those

grapes, a large portion of which can not be used for any other pur-

pose, unless some method of using them is found as a result of these

experiments.

Last year those vineyards produced $20,000,000 worth of products.

If you can take those wine grapes that can not be used for the manu-
facture of wine and use them in making some food product that

would be worth $20,000,000, it would be a very good investment for

Congress to make this appropriation.
Mr. Anderson. Is it a fact that these lands upon which the wine

grapes are grown are not useable for producing anything else?

Mr. Lea of California. As to part of them that is true. Part of

those are good lands and part of them are of no value for any other

purpose. In iny home county, for example, one company had 5,000

acres of land which originally was of no value ; it was actually waste

land ; it was so much waste land that it was not assessed. The com-

pany spent hundreds of thousands of dollars in preparing that land

for vineyards, and recently they sold that property for 20 per cent

of what it cost them to improve it, and the vineyard company went

out of existence. That land will be taken up eventually by small

holders. But a lot of that land is good land. What I want to call

to your attention is the fact that the vineyard which was put on the

land to which I referred was worth much more than the land itself;

and that is frequently the case.
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Mr. TiNCHEE. That goes back to this proposition, that what the
California vineyard owner wants is for the Government to fix some
way by which he will not have to abandon his land for the growing
of sour grapes, such as are grown in your district, but can keep on
growing thosegrapes and find some other use»for the grapes

?

Mr. Lea of California. No. The idea is to take that vine and, by
grafting, develop a type of grape that will be a food-producing
grape instead of a wine grape. The purpose is to protect the in-

dustry in the same way that you spend money to eradicate the cattle

tick, or destroy rust, or anything of that kind.
Mr. Andeeson. These vineyards can not continue indefinitely. If

you are going to do anything, you should do it in the right way.
What is the use of putting $100,000 into a permanent station? It

will lake them a year to get the buildings erected, if they work in

the way they work on these buildings here in Washington ; and by
the time you get the information desired it will be of practically no
value, and you will have spent the money in maintaining your offices

and get nothing out of it.

Mr. LfEA of California. The situation is not quite as bad as that.

For instance, a man in my district can produce his wine grapes and
depend on the markets of South America and Japan. In these hill

lands that I spoke of the vineyard is worth four times the value of

the land on which it is planted. Rather than sacrifice four-fifths of

his investment, a man will struggle along for three or four years,

hoping that this industry will reach a successful commercial state

when he can realize on his investment; but if he destroys his vine-

yard, he has destroyed four-fifths of his investment.

Mr. WiLSOK. Have those people sold their vineyards ?

Mr. Lea of California. No ; the sales do not amount to 1 per cent

of the holdings.

Dr. Taylor. I would like to say that it is a fact that the sales have
been of the larger holdings and' that the people who are primarily

concerned in this item and who are facing the greatest injury to their

business are the smaller producers.

Mr. Jones. The people who have bought this 1 per cent of the land

that the gentleman speaks of—what do they propose to do with it?

Do they propose to continue the vineyards ?

Dr. Tayloe. In places where they see any chance of being able to

convert their vineyards into the production of raisins, I should

say they would go right ahead with raisin production.

Mr. JoNES. You say about 1 per cent of those lands have been split

up into smaller tracts. What are the purposes of the purchasers?

Do they propose to keep up the wine vineyards ?

Dr. Taylor. Those particular vineyards are growing a grape

which produces raisins as well as sweet wine and brandy. ,

_

Mr. Jones. Then the wine-grape vineyards are not changing hands
very rapidly ?

Dr. Tayloe. The big ones, are breaking up; the small ones are not

salable. -

Mr. McKiNLEY. Is not the reason for the proposition that is being

presented that one-half the wine-grape industry is in the hands of

small holders, on lands that they can not use for other purposes, and
Ihey feel, that the United States Government, having put them out
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of business, ought ta assist them, at least, to develop their grapes into

some kind of grapes that can be used for raisins or something of

that kind?
Mr. Lea of California. That is the real problem. I live among

those vineyards; th6re are 16,000 acres of those vineyards in my
."county. A large percentage of them is on land that is of little value

for any other purpose. The people who have the vineyards on the

best of those lands do not excite my sympathy so much, because they

can convert their lands into the production of other products in a
few years ; into a prune orchard, for example, or something Jike that;

they haA'e solved their problem. But the poor fellow who went up
into the mountains and worked there 20 years and dug up the

rock and put the labor of his life into those vineyards, in which four-

fifths of the value of the vineyards is in the vines—the small farmer
who, just as you suggest, conducts the greater portion of the whole
industry, is the man who deserves the most consideration.

The Chairman. Your suggestion is to find a substitute for the wine
grape that he has been growing ?

Mr. Lea of Califoi-nia. Yes, sir; and not to use it for wine.
Mr. AxDERSON. In order to accomplish that result do you think it

necessary to put this on a permanent basis by tlie purchase of land
and the erection of concrete buildings on the land?
Mr. HrsMAxx. I would like to answer that question, if I may.

The department's viticultural work on this particular plot, in which
Mr. Lea's district is particularly interested, has been going on since

1903. We have made all these plantings and have done all of that

work; and right now, at the crucial time, when we should get busy
and show those people what to do with those grapes, the property
is to be taken away from us. The experiment vineyard, as stated

before, is on leased property.
Mr. Akdeeson. Has that lease expired?
Mr. HusMANN. Not on that particular plot, but it will expire in

three years. In the case of the Fresno land, that has changed owner-
ship and we are unable to renew our lease. So that we are really

squarely up against it with the Fresno plot and will be up against

it with the Oakville proposition. We do not feel, from a depart-

ment standpoint, that we should squander the Government money
in conducting investigations on lands on which we know we can not

conduct them long enough to get any results.

Mr. Anderson. That is exactly what you have done. You have
put money into the establishment of the vineyard, where, you say,

you are now confronted with the probability, or practical certainty,

of losing the land. That is exactly what you have done, and that

is what I am complaining about. After you have started a practi-

cally impossible proposition, you come here and insist on our taking

it off your hands with an additional appropriation.
Mr. Lea of California. They probably did not look forward to the

adoption of the constitutional amendment.
Mr. HusMANN. Exactly; that is the fact; and this work is of a

progressive nature. When this work was started in California, there

were two problems confronting California. They had the California

vine disease, which was not destroying the vineyards as slowly as the

phylloxera has done but was wiping them out by thousands of acres.
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Nobody knew what to do to prevent that. The phylloxera was doing
the same thing. In one season alone at least 75,000 acres of vine--

yards were cut off, due to those agencies. When the department
'first, got busy out there we had to do the best we could under the
circuiastances. We had to do something to help out the industry,
and the only way we could do it was to locate this work at thoge
pla'ces.

The Chairman. Thaiik you, Mr. Husmann. Are you through. Dr.
Taylor?

^

STATEMENT OF BR. WILLIAM A. TAYLOR, CHIEF OF THE BUREAU
OF PLANT INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Con-
tinued.

Dr. Taylor. I would like to read a suggestion for a provision to

cover this item. But, first, I would like to say that Mr. Anderson
has stated the case exactly, and we accept full responsibility for not
foreseeing in 1903 the eighteenth amendment to the Constitution.
Mr. Jones. Why not mark it off and charge it to profit and loss,?

Dr. Taylor. In so far as our expenditures are concerned, that
"would be a mere matter of bookkeeping.
The Chairman. What would be the loss to the Government?
Dr. Taylor. We could determine how much we have spent in the

whole work during the period.

The Chairman. What it is worth would be the loss ?

Dr. Taylor. So far as the monetary value, the selling value of
the vines that are there, is concerned, they have no selling value;
they can not be transplanted.

The Chairman. What would be the loss ?

Dr. Taylor. The loss to the Government- would be the interruption

of the work.
The Chairman. The interruption of the work?
Dr. Taylor. And the prevention in large part of the beaeficial

results likely to accrue from it.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. The land is covered and filled with
vines in all stages of development, is it?

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. You have all the different grades
and varieties which you have developed ?

Dr. Taylor. We have the largest and most complete collection of

vinifera grapes in the world.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. And if you do not continue the

work you will lose all those plants and the advantages of all those

experiments, as far as you have carried them ?

Dr. Taylor. Not all of them, because many of the results that have
been attained have already gone into the California horticultural in-

dustry as they have become evident, but a very large part of the

potential value of the work would be sacrificed.

The Chairman. What do you estimate to be the value of the hold-

ings of the Federal Government?
Dr. Taylor. We have no holdings there, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. You have the plantings?
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Dr. Taylor. They would have no selling value, any more than
laboratory material in Washington would.
The Chairman. What would it cost to replace them ?

Dr. Taylor. To replace them, to bring those plantings up to their

present stage, at the present cost of doing that sort of thing, would
amount, I would say, to at least three or four hundred thousand
dollars ; but they would not have that selling value, because they are

not commercial material. My suggestion to the committee is that a

practical way of handling the matter would be to merge the existing

proviso in the present subappropriation, " For the investigation and
improvement of fruits," etc., in a new paragraph providing substan-

tially as follows

:

For investigating and developing grape production, including the develop-
ment of new grape industries and methods of utilizing grapes heretofore used
for the production of alcoholic beverages, $115,250: Provided, That of this

amount the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to expend $87,750, or so
much thereof as may be necessary, for the purchase, improvement, and equip-

ment of lands occupied by the department's experiment vineyards near Fresno
and OatN-ille, Calif., now maintained under contracts with the owners: Pro-
vided further, That the land purchased for the Fresno vineyard shall not ex-

ceed 36 acres, at a cost not to exceed $21,600, and for the OakvlUe vineyard
not to exceed 30 acres, at a cost not to exceed $22,500: And provided further.

That the limitations in this act as to the cost of farm buildings shall not apply
to this paragraph.

Of the total of $115,250 carried by this new paragraph, $87,750
Avould be required for the purchase of the two vineyard sites, total-

ing $44,100, and their improvement and equipment at a cost of

$43,650, Of the remaining $27,500, $20,000 represents the present

appropriation for viticultural work, and $7,500 the increased ex-

penditure necessary to carry on the work under present-day condi-

tions. As several of the buildings needed would,' under existing

conditions, cost more than $1,500 each, it would be necessary to

have an exception made in the limitations of the act as to the cost

of farm, buildings. This is provided for in the last proviso of the

proposed paragraph.
•Should the above provision be adopted and incorporated in the

bill, the now existing $20,000 proviso in the subappropriation " For
the investigation and improvement of fruits," etc., should be elimi-

nated and the amount carried by that paragraph be reduced from
$88,200 to $68,200.

The Chairman. Thank you. Dr. Taylor.

STATEMENT OF HON. HUGH STEEL HEKSMAN, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

The Chairman. We will next hear Representative Hersman, of

California.

Mr. Hersman. Mr. Chairman, I only want to say a few words by
way of supplementing the statements that have already been made
relative to the purchase of these vineyards, and to answer a few
questions.

'

One of the last questiosn asked by Mr. Anderson was what loss

would be entailed if we gave this work up. At present, there arc

no buildings on this property. It has only been under the control

of the department, and the Federal Government has put nothing
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on it but vines. Our monetary loss would be V3ry little if we gave
them up.

But can we afford to give them up? That is the question which
this committee is confronted with. What have those vineyards, that
have no buildings on them, but only vines—what have they meant to
the State of California and to the Nation ?

The very fact that the Department of Agriculture has conducted
experiments on these two little plots in California has possibly
saved to the State of California their whole grape industry, both
raisin grapes and wine grapes, by finding something that could com-
bat the phylloxera that was destroying the vineyards. I have seen
thousands of acres cut down in a few years. The experiments con-
ducted by the State of California and the Federal Government have
shown the method to be used and have saved $40,000,000 worth of
property.

Mr. Anderson. Will you allow me to ask you a question? My
whole objection to this proposition is involved in the Government
buying this land and erecting these buildings; that is, establishing

a permanent station which the Government itself will have to main-
tain for all time to come.

If the State of California, or somebody else, wants to buy this

land I am perfectly willing that the Government shall furnish all

the expert assistance, all the scientists, and everything else that is

necessary to cooperate with the State to do this work; but I am
not willing for the Federal Government to go out and establish two
new stations—to buy the lands and maintain them perpetually.

Mr. Heesman. Let me answer your question under these two
heads : First, can we afford to lose the benefit of 13 years of experi-

mental work ; and, second, who should pay for these vineyards ? The
United States Government has spent 13 years in experimenting on
these two tractfe and, as a result, if these vineyards are not secured,

this most valuable work will be lost. Either the Federal Govern-
ment or the State of California should see that these vineyards are

purchased while it is possible to do so.

Mr. Wilson. Why not let the State of California purchase this

plant, as Mr. Anderson suggests, and then let us furnish the expert

assistance ?

Mr. Heesman. I am going to answer the two following questions

:

First, can we afford to lose them ; and, second, should the Federal
Government purchase them ? For 13 years the Federal. Government
has had direct charge of these two tracts. The Fresno tract is near
the city of Fresno, one of the richest sections in California. This
land was owned originally by the California Wine Association, which
owned 600 acres in one large vineyard, and in this same section a

short distance away owned 3,000 acres in another vineyard. They
gave the United States a long lease upon this land in order that

experiments should be carried on, not only for their own benefit, but

for the benefit of every grape grower in the Nation.
Now, under the Eighteenth Amendment to the Constitution, the

CaUfornia Wine Association finds itself in a position where it is

forced to dispose of all its holdings and is proceeding to do so. Just
who will get these particular tracts or what disposition will be made
of them is hard to say. The time to purchase is now, while it can be
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done, in order to save the valuable; work that has been carried on by
the Federal Government.
There are at present 210,000 acres of raisin and also 180,000

acres of wine grapes in the State of California, besides large areas
of grapes in other Sfates. Unless some method is found to utilize
the wine grapes of the Nation by converting them into sirups or bev-
erages or by drying them, all these 180,000 acres will be an economic
loss to the Nation. Only through scientific experimentation can this
be hoped to be done, and it must be done at once ; otherwise the vine-
yardists will not be able to continue the cultivation of their vineyards
under the uncertain conditions.
The Legislature of the State of California does not meet for two

years. It will take 60 days after its adjournment before any law
would go into effect. It would take at least until the spring of 1922
before any relief could possibly be expected from the State of Cali-
fornia, and as this work must be done at once, the Federal Govern-
ment having already undertaken and carried it on for 13 years, it

would seem to me incumbent upon us to continue this work that
means so much not only to the State of California but to other States
and the Nation, and to save this great loss that will surely come
about unless a method is quickly discovered by which this large acre-
age of wine grapes can be converted to some other economic use.
Last year under war-time prohibition it was possible to ship .the

fresh grapes East and have them made up by individuals into wine;
under national prohibition, this' can not be done. The owners of
these vineyards are confronted with absolute loss unless some relief

is immediately undertaken.
The second question, who should purchase these vineyards, I have

partly answered. Four years ago no one could have looked forward
to the speed with which prohibition has swept this Nation. At least,

no one expected that the wine industry of the Nation would be so

completely wiped out in such a short time. Up to the present time
the Federal Government has lent every encouragement to increas-

ing the acreage of wine grapes. All the State governments have
encouraged their people in planting and securing the right varieties,

have kept experts in the field, and by every means have lent their

aid an encouragement to the planting and increasing the acreage of

wine grapes in the Nation. This has resulted in California having
180,000 acres in wine grapes. The men who own these vineyards

are in large part small, individual owners whose only means of liveli-

hood is derived from the cultivation of their vineyard's, and with

national prohibition they are threatened with bankruptcy with no

means except the labor of their hands to educate and provide for

their families.

So it seems to me that there is a moral obligation resting upon
the whole people to see whether some method can not be devised to

utilize these grapes so that the innocent people should not suffer

from a decision that the Nation felt must be brought about. One
hundred thousand dollars is very little to appropriate with the idea

in view of savirg many millions of dollars' worth of property, and

it seems to me that there is a moral obligation resting upon the peo-

ple of this Nation to do everything they possibly can to save this

property which, through no. fault of the owners, is now being taken

away from them. As I have intimated, it is impossible to secure
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this relief from the Legislature of the State of California There is
no other agency to which we can appeal but the Federal Government
and I have every belief that they will do justice to the unfortunate
,vmeyardists of this Nation.

Mr. Jones. Would you go to the extent of reimbursing everyone
who has suftered loss by reason of the adoption of the ei<xhteenth
amendment? '=

Mr. Heesman. No ; I am not advocating that.
Mr. Jones. Where would you draw the line between the Califor-

nia wine growers and anyone else who has suffered by the adoption
of that amendment?
Mr. Hersman. I would not draw the line. If anything can be

done, as Mr. Tincher suggests, to save the apples grown in his dis-
trict that have been used for the manufacture of apple jack—if

'they can be saved by a small appropriation—I say I believe it should
be undertaken. The moral obligation rests upon us all to pay a little
more taxes, to try to find a way by which this property can be saved.
Not only that, but I believe it is a splendid investment for the Na-
tion to appropriate a small amount of money in order to save a vast
sum to me resources of the Nation. Ordinary business judgment
would prompt a business man to appropriate a small sum in order
that a large sum may be secure. Those who advocated national pro-
hibition should have been willing to say, " I not only believe in it,

but I am willing to ^ut my hand in my pocket and help to pay for
something that I believe will not only do me good but will do the
Nation good." This compensation was not provided for under the
eighteenth amendment, but there is a way by which a little money
can now be advanced which possibly may result in saving a large
part of this investment which otherwise would be lost to the Nation.
Mr. Kainet. The people of California are very seriously inter-

ested in this matter. What objection is there to the State taking
over this land and having the Government appropriate sulficient

money to develop it?

Mr. Heesman. There is a very serious objection. I say I believe
it is .the duty of the Federal Government to do it. At this time it

is the only agency that can do it. I believe it is the duty of the
Federal Government under the circumstances to appropriate at least

the $100,000 requested, and I thoroughly believe that we can not afford
to lose this experimental work that has been going on for 13 years.
It is of great value to the future development of the grape interests

of the Nation.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Hersman.
Mr. Wilson. I would like to know what the State of California

has done along this line. Nothing has been said about that.

Mr. Jones. And what it proposes to do.

The Chairman. We will now hear Mr. Barbour.

STATEllENT OF HON. HENKY ELLSWORTH BARBOUR, A REPRE-
SENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

Mr. Barbotjr. I would like to reply to that question and to Mr.
Anderson's question a few minutes ago.
The State of California has spent a great deal of money in tlie

interest of the grape industry. They carry on the work at vafiious

stations. I do not know whether you would call them experiment

164315—20 87
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stations or not, but that is what they are in fact. They have one

large vineyard just outside of Fresno which was willed to them by

a wealthy citizen of the State, who died and left the property to the

University of the State of California for experimental purposes and
for the purpose of developing and bringing to a high state of per-

fection the vineyard industry.
The principal lines of activity that the State has been engaged in

liave been in connection with the management and operation of

vineyards ; for instance, correct cultural methods, the proper way to

prune the vines, and so on. The State is very active along those

lines. At the present time it is the policy, and in recent years has

been, for representatives of the State of California to go down
through the vineyard districts and hold demonstrations in the

various sections. The farmers from the neighborhood gather to-

gether on certain days, and the experts from the State agricultural

department are there to show them how to prune their vines and
so forth. At the head of that activity is Prof. Biolotti, who is con-

sidered the foremost expert in the world on this question of pruning

of vines.

Then the State's representatives instruct the grape growers in the

manner of cultivating their vineyards, sulphuring their vines to

protect them against mildew, red spiders, and so forth. All those

activities are carried on by the State of California. The State is

not idle, qjid is not penurious in doing what it can to help this in-

dustry along.

Mr. Anderson. I have always thought that the State of California

was very liberal in internal matters of every sort.

Mr. Baebotje. I believe it is.

Mr. Anderson. I have always thought that, and I could not just

see why you were asking now that the Federal Government under-

take this proposition as a permanent, continuous proposition, involv-

ing the ownership of the land, the construction of the buildings and
everything else.

Mr. Barbour. For 15 or 16 years the Federal Government has car-

ried on this work, and, as Dr. Taylor has said, they have the finest

experimental station of this kind existing anywhere in the world.

The work is carried on under the supervision of the experts of the

Department of Agriculture, who are better qualified than anyone
else. It seems to me that, if your position is a logical one, we could

simpl}' say, " Let the eradication of the cattle tick be left to the State

of Texas or the State of Mississippi ; let the cotton-boll weevil be left

to the Southern States," and we could go right down the list and

wipe out all these activities of the Department of Agriculture that

are carried on in the interest of the farmers of the country. The
same process of reasoning that would apply in one case would apply

in the other.

Mr. Anderson. I do not think those cases are analogous at all.

I think that might lead to the conclusion that the experiment sta-

tions in the various States should be owned by the States in every

instance, and I am not so sure that that is not the proper policy.

Mr. Barbotjr. I would not contradict you on that proposition; it

might be a good policy.

Mr. YoxTNG. As I understand it, one of these leases has expired or

is about to exniro?
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Mr. Bakbour. The lease will expire in three years, I believe, as to

the station in Napa County, and the other one^ at Fresno, has already
expired or is about to expire by reason of the sale of the property.
Mr. Young. That is what I am getting at ; the Government has all

of those vines, etc., on those two leased properties ?

Mr. Barbour. Yes, sir.

Mr. Young. So that in the case where the lease has already expired,

or is about to expire, if this sale of the property is made, the Govern-
ment will lose all that it has done on these experimental farms ?

Mr. Barbour. Absolutely.

Mr. Young. And the lease on the other property will be in the same
position in three or four years ?

Mr. Barbour. Yes, sir.

Mr. Young. So that, as far as the Government itself is concerned,

it is vitally interested in this proposition, in view of the fact that it

has the result of 14 years' work on these plots ?

Mr. Barbour. Yes, sir.

Mr. Young. And to some extent it is a matter for us to consider
what the Government is going to do to protect the vital interest

which it now has on these plots of land ?

Mr. Barbour. Yes, sir.

Mr. Young. And somebody should carry on that work, whether
it be the Federal Government or the State of California ?

Mr. Barbour. Somebody should do it. The Federal Government
has been carrying on that work, and naturally the people of Cali-
fornia are looking to the Federal Government, which already owns
what is there in the way of improvements and the vines that exist,

to continue to carry it on.

The question has been asked as to what those vines would be
worth in dollars and ceiits if they were pulled out and sold. They
would be worth nothing. But when it comes to their value as a
matter of education that they afford to the people engaged in the
vineyard industry, you can not measure their value in dollars and
cents.

Mr. Jones. When the Government started to make these plantings

and these vineyards it was on leased land, was it not ?

Mr. Barbour. Yes, sir.

Mr. Jones. They knew or thought at the expiration of the lease

that they were going to lose all the improvements that they had made
on the land, or did they start to make the improvements upon the

theory that ultimately they would buy the lands?
Mr. Barbour. I do not think they had any theory of that kind.

Mr. Jones. When a man makes improvements on leased land, he
knows that at the expiration of his lease he is going to lose his

improvement, does he not?
Mr. Barbour. I do not think that was done in this case, for the

reason that the vineyards were on property owned by the California

Wine Association, which was engaged in producing wine grapes and
manufacturing them into wine on a very large scale—probably on as

large a scale as anybody. That was the busmess in which they were
engaged. This was part of the property upon which they were pro-

ducing the grapes to manufacture into wine. Nobody foresaw that

prohioition was coming along and that the California Wine Associa-
tion would have to go out of business.
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Mr. Anderson. Somebody must have foreseen it, because the lease

itself contained a provision that the lease was void in that event.

Mr. Baebotjk. I understand that was the arrangement.
Mr. Anderson. The people who own the land must have had some

expectation of that.

Mr. Barbour. But the company has provided in its contract for

the sale of this property for the right to reserve the 36 acres of land

for sale ta the Grovernment at a price of $600 an acre ; fortunately,

they have reserved it at the price of $600 an acre.

Mr. Jones. What I am getting at is this : If the Federal Govern-
ment made a lease for 13 years, is it not to be presumed that that

was the life of the experiments they proposed to make? If I lease

property for 5 years, or 10 years, or any other term, I try to fix the

term according to the use I intend to make of the property. The
Government leased the land for 13 years, or whatever the period was

;

and was it not the thought of the Government that that would be the

time that they intended to carry on the experiments ?

Mr. Barbour. I do not think it follows that the term of a lease

determines the period of activity of the lessee. In the case of a mer-
chant, it does not indicate that he intends to go out of business in

five years if he makes a lease of property for five years. The Gov-
ernment went into this thing on a small scale, and it has grown and
grown and has become a much bigger thing than anybody foresaw.

Mr. Wn-soN. Mr. Chairman, I think we have gone into this matter
about as far as we can to-day, have we not ? There are several other

Members of Congress to be heard.
Mr. EuBET. Mr. Chairman, Eepresentative Osborne, of California,

desires to be heard on this proposition.
Mr. Barbour. I want to add, in reply to Mr. Jones's statement,

that the Government has paid nothing for these lands.

The Chairman. Thank you Mr. Barbour. The committee will

now hear Mr. Osborne.

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY Z. OSBORNE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

Mr. Osborne. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,

this is a great committee, having to do with a great department of

the Government. It is a department of the Government in which
the agricultural and growing interests of the country are deeply

interested. You do a great work; you have done a great work in

lines that are analogous to this in which we are now seeking to

interest you.

This industry in California, figuring on the value of the land

involved, represents somewhere in the neighborhood of $50,000,000,

without including anything for the value of wineries and other ac-

cessories of this industry. We in Congress have done something that

affects this industry in a very serious way; it does not entirely

eradicate it, but very largely so.

While you are looking around for things to do that will be of

value to the farming community, why is it not well to look at those

things where you can avoid evil ; where you can avoid the evil con-

sequences of what has been done in a conscientious way ? Mr. Chair-

man, I have always felt reluctance, and I presume every Member
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here has, to voting even on what appeared to be a great principle,
where it would have the effect of ruining or greatly injuring large
bodies of our people. I have felt as if in some way we ought to
make reparation.

I will go back further than the present; I will go back to the
Civil War, and say that in my heart I believe we as a country may
have done a great injustice to the South when we freed the Negroes
in the South and abolished that enormous property interest wittiout
giving any compensation for it. Its only justification is that it was
done as a war measure—^as an act of belligerency. That we did so
then—^that we did that which was at least questionable—is not a
good reason for doing another act which is questionable.

My point is this: The people of California have produced, I
think, something like 90 per cent of the wine of the country; so that
it is not a fair comparison when you compare that industry with
the industry that produces applejack in a county in Kansas. In
this case you are dealing with millions of dollars, and in the other
you are dealing with hundreds or thousands.
Now, gentlemen, a great deal of good is done in these agricul-

tural experiments in one way or another. I have in mind a won-
derful example that occurred in California many years ago. At
one time, about 35 or 40 years ago, I remember that the orange or-

chards of the southern part of California were attacked by what
is known as cotton cushiony scale. They sent a man all the way
to Australia to find a remedy for that scale. It looked as though
the whole industry was going to pieces. The orange orchards were
as white as snow with this cotton cushiony scale that had fastened

itself on the leaves and bark of the trees. The insect would lay

about a million eggs; those eggs would hatch out, and then those

insects would lay millions more of eggs, so that in a short time the

orchards were eoinpletely covered by the scale, and eventually they

must have died. So they sent out to Australia—either the United
States Government or the State of California ; I think they did it

jointly. They brought back a parasite which attacked this cotton

cushiony scale and destroyed it, and it absolutely saved the citrus-

fruit industry in California and made it what it is to-day. At that

time we were shipping out about 1,500 carloads of oranges annually.

This last year we have shipped out 50,000 carloads of oranges. That
salvation of the citrus-fruit industry was all due to the wiping out

of that cotton cushiony scale and other insect pests.

I regard this present question from the broad standpoint of doing
what We can to ameliorate what is admittedly a hard situation. In
the southern part of California we are not quite in such a bad situa-

tion as they are in the north, because our grapes are sweet grapes and
can be utilized to a greater extent than theirs. In the northern part

of the State the grapes are worthless unless they can find some new
way of using them.

I sincerely hope that the committee will do what my friends in the

northern part of the State have asked, which seems to be a reasonable

thing, and which will probably, in some degree, mitigate the terrible

losses with which they are threatened.

You understand that the largest portion of these lands are owned
by poor people, in small tracts. There are a few very large tracts

;
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but the great bulk of the vineyards are owned by poor people, who
have been encouraged equally by the State of California and the

National Government, through this very Agricultural Department,
to carry on that industry. You have done very valuable and inter-

esting work on the subject of horticulture, and you have encouraged
the industry ; and now it seems to me that there is a sort of a moral
obligation that you should do what you can to remedy the evil, which
you did not intend as an evil, but which has proved so to those people.

The Chairman. There seems to be ho question as to the importance
of this proposition. You will recall, however, that a number of years

ago the Federal Government committed itself to a certain policy

with respect to experiment stations, which was to contribute to the sup-

port of one experiment station in each State. If we now decide upon
adding two more California would have four while the other States

of the Union, with a few exceptions, have only one.

The question seems to be whether we are justified in establishing

four experiment stations in California, when we have only one each
in most of the other States. Could the matter be disposed of by the

Federal Government making a liberal appropriation to carry on
experiments for this particular work without committing it to a

number of stations which are to be made permanent and which will

have to be appropriated for annually? I wish you would give the

question thought.
Mr. Osborne. I could not pass judgment upon that for the com-

mittee. I am not prepared to do that ; but I will say that the stations

that are proposed to be continued are in the very heart of the na-

tional grape industry and that the benefit of the experiments would
not be confined to the State of California.

The Chairman. That is true of every station, of course. We are

grateful to you for your statement, Mr. Osborne.
We will hear Judge Kaker next.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN E. RAKER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN

CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

THE AMERICAN N UT-PRODXTCING INDUSTRY AND WHAT IT NEEDS FROM
CONGRESS.

Mr. Eaker. The United States last year produced approximately
twenty-seven million dollars' worth of Persian (English) walnuts,

pecans, and almonds, its three most important nut species. There
were also produced probably some two or three million dollars' worth

of minor nuts, such as black walnut, hickories of the various kinds,

butternuts, filberts, and chestnuts, making a total of close to thirty

million dollars' worth of nuts. It annually imports twelve or thir-

teen million dollars' worth of foreign nuts. Therefore the total con-

sumption in this country is probably between forty and forty-five

million dollars' Avorth.

Production and consumption of nuts are being greatly stimulated

in this country by virtue of the decreased grazing areas on which to

produce beef and the necessity on the part of greatly increased popu-

lation to find other sources of protein, fat, and carbohydrates.
Farmers are finding the production of nuts one of the most profitable
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uses to which suitable soils can be put. Many ai'e becoming wealthy
out pf this industry, while others are losing money for lack of in-

telligent information as to proper section in which to plant, proper
kinds, reliable sources from which to obtain planting stock, knowl-
edge as to cultural needs, or, finally, a ready market.
The Federal Department of Agriculture has clone much toward

obtaining and disseminating the needed information of this charac-
ter. Several of the States have likewise made important contribu-
tions along the same line, particularly California, in aiding both the
walnut and almond industries. There is still much to be done. In
fact, the greater and more important these various industries become,
the more they need the assistance of the best possible expert investi-

gation that can be had. There are successive stages of development
Qirough which these industries, in common with all horticultural in-

dustries, must pass to become substantially successful on a large scale.

At present the Persian walnut industry is ahead of all others in de-

velopment and organization. The almond industry ranks second and
that of the pecan third. Production of black walnuts, hickories, and
others of the northeastern quarter of the United States is strictly in

the experimental stage as an industry.

Beginning with the new industries and continuing through to

those most highly developed, some of these successive stages are as

follows

:

1. The merits of the species must first be determined. It must
prove to have a product worthy of time and money by intelligent

farmers.

2. The most perfect types or varieties must be selected and made
available. Many thousands of farmers are to-day producing varie-

ties of nuts of second or third-class merit. Such varieties are equally

as expensive or difficult to grow as are others producing a product
worth several dollars more per tree. Every dollar's worth of a food
product that a tree produces less than it might produce is a dollar

added to the cost of production and therefore to the high cost of
living.

3. The question as to where the spfecies will succeed must be de-

termined. Next it must be shown which varieties will succeed best

in the various parts of a general geographic territory. For example,
the Persian walnut has been found at the expense of the growers
themselves to be quite unsuited to growth in the Southern States and
hardly capable of adaptation in any State east of the Rocky Moun-
tains. It is not profitable on the Pacific coast except in certain locali-

ties. Within these localities there are such differences of local condi-

tions that varieties which are highly successful in one place will not
necessarily succeed in another. Southern California, where approxi-
mately 97 per cent of the total American crop is produced, confines

itself to a South American type, whereas in the Northwest types
from western Europe succeed best. With the almond, the situation

is much the same, except that it is even more exacting in its require-

ments. It does not succeed east of the Eocky Mountains and is

highly exacting as to conditions on the coast. It blooms with the
first approach of spring over a period extending from late January
in some years till early March in others. It must be grown, so far
as possible, in localities in which there is a minimum of danger from
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killing temperatures after the buds begin to swell. Very few of its

varieties are capable of pollinating their own pistillate' flowers.

They must be intelligently interplanted to insure interpoUination

from the staminate flowers of other varieties blossoming at the same
time. The pecan covers a tremendous area—practically the southern

half of the country east of the Eocky Mountains. It is either in-

digenous or has been planted in every State between New Jersey and
Texas and from Iowa to Florida. Yet I"'lorida varieties will not

succeed in New Jersey or Iowa, or vice versa. Texas varieties do not
succeed in Florida, but Florida varieties do succeed in Texas.

4. How to cultivate and care for nut trees is the next problem.
Very often, two farmers on adjoining land, having similar types of

soil, the same varieties, trees from the same nursery, planted th?

same year and on the same day of the month may have entirely dif-

ferent results. One may succeed and the other fail. One may have
planted his trees too close together or he may have plowed too close

and so broken the roots. He may have used a wrong fertilizer or he
may not have known how to combat natural enemies, such as insects,

diseases, rodents, or predatory birds. He may have undertaken to

grow too many other crops on the same land or he may not have
understood the importance of drainage. He may even have produced
as good or better crops than his neighbor, but have failed to sell to

good advantage. He may have lost nis crop by improper care after

it was harvested.
5. Beyond the ordinary details of culture, as these nut industries

have progressed, there come special problems of too great depth for

the farmer to solve or for even the facilities of ordinary research.

Already the nut farmer has been compelled to desist from the ade-

quate use of commercial fertilizers, such as he employed before the
war. He finds organic fertilizers too expensive, as the materials for-

merly used in their manufacture are now going into stock and
chicken feeds. The mineral fertilizers are similarly high because
potash is not yet coming from Germany in quantity and American
potash is risky because of borax. The nut farmer is now endeavor-
ing to work out his own salvation by the use of leguminous crops
which can be turned under. There, again, particularly in the South,
he finds trouble. Certain legumes are highly subject to nematodes,
which feed upon their roots, multiply rapidly, destroy the crop, and
then attack the roots of the nut trees. Another important problem is

that of pruning. Investigations are lately demonsrating that unin-

telligent pruning often cuts off branches in which food material has

been stored for the next season's crop and as a result there can be no
crop. Or bad pruning may stimulate wood growth and effectively

check the process of storing up crop material for the next year.

6. Business management is a crying need with a high percentage

of the nut farmers. The simple taking of individual tree records m
orchards has often demonstrated that a great majority of the trees

are not paying their way. In such cases it is frequently quite pos-

sible to improve the cultural conditions affecting ttiese trees so that

their orchard performance can be converted into an asset instead of

a liability. Without advice it is easy for the farmer to overexpend
in fertilizers, pruning, spraying, or even in labor. He must rely

upon the scientist, who advises him in regard to special problems, to
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keep also in mind that he (the farmer) is dependent upon the net
outcome of his orchard and that if greater profit could be derived
from the land by some other use, or combination of uses, he wants to

be so told.

7. As the successful production of a crop calls for highly special-

ized knowledge, so at the present time the marketing of nuts is a
highly specialized line. The time has come that without organi'za-

tion there can not be even an approximate standard of condition in

which the product is put upon the market 6t of prices asked or re-

ceived. The walnut and almond industries are now so organized
that approximately 80 per cent of those crops are sold under a stand-

ard of grade, package, and price through nonprofit cooperative or-

ganizations. The managers of these associations are highly paid effi-

cient men of training and experience. The California Walnut Grow-
ers' Association, which is ]ust now completing the marketing of
nearly $15,000,000 worth of nuts, maintains its own staff of investi-

Stors, who especially during the war accomplished a great deal in

B combating of natural enemies and in developing new uses for
walnuts and walnut products. As a result of research work by this

staff, that association is now organizing a subsidiary branch of itself

for the manufacture and sale at cost to its members of a dust spray
which it has perfected.

The nut industry as a whole appears to be but in its infancy. The
more highly developed of its American branches have made much
progress, but it is safe to say that no horticultural industry of equal
importance arid so pregnant with possibilities has received so little

attention at the hands of the State and Federal departments of agri-

culture. Over the entire country people are eating nuts as never be-
fore, not merely as condiments, but as staple articles of food. Farm-
ers and landowners everywhere are planting nut trees and clamoring
for information as to what to plant. Michigan has passed a State
law providing for planting nut and other food-producing trees along
its highways. Various organizations about the country are advo-
cating the planting of nut trees as memorials to fallen soldiers in

France. Thousands are being so planted and it is important that
wise selections should be made.
Each nut industry has its special problems which if solved in time

will mean the saving of many thousands of dollars to the farmers
engaged in this important industry. The almond growers of Cali-

fornia are confronted by special problems at this time. One of these

is that of varieties. It has a superabundance of varieties. The
Exchange reports that about 80 varieties are being grown in the
State. The trade knows but five or six. Many of the 80 are so like

the 5 or 6 that they can be mixed and sold under such names^
although there are differences in their character and merit, especially

in the orchard, which are apparent upon close examination. A great

majority of the odd varieties are of mediocre value and bring a less

price in the market than do the five or six, although they cost more
to be sold. The Federal Department of Agriculture has taken up
this problem of standardizing varieties of almonds and promises
soon to point out their comparative merits in such a way that future

planters will be discouraged in using any but the best sorts.

Another problem confronting the almond industry is that of for-

eign competition. The American market ordinarily consumes al-
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monds in the shell only during the fall and early winter, whereas
it accepts almond kernels or " shelled " almonds as they are laiown,
for practically the whole year. The cheapness of labor in foreign

countries makes it possible for almonds to be cracked by hand before
they are exported to the United States and placed here at a price

far below that which can possibly be met by the American product,
under present conditions. The almond growers have expended ap-

proximately $100,000 in developing machinery for cracking the
home product, but thus- far without satisfactory success. It needs
the assistance of the best engineers in the Government to perfect such
a machine. It is imperative that such a machine be developed for

this purpose in the near future as during the past five years almond
planting in California has taken place at a rate that the home pro-
duct must be enabled to enter the shelled, or the 12-month market,
or production will inevitably soon exceed the supply. Apparently,
the development of such a machine depends upon the question as to

whether the home product is to enjoy a part of the 4-month trade

only or whether it will successfully compete with the foreign product
in the 12-month or the shelled market as well.

The California Almond Growers Exchange is urgently calling upon
the Federal department to assist it in perfecting still better varieties

than those already existing. It asks that this be done by searching
the almond districts of southern Europe for varieties better than
those already known here; also that crosses be made between varie-

ties, so as to emphasize the strong points of good varieties and to

eliminate the weak ones. The perfect variety has not yet been known
in this country.

Other problems affecting the almond industry are bound to\ arise,

in the anticipation of which it is exceedingly important that the

Federal Department of Agriculture be given facilities for linking up
its forces with the industry in effective manner. Present funds are

quite inadequate for the purpose.
The Chairman. Are there any others who desire to be heard this

morning?
We will be glad to hear Mr. Lannen.

STATEMENT OF MR. THOMAS E. LANNEN, ATTORNEY AT lAW,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. Lannen. My name is Thomas E. Lannen. I reside in Chicago.
I dropped into this committee room simply to get some information.
I did not know what subject was under discussion. That subject, as

I understand it, has to do with the establishment of more experi-

mental stations in the State of California to promote the grape-
growing industry in that State.

For a number of years, up until this prohibition law was passed, I

have been the general counsel of the wine and fruit-growing industry

of the Mississippi Valley, including Arkansas and Ohio, and for a

number of years those people have been endeavoring to get Congjress

to give some attention to the growing of grapes in the Mississippi
Valley, Ohio, Arkansas, and New York. We have never had any
attention paid us here in the East, and while I am heartily in sym-
pathy with the position of the Carilfornia grape growers in trying to

save their grapes out there, and I do not want to be understood,as
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opposing that at all, I simply want to say that some little considera-
tion ought to be given to the grape-growing industry of the East.
Down through the Ozark Valley, in Arkansas and Missouri, and

also in Ohio, they have important grape-growing regions. The Ohio
grape sections are in the vicinity of Sandusky. Those people are
trying to use their product for making grape juice. They have the
Catawba, Concord, and other grapes. There are also a number of
grape growers in New York and up in Michigan; a large area of
knd is devoted to those vineyards.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. What is your suggestion ?

Mr. Lannen. I was taken by surprise; I did not know that this
matter was to come up.

Mr. Jones. Any experimentation anywhere would inure to the
benefit of all grape growers, would it not ?

Mr. Lannen. Not at all, because the situation is entirely different.

The California grape mentioned here this morning is an imported
grape; our grapes here in the East are native grapes. The grapes
that they grow out there are known a= the vinifera grapes, and any
experiments made there would not.do us any good here in the East.
Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Those people for whom you are

speaking can take care of themselves ; and when this committee finds

anybody who is willing and able to take care of their own business
the committee is inclined to let them do it.

Mr. Lannen. I am not so sure that they are able to take care of
themselves in the present situation. They did not know that this

matter was coming up before this committee.
Mr. Anderson. I suppose we will be expected to establish an ex-

periment station in Arkansas, one in Missouri, one in Ohio, one in

New York, and so on ; is that what you have in mind ?

Mr. Lannen. We have always contended that there should be one
station in the East to take care of our native grapes, but we have
never been able to get it.

Please do not misunderstand me. I do not wish to oppose the re-

quest of the people of California. I am in sympathy with that. I

appreciate the long fight they have had over many years to make a

success of the industry out there.

The Chairman. Your contention is that if we do anything for the

grape growers of California we should also do something for those

of the Middle West and the East?
Mr. Lannen. You should at least consider it.

The Chairman. We will take the-matter under consideration.

Development of Sweet Corn for Canning.

Friday, January 16, 1920.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM A. TAYLOR, CHIEF OF THE BUREAU
OF PLANT INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

The Chairman. I desire to call the attention of the committee to

a letter from Mr. Merritt Greene, chairman of the seed committee of

the Iowa-Nebraska Canners' Association, relative to the development
of sweet corn for canning.
Dr. .Taylor has a word to say on this subject.
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Dr. Tatloh. This letter from Mr. Greene is an urgent recom-

mendation for the appropriation of sufficient funds to make possible

the experimental development of sweet corn specially adapted for

the canning industry. It is one which I think I can best respond

to through a short statement to be prepared and forwarded to the

chaii^an of the committee.
The Chairman. And you will incorporate it with your rema4^

onthfebill? yI^-

Dr. Taylor. Yes, sir; so that it can be incorporated in the he^
ings. I think the project has merit. It has not been provided ^
in th^ estimates as they stand.

The Chairman. Have you funds to take care of it?

Dr. Tatijor. No, sir.

The Chairman. Would there be any money available for this

purpose under any of the other items in the appropriation bill ? .

Dr. Taylor. No, sir.

The Chairman. If you will submit a statement, the matter will

be given very careful consideration.

{A. statement of the work proposed is covered in the following

letter to the chairman of the committee :)
JANUABY 17, 1920.

Hon. GlLBEBT N. Hatjgbn,
Chavrman Committee on Agriculture,

House of Representatives.

Deab Me. Haugen: Referring to the letter of Mr. Merritt Greene, jr., Mar-
shalltown, Iowa, chairman of the seed committee of the Iowa-Nebraska Canners'
Association, urging that provision be made for constructive work in the develop-

ment of pure and desirable strains of sweet corn for commercial canning, which
you called to my attention at the close of the hearing yesterday, I would say
that the question is one to which this bureau has given such attention in the

past as its appropriations permitted. Our specialists, however, have not been
able to devote much more than incidental attention to this problem during
the last two or three years because of lack of men and funds.
Enough has been done in an experimental way to make clear that very much

improvement in the production of corn for canning purposes can be accom-
plished through the development of pure strains of sweet corn of high produc-
ing capacity adapted to the regions where the crop is to be grown for canning.

It has been determined that the best results are obtained by growing the sweet
corn intended for seed in fields especially devoted to the production of seed
rather than by selecting for seed the superior ears in fields grown for canning
or from the corn left in such fields after the cannery product has been harvested.
The corn-canning industry has in recent years attained a magnitude which

makes this product a very important item in our food supply. The States which
lead in the production of sweet corn for canning purposes are Iowa, Illinois,

Maine, Ohio, Maryland, New York, Wisconsin, Indiana, and Minnesota, with
an acreage and pack approximately as follows

:

TaUe shomng sweet-corn acreage and pack for leading States.

State.
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The total acreage devoted to sweet corn In the United States in 1918 was
280,:^6; in 1919 the total acreage was 217,900.

TBpf question raised by Mr. Greene is therefore one of wide importance to

the S^eet-corn growers and the canning interests of the country. It is believed

thatJf work is to be undertaken it should be inaugurated upon a basis which
woulcl be broadly applicable to the corn-canning industry of the counti^ as a
whole, including the eastern and northern regions, as well as those,of the
corn belt proper.

While the improvement work in Iowa would be of some value to the-sweet-
corn growers of other States, the varieties of this crop are so profoundly modi-
fied by the climatic conditions under which they are grown that work would
need to be to some extent duplicated in the other important regions to be fully

applicable to them.
Our specialists are in touch with those of the Iowa Experiment Station re-

ferred to by Mr. Greene and the work they have under way, and this bureau
could cooperate very effectively and beneficially in that work in such a way as
would insure effective prosecution and applicability of results to the several
important sweet-corn canning regions. Additional funds to the extent of $5,000
would be required over those carried by the Book of Estimates. This would
necessitate an increase of the plant industry subappropriation for horticultural

investigations (item 104, p. 97, of the committee print) by that amount. No
change of wording of the paragraph would be required, as the project is directly

in line with other work on the Improvement of truck crops for consumption
either in the fresh state or for canning.

Very truly, yours,
William A. Tayloe, Chief of Bureau.

Utilization of Bt-peodtjcts of the Sweet Potato.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHAKLES R. CRISP, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF GEORGIA.

The Chairman. Are there any others who desire to be heard ?

Mr. Lee. Mr. Chairman, Kepresentative Crisp is here and would
like to make a short statement to the committee in regard to the

sweet-potato industry.

The Chairman. We will be glad to hear Mr. Crisp.

Mr. Crisp. Gentlemen of the committee, I thank you for this privi-

lege, and I will take only a few minutes of your time. I know that

it is the policy of those in charge of legislation to try to curtail ex-

penditures. I am in sympathy with that proposition, and I have
that in view when I appear before you and ask for a small appro-

priation for the purpose of making this investigation; but, in my
judgment, the great commercial possibilities involved abundantly
justify the expenditure.

I have a resolution pending before your committee asking that

an appropriation be made for the Department of Agriculture to

make an experiment as to the possibility of developing a commercial
industry from sweet potatoes.

"With the permission of the committee I will read my resohition

:

[H. J. Res. 529, Sixty-sixth Congress, second session.]

JOINT RESOLUTION Providing for an investigation leading to establishment of Industry
for manufacture of sugar and kindred products from sweet potatoes.

Whereas there Is a world's shortage of sugar, which is causing the people of

the United States much inconvenience and seriously injuring the business

of manufacturers of soft drinks, candies, confections, and other lawful in-

dustries; and
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Whereas it is the duty of the Government to exercise all of its powers to aid
legitimate business and contribute to the comfort and necessities of its citi-

zens; and
Whereas sweet potatoes can and wiU be grown in large quantities at small

expense in the southern part of continental United States, if a steady com-
mercial, demand is established for them; and

AVhereas sweet potatoes contain 10 per centum of sugar, much starch, glucose,
and dextrin, all useful commercial commodities, which, if produced in large
quantities at an economical cost, will tend to reduce the high cost of living

:

Therefore be it

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That the sum of $100,000, or so much
thereof as may be necessary, is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the
Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated, to be immediately
available, to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to conduct thorough investi-

gations and experiments with a view to ascertaining if it be possible to establish
a profitable commercial industry for the manufacture of sugar, sirup, starch,
glucose, and dextrin from sweet potatoes.

Before introducing the resolution, I talked with Dr. Alsberg,
Chief of the Bureau of Chemistry, who advised me that sweet pota-
toes contain about 10 per cent of cane sugar. I think that was about
as much sugar as the sugar beet originally contained before it was
developed. The sugar beet has now about 14 or 15 per cent of sugar.

The sweet potato contains many other properties which, I hope,
are capable of being developed into a commercial industry. Dr.
Alsberg stated to me that he was very much interested in the devel-

opment of the sweet potato ; that from past experiments he thought
a splendid table sirup could be made from it ; that it contained more
starch than the white potato; and he thought it very probable that

a starch industry could be developed from the sweet potato. He
further stated that the sweet potato contains an adhesive known as

dextrin, which was necessary for the mucilage used by the Govern-
ment on postage and revenue stamps, the dextrin used in this country
now being imported. Judging from my conversation with him, it

was his opinion that some appropriation for this service would be
well expended, and he thought there was great likelihood that a

fine commercial industry could be established as a result of experi-

mentation along these lines.

Dr. Alsberg recently appeared before this committee. I have just

read his testimony, which has not yet been printed; but I ask the

committee, when it is printed, to please do me the kindness to read

Dr. Alsberg's testimony on this proposition.

I would like to read also to the committee a letter that I received

from the Horticulturist of the Southern Railroad Development Serv-

ice. You understand, of course, that all these great railroad lines are

very much interested in developing agriculture in the sections along

their lines ; and this is from the horticulturist of one of the big rail-

road lines in the South. The letter addressed to me is as follows

:

I note with deep interest the resolution you have offered providing for an in-

vestigation of the various possibilities of by-products that can be obtained from
the sweet potato.

I have given this subject more or less study for the past several years and
have become impressed with the thought that, in the range of products which
can be made from this vegetable, it is remarlsable that its possibilities have
only been touched upon, embracing not only those of sirup and sugar but sub-

stitutes for chicory, rubberold, rubber substitutes, dyes, vinegar, and other non;
perishable food products.
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That letter is si^ed by George E. Murrell, Horticulturist, South-
ern Railway Lines.

I do not know what the production per acre of sugar beets is ; but
in my section of Georgia we can raise anywhere from 200 to 400
bushels of sweet potatoes per acre, and they can be raised at very
little cost. They are hot raised now in very great quantities because
there is no market for them. They are perishable in nature, and
therefore the farmers do not raise them in any great quantity.

As the members of this committee know, the cotton boll weevil has
been in Georgia and the South for several years. That simply means
that the people have to diversify their crops in my section. In fact,

they have already commenced to diversify. It is very hard for lis

to find a money-producing crop. We are beginning to raise peanuts
and are beginning to go into the raising of hogs and cattle. We all

realize that it is absolutely necessary to diversify, and I think that

one of the greatest possibilities that we have is the development of

the sweet potato. If paying commercial industries can be established

with sweet potatoes as a basis, they can be raised in great quantities

in Georgia and the South and will furnish a money crop for us, and
will add to the commerce, industry, and prosperity of the United
States.

Mr. RuBEY. What appropriation does your resolution contemplate?
Mr. Crisp. In the resolution which I introduced I ask for $100,000.

I leave the amount to the committee. Anything that the committee
will give us will be thankfully received—"small favors thankfully

received, larger ones in proportion."

Mr. McLaughlin of Michigan. Mr. Crisp, has Dr. Alsberg made
any estimate of the amount of money that he can properly use in this

line of work ?

Mr. Cbisp. No, sir; he has not. I have just read his testimony.

It has not yet been printed, but the clerk gave me the typewritten

pages, and I read it over hurriedly.

Mr. PuiTNELL. I wonder if the same thing is true of all varieties of

sweet potatoes.

Mr. Crisp. I should think so. Down in our section we have two or

three varieties of sweet potatoes. Some people say that one is a little

sweeter than the others, and some claim that one is a little more
palatable than others as a table product, but I think they must be

about 95 per cent the same, all of them.
The Chairman. Without objection, the extract from Dr. Alsberg's

testimony will be inserted.

(The extract is printed as follows:)

Dr. Alsbebg. Yes. May I bring up one other thing that has to do with future
work, not under this item, but related to It? It is the utilization of the sweet
potato. There have been inquiries on the part or people in the sweet potato
producing sections of the country for some work which will utilize the cull sweet
potatoes and the overproduction. I wish to bring that to the attention of the
committee, because Representative Crisp is one of the gentlemen who has con-

sulted me on this matter. Of course we have no funds for the work at present.

I believe it to be possible to establish ultimately a very valuable agricultural

industry, using sweet potatoes as its raw material. Sweet potatoes contain nat-

urally 10 per cent of cane sugar, and it is possible by treating sweet potatoes

with a small amount of malt to convert the starch in the sweet potato into malt
sugar, and thus to make a most delicious simp for table use.

The sweet potato contains more starch than the white potato. It is one of the

cheapest sources of starch, so that it should be possible to establish a sweet-
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potato starch industry In the United States. If you have starch, of course you
can produce from it mait sugar and glucose and a material known as dextrine,

which is used as an adhesive to gum postage stamps, envelopes, and the like.*******
It is more palatable and more uniform. We offered sirup that we made

from sugar cane grown in south Georgia on the New Orleans Molasses Exchange,
simply stating that it was a cane sirup. They did not know that it was made
by the United States Government or by whom it was made. That sirup brought
10 cents a gallon more than the highesfmarket price for any other sirup of that

type during that season. Of course we did not own that sirup. It was made
under our supervision by the manufacturers. We found, down where it was
made, that tlie neighbors liad bought up all there was of it, because it was
superior to anything else they could get in that neighborhood. We have not
been able to close that investigation because we need yeast.

Mr. Lee of Georgia. I have listened to your statement with much
interest, and, realizing the great possibilities that may be developed

from this investigation, I hope the committee will act favorably on
your request and make an appropriation.
The Chaieimax. We thank you for your statement, Mr. Crisp.

CoMMrrTEE ox Agriculture,
House of Representatives,

Thv/rsday, December 18, 1919.

The committee met at 2 o'clock p. m., pursuant to recess, Hon. Gil-

bert N. Haugen (chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. The committee will come to order. We have with
us to-day Gen. Hulings, who desires to be heard on H. R. 10130, "A
bill to provide for the establishment of a bureau of production and
distribution in the Department of Agriculture." Gen. Hulings, we
wiU be glad to hear you.

STATEMENT OF HON. WTLIIS J. HULINGS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Mr. Hulings. Mr. Chairman, this bill has been presented by me
at the request of a gentleman out in my home town who is a very
intelligent man, a thoughtful fellow, and a man of large experience
in affairs. He sent the bill to me, and when I looked it over I
thought it was one of the most foolish things I had seen for a long
time, but I presented it by request. About a week or two ago I was
back home and had a talk with him about it, and I believe that about
two-thirds of this bill can be cut out.

I might say, first, that the leading thought in the bill is for the

Department of Agriculture to establish in each county an agent who
shall act as a go-between between the producer and the consumer of

food products. He has incorporated in the bill something about
slaughterhouses and all that sort of thing which I thought had bet-

ter be cut out, but I do believe that an examination of the bill, or,

rather, the contemplation of the idea that he has in mind, might give
the committee some valuable ideas or suggestions.
There is one scheme providing for the cooperation of these.agents

with the Farm Loan Board or to provide for actual statements as

to the number of men employed in agriculture. I was looking over
tho census reports required ; and if those reports were fully made it
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would give the Government a very accurate idea of the agricultural
interests of the country, the amount of land, the amount of cultivated
land, good land, and all that sort of thing. As you laiow very well,

that sort of information is now provided in a slipshod kind of way.
The thing he proposes could be done so that you would have practi-

cal and actual results.

A scheme of having a Government agent who would cut out to a
very large degree the middleman between the producer and the con-
sumer, or the retail dealer, could be carried out at a very small
expense and, I believe, at a great saving to the ultimate consumer,
without affecting the price the producer would receive.

The Chairman. The purpose is to put the producer in closer

touch with the consumer?
Mr HuLiNGS. It just brings them right in touch. Here is an agent

who makes it his business to know what is being produced in the
county and who is producing it; he knows what can be produced
in his county, and he makes these sales to the retailer or to the
consumer, simply acting as a middle man.
There are a lot of proposals here, as you will see. such as pro-

vision for a commission which shall be established, which he calls

a bureau, in the Department of Agriculture, to be governed by a

commission on production and distribution consisting of the Sec-

retary of the Treasury, the Secretary of Agriculture, and the direc-

tor; and then his bill goes on and makes the director responsible

for everything. I think those powers of the director should be cut

out and that they should all be lodged in the commission itself and
the director, who is appointed by the President.

Now, gentlemen, I can not give you any ideas about what this

might comprehend, because, in your investigations and study of

this great subject, you know more about it than I or he does, but
I just wanted to have the opportunity to ask you, if you feel dis-

posed to look into the matter, to give the author of the bill an
opportunity to be heard at some subsequent time.

The Chairman. We will try to make arrangements later. You
may say to your constituent that the matter will be given careful

consideration.

Mr. HuLiNGS. I want to say that since this bill has been pre-

sented, scores of wholesale dealers and meat people who have
heard about this bill have called to see me, indicating that they

regard at least some of the ideas suggested in the bill as being
meritorious.

The Chairman. Thank you, Gen. Hulings. The committee will

now adjourn.
(Thereupon, the committee adjourned until further call of the

chairman.)

164315—20 88





66th Congress, ) HOUSE OF EBPEESENTATIVES. j Report
2d Session, f j No. 596,

AGRICUI^TURE APPROPRIATION BILL.

February 3, 1920.—Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the state

of the Union and ordered to be printed.

Mr. Hauqek, from the Committee on Agriculture, submitted the

following

EEPORT.
[To accompany H. R. 12272.]

The Committee on Agniculture submits the following report to
accompany biU (H. R. 12272) making appropriations for tlie De-
.partment of Agriculture for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921.

The committee held hearings extending over a period of six weeks
on the estimates presented by the department. Kepresentatives of
the Department of Agriculture and others interested appeared before
the committee and discussed in detail the various items.
The total sum carried by the present bill is $30,540,034. This is a

decrease of $3,359,727 below the appropriation act for the fiscal year
1920, a decrease of 17,132,823 below the regular and supplemental
estimates submitted by the department, and a decrease of $11,558,204
below the estimates of the bureaus. The committee has not been
unmindful of the valuable work of the Department of Agriculture
and the need for supporting and enlarging many important activities

for the benefit of the farmers, but, in view of the unusual financial

conditions confronting the country at the present time, the committee
believes it imperative to economize in every possible way and has
endeavored to accomplish this result in the present bill without
seriously crippling the work of the department. While the decreases
are large, they have been made principally in regulatory and adminis-
trative items rather than in items providing for food-production
activities. Increases have been provided in a number of the items,

but in each case only after a very thorough investigation of the neces-
sity therefor, and these increases are recommended by the committee.
The following table shows the appropriations for the present fiscal

year, the estimates submitted by the various bureaus and offices to

the Secretary of Agriculture, the regular and supplemental estimate-i

submitted by the Department of Agriculture to the committee, the

amount carried in this bill, the increases and decreases of the bill as

compared with the estimates submitted by the department, and the

increases and decreases of the bill as compared with the appropria-
tion for the present fiscal year.

1395
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Estimate of appropriations, 1921, United States Department of Agriculture.

Bureau or office.

Appropri-
ation in
Agricul-
tural act,

1920.

Bureau
or office

estimates,
1921.

Depart-"
ment

estimates,
1921.

Report ert

by House
commit-

tee.

Increase
over (-(-)

or decrease
below (—

)

department
estimates,

1921.

Increase
over(-t-)

below (—

)

1920
appropri-
ailons.

O nice ol the Secretary
Office of Farm Management.

.

Weather Bureau
Bureau of Animal Industry .

,

Bureau of Plant Industry

Forest Service ,

Bureau of Chemistry
Bureau of Soils

Bureau of Entomology

Bureau of Biological Survey
r ivi5ion of Accounts and Disburse-
m'-nts

r ivisiou of Publications
Bureau of Crop F stimatos
) ibrarv
M isceUaneous expenses, Depart-
ment of Agriculture

R'^nt in the District of Columbia .

.

States Relations Service
Bureau of Public Roads
Bureau of Markets
Insecticide and Fungicide' Board..
Federal Horticultural Board

MISCELLANEOUS APPROPRIATIONS.

Demonstrations on reclamation
projects

Fighting and preventing forest fires

.

Cooperative fire protection of for-

ested watersheds of navigable
streams

Experiments and demonstrations
in live-stock production in the
lane-sugar and cotton districts

of the United States
txperiments in dairying and live-

stock production in =emiarid and
irrigated districts of the western
United States

Eradication of the foot-and-mouth
and other contagious diseases of
animals

r radication of pink boUworm
Acquisition of lands Under the
Weeks laws

Plant dust explosions and fires

A gricultural e^ibits

MOO, 520
302,590

1,8S0,210

5,783,231
3,379,638

1,391,571
491,235

1,371,360

742, 170

44,620
240,140
371, 102
SO, 160

175, 500

100,000
4,905,820

594,320
2,811,365

123,940
129,000

48,600

100,000

60,000

40,000

$477, 140
611,990

2.465,670
6,921,287
3,920,098
17,063.127
1 139,755
1,502,411
621,045

(2,163,940
(sio.5.ono

1,282,655

50,620
379,030

1,164,715
61,080

153,000
150,000

4,973,600
774,320

3,453,845
141,910
246,500

47,000
1,000,000

500,000

60,000

40,000

t475,

611,
2,22S,

6,118,

3,606,

6,557,
139,

1,424,

620,

1,219,
2 105,

978,

50,620
362, 480
967,782
61,080

141,000
150,000

4,968,540
748, 120

3,023,395
141, 910
238,500

47,000
1,000,000

200,000

$466,940
3^2, !30

1,879,010
5,327.236

I
3,038,639

jU, 777, 842

I

1,321,591

I

541,035

'}l, 073,480

782,170

48,220
372,570
322,856
50,880

136,000
164,666

4,866,120
490, 620

2,478,569
115,350
169,050

1,000,000 1,000,000
595,800 573,300

600,000

"ioo'ooo'

1,000,000
388, 560

155,000 100,000

$8,920
289,860
349, 140
791,215
568,259

819, 808

102,920
79,060

250,780
:

195,835

- 2,400
-t- 10,090

644,926
10,200

5,000
14,666
102,420
257,500
544,826
26,660
67,450

30,000 - 17,000 - 18,600
250,000 - 750,000 -I- 250,000

J33,5.S0

19,540

1,200
4.55,995

310.999

189,027

297, 88q

4O,0Q0

3,600
+
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Beceiptsfrom natiorialforests, $4,358,4t I1..86

.

—The receipts from the

national forests were derived from the followiiig sources, and represent

an increase of $783,484.79 over the year 1918:

(a) Timber, $1,526,188: Sales of all classes of stumpage on the

national forests, payments for timber destroyed on rights of way or

other uses, payments for timber cut or removed without previous

permit, and damages assessed against persons setting fire to forest

areas.

(6) Grazing, $2,609,169.85: Payments for grazing privileges on
national forest ranges for cattle, horses, swine, sheep, and goats, and
for unauthorized use of grazing areas.

(c) Special uses, $223,057.01: Payments for use of forest lands for

various purposes, such as residences, camps, cabins, hotels, rights of

wry, agriculture, wharves, water power, telegraph and telephone

lines, reservoirs, conduits, etc., and use of forest areas for turpentine

extraction.

Benefits derived iy States from receipts from national forests.—Under
existing law 10 per cent of the forest receipts is expended by the Secre-

tary of Agriculture in the construction of roads and trails, and 25
per cent of the forest receipts is paid to the States by the Federal
Government for the benefit of county schools and roads. The
amounts expended in or paid in each State during the fiscal year
1919 are shown below:

states.

School and
road moneys
payable to

States.

Road and
trail

moneys ex-
pendable
by Scope- .

tary of
Agriculture.

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Maine
Michigan
Minnesota
Montana
Nebraska.:
Nevada...
New Hampshire
New Mexico
North Carolina..
Oklahoma
Oregon
South Carolina.

.

South Dakota...
Tennessee
Utah...
Virginia.;

JVashington
West Virginia...
Wyoming

Total

$123. 08
25,456.77
113,152.97
16,563.88
129,259.73
115,048.98
4,075.77
1,049.99

115,767.60
446.50
146.72

2,944.25
95,042.81
3,601.01
30,688.39
4,930.03
84,661.05
5,559.45
1,327.17

115,405.74
220.36

16,784.41
2, 134. 17

68, 650. 64
3, 283. 14
54,772.57

238.77
58, 550. 93

J49.2S
10, 182. 71

45,2B1.18
6,125.55
51,703.89
46, 019. .'19

l,(i30.31

419.99
46,307.04

178.60
58. fi9

1,177. VO'

38,017.13
1,440.40'

12,275.36.

1, 972. 01
33,8fi4.42
2,223.78

530. 87

46,162.30
88.15

6,713.76
853. 67

27,460.25
1,313.26

21,909.03
95.51

23,420.37

1,069,883.88 427,951.75.

Additional benefits derived by Arizona, and New Mexico from re-

ceipts from, national forests.—The States of Arizona and New Mexico
received additional shares of national-forest receipts for their school;
funds on account of school lands included within national forests, as-

follows: Arizona, $58,775.83; New Mexico, $20,091.49.
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Telegrams over Government lines, $6,146.75.—^These receipts are

derived through the transmission of private messages over Weather
Bureau telegraph lines in isolated regions where commercial lines

are not yet available.

Sale of cotton standards, $6,666.31.—These receipts are derived
through the sale of practical forms of the official cotton standards
prepared by the department to the various exchanges, spot-market
dealers, merchants, cotton mills, agricultural colleges, and textile

schools.

Cost of cotton-futures disputes, $10,4-54.20.—These receipts are

derived through the settlement of disputes referred to the depart-
ment from time to time by either party to a contract of sale of cotton
for future delivery, for determination as to the quality, grade, or

length of staple of the cotton, in accordance with the provisions of

the United States cotton-futures act.

Sale of loose cotton, $84,693.24.—^^a. the preparation of practical

forms of the official cotton standards it is necessary for the depart-

ment to purchase in the open market considerable quantities of

cotton in order to match the various types and classes of cotton. A
large quantity of the cotton thus purchased is found unsuitable for

use in making copies of the official cotton standards, and. this is dis-

posed of to dealers at the best price obtainable.

Cost of grain-standards appeals, $7,546.91.—These receipts repre-

sent charges made for the settlement of appeals from the grading of

grain by licensed inspectors; also disputes as to the correct grade of

grain entering into interstate commerce between noninspection points

referred to the Department of Apiculture in accordance with the

provisions of the United States grain-standards act.

'"'Cost of inspection of perisJialle food products, $19,227.56.^-These
receipts are derived from the inspection of perishable food products
authorized in the general expense appropriation made to the Bureau
of Markets for carrying on such work.

Costs of classification of cotton, $1,491.76.—These receipts represent

charges made for classif5ang cotton pursuant to the seventh subdi-

vision of section 5 of the United States cotton-futures act. The re-

ceipts are made a revolving fund as provided in said act under the

head "Classification of cotton, wheat-price guaranty act of March
A, 1919."

Sdle of photo prints, lantern slides, etc., $688.47.—These receipts

are derived through the sale of photo prints, lantern slides, trans-

parencies, blue prints, and motion-picture films to State institutions,

publishers, and individuals for use m lecture work and in connection

with the preparation of publications bearing on agriculture and re-

lated subjects.

Sale of hearings, $178.70.—These receipts are derived through the

sale of hearings conducted by the department from time to time in

connection with the enforcement of regulatory acts, particularly tho

food and drugs act and the insecticide and fungicide act. These

hearings are sold to corporations, fi.rms, and individuals desiring them

at the rate of 10 cents per folio to cover the cost of preparing them.

'Sale of card indexes, $202.76.—Theae receipts are derived through

the sale of card indexes of experiment station literature to various

agricultural colleges, experiment stations, educational institutions,

and libraries throughout the country.
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Sale of other miscellaneous property and' collections, $2^4,606.16.
This covers the sale of unserviceable property owned by the depart-
ment which has been passed upon and condemned by a board of
survey j^ppointed by the Secretary of Agriculture. It also covers
the proceeds derived through the sale of farm products obtained at
the various experiment stations of the department, other than the
insular experiment stations; animals and animal products no longer
needed in the work of the department; forest maps and maps and
publications of the Weather Bureau; pathological and zoological
specimens; samples of pure sugars and naval stores; microscopical
specimens, etc.

Sale of products, agricultural stations, AlasTca, Hawaii, Porto Rico,
Guam, and the Virgin Islands, $4,284-40.—These receipts are derived
through the sale of agricultural products obtained on the land belong-
ing to the agricidtural experiment stations in Alaska, Hawaii, Porto
Kico, island of Guam, and the Virgin Islands.

Sale of seeds to farmers, $859,650.48.—These receipts are derived
through the sale of seeds to farmers for cash, at tost, in sections
where, on account of drought or other unfavorable conditions, such
assistance was needed. Such sales are specifically provided for in
the food-production act.

Sale of nitrate of soda tofarmers, $8,768,268.85.—^These receipts are
derived through the sale of nitrate of soda to farmers for cash, at
cost, in sections where a special need for such assistance existed.
Such sales are specifically provided for in the food-control act.

MiscdlMneous items, $l,285,631.59.^This amount includes 1547,-
928.89 from contributions toward cooperative work in forest investi-

gations; $441,678.21 from refunds on mileage and scrip books, and
$296,024.49 from other executive departments of the Government
in payment of supplies furnished and services rendered by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture.

The foUowingj table shows the appropriations for the Department
of Agriculture for the current fiscal year:

Titles of appropriations.
Total of appro-
priatirns for

1920.

Agricultuial appropriation act
Permanent annual appropriations
Cooperative construction of rural post roads (Post Office appropriation act for fiscal year

1920)

Federal forest road construction (Post Office appropriation act lor fiscal year 1920)

Protection of lands involved in California and Oregon railroad forfeiture suit (sundry civil)

Printing and binding (sundry civil)
Bent of Dulldlngs (sundry civil) ,

Grand total of all appropriations for the Department of Agriculture

133,899,761
28,235,000

75,000,000
3, 000, 000

25, 000
600,000
41,509

140, 801, 270

In the following pages the reasons for all increases in appropria-
tions are given, and all changes in amounts in the statutory rolls are

indicated.
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OFFICE OF THE SECBETABY.

STATUTORY SALARIES.

(P. 2, line 3.)

The statutory roll of the office of the Secretary carries a deci-ease

of 133,580, as indicated in detail in the following table:

Places dropped:
1 assistant secretary $5, 000
4 firemen, at $720 each 2, 880
1 carriage driver 600

?8, 480
Transfers to statutory roll. Di^Tsion of Publicationi", and the Secre-

tary's roll correspondingly reduced:
1 assistant in charge of information 3, 000
1 assistant 2, OOO
1 assistant editor 2, 000
4 assistant editors, at $1,800 each 7, 200
1 assistant editor 1, 600
1 expert on exhibits 3, 000
1 assistant in exhibits 2, 000
4 clerks, class 2 5, 600
4 clerks, class 1 4,800
2 clerks, at $1,000 each 2, 000
1 laborer 600
1 messenger boy 600
2 messenger boys, at §480 each 960

35, 360
Transfers from extra labor fund, office of the Secretary, and that fund

correspondingly reduced:
2 charwomen, at $240 each, 1 to statutory roll, Division of Punli-

cations, and 1 to statutory roll. Bureau of Crop Estimates 480
Reduction in "extra la^or" fund on account of transfers to statu-

tory roll, office of the Secretary 6, 080
Reduction in "extra labor" fund 960— 7,520

51, 360

Transfers from funds of other bureaus, which fund=i have been corre-

spondingly reduced:
10 firemen, at $1,080 each, 1 from meat inspection. Bureau of

Animal Industry, 1 from black and stripe ru=t, 1 from blister

rust control, and 1 from admini^^trative expenses. Bureau of

Plant Industry; 2 from food and dru»? act, Bureau of Chemistry;
1 from deciduous fruit insects, Bureau of Entomology; 1 from
farmers' cooperative demonstrations in North and West, States
Relations Service; 1 from food supply investigations, and 1 from
cotton futures act. Bureau of Markets $10,800

1 skilled laborer, from dairy industry, Bureau of Animal
Industry 900

11, 700
Transfers from lump fund for extra labor to statutory roll,

office of the Secretary, and the lump fund correspondingly
reduced:

1 superintendent of telegraph and telephones 2, 000
1 chief engineer 1, 800
1 foreman of stable 1, 080
1 skilled laborer 960
1 charwoman 240

6,080
17, 780

Actiuil decrease 33, 580
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OFFICE OF FARM MANAGEMENT.

STATUTORY SALAEIES.

(P. 4, line 17.)

The statutory roll of the Office of Farm Manaprement carries a
decrease of $12,300, as indicated in the following table:

Places dropped:
9 clerks, at $900 each $8, 100
5 clerks or map tracers, at $840 each 4,200

Actual decrease 12, 303

GENERAL EXPENSES.

Farm management and farm practice investigations (p. 5, line 6).

—

There is an increase in this itein of $31,840. This amount has been
added to the sum set aside in the proviso for ascertaining the cost of

production of the principal staple agricultural products, as has $23, 160,
which is deducted from the amount heretofore available for general
farm-management work, the committee bein^ of the opinion that a
large appropriation should be devoted to this important investigation.

WEATHER BUREAU.

STATUTORY SALARIES.

(P. 5, line 18.)

The statutory roll of the Weather Bureali carries an apparent
increase of $4,020,. but there is an actual decrease of $1,200, as indi-

cated in detail in' the following table:

Places dropped:
4 firemen, at $720 each $2,880

New places:
'

2 firemen, at $840 each 1, 680

Actual decrease $1, 200
Transfers from lump funds of this bureau, which have been correspond-

ingly reduced:
2 clerks, class 1, from aerological stations 2, 400

1 supervising instrument maker, from aerological stations 1, 620

1 repairman, from station salaries 1, 200—— 5,220

Apparent increase 4, 020

GENERAL EXPENSES.

Expenses outside of Washington (p. 9, line 10).—There is an appar-

ent decrease in this item of $1,200, but, as that amount has been

transferred to the statutory roll, there is actually no change.

Aerological investigations (p. 9, line 18).—There is an apparent

decrease in this item of $4,020, but, as that amount has been trans-

ferred to the statutory roll, there is actually no change.
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BTJREAtr OF ANniAL INDXTSTBY.

STATUTORY SALARIES.

(P. 10, line 2.)

The statutory roll of the Bureau of Animal Industry carries an
apparent increase of $103,240, but there is no actual increase, as indi-

cated in detail in the following table

:

Transfers from lump funds of this bureau, which funds have been correspond-
ingly reduced:

1 executive clerk, from inspection and quarantine $2, 000
3 clerks, class 4, 2 from dairy industry, and 1 from meat inspection 5, 400
1 clerk, class 3, from diseases of animals 1, 600

4 clerks, at $1,500 each, 1 from inspection and quarantine, 1 from dairy
industry, 1 from eradicating hog cholera, and 1 from meat inspection. 6, 000

2 clerks, class 2, 1 from eradicating hog cholera and 1 from meat inspec-

tion 2, 800
1 clerk, from meat inspection . 1, 380
1 clerk, from eradicating cattle ticks 1, 320
I clerk, from meat inspection 1, 260
39 clerk, class 1, 1 from inspectiou and quarantine, 8 from tuberculosis

eradication, 5 from eradicating cattle ticks, 2 from dairy industry, 2

from eradicating hog cholera, and 21 from meat inspection 46, 800

II clerks, at $1,100 exch. 1 from inspsctioii and quira'itine, 1 from eradi-

cating cattle ticks, 1 from tuberculosis eradication, 4 from animal
husbandry, 3 from eradicating hog cholera, and 1 from meat in-

spection 12, 100
4 clerks, at $1,030 each, 1 from inspection and quarantine and 3 from

tuberculosis eradication 4, 320
1 clerk, from eradicating hog cholera 1, 020

7 clerks, at $1,000 each, 3 from tu' erculosis eradication, 2 from dairy in-

dustry, and 2 from eradicating hog cholera 7, 000
1 skillei laborer, from abortion of animals 1, 200
1 skilled laborer, from tuberculosis eradication 1, 000
1 skilled laborer, from dairy industry ; 900

2 messengers or laborers, at $840 each, Ifrom dairy industry and 1 from
animal husbandry 1, 680

1 messenger boy, from tuberculosis eradication 660
9 messenger boys, at $480 each. 1 from inspec:ti?n and quarantine. 2 from

tuberculosis eradication, 1 from dairy industry. 1 from animal hus-

bandry, 1 from diseases of animals, 1 from abortion of animals, 1 from
eradicating hog cholera, and 1 from meat inspection 4, 320

1 charwoman, from meat inspectiou 480

Apparent increase 103, 240

GENERAL EXPENSES

Inspection and quarcn'ine (p. 13, line 3).—There is on apparent
decrease in this item of $5,360, but, ai $7,360 has been transferred

to the statutory roll, the actual increase is $2,000. This amount will

be used for the inspection and ttsting of animals for export. This

work is constantly jncrea^ing. ]n rectnt months there has been an

unusual demand for the bureau inspectors to test animals for export

and to inspect the vessels carrj'ing such tnimals.
i Tuberculosis of animals (p. 13, line 13).—There is an appai-ent de-

crease in this item of $200,000, but, as SI 9,560 has been transferred

to the statutory roll, the actual decrease is $180,440. The decrease

is due to a reduction of $500,000 in the n lemnity fund. The expe-

rience of the past year has shown that less money will be required
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-for indemnities and a larger amount for administrative and operating
-expenses. The committee therefore increased the amount for ad-
ministrative and operating expenses from $500,000 to $800,000,
$100,000 of which it recommends be made immediately available ; and
decreased the amount for indemnities from $1,000,000 to $500,000.
The w<?rd "hereafter" has been added to the third proviso, on page

15, relative to the interstate shipment of cattle for immediate slaugh-
ter; this will make the legislation permanent and obviate the neces-
sity of repeating the language annually in the appropriation bill.

Tick eradication (p. 16, line 3).—There is an apparent decrease in
this item of $60,820, but, as $8,420 has been transferred to the statu-
tory roll, the actual decrease is $52,400. This amount has heretofore
been used for live-stock and dairy demonstratirn work, in coopera-
tion with the States Relations Service, but the committee recom-
mends that this work be discontinued. The language pertaining to
this work has therefore been omitted. The proviso has also been
amended so as to prohibit the purchase of animals, as well as mate-
rials, in connection with tick-eradication demonstrations.

Dairy investigations (p. 16, line 13).—There is an apparent decrease
in this item of $50,370, but as $11,720 has been transferred to the
statutory roll of the bureau, and $900 to the statutory roll of the
Secretary's Office, the actual decrease is $37,750.
Animal husiandry investigations (p. 16, line 17).—There is an ap-

parent decrease in this item of $58,500, but as $5,720 has been trans-
ferred to the statutory roll, the actual decrease is $52,780, $16,940
in the amount set aside for experiments in breeding and maintenance
of horses for military horses, $33,640 in the amount set aside for
poultry feeding and breeding, and $2,200 in the amount for general
animal husbandry work.
Animal disease investigations (p. 17, line 11).—There is an apparent

decrease in this item of $18,160, but as $3,760 has been transferred
to the statutory roll, the actual decrease is $14,400.
Inasmuch as the amount set aside in the proviso for the investiga-

tion of contagious abortion has been reduced $24,400, however, there
is thereby released for other work the sum of $10,000, which the com-
mittee recommends be used for the investigation of roundworm of

hogs. These parasites are responsible for losses among young pigs
amounting to millions of dollars each year.

Hog cholera (p. 17, line 21).—There is an apparent decrease in this

item of $131,04.5, but, as $12,100 has been transferred to the statiitory

roll, there is an actual decrease of $118,945.

Dourine eradication (p. 18, line 11).—There is a decrease in this

item of $23,600.
MEAT IKSPECTION.

(P. 18, line 19.)

There is an apparent decrease in this item of $11,380, but, as

$35,680 has been transferreil to statutory rolls, there is an actual
increase of $24,300 to be used for salaries.

The language of the paragraph has been amended by inserting the
words "including the purchase of tags, stamps, and labels printed in

course of 'manufacture." The language of recent enactments relative

to printing, strictly construed, prevents the department from securing
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such supplies from any other source than the Goyemment Printing

Office, except with tlie previous consent of the Joint Committees on
Printing. Attention is invited to the fact that similar authority has
been carried in the legislative, executive, and judicial a pprooojation

acts for a number of years, covering Uke supplies for the T]^smy
Department, tliis item reading: "For stationery, including, tags,

labels, and index cards printed in course of manufacture." These
articles are used for the marking of coins and other articles—uses

which appear to be exactly comparable with those to which the meat-
j^pection supplies are devoted.

The provisions regarding the inspection of equine meat and for the

payment of overtime work in packing establishments have been
omitted, being permanent legislation, but proper reference has been
made thereto by the addition of the following words: "as extendfd

to equine meat by the act of July 24, 1919 {public No. 22, 66th Cong.)."

BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY.

STATUTORY SALARIES.

(P. 19, line 5.)

The statutory roll of the Bureau of Plant Industry carries an appar-

ent increase of 135,680, but there is an actual decrease of $1,200, as

indicated in detail in the following table

:

Transfers from lump funds of this bureau, which funds have been
correspondingly reduced;

1 executive clerk, from administrative expenses $1, 980
3 clerks, class 4, 1 from blister-rust control, 1 from black and

stripe rust investigations, and 1 from purchase and distribution

of valuable seeds 5,400
3 clerks, class 3, 1 from citrus canker eradication, 1 from crop

physiology, 1 from barberry eradication (and 1 from demon-
strations on reclamation projects) 4, 800

1 clerk, from forage crop investigations 1, 500
3 clerks, class 2, 1 from blister-rust control and 2 from black and

stripe rust investigations 4, 200

12 clerks, class 1, 1 from forest pathology, 1 from bUster-rust

control, 2 from cotton and truck diseases, 1 from cereal inves-

tigations, 2 from black and stripe rust investigations, 1 from
barberry eradication, 1 from alkali and drought resistant plants,

1 from western irrigation agriculture, 1 from new and rare seeds,

and 1 from purchase and distribution of valuable seeds 14, 400
1 clerk, from blister-rust control 1, 080
1 messenger or laborer, from black and stripe rust investigations. 720
1 general mechanic, from Arlington Farm 1, 400
1 mechanical assistant, from horticultural investigatic n.s 1.400— $36, 880

Place dropped:
1 blacksmith 1, 200

Actual decrease 1, 200

Apparent increase 35, 680'

GENFRAL EXPENSES.

Citrus canker (p. 21, line 21).—There is an apparent decrease in this

item of $86,600, hut, as $1,600 has been transferred to the statutory

roll, the actual decrease is $85,000.
Forest pathology (p. 22, line 14).—There is an apparent decrease in

this item of $1,200, but, as that amount has been transferred to the-

statutory roll, there is actually no change.
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^,White-pine llister rust (p. 22, line 14).—There is an apparent
decrease in this item of $6,560, but as this amount has been trans-
ferred to statutory rolls, there is >^actuplly no chan'^e. .s

iOotton, truck, and forage crop investigrtions (p. 23, line 11).—Th'^re

is an apparent increase in this item of $7,600, but, as $2,400 has b^en
transferred to the statutory roll, the actual increase is $10,000.
This amount will be used for investigating a number of seriaus
potato diseases, including a studj)- of the potato wart in cooperation
Avith the Federal Horticultural Board. There is a decrease of

$14,700 in the appropriation for the eradication of the potato wart
under the Federal Horticultural Board. A group of potato disepses

classed as "mosaic" also presents a series of difficult problems,
including a determination of the exact nature of the cause of the
diseases and of questions relating to their transmission by insects.

The importance of this work is indicated by the f;ict that losses in

infected fields frequently exceed 20 i)er cent.

Crop physiology (p. 23, line 13).—There is an apparent decrease in

this item of $8,400, but, as $1,600 has been transferred to the statutory
roll, the actual decrease is $6,800.

Soil-fertility investigations (p. 23, line 22).—There is an increase of

$10,000 in this item. This amount will be used in meeting the increas-

ing demands for information regarding new fertilizer materials

During the past few years heavy losses have resulted to farmers
through the application of fertilizers regarding which no experience

from their use was available. ' Many of these fertilizer materials

were of comparatively little value and some were actually injurious.

T^ew nitrogen products will undoubtedlv appear in fertilizers during
the next few years, and these should be investigated promptly. It

is proposed to investigate and give field tests to all inaterials repre-

senting new sources of potash, phosphoric acid, and nitrogen as they
appear in the fertilizer market from time to time.

"Crop acclimatization and fiber-plant investigations (p. 24, line 1).—
There is a decrease in this item of $18,000. The provision setting

aside $3,000 for experiments in the production of New Zealand flax

has been eliminated, as has also the proviso increasing the limit on
the cost of farm buildings under this item.

Drug'plant and poisonous-plant investigations (p. 24, line 9).—An
increase of $1,000 has been provided in this item lor the extension of

the investigations of stock-poisoning plants, in cooperation with the

Bureau of Animal Industry.
Cereal investigations (p. 25, line 4).—There is an apparent decrease

in this item of $92,800,. but, as $12,800 has been transferred to statu-

tory roUs, the actual decrease is $80,000. This includes a reduction
of $50,000 in the proviso for the investigation and control t)f black
Tust, leaf rust, and stripe rust.

The provisos setting aside $40,000 for the study of cornimp^-ove-
ment and methods of corn production and $25,000 for the investiga-

tions of corn root and stalk diseases have been eliminated. Tlds is

done in order to simplify the language of the paragraph, and also to

reduce the amount, of clerical and overhead expenses, but it is the

committee's intention that the work heretofore carried on under these

provisions should be continued.
^Alkali and drought resistant plant investigations (p. 26, line 3).

—

There is an apparent decrease in this item of $4,200, butj as $1,200
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has been transferred to the statutory roll, the actual decrease is

$3,000.
Sugar-plant investigations (p. 26, line 5).—There is a decreas(! in

this item of S9,115.
The provisos setting aside $10,000 for the development and improve-

ment of American strain of sugar-beet seed and tor investigations in

connection with the production of cane and sorghum sirups havfr

been eliminated. This merely eliminates superfluous language in the

item, but it is the thought of the committee that the work should be
carried on along present lines.

Dry-land agriculture investigations (p. 26, line 1.3).—^There is a

decrease in this item of S9,000.
Western irrigation agriculture investigations (p. 26, line 24).—There

is an apparent decrease in this item of $21,200, but, as $1,200 has
been transferred to the statutory roll, there is an actual decrease of

$20,000.
Pomological investigations (p. 27, line 9).—^There is an increase in

this item of $27,000. This amount will be used for the purchase of

land for two stations in California for the conduct of viticultural

work. A proviso authorizilig this purchase has been added. The
proviso in the present act setting aside $20,000 for investigating

and developing new grape industries has been eliminated.

Horticulturcu, investigations (p. 28, line 6).—There is an apparent
decrease in this item of $1,400, but, as this amount has been trans-

ferred to the statutory roll, there ia actually no change. The com-
mittee recommends that $5^000 of this appropriation be used for the

development of pure and desirable strains of sweet com for com-
mercial canning.

Nursery investigations (p. 28, line 13).—This is a new item. The
necessity of restricting under the plant-quarantine act the importa-
tion of much of the nursery stock and other closely aUied plant

material hitherto brought into the United States in large quantities,

in order to give adequate protection to horticultural and pomological
interests against the introduction of dangerous insect pests and fun-
gous diseases, together with the serious reduction during the past

year or two in the usual supplies of stocks obtained under normal
conditions from France and elsewhere, has served to emphasize the

importance of developing domestic supplies of these materials.
Arlingtonfarm (p. 28, line 19).—^There is an apparent detrease in

this item of $1,400, but as that amount has been transferred to the

statutory roll, there is actually no change.
Foreign seed and plant introduction (p. 29, line 1).—There is a de-

crease in this item of $50,000. Inasmuch as the appropriation for

the current fiscal year, however, includes $50,000 for tne pun base of

land, erection of buildings, etc., in connection with the establishment
of a plant inspection and detention station, whic h amount is omitted

in this bin there is actually no change in the funds avf, liable for con-

ducting the work under tliis item.

New and rare seed, forage-crop investigations (p. 29, line 8).—There
is an apparent decrease in this item of $9,780, but as $2,700 has been
transferred to the statutory roll, the actual decrease is $7,080.

Administrative expenses (p. 29, line 17).—There is an apparent de-

crease in this item of $3,060, but, as $1,080 has been transferred to

the statutory roll of the Secretary's olhce, the actual decrease is

$1,980.
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PURCHASE AND DISTRIBUTION OF VALUABLE SEEDS.

(P. 29, line 24.)

There is an apparent decrease in this item of $1 19,564, but as $3,000
has been transferred to the statutory roll, the actual decrease is
$116,564.

FOREST SERVICE.

STATUTORY SALARIES.

(P. 32, line 16.)

The statutory roll of the Forest Seryice carries an actual increase
of $2,520, as indicated in detail in the following table:

New places:

1 forest superviaor $3 240
1 forest supervisor 2' 880
8 forest supervisors, at $2,500 each '.

2o| 000
16 forest supervisors, at $2,380 each 38,' 080
44 forest supervisors, at $2,180 each 95' 920
60 forest supervisors, at $1,980 each 118,' 800
5 forest supervisors, at $1,780 each s, 900
1 deputy forest supervisor 1, 98O
4 deputy forest supervisors, at $1,880 each 7', 520

25 deputy forest supervisors, at $1,780 each 44, 500
28 deputy forest supervisors, at $1,680 each 47, 040
15 deputy forest supervisors, at $1,580 each 23, 700
11 forest rangers, at $1,620 each 17, 820
23 forest rangers, at $1,520 each 34, 960
78 forest rangers, at $1,420 each 110, 760

288 forest rangers, at $1,320 each 380, 160
590 forest rangers, at'$l,220 each 719, 800

$1, 676, 060
1, 196 total new places.

Places dropped: *
1 forest supervisor 3, 040
1 forest supervisor 2, 700
8 forest supervisors, at $2,400 each 19, 200

20 forest supervisors, at $2,200 each 44, 000
49 forest supervisors, at $2,000 each 98, 000
66 forest supervisors, at $1,800 each 118, 800
5 forest supervisors, at $1,600 each 8, 000
1 deputy forest supervisor 1, 800
4 deputy forest supervisors, at $1,700 each 6, 800

28 deputy forest supervisors, at $1,600 each 44, 800
31 deputy forest supervisors, at $1,500 each 46, 500
18 deputy forest supendsors, at $1,400 each 25, 200
11 forest rangers, at $1,500 each 16, 500
23 forest rangers, at $1,400 each 32, 200
78 forest rangers, at $1,300 each 101, 400

288 forest rangers, at $1,200 each 345, 600
630 forest rangers, at $1,100 each 693, 000
100 forest guards, at $1,100 each, for periods not exceeding six

months in the aggregate 55, 000
40 forest guards, at $1,100 each, for periods not exceeding three

months in the aggregate 11, 000
1,673,540

1, 402 total places dropped.
Actual increase 2, 520

'

GENERAL EXPENSES.

Introductory paragraph (p. 35, line 1).—^The limitation on the cost
of any building erected on the national forests has been increased
from 1800 to 11,000.
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The following new proviso has been inserted: " Provided further,

TJiut hereafter the charge for grazing 'permit-", upon each of the national

forests shall he not less than the appraised value of pasturage upon such
nationalforests as determined iy the Secretary of Agriculturefrom time to

time., lut at least everyfive years, beginning vnth the calendar year 1921,
upon the hasis of the commercial rates charged for pasturage upon lands

of similar character, taking into account the advantages and disadvantages

of the respective areus: And provided also, 'That the Secretary of Agri-
culture may allow free of charge the grazing of milch, worlc, or other

animals used jor domestic purposes not exceeding a total of ten head
owned and in use hy bona fide settlers residing in or near a national

forest; or animals in actual use by prospectors, campers, and travelers;

or saddle, pack, and work animals actually used in connection with per-

mitted operations on the national forests."
The receipts from grazing during the fiscal year 1919 amounted to

approximately 12,600,000. It is estimated that the new grazing fees

will practically double this sum. The testimony before the com-
mittee shows that the average rate for cattle grazing this year is

$1.20 a head for the entire year. Where the grazing is for only a

few months the rate is one-tenth of the annual rate per month. The
average period during which cattle have been on the forests this

year is six months. The average amount collected is 72 cents per

head. The sheep rate is 25 per cent of the cattle rate.

The average period the sheep have been on is about four months.
The average fee collected from sheep grazing is about 12 cents per

head.
Twenty-five per cent more is charged for horses than for cattle.

The average rate collected for horses is about 90 cents per head.
The number of swine is very small.

The following table shows the grazing permits issued and number
of stock grazed:
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Salaries afforest supervisors, rangers, and guards (p. 37, line 9).

—

This appears as a new item and carries an increase of $125,000. Its

purpose is to provide for the salaries of part-time employees heretofore
carried on the statutory roll and for the employment of emergency
labor incident to the administration of all the national forests.

^Nationnl forests and general administration (pi. 37, line 15).—There
is a decrease in this item of $439. Two forests have been increased,
the Idaho ^National Forest by $14,980 and the Payette National
Forest by $9,350, a total increase of $24,330, due to the addition
of the Thunder Mountain area in central Idaho, comprising 1,095,-
022.11 acres, in accordance with the provisions of Public No. 69.
Six forests have been decreased, as follows

:

Colvnie National Forest, Washington, by $2,784.
Eldorado National Forest, California and Nevada, by $2,250.
Kaniksu National Forest, Idaho and Washington, by $6,943.
Monterey; National Forest, California, $3,547, having been con-

solidated with the Santa Barbara National Forest.
Sioux National Forest, South Dakota and Montana, by $2,640, as

it will be consolidated with the Custer National Forest during the
present fiscal year.

Tusayan National Forest, Arizona, by $4,085, a total decrease of

$22,149.

The Minam National Forest has been omitted, as it is proposed to
consolidate this forest with the Whitman National Forest during the
current fiscal year, the latter being increased correspondingly. In
addition the appropriation for use in the District of Columbia has been
decreased $2,520.

_

Land classification and entry surveys (p. 45, line 12).—-There is a
decrease in this item of $20,000. New language has been added per-
mitting the survey of lands involved in exchanges authorized by law.

Supplies and equipment (p. 46, line 1).—There is a decrease in this

item of $11,100.

Range investigations.—This item, amounting to $35,000, has been
omitted.

Tree planting on national forests (p. 46, line 14).—There is a de-

crease in this item of $25,000. The proviso authorizing the purchase
of land for a forest nursery site on the Michigan National Forest has
been omitted, as the site will be purchased during the current fiscal

year.

Silvicultural investigations (p. 46, line 18).—-There is a decrease in

this item of $43,^28.
Reconnaissance afforest resources (p. 46, line 23).—^There is an in-

crease in this item of $25,000. This amount will be required for the

necessary estimating and appraising of the grazing resources of the

national forests incident to the changed program provided in this bill

Miscellaneous forest investigations (p. 47, line 3).—-There is a de-

crease in this item of $6,280.
Improvement of the national forests (p. 47, line 7) .—There is a de-

crease in this item of $50,000. The provisos prohibiting the use of

•funds from this appropriation for the payment of traveling expense-s

except on ofiicial business and for the preparation or publication of

any newspaper or magazine article have been broadened to include

all funds appropriated for the Forest Service. The word "hereafter"

has also been inserted in each proviso. These provisions have been
included in the' appropriation acts since 1911, and it is now proposed

164315—20 89
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to make them permanent legislation so that it will not be necessary
to repeat the language from year to year.

^The following table shows the expenditures of the Forest Service
during the fiscfd year ending June 30, 1919:

Regular expenditures from annual appropriation:
Field expenses connected witli the national forests $4, 801, 794. 67
General expenses connected with the Washington office 472, 403. 22
Research and recording of results 388, 023. 68

Total 5, 662, 221. 57
Emergency fire expenditures, derived in 1919 from the national

security and defense fund , 650, 000. 00
Cooperative contributions for work on national forests, including pro-

tection, improvements, and brush burning 522, 840. 05
Cooperation with States in fire protection outside the national forests. 99, 92L 13
Cooperative contributions from Army and Navy for military research

in wood 372, 233. 81

Construction of roads, from the 10 per cent fund (total available,

$350,533.75) 279,055.63
Construction of roads, section 8, Federal-aid road act and Post Office

appropriation act (total available, $4,000,000) , 548, 764. 80
Amount paid to States representing 25 per cent of gross receipts 1, 069, 886. 88
Special apportionment for Arizona and New Mexico for school lands
within national forests. 78, 687. 32

Total expenditui-es 9, 285, 611. 19

Total receipts : 4, 358, 414. 86

Deficit 4,927,196.33

BUREAU OF CHEMISTRY.

STATUTORY SALARIES.

(P. 48, line 21.)

The statutory roll of the Bureau of Chemistry carries an apparent
increase of $14,520, but there is an actual decrease of $1,300, as

indicated in detail in the following table:

Transfer from lump funds of this bureau, which funds have been
correspondingly reduced:
2 clerks, class 4, from food and drugs act $3, 600
1 clerk, from food and drugs act 1, 440
2 clerks, class 2, from food and drugs act and poultry and egg

investigations 2, 800
1 machine operator, from food and drugs act, with change of title

.

1, 100
1 laboratory helper, from food and drugs act 1, 000
1 laboratory helper, from food and drugs act 840
1 laborer, &om food and drugs act .".

.

780
2 laboratory helpers or laborers, at $720 each, from color investi-

gations and poultry and egg investigations 1, 440
1 sampler, from food and drugs act 1, 200
1 skilled laborer, from food and drugs act , 900
1 messenger boy, from food and drugs act ^ 720

$15, 820

Places dropped:
8 food and drug inspectors, at $1,400 each $11, 200

Transfer to statutory roll, Division of Publications:
1 clerk 900

12,100
New places:

2 food and drug inspectors, at $2,000 each 4, 000
2 food and drug inspectors, at $1,800 each 3, 600
2 food and drug inspectors, at $1,600 each 3, 200

10,800
Actual decrease 1, 300

Apparent increase 14, 520
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GENEKAL EXPENSES.

Investigations in agricultural chemistry (p. 50, line 21).
—

^This item
is a combination of three existing subappropriations, (1) the applica-

tion of chemistry to agriculture, (2) the biological investigation of

food and drug products, and (3) the study and improvement of

methods of utilizing by-products of citrus fruits. The amount carried

by these three items for the current fiscal year aggregates S70,400, so
tfiat the total sum provided for the fiscal year 1921 for those activities

repi'esents an actual decrease of $4,000.

Poultry, egg,Jish, and oyster investigations (p. 51, line 7).
—

^This item
is a combination of the present subappropriations for (1) poultry and
egg investigations, and (2) fish and oyster investigations, the appro-
priations for which aggregate $65,,000. There is, therefore, an appar-
ent decrease for this work of $12,120, but, as !?2,120 has been trans-

ferred to the statutory roll, the actual decrease is $10,000.
Color investigations (p. 51, line 13).—^There is an apparent decrease

in this item of $31,740, but, as 1720 has been transferred to the
statutory roll, the actual decrease is $31,020.
Sirwp investigations (p. 51, line 19).—^There is an increase in this

item of $3,000, making the total appropriation for sirup investigations

$15,000. Of this amount the committee recommends that $7,500 be
set aside for the investigation of the sweet potato as a source of sirup
production.

Enforcement of thefood and drugs act (p. 51, line 23).—^T'he item for
investigating the character of the chemical and physical tests applied
to American food products in foreign coimtries, carrying an appropri-
ation of $4,280, has been added to the item for the enforcement of the
food and drugs act, the total appropriations for both items for the
current year being $624,501. There is an apparent decrease in the
total appropriation for this work of $45,140, but, as $15,140 has been
transferred to statutory rolls, the actual decrease is $30,000.

Insecticide and fungicide investigations (p. 52, line 21).—^There is a
decrease of $5,000 in this item.
Dehydration investigations (p. 53, line 1).^—There is a decrease in

this item of $26,500.
Utilization ofwOol-scouring wastes (p. 53, line 6).—There is a decrease

in this item ©f $3,000.

ENFORCEMENT OP THE TEA-IMPORTATION ACT.

(P. 53, line 9.)

A new paragraph, carrynig an appropriation of $40,000, has been
added, providing for the transfer from the Treasury Department to
the Department of Agriculture of the powers and duties relating to
the administration of an act entitled "An act to prevent the importa-
tion of impure and unwholesome tea, approved March 2, 1897, as
amended by the act of May 16, 1908." The logical place for this work
is beheved to be in the Department of Agriculture, and the proposed
transfer has been approved by the heads of the departments
concerned.
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BXTBEATT OF SOILS.

STATUTORY SALARIES.

(P. 54, Une 14.)

The statutory roll of the Bureau of Soils carries an apparent in-

crease of $3,900, but there is no actual increase, as indicated in the
following table:

Transfers from lump funds of this bureau, which funds have been correspond-
ingly reduced:

1 administrative assistant, from potash investigations $2,100
1 soil cartographer, from soil survey , 1, 800

Apparent increase 3. 900

GENEE\.L EXPENSES.

Soil chemical investigations (p. 55, line 16).—^There is a decrease in

this item of $2,500.

Investigation offertilizer resources (p. 56, line 3).—There is an in-

crease in this item of $5,500, which is to be used for the development
of phosphate fertilizer resources. Phosphate rock and phosphate
fertilizer investigations have been confined largely, during the past

year to furnace treatment of phosphate rock. The process in course

of development has for its object the production of highly concentrated
phosphoric acid and phosphate fertilizers from low-grade raw mate-
rials. This process also gives promise of conserving vast quantities

of phosphate materials now thrown away or lost in the present sys-

tems of mining and preparing the rock for the market. The prelim-

inary work accomplished has oeen highly satisfactory, and a modified

blast furnace of semicommercial size is in course of construction. It

is anticipated that the results will furnish data from which it wiU be
possible to determine the cost of producing phosphate fertilizer by
the new process. From time to time it will be necessary to run this

plant continuously for protracted periods, requiring two or three

shifts of men, thereby necessitating additions to the present force.

Repairs and changes must also be made as the work progresses.

Soil survey investigations (p. 56, line 6).—There is an apparent
decrease in this item of $19,300, but, as $1,800 has been transferred

to the statutory roll, the actual decrease is $17,500.
Classification of agricultural lands (p. 56, line 12).—There is a de-

crease in this item oi $3,100.

Potash investigations (p. 56, line 16).—There is an apparent in-

crease in this item of $65,300, but, as $2,100 has been transferred to

the statutory roll, the actual increase is $67,400. This amount is

necessary in order to provide for new apparatus, additional supplies,

acid for char extraction, and to meet the advance in the cost of labor

in operating the experimental kelp potash plant at Symmerland,
Calif. It is estimated that $101,000 wiU be realized from the sale of

products at this plant for the current fiscal year. For the fiscal year

1921 it is believed that the receipts will more than cover all expenses,

including the heavy overhead now entailed by a large and expensive
force of chemists, engineers, and construction and ^repair men.
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Following is an estimate of receipts for 1921 on the basis of 300
days of operation

:

150 units of potash per day, at $2 per unit j90 OOO
1 ton of carbon per day, at $300 per ton .'.".'

qq qoo
20 pounds of iodine per day, at $4 per pound .' 24^000
1,600 pounds of sulphate of ammonia per day, at $4 per hundredweight 19^000

Total 223, 000

The results so far obtained indicate that the production of potash
from kelp can be made a commercial success, but a number of ques-
tions need more complete investigation before the matter can be
finally submitted to the public. Tfiis will take at least another year.
It has been demonstrated that not less than 500,000 tons of raw kelp
per annum are available in the vicinity of the department's plant
at Summerland. It is assumed, therefore, that, if it is conclusively
shown what profits are obtainable from the treatment of kelp by
the process developed by the department, plants will be established
sufficient in capacity to utilize the raw material available. The
benefit to the public, therefore, from the successful outcome of these
experiments seems to be assured and certainly justifies the appropria-
tion recommended.

BUH.EAXJ OF ENTOMOIiOGY.

STATUTORY SALARIES.

(P. 57, line 4.)

The statutory roll of the Bureau of Entomology carries an apparent
increase of $8,800, but there is an actual decrease of $800, as indicated
in detail in the following table:

Places dropped:
7 entomological prepaiators, at $600 each $4,200

New places;

1 clerk class 4 $1,800
1 clerk class 3 1,600

3,400

Actual decrease 800

Transfers from lump funds of this bureau, which funds have been cor-

respondingly reduced:
2 clerks class 3, from truck crop inects $3, 200
2 clerks class 2, 1 from cereal and forage insects and 1 from pre-

venting spread of moths 2, 800
3 clerks class 1, 1 from bee culture, 1 from forest insects, and 1

from deciduous fruit insects 3, 600
9, 600

Apparent increase 8, 800

GENERAL EXPENSES.

Deciduous fruit ifiseet investigations (p. 58, line 10).—^There is an
apparent increase in this item of $72,720, but, as $2,280 has been
transferred to statutory rolls, the actual increase is $75,000. This
additional amount will be used for extending the work in the control
of the Japanese beetle. The allotment for this work imder the
present appropriation is $25,000, which with $30,000 to be rnade
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vmmediately available provides a total of S5&,000 for this purpose
during the fiscal year 1920. The remaining $45,000 of the increase,

together with $25,000 allotted for the control of the Japanese beetle
from the present appropriation, will make $70,000 available for

combating this pest during the next fiscal year.

The Japanese beetle, introduced from Japan, has become in this

country a serious enemy of many kinds of plants, including orchards,

vineyards, truck crops, ornamental plants, various weeds, shade
trees, etc. It is now established in Burlington and Camden Counties,
N. J., and covers an area, according to present surveys, of

about 15,000 acres. It is extremely important that everything
feasible be done to prevent the further spread of this insect, and it

IS believed that money expended in this work will be a very profitable

investment because it will protect other parts of the country from
the ravages of the insect and obviate the necessity for considerable
larger expenditures in connection with control measures over much
greater areas.

Cereal avdforage insect investigations (p. 58, line 15).—^There is an
apparent decrease in this item of $1,400, but, as that amount has
been transferred to the statutory roll, there is no actual change.
The committee recommends that $20,000 of the amount carried

by this item be used for the extension of alfalfa weevil investigations

Control of the European cornborer.—^This item has been omitted
pending action by Congress on the deficiency estimate for

$500,000 covering this woft; which has recently been submitted by
the department.

Southern field-crop ijisect investigations (p. 58, line 18).—^There is

an increase in this item of $24,600, which is desired, for extending
the experiments for the control of the cotton-boll weevil. The
possibiuty of practical control of the weevil in the Mississippi Delta
region by the use of calcium arsenate in dust form has been demon-
strated. In some instances the per acre yield of cotton has been
doubled by the application of this insecticide. New types of both
hand and power machines for applying the poison have also been
developed. Further improvement in both poison and machines in

the interest of economy is possible, and investigations to this end
should be made.

Forest-insect investigations (p. 58, line 23).—There is an apparent
decrease in this item of $8,790, but, as $1,200 has been transferred
to the statutory, roll, the actual decrease is $7,590.

TrucTc-crop am, stored-products insect investigations (p. 58, line 24).

—

There is an apparent decrease in this item or $24,960, but, as $3,200
has been transferred to the statutory roll, the actual decrease is

$21,760. The committee recommends that $10,000 of the total appro-
priation be used for the investigations of the grain moth.
Bee culture investigations (p. 59, line 4).—There is an apparent de-

crease in this item of $1,200, but, as this amount has been trans-

ferred to the statutory roll, there is actually no change.
Investigations oftropical and subtropical plant insects (p. 59, line 6).

—

The item is a combination of three existing appropriations, (1) inves-
tigations of insects affecting tropical and subtropical fruits, (2) inves-
tigations and control of the Mediterranean ana other fruit flies, and
(3) investigations of the camphor thrip. It involves a net decrease
of $2,000.
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Miscellaneous insect investigations (p. 59, line 9).—There is a
decrease in this item of $10,000.

Administrative expenses (p. 59, Une 14).—There is a decrease in this

item of $1,600.
PEEVENTING SPREAD OF MOTHS.

(P. 59, line 18.)

There is an apparent decrease in this item of $104,050, but, as $1,400
has been transferred to the statutory roll, the actual decrease is

$102,650.

BUBEATT OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY.

STATUTORY SALARIES.

(P. 60, Une 17.)

The statutory roll of the Bureau of Biological Survey carries an
apparent- increase of $12,900, but there is no actual increase, as

indicated in detail in the following table

:

Transfers from lump funds of this bureau, which funds have been'correspond-
ingly reduced:

2 clerks, class 4, 1 from food habits of birds and mammals and 1 from pro-

tection of migratory birds $3, 600

1 clerk, from game preservation ^ 1, 500
3 clerks, class 2, 2 from food habits of birds and mammals and 1 from sup-
pression of rabies 4, 200

3 clerks, class 1, 2 from food habits of birds and mammals and 1 from pro-

tection of migratory birds 1 3, 600

Apparent increase 12, 900

GENERAL EXPENSES.

SvMys HiU game preserve (p. 61, Une 24).—The language of this

paragraph has been amended by inserting the words ami mainte-

nance" after the word "improvement" and by changing the word
"preserves" to "preserve." There is only one game preserve in the

SuUys Hill National Park. The present language Umits the expendi-

ture of funds under this paragraph to improvement work. At
present the maintenance of the preserve is paid for from the appropria-

tion for the general maintenance of reservations and is an additional

charge on that fund. The paragraph carried in the appropriation

act for. 1918 provided for the "maintenance and improvement" of the

SuUys Hill game preserve. It is believed to be a more satisfactory

arrangement to have both the improvement and maintenance work
provided for under one item. It is proposed to use from $1,500 to

$2,000 of this appropriation for maintenance and the balance for

improvement work.
Food Mbits of birds and mammals (p. 62, line 6).—There is an

apparent decrease in this item of $8,400, but, as that amount has been
transferred to the statutory roU, there is actually no change. This

paragraph has been revised in order to clarify the language.

Enforcement of the migratory-bird treaty act (p. 62, line 20).—There
is an apparent decrease in this item of $4,500, but, as that amount
has been transferred to the statutory roll, there is actually no change.
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Reindeer investigations and j)rotection of landfur-iearing animals in

AlasJca (p. 63, line 10).—This is a new item and carries an appropria-
tion of $40,000. It provides for investigation, experiments, and
demonstrations for the welfare, improvement, and mcrease in the
reindeer industry in Alaska, in cooperation with the Bureau of Educa-
tion; for the enforcement of section 956 of the Revised Statutes so far

as it relates to the protection of land fur-bearing animals in Alaska;
and for the transfer from the Department of Commerce to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture of the powers and duties with respect to the
protection of land fur-bearing animals, which transfer nas the ap-

proval of the heads of the departments concerned. Of this appro-
priation $25,000 is to be used for the reindeer and $15,000 for the
lur-bearing animals.
The first lot of reindeer in Alaska, numbering 171, was imported

from Siberia in 1892. It is estimated that that number has increased
to about 200,000 at the present time, and that through the proper
development of the industry it may be increased to 10,000,000. The
building up of the reindeer herds into larger animals producing more
meat can be readily brought about by capturing wild caribou bulls in

interior Alaska and usiag them to grade up the domestic animals.

This it is proposed to do with a portion of the appropriation, and also

to investigate several diseases reported to occur among reindeer, as

it will readily be seen that a serious outbreak of some contagious dis-

ease might have disastrous effects on the industry, which has grown
to be one of the chief sources of food in that northern country.

DIVISIOX OF ACCOUNTS AND DISBtTRSEHENTS.

STATDTOKY SALARIES.

(P. 65, line 2.)

The statutory roll of the Division of Accounts and Disbursements
carries an increase of $3,600, as indicated in the following table:

New places:

3 clerks, class 1 $3,600

Actual increase 3, 600

DIVISION OS" PUBLICATIONS.

STATUTOKT SALARIES.

(P. 65, line 13.)

The statutory roll of the Division of Publications carries an in-

crease of $46,950, as indicated in detail in the following table:

New places:

1 artist and designer $2, 500
1 clerk, class 2 1, 400
2 messenger boys, at $720 each 1, 440
2 messenger boys, at $600 each 1, 200
1 laboratory aid 900
1 assistant in charge of motion-picture acti^-itie

'

3, 000
1 assistant photographer 960
1 lantem-slide colorist 900
18 clerks, at $1,100 each..= 19,800
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New places—Continued.
40 clerks, at $960 each j38 400
15 clerks, at $900 each ]['__ 13' 500
1 folder ; l' 200
2 folders, at $1,000 each 2,000
6 skilled laborers, at $1,100 each. 6' 600

Places dropped:
6 clerks, at $840 each 5 040
2 messenger boys, at $480 each

]
. ' ggo

2 messenger boys, at $420 each 840
2 messenger boys, at $360 each 720
1 laboratory aid ]//_ 270
1 assistant photographer 900
1 lantem-slide colorist 840
18 clerks, at $1,000 each

] . jg 000
40 clerks, at $900 each 1 3(5' ooo
15 clerks, at $840 each 12^ 600
1 folder \[ ij 000
2 folders, at $900 each 1^ 800
6 skilled laborers, at $1,000 each q ooO

' —'

84,970

8,830
Transfers from funds of other bureaus, which funds have leen corre-
spondingly reduced:

1 assistant in charge of exhibits, from statutory roll. Secretary's
office, with change of title $3, oOO

1 assistant in charge of information, from statutory roll, Secretary's
office 3,000

1 assistant in charge of motion-picture activities, from general
administration, Forest Service 2, 520

1 assistant in exhibits, from statutory roll, Secretary's office 2, 000
1 assistant, from statutory roll, Secretary's office 2, 000
1 assistant editor, from statutory roll. Secretary's office 2, 000
3 assistant editors, at $1,800 each; from statutory roll. Secretary's

office 5, 400
1 assistant editor, from statutory roll, Secretary's office 1, 600
1 clerk, class 4, from statutory roll, Secretary's office, with change

of title ], 800
4 clerks, class 2, from statutory roll. Secretary's office '5, fiOO

4 clerks, class 1, from statutory roll, Secretaery's. office 4, 800
2 clerks, at $1,000 each, from statutory roll. Secretary's office 2, 000
1 messei^er or laborer, from statutory roll. Secretary's office, with
change of title 600

1 messenger boy, from statutory roll, Secretary's office 600
2 messenger boys, at $480 each, from statutory roll, Secretary's

office 960
1 charwoman, from extra labor, Sccretarv's office 240

38, 120

Actual increase 46. 950

GENERAL EXPENSES.

Labor-saving machinery (p. 67, line 1).
—

^There is an increase in this

item of $1,000. This amount will be used for the purchase of addi-

tional equipment and supplies necessitated by the centralization in

this dixdsion of the duplicati'i'? and automatic addressing work of

the department as a whole and the consequent increase in such work
by the Division of Publications.

iStationery and Tuiaterials (p. 67, line 3).—^There is an apparent
increase in this item of $1,500, but this merely provides for the
transfer of that amount from the appropriation for "Miscellaneous
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Expenses," which fund has been correspondingly reduced. It

represents the amount that has been allotted from this appropriation

to the Office of Information during the fiscal year 1920 for the pur-

chase of paper and envelopes. With the merging of this office with
the Division of Publications, it will simplify the accounting and add
to the convenience of administering expenditures to have this transfer

of funds made.
PJwtograpJiic equipment (p. 67, line 5).

—

The word hereafter has
been added in the proviso so as to make the authority to loan, rent, or

sell films permanent legislation.

miscellaneous expenses (p. 67, liae 19).—^There is an increase in this

item of $350, which amount is necessary to provide for miscellaneous

expenses of the Office of Information heretofore paid from the appro-
priation "Miscellaneous Expenses," and to meetj,he general advance
m the cost of all items coining within the scope of this appropriation.

Agricultural exhibits (p. 67, line 22).—This item has been trans-

ferred from the miscellaneous section of the bill and the amount
decreased from $100,000 to $70,000. The exhibit work is a valuable

means of bringiag the latest developments in agriculture directly to

the public, and many thousands of people are reached in this way who
would not otherwise come in touch with the results of the depart-
ment's work. Exhibits were shown at 57 fairs and expositions this

year.

The clause regarding the National Dairy Show at Chicago, 111., has
been omitted, as this has reference to the show which took place

duriag the fiscal year 1920, but an exhibit similar to the one this

year will be provided next year. The provision fixing at $5,000 the

maximum expenditure that may be incurred in connection wjth any
one fair also has been omitted, so as to leave the apportionment of

funds discretionary with the department, to be determined by the

requirements in each case.

The following language has also been added to the paragraph: "in
cooperation with other departments of the Government."

Emergency employments (p.»68, line 1).—^There is an increase in this

item of $15,000. This amount will be required for the employment of

emergency laborers and assistants in connection with the preparation
of the agricultural exhibits mentioned in the preceding item.

BtTBEATJ OF CROP ESTIMATES.

STATXJTORY SALARIES.

(P. 68, line 6.)

The statutory roll of the Bureau of Crop Estimates carries an

increase of $240, as indicated in the following table

:

Transfer from lump fund for extra labor, Secretary's office, which fund
has boen correspondingly reduced:

1 charwoman *. $240

Actual increase $210
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GENERAL EXPENSES.

Introductory paragraph (p. 68, line 15).—The language of this para-
graph has been amended by the addition of the words "in cooper-
ation with the States Relations Service." The committee beheves that
the county agents should be utilized in estimating crops.
FieU investigations (p. 69, line 1).—There is a decrease in this item

of $48,486.

LIBBABY, DEPARTMENT OF AGE.ICTJLTXrRE.

STATUTORY SALARIES.

(P. 69, line 7.)

The statutory roll of the Library carries an apparent increase of
$720, but there is an actual decrease of $480, as indicated in the
following table:

Transfer from lump fund for general expenses, which fund has been correspond-
ingly reduced:

1 clerk, class 1 $1_ 200
Place dropped:

1 messenger boy $480

Actual decrease 480

Apparent increase 720

GENERAL EXPENSES.

(P. 69, line 14.)

There is no apparent. change in this item, but, as $1,200 has been
transferred to the statutory roll, the actual increase is $1,200.

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES.

(P. 69, line 23.)

There is an apparent decrease in this item of $39,500. This de-

crease is due in part to the elimination of the provision of $33,000 for

repairs to the department's power plant, which repairs will be made
during the current fiscal year, and the transfer to the Division of

Publications of $1,500 heretofore allotted from this appropriation for

the purchase of envelopes and miscellaneous supplies in conrection
with the informational and exhibit work of the department, which it

is proposed to merge with the Division of Publications.

BENT IN THE DISTRICT OS" COLUMBIA.

(P. 70, line 16.)

There is an apparent increase in this item of $64,666. This amount
includes the transfer of the $41,509 item for rent carried in the sundry
civil act for the current fiscal year, and $14,666 to cover items for

rent that are now being paid from certain lump funds of the depart-
ment. The committee has eliminated from these lump funds the
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authority for the payment of rent in the District of Columbia, and
its action in transferring to this item the amounts carried in the

Agricultural act which are used for the payment of rent effects a

consolidation in one paragraph of all items for the rental of additional

office spa«e in the District of Columbia for the next fiscal year which
can not be furnished by the Public Buildings Comnaission m Govern-
ment buildings.

STATES RELATIONS SERVICE.

STATUTORY SALARIES.

' (Page 71, line 2.)

The statutory roll of the States Relations Service carries an appar-
ent increase of $32,000, but there is no actual increase, as indicated

in detail in the following table

:

Transfers from lump funds of this bureau, which funds have been correspond-
ingly reduced:

1 clerk, dass 4, from farmers' cooperative demonstrationB in
North and West $1,800

1 executive (jlerk, from home economics 1, 740

4 clerks, class 2, from farmers' cooperative demonstrations in
North and West 5,600

16 clerks, class 1, 4 from colleges and stations and 12 from farmers'

cooperative demonstrations in North and West 19, 200
1 clerk or artist-draftsman, from farmers' cooperative demonstra-

tions in North and West 1, 200
1 clerk or machine operator, from farmers' cooperative demon-

strations in South 1, 200
24 clerks, at $1,100 each, 3 from colleges and stations, 10 from

farmers' cooperative demonstrations in North and West, 8 from
farmers' cooperative demonstrations in South, 2 from farmers'

institutes and agricidtural schools, and 1 from general adminis-
trative expenses • 26, 400

1 messenger boy, from farmers' institutes and agricultural schools. 600
5 charwomen, at $240 each, 2 from farmers' cooperative demon-

strations in North and West, 1 from farmers' cooperative demon-
strations in South, 1 from farmers' institutes and agricultural

schools, and 1 from home economics 1,200
$58, 940

Places dropped:
25 clerks, at $900 each 22, EGO
1 clerk or lantern-slide colorist 900
1 clerk , 720
1 messenger or laborer f00
2 messengers or laborers, at $480 each 9fi0

1 messenger boy 360
3 messenger boyB, at $300 each 900

Actual decrease 2R, 940

Apparent increase 32, 000

GENERAL EXPENSES.

Administration of the TJctch, Adarrs, and agriruUurcl eztcnsion acts

(p. 72, line 11).—There is an apparent decrease in this item of 18,100,

but as that amount has been transferred to the statutory roll, there

is actually no change.
Farmers' cooperative demonstrations outside of the cotton belt (p. 73,

line 9).—There is an apparent decrease in this item of $35,560, but
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83,that amount has been transferred to statutory rolls, there is actually
no change.

'Warmers' cooperative demonstrations in the South-ip. 73, line 13).
TTiere is an apparent decrease in this item of 110,240, but as that
amount has been transferred to the statutory roll, there is no actual
change.
<^ Supplementary Smith-Lever appropriation (p. 73, line 24).—There
is no change in the amount of this item. However, the following
table shows that there will be available during t'^e next fiscal year
under the Smith-Lever act $500,000 more than during the current
year:

Statement showing the Federa appropriations for extension worl, also funds renuired
to be offset by States, for the fiscal year 19?1.

Federal funds:
Smith-Lever Act ($500,000 increase over fiscal year 1920) ' $3, 580. 000
Appropriation carried in Agricultural act to supplement Smith-Lever

funds- 1,500, 000
Farmers' cooperative demonstration work (Agricultural act) outside

of the cotton belt and in the South ^1,350,520
Offset required of States 4^ gOo! 000

Total ^11,030,520

The following table shows the allotment of Federal and State
extension funds by lines of work, 1919-20:
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Insular experiment stations (p. 75, line 1).—There is a decrease in

this item of $10,000, which is accounted for by a reduction ia the
appropriation for the Guam experiment station. Of the $75,000
for the Alaska experiment stations, $11,800 has been made imme-
diately available for the erection of necessary buildings and the
purchase of breeding live stock, in connection with the stock breeding
experiments on the island of Kodiak and at the Matanuska station.

This is an increase over the amount provided for the ciurent fiscal

year of $1,800. -

The proviso granting leaves of absence to employees on duty at

insular stations nas been eliminated as it is permanent legislation.

Home economics investigations (p. 75, line 21).^There is an apparent
decrease in this item of Jl,980, but, as that amount has been trans-

ferred to the statutory roll, there is actually no change.
Administrative expenses (p. 76, line 5).—^There is an apparent

decrease in this item of $1,580, but, as $1,100 has been transferred

to the statutory roll, there is actually a decrease of $480.

BUREAU OF PUBLIC BOADS.

STATUTORY SALARIES.

(P. 76, line 14.)

The statutory roll of the Bureau of Public Roads carries an ap-
parent increase of $4,260, but there is an actual decrease of~$2,500,

as indicated in detail in the following table:

Transfers from lump funds of this bureau, which funds have been correspond-
ingly reduced:

1 clerk, class 3, from road building and maintenance $1, 600
1 clerk, from road building and maintenance 1,500
1 mechanic, from road building and maintenance 2, 100
1 skilled laborer or mechanic, from road management 840
1 telephone operator, from road building and maintenance 720

6,760
Place dropped:

1 editor $2, 500
Actual decrease '.

. . . 2, 500

Apparent increase 4, 260

GENERAL EXPENSES

Road-management investigations (p. 78, line 3).—There is an ap-
parent decrease of $2,040 in this item, but as $840 has been trans-

ferred to statutory rolls there is actually a decrease of $1,200.
Road-building and maintenance investigations (p. 78, line 6).—^There

is an apparent decrease in this item of $35,920, but as $5,920 has been
transferred to the statutory roll there is an actual decrease of $30,000,
which has been added to the item for road-material investigations.

Road-material investigations (p. 78, line 10).—^There is an increase

in this item of $30,000. This amount has been deducted from the

item for road building and maintenance. In the suddenly ex-
?landing program of new road construction the highway engineer is

acing the problem of road design without adequate data from which
to form definite conclusions as to the types, the strength, or the
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materials which can be most economically used. Motor-driven
traffic has now become the chief factor in determining the services
that will be required of our highways, and the rapidity with which
this character of traffic has developed has not permitted the gradual
evolution of road types, as was the case with the prevailing road
types developed to take care -of the animal-drawn traffic. With the
suddenlf revolutionized methods of highway transportation, road
surfaces which were adequate under former demanas are failing to
meet the greatly increased numbers and weights of motor vehicles.
At the same time the cost of highway construction has materially
increased. Highway construction, it is apparent, will be one of the
greatest public activities which has ever been undertaken, and ap-
propriations running into the hundreds of millions of dollars have
already been made to finance that large program. The increased
appropriation requested under this item will provide for conducting
a comprehensive series of laboratory and fiela tests designed to give
information which will permit of the selection of the right type and
right design of road to economicallj- serve the purpose for which
intended. It is proposed to conduct a large number of such experi-
ments, in cooperation with the various State highway departments.
A part of the mcrease will also be needed to provide additional test-

ing equipment and employ additional assistance to take care of the
mcreased volume of routine testing and research work in the Wash-
iogton laboratory. The language in the paragraph has been amended
so as to indicate more clearly the character of work contemplated.

Field experiments.—The item of $60,000 for conducting field ex-
periments and building experimental roads has been omitted.
Farm irrigation (p. 78, Ime 15).—There is a decrease in this item of

.820,000.

Farm drainage (p. 79, line 4);—There is a decrease in this item of
$20,000.

BUE.EATJ OF MARKETS.

STATUTORY SALARIES.

(P. 80, line 9.)

The statutory roll of the Bureau of Markets carries an apparent
increase of 143,320, but there is an actual decrease of $20,800, as in-

dicated in detail in the following table:

TraDsfers from lump funds of this bureau, which fimds have been
correspondingly reduced

:

1 executive clerk, $2,000, from market inspection of perishable

foods $2, 000
1 clerk, from cotton futures act 2, 000
1 clerk, class 3, from collecting and distributing market informa-

tion 1, 600
25 clerks, at $1,100 each, 8 from collecting and distributing mar-

ket information, 1 from market reports on live stock and meats,

2 from dairy and poultry products, 3 from grain, hay, feed, and
seeds, 1 from food supply investigations, 1 from market in-

spection of perishable food.s, 1 from cotton testing, 1 from State

cooperation in marketing, 1 from grain standardization, 2 from

cotton futures act, and 4 from gram standards act 27, 500

7 clerks, at $1,000 each, 3 from marketing and distributing farm

products, 2 from dairy and poultry products, 1 from food supply

investigations, and 1 from grain standards act 7,000
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Transfers from lump funds of this bureau, etc.—Continued.
1 custodian, from grain standardization $1, 200
1 draftsman, from grain' Standardization _. _. . 1 , 000
10 machine operators, at $1,000 each, 1 from marketing and dis-

tributing farm products, 1 from collecting and distributing
market information, and 8 from market reports on live stock

and meats _. . 10, 000
7 machine operators, at $900 each, 3 from marketing and dis-

tributing farm products, 2 from collecting and distributing

market information, 1 from dairy and poultry products, and 1

from grain standards act 6, 300
1 skilled laborer, from grain, hay, feed, and seed?

_.
900

3 messengers, at $900 each, 1 from marketing and distributing

farm products and 2 from collecting and distributing market
information 2, 700

1 messenger, from dairy and poultry products. , 720
2 messenger boys, at $600 each from market reports on lire stock
and meats, and dairy and poultry products 1, 200

$(i4. 120

Places dropped:
2 clerks, class 2 2, 800
13 clerks, class 1 15, 600
2 clerks, at $720 each 1, 440
1 messenger 480
1 messenger boy 480

A.ctual decrease 20, 800

Apparent increase 43, 320

GENERAL EXPENSES.

Marketing and distributing farm products (p. 82, line 7).—There is

an apparent decrease in this item of $41,540, but, as $7,600 has been
transferred to the statutory roll, there is an actual decrease of $33,940.

A proviso has been added setting aside $25,000 of this appropriation
for the development of markets in the South American countries for

agriculttu-al products of the United States, chiefly live stock, by send-

ing representatives to South America.
Regulation of stoclcyards.—This item, carrying an appropriation of

$75,000, has been omitted.
MarTcet news service on live stock and meats (p. 82, line 18).—^There

is an apparent decrease in this item of $16,000, but, as $9,700 has been
transferred to the statutory roll, there is actually a decrease of $6,300.

Market news services (p. 83, line 11).—^This item represents a com-
bination of the items for market news service on (1) fruits and vege-

tables, (2) peanuts, (3) dairy and poultry products, and (4) gram,
hay, feeds, and feeds, aggregating $392,600 for the current year.

The apparent decrease is $78,000, but, as $25,620 has been transferred

to the statutory roll, there is an actual decrease of $52,380.
Food supply investigations (p. 83, line 17).—There is an apparent

decrease in tms item of $3,180, but, as that amount has been trans-

ferred to statutory rolls, there is actually no change.
Food products inspection service (p. 83, line 24).—There is an ap-

parent decrease in thus item of $8,300, but, as $3,100 has been trans-

ferred to the statutory roll, there is an actual decrease of .'S5,200.

Cotton standardization investigations (p. 84, line 12).—There is an

apparent decrease in this item of $5,920, but, as $1,100 has been trans-

ferred to the statutory roll, the actual decrease is $4,820.
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Rural cooperation.—^This item, carrying an appropriation of $15,780
for studies of cooperation among farmers in the United States, has
been omitted-
l^tate cooperation in marJeeting'worlc (p. 84, hne 21).—^There is an

apparent decrease in this item of 137,750, but, as $1,100 has been
transferred to the statutory roll, the actual decrease is $36,650.
Grain standardisation investigations (p. 85, line 1).—There is an

apparent decrease in this item of $14,900, but as $3,300 has been
transferred to the statutory roU there is an actual decrease of $1 ] ,600.
Enforcement oftTie United States cotton-futures act (p. 85, line 16).

—

There is an apparent increase in this item of $10,831, but as $5,280
has been transferred to statutory rolls, and $7,689 to the item for
rent in the District of Columbia, the actual increase is $23,800. In
addition, salaries aggregating $6,100 have been transferred from the
appropriation for the wheat guaranty act for work in connection
with the classification of cotton, making a total incrersi^ of $29,000.
Inasmuch as the wheat price guaranty act of March 4, 1919, contained
amendments to the cotton-futures act, to carry out the purposes of
which an allotment of $100,000 was set aside by the President from
the funds provided for administration of the wheat price guaranty
act, the amount for the enforcement of the cotton-fiiturcs act during
1921 represents an actual decrease of $70,100 in the funds available for
this work.
The language of this paragraph has been amended by inserting the

words "as amended March %, 1919," after the words " United States

cotton-futures act," in order to show specifically that the amendments
contained in the wheat price guaranty act of March 4, 1919, are to be
included among the provisions to be enforced under this paragraph.
A provision has been added to recognize and make permanent

legislation the amendments to section 6 of the act of March 4, 1919.

Enforcement oftTie United States grain standards act (p. 86, line 4).

—

There is an apparent decrease in this item of $59,977, but as $6,300
has been transferred to the statutory roll and $6,377 has been trans-

ferred to the item for rent in the District of Columbia the actual

decrease is $47,300.
A proviso has been added amending section 6 of the grain standards

act by striking out of the last sentence the words "made after the

parties in interest have had opportunity to he heard."

Administration of the warehouse act (p. 86, line 14).—There is an
apparent decrease in this item of $10,600, but as $600 has been trans-

ferred to the item for rent in the District of Columbia the actual

decrease is $10,000.
Completion of wool worTc (p. 86, line 21).—This item has beeii de-

creased from $35,000 to $15,000.

ENFORCEMENT OF THE INSECTICIDE ACT.

STATUTORY SALARIES.

(P. 87, line 5.)

There is an apparent increase in the statutory roll of $1,200, but

no actual increase, as indicated in the following table:

Transfer from lump fund for general expenses, which fund has been corre-

spondingly reduced:
1 clerk, class 1 *li ^00

Apparent increase 1> 200

164315—20 90
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GENERAL EXPENSES.

Enforcement of the insedicide act (p. 87, line 21).^—There is an ap-
parent decrease in this item of !!!^9,790, but, as $1,200 has been trans-
ferred to the statutory roll, the actual decrease is $8,590.

FEDERAL HOBTICTTLTITRAL BOABD.

STATUTORY SALARIES.

(P. 88, line 5.)

The statutory roll of the Federal Horticultural Board carries an
apparent increase of $2,000, but there is no actual increase, as indi-

cated in the following table:

Transfer from lump fund for enforcement of plant quarantine act,

which fund has been correspondingly reduced:
1 executive clerk $2, 000

Apparent increase $2, 000

GENERAL EXPENSES.

Enforcement of the jylant-quarantine act (p. 88, line 18).—^There is

an apparent increase in this item of $52,750, but, as $2,000 has been
transferred to the statutory roll, the actual increase is $54,750.

It is proposed to develop a port inspection service for the purpose
of cooperating with officials of the Customs Service and with State
officials in the enforcement of quarantines established under the

provisions of the plant-quarantine act. The department is now
enforcing 14 quarantines prohibiting or restricting the entry of

foreign plants, fruits, and plant products. It is also enforcing seven
orders regulating and restricting the entry of additional foreign

products. These quarantines and orders are being enforced m
cooperation with the Customs Service, but the burden on that service

has grown to such an extent that it has been necessary for the De-
partment of Agriculture to take over the actual enforcement of these

quarantines at the principal ports of entry, as far as possible, through
the service now maintained to prevent the entry into the United
States of the pink boUworm of cotton through importations from
Egypt, Mexico, and other foreign countries. California and Florida

are the only States which have established adequate port inspection

services. The department has been able to collaborate ^\ith and

secure the aid of these State services in the enforcement of the

Federal quarantines and restrictive orders now in force. The value

of these State services has been fully demonstrated; their work
affords a large measure of protection to the whole country. It has

become apparent that the port inspection service of this department,

already undertaken in a limited way, should be greatly strengthened

and enlarged. Vvithout such service new plant enemies mny con-

stantly be brought into the United States, thus practically nuUifj^ng

theprotection of existing quarantines.
Eradication of the potato wart (p. 89, line 1).—^There is a decrease

in this item of $14,700.
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Plant quaraviine in the District of Columbia (p. 89, line 14). ^A new
provision has been added amending the plant quarantine act ap-
proved August 20, 1912, by adding at the end thereof the following
section:

Thai the plant guaTanHne4ict approved Augu't 20, 19ie (37th StOl., p. SIS) be and is
hereby, amended b^ adding at the end thereof thefollowing section:

'
'

Sec. 15. That in orderfurther to control and eradicate and to prevent the dissemination
ofdangerous plant diseases and insect infections and infestations no plant or plant products
for or capable of propagation, including nursery stoch, hereinafter referred to as plants and
vhmt products, shall be moved or allowed to be moved, shipped, transported, or carried
by any means whatever into or out of the District of Columbia, except in compliance with
siuh rules and reguhtvms as shall be prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture as here-
inafter provided. Whenever the Secretary of Agriculture, after investigation, shall de-
termine that any plants and plant products in the District of Columbia are infeted or
infected with insect pests and diseases and that any place, articles, and sub'tances wai
or connected iheremth are so infested or infected, written notice thereof shall be given
by him to the owner or person m possession or control thereof, and such owner or per-
son shall forthwith control or eradicate and prevent the dissemination of sudi in'ect
pest or disease and shall remove, cut, or destroy such ivfe'ted and ivfecied plants, plant
products, and articles aiid substances used or connected therewith, which are hereby
declared to be nuisances, within the time and in' the manner required in raid notice
or by the rules and regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture. Whenever such
owner or person can not be found, or shall fail, neglect, or refwe to comply
with theforegoing provisions of this section, the Secretary ofAgriculture is hereby authorized
and required to control and eradicate and prevent dissemination ofsuch insect pest or disease
and to remove, cut, or destroy infested or infected plants and plant products and articles and
substances used or connected therewith, and the United States shall have.an action of debt
against such owner or persons for expenses incurred by the Secretary of Agriculture in that
behalf. Employees of the Federal Horticultural Board are hereby authorized and required
to inspect places, plants, and plant products and articles and substances used or connected
therewith whenever the Secretary of Agriculture shall determine that sudi inspections are
necessary for the purposes of this section- For the purpose of carrying out the provisions
arid requirements of this section and of the rules and regulations of the Secretary of Agri-
culture made hereunder, and the notices given pursuant thereto, employees of the Federal
Horticultural Board shall have power viith a warrant to enter into or upon any place and
open any bundle, package, or other container ofplants or plant products whenever they shall
have cause to believe that infections or infestations of plant pests and diseases exist therein
or thereon, and when sudi infections or infestations are found to exist, after notice by the

Secretary of Agriculture to the owner or person in possession or control thereof and an
opportunity by said owner or person to be heard, to destroy the infected or infested plants or
plant products contained therein. The police court or the municipal court of the District

of Columbia shall have power, upon information supported by oath or affirmation showing
probable causefor believing that there exists in any place, bundle, package, or other container
in the District of Columbia any plant or plant product which is infected or infested with
plant pests or disease, to issue warrantsfar the search for and seizure of all such plants and
plant products. It shall be the duty of the Secretary ofAgriculture, andhe is hereby required,

from time to time, to make and promulgate such rules and regulations as shall be necessary

to carry out the purposes of this section, and any person who shall move or allow to he moved,,
or shall ship, transport, or carry, by any means whatever, any plant or plant productsfrom
or into the District of Columbia, except in compliance with the rules and regulations pre-
scribed under this section, shall be punished, as is provided in section 10 of this act,"

This amendment to the plant quarantine act, which received the
approval of both the House and Senate Committees on Agriculture
during consideration of the estimates for 1920, but fiiUed of enact-
ment, confers on the Secretary of Agriculture authority to regulate
the movement of plants and plant products, including nursery stock,
from or into the District of Columbia, and power to control injurious
plant diseases and insect pests within the District. There is at present
no law under which the movement of diseased and insect-infested
nursery stock and other plants and plant products into the District
of Columbia from surroimding oi* other States or from the District of
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Columbia into surrounding or other States can be adequately con-

trolled ; nor is there authority for control and extermination within
the District of Columbia of plant pests and diseases. The powers
requested are such as are exercised in practically all the States and
Territories of the United States and are necessary for the alignment
of the District of Columbia with plant pest control exercised elsewhere.

The inmiediate need of this legislation is evidenced by the fact that
the oriental fruit moth, which threatens seriously to affect the fruit

industry of the United States, gained entrance in large part through
importations of ornamental stock into the District ofColumbia, and
there exist now within the District thousands of peacji, cherry, plum,
apple, and other trees infested with this insect, affording breeding
sources from which the moth has spread to the adjacent States of

Maryland and Virginia.

MISCELLANEOUS.

DEMONSTRATIONS ON RECLAMATION PROJECTS.

(P. 92, line 18.)

There is an apparent decrease in this item of $18,600, but, as $1,600
has been transferred to the statutory roll of the Bureau of Plant
Industry, the actual decrease is $17,000.

FIGHTING AND PREVENTING FOREST FIRES.

(P. 93, line 1.)

This is a new item. It carries an appropriation of $250,000, but
includes $150,000 now provided in the item for fighting forest fires

under general expenses of the Forest Service, so that the actual
increase in the fimd for fighting forest fires is only $100,000. It was
the committee's thought that this appropriation would be treated

as an insurance fund, to be expended only m case of actual necessity.

For several years past the appropriation provided fbr fighting forest

fires has been insufiicient and annually the department has had to

submit estimates for deficiency appropriations.

COOPERATIVE FIRE PROTECTION OF FORESTED WATERSHEDS OP NAV-
IGABLE STREAMS.

(P. 93, Una 5.)

There is a decrease in this item of $25,000.

EXPERIMENTS AND DEMONSTRATIONS IN LIVE-STOCK PRODUCTION IN
THE CANE-SUGAR AND COTTON DISTRICTS OF THE UNITED STATES.

(P. 93, line 15.)

There is a decrease in this item of $13,500. The words "the
exfiHion of barns and other necessary buildings" have also been
omitted.
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EXPERIMENTS IN DAIRYING AND LIVE-STOCK PRODUCTION IN SEMI-
ARID AND IRRIGATED DISTRICTS OF THE WESTERN UNITED STATES.

(P. 94, line 1.)

There is a decrease in this item of $10,000. Authority for "the
erection oj larns and other necessary buildings" has been eliminated
from this item.

PASSENGER-CARRYING TEHICLI;S.

(P. 94, line 11.)

This parag^raph carries no appropriation. The amount authorized
to be expended for the purchase, maintenance, repair, and operation
of passenger-carrying vehicles outside of the District of Columbia has
been reduced by 115,000.

The committee has also eliminated the word "purcliase" from this

item, as well as the proviso permitting the expenditure of .? 15,000
from lump-fund appropriations of the department for the purchase of
passenger-carrying vehicles.

EXCHANGE OF PARTS OF VEHICLES,

(P. 94, line 21.)

The following new paragraph has been inserted:

That hereafter the Secretary of Agriculture, may exchange used parts, accessories, tires,

or eguipment of motor-propelled and horse-draun vehicles in part payment for new parts,

accessories, tires, or equipment of such vehicles oiithorized to be purchased by him, to be

used for the same purposes as those proposed to be exchanged.

This legislation is recommended in order to provide authority for

the exchange of parts of automobiles in part payment for similar

new parts for their replacement, with a view to place the operation
of automobiles by the department on an economical and businesslike

basis. Tires, for example, often are sold upon a guaranteed mileage
basis, the manufacturer agreeing, in case they prove defective and
fail to make the guaranteed mileage on account of imperfection in

material or workmanship, to replace them at a figure calculated to

compensate for the lack of service rendered by them.

ERADICATION OF THE FOOT-AND-MOUTH AND OTHER CONTAGIOUS
DISEASES OF ANIMALS.

(P. 95, line 3.)

The amount of this item has been reduced from $1,000,000 to

$50,000. An annual appropriation of $1,000,000 has been provided
in the agricultural appropriation act for several years past. This
has been regarded merely as an insurance against the foot-and-mouth
disease, and a very small amount of the fund has been expended
annually. The language of the paragraph has been amended so

as to Continue the availability of the unexpended balance of the

$2,500,000 included in the appropriation act for the fiscal year 1916.

The balance remaining under that appropriation is approximately

$514,000, which, it is believed, will amply provide for possible out-

breaks of the disease during the next fiscal year.
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ERADICATION OF PINK BOLLWOEM.

(P. 96, line 16.)

There is an apparent decrease in this item of $307,240, but as
$9,840 has been transferred to statutory rolls, the actual decrease
is $297,400.

MILEAGE RATES FOR MOTOR VEHICLES,

(P. 98, line 8.)

The paragraph fixing maximum mileage rates for motor vehicles
has been amended so as to make its provisions applicable to the next
fiscal year.

INVESTIGATIONS AND PREVENTION OF PLANT-DUST EXPLOSIONS AND
FIRES.

(P. 98, Une 15.)

This is a new item and provides an appropriation of $25,000.
Plant-dust explosions and fifes in gram nulls and elevators, thrash-

ing machines, and cotton gins have resulted in the loss of scores of

human lives as well as enormous property losses. The campaign
conducted cooperatively by the Bureau of Chemistry, Bureau of

Markets, and Bureau of Plant Industry under the funds provided in

the food-production act last year were of great benefit to the agricul-

tural, grain, and milling industries of the country in reducing these

losses. It also brought out many problems which previous investi-

gations did not solve, and indicated very clearlj the importance of

making provision for the continuation of the investigational work
upon which the campaign was based. Explosions and fires in tliree

types- of plants were dealt with, namely, mills and elevators, thrash-

ing machines, and cotton gins. As the funds provided for the work
under the food-production act we'e withdrawn June 30, 1919, it was
necessary to discontinue the demonstration work on that date and
to take steps to terminate the appointment of the men engaged upon
it. Because of the savings that had been effected, the United Stages

Grain Corporation indicated its desire to carry on the work, in so far

as it related to grain elevators and flour mills, and leemployed some
of the men formerly engaged thereon, and it is now cooperating
with this department in so far as the very limited funds of the

Bureau of Chemistry will permit.
This work is conducted chiefly as an educational campaign of pre-

vention, and it is impossible, with existing funds and facihties, to

undertake in an adequate manner the essential investigational work
which was suspended at the outbreak of the war. The activities of

the department in connection with the prevention of plant-dust ex-

ploaions and fires involve the close and effective cooperation of the

Bureau of Chemistry, Bureau of Markets, and Bureau of Plant In-

dustry. Each of the bm-eaus is equipped to deal with a particular

phase of the problem, and there is a thorough undei-standing among
them regarding the matter.
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ACCUMULATIVE LEAVE OF EMPLOYEES AT INSULAR STATIONS.

(P. 99. line 3.1

The following new item has been inserted:

Eereafter, if any employee oj the Depcrfment of Agriculture assigned to permanent
duty in Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Gu'arn. end the Virgin Islands shall elect to postpone
taking any or all of the annual leare to which he way be entitled, he may, in the discretion

of Oie Secretary of Agriculture, subject to the interests of the public service, be allowed to

take at one time in any calendar year unused annual leare which may have accumulated
wiAin not to exceed four calendar years immediately preceding and he paid at the rates

prevailing during the year such leave has accumulated.

This legislation is recommended in order to make the accumulative
leave privilege applicable to all employees of the department assigned

to permanent duty in the insular possessions and in Alaska. The
existing law applies only to the employees of the States Relations

Service.
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Office, appropriations, comparisons 1396

Office, estimates • 8, 9

Statutory salaries, tables 1400

Teaching in elementary schools.. 1019
Air:

Service-
Aid in fire control 493-504

Aid of Weather Bureau. 78, 128-137

Duplication, discussion. 135

Ship, flight across Atlantic, aid of Weather Bureau 134

Upper, investigations' utility 128-137,147,149

1433
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Airplane: !"»§:«•

Flight across Atlantic, aid of Weather Bureau 134
Requirements in cotton cloth. .'. 1202

Airplanes, use in fire patrols 493-504
Alabama, extension work, funds and projects, etc 964, 968, 971
Alaska:

Bird and game reservations and protection 776-777.

Engineering Commission, timber permits 532
Experiment stations work, needs, employees, etc 1020, 1024-1028, 1033

Reindeer

—

And fur-bearing animals investigations, repirt on 1416
Industry, development ^ 779

Alcohol, use in extracts 689-691
Aleutian Islands:

Bird and game protections 776-777
Development, remarks 779

Almonds, production and value per year 439, 442
Ames, Joseph S., letter to Chairman Haiigen.on aeronautics 150-151
Ammonia, production plants, location and work 717-720

Alkali resistance plant investigations, report on 1405
Alsberg, Carl L.

:

...
Discussion of traveling expenses of employees > 1342-1344
Statement

—

As Chief of.Chemistry Bureau 635, 658, 667-709, 1333-1839, 1342-1344

On sweet potato by-product utilization 1391-1392

Anderson, Representative, discussion of:

Alfalfa-weevil control 748-749
Animal diseases, work , 326-332-342, 345-348

Animal husbandry, work 309, 317-319

Appropriation for Soils Bureau 712
Automobile hire, Forest Service , 1329, 1330
Automobiles 31
Bulb gardens ,.'.-.._- .; . 452

California vineyard investigation stations ,.,., 1361-1362,

1369, 1370, 1371, 1372, 1375, 1378, 1380
Car refrigeration- . . , 1126, 1133, 1134, 1137

Car shortage .-.,-. - 862
Cooperative marketing. 1207
Corn-borer control 751, 754
Cost-of-production work 45-51

Cotton cost 45-48

Cotton futures act 1227-1231, 1238, 1240

Cotton warehousing act 1264-1265, 1268-1276

County agents , 998, 1210, 1217

Crop estimates, use by farmers 883
Crop estimators' customs 886-887

Dairy Division, work 269, 273

Dye investigations 694

DryLug food 700

Extension work in South- ; . . 1061

Extension work specialists 984, 985, 990

Farm Management Bureau work 450

Farmers' institute work 1018

Firemen's service , 24, 26

Foot-and-mouth disease in South America 1144

Foreign seed and plant introduction 469-471

Forest products 564, 574, 578, 579, 581-583, 614, 615

Forest receipts _ , .... 532, 533

Fruit and vegetable shipments, market news service '.. 1165-1170

Forest-disease investigations 377

Fruit packing 376

Grain-standards act 1250-1254,1256-1258,1260
Grain warehouses , 1264-1265, 1269-1271, 127a-1276
Grape-insect control. , 742

Grazing , , , 603, 604, 626, 627

Hog marketing , , 950
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Anderson, Representative, discussion of—Continued. Page.

Home economics 1014
Insular stations 1020, 1022, 1624, 1027
Japanese beetle appropriation 745-746
Leather production, etc 706
Lever funds IO03
Live stock 1143-1144
Live-stock

—

Book for South America II43
Demonstration work. '

I299
Lump-sum fimd 1116
Uaxket reports. 1184
Marketing news service 1165-1166, 1167, 1169
National forests .'. '.

617, 624
Nursery stock—propagation : 452-453
Pasture inv^tigations 475-478
Plant-disease survey 373-374
Plant pests cqntroll '.

1 1290
Power of employees to enforce game laws. .-. 1346
Preservation of fruits and vegetables 1126, 1133-1134, 1137
Promotions 929
Public lands....!. 609, 611
Publications Division work 811-812, 815, 840, 844, 848, 851-854
Rent in the District of Columbia 921
Roads Bureau work. .

.".
1069, 1073-1083, 1099-1101, 1106-1108

Salaries 644,651,652,653,675
Seed stocks. ..-,.. .-

' 459-464
Shipping of fruits in California 1165-1168
Soda nitrate, borax content 379
Soils Bureau 712-717, 726-72T

t, ; Specialists 938, 940
State—

*;;-, ' Cooperation in marketing 1207, 1210, 1217, 1220

;, Farm's.. 952
Funds from Smith-Lever Act 932, 933

States Relatioiis administration 1032
Statutory roll

—

Remarks 1114
Transfers 1114

Stockyard supervision 1170, 1176, 1179

Tea inspection 659
Title changes. ., 739

Transfer of bollworm work to statutory work 1314

Transfers, remarks 24

Weather Bureau work....... 7-8,82,89,124^-125,127

Animal: ^
By-products, inspection work 161-162

DiseaseSr-r

W ' Eradication, report on 1429

Investigations, report on 1403

Husbandry-
Division, hearings 281-324

Investigations, report on 1403

Industry, Bureau

—

Appropriations, comparisons 1396

Activities under lump-sum items 360

Appropriations for various items and increase requested 161

Estimates and change 8, 9, 12

Hearings 153-360

Statutorjr salaries and general expenses, table, etc 1402-1404

Animals, fur-bearing, raising - 786

Antitoxins, control 1295

Appam, infestation with pink bollworm 1284

Apples, specific heat, studies 1013

Appropriations:

Bmforl921,H.R. 12272, report 1395-1431

Department, for 1920, table by titles 1399
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Appropriations—Continued.
Estimates

—

Page.
' For 1921 3-15
For purchase of California experiment vineyards 1357-1367

Total 1921, with comi)arisonfl 1395-1396
Architects, American Institute, statement of Secretary E. C. Kemper .* ^7-579
Arizona: ...

. ,

Benefits in 1919 from national forests -.
." '

' 1397
Cotton variety testing for Virgin Islands 1022

Arkansas:
Extension work, funds, projects, etc 964, 971

;, Shippers' suppression ofcommission-merchant frauds 1198-1199
Jiaplington farm, report on 1406
Army:

Cars, discussion of use in department 32-33
Chief signal officer, cooperation with Weather Bureau. . . 78, 128, 129, 130, 136, 137
Cooperation with Forest Service 571, 581, 585, 586, 587
Horses, breeding, work of department ^ 324

Ash, Robert, statement for National Lumber Manufacturers' Association 557-565
Assistant secretaries, number and changes, remarks 32-33
Auditors, number and functions, remarks 19-24
Audubon Society, withdrawal of aid in bird protection, note 779
Automobiles:

Exchange of parts, discussion 1349-1350
Hire for Forest Service. 1329-1332
Need for use in department, discussion 31-33
Operation, cost per mile, -various makes 1331
Private, operating costs, national forest work 1331-1332

Aviation:
Aid, work of Weather Bureau 78, 128-137
Fields, fire patrol -. 494, 499

Baby beef clubs, effect on farmer boys 1050-1051
Back, E. A. , statement on stored-product insect investigations 762-763
Bailey, Mr., discussion of:

Agriculture buildii^s location 1118
Messenger locations. 1118

Balloon:
Requirements in cotton cloth 1202
Station, establishment at Drexel, Nebr 149

Balloons:
Pilot, observations of upper air 128, 132

Soundings, description and work 130-132

Bank deposits. Southern States 971

Banks, establishment of American in Brazil 1149

Barberry, eradication. States with regulation laws 415

Barbour, Representative, statement on California, grape industry 1377-1380

Barkbeetles, control in national forests 556

Barnett, Miss Claribel R. , statement as librarian . . •. 913, 320

Baxter, Dahl, kite maker, recommendation 96

Bee-culture investigations, report on 1414

Beef:
Cattle, production in Louisiana, demonstration work 1307, 1308, 1309

Fattening, cost accounting, plan of work 48-50

Production

—

On northern cut-over lands, discussion 317-321

Studies and work of Animal Husbandry Division 293-304

Bees, wintering, calorimeter studies 1012, 1013

Beetle, Japanese:
Control, supplemental estimate, letter from Secretary Houston 74(X-741

Control work 740-741, 745-747

Supplemental estimate by Secretary Houston 740-741

Beets, cost of production, studies^ plans, etc 51-52

Beltsville experiment station, animal husbandry, work 312-314

Beverages, examination by Chemsitry Bureau 698
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Bielogical Survey: Page.
3*#vities under lump-sum fund, table gOO
^gpropriations^ 1921, comparisons 1396

' Satutory salaries and expenses, report on 1415-1416
Transfers of clerks, discussion 775 775

Bird reservations:
'

administration and control 779
,

, Eemarks 776-777
Birds:

'

Mamma,ls, food habits, appropriation, report on 1415
Food-habits investigation, remarks 78q

Bison:
American, loan or exhcange, omission 14
Range, Montana, note 776

Blackleg, immunization work of department 329, 334
Boll weevil

:_

Comparison with pink boUworm 1315 1320
Control by dust spray, machinery and cost 1068^1070
Damage to Sea Island cotton '.

1203
BoUworm, pink:

Appropriations, 1921, report on 1396
Eradication

—

Report on 143O
Work 1314-1328

Introduction in cargoes of cotton seed 1284
Transfer of work from lump-sum to statutory roll 1314

Bonus, payment to new employees., 649-650
Books:

Library, purchase 915-917
Number in library 913-919

Borax, effect on crops, research work 1060
Bordeau mixtures, testing 1293
Borer, corn, European, introduction, location, and control., 1035, 1037-1038
Boston port, need of plant inspectors 1286
Box:

Manufacturers Association, statement of Mr. J. 0. Nellis 572-577
Testing work of forest products, laboratory 573-577, 582-583, 587

Boys and girls, club work 933, 941, 945-946, 956-961, 962-964, 969, 1029, 1050, 1054
Boys, dissatisfaction on the farm, remedy 1041-1042, 1050-1051,1055
Brazil:

Live-stock industry, field for cooperation of department 1147-1150
Piak boUworm, introduction and spread 1315

ggs. Representative, statement on nut industry 447-450
British dirigible, trans-Atlantic flight, aid of Weather Bureau 134
Brown, Everett, statement as president of Chicago Live Stock Exchange 177-

179, 214r-218

Bud variation, study, cooperative work. Chemistry Bureau 691-692
Buildings:

Alaska experiment stations 1025-1026
Live-stock demonstration farm, Louisiana, 1300-1301
Mount Weather, and land, description -^

146-149

National forest, cost limitations -' 522-523
Plant inspection, location and cost 1283
Public, allotment of space to department 921-923

Bulbs, growing, invest^ations 451-452
Bull associations, work and discussion 268-272
Burning, test for sUk, wool, and cotton 1012
Butter, comparison with oleomargarine 684-685

Calcium arsenate, discovery, use, and testing for arsenic oxid 1292, 1293
California:

Aviation fields for fire-patrol work 494

Citrus fruits, by-products 688, 691

Fruit growers, need of market news reports 1151-1154

Plant inspection and quarantine work 1285-1286

Sequoia National Forest boundary, reference 549

Viticultural industry, effect of prohibition, discussion 1352-1367,1373-1374
Calorimeter respiration, use in investigations, home economics 1010, 1012-1013

Calvert, E. B., statement as chief clerk. Weather Bureau 83-84
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Page.

Calves, price decrease and causes 877-878
Campers:

Cause of forest fires ^. 485, 487
Fire warnings 139

Canada, civil service, advice of Young & Co. on efficiency 674
Canadian Government, investigation of reindeer industry 783
Candied peels, orange and lemtin, by-product of citrus fruits 687
Candler, Representative, discussion of:

Animal

—

Diseases, work 349
Husbandry, work 295-296, 306, 315-316, 328

Barberry eradication 418
Bulb growing 451-453
Cane sirup 428
Dry-land farming 429-431

Egyptian cotton 426
FertiUzers 397, 399, 400, 402
Forest products 564, 570-572, 577, 579, 580

Receipts 532-534
Kelp-potash work. 730-732, 736
Land purchase 370, 371
Lump-sum appropriations 369
National forests. 523
Potato varieties and diseases 391

Salaries, Forest Service 513, 516-520
Seed purchases 409
Soil survey work 726-728

Statutory roll 363, 365
Tuberculosis Eradication, work 164, 215, 235, 239, 241

Candling eggs, laws and demonstration work 678
Cane, sugar:

Damage by gophers 794
Districts, live stock production, experiments, and demonstrations. . . . 1299-1310

Experiments, 1921 appropriations, report on 1396

Growing in Virgin Islands, new variety, etc 1021
Canker, citrus, control investigation, and appropriations ." 377-385
Canning:

Salmon on Yukon River 777-778
Sweet corn, letter and discussion 1387-1389

Cantaloupe, shipments from Imperial Valley, situation 1164r-1167

Carbolic acid, use in dyes 692
Caribou, use in breeding reindeer for improvement, notes 780, 782, 783, 785
Carriage drivers, employment and pay 29-31
Carrier pigeons, use by fire patrols, national forests 494, 495, 501-502

Cars:

Fumigation, Mexican border, costs, etc 1323-1326

Refrigerator, description, uses, and value 1129-1134
Casein, uses and production, work of Dairy Division 279

Cattie:

American breeds, competition with England in South America 1145-1146

Book-
American, demand from South America 1143

Publication in Portuguese and Spanish, by Agricultural Depart-
ment : 1142-1143

Brazil, types 1147

Breeding, improvement in South 1150-1151

Export, supervision work . 158-159

Exportation to South America, recommendations by David Harrell. . 1140-1141

Grazing, national forests, number, rates, arid permits. . . 536-538, 541-546, 602, 604

Imported, charges for disinfectioii and care 1325

Pure bred, recent purchases for South America 1142-1145

Range investigations 592, 594

Regions, Weather Bureau work 106-109, 120

Slaughtered in eight markets, 1917, 1918, 1919; tuberculous findings,

statistics 188-190

Tick eradication, work and discussion 259-264

Tuberculous, indenmities, discussion 212, 227-259
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Page.

Cement, prices, discussion 1089
Cereal and forage insect investigations, report on 1414
Cereal'investigations, report on. . •.

: 1405
Cereals, diseases and production methods, investigations 409-419, 421-424
Chambers of cominerce, interest in weather forecasts 109
Cheese:

Industry, establishment and growth in southern mountain districts 266-268
Swiss, work of Dairy Division 274
Work of BTireau of Animal Industry 266-276

Chemical investigations, ccioperative 650-655
Chemicals for diffliifecting cars, Mexican border, cost and charges 1323-1324
Chemistry

:

Agricultural, investigations, report on 1411
Bureau

—

Cooperation of insecticide board 1292, 1293, 1296
Depleition of force on account of low salaries 636-637
Hearings. 635-709
Lump-fund, activities under 709
Statutory salaries and expenses, report on 1410-1411
Traveling expenses, allowance, discussion 1342-1344
Work. 1333-1339, 1342-1344
Work on dust explosions 1333-1339

Chemists, resignations on account of small salaries. . 636-637, 669, 671, 695-696
Chief Clerk, statement on estimates for department 17-33

Cholera, hog, studies and work 335-342

Cities, home-demonstration work 960
Citrate of lime, by-product from citrus fruits 687, 688
Citric acid, by-product from citrus fruits 687, 688
Citrus canker:

Control investigations and appropriations 377-385

Control, need of port inspection and State cooperation 1315, 1321

Report on 1404

Citras fruits, by-products utilization 687

Citrus-fruit diseases, control work and expenditures 377-385

Civil-Bervice laws and regulations, relations to appointments 638, 644, 647

Clerks:

Promotion and demotion, provisions, Reclassification Coimnission 675

Transfers in Biological Survey, discussion 775-776

Clothing, investigations - - IplO

Clubs, boys' and girls' fimds, etc '. 933,

941, 945-946, 956-961, 962, 964, 969, 1029, 1050, 1054

Coad, Mr. Entomology Bureau, work against cotton-boll weevil 1292, 1293

Coal-tar dyes, investigations 694-695

Coconut oil, composition and value - 682, 685-686

Coeur d'Alene National Forest, graves of men killed in fighting fires. 12

Cold storage,' calorimeter studies 1013

College Association, land grant, hearing 1033, 1046

College Station, Texas, instruction in meteorology 130

Colleges: ,

Agricultural

—

Attendance - - 1055

Appropriations 931

Extiehsioh work '-

„ ?41,

942, 977, 983-989, 991, 993, 995, 1001-1002, 1038-1052, 1061

Color investigations, report on
kq,('''kqJ

Colorado National Forests, range investigations 594, 597

Coloring matter, investigations '-
a 7icn

Commerce Department, work in Brazil ''^
o i n oo

Commission merchants, ffaudident practices, correction 1198-1199

Conrad, Leo, transfer of lands to United States, Louisiana farm 1305-1306

Containers, wood, tests hy Forest Products Laboratory 582, 584, 587-588

Contracts laboratory, transfer to Bureau of Standards 707-708

Oook, A. B., statement aa president of American Hereford Breeders Associa-

tion 185, 201, 218-219

Cooking, studies, home economics office 1005-1007, 1014^1015
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Cooperation: ^»s«-

Chemistry Bureau with other departments 650-655

Crops Estimates Bureau and States Relations Service new language 1419

Markets-r-
Department with States, purpose and methods 1205-1216

Failures of organizations .' 1217

Promotion by department ." 1219-1220

Cooperative:
Associations, character and work 946, 948-949, 951-952

Demonstration work 933-948, 1033, 1060-1062

Extension work, funds : 972-993

Copra cake and oil, composition and value 682, 685-686

Corbett, Mr., discussion of California wine-producing industry 1367, 1369

Corn:
Acclimatization and adaptation 403-404

Borer

—

Control, article from National Grange Monthly 754

European

—

Control, report. 1414

Introduction, location, and control 1035, 1037-1038

Supplemental estimate by Secretary Houston 752-753

Daily reports. Weather Bureau 124, 125, 126

Growing in

—

Guam 1029

Southern States, increase 968, 970, 971

Virgin Islands, variety improvement 1022

Oriental, restrictions, disinfection, and use 1284

Products plant; dust explosion, cause, and loss 1335

Sweet

—

Acreage and pack, leading States 1388

Canning, letter of Merritt Greene 1387-1389

Yellow, comparison with white com, research work 1053

Corpus Christi, hurricane, 1919, forecasts 119

Correspondence, Publications Division, magnitude and work 822-825
Corrosive sublimate, sol disinfection 1288

Cost:

Accounting, farm products, studies and work 45-74

Of living

—

Alaska, discussion 1028

Effect on work of experiment stations 1036-1037, 1039
Decrease by extension work 1040-1041, 1046

Of production

—

. Outline of wotk in farm management 38-41
' Studies, lines of work. 50-51, 56

Cotton:
Acclimatization and adaptation, investigations. ..." 403-404

American-Egyptian, comparison with Egyptian 1202-1204

Belt, districts, headquarters and work 1239-1240

Classification-

—

For future contracts 1229

Receipts by department in 1919 1398

Cost of production

—

Data and plans 38-40

Variation 45

Diseases, investigations, xind appropriations » 388-395

Disinfection at northern ports, costs 1326

Districts-
Experiments, 1921 appropriations, report on 1396

Live-stock production, experiments and demonstrations 1299-1310

Estimates of crops, 1917-1919 893-897, 899

Farmers' reimbursement for cotton destroyed in bollworm control 1321

Farming improvement, causes 965-968, 971

Futures

—

Act^
Amendment under wheat guaranty 1237

Appropriation increase and decrease 1115-1116

Changes by amendments 1227-1229
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jSWton—Continued.
Futures—Continued.

Act—=Gpntinued.. . Page.
Enforcement, change in wording ^ 14

. Discussion 1227
New language, report on 1425

' Pees in administration. 1230
Receipts of department from disputed settlements in igig! ....... ... 1398
Revolving fund for enforcement, discussion 1229- 1233
Work, rent for quarters .*

923
Gins, fires, cause and preventive methods 1337-1338
Goods, value determination by department tests 1202
Grades, establishment .'.....'.'..... 1235
Growing in Virgin Islands, promising variety 1021- 1022
Loose, sales receipts of department in 1919 1398
Losses in marketing, under 21-grade classification 1234-1237
Pink boUworm control, estimates "4

Price quotation bulletin, nature and value 1239-1240
Prices and grades 1234
Price investigations, remarks 1229
Production cost studies and plans 45-47
Standardization woA, report on 1424
Standards

—

Cost per set 1241
Sale, economic consideration 1240-1242
Sale funds, return to Treasury- 1241
Sales receipts of department in 1919 1398

Tests of sea island and American-Egyptian, etc , 1202-1204
Truck and forage crop investigations, report om. . ., 1405
Volunteer, eradication for control of bollworm. . .

.'

1320, 1323
Cotton-free zones, Texas, for bollworm control 1316-1321, 1323, 1325
Cottonseed:

Impbrts, infestation with pink bollworm 1284
Oil, refining 685

Counties, funds for county agents 1054, 1055, 1057, 1058, 1059
County agents, number, work, compensation, etc 860^875,

. 8(33-944,952-961,962,964^965,973-979,982-
986, 990-993, 997-1002, 1043-1045, 1054-1057

Ciane, Willis, statement as representative of apple shippers and commission
men 1122-1123

Creameries, cooperative, discussion , . . . 1218
Q-edit, farm, cooperative associations, studies 66-67

Crisp, Representative, statement on sweet potato by-products 1389-1392

Crop:

Acclimatization and fiber-plant investigations, report on 1405

Costs, remarks by Dr. Pearson 1036

Estimates Bureau

—

Comparisons ^ 1396

Appropriations - 1921

Appropriation increase asked, and proposed uses 855-909

Estimates and changes in wording 8, 10, 13-14

Hearings 855-912

Statutory salaries and expenses, report on 1418-1419

Use of Weather Bureau reports 125

Cooperation of county agents 998-1000

SourcBj scope, and accuracy 880-882

Work, importance to farmers 1036

Remarks by Dr. iPearson 1036

Physiology, report on 1405

Reporting service, improvement, estimate 4

Reports, Weather Bureau, distribution and use 124-127

Crops:

Alkali and drought resistant, investigations 425-426

Diversification, results in Southern States 965-968, 970, 971

Cereal and forage, insects affecting, and control 747-760, 761-764

Losses by rodents. - 786

Overproduction, relation to prices 1051

Production cost, decrease, effect on prices 1040-1041, 1046

164315—20 91
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Page.

Crosaties, treatment with creosote,.cost, etc 580, 588
"Currants," production from grapes, plans 1354
Curing.hides, salting, etc., effect on quality 704
Custer National Forest, change in wording 12
Customs Service, cooperation with Horticultural Board 1283, 1284
Cyanamid, nature and production - 717, 719-720

Dairy:
Division

—

Bureau of Animal. Industry, work and projects , 264-281
Cooperation with Sj;ates Kelations Service. 997, 978, 985-987

Industry, combination of accoimts and work 1189
Investigations, report 1403
Product^, (lata coUection, etc 1188, 1189

. Show, National

—

. Exhibits, new language 1418
Letter of W. E. Skinner 848-849

Dairying:
Experiments

—

1921 appropriations, report on 1396
In semiarid and irrigated districts of West 1310-1312
In Louisiana 1306-1307, 1308-1310

Daniels, Secretary, letter to Chief of Weather Bureau 134
Dehydration:

Foods, investigations. ^ 700-701
Investigations, report on \ 1411

Demonstration

:

Farm, studies proposed 44
Live-stock work and results, Louisiana, results 1308-1310
W6rk—

Cooperative 933-948, 1033, 1060-1062
Egg candling, shipping, etc 676-678,680
South 964, 1033, 1060-1062

Demonstrations, reclamation project, 1921 appropriations, comparisons 1396
Developer, photographic, work of Chemistry Bureau 692-693
Dextrine, sweet potato as source 697
Digestion, study, meth'ods 1008
Diphtheria, antitoxin fatalities 1295
Diseases,' orchard and other fruits, investigation and appropriations 375-387
Disinfectants, testing 1292
Disinfection:

Cotton, at northern ports, costs 1326
Soil for potato wart disease 1288

District of Columbia:
Plant-pest control, need of authority 1289-1291
Plant quarantine, new language, report on 1427

Rented buildings 921-923

Diversification, crop, results in Southern States 965-968, 970, 971

Doughnuts, preparation, studies 1005, 1015

Dourine:
Eradication, report on 1403

Studies and work 342-345

Drainage:
Investigations, Boads Bureau, work 1098-1102

Road, discussion 1087-1088, 1092

Drought, resistance, plant investigations, report on 1405

Drug products, biological investigations 681

Drug plant:-

Diseases, investigation 388-395

Investigations, etc 404-405

Report on 1405

Drying foods, investigations 700-701

Dryland:
Agriculture—

Change in wording 12
• Investigations, report on 1406
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Dry land—Continued.
Farming—

_

Page.

Investigations 428-430
Meteorological work, Weather Bureau 101-106, 121

DuBt:
Explosions

—

Control work 1333-1339
Destruction, of thrashers in Northwest 1333
Instances, causes and results 1334-1335
Investigations 478-479
Mjll and elevator, cause 1336-1337
Thrashing machines, cause, losses from, etc........ 1333-1334
(See aZio Explosions.)

Insecticides and fungicides, investigations 1293-1294
Dusting machine for cotton-boll weevil, development 1068-1069
Dye materials, investigations 692-695
Dyes, manufacture, cooperative work of Chemistry Bureau 692-695

Economics, home 1005-1017, 1033
Editor, States Relations Service, publication and other work 1032
Education, Bureau, reindeer supervision, relation to department. 780-785, 1024-1025

_ ! in shipment, prevention, investigations 675-677
Cold-storage, grading and prices comparison with frozen eggs 679-680
Cooling, demonstration work 676-677
Frozen,- uses and prices 679-680
Hoarding, control 677
Incubation, studies— 1012
Investigations, Chemistry Bureau 669, 675-680
Packing for shipment ' 676-677
Poultry, etc., investigations, report on 1411

Egypt, pink boUworm, damages and spread 1315
Egyptian cotton, usefulness, note 1202
Electric power. Weather Bureau, discussion 86, 89-90
Electrician, Weather Bureau, duties 87
Elevators, dust explosions, preventive methods 1336-1337
Elliott, F. A., letter to Hon. W. C. Hawley, on forest protection 503-504
Ellsworth, Joseph W., statement on inspection work at Brighton stockyards. . 239-248
Emergency:

Appropriation for extension work, decrease 1045-1046
Forest Service, caused by loss of employees 506-521

Employees:
Additional pay 649-650
Dismissal, procedure ._ 163-164

Entomology Bureau, increases and designation changes 739-740
Leave, cumulative, irfinsular possessions 135
Leave of absence in field 15, 1350-1351
Forest, kiQed or injured, compensation act 492
Insular stations

—

Change in wording 15
Work, salaries, and needs 1023, 1025, 1027-1028, 1030

Markets Bureau, transfers, increases, and decreases 1116-1119
Part time and temporary, distinction; 419-421
Protection in line of duty 15, 1345-1346

Salaries, transfer from statutory to lump-sum 504-521

Temporary, discussion 113-115

Transfers and salary, discussion 362-373

Weather Bureau, pay, discussion 79-80, 93-100, 111-117, 123
Emulsion extracts - - 690, 691
Engineer, Weather Bureau, duties - 83, 86

Engineering:

Agricultural, work of Roads Bureau -. 1067-1068

Rural—
\

Cliange in wording 18

Roads Bureau workJ 1101-1103
Entomologist, work in Virgin Islands 1020
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Entomology, Bureau: «

Appropriations

—

Pago.

Comparisons ; . . . ; ; 1396
Kecommended, proposed uses 773-774

Cooperation with Forest Service in insect control ' 556, 557
Estimates and change in wording 8, 10, 13

Statutory salaries and expenses, report on 1413-1415
Traveling expenses, allowance, discussion 1339-1342

Work and needs, discussion 739-774

Equipment:
Forest Service 557

Weather Bureau 127

Weather, forest fire control posts 140

Erosion, land, control—work of Roads Bureau 1099-1100

Estabrook, L. M., statement as Chief, Crop Estimates Bureau 855-909

Estimates:
Appropriations, 1921 3-15

Form prescribed by law, discussion 100-102

Reductions by Secretary ^ 4

Summary for 1921 showing increases 7-11

European com borer. {See Corn borer.)

Evans, Walter H., statement on insular stations 1020-1031

Exhibits, office:

Expenses, appropriations, etc 843-851

Report on 1418

Transfer to Publications Division 5", 13, 801-803

'Work 802-803

Experiment stations:

Appropriations .^ 931

National forests 616

Office, funds 931-932

Receipts from sales in 1919 1399

Record 931

Research work, cost increase 1036-1037

Experimental:
Farm, Arlington, upkeep, etc 468-469

Work, not paid out of extension funds 997

Explosions:
Dust. ('See Dust explosions.')

Plant-dust, prevention, new item, report on 1430

Exports, South America from United States, analytical work of laboratories.. 668-669

Extension:
Act, funds administration 931-941, 973-993

Funds, State and Federal, allotment, report on 1421

Work-
Cooperation of various bureaus 939-940, 943, 977, 985-987, 989-990

Cooperation with colleges, discussion 1038-1046

Cooperative, statistics 936-938,972-973

Discussion 1038-1052

Fund, supplementary 973-993

Funds, administration discussion 1043-1044

Insular stations , 1023,1029

North and West, allotment of funds 975-993

Northern and Western States 933, 944-949, 951-953, 958-961, 975-993, 997-1002

South, funds distribution, by States and subjects 964

South, remarks 949-951,956-958,961-972

Extracts, fruit, without alcohol 689, 691

Fairbanks, Alaska, buildings 1025-1026

Farm:
Bureaus, National Federation, request for adequate appropriations for

Agricultural Department 875-876

Census, cooperation of Federal and State authorities 905-908

Helpers, number in United States 876-877, 889

Labor, scarcity and high prices. 1040, 1041, 1048, 1049

Life-
Improvement of conditions 1042, 1047

Studies proposed = 43
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Farm—Continued.
Management and Farm Economics Bureau

—

Page.

Allotment of funds and estimates ior work, by projects 75
. New name 4, 11

: Msinagement^
Demonstration farms 952

. . Extension-work funds allotment 976
Office, appropriations, comparisons 1396
Office, change of title, recommendation 4, 11

Office, outline of work proposed 1 36
Reorganization, reports and chart 44
Statutory salaries, tables, report on 1401
Work, importance to farmers 1036
Work on costs of crops, remarks by Dr. Pearson. 1036

Organization, relation to production cost. 45-47

Power, cost studies, discussion 56-61

Products

—

':
: Perishable, inspection at market centers 1195-1197

Prices, increase and decrease, discussion 1040-1041

Production,, inspection, distribution, etc 1113-1114

Farmer, help by marketmg association 1211-1223, 2011-2023

Farmers:
Associations, relation to cotton marketing 1243-1244

Bulletins, improvement in appearance 816-817

Cooperative demonstrations

—

Appropriations, report on 1420-1421

Work 933-948,1033,1060-1062
• Difficulties, labor shortage, high prices, etc 1040-1042,1047

. Exchanges, cooperative shipping and marketing 946, 948-949, 951-952

Institutes

—

And agricultural schools, report on 1421

Work and popularity 1017-1018

Number in United States 875, 876, 889

Number of crop estimators, and estimates 879-881

Protection from frauds on commission shipments 1198-1201

Farming:
'

' Safe,
'

' advocacy by extension workers, and results 965, 970

Uncertainty of profits ' 1048, 1051

Farms:
Live-stock demonstration, Louisiana, status 1301-1302

Number in United States 876-877, 889

Fat:

Absorption studies, home economics 1005, 1014

Soluble A, food ingredient essential to health 683

Fats, various soiu-ces, food value 683-685

Federal:

Compensation act, application to Forest Service employees 492

Employees, protection by law in performance of duty 798, 799

Horticultural Board

—

Appropriations, 1921, comparisons 139o

See also Horticultural Board.
Federal-aid road:

Building, cooperation of States with Beads Bureau 1074-1088

Fund, distribution ^f^-l°^2
Work administration

csr
Feed, stock, value of copra °°°

Car fumigation, etc. - - - ^324

t otton futures, discussion ^^^ j^rj!?'

Markets Bureau, for inspection cq5 boc^ot
Fences, forest ranges "^^'

r?fI
Fertihzer resources, investigations, report on - l^^'i

FertUizers, sources and supply, discussion
iIia

Field crop insect investigations, southern report on 1414

Fir, Douglas, growth rate °°^
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Fire:

Control— Pago.

Cooperative work 495-496, 499, 501, 553-555
Posts, equipment with weather instruments 140

Fighting in forests, details 488-491
Forecasts and warnings, national forests 138-142
Lanes, national forests 625
Protection

—

Forested watersheds, 1921 appropriations, report on 1396

Forested watersheds, cooperative work 1297-1298
Forested watersheds, report on 1428
Necessity in States 618

Firemen:
Pay advance, discussion. 24-29

Weather Bureau, hours and duties, discussion 84-87

Fireproofing, investigations 588
Fires:

Cotton gins, cause and preventive methods 1337-1338
Forest

—

Causes 485-486

Control 483-504

Fighting and prevention, 1921 appropriations, comparisons 1396

Fighting and prevention, estimates and changes 3, 4, 13, 551-555

Losses 487,498,508
Mills and elevators, prevention, new item, report on 1430

Fish:
Handling, packing, etc., investigations ^ _ 680
Oysters, etc., investigations, report on 1411

Fishing, methods on Yukon River 778

Florida:
Extension work, funds and projects, etc 964,971
Plant inspection and quarantine work 1285-1286
Work on by-products of citrus fruits 687-688, 691

Flour:
Bleached, case under food and drugs act 698

Hard, gluten content, relation to fat absorption 1005, 1014

Flours, digestibility studies 1007

Food, administration, cooperation of Home Economics OflBce 1016-1017

Food and drugs act:

Administration by Chemistry Bureau 1295, 1296

Application to eggs, results 677-678

Enforcement 697-^99

Enforcement, report on 1411

Production increase, result of extension work 1039, 1043

Products

—

American, testing for foreign countries 667-669

Biological investigations 681-686

Marketing and distribution, appropriation asked 1119

Production and distribution, H. R. 10130, statement by Representa-
tive Hulings 1392-1393

Transportation, storage, etc. 1189-1192

Values of fats and oils 683-686

Foods:
Chemical investigations 681-686

Digestibility, studies 1007-1009

Drying investigations 700-701

Research work, results 1052-1053

Foot-and-mouth:
And other contagious diseases, 1921 appropriations, report on 1396

Disease

—

Control, estimates and change in wording 4, 14

Eradication, report on 1429

Eradication work 349-352

Ravages in South America 1144-1145

Forage-crop diseases, investigation 388-395

Forecasts:
Weather

—

Dissemination methods 107-109

Verification, discussion 117-118
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Foreign: Page.
Seed and plant introduction, report on 1406
Travel, authorization, remarks. '

. . 20
Forest:

Experiment stations. 616
Fire fighting and prevention, report on .[ 1428
Insects^-

Inve^igations, report on 1414
r. Control... !! 555-557

Investigations

—

Contributions, receipts of department in 1919 1399
Rate of tree growth, etc 616-620

Lands, purchase under, the Weeks Act 1328-1329
Nurseries and tree .planting, cost 612-613
Nursery^ MichigaaNational Forest... ..... ^ _ 629
Officer, .power to enforce laws for protection of game, letter from Secretary

to chairman 1347-1349
Pathology, report on 1404
Producte laboratory. (See Laboratory.)
Protection educational work 622
Service

—

Appropriations, comparisons ; 1396
Appropriations, new lan^age, report on 1408
Cooperation with States in watershed protection 1297-1298
Estimates and changes in phraseology 8, 10, 12-13
Functions, administrative work, etc 483, 484
Receipts from timber, grazing, etc 4
Statements by Col. Henry. S. Graves, Forester and Chief 483-633,... 1297,1324^-1332,1344-1349
Statutory salaries and expenses, report on , 1407-1409

Supervisors, rangers and guards, new item, report 1409
Forestry:

Commission-
Acquisition of lands, 1921 appropriations, comparisons 1396
Expenditures in Washington,. D. 629-630

Conservation Association, Western, cooperation in fire-patrol work 497,

499, 500, 553
Forests:.

Fire protection 483-504,551-555
Injury by grazing •.

.. 595, 596
Insects affecting, control work 760
National^

.

Administration and protection and changes in wording 4-5, 12-13
Area and number 483
Benefits to States. 1397

General administration, report on -' 1409
Improvements, report on 1409-1410

' Receipts, 1919 , 1397

Weather stations, forecasts and warning 138-142
Freight exchange and transfer at Mexican' border 1325
French, Hon. Burton L., letter to Actiiig Forester, reference 139-140
Fruit and Vegetable Division, Markets Bureau work 1155-1170
Fruit:

Growers, California, need of market news reports 1151-1154

Insect investigations, with immediate availability, report on 1413-1414

Treatment before loading for shipment, methods.. 1129-1138

Fruits:

Changes in storage, calorimeter studies 1012-1013

Citrus, by-products utilization 687

Growing, improvement, etc., investigations 450

Preservation in transit, methods 1123-1129

Preservation investigations, letter 1122-1123

Transportation and storage, appropriation asked 1119

Utilization, and waste prevention 691

I^unigating houses for car fumigation, cost, etc 1324

Fumigation, cars, Mexican border, costs, etc 1323-1326

Fungicide and Insecticide Board. See Insecticide.
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Fungicides: Page.

Investigations. . ..-. 699
Testing for adulteration and misbranding. 1292-1295

Fur:
Anunals bearing, transfer of care to Biological Survey, suggestion 785-786
Farming, development in Alaska and Canada 795

Game: -

Migratory, law test before Supreme Court 798
Preservation, laws, enforcement by forest officers, letter of Secretary to chair-

man 1347-1349
Preserve, SuUys Hill, appropriation, report on 1415
Protection, cooperation with States 796-797
Reservations, remarks. i 776-777

Gardener, Weather. Biu'eau, duties 91-92
Gas, use in cooking, studies 1007
Georgia:

Extension work, funds, and projects, etc 964, 971
Sweet potatoes, yield, sugar content, etc 1391-1392

Gipsy moth, control work in New England 1322
Girls and boys, club work 933, 941, 945-946, 956-961, 962-964, 969, 1029, 1050, 1054
Glass, Carter, Secretary of the Treasury, letter on tea-inspection service. ... . 656-658
Gluten in flour, relation to fat absorption. 1005, 1014
Groats, grazing, national forests, number, rates, and permits 536-538, 602
Grould, Representative N. J., statement and letter on nursery stock. .... 454, 464-468
Grading:

Cotton, effect of changing number of grades 1233-1234
Grain, discussion 1223-1226
Data collection, etc 1188-1189
Grading, handling, etc 1223-1226
Growing, Tanana Valley, Alaska 1027
Oriental, import restrictions 1284
Standardization work, report on 1425
Standards act

—

Enforcement, change in wording 14
Enforcement, new language', report on 1425
Enforcement, salaries, etc 1244-1263

Standards appeals, receipts of department in 1919 1398
Grapefruit:

Cull, by-products utilization 688, 691
Juice, as beverage, new industry 691

Grasses, development. Southern Coastal Plains 476-478
Graves, Henry S.:

Statement as Forester 483-497, 504-541,

546-557, 581-589, 600, 601-602, 606-633, 1297-1298, 1328-1332, 1344-1349
,

Leave for employees in field service and at insular stations 1345
On protection of employees in line of duty 1345-1346

Grazing:
Fees 517,536-538,541-546,597,599,602,606-608
Free to settlers 539, 602-605

Forests, 1919 receipts 1397

Permits

—

And receipts. Forest Service, details, report on 1408

Remarks 537,597,598,599,601,602-605,607-608
Receipts 529, 536-537

Relation to bird protection 776-777
Restrictions on forest ranges 596-601

Work, forests, and receipts 512, 513, 515, 528, 536-538, 541-546
Great Plains region, dairying and live-stock production, experiments 1310-1313

Greene, Merritt, discussion of canning sweet corn 1387-1389
Guam experiment station work, conditions, employees, etc 1028-1031, 1033

Guards, forest, work and pay 511, 514

Hall, L. D., statement as specialist on marketing stock 1120-1122, 1170-1188
Hampton Institute, summer school, cooperation of -department 1019-1020
Harding, Frank, statement as secretary of American Shorthorn Breeders' Asso-

ciation 207-209
Hardwood supply, investigation 614-615
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Harrell, David, statement as live-stock commissioner, South America 1138-1151
Harrison, Floyd R. :

Accounts, work, and auditors 19-29
Antitoxin and virus control.. .'...'...'.'. 1295-1296
ApproprJatipn per capita gg2
Appropriations.. ..... ^"

I"
\\\'.\[[" '.]'.]"]'.[]'.'892,898

Automobile hire. Forest Service 1332
Biological investigation of food i '!.!!.'!!!!!!!!!!! ! 681
College extension funds '.'.'....'..'.'..... 994
Cooperative marketing !!!!!!!!!""!! 394
Cotton census report '.'...'..'.. 899
Cotton futures act , 1115
County agents 872
Crop report secrecy

, 898
Employees, increase in traveling expenses ,

'. 799-800
Employees, lump fund, extension service 1004-1005
Enforcement of cotton futures act 1115
Estimates for Accounts Division 1349, 1350
European com borer, supplementary estimate 752-753, 756
Firemen, emplojrment 24, 27, 2P

'• 1 'Prareign markets mvestigations 1131;

Food inspection 667
Forest fires 552
Fruit flies 764
Fruit-tree seedlings 457
Grain

—

Investigations 1224, 1226
Price fixing 1256, 1258, 1259

Horticultural Board statutory roll , 1281
Japanese beetle, supplementary estimates 740, 741, 746-746
L^ldier production. 706
Leave for employees 1350-1351
Library estimates 916,917,918,919,920
Live-stock demonstrations in South 1298-1299
Market-law violations 1173, 1174
Markets Bureau

—

Estimates .- 1113, 1115, 1116
Organization date 1213

Mechanical shops 980
Motor vehicles 1349-1350
National forests 524
Need of automobiles 31-32

Nut-growing expenditures 743
Overwork by certain employees 369, 370
Peanut investigations. 1193-1195

Pecan diseases ^ 744

Per diem allowance : 1341-1342, 1344

Plant quarantine 1289

Poultry and egg investigation 670, 671, 672

Power-plant importance and salaries - 370

Rodent pe^ 790,798-799

Salaries.. 643,644,649,650,655

Salaries, Forest Service - 505, 506, 514, 517, 519, 520

State marketing work '204

States Relations promotions 1032

Statutory roll

—

'

And Double employment 364

And salaries.... 926,927,934,973-975

Stockyards -
lllfi

Tea inspection °°^' "<"'

Transfer of

—

Boll-worm work to statutory roll 1314

Pur-bearing animal work to Agriculture Department 786

Warehouse inspection appropriations 1268

Wool eradine 1121

Rent in the District of Coluihbia 920,921,922,923

Yearbook recipients °^^
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Harrison, Floyd R.—Continued.
Statement

—

Paio-

As assistant to the Secretary 17-19,1349-1352
Of expenditures for cotton varehousing work 1268
On assistant sedJetaries .

32-33
Changes in Publications Division.., 17-19
On estimates of appropriations. . - - 3-15
On fur-bearing animal transfer 786
On Weather Bureau work. . . , 100-106, 134, 137, 142
On work of

—

Bureau of Animal Industry. -. 163-168, 174-176, 253, 285-286, 299, 347, 356
Publications Division 805-809, 813-817, 828-830, 845-846, 849-854

Roads Bureau 1063-1064, 1069, 1093, 1096
Soils Bui«au , , 713-716,732

Hatch Act, funds:
Distribution.' 931
Research work in States 1036, 1038

Haugen, Chairman, discussion 6f

:

Accounting and auditing 1 19-24
Alaska rfeind'eer, stations, etc 1024-1025
Alkali-land crops 425-426
Amendments to Cotton futures act 1115
Animal

—

Diseases, work 324-330, 335-336, 343-345, 352, 356-359

Husbandry, work 281-300, 303-306, 313-324

Industry Bureau 156-168,

173-177, 179-184, 191-214, 217-219, 223-226, 232-261, 272-300

303-306, 313-329, 332-333, 335-336, 343-345, 348-352, 356-359

Appropriation comparison with population 892
Arlington experiment farm. 468-469

Automobile hire. Forest Serviced 1329, 1330, 1332

Barberry eradication 412-424
Bee culture 764
Biological

—

Investigation of food 680, 681, 682, 684, 685, 686
Survey work 775-776, 779
Blowfly ;.. 770,772
Boll weevil 759
Buildings

—

Location Markets Bureau 1118
On National Forests ,

522
Camphor thrips ,, 768
Calcium arsenate maniifacture 1293
Canning sweet com 1387, 1388
California vineyards 1357-1367, 1369, 1372, 1373-1374, 1380, 1382, 1387

Carriage drivers 29-32

Census Bureau reports 901-903

Citrus canker : 377-385

Clerical positions, designation chaises 362-368

Clerks, increase and designation 739

College-extension funds 995-997

Cooperation of fruit growers and dealers in California 1151

Cooperative—

•

Associations 952

Demonstration work 932-936, 938-946

Marketing of farm products 1205, 1211, 1215, 1217-1226

Com

—

Borer 1035, 1037

Appropriation 750-751, 754r-756

Cotton

—

Futures act 1227-1230-1235, 1237-1241

Marketing and warehousing work 1239-1242, 1264r-1267, 1272-1277

County

—

Agents 954, 997-1000, 1002, 1057-1058

And crop estimates 868-873
Work, salaries, etc 932-936, 974
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Haugen, Chairman, discussion of—Continued.
Crop— Page.

Census and local assessors 905-908
Estimates 879-882
Estimating work for county agents 998-1000

Dairy

—

And poultry products news service 1188
Division, work 272-281

Demand of farm organizations for crop estimates 875-877
Demonstration work. . „ 947 943
District agents ^ ' 960
Drying food 700
Dry-land farming 428-430
Dust-

Explosions 1338
Explosions investigations 478
Treatment for boU weevil 1069-1070

Dye investigations 692, 694, 695
Establishment of Bureau of Food Production and Distribution
Expenditures, auditing and supervision 19-24
Experiment farms 468-471
Extension

—

Work 1046, 1061
Work in North 980-982
Work in South 963, 965, 967
W^ork BD6ci3ilists' 984—989

Farm management office,' work 35^36, 52, 54, .56, 60^64, 68, 73^74,' ill4r-1115
Fertilizer

—

And potaah investigation 701, 702
Studies 396-403

Field agents, number and work 903-905
Fire protection of watersheds 1297-1298
Firemen

—

Force and work 24, 26-29
Force and work. Weather Bureau 83-84

Fish investigation 680, 681
Flax growing 403-405
Food-

Inspection 667, 669
Storage and transportation 1189-1195

Foreign markets, investigations 1138
Forest-

Fires...: 551-554-

Insects 760
Investigations 616
Nurseries 611-613

Products 558-565, 568-570, 575, 581, 585-587

Protection and Air Service 495, 496, 502
Fruit—

And vegetable market reports. . . . 1151, 1155, 1157-1160, 1163-1164, 1166-1170

Decay, causes and control 1124-1133

Flies, appropriation increase - 765
Fur-bearing animals -"" 786, 795

Grain

—

Investigations : 1224-1226

Standards act. . . . 1245, 1247-1249, 1252-1263, 1264, 1266-1268, 1272-1274, 1276

Grazing 541-545, 598, 600, 603-605

Home

—

Economics 1014, 1017

Economics work 1005

Horse meat 1008,1009

Insecticide work 1296

Insecticides and fungicides investigation 699, 1296

Japanese beetle, supplemental estimates 740-742, 745-747

Labor

—

Cost on farm 1048, 1049

On road building 1056
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Haugen, Ohairman, discussion of—Continued. ^^'
Laborer's roll 373
Land purchases 370-372
Lands exchange 547-551

Leased-wire news service. 1155-1161, 1163-1167
Leather production 703-707

Livestock 1143-1145,1149,1150
Live-stock exports to South America. 1143-1145, 1149-1151
Live-stock demonstration work 1299-1301, 1310, 1311
Lump-fund and statutory rolls 159-176
Market-inspection work .<. . . 376, 1197-1201

Messenger boys 1118, 1119
Migratory-bird work 797-799
Miscellaneous expenses 920
Mr. Knapp's work in South 961, 968
National forests

—

Improvement 620, 623-630
Receipts 529-534

Naval stores investigation 699
Nuts, soil requirements, etc 430-432, 435, 444r-146, 449-454

Pathological inspection, fruit and vegetable marketing 392-396
Pecan insect, control appropriation 743

Pink bollworm 1319, 1320, 1323-1328

Plants
Quarantine work 1287-1291

Surveys 374
Poultry and egg investigation 670-680
Preservation, fruits and vegetables 1123-1129, 1130-1132," 1135, 1137
.Printing of hearings 898, 899
Public lands 606-610

Publication work ' i7-19
Publications Division, work 821-833, 840-854

Quack grass 478

Range improvement - - - 591, 592

Reclamation projects 478

Red clover disease 392

Reindeer 779-785
Rent in the District.of Columbia. 921, 922, 923

Roads for farmers 73-74

Rodent pests 787-788, 790-796

Salaries 639-650,654,655
Salaries, Forest Service 505, 516, 517, 520, 521

Salary comparisons .' 908-909

Scabies eradication work 154-157

Seed adulteration 408-409

Seeds, testing, distribution, etc 471-472, 474-475

Sirup investigations 695, 696, 697, 698, 699

Soils Bureau work 711-728, 732

Specialists, States Relations Service 1059

State cooperation in marketing 1205, 1211, 1215-1223

States Relations Service

—

Administration ; 1031-1032

Statutory roll 925-928, 973-975

Horticultural Board 1282-1283

Statutory roll • 1116

Transfers 409, 1116

Stockyard

—

Investigations 1170-1184

Regulations 1115

Stockyards 1115

Stored-product insects. 762

Sugar-plant investigations 426-428

Sweet-potato storage 1135, 1137

Tea inspection 658, 661, 662, 663, 665, 666, 667

Tobacco growing and handling 424-425
Tractor in farm work 60-61
Transfers of employees to Publications Division 17-19
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Haugen, Chairman, discussion of—Continued. Pago.

Traveling expenses . . . 1339-1334
Trees, fruit and ornamental 457, 466-468
Tuberculosis, eradication work 158-162, 176-226, 232-248, 251-261
Utilization pf citrus by-products : 687, 691
Weather Bureau work '.

77, 81-97,

100, 103-107, 111-115, 117-121, 126-128, 135-151

Wheat and oat rust 412^24
White-pine blister rust 386-388

Wool-
Grading 1120-1122

Handlingand grading 1277-1279

Investigation work 1114

Marketmg work 1114, 1120-1122

Virgin Islands experiment station 1023

Instructions to committee in consideration of estimates 3

Letter^om^

—

Joseph S. Ames, on aeronautics 150-151

Secretaries of Treasury and Agriculture 656-658

Questions of Chief Clerk of department 17-33

Hawaii Experiment Station estimate 1033

Hawley, Representative:
.

Letter from F. A. Elliott on forest protection 503-504

Statement on Oregon forests— 497-504

Acreage and production in South, increase •- 970

Data distribution ,• •;^" "",",""»""
'
^^^®' ^

Hays, Martin, statement as counsel for Farmers and Stock Dealers Associa-

Haywood, J. K. , statement as chairman of insecticide and fungicide board . .
1291-1 296

K^lilatory law, sales receipts of department in 1919 1398

Time occupied by ' 1^^^

Heflin, Representative:
Discussion of

—

Amendments to cotton futures act lllo

Citrus-fruit diseases - ^^^i ^?^
Cotton-Btatistics estimates 892-897, 899-901, 902

Car refrigeration - - }}i^
Cattle breeding 1150-llo:

Futures act. -"^^^^J^ni
Grades --

]lt]
Warehousing work

i n^c
County agents ^^'
Dye investigations °^^

Food invest^tion •- ^»^' "«::

Forest products ^^''' °^^'°°',

Gipsy-moth- Gontrol' -

ij^J^^

Grain investigations ^^^^
Leather production

i i ka n c i

TAvp stock ^^^°' ^^^^
jjive BtoLK. -

1 1 qq 1 om
Markets-mspection service ^^'"'' "-^^^

Mr. Knapp's work in South
1282 128

Plant-quarantine work ;i;k'ik^n iQioliqoi
Knk-bollworm control 1315, 1317, Idia-ld^t

Preservation of fruits and vegetables j^^.

Reduction of extension force
1064-106'

Road machinery
769 771-77'

Screw-worm control , ToniCAhm I9i9 199'

State cooperation in marketing
66^61, 663, 664, 66;

Tea inspection ' ' ' of)4l20(
Tuberculosis eradication, work

111!
Wheat guaranty act

"

" ^-^2'

Wool-marketing work ,...........--.- ,."••'
1 oq'

Health, Public, Service, control of antitoxins for human beings i^w.
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Page.

Henderson, Representative, discussion of employees, increase traveling ex-
penses 800

Hersman, Hugh Steel, Representative, statement on California vineyards. . 1374-1377
Hessian fly:

Control

—

Need of expert 1044
Work of specialist and county agent 1044r-1045

Hides:
Country and packers', comparison 703-704
Importations, supervision work 157
Reindeer, usefulness, etc 780, 784

Highway construction, work of Roads Bureau 1066-1067
History, agricultural, study proposed 42
Hog:

Cholera, report on 1403
Industry, development in Brazil, recommendations 1148

Cholera, studies and work 335-342
Fattening on peanuts and mast, results 949-951, 968
Grazing, National Forests, number, rates, and permits 536-538, 541
Immunization work 156
Marketing 948-959
Raising in Louisiana, demonstration work 1307, 1308, 1309
Round worms, studies and work of department 325-329

Hogue, C. J., statement for Forest Products Laboratory 565-572
Home:

Economics 1005-1017, 1033
Economics-

Investigations appropriation, report on 1422
Office, coopeiation witii other branches 1016-1017

Demonstration

—

Agents results of work 945, 956-961, 962-963, 973, 976, 977, 982, 986
Work-

Cities 960
North and West 958-961,973-982
Southern States 962-964, 967, 969

Homestead settlement, National Forests, land classification, etc 546-551
Homesteaders:

Leave, change of wording 15
National Forests, special privileges 534, 539-540, 602-605, 608

Homesteads, Alaska, number, denaa.nd, industries, etc 1027
Horse meat:

Digestibility and use, studies 1008, 1009
Inspection work ._. 347-349

Horses:
Breeding work of Animal Industry Bureau 321-324
Dourine, studies and work 342-345
Grazing, Natural Forests, number, rates, and permits 536-538, 602
Raising in Louisiana, demonstration work 1307, 1308, 1309

Horticultural:
Board

—

Activities under lump-fund 1291

Cooperation with States 1285, 1287

Federal, estimates and change in wording 8, 11, 14

Statutory salaries and expenses, report on 1426-1428
Work 1281-1291

Investigations 450-454
Report on , 1406

Household labor, strength saving, investigations 1010
Houston, D. F., Secretary: >

Letter on

—

European com borer, supplementary estimate 752-753
Power of forest officers to enforce game laws 1347-1349
Japanese beetle, supplemental estimates 740-741
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Houston, D. F., Secretary—Continued.
Lettei>- Pggg

Recommending appropriation for coBt-of-production work 35
I o chairman of ReclaBsification Commission 5_6
To Mr. T. W. Tomlinson on grazing fees ..'....!!.!!!! 607-608
To Representative Gould on nursery stocks 464-466
To Secretary of Treasunr, new forest estimates • 524-^26
To Speaker on sale of Mount Weather " 147-149

Lettte in regard to tea inspection service 655^656 656-658
Houston, D. F. {See also Secretary.)

'

Howard, L. O.

—

Discussion of traveling expenses of employees .-..-.. 1339-1342
Statement as Chief, Entomology Bureau 739-741, 750-762, 763-764, 1339-1342

Husdon, Dr. C. S., resignation and establishment as consulting chemist 636, 695
Hudspeth. Representative, discussing of:

Nut growing 444^ 447
Statement on screw worm eradication 769-774

HuUngs, Willis J., Representative, statement on Bureau of Production and Dis-
tribution ,. 1392-1393

Hurricane, Corpus Christi, 1919, forecasts 119
Husmann, Dr., statement on California vineyards 1358,

1362, 1364-1365, 1366, 1368, 1372, 1373
Hutchinson, Representative, discussion of:

Animal

—

Diseases, work 336, 354-356
Husbandry, work 314-317

Blow fly injury to cattle 773
Boll weevil control 1320
Citrus canker, effect on timber.. 386
Cotton^

Estimating 899-900
Growing, cost and sale price 900
Prices 1326

County

—

Agents 954,955
demonstration work 934, 936, 941, 943, 946

Crop-
Estimate plans for farmers 877
Estimates Bureau function... 859-860, 862

Dairy Division, work 272-281
Demonstration "work. 947
Dust explosion work 1336
European com borer 756
Farm Management work 46-47, 63-64
Farmer

—

County agents pay - 870
Crop reporters 887-888

Farmer B advance planting plans 880

Fertilizer resources and production 719-725, 735-737

FertiUzers, kinds, and value. .....;.. 396, 399-401

Forest protection and Air Service • 489, 496, 501

firazii^. ' 544,601,603

HomeEcononricB 1014,1015-1016

Insecticides and fungicides, investigation 701, 702

Japanese beetle - 746-747

Lather production, etc - 702, 703, 706

Missouri estimates, • ^'*°

Mosaic disease. . .;........ 391, 392

Pink boUworm control ''^^'FcVl^i
Poultry and ^g investigations 674, 675, 679

Price of fatted calves ^'^

Rqn
Range improvement. °^^
Roads Bureau work... • -

AAA" A .„ "I„
Salaries.. • ^^^'

=fHo?
Salaries, Forest Service •-

l^l'lfl
Sirup investigation '^^'' "y'*' Y?^

Soils Bureau work, -
^°|2

Speculator's interest in crop estimates - obi
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Hutchinson, Representative, discussion of—Continued.
Statutory— Page.

Roll sae
. Roll, States Relations 926-930

Tea inspection. 663
Tuberculosis work 211-212,234,246
Uses of long-staple cotton 1204
Utilization of wool-scouring waste 701, 702
Weather Bureau work 81, 84r-85, 88, 91, 94-96, 99, 112-115, 126-126, 150
Wheat-

Crop, acre shortage, 1919-1920 881
Estimates 868,883-884
Moths and weevils 761-763
Price guarantee , 882

Hydrographic Office, Navy, reports from Weather Bureau 143, 145

Iberia, La., live-stock farm, building and equipment, cost : 1306-1307
Idaho:

Appropriation for forest protection 553
Crop reporting, cooperation of county agfents .'.'..'-

.
.'... 1000

Land addition to national forests 526-527
Naition'al forest, increase in expense, estimate and details 524-527

Imperial Valley, market news service, benefits 1154-1163
Importations, animal by-products, supervision work 157
Imports, plant, restrictions 1284
Income taxes, relation df market news service... 1.'..'. .'. .' 1169-1170
Incuhation, eggs, calorimeter studies. ..".'..'. 1012
Indemnities:

Cotton destroyed in boUworm control....

-

„.'.;.".... 1321
Tuberculous cattle-

Claims 1919, by States 255, 257
Discussion 212,227-259

Indexes:
Card, sales receipts of Department in 1919. 1398
Requirements and value - 814-816

Information:
Office—

Expenses, transfer to Publications Division, report on 1419

Transfer to Publications Division.. 801
Work ....•.:."....... 841-842
Work, consolidation in Publications DiviisiQih ....'. 5, 13

Insecticide:

Acts— *

Enforcement statutory salaries and expenses, report on 1425

Purpose 1291

And Fungicide Bo3,rd

—

Activites under lump fund 1296

1921 appropriations, comp^isons 1396

Work, etc ...,: 1291-1296
Investigations, report on 1411

Insecticides:

'

Investigatioiis 699

Testing fdr adulteration and misbranding 1292-1295

Insects:

Affecting fruits, orchards, vineyards, and nuts 740-748

Cereal and forage crops, control work. '. 747-760, 761-764

Citrus and subtropical fruit, control work 764r-768

Control work .'

:.. 739-774

Deciduous fruit, control work 740-748

Forest tree, control in national forests 555-557, 760

Inspection:
Animal Industry, report 1402

Cars, charges ". 1224

Pood products, receipts of department in 1921 1398

Meat. See Meat.
Plant, forces and buildings at ports 1283-1286

Inspectors:
Food and drug, salaries. .\ 647-649

', increase in salariesj discussion 352-359
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Fag«.
Instruments, weather, supply to ships 144 145
Insular Experiment Stations:

'

Appropriations, report on 1422
. Change in wording "'.[[[.[[.[....[ 14

.
Employees, accumulative leave, new item, report on 1431
Employees, accumulative leave 15
Work ".!!'.!! !!"i626-i63i, 1033

Insurance:
Agricultural, -study proposed ... 41
Cooperative, studies

, 65-66
Interdepartment committee of aviation work ] . 135
Internal Revenue Bureau, cooperative work of Chemistry Bureau 653-654
Iowa, marketing associations and work 2015
Irrigated districts. Western States, dairying arid live stock, experiments. . isio-lSlS
prigation, work of Roads Bureau— : 1068, 1093-1098
Italy, lemon-oil production method , 689

Jacoway, Representative, discussion of:

Animal

—

Diseases work r. 327, 338, 341, 346, 348

; ;;
Husbandry, work. .^. 307-308, 314-315

', Appropriation

—

,v ;
Needs 898
Per capita 892

Barberry eradication , 418
Citrus canker 381-382
Cotton

—

Estimation 895-896, 900
Soil adaptation, etc .....' 403
Warehousing work 1269-1271

County agents' duties, etc 871, 888
Crop estimates 8e4r-883, 901, 902
Dust explosions 1338
Extension work and prices 1038-1040
Farm management work, and estimates. 59, 61, 71-72, 1114, 1115
Farmers, number 889
Fertilizers 398-400, 402
Forest-

Products 574, 575, 580, 581
Protection 484^86, 499, 501

Johnson grass and Sudan grass seed 408
Leather production 705, 708
Markets inspection service ". 1197, 1199
National forests 622-625
Photographer, designation change 363-365
Pink bollwonn control 1315, 1320
Preservation, fruits and vegetables. 1131, 1135, 1137
Price for hoeing cotton 900
Public lands , . . 609, 610
Publication of Mr. Estabrook's statement 898-899
Salaries 651,653,655
Soil bacteriology and plant nutrition 395
Statutory roll 368,369
Storage of potatoes 1135-1136-1137

Sweet potato disease 390, 392
Tea inspection 663, 664

James, E. W., statement as assistant chief engineer. Roads Bureau 1086-1088

Japanese beetle, control, report on 1414

Jardine, James T. , statement as grazing inspector 589-598, 602-605

Jennings, M. E., letter in regard to inspector's salary 649

Johns, Prof., work with Reclassification Commission 673

Jones, Hon. Andriens A., letter from Secretary Houston 5-6

Jones, Representative, discussion of:

Air Service, forestry work 499-502

Animal husbandry, work , 292,298,301-302,305

Barberry eradication. 411

164315—20 92
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Jones, Representative, discussion of—Continued. Page.

California vineyards 1360, 1365, 1370, 1371, 1373, 1377, 1379-1380, 1387
Chestnut-bark disease 385-386
Cooperative marketing. ' 209-1212, ] 216-1217
Citrus canker appropriations 382-383
Cut-over land for nuts 443
Dairy Division, work 267-270, 278
Department expenditures and accounting 369-370
Federal agent's work 874
Federal-aid funds for roads 1072, 1075
Kre protection of -watersheds 1298
Food investigations 668, 669
Forest

—

Products 561, 563, 567, 568, 570, 574, 580, 583-587
Protection 483-488, 491, 493
Receipts ; 528-533

Fruit experiment stations 457
Lump-sum appropriation 366
Markets bureau, organization 1114-1115
National forests, improvements 618, 619, 624-626
News service, discussion 7..: 1157-1159
Nut-growing investigations 376-377
Nursery stock 463
Part-time employees 419-420
Poison-plant investigations 405
Preservation, fruits and vegetables 1124, 1126, 1127, 1129-1130
Refrigerator cars 1126-1131
Salaries

—

Double 363-364
Forest Service 508, 510, 511, 518, 520

State cooperation in marketing 1207-1210, 1216
Statutory roll 363-364, 1114^1116
Telegraph-line mileage rates 1159
Title changes. 372, 373
Tuberculosis eradication 209, 213, 219, 224^231, 234-245, 253
Weather Bureau work. 81-82, 86-88, 92-99, 109-115, 120, 131-134, 138-141, 147, 149
White-pine blister rust 387

Justice, Department, cooperative work of Chemistry Bureau 651, 653

Kansas, county a,gents, number and work 953
Kellerman, Karl L., statement as associate chief. Plant Industry Bureau 378-

384, 409-419, 421-424
Kelp:

Char, production as by-product of potast plant, value 730
Potash

—

And by-products, production and returns, estimates 732-734
Content 730-731, 735
Industry, discussion 728-737
Plant, by-products, nature and value 730
Plant, experimental, output, products and profits 730-331

Plant, operation, cost and profits 730-731
Supply, growth, habitat, etc 735-737

Kemper, Edward C, statement for American Institute of Architects 577-579

Kentucky, extension work, funds and projects, etc 964, 971

Kiernah, J. A., statements as Chief of Tuberculosis Eradication Division 219-226
Elite maker. Weather Bureau, compensation 93, 95
Kites, observations of upper air 130, 147, 149

Knapp, Bradford:
Statement on extension work. South 949-951, 956-958, 961-971

Report, extension work, South, January 12, 1920 969-971

Seaman A., founder of extension work in South, notes 961, 962
Kodiak Experiment Station, live stock, silos, etc 1026

Labor:
Farm

—

Scarcity and high prices J040, 1041, 1048, 1049
Studies proposed 211

Household, energy expenditure, measurement 1009-1010
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Labor-saving: Page_
Devices, need in farm homes 1054-1055
Machinery, Publications Division, report on 1417

Liaboiatories:

Chemical, work for Army and Navy, e,tc. ^ 652-655
Fruit-insect studies, location and work. 741-748

Laboratdiy:
Forest products-

Box toting work, apparatus, etc. : 573-577
Commendations of lumber producers, etc : 557-589
Cooperation with wood usefrs 561, 573, 581-579
Investigations '....' 581-589

Home economics office IOI6
Supplies, instruments, and equipment. Forest Service 557

Lamb liver, edibility, studies. ."

1007
Laminated wood, researches by Forest Products Labors^tpry ; . . . 584, 586, 587
Land:

Classification^
And entry surveys. Forest Service, report on 1409
National forests, surveys, exchanges, etc. 546-551

Economies, study proposed ; 42
Policies, studies, plan of work 71-72
Tenure, studies, plan of work 68-69
Values, studies, work. 69-71

Lands:
Agricultural

—

Classification, report on 1412
Elimination from national forests 550-551

Forest, purchase under the Weeks Act 1328-1329
National forests, surveys and exchanges. 1 546-551
Public, free grazing. ....:.... 606, 608-611

Langw9rthy, Dr. C. P., statement as chief of "Home Economics" 1005-1017
Lannen, Thomas E. , statement on grape growing in California 1386-1387
Lanoline, recovery from wool-scouring waste. 701
Lantern slides for Farmers' Institute lectures 1018
Law:

Eriforcemeiit, employees' protection, provisions. 15
Federal, for protection of wardens and others . 798-799

Laws, eggcandliig .'. 678
Lea, Representative, statement on California grape industry 1368-1373
Leather:

Investigations 702-705
Production investigations 703-705

Leave:
Absence, field employees and insular-stat'ons employees 15
Cumulative, for employees in insular possessions 1351, 1431
Field employees .' 1350-1351
Increase to employees of Forest Service 1345

Lee, Representative, discussion of:

Agricultural commissioner in England 1146, 1148, 1149
Air Service : 494, 499
Alaska stations 1026, 102&
Animal Industry Bureau, work 158, 167, 259-273, 325, 344, 359'

Barberry eradication. . ; 417
Black rust of oats 423
Bulb importations and distribution 450-451
Eg^ investigations , . . : ; 680
Estimates to speculators, not to farmer 867
Extension work in South 963, 968
Farmers' Institute work 1018
Forest products 561-568, 577, 580
Franking privilege for county agents : 888
Fruitgrowing 453
Fur-bearing animal transfer 786 ,

Guam experiment station 1029, 1030
Home economics 1014

Livestock.....'. 1146,1148-1149
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Lee, Representative, discuasion of—Continued. ' Page.

Migratory bird work 799
Mr. Knapp's work in South 961, 968
National forests, receipts 526, 527, 531
Niu^ery products •. 912

Nut growing 431
Pecan growing 434, 436
Plant diseases 373, 386
Potash investigations 401
Reindeer 782, 783
Roads Bureau work.. 1082, 1089, 1104
Rodent pests -. 789, 794
Salaries, Forest Service - 508
Seedlings, diseased, importations 404
Sudan grass, adulteration 408
Sugar cane 1021

Sweet potato by-product utilization 1392

Sweet potato introduction, etc 1022, 1023, 1025

Tea inspection 664

Tobacco seed 425, 426

Weather, effect on wheat crop 884

Wheat price guaranty . . . . ; 881
Wolf eradication in Texas 771

Lemon oil, by-product from citrus fruits 687,\689

Lemons, cull, by-products utilization 687-691

Lesher, Representative, discussion of:

Animal Industry Bureau, work 168,270
Checking accounts 22

Closing of heating plant 28

Cost of production work .-. 48-49

Com borer .' 755
Dye investigation 693
Firemen, force and work 28

Forest products 562, 563, 584
Lump-sum roll 365
Plant quarantine law 757
Salaries, Forest Service 514

Tree diseases, investigations 377
Weather Bureau work „ 84-85, 89, 96

Libraries, branch, location and employees 918-920
appropriations, 1921, comparisons 1396

Statutory salaries and expenses, report on 1419

Work, etc 913-920

Licenses, cotton warehouse, insurance, etc. , discussion. 1264-1261
Life zones, mapping, etc 796

Lightning, cause of forest fires i - . . 484—485
Lithographer, salary 100
I/ittlepage, Thomas P., statement on nut growing 439-441

Live stock:
Associations, cooperation with Forest Service 546

Demonstration work and results, Louisiana, results 1307, 1308-1310

Demonstration work. South and West, report on 1428-1429

Production, cane and cotton districts, discussion 1299-1310

Raising, experiments in semiarid and irrigated districts of West 1310-1313

Exchange, Chicago, statements of officials 177-199, 206-207

Exchanges, methods 948-949

Export, supervision work. .- 158

Exportation from United States to South America 1138-1151

Industry, Brazil, field for cooperation of Department 1147-1150

Interstate transportation, supervision work 155-156

Losses by predatory animals 794-795

Market price quotation reports .' 1176-1188

Poisoning by plants, studies and work 334

Production, experiments, 1921 appropriations, Report on 1396

Production in Great Plains, work 289-293

Reporting service improvement, estimate 4
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Living costs: Page.

Alaska, discussion
Effect on work of experiment stations 1036-1037, 1039

Livingston, George, statement as Acting Chief, Markets Bureau 1113-
1119, 1134, 1188-1197, 1223-1227, 1244-1263

Loans, cotton, practices 1272-1276
Locomotives, cause of forest fires 486
Logging camps, fire Weather wamings 138
Louisiana:

Extension work, funds, and projects, etc 964, 971
Iberia live-stock farm, building and equipment 1306-1307
Live-stock experiments, sale of products 1299, 1307

Lumber:
Manufacture importance as industry 565-567
Prices, increase, causes 561-565, 567-570
Production, 1919 565-571

Lumbering, cost, various sections. 567-569, 571
Lumber-producing associations federation, membership 558
Lump fund:

Chemistry Bureau, activities under 709
Forest Service projects, activities, and expenses 630-633
Horticultural Board, activities 1291
losecticide Board, activities 1296
Plant Industry Bureau, appropriations, 1920, estimates, 1921, etc 479-482
Proposed changes for 1921 7, 9-ii
Roads Bureau, activities under 1111
States Relations Service, activities, table 1033
Substitution for statutory roll 637-650
Transfer to statutory roll 504-521, 925-930, 973, 981, 982, 1004, 1015, 1281-1282
Weather Bureau, mhitations 110-111

Lumpsum:
Advantages in Government work, discussion 159-108, 174-176
Items, Weather Bureau, 1920, and estimate, 1921 151

MacDonald, Thomas H., statement as chief. Bureau of Public Roads 1063,

1086, 1088-1093, 1097, 1098, 1101-1102, 1108, 1112
Mail-routes, aviation, aid of Weather Bureau forecasts 133-134
Maine, appropriation for forest protection 554
Mammals, food habits investigation, remarks 786
Mann, C. W,, statement:

Aspomologist, Markets Bureau '..
» 1129, 1138

On refrigerator cars '. 1126
Manure, spread of pbtato wart disease. 1288-1289
Marine meteorological work.

.

..... 143-146
Market:

Inspection, perishab)le food products 1195-1197
News

—

Leaaed-wire service 1154-1163

Leased-wire service, need by California fruit growers 1151-1154

Reports, telegrams from Los Angeles, Calif 1152-1154

Service, relation to income takes 1169-1170

Service, report on '.'. 1424

Service, work 1154-1170

Stations, fruits and vegetables, location and need 1163-1164

Marketing:

Cooperative associations, work 946-951

Cooperative work - 948

Cotton

—

Value and use of cotton standard sets 1242-1244

Work of Markets Bureau. 1239-1244

Pood products, etc 1189-1192

Markets:

Bureau

—

Appropriations, 1921, comparisons ,- 1396

Appropriations recommended, and proposed uses 1113-1119

Estimates and changes in wording.,. 8,11,14

Inspection service, extension and use of fees 1198, 1201

Messenger force, salaries, etc 1118-1119

News and inspection services, changes 5
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Market—Continued.
Bureau—Continued. Page.

Statutory roll, transfers, increases, etc 111^1119
Statutory salaries and expenses, report on 1423-1425
Work, statement of Acting Chief. 1113-1119, 1188-1197, 1223-1227, 1244-1263

Bureaus, State, number, development and methods. ; .. 1206-1208
Cotton, relation to grading under futures act , 1234-1237
Inspection service, restrictions, fees, and court cases 1197-1201

Marlatt, C. L., statement as:

Assistant Chief Entomologv Biu-eau 764-768
Chairman, Federal Horticultural Board 1281-1291, 1314-1328

Marshall, Herbert C, statement as Assistant Chief, Markets Bureau 1123-1129
Marvin, Charles F., statement as Chief of Weather Bureau 77-83, 85-151
Maryland, extension work, funds, and projects, etc 964, 971
Massachusetts:

Appropriation for forest protection 554
Corn borer introduction 1035
Gipsy moth control work 1322

Mast, hog feeding, results 949-951
McCormick, E. B.:

Dust treatment for boll -weevil 1069
Statement as Chief; Rural Engineering Division, Eoads Bureau 1103-1108

McCrory, S. H.-, statement as Chief, Drainage Investigation, Roads Bureau. 1098-1102
McKinley, Representative, discussion of:

Agriculture Institute, Rome, Italy ; . . .v 866-867
Animal Husbandry work ; 286, 293, 305. 327
Cotton futiu-es act 1228, 1231
County agents 954-956, 1055
County agents' estimates "J '868, 870
Crop estimates, estimates reliability 867

Information source 860, 862
Extension work. : 960
Food value of nuts 436-437, 439
Forest fires. 552-555
Forest products 561, 564, 577, 581, 583
Government investments in California 1370, 1371-1372
Lands exchange 547
Leather production 704, 705
Marketing inspection '. 375
Ninsery Association members 911
Pecan grafting .-. 440
Road building cost 1057
Salaries :. 640,641,643,645,649,652,653.
Soils adaptable to pecans. 443

Tea inspection. , 660, 661, 662, 664

McLaughlin, Representative, Michigan, discussion of

—

Accounts checking 21

Administrative work of department 18-22, 25

Agricultural publications 1019

Air Service 495-501

Alaska stations 1026-1028

Alfalfa weevil 748-749

Animal diseases, work 327, 330-335, 339, 343-354

Animal husbandry, work 28^-291, 297-303, 315-323

Antitoxins control 1295

Questions of automobiles 31

Automobile hire. Forest Service 1330

Barberry eradication 414, 416, 418, 419

Bollworm control 759-760

Buildings on national forests ; 522-523

Buildings on State land 1301

California grape growers 1387

California vineyard equipment 1359

Car refrigeration 1129

Chestnut diseases 385

Citrus canker 379-381, 384
niiih wnrt 982. 987
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McLaughlin, Representative, Michigan, discussion of—Continued. Page.

coIS,n°Siicaiion:::;;;;.:::::::::::::::::::::::-:
7«>-v52, 753, 755-759

Cotton futures act 1032 1237
Cotton marketing ^0An t>aa
Cotton standards— • ^^*"-^-^**

Cost....... 1240-1241
Investigations 1202-1203

Cotton warehousing work 1265^1268 1274^1275
County agents 934, 939, 940, 953, 954, 955, 959V960,'976-979,"987, 991, 992, 999, 1000
Creamery bookkeeping 1221
Dairy Division, work -......'.'.". '.'264^270,' 274-278
Dairy-product reports Ugg
Demonstration farms and work 945 947 943 952
Egg investigations ][][[[.[..

'

669,' 678,' 680
Employees' salaries, transfer from lump sum III7
Extension work ; . . . 1045-1646, 1654, 1055
Extension work and of wheat production 1042
Extension work. South 963, 965, 967
Farm management work 1115
Federal-aid road work 1068
Fertilizer sources and production 720-725, 735-736
Fertilizer studies 396, 399
Fire protection of watersheds 1298
Firemen's duties 370
Food and drug products, investigations 681, 683, 684, 685
Food digestion studies...'. -. 1008, 1009
Food inspection 668, 669
Forest fires 552-555
Forest insects '. 555-557
Forest lands purchase 1328-1329
Forest products 571, 576, 577, 581
Forest protection 491, 492
Forest Service 612-613
Fruil/tree seedlings 457-460,463
Funds to colleges and experiment stations i 931, 932
Gypsy-moth control 1322
Grain warehouse inspectors 1265-1268, 1274, 1275
Grain-standards act enforcement 1245-1250, 1255

Grape varieties in California 1373

Grazing.... : 542,598-604

Guam experiment station 1028, 1030, 1031

Hay investigations ., 1195

Home economics 1013, 1015-1016

Horticultural board, statutory roll 1282, 1283

Japanese beetle - 745-748

Kelp-potash production - 735-736

Labor on farm 1048

Labor on road building - -

'''K4iV"'^KcI
Lands exchanee 547-551

Leased-'wire n^rket reports 1151-1153, 1158, 1160, 1170, 1178, 1182, 1187

Lever funds 988,991

Library estiniato:::::::::::::: 913,916,917,918,919

Live-stock marketing iaaltn
Lump-sum roll

1117

^£li^SS:;;;:;;.-;:::::::::::::::::::::::::-ii95:ii96:ii9™
Market law -violations - - -. ||' ?• j|'*

Market news service for Califorma fruit growers
980

Mechanical shops. 796-799
Migratory-bird work - • - „„„ „„„

^T^'ip/Lr^""'""* :::::::::::::-S26-534;K9
Na-tional forests

405-406
Nematodes. .

,

- q-e-

Northern extension work --
"^gj "438 442,-443:446, 448

Nutgrowmg -.
'

11041101;
Peanut investigations ^ is»^-ii»3
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McLaughlin, Representative, Michigan, discussion of—Continued. PaB«.

Pecan insect control : - ;.,740, T42-744
Pink boll-worm control. 1314, 1316-1321, 1324, 1326, 1327
Plant quarantine work 1285-1290
Potash 399, 400
Preservation of fruits and vegetables 1129
Public lands 606-611
Publications division. 801-820
Range improvement. 590-597
Reindeer 781, 783
Road building and farm labor : 1049, 1050
Roads Bureau Work 1068, 1071-1074
Rodent pests. 787, 789-795
Salaries 638,639,640,644,654
Salaries, Forest Service 506-519
Salaries, Soils Bureau 711-715
Scabies eradication Work 154-155, 158-159
Screw-worm control 770-771
Seed testing 406^08
Silage in South 1299
Silk testing . . . : ; 1011
Soil bacteriology, etc ; 396
Specialists in extension work 1000-1003
Statutory roll. States Relation 926-928, 930
Statutory-roll transfers 365, 367
Stock-yard licenses : 1116
Sugar cane 1 1021

Sweet-potato weevil 760-761

Tea inspection 659-661, 665, 666
Transfers to statutory roll. ..'. 1004

Transportation, storage, etc 1190-1195
Traveling expenses of employees 1342-1343
Tuberculosis eradication 180-181, 184, 197-206, 218-219, 227-232, 244, 247-254

Vegetable marketing cooperation 394
Virgin Islands, cotton, extension work, etc 1022-1024

Viticultural Work 1352-1356
War Department land purchase : 370
Weather Bureau.. 82-84, 93, 97-98, 102-108, 121-124, 128-131, 136-139, 142, 144-145

Wheat guaranty act .' 1115
Wheat scab .- 410
Wheat weevils 762-764

White-pine blister rust 387-390
McLaughlin (Nebr.), Representative:

Appropriation reduction, what branch 872

Army cars. 35

Market-report distribution ; 1216

Rural engineering work 1102-1104

Utilization of citrus by-products
,

691

Wheat blight in Nebraska 411

Meat:
Alaska scarcity, remarks 784

Inspection^

—

Changes in wording 12

Equine, omission, report explanation 1404

Report on 403-404

Work of department 345-349, 352

Meats, price quotations, reports 1176-1188

Merritt, Mr., State funds under the Smith-Lever Act ., 988

Messenger boys. Markets Bureau force, salaries, etc : . 1118-1119

Meteorological work of Army, cooperation of Weather Bureau 78,

128,129,130,136,137
Meteorologists, salaries 93-95, 99, 112-117

Mexico:
Border quarantine. ....*. 1320, 1323-1326

Pink bollworm introduction from Egypt, location, and spread 1315-1327
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Michigan: Page.
Appropriation for forest protection. '.. 554
Potato growing and liiarketing, demonstrations ..\\.\.\[.\. 947-948
Potato marketing associations I215
Reforestation work 620

Middlemen, relation to Markets Bureau activities 1221
Migratory-bird treaty:

Enforcement 796-798
Enforcement, report on. 1415

Migratory game. (See Game, migratory.)
Military Aeronautics, Director, cooperation with Weather Bureau 133
Milk:

Powder, nature, production and work of Dairy Division 277
Sugar, work of Dairy Division, discussion, etc 276-278

Millers, cooperation with Chemistry Bureau and Mines Bureau for control of
dust explosions I333

Mills-
Dust explosions, preventive methods 133&-1337
Portable, prices of sawing lumber 563-564

Minam National Forest, change in wording 12
Mineral claims on national forests, relation to grazing 598-601
Mines Bureau, cooperation with chemistry and millers in control of dust explo-

sions
'.

1333
Minnesota appropriation for forest protection 554
Miscellaneous expenses: •

Department of Agriculture, 1921 appropriations, comparisons 1396
Hearings 920-923

Miscellaneous forest investigations, Forest Service, report on 1409
Miso, use in cookery, studies .-. 1007
Mississippi, extension work, funds and projects, etc 964, 971
Missouri, attorney general, violation of game law 798
Mitchell, George B., tea examiner. Treasury Department statement 658-667
Mohler, John R., statement as chief. Animal Industry Bureau 153-

165, 175, 192-197, 200-206, 248-264, 3?4-360
Montana, Huntly station, dairying and live-stock production 1311-1312, 1313
Monterey National Forest, change in wording 12
Moon, J. Edward, statement on nursery conditions 909-912
Morgan horse, breeding work of department 322-324
Momll, Mr., discussion of cotton warehousing work 1275
Morris, Robert T., sta^ment on nut growing 432-439
Moths, spread prevention, report on 1415
Mation pictures:

Activities, transfer to Publications Division ' 801-803, 813

Work 841

Work, Publications Division 802-809

Motor vehicles:

Mileage rates, report on 1430

Purchase - - 1350

Mount Weather, sale authorization 11, 146-149

Muflcilage, utilization of sweet potato by-product 1390

Mules, raising in Lovusiana, demonstration work 1307, 1308, 1309

Munn, M. D., statement as president of American Jersey Cattle Club 212-214

Murph, Daniel S., specialist, marketing cotton 1201-1205, 1227-1244, 1263-1277

National Forests. -See Forests, National.

Naval stores, grading, weighing, handling, and transportation 699

Navigation, cooperation of Weather Bureau 78, 119, 120

Navy:
Cooperation

—

•

Of Chemistry Bureau 651-654

Of Weather Bureau 134,135,136,137,143,145

With Forest Service 571, 581, 585, 586, 587

Secretary, letter to Chief of the Weather Bureau 134

Negro schools, cooperative work of States Relations Service 1019

Negroes:
Benefits of extension work in South 963

Extension agents and women demonstrators ;„„
°™

Nellis J 0., statement for National Association of Box Manufacturers 572-577

Nelson, E. W., statement as Chief of Biological Survey '. 775-800

Nematode, sugar-beet, control investigation 427-428
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Page,

Nematodes, plant-infecting, investigations , 405-406
New and rare seed, forage-crop investigations, report on 1406
New Hampshire, appropriation for forest protection 554
New Jersey, appropriation for forest protection 554
New Mexico, benefits in 1919 from national forests 1397
New York:

Appropriation for forest protection ;. . . 554
Corn borer introduction . ^ 1035
Port, need of plant inspectors 1286
State forestry officials, salaries 510-511

Nitrates, sources of supply, and work of Soils Bureau 716-720
Nitrogen, fixation from atmosphere, work of Soils Bureau 716-719
Nixon, Mr., discussion of cotton standards 1264-1268, 1271-1275
North Carolina, extension work, funds and projects, etc 964, 971
Northern States and West, extension work •: 933

944-949, 951-953, 958-961, 975-993, 997-1002
Nurseries, forest, and tree planting cost , 612-613
Nursery:

Forest, Michigan National Forest 629
Industry, statement by American Association president 909-912
Investigations, report on. 1406
Stock, propagation investigations 452-468

Nuts:
Foof value, investigations 433-434
Pecans, almonds, walnuts, etc., Soil adaptability 430-450
Production industry, statement by Represeiitative Raker 1382-1386

Oaths administration, authority, change of wording 14
Oats, acreage and pfodiiction, in South, increase 970
Observers:

Voluntary, number, etc 104, 141-143
Weather, payment for observations 141-143

Oil, coconut, composition and value 682, 685-686
Oils:

Rancid, refining 685
Vegetable, digestibility, studies 1007

Oklahoma, extension work, funds and projects, etc 964, 971
Oleomargarine, comparison with butter , 684-685
Oranges, cull^ by-products utilization 687-691
Orchard fruits, disease investigations 375-387
Ore cars from Mexico, disinfection .". 1325
Oregon:

Appropriation for forest protection .• 553
Aviation fields for fire-patrol work 494, 499
Lumber resources 571

Ormsby , A. A. , statements on work of office of exhibits 844-850
Osborne, Representative, statement on:

California vineyard purchase 1380-1382
Need of market news reports for California shippers 1151-1154

Oysters, fish, etc., investigations, report on 1411

Packages, egg, improvement, need of uniformity, etc 676-677
Packer hides, comparison with country hides -. 704-705

Paper:
Companies, reforestation work 617

Making, sources, development ; 559, 567

Pasture investigations, southern coastal plains 475-476

Patents, Government, difficulties 692, 694

Patrols, fire, work of Air Service 493-504
Patterson, J. M., statement on nut growing 432, 441-443

Payette National Forest, increase in expenses, estimate and details 524-527

Peanut flour, food value 683
Peanuts:

Growing in South, value and uses 968

Hog feeding, results 949-951, 968
Prices, etc., data distribution, etc 1192-1195

Pearson, Dr. R. A., representing Land Grant College Association 1033-1046
Pecan:

Insect-control work 742-743, 744
Insects, investigation.-. ; . . . 376
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Pecans: Pagg
Production and annual value , 439 442
Soil adaptability, etc .'...:; '430-431," 434^437, 439-450

Pec^, Jb
.
W., statements on cost-of-produetion work 50-51 54^55 58-59

Pecos Valley, Tex., pink boUworm control work 1317-1320 1323
Penitentiary, Louisiana, transfer of use of lands to Agriculture Department. 1302^1304
Pennington, Mary E., resignation from Chemistry Bureau, salary, etc.. 636 669 671
Pennsylvania: '

'

Corn borer introduction >_ 1035
Potato wart disease extermination work 1287-1288

Periodicals, purchase for library 915-916
Permits:

Grazing 537, 597, 598, 599, 601, 602-605, 607-608
Special-use, national forests 538-539

Pettis, Mr., New.Yorlc State Forester, salary 510-511
Phosphate fertilizer investigations 720-722
Piotographic

:

. .

Dyes, work of Chemistry Bureau 693
E'quipment, Publications Division, new language, report on 1418

Photoprints,. lantern slides, etc., sales, receipts by department in 1919 1398
Phthalein dyes investigations 692
Phylloxera, resistant grape stock 1354
Pie crust preparation, -studies 1005, 1015
Pigeons, carrier, use bjr fire patrols, national forests 494, 495, 501-502
P^ments in food, relation to vitamines, study 1053
Plant:

Diseases, investigations and appropriations 373-375
Industry Bureau

—

Appropriations, 1921, comparisons 1396
Cooperation with States Kelations Service 995
Estimates and changes in phraseology 8, 9, 12
Lump-fund activities, 1920, 1921 479-482
Statements of chief and others 361-482, 1352-1357
Statutory salaries and expenses, report on 1404r-1406

Quarantine-^
Act enforcement, report on 1426
District of Columbia, new language, report on 1427-1428

Quarantines, enforcement 1282-1284, 1291
Plant-dust explosions and fires:

Appropriations, 1921, comparisons 1396
Investigations and control work 1333-1S39

Plant-introduction farms, acquisition by purchase or gift 469-471
Plants:

Foreign, introduction and investigations 469-475
Nutrition investigations - 395-403
Yielding drugs, spices, poisons, etc., investigation, testing, etc 404^405

Poisonous planfa investigations, report on 1405
Pomological investigations, report on. ' 1406
Pork, soft:

Cooking quality studies - 1007

Studies and work of Animal Industry Bureau 314-317, 321

Porto Rico Experiment Station:

Estimate ^ 1033

Work, results 1027

Ports:

Inspection of plants, employees, etc 1283-1286

Southern, need of plant-inspection work 1286

Post Oflice Department, cooperative work of Chemistry Bureau 651, 653

Posters, use and value in agricultural work, cost, etc 816-820

Potash:
Borax extraction, process

o,
^^

Deposits, borax content, discussion 722-725

Investigations, report on 1412

Kelp, statement of receipts in Soils Bureau experiments 1413

Prices, and cost of production from kelp 730-731

Kelp, production, cost, and jirofits 730-731

Recovery from wool-scouring waste 701-702

Sources, investigations 722-725, 728-737

=' Situation, discussion 729-731
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Potato: Pag».

Diseases, investigation 388-396
Growers, benefits from market news service 1167-1169
Wart-

Disease, nature, spread, and control 1287-1289
Eradication, report on 1426

Potatoes:
Acreage and production in South, increase 970
Growing and standardization , demonstration work 947
Marketing associations in Michigan , 1215
Marketing, cooperative 948
Wart-resistant varieties 1287

Potter, A. P., statement as Associate Forester 541-546
Poultry:

Eggs, etc., investigations, report on 1411
'^-Investigations, Chemistry Bureau 669

- Products, data collection, etc ., 1188, 1189
Precooling, fruit, methods, cost, etc 1129-1138
Pr^atory animals, destruction 786, 794-795
Price-quotation service, cottoa marketing, work 1239-1240

Cotton, investigations .by Markets Bureau ..^ 1229
iij Farm products, discussion 1^0-1041

Livestock and meats, at stockyards, reports TO6-1188
Relation to cooperative marketing 12L2-1213
Road-building, increase 1056-1057

Printers, Weather Bureau, salaries 93, 94
Printing: "^

Meat inspection, report on change in law 1403-1404

Work, Weather Bureau increase, items 106

Property, department, sales receipts of department in 1919 1399

Public buildings:
Comiiiission, space allotment to department 921-923

Construction, uniform standards 579
Publication work 841-842

Publications:
' Congressional distribution, allotments, etc i 826-828

Distribution by Division of Publications, practices 826-828

Division

—

1921 appropriations, comparisons. . 1396
Consolidation of work and transfers 17-19

Estimates and changes in wording 8, 10, 13

Increases recommended, discussion, etc 810-818

Statements of chief and others 801-854

Statutory salaries and expenses, report on 1416-1418

Work, scope and ma^pitude 802-803

Preparation, work of Publications Division 802-806

Smith-Lever fund limitation , 932, 940, 941

Trading by Congressmen, practices 827

Publicity work, Home Economics office 1006-1007, 1016

Pulp-wood supply investigation 614-615

Pumell, Representative, discussion of

:

Animal-
Diseases work 349-350 '

Husbandry, work 316

Appropriation for nut growing .' 439

Citrus by-products utilization 688, 689

Digestibility of nuts 437

Dust treatment for boll weevil 1069

European corn borer 754

Extension work and return of service men to farms 1041-1042

Food value of various nuts, etc 434, 436

Forest insects -. 655

Guam experiment station 1030

Leather industry 707

Library estimates '918, 919, 920

Photographer 363

State cooperation in marketing 1207-1208; 1211-1213

State crop estimation 865
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Pumell, Representative, discusaion of—Continued. Page.
Teachers in Alaska 1^029
Weather Bureau work [_/_ ! 124-127 130-132

Pyrethrum powder, adulteration, testing ]!.!!!!!!!!.... '.
. 1292

Quaintance, Dt. A. L., statement on deciduous fruit insect investigations. . 741-748
Quarantine:

Plant, District of Columbia, new language, report on 1427-1428 .

Stations, Mexican border 1320, 1323-1326
Quarantines, plant, enforcement 1282-1284, 1291

Rabies:
Number of persons in danger 796
Spread by predatory animals 794, 796

Rabbit meat, digestibility, studies 1009
Eainey, Representative, discussion of:

Animal Industry Bureau work
California vineyards 1377

Raker, Representative, statement on nut industry 1382-1386

Improvement 596, 597
Investigations-

Forest Service, report on 1409
Protection and improvements 589-598

Management, grazing permits, etc 541-646
Ranger stations, additional land 629
Rangers, forest, qualifications, work, and salaries 506-507, 509-521, 524
Ranges, reseeding 593-594, 597
Rattooning sugar cane, Virgin Islands 1021
Hawl, B-. H., statement as Chief of Dairy Division, Bureau of Animal Industry 264-281

Forest Service

—

Activities 4
Per cent available for States, etc 528-529, 533-535, 623, 624, 627

Reclamation:.
Projects

—

Demonstrations, report on 1428
Development 478

Reclassification:

, Commission

—

Relation to forest employees 505, 519

Work in regard to Chemistry Bureau 678-675

Of salaries, commissions, work, etc 5-6

Reconnoissance of forest resources. Forest Service, report on 1409
Reese, R. M., statement as chief clerk 17-33, 920-923

Reforestation, cut-over lands 617-620

Refrigeration, eggs and poultry, needs of small packers 676-677

Reid, Edwy B., statement as chief of Publications Division. . 801-828, 832, 840-851, 854

Reindeer:
Alaska, industry under Bureau of Education 1024-1025

Appropriations, Biological Survey, new item 1416

Meat, value for food, notes 782, 784

Protection and care in Alaska 779-786

Raising, introduction into Alaska, numbers, etc 780-785

Study by Canadian Government 783-784

Rent:
District of Columbia

—

1921 appropriations, comparisons 1396

Report on.. 1419-1420

Rents, District of Columbia 921-923

Repair men, telegraph line. Weather Bureau, duties 87, 90-91

Repairs, power plant, report on 1419

Report, Agriculture, 1921 appropriations for, H. R. 12272. 1395-1431

Reporting crops and live stock, improvement of service, estimate 4

Agricultural discussion by Dr. Pearson for land-grant colleges 1036-1038

^lsSS:.'!^?~::::-v;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::-i63^io3M^^
In Mexico, pink boUworm control j^^O. 1^^7
Live-stock demonstration farms id08-ld09
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Page.

Reepiration calorimeter, use in investigations, Home Economics 1010, 1012-1013
Ricker, W. A., statement as president of Farmers' and Live Stock Dealers'

Association 236-238
Rio Grande Valley, Tex., pink boUworm control work 1317-1320
Road: _^

Building, effect on labor supply 1049-1050, 1056-1057
Federal-aiti act, a;pplication to forest rojads 623-625
Funds, Federal aid. Use by Roads Bureau 1071-1074
Materials

—

Investigations

—

Change in wording 14
New language, report on 1422-1423

TeiJing, work of Roads Bureau 1071
iProjectSj types of roads and mileage 1074-1075

Roads:
Bureau

—

1921 appropriations, comparisons. 1396
Estimates and changes in wording 8, 10, 14
Return of riioney to Treasury 1063
Statements of chief and othejp. 1063-1112
Statutory salaries and expenses, report on. 1422-1423

Construction and maintenance, national fo^rests 622-625
Cost of construction of different types 1089-1093
Federal aid-

Appropriations and expenditures by Roads Bureau 1073-1074
Cooperation of States with Roads Bureau. 1074-1088
Funds, administration. 1075-1086

Rodents, distruction methods and wo:fk 786-794
Rommel, George M., statement as chief of Animal Husbandry Division, Bu-
reau of Animal Industry 281-324

Rosin investigations 699
Round worms of hogs, studies and work, ^. 325-329'

Rubey, Representative, discussion of:

Alfajfa weevil 748
Animal

—

, Diseases, work 327, 339, 346-347

Husbandry, work.. ,...,..,....-... , 308,316
Appoiatments, changes, etc. , Publications Division . 805-809, 813-816, 824^827, 854
Barberry eradication 417
California vineyard locations. , . ._. ^. 1361
Cereal and forage crop insects 747
Citrus canker 383.

County agents' qualifications 871-874, 1057
Currant-worm control 744
Dairy Division, work... ,..,..,.,, , 270, 275-^276

Disposal of wine-producing grape iand^ 1364, 1365
Employees

—

Dismissal 163-164

Transfer 27-28

Fertilizera 400

Firemen's employment.. , , 25, 27

Forest-
Insects , 557

Products. .,,...., 564, 571

Service employees 621

Fruit disease discovery 377

Fruit-experiment stations... . ,,..... , 453-454, 457-458, 463

Grazing., ,.,..., , . . , , . r - 601

Hessian-fly.control ,.,..,....,,,.. 1045
Infested trees and plants. . , 757

Lump-fund salaries - 368, 370, 371

Lump-sum appropriations 173

Missouri' crop estimates, source 865-866

Photographer, designation change 363, 364
Preservation,of fruits and vegetables 1131-1132
Printing Committee hearings 898

Public lands 609

Range improvement 594

Refrigerator cars 1131
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Ruby, Representative, discussion of—Continued. Page"
Rent in the District of Columbia 922 923
Roads Bureau work .'. ;; 'iosi^ioss, 1104
balaries..... 512-518,638,642
btate experiment stations 4g3
Statutory salaries ..!...!..!!! 364-366
Shipping of fruit in refrigerator cars 1131-1132
State cooperation in marketing 1205 1210 1212
Sweet-potato weevil []_

'
' ygo

Tobacco production and handling 424-425
Tuberculosis eradicatio'n, work ....[.[[[[[ 252-253
Weather Bureau work 92, 166^102, 106, 112, 114, 133
Wheat smut and " take all " diseases 424
Yearbook to crop reporters 896-897

Rural:
Engineering, change in wording 14
Organization, transfer to farm management office. 1115

Russell, Dr. W. E., statement on extension work and research 1050-1060

Saccharine case under food and drugs act 698-699
Salaries:

Agriculture Department, comparison with other departments, 908-909
Chemistry Bureau, discussion 635-655, 669-672
Forest Service, transfer from statutory to lump sum 504-521
Insecticide Board

_. 1293
Insular experiment stations : 1057, 1028
Library, dtfcussion .-. 914, 915, 917, 918
Low scale

—

Proposed readjustment in Publications Division 833-840
Publications Diviston, discussion; 829-833

Payment from moneys appropriated for other purposes, discussion 712-715
Plant Industry Bureau, discussion ; 362-373
Reclassification Commission, work, «tc........... 5-6
Reclassification, statement on commission 168-173
States Relations Service : . . ; 926-931, 935

,

978-982, 985, 986, 991-993, 1032, 1055, 1059, 1060
Tea inspection service 660, 662, 666, 667
Weather Bureau employees, discussion 79-80, 93-100, 111-117, 123

Salmon, canning, on Yukon River 776-777
Samples:

Examination by Chemistry Bureau for other departments 651, 652
Insecticides, collection for testing. .• 1294-1296

Scabies, eradication work with cattle and horses 154-155
Schnatterbeck, Chas. C, statement for American Wood Preservers' Associa-
tion 579-581

Schools, agricultural, cooperation of States Relations Service 1019-1020
Scientists:

Research work, discussions 993-997, 1036-1038, 1052-1054
Salaries, increase .- 645-646

Seal meat, digestibility, studies 1008

Seed:

And plant introduction, change in wording.-. 12

Tree, purchase for reseeding national forests— 611-613

And plants, foreign, introduction and investigations 469-475

Commercial, testing, selection, etc 406-409

Congressional distribution, ].918-19, list 471-475

Forage crop, Congressional distribution, 1918-19 471-475

New and rare, purchase, saparation from forage crop investigations 12

Purchase, testing, etc • 471-475

Sales to farmers, receipts of department in 1919 1399

Valuable report on distribution 1407

Semiarid districts, Western States, dairying and live-stock, experiments. .
1310-1313

Settlers, National Forests, special privileges 534, 539-540, 602-605, 608

Sbeep:
Dipping for scabies, supervision work 156

Grazing—
Benefit to forest lands - - 630

National Forests, number, rates, and permits 536-538, 541, 546, 602

Handling, investigations ^ 590-592

Husbandry, studies and work of Animal Husbandry Division 304-312
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Page.

Sherman, E. A., statement as assiBtant forester 598-601
Sherman, Wells A., statement as specia,list, Fruit and Vegetable Division, Mar-

kets Bureau 1155-1170, 1197-1201
Shipping:

Benefit of storm warnings 119, 120
Eggs, packing demonstrations 676-677

Ships:
Cargoes infested with plant insects, dangers , 1284-1285
Inspection and fumigation for plant pests- 1284-1285
Reports to Weather Bureau 143-145

Shoemaker, S. M., statement as representative of American Guernsey Associa-
tion 209-212

Shooting, spring, abandoned by sportsmen 797
Silage:

Crops, experimental use, Louisiana 1300, 1309
Experiments, Louisiana. ^ 1300

Silk, testing for purity 1011
Silo construction and use, demonstration work, Louisiana 1299-3000
Silos, Kodiak Station, Alaska

_
1026

Silvicultural investigations. Forest Service, report on 1409
Sioux National Forest, change in wording 12

Sirup:
Investigations, duplication by Bureau of Standards 705-706

Investigations, report on 1411

Maniifacture, investigations 695-697

Sweet potato 696
Table, manufacture 426-427

Skinner, W. E., letter to chairman 848-849
Skinning animals, handling of hide .« 704-705
Skins:

Importations, supervision work 157

Muskrat, mink, and coyote 795
Smith, Clarence B., statements on Extension Work, North and West 947-949,

951-963, 958, 961, 975-993, 997-1002
Smith, Howard R,, Commissioner Chicago Live Stock Exchange, presentation

of hearings on tuberculosis work , 176-191, 206-219, 246

Smith, Representative, discussion of Animal Husbandry work 306-309

Smith-Lever:
Act, funds administration 931-941, 965, 969, 973-993

Appropriation funds, report on. 1421
Appropriation, supplementary, increase 1062
Funds

—

Federal and State, increase 983

_
State and Federal. 1054-1059, 1061

Soda, nitrate, sales of department to farmers in 1919, receipts 1399

Soil:

Bacteriology investigations 395-403

Chemical mvestigations, report on 1412

Physical investigations, salaries of employees, discussion, etc 711-716

Survey

—

Investigations, report on 1412

Work, cooperation yith States, discussion 725-728

Treatment for potato wart disease 1288

Soil-fertility investigations, report on 1405

Soils:

Appropriations, 1921, comparisons 1396

Bureau

—

Hearings 711-737

Statutory salaries and expenses, report on 1412-1413

Southern States, reforestation work 618

Southern timberlands, quality 617

South America, exportation of North American cattle to 1138-1151

South Carolina:

Extension work, funds, and prfljects,, etc 964, 971

Farm demonstration work 1060-1062

South, cattle industry, improvement. , , 1150-1151

South Dakota:
Ardmore station, dairjdng and live-stock production 1311, 1312, 1313

Newell Station, live-stock production experiments , 1312-1313
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Page.
Southern States, extension work 949-951, 956-958, 961-972, 1060-1062
Specialist, farmers' institute, work 1017-1018
Specialists, extension, work 938 940

941, 942, 944, 962, 975-978, 984^990, 1000-1003, 1044, 1057-1058
Spruce, permits to War Department 53I
Standards, Bureau:

Chemical work 652-655
Work on agricultural materials 702, 705-709

Starch:
mill, dust explosion, investigations, results 1335
Raw, digestibility studies 1008
Sweet potato as source - 696

States:

Contribution to funds for extension work 934,
942, 945, 954-956, 978, 982, 983, 987, 988

Cooperption with Forest Service in watershed protection 1297-1298
Funds—

For county agents 1054-1055, 1058, 1059
For specialists 1001

Grazing permits '.^. 600, 6OI
Per cent of forest receipts 623, 624, 627-628
Reforestation work. 617-620
Relations Service

—

,

•
-

Activities under lump fund. ;. 1033
Administiative expensfe's 1031-1034
Appropriations, 1921, comparisons.

.

'. 1396
Estimates and changes in wording 8, 10, 14
Hearings 925-1062
Statutory salaries and expenses, report on 1420-1422

. Roads and schools, fund from forest receipts.. 530, 531
Stations:

Fire control by airplanes .1 494, 499
Ranger, additional land 629

Statistics, cooperative extension work 936-938, 972-973
Statutory;

Positions, diflBeulties 642, 670-672
RoU—

Changes to lump sum 637-650, 667
Employees, Forest Service, transfer to lump sum 504-521
Entomology Bureau, increase and decrease 739-740

'

Horticultural Board, changes 1281-1282
r, - Increases, changes, transfers, etc 362-373

•'.' Library, changes 915
Markets Bureau, transfers - 1116
Transfer of pink bollworm work , 1314
Transfers from lump fund, changes in title, etc 925-

930, 973, 981, 982, 1004, 1015
Weather Bureau, transfers, etc 81-100, 111

Rolls-
Changes for year 1921 7, 9

Disadvantages 368
Steer hides, superiority 704, 705

Steers, shipping and marketing 949

Stock feed, copra, value 686

Stockyard industry, war-time work, regulations enforcement, etc 1170-1188

Stockyards:
Law violations and prosecutions 1170-1176

Regulation, item omitted, report on 1424

Supervision, discontinued 1115-1116

Stone, Dr. W. E., statement on extension work 1046-1050

Storage changes, fruits and vfogetables 1012-1013

Storm warnings value to Nation 118-120

Stmnpage:
Increase, national forests o33

Prices

—

_„.
For 1919 535

increase ^35, 564

164315—20 93
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Sugar: Page.

Investigations, duplication, by Bureau of Standards 705 706
Manufacture from sweet potatoes, House joint resolution 529, text 1389-1390

Sugar plants:

Investigations 426-428
Investigations, report on 1406

Supervisors, forest, qualifications, work, and salaries 506-521, 524
Supplies and equipment. Forest Service, report on ; 1409
Survey, pink bollworm, work, Texas and Mexico 1327
Swamp lands, reclamation, work 1067-1068
Sweet potato:

By-product utilization, letter read by Representative Crisp 1390
By-products, value, etc., statement by Dr. Alsberg 1391-1392
Utilization 696-697

Sweet potatoes:

Average yield in Georgia 1391
By-products, utilization, statement by Representative Crisp 1389-1392
Growing in Virgin Islands 1022
Storage, houses, etc 1134^1138
Sugar content in Georgia . 1391

Swine, immunization, work of department 156
Tanning materials, investigations 703
Taxes, fire control, by States 498
Taxes, income, relation of market news serijce 1169-1170
Taylor, H. C. , statement as Chief, Farm Management 35-37

Taylor, William A.:

Letter to chairman on canning sweet corn 1388-1389
Statement as Chief, Plant Industry Bureau 361- 72,

384-409, 419-421, 424r-431, 443-444, 450-454, 458-464, 468-

482, 1299-1314, 1352-1367, 1369-1372, 1373-1374, 1387-1389
Discussion of viticultural industry 1352-1356

Tea:
Appeals board 659, 663, 666

Importation act, enforcement, new law, report on 1411
Inspection

—

Ports, location 660

Service, transfer to Agriculture Department 655-667

Tasters 661

Teachers, publications helpful to 1019
Teele, R. P.', statement as irrigation economist, Roads Bureau 1093-1097

Telegraph:
Lines, Weather Bureau 87, 91

Receipts in 1919 from department lines 1398

Tennessee, extension work, funds, and projects, etc 964, 971

Texas:
Cooperation in bollworm control 1317, 1321-1323

Corn production 966

Extension work—
Funds and projects, etc 964, 971

Origin, funds, projects, etc 962, 964, 971

Pink bollworm introduction, and control work 1314-1326

Textiles, investigations 1010-1011

Thompson, C. W. , statement, in charge of Marketing Cooperation 1205-1223

Thrashers:
Dust explosions, preventive methods 1337

Loss from explosions in Northwest 1333

Thunder Mountain area, addition to national forests 524-525

Tick eradication:

Report 1403

Work and discussion 259-264

Timber:
Estimation and appraisal 620

Free use, settlers, and Army and Navy, etc 531, 532, 534, 539

Losses from forest fires 487, 498

Receipts 529, 533, 536

Sales

—

Cruising, etc 508,613,514,533,535-536
1919 receipts 1397

Salvaging after fire 491-492

Supply, decrease 620
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. Timberland owners

—

Page.
Cooperation, fire-control work 495-496, 497, 499, 501 , 553
Taxes for fire control levied by States 498

Timothy seeding on foreet ranges 594
Tincher, Representati-ve, discussion of:

Air Service
; 4 89-500

Animal diseases, work 330-336, 340-341, 348, 358
Apple growing in Kansas 1370
Blowfly eradication 769-770, 772-773
California wine-grape growing 1365-1367, 1368, 1371
Cost of road building 1056, 1057
Cost-of-production work 49, 57, 60, 64
Cotton-futures act ] 237-1238
Warehousing work 1270-1271
County agents 953, 1058-1060
Dairy Division, work 269-274
Fruits and vegetables 1154 •

Forest fires 552, 555
Forest insects 556
Grazing 602, 603, 605
Hessian fly and expert control of it 1044-1045.

Leased-wire news service, discussion 1157-1160
Leather production 703, 704
Live stock 1148
Nursery seedlings 460
Nut-growing investigations, appropriations 446
Pecan diseases 376
Poultry and egg investigations , 671
Preservation, fruits and vegetables 1126, 1129, 1131-1133
PubUc lands 610,611
Publications Division work 804-805, 809, 812-813
Range improvement 591-597
Refrigerator cars 1126, 1131-1133
Salaries 652,653,671
Silo construction 1299-1300
Soft pork 951
State cooperation in marketing 1206-1207, 1211, 1214, 1217-1219
Tea inspection 660
Tuberculosis eradication, work 182-191, 194, 200-206, 216-217, 259, 263
Utilization of citrus by-products 689, 690, 691
Weather Bureau work 85-89, 92, 95-100, 108-109

Tobacco, production and handling 424^25
Tomlinson, T. W., letter from Secretary Houston on grazing fees 607-608
Tractors, farm, testing and rating, work of Boads Bureau 1101-1104, 1106-1111
TraflBc, truck, effect on roads, work oE Roads Bureau 1067
Trails, construction and maintenance, national forests 622-625
Transatlantic flight of R-34, aid of Weather Bureau 134
Transfer:

Contracts laboratory to Bureau of Standards. 707-708

Tea-inspection service to Agriculture Department 655-667

Transfers:

Clerks in Biological Survey, discussion 775-776

From lump fund to statutory roll. States Relations Service 925-

930, 973, 981, 982, 1004, 1015, 1281-1282

PubUcations Division, discussion 806-808

Transportation, lumber, cost 569

Travel:

Expenses

—

Allowance - 1350

Changes in wording 14

Extension work 980, 981

Forest officers 1330-1332

Forest Service 509, 512

Per diem plan, comparison with actual expense plan 1342-1344, 1345

Pay, increase proposed 799-800

Per diem, discussion 1339-1344

Traveling expenses, Weather Bureau 128

Treasurv Department, tea inspection, transfer to Agriculture Department 655-667
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Tree:
Planting national forests

—

I'ase.

Cost. 612-613
Forest Service, report on 1409

Trees:

Forest and ornamental, etc. , disease investigations, appropriations 385-388
Fruit and ornamental; propagation investigations 452-468

Tropical and subtropical plant insect investigations, report on 1414
Truck:

Crops

—

Insects affecting, control work 760-761
Management, investigation 451

Motor, for road work, distribution 1066-1067
Truck-crop

:

And stored-products investigations, report on 1414
Diseases, investigation 388, 395

'True, Dr. A. C:
Discussion of extension work North and West 976, 981, 985, 986, 987
Statements as Director of the States Eolations Service 925-

946, 954-956, 972-975, 993-997, 1002-1005, 1017-1020, 1031-1034
Tuberculin testing of cattle, Brighton stockyards, work, report 248-250
Tuberculosis:

Animal, report statement -• 1402
Cattle and hogs, eradication work, discussion 117-264

Eradication campaign, progress, statistics 256-257

Investigation and eradication, changes in wording 12

Turpentine, investigations 699
Turrentine, J. W. , statement on kelp-potash industry 728-737

Typhoon, July, 1918, results at Guam 1029

Uruguay, American cattle, purchase for 1142

Vegetable and Fruits Division, Markets Bureau, work 1155-1170
Vegetables:

'Canned, keeping quality 1007

Changes in storage, calorimeter studies 1012-1013
- Preservation

—

In transit, methods 1 1123-1129

Investigation, letter. 1122, 1123

Storage, etc., investigations 450-451

Transportation and storage, appropriation asked 1119
Vehicle woods, study by Forest Products Laboratory 560, 586

Vehicles:
Motor

—

Hire for Forest Service 1329-1332

Mileage rates, report on 1430

Parts, exchange, report on , 1429

Passenger-carrying, report on 1429

Vineyard lands, California, status 1352-1356

Vineyards:
California

—

Cooperative experiment, location, value, etc 1368-1364
Effect of prohibition. 1352-1367, 1373-1374

Statement of Dr. W. A. Taylor 1357-1367, 1369-1372

Cooperative experiment, in California, purchase by Government..... 1357-1367

Experimental, effect of prohibition on status 1352-1357

Virgin Islands Experiment Station, location and work 1020-1024, 1033

Virginia, extension work, funds, and projects, etc 964, 971

Vitamines in food, discovery, result of research work 1052-1053

Viticultural industry, effect of prohibition, discussion 1352-1357

Vocational Education Board, cooperative work States Relations Service 1019

Voigt, Representative, discussion of:

Blowfly 772, 773

Cement plant.: 1092-1093

Cost-of-production work 52-54

Forest protection 488-490

Lands exchange 547

Nut growing 437, 449

Publications Division work 804, 832, 842

Tractors 1103
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Page.
ges, farm 1048, 1049

Walnuta, production and annual value : 439 442
Walton, W. E., statement on cereal and forage insect investigations. . . . 74^749
War:

Activities, Weather Bureau 150
Department

—

Cooperation with Forest Service in fire control 493-504
Cooperative trork of Chemistry Bureau 651-654

Timber use in national forests ' 531
Warden, bird reservation in Alaska 778-779
Wardens, game, need and number 796
Warehouse act, administration:

Change in wording 14
Markets Bureau 1263-1277

Warehousing, cotton, Markets Bureau 1239-1244, 1263-1277
Wart, potato, nature, spread, and control 1287-1289
Washington, appropriation for forest protection 553
Waste:

Wood, utilization, by-products, etc 567, 570, 574
Wool-scouring, utilization 701, 702

Water:
Po\yer sites, receipts 535, 540
Soluble B, food ingredient essential to growth 683, 686

^^atersheds, fire protection, cooperative work 1297-1298
V^atson, John, statement on fruit-tree seedlings 454-458
Weather:

Bureau

—

Appropriations, 1921, comparisons 1396
Estimates and changes in wording 8, 9, 11
Hearings 77-151
Heat, light, and power, discussion 87-90
Sales of publications and maps, receipts in 1919 1399
Statutory salaries and general expenses, report ^. . 1401
Work and functions 77-79

Porecasta, dissemination, methods 107-109
Instruments, supply to ships 144, 145
Stations

—

National forests, forecasts and warnings 138-142
Salaries of employees 112-113

Weeks law:
Expenses in Washington, D. C 629-630
Land purchases under 1328-1329
Percentage of receipts to States 628

West Coast Lumbermen's Association, statement by C. J. Hogue 565-572

West Virginia:

Extension-work funds and projects, etc 964, 971

Potato wart disease, extermination work» 1287-1288

Western:
Irrigation agriculture investigations, report on 1406

States, semiarid, and irrigated districts, dairying and live stock 1310-1313

Whale meat, digestibility, studies 1009

Wheat:
Acreage

—

And production in South, increase 970

Decrease in dry regions 1051

Reduction, discussion 1042-1043

Daily reports. Weather Bureau 124, 125, 126

Estimate, 1918, accuracy 884

Hard, flour, gluten content relation to fat absorption 1005, 1014

^"^RllLtioSY^otton futures 1227, 1230, 2027, 2030

Work and appropriation
A.,/, oon

Whey, utilization, recovery of milk sugar, powder, etc., work
TJnK

White-pine blister rust, report on --- ;n^2o
Whitney, Milton, statement as Chief of Soils Bureau. ..... ^,l%l
Wilson Capt , statements on distribution of Federal-aid road funds 1080
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Wilson, Representative:
Discussion of

—

, Page.

Animal diseases, •work 352-35&
Car refrigeration 1128, 1131
Grape vineyard, purchase by Government 1365

1368-1369,1371,1375,1377,1380
Remarks on Japanese fruit growers in California 1152
Nut growing 435,436,438,440,441,442
Preservation of fruits and vegetables 1128, 1131, 1135, 1137
Roads Bureau work , , 1069
Tuberculosis eradication, work 226, 236-237, 241, 243
Vegetable growers in CalifoTnia 1152
Wool grades 1121

Wisconsin:
Appropriation for forest protection 553
Extension work 1054, 1057-1060

Wolves:
Depredation on flocks and herds 794-795
See also Predatory animals.

Women

:

County agents, work, compensation, etc 935, 943, 954-961, 962-963, 1054, 1057
Farm, interest in home demonstration work 955, 957, 958, 967

Wood:
Kiln-drying, work of Forest Products Laboratory 559,"586-587

Preservers' Association, American, statement of Mr. G. C. Schnatterbeck. 579-581
Preservation, work of Forest Products Laboratory 559, 580, 584, 588

Pul]3, sources, development 559, 567, 589
Wood-using industries, aid of Forest Products Laboratory 560-561, 573, 581-589
Woods, Albert F., statement as president of Maryland State College 197-199
Wool:

Importations, supervision work 157
Marketing

—

Appropriation asked 1119, 1120-1121
Standardizing, etc 1120-1122

Wool-scouring wastes:
Utilization 701-702
Utilization, report on 1411

Xylotomist, definition T 621

Young & Co., efficiency engineers, work for Reclassification Commission 673-675
Young, Representative, discussion of:

Antitoxin control 1295
California vineyards 1360, 1378-1379 -

College attendance 1060
Cotton-

Futures act. . . 1231, 1234-1235
Standards : 1203-1204
Standards and marketing ,. 1242

Warehousing work 1272-1273

County agents 990-993

Dust treatment for boll weevil 1069

Extension work and cost of living ,
1041

Farm business methods 1048

Food and drug investigation 681, 682, 685, 686

Grain investigations 1224

Labor-

—

Conditions 1049

On road building 1056
Leased-wire news service 1161-1162

Livestock 1145-1150

Live stock marketing 948-949

Live-stock trade in South America 1146-1151

Long-staple cotton 1203-1204

Mr. Knapp's work in South 962, 966

Samples of insecticides, collection 1294

Screw worm 772
Soft pork 950-951
Wool and cotton testing 1012

Yukon River, size and character 776-778

o
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